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Written evidence
Memorandum from the Policy and Regulatory Group (PRG)

Accountancy and the Banking Crisis: The Use of “Fair Value” in Financial Reporting in Times of
Uncertainty and Illiquidity

I am writing on behalf of the Policy and Regulatory Group (PRG), which includes representatives of the
six largest accountancy firms.

We are well aware of the challenges facing policy-makers in dealing with the fast-moving developments
in the financial markets. However, we believe it is vital to recognise that the current financial crisis is
principally an economic issue, not an accounting issue, and that the eVects of current market volatility are
captured, but not caused, by the use of fair value in financial reporting. The accounting principles underlying
the use of fair value for financial instruments strive to deliver transparent information to investors and other
users of financial statements: the message may be harsh, but the messenger is doing its job.

Regulators and standard-setters in the European Union and other capital markets have prudently resisted
pressure to abandon the basic principles of fair value accounting for financial instruments. A change in
financial reporting standards, such as a “suspension” of the use of fair value, would paper over diYculties
in the midst of a crisis and would not restore investor confidence in financial reporting or restore confidence
to the capital markets.

We support the statement of the G7 finance ministers and central bank governors that accurate valuation
and transparent disclosure of financial assets and consistent implementation of high-quality financial
reporting standards are necessary. As such, the accounting profession will continue to work with standard
setters (especially the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and its US counterpart the
Financial Accounting Standards Board) and regulators to minimise diVerences in the application of
financial reporting standards and to further the goal of convergence to one set of high-quality global
financial reporting standards. We support the IASB in its commitment to continue to develop high-quality
financial reporting standards through an independent standard setting process that involves adequate
opportunity for input from a wide base of stakeholders.

It is our view that fair value should continue to be used for financial instruments in those circumstances
in which it is currently required because, when supplemented with appropriate disclosure, it provides
investors and other users with the best insight into how current market conditions aVect the reporting entity.

The extreme market volatility and limits on liquidity have made the determination of fair value complex
and challenging. We generally support fair value reporting where it is required and further believe that any
changes made by the IASB should be subject to careful consideration and due process. We are also
supportive of the eVorts of the IASB to react to this ongoing crisis by looking at the key issues that have been
raised, not least by Europe, in a timely way—for example the educational guidance published last Friday by
the IASB’s Expert Advisory Panel on Fair Value Measurement and Disclosure. This provides guidance to
companies on applying the existing financial reporting standards in these unprecedented times. However,
we do believe that continuing eVorts will be needed to assist companies in applying the existing financial
reporting standards in the current market conditions.

We also believe that there is scope to make the use of fair value a more eVective tool in financial reporting
through improved contextual disclosures. Such disclosures include explanations for significant changes in
fair value and relevant information that enables investors to understand the possible impacts on future cash
flows, the level of subjectivity in the fair value estimates, and attendant risks. Reports issued by regulatory
groups such as the Financial Stability Forum, the US Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Senior
Supervisors’ Group have encouraged such disclosure. Providing clear disclosures allows investors to
understand the fair values as currently recorded by a company and provides them with information to make
their own judgements on future values based on their own assessments of future market conditions.

We note a number of banks have been asked to raise capital. It is for the companies and regulators to
agree how much capital is required. We note that general purpose financial reports are designed primarily
to serve the needs of investors; it is for regulators to decide the extent to which they will use general purpose
financial statements for prudential supervision. If regulators are of the view that the actions being taken to
raise or retain capital are unnecessary, they should consider providing relief through changes to capital
adequacy standards.

The use of fair value to report financial assets and financial liabilities provides a timely measure of value;
failure to report those values would keep investors, regulators and policy makers in the dark about credit
and liquidity challenges. That is in no one’s best interests.

Whilst this letter represents the views of the members of the PRG each firm may also decide to separately
provide written evidence to the Committee.

3 November 2008
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Memorandum by The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland

1. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (ICAS) is pleased to submit written evidence to the
Treasury Committee. Please note that we would also be pleased to provide oral evidence on 11 November.

ICAS is the world’s first professional body of accountants, receiving its Royal Charter in 1854. ICAS has
over 17,000 members worldwide and in the UK the CA designation is reserved exclusively for their use. A
considerable number of our members work in industry and, in particular, the financial services sector. We
therefore believe that we have the required expertise to provide evidence on this topic.

Under the Royal Charter, the Institute works in the public interest. The objective of ICAS is to uphold
the integrity and standing of the profession of chartered accountancy in the interests of society and the
membership, through excellence in education and the development of accountancy and through service to
members and the enforcement of professional standards.

As the Institute’s Charter requires, the Committee must act primarily in the public interest, and our
proactive projects, responses to consultation documents etc. are therefore intended to place the general
public interest first. Our Charter also requires us to represent our members’ views and protect their interests,
but in the rare cases where these are at odds with the public interest, it is the public interest which must be
paramount.

2. Executive Summary

2.1 We believe the purpose of financial accounts is the communication of information to a wide range of
users both to demonstrate that management have fulfilled their stewardship responsibilities and to assist
users in decision-making.

2.2 First and foremost, the Institute regards the credit crisis as an economic problem whose eVects are
being exacerbated by market psychology. To the extent that fair value accounting has played a role, the role
has been positive: it has forced banks to face and address the economic losses they have incurred sooner
rather than later.

2.3 The Institute rejects the view that fair value accounting has somehow been a cause of the credit crisis
and, equally, is not convinced that fair value accounting is reinforcing a downward spiral of confidence—
the so-called “procyclicality” argument. Procyclical eVects in a “boom and bust” scenario fundamentally
reflect human behaviour; accounting is simply the language which tells us what this means for asset
valuations.

2.4 Although we do not believe that the creation of a Monitoring Group for the International Accounting
Standards Board is strictly necessary; as it could be seen as layer of bureaucratic and unnecessary oversight,
we accept its inevitability, to respond to the demand of politicians and other stakeholders for greater
accountability and oversight. The creation of a Monitoring Group should also help in meeting the need for
dialogue between the IASB/IASCF and the major public institutions. We also believe that the initial
proposed membership looks to be sensible: and note that it will be reviewed over time.

2.5 We believe that it is important that proper due process is followed in the process of amending
accounting standards. We believe that the IASB’s due process is transparent and robust.

3. The Purpose and Intended Audience, of Financial Accounts

3.1 We believe the purpose of financial accounts is the communication of information to a wide range of
users both to demonstrate that management have fulfilled their stewardship responsibilities and to assist
users in decision-making.

4. The Role that Fair Value Accounting has Played in the Banking Crisis, and Whether any
Change to Fair Value Reporting Rules and Requirements is Appropriate

4.1 It is important to recognise that accounting is merely a language, the language of business. Like any
language, it enables us to communicate and understand—in this case, the economic eVect of business
transactions.

4.2 A particular approach to accounting—fair value accounting—is applied to certain financial
instruments. The objective of fair value accounting is to tell us today’s market worth of financial
instruments. This is the most relevant value to know because it reflects the current economic position.

4.3 In our view, it is critical to understand the current economic position—only then can informed
decisions be made about current issues, such as how to manage the portfolio or what capital needs to be
set aside. For this reason, we regard fair value accounting as the most helpful basis for measuring financial
instruments.
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4.4 There is evidence to support our view that fair value accounting is helpful. Goldman Sachs, a bank
which has a strong and unambiguous fair value culture, has also been the bank to weather the credit crisis
better than any other. This is not a coincidence: Goldman Sachs picked up early indicators of problems
before the rest of the market. Equally, we note that the absence of fair value accounting in Japan in the 1990s
caused that financial crisis to persist much longer than would otherwise have been the case.

4.5 Some banks would like to suspend fair value accounting, arguing that the losses it implies do not
reflect the “true” worth of the assets in question. We reject this argument for the reasons given above. We
do not see how the suspension of fair value accounting—and the non-recognition of losses that this implies—
can possibly lead to an increase in inter-bank confidence. In our view, the suspension of fair value accounting
will serve only to increase uncertainty and reduce transparency.

4.6 The Institute is a leading advocate of principles-based accounting. In this case, the principle at stake
is a fundamental one, namely to report the true economic position of banks. It is only through continuous
reporting of the true actual position that inter-bank confidence can be re-built and lending between banks
will recommence in earnest.

4.7 For the above reasons, the Institute supports fair value accounting for certain financial instruments
and believes it has played a positive role in forcing banks to face and address the economic losses they have
incurred sooner rather than later.

4.8 Those who criticise fair value accounting fail to recognise that accounting is merely a language and
cannot of itself change the underlying economics. However, in revealing the true underlying economics,
accounting can be the catalyst for decisions which do modify the economics. If that happens, then
accounting has done its job.

4.9 It should also be noted that accounting standards are developed under proper due process and there
was very little criticism made of the use of fair value accounting for certain financial instruments when the
markets were rising steadily.

5. The Role and Accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board

5.1 Whilst the IASB already operates in a very transparent and accountable manner, we believe that the
recently proposed setting up of a monitoring group should satisfactorily complete the eVective oversight of
the IASB by regulatory and public interest representatives.

5.2 On its website the IASB provides information on its work plan and does liaise regularly with the
various major accounting standard setting bodies round the globe, including the UK’s Accounting
Standards Board on such matters, as well as with other stakeholder groups.

6. The Process of Amending Accountancy Standards

6.1 We believe that it is important that proper due process is followed in the process of amending
accounting standards. In particular, it is important that the IASB consults with, and listens to, a wide range
of stakeholders, and make its decisions on the basis of the broad range of views expressed, without undue
interference from any one particular group. In all respects, we believe that the IASB’s due process is
transparent and robust.

3 November 2008

Memorandum by KPMG LLP

1. Executive Summary

1.1 KPMG LLP has considered the written evidence provided by the Institute of Chartered of
Accountants in England and Wales (“ICAEW”) and agrees with the views therein.

1.2 In addition to the points set out in that submission, KPMG LLP would like to highlight a number
of other issues. We would like to emphasise that accounting for financial instruments is complex and that
the use of fair values in financial instrument accounting is one aspect of that complexity. We acknowledge
that preparers and users of financial statements continue to debate the use of fair value presentation.

2. Background

2.1 KPMG is the global network of professional services firms who provide audit, tax and advisory
services. KPMG LLP operates from 30 oYces across 22 locations within the UK, with over 11,000 partners
and staV. KPMG in the UK recorded a turnover of £1.6 billion in the year ended September 2007. KPMG
LLP, a UK limited liability partnership, is a subsidiary of KPMG Europe LLP and a member firm of the
KPMG network of independent member firms aYliated with KPMG International, a Swiss cooperative.
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2.2 In our role as auditors, our responsibility is to report to a company’s members, as a body in
accordance with section 235 of the Companies Act. One of our responsibilities is to provide our opinion as to
whether the financial statements give a true and fair view, and whether those statements have been properly
prepared in accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the European Union.

2.3 We welcome the Treasury Select Committee taking evidence on accountancy and the banking crisis.
We confirm we are happy for this written evidence to be published and to testify if that would be useful to
the Committee.

3. The Role that Fair Value Accounting has Played in the Banking Crisis and Whether any
Change to Fair Value Reporting Rules and Requirements is Appropriate

3.1 IFRS has a “mixed measurement” model for valuing financial instruments. It utilises both amortised
cost measurements and fair value measurements in diVerent balance sheet categories. Instruments that must
be marked to market are limited to derivatives and broadly, instruments that are held individually or as a
portfolio for the purposes of short term sale or repurchase. Entities do not have to use a category that records
fair value changes through the profit and loss account for other financial assets and liabilities. When
considering the role of fair value in the context of the banking crisis, this should be emphasised.

3.2 Prior to the October amendment to IAS 39,1 it was not possible for an entity to move an asset or
liability from the fair value through profit and loss category for any reason. Regardless of changes in
management intent (for example, deciding to hold an asset for a longer term), once the asset had been
initially categorised as held at fair value, it could not be reclassified to a diVerent measurement category. The
amendments passed in October allow reclassifications (under certain circumstances) from the held at fair
value category. The extent to which this allowance is used and therefore its eVect on the capital markets will
be made clearer in 3rd quarter and full year financial information.

3.3 We would note that while we believe the fundamental concept of fair value remains essential to the
transparency of financial markets, its application has caused diYculties in the current dislocated markets.
We note that the IASB StaV Summary and IASB Expert Advisory Panel papers released in October 2008
provide guidance to address these diYculties although the eVectiveness of these measures has yet to be
validated. We would also note that additional disclosure in such circumstances is not limited to what is
required by financial reporting standards. An entity may make additional disclosures as it sees fit (for
example, providing forecast recoverable cashflows from an asset).

4. The Process of Amending Accountancy Standards

4.1 For IFRS to be adopted legally for use in the European Union, all IFRS standards, amendment to
standards and interpretations of the standards issued by the IASB’s International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC), need to be endorsed by the European Union. The EU endorsement
process involves various process steps. Only when an IFRS standard is endorsed it can be applied by EU
companies in their statutory IFRS financial statements.

4.2 Through the endorsement process, the European Union has the ability to reject IFRS standards or
to make changes to IFRS standards issued by the IASB by deleting sections with which the EU disagrees.
Such deletions are commonly referred to as carve-outs. To date, the EU has made one narrow scope carve-
out from the IFRS standards as issued by the IASB, with respect to some of the hedge accounting
requirements in IAS 39. In our experience little use of this carve out has been made in the UK.

4.3 There is considerable political pressure from the European Union on the IASB to make further short-
term changes to its financial instruments standards. The pressure carries an implicit risk that any IASB
response that does not fully meet the EU demands may lead to further changes to the IFRS standards, by
way of European carve-outs from IFRS.

4.4 We would consider such developments highly undesirable; we therefore welcome the UK
Government’s robust opposition to any EU carve-outs and recommend that the UK Government continue
with such a policy if that were to be proposed as an alternative to following proper due process through a
global standard setter. Any new EU carve-outs would mean a move away from the objective of global
standards, and replacing them by European standards instead. By some, this may be considered as a serious
alternative2 to IFRS. We believe, however, that this notion is flawed, as this would not be in the long term
interests of investors worldwide. In our view, global capital markets require global solutions.

3 November 2008

1 International Accounting Standard 39: Financial instruments: Recognition and Measurement.
2 See Report on the Financial Crisis, by M Rene Ricol Mission entrusted by the President of the Republic in the context of the

2008 French Presidency of the European Union, page 53–54.
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Memorandum by Professor Michael Page

Summary

1. There are substantial grounds for believing that the financial reporting rules promulgated by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the US Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) contributed significantly to an excessive growth in lending by financial institutions, and to the
subsequent near collapse of the financial markets. The most immediate issue is the marking of financial
instruments to so-called “fair-value”. The case against fair value is not so much that it requires entities to
record assets at below their “hold to maturity” values after the market collapse, but that it contributed to
the irrational exuberance of the bubble that preceded the crash.

2. In this memorandum I contend that fair value measurement contributed to the current crisis and that,
in pursuing their current objective of financial reporting, the IASB is neglecting the important issues of
financial stability and corporate governance that are fundamental to a good system of financial reporting.
Before dealing with the particular issues upon which the Committee has requested evidence I want to make
two fundamental points:

2.1 Fair value measurement can lead to financial instability.

2.2 Accounting principles should take account of wider economic concerns than decisions by
capital providers.

Fair Value Measurement can Lead to Financial Instability

3. The case for reporting market values is based on the hypothesis that markets are informationally
eYcient, so that the price recorded in a market reflects all publicly available information. However, even if
that hypothesis is approximately correct averaged over a long period of time, market prices may be very
unreliable measures of value at any given time. Moreover, market prices are “systemic” so that if the price
of one security is a poor reflection of future values, then the prices of all securities are likely to be wrong.
There is good evidence, theoretical and observational, that market prices are excessively volatile. Work by
Schiller3 among others has shown that variations in the level of stock market prices are too great to be
explained by subsequent variations in dividends; and, theoretical work by Plantin, Sapra and Shin.4 among
others shows that marking to market can lead to excess volatility, particularly where traders tend to copy
each other, for example because of bonus scheme arrangements or in reaction to rumours.

4. Advocates of marking to market frequently assert that market values “tell things as they are” or that
“there is no better alternative”. However, the assets and liabilities to which the values are applied are usually
not going to be sold or transferred, and if they were, very diVerent amounts would be realised, because the
markets from which the prices are derived have substantial imperfections.5 It would not be stating the case
to strongly to say that the “fair-values” that accounting standard setters currently aspire to are “guesses of
prices set by hypothetical market participants in markets that don’t exist for items that aren’t going to be
transferred”.

5. As to the assertion that there is no reasonable alternative, I contend amortised historical cost
accounting (HCA) is viable. HCA uses either the “lower of cost or recoverable amount”, for non-current
assets, and “lower of cost or market value”, for current assets. Certain items have zero initial cost, but zero
is a perfectly good number.

6. This is not to say that current values should not be reported in notes to financial statements;
transparency is a good thing. What it does say is that profits should not be calculated on the basis of
excessively volatile market prices, since to do so gives companies, particularly financial companies,
incentives to borrow excessively and take other excessive financial risks. Where individuals are remunerated
on the basis of mark-to-market based profits, excessive volatility is translated into an incentive for enormous
risk taking, since individuals can become independently wealthy an the basis of a couple of good years and
aren’t required to bear losses when the markets turn down.

Accounting Principles should take Account of Wider Economic Concerns than Decisions by
Capital Providers

7. Both the IASB and the FASB have “Conceptual Frameworks”—sets of principles that are supposed
to guide the setting of accounting standards. The current conceptual frameworks have twin objectives of
providing information useful to people making economic decisions and showing the “stewardship” that
managers have exerted over entities. Not withstanding that both bodies are tasked with broad economic
objectives, the standard setters have focused on providing information for participants in financial markets.
The bodies have recently published an exposure draft (ED) of a new objective (see below paragraph 10) for

3 Robert J Schiller (2000) Irrational Exuberance Princeton University Press.
4 Gulliame Plantin, Haresh Sapra, Hyun Song Shin (2008) “Marking-to-Market: Panacea or Pandora’s Box?” Journal of

Accounting Research 46,2 pp 435–460.
5 Page, M., & Whittington, G. (2007). The price of everything and the value of nothing? Accountancy, 140(1369), 92–93.
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a common conceptual framework that focuses almost entirely on information needs of “capital providers”
and in which “stewardship” disappears as a separate objective. The ED explicitly rejects the notion that
financial reporting should have a role in corporate governance.

8. The investor focus is convenient for the FASB and IASB because they can claim that accounting
standards are only providing information and do not aVect the behaviour of economic actors. This claim is
invalid. Moreover the tradition of UK company law is that the prime role of financial reporting is as a
governance device: its primary function is to guard against dishonest or incompetent company
managements making free with investors’ and creditors’ money. Because of the safeguards financial
reporting has provided, many financial and commercial relationships are possible that would not otherwise
be possible, to the benefit of the diversity and stability of the economy. By neglecting this role of financial
reporting the standard setters have done great disservice to the national and global economy.

The Purpose, and Intended Audience, of Financial Accounts

9. Like any complex activity financial reporting has multiple purposes: it encourages management to act
in the interests of stakeholders; it contributes to the smooth running of financial markets (except when it
doesn’t); it forms a basis for a wide range of possible economic relationships that could not otherwise exist;
it assists competition to work in factor markets; it is a source of information useful for regulation of entities
and control of the economy; it may help direct funds to economically productive uses.

10. In their recent exposure draft of a conceptual framework for financial reporting, the IASB and FASB
would have us believe that the objective of financial statements is simply:

To provide financial information about the reporting entity that is useful to present and potential
equity investors, lenders and other creditors in making decisions in their capacity as capital
providers.

11. This is hardly a statement of “purpose” and we are presumably meant to infer that the objective serves
the purpose of helping secondary financial markets run smoothly. In my view this is a partial view of the
purpose of financial reporting. As stated above the current conceptual frameworks of IASB and FASB have
separate stewardship objectives that are to be subsumed within the new objective of providing information
to equity holders in their capacity as owners. This misses the point: the objective of stewardship reporting
is encourage management to act in the interests of stakeholders. In that respect financial reporting has an
objective of maintaining good corporate governance and constraining the behaviour of management by
encouraging managers to be diligent and honest. The ED denies that financial reporting has any role in
corporate governance or in aVecting the behaviour of anyone in a predetermined way.

The Role that Fair Value Accounting has Played in the Banking Crisis, and Whether any Change
to Fair Value Reporting Rules and Requirements is Appropriate

12. Some idea of the scale of the impact of fair value accounting can be gauged be the reported impact
on the financial results of Schroders of moving items from “marking to market” to “held to maturity” as
permitted by the recent change to IAS 39 “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement”. In the case
of Schroders, eliminating the market undervaluation turns £50 million loss into a profit. Financial assets
were overvalued on a similar scale before the credit crunch. When markets are over-valued there are built-
in incentives for individuals to keep them that way. Moreover in so far as overvalued markets lead to
overvaluation of banks’ reserves for the purpose of calculating reserve ratios, then marking to market leads
to an expansion of lending many times the amount of the overvaluation. If this lending then fuels further
overvaluation, a positive feedback loop is set up, leading to a bubble and to a subsequent crash, when,
eventually, logic reasserts itself.

13. Such events are considerably less likely to occur if accounting measurement is done on a prudent basis
such as HCA, since gains are not recognised until they are realised, but losses are recognised immediately.
Recent events show the losses from overvaluation are much greater than the costs of the moderate
undervaluation that can arise through prudent accounting.

14. The exact role that financial overvaluation arising from fair value accounting played in the current
crisis is extremely complex and will take a long time to unravel. Because the crisis is the product of the system
rather any individual entity, no on is in a position to say how the eVects of overvaluation were transmitted
through the market. Nevertheless, after recent events, and reflecting that marking to market was also a factor
in the Enron crisis, the onus of proof about the usefulness of marking to market seems to be upon its
proponents rather than upon its critics.

15. Marking to market has also been damaging to pension schemes and has been an important factor in
the withdrawal of defined benefit schemes.

16. Market values are too unreliable to used in accounting measurements and accounting should revert
to an amortised historical cost basis of measurement, with very few exceptions. This would have the
advantage of forcing preparers of financial statements and managers to evaluate the intrinsic value of items
rather than relying on market value.
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The Role and Accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board

17. The IASB is a private sector body and largely self-perpetuating. Under the leadership of Sir David
Tweedie it has grown hugely in authority and influence. When the EU recognised a version of the IASB’s
standards it did the IASB a great service and added impetus to the IASB’s ambition that its standards should
be accepted for the purpose of registration of securities on American stock exchanges.

18. The main role the IASB should play in EU financial reporting is that of saving the EU the trouble
and expense of setting its own standards. As an external body with a representative council and extensive
due process the IASB tries to imbue its standards with legitimacy arising from independence and intellectual
and moral persuasion. One may surmise that it is concern with legitimacy that makes the IASB reluctant to
acknowledge that setting standards for financial reporting necessarily advantages some economic parties
and disadvantages others. Focusing on market values and the needs of investors is a great advantage to the
IASB since it can claim that it is only setting out to make people better informed by requiring the provision
of relevant and reliable information. This claim does not stand up to examination, and in attempting to claim
that financial information can be neutral as between parties the IASB ignores its wider responsibilities to
the economies of its client accounting regimes. In particular the IASB does not examine the impact of its
pronouncements on the stability of markets or on corporate governance: it acts as if its standards could not
have unintended consequences.

19. There is reason for concern that the IASB is insuYciently accountable. There are signs that the board
proceeds in a doctrinaire manner, (over the matter of valuation, for example) and is at times insensitive to
the views of respondents to its consultations. For example, a large majority of respondents to its initial
discussion paper on the conceptual framework were in favour of a separate stewardship objective for
financial reporting, but a separate objective has not appeared in the subsequent exposure draft.

20. Some critics have observed that the IASB has been acting as if it were preparing the way for a full fair
value measurement system. Although the Chair of IASB says this is not the case, proposals for extension of
fair value continue to arise.

21. The status quo whereby the IASB issues standards and the EU endorses them is unlikely to persist.
The IASB can hardly make itself fully accountable to the EU and at the same time the EU can hardly resign
sovereignty in this area to a private body. Particularly if extensions to fair value that tend to destabilise
company profits and financial markets continue, the EU Accounting Regulatory Committee is likely to
recommend further amendments until a distinctive European set of generally accepted accounting
principles emerges.

The Process of Amending Accountancy Standards

22. The IASB has the appearance of adequate due process but the process by which issues are added to
the work programme is somewhat opaque and, as mentioned above, the views of respondents to its
consultations do not seem, at times, to be fully accepted.

Conclusion

23. Marking to market accounting should be dropped, not just because it makes the crash worse, but
because it was a necessary condition for the bubble that preceded the crash. Accounting standard setters
should focus on setting standards that lead to economic stability rather than reflecting back at financial
markets unreliable market prices.

24. The UK and the EU should adopt a more critical view towards the proposals of the IASB and should
seriously consider reverting to amortised historical cost accounting wherever fair value is currently
mandated.

3 November 2008

Memorandum by The British Bankers’ Association (BBA)

Background

1. The British Bankers’ Association (BBA) will be participating in the 11th November evidence session on
accountancy in the context of the current banking crisis and welcomes the opportunity of providing written
evidence in advance.

2. The BBA is a long standing advocate of international accounting standards and believes they have a
considerable role to play in raising the standard of financial reporting on a global basis. They have a
particular relevance when it comes to financial services operating within a global market place and, together
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with the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the International Organization of Securities
Commissions, we see the IASB as a key body when it comes to setting fundamental international
requirements.

3. In terms of the current banking crisis, the IASB has been charged by the Financial Stability Forum
(FSF) with producing urgent guidance in three areas: fair value measurement in illiquid markets; accounting
and disclosure of oV-balance sheet vehicles; and financial instrument disclosures.

4. On fair value measurement in illiquid markets, the IASB published a draft document prepared by an
expert panel on 16 September inviting comments within two and a half weeks. The draft document coincided
with the comment deadline for a longer term discussion paper “Reducing Complexity in Reporting Financial
Instruments” in which the IASB explored avenues for simplifying the reporting requirements of IAS 39
“Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement”, raising the question of whether all financial
instruments should be measured on a fair value basis.

The BBA’s Position on Key Measurement Issues

5. In responding to the draft document on 30 September (Attachment 1), the BBA supported the
guidance on fair value measurement in illiquid markets “insofar as it goes”. We also felt it appropriate,
however, to suggest to the IASB that it should review the 150! comment letters received in response to its
reducing complexity consultation to see whether there was a case for it doing more under its remit from the
FSF to address issues in relation to fair value measurement in illiquid markets.

6. In general IAS 39 classifies a financial instrument according to the use to which the financial instrument
will be put in the business on origination. In most circumstances, however, the standard prohibited
subsequent reclassification, even if the ability to use the financial instrument changes. Our letter identified
reclassification of financial instruments as a measure that could be of considerable assistance given that it
was evident that there were instruments being held within trading books that were no longer actually being
traded and that the accounting should reflect this change in management’s intentions in the light of changing
market conditions. We proposed that the IASB should delete or suspend rules within IAS 39 that prohibited
the reclassification of non-derivatives out of the fair value through profit or loss category in order to enable
instruments to be accounted for on a basis compatible with their longer term holding. We were clear,
however, that such transfers should take place at fair value on a fully disclosed basis. The benefit of this type
of transfer is that it enables firms to reorganise their business in accordance with the holding of the
instruments in question in light of prevailing market circumstances.

7. We also identified other measures that the IASB should consider on a fast track basis, including
changes to the impairment rules on available-for-sale securities and the tainting rules in the held-to-maturity
category, and overly prescriptive rules on hedge accounting, that create significant barriers to accounting
for financial instruments in a logical and systemic way consistent with their use in the business.

The IASB’s Response Under its FSF Remit

8. The IASB has responded positively to suggestions made to it on how to fulfil its immediate remit from
the FSF on fair value in illiquid markets. In its final guidance on the measurement of fair value in illiquid
markets, published on 31 October, it provides very clear guidance on the information that can be used in
assessing fair value in the absence of relevant observable market data. In issuing the guidance in its final
form, the IASB specifically confirmed that it takes into consideration and is consistent with documents
issued by the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) on 10 October and by the OYce of the
Chief Accountant of the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and FASB staV on 30 September.

9. The IASB also acted swiftly on the reclassification proposal and on 13 October announced an
amendments to IAS 39 to permit firms to reclassify, in rare circumstances, non-derivative financial
instruments from the trading book to another category within IAS 39. In announcing the amendments, the
IASB specifically makes the point that the changes address concerns expressed by EU leaders and finance
ministers through ECOFIN Council to ensure that European financial institutions are not disadvantaged
vis-à-vis their international competitors in terms of accounting rules and their interpretation. The IASB also
confirmed that the changes reduced diVerences between IFRSs and US GAAP. With the exceptional
approval of the Trustees, the amendments were agreed without the IASB’s usual full due process and applied
from 1 July 2008. Transfers are required to be made at fair value and must be fully disclosed; the IASB
confirmed that current market circumstances can be viewed as rare. On 15 October the European
Commission confirmed it would endorse the IASB’s amendment for use within the European Union.

10. The IASB and FASB have also established a new high-level global advisory panel to identify the
accounting issues which require their urgent and immediate attention. Furthermore, the IASB and FASB
will be working together to develop common solutions aimed at providing greater transparency and reduced
complexity in the accounting of financial instruments. The responses to the boards’ recent discussion paper
on reducing complexity in the reporting of financial instruments will be taken as the starting point.
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Other Accounting Issues with a Financial Stability Relevance

11. The BBA’s 30 September letter also raised two further accounting issues relevant to financial stability:

— The need for the IASB to review conclusions drawn over the past year or so in respect of its “Fair
Value Measurements” project.

— The need to reassess its longstanding objective to introduce full fair value measurement for all
financial instruments.

12. The point about the fair value measurements project is that the IASB has been tentatively drawn
towards convergence with rules introduced by US SFAS 157 on “exit values” and reliance on a notional
“market participant” view. In commenting on these proposals at the time (Attachment 2), the BBA
observed:

“There a number of assumptions running throughout the discussion paper which we question.
There is a general presumption which underpins the entire approach of SFAS 157 that active, deep
and liquid markets exist for most assets and liabilities and that a market of sorts can be observed
for them all. This is a false assumption even in the case of many financial instruments. While there
are instances in which it is appropriate for measurement to be designed on the premise of the
existence of deep and liquid markets, it needs also to be recognised that there are many instances
in which the assumption does not hold true. Similarly, we believe the focus in SFAS 157 on the
market participant’s view is flawed when you consider that many, if not most, markets are
imperfect. Requiring a search for a hypothetical market participant in a theoretical market will
result in an outcome which is neither relevant nor representationally faithful”.

13. The recent pronouncements by the SEC and FASB referred to above have eVectively redefined US
requirements in respect of the calculation of fair value. It is necessary therefore for the IASB to review its
tentative conclusions in light of more recent developments.

14. The BBA fully supports the use of fair value measurement for financial instruments that are held for
trading or otherwise managed on a fair value basis. In common with many others, however, we believe that
a mixed measurement model, which reports financial instruments held for trading or otherwise managed on
a fair value basis at fair value and other financial instruments originated or obtained with an intention of
generating value over time at amortised cost less impairment, is a better solution than measuring all financial
instruments at either fair value or amortised cost. Our response to the IASB’s reducing complexity
discussion paper explains this in detail (Attachment 3). At this time, support for the mixed measurement
model remains the predominant view amongst preparers, auditors, national standard setters and is
supported by many user groups. It is also the view of banking supervisors. We consider it highly damaging
for the IASB to continue to promote full fair value accounting for financial instruments as a longer term
objective in the face of concerns about the relevance and reliability of fair values in the absence of an intent
and ability to trade or manage on a fair value basis held by many.

Governance Considerations

15. In pursuing the above issues the BBA has been clear that it is right for the IASB to set aside its usual
due process considerations in order to provide a quick and eVective response to calls for the review of key
elements of its financial instruments standards.

16. We have further welcomed the support of the European Union, including the Commission services,
in providing focus on issues which the IASB need to consider as a matter of priority. We are equally clear,
however, of the benefits of global accounting standards and would not advocate the adoption of a European
solution in the event that the IASB, in consultation with its constituents, views it as inappropriate to proceed
with any of the recommended actions. While we believe that the IASB needs to be responsive to the needs
of its constituents, we would regard it as a retrograde step to by-pass the international process in favour of
regional or national solutions.

17. There have on occasions been times at which the charge of being unresponsive to constituent needs
has been levied at the IASB—rightly in some instances. The BBA, however, is of the view that in responding
to the demands placed upon it in recent months, the IASB has shown that it can maintain an appropriate
balance between maintaining standards based on core principles while at the same time addressing rules-
based barriers that stand in the way of accounting being reflective of the changing basis on which financial
instruments are held.

3 November 2008
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Memorandum by Professors Vivien Beattie, Professor Stella Fearnley and Mr Tony Hines
(Vivien Beattie: (Professor of Accounting, University of Glasgow) Stella Fearnley: (Professor in

Accounting, University of Bournemouth) Tony Hines: (Principal Lecturer, University of Portsmouth))

The views expressed in this memorandum are those of the researchers and not of their organisations.

Evidence Session—Accountancy in the Context of the Current Banking Crisis

Summary of recommendations

— We are concerned that the growing complexity of financial reporting as defined by IFRS standards
is confusing users. A distinction needs to be made between data and information. What is useful
and what is not?

— We suggest that impact of the practice of stock lending on the stewardship and accountability of
directors should be investigated.

— We believe a radical review of the fair value accounting model is needed and an investigation
should take place as to whether accounting standards allowed the construction of oV-balance sheet
vehicles or inadequate disclosure of the true position.

— We do not believe that convergence with US GAAP is necessarily the right way forward to achieve
high quality accounting standards. Monopoly inhibits progress. A full consultation on
convergence with US GAAP should be carried out. There should also be a rethink from first
principles of the accountability of the IASB.

— We suggest there should be no such person as a full-time career standard setter. Regular change is
essential for standard setters to keep pace with business and market developments. Standard
setting boards should have a majority of part-time members.

— We believe that all funding for IASB activities should be channelled through governments or
regulators. IASB’s influence is too powerful for it to be mainly financially dependent on voluntary
contributions and from those with vested interests in promoting global standards. This would give
governments more authority and provide the added advantage of encouraging more participation
in the consultation process from parties who find themselves paying the true price for the use of
IASB standards.

— We suggest that radical change is needed to the consultation process. A self-selecting respondent
model favours those with the most resources and the greatest vested interests. Independent units
should conduct pro-active consultation into a wide range of stakeholder views on Discussion
Papers and Exposure Drafts, putting forward balanced views from all stakeholders groups. IASB
should be required to take notice of these results and explain publicly if they choose to reject them.
As with IASB itself, the units should be provided with adequate funding provided by the users of
standards and channelled through government agencies or regulators, in order to do their job
properly.

— Although established with the best of intentions we do not believe the current model for IASB
activity is sustainable.

Evidence Session—Accountancy in the Context of the Current Banking Crisis: Detailed Comments

1. The purpose and intended audience of financial statements

1.1 In the UK context, historically the primary purpose under company law of financial statements is for
the directors (ie the managers) of a company to give an account of their stewardship of the business to their
shareholders (ie the owners). These financial statements are primarily based on a historical cost model. The
shareholders can then question the directors at an annual meeting and choose to re-appoint them, or if the
company is listed, dispose of or retain the shares they hold. There are many other stakeholders, (creditors,
employees, tax authorities etc) in company financial statements who may be described as free riders.

1.2 A view has been promulgated by standard setters over time that the primary purpose of financial
statements is decision usefulness rather than accountability or stewardship. This brings a more forward
looking context to financial statements and focuses on the balance sheet as a representation of future cash
flows with the profit for the year eVectively being the diVerence between two balance sheets. To some extent
this emanates from the US regime where removal of directors from oYce is not a simple matter (Bush, 2005).

1.3 This debate is still not resolved as the International Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB’s)
conceptual framework favours decision usefulness and general purpose financial statements, not financial
statements primarily intended for the use of the shareholders.

1.4 However in the current environment both models are flawed. The growth of stock lending (ie sale and
buy back arrangements) by large investors had led to situations where directors of companies may not know
who their shareholders are and hedge funds and others are “borrowing” for short periods and may in eVect
be acting against the interests of the majority of shareholders and the company eg by short selling. Thus
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accountability becomes compromised. In a market such as UK where a high proportion of shares are held
by institutions the small shareholder has little influence. (This problem has become particularly apparent in
the lack of attention to the interests of small shareholders in the banks during the present crisis.) There are
also concerns about the growing complexity of the financial statements under the present regime.

1.5 Similarly decision usefulness based on future cash flows leads to a balance sheet which may be awash
with estimates, particularly when fair value is applied.

1.6 It is widely recognised that the publication of financial statements itself does not move markets, as
preliminary announcements of results have already been made and other information such as profit
warnings is disseminated to markets as events take place. If the final financial statements results were
diVerent from the preliminary announcement the company would have a lot of explaining to do.

1.7 There is, however, a concern that the growing complexity of financial reporting as defined by IFRS
standards is confusing users. A distinction needs to be made between data and information. What is useful
and what is not?

1.8 We also suggest that impact of the practice of stock lending on the stewardship and accountability of
directors should be investigated.

2. The role that fair value has played in the banking crisis

2.1 We do not intend to oVer a detailed technical explanation of the role of accounting in the present crisis.
Many concerns have been expressed about fair value by academics eg Ball (2006). However the fact that
the Treasury Committee is holding this evidence session indicates the degree of concern about the impact
accounting may have had on the current crisis. If all was well the Treasury Committee would not need to
get involved.

2.2 Our primary concern is that fair value allows both unrealised losses and unrealised gains to be booked
to the income statement (profit and loss account). There have been no complaints from banks about the
booking of unrealised gains. However, this is a concern as bonuses and dividends have been paid from
unrealised gains, thus depriving the institution of working capital and creating negative cash flow. None of
this cash outflow will return to the banks.

2.3 Fair value assumes that markets behave rationally. Sadly they do not, and in a bubble, mark to market
will inflate the bubble by picking up inflated prices and feeding them back to the market (Fearnley and
Sunder, 2007). Had accounting been more conservative the sub-prime bubble would have been exposed
earlier. It is also not clear whether any of the toxic financial instruments were constructed with the aim of
keeping them oV the balance sheet or avoiding disclosure.

2.4 The present situation is such that it is impossible to attach a value to an asset, which may have long
term value, when there is no market for it. This may cause greater losses to be booked than are justifiable.

2.5 We believe a radical review of the fair value accounting model is needed and an investigation should
take place as to whether accounting standards allowed the construction of oV balance sheet vehicles or
inadequate disclosure of the true position.

3. The role and accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board and the process of amending
accounting standards

3.1 The IASB (International Accounting Standards Board) is an independent standard-setting board,
appointed and overseen by a geographically and professionally diverse group of Trustees of the IASC
Foundation who are accountable to the public interest. (www.iasb.org). Thus IASB is overseen by a body
which is accountable to an abstract, undefinable concept, understanding of which may vary from one
jurisdiction to another. IASB is therefore eVectively beyond democratic controls although its power and
influence over global financial reporting is of great significance. By way of contrast, national standard setters
are ultimately accountable to their national government, which can step in if there is concern about any of
their activities. The UK’s Accounting Standards Board can now only try to influence IASB along with other
bodies. Thus the influence of the UK government over accounting for listed companies is much diminished.
The IASB model has been widely criticised (for example by EU Internal Market Commissioner Charlie
McCreevy (Accountancy Age, 9 October 2008) and ECOFIN (European Report, 9 July 2008).

3.2 A recent consultation by IASC Trustees (www.IASB.org) has suggested the creation of a monitoring
group linked to major oYcial institutions to oversee the Trustees who in turn oversee the IASB. This appears
convoluted with too many layers. A more radical accountability model is needed to challenge decision
making as well as process.

3.3 The shortcomings with the present accountability arrangements can best be illustrated by the process
of convergence of accounting standards with the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). The
process openly began with the Norwalk Agreement (FASB & IASB, 2002). It committed the two standard
setters to make their existing financial reporting standards fully compatible as soon as is practicable and to
co-ordinate future work programs to ensure that once achieved, compatibility is maintained. This
arrangement was made shortly after the Enron crisis when US accounting was in disrepute, and was certain
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to have a major impact on the development of IFRS. Any future proposal would have to be tested against
what would be acceptable to the litigious US environment. Although the IASB model requires public
consultation for accounting standards, there was no constitutional requirement for public consultation on
this fundamental convergence decision. Furthermore, there are indications that that more concessions have
been made on the IASB side than the US side. FASB Chair Bob Herz has suggested “the IASB has amended
many of its standards, and, to a lesser extent, we in FASB have modified some of our own” (Herz, 2005). The
IASB may to an extent be insulated from political influence at individual state and EU level. The US FASB
is overseen by the US Securities and Exchange Commission which is itself subject to US political influence.
The convergence project undermines IASB’s claim to be a truly independent standard-setter and could easily
lead to global accounting standards eVectively becoming US GAAP under the oversight of the SEC and
subject to the US political system. Given that the two most recent accounting problems (Enron and sub-
prime) have emanated from US practices, this background is not an incentive to converge accounting
practices. Furthermore, global monopoly is not desirable as it stifles new ideas and hinders progress. There
should be room for more than one set of standards in the world.

3.4 We do not believe that convergence with US GAAP is necessarily the right way forward to achieve
high quality accounting standards. Monopoly inhibits progress. A full consultation on convergence with US
GAAP should be carried out. There should also be a rethink from first principles of the accountability of
the IASB.

3.5 According to the IASC Foundation Constitution, IASB members must: “comprise a group of people
representing, within that group, the best available combination of technical skills and background experience
of relevant international business and market conditions in order to contribute to the development of high
quality, global accounting standards” (www.iasb.org). IASB allows 14 members (currently 13) two of whom
are part-time (seen as a key component in preserving independence) but this composition may not reflect
recent experience in international business and market conditions. A number have been standard setters for
a substantial period of time. For example, the current Chairman, Sir David Tweedie has been a full-time
standard setter since 1990 having previously chaired the UK ASB. Some other members have similar
experience. James Leisenring, has been a standard setter since 1987 having previously served on FASB.
Warren McGregor served as Chief Executive OYcer of the Australian Accounting Research Foundation
(the body responsible for supplying technical support in the development of Australian accounting
standards) for 10 years prior to his appointment to the IASB in 2001.

3.6 The IASB board structure is based on the FASB structure (Sawers, 2008), not on the UK model of
primarily non-executive standard setting boards with recent and relevant experience from varied
backgrounds and a with only a full-time chair or director, but supported by a competent staV. A primarily
full-time board risks becoming remote from current business practices and the experience of applying
accounting standards in a variety of practical settings. These problems are exacerbated if the standard setters
have had little direct practical engagement of working with the standards in a business context for a number
of years.

3.7 In July 2008 the IASC Foundation constitutional review suggests the minor change of increasing the
number of board members by two. It also suggests change to the Standards Advisory Council, a stakeholder
body which normally meets three times a year.

3.8 We suggest there should be no such person as a full time career standard setter. Regular experience
in applying standards should be a requirement for standard setters to keep pace with business and market
developments.

3.9 Sources of IASC Foundation funding are published but not widely publicised. Out of total funding
of £11.3 million for 2007 almost 30% came from international accountancy firms (IASC Foundation Annual
Report, 2007) and a high proportion of the rest from multinational enterprises. Thus a significant proportion
of those funding IASC foundation and IASB’s global ambitions have a vested interest in achieving global
accounting standards.

3.10 We believe that all funding for IASB activities should be channelled through governments or
regulators. IASB’s influence is too powerful for it to be mainly financially dependent on voluntary
contributions and from those with vested interests in promoting global standards. This would give
governments more authority and provide the added advantage of encouraging more participation in the
consultation process from parties who find themselves paying the true price for the use of IASB standards.

4. The process of amending accounting standards

4.1 According to the IASB, International Financial Reporting Standards are developed through an
international consultation process which involves individuals and organisations from around the world. The
due process invites comments at two stages. The first stage invites comments on a discussion paper (an early
exploration of the issues and how they might be dealt with in a standard). The second stage invites comments
on an exposure draft (a draft standard) which the IASB consider to be the main vehicle for consulting
stakeholders. Although the IASB says that it considers the comments received and may revise its proposals
as a consequence of them, it is not clear how and to what extent the comments received feed in to the
standard setting process and what role the Standards Advisory Council plays. Are supportive comments
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given more weight than critical ones? Are comments from particular organisations taken more seriously?
The IASB appears to have complete discretion over its response to the stakeholder consultation. In theory
standards should not require amendment once they have been issued if there is an eVective consultation
process which identifies the issues and the unintended consequences are thought through properly.
Furthermore there is no independent mechanism for making change such as the UK Urgent Issues Task
Force.

4.2 A further issue is that the consultation process is self selecting, not pro-active. Only larger
organisations have the resources available to respond to invitations to comment in a full and timely fashion.
Only those with the greatest vested interest will be motivated to engage in the process. For example, the IASB
published a discussion paper “Amendments to IAS 19 Employee Benefits” in March 2008 requesting
comments to be received by 28 September 2008. A total of 149 comment letters were received. Fewer than
60 of these were from individuals or companies (and these were dominated by large multinational
enterprises). The majority of responses are from other standard setters, governmental organisations, trade
associations and professional accountancy bodies. It is not clear to what extent these various bodies have
consulted their own members. Thus the responses received are unlikely to be fully representative of the whole
user group.

4.3 We suggest that radical change is needed to the consultation process. A self-selecting respondent
model favours those with the most resources and the greatest vested interests. Independent units should
conduct pro-active consultation into a wide range of stakeholder views on Discussion Papers and Exposure
Drafts, putting forward balanced views from all stakeholders groups. IASB should be required to take notice
of these results and explain publicly if they choose to reject them. As with IASB itself, the units should be
provided with adequate funding provided by the users of standards and channelled through government
agencies or regulators, in order to do their job properly.

Although established with the best of intentions we do not believe the current model for IASB activity is
sustainable.
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Memorandum submitted by R3

Executive Summary

— R3 is concerned that banks are not making adequate provision for “bad” personal debts within
their accounts.

— R3 believes that the FSA should examine this issue and banks should consider how best to reflect
this “bad” debt within their balance sheet.

— R3 believes that the practice of banks not making adequate provision for ‘bad’ personal debts is
adversely aVecting individual debtors.

R3—The Insolvency Trade Body—represents 97% of all licensed Insolvency Practitioners who help
individuals and businesses in financial trouble.

There are a range of options to deal with unmanageable personal debt which include:

— a Debt Management Plan (DMP) which is an arrangement between an individual and their creditor
to pay back debt by regular instalments over a period of time. There is generally no debt write oV,
no freeze on interest and no set time the plan it set to last.
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— an Individual Voluntary Arrangement (IVA) which is a procedure whereby the debtor agrees to
repay a set amount of debts to creditors over a set period of time, usually about five years. There
is usually debt write-oV and freeze on interest.

— Bankruptcy, where individuals are usually discharged after one year, with debt write oV and any
spare funds distributed between creditors.

1. “Accounting” for “bad” debts

1.1 The level of personal debt in the UK has substantially increased over recent years, with UK personal
debt totalling close to £1.5 trillion.

Insolvency Practitioners deal with individuals whose personal debt has become unmanageable and there
are a range of options open to them in order to deal with their debt ranging from DMPs, IVA’s and
bankruptcy (as outlined on page 1).

The way in which banks deal with and account for personal debt, especially personal debt which becomes
unmanageable, has been an issue R3 has raised over the last few years.

1.2 Insolvency Practitioners have seen a “policy” of banks agreeing a DMP as the most favoured
insolvency option. R3 believes that this preference for DMPs may be down to the fact that there is an
inherent “incentive” in the accounting structure, allowing lenders to present a stronger balance sheet.
Creditors are able to categorize DMP debt as rescheduled and they are not required to raise bad or doubtful
provision against it. In contrast, IVA debt must be provided for in full, with payments received treated as
recoveries rather than repayments. Bankruptcy, naturally, involves a total write oV of any debt.

1.3 R3 understands that the FSA does not look at this issue as the responsibility rests with banks boards
and their respective auditors. R3 believes that the FSA should examine this issue and that banks should
consider how best to reflect this “bad” debt within their balance sheet.

2. The level of DMPs in the UK

2.1 Because of their informal nature there are currently no oYcial records of the number of DMPs
currently in place in the UK.

2.2 A YouGov “debt tracker” survey,6 in consultation with R3, has recorded for the first time ever that
around 600,000 GB residents say they are currently repaying debts under a Debt Management Plan (DMP).
This is four times the number who said they were in an Individual Voluntary Arrangement (IVA) and twice
as many who said they currently are or have ever been declared Bankrupt. Because DMPs do not have to
be oYcially registered, this survey is the first warning of their true proliferation.

2.3 A DMP can be a good option for individuals who have manageable levels of debt. Therefore, not all
of the debts in a DMP should be considered “bad” as many debts are fully repaid over a period of time. The
benefit of the DMP is that it does not have as severe an eVect on the person’s credit rating. Again, because
of their informal nature, there are no statistics on the breakdown of the DMPs into those DMPs where debts
are repaid and those DMPs where the debts are not repaid.

3. EVects of DMPs on debtors

3.1 R3 believes that there are many instances where a debtor takes on a DMP “inappropriately”, given
that a formal insolvency route may be a better option. These debtors will often struggle to repay debt and
may have to resort to a formal insolvency option at a later stage.

3.2 Unlike an IVA or Bankruptcy a DMP does not have a set duration. The R3/ YouGov survey revealed
that 19% of people currently in a DMP believe the arrangement will last over 10 years, and an even more
alarming 29% “do not know” how long it will last. One third of DMP holders responded that they had not
considered an IVA because they did not know what an IVA is.

3.3 Insolvency Practitioners have experienced a number of banks refusing the majority of IVAs. R3
believes that this “blanket refusal” of IVAs is a frustration of public policy which has sought, over the past
few years, to make insolvency more rehabilitative and less punitive.

4 November 2008

6 The “debt tracker” survey took place during the period 31 July to 5 August 2008 by the independent research company
YouGov. The base for the survey was 3,329 respondents and was conducted on-line.
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Memorandum from the Investment Management Association

1. Executive Summary

1.1 IMA’s members manage approximately £3 trillion of assets which they invest on behalf of their clients
globally. As major investors in companies whose securities are traded on regulated markets, they have an
interest in the requirements governing how such companies prepare their accounts and the information
disclosed to them as users of that information.

1.2 The main points in this submission are summarised below and set out in more detail in the rest of this
memorandum.

— The main focus of financial accounts should be on the holders of ordinary shares—they are the
providers of the risk capital and bear the residual risk. They want accounts that are transparent and
comparable, and prepared under high quality accounting standards which are applied consistently
internationally (paragraphs 3.1 to 3.3).

— Fair value accounting has not been the cause of the current financial crisis and we would not accept
suggestions that its application has exacerbated its eVects. We consider that taking steps to modify
requirements now would have serious long term consequences and could prolong the crisis. Only
by recognising in full the losses made on bank balance sheets can confidence in markets be restored,
trading resume and markets recover. Fair values provide the most up to date and relevant
information to do this (paragraphs 4.1 to 4.4 and 4.8).

— There is no satisfactory alternative to fair value. Recording values at historical cost would reflect
an arbitrary moment in history when the assets were initially recognised and, in any event, requires
them to be recognised at the lower of cost or net realisable value which, of itself, would have
necessitated write downs in the current economic climate (paragraph 4.5).

— Investors and regulators have diVerent requirements. The suggestion that the use of fair value in
the good times fails to ensure that there is an adequate buVer for the bad confuses the two.
Ensuring a suYcient buVer in times of cyclical downturn is a function of capital adequacy
regulation, not of accounts. The purpose of the latter is to report the financial position of listed
companies to the market (paragraph 4.6).

— Nor do we accept the suggestion that recent market falls mean that the write downs have gone too
far. There has been little evidence of investors buying up undervalued assets and it would be
unacceptable for financial institutions to mark to market in the good times and then suspend or
amend the practice in the bad (paragraph 4.7).

— Whilst, the principle of fair value should not be brought into question, some of the complexities
in the standards could be addressed and the related disclosures enhanced (paragraphs 4.10 to 4.13).

— The IASB’s aim of developing high quality global accounting standards is supported but to do so,
it needs to: engage fully with stakeholders globally; have clear accountability and funding that
ensures its independence; and continue to build on the progress made in recent years (paragraphs
5.1 to 5.14).

— Undoubtedly, the current credit crisis requires rapid measures by governments and regulators but
fundamental changes in accounting should be implemented only after due process and the
involvement of all stakeholders (paragraphs 6.1 to 6.5).

2. Introduction

2.1 IMA7 welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee in connection with its inquiry
into accountancy in the context of the current banking crisis.

2.2 In managing assets for both retail and institutional investors, IMA members are major investors in
companies whose securities are traded on regulated markets and have an interest in the requirements
governing how such companies prepare their accounts and the information disclosed to them as users of that
information.

2.3 The Committee has invited written evidence on:

— the purpose, and the intended audience, of financial accounts;

— the role that fair value accounting has played in the banking crisis, and whether any changes to
fair value reporting rules and requirements is appropriate;

7 IMA represents the asset management industry operating in the UK. Our members include independent fund managers, the
investment arms of retail banks, life insurers and investment banks, and the managers of occupational pension schemes. They
are responsible for the management of approximately £3 trillion of assets, which are invested on behalf of clients globally.
These include authorised investment funds, institutional funds (eg pensions and life funds), private client accounts and a wide
range of pooled investment vehicles. In particular, the Annual IMA Asset Management Survey shows that in 2007, IMA
members managed holdings amounting to 44% of the domestic equity market.
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— the role and accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board; and

— the process of amending accounting standards.

Our comments are set out below under each of these headings.

3. The Purpose, and the Intended Audience, of Financial Accounts

3.1 IMA considers that the primary audience for accounts should be the holders of ordinary shares, as
the providers of the risk capital and bearers of the residual risk. Accounts should be prepared so as to provide
them with the information they need for the purposes of deciding to buy, sell or hold their shares and to help
them fulfil their responsibilities as owners—assessing company management and the strategies adopted for
the longer term.

They need accounts that are transparent and comparable, and prepared under high quality accounting
standards that are applied consistently internationally.

3.2 We recognise that reporting is expected to meet a growing set of needs and that some consider it should
also be aimed at other stakeholders, such as creditors—including purchasers of traded debt—employees,
bankers, customers and suppliers. However, these other stakeholders are protected by contractual and other
rights that are not shared by shareholders. If shareholders’ needs are satisfied, then we believe the needs of
other external users should be also. In the event that other users’ needs are so specialised that they are not,
then we consider that specific reporting should be developed to address them.

3.3 In summary, if accounts focus on the needs of the ordinary shareholders and they have confidence in
the figures reported then this should help reduce the cost of capital. Failing to do so would not only increase
the cost of capital but could undermine the whole framework of financial reporting.

4. The Role that Fair Value Accounting has Played in the Banking Crisis, and Whether any
Changes to Fair Value Reporting Rules and Requirements is Appropriate

4.1 Undoubtedly the banking crisis and current credit market conditions have posed the greatest risk to
the current financial reporting framework that has been experienced for many years. One of the key
principles in that framework, fair value accounting, mark to market or mark to model, has been the subject
of criticism and some go as far as blaming it for the current crisis. In particular, there have been comments
that using fair values in accounts is pro-cyclical and leads to a feedback loop such that when one entity marks
assets down, it forces others to do likewise and thus drives values down further. It has been suggested that
even if fair value accounting is not the cause of the crisis, it has been a major contributor.

4.2 These criticisms have led to calls in both in the US and the EU for fair value to be modified or even
potentially suspended. In the US, the Troubled Asset Relief Program in the Emergency Economic
Stabilisation Act of 2008 gives the Securities and Exchange Commission the power to suspend FAS 157,
Fair Value Measurements, altogether and it is currently conducting a study into mark to market accounting.
In addition, in the EU there have been talks of suspending fair value and on 29 October a request to the
IASB to change it.

4.3 IMA would strongly disagree with the suggestion that fair value accounting has contributed to the crisis
or that the rules should be modified with a view to presenting a more favourable picture of the situation of
financial institutions. Such measures would have serious long term consequences and could prolong the
financial crisis.

4.4 The current crisis originated in the collapse of the leveraged loan and inter bank loan markets,
exacerbated by the opaque nature of the products concerned. It is a necessary precondition of a return to
more normal conditions that there is full recognition of the losses made on bank balance sheets. Without
marking assets down to realistic prices, confidence in those markets will not be restored, trading will not
resume and markets will not recover. Fair values provide the most up to date and relevant information to
do this.

4.5 Alternative accounting treatments would not provide the necessary transparency. For instance, under
the historical cost convention, valuations would reflect an arbitrary moment in history when the financial
assets and liabilities were initially recognised. While fair value is being criticised for the extent of the write
downs now required, this forgets that under the historical cost convention, assets were required to be
recorded at the lower of cost or net realisable value. This would, of itself, have necessitated write downs in
the current economic climate, whilst the previous increase in value would not have been recognised. Nor
would average prices be helpful as some opponents of fair value propose: they would result in reported
figures becoming almost meaningless—there is the strong chance that the asset would never hit the set price;
values would be historic rather than actual; and they oVer little by way of a future indicator.

4.6 Certain critics claim that fair value accounting overstates a bank’s true value in the good times
resulting in elevated profits with no buVer for the downturn. This argument, however, confuses two diVerent
objectives. It is the role of regulators to determine capital adequacy requirements from the reported
numbers. Capital requirements should operate to smooth cycles—tighten requirements when conditions
appear benign and credit in the system has grown and ease them when the pain has been taken. Otherwise,
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the next big problem will be that regulatory requirements which force banks to have “adequate capital” at
the trough of the cycle could lead to their being over-capitalised as soon as there is any recovery.
Shareholders, on the other hand, want to know what a company is worth today and value transparency. The
most recent Financial Stability Report from the Bank of England pointed with approval to the approach of
the Spanish authorities whereby Spanish banks are required “to build up general loss reserves during the
good times”.8 Such an approach would certainly be far preferable to doing away with fair value and
providing misleading information to users.

4.7 It is also sometimes claimed that recent market falls have resulted in distorted mark to market losses
on assets in that the eventual losses should be much lower. If the market shared that view, there would be a
brisk trade in such assets as investors sought to buy them in order to realise a profit later. There is very little
sign of this at the moment, suggesting the market does not consider that write-downs have gone too far.
What would be unacceptable is for the banks to mark to market in the good times and then suspend or
amend the practice in the bad. We are concerned about the pressure accounting standard setters have come
under because of fair value, which could potentially undermine the standard setting process and global
convergence. We discuss this further below under the heading “the process of amending standards”.

4.8 To understand how modifying fair value requirements could prolong the current situation, the
Japanese crisis in the 1990s provides a striking precedent. The Japanese Government revised banking
regulations to permit investments in marketable securities to be valued at cost as opposed to the lower of
cost and net realisable value and thus avoided the reporting of losses from mark downs. A rule was also
introduced that allowed deferred tax assets to be recorded without limit. These measures made the banks
look adequately capitalised when they were not and as a result, many consider that much needed banking
reforms were delayed and the crisis had lingering and more long-term consequences.

4.9 In summary, markets need realistic and transparent information in order to function, the absence of
which is likely to mean more exaggerated discounts. Investors want transparency about the current problems
within financial institutions and any attempts to mask these problems will further erode confidence. In
summary, fair value provides investors with the most up to date and relevant information about the value
of financial instruments.

4.10 While we consider that the principle of fair value should not be called into question, there is scope
for examining potential improvements in the detailed standards on fair value, be they US GAAP or IFRS.
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) itself recognises that the methods applied in IAS 39,
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, which depend on the instrument’s categorisation
and whether hedge accounting has been applied, are complex. It recently issued a discussion paper, Reducing
Complexity in Reporting Financial Instruments, as a first step in the simplification of the standard which
it inherited from its predecessor body. Reducing complexity in the standard is a welcome move and a better
way forward than proposals to ignore it completely.

4.11 Furthermore, whilst there may be diVerent views on fair value in the current market, there is
unanimity on the need for improved transparency through enhanced disclosures. We believe that placing
more emphasis on narrative reporting and better disclosure is preferable to changing methodologies as soon
as the market gets jittery.

4.12 The US Securities and Exchange Commission recently advised companies to use their narrative
reporting to explain more fully the particular facts and circumstances of their use of fair value. Although
the introduction of IFRS 7, Financial Instruments: Disclosures, as from 2007 did not significantly change
fair value disclosure requirements, it did prompt the banks to revisit their overall presentation and scope of
disclosures.

4.13 Users face a wide array of information on financial instruments and find it increasingly diYcult to
extract and understand what is important. For example, there is often lack of clarity as to: how management
has applied valuation profiles; the sensitivity of those valuations to changes in the key assumptions; the
uncertainties around the valuations themselves, particularly when due to illiquid markets, instruments that
were previously marked to market are marked to model. In summary, banks could improve their fair value
disclosures by disclosing, for example:

— more comprehensive valuation methodologies and providing a more detailed discussion of the
underlying assumptions used and how these change under diVerent market conditions; and

— more quantitative information on fair value methods and the impact of unobservable inputs to the
income statement.

4.14 In conclusion, investors need transparency about the current problems within financial institutions
and any attempts to hide these problems will only further erode confidence.

8 http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/fsr/2008/fsr24.htm
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5. Role and Accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board

5.1 The IASB’s role is to act as an independent standard-setting board. Its stated mission is to “develop,
in the public interest, a single set of high quality, understandable and international financial reporting
standards (IFRSs) for general purpose financial statements”.9

5.2 IMA supports the development of high quality accounting standards that are applied consistently
internationally, and which maximise the transparency and comparability of accounts for our members.
Investors increasingly seek to diversify their portfolios and invest not just in UK companies but globally—
the annual IMA Asset Management Survey shows that in 2007 nearly half of UK asset managers’ holdings
in equities were outside the UK.

5.3 We set out in the attached Annex, the history of the IASB, and the steps taken to, and rationale for,
convergence. The steps taken by the EU in 2002 to require EU listed companies to prepare their consolidated
accounts in accordance with a single set of accounting standards, IFRS, from 2005 were welcome, as was
the US authorities’ decision in 2007 to do away with the reconciliation requirement for foreign private issuers
using IFRS. Thus non-US companies will be able to access US capital markets without reconciliation to US
GAAP by 2009. The US is also considering allowing US companies the choice of preparing their accounts
in accordance with IFRS or US GAAP.

5.4 The IASB is accountable to a geographically and professionally diverse group of Trustees of the
International Accounting Standards Committee Foundation (IASC Foundation).

5.5 The IASC Foundation is responsible for appointments to the Board, for its oversight and for ensuring
it follows due process. The Foundation’s constitution10 was originally approved in May 2000 and requires
the Trustees to undertake a constitutional review every five years. The first review was concluded in June
2005 following which the Trustees’ oversight role became more formalised and the IASB’s processes were
enhanced.11

5.6 We welcomed these changes but still had concerns about the IASB’s and the IASC Foundation’s
accountability, funding and governance.

5.7 First, the IASC Foundation and the IASB were funded through voluntary contributions from a
relatively small number of private companies, accounting firms, international organisations and central
banks, of which only about a dozen were from the UK. In particular, we understand that the Big Four
accounting firms provided a significant proportion of the funding.

5.8 In late 2007, the IASC Foundation decided to instigate a new funding system for 2008 and beyond,
and to seek to share the burden globally between a diverse range of sources from the global capital markets.
Although this was welcomed, the proposed funding system is still voluntary and there is no guarantee that
all major economies will participate. We believe that for IFRS to have credibility, the IASC Foundation
needs to establish sustainable funding that does not infringe on the IASB or its independence and that this
needs to be built in clearly and firmly. With the current arrangements we have concerns that financial
pressure could compromise the independence of the IASB’s decision-making processes.

5.9 Furthermore, although the 2005 review saw the establishment of a Trustees’ Advisory Group with the
power to question appointments to the IASC Foundation, the ultimate decision as to who should be
appointed as a Trustee still rests with the Trustees themselves. We do not consider that a system whereby
the Trustees were responsible for appointing their own successors was sustainable and ensured appropriate
accountability. We considered that Trustees should be appointed by an independent body.

5.10 In this respect, the second Constitution Review which began in January 2008 with a target date for
completion by 2010 has sought to address this by proposing in a consultation document that a Monitoring
Group is established to approve the appointment of Trustees.

5.11 In principle, IMA supports the creation of a Monitoring Group with responsibility for approving
Trustee appointments and which creates direct accountability to oYcial institutions. However, we consider
it important that the Group’s governance arrangements, which were not included within the consultation,
are transparent. In particular, there should be checks and balances to prevent political interests exercising
undue influence over the Group and to guard against mission creep—we believe that the Group’s role should
be limited to monitoring the IASC Foundation’s operations and not those of the IASB.

5.12 Furthermore, we were disappointed that the current review does not appear to address the role of
investors as providers of long-term capital to the global capital markets. There should be mechanisms to
ensure that investors as the primary users of accounts are properly represented in the governance framework
and in the standard setting process itself. Investors, not preparers or auditors, must be recognised as the key
stakeholders in the area of accounting—putting their trust in the hands of the standard setters to ensure the
quality, relevance and appropriateness of those standards.

9 http://www.iasb.co.uk/
10 http://www.iasb.org/About!Us/About!the!IASC!Foundation/Constitution/Constitution.htm
11 http://www.iasb.org/About!Us/About!the!IASC!Foundation/Constitution/Constitution!Review/Major!changes

!as!part!of!the!2005!Constitution!Review.htm
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5.13 Moreover, it is vital that the IASB’s governance arrangements promote the independence of the
standard-setting process while being responsive to genuine concerns of investors. In this respect, it is evident
that in deciding on 13 October to change IAS 39 and IFRS 7 to bring them into line with US GAAP and
give greater flexibility in the application of fair value accounting, the IASB was under intense political
pressure from the EU as well as lobbying from others with vested interests. There is clearly a risk that such
pressures are not conducive to the development of well-considered standards that promote confidence in
financial reporting on the part of investors and the capital markets. It is vital that the Board takes a resolute
line in dealing with such pressures.

5.14 In conclusion, IMA strongly supports the IASB’s aim of developing high quality global accounting
standards. But achieving that aim requires a body that engages fully with stakeholders globally and whose
accountability, including its funding, is clear and ensures its independence. The IASB needs to continue to build
on the progress that has been made in the last couple of years.

6. The Process of Amending Accounting Standards

6.1 IMA commends some of the steps taken in recent years by the IASC Foundation and the IASB to
improve the process of setting standards, such as the introduction of feedback statements and other
improvements in the IASB’s due process, and eVorts to develop outreach and communications.

6.2 There have, however, been issues with certain aspects of the IASB’s approach to standard setting, in
particular its emphasis on convergence with US GAAP. This has been seen as the key driver and has led to
a focus on addressing the “key issues” in IFRS and US GAAP where neither work properly and has meant
that outcomes have been pre-judged. IFRS 8, Operating Segments, was one example where investors’
concerns were set aside and, in eVect, a US standard was adopted unilaterally in the interests of convergence.

6.3 The acceptance of IFRS by the SEC is undoubtedly a key output of the convergence process, and we
welcome it as an important step forward but convergence for its own sake should not be an end in itself. We
welcome the IASB and FASB jointly developing a common conceptual framework which will form the basis
for the future direction of financial reporting. But we hope that the process will enable all stakeholders to
feel that their concerns and issues have been properly heard.

6.4 We also remain concerned about the risk of undue interference by third parties, be they governments
or specific private-sector stakeholders, into the IASB’s agenda. In particular, the pressure on the IASB
because of fair value is potentially undermining the standard setting process and the whole process of
convergence. Although the IASB’s decision on 13 October to give greater flexibility in accounting for
financial assets at fair value, bringing IFRS into line with US GAAP, was a pragmatic response to pressure
from the EU and was preferable to rules being written by the EU Commission, it is an unwelcome precedent.
It concerns us in that:

— the amendment was made without due process—the trustees that oversee the IASB suspended this
and no comments were sought from investors;

— it is the first step in the politicisation of the standard-setting process;

— the EU does not necessarily operate the same enforcement mechanisms as the US to review when
reclassifications are made out of fair value; and

— the changes are to be applied retrospectively with eVect from 1 July 2007 meaning that banks will
know the position and can avoid marking to market their quarter three assets.

6.5 Furthermore, to date the IASB has been largely successful in achieving convergence in that its
standards, IFRS, are recognised as highly influential and over 100 countries now use them. The US’s FASB
is the only other significant standard setter. However, these recent measures risk damaging the whole process
in that in adopting some of the worst features of a US standard, features for which the US is often criticised,
the IASB risks a rush to the bottom in terms of standards and less transparent reporting to investors. If
current IFRS is better then the IASB should maintain the diVerence and it should be US GAAP that
changes.

6.6 Nor does it stop here in that the European banks have continued to lobby for further flexibility. The
Commission wrote to the IASB on 27 October requesting further changes to areas in IAS 39 such as the fair
value option, embedded derivatives, and the impairment of available for sale assets, by December this year.

6.7 Asking for changes to such complex areas in such a condensed time frame will almost certainly result
in unhelpful reporting and have unintended consequences. The changes requested could also give companies
the opportunity to present results more favourably, and would only serve to confuse users and reduce
comparability and consistency in financial reports.

6.8 In particular, on the one hand, the Commission proposes changing accounting for embedded
derivatives to eliminate diVerences between US GAAP and IFRS and on the other, proposes a change to
the fair value option that increases the divergence between the two. The IASB could decide to further bend
to pressure and make the requested changes and if it does not, there is a risk that the EU would make its
own rules and a carve out. Neither step is likely to be acceptable to the US and make the likelihood of the
US authorities accepting IFRS for US issuers more remote.
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6.9 The IASB in a diYcult place. If it acts in a principled way and concludes that it ought to reject some
of the Commission’s wishes, then there is the risk of the EU either carving out more of IFRS than at present,
or indeed starting to develop European GAAP. On the other hand, if the IASB accedes to the Commission’s
requests in a way that it is not happy with (from an independence perspective) then it will do serious harm
to its reputation in the rest of the world, particularly in the US.

6.10 Undoubtedly, the current credit crisis requires rapid measures by governments and regulators.
However, fundamental changes in accounting should be implemented only after due process and the involvement
of all stakeholders.

3 November 2008

Annex

THE HISTORY OF THE IASB, AND THE STEPS TAKEN TO AND RATIONALE FOR
CONVERGENCE

Accounting standards aim to ensure good financial reporting, not only to promote healthy financial
markets, but also to reduce the cost of capital as investors have faith in companies’ reports. Thus after the
accounting scandals of the 1960s and 1970s, the Accounting Standards Committee was established in 1976
to develop a system of accounting for UK companies. At that time most companies’ shareholder base and
sources of finance tended to be national, and investors, likewise, had national horizons, and for many years
the debate about international accounting standards was low key and of limited practical interest.

However, increasingly companies became more international; the financial markets became global;
restrictions on cross-border investment relaxed; and institutions increasingly sought to diversify their
portfolios. This globalisation led to calls for greater comparability in financial reporting. Standard setting
could no longer be a national responsibility with diVerent accounting treatments and disclosures in diVerent
jurisdictions. This was economically ineYcient, made cross-border comparisons diYcult and costly, and
could even mislead markets and hinder capital allocation. None of which serves the interests of the global
economy or investors.

An International Accounting Standards Committee, or IASC, had been founded in 1973 with the aim
of developing standards that could act as a model on which national standard setters could base their own
requirements. However, this had a part time board and small staV and recognising that this would not be
suYcient it was replaced in 2001 with the IASB, which had a full-time board of 12 (plus two part-timers)
and a technical staV of 20. The IASB’s mission became one of global convergence—the development of a
single set of high quality, understandable and enforceable global accounting standards that required high
quality, transparent and comparable information in financial reports.

Today the IASB’s standards, IFRS, are recognised as highly influential. One of the most important events
for the worldwide recognition of IFRS came shortly after the IASB’s formation on 6th June 2002 when the
European Council of Ministers approved “the Regulation” that required all EU listed companies to prepare
accounts in accordance with IFRS for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2005. This
resulted in one of the biggest changes in financial reporting for a generation and it has taken time and money
for the 8,000 or so EU listed companies to adapt to IFRS.

Certain countries do not permit IFRS to be used without a reconciliation to domestic generally accepted
accounting principles (or GAAP as it is known), notably Canada, Japan and the United States. This can be
time consuming and costly. Furthermore, to a large extent, national standards in most countries are based
on either IFRS or US GAAP.

Despite the tendencies of national standard setters to develop their own standards, they do not ignore
the requirements set by these two substantial bodies. Therefore, a means of achieving a single set of global
accounting standards in a reasonable time span was for the IASB to work towards a convergence of IFRS
and US GAAP—in turn causing a “trickle down eVect” to those countries that continued to maintain their
national GAAPs.

Thus after Enron and WorldCom, which although not so much accounting but governance disasters, the
IASB saw an opportunity of reducing the gap between IFRS and US GAAP so that it could try and get to the
point where the requirement to reconcile to US GAAP 12 could be eliminated. In October 2002, following a
joint meeting at the oYces of the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in Norwalk,
Connecticut, the FASB and the IASB formalised their commitment to convergence in what has become
known as the “Norwalk agreement”.

During 2004 and 2005, the two bodies held several joint meetings and undertook a number of joint
projects, such as business combinations, revenue recognition, performance reporting and the development
of a new conceptual framework. In February 2006 a joint Memorandum of Understanding was published
with a road map to convergence which detailed a number of short term projects where diVerences were to
be eliminated between existing IFRS and US GAAP and long term projects where both sets of standards
needed improvement.
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Finally, in 2007 the US authorities agreed to do away with the reconciliation requirement for foreign
private issuers using IFRS. Thus non-US companies will be able to access US capital markets without
reconciliation to US GAAP by 2009. The US is also considering allowing US companies the choice of
preparing their accounts in accordance with IFRS or US GAAP. This reflects the increasing acceptance of
IFRS as a widely used and quality financial reporting language. It also proves the significant progress that
has been made in the convergence process between the IASB and the FASB.

It should be recognised that the impact of convergence extends beyond the US and the EU. At the same
time as the EU, Australia adopted IFRS as its national standards, India recently announced that it would
adopt IFRS by 2011 and Korea established an IFRS adoption road map. Currently over 100 countries
permit or require the use of IFRS.

November 2008

Memorandum from The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales

Introduction

The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) welcomes the opportunity to
submit evidence in response to this Treasury Committee hearing. The credit crunch and recent volatility
across the capital markets have raised a number of important questions about the way in which financial
institutions report information and in particular the role of fair value accounting. It is important that there
is an informed debate about these issues as part of the broader drive to rebuild economic stability.

As a public interest body, the Institute is committed to working with Government and regulators as well
as wider market participants in order to help restore economic confidence.

Executive Summary

— The ICAEW believes that it would be entirely wrong to abandon the current use of fair value
accounting as applied to financial instruments. To do so would be to “shoot the messenger” at a
time when investors need clear and transparent information about the entities in which they are
investing, no matter how painful the economic reality may be. (2.10)

— The ICAEW believes that, while fair value may not be appropriate in all cases, existing
requirements for certain financial instruments to be measured at fair value are there for good
reason and reflect the relative weakness of historical cost accounting, the main alternative, for these
particular items. (2.11)

— The ICAEW has a long history of taking a prominent role in developing both the framework for
financial reporting and specific reporting requirements. In recent years, the Institute was an
important contributor to the Company Law Review and the Companies Act 2006, which set out
the legal framework for financial reporting in the UK. (3.1)

— The ICAEW submits views in response to all International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
consultations and has developed a thought leadership programme on financial reporting issues,
which includes commissioning relevant research from leading international academics.

— We believe that, in general, financial accounts should be prepared with providers of capital
(investors, shareholders, lenders and creditors) as the intended audience. However, the ICAEW
recognises that a wider audience of interested parties also benefits from financial reporting
information. (1.4)

— We believe, particularly following the recent financial crisis, that the move towards a global system
of comparable accounting standards set by the IASB is an extremely important and beneficial
development. (3.8)

— We consider that it is essential that the IASB should remain an independent standard setter, whilst
subject to appropriate international oversight and accountability. (3.8; 3.9)

— The present IASB process for amending accounting standards, in normal circumstances, is
strongly supported by the ICAEW. We recognise however that we are not currently operating
under normal circumstances. (4.1)

— The ICAEW recognises that the recent amendment to the IASB standards on fair value for
financial instruments, made rapidly and without the usual due process, was a very exceptional
event in response to very exceptional circumstances. (4.2)
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1. The Purpose, and Intended Audience, of Financial Accounts

Introduction

1.1 Financial reporting is only one source of information about a company. In the case of listed
companies, the company itself will provide a good deal of information in other ways—for example, in non-
financial narrative reports such as the Business Review and Chairman’s Statement, through press releases,
and on its website. There are also other sources of relevant information external to the company—such as
analysts’ reports, credit rating agencies, media commentary, industry specialists, competitors, public
authorities, and so on. Financial reporting for such companies provides just part of the picture, albeit an
important part.

1.2 The overall purpose of a set of accounts is to provide key information about the performance of an
entity, its cash flows in the period covered by the accounts, and its financial position at the close of the period.
Overall, this information has to give “a true and fair view”.

1.3 It is important to note at the outset that financial reports are not themselves a forecast of future
performance. They are a historical record and reflect the events of the period they cover and the information
available at the time they are prepared.

Intended audience of financial accounts

1.4 The ICAEW accepts the view of accounting standard-setters and others that financial accounts
should in general be prepared with providers of capital as the intended audience. The term “providers of
capital” includes shareholders, investors, lenders and creditors.

1.5 However, the ICAEW also accepts the general view that information produced for the benefit of
capital providers should also meet the reasonable information needs of other interested parties. For this
reason, financial reporting as regulated by standard-setters is often referred to as “general purpose financial
reporting”. Other groups that have an interest in financial reporting information include tax authorities,
industry regulators, competition authorities, customers, employees, the media, and special interest groups.

1.6 Some users of accounts (such as tax authorities) are of course able to require specific adjustments to
reported information for their own purposes and financial regulators have the power to obtain additional
information to meet their specific needs. They may none the less have an interest in general purpose financial
reporting as a starting-point.

Purpose of financial accounts

1.7 DiVerent providers of capital have diVering requirements and uses for financial accounts.

1.8 In the UK, there are two distinct areas for decision making which are based on financial accounts: (i)
the stewardship of company management; and (ii) decisions by investors to buy, hold or sell shares (also
called resource allocation).

1.9 For UK shareholders, a key purpose is for the managers of a business to render an account of their
stewardship of the shareholders’ assets. This allows shareholders to be better informed in taking the
decisions that fall to them as owners, for example, whether to retain existing managers, how managers
should be remunerated, whether to intervene in their conduct of the business, whether to invest more (or
less) in the business.

1.10 For investors generally—that is, potential shareholders as well as existing ones—the focus is rather
diVerent. Their interest is in deciding whether to invest in the business and, if so, at what price and whether
to retain or sell their interest. They therefore want to be as well informed as possible about the future
prospects of that business and to assess what would be the right price at which to invest, or disinvest, in it.

1.11 Other providers of capital may have yet another focus. Lenders and creditors, for example, may be
primarily interested in the security for their loans or credit and in whether the business will be able to pay
any interest due. Lenders might be interested in the break-up value of the assets of a business in order to
assess the security for their loans. To some extent all these providers of capital have a common interest in
being able to forecast the future cash flows of a company and the risks attached to those cash flows.

2. The Role that Fair Value Accounting has Played in the Banking Crisis, and Whether any
Change to Fair Value Reporting Rules and Requirements is Appropriate

2.1 A more detailed description of fair value accounting and historical cost accounting (the principal
alternative to fair value) is provided in Appendix A. In summary, fair value is the current market value.
Where a market value is unavailable or unreliable, fair value is an estimate of what the market value would
be if there were a market. For this reason, fair value is also referred to as mark-to-market.
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2.2 Under historical cost, financial instruments are measured at the value at the time the financial
instrument was acquired, adjusted for subsequent payments (ie, loan repayments) less any impairment
provision (eg, bad debt provisions).

Causes of the current crisis

2.3 The ICAEW does not believe that either fair value in particular or financial reporting in general was
the cause of the current financial crisis. Nor has the current financial reporting regime been an
exacerbating factor.

2.4 Broadly, our understanding is that the current financial crisis originated in the combination of vast
sub-prime lending in the US, falling American property values that grew out of a period of unprecedented
availability of cheap credit, and increases in US interest rates. The collapse in confidence was fuelled by
doubts about the viability of many financial institutions holding significant assets that depended directly or
indirectly on property lending. Other institutions, which have lent to or invested in firms more directly
exposed, have in turn faced losses. Contagion spread throughout a globalised financial system, a process
that was significantly exacerbated by the collapse of Lehman Brothers.

2.5 Concerns about the relative strength of the capital base of a number of leading financial institutions
led to reductions in the liquidity available to those institutions, which cumulatively resulted in a sharp
contraction of funds available to the banking system generally and the ability of banks to provide credit to
the “real economy”. Banks curtailed lending in order to restore capital ratios to prudent levels. As the
excessive willingness of lenders to lend was arguably a leading cause of current problems, it is unsurprising
that they are now much more cautious, indeed perhaps over-cautious.

2.6 The contraction of credit is currently precipitating a significant decline in economic activity, which
reinforces the risks to systemic financial stability.

Fair value and historical cost accounting: the diVerences

2.7 There are two major diVerences between fair value accounting and historical cost accounting:

— Fair value recognises unrealised gains, whereas historical cost only recognises realised gains—ie,
gains that arise when assets are sold. That is to say, fair value accounting recognises gains where
assets rise in value above their historical cost.

— When assets fall in value, this is recognised under both fair value and historical cost accounting.
But whereas fair value means the assets are written down to their new fair value, historical cost
means that an impairment provision is made against those assets.

2.8 Where asset values have fallen, both fair value and historical cost require them to be written down.
Under historical cost accounting, the impairment provisions are based on the management estimate of net
losses that have occurred at the date of assessment (ie, at the year end). Under fair value, the market will set
prices based on their expectations of both current and future gains and losses. Historical cost valuations may
therefore provide a higher valuation than market values because they do not take account of expected future
losses, which the market would take into account and which would therefore be reflected in fair value.

2.9 In summary, when calculating the extent of write downs there is a risk under fair value that prices
from “unduly depressed” markets will be reflected in the accounts. Under historical cost there is a risk that
the accounts will reflect undue managerial optimism. We would point out, however, that since the start of
the current crisis in 2007, optimistic statements from the managers of a number of financial institutions have
not been borne out by subsequent experience.

ICAEW position on fair value accounting

2.10 The ICAEW believes that it would be entirely wrong to abandon the current use of fair value
accounting as applied to financial instruments. To blame fair value accounting for the current diYculties
being experienced across the capital markets is to “shoot the messenger” at a point in time where
transparency of financial information—no matter how painful the economic reality—will be a key
ingredient in helping to restore economic confidence.

2.11 In financial reporting, diVerent ways of measuring items (such as fair value) have diVerent benefits
and shortcomings and are appropriate in diVerent circumstances. At present, the use of fair value in financial
reporting is limited. Its principal application is to derivative financial instruments and financial instruments
held for trading. This is largely because of the perceived defects of historical cost for these items.

2.12 Financial instruments currently required to be reported at fair value may have a historical cost of
zero (eg, interest rate swaps and forward foreign exchange contracts) or have a very small cost compared to
the potential cash flows under the contracts. Under historical cost accounting, these derivatives were often
oV-balance sheet. Fair value accounting brought them on to the balance sheet. There is a widespread view,
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which we share, that reporting these items at historical cost is uninformative. For such items, even a
subjective fair value measurement is likely to provide a better measure of business performance and balance
sheet strength than historical cost.

Criticisms of fair value: pro-cyclicality

2.13 Fair value recognises changes in market prices of assets and liabilities immediately, leading to higher
profits (and stronger balance sheets) in the good times and probably to higher losses (and weaker balance
sheets) in the bad times. This eVect is particularly important for banks as their ability to lend depends on
the maintenance of appropriate balance sheet ratios. So any change in the net assets of a bank is likely to
be magnified in its ability to provide credit to other businesses and to individuals.

2.14 As this can encourage banks to lend more in good times and lend less in bad times, fair value is said
to be pro-cyclical, ie, it multiplies the eVects of the business cycle. This is because of the knock-on eVects of
bank lending on the wider economy.

2.15 The way that fair value interacts with regulatory capital rules is also said to be pro-cyclical. The
capital rules can force banks to sell assets in a downturn, which is said to depress the asset prices further.

2.16 At the extreme, fair value in a downturn may make a business appear bankrupt when—managers
might argue—this is merely a reflection of temporarily depressed markets. An opposite kind of argument
might apply when there is a bubble in market prices.

Is there a case to abandon the use of fair value in the current exceptional circumstances?

2.17 An argument for the temporary suspension of fair value is that market prices are at present—it is
claimed—unduly depressed and therefore lead to unrealistically low values in accounts. We note that in
recent months investors who have acted on this optimistic view have lost large amounts of money. While in
some ways it would be comforting to think that prices of many assets are currently unduly depressed, we
believe that it is very diYcult to say this with any degree of confidence. In other words, there is a lack of
evidence to support the case that current market prices are “unduly depressed”, and therefore without the
benefit of hindsight, the best available estimates of value for the appropriate instruments—where markets
exist—will be the market price.

2.18 We also believe that the use of fair value and the financial reporting disclosures associated with it
have made financial institutions’ problems clearer than would otherwise have been the case. The widely
commented example of the Japanese financial crisis in the 1990s, characterised by financial institutions’
failure to report the extent of their non-performing loans and subsequent slow economic recovery, arguably
shows how not facing up to the scale of such a problem as soon as possible can make its ultimate resolution
more prolonged and more painful. Fair value is more likely to lead to a realistic assessment of current
problems enabling them to be addressed more speedily and eVectively than might otherwise be the case.

2.19 However, the ICAEW is committed to continual review of the appropriateness of financial reporting
requirements. Issues that should now be examined include:

— How deep are any pro-cyclical eVects of fair value accounting?

— Can they be countered by regulatory action (eg, by capital adequacy requirements that vary with
the business cycle)?

2.20 The ICAEW will contribute to consideration of these issues.

The impact of public sector large-scale investment in financial institutions

2.21 There are questions as to whether current assumptions about the audience and purpose of fair value
are appropriate given that the current crisis has turned the public sector into an unexpected and significant
investor in a number of major banking companies.

2.22 The ICAEW’s initial reaction to this question is that the extent of public sector involvement should
not require a change of current practices. We suggest that the public sector will have the same information
needs as other investors. If existing information meets the needs of private sector investors, it should meet
public sector needs. We also note that the public sector intends to be a temporary investor in the financial
sector.

2.23 Where the public sector imposes specific requirements on a business as a condition of its investment,
this may of course mean that financial reporting by that business needs to be modified so as to report on
compliance with these requirements. But we do not see that this should imply general changes in the purpose
or intended audience of financial reporting for all businesses.
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3. The Role and Accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board

Background to International Accounting Standards Board

3.1 In 1970, the ICAEW took the initiative in establishing the UK Accounting Standards Committee,
which set accounting standards in the UK until 1990, when it was superseded by the independent
Accounting Standards Board (ASB).

3.2 In 1973, ICAEW Past-President Sir Henry Benson took the lead in setting up the International
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) and the ICAEW was one of its founder-members. In 2001, the
IASC was superseded by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

3.3 The IASB sets International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), which determine what should
be disclosed in company accounts and how the numbers should be calculated. IFRS run to over 2,000 pages
and cover everything from cash flow and tax accounting to derivatives and pension fund deficits. The
standards, first developed in the 1970s, have risen to global prominence in recent years.

3.4 More than 100 countries currently use, or are adopting, IFRS, including all 27 European Union
members, Australia, Canada and India. In the EU, all listed companies have reported under IFRS from
January 1 2005.

3.5 In August 2008 the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) took a landmark step and voted
unanimously to publish for consultation a “roadmap” for the possible full adoption of IFRS by US listed
companies. The statement indicates that a decision will be taken by 2011 on whether IFRS should be
adopted in the US, with a view to possible mandatory adoption beginning in 2014. Further, the statement
announced that a small number of very large US companies would be able to adopt IFRS voluntarily for
their 2009 annual reports. EVectively, dependent on voluntary take-up of IFRS, this move would see—for
the first time—the largest listed groups in the world all reporting to the same set of accounting standards.

The governance of the IASB

3.6 It is important to note that the EU adoption of IFRS in 2005 and the August 2008 SEC “roadmap”
for full adoption of IFRS by US-listed companies are the backdrop to a considerable transition in the role
of the IASB. The organisation faces a future as a truly global decision-maker for financial reporting. This
transition in role is reflected by ongoing transitions in governance.

3.7 The Treasury Committee is taking evidence directly from the IASB and so we shall not go into detail
on its current system of oversight or current proposals for reforming it. However we would like to stress
the value of independent standard setting and the importance of appropriate oversight and accountability
for IASB.

3.8 Firstly, the ICAEW believes in the importance of avoiding diVering national interpretations of
accounting standards where possible and that the move towards a global system of accounting standards is
an extremely important and beneficial development. The current crisis has if anything emphasised the extent
to which the world’s capital markets are interlocked. Investors and regulators need information from around
the world that is, as far as possible, of high quality and truly comparable. In our view, this means that
standards should be set by and independent international body that has the necessary technical expertise.

3.9 Secondly, we consider that it is essential that the IASB should be subject to appropriate oversight and
accountability. The IASB is already a highly transparent standard setter with rigorous standards of due
process, and the EU already subjects all IASB standards and interpretations to a comprehensive ratification
process. Nonetheless we support calls for the establishment of some form of high level oversight body,
perhaps comprising leading international institutions and regulatory authorities from around the world. We
understand that this is the direction in which current discussions are heading.

4. The Process of Amending Accounting Standards

4.1 Again, as the Committee is taking evidence directly from the IASB, we will deal with this subject
quite briefly.

4.2 The present IASB process for amending accounting standards, in normal circumstances, is strongly
supported by the ICAEW. It allows for an open process of full discussion, for interested parties to express
considered views, and for proposals to be developed in stages that reflect full examination of the evidence
and of the various views expressed. This is a key aspect of the IASB’s accountability.

4.3 The ICAEW believes that the recent amendment to the IASB standards on fair value for financial
instruments, made rapidly and without the usual due process, was a very exceptional event in response to
very exceptional circumstances. It brought IFRS into line with US standards in a key respect, allowing
reclassification of some financial instruments in defined circumstances. While it is entirely appropriate that
short-cuts should be taken in very exceptional circumstances, this should not set a precedent for how
standards should be set or amended in normal circumstances.
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4.4 We support on-going eVorts, such as the work being done by the IASB’s Expert Advisory Panel on
Fair Value Measurement and Disclosure, to provide guidance to companies on applying the existing
financial reporting standards in these unprecedented times.

APPENDIX A

FAIR VALUE EXPLAINED

Fair Value and Historical Cost: The Basics

Accounting standard-setters have defined fair value in diVerent ways. All of them are essentially variations
on current market value or an estimate, where a market value is unavailable or regarded as unreliable, of
what the market value would be if there were a market. For this reason, fair value is also referred to as mark-
to-market.

There are various alternatives to fair value as a basis of measurement in accounts. The principal one, and
in the context of the current debate the only one seriously considered as an alternative, is “historical cost”,
or in the context of financial instruments, “amortised cost”. The amortised cost of financial instruments
involves adjusting the original cost for subsequent cash flows (eg loan repayments) and reducing the value
for any impairment provision (eg bad debt).

The accounting rules set out how impairment provisions must be estimated. They may be best illustrated
using the example of a portfolio of mortgages, as follows:

— When there is a problem with an individual mortgage, it is reduced in value or written oV entirely
as a bad debt. This is sometimes called a specific provision.

— The bank may also know that there will be other problem mortgages, based on past experience,
without knowing which mortgages. For example, redundancy or divorce might create problem
mortgages before the bank finds out about the problems. The bank may make a provision for bad
debts for these. This is sometimes called a collective impairment provision.

A bank may also expect that some of its loans will run into problems in the future, particularly in the
current economic conditions. The accounting rules do not allow the bank to make a provision for future
problems.

This restriction on provisioning was introduced to prevent company management from manipulating
their profits. In the past, management was suspected of manipulating results to give smooth profits by
increasing provisions in good times and releasing them in downturns. While it may be prudent to save in
good times and use the savings to cushion the bad times, it was never clear why management expected more
future losses in good times than they did when things turned bad.

The method for making impairment provisions is also relevant. They are made based upon the
management estimate of the cash flows they will receive on the problem loans (payments, recoveries from
collateral, costs). The cash flows are discounted12 according to the time that they are expected to be received.
The accounting rules require the interest rate from when the instrument was first acquired to be used as the
discount rate.

We have gone into these points in some detail because it is important to understand them for the purposes
of the current debate.

Fair Value and Historical Cost: The Differences

There are two major diVerences between fair value accounting and historical cost accounting:

— Fair value accounting recognises gains values above their historical cost. Another way of putting
this is that fair value recognises unrealised gains, whereas historical cost only recognises realised
gains—ie, gains that arise when assets are sold.

— When assets fall in value, this is recognised under both fair value and historical cost accounting.
But whereas fair value means the assets are written down to market value (or an estimate of what
that might be in the absence of an active market), historical cost means that assets are subject to
an impairment review where there is evidence that values have dropped.

There are similarities in the process for making impairment valuations and estimating market values using
models. Both would estimate future cash flows and discount the cash flows to reflect the timing of payments.

There are three basic reasons why fair value and the impairment model for historical cost will have
diVerent values at present.

12 Discounting reflects the fact that £1 today is worth more to someone than the promise of £1 in the future. Discounting is a
process to reduce the current value of future payments to reflect the time value of money (eg inflation) and the risk that the
amount will not be paid.
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1. They use diVerent cash flows. Market participants would consider future prospects as well as
current performance. Market values build in expected future losses as well as current losses. The
impairment model only considers the cash flows on current losses. Market values may currently
be lower than the impairment values partly because of the market views on future losses.

2. They use diVerent discount rates. The market would use market rates to reflect the current market
view on risk and interest rates. The impairment model uses the historical eVective interest rate. The
choice of discount rate has a big impact upon valuations. Market values may currently be lower
partly because the current market price for risk is higher than it was when assets were acquired.

3. They use diVerent assumptions. Both market and internal valuations involve judgement, for
example on expected future cash flows. The market and management may make diVerent
judgements on, for example, the amount of loss on each claim. Some managers have argued that
the market has become too pessimistic. Whether, in this situation, managerial optimism is justified
will vary from case to case. We would point out, however, that since the start of the current crisis
in 2007, optimistic statements from the managers of a number of financial institutions have not
been borne out by subsequent experience.

In current circumstances, the choice of accounting basis therefore involves a choice of risks. There is a
risk under fair value that prices from unduly depressed markets will be reflected in the accounts. There is a
risk under historical cost that the accounts will not take account of either losses that may be predictable in
the future or current views on risk and may reflect undue managerial optimism.

APPENDIX B

ICAEW—WHO WE ARE

1. The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) is the largest accountancy
body in Europe, with more than 132,000 members. Three thousand new members qualify each year. Our
membership includes Financial Directors and Chief Executives across all sectors of the UK economy, from
large multinationals to SMEs, including micro businesses.

2. The prestigious qualifications oVered by the Institute are recognised around the world and allow
members to call themselves Chartered Accountants and to use the designatory letters ACA or FCA.

3. The Institute operates under a Royal Charter, working in the public interest. It is regulated by the
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform through the Financial Reporting Council. Its
primary objectives are to educate and train Chartered Accountants, to maintain high standards for
professional conduct among members, to provide services to its members and students, and to advance the
theory and practice of accountancy, including taxation.

3 November 2008

Memorandum from the UK Financial Reporting Council (FRC)

Introduction

1. This paper responds to an invitation dated 28 October 2008 for the submission of written evidence in
connection with the Treasury Committee’s hearing on accountancy in the context of the current banking
crisis, to be held on 11 November 2008.

2. This structure of this paper is as follows:

(a) Key Points (paragraph 3).

(b) Executive Summary (paragraphs 4–12).

(c) Background information on the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) and its relevant operating
bodies, including the Accounting Standards Board (ASB) (paragraphs 13–22).

(d) The purpose, and intended audience of, financial accounts, including the role of accounting
standards and the role of narrative reporting (paragraphs 23–39).

(e) The role that fair value accounting has played in the banking crisis, and whether any change to
fair value reporting rules and requirements is appropriate (paragraphs 40–72).

(f) The role and accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
(paragraphs 73–80).

(g) The process of developing and/or amending accounting standards (paragraphs 81–87).

(h) The purpose, and intended audience of, statutory audit (paragraphs 88–99).
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Key Points

3. The key points the FRC wishes to highlight from this paper are:

(a) The FRC is an independent regulator, supported by a range of statutory and non-statutory powers
which contribute to confidence in corporate reporting and governance.

(b) Financial accounting aims to reflect economic reality in an unbiased way which can be useful for
decision-making by investors and other users.

(c) Accounting standards should be based on clear principles and acknowledge that there can be a
variety of potentially acceptable accounting methods, so that choices have to be made as to which
best portrays economic reality in order for the financial statements to present a true and fair view.

(d) Accounting standards are best developed by an independent standard-setter, such as the IASB,
supported by eVective consultation with the market, rather than by any particular interest group
who may find it too diYcult to be objective.

(e) Financial statements need to be supplemented by other information, in particular a narrative
explanation of a company’s development, performance, position and prospects.

(f) The use of fair value for the reporting of a range of financial instruments is appropriate and
preferable to any alternative basis, as it both reflects the economics of the underlying transactions
and provides accurate, timely and comparable information to investors.

(g) The FRC does not believe that financial reporting, in particular fair value accounting, has caused
the current market turmoil, but acknowledges that there is a need for the IASB to review existing
requirements to see if improvements can be made. Changes should not be made unilaterally by
other authorities or regulators.

(h) Public confidence in the operation of the capital markets depends on the credibilty of financial
reporting. Independent assurance provided by an audit that the financial statements have been
prepared properly and the opinion as to whether they give a true and fair view is key to this
credibility.

(i) Audit regulators have an important role to play in promoting confidence in audit through the
establishment of standards and monitoring the audits of listed and major public interest entities.

Executive Summary

The FRC

4. The FRC is the UK’s independent regulator of corporate reporting and governance. Working mainly
through its operating bodies, and supported by a range of statutory and non-statutory powers, the FRC’s
aim is to strengthen confidence in corporate reporting and governance by promoting high-quality corporate
governance, corporate reporting, auditing and actuarial practice, and by promoting the integrity,
competence and transparency of the accountancy and actuarial professions (paragraphs 13–21). The FRC
and its operating bodies have played an active role in monitoring the accounting and auditing implications
of the current financial crisis and have taken a range of actions (paragraph 22).

The purpose, and intended audience of, financial accounts

5. EVective financial reporting is essential for the eYcient operation of capital markets. Financial reports
provide a vital communication link between companies and market participants, in order that investors (as
the primary users) and other users can make economic decisions and assess the stewardship of management.
There is an important distinction to be made between financial reporting and regulatory reporting
(paragraphs 23–30).

6. Accounting standards, based on clear principles, set the requirements for the provision of high quality,
transparent and comparable information that meets the purpose outlined above. Compliance with
accounting standards is normally necessary for financial statements to give a “true and fair view” as required
by law (paragraphs 31–34).

7. That said, financial statements have their limitations and do not meet all the information needs of
users, which is why the FRC has encouraged the publication of a narrative explanation of a company’s
development, performance, position and prospects as an important element of best practice. In the current
market conditions, the provision of such an explanation becomes even more important (paragraphs 35–39).

The role that fair value accounting has played in the banking crisis and whether any changes are required

8. The objective of using fair value in financial statements for financial instruments is to provide a current
value so that financial statements provide accurate, timely and comparable information on these
instruments, which reflects the economics of the underlying transactions. Use of fair value ensures that
readers of the financial statements are aware of the potential value and losses arising from financial
instruments. In the current market conditions, the application of fair value accounting has led to the banks
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in particular reporting losses earlier than on any other accounting bases. This has had the benefit of focusing
attention much earlier on the banks’ business models and facilitated remedial action, such as capital raising,
much sooner than would otherwise have been the case (paragraphs 40–55).

9. The FRC does not believe that financial reporting, in particular fair value accounting for financial
instruments, has caused the current market turmoil, as some have claimed. The FRC believes that the use
of fair value accounting is appropriate for a range of financial instruments, particularly those that are traded
in active markets or where entities otherwise manage them on a fair value basis. That said, the FRC does
acknowledge that there is a need to review the existing requirements in the light of the experience of the
current market turmoil, to see if any improvements can be made, and notes the calls that have been made
for changes to be made to the relevant accounting requirements (paragraphs 56–72).

The role and accountability of the IASB

10. The FRC supports the work that the IASB has undertaken towards achieving the vision of a single
set of high quality, global accounting standards for use by market participants in the world’s capital markets
(paragraphs 73–76). The FRC notes that the structure of the IASC Foundation is designed to ensure that the
IASB is governed in a legitimate manner and welcomes the proposals that have been made by the Trustees to
establish a formal public accountability link through the establishment of a Monitoring Group
(paragraphs 77–80).

The processes for developing and/or amending accounting standards

11. The FRC notes that the IASC Foundation has put in place extensive procedures to ensure proper due
process by the IASB. The FRC supports those due process procedures. The FRC notes, and supports, the
suspension of the normal due process in the recent issue of amendments on the reclassification of financial
instruments, in order to address the rare circumstances of the current credit crisis. But the FRC would be
concerned if this created an unfortunate precedent for any further suspension of due process (paragraphs
81–87).

The purpose, and intended audience of, statutory audit

12. The primary purpose of an audit of the financial statements is for the auditor to provide independent
assurance to the shareholders that the directors have prepared the financial statements properly in
accordance with the accounting framework. As required by legislation, the auditor issues an opinion as to
whether or not the financial statements give a true and fair view (paragraphs 88–89). Audit regulators have
an important role to play in promoting confidence in audit through the establishment of standards and
monitoring the audits of listed and major public interest entities (paragraphs 90–99).

About the Financial Reporting Council (FRC)

13. The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is the UK’s independent regulator responsible for corporate
reporting and governance. Its functions are exercised principally by its operating bodies (the Accounting
Standards Board, the Auditing Practices Board, the Board for Actuarial Standards, the Financial Reporting
Review Panel, the Professional Oversight Board and the Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board) and
by the FRC Board. The Committee on Corporate Governance assists the Board in its work on corporate
governance. The FRC has a range of powers, some of which have a statutory basis, and is sponsored by
both the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) and HM Treasury.

14. Confidence in corporate reporting and governance is a fundamental prerequisite for the eVective
functioning of the economy and financial markets. The FRC’s aim is to strengthen that confidence by
promoting high-quality corporate governance, corporate reporting, auditing and actuarial practice, and by
promoting the integrity, competence and transparency of the accountancy and actuarial professions.

15. Among its responsibilities, the FRC:

— sets standards for financial reporting through the ASB;

— seeks to ensure, through the Financial Reporting Review Panel (FRRP), that the annual accounts
of public companies and large private companies comply with the requirements of the Companies
Act 2006 and applicable accounting standards;

— sets auditing standards through the Auditing Practices Board (APB);

— monitors and, where appropriate, enforces the application of auditing standards by the
Professional Oversight Board (POB) through its Audit Inspection Unit (AIU);

— operates an independent investigation and disciplinary scheme; and

— sets and monitors the Combined Code on Corporate Governance through the Committee on
Corporate Governance and the FRC Board.

More detail on the FRC, its operating bodies, and its aim and objectives is provided in Appendix A.
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16. The ASB is the operating body of the FRC which has responsibility for accounting standards. It sets
Financial Reporting Standards (FRSs) for all UK companies except for consolidated accounts of publicly
traded companies, which since 2005 are required under EU law to apply International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) endorsed for use in the EU (EU-adopted IFRS). Apart from developing a strategy for
the future of UK standards and their convergence with IFRS, the ASB’s major activities since 2005 have
focused on:

— seeking to influence the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) (and the US Financial
Accounting Standards Board, FASB) on the development of IFRS and a revised conceptual
framework; and

— playing a leading role in Europe, in particular with the European Financial Reporting Advisory
Group (EFRAG), both to ensure appropriate European influence in the development of
international standards and their adoption in the EU.

Further detail of the history of the development of accounting standard setting in the UK is given in
Appendix A.

17. The FRRP (the Panel) is the operating body of the FRC which has statutory responsibility, delegated
by the Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, for reviewing company accounts
for compliance with the Companies Act 2006 (the Act) and accounting standards. The role of the Panel is
to examine the annual accounts of public and large private companies to see whether they comply with the
requirements of the Act including applicable accounting standards. Following implementation of the
Accounting Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002, this may mean compliance with UK Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice (GAAP) or IFRS. The remit of the Panel was extended in 2006 to include the contents
of directors’ reports.

18. Sectors are selected by the Panel following a risk-based assessment made after discussion with the
Financial Services Authority and the FRC’s Standing Advisory Group, an independent committee. Where
breaches of the Act are discovered the Panel seeks to take corrective action that is proportionate to the nature
and eVect of the defects, taking account of market and user needs. Where a company’s accounts are defective
in a material respect the Panel will, wherever possible, try to secure their revision by voluntary means, but
if this approach fails the Panel is empowered to make an application to the court under section 456 of the
Act for an order for revision. To date no court applications have been made.

19. The Panel does not oVer advice on the application of accounting standards or the Companies Act.
The Panel’s operating procedures, which have been approved by the Secretary of State, can be found on its
website: http://www.frc.org.uk/frrp/index.cfm. Section 459 of the Companies Act 2006 gives the FRRP
certain powers to require the provision of documents, information and explanations. The Panel is restricted
from disclosing information so supplied except to those persons and for the purposes set out in Section 461—
namely for the purposes of performing its functions and disclosure to other regulators. The Panel’s operating
procedures state that save as specifically stated in those procedures, the Panel will treat all information
obtained by it in the exercise of its functions as if it were subject to the restrictions on information received
as a result of the exercise of its statutory powers, whether or not it is subject to those restrictions as a matter
of law. The purpose of this provision is to protect those who supply the Panel with information without
requiring the Panel to exercise its statutory powers. In practice, therefore, the Panel is prohibited from
disclosing any information received from companies except where expressly permitted under Section 461 of
the Act.

20. The APB is the operating body of the FRC which has responsibility for setting auditing standards.
It issues standards and guidance for auditing, for the work of reporting accountants in connection with
investment circulars, and for auditors’ integrity, objectivity and independence.

21. The POB provides independent oversight of the regulation of accountants and actuaries by their
respective professional bodies. It provides statutory oversight of the regulation of the auditing profession by
the recognised supervisory and qualifying bodies, and, through the AIU, monitors the quality of the auditing
function in relation to economically significant entities. Under the Companies Act 2006 (Section 1224A),
there are statutory provisions that prohibit the disclosure of certain information in the discharge of the
POB’s functions.

22. The FRC and its operating bodies have played an active role in monitoring the accounting and
auditing implications of the current financial crisis. In particular:

— the FRC issued guidance in December 2007 highlighting the challenges of corporate reporting and
governance in the following year and will shortly be issuing updated guidance for audit committees
highlighting challenges arising from the current economic conditions;

— the ASB has actively supported the work of the IASB and EFRAG on these issues, as well as
monitoring and influencing UK attitudes. In October 2008, the ASB issued amendments to its
standards on the reclassification of financial instruments;

— during the year 1 April 2006 to 31 March 2007, the Panel reviewed the accounts of 16 banks
reporting under IFRS, including retail and investment banks and finance subsidiaries of overseas
banks and large UK retail companies. Points identified by the Panel indicated a need for refinement
of some disclosures in certain cases rather than for significant changes. The issues raised varied
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between banks and there was no evidence of any systemic reporting weaknesses. During the year
to March 2008, the Panel reviewed the accounts of 10 retail and investment banks reporting under
IFRS. The Panel considered compliance with all applicable reporting standards. As in the previous
year, issues raised varied between banks and there was no evidence of systemic reporting
weaknesses. Most of the points raised indicated a need for refinement of certain disclosures rather
than significant changes in recognition or measurement policies;

— the FRRP announced on 9 November 2007 that its review activity in 2008 and 2009 would focus
on the banking sector (and four other sectors). This work is progressing in accordance with the
Panel’s normal operating procedures. In its press notice of 30 October 2008, the FRRP announced
that banking would continue to be a focus of its work for 2009 and 2010;

— the APB issued in January 2008 a Bulletin on “Audit issues when financial market conditions are
diYcult and credit facilities may be restricted”; and

— the AIU responded to the heightened audit risk posed by the credit market turbulence by
discussing with the major audit firms their preparations for ensuring their audit teams were
adequately prepared for the risks relevant to the December 2007 reporting cycle, enhancing their
risk based approach to the selection of individual audits for review and tailoring their work
programmes to ensure increased focus on individual reviews on the relevant risks.

The Purpose, and Intended Audience of, Financial Accounts

23. EVective financial reporting has been described as being essential for the eYcient operation of capital
markets.13 Financial reports provide a vital communication link between companies and market
participants.

24. Both the IASB and the ASB have conceptual frameworks to assist them in the development of
accounting standards: the IASB has a “Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial
Statements” (the Framework) and the ASB’s counterpart is known as “Statement of Principles for Financial
Reporting”. The frameworks deal in particular with:

(a) the objective of financial statements;

(b) the qualitative characteristics that determine the usefulness of information in financial statements,
notably that the information needs to be relevant, reliable, comparable and understandable; and

(c) the definition, recognition and measurement of the elements from which financial statements are
constructed.

25. One aim is to ensure that the information resulting from the application of accounting standards
faithfully represents the underlying commercial activity. Such information should be neutral in the sense that
it is free from any form of bias intended to influence users in a particular direction and should not be designed
to favour any particular group of market participants, such as preparers or users. That is reflected in recent
statements from a number of commentators, including the FRC,14 to the eVect that the most appropriate
accounting standards are developed when standard setters are able to exercise independent judgment, relying
on their skills and experience and supported by eVective consultation with market participants and other
stakeholders.

26. The objective of financial statements, and who the users are of those statements, is considered in both
the frameworks. The objective of financial statements is described in the IASB’s current Framework as
follows:

“The objective of financial statements is to provide information about the financial position,
performance and changes in financial position of an entity that is useful to a wide range of users
in making economic decisions.

Financial statements prepared for this purpose meet the common needs of most users. However,
financial statements do not provide all the information that users may need to make economic
decisions since they largely portray the financial eVects of past events and do not necessarily
provide non-financial information.

Financial statements also show the results of the stewardship of management, or the accountability
of management for the resources entrusted to it. Those users who wish to assess the stewardship
or accountability of management do so in order that they may make economic decisions; these
decisions may include, for example, whether to hold or sell their investment in the entity or whether
to reappoint or replace the management” (Framework, paragraphs 12–14).

27. The IASB and the US FASB are currently undertaking a joint project to develop a common
conceptual framework that both Boards can use in developing new and revised accounting standards, but—
for the time being—the objective remains as set out in paragraph 26 above.

13 Co-ordinating Group on Audit and Accounting Issues (CGAA) “Final Report to the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
and the Chancellor of the Exchequer” (29 January 2003) (URN 03/567).

14 FRC Press Notice 244 dated 24 October 2008 “FRC Statement on Development of Accounting Standards”.
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28. Both the IASB and ASB frameworks make clear that financial statements are useful to a wide range
of users, including present and potential investors, employees, lenders, suppliers and other trade creditors,
customers, governments and their agencies, and the public. Both frameworks also make clear that while not
all of the information needs of all these users can be met by financial statements, there are needs which are
common to all users. As investors (both present and potential) are providers of risk capital to an entity, they
are deemed to be the primary users. The provision of financial statements that meet investors’ needs in terms
of reporting an entity’s financial performance and financial position will also meet most of the needs of other
users that financial statements can satisfy.

Financial reporting and regulatory reporting

29. Whilst financial reporting seeks to satisfy needs which are common to all users, as stated above in
paragraph 28 this does not mean that the information will satisfy all of their requirements. In particular,
prudential regulators of financial businesses are typically provided with more detailed information than is
made available in public reports. Prudential regulators also establish their own techniques for measuring the
adequacy of capital held by banks and other financial institutions.

30. Generally, these prudential capital adequacy calculations start with information based on the audited
accounts and are then adjusted to meet specific regulatory requirements or objectives. For example,
accounting capital is reduced in order to arrive at regulatory capital by deducting goodwill and a prudent
bias to valuing assets, but increased by adding back market value losses on available for sale securities. They
may, for instance, relate required regulatory capital to assets risk-weighted in various ways (as in the UK)
or to overall liabilities through a gearing ratio (as in some other jurisdictions). Financial regulators may also
establish diVerent requirements in relation to diVerent categories of capital.

The role of accounting standards

31. Accounting standards provide the essential foundations of eVective financial reporting by setting out
the requirements for the provision of high quality, transparent and comparable information in financial
reports which helps users assess the stewardship of an entity’s management and to make economic decisions.
Accounting standards should emphasise principles and allow for the exercise of judgment in the way that
they are applied, rather than set out detailed rules. This acknowledges that there can be a variety of
potentially acceptable accounting methods and choices sometimes have to be made as to which best portrays
economic reality.

32. Accounting standards can also be used as a mechanism to improve financial reporting practices. For
example, in the UK, a number of the ASB’s earlier standards were developed against the background of the
corporate scandals of the 1980s, targeting practices previously considered to represent abuses. Significant
examples include:

— FRS 4 “Capital Instruments”—designed to prevent corporate debt being characterised as equity;

— FRS 5 “Reporting the Substance of Transactions”—which focused on ensuring that operational
assets and related finance are shown on the balance sheet and on curbing early revenue recognition;

— FRS 7 “Fair Values in Acquisition Accounting” and FRS 12 “Provisions, Contingent Liabilities
and Contingent Assets”—designed to curtail the shifting of profits from one period to another; and

— FRS 8 “Related Party Disclosures”—designed to highlight when the requisite conditions for
competitive, free market dealings between an entity and external parties may not be present due
to the existence of related party relationships.

33. In the UK (and wider EU) context, accounting standards are applicable to financial statements of a
reporting entity (not just companies) that are intended to give a true and fair view. The ASB’s “Foreword to
Accounting Standards”, issued in 1993, explains the authority, scope and application of accounting standards
and makes clear that, as accounting standards are authoritative statements of how particular types of
transactions and other events should be reflected in financial statements, compliance with them will
normally be necessary for those statements to give a true and fair view.

34. The appendix to the “Foreword” contains a written opinion from Counsel (dated 1993, updating
earlier opinions from 1983 and 1984) on the meaning of “true and fair”, with particular reference to the role
of accounting standards. Following the enactment of the Companies Act 2006 and the introduction of IFRS
referred to in paragraph 16 above, the FRC published in May 2008 a further Counsel’s Opinion by Martin
Moore QC that confirms the continued relevance of the “true and fair” concept to the preparation and audit
of financial statements. The true and fair requirement therefore remains central to the preparation of
financial statements in the UK, whether they are prepared in accordance with UK accounting standards or
IFRS. The text of Martin Moore’s Opinion as well as an FRC statement on the Opinion can be found on
the FRC’s website at www.frc.org.uk/about/trueandfair.cfm.
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The role of narrative reporting

35. There has for some considerable time been a recognition that financial statements do not meet all the
information needs of users and that there is a need for the provision of other information to shareholders
giving details of a company’s performance and prospects. This was, for example, a conclusion of the report
published as early as 1992 by the Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (“the
Cadbury Committee”).

36. The ASB first issued a Statement on the “Operating and Financial Review (OFR)” in July 1993. The
Statement built on the foundations of existing best practice by providing a framework within which directors
could discuss the main factors underlying the company’s performance and financial position. The Statement
was updated and a revised version issued in January 2003 to reflect later improvements in narrative
reporting, and further updated as a Reporting Statement in January 2006.

37. The OFR was, for a brief period during 2005, a statutory requirement for quoted companies. The
current statutory requirements are contained in the Business Review provisions of the Companies Act 2006,
which fulfil the requirements both of the 2003 EU Accounts Modernisation Directive and, for quoted
companies, many of the provisions of the former statutory OFR. These provisions apply for financial years
beginning on or after 1 October 2007.

38. The FRC continues to believe that the publication of a narrative explanation of a company’s
development, performance, position and prospects should continue to be encouraged as an important
element of best practice. The ASB’s Reporting Statement gives companies clear guidance and a framework
within which they can achieve open and transparent communication with users.

39. The FRC view is that, in the current market situation, the provision of such an explanation becomes
even more important. In particular, as highlighted in the FRRP’s latest Annual Review (issued on 2
October), the required disclosure of principal risks and uncertainties is likely to warrant greater attention
during the forthcoming reporting season. The extent and speed of change in market conditions as a result
of the financial crisis aVecting banks and, more recently, other sectors of the economy, together with
unprecedented fluctuation in some commodity prices means that all companies are facing increased, and
possibly diVerent, risks when compared to prior years. Experience has shown that a risk to a company’s
business model cannot be disregarded on the grounds that its materialisation would require a fundamental
change in the market in which a company operates.

The Role of Fair Value Accounting in the Banking Crisis and Whether any Changes are Required

40. Measurement is a critical aspect of financial reporting. For many years historical cost has been used
as the basis for measuring assets and liabilities, although it has been modified in various ways—for example,
in the United Kingdom, properties have frequently been revalued.

41. Increasingly, however, historical cost is being supplanted in accounting practice as recent accounting
standards frequently permit or require measurement at a current value, ie a value that seeks to reflect
economic conditions prevailing at the balance sheet date, which includes “fair value”. This has resulted in
a mixed measurement system being used in financial statements.

42. In the current financial crisis, much of the concern has focused on the measurement of financial
instruments at fair value, in particular in the financial statements of banks.

What is fair value and why is it used in financial statements?

43. In accounting terms, the IASB defines the fair value of a financial instrument in International
Accounting Standard (IAS) 39 “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement”. IAS 39 paragraph
9 defines fair value as “the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction”. The equivalent UK standard, Financial
Reporting Standard (FRS) 26, which is converged with IAS 39, uses the same definition. IAS 39 also requires
that all financial instruments are initially recognised in the balance sheet at fair value and that certain
categories would be measured at fair value when being re-measured at subsequent balance sheet dates.15

44. In this context, the objective of fair value accounting is to obtain a market value which is to be used
for initial recognition of financial instruments and for subsequent measurement of financial instruments
recognised at previous balance sheet dates. The use of fair values is designed to ensure that all companies
holding financial instruments use a current valuation for these in their financial reports. This requirement
applies in particular to derivatives, financial instruments held by companies for trading purposes or held for
sale in the future.

15 This is also referred to as fair value accounting or mark-to-market accounting.
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45. IAS 39 requires that derivatives be recognised and measured at fair value as they are typically issued
for relatively small initial prices, or even at zero, but they may have a very significant value subsequently
and at settlement. Applying a cost approach to their measurement would not reveal that potential impact.
Measuring derivatives at fair value ensures that investors are aware of the potential impact on settlement
for the company.

46. For financial instruments categorised as being available for sale in the near future it is appropriate
that the investors are made aware of the potential value the company can achieve if it sells these assets on
or after the balance sheet date.

47. Further detail on the accounting for financial instruments under IFRS and UK GAAP is provided
in Appendix B to this paper. This appendix also includes discussion of the accounting requirements relating
to impairment of financial instruments.

Fair value reflects the economics of the underlying transactions

48. As noted in the May 2008 report of the IOSCO Technical Committee Task Force on the Sub-prime
Crisis, for trading desks, “the importance of daily mark-to-market valuation is fundamental, and position
and portfolio values change constantly. Derivative assets can quickly become liabilities and vice versa. With
a continuous valuation and revaluation of a portfolio, a trader and firm know whether they make or lose
money and then act accordingly (for instance, by increasing a position, unwinding a trade or creating a
hedge). Mark-to-market valuation also informs counterparty credit risk exposures and supports margining
processes. The alternatives to daily mark-to-market valuation (eg, using historical cost accounting) are
frequently insuYcient because they do not provide real-time, actionable feedback upon which traders and
senior managers can rely”. When preparing financial reports it is therefore important that the investors are
also made aware of the current valuation of such volatile instruments.

49. In its November 2007 submission to the Committee’s inquiry into Financial Stability and
Transparency,16 the British Bankers’ Association (BBA) acknowledged (paragraph 51) that “fair value
measurement provides an appropriate basis for financial instruments held for trading purposes or otherwise
managed on a fair value basis”.

Use of valuation techniques

50. To help preparers determine the best estimate of fair value under certain market conditions IAS 39
provides a valuation hierarchy. In accordance with this valuation hierarchy, quoted prices in active markets
provide the best evidence of fair value and must be used when available. If quoted prices are not available
IAS 39 requires companies to use valuation techniques to arrive at an estimate of the fair value.

51. Banks routinely use models to value their products. A large sophisticated bank may use thousands
of models to value derivatives and other complex financial instruments and to report on the values of such
instruments to management and investors.

52. The purpose of using a valuation technique as an alternative to quoted prices is to calculate what the
transaction price would have been on the measurement date in an arm’s length exchange promoted by
normal business considerations. The technique selected makes maximum use of market inputs, relies as little
as possible on entity-specific inputs and is consistent with accepted methodologies for pricing financial
instruments.

53. In most cases companies will have concluded whether an active market exists for an asset prior to
recent market developments. At each balance sheet date companies will reassess whether an active market
still exists for the financial assets they carry at fair value. If the assessment is that an active market does not
exist, then as a result certain financial instruments for which quoted prices were previously available will
now have to be valued using valuation techniques. Companies are currently required to disclose whether fair
values are based on published price quotations or are estimated using a valuation technique. Companies
will be required to justify a transition from one level of the hierarchy (quoted prices) to another (valuation
technique) in their financial statement disclosures.

54. Volatility and uncertainty in the markets make fair values sensitive not only to the timing of
measurement, but also to the data inputs commonly used in valuation models. There are also issues as to
which data inputs can be considered observable for the purposes of assessing fair value under IAS 39. The
fact that the inputs to the model may have become more volatile and/or scarce is price-relevant information
in itself. If the range of plausible values has become wider, then this should be explained to the users rather
than pitching for a “more reliable” alternative such as “economic” or “fundamental” values. Where
valuation techniques have been used which do not rely on input from market data, this is disclosed and
companies are also required to provide details about the assumptions used in the models and the sensitivity
of fair values to changes in those assumptions. These are potentially significant issues where judgments have
to be made by accountants, auditors and investors.

16 BBA Memorandum dated 12 November 2007, available at: http://www.bba.org.uk/bba/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d%155&a%11438.
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Fair value provides accurate, timely and comparable information to investors

55. The FRC agrees with those17 who argue that, for a range of financial instruments, fair value
accounting provides more accurate, timely and comparable information to investors than amounts that
would be reported under other alternative accounting approaches (such as using economic, fundamental,
average or historic values). Even in the current market conditions, a number of major investors have
indicated that they believe that fair value accounting is appropriate and that companies are providing
information useful to them. Investors state that the transparency provided by fair value has helped to
disclose the true economic position earlier. Moving away from fair value to any of the suggested alternatives
is unlikely to increase confidence in the numbers being reported. It will more likely decrease investor
confidence in the truth and fairness of the information being provided. From an investor’s perspective it is
far better if management disclose the information and try to explain how it should be interpreted, rather
than try to persuade investors that the problem does not exist. In a global market not providing fair value
information and so requiring investors to make an intelligent guess is not a sustainable position.

The role played by fair value in the banking crisis

56. In the current market conditions, the application of fair value accounting has led to the banks in
particular reporting losses earlier than any other accounting bases. This has had the benefit of focusing
attention much earlier on the banks’ business models and facilitated remedial action, such as capital raising,
much sooner than would otherwise have been the case.

57. The FRC does not believe that financial reporting, in particular fair value accounting for financial
instruments, has caused the current market turmoil, as some have claimed. The FRC believes that the use
of fair value accounting is appropriate for a range of financial instruments, particularly those that are traded
in active markets or otherwise managed on a fair value basis.

58. That said, the FRC does acknowledge that there is a need to review the existing requirements in the
light of the experience of the current market turmoil, and in view of the concerns that have been raised, to
see if any improvements can be made. As is mentioned in paragraph 70 below, the IASB is carrying out a
review of the requirements in IFRS for fair value measurements, and the FRC supports, and is contributing
to, that work.

Concerns about fair value

59. There are those who argue that fair value accounting has exacerbated the crisis. The arguments of
those holding this view were summarised well in the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF’s) April 2008
Global Financial Stability Report.18 The IMF Executive Directors generally agreed that the move toward
fair value accounting for many types of financial instruments would continue, despite the apparent
diYculties in implementing such valuations during the current crisis, since fair value accounting gives the
most comprehensive picture of a firm’s financial health.

60. However, the report went on to note that it is recognised that investment decision rules based on fair
value accounting outcomes could lead to what is termed pro-cyclicality, ie the self-fulfilling forced sales and
falling prices when valuations fell below important thresholds (either self imposed by financial institutions
or by regulation). The report further goes on to note that supervisors would need to play a larger role in
judging the reliability of various valuation methods, especially for illiquid or hard-to-value securities, and
the IMF’s view that accounting standard setters would, in the future, need to consider how accounting
practices aVect financial stability.

61. Another common objection to fair value accounting is the argument that it increases the volatility of
reported results. Inevitably, any accounting approach that reflects price changes will tend to produce more
volatile reported results than one that does not. However, if the measurement basis is sound, that volatility
should correspond to economic reality.

62. Some have questioned whether recognition of mark-to-market losses is appropriate, noting that in
recent months, market values have been significantly lower than some market participant views on what
would be a logical “economic” value when looking at expected default rates across the market as a whole.
It is not practical to isolate and measure the amounts attributed to individual eVects but they are likely to
include:

— Information asymmetry arising from the diVerence between an individual investment in a complex
structure compared to market data about the market in its entirety.

— Behavioural eVects such as the potential for reputational damage in the event that it becomes
known that the entity has material holdings of illiquid assets.

17 For example, in the USA, the Center for Audit Quality, the CFA Institute, the Council of Institutional Investors and the
Consumer Federation of America, who wrote a joint letter against any suspension of fair value accounting to SEC Chairman
Cox on 15 October 2008.

18 IMF (April 2008) “Containing Systemic Risks and Restoring Financial Soundness”.
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— Concern that intermediaries in the chain between the investor and the ultimate exposure may
themselves run into diYculties and default.

63. Historically, the sum of these eVects has been small and may not have been material. But recent
market conditions have meant that each of these elements has become significant in their own right. Greater
understanding of these eVects needs to be developed in order to consider whether there is an alternative to
the current definition of fair value that would be relevant.

64. All the preceding discussion makes clear that providing current value information is key to ensuring
that investors are well-informed. The Japanese experience during the 1990s is a case in point where banks
were allowed to hide accounting losses (by reporting historical costs which did not reflect the market values
of financial assets held) and present a picture of apparent health to the investors. However, it was common
knowledge in the markets that bank balance sheets were far from robust and there was a lack of trust in the
figures reported. It can be argued that the recovery would have been far swifter if losses had been
acknowledged.

Whether a change to fair value accounting standards is appropriate

FSF recommendations

65. The April 2008 report of the Financial Stability Forum (FSF) “Enhancing Market and Institutional
Resilience” called for international standard setters to enhance accounting, disclosure and audit guidance
for valuations. To address these issues, the FSF noted that:

— the IASB will strengthen its standards to achieve better disclosures about valuations,
methodologies and the uncertainty associated with valuations; and

— the IASB will enhance its guidance on valuing financial instruments when markets are no longer
active. To this end, it will set up an expert advisory panel in 2008.

IASB response to-date

66. There have been many calls for changes to be made to IAS 39. The FRC believes that, while there
are issues that need to be considered on whether the accounting standards can be improved, any potential
amendments should be considered by the IASB, preferably in co-ordination with the FASB to promote a
level playing field between IFRS and US GAAP, with appropriate due process, in order to allow for a full
assessment of the technical and practical issues and to avoid any unintended consequences.

67. The IASB has already made changes to the IAS 39 requirements on the reclassification of financial
instruments (issued on 13 October 2008). This change had the impact of relaxing rules that prohibited any
movements out of the held for trading and held for resale categories. The eVect is that gains and losses arising
due to changes in fair value on instruments that are reclassified will not be reported in the profit and loss
account after the reclassification. This change was approved by the EU Accounting Regulatory Committee
(ARC) on 15 October and adopted into EU law as Regulation 1004/2008 on the same day. The amendment
is applicable from 1 July 2008.

68. Consistent with the FSF recommendations (paragraph 66 above), the IASB’s expert advisory panel
was set up in May 2008 specifically to consider the application of fair value when markets become inactive
and provide guidance for constituents on this issue. The draft report of the EAP was exposed in August 2008
for constituent comments. The final report was published on 31 October 2008.

69. On 20 October, the IASB and FASB announced further details on their joint approach to dealing with
financial reporting issues arising from the global financial crisis. The two Boards emphasised the role of high
quality financial reporting in helping enhance confidence in the financial markets by responding in a timely
manner that improves transparency and provides greater global consistency in financial reporting. In doing
so, the two Boards have agreed to take a number of measures including:

— setting-up of a high-level advisory group tasked with considering how improvements in financial
reporting could help enhance investor confidence in financial markets, and identifying the
accounting issues requiring urgent and immediate attention of the two boards, as well as issues for
longer-term consideration;

— holding public round tables in Asia, Europe and North America. The purpose of these public
roundtables is to gather input on reporting issues emanating from the current global financial
crisis—including responses by governments, regulators and others; and

— developing common solutions aimed at providing greater transparency and reduced complexity in
the accounting for financial instruments. The boards will use their joint discussion paper
“Reducing Complexity in Reporting Financial Instruments”, the responses received to the discussion
paper, and the deliberations of the high-level advisory group as starting points for this longer term
objective.
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70. The IASB is also undertaking a standard-by-standard review of fair value measurements currently
required or permitted under IFRS to develop greater clarity in the interpretation of “fair value”. This review
will address issues such as whether fair value should be represented by a current exit (or selling) price, and
whether it is appropriate for the fair value for liabilities to be aVected by the reporting entity’s own credit
risk.

Pressure from Europe

71. Subsequent to the IASB publication of the amendment to IAS 39 on 13 October 2008, the European
Commission (EC) convened a meeting of stakeholders to consider any other European issues that need
urgent consideration by the IASB. Following this stakeholder meeting, the EC sent a letter to the IASB
dated 27 October 2008 requesting further amendments to IAS 39 by the end of December 2008. These
include urgent requests for:

(a) permitting reclassification of financial instruments that are not required to be measured at fair
value but which the banks voluntarily opted to designate at fair value (the so-called fair value
option). Redesignation out of fair value is currently prohibited in IAS 39);

(b) a clarification of whether the standards require derivatives embedded in synthetic Collateralised
Debt Obligations (CDOs) to be accounted for separately at fair value; and

(c) a change in requirements for the impairment of available for sale (AFS) financial assets.

72. The FRC believes that while there are issues that need to be considered on whether the relevant
accounting standards can be improved, any potential amendments should be considered by the IASB,
preferably in co-ordination with the FASB to promote a level playing field between IFRS and US GAAP.
The amendments should be considered, with appropriate due process, in order to allow for a full assessment
of the technical and practical issues and to avoid any unintended consequences. The FRC does not believe
that any of the above issues are of such urgency that any potential changes to standards need to be made
before the end of 2008.

The Role and Accountability of the IASB

73. The IASB is the standard-setting body of the International Accounting Standards Committee
Foundation (IASC Foundation), an independent, not-for-profit organisation, which was incorporated in
February 2001. The IASC Foundation and the IASB succeeded a predecessor organisation, the
International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC), and their establishment was designed to increase
the standard-setter’s independence.

Role of the IASB

74. The IASC Foundation is governed by its Constitution, which was first approved in 2000, with a
revised and updated version published in 2005, following a major review by the IASC Foundation Trustees.
The objectives of the IASC Foundation, as set out in its Constitution, are:

(a) to develop, in the public interest, a single set of high quality, understandable and enforceable global
accounting standards that require high quality, transparent and comparable information in
financial statements and other financial reporting to help participants in the world’s capital
markets and other users make economic decisions;

(b) to promote the use and rigorous application of those standards;

(c) in fulfilling the objectives associated with (a) and (b), to take account of, as appropriate, the special
needs of small and medium-sized entities and emerging economies; and

(d) to bring about convergence of national accounting standards and International Accounting
Standards and International Financial Reporting Standards to high quality solutions.

75. As the standard-setting body of the IASC Foundation, the IASB’s foremost objective is that set out
in paragraph 74(a) above. While the IASB has no power to force any jurisdiction to adopt its standards, it
is a testament to its success that more than 100 countries now require or permit the use of IFRS or are
converging with IFRS.

76. The FRC supports the work that the IASB has undertaken towards achieving the vision of a single
set of global standards. That does not mean that the FRC agrees with every proposal the IASB makes, but
whatever the conflicting views on certain aspects of certain standards, the over-riding benefits of having
global standards have not changed. They include comparability of company performance across borders,
reduced compliance costs and the abolition of reconciliations to diVerent national accounting frameworks
for companies that report in more than one jurisdiction. Since business fundamentals are the same across
the world, it makes little sense in the long run to have diVerent standards in diVerent parts of the world. But
the FRC is also firmly of the view that any single suite of global standards needs to be of high quality and
ensure adequate and relevant disclosure to protect markets from abuse and to promote fair, orderly and
eYcient markets.
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Accountability

77. The aim of the IASC Foundation structure is designed to support those features that are regarded as
desirable in establishing the legitimacy of a standard-setting organisation. These include:

— a standard-setting body, the IASB, which consists of members who are technically expert, represent
the wider business community and are independent; and

— a Board that is accountable to the Trustees, governed by a Constitution which is publicly available.

78. The Constitution requires the Trustees to review the Constitution every five years and to undertake
a public consultation. The Trustees’ second review of the Constitution is now underway.

79. That said, there have been concerns expressed for a number of years about the legitimacy of the IASC
Foundation and its public accountability. In recognition of those concerns, the Trustees—as part of the
current Constitution Review—have proposed to establish a formal link to public institutions with the setting
up of a “Monitoring Group” (MG) consisting of representatives of supervisory and international
organisations, notably securities regulators. The establishment of the MG would provide a public
accountability link between the Trustees and representatives of oYcial institutions. This proposal was
included in a consultation document “Review of the Constitution: Public Accountability and the Composition
of the IASB—Proposals for Change”, issued by the IASC Foundation in July 2008.

80. The FRC response to the consultation, submitted on 16 September 2008, welcomed the creation of
such a link. The FRC believes, however, that it is important that the rationale for membership of the MG
is clearly articulated. The FRC also believes that the mandate of the MG needs to be made very clear. In
our view, it is important that the Trustees remain the body primarily responsible for the governance of the
IASC Foundation and the oversight of the IASB.

The Processes for Developing and/or Amending Accounting Standards

81. The IASC Foundation Constitution (paragraph 31) sets out the procedures that the IASB shall follow
in the preparation and issue of IAS, IFRS and Exposure Drafts. Paragraph 31(b) in particular states that
the IASB shall “publish an Exposure Draft on all projects and normally publish a discussion document for
public comment on major projects”.

82. The procedures outlined in the Constitution are articulated more fully in the “Handbook of
Consultative Arrangements (Due Process Handbook) for the IASB”, which was approved by the Foundation
Trustees in March 2006 (http://www.iasb.org/About!Us/How!we!develop!standards/
How!we!develop!standards.htm). The Due Process Handbook was itself subject to two rounds of
public consultation, review by the Standards Advisory Council, and public debate by the Trustees.

83. The Due Process Handbook emphasises three important requirements:

— transparency and accessibility;

— extensive consultation and responsiveness; and

— accountability.

84. The IASC Foundation “Annual Report 2007” also notes that the IASB is taking further steps to
enhance its due process and interaction with interested parties, with:

— the introduction of feedback statements and impact assessments; and

— an agreement to conduct post-implementation reviews of all new IFRS, major amendments to
IFRS and major IFRIC Interpretations two years after their implementation.

85. The FRC supports the due process procedures put in place by the IASC Foundation and—as noted
in paragraph 25 above—believes that the most appropriate standards are developed by standard setters who
are able to exercise independent judgment, supported by eVective consultation with market participants and
other stakeholders. That has been the position in the UK since 1990 and the FRC believes it is equally
appropriate for the development of standards for use globally.

86. The FRC notes that the IASC, with the agreement of the IASC Foundation Trustees, suspended its
normal due process in issuing amendments to IAS 39 and IFRS 7 “Reclassification of Financial Assets” on
13 October 2008. The FRC supports the decisions taken by the IASC Foundation Trustees and the IASB
on this issue, but in order to address the rare circumstances of the current credit crisis, we would be concerned
if this created a precedent for the wider avoidance and/or curtailment of due process.

87. In order to ensure that entities applying the equivalent UK standards (FRS 26 and FRS 29) have the
same ability to make reclassifications as those applying IFRS, the ASB suspended its normal due process
and issued similar amendments on 24 October 2008. The ASB normally applies due processes that entail
one or two rounds of public consultation. These are set out in paragraphs 23–26 of the ASB’s “Foreword
to Accounting Standards”, which can be accessed at: http://www.frc.org.uk/asb/technical/foreword.cfm.
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The Purpose, and Intended Audience of, a Statutory Audit

88. Public confidence in the operation of the capital markets and in the conduct of public interest entities
depends, in part, on the credibility of the opinions and reports issued by the auditor in connection with the
audit of financial statements.

89. The primary purpose of an audit of the financial statements is for the auditor to provide independent
assurance to the shareholders that the directors have prepared the financial statements properly. As required
by legislation, the auditor issues an opinion as to whether or not the financial statements give a true and
fair view.

90. The APB establishes quality control, auditing and ethical standards for auditors to provide a
framework for audit practice in the UK and the Republic of Ireland. The APB made the strategic decision
in 2004 to base its auditing standards on International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) issued by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB). It issued a new set of auditing standards
(known as ISAs (UK and Ireland)) in December 2004 which reflected important improvements in key areas.
These areas included identifying, assessing and responding to audit risks, including fraud risks, and quality
control procedures for audits. The APB is currently consulting on when and how to update its standards to
reflect a major improvement project, known as the “Clarity Project”, soon to be completed by the IAASB.
As part of the Clarity Project, ISAs on important topics such as accounting estimates, including fair value
measurements and disclosures, group audits and related party transactions have been improved to reflect
the latest developments and thinking. The APB has stated that, as the improvements made are designed to
enhance audit quality, it believes there is merit in introducing these new standards in the UK and Ireland as
soon as is practicable.

91. The APB also issues guidance in the form of Practice Notes and Bulletins to assist auditors in applying
its standards to particular circumstances and industries and to address new or emerging issues. For example,
a revised Practice Note on the audit of banks and building societies in the UK was issued in January 2007
and a Bulletin dealing with matters to be considered by auditors in the light of recent developments in
financial markets was issued in January 2008.

92. The Audit Inspection Unit (AIU), part of the Professional Oversight Board, is responsible for the
monitoring of the audits of all listed and other major public interest entities. The audits of all UK
incorporated companies with listed securities (both equity and non-equity securities) and other entities in
whose financial condition there is considered to be a major public interest are within the scope of the AIU’s
work. A description of the entities within the AIU’s scope for 2008/9 was issued in March 2008. The
monitoring units of the professional bodies are responsible for the monitoring of other audits within the
scope of audit regulation in the UK (ie those outside the scope of independent inspection by the AIU). In
addition to the Big 4 Firms, there are currently five other major firms undertaking more than ten audits
within the AIU’s scope and therefore subject to full scope AIU inspections, including a review of their firm-
wide procedures, under statute. Other firms which have any audits falling within the AIU’s scope are subject
to periodic reviews of one or more such audits by the AIU and reviews of their firm-wide procedures by the
monitoring unit of the professional body with which they are registered.

93. UK law requires that the auditors of listed and other major public interest entities are monitored at
least once every three years. However given their significance the AIU currently inspects the largest six audit
firms in the UK every year.

94. In the year to 31 March 2008 the AIU conducted seven full scope inspections of large audit firms and
reviewed 90 individual audits of major public interest entities. Some 25% of those audits were of entities in
the Banking, Finance and Investment industry sector.

95. The AIU made a number of changes for its 2008–09 inspection cycle to respond to the heightened
audit risk posed by the credit market turbulence. It had earlier met with each of the largest firms to discuss
how they were responding to the heightened risk both at a firm-wide level and in planning and executing
individual audits. These changes included:

— Adopting a more risk-based approach in selecting individual audits for reviews and prioritising
reviews within the 2008–09 cycle.

— Reviewing and updating the work programmes used for reviews of individual audits to ensure that
risk areas relating to the credit market turbulence were covered in all cases.

— Undertaking some reviews focused specifically on issues relating to the credit market turbulence.

96. The AIU will undertake a similar review for 2009–10, in conjunction with the POB, with a view to
responding appropriately to the audit risks arising from recent developments in financial markets.

97. In 2007 the POB consulted on a new approach to reporting by the AIU. The results of that
consultation were published on 4 December 2007 in a document called “Reporting on Audit Quality
Monitoring—Implementing a New Approach”.
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98. A key change to the reporting was that the AIU would no longer publish one annual report on generic
themes and findings but rather that they would replace this by high level public reports on individual audit
firms. Such reports would only be published for those firms where the AIU had undertaken a full scope
inspection. The content of these reports would be based on the findings as set out in the private reports to
the respective audit registration committees. The first such reports will be issued in December.

99. Another significant change in reporting was the introduction of new style reports on the individual
audits reviewed by the AIU after 1 January 2008. While these reports are addressed to the relevant audit
engagement partner, our expectation is that they will be provided to the relevant client’s audit committee.
This is also another important contribution to the transparency of reporting on the work the UK’s audit
profession.

APPENDIX A

THE FRC AND ITS OPERATING BODIES

A1 The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is the UK’s independent regulator of corporate reporting
and governance. Working mainly through the Board’s Committee on Corporate Governance and the six
operating bodies, the FRC sets standards for corporate governance, reporting, auditing and actuarial
practice; monitors and, where appropriate, enforces the application of those standards; and works with the
accountancy and actuarial professions to promote the professionalism of their members.

Our Aim

A2 Confidence in corporate reporting and governance is a fundamental prerequisite for the eVective
functioning of the economy and financial markets. The FRC’s aim is to strengthen that confidence by
promoting high-quality corporate governance, corporate reporting, auditing and actuarial practice, and by
promoting the integrity, competence and transparency of the accountancy and actuarial professions.

Our Regulatory Philosophy

A3 The FRC does not regard regulation as an end in itself. We believe in wealth creation. We believe that
our role in promoting confidence in corporate reporting and governance as part of a regulatory framework
that promotes enterprise, investment and employment can make the creation of wealth more likely. We are
committed to the Better Regulation Commission principles of proportionality, targeting, consistency,
transparency and accountability. We are clear that no system of regulation can eliminate the possibility of
corporate reporting or governance failures; any attempt to achieve zero failure would destroy wealth rather
than facilitate its creation.

The Strategic Outcomes we Seek

A4 The strategic outcomes the FRC seeks are that:

— Companies are led in a way which facilitates entrepreneurial success and the management of risk.

— Corporate reports contain information which is relevant, reliable, understandable and
comparable, and are useful for decision-making, including stewardship decisions.

— Users of audit reports can place a high degree of reliance on the audit opinion, including whether
financial statements show a true and fair view.

— Users of actuarial information can place a high degree of reliance on its relevance, transparency
of assumptions, completeness and comprehensibility.

— Clients and employers of professionally qualified accountants and actuaries and of accountancy
and actuarial firms can rely on them to act with integrity and competence, having regard to the
public interest.

— The FRC is an eVective and independent regulator, actively helping to shape UK, and to influence
EU and global, approaches to corporate reporting and governance.

A5 We believe there are strong connections among corporate governance, auditing, actuarial practice,
corporate reporting and the professionalism of accountants and actuaries. We believe the breadth of our
responsibilities and functions enhances our eVectiveness.

Our Structure

A6 The decision-making bodies are the Board of FRC Ltd and its operating body boards.

A7 The Board of FRC Ltd is designed to be composed of the Chair, the Deputy-Chair, the Chief
Executive, the Chairs of the six operating bodies, and seven non-executive directors. The FRC Chair and
Deputy-Chair are appointed by the Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform. All
other members are appointed by the Board.
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A8 The Board’s functions include:

— To determine our strategy and priorities.

— To set our budget, secure the necessary funding and monitor expenditure.

— To oversee the delivery by each operating body of its functions.

— To approve changes to the Combined Code on Corporate Governance.

A9 The Committee on Corporate Governance supports the Board of the FRC in its work on corporate
governance. The Committee keeps under review developments in corporate governance generally, reflecting
the FRC’s objective of fostering high standards. It monitors the Combined Code on Corporate Governance
and its implementation by listed companies and shareholders.

The Operating Bodies

A10 The Accounting Standards Board issues accounting standards for the UK and Ireland but, with the
move to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), it is increasingly focussed on influencing the
setting of standards by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) on behalf of its stakeholders.

A11 The Auditing Practices Board issues standards and guidance for auditing, for the work of reporting
accountants in connection with investment circulars, and for auditors’ integrity, objectivity and
independence. It is also active in influencing the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board in
setting International Standards on Auditing.

A12 The Board for Actuarial Standards, set up in 2005 following a decision to establish independent
oversight of the actuarial profession, sets technical standards for actuarial work.

A13 The Professional Oversight Board provides independent oversight of the regulation of accountants
and actuaries by their respective professional bodies. It provides statutory oversight of the regulation of the
auditing profession by the recognised supervisory and qualifying bodies, and, through the Audit Inspection
Unit, monitors the quality of the auditing function in relation to economically significant entities.

A14 The Financial Reporting Review Panel reviews company accounts for compliance with the law and
accounting standards. The Panel reviews the annual accounts of some 300 public and large private
companies a year and keeps under review interim and final reports of certain other listed issuers. It is the
role of the Panel to enquire into cases where, in the words of the Companies Act, “it appears to the Panel
that there is, or may be, a question whether accounts comply with the requirements of this Act”.

A15 The Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board is the independent investigative and disciplinary
body for accountants and actuaries in the UK. It is responsible for operating and administering independent
disciplinary schemes. The Accountancy Scheme covers Members of the following accountancy professional
bodies: the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants, the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy, the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in Ireland, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland and the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales. The Actuarial Scheme covers Members of the Institute of Actuaries and
the Faculty of Actuaries.

History of Setting Accounting Standards in the UK

A16 The operating body of the FRC which has responsibility for accounting standards issues is the ASB,
which was set up in 1990 to develop and issue accounting standards, known as Financial Reporting
Standards (FRSs). Prior to that date, accounting standards had been set by the accountancy profession,
under the auspices of the Accounting Standards Committee (ASC), which—from 1976—was constituted as
a joint committee of the six member bodies of the Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies (CCAB).
Any proposals for standards developed by the ASC had to be approved and issued by the Councils of the
CCAB members. These were known as Statements of Standard Accounting Practice (SSAPs).

A17 In the wake of several corporate failures, and the increasing complexity and potential for
controversy of the issues facing the accountancy profession, the CCAB in 1987 appointed a Review
Committee, under the Chairmanship of Sir Ron (now Lord) Dearing to review and make recommendations
on the standard-setting process. The Review Committee report “The Making of Accounting Standards” was
published in 1988 and recommended a new independent regime of accounting standard-setting. This met
with widespread acceptance in business, government and the profession. The ASB, under the oversight of
the FRC, replaced the ASC on 1 August 1990.

A18 The ASB was given the authority to issue accounting standards on its own authority. The Companies
Act 1989 introduced into the Companies Act 1985 a definition of “accounting standards” along with the
requirement for directors of companies, other than most small or medium sized companies, to disclose
whether the accounts have been prepared in accordance with applicable accounting standards, particulars
of any material departure from those standards and the reasons for the departure. The ASB was originally
given recognition as the body prescribed to issue accounting standards by regulations made under Section
256 of the Companies Act 1985 and, subsequently, regulations made under Section 464 of the Companies
Act 2006.
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A19 The role of the ASB has been impacted by European legislation passed in 2002 (EU Regulation 1606/
2002) requiring the consolidated financial statements of companies in the EU whose securities are admitted
to trading on a regulated market (publicly traded companies) to comply with international, rather than
national, accounting standards for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2005. The Regulation
includes a process for the endorsement of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) for use in
the EU (EU-adopted IFRS). The UK Government has taken up a Member State option in the Regulation
which permits the annual accounts of publicly traded companies and the annual and/or consolidated
financial statements of other companies (other than charitable companies) to be prepared in accordance with
EU-adopted IFRS.

A20 With the advent of 2005, the environment for accounting standard-setting changed dramatically and
the role of the ASB has moved away from developing its own standards (although most UK companies
continue to apply FRSs). Apart from developing a strategy for the future of UK standards and their
convergence with IFRS, the ASB’s major activities are focused on:

— seeking to influence the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) (and US Financial
Accounting Standards Board, FASB) on the development of IFRS and a revised conceptual
framework. As part of this, the ASB responds to all IASB consultation documents after
consultation with constituents and challenges the IASB where we believe that the proposals will
not result in improvements in the quality of financial reporting; and

— playing a leading role in Europe, in particular with the European Financial Reporting Advisory
Group (EFRAG), both to ensure appropriate European influence in the development of
international standards and their adoption in the EU.

APPENDIX B

ACCOUNTING FOR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS UNDER IFRS AND UK GAAP

B1 The financial instruments commonly associated with the current credit crisis include Asset Backed
Commercial Papers (ABCP), securitisation loan notes and collateralised debt obligations (CDOs) amongst
others. These are categorised as financial instruments, the accounting requirements for which are set out in
International Accounting Standard (IAS) 39, which was finalised by the IASB in 1999 and adopted by the
EC (with minor modifications) for application by European publicly traded companies in 2004. The
accounting requirements relating to the valuation of financial instruments under IFRS and UK GAAP are
identical, as the relevant UK standard, FRS 26, is converged fully with IAS 39.19

Fair Value Requirements

B2 IAS 39 (paragraph 43) require all financial assets and liabilities to be recognised at fair value on initial
recognition. Fair value is defined in IAS 39 (paragraph 9) as “the amount for which an asset could be
exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction”. The
Application Guidance (AG) of Appendix A to the standard (paragraph AG69) makes clear that underlying
the definition of fair value is a presumption that an entity is a going concern without any intention or need
to liquidate, to curtail materially the scale of its operations or to undertake a transaction on adverse terms.
Fair value is not, therefore, the amount that an entity would receive or pay in a forced transaction,
involuntary liquidation or distress sale. However, fair value does reflect the credit quality of the instrument.

B3 Certain categories of financial assets (those at fair value through profit or loss and available-for-sale)
are required to be measured at fair value on an ongoing basis with any changes to the fair value to be taken
through the profit or loss (or equity for available-for-sale assets) (paragraph 46 of IAS 39). Similarly
financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are required to be measured at fair value on an on-
going basis (paragraph 47 of IAS 39).

B4 Fair value measurement considerations and requirements are highlighted in paragraphs 48, 48A and
49 of IAS 39 and in paragraphs AG69–AG82. Paragraph 48A of the standard explains that the existence of
quoted prices in an active market is the best evidence of fair value. If the market for a financial instrument
is not active, an entity establishes fair value by using a valuation technique, with the objective of establishing
what the transaction price would have been on the measurement date in an arm’s length exchange motivated
by normal business considerations. The standard requires that the chosen valuation technique makes
“maximum use of market inputs and relies as little as possible on entity-specific inputs”.

B5 The standard goes on to note that, periodically, an entity calibrates the valuation technique and tests it
for validity using prices from any observable current market transactions in the same instrument (ie without
modification or repackaging) or based on any available observable market data. Where there is no active
market, paragraph AG78 acknowledges that the same information may not be available at each
measurement date to determine whether there have been any changes in conditions since the most recent

19 The rest of this document refers only to IAS 39 requirements. However, there are equivalent requirements in FRS 26 that
apply to UK companies that are within the scope of FRS 26, which includes all banks.
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market transaction that may result in a corresponding change in the fair value of the financial instrument
being valued. However, the entity would still be expected to make reasonable eVorts to determine whether
there is evidence that there has been a change in conditions.

Impact of Credit Market Turbulence on Fair Value

B6 Investors in ABCP and credit derivatives would be expected to account for these products at fair value
in accordance with IAS 39, either through the profit or loss or through equity, depending on how the
financial instruments have been categorised. This would mean that the recent turbulence in the credit
markets would be reflected in the revaluations of these financial instruments. The requirements under IFRS
would be that the fair value of these financial instruments, and not the fire sale value, is presented in the
financial statements. So that even with very few trades in the market the reporting entity would need to take
the market trades into account when valuing their own products. Assuming, at this point, that the valuations
are reliable the advantage of this approach is that any gains or losses of the financial assets and liabilities of
the investing entity are clear to their shareholders.

B7 However, there is the issue of reliability of pricing in the credit markets. A number of inputs into the
models used to price the products are currently particularly diYcult to obtain and most of these had been
estimated from previous history which was built up during a period of very low interest rates and benign
market conditions. Additionally, there appears to have been limited stress testing of large changes in interest
rates on the default rates or consideration of the impact on default rates of other socioeconomic factors. As
a result, default rates, which are a key input in the pricing of credit related financial instruments, remain
diYcult to ascertain in current market conditions. This uncertainty will be reflected in fair value disclosures
in the financial statements of the investors. However, as noted above the entities will still be required to make
every eVort to ascertain the fair value of these products in accordance with IAS 39.

Measurement of default rates and correlation risk

B8 One of the main initiators of the credit crunch was the higher-than-expected default rates on the US
sub-prime market. Default rates are one of the main components of the value of credit derivative trades
(where such mortgages were used as the underlying assets) and are normally based on historical data. The
actual default rates have turned out to be far higher than suggested by this data and as a result once the new
fair values are calibrated large swathes of first default notes have either been depleted beyond repair or have
been completed wiped out. This will impact future fair values of financial instruments linked directly or
indirectly to credit risk.

B9 For structured credit financial products based on underlying asset portfolios of mortgages, credit card
receivables and unsecured loans correlation is a key risk. Default correlation risk is the increase in
probability of default of an asset arising from the default of a diVerent asset that is included in the asset
portfolio. Default correlation risk has been changing significantly as a result of the events of the past few
months and is likely to be diVerent to that predicted at inception of many of these transactions. This will
impact the pricing of the underlying assets in the Structured Investment Vehicles (SIVs) that holds the
receivables as well as the loan notes/ABCPs it issues. The fair values of such investments are likely to be
volatile for the near future, and as a result the financial statements presented in accordance with IFRS are
likely to reflect such volatility.

Impact of Deterioration in a Bank’s Credit Risk

B10 The fair value measurement requirements in IAS 39 have the eVect that the instrument’s credit
characteristics impact its valuation. The eVect of this is most pronounced in the valuation of liabilities where
deterioration in the credit quality of a bank leads to a decline in the value of that bank’s liability—a result
that many consider counter-intuitive.

B11 FRS 26 applies the same rules as IAS 39 and US GAAP to the valuation of liabilities—where these
are fair valued, the credit risk of the instrument is taken into account in determining the fair value, so that
a deterioration in the credit rating of the instrument will result in a lower fair value and a gain to the issuing
entity that is reported in profit. (The IASB’s reasoning for adopting this approach is set out in the Basis for
Conclusions of IAS 39, paragraphs BC 87 to BC 92—which are reproduced in FRS 26).

B12 However, entities applying FRS 26 or IAS 39 normally account for long term loans at amortised
cost. These loans are only accounted for at fair value if the entity chooses the fair value option in respect of
the borrowings. The fair value option is only available if either (a) fair valuing the liability is necessary to
avoid an accounting mismatch (ie if the liability is funding assets that are themselves fair valued); or (b) the
borrowings are in a portfolio that is managed on a fair value basis. Generally, we would expect a number
of counterparties dealing in the products described above, to have decided to manage the loans on a fair
value basis and therefore meet the second criterion.
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Impairment of Financial Assets

B13 As a result of the current uncertainty in the credit markets and uncertainty in general market
conditions it is likely that companies notice significant impairments of financial assets categorised as
available-for-sale, held at cost or amortised cost. As is explained in more detail below, impairment of these
assets is reported as a loss in the profit and loss account.

B14 IAS 39 requires entities to look for objective evidence when assessing whether a financial asset or
group of financial assets is impaired. IAS 39 paragraph 59 states that the objective evidence of impairment
is likely to result from “one or more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (a “loss
event”) and that loss event (or events) has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset
or group of financial assets that can be reliably estimated. It may not be possible to identify a single, discrete
event that caused the impairment”. Therefore, a single event such as the disappearance of an active market
or a credit downgrade by the ratings agency is not suYcient evidence on its own to lead to an impairment
loss being recognised. These need to be considered together with other available information.

B15 IAS 39 paragraph 59 goes on to set out a number of loss events that provide objective evidence of
impairment of a financial asset. These include:

(a) “significant financial diYculty of the issuer or obligor;

(b) a breach of contract, such as a default or delinquency in interest or principal payments;

(c) the lender, for economic or legal reasons relating to the borrower’s financial diYculty, granting to
the borrower a concession that the lender would not otherwise consider;

(d) it becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganisation;

(e) the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset because of financial diYculties; or

(f) observable data indicating that there is a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows
from a group of financial assets since the initial recognition of those assets, although the decrease
cannot yet be identified with the individual financial assets in the group, including:
(i) adverse changes in the payment status of borrowers in the group (eg an increased number of

delayed payments or an increased number of credit card borrowers who have reached their
credit limit and are paying the minimum monthly amount); or

(ii) national or local economic conditions that correlate with defaults on the assets in the group
(eg an increase in the unemployment rate in the geographical area of the borrowers, a decrease
in property prices for mortgages in the relevant area, a decrease in oil prices for loan assets to
oil producers, or adverse changes in industry conditions that aVect the borrowers in the
group)”.

B16 It is obvious from the above list that the standard would only consider an observable significant event
or prolonged decline in the value of the financial asset below cost to be suYcient evidence of impairment.
It is therefore important that companies ensure such observable evidence exists when considering whether
financial assets they hold are impaired.

B17 Treatment of impaired financial assets varies under IAS 39 depending on whether they are classified
as available-for-sale or carried at cost or amortised cost. The treatment is discussed separately below.

Available-for-sale financial assets

B18 IAS 39 requires that any fair value changes in available-for-sale financial assets are recognised
directly in equity. If objective evidence exists that such an asset is impaired then IAS 39 paragraph 67 requires
that “the cumulative loss that had been recognised directly in equity shall be removed from equity and
recognised in profit or loss even though the financial asset has not been derecognised”.

B19 In the event that the impairment losses are reversed in subsequent periods IAS 39 only allows the
reversal of the loss in relation to a debt instrument to be recognised in the profit or loss. However, such a
reversal for an equity instrument is not permitted.

Financial assets carried at amortised cost

B20 IAS 39 permits held-to-maturity investments and loans and receivables to be carried at amortised
cost. If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred on such assets IAS 39 requires
the entity to reduce the carrying amount of the asset, either directly or through a loan allowance, and
recognise the amount of the loss in the profit or loss.

B21 The impairment loss of a financial asset carried at amortised cost is measured using the financial
instrument’s original eVective interest rates. The reason for this approach is that using the current market
rate of interest for the purposes of the calculation of loss would be the same as imposing fair value
measurement on financial assets that are otherwise carried at amortised cost. If a range of possible loss
amounts exists IAS 39 states that “the entity recognises an impairment loss equal to the best estimate within
the range taking into account all relevant information available before the financial statements are issued
about conditions existing at the balance sheet date”.
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B22 In the event of a subsequent reversal of the impairment loss IAS 39 permits the recognition of the
reversal either directly in the carrying amount of the asset or by adjusting the allowance account and in the
profit or loss. However, IAS 39 paragraph 65 specifies that the reversal should not “result in a carrying
amount of the financial asset that exceeds what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not
been recognised at the date the impairment is reversed”.

Financial assets carried at cost

B23 IAS 39 requires recognition of an impairment loss on assets carried at cost. IAS 39 paragraph 66 sets
out how such impairment losses are calculated. It states that:

“If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred on an unquoted equity
instrument that is not carried at fair value because its fair value cannot be reliably measured, or
on a derivative asset that is linked to and must be settled by delivery of such an unquoted equity
instrument, the amount of the impairment loss is measured as the diVerence between the carrying
amount of the financial asset and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the
current market rate of return for a similar financial asset” [text not italicised in IAS 39].

B24 IAS 39 does not permit such impairment losses to be reversed.

3 November 2008

Memorandum from the Association of British Insurers (ABI)

Introduction

1. This Memorandum is the response of the Association of British Insurers to the Treasury Select
Committee’s invitation to submit written evidence to its evidence session on accountancy and the banking
crisis on 11 November.

2. The ABI is the voice of the insurance and investment industry. Its members constitute over 90% of the
insurance market in the UK and 20% across the EU. They control assets equivalent to a quarter of the UK’s
capital. They are the risk managers of the UK’s economy and society. Through the ABI their voice is heard
in Government and in public debate on insurance, savings, and investment matters.

Summary

3. We support the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) as independent setters of financial
accounting requirements that are applied globally to meet consistently the information needs of investors
as primary users of financial accounts. We think that the IASB should have the maximum freedom from
political interference in its processes.

4. We consider that fair value accounting information provides significant benefits to users of accounts. It
has assisted the financial markets in showing the eVects of bad lending by banks and of the complex financial
instruments that spread the eVects of this bad lending far and wide. If there are lessons to be learnt, they are
that better information at an earlier stage might have mitigated the Banking Crisis. The solution does not
lie in changing the accounting information.

5. We support the use of fair values generally, as providing current information to support current
decision-making, although in some circumstances and for some financial instruments other bases of
accounting are appropriate. We note that the IASB has a number of strands of work responding to the
banking crisis, which we support. We would also support a further review by the IASB of some of its other
detailed requirements for financial instrument accounting, including to reflect unusual changes in
circumstances that make fair value accounting no longer appropriate.

Topics for Written Evidence

The purpose, and intended audience, of financial accounts

6. It is firmly embedded in UK law that the financial statements are prepared for and addressed to the
shareholders of the entity in question. We believe that must be right. The IASB focuses on a somewhat
diVerent objective ie the provision of information about the financial position, performance and changes in
financial position of an entity that is useful to a wide range of users in making economic decisions. We
consider that both these foci are important and relevant to investors as holders of shares and as users of the
markets and suppliers of risk capital.
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7. Other users of accounts are acknowledged by the IASB, including investors, employees, lender,
suppliers and other trade creditors, customers, governments and their agencies (including regulators), and
the public. The IASB judges that “As investors are the providers of risk capital to the entity, the provision
of financial statements that meet their needs will also meet most of the needs of other users that financial
statements can satisfy”.

The role that fair value accounting has played in the banking crisis, and whether any change to fair value
reporting rules and requirements is appropriate

8. It appears abundantly clear that the origins of the banking crisis lie in bad lending by banks, and that
complex financial instruments spread the eVects of this bad lending far and wide. In many parts of the
financial markets there were flawed business models and flimsy risk management practices. Banks changed
from traditional lending (originating loans and holding them to maturity) to originating, packaging and
distributing loans (including to themselves). The full eVects of many of these transactions were not
suYciently understood by market participants, until underlying asset values fell as the improbability of full
loan servicing and repayment became more apparent.

9. Accounting requirements aim to show the results of business activity as usefully as possible. The
primary function of the financial markets is to provide capital to business. Investors and other providers of
capital, and other users of accounts such as regulators, find most useful information that is current, that
shows what something is worth now. Accounts with fair values (providing that they are reliable) give that
current information. By contrast, other forms of accounting are based on historic information—what
something was worth in the past. We would stress also that users of accounts value consistency across time
and as between diVerent companies.

10. Fair value accounting did not cause the banking crisis. Before fair value accounting, many complex
financial instruments would hardly have appeared in accounts at all, and it would scarcely have been possible
to understand their eVects on an entity’s finances. Fair value accounting has exposed earlier and more clearly
the eVects of the bad lending by banks. Changes in asset values, even volatile changes, reflect real world
phenomena that do not disappear because they are not reported. And so we support the use of fair values
in giving information which only those who prefer to remain ignorant would do without.

11. Apart from fair value accounting giving more relevant, because current, information, we consider that
it has a number of other advantages: it is generally more objective; it imposes a more coherent framework for
reporting and management; it creates transparency and confidence among market participants; and, from a
solvency perspective, it better achieves the market consistency that is sought by regulators. However, the
requirements of regulators are not necessarily the same as those of investors. It is the requirements of
investors that should be paramount. They do not wish to see market value information obscured or
withheld. This would reduce the confidence that market users can have in the value and accuracy of financial
information.

12. We accept that fair value accounting is not, however, a panacea. There is no one technique that
provides a fair value in all circumstances. In particular, mark-to-market does not work in illiquid markets,
and mark-to-model is more suitable in such cases. Further, fair value accounting is not necessarily
appropriate for all financial instruments at all times. In some circumstances, fair value information does not
drive current decision making, in which case accounting should not centre on changes in fair values
(although these values should always be disclosed).

13. A particular concern of many commentators is that fair value accounting requires the use of the latest
market value and that in current conditions, where many markets have become illiquid and/or the only
transactions are forced sales, these values do not reflect the “real” value of the assets.

14. However, this is not the case. Both the IASB and the Federal Accounting Standards Board (FASB—
the US standard setter) have issued guidance in recent weeks on how firms can ‘mark to model’ where
markets have become inactive. Therefore, where relevant observable market data does not exist they can use
alternative techniques to develop a more appropriate value (although there are limits to the extent to which
a valuation can sensibly depart from observed prices in even an illiquid market).

15. The IASB’s accounting standard (IAS 39) for financial instruments has fair values as its default basis.
It requires fair values except for some categories of financial instruments, for example loans, that are not
normally traded or tradeable, and are held to achieve the cash flows arising under the loan instrument. In this
case, information on current fair values does not drive decision-making, and nor does it drive the accounting
(although even for these, information on fair values is required to be disclosed in notes to the accounts).
Instead, these financial instruments are held on a cost basis, adjusted in relation to the maturity values. In
some circumstances, switches may be made from one category to another, thus changing the value in
accounts.

16. IAS 39 has detailed rules for determining which accounting basis is applied in the first instance, and
for limiting the changes thereafter. It is important that there is consistency in the classification and treatment
of similar financial instruments. It is also vital that there are eVective controls to prevent the gaming of the
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accounting rules and the consequent massaging of earnings, particularly where the accounting rules achieve
diVerent values for similar financial instruments depending on the varying intentions of the holders of the
financial instruments.

17. Nevertheless, there is a risk of undue rigidity in the rules. The IASB recently amended IAS 39 to allow
some more reclassifications, which we welcomed. We consider that there is a case for still more flexibility
being introduced—though without, of course, resulting in companies being able to reclassify financial
instruments backwards and forwards at will. For example, some changes in circumstances may drive
changes in intentions that should properly be reflected in changes in the basis of accounting. For example,
markets may cease to exist. In these circumstances financial instruments that once carried the expectation
that they might be traded, can now only be held until they mature. Further, there are anomalies in the
treatment of impairments in value that the IASB could re-examine. Lastly, there are some ways in which IAS
39 diVers from equivalent requirements in the USA that could be looked at again. This should be done
jointly with the FASB to ensure that quality is not sacrificed to achieve convergence.

18. IAS 39 is a diYcult accounting standard dealing with complex matters. Any changes should be done
in a measured way by the IASB, subject to its proper due process. Further, we would not support any move
towards a legal override to its standards. Our members want to prepare their accounts, and make investment
decisions based on accounts, that meet consistent requirements globally. They do not want diVerent
standards to apply in Europe. Further, unilateral action in one jurisdiction will inevitably lead to pressure
for such actions elsewhere. Instead of one set of standards, diVerent ones may apply across the world. Yet
recent market events show clearly that capital markets are subject to global forces. Changes in one capital
market are inevitably reflected in others. Such changes, we consider, should be reflected in all accounts in
the same way.

19. We note that the IASB has in train a number of other initiatives arising from the banking crisis. These
include looking at how fair values are calculated where markets are illiquid (on which issue the European
Commission has expressed its concern), and at what disclosures should be given to enable users to
understand the impact of uncertainty in valuations. Further, the IASB is looking at whether accounts deal
properly with oV-balance sheet vehicles—an additional factor relating to the banking crisis. We also support
the IASB in this work.

20. The fair value information that accounts provide is used by regulators as well as by investors. Their
interests diVer, however. Regulators are primarily interested in solvency, whereas investors’ requirements are
more extensive. All information in accounts is subject to regulatory screening, and regulators may adjust
values in accounts for their purposes, often considerably (examples are goodwill—because there is normally
little goodwill attaching to insolvent entities—and deferred tax). In this respect, regulators are no diVerent
from other interested parties such as the taxation authorities who, again use information from accounts, but
adjust it because their purposes are diVerent.

Accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board

21. The IASB is the accounting standard setting body of the International Accounting Standards
Committee Foundation (IASCF). The accounts of all European listed companies are required to be based
on the IASB’s accounting standards (IFRSs). IFRS form the basis of accounts in a number of other
jurisdictions worldwide. This number is set to grow and is likely to include the USA, Japan and China in
future years.

22. This increasingly widespread use of IFRSs brings great benefits. Having accounts prepared on the
same basis means that proper comparisons can be made between the performances of companies wherever
they are. This promotes the eYcient allocation of capital and boosts economic growth. As both investors in
capital markets, and as insurers raising capital on those markets, we strongly support the consistent use of
the IASB’s accounting standards across all capital markets globally.

23. The IASCF is currently an independent private sector, not-for-profit organisation. It appoints the
members of the IASB, it reviews the IASB’s strategy and eVectiveness, and it determines the IASB’s
operating procedures. It is not involved with the technical setting of the IASB’s accounting standards.

24. The IASCF has consulted recently on some constitutional changes that are aimed at increased
accountability, transparency and eYciency, in the light of its increasing importance internationally. A new
Monitoring Group, of representatives from major international government and related public bodies, is
proposed. This would sit above the IASCF and would form a link to public authorities to some degree
analogous to the governmental or parliamentary oversight of national accounting standard setters. The
Monitoring Group would approve the selection of the trustees of the IASCF and monitor their work.

25. The new structure would give a direct relationship between the IASB and the Monitoring Group—
which could refer issues to the IASB and have meetings with its Chairman. We are concerned that these
proposals may lead to a politicising of the accounting standard setting process that, until now, we in the UK
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have been largely free of—the long-standing independence of the UK’s Accounting Standards Board being
matched currently by that of its eVective successor, the IASB. Further, the proposals would not allow for
suYcient input from investors and other stakeholders that are not public bodies. This is in spite of the
assumption by the IASB that investors’ needs are central to its accounting standards. We strongly support
the IASB as an independent global accounting standard setter that that has the maximum freedom from
political interference and is responsive to the needs of capital providers as the primary users of accounts.

The process of amending accountancy standards

26. The European Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG), which advises the European
Commission on the adoption of IFRSs in Europe, recently stated that “The IASB is probably one of the
most transparent organisations in the world and its due processes are very good”. We agree with this
assessment.

27. The IASB publishes detailed information about its due processes, including for amending
accountancy standards. The processes reflect the IASB’s aim for its standards to be of the highest quality.
Its processes allow it to take into account inputs from any interested parties—indeed, it actively seeks this
input. To make the process eVective, it publishes a great deal about its thinking at every stage—on its agenda
and priorities, on its technical evaluation of issues and of its tentative conclusions, and through its discussion
papers and exposure drafts. Further, its Board meetings are held in public.

28. Making accounts show clearly the results of business activity, in all its modern complexity, is no easy
task. The IASB’s normal processes reflect a degree of caution in setting and amending accounting standards
that seems to us to be appropriate in most circumstances. The IASB has also shown, in amending recently
an accounting standard for financial instruments (IAS 39), that its processes include the ability to act more
quickly in the right circumstances.

29. This is not to say that we consider the IASB’s processes cannot be improved still further, particularly
how it decides its priorities for its projects (including amendments to accounting standards) as opposed how
it carries out its projects. The IASB does not consult publically on establishing its priorities, and we think
it should.

30. The IASB’s accounting standards are implemented in European markets through European
legislation. We should emphasise here again that we oppose any legislative carve out of these accounting
standards for Europe.

November 2008

Memorandum from the Centre for Financial Market Integrity (CFA Institute Centre)

1. Introduction

The CFA Institute Centre20 represents the views of its members, including portfolio managers,
investment analysts, and advisors, worldwide. Central tenets of the CFA Institute Centre mission are to
promote fair and transparent global capital markets, and to advocate for investor protection. An integral
part of our eVorts toward meeting those goals is ensuring that the quality of corporate financial reporting
and disclosures provided to investors and other end users is of high quality. The CFA Institute Centre also
develops, promulgates, and maintains guidelines encouraging the highest ethical standards for the global
investment community through standards such as the CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of
Professional Conduct.

The Centre is involved in policy formulation, advocacy and thought leadership on financial reporting
matters. To fulfil its mandate the centre actively engages with accounting standard setters and with its
membership.There are several strands to the centre’s work on financial reporting. These include ensuring
investor considerations are factored into accounting standard setting process, communicating to members
and pooling their views on key financial reporting issues and public awareness on financial reporting
transparency.

20 The CFA Institute Centre for Financial Market Integrity is part of CFA Institute. With headquarters in Charlottesville, VA,
and oYces in New York, Hong Kong, and London, CFA Institute is a global, not-for-profit professional association of more
than 98,000 members. The membership comprises of investment analysts, portfolio managers, investment advisors, and other
investment professionals in 134 countries, of whom nearly 83,000 hold the Chartered Financial Analyst̂ (CFÂ) designation.
In addition we have a network of 136 member societies organised across 57 countries and territories.
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2. Executive Summary

2.1 The causes of the current financial crisis are poor lending practices, inappropriate risk management,
model failure, asymmetrical compensation schemes and poor governance, not fair value or mark-to-market
reporting. In fact, fair value reporting has helped to reflect the true severity of these problems.

2.2 At the crux of the debate on fair value reporting by banking institutions is whether it provides a more
reliable proxy of economic worth compared to alternative reporting methods during inactive markets. We
believe that where available, market prices provide the best proxy of underlying economic worth. Including
a discount for both liquidity and non performance risk in observable market prices enables the reflection
the economic reality and conveys information to investors about the eVects of these risk factors.

2.3 Considering the bespoke structured products that significantly contributed to the credit crisis, there
are lessons to be learnt about the high likelihood of model error due to over-optimistic assumptions when
relying largely on internal models. See 7.2.5

2.4 A summary of our key messages follows:

A. Fair value provides the best representation of economic reality. It provides an early warning system
and is the only accounting regime that can facilitate the timely correction from previous bad
decisions.

B. Investors are opposed to the suspension of fair value and believe fair value contributes to
transparency in financial institutions.

C. The pro-cyclical eVects of fair value accounting arise because of the failure to delink information
required for overall transparency from that applied in the determination of capital adequacy.
Please see paragraph 7.8 for elaboration.

D. Rather than reducing the application of fair value, the focus should be on improving and
expanding its current application across all financial instruments.

3. Recommendations

We recommend the following for the Committee’s consideration:

3.1 Attention should be focused on the causes of the financial crisis as highlighted in paragraph 1.1 and
6.1, not financial reporting.

3.2 Support the expansion and development of fair value across all financial instruments. See sections 6.

3.3 That any systemic circuit-breaker should be introduced through the regulatory capital reserve. See
section 7.8.

3.4 That political leadership should be directed at safeguarding the integrity and independence of the
international financial reporting standard setting framework, and supporting the ongoing convergence and
improvement of financial reporting quality under the auspices of the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB). See sections 8 and 9.

4. Preamble

4.1 CFA Institute’s support for fair value accounting is backed by a poll conducted of our 12,000 person
EU membership, which shows that 79% were opposed to suspension of fair value and 85% believe that
suspending fair value would decrease investor confidence in the banking system. We acknowledge that there
are some limitations and implementation diYculties associated with the fair value measurement approach
(see paragraph 6.5). Nevertheless, fair value has a well established history of application under International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Fair value is the best available alternative of measuring financial
instruments and on balance, it significantly contributes to the overall transparency of financial institutions.
Hence, fair value standards are critical to the integrity of the financial markets and should be maintained.

4.2 Financial reporting information is used by investors for capital allocation and concurrently by
regulators for the assessment of safety and soundness of financial institutions. Nevertheless, there is a need
to disentangle these two objectives as there is a tension between the need to provide relevant information
for investors versus information that is geared at stability and soundness. Pro-cyclical eVects of fair value
accounting often arise due to the failure to delink information required for overall transparency from that
applied in the determination of capital adequacy (see paragraph 7.8). Any systemic circuit-breaker should
be introduced through the regulatory capital regime.

4.3 The anticipation that concealing mark to market losses will re-instil investor confidence and is an
antidote to pro-cyclicality seems to be based on the misconception that observed net income volatility is the
sole stimulus to investor perception of the risk of financial institutions. We argue that a more eVective way of
restoring confidence and ensuring investors do not misinterpret firm performance is to enhance the financial
statement presentation so as to enable investors to distinguish between core operating earnings from gains
or losses of holding assets. This should be coupled with meaningful disclosures that can convey the inherent
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uncertainty and margin of error on the valuation of complex financial instruments. The emphasis should be
on helping investors to interpret the reported values. Rather than suspension, we recommend the
improvement of fair value reporting and associated disclosures.

4.4 As stated the fair value measurement basis is not without limitations and there are clearly challenges
on how to consistently apply fair value for illiquid financial instruments. However, consideration of the
application rules needs a deliberative process that necessarily draws upon the expertise and mandate of an
independent standard setter, namely the IASB. Any rushed or partisan influence of minority interests that
forces the IASB to adjust accounting standards will be detrimental to the overall quality of financial
reporting. It can derail the ongoing convergence and improvement of global financial reporting. There is a
pressing need for our political leaders to support the work of the IASB and to separately address the causes
of the credit crisis.

4.5 EU has provided global leadership in the path to the realisation of converged, high quality accounting
standards. Given the considerable progress that has been made and resources invested in the convergence
process, it will be hubristic, wasteful and contrary to the welfare of investors, auditors and financial
statement preparers if European authorities take any measures to undermine the IASB.

5. Purpose and Intended Audience of Financial Accounts

5.1 We consider financial accounting information to be the “lifeblood of capital markets” and a key part
of the mosaic of information applied by investment analysts and portfolio managers when they are assessing
the performance prospects and risks of reporting entities. Financial accounting information is an important
conduit for corporate managers to convey and communicate the past, current and prospective economic
reality of their reporting firms.

5.2 We concur with the objective of financial reporting articulated by the IASB conceptual framework21

identifying the primacy of investors as users of financial statements. The framework states:

“The objective of financial statements is to provide information about the financial position,
performance and changes in financial position of an entity that is useful to a wide range of users
in making economic decisions” and that “Financial reporting should provide information to help
present and potential investors and creditors and others to assess the amounts, timing and
uncertainty of the entity’s future cash inflows and outflows”.

5.3 An updated pronouncement, contained in the exposure draft “Preliminary views on improved
financial reporting: The Objective of Financial Reporting and Qualitative Characteristics of Decision Useful
Financial Reporting Information”, states:

“The objective of general purpose external financial reporting is to provide information that is
useful to present and potential investors and creditors and others in making investment, credit and
similar resource allocation decisions”.

5.4 The framework further delineates the primary qualitative characteristics of useful financial
information namely relevance (ie decision useful), reliable (faithful representation of economic reality),
comparability, understandability and timeliness.

5.5 CFA Institute Comprehensive Business Reporting Model22 (CBRM) similarly asserts that to be
useful in making investment and other financial decisions, reported information must be timely, accurate,
understandable and comprehensive.

6. Benefits of Fair Value for Financial Institutions

6.1 Fair value is not one of the causes of the credit crisis. The causes of the crisis have been well chronicled
by diVerent bodies such as the Financial Stability Forum. The focus on fair value detracts from the real
factors that created and exacerbated the credit crisis. Several factors within financial institutions including
excessive leverage, reckless lending practices, weak risk management practices, risk distribution mechanisms
that encouraged morally hazardous behaviour and the systemic uncertainty on the location of transferred
risk, all contributed to the crisis.

6.2 We consider fair value accounting to be an integral part of high quality financial reporting. Fair value
as a measurement approach has a long history of implementation under both International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the preceding UK Financial Reporting Standards (FRS). It is neither a
novel nor a recently enacted approach. The application of fair value across diVerent asset and liability
categories has history dating back to almost 25 years. In addition to financial instruments under IASB
standards, fair value can, for example, also be used in the measurement of property, plant and equipment,
investment properties and biological assets. The adoption and implementation of fair value has always been

21 International Accounting Standards Board: Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements;
London 1989.

22 CFA Institute Centre for Financial Market Integrity “A Comprehensive Business Reporting Model”— Financial Reporting
for Investors—July 2007.
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the by-product of a deliberative process by the IASB. Besides the long established use of fair value under
IFRS, the merits of fair value have been under consideration and debated by investors, preparers, auditors,
regulators, and academics for decades.

6.3 In our advocacy to the accounting standard setters, CFA Institute has consistently supported the use
fair value as the appropriate measurement basis for all financial instruments. This view is further supported
by the results of recent surveys of investment professionals. In particular, of the 2,006 respondents to a
March 2008 survey of CFA Institute members on the topic, 79% believe that fair value improves financial
institution transparency and understanding of risk profile and 74% believe that it improves market integrity.
Two follow up surveys were conducted during the months of September and October 2008 and the results
confirmed earlier findings. Our survey of membership in the EU showed that 79% were opposed to
suspension of fair value and 85% believe that suspending fair value would decrease investor confidence in
the banking system, see Appendix (section 12) for detailed results. These findings reaYrm our position that
continuing the use of fair value in accounting for financial instruments is vital to the integrity and
transparency of markets.

6.4 Full fair value accounting of all financial instruments is superior to the alternative of amortised
historical cost. This is so for various reasons including the:

— provision of timely, relevant and decision useful information. It is the only accounting regime that
can provide an early warning system and facilitate correction;

— fair value ensures the consistent application of accounting for financial instruments and therefore
yields more comparable information; and

— the timely information content of fair value and associated disclosures can contribute to a firm’s
risk management processes.

We elaborate further on these benefits in the appendix under section 10.

6.5 The two often cited limitations of fair value are (a) measurement error and (b) artificial income
volatility. In response we note that:

A. Measurement error is not peculiar to the fair value approach. Accounting as a practice has always
allowed a significant level of estimation when managers are exercising judgement. For example,
the provisioning for bad loans and the determination of amounts by which to depreciate
properties, are all a matter of judgement and inherent in these judgements is a susceptibility to
measurement error. On the other hand the fair value approach is designed to minimise
measurement error as it necessitates reference to market prices where available, and thus allows
the reflection of consensus views on the worth of financial assets. This minimises the measurement
error that could arise from a single firm’s management team.

B. Artificial income volatility: Artificial income volatility in part arises due to the hybrid, mixed
measurement attribute approach where both fair value and amortised historical cost are applied
and the mismatches in approach for corresponding assets and liabilities leads to income volatility.
In this instance fair value is not the cause of artificial volatility and in fact the adoption of full fair
value will be a remedy.

C. Unrealised holding gains and losses can also result in income volatility. Two questions that arise are
(a) whether income volatility associated with unrealised holding gains and losses has information
content for investors, and (b) whether it reflects economic volatility. For a financial institution, the
decision to hold, sell or buy financial instruments is in part driven by their market value. Hence
unrealised holding gains and losses have information content for investors on the eVective asset
and liability management. At the same time it allows accounting volatility to match economic
volatility. Enhanced disclosure of the nature of income and a presentation that diVerentiates
between realised and unrealised gains or losses, can help investors to comprehend the
information content.

6.6 We believe that the fair value accounting treatment encapsulates the essential attributes of relevance
and faithful representation of economic reality. Reducing the quality of financial reporting disclosure by
suspending or restricting the application of fair value accounting for financial institutions can have multiple
undesirable consequences. These will include reducing the information quality and imposing capital
allocation ineYciencies.

— Reducing financial information quality: Suspending or curtailing the application of fair value for
a financial institutions breaks the link between market changes in financial instruments and their
valuation in financial reports. One of the problems highlighted by the ongoing crisis is the delayed
reflection of underlying fundamental data (eg declining home prices) in the valuation of financial
instruments that were not reported at fair value, such as mortgage loans.

— Capital allocation ineYciency: Reducing the disclosure quality will escalate the diYculties that
investors and financial institution counterparties have in diVerentiating between high risk and low
risk firms. This in turn will lead to adverse selection and capital misallocation and likely translate
to a higher uncertainty premium and a corresponding increase in the cost of capital. The lost
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decade in Japan, where financial institutions concealed losses, is an appropriate reference point of
the counter-productiveness of deferral of recognition of real economic losses. Reducing
transparency can only limit the self-correcting capacity of capital markets.

7. Fair Value and the Credit Crisis

7.1 In the context of the credit crisis, two main aspects that are frequently debated is whether it is (a)
appropriate to apply fair value treatment for financial instruments during inactive or distressed markets and
(b) whether fair value has pro-cyclical eVects.

7.2 Fair value and illiquid instruments

7.2.1 It is true that markets do go through phases of exuberance and depression and in these situations
market prices may have noisy and anomalous characteristics. Nevertheless, market prices remain the best
measure for economic worth as they are unbiased and reflect the consensus of capital market participants
on the economic worth at any point in time. As stated earlier, we believe that fair value is the most relevant
(ie decision useful) and reliable (faithful representation of the economic reality) of financial instruments.

7.2.2 The question often debated is whether market prices are appropriate proxies of economic worth
for illiquid financial instruments. At the heart of the debate is whether observable market prices during an
inactive market:

A. Are superior to the application of entity specific models? A consensus view of economic worth has
the merit of being unbiased. Besides the accounting standard allows for adjustments of market
inputs. We develop this notion further in 7.2.3.

B. Are superior to historical cost as a proxy of economic worth? As argued fair value provides an
updated assessment of economic fundamentals and conveys information on other risk factors such
as liquidity and non performance risk. In this respect it is much more relevant than historical cost
for financial instruments. Historical cost for financial instruments can totally hide risk such as is
the case with derivative instruments that do not require investment at inception. They could reflect
outdated, overstated values for example for mortgage instruments that were originated during the
phase of market exuberance. Hence historical cost both underestimates values (ie derivatives) and
overestimates values (ie assets incepted during asset bubbles).

7.2.3 The contention often made by financial institutions is that they are holding assets to maturity,
therefore that they do not have to monetise such assets at the reporting date. On this basis they anticipate
that the future cash flow realisation is likely to be higher than that reflected by the observable market price.
This thinking is premised on the anticipation that risk factors such as illiquidity discount will not be a factor
at the point of realisation. However, such an optimistic anticipation of change of market conditions at
realisation is not necessarily founded on any verifiable evidence. On the other hand, market prices when
available reflect the consensus prediction of risk factors that currently exist and are likely to arise in the
foreseeable future.

7.2.4 The merit of fair value is that it allows an updated assessment of all risk factors including liquidity
and non performance risk. Should the instrument specific liquidity conditions improve, then the financial
institutions shall be able to report gains. The reflection of the impact of changing market conditions on risk
factors has information content for investors. As we have stated in paragraph 6.5 tracking the impact of
these risk factors on financial instrument values has information content on asset and liability management
practices.

7.2.5 The credit crisis in part stemmed from the volume of structured, bespoke products where a
significant number of capital market participants unwisely placed excessive reliance on the rating of Credit
Rating Agenices (CRAs), when pricing the risk associated with these products at their origination. CFA
Institute has been involved in the review of the role of CRAs and our findings show that one has to be
cautious about unduly relying on internal models for valuation purposes. This is because they have a bias
towards being too optimistic in their assumptions. There are lessons to be learned on the risks that could
arise due to internal model error.

7.2.6 The concerns raised on the question of illiquid financial instruments by various financial institution
preparers and other stakeholders, makes it evident that there have been legitimate diYculties in ensuring the
consistent application of the existing accounting literature on this matter. There is diYculty in identifying
situations of where a disorderly transaction has occurred and therefore market inputs can be ignored
according to current accounting standards.

7.2.7 In this regard we welcome the deliberations undertaken by the International Accounting Standards
Board’s (IASB) valuation expert advisory panel. We concur with the findings in their report issued on 31
October 2008.

7.2.8 This report upholds the application of fair value in the valuation of financial instruments while
illuminating on how to handle diYculties that can arise when measuring financial instruments during
inactive markets. The report also dispels the misconception that there are scenarios in which accounting
standards compel reporting entities to provide misleading values because of prevailing distressed markets.
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7.2.9 The objective of the international accounting standards on financial instruments (IAS 39 and IFRS
7 under IASB) was to reflect the economic reality of reporting entities in all instances. In particular, it is
helpful that the paper clarifies that current accounting literature does not prohibit the use of management’s
internal assumptions when observable market inputs are unavailable. However, the assumptions used must
include appropriate risk adjustments that market participants would make for non-performance and
liquidity risks. Factoring in illiquidity discounts and non-performance enables a depiction of economic
reality of financial instruments.

7.2.10 Regardless of whether financial institutions either apply market based inputs or their internal
models, we believe that disclosures of how managers determine values and the inherent uncertainty around
these values is what is most helpful for investors. Comprehensive disclosures can help avoid
misinterpretation of numbers and therefore ensure that investors are informed about the financial condition
of a reporting financial institution.

7.2.11 Clearly there is need for continued education from the accounting standard setters to help ensure
consistency in application in the accounting principles of illiquid financial instruments. We support the
initiative undertaken by the two significant accounting standard setters IASB and the US Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) to clarify the application of literature.

Fair value and Pro-cyclicality

7.3 The main point we would like to state is that the pro-cyclical eVects of fair value are overstated. (Please
see attached articles)23

7.4 A useful backdrop to the debate around the pro-cyclical eVects of fair value treatment is to consider
the extent to which the recognition of fair value gains and losses through the profit and loss account occurs
within European financial institutions. The recognition of fair value gains and losses through profit and loss
is required for financial instruments held in the trading book. IMF report published in October 2008
(attached as supplementary material) provides illustrative aggregate data of European financial institution
as of the end of December 2006. The published data shows that the fair value adjustments that require
recognition through the profit and loss account are not applied across the entire financial institution balance
sheet. Financial institution losses also arise from amortised cost impairments and from realised losses of
available for sale and held to maturity items. Fair value write-downs that are not made through the profit
and loss (eg those relating to available for sale) do not impact on regulatory capital and besides the regulators
have the option of writing back losses that they believe do not pertain to the solvency of the reporting
institution.

Trading Book—European Financial
Institutions as of December 2006

Assets Percentage
Debt Securities 14.98
Equity Securities 6.32
Derivatives 14.71
Percentage of book assets 36.01

Liabilities
Debt and Equity Securities 12.77
Derivatives 15.34
Percentage of book liabilities 28.11

IMF report Fair value accounting and pro-cyclicality

7.5 Understated in the debate on the pro-cyclical eVects of fair value are the equivalent impacts of the
alternative amortised cost approach. Impairment of assets, though less frequent would still be necessary
under an amortised cost regime. This is because the amortised cost treatment requires the recognition of
gains and losses using the lower of cost or market value principle. Hence it is important to consider that
write-downs will not arise exclusively due to fair value accounting.

7.6 Fair value accounting facilitates self correction. However, not often mentioned in the debate is the
economic pro-cyclical eVects of delayed or less frequent write-downs under a amortised historical cost
approach. The delayed recognition of losses reduces the incentives of managers to engage in economic risk
management and restructuring during economic climate downturns. Relative to fair value accounting, an
amortised cost approach can result in morally hazardous risk origination during a buoyant and booming
economic period because financial institutions are aware that they may have relatively more flexibility to
defer their losses if a downturn occurs. The combination of morally hazardous risk origination during
booming economic environments and relative inertia during market downturns has pro-cyclical economic
consequences. We refer to the lost decade in Japan as a suitable reference point.

23 (1) Nicolas Veron, May 2008—“Fair value accounting is the wrong scapegoat for the crisis” and (2) IMF Chapter 3 “Fair
Value Accounting and Procyclicality”—October 2008.
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7.7 It is also important to realise that because fair value accounting requires the updated valuation of
financial assets and financial liabilities, the write downs of assets are oVset by gains of liabilities. The
relatively symmetrical treatment of assets and liabilities under fair value eVectively dampens any pro-cyclical
eVects of fair value accounting in contrast to the write downs incurred through the amortised cost approach
confined to assets.

7.8 Managing Pro-cyclicality

7.8.1 As pointed out in the IMF report, pro-cyclicality of fair value could possibly arise due to (a) the
linkage between financial reporting and regulatory capital and (b) investor over-reaction to artificial net
income volatility. Hence given the overall benefit of transparency derived from fair value accounting, we
would propose measures should be taken that mitigate any pro-cyclical eVects rather than suspending fair
value accounting.

7.8.2 The October 2008 IMF report suggests that a way of mitigating fair value volatility from aVecting
the solvency of financial institutions is to delink financial reporting information from capital adequacy
determination. Regulators should have flexibility to determine the parameters that provide the most
appropriate yardstick of the solvency of financial institutions and thereafter to determine the required
capital buVers. We would support measures that focus on regulatory capital changes if the objective is to
provide a systemic circuit breaker during the credit crisis.

7.9 Managing possible over-reaction to net income volatility

7.9.1 The push to suspend mark to market accounting is in part triggered by concerns about the
consequences of observable net income volatility on investors’ perception of risk. Net income is
unquestionably an input used by investors when assessing firm performance, but it is a single input. Simply
managing the net income number underestimates the sophistication and reflects a misunderstanding of the
decision heuristic of investors. This is because financial reporting is part of the mosaic of information that
helps to inform investors to assess the risks and prospects of reporting entities. There remain alternative
indicators showing that financial institutions are under strain.

7.9.2 The current crisis reflects a loss of confidence by investors and between counterparties on the true
financial condition of financial institutions. In the absence of information on updated economic values of
financial instruments, investors will likely impute market value of these instruments. Hence, suspending fair
value accounting will only encourage investors to engage in a guessing game on the true financial condition
of and fuel the sense of uncertainty about financial institutions. The choice is whether to rely on fully
informed investors to make corresponding capital allocation decisions.

7.9.3 To enable investors to identify the nature and sources of earnings volatility, we encourage the
provision of a better and more disaggregated financial statement presentation format that is more
comprehensible for investors. Under such a format investors should be able to diVerentiate between core
operating earnings from the gains and losses of held assets (as also recommended in paragraph 6.5) In
addition we recommend enhanced disclosures that help investors understand the uncertainty associated with
reported valuations. The focus should be on refining the current accounting framework so as to minimise
the risk of investors and other users misunderstanding reported net income numbers.

8. Role and Accountability oF IASB

8.1 The raison d’être of the IASB is to create a single, high quality set of financial reporting standards.
The genesis and evolution of standard setting by the IASB and its predecessor, the IASC from 1973 to the
present is indicative of the demand for a single set of accounting standards. We strongly support the creation
of a single set of high quality, global accounting standards as this will enable the comparability of investee
firms across the globe and facilitate cross border asset allocation.

8.2 It is worthwhile for the member states of the EU, including the UK, to reflect on the history of the
IASB. In particular on the impact of the decision by the EU, made in 2000, in wake of the Financial Services
Action Plan, followed on by the 2002 legislative endorsement that saw the adoption of IFRS by listed EU
companies with eVect from 2005. These set of decisions marked a watershed moment in the overall
convergence process. It provided impetus to the whole process and presents an example where the EU
provided global leadership in the path to the realisation of a desirable, global product for investors, auditors
and multinational financial statement preparers. During the last 12 months, there has been serious
deliberation undertaken by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to adopt IFRS, the lifting
of reconciliation requirements for foreign filers on US exchanges and the ongoing convergence between
IFRS and US GAAP under the memorandum of understanding between the IASB and FASB. The observed
willingness to adopt IFRS by the world’s largest capital market is arguably in part a by-product of the earlier
EU decision to adopt IFRS.
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8.3 The independence and accountability of the IASB is a necessary prerequisite to enable the ongoing
convergence of accounting standards between US GAAP and IFRS. We believe that independence and
accountability of the IASB to its key stakeholders will result in eYciency, rigour, and inclusiveness in both
the due process and substance of the board’s deliberations.

8.4 Our proposals to ensure the independence and accountability of the IASB were addressed in our
consultative response to the review of the IASCF constitution. A summary of the key proposals is contained
in the appendix, paragraphs 11 (IASCF Constitution recommendations).

8.5 At this juncture, regional intervention could derail the convergence of international financial
reporting as it will set a precedent for similar responses by other current and prospective adopters of IFRS.
For this reason, we would be concerned about any political override to current accounting rules.

8.6 Given the considerable progress that has been made and resources invested in the convergence
process, it would be hubristic, wasteful and contrary to the welfare of investors, auditors and financial
statement preparers if European authorities take any measures to undermine the IASB. The European
political authorities should instead safeguard the ongoing process of financial reporting convergence.

8.7 We strongly encourage the UK and other European legislative and regulatory authorities to facilitate
and enable the functioning of an independent, accountable, eYcient and eVective IASB that can
thoughtfully address all financial reporting matters including the concerns related to accounting for financial
instruments under IAS 39.

8.8 The authorities should not overlook the benefits of UK and other European markets aligning their
financial reporting with that of other leading capital markets such as the US and Japan. The credit crisis has
shown that global oversight capabilities are desirable to match the reality of the global economy that
includes an interconnected global financial architecture. The establishment for a single, high quality set of
standards is consistent with the objective of attaining global oversight.

9. Standard Setting Process

9.1 We understand that these are exceptional times and governments are expected to resolve the economic
and banking crisis. While this situation may warrant the expeditious implementation of several identified
measures, there is the risk that circumventing the due process of the current accounting standard setting
process, based on the concerns of a single industry, could be detrimental to the broader welfare of other
stakeholders and especially investors. Recognition should be made that financial reporting rules made with
financial institutions in mind during the crisis will also aVect the preparers and investors of non financial
institutions.

9.2 The last few weeks have raised several and significant concerns with regard to consideration of
financial reporting rules. On 13 October 2008, the IASB enacted new reclassification rules under what
seemed to be at the behest of EC political pressure and thereafter there have been proposals for further
amendments to IAS 39. We are very concerned by the events of the last few weeks because:

9.2.1 There is no coherence in the objective of the amendments. The only common goal seems to be to
change accounting rules to allow financial institutions to present favourable results in the next few quarters.
The changes in some instances claim to be aimed at lowering the competitive disadvantages of European
Financial Institutions relative to US peers. From an investor perspective, global convergence is desirable as
it captures two important dimensions (a) harmonisation that enables comparability and (b) an improved set
of standards. However the proposed amendments related to financial instruments, seem to only apply the
principle of harmonisation to US GAAP on an opportunistic and selective basis and in ways that lower the
quality of financial reporting for investors (eg allowing flexible reclassification that reduces comparability).
There is a real risk of cross jurisdictional, mutually reinforcing deterioration in the quality of standards.

9.2.2 The changes have a short term orientation and mainly cater to financial institutions. They mainly
aim to improve quarterly numbers of the financial institutions. As stated earlier this will likely compromise
the comparability of financial institution performance.

9.2.3 There is no explicit reference or articulation of intent to ensure the quality and comparability of
standards in the amendments that are being considered.

9.2.4 The due process is not inclusive and investors are under-represented in the considerations. For
example the EC stakeholder consultation on the 21 October was to a selected number of participants. Such
a process cannot ensure an unbiased and representative contribution from all financial reporting
constituencies.

9.2.5 The changes to accounting rules do not seem to be congruent with the other interventions by the
governments in this crisis. For example with the taxpayer investment in financial institutions, it is important
to consider which accounting regime will provide transparency, enable ongoing performance monitoring
and likely ensure the realisation of gains on the massive fiscal investment made.

9.2.6 Finally there is an inherent contradiction between measures that threaten to fragment current
international financial reporting and the espoused intention of establishing global oversight capacity.
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9.3 The trigger for the intended amendments to accounting standards are the concerns related to fair
value accounting. As illustrated in paragraphs 7.3 to 7.9, this is a false premise for change as the pro-cyclical
eVects are overstated. We reiterate that fair value is not a novel approach to accounting. Although limited
to particular assets and liabilities, fair value accounting is a well established component of the financial
reporting landscape. As asserted, it does provide investors with timely and decision useful information and
is the only accounting regime that has early warning system characteristics.

9.4 The overall accounting standard setting process should not be compromised due to general concerns
related to a specific accounting standard (ie IAS 39). Accounting information has multiple dimensions
including defining the measurement approaches and disclosures of diVerent assets and liabilities. Beyond
financial instrument and financial institution related accounting, there exists a vast body of accounting
literature that depends on the current standard setting architecture. These include literature relating to
operating assets, intangible assets, pension accounting to mention a few examples. Hence, an ad-hoc or
politicised process targeted at a single standard can have disruptive eVects and impose negative externalities
to the entire accounting framework.

9.5 As is evident from the current debate, the application of fair value is an area with multiple dimensions
and encompassing an array of complex issues. These issues can only be meaningfully resolved based on
deliberative consideration. An unduly rushed up amendment to current accounting standards, catering only
for the concerns of the financial institution fraternity can be detrimental to the overall quality of financial
reporting. This is particularly true for IAS 39, which is one of the most complex standards issued by the
IASB.

9.6 The history of standard setting can provide examples showing that the absence of rigorous
deliberation at inception of accounting standards will only necessitate significant interpretative guidance
and their revision at future dates. On this basis we strongly support the existence of an independent and
accountable standard setting board (ie IASB).

10. APPENDIX I

ELABORATION OF BENEFITS OF FAIR VALUE

10.1 Information Content and Representation of Economic Reality

10.1.1 Fair value by definition, considers the most current and complete assessments about the value of
economic items. Fair value accounting is preferable to historical cost accounting because it provides an early
warning system about an entity’s financial condition by emitting signals about the risk exposures of the
assets held. Fair value accounting also provides information on the opportunity cost of continuing to hold
financial instruments.

10.1.2 Unlike fair value accounting, under an amortised cost approach, gains and losses can be deferred.
An amortised cost treatment leads to less frequent recognition of the gains and losses of financial
instruments held.

10.1.3 Due to the untimely recognition of impairment gains and losses, the amortised cost approach can
mask economic reality and is not as transparent as the fair value approach. Due to these features, amortised
cost accounting can dis-incentivise managers from acting in the best interests of its shareholders. For
example, an institution holding a loan recorded at cost that was issued during a phase of market exuberance
may be slow to recognize impairment of the loan caused by deteriorating economic conditions. In that case,
the cost approach is a lagging indicator of a firm’s true economic position.

10.1.4 In contrast to amortised cost impairment related adjustments, mark to market adjustments convey
more meaningful economic information and have higher predictive values. For example, the eVective
interest rate under fair value accounting is indicative of the likely cost of refinancing at the time of reporting.
The same can be said of other risk factors (eg prepayment and default rates) applied to valuation of reported
assets and liabilities.

10.2 Fair Value enables the Consistent Accounting Treatment of Similar Economic Items

10.2.1 Fair value accounting for financial instruments eliminates accounting that is determined by
managerial intent. For example, two instruments with exactly the same economic characteristics should not
be accounted for diVerently simply based on whether management intends to hold one to maturity and the
other for sale. The application of multiple accounting treatments for similar financial instruments can make
it very diYcult for users to translate the economic meaning of reported numbers in the balance sheet and
income statement. This view is backed by survey evidence. 72% of respondents to the 2007 CFA Institute
Financial Reporting and Measurement Survey indicated that companies should not have recognition and
measurement options for similar instruments. Comparability is at the heart of investor financial analysis.

10.2.2 We also believe that accounting that is based on managerial intent can introduce management bias.
Firms can for example manage earnings through the selective realisation of unrealised gains and losses.
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11. APPENDIX 2

IASCF RECOMMENDATIONS

The Trustees of the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) Foundation initiated their
second five year review of the organization’s constitutional arrangements. A summary of our positions on
key proposals are:

11.1 Monitoring Group: We support the Trustee’s proposal to create a Monitoring Group with
accountability to public authorities. This group will strengthen the overall process for standard setting by
conducting liaison activities with governmental and other organizations. Furthermore, it will provide an
eVective means for overseeing the functioning of the IASB and its Trustees to ensure their objectives are met.
However we feel that the proposed membership of the Monitoring Group could be strengthened by
including investors. Investor representation would provide direct experience with standard setting issues and
enhance public confidence in the quality of standards.

11.2 Investor Representation on the Trustees: Investor representation on the Trustees should be expanded
to include more investors. Currently, the Trustees are dominated by preparers, auditors, and regulators.
Increased investor representation greatly enhances the confidence of users in the oversight of the standard
setting process.

11.3 Functions of the Monitoring Group: The proposed functions of the monitoring group are reasonable
and appropriate. This includes approval of the appointments of Trustees; overseeing the functioning of the
Trustees; and serving as the interface between the IASB and public authorities and other organizations.

11.4 Self Interest Threat and Governance: The development of the plans for the institution of the
Monitoring Group are at an early stage. The plans call for the revision and reform of the Foundation’s
governance and procedures to ensure the IASB’s long-term sustainability and independence. We encourage
the Trustees to expose the Memorandum of Understanding, which will define the terms of reference of the
relationship between the Monitoring Group and the Trustees to the public for comment. Furthermore, we
stress that the Monitoring Group be designed to act solely in the public interest.

11.5 Role of Trustees’ Appointments Advisory Group: We do not feel that there is a role for the Trustees’
Appointments Advisory Group since these selections and appointments will be the responsibility of the
Monitoring Group.

11.6 IASB Funding: We believe that the Monitoring Group must seek and obtain an entirely independent
and sustainable source of funding for the IASB. This will ensure independence of the IASB and its standard-
setting function from the influence of special interests.

11.7 Expanding Membership: We believe the proposal to expand the IASB to 16 members is unnecessary
to ensure that it eYciently and eVectively meets its objectives. Of much greater importance to us is that the
IASB comprise full time members with no remaining responsibilities or obligations to any other bodies or
organizations and that it have adequate investor representation. Furthermore, we believe that increased
investor representation on the IASB is critical to firmly establishing public confidence in the standard setting
process. To that end, we strongly urge the Trustees to require that if new positions are created, such positions
are filled with investor representatives.

11.8 Geographical Dispersion: The proposed regional representation is appropriate to ensure the
representation of global views in the standard setting process, however, we believe the targets for
geographical diversity should be re-assessed no less than every five years to ensure the targets adequately
and fairly represent a broad base of international interests.

12. APPENDIX 3

CFA INSTITUTE MEMBER POLLS

12.1 CFA Institute overnight poll of EU based members on the suspension of Fair Value Accounting.
Results as of 2 October 2008.

Do you support a suspension of fair value standards under the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS)?

Yes 127 21%
No 470 79%

Total%597
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Do you think such a suspension would increase or decrease confidence in the European banking system?

Increase 86 15%
Decrease 473 85%

Total%559

These percentages exclude anyone who selected “not sure” for the particular question asked.

We have just over 11,600 members in the European Union⁄meaning each of these questions has a margin of
error of !/"4% at the 95% confidence level.

12.2 CFA Institute Member Poll Results on bank bailouts as of 14 October 2008 (5,148 respondents; poll
was distributed on 9 October 2008)

Q1. Last week, the U.K. government announced plans to strengthen the capital base of domestic banks by direct
investing in the equity of those banks. Is this approach a model that governments worldwide should follow?

Number of responses Response percentage

Yes 3,174 75%
No 1,082 25%

Q2. If governments were to guarantee all short-term debts of solvent financial institutions, would this restore
the confidence institutions need to begin trading with each other again?

Number of responses Response percentage

Yes 3,142 83%
No 660 17%

Q3. To what extent would the following government measures, other than direct investment in banks and
guaranteeing of bank debts, help to unfreeze the credit markets? (1 % not at all; 5 % completely agree)

1 2 3 4 5

Central banks taking steps to eliminate insolvent
institutions and to foster recapitalization of
institutions deemed solvent. (N%5,091) 5% 11% 22% 46% 16%
Full disclosure of bank assets, asset valuations, and
valuation assumptions to the market. (N%5,094) 5% 15% 23% 33% 25%
Government doing nothing: the markets will sort this
out without additional government intervention.
(N%5,076) 51% 25% 11% 7% 6%

Q4. The markets remain volatile even after the measures taken by governments in recent weeks. To what extent
have the following contributed to the continuing volatility? (1 % not at all; 5 % completely agree)

1 2 3 4 5

Concern about the likelihood of a global recession
(N%5,109) 1% 6% 16% 49% 29%
Concern that financial institutions continue to hold
assets at values that do not accurately reflect current
market value. (N%5,111) 1% 8% 16% 44% 31%
Lack of coordinated actions by regulators across
regions. (N%5,113) 7% 22% 30% 28% 12%
Mark-to-market accounting (N%5,097) 15% 24% 25% 24% 12%
Slow pace of implementation of the original US$700
billion bailout package in the United States.
(N%5,107) 12% 28% 29% 23% 9%
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1 2 3 4 5

The end of the ban on short selling in the United
States (N%5,105) 28% 30% 21% 15% 5%
The unwillingness of commercial banks to lend to
each other. (N%5,109) 1% 3% 8% 36% 52%

3 November 2008

Memorandum from Dr R A Rayman

1. Purpose and Intended Audience of Financial Accounts

It is in the interests of employees, investors, the local community, and society in general that resources
entrusted to corporate enterprises are used honestly and eYciently.

Financial accounts serve two basic purposes:

(a) stewardship reporting in the narrow sense of the “custody and safekeeping” of resources.

Conventional historical cost accounts are ideal for tracing resources from acquisition to disposal.
Properly audited they are highly eVective for the detection of fraud and error and for providing
reassurance that resources are being honestly used for their stated purpose.

(b) performance reporting in the sense of the “eYcient and profitable use” of resources.

Conventional historical cost accounts have a well-known defect. The “true return” actually
delivered by an enterprise on the resources under its control may be quite diVerent from the
“accounting return” derived from the published financial reports.

The Incentive to “Short Termism”

A low “true return” on investment if achieved quickly may lead to a much higher “accounting
return” than a higher “true return” achieved more slowly.

Accounts prepared strictly in accordance with IASB accounting standards may have done more
economic damage than all the high-profile accounting scandals out put together.

The use of fair (current market) values for calculating gains and losses:

— fails to cure the existing performance reporting defects of the historical system;

— is liable to exaggerate those defects; and

— adds a further defect of its own: misreporting actual losses as fair-value gains (and vice versa).

As fair-value accounts are unreliable either for assessing or for comparing corporate performance, they
are not “fit for purpose”.

2. The Role of Fair Value Accounting (FVA) in the Banking Crisis

(a) FVA is based on the fallacy that an increase in the market value of an asset necessarily makes its
owner better oV.

The fallacy is exposed in a book Accounting Standards True or False? (2006) and in “Fair value
accounting and the present value fallacy” (British Accounting Review, September 2007). There is
an illustration in “Fair Value and False Accounting? (Accountancy, October 2004) see attachment
A1 [Not printed].

(b) By propagating this fallacy, FVA bears a major share of responsibility for the housing bubble that
led to the credit crunch.

A general inflation of the price of houses (without an increase in their quantity or quality) cannot
benefit the economy as a whole; it simply creates winners and losers. The “wealth eVect” argument
does not apply to house-price inflation (as there is no genuine increase in wealth) and cannot justify
the explosion of credit.

The market-value fallacy is the root cause of the mistaken belief that it is responsible to lend as
long as the loan is adequately covered by the market value of the property. What home owners can
aVord to borrow (without losing their home), however, depends on their ability to service the
loan—normally out of income.

The consequence of the fallacy is pyramid lending: a spiral of ever-increasing loans pushing up
property values which make possible ever-increasing loans (see attachment A.2) [Not printed].

The pyramid’s inevitable collapse has produced a credit crunch.
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(c) The perverse incentives of FVA have aggravated the financial crisis by crippling the accounting
system as an instrument for curbing the “negligence and profusion” feared by Adam Smith to
prevail in companies run by “the managers rather of other people’s money than of their own”.

The lethal combination of share options/bonuses etc and short-termist accounting is economically
and socially divisive. Instead of aligning the common interest of managers, shareholders, and
employees in the long-term prosperity of corporate enterprises, it drives them apart.

3. The Role and Accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board

The imposition of FVA by the IASB without genuine debate is characterised by refusal to answer criticism
of known defects.

(a) IASB line: in spite of admitted practical diYculties of implementation, FVA is theoretically correct.

Omits to mention (a) that FVA is defective even in ideal conditions where there are no practical
diYculties and (b) that the theoretical flaws have been exposed.

(b) IASB line: critics of FVA are “shooting the messenger” because they don’t like the message.

Omits to mention: that the message is liable to be falsified by the implementation of IASB
standards and that there is growing resentment within the practising profession at being prevented
from telling the truth.

(c) IASB line: FVA is necessary for the disclosure of current market values.

Omits to mention: balance-sheet disclosure of current values can be achieved under any system
(and is “best practice” under the historical cost system). The objection is to changes in fair value
misleadingly reported as gains or losses in the profit and loss account.

The IASB’s progress towards the international harmonisation of accounting standards is likely to be
jeopardised if it imposes a system that is flawed in theory and can be seriously misleading in practice.

4. The Process of Amending Accountancy Standards

It does not make sense to issue accounting standards before there is agreement on a new conceptual
framework (which has been promised since 1976 but not yet delivered).

In the present conceptual framework, financial accounts are a mishmash of figures:

— some based on fact (records of transactions which have actually occurred in the past);

— some based on values (estimates of transactions which may or may not occur in the future); and

— some based on an unidentifiable mixture of both.

An alternative based on the segregation of fact from opinion provides for the disclosure and routine
monitoring of the long-term return that “the managers of other people’s money” plan to deliver.

By eliminating the perverse incentive to short-termism, it could bring corporate managers eVectively
under the control of market forces and align their interests with those of employees and shareholders.

A segregated system is outlined in Accounting Standards True or False? (see attachment A.3) [Not printed].

5. Conclusion

The root cause of the current crisis is bad theory:

(a) Bad financial theory—the market-value fallacy (on which the accounting system is based)—bears
a major share of responsibility for causing and failing to control the financial crisis.

(b) Bad economic theory—the Walrasian fallacy (beyond the scope of this memorandum) —threatens
to turn a manageable financial problem into an unnecessary real one by plunging the economy into
recession.

Both fallacies are part of the conventional academic wisdom. Should they not be open to question?

November 2008

Memorandum from Markit

Markit welcomes the Treasury Committee’s evidence session on Accountancy and the Banking Crisis and
we appreciate the opportunity to provide you with written evidence ahead of this session.

Markit is a London-based financial information services company with over 1,000 employees in Europe,
North America, and Asia Pacific. Over 1,000 financial institutions use our independent services to value
financial instruments, manage risk, improve operational eYciency and meet regulatory requirements. Some
of our pricing services, such as Totem Valuations, have been operating for more than 10 years providing the
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markets with “fair value” levels in over-the-counter derivatives. Totem Valuations collates market makers’
best estimate of the mid-market price for derivative products in all asset classes. Using these contributions,
we create a single composite price for each instrument and maturity that is covered by the service. All prices
are rigorously tested to ensure that they are appropriate given other pricing levels and market inputs. Today,
all major banks, broker dealers and commodities traders use Markit’s services to assist them in the process
of determining the fair value of their positions. Also, a large number of banks will incorporate Markit’s
independent price information for financial products in the preparation of their financial accounts.

Over the past years Markit has accumulated a significant amount of expertise in the pricing and valuation
of financial products and we feel that we are therefore well placed to comment on the issues surrounding
accounting and the measurement of fair value. Please find below a summary of our responses to the
questions you asked ahead of your session.

Executive Summary

1. Markit is of the view that fair value accounting is certainly not the cause of the market crisis, and has
actually been beneficial in revealing losses in a timely and transparent fashion. Regulatory or financial
stability concerns need to be addressed separately from the standard setting process, and fair value should
be maintained in its original form and should be applied consistently across institutions and products.
Blurring the definition and application of fair value will only reduce the level of transparency that is provided
by financial accounts, and will thus undermine the confidence in the market further. Needless to say that
this would be the exact opposite of what is needed in the current environment.

The Purpose, and Intended Audience, of Financial Accounts

2. Financial accounts should provide an accurate view of the financial situation of a company at a specific
point of time. A whole range of users, whether they are skilled financial analysts, private investors, or
journalists, should be in a position to read and understand financial accounts in order to be able to form a
view on the healthiness of the company in question. Furthermore, financial accounts should be designed to
allow comparability between diVerent companies. This would ideally apply globally and we therefore
welcome the joint work of the IASB and the FASB on creating a consistent set of global standards. Finally,
we are of the view that it is only by applying the concept of Fair Value consistently across institutions and
products that the maximum level of transparency and comparability in financial accounts can be achieved.

The Role that Fair Value Accounting has Played in the Banking Crisis, and Whether any Change
to Fair Value Reporting Rules and Requirements is Appropriate

3. We are of the view that in the current discussions a significant confusion has developed between the
causes and the consequences of the crisis, with many commentators describing fair value accounting as the
culprit. To be clear, fair value accounting has not caused any losses, it has only been the “messenger”, as
institutions were forced to acknowledge and reveal write-downs in a timely and transparent fashion. Any
alternative or move away from fair value could potentially encourage institutions to not reveal the true
extent of their potential problems. It would thus make the necessary adjustment process more prolonged
and more painful for everyone.

4. We are concerned that the pressure that was exercised by politicians and special interest groups recently
has already blurred the concept of fair value to a significant degree. While we acknowledge that it might be
in the public interest to support some institutions that have experienced significant write-downs, we do not
think that amendments to the definition or application of fair value, let alone an outright suspension, will
have any beneficial impact in this respect.

5. We are strongly in favour of adhering to the true concept of fair value to determine the current
valuation of a financial product for accounting purposes. This concept is defined as the price that could be
realised in an orderly transaction between two willing parties. Support to an institution that has suVered
from write-downs on its investments, when measuring them at their fair value, should be provided through
means such as capital injections or asset purchases. In contrast, allowing institutions to use their own
assumptions in order to determine a “fundamental” value for the asset can only encourage them to muddle
through, causing “surprise profits” which unfortunately would be coupled with hidden losses. The option
provided to companies to re-classify products from the trading book into the banking book has to be seen
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in a similar light. Generally, allowing the use of valuation levels that are based on the hope that the prices
of the relevant financial products will recover at some point in the future cannot be regarded as a solution.
They will only obscure the real situation, prolong the period that is needed to sort out the problems, while
reducing transparency and confidence in the market place, which will clearly be detrimental to everyone.

6. Sometimes, the argument is used, that the very limited trading activity in the current market
environment renders the determination of fair value impossible, and the use of internal assumptions is
therefore required. This view completely ignores the fact that, even if trading activity is limited, there is often
a wealth of observable data available, be it broker quotes, dealer runs, or inputs from pricing services.
Furthermore it fails to take into account the fact that prices provided by pricing services are often regarded
as the best source to determine the fair value of a product with no need to refer to models or internal
assumptions, as recently voiced by the IASB Expert Advisory Panel.

7. Opponents of fair value accounting will often argue that, in the current crisis situation, market prices
or other observable inputs, which are the preferred sources to determine fair value, will not reflect “reality”
or the “fundamental value” of an asset. Firstly, this argument really misses the point, as what matters for
the determination of fair value is where the asset could be liquidated. But even if this argument was to be
accepted, it does not seem to be backed by empirical evidence. When investigating how market prices are
performing compared to “fundamental” estimates it might be useful to have a look at the case of ABX.HE,
the widely traded US subprime index. When prices of the so-called junior tranches of this index started
dropping in mid 2007, many market participants described this development as “irrational” and “not
reflecting reality”. Actual losses in the subprime sector were still quite low at the time. These tranches have
been trading in the mid single digits over the last couple of months as it is now widely accepted that they
will indeed not receive any principal payments in the future. It hence becomes clear that last year’s market
prices correctly anticipated today’s fundamental situation.

8. We do agree that the potential pro-cyclical eVects of mark-to-market accounting might require some
additional research, and the implementation of measures to tackle these eVects might be needed. However,
such an analysis should take into account periods of falling as well as of rising prices. Also, potential counter-
measures, such as the creation of capital buVers in good times, should be devised and implemented by
regulatory bodies, and should hence not lead to any change in the definition of fair value or any other
accounting standards.

The Role and Accountability of the International Accounting Standards Board

9. The IASB has played a key role in responding to the credit crisis and providing additional guidance
where needed in a timely fashion. Statements by the IASB Expert Advisory panel on Financial Instruments
that no longer trade proved to be particularly helpful in providing guidance on how to determine an accurate
estimate of the fair value for financial products even in the current environment. We share the view that:

For a financial product that is not actively traded the user should take into account all sources
of data.

The user cannot ignore a transaction that has taken place. While he might decide not to use it, it
should still be included as part of his judgement process.

“Forced transactions” that could potentially be ignored are rare. The simple fact that a product
trades at a very low price, or prices are determined in a marketplace with more sellers than buyers,
does not imply that this market is dysfunctional or the transaction was forced. It is worth noting
that, even in today’s markets, most trades do take place in orderly transactions at prices that are
agreed by a willing buyer and a willing seller.

Judgement is required in deciding whether to use a certain source of data, or to assign a higher
weight to one source compared to others.

The Process of Amending Accountancy Standards

10. Standard setters do generally apply an independent process that allows suYcient time for
stakeholders to respond to consultations and proposed changes to accounting standards. That said we are
concerned about the recent developments where political pressure and special interests seemed to have an
increased influence not only on the direction but also on the speed with which amendments to accounting
standards have been implemented. We are of the view that for some of the recently proposed changes, too
little time was given to collect and consider feedback, as well as to investigate potential unintended
consequences.

3 November 2008
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Memorandum from the UK Shareholders Association

Executive Summary

The immediate background to this hearing is the problems of the banking sector, and it is natural to
question all aspects of the regulation of banks.

But, it is our contention that the problems of the banking sector are just one manifestation of an
underlying problem, namely the ownership vacuum within the quoted sector of the world economy.
Associated with this ownership vacuum is an unhealthy distance between the ultimate owners—individuals
relying directly or indirectly on the future distributable profits of industry for retirement provision—and the
institutional shareholders who in practice control quoted corporations.

This is a worldwide problem, but there is no reason why individual countries cannot take steps to address
the issues. Such steps may perhaps best take the form of incremental improvements, with flexibility to make
adjustments in the event of unforeseen consequences. In the memorandum, we outline the symptoms of the
problem and we also refer to one authoritative analysis which contains suggestions for action.

The consequence of the ownership vacuum is that companies are not necessarily run in the long term
interests of the ultimate owners. There are of course many exceptions, but we would suggest that these arise
from the mindset of the managers who happen to be running the companies, and their ability to rise above
the short term pressures which can be exerted by their institutional shareholders. For example, we
understand that HSBC, up until mid-2007, had been subjected to sustained pressure—which they wisely
resisted—from larger institutional shareholders as well as hedge funds and the sell-side analysts to “gear up
and go for growth”. These institutions appear to have been looking for short term gain.

It is now accepted wisdom that short term financial incentives can have adverse eVects. But there is also
a shortage of ideas for good alternatives. We are sceptical whether regulation will do more good than harm,
especially if other than light touch.

The most comprehensive and useful study of the problems of the investment and governance system that
we are aware of in the UK is the “Restoring Trust”24 report of 2004. Unfortunately, the full report is not
available to the public as a free download.

Our first recommendation is therefore that the Treasury Committee should see the banking crisis as one
symptom of a more fundamental problem.

Our second recommendation is that the specific accounting issues which are discussed on 11 November
should also be seen in a wider context, questioning especially the reporting lines and responsibilities of
auditors. The law is clear; auditors report to the shareholders. The practice is also clear; they are appointed
by management and report in practice to them.

We also make some specific points about accounting, though we recommend that the Treasury Committee
does not get into solution mode in relation to accounting just yet. Indeed, there is a danger of political
pressure corrupting the system still further.

Accountancy and the Banking Crisis: Evidence Session on 11 November 2008

The UK Shareholders Association welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Treasury
Committee. This memorandum has been prepared at very short notice, and we would welcome the chance
to contribute further to the public debate. With time we believe we could make our evidence more useful
and more comprehensive; this would also enable us to request further input from our own members.

1. Putting financial reporting and accounting standards into context. The immediate background to this
hearing is the problems of the banking sector, and it is natural to question all aspects of the regulation of
banks. The main purpose of this current submission is to give our view of this background, which we hope
will be helpful when considering the technical discussions on 11 November.

2. Stewardship as a primary (arguably the primary) purpose of accounts. The banking crisis is not only a
failure of regulation. It is also a failure of stewardship. Stewardship is the responsibility not only of those
entrusted with the investment funds of others, but also of company managers.

3. Failure to exercise ownership responsibilities. It appears to us that, not only have the institutional
investors failed to live up to their responsibilities in the governance of companies, but that their influence
has at times actually been damaging. A good example is their role in banks: we have been informed by one
of the major banks that their institutional shareholders have subjected them to consistent pressure to
increase their wholesale funding and decrease their core capital in order to work the shareholders funds
harder with higher ROE. This is completely inappropriate in an industry in which prudence and
responsibility to depositors should be the first constraint. As it happens, this particular bank has benefited
from its strategy of maintaining above average financial strength without government intervention.

24 “Restoring trust: investment in the twenty-first century”: report and appendices. Details available through
www.tomorrowscompany.com
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4. “Restoring Trust”, 2004: an inquiry into the eVectiveness of the UK Investment System. This project was
led by Sir Richard Sykes, now Rector of Imperial College. It covered not only the failings of the system
whereby savers generally receive commission-based advice, but also all stages in the governance and
operation of the companies in which these savings are ultimately invested. While we commend the FSA for
its Retail Distribution Review initiative, the problems of the eVective governance of companies have still
not been tackled. We recommend that the advisers to the Treasury Committee revisit this report.

5. Diversion of Management. Within the appendices to “Restoring Trust” is a contribution from the
Chartered Institute of Personnel Development. It explains how a very high proportion of company
boardroom time is spent discussing how to present results, a disturbing fact which should be borne in mind
in any discussion of accounting standards and auditing practices.

6. “Tomorrow’s Investors” is an enquiry currently being carried out by the Royal Society of Arts, focusing
on the ownership vacuum whereby nobody eVectively exercises ownership control over most large quoted
companies. Its starting point is that “institutional” funds are really the savings of individual investors, set
aside mainly to provide security in retirement. This enquiry is in its early stages, but we would suggest that
the advisers to the Treasury Committee keep in touch with its progress.

7. Consequences of the ownership vacuum. To date, the “corporate governance” movement has been
largely a box-ticking, process-oriented phenomenon. Trends in executive remuneration give force to this
observation. There is minimal evidence of shareholders forcing companies to act primarily in the interests
of the ultimate owners. In the absence of more eVective investor activity, company managers, with the best
of intentions, can only look to common practice and various advisers to determine and justify how they
should be paid.

8. Company managers’ “helpers”. Company managers can call on a range of people to advise them. But
none of these actually reports to the shareholders. Each is conflicted in some way, being to varying degrees
dependent on the managers for business. They include investment bankers, remuneration consultants, and
accounting firms.

9. Auditors should genuinely report to shareholders, not management, with shareholders deciding on
their appointment, and also being able to question them directly. Some comments on accounting issues are
in Appendix A.

10. Inappropriately remunerated fund managers and their naive clients. Much damage results from the fact
that investment “funds” such as unit trusts, or even hedge funds, attract business or lose it based on their
recent performance. This is the result of a series of misconceptions about the investment process which
people need education and advice to avoid. There is increasing literature suggesting that our natural instincts
cause us to do the wrong things in relation to financial markets and long term financial planning.

11. Share price focus. As a result of inappropriate measures of success and failure within most fund
management, the fund managers’ focus is on short term market movements. This is in conflict with the
objectives of their underlying clients. However, it is entirely rational given their own interests. The focus of
company managers is typically also on the short term movements of the share price. Some comments on the
important short term share price driver of “Earnings per Share” are in Appendix B.

12. Management Remuneration. The way in which senior managers are typically “incentivised” is not only
damaging to long term success, but also succeeds in transferring large amounts of wealth from shareholders
to managers. Share options are a possible way of allowing a team to share in the success of a fledgling
company which is not yet generating cash, but generally they give a one way bet against the shareholders
and lead to an extremely unhealthy focus on the share price. It’s not all about share price, however. In
businesses such as investment banking, it is now widely accepted that there is further moral hazard from
very high risk strategies, where bonuses in the good times are so high that people can aVord to walk away
in the event that the entire business is destroyed.

13. Remuneration consultants should be appointed by and report directly to shareholders.

14. Who to trust. We have expressed the opinion that the current system suVers from an ownership
vacuum. Filling this vacuum will involve ways of ensuring that the conflicts of interest are all acknowledged,
managed or designed out of the system.

APPENDIX A

ACCOUNTING ISSUES

15. As explained earlier, the purpose of our submission has been primarily been to put accounting into
context within the overall ownership vacuum and the conflicts of interest within the system. But we do have
a small number of points to make which address directly the technical agenda you have set for this session.

16. We would regard the directors’ reporting on their stewardship of the business as the most important
purpose of accounts. We believe the general term “decision useful” is too woolly, and can serve to obscure
the clear accountability to the shareholders.
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17. We regard the provision of fair value information as extremely important. But that does not
necessarily mean that changes in fair value of assets and liabilities should be reported as earnings. Because
of the way in which the naive, short term, market may regard changes in earnings, such changes can be
projected again into further changes in value—an unsustainable bubble is a potential consequence.

18. We regard the eVorts of the IASB generally favourably. Our greatest concern, however, is that there
is very little real investor representation, let alone dominance. We believe that investors are the primary
customers of accounts, and therefore should have a major input into the principles to be adopted.

19. We are extremely concerned at the suggestion of political interference with accounting principles. We
think that there should be a clear distinction between accounting and regulation (explained further below).

20. Politicians have not covered themselves with glory in relation to accounting standards. The most
egregious example is where the US congress blocked (though this block was fortunately later removed) an
attempt to impose honest accounting which would have recognised share options granted to employees as
a cost.

21. Just changing the accounting numbers does not change the facts—except perhaps the tax impact and
perceptions. And if perceptions change because accounting changes then we must deduce that at least one
of the previous or the current perceptions was wrong. Changing perceptions can change actions, for example
there is now a better understanding of the cost to society of providing pensions.

22. It would be dishonest to change accounting rules to make companies “look better”.

23. If what is really intended is to ensure that accounting results, when fed into a regulatory regime, give
a sensible desired result in regulatory terms, the honest thing to do is to change the regulatory regime. For
businesses which are able with a good margin of safety to meet their liabilities as they fall due, including
taking into account any options which their customers or suppliers may have, it may not be sensible to apply
“mark to market” principles to put them out of business. But this should be a regulatory question, not an
accounting one.

APPENDIX B

SOME COMMENTS ON EARNINGS PER SHARE

24. To a sceptic, much attention of company managers is on presenting as favourably as possible their
earnings per share.

25. That it is possible to present financial measures such as earnings per share in many diVerent ways gives
great scope for “managing” the message. And fair value accounting (as discussed above) can materially
impact earnings per share.

26. One popular way of “improving” earnings per share is to get rid of some of the shares. Hence the
fashion in recent times for share buybacks. Generally, UKSA is extremely sceptical about the motivation
behind share buybacks. Presumably they also generate fees for advisers. Many companies have financed
their share buybacks by issuing debt, which has a more generous tax treatment than equity as interest is tax-
deductible. It is all too easy for companies to see now, in the current downturn, how they have seriously
damaged themselves by weakening their balance sheets.

APPENDIX C

ON COMMUNICATION AND THE CREATION OF VALUE

27. When investors understand what really matters to the success of a business, they will be able to
support its long term strategy—unlike the example of the bank shareholders given above. Companies’
financial reports should be used as genuine communication tools as well as a formal record. All too often,
they are exercises in spin.

28. It is rare and refreshing to find companies which go out of their way to explain to their owners what
really matters in their business, their strengths and weaknesses and their mistakes and successes. Such a
company is less likely to attempt to “smooth” earnings. It is likely also to have more loyal shareholders.

29. With the recent banking experience uppermost in our minds, it is clear that managers also have a
major challenge both to understand and communicate clearly the risks to which their business is subject.
Shareholders have not been suYciently demanding here. Not all businesses are as risky as banks and
insurers, of course, but high borrowing can turn the most stable company into a high risk one.

30. The intelligent investor focus is to think of a company as a business which will generate distributable
cash over the long term. The company’s focus should be on building and defending its sources of competitive
advantage, rather than primarily on the cash generated immediately. With this mindset, the accounting
information becomes of secondary importance. Competitive advantage can come from many sources, but
it involves a long term attitude to all the relationships involved, including with employees, customers and
suppliers.
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31. Understanding the company’s competitive advantage and its sustainability is the most important
factor in estimating the true value of a business to its shareholders. But this information does not come from
the accounts—unless the directors are able, and choose, to explain it. The closest which we have come to
this in the UK was the Operating and Financial Review (OFR), the requirement for which was unfortunately
withdrawn as regulatory “simplification”.

32. We do commend to the Committee the example of stewardship and clear communication set by
Warren BuVett each year in his annual report to the shareholders of the Berkshire Hathaway company, and
in the annual meetings. His letters to shareholders contain much easily digested information on the topics
covered in this memorandum. The company’s philosophy, that of long term partnership with the
shareholders, is captured in the company’s “owner’s manual”25 which is published separately on its web
site and included in each year’s full report and accounts. In spite of his achievements, Mr BuVett is little
mentioned in financial service or company management circles in the UK because of the uncomfortable
power of his messages.

6 November 2008

Memorandum from the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)

Introduction

1. This paper responds to an invitation dated 28 October 2008 for the submission of written evidence in
connection with the Treasury Committee’s hearing on the credit crisis and the role of accounting in the
context of the crisis, to be held on 11 November 2008.

2. In addressing the points raised in the invitation, this paper addresses the following points.

— Key points (paragraph 3).

— Executive summary (paragraphs 4–10).

— The IASB’s role in developing common, global regulatory solutions (paragraphs 11–18).

— The role and objective of accounting standards (paragraphs 19–21).

— The banking crisis and the impact of accounting standards/fair value accounting (paragraphs
22–33).

— Steps taken by the IASB and the path forward (paragraphs 34–44).

— Independence with public accountability (paragraphs 45–51).

— IASB’s due process (paragraphs 52–57).

— Conclusion (paragraphs 58–60).

Key Points

3. This paper raises the following key points in relation to the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB), the role of financial reporting and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), the impact
of fair value accounting in the credit crisis, and the IASB’s governance and accountability:

The IASB’s role in developing common, global regulatory solutions

(a) The IASB, an independent standard-setting body, is committed to developing, in the public interest,
a single set of high quality, global accounting standards (IFRSs) that provide high quality transparent and
comparable information in general purpose financial statements.

(b) IFRSs are used in more than 100 countries throughout the world, including the Member States of the
European Union.

(c) In a world of interconnected capital, the need for common regulatory approaches is evident—one area
where international co-operation is well advanced is in the area of accounting standard-setting.

(d) In the wake of the financial crisis, a well-positioned IASB is playing a role in helping enhance
confidence in the financial markets by responding in a timely manner that improves transparency and
provides greater global consistency in financial reporting.

25 www.berkshirehathaway.com/ownman.pdf
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The role and objective of accounting standards

(e) The objective of financial statements is to provide information about the financial position,
performance and changes in financial position of an entity that is useful to a wide range of users in making
economic decisions.

(f) IFRSs are designed to provide an economic assessment of an entity at a particular date—to record the
value of an entity today, not what it was worth yesterday or to predict the value of it tomorrow.

(g) It is for others to use information provided by financial statements to make assessments of an entity’s
future performance or capital adequacy on the basis of reliable, comparable information provided by IFRSs.

(h) Investor confidence in IFRSs is very much connected to the independence and integrity of the
standard-setting process.

The banking crisis and the impact of accounting standards/fair value accounting

(i) Though imperfect, fair value accounting has not caused the credit crisis.

(j) At the heart of the credit crisis were bad lending practices. Accounting is merely attempting to reflect
the economic realities—one where banks were undercapitalised.

(k) To return confidence to the market, it will be necessary to face up to the full losses, or banks will not
extend credit to each other or to consumers. As experience has shown, the losses initially revealed through
the use of fair value are real. Any eVort to reduce transparency will delay the recovery process.

Steps taken by the IASB and the path forward

(l) The IASB is committed to making urgent adjustments in existing accounting standards, when it will
enhance investor confidence.

(m) The IASB has responded quickly to the requests of the Financial Stability Forum to improve
guidance for fair value in illiquid markets, disclosures for financial instruments, and accounting for oV
balance sheet items.

(n) The IASB issued an amendment to permit the reclassification of some financial assets to ensure a level
playing field between IFRSs and US generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and is committed to
working with the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) to ensure common solutions.

(o) Before the beginning of December, the IASB is holding public round table meetings to give urgent
consideration to other issues associated with IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement
and IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures.

(p) The IASB, jointly with the FASB, is establishing a high level advisory group to consider how
improvements in financial reporting could help enhance investor confidence in financial markets. The group
also will be charged with identifying the accounting issues requiring urgent and immediate attention by the
boards as well as issues for longer-term consideration.

Independence with public accountability

(q) Underpinning the organisation’s approach is the view that accounting standards should be developed
by an independent IASB that reaches conclusions only following a transparent and open due process.

(r) The Trustees of the IASC Foundation provide the oversight of the IASB’s due process.

(s) The IASB has been recognised by One World Trust, an independent not-for-profit organisation, for
excellence in its public accountability.

(t) To enhance public confidence and public accountability further, the Trustees have proposed a
constitutional change that would establish a formal link between the organisation and a Monitoring Group
comprising representatives of public authorities and international organisations that have requirements for
accountability to public authorities.

Summary

4. Established in 2001, the IASB is the standard-setting body of the International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC) Foundation, an independent private sector, not-for profit organisation. The IASB is
committed to developing, in the public interest, a single set of high quality, global accounting standards that
provide high quality transparent and comparable information in general purpose financial statements. In
pursuit of this objective the IASB conducts extensive public consultations and seeks the co-operation of
international and national bodies around the world.
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5. The banking and credit crisis has demonstrated the need for a global approach to the regulation and
oversight of capital markets. One area where international co-operation is well advanced is accounting
standard-setting. IFRSs, established by the IASB, are used in more than 100 countries, including the
Member States of the European Union.

6. The IASB is therefore well placed to act and should continue to play a role in helping enhance
confidence in the financial markets. The IASB will continue to respond in a timely manner that improves
transparency and provides greater global consistency in financial reporting. Any steps taken in relation to
financial reporting should, however, be measured against the benchmark of improving investor confidence
in reported financial results.

7. At the heart of the crisis were bad lending practices—accounting treatments are just reflecting the
economic reality that real losses have occurred. Bad lending was compounded by the absence of prices in
the secondary markets for some structured credit products and uncertainty about the location and size of
potential losses. This in turn led to funding diYculties caused by the reluctance to extend credit to a number
of financial institutions thought to hold low quality liquid assets. Financial reporting enters the scene by
way of its requirements to value these assets and to alert the markets to risks associated with their existence.

8.It has been the view of the IASB that showing the changes in values of these securities, even if challenging
in practice, provides much-needed transparency and enables markets to adjust in a necessary, even if painful,
manner. This view is supported by financial analysts. The CFA Institute, representing financial analysts
throughout the world, asked its members whether fair value requirements for financial institutions improve
transparency and contribute to investor understanding of the risk profiles of these institutions. Seventy-nine
per cent said yes.26

9. While the current crisis plays out, it important that all those who have a stake in the eYcient
functioning of capital markets consider what improvements can be made. The IASB is no exception; it
recognises the need to enhance accounting requirements and has already undertaken improvements; it is
now considering others in the light of developments. However, it is equally important that any response
should be measured and appropriate.

10. There are also further eVorts under way to enhance the IASB’s public accountability. The Trustees of
the IASC Foundation, the IASB’s oversight body, have now proposed the establishment of a Monitoring
Group that would create a direct link to public authorities. This would build upon the extensive requirements
for transparency and due process already in place.

The IASB’s Role in Developing Common, Global Regulatory Solutions

11. The objectives of the IASC Foundation and the IASB, as defined by the organisation’s
Constitution, are:

(a) to develop, in the public interest, a single set of high quality, understandable and enforceable global
accounting standards that require high quality, transparent and comparable information in
financial statements and other financial reporting to help participants in the world’s capital
markets and other users make economic decisions;

(b) to promote the use and rigorous application of those standards;

(c) in fulfilling the objectives associated with (a) and (b), to take account of, as appropriate, the special
needs of small and medium-sized entities and emerging economies; and

(d) to bring about convergence of national accounting standards and IFRSs to high quality solutions.

12. In pursuit of these objectives, the IASB conducts extensive public consultations and seeks the co-
operation of international and national bodies around the world. The due process of the IASB requires:

— all decisions to be made in public meetings;

— public meetings are broadcast over the Internet;

— publication of Board agenda papers in the form of observer notes;

— active consultation to be undertaken with a broad range of parties;

— the use of working groups, field visits and field testing, when the IASB deems appropriate;

— one or two rounds of public consultation on IASB proposals;

— preparation of Feedback Statements and EVect Analyses (often described as impact assessments
in other areas of public policy) upon the publication of final pronouncements;

— a post-implementation review of major standards, two years after their implementation; and

— a comply or explain approach for non-mandatory parts of the IASB’s due process.

13. The IASB’s 13 current members (one short of a full complement, 11 of whom are full-time) are drawn
from eight countries and have a variety of professional backgrounds. (A 14th position will be filled at the
beginning of 2009, bringing the number of countries up to nine.) IASB members are appointed by and

26 See http://www.cfainstitute.org/memresources/monthlyquestion/2008/march.html.
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accountable to the Trustees of the IASC Foundation, who are required to select members that together bring
to bear the best available combination of technical expertise and diversity of international business and
market experience.

14. IFRSs, established by the IASB, are now used in more than 100 countries, including the member
states of the European Union. The EU made IFRSs applicable for publicly traded companies in 2005. While
the impetus was European, the movement towards IFRSs is truly global. The major emerging and transition
economies of the world—Brazil, China, India and Russia (for the banking sector)—are adopting IFRSs,
not US GAAP, in an eVort to become integrated in the world’s capital markets and attract the investment
necessary to finance their development. Similarly, Canada, Chile, India, Israel, Korea and Japan have all
announced their planned abandonment of national standards for IFRSs.

15. Importantly, the United States is also taking steps towards the adoption of IFRSs. Last year, the US
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) removed the reconciliation requirement for non-US companies
that use IFRSs and have registered securities in the United States, thereby removing a barrier to reaching
US investors and reducing compliance costs for companies listed in the United States.27

16. At the end of August, in a unanimous vote, the US SEC agreed to issue a roadmap for eventual
required IFRS adoption by US companies beginning in 2014. The SEC is also contemplating the optional
use of IFRSs for certain US companies.28

17. The trend towards IFRS adoption throughout the world’s major and emerging economies has the
IASB well-positioned to respond in a manner that could bring immediate benefit throughout the world. The
banking and credit crisis has demonstrated the need for a global approach to the regulation and oversight
of capital markets.

18. The alternative to an internationally global response to the current crisis is one in which countries
choose national approaches, not reflecting the interconnectedness of financial markets today. In an eVort to
address perceived national or regional interest and objectives, the interest of investors would be set aside,
the prospect for a long-term global solution to financial regulation would become more distant, and
confidence in markets would be undermined.

The Role and Objective of Accounting Standards

19. The IASB has responded expeditiously to the global banking and credit crisis, and it will continue to
do so, but it will evaluate its actions in accordance with its accepted framework for accounting. Specifically,
“the objective of financial statements is to provide information about the financial position, performance
and changes in financial position of an entity that is useful to a wide range of users in making economic
decisions”.29 Stated diVerently, the purpose of financial reporting—and therefore the objective of the
IASB’s standard-setting activities—is to provide an informed decision maker with the necessary information
to make a rational judgement regarding the allocation of capital. IFRSs are designed to provide an economic
assessment of an entity at a particular date—to record the value of an entity today, not what it was worth
yesterday or to predict the value of it tomorrow.

20. From the IASB’s standpoint, it is also fundamental that financial information should be provided in
such a way that it is “neutral”. The IASB Framework states, “To be reliable, the information contained in
financial statements must be neutral, that is, free from bias. Financial statements are not neutral if, by the
selection or presentation of information, they influence the making of a decision or judgement in order to
achieve a predetermined result or outcome”.30

21. It is important to note that the IASB’s objective is not to develop financial reporting standards for
the purposes of financial stability—that is the domain of banking and other prudential supervisors, who
have the authority to adjust financial results for capital adequacy purposes. (This is similar to the authority
exercised by tax authorities who permit adjustments in accounts to calculate taxable liabilities.) Indeed, any
eVort to address financial stability concerns through the accounting standard-setting process could result in
potentially less transparency for investors.

The Banking Crisis and the Impact of Accounting Standards/Fair Value Accounting

22. Fair value accounting did not cause the banking and credit crisis—it has simply helped to reveal it.
It is evident that at the heart of the crisis were bad business decisions and lending practices. Bad lending was
then compounded by the absence of prices in the secondary markets for some structured credit products and
uncertainty about the location and size of potential losses. This in turn led to funding diYculties caused by
the reluctance to extend credit to a number of financial institutions thought to hold low quality liquid assets.
Financial reporting enters the scene by way of its requirements to value these assets and to alert the markets
to risks associated with their existence.

27 http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2007/33-8879.pdf.
28 http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-184.htm.
29 Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements, IFRS Bound Volume 2008.
30 Ibid.
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23. It is my personal view, shared by the majority of the IASB, that fair value provides much needed
transparency and enables markets to adjust in a necessary, even if painful manner. A large number of
investors share this view. The CFA Institute evidence from March cited in paragraph 8 is a demonstration
of investor support for fair value accounting. In a later survey of its European members, the CFA
Institute found:

— 79% of those who responded do not support the suspension of fair value standards under the
International Financial Reporting Standards (597 respondents).

— 85% also think that a suspension of fair value standards would further decrease confidence in the
European Banking System (559 respondents).31

24. Indeed, history demonstrates that failure to acknowledge losses (even acknowledging imperfections
in valuing technique) could delay the resolution of banking crises. In the United States in the 1980s, the US
government created a new and more liberal regulatory accounting scheme to enable savings and loan
institutions to state that they had more capital, when US GAAP would not.32 The result was that the cost
of saving the S&Ls in the United States escalated.33 The same could be said for the Japanese banking crisis
of the 1990s, when Japanese financial institutions failed to take write downs immediately. The Japanese
banking sector remained in crisis for nearly eight years, and the Japanese economy barely grew during
that time.

25. Lending has frozen up because of a lack of confidence among financial institutions. EVorts to suspend
fair value or eliminate requirements to recognise the changes in the market situation will not help the
situation. Indeed, there is ample evidence that much of the risk to the financial system is still unrecognised.
The International Monetary Fund recently reported that losses on US-based loans and securities may rise
to some $1.4 trillion; at the same time, roughly $560 billion of the losses had already been realised by the
end of September 2008.34 The message in this report is that the losses are real economic losses. It will be
necessary to face up to these losses if policymakers and financial institutions are to be able to address the
crisis suYciently.

26. Some have questioned whether accounting standards’ primary focus on investors and the continued
use of fair value in volatile markets make sense. Those critics argue that without financial stability, investors’
interests cannot be served. Therefore, it is necessary to balance financial stability concerns with transparency
desired by investors.

27. This paper states above (paragraph 21) that in general, the financial reporting standards are not aimed
at financial stability concerns. One question, however, that has received greater attention lately is whether
accounting causes procyclical eVects. This paper addresses that point.

28. There is a view among some that accounting rules, particularly fair value requirements, accelerated
the downturn of credit markets by requiring financial institutions to sell oV assets to meet capital
requirements. This in turn depressed markets further.

29. One could view this situation from a slightly diVerent perspective. Accounting rules by themselves are
not procyclical. It is the linking of regulatory and capital requirements firmly to the accounting rules that
may trigger procyclical outcomes. Recognising that fair value may overstate values in good times and
understate values during periods of illiquidity, supervisors should consider adjusting capital and regulatory
requirements to reflect that occurrence.

30. From a policy standpoint, the question is whether adapting the financial reporting framework (by
allowing for more “accounting” provisions or further limits on fair value) is an eVective policy option to deal
with the issue of procyclicality. From the IASB’s standpoint, the appropriate policy tool rests with banking
supervisors and not with accounting standard-setters.

31. The use of fair values may inspire procyclical responses, but may also enable rapid recovery. It seems
rational that seeing declines in values may inspire changes in behaviour, including the selling of assets to
raise capital and resistance to the purchase of similar “toxic” assets or the making of similar loans. In some
cases, this may be necessary. It also true that fair value may encourage an over-optimistic view in exuberant
times. However, those seeking amendments to fair value requirements would in eVect provide more
discretion and judgement to supervisors and management at the expense of transparency for investors. This
would be undesirable. This trade-oV may also be unnecessary, if disclosures and regulatory adjustments
could occur.

32. Accounting should show the values as they are with appropriate disclosures and presentation;
regulators should be able to adjust results for capital requirements. While understanding that markets may
not be perfectly eYcient, standard-setters would argue that accounting standards should show values as they

31 http://www.cfainstitute.org/aboutus/press/release/08releases/20081002 01.html.
32 See The S&L Crisis: A Chrono-Bibliography, the FDIC Website, http://www.fdic.gov/bank/historical/s&l/.
33 “It turned a $25 billion problem into a $350 billion problem”, said Robert R Glauber, who was under secretary of the Treasury

from 1989 to 1993 and put together the Resolution Trust Corporation, which eventually sold oV all the bad assets the
government received from failed savings and loan associations. Floyd Norris, “Mistakes of the Past Live Again”, New York
Times, 2 October 2008,
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/03/business/03norris.html?scp%2&sq%s&l%20crisis%20norris&st%cse.

34 IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 7 October 2008,
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2008/NEW100708A.
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actually are in the marketplace. This “tell it as it is” approach should better enable investors and regulators
to make appropriate adjustments to suit their own interests and objectives, provided both have necessary
disclosures about risk and holdings.

33. While standards should not permit excessive provisions where loss-making events have yet to occur,
regulators could still demand capital requirements to be adjusted appropriately. Presumably in good times,
to mitigate procyclical eVects, more capital should be set aside in recognition that asset prices may be
inflated. This capital could be released during bad times. This capital would not be in some hidden reserve
having been taken as a loss in the profit and loss statement earlier. Instead, the extra capital would be part
of equity. A disclosure could show that amount in the balance sheet.

Steps Taken by the IASB and the Path Forward

34. The IASB is now considering improvements to its standards in the light of developments. The IASB
is conscious that improving existing accounting practices has proved valuable in addressing crises in the past,
as was seen with the Asian financial crisis (in part, a catalyst for international accounting standards and the
formation of the IASB) and the failure of Japanese banks and the US savings and loans crisis in the 1990s
(which prompted new accounting standards for derivatives and other financial instruments). These are
valuable lessons and their remedies should not be discarded lightly. Fair value accounting, in the eyes of
some, may be the worst form of accounting—apart from the alternatives.

35. While the current crisis plays out, it important that all those who have a stake in the eYcient
functioning of capital markets consider what improvements can be made, and the IASB is no exception.
However it is equally important that any response should be measured and appropriate.

36. The IASB’s response to the credit crisis falls into three categories:

— Addressing the recommendations of the Financial Stability Forum.

— Providing urgent guidance and amendments to existing standards where necessary and making
longer term improvements.

Responding to the Financial Stability Forum

37. The Financial Stability Forum report, adopted by the Group of Seven (G7) Finance Ministers and
Central Bank Governors made recommendations for enhancing the resilience of markets and financial
institutions.35 The report was the result of collaboration by the main international bodies and national
authorities in key financial centres. It set out 67 recommendations, which were endorsed by the G7 on 11
April 2008.

38. Of these recommendations, three relate to enhancements to financial reporting and form the core of
the IASB’s response to the credit crisis. They relate to three topics: fair value measurement and its disclosure,
consolidation, and derecognition. The IASB had a role in developing those recommendations and strongly
supports the approach outlined. The recommendations were as follows:

(a) The IASB should improve the accounting and disclosure standards for oV balance sheet vehicles on
an accelerated basis and work with other standard-setters toward international convergence.

IASB response: The IASB already had two projects under way directly related to oV balance sheet
vehicles. The Consolidation project identifies when an entity should be brought on to another
entity’s balance sheet, whilst the Derecognition project examines when assets or liabilities can be
removed from a balance sheet. Both of these projects are described by the Memorandum of
Understanding that sets out a roadmap for convergence of IFRSs and US GAAP. The inclusion
of both these projects in the convergence programme with the FASB should ensure consistency of
accounting in these areas in the world’s major markets.

The IASB has given priority to both projects in order to accelerate their completion. Public
discussions about the proposed new Consolidation standard are about to begin with an exposure
draft of the Consolidation standard expected to be published by the end of November. IASB staV
have also been developing proposals to improve derecognition requirements, which should be
published in the first half of 2009.

(b) Fair value in illiquid markets: The IASB should enhance its guidance on valuing financial instruments
when markets are no longer active. To this end, it will set up an expert advisory panel in 2008.

IASB response: It is undoubtedly diYcult to value complex, illiquid, structured credit securities.
However, it is important to understand the current requirements in IFRSs (and US GAAP). Many
of the loans that triggered the crisis were in fact shown at amortised cost in the books of financial
institutions. When recoverability of a loan is doubtful the loan has to be marked down, even under

35 Report of the Financial Stability Forum on Enhancing Market and Institutional Resilience, April 2008, available from
www.fsforum.org.
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historical cost accounting, to the present value of the cash flows expected from the loan—that value
would be similar in many ways to fair value. No entity is ever allowed to disclose assets valued at
more than their recoverable amount in its financial statements.

That being said, on 31 October the IASB published guidance for fair value of financial instruments
when markets are no longer active. The educational guidance takes the form of a summary
document prepared by IASB staV and the final report of the expert advisory panel established to
consider the issue. The summary document sets out the context of the expert advisory panel report
and highlights important issues associated with measuring the fair value of financial instruments
when markets become inactive. It takes into consideration and is consistent with recent documents
issued by the FASB on 10 October and by the OYce of the Chief Accountant of the US SEC and
FASB staV on 30 September.

The report of the expert advisory panel is a summary of the seven meetings of experts, who are
users, preparers and auditors of financial statements, as well as regulators and others. In the report,
the panel identifies practices that experts use for measuring the fair value of financial instruments
when markets become inactive and practices for fair value disclosures in such situations. The
report provides useful information and educational guidance about the processes used and
judgements made when measuring and disclosing fair value.

(c) Disclosure: The IASB will strengthen its standards to achieve better disclosures about valuations,
methodologies and the uncertainty associated with valuations.

IASB response: In 2007 new disclosure rules related to financial instruments and associated risks
came into place. These new disclosure rules, partly developed with the assistance of bank
supervisors and the private sector, enhanced the quality of disclosures significantly. Indeed, it is
interesting to note that the short-term funding risks associated with Northern Rock bank in the
United Kingdom were set out in their annual accounts after they adopted IFRS 7 Financial
Instruments: Disclosures.

The IASB has now begun reviewing IFRS 7, to assess its eVectiveness in ensuring that entities
disclose information that reflects their exposure to risk and any potential losses arising from
financial instruments with the oV balance sheet entities with which they are involved. IFRS 7 also
includes disclosure requirements in relation to fair value measurement and these requirements are
included in the review.

The IASB has also used the work of the expert advisory panel to improve disclosures. The feedback
from the panel was incorporated in the preparation of the exposure draft proposing improvements
to IFRS 7 published on 15 October.

In addition to those improvements, the IASB is developing a standard on fair value measurement.
The IASB expects to publish an exposure draft of that standard in 2009. In developing that
standard, it will also draw upon the experience of the US GAAP from SFAS 157 Fair Value
Measurement.

Making improvements where necessary

39. In addition to the three areas identified in the Financial Stability Forum report, the IASB will take
urgent action where appropriate. On 13 October the IASB issued amendments to IAS 39 Financial
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement and IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures that would permit
the reclassification of some financial instruments. The amendments to IAS 39 introduced the possibility of
reclassification for companies applying IFRSs, which was already permitted under US GAAP in rare
circumstances.

40. It was the conclusion of the IASB that the deterioration of the world’s financial markets that occurred
during the third quarter of this year justified bringing IFRSs largely into line with practice in the United
States, therefore justifying the amendment’s immediate publication. The IASB’s action enabled companies
reporting according to IFRSs to use the reclassification amendments, if they so wish, from 1 July 2008, to
ensure that companies using IFRSs operated under similar requirements as their US competitors.

41. In making this specific amendment, the IASB noted the concern expressed by EU leaders and finance
ministers through the ECOFIN Council to ensure that “European financial institutions are not
disadvantaged vis-à-vis their international competitors in terms of accounting rules and of their
interpretation”.36 The amendments issued on 13 October address the desire to reduce diVerences between
IFRSs and US GAAP in a manner that produces high quality financial information for investors across the
global capital markets.

36 The leaders of France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom; the president of the European Central Bank; president of
the European Commission; and managing director of the International Monetary Fund met on Saturday, 4 October, to
discuss issues related to the credit crisis. The quotation related to European leaders cited in the press release was taken from
a joint statement issued following that meeting. The joint statement can be found at www.ambafrance-uk.org/International-
financial-situation.html.
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42. The desire to maintain a “level playing field” has also led the IASB and the FASB to agree that the
boards should develop common solutions to avoid a potential “race to the bottom”. At their joint meeting
in October 2008, the boards reiterated the importance of working co-operatively and in an internationally
co-ordinated manner to consider accounting issues emerging from the global crisis. The boards also
emphasised the role of high quality financial reporting in helping enhance confidence in the financial markets
by responding in a timely manner that improves transparency and provides greater global consistency in
financial reporting.

43. The boards agreed on the following measures:

— Rapid appointment of a high-level advisory group: The boards agreed that they should establish an
advisory group that will comprise senior leaders with broad international experience with financial
markets. The boards will task this high level advisory group with considering how improvements
in financial reporting could help enhance investor confidence in financial markets. The group will
also be charged with identifying the accounting issues requiring the boards’ urgent and immediate
attention as well as issues for longer-term consideration. The high level advisory group will also
draw upon work already under way in a number of jurisdictions on accounting and the credit crisis.
In the interest of transparency, the advisory group will meet in public session with Webcasting
facilities available to all interested parties.

— Public round table meetings in Asia, Europe and North America: The IASB and the FASB are
organising three round table meetings to be held in the next four weeks—one each in Asia, Europe
and North America. The purpose of these public round tables is to gather input on reporting issues
arising from the current global financial crisis—including responses by governments, regulators
and others. This should enable the boards to act rapidly and the advisory group, once established,
to advance its deliberations eYciently. The first of these round table meetings will be held on 14
November in London.

— Common long-term solutions to reporting of financial instruments: In addition to considering the
potential for short-term responses to the credit crisis, both boards emphasised their commitment
to developing common solutions aimed at providing greater transparency and reduced complexity
in the accounting of financial instruments. The boards will use their joint discussion paper,
Reducing Complexity in Reporting Financial Instruments, the responses received to the discussion
paper, and the deliberations of the high level advisory group as starting points for this longer-term
objective. The boards will reconsider the composition of the IASB’s existing Financial Instruments
Working Group to ensure that the working group provides appropriate and balanced advice to
both boards.

44. In this context, the IASB is hoping to respond appropriately to concern expressed by investors and
other interested parties on issues related to accounting for financial instruments.

Independence with Public Accountability

45. Commentators throughout the world have asked whether the IASC Foundation/the IASB is
equipped to be a global standard-setter. The world has changed greatly from the one that the organisation
faced in 2001, and broad adoption of IFRSs has led to new demands on the organisation. The organisation
has attempted to meet the new challenges associated with being the global standard-setter by enhancing its
transparency and ensuring public confidence in the organisation. In particular, the Trustees, who are
responsible for the IASB’s oversight, are focusing on two priorities—first, ensuring the public accountability
of the organisation, and second, providing adequate resources to handle a global constituency.

46. Safeguarding the ultimate independence of the decision-making process remains a central priority,
but the Trustees also recognise that the uniqueness of our structure poses a challenge. Unlike traditional
national standard-setting bodies, the IASB has no authority to impose its standards on countries. The
organisation needs to maintain the trust and respect of those aVected by standard-setting activities. The
Trustees understand that the IASC Foundation’s unique structure makes demonstrating accountability
more challenging than it would be for a national standard-setter, which normally reports to regulators or
governments.

47. To address this peculiar situation, the Trustees have proposed, as part of a public consultation, the
establishment of a Monitoring Group to create a formal link to public authorities. The establishment of such
a link is aimed at providing public authorities greater comfort with our governance arrangements and
operations. Specifically, and with the support of key regulators, the Trustees are recommending the creation
of the Monitoring Group as part of the ongoing Constitution Review.

48. Under the new Monitoring Group arrangement, the governance of the IASC Foundation would
remain with the Trustees, and the responsibilities of the Trustees and the independence of the standard-
setting function, as laid out in the existing Constitution, would remain fundamentally unchanged. While
supportive of the Monitoring Group arrangement, the Trustees would not support the creation of a new
body that subjected the organisation to undue political pressures. In establishing the Monitoring Group,
there is a fear among many interested parties that the Monitoring Group could seek to exert too much
influence on day-to-day operations and would undermine the Trustees as a body.
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49. It is the view of the Trustees (governance is not an IASB responsibility) that the current proposal
should prevent that possibility from arising. This Monitoring Group, a representative group of public
oYcials responsible for the adoption and promotion of IFRSs throughout the world’s capital markets,
would have a monitoring function to ensure that the Trustees are fulfilling their constitutional obligations
and that the selection of Trustees is conducted in an appropriate and transparent manner.

50. The Monitoring Group would be responsible for approving the selection of Trustees after an agreed
nominations process administered by the IASC Foundation. The Trustees or a subgroup of the Trustees
would meet the Monitoring Group at least once annually, and more frequently as appropriate. The
Monitoring Group would also have the authority to request meetings with the Trustees or separately with
the chairman of the Trustees (with the chairman of the IASB, as appropriate) regarding any area of work
of either the Trustees or the IASB. At these meetings, the Trustees would report to the Monitoring Group
regularly to enable it to verify that the Trustees are fulfilling the requirements set out in the Constitution.

51. The Trustees are now considering the comments received on their proposals. In addition to general
support for the concept of the Monitoring Group, the Trustees recognise the desire from investor groups to
have more direct engagement in the governance and functioning of the organisation. The Trustees are now
assessing how they may develop more eVective linkages to investors.

IASB’s Due Process

52. As mentioned above, the IASB does not have the authority to impose its standards on any
jurisdiction. Therefore, the IASB seeks to build confidence in its standard-setting process by developing
standards after broad consultation with interested parties and establishing standards that will provide
enhanced transparency for decision-makers. To fulfil that objective, the IASB follows an extensive and
formal due process. The due process of the IASB is set out in the Due Process Handbook for the IASB.
(http://www.iasb.org/NR/rdonlyres/7D97095E-96FD-4F1F-B7F2-366527CB4FA7/0/
DueProcessHandbook.pdf).

53. The due process of the IASB emphasises the following points:

— transparency and accessibility;

— extensive consultation and responsiveness; and

— accountability.

54. The Trustees and the IASB are also committed to continual enhancements to its due process and
recently introduced feedback statements, eVect analyses (or impact assessments), and post-
implementation reviews.

55. The Trustees are responsible for ensuring the IASB’s compliance with its due process and have
established the Due Process Oversight Committee to assume responsibility in this area and to address
complaints, if any. The Trustees recently suspended the IASB’s due process for the particular issue of
reclassification of financial assets in order to allow the IASB to meet the urgent demand for the amendment.
However, the Trustees have announced that they will consult on whether emergency procedures should be
permitted in the future.

56. Last December, One World Trust reviewed the IASB’s public accountability capabilities. The 2007
Global Accountability Report is an annual assessment of the capability of 30 of the world’s most powerful
global organisations from the intergovernmental, non-governmental and corporate sectors to be
accountable to civil society, aVected communities, and the wider public. In this report, One World Trust
judged the IASB to have the best developed external stakeholder engagement capabilities of the 30
organisations surveyed and to be a high performer in both transparency and evaluation.

57. The IASB topped global rankings across all assessed organisations for stakeholder participation.
Amongst international non-governmental organisations (INGOs) the IASB was ranked first for evaluation
and second for transparency, sharing the “high performer” assessment with Christian Aid. “High
performers” are identified as those organisations scoring at least 50% in three out of four dimensions used
as the basis for assessment: transparency, participation, evaluation, and complaints and response.

Conclusion

58. The crisis in credit markets, amongst other things, is a crisis of confidence. Confidence that
counterparties will be unable to honour transactions has already claimed a number of financial institutions
and frozen interbank lending across the world. It is only when confidence begins to return that credit markets
will return to some sense of normality.

59. It is for this reason that transparency and disclosure must be enhanced, not reduced. Where there is
doubt and uncertainty, there will remain a dearth of confidence. Markets and sophisticated investors will
not be fooled by simply withholding information vital to making appropriate investment decisions. I believe
that the broader debate regarding transparency and disclosure has already been decided by the markets.
Investors continue to punish companies that are believed to be failing to disclose their true economic
position and reward those are believed to have all of the bad news out on the table.
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60. The IASB will continue to respond expeditiously to issues raised by the credit crisis. There is much
for all to do, and the IASB is encouraged to see international organisations and central banks working
together. Whilst this is not a crisis caused by accounting, the IASB is mindful of its role in identifying
solutions to the unprecedented challenges being experienced by markets.

November 2008

Memorandum from Northern Rock

Introduction

1. Northern Rock welcomes the opportunity to give further evidence to the Treasury Select Committee’s
inquiry into the Banking Crisis. Northern Rock gave evidence to the Committee on 16 October 2007,
contributing to the Report “The Run on the Rock” which reviewed the period prior to being taken into
Temporary Public Ownership, and on 20 May 2008 concerning the subsequent arrangements.

2. Northern Rock welcomes the opportunity to update the Committee on its performance and
relationship with its customers, since going into Temporary Public Ownership.

3. The majority of the material included here has already been released to the press and published on
Northern Rock’s website. The full text of the Shareholder Framework Agreement and Summary Business
Plan were included in the written submission made for the last Committee hearing and have therefore not
been repeated here. Northern Rock is required to adopt a professional structured approach to the regular
release of financial management information in line with the Company’s commitments to accountability and
transparency, including to bond holders, whilst in Temporary Public Ownership. Northern Rock is keen to
keep the Committee informed of its performance in line with this approach.

4. In this written submission Northern Rock has sought to update the Committee on the following areas:

— Results: Summary of Northern Rock’s half year results and Quarter 3 Trading Update.

— Competitive Framework: Summary of Northern Rock’s Competitive Framework and its
monitoring.

— Debt Management: A general overview of policy and process.

— Governance: Board and Executive structures.

Northern Rock Financial Performance

5. Northern Rock has committed to provide regular and transparent reporting against its Business Plan.
The Company releases detailed financial statements for the half year and full year. These detailed releases
are supported by quarterly trading updates. We have summarised for the Committee the most recently
published details on performance.

6. On 14 October 2008, Northern Rock announced its Quarter 3 Trading Update.

Repayment of Government Loan

7. Northern Rock announced that it was repaying the loan well ahead of target. At 30 September 2008,
the net balance outstanding on the loan stood at £11.5 billion (31 December 2007: £26.9 billion; 30 June
2008: £17.5 billion), a reduction of £15.4 billion since the start of the year. The net loan amount was stated
after the deduction of Northern Rock’s liquidity deposits held with the Bank of England of £7.1 billion at
30 September 2008 (30 June 2008: £3.5 billion).

Funding

8. Northern Rock continued to attract new retail deposits in the third quarter, with total retail funding
balances rising to £17.2 billion at the end of September 2008, an increase of £3.0 billion since the end of June.
UK retail deposits represented £15.5 billion of this total.

Lending

9. Gross residential mortgage lending for the nine months to 30 September 2008 was £2.4 billion (six
months to 30 June 2008—£1.9 billion). The quality of the new lending was high, with an average LTV of
60% in the third quarter.
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Credit Quality

10. of September 2008, residential arrears over three months were 1.87%, compared with 1.18% at the
end of June 2008. The arrears figure on Together loans, which is included in the above, had continued to
increase at a faster rate than non-Together loans. Together loans also accounted for the majority of the
property possessions during the third quarter. The Company’s possessions stock increased to 4,201 at the
end of September (end-June 2008: 3,710).

11. At its half year results released on 5 August 2008, Northern Rock provided details of its financial
performance for the six months to 30 June 2008.

12. Statutory loss before tax for the six months to 30 June 2008 was £585.4 million, which includes various
exceptional charges. Underlying loss before tax for the same period was £176.3 million, reflecting loan loss
provisions, lower interest margins and reduced volumes of new business. The Company confirmed that it
expected to be significantly loss-making in 2008, in line with the business plan.

13. At 30 June 2008, total assets had reduced to £99.0 billion compared with £109.3 billion at 31
December 2007.

Redemptions

14. Total redemptions were £16.2 billion for the first six months of 2008 (including £2.2 billion asset
disposal).

Capital

15. HM Treasury committed to reinforce the Company’s capital base through conversion into Ordinary
shares of both its holding of £400 million of Preference shares and swapping up to £3 billion of the
outstanding Government loan into equity.

Competitive Framework

16. Northern Rock is aware that during the period of temporary public ownership, Government support
could enable it to compete, or be seen to compete, on an unfair basis. The Company is determined to ensure
that it does not take unfair advantage of Government support during this interim period as it is not in its
long term interests to do so.

17. The Company has, therefore, put in place a self-imposed framework of principles and commitments
while in receipt of State aid, which includes not promoting the Government guarantees, not sustaining a
prolonged presence as market leader within product categories and maintaining market shares beneath
certain specified levels. The full Competitive Framework is attached in Appendix A.

18. The position in relation to the framework is actively monitored to ensure that Northern Rock remains
compliant. The product placings in 15 defined Moneyfacts best buy tables are reviewed on a daily basis and
the Company’s retail savings balances are compared to monthly Bank of England and Irish market data to
assess its market share position.

19. Since the introduction of the framework at the end of March 2008, Northern Rock has remained
compliant with all of these principles and commitments.

20. Due to the turmoil in financial markets, the rate of retail deposit inflows to Northern Rock increased
markedly during September and October 2008. The Company took appropriate actions to uphold its
competitive commitments, including withdrawing certain key retail savings products from new applications,
reducing savings rates on products and introducing caps on the size of new deposits. While this has had the
eVect of substantially reducing the level of inflows, Northern Rock’s balances have moved close to the 1.5%
cap of UK retail savings balances which is specified within the self-imposed Framework commitments, but
have not breached the cap.

Debt Management

21. There has been a great deal of recent coverage regarding Northern Rock’s approach to dealing with
customers who are experiencing diYculties in maintaining payments on their mortgage, and there have been
some suggestions that Northern Rock is aggressive in repossessing properties from customers. Much of this
coverage has been misinformed and inaccurate.

22. The deterioration in economic and market conditions has resulted in mortgage arrears increasing for
the UK banking sector as a whole and, regrettably, an increase in possessions has been seen as a result of this.

23. Northern Rock tries to work with any customer who is experiencing payment problems in order to
reach a solution that results in the customer being able to remain in their home. Northern Rock’s debt
management policy and practice meets the requirements of the Mortgage Code of Business (MCOB)
regulation and is in line with industry guidance in all material aspects.
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24. The Company has invested significant resources in its debt management function to ensure that it has
the people in place to deal as eVectively as possible with the current economic conditions. All debt
management staV are fully trained in debt solutions to ensure that the Company is following industry
guidelines.

25. Northern Rock continues to develop and strengthen its approach to debt management. For example,
through increasing further the level of contact with those customers who are experiencing payment problems
and assigning staV with specialist skills to deal with particular circumstances and using a case management
approach for serious and prolonged arrears cases.

26. Northern Rock is keen to work with the industry and continually looks for new solutions to help
customers stay in their homes wherever possible. On 10 November 2008, the Company met with a number
of industry bodies and charitable organizations to discuss how Northern Rock helps its customers who are
in diYculty.

27. The Company acknowledges that its repossession rate is ahead of the industry, although not by some
of the multiples that have been suggested. Northern Rock refutes the allegation that it is aggressive with
customers. The Company is committed to policies which are designed to ensure the fair treatment of all its
customers.

28. The reduction in the size of Northern Rock’s loan book increases both the proportion of the book
which is in arrears and the proportion of the book which moves to possession, due to the reducing
denominator. Northern Rock’s loan book reduced by 20% in the first nine months of 2008.

29. The Company also acknowledges that its Together loan book is the area of most concern, due to its
typically higher loan to value ratios. Together loans represent just under 30% of the mortgage book, but
represent around 50% of arrears cases and around 75% of all possession cases.

30. Repossessions are not the driver of Northern Rock’s Government loan repayment, which is primarily
achieved through mortgage redemptions. Of cash received from all sources in the first nine months of 2008,
less than 1% was generated from repossessions.

31. It is not in Northern Rock’s commercial interests to repossess properties, given that this creates a loss
in most cases. Northern Rock would prefer to work with customers to help them through their payment
diYculties, in line with the Company’s historical approach of forbearing wherever possible.

32. Unfortunately, in certain circumstances where a reasonable agreement cannot be reached with a
customer and arrears are accumulating at significant levels, it may not be in the best interests of the customer
or the Company to forbear and repossession becomes the only option available. However, repossession
remains the last resort.

33. There are many factors which can result in repossession. In Northern Rock’s case around one third
of all repossessions so far in 2008 have been voluntary, ie they have been initiated by the customer, and this
trend is increasing.

Governance

34. Details of Northern Rock’s governance structures follow below and in the accompanying
Appendices. Below is a list of the Board of Directors. Appendix B shows each Director’s committee
responsibilities. Appendix C outlines the Executive team responsibilities.

Board of Directors

R A Sandler Chairman
G A HoVman Chief Executive
L P Adams
M K Atkinson
J R Coates
R W Davies
J F Devaney
A F Godbehere
S T LaYn
P J Remnant
T W Scholar

Conclusion

35. Northern Rock has provided this submission to assist the Committee and form a foundation for the
oral evidence session on the 18th November 2008.

November 2008
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APPENDIX A

COMPETITIVE FRAMEWORK

Overview

Northern Rock is determined to return to private ownership as rapidly as possible, as a viable, competitive
bank, requiring no support from Government.

We are aware that during the period of temporary public ownership, Government support could enable
us to compete, or be seen to compete, on an unfair basis.

We are determined to ensure that we will not take unfair advantage of Government support during this
interim period as it is not in our long term interests to do so.

We are committing to this framework of principles and commitments while in receipt of State aid. These
will be kept under review and remain subject to the requirements of the European Commission.

Our Principles

— We will not promote our Government guarantee arrangements in any market.

— We will not sustain a prolonged presence as a market leader in the marketplace or in any product
category.

— We will maintain market shares below historical levels while in receipt of State aid.

— We will strive to diVerentiate ourselves on the basis of service and innovation.

— We will at all times treat our customers fairly.

— We will regularly review our competitive oVering and performance to ensure adherence to the
framework.

Our Commitments

— We will not explicitly refer to Government ownership in marketing literature.

— We will not allow our share of retail deposit balances to exceed 1.5% in the UK and 0.8% in Ireland
(well below our historic levels of 1.9% in the UK and 1.3% in Ireland).

— We will limit our share of gross new mortgage origination to no more than 2.5% in any calendar
year.

— We will not rank within the top 3 in any one of the defined 15 Moneyfacts retail deposit categories
for the remainder of 2008.
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Memorandum from Bradford and Bingley

Executive Summary

1. On 29 September 2008, Bradford & Bingley’s UK deposits business and the shares in its Isle of Man
subsidiary were transferred to Abbey National plc. The remaining assets of Bradford & Bingley were taken
into public ownership. These assets consist primarily of mortgages secured on UK residential property.

2. This Memorandum sets out:

— A short statement of the events leading up to public ownership.

— A brief summary of Bradford & Bingley’s objectives and strategic priorities under public
ownership.

3. A “Framework Agreement” has been drawn up by HM Treasury and Bradford & Bingley which sets out
how the day-to-day shareholder relationship will work in practice. This document is attached as Appendix 1
[Not printed].

Background to Public Ownership

4. Bradford & Bingley traded as a mortgage and savings bank oVering UK-based secured residential
loans. At the end of 2007, the business had total assets of £52.0 billion and underlying pre-tax profits of £352
million. Mortgage assets were £39.4 billion at end 2007 of which £23.1 billion were buy-to-let and £8.5 billion
were self-certification. These assets were funded by £21.0 billion of retail deposits, and the balance by a
mixture of secured and unsecured wholesale funding.

5. The change in global credit markets and the subsequent decline in the UK housing market from the
third quarter of 2007 onwards made the trading environment for Bradford & Bingley more diYcult in a
number of ways. The availability of wholesale funding reduced and the cost of both retail and wholesale
funding increased. The market value of the some of the bank’s treasury assets reduced. Mortgage arrears
increased and customers found it more diYcult to secure mortgages elsewhere, increasing Bradford &
Bingley’s funding needs.

6. In the light of these more challenging conditions, the company disposed of £4 billion of non-core
lending portfolios, increased retail balances by £2 billion in the first four months of 2008, and raised a further
£2 billion of committed, secured facilities. The Board announced a rights issue in May 2008 to raise
additional capital in order to achieve a tier 1 capital ratio of between 8% and 10%, and capital was
subsequently maintained within this range. It became apparent during this capital raising process that
Bradford & Bingley’s trading outlook for the year had deteriorated. On 2 June 2008 the Board therefore
issued a trading statement and restructured the rights issue at a price that better reflected the latest
information on trading. The proposed restructured capital raising included a significant capital injection
from the private equity firm, TPG Capital.

7. The trading update that accompanied the announcement of the restructured capital raising resulted in
a downgrade in Bradford & Bingley’s short-term credit rating from the major rating agencies. These
downgrades and the publicity that followed the trading update led to withdrawals of wholesale and retail
deposits from the bank particularly in the first half of June.

8. On 4 July the bank’s long-term credit rating was reduced by Moody’s, which entitled TPG to withdraw
its proposed investment. A replacement enlarged £400 million rights issue was quickly agreed with the
support of the bank’s major investors and underwriters. It was approved by shareholders on 17 July. The
downgrades at the start of July and adverse publicity resulted in a reduction in savings balances in July which
lasted into August when the balances stabilised.

9. A succession of external events in the first half of September materially aVected public confidence in
the banking system, and particularly mortgage banks. The collapse and eVective nationalisation of AIG,
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the downgrading of Washington Mutual to “junk bond” status, the collapse
of Lehman Brothers and the announced takeover of HBOS by Lloyds TSB coincided with Moody’s
applying a further downgrade to Bradford & Bingley’s ratings on 16 September and Fitch and Standard and
Poor’s following suit on 23 September.

10. During the week commencing 22 September, Bradford & Bingley announced a number of steps to cut
costs and reduce risk. However, media speculation about the health and future independence of the bank
increased and there was a significant increase in the rate of withdrawals of customer deposits. Throughout
this period the senior management team of Bradford & Bingley was in regular and close contact with the
Bank of England and the Financial Services Authority.

11. On Saturday 27 September, the Board was informed that the FSA considered that the bank no longer
satisfied “threshold conditions” for operating as a deposit taker. Over the weekend of 27–28 September an
agreement was reached between HM Treasury and Abbey National plc whereby Bradford & Bingley’s UK
and Isle of Man deposit businesses together with the branch network and the shares in its Isle of Man
subsidiary would be transferred to Abbey National plc for £612 million with eVect from Monday 29
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September. The remaining assets and liabilities of Bradford & Bingley would be taken into public ownership
through the transfer to the Treasury of the bank’s shares. The details of this action are set out in the Treasury
press notice attached at Appendix 2 [Not printed].

Strategic Priorities and Objectives

12. The stated objectives of the Tripartite Authorities are to protect taxpayers, to promote financial
stability and to protect consumers. The actions taken by the Tripartite Authorities on 29 September 2008—
the transfer of Bradford & Bingley’s UK and Isle of Man retail deposit business and branch network and
the shares in its Isle of Man subsidiary to Abbey National plc, and the taking into public ownership of the
remainder of Bradford & Bingley’s business—were principally designed to promote financial stability and
to protect consumers.

13. Now that it is in public ownership, Bradford & Bingley will be wound down. Its over-arching objective
is to protect taxpayers, whilst also treating consumers and creditors fairly.

14. In order to achieve this, Bradford & Bingley will pursue the following strategic priorities:

— Provide transitional services to Abbey for up to 18 months to support the transferred branch and
deposits business.

— Run down the balance sheet in an orderly fashion over a number of years.

— Cease new lending.

— Run down the mortgage book, including through redemptions and sales where appropriate.

— Run down or sell the commercial loan book and other wholesale assets.

— Minimise impairment and losses.

— Manage mortgage arrears through an active collections strategy.

— Increase focus on collections from larger portfolio landlords.

— OVer a range of treatment strategies to customers facing payment diYculties.

— Minimise losses and pursue recoveries.

— Restructure and re-align Bradford & Bingley to its new, more focused objectives.

— Reduce costs.

— Minimise the impact on the community.

— Develop a new operating model.

15. A detailed business plan to achieve these objectives is currently being drawn up in consultation with
HM Treasury.

November 2008

Memorandum from Legal & General Investment Management Limited (“LGIM”)

Introduction

Legal & General Investment Management represents (as investment manager) a large cross-section of UK
taxpayers, who invest in the equity and debt capital of UK banks through their pension funds, investment
products and insurance policies.

We believe our primary duty is to those on whose behalf we invest—to protect and enhance their investor
value. Accordingly, we are very interested on our clients’ behalf in the evidence to be given to the Treasury
Committee on 18 November, as they are investor stakeholders in the banking nationalisation process in a
three-fold capacity.

Firstly, our clients are significant former shareholders in both NR and B&B: LGIM held in total around
5% of each of NR and B&B prior to nationalisation. LGIM believes that the former shareholders of both
NR and B&B should still receive significant value for their expropriated shares, whether via compensation
or a winding-up.

Further, as ongoing debt investors, LGIM continues to hold substantial debt issuance of both NR and
B&B for its clients. In this capacity, LGIM also has a duty to ensure that the Banks’ capital hierarchy, on
the basis of which investments were made and are held, is fairly maintained, with coupons being paid and
redemptions being met, whether as part of an orderly run-oV or ongoing business management.
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Finally, as part of the banking recapitalisation programme shortly to be implemented in the UK, LGIM
will be providing further Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital to other UK banks in order to meet client fund objectives
(ie as a manager of index-tracking vehicles), and so, in order to maximise investor returns for clients, it needs
to ensure that every opportunity is taken to hold to account the senior management of both fully and
partially nationalised banks.

In this document, we will use the following abbreviations: “B&B” and “NR” for Bradford & Bingley Plc
and Northern Rock PLC respectively; “the Banks” for both of them together; “LGIM” for Legal & General
Investment Management Limited; and “UKFI” for UK Financial Investments Limited.

Part A—Executive Summary of Key Points

1. Current structure and governance

— Institutional investors such as LGIM represent a large cross-section of UK taxpayers via their
pension funds, investment products and insurance policies;

— senior management of the Banks should, in taking decisions, give appropriate regard to the
interests of all stakeholders, including institutional investors providing Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital;

— conflicting duties to the diVerent groups of stakeholders must be managed fairly;

— senior management of B&B should treat former shareholders as if shares were still held by them
from a corporate governance perspective, as shareholder value is still locked up in B&B; and

— The role of UKFI once it acquires the Government’s shareholdings in NR and B&B should include
protection of investor stakeholders’ interests.

2. Financial performance

— transparent and regular information should be provided to investor stakeholders;

— there should be a level playing field amongst all investor stakeholders including HMT in terms of
information available from the Banks; and

— the Banks should define key financial milestones (to repay all debt), future financial performance
indicators and report against them.

3. Future plans

— Further clarification is required as to the future of each of the Banks: run-oV or maintain as a going
concern and re-float?

4. Competition

— We are not in a position to comment in any detail although we believe that direct Government
involvement should confer no unfair commercial advantage for the Banks that will distort investor
values across the banking sector as a whole.

5. Customer relations

— We are not in a position to comment.

Part B—Introduction—About LGIM

1. LGIM is one of the leading fund management groups in the UK, managing around £300 billion of
assets (as at 31 December 2007). LGIM is responsible for managing investments of around 5% of the UK
stock market on behalf of our clients.

2. The assets managed by LGIM are held by clients through a variety of legal structures, including both
segregated mandates and pooled vehicles (which range from insurance funds, to unit trusts, OEICS and
other collective investment schemes).

3. Regardless of whether fund management is delegated to LGIM via another Legal & General Group
company (which approximately a quarter of them are), and irrespective of the legal structure pursuant to
which LGIM is appointed to manage, the ultimate consumers are a large cross-section of the UK taxpayers,
who have pension funds, retail investment products and/or insurance policies.

4. A significant proportion of the assets under management at LGIM are held in index-tracking funds.
The need for close tracking of the relevant index ensures LGIM’s participation for its clients in future capital
raisings by UK banks, as it has done in the past.
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5. On issues of corporate governance, LGIM would usually seek to develop an approach with other
institutional investors through its membership of the Association of British Insurers (ABI) and the National
Association of Pension Funds (NAPF). LGIM will then make the voting decision after discussions with the
investee companies, their advisors and LGIM clients, and in the light of the LGIM Shareholder Activism
policy, which aims to support “The Responsibilities of Institutional Shareholders and Agents—Statement of
Principles” published by the Institutional Shareholders’ Committee.

Part C—Factual Information

1. LGIM held (at the point of nationalisation) significant equity investments in both NR (both ordinary
shares and, indirectly, via Saphir Finance Plc notes, preference shares) and B&B on behalf of both Legal &
General group clients and external clients.

2. The clients on whose behalf these funds are invested are, for the most part, retail insurance companies,
large occupational pension funds and retail investor vehicles, and those shares were held as long-term and
not as speculative investments.

3. LGIM lent its support for the B&B rights issue earlier this year, not only in taking up its entitlements
for index-tracking funds, but acting as sub-underwriter with a small group of other large investors to ensure
a successful capital raising took place.

4. In addition, LGIM held (at the point of nationalisation), and continues to hold, considerable exposure
to debt issuance of both NR and B&B, at various diVerent levels in the capital hierarchy, whether
unsubordinated or subordinated debt, secured or unsecured instruments.

5. The comments above at Part C paragraph 2 are equally applicable to the debt investments held by
LGIM in NR and B&B.

6. The B&B subordinated debt instruments fell dramatically in value following nationalisation and are
worth, at current market values, considerably less than their pre-nationalisation values.

7. We attach as appendices two spreadsheets showing the aggregated nominal holdings of all LGIM
clients in NR and B&B equity and debt investments as at 7 November 2008. Given the possibility of this
evidence being made public, and the terms of our legal documentation with our clients, we do not believe
it is appropriate to give more detail.

8. As you may be aware, we are an Interested Party in the judicial review proceedings which are currently
being pursued against HMT in the high court in respect of the valuation assumptions for the NR ordinary
shares which were expropriated as a result of the nationalisation, and all matters relating thereto are sub
judice.

9. In the months since NR was nationalised (and weeks in the case of B&B), various individuals at LGIM
and Legal & General Group Plc have had dialogue or held meetings with Tri-partite authority oYcials,
Government ministers and/or have participated in financial services industry and banking meetings. We
continue to participate in investment forums at the ABI and IMA as appropriate.

10. LGIM has not had any routine investor or corporate governance meetings with either of the Banks
since their respective nationalisations, and welcomes this opportunity to hear from their senior management.

Part D—Recommendations

1. As former shareholder in NR, LGIM holds for its clients a proportionate right to compensation for
the shares that were nationalised. However, should the intention with regard to NR be to re-float it after the
temporary period of nationalisation, LGIM is a future equity stakeholder (in addition to its continuing debt
investor role): as a large proportion of funds managed by LGIM for its clients are index-tracking, it would
need to make significant investments in NR once again, in order to maintain index weightings and meet fund
objectives.

2. With respect to former shareholdings held in B&B held by LGIM for its clients, assuming that B&B
will be wound-up in an orderly manner (with any residual value being returned to equity investors) as
indicated in Parliament, LGIM remains as a stakeholder in B&B (for clients) in this respect.

3. We believe that the Banks should be engaging in an honest and open dialogue with both former and
existing institutional investors, providing the same access to management for meetings, and the same
information flow—yearly and half-yearly results and quarterly management statements—as if
nationalisation had not taken place.

4. We would like to hear evidence from the Banks as to how they perceive the management oversight and
supervision from the Government (soon to be UKFI) as sole shareholder has worked and will continue to
work, albeit that the position can be contrasted with that of future partially nationalised banks, where UKFI
will be only one out of a number of large investors.

5. We would welcome any further clarification which can be provided by Government as to UKFI’s role
in relation to the Banks (and any partially nationalised banks in the future), and the steps it will take to
protect the interests of all stakeholders in the Banks. We note that its “overarching objective” is “to protect
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and create value for the taxpayer as shareholder”: however, as we have outlined above (at B3, B4, C2 and
C5), the taxpayer’s investment exposure to the Banks, and those which may be partially nationalised, is not
only via UKFI’s equity stake.

6. Evidence from the senior management of each of the Banks as to their perceptions of the value to be
returned to former shareholders, and the position of debt investors (in terms of the payment of coupons and
redemption values) in the future, would be valuable to all investors. It is acknowledged that some matters
in this regard in relation to Northern Rock are sub judice.

7. The Banks’ plans as regards any run-oV and wind-up should be disclosed as fully as practicable.

8. We believe that it is important to the future of capital raising in the UK banking markets that
preference shares are treated appropriately as hybrid capital, whether issued as Tier 1 (as in the case of NR)
or as Tier 2. It is also essential that the legally delineated ranking of hybrid capital and debt instruments be
maintained wherever possible.

9. The Banks should provide transparent and regular financial and planning information to investors on
their financial plans, and, despite the temporary public ownership, we believe that the Government should
be at no advantage over other institutional investors in terms of information available.

10. The Banks should define key future financial milestones and performance indicators—setting out
targets for debt repayments, profits and dividends— and report against them. In particular, we believe
justification should be sought from NR senior management as to their accelerated repayment of
Government debt ahead of the originally announced schedule.

11 November 2008

Memorandum from Public Concern at Work

Public Concern at Work (PCaW) is the independent authority on public interest whistleblowing.
Promoting individual responsibility and organisational accountability are at the heart of the charity’s work
and PCaW has been instrumental in putting whistleblowing on the good governance agenda. PCaW’s
approach has been endorsed by the Nolan Committee on Standards in Public Life. PCaW were asked by
MPs to develop the statutory framework for whistleblowing, the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998, which
was widely supported by banks who recognised its value as an early warning system.

PCaW was set up in response to a spate of disasters in the 1980s and 1990s including financial disasters
such as the collapse of Barings’ Bank, Enron and Worldcom. These scandals resonate within the recent
banking crisis and it appears it is time to refresh and renew some of the key messages from the past. What
was clear from the inquiries into the above disasters is that staV knew of the risks and were either too scared
to speak up or spoke to the wrong people in the wrong way.

At a time when the banking system is under fire for excessive risk taking and misconduct, with questions
on how practices were able to develop unchallenged when staV must have known or been concerned about
the risk, now more than ever the principles of openness and accountability must translate into practices in
the workplace. It is extremely important that banks and other financial services institutions review their
existing corporate governance structure and their whistleblowing arrangements in particular. Only by
providing an appropriately supportive environment for staV to raise concerns will Boards and management
be able to expect those concerns to surface while they can still be addressed. It is through providing a safe
option for employees that management are made aware of what is going on within the firm and can then
take appropriate action or correct any misperception.

Now is a good time for those institutions to be reviewing their practices, and instituting appropriate
policies and processes where existing arrangements are found to be deficient. The tools with which to
undertake this good governance practice are readily available. Earlier this year, PCaW and the BSI launched
the Best Practice: Publicly Available Specification 1998:2008—Whistleblowing Arrangements Code of
Practice which is available at www.pcaw.co.uk/bsi. The Financial Services Authority also has guidance for
financial services firms on good whistleblowing practice at http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/
SYSC/18 and we would recommend that the FSA consider reminding its regulated entities of the existence
of that guidance.

Commitments to the careful review of whistleblowing arrangements by banks and regulators alike will
ensure that staV are encouraged to raise any concern about malpractice and that their concern will reach the
ears of those in a position to do something about it and will have to answer if they don’t. In this way staV
will understand that their values count and the firm can demonstrate accountability. In a time of decreased
confidence this will play a key role in reassuring investors, customers and the wider public.
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A working whistleblowing culture does not fit within a tick box mentality, but rather it is a safety net,
which sits beneath and reasserts other policies and risk management strategies. It is an organisation’s choice
to take advantage of the Act, good whistleblowing arrangements and of the FSA’s existing guidance, but
much more stands to be gained for an organisation which ensures robust arrangements are in place. Clear
messages need to be sent out going forward to enable staV to challenge bad practice, whether this is in the
board room or at the local branch. Creating a culture in which that is possible serves the double purpose of
a disincentive to malpractice, or if it is already at large, a safeguard against its perpetuation.

We would urge both these organisations to revisit their existing arrangements and further, to ensure that
the culture is genuinely conducive to an environment in which staV feel it is safe and accepted to speak up.
With such a vested public interest in the two organisations, good governance arrangements should meet or
exceed best practice so that both banks are in the strongest position going forward.

11 November 2008

Memorandum from Shelter

Summary

— The number of cases of mortgage arrears and repossessions has risen sharply and is likely to
continue doing so into 2009.

— Too many lenders are taking an aggressive approach to arrears management and failing to treat
repossession as a last resort.

— Irresponsible lending practice is not representative of the whole industry and Shelter has welcomed
the opportunity to work with many lenders on developing and embedding good practice.

— Banks being bailed out with taxpayers’ money must ensure they have sound arrears management
policies in place and only repossess as a genuine last resort.

— Shelter believes that many mortgage lenders could be working more closely with advice agencies
to facilitate access to free, independent advice.

— Shelter is also calling for more support for tenants in properties where the landlord is being
repossessed.

Tackling Mortgage Arrears and Preventing Repossession

1. The number of cases of mortgage arrears and repossessions has risen sharply and is likely to continue
doing so into 2009. The number of owner occupiers with a first charge mortgage repossessed in the first half
of 2008 was 18,900, a 48% increase since the same period last year, and the CML predicts that this will rise
to 45,000 by the end of the year. These figures are mirrored by Shelter’s own experience: between February
and July 2008 the number of people coming to us for help with mortgage repossession actions increased
by 55%.

Lenders’ Repossession Behaviour

2. Too many lenders are taking an aggressive approach to arrears management and failing to treat
repossession as a last resort. The FSA’s recent study of arrears management practices37 highlighted a range
of problems, including that lenders:

— could have done more to consider customers’ individual circumstances and oVer more options to
resolve arrears;

— imposed charges in circumstances that could have resulted in the unfair treatment of customers;
and

— did not exercise suYcient oversight of third parties contracted to carry out mortgage arrears and
repossession handling activities on behalf of lenders.

3. In addition, the study highlighted the following issues with the arrears management practices of some
sub-prime lenders:

— operation of a one size fits all approach, which focuses too strongly on recovering arrears according
to a strict mandate, without reference to borrowers’ circumstances;

— an over-readiness to take court action; and

— lower standards of systems and controls in place to control mortgage arrears handling, including
training and competency arrangements.

37 http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/Library/Communication/PR/2008/087.shtml
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4. We urge lenders to support and promote the pre-action protocol on mortgage arrears, which will take
eVect later this month.38 It requires lenders to demonstrate that they have made reasonable attempts to
discuss and agree alternatives to repossession when borrowers are struggling with their mortgage
repayments.

5. Banks being bailed out with taxpayers’ money must ensure they have sound arrears management
policies in place and only repossess as a last resort.

6. We fully acknowledge that many lenders are very conscious of their responsibilities to vulnerable
homeowners and have been working constructively with Shelter to develop good practice. We welcome the
publication of new industry guidance on dealing with mortgage arrears and possessions.39

Advice and Prevention

7. Shelter believes that some mortgage lenders could be working more closely with advice agencies to
facilitate access to free, independent advice. This should include the following measures:

— time-limited provision of funding for legal aid tailored specifically for homeowners at risk of
repossession, to enable caseworkers to engage in preventative work and negotiation with lenders;

— additional funding for advice to ensure there is capacity for Shelter and other advice agencies to
meet the steep rise in demand; and

— funding to market debt advice services to homeowners most at risk.

8. One major diYculty in preventing repossession actions is identifying and reaching at-risk groups.
Whilst we warmly welcome the Government’s mortgage rescue package, we are concerned that this will not
be eVective unless the existence of this help is eVectively communicated to the most vulnerable households.

9. There is scope for some members of the mortgage industry to play a greater role in signposting and
referring borrowers to free, independent advice, and also in funding this advice, for example by promoting
and referencing the National Homelessness Advice Service (NHAS) mortgage advice leaflet in outgoing
literature.40

Tenants in Repossessed Properties

10. Shelter is calling for more support for tenants in properties where the landlord is being repossessed.
Under the existing legal framework, tenants have no status in this situation and become trespassers once a
possession order takes eVect, even if they have been lawful tenants for a long time. Shelter believes that this
situation is deeply unfair and hopes that lenders will give tenants suYcient time to find suitable
accommodation once a possession order has been granted.

11. We recognise the diYculty in reaching tenants in advance of action, but we suggest that lenders try
to make contact as early as possible in the process. For example, notices could be sent to the household in
an envelope marked with a message such as “Your home is at risk”.

November 2008

Memorandum from Unite

This response is submitted by Unite the Union. Unite is the UK’s largest trade union with 2 million
members across the private and public sectors. The union’s members work in a range of industries including
manufacturing, financial services, print, media, construction, transport and local government, education,
health and not for profit sectors.

Structure and Governance

1. Unite are keen to engage in a meaningful and constructive relationship with Northern Rock at a
strategic level, however are disappointed that more meetings have not taken place. Regular dialogue with
employee representatives and employers is essential to alleviate rumour and speculation among staV.
Keeping employees in the dark does little to improve morale among the workforce or to build bridges
between staV and senior management.

2. The whole area of Government debt repayment and exit from Temporary Public Ownership has been
linked to a bonus scheme which, whilst welcomed by staV who have seen promotion and internal grade
wages frozen, is viewed as over generous towards senior management. A number of senior level managers
have left the organisation, however many still remain. This has led to resentment among staV as many of
them are still receiving bonus.

38 http://www.civiljusticecouncil.gov.uk/files/Mortgage Pre-Action protocol 21 Oct.pdf
39 http://www.cml.org.uk/cml/media/press/1965
40 http://www.nhas.org.uk/publications events.htm
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3. The bonus scheme, which was recently announced by the Treasury, covers a three year period. This
would seem to contradict the government’s recommendations that long term strategies should be sought
where possible to eliminate short term gain based on high risk.

4. StaV will receive 10% of salary in the first year. However it has been reported that senior managers are
likely to receive up to 30% bonus this year. This has outraged employees who see the senior managers as
responsible for the present position of Northern Rock including the redundancy of one third of their
colleagues.

5. The majority of staV employed with Northern Rock do not earn huge salaries. In fact some of our
members top up their salaries with government benefits including working tax credits. The bonus provided
to staV has caused a number of individuals to request that they forego their bonus as they are likely to lose
the tax credits they receive which are worth more to them in the long term.

Financial Performance and Impact on Competition

6. Unite is keen that the Northern Rock is returned to the private sector as a going concern and notes
that more than half of the funds provided by the Government, have since been repaid. However Unite has
concerns that the reason for this rapid repay is that the same target based systems remain in place as before.

7. Unite is concerned that whilst Northern Rock pursues a rapid repayment programme, its business
practice may lead to a deterioration in the quality of its mortgage loan book. This is due to increases in
arrears and repossessions from its “together” mortgage, which, following repayment of the loan, may result
in an less attractive company to potential buyers.

8. For Unite it would unfortunately appear that while Northern Rock has been nationalised and is
subject to limited Government restrictions and controls, many of the practices which led to the crisis in the
organisation remain in place.

9. Employees remain tied to incentivised selling driven by the strategic objective of repaying Government
borrowing. This perpetuates and may indeed encourage misselling of products to consumers.

10. A further development that Unite would like to bring to the Committee’s attention is the 1.5% cap
operated by Northern Rock on UK deposits. Whilst this was originally in place to prevent Northern Rock
having an unfair market advantage over other banks due to Government guarantees, events have now
changed. With the Governments guarantee now extended to other institutions, the cap has resulted in
Northern Rock being place at a disadvantage and having to withdraw some of its saving products.

11. The uncertainty over the banks future and security of employment during this time are of great
concern to many of Unite’s members who remain employees of the bank.

Relationship with Customers since Nationalisation

12. Unite are please that Northern Rock intends to pass on recent Bank of England base rate changes to
consumers. However, notes that a previous rate cut was not passed on in full. It could be argued that for
Northern Rock to retain the diVerence when rates are cut, is re-financing the balance sheet at financial cost
to consumers.

13. It has also been reported to Unite that customers whose mortgages are in arrears are being pressured
into moving their debt elsewhere, again to relieve the debt burden and reduce Northern Rock’s debt
repayment obligations.

14. It was Northern Rock’s lending criteria which lent 125%! mortgages to customers, and who are now
not prepared to assist these same consumers get themselves out of their financial diYculties. The
Government must challenge Northern Rock on these issues if they are in any way committed to properly
managing Northern Rock’s new business strategy.

15. Unite has concerns that the quick repayment of the borrowing to government and a return to the
private sector is the main objective of Northern Rock, not long term sustainability. This will then allow the
target based practices and short term decisions which led them to the position they now find themselves in
to continue and a reoccurrence of the liquidity crisis in the future could therefore happen again.
Sustainability should be sought at all costs over a financial quick fix.

16. As a nationalised company Northern Rock’s business decisions must have some level of social bearing
and must be seen to be treating customers fairly. The Government must ensure that good sense and moral
obligation prevails under their stewardship.

17. This has been evident in the retention of the Northern Rock Foundation which provides significant
benefit to the local communities in the North East of England. Unite very much welcomes this obligation
and the Bank’s commitment to the scheme in the long term.
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Unite would however wish to add a further bullet:

Relationship with Employees

18. Unite has produced a Social Contract for Financial Services which lays out recommendations for
Government and employers in the sector to adhere to.

These recommendations are:

— Recognition of Unite as a key stakeholder in the future of the financial services industry.

— To ensure the employment security of employees in the finance sector.

— To protect and improve the terms and conditions of employees, including pension arrangements.

— End the remuneration packages of senior executives which reward short-termism and irresponsible
risk taking.

— Overhaul of the regulatory structures of the financial services sector to include trade union
involvement in order to enhance the accountability of finance institutions.

19. In the present economic and social climate Unite believes that a social agenda must be adopted by
employers in the sector to regain consumer and employee confidence and to ensure the future success of the
sector. The Unite Social Contract for Financial Services should form a basis for dialogue with employers in
the sector at every opportunity.

November 2008

Memorandum from Which?

Summary

— It is diYcult to judge the long-term competitive impact given the uncertain and changing market
environment.

— However, on balance, consumers are likely to benefit more by a stronger competitive presence by
Northern Rock given the spate of recent concentrations and bank failures. As a result Northern
Rock’s existing “competitive framework” may need to be revised.

— Competition is the principal means of delivering better outcomes for consumers, who must live
with consequences of state intervention and its impact on competition for the foreseeable future. A
wider review of banking is therefore needed that will consider amongst other things the competitive
landscape and any necessary reforms in the months and years ahead.

— The rapid shrinking of Northern Rock’s mortgage business is in stark contrast to the
Government’s requirement that other lenders receiving public support maintain “the availability
and active marketing of competitively priced mortgage lending (other than in the non-conforming
market) over the next three years at a level at least equivalent to that of 2007”.41

— Northern Rock’s post-nationalisation treatment of customers raises serious concerns in two
particular areas:

— Withdrawal of competitive mortgage products has led to a significant number of customers
being trapped on the lender’s very high standard variable rate.

— Customers who are falling into arrears appear to be more likely to be repossessed than those
of other lenders.

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Which? is concerned about customers who are re-mortgaging, facing arrears and repossessions. We
expect banks to fully follow guidance to treat customers fairly if facing financial diYculty. We also want to
see banks pass on in full, and immediately, any cut in the base rate to their Standard Variable Rates (SVRs).
With the collapse in availability of mortgage deals and fall in house prices, the only choice for many
consumers approaching the end of fixed deals will be to move onto banks’ SVRs. To help cushion consumers
in the current period, reducing SVRs in line with base rates is a pragmatic consumer focused solution. We
expect the banks that have received taxpayer funds to lead the way. However, the picture that emerges when
analysing Northern Rock’s behaviour towards its customers shows that this is not the case.

1.2 Which? has also expressed its concerns about the decreasing competition in UK retail banking and
the nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley have further contributed to our concerns.
EVective competition occurs where consumers are able to actively engage in a market by switching to better

41 HM Treasury, Evidence to the OFT on the proposed Lloyds TSB and HBOS merger, Annex A.
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oVers. This drives firms to deliver lower prices and higher quality due to the risk of losing customers.42 There
are two features of retail financial services—the business model employed by banks and the relative weakness
of consumers—that play a significant role in retarding eVective competition for each relevant market
considered further below.

1.3 Which? believes the consumer interest needs to be given greater priority within the structures set up
to deal with the current diYculties. The government’s National Economic Council—a cabinet committee
created to manage the present economic situation—is supported by a range of bodies giving business and
trade unions access to Ministers and influence on decision-making. The absence of a voice for consumers is
a glaring omission. Which? wants the supporting structures of the National Economic Council reformed to
include strong consumer representation.

1.4 Our response will focus on the impact of Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley on competition
and the relationship between Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley and their customers since
nationalisation.

2.0 Impact on Competition

Introduction

2.1 Which? welcomes the Committee’s attention to the competitive impact of Northern Rock and
Bradford & Bingley. Consumers of financial products, including personal current accounts, mortgages and
savings, benefit from open and vigorous competition between banks and other institutions. Unfortunately,
financial services and in particularly banking services have a poor record of delivering eVective competition
for the benefit of consumers.43

2.2 The current “credit crunch” fundamentally aVects the conditions of competition through recent
significant market concentrations, weak consumer confidence and concerns over the security of deposits.44

Although it is appropriate that the Government act to ensure stability of the financial system, from which
all market participants’ benefit, its interventions to date have paid little regard to the medium to long term
implications for consumers from the recent significant weakening of the competitive environment. As
market conditions return to normal, consumers will face particular hardship if Government has failed to
ensure the pre-conditions for competition have been maintained and enhanced.

2.3 This part sets out Which?’s overview of two possible competition issues, unfair competition or a
weakening in rivalry, and is followed by a more detailed assessment, in particular in respect of mortgage
products.

2.4 Which?’s conclusions on competition issues are:

— It is diYcult to judge the long-term competitive impact given the uncertain and changing market
environment.

— However, on balance, consumers are likely to benefit more by a stronger competitive presence by
Northern Rock given the spate of recent concentrations and bank failures. As a result Northern
Rock’s existing “competitive framework” may need to be revised.

— Competition is the principal means of delivering better outcomes for consumers, who must live
with consequences of state intervention and its impact on competition for the foreseeable future. A
wider review of banking is therefore needed that will consider amongst other things the competitive
landscape and any necessary reforms in the months and years ahead.

— The rapid shrinking of Northern Rock’s mortgage business is in stark contrast to the
Government’s requirement that other lenders receiving public support maintain “the availability
and active marketing of competitively priced mortgage lending (other than in the non-conforming
market) over the next three years at a level at least equivalent to that of 2007”.45

General comments on competition

2.5 The main product markets aVected are principally mortgages, followed by savings (ISAs and regular
deposit savings) and personal loans. Which?’s assessment has focused on mortgages and to some extent
saving products, neither Northern Rock nor Bradford & Bingley have a significant share of personal current
accounts.

42 Paragraph 5.3 Personal current accounts in the UK, July 2008, OFT.
43 For example see the conclusions of the Cruickshank Report, Competition in UK Banking, A Report to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, March 2000, Don Cruickshank; Personal current account banking services in Northern Ireland, Market
Investigation 15 May 2007, Competition Commission; and Personal current accounts in the UK, July 2008, OFT.

44 A recent survey found UK consumer confidence lowest since the 1990s recession, with concern over the economic situation
a main contributor (GfK NOP Consumer Confidence Barometer, http://www.gfknop.com/customresearch-uk/pressinfo/
releases/singlearticles/003126/index.en.html). Which?’s own survey of 1000 GB adults conducted in October this year found
40% of respondents worried about security of savings, the highest single factor.

45 HM Treasury, Evidence to the OFT on the proposed Lloyds TSB and HBOS merger, Annex A.
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2.6 State intervention in the private banking sector, under the current credit crunch conditions, may
broadly have two impacts. First, the potential for “unfair” competition, with a publicly backed bank seeking
to exploit greater wholesale purchasing power and possibly improved confidence of consumers due to secure
deposits, leveraging this into aggressive growth of market share. In the short term, consumers would likely
benefit from reductions in borrowing costs or increases in savings rates. In the longer term, the publicly
backed bank may be able to exploit its position if rivals have consequently been weakened.

2.7 Second, a weakening of the “competitive fringe”, where banks are forced to merge and/or reduce the
range and value of their commercial oVerings despite public ownership. This weakens the rivalry between
banks and may eliminate potential “maverick” banks that may compete aggressively to capture customers
from existing larger players. A weakening of competition can have serious consequences for consumer in
the short and long term, particularly where changes to the market structure become embedded due to weak
consumer confidence.46

2.8 The net eVect on competition between these two outcomes will depend upon the confidence of
consumers, the extent of concentration in the banking sector and the strength of barriers to entry or
expansion in the future, including any diYculty accessing liquid wholesale funds.

2.9 Assessing the likely outcomes on competition is diYcult at present given that financial conditions are
far from normal. State intervention itself can be expected to be of relatively short duration and subject to
EC State Aid rules. Consumers will live with the consequences of any measure to maintain financial stability
for the foreseeable future, absent any wider ranging review of banking and subsequent interventions.47

Northern Rock

2.10 Until its recent financial diYculties, Northern Rock was the fifth largest lender of residential
mortgages, pursuing an aggressive strategy to grow market share (albeit that this appeared unsustainable).48

Northern Rock continues to hold mortgage and savings accounts, and compete for new business although
on much tighter terms than in 2007 (for example Northern Rock’s loan-to-value requirements are typically
75% and no more than 90%).49 Its market share will have likely shrunk, not only due to overall market
conditions but as part of its strategy as set out in its “competitive framework”.50 Northern Rock’s gross
mortgage lending for the first half of 2008 was just £1.8 billion. Substantial redemptions led to the overall
amount of mortgages outstanding from Northern Rock to shrink by £13 billion.51

2.11 In the wider market the availability and terms of mortgage lending has fallen significantly, with gross
mortgage lending for residential mortgages falling by more than 50% in August 2008 to £6 billion, compared
to the same time last year at £16.2 billion.52 Lenders have tightened their criteria and it is virtually
impossible to obtain a mortgage with a loan to value of greater than 90%.

2.12 The competitive framework acknowledges that a publicly owned bank may be perceived as having
an unfair competitive advantage. It sets out a number of principles aimed at limiting the growth and market
share of Northern Rock while in public ownership. These include limiting growth of retail deposits and gross
new mortgage acquisition. In addition, it states that the quality of its deposit products will purposely keep
it out of the “the top 3 in any one of the defined 15 Moneyfacts retail deposit categories”.

2.13 Since Northern Rock entered public ownership there have been a number of further mergers or other
concentrations, and a significant increase in the extent of state support for banking institutions.53 These all
significantly eVect the competitive environment. The OYce of Fair Trading’s (OFT’s) recent report to the
Secretary of State in respect of the proposed HBOS/Lloyds merger identified a significant impact on the
mortgage market, finding a realistic prospect of a “substantial lessening of competition” for mortgage
products.54 The report notes that, more generally for mortgages, market entry conditions are likely to
become more diYcult due to low wholesale market liquidity while switching costs have risen as lenders
attempt to cherry-pick low risk customers and oVer fewer products.55 Which? also considers that entry

46 Market structure refers to the number, size and strength of firms operating in a market and the potential for competitive
expansion or entry by new rivals. Consumers’ financial capability in recognised as relatively low, potentially weakening the
competitive constraint imposed by consumers who may be especially reluctant to reengage with financial services markets in
the future (Financial Capability in the UK: Establishing a Baseline, Financial Services Authority).

47 Which? calls on the government to establish an independent review to determine the future of banking, ensuring that the
interests of the consumer are put at the centre of any reform.

48 Mortgages: Weathering the Credit Storm, Finance Intelligence, March 2008, Mintel.
49 See Northern Rock’s website: http://www.northernrock.co.uk/mortgages/current-rates/purchase
50 See Northern Rock’s website: http://companyinfo.northernrock.co.uk/corporateRelations/competitiveFramework.asp
51 http://companyinfo.northernrock.co.uk/downloads/HalfYear Results 08.08.01.pdf, page 7
52 See Council of Mortgage Lenders data at: http://www.cml.org.uk/cml/statistics
53 This includes, for example, the merger of Alliance and Leicester with Banco Santander, transfer of Icelandic banks’ retail

deposits to ING, the proposed merger of HBOS/Lloyds TSB and proposed merger of Cheshire, Derbyshire and Nationwide
Building Societies. State support has been extended to the leading 5 high street banks and Nationwide. See Financial Stability
Report, October 2008, Issue 24, Bank of England.

54 Paragraph 203, Anticipated acquisition by Lloyds TSB plc or HBOS plc, Report to the Secretary of State for Business Enterprise
and Regulatory Reform, 24 October 2008, OYce of Fair Trading.

55 Paragraph 189 and 191—92, Ibid.
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conditions for saving products will worsen, in particular as EEA passport firms are unlikely to compete
vigorously or be favoured by consumers concerned with deposit security following recent, high-profile
failures (eg ICESAVE).

2.14 Which? considers that the risk of “unfair competition” from Northern Rock seems weak, given the
many significant changes to market conditions since its nationalisation. Any prospect of aggressively
growing its market share appears unlikely given liquidity problems and its remaining weakness. Further, if
it did seek to grow market share, through better product oVers to consumers, this growth would be “organic”
in contrast to the significant “jump” in market structure resulting from the anticipated HBOS/Lloyds
merger. In that case, the Government considered financial stability over-ruled the serious competition
concerns identified by the OFT. The Government has also made clear that it intends to ensure depositors’
funds remain safe across the UK banking system, in that respect Northern Rock has no special advantage.
Last, Which? considers that the European Commission State Aid regime is the appropriate instrument to
ensure that recipients of state aid do not distort competition, rather than a self-imposed unilateral decision
to not compete as implied by Northern Rock’s “competitive framework” that does not appear to help
customers, tax-payers or prospective shareholders.56

2.15 In contrast, as identified by the OFT, a significant weakening in competition is likely for mortgages.
Which? also consider that competitiveness of saving products may also suVer. Northern Rock’s current
competitive approach does not appear to be delivering value to customers, and may be directly harming their
interests.57 The extension of Government aid to other banks largely eliminates Northern Rock as a “special
case”. The net impact on market structure suggests that weakened competition may become entrenched for
a considerable period of time. In these circumstances, consumers would directly benefit from a more
prominent, competitive, role by Northern Rock. As such, it is an appropriate time to revise its competitive
framework policy.

Bradford & Bingley

2.16 Bradford & Bingley has eVectively been eliminated as a competitive rival to mortgage lenders and
its deposit savings and other products passed to Abbey.58 This outcome contributes to the general
concentration occurring in the market for retail financial products, worsening the competitive position
overall. To date, the smaller (often demutualised) building societies have oVered an active “competitive
fringe”, which has not been considerably weakened. The loss of Bradford & Bingley emphasise the potential
long term weakening of competition, supporting the need for a broad ranging independent review of UK
banking.

3.0 The Relationship between Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley and their Customers
Since Nationalisation

3.1 Which? welcomes the opportunity to comment on this issue. Our response will focus on the
relationship between Northern Rock and its customers as we do not have any suYcient evidence to establish
a conclusive picture of the relationship between Bradford and Bingley and its customers.

3.2 The current economic climate is putting significant financial strain on an ever growing number of UK
households. Figures released by the Financial Services Authority show that 11,054 people lost their homes
in the three-months period from April to June this year.59 In addition, 312,000 homeowners were in arrears
for at least 1.5% of their current loan balance.60 Furthermore, unemployment has risen by 164,000 in the
three months to August.

3.3 Northern Rock’s mortgage business strategy seems to consist of telling many of its existing customers
to go elsewhere and coming down hard on those who have got nowhere to go by having a relatively high
standard variable rate and a “rapid” move towards repossession.

3.4 Since Northern Rock was taken into public ownership in February 2008, Northern Rock has been
criticised for systematically moving their customers to new mortgage providers. The number of outstanding
Northern Rock mortgages has dropped from 782,000 at the end of 2007 to 662,000 in June 2008.61

56 A condition of State Aid is that it will not distort competition. It is not clear to Which? whether the competitive framework
is a direct result or requirement of the agreed State Aid package, but its non-compete policy appears to be more distortionary
than perhaps originally envisaged or considered likely following the recent significant market changes. Arguably, Northern
Rock’s competitive position is already weakened (and therefore “distorted”) as a consequence of state aid that requires it to
pay penalty interest rates to HM Treasury (See page 16, Northern Rock and the European Union, June 2008, Tim Congdon).

57 Although, like other banks, Northern Rock did pass-on the recent significant interest base-rate cut of 1.5% to its mortgage
customers its Standard Variable Rate remains one of the highest on oVer in the market (see Lenders heed calls for rate cuts,
7 November 2008, http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/7716086.stm).

58 See Financial Stability Report, October 2008, Issue 24, Bank of England.
59 FSA Statistics on mortgage lending October 2008 edition.
60 ibid.
61 Northern Rock plc Annual Report and Accounts 2007 and Half Year Results 6 months ended 30 June 2008.
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3.5 For existing mortgage customers, Northern Rock has indicated that it is unable to oVer them new
Northern Rock mortgage deals when they reach the end of their initial fixed rate deal. It has entered into a
three year agreement with Lloyds TSB in June 2008, under which Northern Rock will write to maturing
customers who qualify, providing them with the opportunity to apply for a Lloyds TSB mortgage product
as one of their options.

3.6 Whilst this is part of the process to put itself into a position that allows it to reduce the amount owed
to the Government, this process has also produced some significant financial hardships for some Northern
Rock customers. Before the start of its financial decline last autumn, Northern Rock held 10% of the UK
mortgage market and was known as a specialist lender focusing on providing customers with 100% !

mortgage loans under the name “Together mortgage”.

3.7 Some Northern Rock customers with a Together Mortgage whose fixed rate deal comes to an end are
unable to remortgage with other lenders as 100% LTV deals are no longer available in the market.
Competition in the mortgage market has eVectively ceased to function for those with a Loan to Value of
over 90% and house prices have fallen by 13.7% in the year to October 2008. This means that many Together
mortgage customers will therefore be prisoners of Northern Rock’s irresponsible lending and be forced to
move onto Northern Rock’s Standard Variable Rate which is one of the highest in the market.

3.8 By September 2008, Northern Rock had repossessed 4,201 properties and 2.14% of its mortgage book
was three months or more in arrears by June. The bank is also well known for is repossessing more homes
than any other lender despite public assurances that repossession remains the last resort.62

3.9 Northern Rock repossessions rose 68% in the first half of 2008.63 The industry average for
repossessions in the first half of this year was 0.18% compared to 0.56% for Northern Rock.64 Despite the
public protestations that repossession remains the last resort, Northern Rock’s management states clearly
in its half year results report that the increase in repossessions is “in line with the company’s policy of rapid
movement towards recovery where it is clear he borrower will not maintain payments”.65

3.10 According to advice agencies, Northern Rock is also known for chasing borrowers for outstanding
debt after repossessing their home.66

3.11 According to press reports, Northern Rock has admitted that 70% of the 4,201 repossessed
properties on its books at the end of September were the homes of Together customers.67

3.12 Northern Rock customers will also only partly benefit from the recent government announcement
that ISMI will be paid after 12 weeks instead of nine months from April 2009. This is due to the way that
interest payments are calculated. The Government currently uses a formula of base rate plus 1.58%.
However, Northern Rock’s standard variable rate even after the latest cut will be 5.84%, leaving its
customers with a gap of 1.26% to cover themselves. Northern Rock customers are faced with this shortfall
because until the latest rate change it only reduced its standard variable by 0.15% to 7.34% after the Bank
of England cut the base rate by 0.5% on 8 October.

3.13 There have also been reports in the press that Northern Rock employees stand to receive 10% of
their salary when a quarter of the loan is repaid this year, and 10% if three-quarters is paid oV next year, a
spokeswoman confirmed. When the loan has cleared, they could get a further 15% reward and another 25%
of their salaries when Northern Rock is eventually returned to the private sector.68

3.14 On 1 November, a further tranche of the Northern Rock’s fixed-rate mortgage deals expired. Some
of these customers will move from a rate of 3.99% to 5.84%. On a £200,000 loan, this equates to an extra
£2,500 a year in repayments.

11 November 2008

Memorandum from the Building Societies AssociationExecutive Summary

The Building Societies Association considers that certain features of the financial structure of Bradford
& Bingley involve unjust enrichment by the Government at building societies’ and banks’ expense. The BSA
is also concerned about the continuing competitive advantages enjoyed by the nationalised banks at a time
when both wholesale and retail depositors are unduly motivated to prefer Government-backed institutions.

62 Northern Rock Chief Executive Gary HoVman in an interview with the Journal.
63 Northern Rock plc Half Year Results six months ended 30 June 2008.
64 ibid.
65 ibid, page 10.
66 The advice agency Credit Action has been publicly criticised for pursuing debtors.
67 Financial Adviser 23 October 2008.
68 The Journal, 23 October 2008.
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Introduction

1. The Building Societies Association (BSA) represents all 59 building societies in the United Kingdom.
Building societies have total assets of over £360 billion and, together with their subsidiaries, hold residential
mortgages of £250 billion, more than 20% of the total outstanding in the UK. Societies hold about £235
billion of retail deposits, accounting for more than 20% of all such deposits in the UK. Building societies
also account for about 37% of all cash ISA balances. Building societies employ over 51,500 full and part-
time staV and operate through more than 2,000 branches.

2. The Committee invited written evidence on the following topics in particular:

— The current structure and governance of Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley.

— The financial performance of Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley.

— The future plans of Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley.

— The impact of Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley on competition.

— The relationship between Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley and their customers since
nationalisation.

This memorandum addresses the first and fourth topics only and sets out the Association’s concerns
on each.

Competition

3. Despite the published commitments that Northern Rock has adhered to since 31 March 2008,
Northern Rock has had a substantial eVect on competition, particularly in the UK retail savings market.
After the publication of these commitments Northern Rock oVered very competitive rates, and in recent
months the appeal of the Government guarantee covering all deposit balances with the nationalised bank
appears to have grown, as the public’s certainty and trust has been impaired by the problems experienced
by HBOS, Bradford & Bingley and the UK operations of the Icelandic banks.

4. As a result, Northern Rock has attracted substantial inflows, growing its deposit balances by more than
£5 billion in the nine months to the end of September 2008, having had £10.5 billion outstanding balances
at the end of 2007. The BSA estimates that total deposit balances in the UK grew by almost £61 billion over
the same period, meaning that Northern Rock achieved a market share of approximately 8.3% of the change
in balances, well above its self-imposed limit of 1.5% of total UK retail balances outstanding.69 As a result
of this distortion, the BSA wrote to the Economic Secretary in September to ask for Northern Rock’s
influence to be curtailed and we were pleased when Northern Rock subsequently withdrew some of its
savings range.

5. The BSA is also concerned about the potential distortion to the UK mortgage market if the
nationalised banks expand their mortgage lending in the future in anticipation of a private sale.
Furthermore, when considering deciding the interest rates to charge on mortgage products, the nationalised
mortgage banks do not necessarily have to consider the interests of savers to the same extent as private sector
deposit takers such as building societies.

6. The BSA and its members continue to monitor the activities of the nationalised banks. In addition, we
await the European Commission’s decision on its investigation into the State aid granted to Northern Rock.
The Association’s submission to the EC investigation is attached to this memorandum [Not printed].

Structure and Governance

7. In the following paragraphs we briefly contrast the financial structures of Northern Rock and Bradford
& Bingley, as the Association understands them, in order to explain building societies’ serious concerns
about the latter.

8. The financial structure of Northern Rock is that the shares in that company have been transferred to
a Government nominee, and its business is now substantially financed by a large loan from the Bank of
England/Government, alongside ordinary banking liabilities, both retail and wholesale. The bank remains
open for business but is running down its loan assets so as to repay, gradually, both wholesale funding and
the Bank/Government’s loan.

9. By contrast, the Government has transferred the whole of Bradford & Bingley’s retail banking
liabilities, by Order, to Abbey Santander (which business does not concern us further) as well as acquiring
the shares in the rump of Bradford & Bingley itself. The transfer to Abbey Santander was financed by both
an unconventional use of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (permitted by the Order made under
the Special Provisions Act) and a direct loan from the Government. The result is that the rump of Bradford

69 Based on information from Northern Rock’s trading updates and on Bank of England data, comprising deposits with banks,
building societies, NS&I and non-interest bearing accounts and notes and coins.
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& Bingley is mainly financed, not by the Government, but by the remainder of the banking industry through
the FSCS. The Association considers that some elements of this financing structure are wrong in principle
and inequitable.

10. Under the Bradford & Bingley Order, the FSCS was compelled to pay Abbey Santander the sum of
£14 billion to balance the retail banking liabilities the latter was taking on. The Treasury similarly paid £4
billion. The wholesale deposits with Bradford & Bingley remained in place, as these were now explicitly
guaranteed by the Government. The size of the payment from the FSCS reflected the proportion of those
retail banking liabilities that would have been compensated by the FSCS if the scheme had been triggered
in the normal way, while the payment from the Treasury covered the remainder. The FSCS payment was
funded by an interest-bearing loan from the Government, and this interest—amounting to an estimated £900
million in a full year—will be raised by a levy on other banks and building societies.

11. Unlike Northern Rock, the rump of Bradford & Bingley is not, we understand, open for new business
(although wholesale deposits continue to be renewed or replaced), but is to be wound down rapidly through
the repayment or sale of its loan assets (which, in the meantime, continue to earn interest). The recoveries
from this process are to be allocated between the Treasury and the FSCS.

12. Building societies are galled that, having pursued a more prudent business model, in compliance with
the Building Societies Act, they are now suVering the depredations of the FSCS levies caused by the
imprudence of Bradford & Bingley and its former management. But they recognise that under the FSCS the
cost of compensating deposits at failed banks does fall on the rest of the banking industry. (That is why the
Association has emphasised, in its responses to the Tripartite consultations on banking reform, that
prevention—by truly eVective regulation—is better than cure—by SRR and FSCS payouts.) Building
societies are, however, indignant that in two aspects—described below—of the resulting financial structure
of Bradford & Bingley, the Government has unjustly enriched itself at their expense. The Association has
raised both these matters with the Treasury but remains dissatisfied with its responses so far.

13. Our first grievance relates to the non-payment of interest by Bradford & Bingley to the FSCS. The
Order provides for Bradford & Bingley in due course to repay the principal of the £14 billion to the FSCS,
but makes no provision for any interest—so this liability is interest-free. However, the FSCS itself is paying
interest to the Government on the corresponding £14 billion loan. The eVect of this is that, since Bradford
& Bingley’s loan book continues to earn interest, but is part funded on an interest free basis—that
proportion of the gross interest received accrues to the benefit of the new owners of the rump Bradford &
Bingley, who are—the Government. The consequence for building societies is that the levies they pay to
cover the FSCS’ interest bill are totally irrecoverable, even if Bradford & Bingley ultimately repays all the
principal owing and leaves a surplus for its shareholder. This is completely unacceptable, and was entirely
avoidable as the Order could easily have specified that the Bradford & Bingley’s liability to the FSCS carried
interest at a suitable rate.

14. Our second grievance relates to the priority of distribution, as between the FSCS and the
Government, of the recoveries from Bradford & Bingley. After some persistent questioning, we have been
told that these recoveries will first repay the Government’s loan and only then, if the recoveries are suYcient,
will the FSCS receive any repayment—that is, the FSCS is subordinated to the Government. But the FSCS
is still liable ultimately to repay to the Government the whole of the £14 billion loan it has received. As a
result, the remainder of the FSCS loan, whatever cannot be recovered from Bradford & Bingley, will be
repaid from further levies on banks and building societies. The subordination enhances the Government’s
prospects of recovering all its £4 billion loan and, by the same token, worsens the FSCS’ chances of
recovering its £14 billion, thereby directly damaging our member societies, who, together with the banks are
compelled to make up the shortfall.

15. We have already challenged the Government on this. The subordination is being justified on the basis
that this is how the FSCS would at the time have operated, if Bradford & Bingley had gone into insolvency
and individual depositors had to make compensation claims. Under such circumstances, it may be
reasonable for those depositors to recover their uncompensated losses first (though the authorities have now
abandoned this approach for future claims, and did so within days of the Bradford & Bingley order being
made so that, in respect of Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander and Heritable Bank, the FSCS and the
Government rank equally—a policy change foreshadowed by the FSA in June but only implemented in
October). But the Association utterly rejects this analogy as a basis for subordinating the FSCS (and its
contributors) to the Government, where the individual depositors have already been transferred to Abbey
Santander and so held harmless in the wind down of Bradford & Bingley.

November 2008
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Memorandum from SRM Global Fund

On behalf of (“SRM”) I am writing to the Treasury Select Committee in advance of its evidence session
with Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley on Tuesday 18th November. Thank you for giving us the
opportunity to comment.

SRM is an investment fund which typically makes long term investments in undervalued companies.
SRM was the largest shareholder in Northern Rock before it was nationalised and acquired our
shareholding of 11.5% after it was announced the Bank of England was acting as lender of last resort and
in reliance upon the Chancellor’s public statement that he would continue to support Northern Rock for
the duration of the crisis. SRM took a close interest in the discussions to find a private sector solution and
oVered a commitment to make a serious and substantial injection of equity to help recapitalise Northern
Rock.

We believe that, as a result of the nationalisation and the Government’s policies since then, a key source
of pressure to keep mortgage rates low in the UK has been removed, many borrowers have lost and will lose
their homes unnecessarily, and UK house prices will fall further than they need to, causing serious damage
to the UK economy.

SRM argued against the nationalisation of Northern Rock, but in any event, we (together with other
institutional and private shareholders) expected that the Government would honour its legal obligations and
pay full and fair compensation for the expropriation of our solvent company. Certain of Northern Rock’s
shareholders are consequently seeking judicial review of the criteria for compensation imposed on the valuer
appointed by HM Treasury. The case is due to be heard in the Administrative Court in January next year.

A potential sale of Northern Rock to LloydsTSB was apparently vetoed in September 2007 by the
Tripartite Authorities. There is a marked contrast with the Government’s behaviour over the LloydsTSB/
HBOS merger in mid 2008. It is tragic that it has taken the Government a year to come round to
understanding the systemic risks involved and it is particularly galling for the many small shareholders of
Northern Rock who (unlike their HBOS and, for example, RBS counterparts) have seen all value in their
company seized by the Government.

In the report of the Treasury Select Committee “The Run on The Rock” it is noted that the Governor of
the Bank of England firmly believed that the use of public funds to rescue Northern Rock would involve
“moral hazard”. Yet when the SLS was introduced in April 2008 and when HM Treasury took steps to
recapitalise major UK banks this autumn, any consideration of “moral hazard” was absent. This incorrect
interpretation and obsession by the Governor of moral hazard has of itself caused severe hazard to the UK
economy and its citizens.

It is painfully ironic that the private sector recapitalisation that was proposed for Northern Rock before
nationalisation, with Government liquidity support, is exactly what the Government is pressing upon other
UK banks in 2008—this time, without seeing the need to expropriate any shares and, to add insult to injury,
with the oVer of additional Government equity if necessary. Even though institutional shareholders were
willing to inject further funds into Northern Rock recapitalisation was not permitted and the shares were
seized.

With the remit of the Committee’s evidence session in mind, SRM believes it is helpful for you to be aware
of a number of factors pertinent to your inquiry.

On 18 December we wrote to the Chancellor of the Exchequer once the possibility of nationalisation of
Northern Rock had been first raised and clearly stated, although even we did not realise how prescient our
warning would be, that nationalisation would be “politically and economically’ expensive for the
Government . . . all concerned will suVer humiliation in the eyes of other countries around the world and
create a lack of confidence in the UK banking system”.

These sentiments echoed earlier comments by other Northern Rock shareholders, examples of which are
attached [Not printed].

SRM considers that Northern Rock should not have been nationalised. Had HMG simply oVered the
liquidity support that is now (finally) being oVered to other UK banks, Northern Rock could simply have
continued to operate like those other banks, with additional equity capital from private sources.

As the Government and the Bank of England have belatedly recognized, there is a large systemic funding
gap in the UK banking system arising from the use of wholesale deposits. The Government allowed that
funding gap to arise over a number of years. Once new wholesale funding froze, and the Government failed
aggressively to step in to ensure suYcient liquidity to UK banks, a self-reinforcing problem was created in
which further weakness in the UK economy made it less and less likely that UK banks would be able to
obtain wholesale funding. It has taken the Government over a year to recognize the situation.

The nationalisation led to two problems.

First, Northern Rock had been one of the most competitive players in the UK mortgage market. The
nationalisation removed that competition, allowing other banks to raise mortgage rates. Forcing Northern
Rock to shrink its balance sheet aggressively has meant that borrowers with the strongest credit have
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remortgaged with other banks. Other mortgage providers have been able to increase their market share at
a very real cost to potential borrowers. An example of this is the recent reluctance by lenders to pass on rate
cuts to their customers.

The remaining borrowers still with Northern Rock have suVered punitively high interest rates and are
consequently more likely to default. Those who do default are seeing their houses aggressively foreclosed.
None of this is necessary. We do not believe that the creation of a concentrated portfolio of poor quality
mortgages is in the interests of the Government (Northern Rock’s new owner). It will inevitably mean that
Northern Rock will suVer unnecessary increased losses.

That means that more houses have been and will be foreclosed upon than necessary, mortgage costs have
risen much higher than necessary, and UK house prices will fall more than necessary.

Since the nationalization of Northern Rock, a vast amount of liquidity and other support has been oVered
to UK banks, without their shares being expropriated with no compensation. The other banks who are
benefiting from liquidity support are not being forced aggressively to shrink their balance sheets in this way.
Indeed the Government has sought to make them promise exactly the opposite. The straightjacket which the
Government has unnecessarily allowed the European Commission to impose on Northern Rock under State
Aid rules has done profound harm to the UK housing market and to many borrowers.

Northern Rock is just one of a number of banks in receipt of Government help throughout the European
Union but it is the only one in the UK to suVer from being considered in receipt of rescue and restructuring
aid by the European Commission—despite the fact that European law specifically provides that state aid
rules need not apply in cases of widespread systemic disruption. Given the large number of recapitalisations
of UK banks underway with the support of HM Treasury, no-one appears willing to enquire why Northern
Rock should be forced to shrink its balance sheet in a way that is causing continued large and unnecessary
damage to the UK housing market.

As an expropriated shareholder, you will not be surprised to learn we have been closely monitoring the
actions of Northern Rock as a nationalised company. We are dismayed that it has been working against the
interests of so many of its customers and in doing so it appears to have undermined the years of hard work
in collecting customers of very high credit quality. We find it outrageous that thousands more jobs have been
lost than would have been the case under any of the private sector alternatives.

We believe a private sector solution would have kept mortgages more competitive and therefore cheaper
across the market and would have paid the government back with a decent profit. In short, we think a private
sector owned Northern Rock would have kept more homeowners in their houses. A private sector solution
would also have provided additional equity to give the Government an even greater buVer against suVering
any potential loss.

Second, the nationalisation and unfair terms that the government is attempting to impose upon former
Northern Rock shareholders led directly to the run on the share prices of other UK banks. These factors
encouraged short sellers and other sellers to specifically target UK banks with potential short term liquidity
problems and have caused unnecessary and severe damage to the UK banking system, UK homeowners and
the UK economy as a whole.

Northern Rock as a nationalised company is neither serving the market place which it once supported so
well, nor the Government which now owns it. Much has happened since it was nationalised in February and
given the burden on the UK’s finances we would urge a full inquiry by the Treasury Select Committee of the
steps leading to the nationalisation of Northern Rock and the steps taken by the Government to stabilise
the UK financial sector in 2008. In this regard we would urge that the Treasury Select Committee call the
former directors of Northern Rock (including the senior non-executive director Sir Ian Gibson) to give their
views of the steps taken by the Government prior to nationalisation and allow the directors to comment free
of the legal gagging that has been imposed on them.

November 2008

Supplementary memorandum from Unite

This response is submitted by Unite the Union. Unite is the UK’s largest trade union with 2 million
members across the private and public sectors. The union’s members work in a range of industries including
manufacturing, financial services, print, media, construction, transport and local government, education,
health and not for profit sectors.

Introduction

1. Unite is keen to respond to the Committee’s request for written evidence on the issue of incentive
structures and executive remuneration having campaigned around these issues for some time.

2. Unite represents around 180,000 members in the finance sector many of whom are increasingly
working in organisations who apply performance based pay systems and target driven incentive schemes.
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3. Despite media headlines which have tarnished workers in the sector, the reality for the majority of
employees who have been instrumental in creating billions of pounds of profits over the years, is unpaid
overtime, targets and performance based pay. Some workers in the industry even rely on tax credits and state
benefits to top up their salaries to provide a decent income for their families.

4. A Unite survey of finance sector members in 2008, found that 43% of respondents earn less than
£20,000 per annum and 60% of respondents work unpaid overtime.70

Incentive Schemes

5. Unite has had concerns over a culture which rewards high risk strategies and failure at the top level by
awarding executives who have managed the decline of their organisation with enhanced pensions, generous
bonuses and huge pay oVs, while dispensing severe penalties for failure at lower levels of the organisation.

6. For our members failure to reach targets is seen as a performance management issue within the sector
and therefore the individual can be subject to disciplinary action, have their bonus withheld or even removed
completely and could be dismissed.

7. These targets are often imposed on employees, not agreed through two way dialogue and there is little
opportunity to challenge them. Targets and the pressure placed on our members to reach them can result in
a situation where inappropriate products may be sold to customers.

8. While Unite does not condone mis-selling, greater attention needs to be given to the conditions under
which mis-selling can occur.

9. The reward culture based on targets must be reassessed and there should be a recognition by the finance
sector of the indirect consequences of a target based culture. Consumers deserve protection from practices
which clearly do not act in their best interests but rather enhance profit at a macro level and may encourage
inappropriate selling at a micro level. It is clear that a target based business strategy does not treat customers
fairly and lacks both transparency and accountability.

10. The focus for reward should be on decent pensionable salaries driven by fair pay for a fair days work.
This would provide real and sustainable incentives to staV.

Remuneration

11. Executive pay awards must also be tied to sustainability and long term performance and achievement.

12. Unsurprisingly a survey by the global HR Consultants Watson Wyatt, reports that since the turmoil
in the global financial markets there is “no sign of a rush to make significant changes to executive
packages”.71 It would appear “business as usual” for executives including those executives who have sought
public money to shore up their flawed business decisions.

13. It would also appear that short-term risky behaviour in the finance sector will remain, bringing rich
rewards for senior executives and significant job losses aVecting thousands of finance sector workers and
having a huge impact on the wider UK economy.

14. The 2008 survey of Unite members in the finance sector identified that 54% of respondents believed
that their pay system discriminated against them. This is the same pay system which is supposed to
encourage, motivate and reward.

15. It is time for a complete overhaul of the pay systems, remuneration policies and incentive structures
within the finance sector.

16. The financial crisis has only served to highlight the inequities which exist and which are being
perpetuated by remuneration committees and a culture of greed at the very top of the industry based on
short termism.

Regulation

17. Up until now the Financial Services Authority (FSA) has adopted a hands oV approach to
remuneration. However, it is evident that many of the short term, high risk decisions made by executive
directors which richly rewarded them have proven to be extremely detrimental to the sector.

18. The FSA has a duty to ensure fair remuneration and this may require a more interventionist approach.
However, it is evident that the industry is unable to regulate itself without intervention. The future credibility
of the UK finance sector is at stake if we let it be run by those whose own self interests is what drives them.

70 Unite Finance Sector Members Survey 2008.
71 www.watsonwyatt.com
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19. Unite is keen to work with employers on implementing cultural changes on remuneration and
incentive schemes which are fair, non-discriminatory and transparent.

20. Unite is not opposed to reward, but reward must be shared fairly across the organisation and not
distributed unequally to those at the top, leaving others lower down an unfair share.

21. Let us not forget that the taxpayer is picking up the tab for risky business decisions in the finance
sector, either through government financial intervention or in state benefits to the increasing number of
finance sector workers losing their jobs.

Social Contract

22. Unite has recently launched a Social Contract for Financial Services. The Contract sets out five key
demands which it is calling on the Government and finance sector companies to adhere to. Of these, two
refer specifically to remuneration and accountability.

23. Unite wishes to see an end to the remuneration packages of senior executives which reward short-
termism and irresponsible risk taking. The Contract also calls for an overhaul of the regulatory structures
of the sector to enhance the accountability of finance institutions. This would include trade union and other
stakeholder participation on the boards and committee’s of all regulatory organisations who have
responsibility to oversee the finance industry. This would provide for true corporate democracy where the
interests of all stakeholders are heard.

November 2008

Supplementary memorandum from Which?

Incentive Structures and Executive Remuneration

Which? is an independent consumer organisation with around 700,000 members and is the largest
consumer organisation in Europe. Which? is independent of Government and industry and is funded
through the sales of Which? consumer magazines and books. We welcome this opportunity to comment on
remuneration and incentive structures. Our evidence focuses on the remuneration structures within financial
institutions with a retail presence, rather than those which purely operate on the wholesale level—such as
hedge funds.

Which? believes that bank directors and staV should be rewarded for treating customers fairly, rather than
taking excessive risk. We believe that the current remuneration and incentive arrangements do not do
enough to align the interests of directors and other staV with those of consumers.

Which? has long expressed the view that remuneration strategies have led to conflicts of interest and
contributed to many of the problems that we are currently experiencing. If the financial services industry is
to move away from a damaging spiral of excessive risk taking and successive misselling scandals then reform
of the remuneration structures is necessary. It is clear that the current incentive structures have meant that
for firms and senior directors, the short term benefits of pursuing risky strategies which have caused harm
to consumers and the broader economy outweighed the risk of consumer detriment, long-term brand
damage and risks to the solvency of their institution.

Which? believes that the prevalent remuneration structures including the payment of commission72 have
been at the heart of misselling scandals which have occurred in the investment, pension and insurance
sectors.

Which? supported a recommendation made by the previous Treasury Committee as part of its inquiry into
restoring confidence in long-term savings that a “closer link between the investment returns for customers
and executive remuneration may be beneficial”.73 We have seen no progress from the industry with regard
to implementing this recommendation.

Which? believes it is vitally important to put the right incentives in place for firms and their staV to treat
customers fairly and not take excessive risks. This should include reward/bonus/commission structures at
all levels throughout the company—from the boardroom down through branch managers, to front-line
customer facing advisers.

If Directors and staV are clear that failing to treat customers fairly or breaching regulations could impact
on their personal reward packages then they will have a greater incentive to ensure that their firm meets the
required standards and exercise proper oversight.

72 Both to Independent Financial Advisers and to tied agents/sales staV working in high-street banks.
73 Treasury Committee, Restoring Confidence in Long-term savings, Eighth report of session 2003–04, page 3.
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We believe the FSA must examine remuneration and incentive structures as part of its supervision of firms.
We were disappointed that the FSA’s Dear CEO letter on remuneration policies did not mention the fair
treatment of customers. The FSA should assess the following issues:

— How is directors’ remuneration calculated? Is remuneration based on purely financial criteria (such
as share price performance and profits), or are consumer-related criteria incorporated into
performance evaluation? For example, the fair treatment of customers, compliance (e.g directors
lose all bonuses if the firm is fined by the FSA), complaints data, quality of sales?

— How is performance assessed? Is it an internal assessment, or is performance independently
assessed and verified?

— Are regular, independently verified reports published?

The payment of bonuses in the current environment

The financial crisis is dominating policymakers’ attention and public debate. In the UK, this has led to
the eVective bankruptcy of several banks and the takeover, nationalisation or partial nationalisation of a
significant part of the high street banking sector. The banks have had their bail-out—the benefits of this must
reach ordinary consumers. We have called on banks to take action by passing on in full any cuts in the base
rate to their mortgage Standard Variable Rates.

Which? believes that consumers would be disgusted if banks and other financial institutions which have
received Government support place the payment of bonuses above cutting lending rates for their hard-
pressed customers. Large bonuses paid to senior managers and directors of these banks would rightly be
considered as “rewards for failure”.

We expect shareholders to properly exercise restraint over the payment of bonuses in the current
environment.

The Treating Customers Fairly initiative

Which? believes that incentive and reward structures at all levels within a firm should be aligned with the
fair treatment of customers. We believe that it is vital that the FSA assesses the impact of reward and
incentive structures as part of its ARROW risk assessments and when measuring progress the industry is
making as part of the FSA’s Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) initiative. So far, the evidence suggests that
those firms which align the bonus payments with fair treatment of customers have made greater progress.

Firms should be already gathering Management Information/data and measuring the fair treatment of
customers, so it should be relatively simple for firms to link bonus payments to the fair treatment of
customers.

The FSA’s TCF initiative is one of its major focuses in the retail market. The FSA has set two deadlines
for firms to meet during 2008:

— By March 2008 firms were expected to have adequate Management Information (MI) measures in
place to test whether they were treating their customers fairly.

— By December 2008, firms are expected to be able to demonstrate that senior management have
instilled a culture whereby they understand what the fair treatment of customers means; be
appropriately and accurately measuring performance against all customer fairness issues and be
demonstrating through those measures that they are consistently treating their customers fairly.

The industry’s performance against meeting the March deadline was poor. Just 13% of firms sampled met
the March deadline.74 We are concerned that the FSA appears to have downgraded the importance of the
TCF initiative and will no longer be carrying out a specific additional survey of firms to determine how many
have properly implemented TCF in their business. In its recent assessment of progress with the TCF
initiative the FSA found that one of the characteristics of firms which met the March TCF deadline was the
following:

“Firms ensured that the fair treatment of customers was written into personal objectives and reward
at all levels within the company:

Some firms referred to fairness in objectives without being clear on how they would assess and
measure delivery of fair treatment. Those firms who clearly articulated how delivering fairness
influenced bonus payments performed best against the March deadline. In some cases, firms
combined this approach with strong and eVective internal staV forums and TCF training. They
then linked this to the firm’s overall approach to performance management and reward, taking
into account how fairness related to individual roles”.

74 http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/other/tcf progress.pdf
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The FSA has specified six consumer outcomes it expects firms to achieve as part of the TCF initiative.
These are:

Outcome 1: Consumers can be confident that they are dealing with firms where the fair treatment
of customers is central to the corporate culture.

Outcome 2: Products and services marketed and sold in the retail market are designed to meet the
needs of identified consumer groups and are targeted accordingly.

Outcome 3: Consumers are provided with clear information and are kept appropriately informed
before, during and after the point of sale.

Outcome 4: Where consumers receive advice, the advice is suitable and takes account of their
circumstances.

Outcome 5: Consumers are provided with products that perform as firms have led them to expect,
and the associated service is of an acceptable standard and as they have been led to expect.

Outcome 6: Consumers do not face unreasonable post-sale barriers imposed by firms to change
product, switch provider, submit a claim or make a complaint.

November 2008

Memorandum from Leighton Jones

In considering remuneration and incentives it needs to be understood that executives are employees not
owners of the financial institutions in which they work. Through share options they may be part owners but
that should not give them the right to take excessive risk to satisfy their own rewards before those of their
shareholder owners.

The relationship between “basic salary” and “cash and share bonuses” is too heavily weighted towards
the latter. Bonus should be some limited additional remuneration for a job well done, and not swamp basic
salary. With bonus forming a large if not the larger part of total remuneration then risk taking moves up
the agenda.

The remuneration committees of financial institutions should be aware of the relationship between risk
and reward. But the present unprecedented failure of the financial services industry is evidence of the lack
of that awareness.

Perhaps the structure of remuneration committees is at fault. How many institutions have non-executive
directors who are executives in other institutions which in turn have non-executives from other institutions,
who are executives in other institutions et al? Could it be that the incestuous nature of remuneration
committees results in little or no independent advice and control?

Perhaps the fee structure of collective investments is at fault. There are thousands of collective investments
with annual management fees that range up to 3% or more of fund values. It does not seem to matter too
much that investment managers make losses on some of their investments as they still get the appropriate
percentage fees of the reduced funds. They can take risks knowing all is not lost!

If a management fee was applied of say ° of 1% to cover costs, and additional fees were related to actual
fund growth then investment management may exercise more caution.

November 2008

Memorandum from Martin Blaiklock

Introduction

The Treasury Committee has requested comments with respect to Incentive Structures and Executive
remuneration in the Banking Sector. This paper represents my response to that request.

I have been a consultant, banker and practitioner in the City working on infrastructure and energy project
financings—PFI, PPP and the like—for the last 30 years or more. During this period I have worked for: (a)
an investment bank (Kleinwort Benson); (b) a commercial bank (HSBC); and (c) an international
development bank. I also regularly give seminars on project finance-related topics internationally.
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Commentary

1. The Concept of Bonuses

When I started out on my career (investment banking) in 1973, bonuses were not awarded. Managerial
promotions and salary increases were the norm for exceptional performance.

Later, with the introduction of managerial evaluation systems, eg the Hay Management System, which
became pervasive in the banking sector in the 1980s, performance was measured against a number of, not
always relevant, criteria, eg the number of staV managed. Further, the concept of cash bonuses as a reward
for exceptional performance, albeit a small proportion of salary, became the norm.

Unfortunately, many such evaluation systems were too proscriptive, providing, unintentionally, weak
management with an “objective” tool for assessing staV performance for what, quite often, was a subjective
judgement. These systems, as a result, provided a defence mechanism for managers to hide behind, so as not
to have to justify to staV the allocation of whatever bonuses they awarded. The result was a growing lack
of transparency in bonus schemes, and subsequently abuses arising. The integrity of such systems became
generally devalued.

The 1990s saw an extension of this trend in that bonuses became a higher proportion of staV take-home
pay, sometimes as much as 40–50%, and the evaluation measures became based more on short-term criteria,
eg number or value of deals executed, size of up-front fees, etc. with no recognition that such deals might
in the medium/long-term be either successes or failures.

In part this trend was a response to market demands for short-term “earnings per share” or dividend
income from quoted companies—ie a reflection of the increased “short-term-ism” of the City—rather than
City investment managers looking at the underlying medium and long-term financial strength of companies.
The same scenario had arisen earlier in the USA.

As a result of these trends, many bank staV became reliant on their bonus to achieve an acceptable
minimum take-home level of pay. Hence, they became largely incentivised to undertake business on behalf
of their employer which focussed purely on short-term, rather than long-term, success. This became
particularly important for transactions such as for loans, capital markets, bond issues, derivatives, swaps,
etc., where the arrangement of the underlying (medium/long-term) transaction involved up-front fees, which
generated short-term income and profits for the bank, which in turn paid for bonuses!

The seeds of disaster had been sown!

2. Answering for the Consequences

Recent focus on bonuses has been on those executives and directors of banks and financial institutions
who have received excessive (eg £600,000 plus), and sometimes obscene, bonus awards and “pay-oVs”, and
when such entities have later had to seek government bail-outs.

It is interesting to note that most of these bonus payments or ‘pay-oVs’ have arisen as a result of staV
undertaking transactions in:

— capital markets (eg derivatives and swaps), where, in eVect, staV have been allowed to gamble with
the bank’s capital with impunity;

— lending to non-creditworthy borrowers, when staV have been incentivised by deal flow rather than
lender prudence; and

— long-term loans (viz as for mortgages) but financed with short-term money, eg Northern Rock, a
classic route to bankruptcy as all business schools teach! Again, this is a symptom of staV being
incentivised by deal flow rather than lender prudence.

In such scenarios, one might ask:

— why did management allow such “gambling” to take place?

— how many such managers have now been asked to leave their posts?

— why did the Directors allow such business to be conducted?

— how many bank Directors have resigned?

— why did management allow such employment contracts, which included such excessive bonuses
(with no limits, it seems) to be written?

— how many staV in collapsed banks, who received such bonuses, have handed their bonuses back?

— why did the Directors allow employment contracts with such bonus agreements to be written? and

— what were the non-Executive Directors doing?
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3. The Wider Impact of Bonus Incentive Schemes

The current Session focuses on the banks, who are perceived as at the centre of the current crisis. But they
have not been the sole culprits.

In the sector in which I operate—infrastructure and energy project finance, PFI/PPP, etc—the impact of
Private Equity, for example, has some parallels.

Private Equity Funds, often based oVshore in tax-havens, have been largely driven by investment
managers who have identified significant opportunities for short-term gain via up-front management fees—
and, therefore, personal gain, via bonuses—with little thought for the long-term financial health of the
(public utility) investments they are making on behalf of their clients.

Recent events in the Australian market are now showing how these Private Equity structures can unravel.
I expect others to follow.

Lending banks have similarly been attracted, on occasion and lemming-like, by the short-term gains (up-
front fees, ie bonuses) to be made by jumping on this bandwagon too.

. . . . . . . . . . . . and it is not just the private sector banks and investment managers.

You may have noted that I have worked in London for an international development bank (as a sector
Director), in which the UK Government is a major shareholder. Shortly after I joined the Bank in 1991, a
bonus incentive scheme was proposed. Senior management were consulted. I recommended that, by all
means reward staV for exceptional performance, but given that the Bank operated in risky markets, no
bonus should be handed over to staV as cash until the medium/long-term success of the underlying
investment or lending transaction undertaken was an assured success. A bonus IOU should be issued
instead.

In due course, the Bank’s Board of Directors, which included a UK Government representative, approved
a bonus scheme based primarily on measures of deals done/value of business achieved for the year in
question. I was informed that I was the only staV member to recommend a scheme based on medium/long-
term success of the Bank’s business!!

Reflecting this trend, one has also seen other public sector entities award performance bonuses as a matter
of course. Furthermore, it has been noteworthy that there is a growing—even established—trend for
bonuses to be paid out by the private and public sectors for perceived “success”, yet no perceived penalty
is imposed for failure!! Indeed, sometimes the opposite has arisen, ie failure seems to reap its rewards too!!
Pay-oVs in the event of failure seems totally contrary to natural justice, eg Northern Rock, NHS
managers, etc.

Hence, in many ways in the context of bonuses the public sector is just as bad as the private!! In my sector
of operations, financial disasters such as the London Underground PPP (Metronet), Mapeley (STEPS) and
Qinetiq come to mind as examples where both the public and private sector have avoided minimal penalty
for disastrous performance at public expense. Indeed, significant rewards have been paid, and Government
continues to employ the same practitioners/advisers!!

[Note: it is interesting to reflect that the collapse of Enron in 2002–03 came about largely for the same
reasons, ie staV and management, catalysed by similarly flawed bonus incentive schemes, seeking short-term
gains in what, by nature, is a long-term business, ie an electrical/energy utility].

4. Controls

Direct regulation over remuneration issues in the financial sector is clearly not the way forward. “Best
practice” may work, however, if backed up with potential sanctions.

In my sector of operations, many countries (eg Australia) will only allow investors to participate in PPP
(Public-Private Partnership) deals, if they pass a “fit and proper person” test.

In the City, for most areas of business, FSA approval and licence is required.

Might not this “fit and proper person” criterion be imposed too by the FSA for FSA-regulated entities
in relation to compliance with an acceptable remuneration structure?

In addition, one should not forget the public sector financial institutions, who are not FSA-regulated.
Given that staV in such institutions often enjoy privileges (eg inflation-proof pensions) that the private sector
do not, UK Government participation in such institutions should demand similar compliance with “best
practice”.

5. Public Relations

There is no doubt that the City’s image as a reliable keeper of the UK public’s money has been severely
dented by the current crisis and bonus excesses of recent times. It will take some years to restore its
reputation.
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However, one way forward is to ensure that whatever bonus schemes are used by banks and other FSA-
regulated institutions for their staV and directors is clearly stated in their annual accounts as part of their
claim to good governance. When such schemes potentially entail significant bonus sums, the details of the
underlying mechanism need to be described too. Only then will shareholders and the public be able to judge
the management and integrity of such institutions.

For non-UK domiciled entities, albeit UK/City managed—of which I perceive there are many—the FSA
should require such entities to fall into line with this requirement, if they are to be allowed to continue to
operate out of the City.

It is time for the City to “clean up its act” and be seen to do so.

6. Conclusion

— The use of bonuses to incentivise staV is an acceptable practice, but only if such bonuses:

— represent a fraction of salary paid (eg ' 25% max.); and

— are paid out as cash only when the success of the business or transaction undertaken is
assured.

— Just as bonuses may be paid out for success, penalties should be imposed for failure. This malaise
in our culture of ignoring failure needs to be rooted out, and the balance restored with eVective
and visible sanctions. Further, this condition should apply to both public and private sectors.

— Bonus schemes adopted need to comply with a notion of ‘best practice’, with FSA licence
termination being the ultimate threat for non-compliance.

November 2008

Further memorandum from Public Concern at Work

Public Concern at Work (PCaW) is the independent authority on public interest whistleblowing.
Promoting individual responsibility and organisational accountability are at the heart of the charity’s work
and PCaW has been instrumental in putting whistleblowing on the good governance agenda. PCaW’s
approach has been endorsed by the Nolan Committee on Standards in Public Life. PCaW were asked by
MPs to develop the statutory framework for whistleblowing, the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998
(PIDA), which was widely supported by banks who recognised its value as an early warning system.

PCaW was set up in response to a spate of disasters in the 1980s and 1990s including financial disasters
such as the collapse of Barings’ Bank, Enron and Worldcom. These scandals resonate with the recent
banking crisis and it is appropriate to refresh and renew some of the key messages from the past. What was
clear from the inquiries into the above disasters is that staV knew of the risks and were either too scared to
speak up or spoke to the wrong people in the wrong way.

PCaW makes the following recommendations:

1. The FSA should look at any compensation agreements brought about under PIDA and assess
whether there is any underlying concern that it is appropriate for them to address.

2. That the FSA encourage companies to put in place robust whistleblowing arrangements and avoid
compensation agreements sidestepping good practice.

3. The FSA should promote PIDA as a good governance tool and highlight the invalidity of
gagging clauses.

FSA Oversight of Compensation Arrangements and Settlements

The recent crisis has also confirmed again that no company is immune from risk and all workplaces are
in danger of unknowingly harbouring wrongdoing. When this is rightfully brought to the attention of the
organisation the system should support and underpin that information being dealt with properly and
appropriately. This includes ensuring that compensation packages do not bury any concern or risk raised
that has formed the basis for an employee’s departure, something which occurs on a systematic basis at
present.

When PIDA was introduced the register of employment claims was public. In 2004 the government
reversed this situation and now any claim made under PIDA is shrouded in secrecy. This generates two
serious risks: firstly that under this shroud employees are able to eVectively extort as large a settlement as
possible if they are able to find information that the company would find potentially embarrassing if made
public; and secondly, in times when organisations are more sensitive and keen to avoid any adverse publicity,
those with a vested interest in the organisation may find it easier to pay oV an employee in these
circumstances rather than address any underlying wrongdoing. This in turn inhibits proper regulatory
oversight and the ability to remedy a wrongdoing before lasting damage is done.
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By way of example, two recent pieces of information have confirmed our concern that the above risk is
by no means imaginary and has become practice on the ground:

1. On 13 January 2008 the Financial Times carried a report that the former head of Cantor
Fitzgerald’s spread-betting unit was bringing a claim under the Public Interest Disclosure Act
alleging that he had been dismissed following raising concerns about legal and financial
irregularities in the firm. A week later the Financial Times reported that the £15 million dispute
had been settled and that the employee had withdrawn his allegations. It is unknown whether there
was a serious matter costing investors, consumers and taxpayers hundreds of millions of pounds
or whether it was some insignificant matter that the employee had blown up out of all proportion
in order to leverage the maximum compensation he could get. Under the current framework—no
one knows. Not the general public, jittery investors, nor regulators interested in financial matters
in the City, yet there may be a very strong public interest reason that they should know.

2. There is emerging evidence that financial services firms are admitting to settling PIDA cases
specifically to avoid scrutiny by the regulator. In a survey of City financial services firms by law firm
Osborne Clarke “Whistleblowing —Sword or Shield”,75 10% of respondent firms admitted that a
business reason relevant to their decision to settle a whistleblowing claim was “Triggering an FSA
investigation”, with a smaller percentage citing “Concession that there may have been regulatory
breaches”.

Firms are freely admitting that when a concern is raised internally, one of the reasons they will attempt
to settle it is to avoid any investigation or action on the part of the regulator and that this includes cases
where the firms are aware they have been guilty of a regulatory breach. That such a brazen answer was given
by respondents indicates an alarmingly ingrained culture and requires review.

In the handful of PIDA claims that enter the public sphere by way of a public hearing and are not buried
in settlement, we would recommend the FSA look at the underlying concern to the claim to assess if there
is any substance to it and if so, that any malpractice has been addressed. The FSA may further wish to
consider whether financial institutions should be required to report to the FSA any claims brought against
them under PIDA so that any underlying wrongdoing engages the appropriate regulatory oversight.

Good Practice around the Disclosure and Transparency of Compensation Arrangements within
Financial Institutions

The terms on which an employee will continue or leave employment is a matter for them. However, in the
absence of any public register or other source of information the FSA may want to consider how to address
the issue that most organisations will be inclined to settle out of court, or prior to any claim, to avoid any
damaging publicity. The FSA may want to consider how companies communicate the underlying reasons
behind outgoing executives and good practice on the disclosure and transparency of any such arrangements
within financial institutions is imperative.

Gagging Clauses

As part of the process of increasing proper regulatory oversight the FSA should embrace useful legislation
and promote PIDA as a useful good governance tool and may want to ensure that employees are properly
aware that gagging clauses within compensation packages are invalid under PIDA and cannot override a
protected disclosure. This means, for instance, that a firm cannot impose a gagging clause, which would
prevent an employee from raising a serious concern with the FSA. Clear guidance from the FSA will not
only encourage ex-employees to communicate with their regulator where appropriate but it will additionally
discourage any employer that might attempt place onerous clauses in compromise agreements that might
bury serious concerns in settlement.

November 2008

Memorandum from the Association of British Insurers (ABI)

Introduction

1. This Memorandum is the response of the Association of British Insurers to the Treasury Select
Committee’s invitation to submit written evidence to its session on incentive structures and executive
remuneration in the banking sector on 19 November.

75 Osborne Clarke October 2008.
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2. The ABI is the voice of the insurance and investment industry. Its members constitute over 90% of the
insurance market in the UK and 20% across the EU. They control assets equivalent to a quarter of the UK’s
capital. They are the risk managers of the UK’s economy and society. Through the ABI their voice is heard
in Government and in public debate on insurance, savings, and investment matters.

3. The ABI represents large institutional investors whose interest in remuneration is in relation to its link
to long-term value creation. Members have considerable experience in dealing with remuneration issues at
companies in which they invest, and ABI guidelines (www.ivis.co.uk/Guidelines.aspx) set benchmark terms
for remuneration of directors of UK-listed companies.

Summary

4. There is a clear public interest in ensuring that money made over to banks by the taxpayer is not
immediately passed on to employees through bonuses that are not deserved. However, the taxpayer has
bought into an industry in which bonuses traditionally make up part of a mix between fixed and variable
pay. This system can be modified but cannot readily be abandoned without risking a haemorrhaging of talent
that would ultimately destroy value for the taxpayer.

5. The key task therefore is to develop an acceptable bonus system. This involves ensuring that bonuses
do indeed reflect real performance and addressing the perverse incentives, particularly in investment
banking, that have contributed significantly to the current crisis.

6. In their approach to the latter issue, the authorities need to recognise the significant diVerences between
the bonus culture in investment banks and the more general issues around remuneration of main board
directors in publicly listed companies. A tailored and diVerentiated approach is needed to each.

7. Broadly speaking, the main consequence of flawed bonus policies in investment banks is a sharp
increase in business risk. While this also applies to flawed remuneration policies for directors, the aim of
shareholders in dealing with leaders of public companies is also to create an incentive towards long-term
value creation through performance targets that reflect strategic objectives and align the interests of
executives with those of shareholders.

8. Moreover, the bonus culture in investment banks extends well below board levels to a wide swathe of
staV. Indeed, many of the highest paid employees in Investment Banks operate significantly below board
level.

9. Finally, shareholders have neither the locus nor the expertise to deal with these issues in their entirety.
Many of the investment banks operating in London are subsidiaries of overseas banks in which UK
shareholders have no holdings. UK investors can only hold to account companies in which they own shares.
Also in contrast to other countries, in the UK shareholders have voting rights over boardroom pay in UK-
listed companies and it is natural for them to address remuneration as part of their continuing dialogue with
boards as to how the business is to be taken forward.

10. Our detailed response focuses first on the issues surrounding banks’ bonus culture. It argues that
regulators have an important role in ensuring that risk is properly addressed, although we do not believe
there should be a specific code for banks. We have also included a section on main board directors’
remuneration, because this is relevant to the overall remuneration picture in listed UK banks. Here, too,
some improvements could be made.

Comments

Bank bonus culture

11. Investment banking is a business in which staV costs are normally very high in relation to revenues.
It is also a cyclical business in which revenues can fluctuate widely.

12. The typical investment bank remuneration package therefore diVers from that for senior executives
of other industries in that it incorporates a relatively low base salary with a high variable component that
usually takes the form of a cash bonus. This allows overall remuneration to fluctuate with the cycle. The
drawback is that employees may be encouraged to take unnecessary short-term risks in order to boost their
variable pay. At the extreme this can jeopardise the future of the business.

13. One solution might be to raise the fixed base pay element and reduce the bonus potential. Employees
would be less tempted to take risks but the business as a whole would face a higher level of fixed salary cost
while revenues would continue to fluctuate with the cycle.

14. It therefore seems critical that the risks inherent to high variable pay should be properly managed. In
the first instance this is the job of management, overseen by the bank’s board.

15. Among the decisions involved are: the determination of the overall size of the remuneration pot, the
need to ensure that the terms under which the pot is allocated to individuals reflect genuine performance,
and consideration of measures to prevent reward being allocated for short term achievement.
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16. Such measures might include arrangements to claw back bonuses that have been paid for transactions
that subsequently turned out to involve significant loss or some form of deferral. For example, a portion of
bonuses could be held in an escrow account and only paid out against transactions which had been profitable
over their entire life.

17. All decisions around remuneration are significant risk factors. We consider that they should not be
the principal domain of the Remuneration Committee whose job is to determine the remuneration of
directors. The board as a whole should be responsible and the Risk Committee could take a leading role. In
considering the conditions under which bonuses are paid, more account should be taken of the need to
measure returns on a risk-adjusted basis, the overall returns against the cost of capital and the dangers of
over-reliance on leverage.

18. Banks subject to the requirement to produce an Enhanced Business Review under EU law should be
expected to include in their narrative reporting a clear description of the board approach to these risks and
how they are managed. This would both concentrate boards’ minds on the issue and inform shareholders
and other interested parties.

19. We therefore also broadly agree with the FSA’s approach of considering remuneration within banks
on a risk basis and agree it should be a factor in prudential supervision.

20. However, the FSA should confine itself to principles and not adopt prescriptive regulation on
remuneration structures or levels. It would be diYcult to draw up a detailed code as this would inevitably
lead to some banks seeking to circumvent the rules rather than comply with the spirit. It is also important
to develop an international consensus on remuneration in order to ensure that talent does not migrate away
from the City to centres where the rewards may be greater.

21. For its part, the ABI will amend its guidelines on executive remuneration to include a general
encouragement on boards to consider the risks associated with inappropriate structures. Shareholders
would certainly react to Business Review statements about risk management, but their main specific
remuneration focus is likely to remain with main board directors because this is where their voting power lies.

Main board directors

22. Remuneration of main board directors of banks should follow the principles that apply to their
counterparts in other sectors. The ABI guidelines set out some key considerations, including the need for
some remuneration to have a medium term horizon and for directors to establish and maintain a substantial
shareholding in the company.

23. We have been concerned about the upward ratchet in remuneration and note that our Institutional
Voting Information Service had recently raised doubts over directors’ remuneration at both Northern Rock
and Bradford & Bingley, which were subsequently nationalised, as well as at a majority of those which are
receiving government assistance.

24. While it is dangerous to generalise, a recent feature seems to have been an increased tendency for
Remuneration Committees in a number of sectors to give in to pressure from executives for excessive
packages or undemanding performance conditions. To further improve the governance processes related to
remuneration, we therefore believe that all directors should seek re-election annually as this will increase the
accountability for the decisions taken by Remuneration Committees.

25. The upward ratchet may be connected to the significant increase in the role of executive remuneration
consultants over the last 10 years. These advisors provide Remuneration Committees, and sometimes
management, with advice on policies, structures, performance metrics, overall quantum and market
competitiveness. Remuneration Committees often rely on this advice above all else when making decisions.

26. Given the important role these consultants play and the inherent contradictions in their business
model between seeking to supply independent advice whilst having a vested interest in creating more
complexity and change, we believe that they should have a Code of Ethics. This Code should include details
on how to manage the conflicts of interest, a prohibition on working for both the non-executives and the
management at a company, and a commitment to responsible marketing and to use benchmarks with
integrity.

27. We also believe it would assist shareholders in assessing directors’ packages if companies were obliged
to make some disclosure about remuneration at sub-board level. For example, it would be useful to know
whether a significant body of employees were paid more than the main board directors, if so by what margin
and on what performance basis. This would help shareholders satisfy themselves that there was an overall
coherence to remuneration within each relevant institution.
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Conclusions

28. We believe that issues of particular concern within the banking sector include the continuing ratchet
of pay upwards, the need to ensure that incentives do not encouraging excessive short-term risk taking, and
the setting of performance targets that reward long-term value creation.

29. Also all interested parties must continue to work towards minimising rewards for failure, including
through the potential for the clawing back of bonuses. Finally, there is a need to ensure that proper
performance criteria linked to business strategy are applied to medium-term share-based incentive schemes
that reward long-term sustainable value creation.

30. Remuneration in banks and the wider financial services sector has to be looked at on an international
basis. The industry must recognise its own problems and be encouraged to address them, perhaps through
a global trade body such as the Institute of International Finance.

31. When looking at the UK, one must recognise the contagion factor. Remuneration in the UK was to
an extent contaminated by US practices, which in turn may have encouraged excessive risk taking. It is
worth noting that in the US, shareholders have very little power in terms of determining or opining on
executive remuneration or in the holding of boards to account through voting directors oV boards. If
progress is to be made on remuneration and other areas of governance, the US authorities must look at how
to make companies more accountable to their owners.

November 2008

Memorandum from Legal & General Investment Management Limited (LGIM)

Introduction

Legal & General Investment Management represents (as investment manager) a large cross-section of UK
taxpayers, who invest in the equity and debt capital of UK banks through their pension funds, investment
products and insurance policies.

We believe our primary duty is to those on whose behalf we invest—to protect and enhance their investor
value. As part of that duty, we have an active role to play in corporate governance oversight of our clients’
investee companies. Accordingly, we are very interested on our clients’ behalf in the evidence to be given to
the Treasury Committee on 19 November, as they are investor stakeholders, in both equity and debt, in the
banking sector.

In this document, we will use the abbreviation “LGIM” for Legal & General Investment Management
Limited.

Part A—Executive Summary of Key Points and Recommendations

1. Structure of Remuneration packages

— All elements of remuneration should be considered rather than focussing unduly on the specific
issue of short term bonuses. The Board-level structure of equal proportions of on-target base pay,
short term bonus and long term incentives can reduce the potential for excessive risk taking.

— There is currently little disclosure on the structure of remuneration and targets below Board level.
This is an area that could be improved while seeking to prevent damage to competition.

2. Role of Remuneration Committees and Shareholders

— LGIM would encourage all companies to adhere to ABI guidelines on a “comply or explain” basis.

— Annual re-election of the Chairman of the Remuneration Committee would provide an extra focus
for shareholders when considering the vote on the remuneration report.

3. The approach of the FSA

— The letter from Hector Sants on Remuneration Policies sets out examples of good practice that
already appear to be accommodated by the majority of financial institutions at Board level.
Disclosure on similar practices below Board level both in detail to the FSA and in summary to
shareholders would be a necessary step to see the extent of reward for risk taking.
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4. International Approach

— A level playing field in terms of disclosure should be put in place for nationalised, partially
nationalised and private sector banks. An international approach would assist the comparability
of remuneration.

5. Good Practice around Disclosure

— The use of an appropriate comparator group and targets that link company strategy are essential
elements of remuneration policy.

— Appropriate disclosure of short term performance targets and outcomes is an example of good
practice we would wish to see.

Part B—Introduction—About LGIM

1. LGIM is one of the leading fund management groups in the UK, managing around £300 billion of
assets (as at 31 December 2007). LGIM is responsible for managing investments of around 5% of the UK
stock market on behalf of our clients.

2. The assets managed by LGIM are held by clients through a variety of legal structures, including both
segregated mandates and pooled vehicles (which range from insurance funds, to unit trusts, OEICS and
other collective investment schemes).

3. Regardless of whether fund management is delegated to LGIM via another Legal & General Group
company (which approximately a quarter of them are), and irrespective of the legal structure pursuant to
which LGIM is appointed to manage, the ultimate consumers are a large cross-section of the UK taxpayers,
who have pension funds, retail investment products and/or insurance policies.

4. On issues of corporate governance, LGIM would usually seek to develop an approach with other
institutional investors through its membership of the Association of British Insurers (ABI) and the National
Association of Pension Funds (NAPF). LGIM will then make the voting decision after discussions with the
investee companies, their advisors and LGIM clients, and in the light of the LGIM Shareholder Activism
policy, which aims to support “The Responsibilities of Institutional Shareholders and Agents—Statement of
Principles” published by the Institutional Shareholders’ Committee.

5. LGIM has extensive contact with major companies on remuneration issues, typically with the
chairman of the Remuneration Committee. This provides a means for companies and shareholders to
exchange views on new incentive schemes and performance targets.

LGIM has published its voting policy which deals with remuneration issues. See Part C below.

Part C—LGIM Corporate Governance Policy on Remuneration

Note: this policy is proprietary to LGIM and we reserve our unfettered and indefinite right to publish and
use it without reference to the Treasury Committee, despite its inclusion in this written evidence submission.

Remuneration Committee

LGIM expects every UK listed company to establish a Remuneration Committee that is responsible for
setting and operating executive remuneration. The Remuneration Committee should comprise entirely of
independent non executive directors. FTSE 350 companies are expected to have a committee that is made
up of at least three members. For smaller companies, two members are suYcient. The Board’s Chairman is
permitted to be a member of the Committee if he was considered independent at the time of his appointment.
However, he should not Chair the Committee. The Remuneration Committee should have the authority to
appoint its own independent external remuneration advisors to assist them by providing external data and
other information. Caution should be exercised when considering benchmark information.

When setting salaries, the Committee should where possible demonstrate consistency by adopting the
same benchmark as used to measure relative performance. The benchmark group should not be too large
or too small as both extremes would produce results that are misleading.

LGIM will vote against the remuneration report if the Remuneration Committee has no independent non
executive directors or if an executive director is a member.
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Remuneration Policy

When setting remuneration, the committee should be mindful of the main guiding principle set out in the
Combined Code:

Levels of remuneration should be suYcient to attract, retain and motivate directors of the quality
required to run the company successfully, but a company should avoid paying more than is
necessary for this purpose. A significant proportion of executive directors’ remuneration should
be structured so as to link the rewards to corporate and individual performance.

The remuneration committee should also be mindful of the guidelines issued by the Association of British
Insurers. LGIM was involved with the development of these guidelines and expects companies to comply
with these guidelines when setting their remuneration policy.

LGIM expects a significant proportion of executive remuneration to comprise performance related pay
which is closely aligned with the returns they generate for shareholders. Directors should be encouraged to
hold a meaningful interest in the shares of the company they manage. The level of shareholding should be
linked to the size of the company and the level of reward that directors receive.

When setting remuneration, the Committee should take into consideration not only the size of the
company but also its performance relative to its peers. Directors at underperforming companies should not
expect to be paid as highly as those directors working at companies with outstanding performance.
Therefore, the Committee should avoid the use of a wide comparator group that will cause a distortion in
remuneration levels.

LGIM may consider a vote against a remuneration report if there is a persistent disregard to performance
when salary levels are set and reviewed.

Basic Salary and Bonus

LGIM expects company’s to exercise caution when setting salary levels and should consider the impact
of significant pay increases. If such an increase is considered necessary due to a promotion, etc, we would
expect any increase to be staged over a period of time. We would expect all increases to salary or bonus to
be disclosed in the remuneration report. Significant increases should be accompanied by a full explanation.

LGIM has concerns with the rate of increase in board pay witnessed in the past, particularly with the short
term bonus. In order to address these concerns LGIM is encouraging companies to select performance
targets that are linked to the strategy of the business; and are both meaningful and measurable. We
encourage companies to disclose the targets that were set for the bonus earned, to demonstrate to
shareholders that targets were challenging.

Share Schemes

In order to align a director’s interests with those of its long term shareholders, it is vital that a company
adopts long term incentives. These should be structured to motivate management to build a sustainable
business which generates positive returns to shareholders over the longer term. When setting performance
conditions, the Remuneration Committee must pay due regard to the size of potential reward. Upper
quartile/decile reward structures should require similar levels of performance for awards to vest in full.

We expect long term remuneration to be linked to the financial performance of the business as well as to
the relative performance against a defined peer group. Performance should be measured over a minimum
period of three years and should not be re-tested. LGIM may not support a scheme that allows awards to
be banked during the performance period. Under these circumstances, we would expect some form of claw-
back mechanism should performance subsequently deteriorate.

The use of earnings per share or share price performance as the sole measure of performance should be
avoided. However, the Remuneration Committee should satisfy themselves that the TSR or other criterion
used is a genuine reflection of company’s underlying financial performance and explain their reasoning.

The appropriateness of targets set should be considered at the beginning of each grant and shareholders
should be consulted on any significant changes. LGIM does not support retrospective changes to
performance conditions.

All schemes should have an individual cap on the potential reward to a participant and this should be
disclosed to shareholders in the Remuneration Report.

LGIM expects companies to be mindful of diluting shareholders’ interests and therefore should limit any
potential dilution to 10% of the issued share capital over any 10 years for all schemes and to 5% in 10 years
for discretionary schemes.

LGIM will generally vote against a scheme or the remuneration report where dilution limits have been
breached and there is no indication of how the company intends to rectify the situation.
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On a change of control, LGIM expects all share schemes to continue to require performance conditions
to govern the level of vesting. Awards should also be pro rated to reflect the shorter time that has elapsed.
The awards of bad leavers should lapse and those of good leavers should be time pro rated.

LGIM will oppose any scheme that permits automatic vesting on a change of control.

Service Contracts

Contracts should provide for a maximum notice of one year. If the company requires a longer term for
recruitment purposes we would expect the notice period to reduce each month until the normal 12 month
duration is reached. LGIM does not support change of control provisions within service contracts that
enhance contractual terms for loss of oYce following a change of control.

LGIM will vote against any service contract that exceeds 12 months.

One-OV Incentives

LGIM has noted a significant increase in the granting of one-oV awards. Generally LGIM would not
support the use of one-oV awards, because it highlights a weakness in the existing remuneration structure.
However, we consider each case on its own merits.

Where schemes are designed to provide directors with a share of any value created for shareholders, LGIM
expects any value shared to be in excess of a threshold level of performance. Directors would also be expected
to make a personal investment in the shares of the company. This requirement would be in addition to any
existing shareholding requirement.

Remuneration Committee Discretion

Where a Committee has exercised its discretion, on more than one occasion, to increase the level of awards
that would normally vest, LGIM would expect a full explanation to be provided.

In the absence of a satisfactory explanation for the exercise of discretion LGIM may vote against the
remuneration report.

Pensions

Pensions are a significant cost and risk for the company. It is also an element of remuneration that is not
linked to performance. Therefore, the cost of providing a pension should be taken into account when setting
the remuneration package.

LGIM expects pension provisions to be disclosed in full within the Annual Report & Accounts. Any
changes to pension benefits should be fully identified and explained. Companies should not compensate
individuals for changes in tax.

The impact of any deficits should be carefully managed as they have become an important factor for
consideration in mergers and acquisitions.

LGIM would not support pension enhancement payments at retirement or when a contract is
terminated early.
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Memorandum from Mercer

Executive Summary

Incentive structures in the banking sector are currently attracting significant criticism as commentators
and politicians seek to understand the causes of the credit crisis. While the causes of the crisis are obviously
complex and go well beyond incentive plan design, it is worthwhile to revisit the structure of remuneration
programmes in the financial services sector. In our view improvements could be made to the measure and
target selection, clarity of the role for the remuneration committee with respect to remuneration beyond the
top executive levels, disclosure of achievement against annual bonus targets in the previous year, and the
wider use of plan design features that mitigate risk taking. In looking at remuneration issues, it is necessary
to evaluate the programmes at various levels of the organisation. Much of the public focus has been on senor
executives and yet, excessive risk may have been encouraged and taken in certain businesses within an
organisation and not in others.
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Introduction

Mark Hoble is a principal in Mercer’s human capital line of business and has 15 years experience advising
companies (including financial services) on a wide range of senior executive remuneration issues.

1. The relationship between the structure of remuneration packages and excessive risk-taking within financial
institutions

1.1 In general, remuneration packages are designed to assist with eVective delivery of business strategies,
and the banking sector is no diVerent. If the business strategy is excessively risky, it is likely that the incentive
plan will support that strategy and reward the behaviour.

1.2 Not all banks have suVered equally in terms of write oVs and share price falls. We believe that some
had lower risk business strategies, but also had diVerent remuneration practices. For example, using risk-
adjusted measures and balancing measures among growth, profitability and returns are tactics that may have
minimised rewards for taking excessive risks. Mercer welcomes the work that the FSA is doing to compare
diVerent business and remuneration practices contributed to recent events.

2. How incentives within financial institutions can best promote long-term sustainable growth and financial
stability, both at the institutional and system-wide levels

2.1 Although the executive directors in banks have a portion of their overall reward paid in the form of
long term incentives (ie which are measured over a period of three years) the arrangements for senior
employees lower down (who in some cases earn more than the executive directors) generally have a much
shorter time frame in terms of what is measured and when the reward is paid.

2.2 To encourage long-term sustainable growth and potentially increase financial stability, the principles
of the long term incentives paid at the top of the house should be applied more widely across the
organisation. For example, this could be accomplished by[MHRCL1] deferring more significant portions
of annual cash awards and allowing the deferred cash to vest to participants periodically (eg an equal portion
every six months for two to three years). If a previous years’ profits are found to have been overstated then
the pool could be adjusted to reflect this. Deferral encourages and rewards stable consistent profitability in
contrast with one-oV gains based on more risky strategies.

3. What approach the Financial Services Authority should take with respect to remuneration within financial
institutions

3.1 Shareholders are the owners of the business and therefore should be responsible for commenting and
seeking changes to remuneration practices in financial institutions. The FSA should provide guidance and
information to help shareholders understand where there are risks in the banking sector by monitoring
diVerent practices and reporting on them. Mercer welcomes the recent statements published by the FSA in
this area.

4. The role of remuneration committees and shareholders in providing oversight of compensation packages
within financial institutions

4.1 It appears that many remuneration committees in the banking sector failed to identify the risks
inherent in the business strategies and so did not incorporate risk suYciently into the design of compensation
arrangements. Where possible such information should be incorporated into the way committees approach
the design of compensation packages. This can be achieved through stronger links between audit and
remuneration committees.

4.2 Oversight of the remuneration policies for employees below the senior executive level varies from
company to company. In some cases, the remit of the remuneration committee may include a review of the
incentive plan policies which cover broader groups of employees. Mercer’s view is that remuneration
committees in the financial services sector should have an in depth understanding of the compensation
policies of the organisation and that their review of these policies should be disclosed to shareholders on an
annual basis.

5. The need for a co-ordinated international approach to executive remuneration in the banking sector

5.1 There is a well established international market for talent and associated compensation arrangements
for experienced banking professionals, and many large shareholders are likewise global in their activities.
To mirror this, we believe it would advance sound corporate governance if there were an international set
of governance principles that would guide remuneration committees on banking sector pay. That said, care
needs to be taken not to be too prescriptive or to over-regulate in this area. It would not serve the sector to
influence the flow of talent among markets.
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6. Good practice around the disclosure and transparency of compensation arrangements within financial
institutions

6.1 Long term incentives are generally considered to be working reasonably well with shareholders being
satisfied that targets are stretching. Payouts show strong alignment between performance and reward.
However, the same cannot be said for annual bonuses. This may be a result of the use of measures or targets
which shareholders do not believe reflect meaningful performance.

6.2 Mercer’s analysis found the proportion of companies providing annual bonus payments at or below
target level was significantly lower in the UK than in the US (23% of FTSE 100 CEOs compared with 38%
of the largest 350 companies in the US in 2007). This raises questions around the level of rigour UK
remuneration committees use in setting bonus performance targets and in evaluating achievement.
Shareholders are suspicious that annual bonuses are used to make up for shortfalls elsewhere in the package
and this is exacerbated by the limited amount of after-the-fact disclosure of annual bonus targets achieved
as set out in the ABI Guidelines.

6.3 In our view widespread disclosure of information on bonus targets achieved is vital to reassure
shareholders that remuneration committees have a robust process and that payments are justified by genuine
and sustainable achievement.

6.4 According to one survey the number of executive directors on the main board in UK companies has
reduced by 20% in recent years which might at least in part be attributed to companies avoiding disclosure
of their highest paid employees.
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Memorandum from Deloitte & Touche LLP

Incentive Structures and Executive Remuneration in the Banking Sector

I lead the executive remuneration team at Deloitte and we are pleased to have the opportunity to provide
evidence to the committee. We are happy to share our professional knowledge and experience which may
be helpful in framing a response to the current situation.

My team is primarily involved in advising UK listed companies on the remuneration structures for
executive directors and other senior executives. Our clients are typically from a broad range of industries
rather than focused on the financial services industry. Our focus is to provide support to the remuneration
committee whose remit extends to the executive directors and their direct reports.

By way of background to the committee we have provided an outline of the role of the remuneration
committee adviser. We then go on to provide initial comments on the issues around incentive structures and
executive remuneration in the banking sector.

The Role of a Remuneration Committee

In the UK remuneration committees have been established in listed companies since the early 1990s. The
remit of the committee, based on recommended guidance in the Combined Code, includes setting the
remuneration of executive directors and recommending and monitoring the level and structure of
remuneration for senior management. The definition of senior management may be determined by the
board, although the Code states that it should at minimum include one level below the board, and this tends
to vary significantly by company. In some companies the remuneration committee will determine the
individual packages of the executive directors and the executive committee, perhaps between five and ten
positions. In other companies the remuneration committee will have oversight of a much wider group of
senior executives.

The Combined Code requires that the remuneration committee be comprised of entirely independent non-
executive directors (the vast majority of companies comply with these guidelines). Although many
committees will include members who have some experience in remuneration, the amount of time an
independent non-executive director has to devote to remuneration matters is limited and most will seek some
external support. Committees are typically empowered to appoint advisers (although there is no requirement
to do so, and some committees choose not to). The adviser is appointed to provide advice on the
remuneration for those roles covered by the remit of the committee.
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The Role of a Remuneration Committee Adviser

Deloitte see the role of the adviser to the committee as contributing to, and enhancing the deliberations
of, the remuneration committee, and providing expertise and knowledge of market practice which will allow
the committee to make informed decisions. We do not decide either the quantum or indeed the structure of
the remuneration which is the responsibility of the committee.

As independent external advisers our role includes:

— Reviewing current remuneration arrangements and providing input and advice on the
restructuring of arrangements and the design of new arrangements, giving consideration to the
alignment with business strategy and the external market.

— Providing relevant and current market data.

— Ensuring committees are aware of shareholder views and concerns and facilitating an open
dialogue between companies and shareholders and their representative bodies on remuneration
matters.

We may work with management at the request of the committee, for example to gather information to
allow us to understand and review current arrangements or to help support implementation, but our
responsibilities are always to the committee.

The Structure of Remuneration

Remuneration for senior executives should support the delivery of the business strategy of the company
and motivate executives to deliver superior performance. Determining the appropriate structure and level
of remuneration to deliver these aims is a complex issue. The arrangements need to fit with the company’s
overall remuneration philosophy and must be fair and rational. The level of remuneration must be suYcient
to attract and keep high calibre people. The link between performance and reward must be strong and clear.
Arrangements must satisfy the expectations of shareholders.

One of the key questions that must be asked is to what extent the package should be weighted towards
those elements which are fixed (i.e are guaranteed) and those which are variable (i.e depend on the
performance of the company over one or more years). A further challenge is making sure there is an
appropriate balance between the short and longer term performance targets.

The remuneration of senior executives typically consists of a combination of:

— Salary—reflecting the value of the individual, their role, skills and experience.

— Benefits—typically provided either because it is standard market practice, or because it would
alleviate a specific risk or worry for an individual (particularly true for an expatriate).

— Pension—providing post-retirement benefits is usual but whereas this used to be typically provided
through final salary plans these are increasingly being replaced by defined contributions plans.

— Annual bonus—incentivising the delivery of shorter term objectives.

— Deferred bonus—to aid retention and/or encourage share ownership or to reward longer term
performance.

— Long term incentive plans and share options—incentivising the generation of longer term
shareholder value, commonly share based for greater alignment with shareholders.

There is no correct or perfect balance of fixed and variable remuneration and short and long term
performance targets. The optimum mix will vary between companies, at diVerent stages in the life of the
company and between diVerent groups of employees. DiVerent elements of the package provide diVerent
things including security, sense of participation, incentive to stay, reward, motivation and alignment with
shareholders.

Do Remuneration Structures Influence Behaviour?

Our observations in this area are firstly that we believe remuneration can influence behaviour and that if
this is true then it must therefore also be true that remuneration can foster both bad and good behaviour.
However, when looking at the current problems in the financial services industry, it is apparent that there is
no one remuneration structure in place across all of the companies that are experiencing problems. Equally
there are likely to be companies that have failed and those that have not where the remuneration structures
are essentially the same.

This suggests two things; firstly that remuneration is unlikely to be the sole cause of the current problems
and secondly that there is no quick fix that can be applied to the remuneration structures to solve the
problem.

Ensuring that the structures drive the right behaviours provides the biggest challenge for the remuneration
committee. In order to do this it is necessary to define success and this is never simple.
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We believe the guidelines from the FSA provide a good starting point to think about how remuneration
structures can be improved. Over the past few years there has been strong pressure from shareholders to shift
the balance of remuneration from fixed to performance linked. Performance linked remuneration is
undoubtedly a good thing but it is possible to have too much of a good thing and we believe that a model
where bonus forms a very large proportion of an individual’s annual pay may encourage risk taking. This
risk may be exacerbated where the bonus is based on a single measure such as short term profit. Salaries
should be set at appropriate levels to ensure that there is not an over dependence on the bonus.

It is also important to ensure that the balance between short term and long term targets is appropriate to
avoid undue emphasis on short term delivery at the expense of long term sustainable performance. A greater
focus on the longer term may be encouraged by holding a portion of remuneration back over a longer time
frame and making this subject to forfeiture if performance is not sustained.

Regulating Remuneration

As part of its deliberations the committee will be considering the role of oversight and regulation on
remuneration in the financial services industry.

We do not believe that it should be necessary or indeed helpful to introduce specific regulation to attempt
to artificially suppress remuneration. Experience suggests that regulation often has unforeseen consequences
and that the pressure to attract talent can often result in companies finding ways to work round the
regulation. The obvious example of this is in the US where the limit on tax deductible pay of $1 million led
to an increase in other forms of remuneration and where the levels of remuneration continue to be far in
excess of those seen in the UK.

It will be important to get the balance right between making the UK a safe place for investors and being
able to attract the right talent. The financial services industry is global in nature and there is no doubt that
companies based in the UK could just as easily be based elsewhere in the world. Initiatives will work best
if there is a degree of international co-ordination.

Transparency has also had unforeseen consequences. The increased disclosure of executive remuneration,
which has been a requirement in Company Law since 2002, has undoubtedly been a contributing factor to
increases in executive pay and to some extent has influenced the design and operation of incentive plans.

There is now much more market data available than was the case previously and as this is in the public
domain executives themselves are now much more aware of what others are receiving. This can put pressure
on remuneration committees and may be partly behind pay ratcheting.

The level of disclosure, and to some extent shareholder pressure, has also tended to encourage
remuneration committees to stick to the tried and tested and not veer too far from the market “standard”
in terms of how performance is measured. Incentive plans therefore often measure what is easy to measure
and use measures that shareholders are comfortable with rather than use measures which are more relevant
to the success of the particular business.

From a shareholder perspective increased transparency around the structure of incentive plans may be
helpful in understanding the relationship between pay and performance. However, providing greater clarity
may encourage a more formulaic approach to making awards so that “grey areas” are avoided. This can
result in the remuneration committee being committed to pay whatever is dictated by the formula rather
than taking a view of performance as a whole over a given period and making a judgement on what should
be paid.

A more positive aspect of the disclosure requirements has been the shareholder vote on the remuneration
report which has allowed shareholders to voice their opinion. In practice the introduction of the vote has
encouraged much greater communication between companies and their shareholders prior to the vote which
will often result in shareholders eVecting changes to proposals prior to implementation.

Over the past few years shareholders have significantly influenced the structure of remuneration. For
example, it used to be the case that an executive director would typically have a service contract with a notice
period of three years or more, meaning a poorly performing executive could walk away with three years’
remuneration. Shareholder pressure has succeeded in bringing the notice period down, in normal
circumstances, to twelve months or less.

We do not think there is any one solution to the current issues around incentives structures and executive
remuneration in the banking sector. But our experience suggests that detailed rules typically do not have the
desired eVect and can have unforeseen consequences. In our opinion initiatives which are principles based
and which encourage dialogue between stakeholders are likely to work more eVectively.

November 2008
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Memorandum from ACCA

Summary

— Performance schemes must be based on sound principles and applied properly.

— Risk management and remuneration and incentive systems must be linked.

— Linking risk management with remuneration incentives would make the risk management
function more important in organisations.

— ACCA hopes that shareholders will, in future, play a more proactive role in holding boards to
account and that this will limit the need for additional regulation.

Introduction

1.1 ACCA is the largest and fastest-growing international professional accountancy body with over
122,000 members and 325,000 students worldwide, whom we support through a network of 80 staVed oYces
and centres around the world. ACCA has its headquarters in London and 54,000 of our members and over
60,000 of our students are based in the UK.

1.2 The expertise of our senior members and in-house technical experts allows ACCA to provide
informed opinion on a range of financial, regulatory, public sector and business areas, including: taxation
(business and personal); small business; pensions; education; and corporate governance and corporate social
responsibility.

1.3 Our staV around the world have been working with members and others in the financial services sector
to develop the network necessary to understand the credit crisis from the perspectives of governance,
remuneration, regulatory and accounting stances.

1.4 In October 2008 we published our paper: “Climbing out of the Credit Crunch”. The paper identifies
the causes of the credit crunch and examines five key areas: corporate governance, remuneration and
incentives, risk identification and management, accounting and financial reporting and regulation. It goes
on to recommend that accepted practices in all these areas need to change to avoid future failures.

1.5 We have since published a more detailed second paper entitled “Corporate Governance and the Credit
Crunch”, which is the result of meetings held by ACCA with experts from financial services, academia and
accounting about the causes of and lessons to be learned from the credit crunch. It takes a wide view of the
factors leading to the credit crunch then explores how poor corporate governance contributed to the
problems in the context of the principles in the Agenda. The purpose of the paper is to aid understanding
of how we have got to where we are and suggest some of the things which need to be done to avoid it
happening again.

Evidence

2. How incentives within financial institutions can best promote long-term sustainable growth and financial
stability, both at the institutional and system-wide levels

2.1 Performance schemes must be based on sound principles and applied properly. Otherwise there is a
risk that a scheme will be used to justify an influential executive’s or trader’s pay claim. Existing incentive
and career structure packages of banks mean enormous rewards but have contributed to short-term
thinking. This lack of long-term thinking neither supports prudent risk management nor works in the
interests of other stakeholders in the global financial markets. Arguably this presents a fundamental
challenge which could frustrate any other attempts for reform.

2.2 Risk management and remuneration and incentive systems must be linked:

— Profits which involve high risk to an organisation should trigger a smaller bonus than a similar
profit which involves less risk.

— Payments should be avoided or delayed (eg held in an escrow account) until profits have been
realised, cash received and “profits” cannot reverse.

— The basis of charging for financial products and remunerating those selling them means that there
will always be an incentive to mis-sell. Asymmetry of information in the selling process means that
buyers will often be vulnerable. Boards should ensure that such incentives are properly managed
so that mis-selling does not occur.

2.3 Human nature tends to abide by accepted societal ethics; recent events may mean that society will
increasingly tend to the view that there is an ethical dimension to performance schemes. This could lead to
better-designed performance schemes, where long-term financial and ethical performance is rewarded.
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2.4 Linking risk management with remuneration incentives would make the risk management function
more important in organisations. Risk managers ideally would be regarded as having equal seniority in an
organisation to others in the “front oYce” and be remunerated accordingly. The risk management function
should advise the remuneration committee.

2.5 We recognise that many risk managers may need to raise their game but an environment where the
risk management function is accorded higher status is necessary. This is not about curbing enterprise and
innovation but providing transparency to decision-makers and their stakeholders. It is not about box ticking
and regulatory bureaucracy. It is about fundamental principles of ethics and professionalism and the clear
accountability of those charged with the important responsibility for running our businesses.

3. The role of remuneration committees and shareholders in providing oversight of compensation packages
within financial institutions

3.1 It needs the support of boards to make our suggestions above happen, but boards may need
additional encouragement. Fortunately, some institutional investors are talking about these issues to their
boards and we encourage them in their eVorts. ACCA hopes that shareholders will play a more proactive
role in holding boards to account and that this will limit the need for additional regulation.

3.2 Over the last decade, remuneration of senior staV appears to be growing at a faster rate than dividends
paid to shareholders. It may be questioned whether the relative share of bank income paid as remuneration
compared with dividends has been in the best interest of shareholders.

3.3 Shareholders have limited ability to influence companies they own. Not all shareholders invest for the
long term and not all shareholders have an interest in holding boards to account for their stewardship. This
has allowed executive managements to extract increasingly larger proportions of corporate earnings.

3.4 This is a fundamental governance challenge in capital markets where shares are widely held and is not
confined to the banking sector. The emergence of new strategies (eg using derivatives) for participating in
corporate profitability and new types of shareholder, such as sovereign wealth funds, compound the
challenge.

3.5 We urge shareholders to take a greater interest in how boards ensure that remuneration and incentive
schemes support, rather than undermine, long term sustainable business performance. It follows that both
boards and shareholders need to receive appropriate, clear and reliable information on risk, financial results
remuneration, pay policy and how these three areas are interrelated. Without such information, boards have
little chance of holding its executive to account and shareholders little chance of holding boards to account.

November 2008

Memorandum from the London Investment Banking Association (LIBA)

1. The London Investment Banking Association (LIBA)76 is pleased to contribute to the Committee’s
inquiry into incentive structures and executive remuneration in the banking sector.

Overview

2. Remuneration structures and practices are commercial issues determined by firms individually, in
particular their remuneration committees and ultimately, their shareholders. As with other commercial
matters, such as price setting, LIBA has been careful to ensure that its activities as a trade association do
not interfere with commercial decisions or competition between firms. Consequently, whilst we have an
overall view of industry practice and can contribute to the Committee’s inquiry in general terms, we have
limited insight into the details of individual firms’ remuneration practices.

3. While remuneration is a diVerentiating factor for firms, the industry has recognised the need to address
concerns about remuneration practices. International industry bodies such as the Counterparty Risk
Management Group (CRMPG) and the Institute of International Finance (IIF) have recognised that “more
can be done to ensure that incentives associated with compensation are better aligned with risk taking and
risk tolerance across broad classes of senior and executive management”.77 The IIF has issued Principles
of Conduct which they recommend to firms as “broad guidelines” to help firms to “re-align compensation
incentives with shareholder interests and the realisation of risk adjusted returns”.78

76 The London Investment Banking Association is the principal trade association in the United Kingdom for firms which are
active in the investment banking and securities industry. The Association represents its members on both domestic and
international aspects of this business, and promotes their views to the authorities in the United Kingdom, the European
Union, and elsewhere.

77 CRMPG III, Containing Systemic Risk: The Road to Reform, August 2008.
78 IIF, Final Report of the IIF Committee on Market Best Practices, July 2008.
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4. These broad industry guidelines are very similar in substance to the criteria for good remuneration
practices set out in the Financial Services Authority (FSA) 13 October “Dear CEO” letter on remuneration
policies. Many of these practices are already in place across the industry but there are diVerences between
firms and some firms have further to go than others. LIBA believes these principles provide a good
framework for firms to assess their own policies and procedures and to consider if there are improvements
they can make in their own remuneration practices, and the principles will also inform the dialogue that will
take place between the FSA and firms on this matter.

Specific Points

The relationship between the structure of remuneration packages and excessive risk-taking within financial
institutions

5. The causes of the current crisis are many. It is not clear whether and to what extent any firm’s
remuneration practices contributed to the crisis. However, it is the case that practices at some firms may have
fallen short of good practice. An example would be bonuses determined with insuYcient regard to the risk
underlying revenue streams. Going forward, it is important to make sure that good practices are adopted
consistently across the industry.

How incentives within financial institutions can best promote long-term sustainable growth and financial
stability, both at the institutional and system-wide levels

6. Remuneration incentives can best promote growth and stability if they:

— are aligned with the interests of shareholders and the long-term profitability of the firm;

— align individual risk-taking with the risk appetite of the firm; and

— to the extent possible, reflect the riskiness of the particular business line against which the
remuneration is awarded and the time horizon over which profits will be realised.

7. The IIF and the FSA have each presented guidelines on good practice that can help to deliver these
outcomes. Many of these practices are already in place, but some—including the deferral of bonuses against
the “profit-generating lifespan” of the business against which the bonus is awarded, and the development
of risk-adjusted remuneration metrics—present very diYcult practical challenges. The industry will want to
work with regulators and others to consider what practices will deliver these objectives in the most eYcient
and eVective manner. The need is to ensure a strong alignment between remuneration incentives and broader
economic interests.

What approach the FSA should take with respect to remuneration practices within financial institutions

8. The FSA has said it has no wish to be involved in setting remuneration levels and that that is a matter
for the Boards of individual firms. The FSA has also made it clear that it does not see remuneration as the
most important area for reform. “We believe it [executive pay] is less important than new approaches to
capital adequacy and liquidity, and the supervisory enhancement programme”.79

9. We agree with both of these points and support the general approach the FSA is taking to establishing
consistent good practice across the industry. In particular, we believe that by establishing a dialogue with
the industry on these issues, and working iteratively with firms to establish good practice, the FSA is
maximising the extent to which necessary improvements will take place in a way that is not inconsistent with
the global nature of the financial services industry and the UK’s interest in preserving London as an
important international financial centre.

The role of remuneration committees and shareholders in providing oversight of compensation packages within
financial institutions

10. Remuneration committees, and shareholders (in relation to main board members of UK listed
companies), must take ultimate responsibility for ensuring there is appropriate oversight of remuneration
packages and structures. Remuneration committees should set the framework for decisions on structure and
pay. It is particularly important that increased regulatory oversight of remuneration structures does not have
the unintended eVect of reducing the incentives on remuneration committees and shareholders to deliver on
these responsibilities.

11. In addition, there should be support from control functions (risk management, compliance and HR)
with suYcient independence to provide the management information necessary to manage remuneration
risk. Our impression is that industry practice on this varies and we understand that some firms are
considering this point further.

79 Guardian interview with Lord Turner, Chairman of the FSA, by Larry Elliot, Friday 17 October 2008.
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The need for a co-ordinated international approach to executive remuneration in the banking sector

12. The financial services industry operates in a global and highly competitive market, with financial
centres competing to attract the best people from across the world. Securing international agreement on
principles around this issue is essential to delivering the balance needed between maintaining London as an
international financial centre and ensuring a good alignment of remuneration and risk.

13. In addition, many of the firms operating in London, including many of our members, have global
remuneration policies that are set outside the UK. Without a co-ordinated international approach, reform
will have only a limited eVect.

Good practice around the disclosure and transparency of compensation arrangements within financial
institutions

14. UK company law requires quoted companies to publish, with their annual report and accounts,
detailed information on directors’ remuneration. The FSA has the power to obtain information on
remuneration arrangements in UK regulated firms. In our view, current arrangements strike an appropriate
balance between the need for stakeholders in a company to have access to relevant information on the
compensation of senior executives, the need to avoid unnecessary public disclosure of private information
about a larger group of individuals, and the need of the FSA to obtain the information it needs to further
the public interest through its oversight of remuneration arrangements.

November 2008

Memorandum from the Futures and Options Association

Incentive Structures and Executive Remuneration in the Banking Sector

The Futures and Options Association (FOA) is grateful for this opportunity to comment on remuneration
structures in the financial services sector.

Briefly, we are strongly supportive of the concept of performance-based remuneration, which provides
directors and general staV employed by a company with the opportunity to share in its success—a success
to which they will have all made a substantial contribution. We are also of the view that the level and
structures of remuneration packages are a commercial matter for the employing institution and should not
be the subject of specific rules and regulations. On the other hand, we recognise entirely that, taken to excess,
incentivisation can become perverse and exacerbate conflicts of interest between the employing firm and its
customers and aVected staV. On this basis, we recognise that, going forward, this will be an element that will
be the subject of review by the Financial Services Authority as part of its risk assessment of individual firms.

In general terms, we support the FSA’s recent release on remuneration packages and recognise that such
packages will have to take greater account of a number of factors, namely:

— The amount of eVort that is required in order to secure above-average performance.

— Bonuses should reflect a level of performance that is outstanding and which can generally be
regarded as beyond the level of good performance that will naturally be expected from a loyal
employee.

— Contrarian factors such as the level of risk and cost of capital that was deployed in order to secure
performance.

— The desirability of bonuses being measured against sustainable performance, although sound
performance, even if short-term, should be capable of being appropriately rewarded.

— Incentives should be equally available for staV who save money (and so contribute to performance)
and not just for those who operate in the “front oYce” or in trading and sales.

The FOA is not persuaded by the suggestion that there should be a “coordinated international approach”
to remuneration in the banking or any other sector and, while it supports the concept of “good practice
around the disclosure and transparency of the compensation arrangements”, individual salaries are and
should generally remain confidential other than in the highest levels of the organisation.

The FOA recognises that other organisations will be responding to this request in much more detail, but
we felt it appropriate to express to the Committee our high-level views on this matter.

November 2008
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Memorandum from CIPD

CIPD Overview

1. The CIPD’s primary purpose is to improve the standard of people management and development
across the economy and help our individual members do a better job for themselves and their organisations.

2. As the UK’s leading professional body for those involved in the management and development of
people, we are ideally placed to contribute to the development of public policy across the spectrum of
workplace and employment issues.

3. We are able to draw on the experience and knowledge of our 133,000 members and our wide range of
research to provide a pragmatic stance on public policy that is based on solid evidence and the real world.

4. Our membership base is wide, with 59% of our members working in private sector services and
manufacturing, 34% working in the public sector and 7% in the not-for-profit sector. In addition 82% of the
FTSE 100 companies have CIPD members at director level.

Background to the FSA Review

In the UK, the media and politicians have raised concerns that inappropriate remuneration schemes in
the City may, in some way, have contributed to the current financial diYculties. These concerns have also
been raised internationally, through reports from the Institute of International Finance and the CRMPG.
As a consequence, the FSA is now examining remuneration polices across the banking sector as a whole.
Given the implications of this review for the wider financially regulated sector and, potentially, for other
areas of the economy it is seen as important that the CIPD has a view on the FSA’s review.

This paper has been put together following a meeting of the CIPD Vice President’s senior reward panel
held 3 November 2008.

Is remuneration the problem?

While recognising the scope of the FSA’s letter and the legitimate need to explore this aspect of the
banking crisis, members of the panel were concerned that the focus of the FSA’s letter is solely on
remuneration design (levels and structures) looking at the weak points in reward and how they can be
strengthened. It does not acknowledge the associated contextual issues which frame any remuneration
system such as employee engagement, the culture of performance and hiring practice.

In this paper we examine the FSA’s review in more detail, but focus initially on these “contextual” issues:

Given the tight labour market in investment banking at the time we witnessed:

— high recruitment, training and development costs;

— confusion over whether annual incentive deferrals were primarily a retention or a performance
tool;

— annual incentives deferrals being bought out when people left organisation and so lessening their
performance role;

— the role of the HR/reward professionals being minimised in terms of assessment of reward design
standards with a heavy emphasis on maintaining “market rates” on salary and bonuses, rather
than operating a strong link to performance;

— a focus on short-term measurable profit/revenue, with less emphasis on management and reward
of rounded performance (including administrative and risk compliance);

— despite the City regarding talent management as being crucial to success, a number of best practices
were not universally followed in relation to recruitment, performance management and work force
planning;

— a failure, at all levels, to appreciate and manage risk of new products, particularly in the originate
to distribute model; and

— a perception of first mover disadvantage in applying closer controls on aspects of good HR practice
and reward.
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The FSA Review

1. Remuneration levels

The FSA does not intend to investigate this area, which would be fraught. It believes that levels are a
matter for the board within the context of prudent management of returns to employees and returns to other
stakeholders, taking into account performance and risk. The CIPD agrees with this view. The CIPD
recognises that the focus of concern at this time should be what the individual is incentivised to do to receive
the payment and the management and governance of the process.

2. Remuneration structures

The FSA wants to ensure that firms follow remuneration polices that are aligned with sound risk
management systems and controls. However, we believe that is something that goes beyond just incentive
design. What is needed is for these organisations to build their reward and people management capabilities.

The CIPD broadly supports many of the FSA’s criteria for good remuneration policies and welcomes the
approach which avoids detailed guidelines that could be counter-productive in individual instances over
diverse business situations.

For example, it is one thing to call for reward to be linked to performance, it is another thing to be able
to define, measure, manage, appraise and ascribe it. Unfortunately, there is no one solution and employers
have to work out what is best for them within the appropriate regulatory framework.

In CIPD’s experience, for incentives to work, they should not exist as isolation but as part of a wider,
integrated reward and people management approach to meet the needs of the business. That to be eVective
incentive schemes need to have:

— appropriate and measureable performance targets;

— eVective communications;

— management of all key elements of individual performance;

— responsible management; and

— operate in an environment where scheme participants know what values, performances, skills and
behaviours that will be rewarded and recognised.

Governance

It is clear that the remuneration practices which may have contributed to the present crisis operated in an
environment where aspects of risk were not systematically understood and managed. This applied right the
way from the Boards of banks to regulators, rating agencies and the employees themselves. Given this
context, even the best practices of remuneration governance were unlikely to have fully avoided short term
potential overpayment for the performance achieved.

The CIPD believes that Remuneration Committees of Boards, accompanied by greater transparency and
the advisory vote on executive remuneration policy at AGM’s has improved governance of remuneration
for executive directors. This requires Non Executive Directors sitting on the Remuneration Committee to
bring their understanding of the business strategy, risk and operational plans to the design of executive
reward within the context of best practice in reward design and people management. Whether it is
appropriate or feasible for the Remuneration Committee to have detailed involvement in reward, including
incentives, at lower organisation levels is open to doubt given the role of non executives in the UK corporate
governance model. However it is clear that there needs to be sound design and management of incentives
at lower level, involving individuals are qualified and experienced in reward management, accountable for
business performance and not themselves beneficiaries of the arrangements.

The CIPD suggests that the board as a whole needs to regularly review its people management practices
to ensure that they encourage the behaviours, attitudes, skills and performances that support the long-term
interests of the organisation and the shareholders.

Summary

The CIPD believes that:

— there is no one size fits all solution. There are tensions and risks in any reward system and these
need to be recognised and managed, for instance between the needs of the organisation to reward
and recognise individual performance, but in such a way that it does impact adversely on cohesion
of the organisation and the achievement of longer term goals;

— while incentives may have contributed to the credit crunch on their own they did not create it, so
their role should not be exaggerated, not what can be achieved by their reform. Performance and
talent management are just as important components of successful reform of the cultures in these
companies;
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— managing risk more eVectively is not just about more sophisticated risk-adjusted measures of
performance and it is not just more complex compensation plans, it is also about the wider
performance management environment and culture of the organisation;

— many employers will already be using the FSA’s good practice criteria at board level. The
implementation of good practice criteria below board level, for highly paid talent needs to meet
high standards of governance and design. Boards should ensure that this is happening;

— employers need to look beyond reward and examine their people management strategy and
practices to ensure it is creating or sustaining a culture supportive of long-term shareholder and
business needs;

— the involvement of reward professionals in the design and management of incentives is an
important element in ensuring that they are designed to meet their aims, eVectively modelled to
identify costs and set within the context of wider people management. The reward function should
be involved with the risk management, governance and finance functions when creating their
remuneration practices;

— organisations need to review the capability and skills of the HR function in such areas as risk
management and finance so that it can play a role in training the non-executive directors while the
compensation function needs to be properly resourced so it can play an influential and strategic
role in reward management;

— organisations need to review whether the remuneration committees and others associated with
design and management of incentives have the suYcient capability to review the reward-risk
issue; and

— organisations need to recognise the importance of good people management to organisational
success and to regular monitor HR practices at board level.

January 2009

Memorandum from The Financial Times Limited

Introduction

1. The Financial Times, one of the world’s leading business news organisations, is recognised
internationally for its authority, integrity and accuracy. Providing extensive news, comment and analysis,
the newspaper is printed at 24 print sites across the globe and has a daily circulation of 448,523 (ABC figures,
November 2008). The newspaper, consisting of separate UK, US, European, Asian and Middle East
editions, was last year named “Newspaper of the Year” in three separate highly regarded awards ceremonies.
The FT’s writers are recognized experts and commentators in their respective fields and the various
publications are frequently cited as authoritative sources by leaders in the financial sector.

FT.com is one of the world’s leading business information websites providing an essential source of news,
comment, data and analysis for the global business community. FT.com attracts 7.1 million unique users,
generating 72 million page views per month (ABCe figures, March 2008).

The FT group of companies also includes fund management information provider Money-Media and
Financial Times Business which produces specialist information on the retail, personal and institutional
finance industries, including the UK’s premier personal finance magazine Investors Chronicle, The Banker,
Money Management and Financial Adviser for professional advisers.

2. The Treasury Committee is undertaking an inquiry into the Banking Crisis and has called for evidence
from interested parties on a range of issues. At paragraph 1.11 of its request for evidence, the Committee
has invited submissions on “The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists
should operate under any form of reporting restriction during banking crises”.

3. The Financial Times Limited (“FT”) is making this submission in response to that specific request at
paragraph 1.11.

Executive Summary

4. This submission raises the following issues:

(a) The media plays a crucial role in disseminating information regarding issues of public importance
to the rest of society. The current global financial crisis and the bank failures that have contributed
to it are issues of immense public interest and significant complexity. It is therefore the
responsibility of the press to explain what has happened and what measures are being taken by
government and financial institutions to address the current state of aVairs so that members of the
public may evaluate the actions taken by key decision makers and make informed decisions
regarding their own circumstances.
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(b) By making information available to all members of the public simultaneously, ie greater
transparency, the financial media actually act against the creation of false markets and contribute
to the proper functioning of the financial system.

(c) Reporting restrictions constitute a prior restraint on the right to freedom of expression and as such
must respect the requirements of Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Given
the indisputable public interest in the ongoing economic turmoil the FT is of the view that
reporting restrictions in such circumstances could not be justified.

(d) If there is concern regarding the quality or content of financial journalism in the UK, the
government should more properly be assessing the degree of public disclosure required by financial
institutions—including banks, private equity firms and hedge funds. We submit that focusing
merely on the role of the media as opposed to addressing the overall suYciency of disclosure
obligations and public access to financial information misses the larger issue altogether.

Each of the above issues is elaborated in the main body of the submission.

The Role of the Media in Financial Stability

5. This submission addresses only one of the key areas identified for consideration by the Committee as
part of its inquiry, specifically paragraph 1.11, under the heading “Securing financial stability”, regarding
“The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises”.

6. It will come as no surprise that the FT—along with other media organisations—is extremely concerned
to learn that the government is even considering the possibility of imposing reporting restrictions on the
financial media.

7. The UK authorities have repeatedly recognized the crucial role played by the media as “watchdog”
protecting the public interest and also as the primary means of disseminating information regarding public
life to the rest of society.80 That the financial system is an integral part of public life and therefore a worthy
subject matter for extensive media coverage should be totally uncontroversial.

8. The increasing complexity of global financial systems and the speed at which developments occur make
it imperative that the media be able to report freely to the public regarding what is happening in their
economy and ultimately, with their money. For instance, the decision made by governments around the
world to commit unprecedented levels of tax payer money to rescue failing institutions requires a media that
is capable of explaining the bail out packages in order to ensure that these receive the required degree of
scrutiny. One cannot seriously maintain that the public interest—or financial stability—would be better
served by keeping the public in the dark regarding a £50 billion bail out of UK banks, or not reporting why
a stock price is moving up and down.

9. It is arguably naı̈ve, in this era of email, blogging and instant messaging (much of it anonymous), to
attribute the spread of false rumours to the media, or to accuse the media of aggravating the banking crisis—
however defined. In fact, the media and financial regulators frequently have similar objectives, including
dispelling unfounded rumours that distort the market, and regulators frequently benefit from the media’s
eVorts to hold the market’s participants to account.

10. An example is provided by the FT stories that revealed how mathematical models used by Moody’s
to evaluate an important financial product contained a computer error that resulted in the product receiving
a higher rating than it deserved (see http://www.ft.com/cms/5fd271ee-61f6-11dc-bdf6-0000779fd2ac.html).
The stories were published after the FSA declined to investigate due to a lack of jurisdiction. As a direct
result of the revelations, Moody’s initiated an external review of its practices and took steps to improve the
integrity of its ratings processes. The Securities and Exchange Commission in the US announced an
investigation into the aVair and Standard & Poor’s—another of the dominant ratings agencies—publicly
disclosed that an error had been found in one of its models. Each of these occurrences will or should improve
how the ratings agencies function, to the benefit of the public, and were triggered by an investigation
undertaken and reported by the media.

11. A further example of the important role played by the media throughout the current economic crisis
is provided by the coverage given to the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the fall out from the uncovering
of Bernard MadoV’s suspected billion dollar “Ponzi scheme”. Although two very diVerent sets of
circumstances, each involved countless numbers of small investors seeking and needing to obtain reliable,
timely and accurate information in order to protect their interests as best as they could. If these investors
had been obligated to rely only on the flow of information from the press oYce of Lehman’s administrators
or MadoV’s prosecutors then they would eVectively have been left entirely in the dark, if not misinformed.

80 For example, the House of Lords decision in McCartan Turkington Breen v Times Newspapers Ltd., [2001] 2 AC 277, at p
290, Lord Bingham of Cornhill states: In a modern, developed society it is only a small minority of citizens who can participate
directly in the discussions and decisions which shape the public life of that society. The majority can participate only indirectly,
by exercising their rights as citizens to vote, express their opinions, make representations to the authorities, form pressure
groups and so on. But the majority cannot participate in the public life of their society in these ways if they are not alerted
to and informed about matters which call or may call for consideration and action. It is very largely through the media,
including of course the press, that they will be so alerted and informed.
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Arguments against Reporting Restrictions during Banking Crises—Article 10 Issues

12. For the reasons set out above, namely the important role played by the media in informing the public
regarding the financial sector, it is the FT’s submission that there is no case for the imposition of reporting
restrictions during banking crises. It is also the FT’s submission that such restrictions would be diYcult if
not impossible to justify under Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights.

13. Both the UK courts and the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) have held that reporting
restrictions constitute an interference with the right to freedom of expression and that such restrictions will
only be legitimate if they satisfy the Article 10 requirements.

14. One of the requirements is “necessity”, ie there must be a “pressing social need” for the restriction.
Furthermore, according to the ECHR, the test of necessity also requires a determination of whether a
restriction “was proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued and whether the reasons given by the national
authorities to justify it are relevant and suYcient”.81

15. SuYcient recourse against media who report false and damaging, or true but confidential business
information already exists in the form of plaintiV friendly libel laws and a strict confidentiality regime. There
is also a system of self-regulation in place, overseen by the Press Complaints Commission, which provides
recourse to members of the public, including companies, when the media has reported inaccurate
information. The PCC Code of Practice also regulates the press to prevent insider dealing and market
manipulation through self-disclosure requirements. Consequently, there is no need for additional
restrictions.

16. The courts have, in fact, on at least two recent occasions heard cases arising from the bankruptcy of
companies in total privacy, with even the judgments being withheld from the public for a period of time.82

This practice is enormously problematic and further strengthens the argument that no additional obstacles
to the dissemination of information are required. On the contrary, the government should be reviewing the
scope of the courts’ powers to exclude the public from hearings without even providing an opportunity
for appeal.

17. A further requirement that any restriction on the right to freedom of expression must meet in order
to be considered compliant with Article 10 is that it be “prescribed by law”. As explained by the ECHR,
“one of the requirements flowing from the expression “prescribed by law” is the foreseeability of the measure
concerned. A norm cannot be regarded as a “law” unless it is formulated with suYcient precision to enable
the citizen to regulate his conduct: he must be able—if need be with appropriate advice—to foresee, to a
degree that is reasonable in the circumstances, the consequences which a given action may entail. Those
consequences need not be foreseeable with absolute certainty: experience shows this to be unattainable.
Whilst certainty in the law is highly desirable, it may bring in its train excessive rigidity and the law must be
able to keep pace with changing circumstances. Accordingly, many laws are inevitably couched in terms
which, to a greater or lesser extent, are vague and whose interpretation and application are questions of
practice”.

18. It is the FT’s submission that the attempt to define what constitutes a “banking crisis” and when a
crisis exists, for the purposes of imposing reporting restrictions, will necessarily be problematic and will not
be possible with the degree of precision required by Article 10. Any move by a court to impose a reporting
restriction because of a deemed “banking crisis” is actually likely to create more panic than it would avert.

19. The ECHR has repeatedly stated that any form of prior restraint on freedom of expression, which
includes reporting restrictions, “call for the most careful scrutiny on the part of the Court”83 and that “there
is little scope under Article 10(2) of the Convention for restrictions on political speech or on the debate of
questions of public interest”.84 The public interest in banking crises is significant and indisputable.

20. Transparency is the best means for ensuring fair, balanced and accurate reporting. The value of public
access to information on matters in the political sphere has been recognized internationally through the
adoption of freedom of information legislation. Many of the same rationales—including the building of
trust and accountability—exist for increasing the transparency of financial institutions. Consequently there
is growing pressure in many jurisdictions is towards greater disclosure.85 Any move by the government to
increase regulation of the media through the imposition of reporting restrictions would be retrograde and,
the FT submits, a violation of the UK government’s legal obligations.

December 2008

81 Feldek v Slovakia, 12 July 2001, Application No 29032/95, at para 73. See also Ibid, at p 290.
82 Re Whistlejacket Capital Ltd, [2008] EWCA Civ 575 and Re Sigma Finance Corporation (in receivership), Companies Court

case 9750 of 2008, Court of Appeal 2008/2689 and 2707.
83 The Observer and Guardian v the United Kingdom, 26 November 1991, Application No 12585/88, at paragraph 60 (the

“Spycatcher” case).
84 Wingrove v the United Kingdom, 25 November 1996, Application No 17419/90, at paragraph 58.
85 For instance, eVorts are being made by regulators and parts of the hedge fund and private equity sectors to increase

transparency. This month the G20 called for a unified code of practice for hedge funds. The European Commission is due to
present proposals for hedge fund and private equity oversight next month. And in the US, Hank Paulson, Treasury secretary,
is reported to have reversed his opposition to regulating the hedge fund industry.
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Memorandum from the National Union of Journalists

1. The National Union of Journalists represents 37,000 professional journalists in Britain and Ireland.
Our response to this inquiry focuses on one paragraph in the call for evidence:

1.11 The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises

2. It is always vital that media have the right to inform the public of matters of serious concern. The
notion that movements in financial markets have been consequent on media reports is mistaken and
misconceived.

3. Operators in the markets know much more about their workings than any journalist. The whole
section of the market trading in derivatives is based precisely on this knowledge. Journalists are passing to
the public information on the basis of which millions of pounds are already moving on the market.

4. If a bank collapses the day after a BBC economics reporter reports that it is in trouble, that is because
the bank is in trouble, not because of the report. The NUJ does perceive an element of “shoot the messenger”
in proposals to apply restrictions to financial reporting.

5. There is a crucial role for business and financial journalists in holding the world of high finance to
account. The entire population, at some level, has a direct interest in the performance of financial
institutions, and they are entitled to know how they are performing.

6. Indeed it has been argued that media did not scrutinise them enough. A recent article by the respected
commentator Will Hutton said that journalists did play some part in the financial crisis by failing to apply
the same rigour to business reporting as to other areas.

7. Journalists had failed to assess how the wealth was being made, he said. “We suspended our judgement
and we are paying a big, big price.” Reporters had been guilty of accepting what the business community
told them, in a way that would not happen when reporting on other issues.

8. The full article can be found at:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2008/nov/21/events-pressandpublishing

9. The media might also have been said to contribute by helping to whip up Britain’s mountain of debt
by encouraging reckless spending and the inflation of property prices.

10. Considerably more damage was probably done that way than by any reporting of banks running into
financial trouble, but nobody is proposing restrictions on the reporting of consumerism.

11. No restrictions on reporting during financial crises will bring any benefit, since the crisis will continue
anyway, and will do great harm in preventing the public having the information about it that they need.

12. If policy makers are concerned about maintaining trust in the banking system, nothing could be more
dangerous than to introduce the potential for consumers to believe that information known widely in the
city is being kept from them. It is the banking system that should be examined, not how it is reported.

13. Opaque systems that nobody could understand played a key part in the current financial crisis—so
if anything greater transparency is needed.

December 2008

Memorandum from Odey Asset Management

1. The Treasury Committee is seeking to identify the lessons that can be learned from the banking crisis.
Odey Asset Management is glad to have the opportunity to contribute to this work.

2. In Annexe 1 of this letter we respond to the list of issues raised by the Committee.

3. But there are wider issues, and we have thoughts to oVer which do not fit within the Committee’s
specific list of questions, but which we believe go to the heart of the matter. Our view of these issues is key
to our investment work, and has allowed us to protect the savings and pensions of our investors in these
diYcult times. They are:

— that the Committee should additionally address itself to the preparation of a policy response to the
forthcoming second wave of the banking crisis;

— that the underlying problem has been the accumulation by households, companies and
governments, largely since 2001, of unsustainable levels of debt; and

— that a managed restructuring of the UK and global debt burden is the necessary precondition for
restarting economic growth.

4. But before addressing these points in more detail, we should first introduce ourselves, declaring our
expertise and interests.
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About Ourselves

5. Odey Asset Management is an investment management house with some (£2.6 billionn/$4 billion))
under management, authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom.

6. We seek to protect the capital of our investors, be they pension holders or private investors, and to
deliver absolute returns when we can. We follow a cautious and common sense approach. Key to our work
is the thinking we put into the positions we take, examples of which have been our refusal to participate in
the late 1990’s dot com bubble judging that it was a boom without foundation, or the decision two years
ago to take investments out of the financial and property sectors because they appeared to us to be built on
the weakest of foundations. We make simple and uncomplicated investments in shares, debt, and currencies,
and make minimum use of derivatives. We do not use large levels of borrowing/leverage. Our investors are
not subject to “lock-ins”. And we are transparent to our investors and regulators. As we value transparency
ourselves, and as we believe it essential to have a clear view of a company if we are to invest in it, we expect
investors to have the same requirement of us if they are to let us manage their savings.

7. Founded 17 years ago, we have a number of funds of diVerent types which we run across the world,
some are simple investment accounts, and a minority are absolute return funds, currently called hedge funds
although they were founded before that term came to mean what it does today. Our flagship absolute return
fund has delivered compound annual returns of 15% a year over 17 years, although with very significant
periods of either out-performing, or being out-performed by, stock market indexes on the way. We do not
invest to follow the market, and our clients oVer us their money to manage on that basis.

8. The remuneration of our staV is heavily dependent on increases in the value of the fund. If the funds
we manage on behalf of the investors do not perform then we do not receive performance fees. Also, we
expect our fund managers and principals to have their own money invested in our funds—so that they share
the same risks as the other investors.

Our View

9. We wish to bring to the attention of Committee Members that the phrasing of their list of issues
sometimes pre-supposes that “the banking crisis” is behind us. We are not of that view. The first phase of
the crisis was that the banks stopped lending to each other. This mutual and total loss of confidence within
the banking community was unheard of in this generation. It caused a global credit crisis. That crisis and first
phase is now receding, and thanks are in order to the world’s governments for swift and significant action to
address the problem.

10. But there is a second phase of the crisis ahead of us. This will be a more “familiar” banking crisis
caused by the recession, in which the economic down-turn triggers the bankruptcy and default on loans of
companies and households, causing banks to lose money and exhaust reserves. With a hard recession ahead,
bank reserves are insuYcient. We—unfortunately—hold the opinion that certain key banks in the UK will
need significant further capitalisation, that this is unlikely to be forthcoming from the markets, and that the
Committee should therefore additionally address itself to the preparation of a policy response to the
forthcoming second wave of the banking crisis.

11. Public statements across all parties have tended to address the question of “how to solve the banking
crisis?” as if unfreezing the system would allow the economy to return to the norms of the last 25 years. The
failures of the financial system must be addressed, and we have to put in place measures to stop this
foreseeable and foreseen demolition of wealth and invested savings from repeating. But the troubles of the
banking sector are not the cause, although they are at the centre, of the crisis. They are a symptom and
multiplier of the underlying problem. The underlying problem has been the accumulation by households,
companies and governments, largely since 2001, of unsustainable levels of debt (Fig 1). If not managed
down, debt will prevent recovery.

12. Churchill liked to ask what was the tremendous fact of a situation? The answer this time, is “debt”.
The social costs of leaving the markets to deal with this debt are unacceptable. Addressing the symptoms
provides respite and help to keep the economy functioning, but it oVers no solution—for debt endures. What
is to be done is the discovery and implementation of measures to bring debt down to a level at which
economic growth can re-start. In January 2005 we commissioned a study by Edward Chancellor called
“Crunch Time for Credit” (Intelligent Investor Special Report) to investigate in a dispassionate way what
we believed then was an “unsustainable trend”. Unfortunately the crisis was not averted. But now that it is
here, we are hopeful that lessons can and will be learnt—and that a better path will be laid for the future.

13. It is our view that a managed restructuring of the UK and global debt burden is the necessary
precondition for restarting economic growth, for markets in housing and banking finding a floor from which
to rebuild, and for the steady rebuilding of savings suYcient to guarantee pensions, investment, and
innovation in the long term.

14. As investment practitioners who to an extent foresaw the financial crisis before it arrived, and mindful
of the responsibility we carry to the investors and savers whose money we manage, it seems right and
necessary to engage positively, and on an all-party basis, with this important policy and social debate. We
are grateful to the Committee for giving us the opportunity.
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Annexe 1

RESPONSE TO TREASURY COMMITTEE LIST OF ISSUES FROM ODEY ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Issue 1.3: The Role, and Regulation, of Hedge Funds in the Banking Crisis, and whether any
Reforms are Desirable.
and
Issue 1.10: Risks to Financial Stability Emanating from Non-Bank Financial Institutions.

After years of concern which focused on the “hedge fund” industry, the banking crisis was triggered by the
banks themselves—the most heavily regulated part of the financial services industry. The main conclusion is
that regulation must get the core right. And that means the banks.

We would like to bring to the Committee’s attention the diVerence between the fund manager (the people
and the firm) and the fund (the money to be invested). The money, “the fund” is inanimate and should be
subject to money laundering and auditing rules. It is the fund manager who must be regulated. We do not
see merit in regulating funds beyond audit and accounting norms.

Regulation of Investment Managers: we advocate transparent markets and transparent financial
organisations to protect investors, together with strong international accountancy standards. We do not
have confidence in unregulated fund managers, and point out that the alleged MadoV criminal fraud would
be significantly less possible in the UK, primarily because we believe that the UK’s regulator, the FSA, would
require any significant investment firm to use a major independent accountancy firm.

Proposal:

— All fund managers and investment firms globally to be brought under internationally validated
regulatory regimes.

— All investment managers—of whatever type—to provide regular reporting of their investment
positions to their regulating body, and at a lower level of granularity for their investors. This
information could be passed in aggregate to international bodies for coordination of international
economic policy. The objective could be achieved through a coordinated requirement announced
by global regulatory authorities.

— All investment managers subscribing to recognised regulatory regimes should see the level playing-
field extended to permit them to oVer services to retail investors.

Framework for a regulatory structure for the financial services industry: we would like the Committee to
consider a three-way division of the regulatory structure.

The prime systemic risk from banks is to their depositors. So the focus of regulation here is about
depositor protection and bank finance. Therefore we would move to a regime where deposit taking banks
are regulated as utilities which cannot fail. The UK has great experience of this in other sectors.

The prime systemic risk from other financial actors is to markets. The focus here is on stopping market
abuse and ensuring that markets are working. This type of regulation allows companies to fail, as it will
allow companies, entrepreneurs and innovators to reap the rewards of success. It requires diVerent
regulatory skills from “utility banks” above. This is the sector which will grow and which will be core to the
future success of the City of London. Providing markets are not being abused, and the City Regulators have
much expertise and experience of this, and were rules brought in to limit the leverage allowed to firms
licensed to operate in this area to levels below those allowed to the banks, then systemic risk will be managed
down to acceptable levels.

Consumer and investor protection underpins both groups. Here the focus is the ombudsman role, and
enforcement of agreed accounting standards, with particular attention given to ending oV-balance sheet
accounting. We would advocate the creation of a separate investors and savers protection body in the UK.

London’s star attraction as a financial centre is the agglomeration in one location of expertise, a
favourable tax regime, institutional order and a fair regulatory regime. We do not believe that the regulatory
failures which allowed the recent Volkswagen debacle could have happened in the UK.

Proposal:

Three way division of the regulatory structure for the financial sector:

— deposit taking banks regulated as utilities which cannot fail;

— other financial players regulated to protect markets, and allowed to fail; and

— creation of an independent investor and saver protection body and Ombudsman.
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Issue 1.6: Possible Reforms to the Remuneration Structures Prevalent in Financial Services

As practitioners we want to be able to reward our staV for performance over time. This is made harder
by current HMG taxation policy meaning that we cannot eYciently set aside payments across multiple years
contingent on performance. We have had to develop a form of share scheme to achieve this.

Proposal:

— A change to taxation treatment of performance pay within company accounts, to facilitate
companies setting aside remuneration contingent on multi-year performance.

— Investment management firms to receive fees based on multi-year performance.

— Individual fund managers to be required to invest 25–50% of their personal financial assets in the
funds they manage.

Issue 1.7: Reforms to Regulatory Capital and Liquidity Requirements

To be eVective, principles and rules must be transparent to investors and regulators alike, and easily
understood. Recent history shows the result of abandoning these principles.

Since 1999 the Tier 1 equity to total assets ratio of the domestic banks (ratio showing how heavily they
borrow) began to fall from its long-term historic ratio of around 4%, to around 2% by 2007 (Fig 2). This
signalled that the banks were over-extended and taking historic risks, and the change helped create the
crucial £700 billion gap between loans and deposits in the UK banking system.

In parallel the more subjective, complex, and less transparent measure referred to as “risk-weighted
assets” remained stable at 5%, masking the fundamental change. Also, in 2005 the introduction of IFRS
accounting standards stopped banks from making “rainy day” provisions against unforeseen future
problems. Spain was the only European country not to make the change, allowing Spanish banks to begin
this recession with a greater buVer (whatever other issues they may have).

Hidden behind the scenes, bank assets were shifted from their balance sheets to vehicles with less stringent
capital rules—allowing banks to borrow even more without investors able to see—regulators and banks too
readily believed the risk had been transferred away.

Proposal:

— Restrict the debt/leverage which deposit-taking banks are permitted to use, including a cast iron
total tier 1 equity to asset ratio of 3–4%.

— If assets are moved oV balance sheet the risk must be fully transferred away, and to do this the
regulatory capital deductions preventing “double leverage” must be consistently applied (double
leverage occurs when a bank holds an asset which itself is underpinning significant debt).

— The risk weighting regime should be retained alongside the measures above, but the constituent
parts must be made simple and visible to regulators and all stakeholders. When mortgages are dealt
with, the risk weighting must take into account the debt/income ratio of the individual borrower—
thus making transparent to all a key determinant of the quality of the mortgages.

— Simplify Basle II, encourage consistent definitions of bank assets across IFRS and US GAAP
accounting rules, and counter-cyclical provisioning.

Issue 1.14: The Impact of Short-selling in the Banking Crisis and its Regulation

Short selling gives markets stability, liquidity and robustness. And recent months have also demonstrated
how fragile financial markets can be, and how dangerous that situation is for the real economy.

The crucial stock market falls have taken place after global short-selling bans were imposed, so we have
seen that banning short selling does not stop markets falling.

It is worth noting that to sell (or short) a stock there has to be a buyer on the other side of the trade. There
is sometimes the perception that a covered short position is more open to market abuse than a “normal”
long position. This is not true, for both are normal parts of investment business.

Proposal:

— That the short selling ban be ended in the UK, as it has been in the USA.

— The Committee might consider whether the practice called “naked short selling” be banned, for it
is this which can be de-stabilising and can leave investors exposed to outlandish risk. Any investor
selling a share should have legal entitlement to it, either because they own it or because they have
a right to it as a “covered” short sell.

— That new short positions be banned during a rights issue, to avoid any risk of destabilizing the
market at a vital and sensitive time for a company.
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— Greater disclosure could also be achieved by global requirement that all regulated firms should
inform their regulator of short positions they hold over 0.25% of shares outstanding in a company
and from whom have they obtained the “title to sell”. A percentage threshold which follows the
precedent set by rules for rights issues.

Conclusion

We believe that administrations bringing in regulations along these lines will find support amongst
investment practitioners, investors and savers. Much of the above is about making current best practice the
norm, about outlawing unacceptable worst practice, and about ensuring that regulation is taken forward so
that it favours a strong and successful financial services market as a necessary foundation for the real
economy through the diYcult economic times which lie ahead.

Policy responses to the current crisis will require careful phasing-in, avoiding sudden changes which would
be harmful to the fragile state we are in.

Fig. 1: Total debt (household + corporate + Govt.) by country/zone as % of GDP
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Fig. 2: UK bank debt ratios: equity Tier 1 ratio to total assets,
to loans, and to risk weighted assets 
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January 2009

Memorandum from Shelter

Summary

1. We welcome the Committee’s decision to examine the lessons that can be learned from the banking
crisis and the opportunity to contribute to the inquiry. Our submission focuses on the need to reform
mortgage law to protect people at risk of repossession, and on regulation of mortgage lending.

2. With the CML predicting 75,000 repossessions in 2009, it is vulnerable homeowners and tenants who
are likely to be the real victims of this period of economic turbulence.

3. It is crucial that we take this opportunity to reform the law of mortgages so that we can better protect
people who are at risk of losing their homes and at the very least minimise the disruption and trauma that
repossession entails.

4. Shelter would like to see reform to the law of mortgages to give courts more power, and greater
protection for tenants whose landlords are at risk of repossession.

5. Furthermore in terms of regulation of mortgage lending, this has only been regulated by the Financial
Services Authority (FSA) since 2004; Shelter believes that this relatively new system of regulation and
scrutiny still has some room for improvement.

6. The Mortgage Conduct of Business (MCOB) oVers some degree of protection to consumers but the
regulations are not very well enforced, nor do they go far enough.

7. The FSA is not a very transparent or consumer-focused organisation. We would welcome more
external clarity on enforcement actions and the protections available to consumers.

Government Initiatives

8. We welcome the Prime Minister’s recent announcement of the Homeowner Mortgage Support
Scheme, as well as other measures in the PBR, which will provide more help for vulnerable homeowners.
However, as not all people at risk of repossession will benefit from these new measures it is still vital to ensure
that those who face repossession are dealt with as fairly as possible, by lenders and the legal system.

9. We also welcome the introduction of the Mortgage Arrears Pre-Action Protocol. However, this
Protocol is more a set of good practice guidelines than it is an enforceable set of rules because courts under
current law have limited discretion and do not have the power to oblige lenders to use possession as a last
resort.
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Reform to the Law of Mortgages

10. The law of mortgages is rooted in common law and has its origins in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Broad reform to create a proper legal framework, fit for the 21st century, is long overdue. For example,
lenders do not have to obtain an order from the court if they wish to repossess and then sell the home of a
customer in default. Lenders can take possession of mortgaged property without the assistance of a court
unless they have agreed otherwise in the mortgage deed.

11. A recent High Court ruling supported a decision by lender GMAC-RFC to sell the property of a
borrower who was in arrears. The ruling confirmed that if a borrower falls two months into arrears,
mortgage lenders can sell up without a court repossession order. The Ministry of Justice is currently
considering the implications of this judgement and whether further action is needed.

12. Even when cases do make it to court, the fact that the law is based on the mortgage contract and is
subject only to limited statutory controls means that it is weighted in favour of the lender and the court has
only limited powers to intervene. Shelter believes that courts should have a similar discretion to that which
they exercise with secure and assured tenancies, to make whatever order is reasonable in the circumstances
of the case.

13. Shelter also believes that it is unnecessary and unfair for lenders to retain the right to use foreclosure,
which extinguishes the borrower’s equity of redemption, so that the lender keeps the entire proceeds of sale.
Furthermore, allowing lenders to charge to the borrower their legal costs without being obliged to ask the
court for an order to do so, means that large sums are added to the mortgage debt with little or no scrutiny
as to whether the amounts are fair or proportionate. We see no rational justification for lenders not to be
subject to the same rules as other litigants, who can only charge costs if the court has made an order for costs
in their favour.

Tenants and Repossession

14. Shelter is concerned about the rights of tenants who live in properties that are under threat of
repossession. As tenants are not named in possession claims and are not necessarily given the opportunity
to see the possession order, they can be left with just a couple of days’ notice before possession is taken. They
have to vacate the property immediately, and if they do not they are treated as trespassers and evicted by
the bailiVs.

15. This irrational and unjust situation causes great distress for many of Shelter’s clients, particularly
those with children. It makes no sense to treat tenants as trespassers, particularly in terms of the prevention
of homelessness agenda. We would like courts to have the discretion to defer possession for up to 90 days
to give the tenants a chance to find somewhere else to live. We have good reason to believe that the judiciary
would warmly welcome this reform, since district judges in county courts are often unable to make the kind
of order that they would wish to make in these situations.

Regulation of Mortgage Lending—Monitoring and Enforcement

16. Shelter believes that there are flaws in the way that mortgage regulations are monitored and enforced,
and we have particular concerns about the eVectiveness of the regulatory regime within the sub-prime sector.

17. The FSA’s own investigations, backed up by Shelter’s experience in our advice centres, have shown
significant gaps in arrears management practice. This is particularly the case among intermediaries in the
sub-prime sector, who are not always thorough and responsible in their sales and marketing when it comes
to checking that products are aVordable and/or suitable for customers.

18. Among this group, the FSA found that in one third of cases investigated there had been no adequate
assessment of aVordability. In one-half of the cases surveyed, no adequate assessment of the suitability of
the product for the customer’s needs had been carried out. None of the lenders surveyed had covered all
responsible lending considerations in their policies.

19. In August 2008, the FSA completed a review of 18 lending firms’ responsible lending policies and 250
firms’ mortgage advice. Both areas were found to have serious weaknesses.

20. The usual result of an enforcement action is a fine and an agreement sought that the company will
review its business practices, or in some cases the company will agree not to continue the practice any more.
However, fines are often neglible when compared to the company turnover. Shelter does not believe that the
penalties for misconduct are stringent enough.

21. We recognise that the FSA has been able to identify some of the problems with enforcement, but we
are concerned that they have been apparently unable to improve the situation. If this is due to lack of
resource then this is something that the Treasury should address urgently.
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The Mortgage Conduct of Business (MCOB)

22. The problem of weak enforcement of regulations is compounded by weaknesses in the regulatory
framework itself. The FSA’s approach to regulation is “principles based”, giving firms a flexible, rather than
prescriptive remit.

23. Much of the language used in MCOB is vague and open to interpretation. Terms such as “fairly” and
“reasonably” are frequently used without clear definition. This gives lenders the ability to define those words
in a way that suits them. Shelter believes that the FSA should revise the language and make it more
prescriptive.

24. Shelter is awaiting the results of the FSA review of arrears management. The review does not have a
fixed timetable but has now been ongoing for some time. We urge the FSA to outline a clear and expedient
timetable for the conclusion of the review.

25. MCOB allows for self-certification of income “where appropriate” and says that lenders should find
“no reasonable grounds for doubting the information provided”. The review should look at how lenders
interpret this in practice and definitions of “appropriate”, as lenders currently have quite a lot of leeway
on this.

26. The rules could also be clearer on defining ability to repay. At the moment, the FSA “would expect”
lenders to take certain factors into account (such as the impact of coming oV an introductory or short term
rate, or the ability to repay from sources other than income). This could be strengthened: irregularity of
income, impact of retirement and other long-term issues should also be considerations.

27. Some lenders impose unreasonable default charges on their customers, which just add more and more
debt and are particularly unfair if a repayment plan has been negotiated. For example, some will charge
fees for every letter or call regarding arrears. Shelter believes that MCOB should explicitly state that it is
unreasonable to continue to add default charges when the borrower has agreed a new repayment plan with
the lender and is keeping up with this plan.

Lack of Transparency and Consumer Focus

28. The fact that MCOB does not require lenders to publish their arrears policies makes it diYcult to
challenge them in possession cases. The FSA should require lenders to publish their policies.

29. There should also be greater transparency about the enforcement process, which often happens
behind closed doors. It would give consumers and stakeholders more confidence to know more about
enforcement action when it is taken.

30. The FSA should be reformed so that it has a more consumer-focused approach. For example, the
FSA Board is mainly comprised of industry representatives, and could include more consumer
spokespeople.

31. As mentioned earlier, there has been very little external clarity or stakeholder engagement around the
current review of arrears management.

32. The dual system whereby second charge and buy-to-let loans are regulated by the OFT causes
confusion for consumers, for whom there is very little clarity about what protection is available. This would
be improved if the FSA were responsible for regulating all loans secured against residential property.

January 2009

Memorandum from David H Smith

Executive Summary

In what follows T.O.R. means “term of reference”.

Section 1: (T.O.R. 1.9 Regulation of highly complex financial products, and the future of the “originate-to-
distribute model”)

1. As I am sure the committee already recognises, the “originate-to-distribute model” has been an essential
feature in the banking crisis. Measures to control the spread of risk throughout the financial system will be
essential in the prevention of future crises. It is not realistic to expect any regulator adequately to control
the aggregate amount of risk in the financial system, by regulating and/or monitoring the risk management
arrangements of individual banks or other financial institutions. [paras 9 to 14]
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2. If all “over the counter” derivatives trading were banned, so that all such trading were carried out on
regulated exchanges, the level of risk taken by banks and other financial institutions would be better
understood by its traders, rating agencies, potential creditors, investment analysts and regulators.
Governments could signal well in advance which banks would not be supported if they got into diYculties.
[paras 15 to 18]

3. It is diYcult to see any public interest in allowing banks, or indeed any quoted company to control
Special Investment Vehicles that are registered in tax havens and/or are “oV balance sheet”. [paras 19 to 21]

4. International agreement should be sought for such measures. Failing that, HMG should consider
acting unilaterally. [para 22]

5. Continued lobbying against such restraints should be expected from the financial sector, and therefore
other measures are needed to bolster up the resolve of governments to control the financial system
adequately. [paras 24 to 23]

Section 2: (T.O.R. 1.12 Monitoring and surveillance of financial stability problems by the public sector)

6. Asset bubbles have become a regular feature of the global economy since domestic financial systems
and international capital flows have been liberalised. [para 24]

7. National and supra national bodies should be established in order to forecast or recognise at an early
stage, the onset of such bubbles. Such bodies need to be at arm’s length from the political process. [paras
25 to 27]

Section 3: (T.O.R. 1.13 The role of the banking system within the overall economy)

8. In order to shift the emphasis in banking from making money out of money, to helping the real
economy, the committee may wish to stimulate debate on monetary reform (a.k.a. seigniorage reform), and
perhaps to conduct its own investigation into the subject. [paras 28 to 30]

Section 1: (T.O.R. 1.9 Regulation of highly complex financial products, and the future of the “originate-to-
distribute model”)

9. The causes of the Credit Crunch were:

— Inappropriate Mortgage Terms for sub-primes, including, low introductory interest rates (but
variable rates thereafter), no deposit, and relaxed income and creditworthiness requirements.

— (Other) Asset Based Securities: Securities based on other types of loan, such as, Home Equity (2nd
Mortgages), Car loans, Credit Card receivables, and student loans, have also been created and
traded.

— The originate-to-distribute model, whereby the financial risks are transferred to those banks that
buy up the mortgages (and other loans), and hence retrospectively fund them. Without the ability
to pass on the risks, the mortgage lenders could not possibly have advanced more than a tiny fraction
of unsound mortgages. The very existence of mechanisms to pass on the risk creates moral hazard.

10. The main trigger of the sub prime crisis was probably a rise in interest rates. For example, the Federal
Funds Rate climbed from a 40 year low of 1% in 2004 to over 5% in 2007. Admittedly 5% is not unusually
high—it had been over 6% in 2000–01—but the low coincided with a huge surge in sub prime loans. The
sub prime mortgages were variable rate, and often interest only—whereas traditionally, US mortgages have
tended to be fixed rate. It is hardly surprising then that increased interest rates caused an increase in the rate
of defaults and a fall in house prices. The fall in prices encouraged further defaults, and increased the losses
to bankers on foreclosure. A vicious downward spiral ensued. Some of the other classes of loan may not
have suVered initially, but may be expected to do so as unemployment rises. Another factor that may have
contributed was the unfortunate timing of the introduction in September 2006 of “fair value accounting”
by the US Financial Accounting Standards Board. This does not mean that the reform was wrong; simply
that things might have been diVerent if it had been introduced two or three years earlier.

11. Fanny Mae and Freddy Mac played a part in spreading the risk, but increasingly they were bypassed
as being too conservative [see for example the Written Statement of Fanny Mae CEO, Daniel Mudd, to the
House of Representatives Oversight and Government Reform Committee, dated 9 December 2008.]

12. The collapse of the US housing bubble could have been foreseen. Concerns were raised in 1999 when
Fannie Mae, responded to increasing pressure from the Clinton Administration to expand mortgage loans
among low and moderate income people and pressure from stock holders to maintain its phenomenal
growth in profits. Another Savings and Loan crisis was forecast. [Steven A Holmes, “Fannie Mae Eases
Credit To Aid Mortgage Lending”, New York Times, 30 September 1999]. Since then commercial banks have
been prepared to take on risks that Fanny Mae would not. The fact is that such warnings were not heeded,
and unless something is done, history suggests that the next bubble that could threaten the global financial
system will not be anticipated.
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13. If the bursting of the housing bubble could have been foreseen, why did the banks not foresee it? Why
did they expose themselves so much? There are a number of reasons:

— It is almost impossible to assess properly the risk associated with a complex derivative such as a
Collateralised Debt Obligation (CDO). The amount of information you would have to read is just
too great.

— Mathematical risk models tend to assume that risks are uncorrelated, which has certainly not been
true with mortgage backed securities.

— Banks’ risk assessments would not have anticipated the systemic risk arising from the fact that
banks might be unwilling to lend to each other.

14. Warren BuVett says that in any large financial organisation, the CEO has to be the chief risk oYcer.
If the investors have to rely on the judgement of the CEO, how can any regulator be expected to do better?
Acting at the level of individual organisations, regulators can only pick up the pieces afterwards. Regulation
has to operate at diVerent levels.

15. The use of complex derivatives such as CDOs has been an essential feature of the credit crunch. As
mentioned above, their complexity has made adequate risk assessment impossible, and I suspect this has led
to systematic underestimation of risk. Can they be banned?

16. The trouble about banning specific derivative securities, is that traders are endlessly inventive. They
would stay ahead of the game. The alternative is to allow only specific types of derivative. The most
satisfactory way of doing this would be to ban all “over the counter” (OTC)—that is unregulated—trading,
and require all derivatives trading to be on a regulated exchange. This would have several advantages:

— By setting up a system of “margin calls”, exchanges ensure that the chances of one party defaulting
would be much reduced.

— Exchanges would publish information on the prices at which derivatives are traded, and the
volume of trading. Regulatory authorities would have a much better idea of what was going on.
Traders could be required to report their positions on the basis of the exchange prices. Where there
is insuYcient depth of trade to establish a reliable price, the exchange could be required to report
a pessimistic figure.

— Because it takes time to implement new exchange traded products, regulatory authorities would
have time to understand the new products and take any appropriate action before trading started.
It would be rational, for example, to limit mortgage backed securities to the simple “pass through”
kind, banning the more complex CDOs—thus avoiding the diYculty in evaluating the security
properly.

17. One issue that would have to be dealt with is how to define the term “derivative”. If the definition were
too narrow, new securities would be created that did not fall within the definition. One textbook definition is,
“A derivative or derivative security is a financial instrument whose value depends on the values of other,
more basic, variables”. This definition is very wide and includes such things as traditional insurance policies
and betting on horses. Nevertheless, I believe that this wider definition should be used, subject to a list of
exceptions.

18. If all “over the counter” derivatives trading were banned, so that all such trading were carried out on
regulated exchanges, the level of risk taken by banks and other financial institutions would be better
understood by its traders, rating agencies, potential creditors, investment analysts and regulators.
Governments could signal well in advance which banks would not be supported if they got into diYculties.

19. One feature of this particular bubble has been that that the derivatives trading was formally carried
out not by the banks themselves but by “oV balance sheet” Structured Investment Vehicles (SIVs) that they
established. There are at least two reasons for this, to avoid regulation, and to avoid tax by registering the
SIVs oVshore. The SIVs were very highly leveraged.

20. The lethal combination of OTC derivatives and oV balance sheet entities had caused trouble before.
It was a major feature of the collapse of Enron in 2001. One might have thought that subsequent legislation
would have outlawed these entities. However the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, also known as Sarbox,
fails to do this, but instead merely focuses on reporting and auditing requirements.

21. It is diYcult to see any public interest in allowing banks, or indeed any quoted company to control
Special Investment Vehicles that are registered in tax havens and/or are “oV balance sheet”.

22. International agreement should be sought for such measures. Failing that, HMG should consider
acting unilaterally.

23. Nevertheless, strong lobbying to stave oV or abolish eVective regulation is bound to continue.
Defence in depth is therefore necessary. It is essential that in future, asset bubbles be recognised early on.
Hopefully further sub prime mortgage bubbles will not occur for some time, but doubtless other types of
bubble will. Future asset bubbles may not be based on mortgages. There was for example the dot com bubble
of 1995–2001.
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Section 2: (T.O.R. 1.12 Monitoring and surveillance of financial stability problems by the public sector)

24. In its 2001 Annual report the Bank for International Settlements said:

“Financial factors have long played a role in shaping business cycles. However as domestic
financial systems and international capital flows have been liberalized, this role has grown.
Developments in credit and asset markets are having a more profound eVect on the dynamics of
the typical business cycle than was the case a few decades ago, and have also contributed to the
increased frequency of banking system crises”.

25. With the further sophistication and depth of derivatives trading since the 1990s dot com bubble, the
consequences of another such bubble in the future could be as catastrophic as those of the sub prime
mortgage crisis.

26. I have argued that the sub prime mortgage crisis could have been anticipated. I believe the dot com
bubble could also have been anticipated. The strategy followed by the dot com companies was to go for
growth and accept losses until they achieved a monopoly, at which point they could make large profits.
Whilst such a strategy was not entirely illogical for investors in a particular company, it ought to have been
obvious that not all the companies could achieve their goal.

27. The smart strategy for investors in such conditions is to ride the bubble and get oV just in time. These
investors are not the right people to call for restraint. There should be appropriate bodies at national and
supra national level charged with forecasting bubbles, or at least recognising them at an early stage. Once
a growing bubble has been identified, investors could be warned, derivatives trading could be limited, and
where the bubble is in part due to the policy of a government, that government could perhaps be persuaded
to desist. Such bodies should be insulated from the political process in the same way that the MPC already is.

Section 3: (T.O.R. 1.13 The role of the banking system within the overall economy)

28. Although bankers and other financiers have been largely responsible for our current troubles, we are
still in their hands. They have enormous power. Have they generally used this power for the public good?
Should they be allowed to retain it?

29. One of the main reasons they wield so much power is the fact that commercial banks create 97% of
the money in circulation in the form of credit in exchange for interest bearing debt. This compares with about
60% at the end of World War 2. Just 3% of the money stock is created by the Bank of England, at the behest
of government, in the form of banknotes. There is no reason in principle why the Bank of England could
not create non-cash money, and why commercial banks could not be prevented from doing so. If this were
done there would be a substantial seigniorage benefit to the exchequer, and a loss of “special profits” to
commercial banks. On the basis of year 2000 conditions, these figures were estimated to be £47 billion per
annum and £21 billion per annum respectively. Current figures would be substantially higher.

30. Several schemes have been proposed to achieve this, including 100% reserve banking. A better scheme
in my view is that proposed by Prof Joseph Huber and James Robertson in “Creating New Money: a
Monetary Reform for the Information Age”, New Economics Foundation, 2000. Banks would become
financial intermediaries. Everything they lent would have to have been borrowed from some other party.
The emphasis would shift from making money out of money, to helping the real economy.

31. It is not reasonable to expect the committee to come to a view on monetary reform as part of the
current investigation. However as proposals have not been given the attention they deserve in banking and
government circles, the committee may wish to recommend that the subject is debated properly before
bankers become once again “masters of the universe”, and may wish to launch a separate study on the issue.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Campaign for Community Banking Services (CCBS)

Executive Summary

Competence in the regulators’ oversight of institutions’ strategies, and their potential consequences, and
swifter more judicious action by government would probably have lessened the scale and extent of damage
to the UK banking sector. However, there are steps that the UK should be taking now to mitigate further
damage in the future.

From the CCBS perspective of sustaining and improving access to banking, a meaningful trial of branch
sharing (to avoid branch closures) is long overdue as is a reversal of the competition authorities’ refusal to
apply local market choice principles to retail banking as it does with supermarkets and as is done with
banking elsewhere.
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The expensive doubling up of RBS and NatWest branch representation in 312 England & Wales town
centres needs to be addressed by UKFI, as representative of the majority shareholder, in order to realise cost
savings and defer any premature closures of NatWest “last banks” pending a sharing alternative becoming
available.

The writing is on the wall and there can be no excuses for failing to seize the opportunities the crisis
presents to prevent future problems of banking access.

Evidence

The Campaign for Community Banking Services is a coalition of national charities and similar
organisations which share concerns at the loss of access to banking services in local communities and the
adverse impact this has on vulnerable individuals, small businesses, sustainability of communities, financial
inclusion and carbon emissions. Details at www.communitybanking.org.uk

The evidence below is restricted to areas within the Committee’s terms of reference where CCBS has
something relevant to say and the expertise to back it up.

Protecting the taxpayer

2.2 It can be argued that Northern Rock, Bradford & Bingley, and other similar institutions are
peripheral to the mainstream banking system on which our economy depends as they did not oVer current
account facilities at all, let alone to the huge numbers of individuals and small businesses that the major
banks serve. It is peremptory withdrawal of the liquidity and payments systems associated with current
accounts that represent the most urgent threat to the financial system and therefore demand support from
government in the event of crisis.

With the benefit of hindsight it would have been much better for the problems of Northern Rock to have
been dealt with by the putative Lloyds TSB take-over and/or the Deposit Protection Scheme (regrettably
allowed to have become inadequate prior to the crisis), rather than for it to have become the signal for a
huge loss of confidence aVecting much larger and more crucial institutions.

2.3 As explained above, the main “high street” banks are in a special category with regard to the working
of the economy and once they began to be aVected by the loss of confidence, which could have been avoided
by earlier action on the “peripherals” and with more eVective scrutiny of the majors’ own strategies by the
regulators, there was little alternative to the actions taken by government although their shape and content
could have been better thought through.

2.4 UKFI cannot aVord to ignore its unique role as shareholder representative of the taxpayer as the
electorate will not be slow to pick up on actions, or lack of them, by banks in which the public has become
involuntary investor as a result of what they will perceive as mismanagement in the past.

Whilst sound(er) business management by the banks concerned is crucial to the objective of an early
return to the private sector, this is not necessarily in conflict with socially and politically beneficial objectives.
For example CCBS’ proposals for shared community banks and banking centres in the less remunerative,
but socially deserving, urban and rural communities are capable of achieving savings of up to £1 billion a
year in delivery costs compared with maintenance of the present bottom and middle tiers of established
branch networks which would otherwise be eroded over time as a result of increased pressure on profits
following the crisis. “Bank Closure Problems-One Solution Fits All” is available at
www.communitybanking.org.uk/reports.htm

In specific relation to RBS/NatWest, where the government has a controlling shareholding, UKFI should
encourage a serious review of the expensive duality of RBS and NatWest branch representation in 312 town
centres in England & Wales, and their separate administrative and processing infrastructures, in order to
realise significant cost savings and at the same time mitigate any cost driven need to close NatWest “last
banks” in rural and less aZuent suburban centres in advance of a sharing alternative, as proposed by CCBS,
becoming available.

Protecting consumers

3.1 See our responses to 2.3 and 2.5 above. The government’s responsibility to protect consumers and
small businesses should not be limited to those in financial diYculty but encompass the banking needs of
all vulnerable sectors of the population which include physical access to essential banking services.

3.2 The provision of retail banking, especially the current account transactional capability, for
individuals and small businesses has utility characteristics and is indispensable to the working of the
economy. Separating it from the multifarious other, previously very remunerative, activities of the major
banks would be a huge challenge and undoubtedly would have unintended consequences if not thought
through in detail. Competitive choice is important but it needs to be recognised that at point of delivery the
service from individual banks has already become “commoditised” and it should not be overlooked that
there is considerable scope for outsourcing (beyond the existing cheque clearing and cash transit functions)
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in the fields of counter and ATM provision through neutrally run community banks and banking centres
whilst preserving competitive choice at various levels, including account pricing and features as is common
in utilities such as gas, electricity, telephone and in other retail and service provision.

It should be noted that the Committee’s recommendation of November 2006 for the Treasury’s Financial
Inclusion Taskforce to investigate shared branching has, in eVect, been sidelined by the Taskforce despite it
formally accepting the task in April 2007.

3.3 Further consolidation of the retail banking sector, particularly those providing current account
services to individuals and small businesses, is potentially harmful for all the accepted anti-competitive
reasons and should not even be contemplated in the absence of recategorisation of the UK retail banking
market. At present, unlike in many other countries such as USA, France, Italy, the competition authorities
regard the banking market as national (re-stated 21-12-07), despite applying “local market” criteria to
decisions on mergers and acquisitions in other retail sectors, such as supermarkets.

In Italy, where bank mergers are currently prevalent, there are many examples of branch disposals to
competitors where mergers would result in loss of local competition. For example Banca Monte dei Paschi
di Siena was required in 2008 to sell at least 125 branches to meet regulatory requirements for its acquisition
of Banca Antonveneta and, earlier, 600 branches of merging Banca Intesa and SanPaolo IMI had to be sold
for the same regulatory reasons and were bought by France’s Credit Agricole. In the UK, on the other hand,
bank mergers are not subject to such conditions and can result in individual communities being quickly
reduced to one branch of one bank which is subsequently closed with little risk of business loss but
considerable damage to the community’s retail oVering and its more vulnerable residents.

Fortunately, the current merger of Lloyd TSB and HBOS does not pose serious problems of this nature
in England & Wales where the much smaller Halifax branch network is confined to larger town centres where
it not only duplicates a Lloyds TSB presence but is part of a much wider choice of other banks. A very
diVerent situation would arise if a merger of any of the traditional Big 4 became necessary.

The time to change the rules is now, not after the event has occurred. We need to learn from experience
before it is too late.

January 2009

Memorandum from Landsbanki Guernsey Depositors’ Action Group

1. Summary

1.1 The Channel Islands and the Isle of Man are Dependencies of the British Crown within the British
Islands. They enjoy self-government in home aVairs matters, and are therefore considered as “non-UK” in
any question of financial regulation. However, Her Majesty’s Government retains paramount responsibility
for the Islands: the Crown has the responsibility of protection of the Islands from all external threats
(including the defence of the Islands and diplomatic representation) and is ultimately responsible for good
government in the Islands. [Source: The Scope of Guernsey’s Autonomy in Law and Practice, Richard
Young. Jersey Law Review. 06/2001.]

1.2 The Landsbanki Guernsey Depositors’ Action Group (LGDAG) does not feel there is adequate
protection for British citizens, whether resident in the UK, Channel Islands or overseas, who deposit savings
in financial institutions in the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man.

1.3 The Action Group believes there is a need for greater transparency regarding the position of British
non-mainland financial centres. Many people invested in Landsbanki Guernsey in good faith without
realising their savings were not protected in the event of the bank’s collapse, and, having been encouraged
to do so by the Guernsey authorities, relied upon the much-publicised parental Guarantee.

1.4 LGDAG strongly refutes the recent assertions by HM Government that:

— Non-resident British Citizens can open a bank account on the UK mainland

and also rebuts the allegation that:

— Depositors placed their savings in Guernsey to avoid taxation.

1.5 The Action Group strongly reiterates its belief that Her Majesty’s Government should uphold its
constitutional obligations to protect British Citizens of the Crown Dependencies in the British Islands
against all and any foreign and external threats to such citizens and their legitimate property.

1.6 The protection of the interests of all British depositors who invested funds in aVected institutions in
the Crown Dependencies is unambiguously the responsibility of Her Majesty’s Government by virtue of the
long-standing Constitutional Convention. According to the Department of Constitutional AVairs, “The
United Kingdom is responsible for the Islands’ international relations and for their defence”, and “The Isle
of Man, Jersey and Guernsey make annual contributions towards the cost of common services such as
defence and overseas representation”. [Source: A Guide to Government Business involving the Channel Islands
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and the Isle of Man, August 2002. Constitutional AVairs: Sections: 15 Relationship with the United Kingdom
and 23 Economic Matters. Department of Constitutional AVairs website—http://www.dca.gov.uk/
constitution/crown/govguide.htm<part2.]

1.7 LGDAG submits that Her Majesty’s Government should take urgent steps to ensure that British
citizens legitimately depositing savings funds in banks in the Crown Dependencies are better protected, in
line with the protection aVorded to British citizens in all other areas within the British Isles, to ensure that the
situation which occurred with Landsbanki Guernsey does not arise again. It is essential to raise awareness of
all the risks associated with banking in Crown Dependencies for British depositors, whether or not resident
there, and to ensure that they and the residents of those Islands are adequately protected, according to
Constitutional obligation.

1.8 The LGDAG further submits that the British Government should implement an urgent review of the
current guidelines of UK-based Banks and Building Societies, whereby some British savers are forced to
bank oVshore by the financial institutions, and take immediate steps to remove such inequitable
impediments. Banks in The Channel Islands and the Isle of Man perform the same rigorous and extensive
“Know Your Client” checks in compliance with the Anti-Money Laundering legislation and have no
apparent diYculty verifying and establishing the identity of residents outside the UK, very eVectively, even
if such investigations take slightly longer than the UK credit and electoral roll checks used by onshore banks.

2. Introduction

2.1 The Landsbanki Guernsey Depositors Action Group is the representative group for the people who
saved in Landsbanki Guernsey.

2.2 The LGDAG was established following the collapse of Landsbanki Guernsey, the Guernsey
subsidiary of Icelandic bank Landsbanki Islands hf on 6 October 2008. The sole and specific aim of the
Group is to ensure that the savings of all depositors in Landsbanki Guernsey are returned in full.

2.3 To date, the Administrators for Landsbanki Guernsey have agreed to pay the 2,033 depositors in the
bank just 30p for every pound they saved. Depositors therefore stand to lose 70% of their savings together
with the interest accrued prior to the bank’s collapse.

2.4 Many depositors are suVering real financial hardship due to the inaccessibility of their funds since
7th October. The overwhelming majority of depositors are of advanced years and rely on their savings to
supplement pension income.

2.5 The UK’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FCFS), Iceland’s protection scheme, and
Guernsey’s Deposit Protection scheme do not cover depositors in Landsbanki, Guernsey. This was
established in Guernsey on 26 November 2008, but will not be retrospective and will therefore not cover the
losses of savers in Landsbanki.

2.6 Depositors in Landsbanki Guernsey are ordinary, responsible, hard working people who face
significant hardship and distress following the loss of their life-savings. The overwhelming majority are
British Citizens.

2.7 The LGDAG estimates that at least 94% of depositors in Landsbanki Guernsey are British Citizens.
This figure is comprised of 6% Jersey, 39% Guernsey and Alderney residents [Source: Deloitte & Touche plc,
Administrator’s Statement dated 16 October 2008] with the balance comprised of almost exclusively other
British citizens, the vast majority of whom are resident abroad.

2.8 Those British savers who are non-UK resident were compelled to open accounts in the Crown
Dependencies, as almost all UK-based banks will not allow a British Expatriate to open a bank account.

2.9 Ian Pearson, MP, Economic Secretary, HM Treasury, has asserted that this is not the case. [Source:
Icelandic Banking Debate, Cols 469 and 470, Commons Publications, Hansard. 6 November 2008.]

2.10 As a result of this statement, and others by the Chancellor and other members of HM Government—
and prompted by the publicity they received—an extensive survey of 58 bank and building society accounts,
together with other related issues, was undertaken in November 2008.

2.11 The research showed that only two small building societies in the UK were prepared to open
accounts for British expatriates and then only on personal application at the branch. Without exception, the
reason given for refusal was the Anti-Money Laundering “Know Your Customer” guidelines which, although
Expatriates are not barred by law from opening or maintaining an existing UK account, have eVectively
prohibited them from doing so in practice.

2.12 In addition, a number of savers in Landsbanki Guernsey originally opened their accounts with the
Cheshire Building Society in Guernsey, which subsequently was bought by Landsbanki in 2006. They were
given no opportunity to change banks until their fixed term deposits matured.

2.13 The LGDAG submits that there are a number of options open to the Government to assist and, in
pursuance of their Constitutional obligation, to protect distressed British Citizens against threats to person
or property.
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2.14 These options, which would impose no burden on UK mainland taxpayers, would facilitate the
return of depositors’ savings and put an end to the immense ongoing distress of those who have lost their
hard-earned money, especially pensioners.

2.15 The Group submits that Her Majesty’s Government should consider the following measures:

— Prior to its collapse, £38.8 million was transferred from Landsbanki Guernsey to its UK-based
sister bank Heritable.

We suggest Her Majesty’s Government should be able to take steps to ensure that this sum is
returned to the Guernsey branch at an early stage to help reimburse depositors.

— We also suggest that Her Majesty’s Government should work closely with the States of Guernsey
and the Icelandic authorities to ensure that personal depositors are fully recompensed, in the same
way that Her Majesty’s Government assisted British savers in Bradford & Bingley in the Isle of
Man, and Northern Rock in Guernsey.

— We believe that urgent and constructive discussions should be held between Her Majesty’s
Government and the Icelandic Government, together with the States of Guernsey, Jersey and
Alderney. This is essential, if the interests of all British Citizens who deposited savings in
Landsbanki Guernsey are to be protected and defended with the same vigour as that aVorded to
the interests of British savers in Icelandic banks within the United Kingdom.

— Depositors who opened accounts with Landsbanki Guernsey largely did so based on the Parental
Guarantee issued by the former National Bank of Iceland—Landsbanki Islands hf. This guarantee
was strongly promoted by the Guernsey Financial Regulator and the Bank as an eVective
protection for savers.

The Action Group therefore petitions Her Majesty’s Government to bring all possible pressure to
bear on the Icelandic government to ensure that this formal guarantee, which we were given to
understand by the authorities was legally binding, is honoured. The Icelandic Ambassador has
stated in the press, and reiterated privately to the Action Group, that Iceland intends always to
honour its obligations. We look to Her Majesty’s Government, under the constitutional
obligations of external protection, to aid its citizens to ensure expedient compliance in this regard.

— The LGDAG also submits that conditions on any and all loans extended by the UK to the
Icelandic Government, to support retail savers who have lost their savings because of the collapse
of Icesave, must be extended to cover all British citizens, including those who are retail depositors
in Landsbanki Guernsey.

— The LGDAG submits that the frozen Landsbanki assets held by the UK Government since 8
October should be used to safeguard the position of distressed depositors in Landsbanki Guernsey
particularly as these depositors have a valid legal claim under the Parental Guarantee against the
assets of Landsbanki Islands hf.

2.16 The Action Group has for several weeks been requesting a meeting with HM Treasury. Yet, whilst
the Treasury readily agreed to meet with representatives of savers from Kaupthing, Singer & Friedlander,
Isle of Man, the Treasury has only now agreed to meet with representative of Landsbanki Guernsey at a date
in 2009, yet to be determined.

3. Protection of British Nationals Investing Funds in The Crown Dependencies in the British
Islands

3.1 LGDAG does not feel there are currently adequate safeguards for British citizens who place funds in
the Crown Dependencies, whether resident there, on the mainland, or overseas. Furthermore, there is
significant confusion among consumers about what, if any, protection covers their savings.

3.2 The Banks and regulatory authorities in the Islands promoting Parental Guarantees as a method of
protection have exacerbated this confusion. Such purported protection has now been thoroughly discredited
by the collapse of Landsbanki.

3.3 Depositors in Landsbanki Guernsey are not protected by the Financial Services Compensation
Scheme (FSCS). The FSCS only covers deposits in financial services in the UK and, in some cases, European
firms which operate in the UK. Furthermore, Guernsey is not part of the European Economic Area and as
such is not obliged to have a state compensation scheme under the EEA Agreement.

3.4 On 26 November 2008, the States of Guernsey announced that it had established a Depositor
Compensation Scheme to compensate retail depositors up to £50,000 each, if a locally-based bank fails.
Unlike the Isle of Man’s scheme, Guernsey’s will not be retroactive and therefore will not protect those
people who lost money following the collapse of Landsbanki Guernsey.

3.5 The total claim on the scheme is capped at £100 million. This means that the fund, even if fully
subscribed, will contain only suYcient funds to reimburse up to 2,000 depositors with £50K or more, in the
event that another such catastrophe should arise where the Island-based bank is left without significant
liquid assets due to upstreaming of funds to sister or parent banks elsewhere. This is less than the number
of savers in Landsbanki, Guernsey and considerably less than many other banks on the Island.
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3.6 The Action Group is at one with Her Majesty’s Government in one specific area. Both parties agree
that there is a need for greater transparency regarding the position of financial products in the Crown
Dependencies.

3.7 Many people deposited their savings in Landsbanki Guernsey without realising their money was not
protected in the event of the bank’s collapse.

3.8 Those who had inquired into the level of protection they had were led to believe by the bank, the Guernsey
regulator and the Icelandic authorities, that their savings were safe and protected in full.

3.9 It was frequently reiterated by the various Government bodies and others that, “Landsbanki has given
an undertaking to discharge those liabilities of LG which LG is unable to discharge from its own assets, whilst
it remains a Landsbanki subsidiary”.

3.10 Following the collapse of Landsbanki, there have been vague assurances given that Her Majesty’s
Government has “made representations” to the Icelandic government on behalf of British savers in
Landsbanki Guernsey; however there has been no tangible evidence to support these assertions. As a result,
regrettably we have been compelled to seek further clarification under the Freedom of Information Act.

3.11 The Action Group reiterates the established historical processes and accepted practice, [Source: A
Guide to Government Business involving the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, August 2002. Constitutional
AVairs, section 3. Department for Constitutional AVairs website] that Her Majesty’s Government has a
binding and long-standing Constitutional obligation to protect British Citizens and residents of the Crown
Dependencies against foreign threats. “The United Kingdom is responsible for the Islands’ international
relations and for their defence”. [Ibid. Relationship with the United Kingdom, Section 15.]

3.12 In addition, Protocol 3 to the Act of Accession to the European Community describes the Crown
Dependencies as “territories for which the Government of a Member State is responsible in international
matters”.

3.13 LGDAG submits that Her Majesty’s Government did not take into consideration its Constitutional
Responsibilities to the Crown Dependencies when it blocked the US $2.1Billion IMF loan to Iceland, which
only ensured that mainland depositors were protected. The Group believes that this was an ideal opportunity
to extend this protection to all British savers including those in the Crown Dependencies, which was missed.

3.14 The Group formally calls upon Her Majesty’s Government to make every eVort to protect the
interests of all British Citizens, including those banking in the Crown Dependencies, in these circumstances.

4. The Impact of the Banking Crisis on Consumer Confidence in Financial Institutions

4.1 The collapse and fate of Landsbanki Guernsey has had a significant impact on confidence in the
financial system on the Islands. The impact of capital flight from all the Crown Dependencies will be
significant and devastating to their economies. It is vital to the UK’s national interest that this situation is
prevented from reoccurring.

4.2 The implementation of a Depositor’s Compensation Scheme, implemented on 26 November by the
States of Guernsey, was recommended in the Edwards Report “Review of Financial Regulation in the Crown
dependencies”, in 1998. This was not acted upon until after the failure of Landsbanki Guernsey some 10 years
later—a significant regulatory failure in Guernsey.

5. The Ability of British Expatriates to Open UK Bank Accounts

5.1 The LGDAG strongly repudiates Ian Pearson MP’s statement, in which he claimed that:

“On the question whether [sic] depositors in the Isle of Man or Guernsey had any choice in the
matter of opening oVshore accounts, or whether non-UK residents are forced to open accounts
oVshore, I can confirm that this is not the case.”

“There is no legal bar under UK financial services regulation that would prevent a non-UK
resident from opening a new bank account here. When an account is opened remotely, more
onerous anti-money laundering checks are, quite properly, required because of the increased risks
involved. This might well be a factor in the willingness of some UK banks to oVer new accounts
to non-residents. However, this would not be a burden for customers who move oVshore but wish
to retain existing accounts.” [Source: House of Commons Icelandic Banking Collapse Debate,
Hansard—Thursday 6 November 2008.]

5.2 Mr Pearson’s comments are misleading and disingenuous. While indeed the actual Law may not
prohibit expatriates from maintaining or opening bank accounts in the UK, “according to the guidelines of
the Joint Steering Committee Money Laundering, the onus is firmly on financial institutions to ‘Know their
Customer’”.

5.3 As a result, “Although there is a slight variation between banks’ and building societies’ approach to
enforcing and implementing the guidelines, the end result has been to prevent expatriates from opening bank
accounts onshore”. The survey of 58 financial institutions, referenced earlier, overwhelmingly confirmed that
it is eVectively impossible for British expatriates to open mainland accounts legally. Indeed, there is evidence
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to show that some banks use the “Know Your Customer” guidelines as a means of pressuring existing
customers moving overseas to transfer their accounts to their branches in one of the Crown Dependencies
or close them.

5.4 Following Mr Pearson’s misleading statement, senior bank oYcials with the UK High Street banks
have confirmed in writing that, “non-resident British Citizens are not eligible to open UK bank accounts”.

5.5 These findings are borne out elsewhere. “All the high street banks contacted by The Herald this week
were puzzled by the minister’s statement . . . The banks all said that this [the need for a UK address] was due
to the government’s money laundering regulations. The Treasury failed to return calls yesterday, seeking
explanation of the minister’s comments”. [Source: Banks puzzled by minister’s comment. Simon Bain,
Glasgow Herald. 22 November 2008.]

5.6 The LGDAG submits that as British citizens resident outside the UK are not prohibited by law from
opening or maintaining a bank or building society account, the present situation is grossly inequitable and
has come about as a direct result of the narrow interpretation of “Know Your Customer” guidelines
implemented by those institutions.

5.7 The implementation of this policy has directly contributed to the situation in which many depositors
in Landsbanki, Guernsey now find themselves with the loss of all their savings. Had they not been forced
to keep their savings oVshore, and been able to open UK accounts, they would have been aVorded the same
protection provided to all other UK citizens.

6. The Payment of Taxes on Interest Arising in the Crown Dependencies

6.1 The LGDAG strongly denies the Chancellor’s assertion that many savers deposited money in Crown
Dependencies to avoid paying taxes.

6.2 The Chancellor’s statement “. . . the recent financial turbulence has highlighted potential problems with
overseas territories and crown dependencies, such as the Isle of Man and Channel Islands. They attract banking
customers with lower taxes—without contributing to the UK Exchequer”. [Source: Pre-Budget Report,
Commons Publications, Hansard, Col 490. 24 November 2008.] is patently untrue in the case of small
depositors resident in the British Islands who were using their own high street banks and paying their Island
taxes, and expatriates—who, as has been comprehensively demonstrated, had no choice but to place their
sterling savings and pensions oVshore.

6.3 British and other EU residents pay their taxes. “Although not members of the EU, both Guernsey and
the Isle of Man are signatories to the European Union Savings Directive 2005 (EUSD), which forces EU
resident savers depositing money in any country other than the one in which they are resident to choose between
forfeiting tax on interest earned, at the point of payment, or allowing notification by the oVshore banks to tax
authorities in their country of residence. This tax aVects any cross-border interest payment to an individual
resident in the EU”. [Source: European Union Savings Directive FAQs on HMRC website]. Depositors living
outside the EU are usually taxed on their global income in their country of residence.

7. Conclusion

7.1 The LGDAG is committed to ensuring that its members’ hard earned money, saved in good faith in
Landsbanki Guernsey, is returned in full. The LGDAG believe this can be achieved without additional cost
to the UK taxpayer.

7.2 The Group submits that Her Majesty’s Government is obliged to protect all its citizens against
external threats and therefore it should take urgent steps to that end, to ensure greater transparency and to
raise awareness of the risks that consumers face when they save in the Crown Dependencies.

7.3 The Group also believes that as a matter of urgency, the Government should take all possible action
on their behalf to vigorously support these distressed British savers. Many of them are pensioners who relied
on the interest generated to boost their pensions and all of whom appear to have lost a major part of their
life-savings through no fault of their own.

7.4 The Landsbanki Guernsey Depositors Action Group will be happy to provide further information,
including providing oral evidence, if the Committee feels this would be beneficial.

January 2009

Memorandum from Incisive Media

Incisive Media, are a major financial publisher, specifically addressing clause 1.11 of the terms of reference
for the inquiry.
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“1.11 The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any
form of reporting restrictions during banking crises”

Summary

A rejection of the proposal implicit in clause 1.11 that the media should be subject to reporting restrictions.
Such controls are wholly inappropriate in the modern age, impossible to implement eVectively and their
imposition would exacerbate any crisis.

Submission

1. Many journalists with a long experience in the specialist financial press feared right from the start of
the current financial crisis that we would face calls for the press to be regulated and gagged. Those fears were
realised with the publication of the Treasury Select Committee’s terms of reference. Unfortunately, we live
in an age where the accuracy and truth of what we publish seems to matter less than how we discover the
truth and who it inconveniences. I would appeal to the Treasury Select Committee not to take us even further
down that road.

2. It is hard to understand the lack of comprehension of communication and public expectations in the
21st century that this threat to gag the media represents.

3. One of the principal reasons for the extension of the inquiry to cover this is the suggestion that the
BBC’s Robert Peston somehow caused or contributed to the crisis through his excellent reporting, initially,
about the problems facing Bradford & Bingley, and subsequently about the wider behind-the-scenes
discussions between the banks and the Treasury in the run-up to the HBOS/TSB merger. It is, in essence,
about blaming the messenger. Regulators and the financial institutions they are meant to regulate will be
very supportive of any proposal to regulate the press and the committee must treat this support with the
greatest suspicion. Regulators and financial institutions have a vested interest in covering up their collective
and individual incompetence which is the real reason why western economies are facing the worst crisis since
the Great Crash of 1929.

4. You then have to consider who would be exposed to such regulation and control. It would, inevitably,
be mainstream broadcasters and publishers that, on the whole, tend to act responsibly and have a well
developed sense of public duty, a duty that cuts both ways: when to publish and when not to publish. Beyond
the reach of any regulator will be the sprawling, global network of bloggers and their message boards and
forums where all manner of irresponsible rumours and misinformation can gain wide coverage very quickly.
Who would they rather became the trusted source of information on a crisis Robert Peston or whizzyboy36
writing on a blog hosted on a web server in Uzbekistan?

5. The next key issue is perhaps even more fundamental: What right do regulators and financial
institutions have to withhold information about people’s savings, mortgages, pensions and so on?
Throughout this crisis there has been an almost callous lack of awareness among senior figures in the
financial world of the damage they have done to ordinary people, people who trusted them with their
financial well being. More than ever, ordinary people will not countenance any move that appears to deny
them information about what is happening to their money. For them the BBC has been a far more reliable
source than any government minister, regulator or institution.

6. Incisive Media, already has first hand experience of how regulators will use any new powers they are
given to gag the media and prevent it from publishing information that should clearly be in the public
domain and it is an example that serves as a stark warning to anyone who believes financial regulators should
have any say over the media.

7. During last summer one of our specialist weekly magazines, Professional Pensions, published a story
about The Pensions Regulator and the action it was about to take against a firm of pensions trustees. The
story was checked and double-checked and was 100% accurate—the facts have never been disputed. It was
a model of responsible journalism. The reaction of The Pensions Regulator was to threaten our reporter with
prison, demand to know our sources and require every document we had in relation to the story. It believed
that it had the absolute right to control information about such matters and that it had the powers in the
Pensions Act 2004 to enforce that right. Indeed, the Act does give it extensive powers and contains no
reference at all to the public interest.

8. Who benefits from allowing this regulator to wield such power? Not the market. Rumours had been
flying around that the regulator was concerned about a firm of trustees and that the regulator was going to
take some drastic enforcement action against them but no-one knew which firm was in its sights.
Consequently, the whole market had a dark shadow cast across it with reputable firms being asked if they
were in trouble. Our story cleared that up by naming the firm concerned. Not people in pension schemes
over which this firm wielded influence. In the 21st century it is just absurd to think that people do not have
a right to know that a firm that has been appointed in guardianship over their pensions has fallen
considerably short of what is expected of them, as it turned out to the extent of now being investigated by
the Serious Fraud OYce. It would have been the case, as it nearly always is, that the only people who benefit
from greater secrecy are the incompetent and the criminal. We resisted every demand made by the regulator
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and are now actively promoting an amendment to the legislation to ensure that the public interest has to be
considered before it can invoke the draconian powers it has been given. The Treasury Select Committee
would be very unwise to listen to proposals to empower a wider range of regulators in such a way.

9. The final huge flaw running through the proposal is the notion of a “banking crisis”. The suggestion
from the terms of reference for the inquiry is that the controls on financial journalists, whatever form they
may take, would only be imposed at a time of crisis. How do you define a banking crisis? Who says that the
triggers set out in any definition have been pulled? You would end up with a quite bizarre situation that
would actually make the problem worse. The proposal, one is to assume, aimed at stopping panic by
preventing journalists reporting that banks are in trouble. However, in order to prevent them reporting that
banks are in trouble, a regulator or the government would have to declare the banking system to be in crisis.
Now that is really going to reassure people.

10. It is such an ill-thought out suggestion that the Treasury Select Committee would be well advised to
drop it very quickly.

January 2009

Memorandum from the International Securities Lending Association

1. The International Securities Lending Association (ISLA) would like to submit the following evidence
to the Committee in response to its call for evidence on the banking crisis. Our submission relates only to
item 1.14 The impact of short-selling in the banking crisis and its regulation.

Executive Summary

— In general, share prices are driven by changes in the underlying fundamentals of companies and
not by the actions of particular groups of buyers and sellers.

— Short selling did not cause the falls in bank share prices since 2007.

— UK financial share prices have continued to fall and remained volatile following the imposition of
restrictions on short selling by the Financial Services Authority in September. Independent
academic research has found that the restrictions in the United Kingdom and elsewhere have had
no discernible eVect on subsequent movements in the prices of financial shares.

— But, based on research by the London Stock Exchange, those restrictions have reduced liquidity
in the market for financial shares and raised trading costs for investors.

— They have also constrained the ability of investors to hedge their positions and led to significant
compliance costs for market participants.

— ISLA welcomes the planned consultation by the Financial Services Authority on regulations for
short selling. Any new regulations should be linked to clear regulatory objectives, follow full and
open consultation, be evidence-based, have a sound legal basis and be subject to rigorous cost:
benefit analysis, as required under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

— ISLA also welcomes the initiatives by IOSCO and CESR to harmonise regulation of short selling
internationally, as diVering rules create confusion and compliance costs for market participants.

The Role of Short Selling in the Banking Crisis

2. In our opinion, short selling did not cause the falls in UK bank share prices since 2007. As has now
become clear, those falls reflected fundamental problems with the business models and risk exposures of
banks.

3. In September, ahead of the restrictions on short selling imposed by the Financial Services Authority,
it was suggested that short selling had exaggerated the falls in UK bank share prices. At that time, we said
that our members had seen no evidence of significant short selling of UK bank shares. The best available
(albeit imperfect) indicator of short selling pressure is the change in the value of borrowed shares, which can
be monitored using data collected by Euroclear UK and Ireland.86 Share borrowing is an indicator of short
selling as a (covered) short seller must borrow the shares in order to deliver them into the short sale. To take
the example of HBoS, which was widely discussed at the time, borrowing of its shares was broadly stable in
early September (see Chart 1). Significant short selling would have been reflected in a sharp pickup in
securities borrowing. In our opinion, the fall in HBoS share price reflected fundamental concerns about its
business prospects rather than pressure from short selling. Indeed, subsequent data has shown that the
selling at that time was largely by long-only institutional investors.

86 Please note, however, that shares are also borrowed for other reasons: for example, to prevent chains of failed settlements.
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4. Academic research has shown that restrictions on short selling reduce market eYciency and liquidity.87

Studies have found that allowing short selling:

— means prices adjust more quickly to new information about fundamentals;

— decreases the likelihood of price bubbles;

— leaves unchanged or even reduces the probability of price crashes; and

— may lead to higher equilibrium prices: because investors have greater confidence that prices are fair
and therefore require lower returns to compensate them for risk.

5. In its 2002 Discussion Paper, the UK Financial Services Authority concluded that short selling is a
“legitimate investment activity which plays an important role in supporting eYcient markets. It accelerates
price corrections in overvalued securities, it supports derivatives trading and hedging activities and
facilitates liquidity and trading opportunities. We therefore see no case for any prohibition on short selling,
either generally or for particular stocks in times of market stress”.

6. Only a proportion of short sales reflect a simple directional view that a share price will fall. More
commonly short sales are to hedge long positions in the underlying shares or associated derivatives: for
example, selling the components of an index short against a long position in the index future; or selling shares
short in order to delta hedge an options position.

The Effectiveness of the Short Selling Restrictions Introduced in September

7. Together with the London Investment Banking Association and the Alternative Investment
Management Association, ISLA commissioned independent academic research by Professor Ian Marsh of
Cass Business School to examine whether the short selling restrictions introduced in various countries in
September had had any eVect on share price returns. The research paper can be found at http://
www.cass.city.ac.uk/media/stories/resources/the-impact-ofshort-
sales-restrictions.pdf.

87 For a summary of the academic literature, please see
http://www.isla.co.uk/docs/Securities%20Lending%20and%20Short%20Selling.pdf.
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8. The main findings were:

— No strong evidence that restrictions on short selling changed the behaviour of stock returns. Stocks
subject to the restrictions behaved very similarly both to how they behaved before their imposition
and to how stocks not subject to the restrictions behaved.

— Comparing behaviour across countries where the nature of the restrictions diVered, no systematic
patterns consistent with the expected eVect of the new regulations, ie no evidence of a reduced
probability of large price falls.

— No sign of any detrimental impact of the constraints in terms of reduced eYciency of pricing.

— Regression analysis suggested that changes in stock returns were driven mainly by other factors
aVecting the financial sector as a whole rather than the restrictions on short selling. That is, some
systematic changes in the behaviour of financial sector stocks could be discerned, but no strong
evidence of a systematic impact of the restrictions could be identified.

9. In summary, the authors found no evidence that the restrictions had had any impact on share price
returns.

Costs of the Restrictions

10. The restrictions on short selling imposed by the Financial Services Authority in September were
introduced without consultation or notice. Restrictions were then introduced in many countries worldwide,
also without consultation or notice. The restrictions diVered between countries and were frequently unclear
or not fully specified, requiring subsequent clarifications. Compliance costs for financial firms have been
significant at a time when they are facing many other pressures. Regulators have also devoted significant
time to these measures when they have many other urgent priorities.

11. The regulations have made it impossible to carry out some established trading strategies (eg long:
short equity, convertible bond arbitrage, model-based trading), obliging investment funds to close out
positions and, paradoxically, leading to some forced selling of securities.

12. Research by the London Stock Exchange has found that liquidity in the restricted UK bank and
financial stocks fell and trading costs rose following the introduction of the regulations. Similar results were
found in the US market following the introduction of short selling restrictions there.

13. The main findings of the London Stock Exchange report were that, comparing restricted stocks (ie
bank and financials) to a control group of unrestricted stocks:

— The widening of bid:oVer spreads was 150% greater.

— The decrease in depth on the order book was 37% greater.

— Trade and volume fell by approximately 10% whereas it rose for unrestricted stocks.

— Turnover fell by 21% whereas it rose for unrestricted stocks.

14. Results of two separate regression analyses showed that the observed decline in liquidity occurred
independently of market-wide changes and increased volatility, respectively. The models are economically
and statistically significant and suggest that banned stocks in the post-ban period had lower liquidity
compared to the control sample and after controlling for market-wide variables.

Future Regulations

15. ISLA does not believe there is a case for a continued ban on short selling, either of all stocks or
particular types of stocks.

16. We welcome the planned consultation by the Financial Services Authority on regulations for short
selling. Any new regulations should be linked to clear regulatory objectives, follow full and open
consultation, be evidence-based, have a sound legal basis and be subject to rigorous cost: benefit analysis,
as required under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

17. We also welcome the initiatives by IOSCO and CESR to harmonise regulation of short selling
internationally, as diVering rules create confusion and compliance costs for market participants.

18. Our understanding is that possible regulatory objectives in relation to short selling include:

— Preventing any “abusive” trading, perhaps combined with rumour mongering, intended to create
artificial price movements and leading to share price volatility that threatens fair and orderly markets.
In general, we think “abusive” short selling should be controlled under general market abuse
regulations: for example, to prevent spreading of market rumours or trading strategies designed
to manipulate market prices. In this context, we understand that regulators may want to require
regular reporting to them of individual short positions or transactions as a basis for their market
monitoring. But we see no case for publication of individual positions or transactions.

— Providing information to investors about aggregate short interest in securities in order to improve
market eYciency. We see the argument for publication of periodic aggregate statistics provided
these are meaningful and the benefits justify the costs of collection.
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— Ensuring eYcient settlement of transactions. We support settlement discipline regimes designed to
encourage timely settlement and prevent persistent fails to deliver. But these should not be unduly
restrictive in ways that penalise unintended failed trades excessively and may actually distort
markets. UK settlement in CREST UK and Ireland currently works well.

About ISLA

19. ISLA represents the common interests of nearly one hundred borrowers and lenders of securities in
Europe, Asia and the Middle East. While based in London, it has members in more than twenty countries.
More information is available at www.isla.co.uk.

January 2009

Memorandum from the States of Guernsey

1. Executive Summary

1.1 The Government of Guernsey’s submission to this inquiry focuses on Guernsey’s response to the
banking crisis, and on actions taken to protect UK citizens investing in Guernsey.

1.2 Guernsey is a well-regulated financial centre committed to maintaining international financial
stability and transparency. Guernsey is part of the sterling zone. All Guernsey banks are subsidiaries or
branches of banks from other jurisdictions—there are no domestically owned banks. Guernsey is not a large
retail deposit taker, and its banks are not focussed on gathering deposits from individuals.

1.3 Guernsey has already taken on board lessons from the global downturn, and we aYrm our belief that
the most important thing is how these lessons are put into practice for all jurisdictions, including Guernsey.
In Guernsey we immediately decided to establish an independent review of our banking sector in order to
ensure its continued contribution to international commerce and to the global financial system. We also
recently implemented a depositor compensation scheme that supports both resident and non-resident
individual depositors.

2. Introduction: About Guernsey

The Government of Guernsey

2.1 Guernsey88 has its own elected legislature called the States of Guernsey. The administration of the
10 Government Departments is overseen by a Chief Minister and ten Ministers who form the Policy Council.
The Departments are each led by a Minister and four other elected members of the States.

Guernsey’s relationship with the UK

2.2 Guernsey is a Crown Dependency. The Sovereign in Council exercises supreme legislative and judicial
powers in Guernsey and has ultimate responsibility for the good government of the Island. The Crown acts
through the Privy Council on the recommendations of the Ministers of Her Majesty’s Government in the
United Kingdom in their capacity as Privy Counsellors. The Ministry of Justice acts as the point of contact
between the States and the Crown but is not otherwise involved in the Island’s internal aVairs. The
parliament of the United Kingdom does not legislate on behalf of Guernsey without first obtaining the
consent of the insular authorities. The extension of an Act of Parliament to Guernsey is exceptional. Where
uniform legislation is required the ordinary practice is for the States of Guernsey to enact its own “mirror”
legislation. Guernsey is not, and has never been, represented in the United Kingdom parliament. The States
of Guernsey is, and always has been, legislatively independent from the UK with the full capacity to legislate
for the Island’s insular aVairs. Guernsey’s right to raise its own taxes is a long recognised constitutional
principle. The government of the United Kingdom does not provide any financial support to Guernsey.

88 The Bailiwick of Guernsey includes the separate jurisdictions of Alderney and Sark. Sark is a separate jurisdiction for taxation
purposes whereas Alderney residents are subject to the Guernsey taxation system. There is no companies’ law in Sark. All
three jurisdictions are subject to identical regulation of financial services. For ease of reference the term “Guernsey” will
be used.
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Guernsey’s relationship with the European Union

2.3 Under Protocol 3 to the Treaty of Accession Guernsey has a special relationship with the European
Union and the majority of EU Directives do not automatically apply in the Bailiwick. As far as financial
services are concerned Guernsey is a third country under EU Law. Nonetheless Guernsey implements laws
and regulations equivalent to those in the EU when it considers it appropriate—given the size of the
jurisdiction and the nature of its economy—to do so.

Well-regulated international financial centre

2.4 Guernsey is a well regulated, transparent and co-operative jurisdiction committed to maintaining and
promoting international financial stability and to combating and preventing financial crime. Guernsey has
invited the IMF to re-assess the Island’s financial, regulatory and criminal justice structure and that
assessment is scheduled for 2009. The assessment will also include financial stability elements in the banking
and insurance sectors. We look forward to the results of the IMF’s assessment and believe that it will confirm
our continuing success in meeting international regulatory standards in these areas. Our contribution in
these areas has already been substantiated by a number of international reviews, objective measures, reports
and assessments over the last 10 years. In addition to the IMF’s assessments, this includes those of the UK
Government through the Edwards Report; the Financial Action Task Force; the Financial Stability Forum;
the International Monetary Fund (IMF); and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).

3. Guernsey’s Banking Sector

Guernsey’s banking sector

3.1 Banking is central to Guernsey’s success as an international finance centre, and it is a major source
of employment in Guernsey. The vast majority of deposits in Guernsey banks are corporate, inter-bank,
wholesale or fiduciary deposits. Guernsey is not a large retail deposit taker and its businesses are not focussed
on gathering deposits from individuals.

3.2 There are no domestically owned banks in Guernsey—all Guernsey banks are subsidiaries or
branches of banks from other jurisdictions. Indeed the vast majority of current account and clearing bank
transactions for the Island are provided by the UK’s clearing banks. Recent events have demonstrated that
financial instability is imported into Guernsey rather than exported from Guernsey to other jurisdictions.
In line with all other jurisdictions around the world, Guernsey banks’ strengths ultimately depend on the
strengths of their parent companies. Those parent companies are incorporated in a range of jurisdictions,
and we recognise that the capacity of their home jurisdictions to support them is variable. Recent economic
events have brought this variability into sharp focus. The primary responsibility for supporting these banks
inescapably lies with their home jurisdiction. This is true not only of Guernsey, but of every jurisdiction.

Guernsey’s retail banking sector

3.3 As outlined above, the Guernsey banking sector is predominantly wholesale and not retail. For
example the bulk of deposits in Guernsey banks are deposits with the international and private banks,
accounting for some 88% of total deposits, while clearing banks and deposit takers together account for 12%
of total deposits.

3.4 Within the retail banking sector, deposits from households and individual trusts in Guernsey remain
the most important. In total, deposits from UK, Guernsey, Jersey and Isle of Man households and individual
trusts represent 7.7% of total deposits. Deposits from households and individual trusts in Guernsey account
for 3.4% of total deposits. These deposits from Guernsey households and individual trusts are
proportionately more important in the deposit base of the deposit takers (representing 15.3%) and of the
deposit base of the clearing banks (representing 12.5%). Deposits from households and individual trusts in
Guernsey held with the international and private banks form only a small part of their deposit base
(representing 2.1%), reflecting the international focus of their business.
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3.5 As at 31 October 2008 the segmental analysis was as follows:

Guernsey
Guernsey households and

households and individual trusts as
No of Deposits in Percentage individual trusts in a percentage of

Type of bank banks £ millions of total £ millions segment deposits

Clearing banks 8 13,281 9.4% 1,665 12.5%
Deposit takers 7 4,113 2.9% 632 15.3%
International and private
banks 34 123,714 87.7% 2,542 2.1%
Totals 49 141,108 100.0% 4,839 3.4%

Guernsey’s review of its banking sector

3.6 Following the global financial turmoil that accelerated during the summer of 2008, international
banking has suVered a number of significant shocks. As a result global banking is likely to undergo a period
of change and consolidation. The Government of Guernsey considered that this was an opportune time to
instigate a review of Guernsey’s banking sector. The review will look at the nature of banking business to
examine the economic value to the community of each diVerent business model, as well as how best to ensure
the banking sector’s continued contribution to international commerce and to the global financial system.
These are essential considerations for ensuring the prosperity and stability of the sector in the Island’s
economy.

Guernsey and Landsbanki

3.7 One of the matters that is of clear relevance to this inquiry is the collapse of Landsbanki Guernsey
Limited (LGL) which was placed in administration in October 2008. LGL has a number of assets, including
a deposit with its Icelandic parent Landsbanki Islands hf, a deposit with Heritable Bank in the UK (a sister
company of LGL), a loan book secured on UK property and a letter of comfort from the parent company.
In addition, the parent company made public statements guaranteeing deposits with LGL. Heritable is
regulated by the Financial Services Authority. The Joint Administrators of LGL and the authorities in
Guernsey are working to recover the deposits from Landsbanki hf and Heritable. Furthermore, as a
consequence of HM Government’s constitutional responsibility for Guernsey’s international relations, HM
Treasury is representing Guernsey in discussions with the Icelandic Government. A greater focus on
regulatory considerations in this area is included in the separate submission to this inquiry from the
Guernsey Financial Services Commission (GFSC), the independent regulatory body for the finance sector
in Guernsey.

Independent inquiry

3.8 Michael Foot, formerly of the Bank of England, the Financial Services Authority and the Central
Bank of the Bahamas, has carried out an independent inquiry into the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission’s handling of issues around LGL as well as Northern Rock Guernsey. The review was
commissioned by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission’s Board of Commissioners in November
2008, and reported back in December 2008. The Commission measured up to good practice and met its
obligations under international supervisory standards—there was no regulatory failure in Guernsey.

4. Protection of UK and Non-UK Depositors

Response to the “credit crunch”

4.1 Since the second half of 2007, the credit crunch and the cases of Northern Rock Guernsey and LGL
have exposed the possibility of potential losses to depositors with banks in Guernsey. This potential risk is
linked to the placement of deposits with their parent banks if diYculties are experienced by their overseas
parent companies. Many Guernsey subsidiaries and branches have traditionally lent a high proportion of
their balance sheet to their overseas parent. The vulnerabilities of this practice were evident to the Guernsey
Financial Services Commission at the time of the Northern Rock crisis. Regulatory actions have had regard
to this vulnerability.
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Introduction of measures to protect depositors

4.2 Guernsey has introduced a depositor compensation scheme that protects both resident and non-
resident depositors. After a consultation exercise, the States of Guernsey approved plans for the scheme on
26 November 2008 and the scheme is now up-and-running. Should the need arise this scheme provides cover
of up to £50,000 for individual retail depositors, and provides access to funds within three months of a claim
being made. Further measures to protect depositors may be introduced as a result of the review of the
banking sector mentioned in section 3.4 above. In Guernsey the regulatory regime evolves to meet changing
international standards, as well as to ensure any potential improvements that might be identified through
independent reviews (such as the forthcoming IMF assessment) are made expeditiously.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Association of Independent Financial Advisers

Executive Summary

1. AIFA is pleased to have this opportunity to contribute to the Treasury Committee inquiry on the
banking crisis. We are submitting the following documents to support our written evidence:

— Consumer Trust in Financial Services.

— A Manifesto For Advice.

— Financial Advice: Worth the Money?

2. Our evidence covers financial stability issues and the protection of consumers, focusing predominantly
on the role of IFAs and restoring consumer trust in financial services institutions. In summary:

— Given the widespread consumer confusion and the turbulent market conditions, there has never
been a more important time to relay to consumers the benefits of seeking whole of market,
independent financial advice, from someone who is on their side.

— We believe it is the product provider’s responsibility to ensure there is clarity in their literature
regarding the product’s purpose and its associated risks, method and type of investment, and to
provide a clear explanation of the consumer protection for funds invested in non-UK jurisdictions.
It is the IFA’s role, in understanding their client’s long term financial objectives, to match the
individual needs of the client with a suitable investment strategy to meet these goals, including
advising on any appropriate products (based on the information supplied by the product
manufacturer).

— With regards to remuneration, we support FSA’s proposals for Customer Agreed Remuneration
(CAR). This is a move to a more transparent charging structure, which should eliminate any
perceived bias and improve the reputation of the retail financial services industry.

— The FSA has recently published proposals that disproportionately increase small firm’s
requirement to hold regulatory capital. The IFA sector poses a minimal risk to the economy in
comparison to large institutions and these proposals come at a time when firms are already facing
a tough financial climate.

— We believe deposit protection needs to be set at a meaningful level but also needs to be consistent
across cash deposits and other investment products. We suggest caution when considering any
proposals for a pre-funded Financial Services Compensation Scheme.

Introduction

3. The Association of Independent Financial Advisers (AIFA) is the representative body for the IFA
profession. There are approximately 16,000 adviser firms that employ 128,000 people, and turnover is
estimated at £6.5 billion (including £4.5 billion from life policies, £1 billion from fund management and £1
billion from mortgages and general insurance). Around 20% of the UK population regularly use an IFA,
with c45% consulting one from time to time.

4. AIFA represent over 85% of all IFAs, who, in turn account for around 70% of all financial services
transactions in the UK (measured by value). As such, IFAs represent a leading force in the maintenance of
a competitive and dynamic retail financial services market.
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Securing Financial Stability

Possible reforms to remuneration structures prevalent in financial services

5. AIFA welcomes the Financial Services Authority’s (FSA) recent Retail Distribution Review’s (RDR)
proposals for Customer Agreed Remuneration (CAR) as we believe it will help increase transparency and
confidence. The removal of the product provider from the remuneration discussion should eliminate any
perceived bias that exists and improve the reputation of the wider financial services industry. There are three
levels of costs that must be transparent to consumers:

— The cost of initial advice (or sale).

— The cost of the product/service.

— The cost of any ongoing advice.

6. We must ensure all types of firms operate the same disclosure policies, as we are worried consumers
may be misled that “tied advice”, from say a bank, is free or available at below the actual economic cost. It
is also crucial that remuneration terminology is clear and easy for consumers to understand. We suggest that
terminology should be standardised and distinctions made between:

— “Adviser charges”—The agreed remuneration basis that the advisory profession works on,
including the upfront advice fee for analysis and recommendation; and a “recurring fee” for the
cost of on-going advice.

— “Sales charges”—The agreed remuneration basis that firms who do not oVer independent advice
work on, including upfront and recurring fees.

— “Product costs”—The cost of the product recommended/sold by the diVerent market participants
(sometimes called the “factory gate” price).

7. We are concerned that a “sales driven” culture has been allowed to exist and dominate in banking
groups where consumers have been led to believe they are getting “advice” but were actually being sold a
product. Clarity of remuneration policy and disclosure of status are essential to stopping a repeat of past
failures and the regulator has a key role in making this happen.

Reforms to regulatory capital and liquidity requirements and risks to financial stability emanating from non-
bank financial institutions

8. While we understand the need to review prudential requirements, in the current economic climate we
believe FSA has been rash in proposing a disproportionate increase in minimum capital requirements for
advisers when they acknowledge it will “drive some firms out of the industry” (DP 08/20 Review of the
prudential rules for personal investment firms). The requirements will be a heavy burden for IFA businesses
and pose a serious risk to firms that are already facing diYculty in a tough financial climate. Large firms will
be required to triple their capital, while a small firm of 20 advisers with £1.6million costs could be forced to
increase its capital to in excess of £300,000. (It should be noted that over two-thirds of firms currently hold
more than the regulator’s required minimum capital levels). For a regulator to knowingly propose changes
that will put firms, currently regarded as being in good standing, out of business, appear reckless. We look
forward to working with FSA to define more acceptable terms that ensure firms continue in operation while
improving consumer protection.

9. There is also a strong chance that “Expenditure Based Requirements” could be counter-productive and
penalise good firms who have, for example, invested in extensive compliance support. The impact of the
requirements could ultimately lead to some firms moving their authorisations oVshore and passporting back
into the UK or leaving the industry altogether. This could reduce access to independent advice to consumers
at a time when it is increasingly sought out.

10. The IFA community is the sector that poses the least threat, a fact acknowledged by FSA Chairman,
Lord Turner, in an interview with the Financial Times:

“If you look at what we were charging the biggest banks in the world, and what we were charging
some small regional IFA, the diVerential was nothing like as big as I think it logically should be,
just given the scale of their economics and the scale of the threat to the system”.

Protecting Consumers

The protection of UK citizens investing in non-UK jurisdictions

11. Recent events have clearly demonstrated the importance of understanding the risk involved in
oVshore investments. Issues have arisen over whether consumers have been made fully aware of the
regulatory status of institutions in oVshore jurisdictions, and whether the companies made consumers aware
of how their investments were protected.
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12. We believe it is the product provider’s responsibility to ensure there is clarity in their literature
regarding the purpose of the product, its associated risks, method and type of investment, and supporting
consumer protection.

13. IFAs are responsible for the advice they give and for ensuring they are conversant with the details of
any products recommended; provided the most up to date information has been made available to them.

14. If a consumer has been advised by an IFA in the UK, the advice is covered by the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS). Therefore it is in consumers’ interests to use an IFA. Any regulatory change
made that would encourage IFAs to move oVshore would therefore be a negative move. The respective
responsibilities of each party was an issue that FSA recognised in 2007 in their paper on the respective
responsibilities of providers and distributors (PS 07/11 Responsibilities of providers and distributors for the
fair treatment of customers).

The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition

15. Deposit protection needs to be set at a meaningful level but also needs to be consistent across cash
deposits and other investment products in order to ensure there is no detriment to competition levels.

16. AIFA suggests caution when considering any proposals for a pre-funded FSCS. We doubt a pre-
funded scheme would have been suYcient to deal with the travails experienced in 2008, and we question if
it would have instilled greater confidence than the current scheme. Pre-funding of the scheme would also tie
up further capital which in current market conditions would be even more costly.

17. The current Treasury loans to the FSCS, to allow time for losses to crystalise and become certain, and
give the industry “time to pay” are welcome.

The role of financial advisers in the banking crisis, and the restoration of consumer trust

18. The professional financial advice community is a strong, diverse, profitable and structurally robust
part of UK financial services. Measured by value, financial advisers generate the significant majority of all
retail financial services transactions. We are also a client-focused industry; believing in the real value created
by long term client relationships. We would refer the Committee to AIFA’s “A Manifesto For Advice”,
published earlier this year to present a vision for the future of the professional financial advice community.
The Manifesto gained widespread support from Members of Parliament, from consumer groups and from
over 80% of IFA firms.

19. As a result of the banking crisis and consolidation of financial service institutions, it is increasingly
important that consumers have access to independent financial advice. IFAs help their clients plan for their
future, respond better to changing market conditions, adjust their portfolios, and if necessary purchase the
product most suitable to their needs and individual financial circumstances. They need financial advisers
who are acting on their behalf and in their best interests, rather than tied salespeople simply selling them
products from a limited range.

20. Indeed, findings of a “Trust Index”, developed at The University of Nottingham by the Financial
Services Research Forum, confirm brokers and advisers are the most trusted of all financial bodies in the
UK, with banks and life insurance companies the least trusted. Comparative analysis with the results of the
Index in 2005, 2006 and 2007 shows brokers and advisers are consistently the most trusted Financial Services
Institutions (FSIs). The ratings for advisers who are independent are higher than for brokers who are tied.

21. Trust and trustworthiness are crucial to any exchange relationship, and nowhere is this more apparent
than in financial services. The long-term nature of many financial products, their complexity, and the
importance of financial assets to individual well-being, mean that customers perceive high levels of risk when
making purchase decisions. Faced with such risk and uncertainty, many customers are dependent on FSIs
to oVer advice and products of an appropriate type and quality—and must trust them to do so.

22. However, AIFA’s work on why consumers do not engage fully with FSIs has shown that they do not
know who to trust, and we would like to refer the Committee to our publication “Consumer Trust in
Financial Services”. This lack of trust has only been exacerbated by the banking crisis and consumers’
experience with companies such as Northern Rock and Icesave.

23. The findings of Nottingham University’s Trust Index indicate that many FSIs get their highest
customer ratings in relation to ability and expertise in their field ie “low-level” trust. But they find it much
harder to present themselves to customers in terms of “higher level” trust, particularly in relation to shared
values. In other words, while many customers might trust their insurance company to operate eVectively in
its sector, fewer feel that it has their interests at heart.

24. The IFA business model is based on delivering service to individuals, so is more easily recognisable
as operating at the “higher level” of trust. 98% of adults surveyed by YouGov in July 2008 on behalf of
AIFA, who had dealings with IFAs in the past three years, state that it is their IFA who they trust most to
oVer financial advice. The YouGov research also showed that of the respondents who have had dealings with
diVerent FSIs in the past three years, 78% of those questioned trusted IFAs to treat them fairly; this is higher
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than the levels of trust consumers had in their dealings with banks, life insurance companies, pension
providers and investment companies over the past three years. 80% of those questioned were also confident
that an IFA considered their personal needs above all else.

25. In some sectors of the industry there is a “myth of scarcity” (that all firms are competing to gain a
greater share of a shallow pool of consumers) but we believe that public policy focus should be on attracting
and re-engaging those who have turned their backs on the sector. We support the work of Money Guidance
as a door-way into financial capability for those who have become disenchanted with financial services.

26. A major problem is that consumers are confused as to the role and motivations of FSI representatives
as they are unsure of whether they are getting impartial advice or being sold a product. We propose that
Money Guidance helps consumers understand the clear diVerence between “independent advice” and
“sales”, to provide clarity to consumers of who is acting as their agent, and who is acting as the agent of the
product provider.

27. We trust that FSA will assist with this by introducing a new disclosure regime that makes it easier for
consumers to understand what the motivation is of the person sitting across the desk from them—to oVer
them independent advice or sell them a product. Further, we believe this new disclosure regime should set
out not only what the person can oVer but also what the limits on their service are.

28. AIFA believes that the benefits to the consumer in oVering absolute clarity of whether a firm is the
“agent of the client” or otherwise will go a long way to restoring trust in the sector. Unclear motivations
have damaged trust, and the RDR is the opportunity to restore trust through the distinction aVorded by
those working for the client without potential conflict of interest. This will help to restore trust in financial
services as a whole.

29. By creating more informed and confident consumers, improved financial capability will help promote
a more eYcient financial services market.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Association of British Insurers

The Association of British Insurers (ABI) is the voice of the insurance and investment industry. Its
members constitute over 90% of the insurance market in the UK and 20% across the EU. They control assets
equivalent to a quarter of the UK’s capital. Through the ABI their voice is heard in Government and in
public debate on insurance, savings and investment matters.

General Comments

The insurance industry plays an important role in the financial services sector, not only as a provider of
protection and savings products to the public, but also, through its investment activity, as a large provider
of long term capital to British banks and industry. Members therefore have a strong interest in the smooth
functioning of the financial system and are keen to play their part in contributing to solutions to the
financial crisis.

We therefore welcome the leadership the Select Committee has shown in its enquiry into the crisis and
have already been pleased to respond to previous consultations. In our evidence so far we have:

— Expressed reservations about the proposed Special Resolution Regime for banks, calling for
greater safeguards and more eVort to achieve consensus on its operation so as to minimise the loss
of confidence among those investors whose rights are extinguished or varied under the regime.

— Responded on the operation of accounting standards, expressing our firm support in principle for
the fair value approach while recognising the practical challenges that need to be addressed.

— Responded to the Committee’s request for evidence on executive remuneration, stressing the
importance of distinguishing between the remuneration of executive directors in listed companies
and the overall structure of employee remuneration in investment banks.

The broad principles underlying our approach are that:

— While prudential supervision of financial institutions, needs to be more eVective, we need to avoid
an over-reaction, and regulatory overkill which inhibits the ability of markets to allocate capital
eYciently.

— There continues to be an urgent need to restore liquidity to the money markets if business is to have
access to credit. The focus needs to be on ensuring a liquid market in money market instruments.

— It is important to keep capital flowing across borders, and protectionism in new regulation should
be avoided at all costs.

— Much can be achieved by greater transparency. For example, we favour disclosure above an
appropriate threshold of both short and long positions taken in by investors in listed equities.
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— There needs to be a determined eVort among investors, companies, financial analysts and
commentators to focus more on long term issues rather than short term market movements.

— Regulatory reform should seek to preserve the competitiveness of the City of London and
recognise that, as we enter the recovery stage, the financial sector can and should continue to make
an important contribution to the UK economy.

With these principles in mind we oVer the following specific responses.

Specific Responses

Securing financial stability

1. Q1.1 The early stages of the credit crunch were not characterised by prominent individual or systemic
problems associated with audit. Although it is premature to conclude that publication of financial
institutions’ accounts for the 2008 financial year will not expose deficiencies, auditors of banks, and indeed
of other large quoted companies, have been aware of the diYculties inherent in financial reporting in
circumstances of market turmoil, and also of the implications of audit judgments. Our impression is that
they have been bringing professional scrutiny to bear on the right basis.

2. In a system of fair value accounting, abrupt changes in market values for financial instruments and
significant changes in liquidity of markets, as experienced since mid-2008, will inevitably create challenges
in financial reporting. While the principle of fair value accounting is correct, we need greater understanding
of how to approach the problem of marking financial instruments to market in circumstances where no
market exists for them. Auditors should continue to exercise eVective professional scrutiny as regards the
reliability of financial values that are inputs to the accounts. This is important to investor confidence in
accounts.

3. The Financial Reporting Council has been responsive to concerns from the audit profession, preparers
of accounts and investors as to the impact of prevailing economic and market conditions on audit
judgments, including circumstances in which audit opinions might need to be qualified. A number of
elements of guidance have been issued. We support their eVorts. The role of audit committees will also be
crucial. They must work closely with the auditors, especially where there are diYcult judgments to be made.
Diligence on the part of the independent non-executive directors, who are the members of these committees,
and quick responsiveness to signs of diYculties, can add materially to the ability of the company and its
board to address matters at an earlier stage and take action to mitigate problems. The provisions of the
Combined Code suggest that there should be a separate section in the annual report to describe the work
of the audit committee in discharging its responsibilities. Currently many of the descriptions have a boiler-
plate quality and are of limited usefulness. We believe that there is now a strong case for improving
transparency in this regard and moving towards generally accepted guidelines for audit committee reporting.

4. Q1.2 Credit rating agencies have played an aggravating factor in the banking crisis, notably through
their approach to rating structured finance such as sub-prime mortgage backed securities. Their closeness
to issuers has given the appearance, whether justified or not, of a symbiotic relationship with originators in
the development of products which the agencies have then gone on to rate. The agencies have tended to
hoard information, and their financial modelling has lacked transparency.

5. We agree that these issues need to be addressed but we are wary of the current EU Regulation proposal
because it is excessively prescriptive and adopts a protectionist and extraterritorial approach. The market
for debt securities is a global one, and rating agency reform needs to be considered on a global basis through
a tougher IOSCO code, supported and monitored by all the world’s main regulatory agencies.

6. We also strongly believe that the key to improvement resides in measures to make the information used
by ratings agencies accessible to all, so that investors, or truly independent analysts working for them, can
reach their own judgments. The core problem is that those responsible for the issue and sale of securities
have withheld relevant information and prevented it reaching the market. The credit rating agencies have a
vested interest in maintaining this exclusivity.

7. Addressing this would be more helpful than formal regulation of the agencies themselves. Such
regulation will tend to increase rather than reduce investor reliance on ratings because the market will
assume that a rating brings its own seal of quality. Insurers as large institutional investors tend to make their
own credit judgments, sometimes indeed betting against that of the rating agency. They have not been major
buyers of structured financial instruments and do not wish to see reliance on ratings increased in this way.
This should be the principal focus of the regulators’ approach.

8. It would help if the regulatory authorities were systematically to examine their own reliance on ratings
as a supervision tool, and to eliminate it wherever possible. By regulating agencies, the authorities also need
to be aware that they will themselves be held responsible for any future ratings failures.

9. Q1.3 Hedge funds should not be seen as a cause of the banking crisis. However, some funds have been
significant investors in innovative financial instruments. This may have been relevant to the build-up of
financial imbalances, and to the way in which the banking crisis has played itself out.
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10. Prior to the banking crisis we had already made our view clear that the hedge fund industry would
benefit from material improvements as regards transparency to investors, and that self-regulatory responses
to address these issues were desirable. In the UK this has been spearheaded by the Hedge Fund Standards
Board. Understandable desires to impose regulatory solutions should be tempered, and in the first instance,
due encouragement should be given to the sector to continue to seek enhancements to transparency, and
improved adherence to best practice.

11. In practice, the impact of market turmoil on the hedge fund industry’s business model has been
considerable. Significant consolidation in the sector is likely. The priority that investors give to improved
transparency and to a thorough understanding of funds’ prospects and risks will contribute to a high level
of adherence to best practice standards.

12. Q1.5 Much recent concern around passporting relates to the compensation arrangements which apply
in the event of the failure of a firm operating in the UK. The arrangements are diVerent in insurance from
banking.

13. In banking, compensation is the responsibility of the home state rather than of the UK authorities
(although an incoming firm can elect to “top-up” if the compensation available through its home scheme is
less than that provided by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)). However, in the case of
insurance, the UK authorities require all insurance firms based in another member state operating in the
UK under passporting arrangements to become members of the FSCS. This means that, if such a firm were
to fail, UK consumers would be protected by the FSCS.

14. This situation arises because there is not currently an EU directive requiring member states to have
an insurance guarantee scheme (IGS). However, the EU Commission is likely to bring forward a directive
requiring all member states to establish an IGS within the next year or so. The ABI supports such a directive
in principle. However, it is essential that it makes adequate arrangements to protect consumers where firms
operate under passporting arrangements without imposing an undue burden on the firms contributing to
the scheme.

15. Q1.7 UK insurers are subject to a strong prudential regulatory regime which has been put in place
over the past few years and which ensures that they have adequate reserves and are strongly capitalised. We
do not, therefore, believe that concerns about the adequacy of banking regulation should be read across to
insurance.

16. We believe that the current insurance regulatory regime is a considerable improvement on previous
regulatory practice. In particular the introduction of the Individual Capital Assessment (ICA) has required
insurers to consider carefully the risks faced by their business and to ensure that they have suYcient
resources. This process enables the FSA to challenge a firm’s own assessment and impose additional capital
requirements where necessary. The proposed Solvency II regime is very similar to the FSA’s current
approach.

17. A particular concern in relation to banks is the diYculties caused by a sudden withdrawal of liquidity.
This is much less of a concern for insurers, where cash-flows tend to be predictable and particularly in the
case of life insurers, liabilities are long-term in nature. We do not, therefore, believe that additional
regulation is needed for insurers in this area.

18. The ABI therefore believes that, in the light of the FSA’s current approach and the forthcoming move
to Solvency II, there is no need for additional significant changes to the regulatory regime for insurers.

19. Q1.11 We do not believe that the press should be subject to particular reporting restrictions during
banking crises, as these restrictions would be diYcult to operate.

20. All journalists have a duty to report responsibly. This applies particularly in financial markets. That
duty does not extend to self-censorship in order to protect the market from sharp movements. Journalists
cannot decide for themselves what to suppress. If they have information that they know to be both correct
and relevant, they must report it or be party themselves to market distortion.

21. It is a diVerent matter for those who are the source of leaks of price-sensitive information. The law
requires such information to be released in an orderly way through regulated channels, and not dribbled out
through the press. It appears to have been repeatedly broken by those initiating leaks during the current
crisis. This is market abuse. It has been damaging to market confidence, and action should be taken against
the culprits.

22. Q1.14 Our Association believes that short-selling has an important role in market eYciency, through
its contribution to liquidity and price discovery. We believe that the restrictions on short-selling of financial
stocks imposed last year were right as a temporary measure but welcome the fact that they have been lifted.
We do not consider that short-selling has been a cause of the banking crisis, or the demise of particular
institutions within the sector. Indeed, the share prices of some aVected institutions continued to decline
markedly, even after the ban on short selling was imposed. Markets do, however, require appropriate
transparency. Securing improvements in this regard appears to be the most sensible way forward. An
appropriate transparency regime would provide a safeguard that would promote greater confidence in the
role of short-selling. This would provide an appropriate basis for relaxation in due course of the current
restrictions.
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Protecting the taxpayer

23. Q2.4 The government’s intervention in the banks aimed rightly at preserving the stability of the
financial system. But we agree that the Government should not become a long-term holder of bank shares.
The priority must now be to create value in these institutions so as to create scope for divestment at a
reasonable return to the taxpayer. As a shareholder, the Government should promote sounder risk
management and responsible lending on commercially viable terms. It should not seek to use its position to
force the banks to engage in lending that is un-commercial or has excessive risk, not least as this will reduce
the ultimate exit value and lead to a cost to the taxpayer.

24. Q2.5 We broadly agree with the mandate of the UKFI as set out in article in the Financial Times
(Mandate to protect taxpayers investment) on Friday 14 November 2008 by its chairman and chief executive.
We agree that the UKFI should operate as a responsible shareholder seeking to maximise the sustainable
value of the banks. The UKFI’s relationship with the part-nationalised banks should be on a commercial
basis at arm’s length. As such, the UKFI must seek to manage its investments, not manage the day-to-day
operations of these banks. As a significant shareholder the UKFI should, as any responsible investor already
does, enter dialogue with the boards and executive teams and hold them to account for their decisions. This
dialogue should be conducted in such a way as to recognise the overarching aim of value creation.

Protecting consumers

25. Q3.2 Some commentators on the credit crunch have argued that banks should be barred from
undertaking both retail and commercial banking on the one hand and investment banking on the other, as
was the case under the now-repealed Glass-Steagall Act in the US. This does not seem an appropriate
solution to us, since the two parallel markets could never exist in complete isolation from one another and
there would always be a potential systemic risk in investment banking. However, in the light of the crisis, it
would seem wise for banks to review at regular intervals the range of activities they undertake to ensure that
they are appropriate for achieving long term financial stability and delivering sustainable returns to
shareholders.

26. Banks clearly share some of the characteristics of a utility, particularly their role in operating payment
systems. However, it does not follow from this that banks should be prevented from operating in related
areas provided that appropriate regulatory requirements are in place and the risks are understood and
eVectively managed.

27. Many ABI members are subsidiaries of banking groups and, on the other hand, a number of ABI
members have banking subsidiaries. From this it is clear that many financial services companies believe that
there are synergies and opportunities for diversification between banking and insurance (and also asset
management).

28. In practice, financial services groups operating in both the banking and insurance sectors will do so
through separate subsidiary companies. There are regulatory rules (set by the FSA but based on the
Financial Conglomerates or Insurance Groups Directives) which ensure that these companies have suYcient
capital both individually and at group level, ensure that capital cannot be double-counted within the group
and maintain restrictions on transfers from one part of the group to another. These requirements allow these
diVerent businesses to be operated in such a way that the interests of the customers of each business are
protected.

29. Q3.3 The extent to which there is further consolidation within the retail financial services sector
should be a matter of commercial judgement for firms and their shareholders.

30. However, it is very important that any such consolidation does not give rise to competition issues. It
is vital that there remain enough banks operating in the UK retail market to provide consumers with
suYcient choice of banking services. It is also important to note that sales through banks are an important
distribution channel for many insurance products. Therefore, over-consolidation in the banking sector will
result in less choice for consumers of insurance products as well as for banking.

31. Q3.5 The ABI strongly supports the provision of compensation to consumers through the Financial
Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) when UK firms (including the UK subsidiaries of overseas firms)
become insolvent. These arrangements include compensation for customers of UK firms operating in
another member state either through a branch or passporting arrangements.

32. However, we do not think it appropriate that the UK FSCS is extended to provide cover to UK
citizens investing funds outside the UK under other circumstances. In these cases compensation should be
provided under the scheme(s), if any, operating in the relevant jurisdiction. The FSCS is funded by levies on
the UK financial services industry, and it would be inappropriate for the UK industry to pay for failures in
another jurisdiction.

33. Investors need to be clear what arrangements exist in any jurisdiction in which they are considering
investing. The nature and coverage of any schemes, and the risks involved, should be explained to investors.
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34. Much of the concern in this area has been in relation to the position of the Isle of Man and the Channel
Islands. These are not part of the UK and have separate regulatory and tax regimes. The ABI, therefore,
does not think that it would be appropriate for the UK FSCS to be extended to these jurisdictions. However,
the ABI believes that there is an important role for the financial services industry in these territories and
welcomes the current review announced in the Pre-Budget Report.

35. Q3.6 The ABI strongly supports the existence of industry-funded compensation for consumers
through the FSCS. This is important for consumer confidence and also supports competition through
weakening barriers to new entrants.

36. However, there is also a danger that if deposit protection (and compensation for insurance and
investments) is set at too high a level then it will give rise to moral hazard. In these circumstances firms will
have no incentive to manage risks—consumers will be attracted to accounts paying the highest interest, or
in the case of insurance the cheapest policies, safe in the knowledge that they will not lose out in the event
of their provider becoming insolvent. This will also allow reckless firms to take market share from well-
managed competitors.

37. The ABI, therefore, believes that there must be limits on the level of compensation available. The
current levels seem to us to provide a reasonable level of protection while maintaining an incentive on firms
to take proper account of the risks.

38. It is also important that compensation levels are properly balanced between sectors to ensure that
these do not provide a competitive advantage for one type of product over another. Once again, we believe
that the current levels of available compensation achieve this but this requirement should be kept in mind
when considering any changes to the current limits.

39. The ABI remains particularly concerned about the cross-subsidy arrangements recently introduced
into the FSCS. We believe that recent events in the banking sector have shown that it is entirely inappropriate
for there to be any potential for cross-subsidy between deposit protection and other parts of the financial
sector due to the risk of contagion and the uncertainty generated for firms and their customers about the
potential costs of paying any cross-subsidy. The existing cross-subsidy arrangements should, therefore, be
dismantled. The concerns over liquidity which constituted the rationale for these arrangements has in any
case become obsolete given that the FSCS will, once the current Banking Bill becomes law, be able to borrow
from the National Loans Fund.

Protecting shareholder interests

40. Q4.1 It is a vitally important point of principle that companies are run on behalf of all shareholders
and that all shareholders have the same rights, which they can use in pursuit of their governance
responsibilities to the company they own. Whether investment is made by governments acting directly, as
in the case of UK Government recapitalising some of the major banks, or by sovereign wealth funds (SWFs)
with an avowedly arm’s length relationship and investment value objective alone behind their involvement,
it is important that the same considerations should apply.

41. We strongly support the principle that directors should represent, and be elected by, all shareholders,
notwithstanding any special arrangements where there is a shareholder with a substantial stake. The
important point is that such arrangements must be in the interests of the company as a whole, and that
normal due process as embodied in the Combined Code for recommendations and nominations to be made
by the Nomination Committee is respected.

42. We understand the UK government’s desire to ensure that the banking sector as a whole maintains
its lending to creditworthy borrowers during the economic downturn. However, this approach should be
distinct from its governance approach to individual institutions in which it has an interest. As stated above,
this should be driven by the objective of generating value for the taxpayer.

43. We support the government’s open approach to the investments of SWFs, but we believe it is
important that SWFs exercise their voting rights in a considered and responsible way, just as other long term
investors seek to do. Since good governance generates value over time, this will also be in their interest and
that of their beneficiaries.

44. Q4.2 Insurers as investors recognise the responsibilities of shareholders to ensure that companies in
which they invest are properly managed. The ABI’s activities in corporate governance reflect both members’
role as long term shareowners in their own right and also their responsibility to policyholders who depend
on the investment return.

45. The government has acknowledged that institutions have made strides forward in recent years, but
it is clear that more could be done to improve the techniques and approaches to dialogue. We are keen to
work on this, with particular focus on improving mutual understanding between independent directors and
shareholders, how they interact at times of corporate stress, and on ensuring that dialogue appropriately
addresses key issues such as risk management.

46. We also wish to work with companies and others to promote greater focus on long-term investment
issues. Partly because of the ambition of brokers to generate fee income from trading, analysts have tended
to place great stress on the impact of short-term developments, including quarterly financial statements. It
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is now clear that the desire for short-term profit encouraged some financial institutions to take excessive
risks, which subsequently led to serious losses. We need to shift the culture away from this. This objective
will not be achieved through regulation, but the aim of introducing a longer term perspective should be an
important priority for dialogue between shareholders and companies.

47. Dialogue between companies and shareholders is not guaranteed to work, however. Ownership of
UK equities has become more fragmented in recent years with the insurance industry now owning only
around 15% of the market and pension funds somewhat less. With other owners sometimes less concerned
about governance, this makes it easier for companies to override eVorts by concerned shareholders to
achieve change. It is important therefore that there is more consensus in the shareholder community about
the need to hold Boards to account.

48. It is vitally important that corporate engagement, especially on corporate governance and
sustainability issues, is integrated eVectively into the investment management processes. Such engagement
is resource intensive. Therefore, beneficiaries and their representatives, such as pension fund trustees should
ensure that appropriate resources are available.

January 2009

Memorandum from BDO Stoy Hayward

Banking Crisis

We welcome the opportunity to contribute to the debate on the Banking Crisis. We note that the
committee has already considered the role of accounting standards in the current crisis and welcome the
statement by the G20 group that supports the need for a global approach to standard setting. The current
crisis is an economic crisis and not an accounting crisis. It is also global in scale and not limited to the United
Kingdom.

The role of the auditor is to form an independent opinion as to whether financial statements prepared by
the directors, present a true and fair view of the financial performance and financial position of an entity at
a point in time.

There is a requirement for both directors and auditors to consider the ability of an entity to continue as
a going concern at the time the accounts and audit report are issued which requires looking forward for a
period of at least 12 months. In the current crisis the consideration of going concern will have significant
implications for all stakeholders.

The FRC published guidance for directors and auditors to assist in the current crisis. Although this
guidance did not introduce any new requirements we believe that the publication of the guidance will be
helpful to preparers and auditors in the current environment. It is clear from the guidance that directors and
auditors will need to carefully consider the forecasts prepared by the management and in particular the
assumptions underlying those forecasts when considering the ability of a company to continue as a going
concern. Any material uncertainties that a company faces will need to be considered and disclosed and in
the event that they lead to a significant doubt regarding going concern these will need to be fully explained
in the accounts and the auditors may be required to draw attention to them in their report.

The auditors will be required to exercise professional judgement on the issue of going concern; it will not
be acceptable to issue audit reports that contain standard paragraphs referring to the current economic
uncertainties.

The availability of funds will be critical for many businesses; in particular it will be important for those
successful businesses that rely on bank funding to be able to ensure that they have access to funding going
forward. We are not advocating furthering poor lending decisions to bad businesses but rather that for sound
businesses which may nevertheless be subject to uncertainties, banks provide committed facilities to support
such businesses going forward. We believe that without committed funding from banks or other providers
of finance boards will be forced to disclose the uncertainties that businesses face in obtaining finance and
that auditors may need to provide additional disclosures in audit reports. In some cases such disclosures
could lead to the withdrawal of credit which in turn could lead to further failures and a deepening of the
crisis.

In order to assist banks in making available committed funds the on going actions of the Tripartite
authorities to support the banking system though, for example, the continuation of the Special Liquidity
Scheme will be essential.

We consider that auditors have been seen to have discharged their responsibility appropriately to date in
the current crisis. In this context we note that the Public Oversight Board report to the Secretary of State
noted that the quality of auditing in the UK is fundamentally sound. In particular the recently published
Audit Inspection Unit (“AIU”) report stated that overall the AIU considered that the firms responded
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appropriately and on a timely basis to the significant challenges arising as a consequence of the credit crisis,
although we acknowledge that the inspection period would not have covered the December 2007 reporting
period and therefore did not address challenges arising from the more recent turmoil in the markets.

There will be lessons to learn from the crisis and areas to consider include whether there is a need to
enhance reporting on internal controls, and whether entities should consider enhanced reporting of the
business models they adopt and the strategic risks they face.

The UK has a requirement under the combined code, for boards to maintain a sound system of internal
control to safeguard shareholders’ investments and company assets and need to annually conduct a review
of the system of controls and to report to shareholders that they have done so. Further guidance is given in
the Turnbull guidance on Internal Control. The guidance is consistent with the UK approach of “comply
or explain” to Corporate Governance, requiring narrative reporting on the processes adopted by the board
for reviewing internal control, an acknowledgement by the board of their responsibilities and confirmation
of any actions taken. Other jurisdictions have more detailed requirements regarding the reporting on internal
controls and the auditors’ responsibility to review their eVectiveness. This may be an area for consideration
but the cost eVectiveness of any changes should be carefully considered before implementation, particularly
in light of the fact that as this is a global crisis, additional reporting requirements may not be the answer.

In our view, an important area of focus should be the quality of the strategic risk review by businesses and
the measures they implement to manage and mitigate such risk. Boards need to have the appropriate
expertise and the right information to identify and fully understand the strategic risks facing the entity if
they are to manage such risks eVectively. There is a fine balance to be struck to ensure internal controls are
appropriate and ensure risk taking is undertaken in a responsible manner but not to stifle entrepreneurial
spirit.

An investigation into the companies that have failed focused on what disclosures, if any, would have
assisted shareholder understanding would be useful.

In respect of more narrative reporting by boards we note that there have been calls from some investors for
enhanced reporting by audit committees and for more comprehensive reporting of the fundamental business
models adopted by entities; this is something that may warrant further thought although again the cost
eVectiveness of any new reporting requirements would need to be considered. In considering any enhanced
reporting processes it may also be useful to focus on the reward and remuneration practices adopted by
entities.

The Financial Reporting Council’s project on competition and choice has the objectives of providing
increased choice of auditor for public interest entities, reducing the risk of an existing firm leaving the market
without good reason and reducing costs of uncertainty and disruption in the event of a firm leaving the
market. Through adopting the project there is recognition that the existence and eVective operation of a high
quality audit market is vital for the successful operation of the UK economy. We support the objectives of
the project and note that the current crisis underlines the need for a robust and competitive audit market
that provides adequate choice for public interest entities.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Association of Mortgage Intermediaries

Executive Summary

1. The Association of Mortgage Intermediaries (AMI) is pleased to have this opportunity to contribute
to the Treasury Committee inquiry on the banking crisis. We are submitting the following documents to
support our written evidence:

— “Fixing the Crunch”—Steps toward a remedy for the mortgage market’s credit crunch.

— The Value of Mortgage Advice.

2. AMI has fully supported the Government’s intervention in the mortgage market to date, and we
welcome the pre-Budget Report measures designed to help homeowners and SMEs. We also welcome Sir
James Crosby’s recommendation for guaranteed securitisation for the mortgage market and believe this
should be implemented as soon as possible.

3. While we believe the nationalisation of some UK banks was necessary at that particular moment in
time, we have concerns around the potential for decreased competition arising from the concentration in
mortgage lending.

4. UK citizens have benefited from a decade of competition in the mortgage market that saw rapid
product innovation (for example, flexible and oVset mortgages), falling margins (delivering lower mortgage
rates), and the arrival of foreign financial institutions who brought new capacity to the market. In turn this
assisted in the growth of the UK economy and the flexibility of the labour market as it became easier to
move house in search of a better job. The dream of becoming a home-owner was realised by many millions
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of people in this period. However, we recognise that the market had become over-heated and wish to see a
return to more stable patterns of lending which support the natural desire to own a home of one’s own, but
protect consumers from entering into unsustainable levels of debt.

5. We believe it is vital to ensure consumers have access to professional mortgage advisers who are on
their side, acting in their best interests and ensuring they select the most suitable and competitively priced
product for their individual needs. Consumer demand for mortgage advice has grown through 2008, as
consumers have understood the need to consult an adviser who can act in their best interests during diYcult
periods. It is therefore crucial that lenders provide open access to their mortgage lending through
intermediaries (rather than simply favouring branch-based business) to ensure consumers have the best
possible access to suitable products.

6. We acknowledge that intermediaries have come under the spotlight in “irresponsible lending”
discussions. However, it should be remembered that it is lenders who set the aVordability rules and who
ultimately decide whether to grant a loan. Recognising that consumers should always borrow within their
means, they look to the adviser to guide them through the plethora of mortgage products available and to
help them understand the long-term financial impact of buying a home and taking out a mortgage.

Introduction

7. The Association of Mortgage Intermediaries (AMI) is the trade body for those firms who oVer advice
to borrowers seeking a mortgage. Intermediaries account for approximately 70% of the mortgage market
and advised on a total of £250 billion in 2007. Mortgage intermediaries oVer their clients a convenient,
professional service, helping guide them through the vast array mortgage products available from the
mortgage market.

8. AMI was the first of the trade bodies to publish a set of proposals on remedies to the credit crunch, in
the form of our April 2008 White Paper entitled “Fixing the Crunch”, a copy of which we have included in
our submission to the Committee. We strongly felt at the time of publication that the mortgage market had
passed the stage where it was able to heal itself and find a resolution to the current crisis. That is why we
took the decision to publish a White Paper calling for outside intervention. We discussed these proposals at
meetings with Sir James Crosby, the Bank of England, the Treasury and other policy makers.

9. The White Paper set out the causes of the credit crunch as seen by the mortgage intermediary
community, stated our concerns, and provided a series of starting points for addressing the market’s
problems. It addressed such issues as alternative sources of Capital, the role of the Bank of England, a new
Gold Standard for Mortgage Backed Securities and traditional buyers of Mortgage Backed Securities, and
is submitted to the Committee as part of our written evidence.

10. Also attached to this submission is a research piece entitled “The Value of Mortgage Advice”, which
has been compiled by independent financial services research company NMG. The study details the financial
value consumers can receive from gaining independent mortgage advice. In some cases it has been proven
that consumers can save £1,830 per year compared with going direct to lender.89 In the current financial
climate, we believe it is important to put a financial value on the benefits obtained by the intermediary
community for consumers. Not only may intermediaries have access to the widest product set, they find their
clients the most suitable product for the individual’s circumstances, and find it at the most competitive price.

11. There is an obvious demand from the consumer for high quality mortgage advice, especially during
diYcult economic times, and our members endeavor to fulfill their clients’ needs against an ever-changing
backdrop.

Protecting the Taxpayer

The Government’s recapitalisation programme, and part-nationalisation of major high-street banks

12. AMI fully support the Government’s steps taken to date to recapitalise and part-nationalise major
high-street banks. However we are somewhat concerned that the Special Liquidity Scheme (operated by the
Bank) is too narrow and does not provide suYcient access to secondary and smaller lenders. We would like
to see wider access allowed, for a wider range of securities, and thought should also be given to the cost of
capital made available.

13. AMI also strongly welcomes Sir James Crosby’s Final Report which proposes temporary guaranteed
securitisation, and we agree with his comments that “unless and until banks get access to attractively priced
sources of funding the shortage of mortgage finance will endure”. Not only are AAA mortgage backed
securities still relatively safe and could actually be profitable for the Government, but the cost of funding
these instruments would be attractive to all banks so there would be no stigma in using them. We urge the
Government to implement these recommendations as soon as possible.

89 Mortgage Value of Advice p 17—This is based on the average loan size of £152,468 and a consumer being sold an SVR
mortgage by a direct sales channel.
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14. The table below sets out historic and projected Gross Mortgage Lending on residential properties.
The significant contraction is not due to lack of consumer demand but is caused by the loss of institutional
financial liquidity and limited capital availability driving lack of funds.

Time Period Gross Lending (£)

2006 H1 160 billion
H2 185 billion

2007 H1 174 billion
H2 186 billion

2008 H1 149 billion
H2 (projected) 109 billion

2009 H1 (projected) 72 billion
H2 (projected) 73 billion

Source: CML

15. Should there be no Government action to increase the amounts of funds available in 2009, then we
consider this will lead to continuing repossessions at higher levels than are expected and damage to the wider
economy as markets continue to decline and slow. House prices will continue to decline, for longer than
might be required otherwise. We are concerned that this will lead to a general decline in the state, and value,
of the current housing-stock, as home owners who would consider buying a new property are deterred by
house price falls, but do not invest in their own property given their inability to release equity from it to pay
for an improvement or extension, given its fall in value (or scarcity of mortgage funds).

The nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley and the competition impact of further
consolidation within the retail financial services sector

16. Whilst the nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley were clearly important for
economic stability at the time, in the long term we are concerned about the dangers arising from the
concentration of lending. We would like to see a formal review date set when the competition eVects will be
reviewed by the OYce of Fair Trading (OFT).

17. We understand that a significant number of lenders have no capacity to commit to new lending and
therefore it is likely that in 2009 over 90% of first time mortgage lending will be done through just six banks.

18. Our research paper “The Value of Mortgage Advice” shows 49% of consumers who purchased a
mortgage on a direct basis did so from their own bank/building society without considering any other
option. A further 39% contacted no more than three lenders. These behaviour patterns significantly reduce
the likelihood of finding the most appropriate and competitively priced mortgage for the individual’s own
circumstances.

19. Consumers who buy direct tend to purchase higher margin products than those who consulted an
intermediary, as FSA figures reveal. If consumers are not to be penalized by paying more for a mortgage
than they need to, lenders should be encouraged to respect consumers’ desire for advice and work with the
intermediary community.

Protecting Consumers

The role of mortgage advisers

20. The report “The Value of Mortgage Advice” shows clear evidence of the ways in which independent
mortgage advice adds value to the outcomes achieved by the prospective borrower. These can be
demonstrated in terms of cost savings (such as in product availability and rate payable) or in terms of the
quality of advice given and the overall levels of satisfaction with the mortgage process. The positive eVect
of advice from the intermediary is reflected in the levels of satisfaction with the advice received by borrowers
and in their willingness to recommend their adviser. Our research proves that those consumers who used an
intermediary benefited from a lower mortgage payment by as much as £1,830 per year.

21. Intermediaries provide a flexible, low-cost channel to lenders, as they only pay for completed business
at the volume, type and quality they determine. Independent advisers oVer their clients the opportunity to
pay by a fee or for the adviser’s costs to be met through a commission payment from the lender (which is
fully disclosed).

22. During the banking crisis, lenders and intermediaries have both been criticised for “irresponsible”
mortgage lending. However it is lenders who set the aVordability and credit rules that intermediaries must
conform to.

23. Consumers look to their advisers to guide them through the thousands of mortgage products that
have been available, and to help them understand how much they can aVord to borrow over the longer term.
Lenders have access to credit scoring systems that hold the complete histories of potential borrowers, so
unlike intermediaries, they are in a position to decide if a client meets their credit standards—intermediaries
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only have the information provided by the client, in making a recommendation. Intermediaries are denied
access to lenders Credit Reference Agencies (CRAs) systems; the consequence for consumers could be
multiple footprints being left on credit files as both the lender and intermediary search for the same
information.

24. Mortgage intermediary firms are adversely aVected by the credit crunch and the wider economic
downturn. Crosby acknowledges in his Final Report that in recent years intermediaries have been the major
force for competition within the market both in terms of extending access and achieving better value for
consumers. However while intermediaries are keeping market share they are losing volume in a rapidly
declining market. Potential borrowers still want mortgage advice; but there will be fewer firms to oVer it.
Firms with customer-focused, advice-driven business models are likely to survive this economic turbulence,
though numbers will fall from around 30,000 mortgage intermediaries to 15–20,000. In the future we will
see a smaller, leaner industry but the remaining firms will have the best staV and will be stronger and better
diversified. Last September, 71% of larger firms had activities beyond mortgage broking alone, by March,
85% did.

The Government’s aspirations for assisting customers, and small businesses, in financial diYcult

25. AMI welcome the extremely positive steps taken in the Pre-Budget Report to freeze corporation tax,
cut VAT and encourage lending to SMEs. These government measures were rightly designed to keep UK
SMEs afloat during these diYcult times. The decision to reduce VAT from 17.5% to 15% should lessen the
tax burden to borrowers and encourage homeowners to continue to maintain or renovate their home, thus
helping to minimise a reduction in the value of housing stock in the UK.

26. The housing market should also benefit from an increase in the maximum mortgage amount for ISMI.
Additionally the mortgage rescue scheme will be extended to cover those at greater risk as a result of taking
out a second mortgage, while major mortgage providers have agreed to wait three months after falling into
arrears before initiating repossession proceedings. These measures combined should help allow more people
to stay in their own homes.

27. We also welcome the creation of a new Lending Panel to monitor lending to both businesses and
households. While several lenders have already been invited to sit on the Panel, we believe the lender element,
whilst clearly crucial, is only one side of the equation, and this stakeholder circle therefore needs to be
widened to include consumer groups and the intermediary community.

28. Additionally AMI is pleased that the Government has answered our call to help support SMEs. We
particularly welcome the introduction of tax breaks for businesses caught up in the financial turmoil. Small
and medium sized firms in all sectors have been aVected by the financial turbulence, and financial services
in particular have borne the brunt of this storm, which is why this measure to reduce the tax burden for small
business is the right thing to do.

29. Other measures announced by the Chancellor that will assist SMEs include the Government’s
commitment to keep banks lending to small businesses, the announcement that small firms can have “as
long as they need” to pay their taxes to HMRC, and the establishment of a temporary Small Business
Finance Scheme which will allow SMEs to borrow between £1,000 and £1 million at more flexible terms than
before, helping ease cashflow diYculties firms may face.

30. However, while we welcome many of the measures announced in the pre-Budget Report, we would
have liked to see a review of business rates deferred as this may oVset any reductions in corporation tax. We
are also disappointed that we will need to wait until the Budget before help is provided to see Sir James
Crosby’s recommendations enacted.

January 2009

Memorandum from the UK Financial Reporting Council (FRC)

Introduction

1. This paper responds to an invitation dated 11 December 2008 for the submission of written evidence
in connection with the Treasury Committee’s inquiry into the banking crisis.

2. This structure of this paper is as follows:

(a) Key Points (paragraph 3);

(b) Executive Summary (paragraphs 4–11);

(c) Background information on the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) and its relevant operating
bodies (paragraphs 12–24);

(d) The purpose, and intended audience, of statutory audit (paragraphs 25–34);
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(e) The findings from independent audit monitoring (paragraphs 35–46);

(f) Going concern in the current economic conditions; (paragraphs 47–52); and

(g) The importance of Corporate Governance, including audit committees (paragraphs 53–67).

Key Points

3. The key points the FRC wishes to highlight from this paper are:

— the FRC is an independent regulator, supported by a range of statutory and non-statutory powers
which contribute to confidence in corporate reporting and governance;

— public confidence in the operation of the capital markets depends in part on the credibility of
corporate reports produced by Boards of Directors. The primary purpose of an audit of the
financial statements is for the auditor to provide independent assurance to the shareholders that
the directors have prepared the financial statements properly. The information required to be
included in financial statements is likely to be useful to financial services regulators but is not
designed with their specific needs in mind;

— the role and powers of the auditors of banks diVer from, and are more limited than, those of
financial services regulators. Any proposals to extend the role of auditors would need to be
examined carefully to assess their cost-eVectiveness and impact on the UK’s competitiveness;

— the FRC and its operating bodies have a role to play in promoting confidence in audit through the
establishment of standards and independently monitoring the quality of audits of listed and major
public interest entities. Findings from independent audit inspection support the view that audit in
the UK is fundamentally sound while highlighting some important areas where further
improvement by the audit firms is required;

— directors of all companies need to ensure that they prepare thoroughly for their assessment of going
concern and make appropriate disclosures. The current economic situation does not, of itself,
mean that a material uncertainty exists about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern,
although the reduced availability of credit from banks makes it more diYcult for directors and
auditors to satisfy themselves on the use of the going concern basis of accounting. The FRC
recently published guidance for directors and auditors about going concern; and

— an entity’s corporate governance arrangements, including in particular the role of its audit
committee, impact the quality of financial reporting and the eVectiveness of independent audit.
The FRC has recently updated both the Combined Code and its Guidance on Audit Committees
and has published an audit quality framework.

Executive Summary

The FRC

4. The FRC is the UK’s independent regulator responsible for promoting confidence in corporate
reporting and governance. Working mainly through its operating bodies, and supported by a range of
statutory and non-statutory powers, the FRC’s aim is to strengthen confidence in corporate reporting and
governance by promoting high-quality corporate governance, corporate reporting, auditing and actuarial
practice, and by promoting the integrity, competence and transparency of the accountancy and actuarial
professions. Following extensive consultation, in February 2008 the FRC issued the Audit Quality
Framework designed to support eVective communication between auditors, audit committees, preparers,
investors and other stakeholders on audit quality (paragraphs 12–24). The FRC and its operating bodies
have played an active role in monitoring the accounting and auditing implications of the current financial
crisis and have taken a range of actions (paragraph 24).

The purpose, and intended audience, of statutory audit

5. The purpose and intended audience of statutory audit is established by legislation. The primary
purpose of an audit of the financial statements is for the auditor to provide independent assurance to the
shareholders that the directors have prepared the financial statements properly. As required by legislation,
the auditor issues an opinion as to whether or not the financial statements give a true and fair view
(paragraphs 27–28) and are in accordance with the relevant accounting framework.

6. The role and powers of auditors of banks diVers from, and are more limited than, those of the financial
services regulators. Whereas the role of the auditor is primarily to express an opinion on a bank’s financial
statements, financial services regulators have extensive powers to influence the behaviour of banks. These
powers include approval of significant shareholders and senior management, restrictions on the scope and
scale of a bank’s operations and requiring banks to hold minimum levels of capital. The information
required to be included in financial statements is likely to be useful to financial services regulators but is not
designed with their specific needs in mind.
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7. Any proposals to extend the scope of statutory audit would need thorough analysis and debate to
assess their cost-eVectiveness and impact on the UK’s competitiveness and to avoid unintended
consequences.

The findings from independent audit monitoring

8. The POB’s Audit Inspection Unit (“AIU”) inspects the quality of audit of economically significant
entities. Inspections at the largest six audit firms are currently carried out annually and at the next three firms
on a two year cycle. Inspections assess the quality of a firm’s audit quality control procedures and their
performance on a selection of individual audit engagements. In the year to 31 March 2008 the AIU
conducted seven full scope inspections of large audit firms and reviewed 90 individual audits of major public
interest entities. Some 25% of those audits were of entities in the Banking, Finance and Investment sector.
Findings from those independent audit inspections support the view that audit in the UK is fundamentally
sound with no systemic weaknesses while highlighting some important areas where firms need to make
further improvements (paragraphs 35–46).

Going concern in the current economic conditions

9. Current economic conditions provide particular challenges to all involved with annual reports and
accounts. One consequence is expected to be an increase in the disclosure in annual reports and accounts
about going concern and liquidity. Directors will need to ensure that they prepare thoroughly for their
assessment of going concern and make appropriate disclosures. Auditors will need to ensure that they fully
consider going concern assessments and investors and lenders will need to be prepared to read all relevant
disclosures in annual reports and accounts.

10. The eVect of the general economic situation at the present time does not, in itself, necessarily mean
that a material uncertainty exists about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern or justify auditors
modifying their reports to draw attention to going concern. However, the reduced availability of credit from
banks in the current economic conditions makes it more diYcult for directors and auditors to satisfy
themselves on the use of the going concern basis of accounting (paragraphs 47–52).

The importance of corporate governance, including audit committees

11. The eVectiveness of the UK’s approach to corporate governance is important because an entity’s
corporate governance arrangements, including in particular the role its audit committee, impact the quality
of financial reporting and the eVectiveness of independent audit. The FRC publishes the Combined Code
on Corporate Governance which sets out the standards of good practice in relation to such issues as board
composition and development, remuneration, accountability and audit and relations with shareholders. The
UK’s primary approach to monitoring the behaviour of company boards rests with the company’s
shareholders through their response to the “comply or explain” regime. The rationale for this is that, as one
of the main purposes of good governance is to ensure that the board acts in the long-term interests of the
shareholders, the shareholders should be the ones to judge whether the arrangements the board has put in
place will achieve that objective (paragraphs 53–67).

About the Financial Reporting Council (FRC)

12. The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is the UK’s independent regulator responsible for
promoting confidence in corporate reporting and governance. Its functions are exercised principally by its
operating bodies (the Accounting Standards Board, the Auditing Practices Board, the Board for Actuarial
Standards, the Financial Reporting Review Panel, the Professional Oversight Board and the Accountancy
and Actuarial Discipline Board) and by the FRC Board. The Committee on Corporate Governance assists
the FRC Board in its work on corporate governance. The FRC has a range of powers, some of which have
a statutory basis, and is sponsored by both the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform
(BERR) and HM Treasury.

13. Confidence in corporate reporting and governance is a fundamental prerequisite for the eVective
functioning of the economy and financial markets. The FRC’s aim is to strengthen that confidence by
promoting high-quality corporate governance, corporate reporting, auditing and actuarial practice, and by
promoting the integrity, competence and transparency of the accountancy and actuarial professions.

14. Among its responsibilities, the FRC:

— issues accounting standards in the UK and Ireland but, with the move to International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), is increasingly focused on influencing the setting of standards by
the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”);

— seeks to ensure, through the Financial Reporting Review Panel (FRRP), that the annual accounts
of public companies and large private companies comply with the requirements of the Companies
Act 2006 and applicable accounting standards;
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— sets auditing, quality control and ethical standards for auditors through the Auditing Practices
Board (APB);

— monitors and, where appropriate, enforces the application of auditing, quality control and ethical
standards by the Professional Oversight Board (POB) through its Audit Inspection Unit (AIU);

— operates an independent investigation and disciplinary scheme; and

— publishes the Combined Code on Corporate Governance and periodically reviews its operation.

15. Paragraphs 16 to 18 provide a summary of the FRC’s key responsibilities with respect to auditing;
more detail on the FRC, its operating bodies, and its aim and objectives is provided in Appendix A.

16. The APB establishes quality control, auditing and ethical standards for auditors to provide a
framework for audit practice in the UK and the Republic of Ireland. The APB made the strategic decision
in 2004 to base its auditing standards on International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) issued by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB). It issued a new set of auditing standards
(known as ISAs (UK and Ireland)) in December 2004 which reflected important improvements in key areas.
These areas included identifying, assessing and responding to audit risks, including fraud risks, and quality
control procedures for audits. The APB is currently consulting on when and how to update its standards to
reflect a major improvement project, known as the “Clarity Project”, soon to be completed by the IAASB.
As part of the Clarity Project, ISAs on important topics such as accounting estimates, including fair value
measurements and disclosures, group audits and related party transactions have been improved to reflect
the latest developments and thinking. The APB has stated that, as the improvements made are designed to
enhance audit quality, it believes there is merit in introducing these new standards in the UK and Ireland as
soon as is practicable.

17. The APB also issues guidance in the form of Practice Notes and Bulletins to assist auditors in applying
its standards to particular circumstances and industries and to address new or emerging issues. For example,
a revised Practice Note on the audit of banks and building societies in the UK was issued, with support from
the FSA, in January 2007 and updated draft guidance on auditing complex financial instruments was issued
in December 2008.

18. The POB provides independent oversight of the regulation of accountants and actuaries by their
respective professional bodies. It provides statutory oversight of the regulation of the auditing profession by
the recognised supervisory and qualifying bodies, and, through the AIU, monitors the quality of the auditing
function in relation to economically significant entities. Under the Companies Act 2006 (Section 1224A),
there are statutory provisions that prohibit the disclosure of certain information in the discharge of the
POB’s functions.

19. In November 2006 the FRC published a discussion paper, Promoting Audit Quality, which sought
views as to whether, within the existing legal and regulatory framework, all appropriate steps were being
taken to maintain and enhance the quality of audits and, if not sought views as to what more could or should
be done.

20. The discussion paper set out the diYculties in determining audit quality due to a lack of a single agreed
definition of audit quality against which actual performance can be assessed, the subjective nature of the
auditors’ opinion and the limited transparency of the underlying work performed and judgements made. As
a result of these diYculties the FRC identified and consulted on the factors, or drivers, that determine
whether a quality audit is undertaken.

21. The FRC identified five main drivers of audit quality as follows:

— the culture within the audit firm;

— the skills and personal qualities of audit partners and staV;

— the eVectiveness of the audit process;

— the reliability and usefulness of audit reporting; and

— factors outside the control of auditors aVecting audit quality.

22. These drivers were confirmed during the consultation process and as a result the FRC published an
Audit Quality Framework. In publishing the Audit Quality Framework, which is attached as Appendix B,
the FRC hoped that stakeholders would find the consensus on what drives a high quality audit helpful. In
particular the FRC hoped that the Framework would assist:

— Companies—in evaluating audit proposals;

— Audit Committees—in undertaking annual assessments of the eVectiveness of external audits;

— All stakeholders—in evaluating the policies and actions taken by audit firms to ensure that high
quality audits are performed, whether in the UK or overseas; and

— Regulators—when undertaking and reporting on their monitoring of the audit profession.

23. The FRC’s feedback statement following its consultation on Promoting Audit Quality, together with
all non confidential responses, can be found on its website www.frc.org.uk/about/promotingauditquality.cfm.
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24. The FRC and its operating bodies have played an active role in monitoring the accounting and
auditing implications of the current financial crisis. In particular:

— the FRC issued guidance for audit committees in December 2007 highlighting the challenges of
corporate reporting and governance in the following year and issued updated guidance for audit
committees highlighting challenges arising from the current economic conditions in November
2008;

— in November and December 2008 the FRC provided guidance to directors and the APB to auditors
on going concern issues in the current climate (paragraphs 47–52);

— the ASB has actively supported the work of the IASB and EFRAG on fair value accounting issues,
as well as monitoring and influencing UK attitudes. In October 2008, the ASB issued amendments
to its standards on the reclassification of financial instruments following revisions to IFRS;

— during the year 1 April 2006 to 31 March 2007, the Panel reviewed the accounts of 16 banks
reporting under IFRS, including retail and investment banks and finance subsidiaries of overseas
banks and large UK retail companies. Points identified by the Panel indicated a need for refinement
of some disclosures in certain cases rather than for significant changes. The issues raised varied
between banks and there was no evidence of any systemic reporting weaknesses. During the year
to March 2008, the Panel reviewed the accounts of 10 retail and investment banks reporting under
IFRS. The Panel considered compliance with all applicable reporting standards. As in the previous
year, issues raised varied between banks, and based on the information provided within the
accounts and provided by entities in response to Panel queries, there was no evidence of systemic
reporting weaknesses. Most of the points raised indicated a need for refinement of certain
disclosures rather than significant changes in recognition or measurement policies;

— the FRRP announced on 9 November 2007 that its review activity in 2008 and 2009 would focus
on the banking sector (and four other sectors). This work is progressing in accordance with the
Panel’s normal operating procedures. In its press notice of 30 October 2008, the FRRP announced
that banking would continue to be a focus of its work for 2009 and 2010. The Panels work has not
resulted in any restatements of prior period financial statements;

— the APB issued in January 2008 a Bulletin on “Audit issues when financial market conditions are
diYcult and credit facilities may be restricted”;

— the AIU responded to the heightened audit risk posed by the credit market turbulence by
discussing with the major audit firms their preparations for ensuring their audit teams were
adequately prepared for the risks relevant to the December 2007 reporting cycle, enhancing their
risk based approach to the selection of individual audits for review and tailoring their work
programmes to ensure increased focus on individual reviews on the relevant risks; and

— the FRC provided evidence to the Treasury’s Committee hearing on the role of accounting on the
banking crisis.

The Purpose, and Intended Audience, of a Statutory Audit

25. Public confidence in the operation of the capital markets and in the conduct of public interest entities
depends, in part, on the credibility of the opinions and reports issued by the auditor in connection with the
audit of financial statements.

26. The directors of a company are responsible for the preparation of the Annual Report and the group
financial statements in accordance with the relevant accounting framework and for ensuring that the
financial statements show a true and fair view.

27. The purpose, and intended audience, of statutory audit is established by legislation. The primary
purpose of an audit of the financial statements is for the auditor to provide independent assurance to the
shareholders that the directors have prepared the financial statements properly. As required by legislation,
the auditor issues an opinion as to whether or not the financial statements give a true and fair view, whether
they have been prepared in accordance with the relevant financial reporting framework and in accordance
with the Companies Act 2006 (and, where applicable Article 4 of the IAS Regulation).

28. In addition the Companies Act 2006 requires the auditor in preparing its report to carry out various
investigations and report (by exception) when:

— adequate accounting records have not been kept by the company;

— the company’s individual accounts are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns;

— the auditable part of the Directors’ Remuneration Report is not in agreement with the accounting
records and returns; and

— the auditor has not received all the information and explanations which, to the best of its
knowledge and belief, are necessary for the purposes of the audit.
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29. Any proposed extension to the purpose and intended audience for statutory audit would require
thorough analysis and debate if they are to avoid unintended consequences. In particular those proposing
change will need to satisfy themselves on:

— the competence of the auditor to meet any new requirements;

— the costs involved;

— the exposure of auditors and others to liability risk;

— the need for legislation; and

— international considerations such as UK competitiveness.

30. In order to be eligible for appointment in Great Britain as auditors of companies, or of any of the
other entities which require their auditors to be eligible for appointment as auditors under section 1212 of
the Companies Act 2006, persons must be registered with a Recognised Supervisory Body (RSB)90

recognised under that Act and must be eligible for appointment under the rules of that RSB. The Companies
Act 2006 requires RSBs to have rules and practices as to the technical standards to be applied in company
audit work and the manner in which those standards are to be applied in practice. Each RSB is also required
to have arrangements in place for the eVective monitoring and enforcement of compliance with those
standards.

31. As stated above technical standards for auditing, quality control and ethics are set by the Auditing
Practices Board. The APB comprises individuals who are eligible for appointment as company auditors and
those who are not so eligible. Those who are eligible for appointment as company auditors may not exceed
40% of the APB by number.

32. The RSBs have adopted APB’s standards and guidance and apparent failures by auditors to comply
with APB standards are liable to be investigated by them. Auditors who do not comply with auditing
standards when performing company or other audits make themselves liable to regulatory action which may
include the withdrawal of registration and hence of eligibility to perform company audits.

33. APB’s standards apply to auditors carrying out statutory audits of companies in accordance with the
Companies Acts. This includes bank audits but the standards are not specific to bank audits. Rather the
APB provides additional guidance to assist in the application of the generic standards to certain specialised
industries. Over the years APB has issued, and kept current, specialist industry guidance for banks,
insurance companies and investment businesses as well as a number of other sectors such as charities and
pension schemes.

34. A number of ISAs (UK and Ireland) are of particular relevance to the audit of banks in the current
economic climate. These include in particular, ISAs (UK and Ireland) 220 on quality control, 315 and 330
in respect of risks and 545 on fair value measurements. While auditing standards are one factor in
contributing to audit quality there are other important drivers as set within the FRC’s discussion paper
Promoting Audit Quality discussed below.

The Findings from Independent Audit Monitoring

35. The Audit Inspection Unit (AIU), part of the Professional Oversight Board, is responsible for the
monitoring of the audits of all listed and other major public interest entities. The audits of all UK
incorporated companies with listed securities (both equity and non-equity securities) and other entities in
whose financial condition there is considered to be a major public interest are within the scope of the AIU’s
work. A description of the entities within the AIU’s scope for 2008–09 was issued in March 2008. The
monitoring units of the RSBs are responsible for the monitoring of other audits within the scope of audit
regulation in the UK (ie those outside the scope of independent inspection by the AIU). In addition to the
Big 4 Firms, there are currently five other major firms undertaking more than 10 audits within the AIU’s
scope and therefore subject to full scope AIU inspections, including a review of their firm-wide procedures,
under statute. Other firms which have any audits falling within the AIU’s scope are subject to periodic
reviews of one or more such audits by the AIU and reviews of their firm-wide procedures by the monitoring
unit of the RSB with which they are registered.

36. UK law which implements minimum requirements set out in European directives requires that the
auditors of listed and other major public interest entities are monitored at least once every three years.
However given their significance the AIU currently inspects the largest six audit firms in the UK every year
and inspects other firms in scope less frequently as permitted by law.

37. The POB consulted on changes to the reporting arrangements for the AIU in June 2007 (“Reporting
on Audit Quality Monitoring—Implementing a New Approach”). The results of that consultation and the
Board’s policy conclusions were published on 5 December 2007.

90 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales, The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, The
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, the Association of Authorised Public Accountants and The Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants are Recognised Supervisory Bodies for the purpose of regulating auditors in the UK.
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38. A key change to the reporting arrangements was that the AIU would no longer publish one annual
report on generic themes and findings but rather high level public reports on individual audit firms. Such
reports would only be published for those firms where the AIU had undertaken a full scope inspection. The
content of these reports would be based on the findings set out in the AIU’s more detailed private reports
to the respective audit registration committees. This change marked an important development in increasing
the transparency of the AIU’s work. The first such reports were published on 8 December 2008 in respect
of the AIU’s 2007/8 inspection programme.

39. Another significant change was the introduction of new reports on individual audits reviewed by the
AIU for those reviews which commenced after 1 January 2008. While these reports are addressed to the
relevant audit engagement partner, the POB’s expectation is that they will be provided by the firms to the
relevant client’s senior executives and audit committee. This is a further important contribution to
enhancing the transparency of reporting on the AIU’s inspections of the work of the UK’s audit profession.

40. In the year to 31 March 2008 the AIU conducted seven full scope inspections of large audit firms and
reviewed 90 individual audits of major public interest entities. Some 25% of those audits were of entities in
the banking, finance and investment industry sectors.

41. On 8 December 2008 the POB published an overview report on the AIU’s inspection findings at all
firms together with individual reports on its findings at seven of the largest UK audit firms. The reports
conclude that the quality of auditing in the UK remains fundamentally sound with no systemic weaknesses.
However, they identify some important issues in certain areas in relation to which further improvements
need to be made by the audit firms. A full copy of the overview report is included as Appendix C.

42. Due to statutory confidentiality provisions it is not appropriate to attribute AIU findings to specific
audit engagements. However, it is possible to report that a small proportion, around 15%, of the audits
reviewed at the seven major firms were considered by the AIU to require significant improvement in certain
areas. Only three of those audits related to entities which were listed on a regulated market, within the
meaning of Part VI of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, and none related to the audit of a
company within the FTSE100.

43. The AIU undertook an assessment during 2007–08 of how the seven major firms were responding at
a firm-wide level to the audit challenges arising from the “credit crunch”. The public reports on individual
firms contain a brief commentary on how each firm responded. Overall, the AIU considered that the firms
responded appropriately and on a timely basis to the significant challenges arising. However, the AIU’s
assessment of these responses was, in most cases, made prior to 31 December 2007 in order to assess their
likely impact on audits relating to this major reporting date. It therefore did not address audit challenges
associated with the more recent turmoil in the financial markets or how the firms responded at an individual
audit engagement level. This will be considered and reported on in due course.

44. The AIU has made a number of changes for its 2008–09 inspection cycle to respond to the heightened
audit risk posed by the credit market turbulence. It had earlier met with each of the largest firms to discuss
how they were responding to the heightened risk both at a firm-wide level and in planning and executing
individual audits. These changes included:

— Adopting a more risk-based approach in selecting individual audits for reviews and prioritising
reviews within the 2008–09 cycle.

— Reviewing and updating the work programmes used for reviews of individual audits to ensure that
risk areas relating to the credit market turbulence were covered in all cases.

— Undertaking some reviews focused specifically on issues relating to the credit market turbulence.

45. The 2008–09 inspection cycle has not yet been completed and therefore it is not yet possible to report
the findings from this work. However, the POB does not believe that there are any major systemic issues
emerging from the AIU’s 2008–09 inspection cycle to undermine its view that the quality of auditing in the
UK remains fundamentally sound.

46. As part of its annual planning cycle the AIU is actively considering, in conjunction with the POB, the
need for further changes to its inspection focus and methodology for 2009–10 in order to respond
appropriately to the audit risks arising from more recent developments in financial markets.

Going Concern in the Current Economic Conditions

47. International Accounting Standard (IAS) 1 (Presentation of financial statements) and UK Financial
Reporting Standard (FRS) 18 (Accounting policies) require management/directors to make an assessment
of an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern when preparing financial statements. IAS 1.25 states:
“When preparing financial statements, management shall make an assessment of an entity’s ability to
continue as a going concern. An entity shall prepare financial statements on a going concern basis unless
management either intends to liquidate the entity or to cease trading, or has no realistic alternative but to
do so. When management is aware, in making its assessment, of material uncertainties related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt upon the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, the entity
shall disclose those uncertainties”.
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48. In November 2008, recognising the challenge of current economic conditions, the FRC published
guidance on going concern and liquidity disclosures. The publication brings together existing guidance in
the context of recent developments relating to going concern and liquidity risk disclosures to assist directors,
audit committees and finance teams of listed companies during the forthcoming reporting season. It does
not establish any new requirements but it does highlight the importance of clear disclosure about going
concern and liquidity risk in current economic conditions. It may also be useful for directors of unlisted
companies who have similar responsibilities to assess going concern and make appropriate disclosures.

49. The diYcult economic conditions being faced by many companies necessitates careful consideration
by directors when assessing whether it is reasonable for them to use the going concern basis of accounting,
and whether adequate disclosure has been given of going concern risks and other uncertainties. Addressing
these challenges well before the preparation of annual reports and accounts may help avoid a last minute
problem that might unsettle investors and lenders unnecessarily. However, the reduced availability of credit
from banks in the current economic conditions makes it more diYcult for directors and auditors to satisfy
themselves on the use of the going concern basis of accounting.

50. Current economic conditions necessitate careful consideration of going concern also by auditors and,
to assist, the APB issued guidance specifically for auditors in December 2008.

51. If auditors conclude that the disclosures regarding going concern are not adequate to meet the
requirements of accounting standards, including the need for the financial statements to show a true and
fair view, they are required to express a qualified or adverse opinion as appropriate. The auditors report is
also required to include specific reference to the fact that there is a material uncertainty that may cast
significant doubt about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern.

52. If the auditor concluded that a material uncertainty exists that leads to significant doubt about the
ability of the entity to continue as a going concern, and those uncertainties have been adequately disclosed
in the financial statements, it is required to modify its report by including an emphasis of matter paragraph.
However, the general economic situation at the present time does not, of itself, necessarily mean that a
material uncertainty exists about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern or justify auditors
modifying their reports.

The Importance of Corporate Governance, including Audit Committees

53. The Combined Code on Corporate Governance sets out the standards of good practice in relation to
such issues as board composition and development, remuneration, accountability and audit and relations
with shareholders.

54. The Combined Code was first issued in 1998 and has been updated on a regular basis since. The Code
incorporates certain key associated guidance; the Turnbull guidance which provides guidance to companies
on how to apply the section of the code dealing with internal control and the FRC Guidance on Audit
Committees (formerly known as the Smith Guidance).

55. If a company chooses not to comply with one or more provisions of the Code, it must give
shareholders a careful and clear explanation which shareholders should evaluate on its merits. In providing
an explanation, the company should aim to illustrate how its actual practices are consistent with the
principle to which the particular provision relates and contribute to good governance.

56. As a result the Code is not a rigid set of rules. Rather, it is a guide to the components of good board
practice distilled from consultation and widespread experience over many years. While it is expected that
companies will comply wholly or substantially with its provisions, it is recognised that non-compliance may
be justified in particular circumstances if good governance can be achieved by other means. A condition of
non-compliance is that the reasons for it should be explained to shareholders, who may wish to discuss the
position with the company and whose voting intentions may be influenced as a result. This “comply or
explain” approach has been in operation since the Code’s beginnings in 1992 and the flexibility it oVers is
valued by company boards and by investors in pursuing better corporate governance.

57. The Turnbull Guidance on internal control was originally issued in 1999 to assist directors in applying
those aspects of the code relevant to internal control and reporting to shareholders thereon. The guidance
was intended to:

— reflect sound business practice whereby internal control is embedded in the business processes by
which a company pursues its objectives;

— remain relevant over time in the continually evolving business environment; and

— enable each company to apply it in a manner which takes account of its particular circumstances.

58. The guidance is based on the adoption by a company’s board of a risk-based approach to establishing
a sound system of internal control and reviewing its eVectiveness. This should be incorporated by the
company within its normal management and governance processes. It should not be treated as a separate
exercise undertaken to meet regulatory requirements.
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59. In 2004, the Financial Reporting Council established the Turnbull Review Group to consider the
impact of the guidance and the related disclosures and to determine whether the guidance needed to be
updated. In reviewing the impact of the guidance, the consultations revealed that it had very successfully
gone a long way to meeting its original objectives. Boards and investors alike indicated that the guidance
had contributed to a marked improvement in the overall standard of risk management and internal control
since 1999. Notably, the evidence gathered by the Review Group demonstrated that respondents considered
that the substantial improvements in internal control instigated by application of the Turnbull guidance had
been achieved without the need for detailed prescription as to how to implement the guidance.

60. The principles-based approach required boards to think seriously about control issues and enabled
them to apply the principles in a way that appropriately dealt with the circumstances of their business.

61. The evidence also supported the proposition that the companies which have derived most benefit from
application of the guidance were those whose boards saw embedded risk management and internal control
as an integral part of running the business. Accordingly, the Review Group strongly endorsed retention of
the flexible, principles-based approach of the original guidance and made only a small number of changes.

62. The FRC Guidance on Audit Committees (formerly known as the Smith Guidance) was first
published in 2003 and updated in 2005 and 2008. It is intended to assist company boards when implementing
the sections of the Combined Code on Corporate Governance dealing with audit committees and to assist
directors serving on audit committees in carrying out their role.

63. While all directors have a duty to act in the interests of the company the audit committee has a
particular role, acting independently from the executive, to ensure that the interests of shareholders are
properly protected in relation to financial reporting and internal control.

64. The guidance requires that the main role and responsibilities of the audit committee should be set out
in written terms of reference and should include:

— to monitor the integrity of the financial statements of the company and any formal announcements
relating to the company’s financial performance, reviewing significant financial reporting
judgements contained in them; to review the company’s internal financial controls and, unless
expressly addressed by a separate board risk committee composed of independent directors or by
the board itself, the company’s internal control and risk management systems;

— to review and monitor the external auditor’s independence and objectivity and the eVectiveness of
the audit process, taking into consideration relevant UK professional and regulatory
requirements;

— to make recommendations to the board, for it to put to the shareholders for their approval in
general meeting, in relation to the appointment of the external auditor and to approve the
remuneration and terms of engagement of the external auditor;

— to monitor and review the eVectiveness of the company’s internal audit function;

— to develop and implement policy on the engagement of the external auditor to supply non-audit
services, taking into account relevant ethical guidance regarding the provision of non-audit
services by the external audit firm; and

— to report to the board, identifying any matters in respect of which it considers that action or
improvement is needed, and making recommendations as to the steps to be taken.

65. The FRC promotes high standards of corporate governance through the Combined Code, but does
not monitor or enforce its implementation by individual boards. The corporate governance framework that
applies to the UK listed sector as a whole places primary responsibility for monitoring the behaviour of
company boards on the company’s shareholders. The rationale for this is that, as one of the main purposes
of good governance is to ensure that the board acts in the long-term interests of the shareholders, the
shareholders should be the ones to judge whether the arrangements the board has put in place will achieve
that objective. In addition there are some aspects of corporate governance that are not easily amenable to
traditional regulation as there is no evidence that any particular practice will always deliver better protection
and better company performance.

66. Boards are required under the FSA Listing Rules to apply the principles of the Combined Code, of
which the FRC is the author, and either to comply with its provisions or explain to the shareholders why it
has chosen not to do so. For financial years ending 28 June 2009 or later companies will also be required
under new FSA Corporate Governance Rules to make a number of additional disclosures in the annual
report. While the FSA can take enforcement action if a company fails to comply with either set of Rules, it
is left to the company’s shareholders to judge whether the governance arrangements that have been put in
place are adequate, and, if not, to use their influence and legal rights to resolve their concerns.
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67. The eVectiveness of the UK’s approach to corporate governance is important because an entity’s
corporate governance arrangements, including in particular the role its audit committee, impact the quality
of financial reporting and the eVectiveness of independent audit.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Paragon Group of Companies PLC

Summary

1. The Paragon Group of Companies PLC welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Treasury Select
Committee’s current inquiry into the banking crisis. Our comments are focused on the importance of
securitisation to the UK’s mortgage market and the need for urgent action from Government to support
issuance of Residential Mortgage Backed Securities (RMBS) in order to increase the supply of much needed
mortgage finance.

2. Paragon is the UK’s leading specialist provider of residential mortgages to professional and investor
landlords. We launched our first specifically targeted mortgages in 1995 and over the last 13 years have
increasingly specialised in this market. The company currently has around 40,000 landlord customers,
services 90,000 individual accounts and has around £10 billion of assets under management. One in ten
residential investment property mortgages in the UK have been provided by Paragon.

3. Until wholesale markets closed in summer 2007, Paragon’s principal source of long-term funding for
originated assets was through securitisation. The company remains the UK’s most active RMBS issuer and
has a great deal of practical experience and expertise in this area; we were the first UK company to undertake
an RMBS issue in 1987 and have in total issued some £19.5 billion of notes through 53 public securitisation
transactions, utilising a variety of structures and currencies.

4. The key points of our submission are:

— Securitisation has played a key role in the development of a competitive and innovative mortgage
market in the UK over the last decade. It has provided a cost-eVective source of capital for lenders
and enabled increased diversification and financial innovation.

— In the year prior to the credit crunch, securitisation accounted for the vast majority (80%) of the
UK mortgage industry’s net funding needs. It is a funding model that has been used widely by the
major banks as well as specialist lenders.

— Use of securitisation is not restricted to the funding of consumer finance businesses. It has provided
a mechanism for funding across a wide range of industry sectors, including finance for public sector
projects under the PFI initiative.

— Securitisation is not an inherently risky funding model. Securitisation transactions in the UK have
consistently performed within the expected parameters agreed by the various parties involved at
the outset. More fundamental problems in the US housing and mortgage market have
contaminated the global wholesale funding process.

— Some of the liquidity issues aVecting UK banks have centred on the mismatch of borrowing short
and lending longer-term. By using securitisation, however, Paragon has been able to perfectly
match its funding needs, thereby eliminating liquidity risks. Securitisation has been misunderstood
and, as can be seen by this aspect, risk is reduced rather than increased.

— The unprecedented shortage in the supply of mortgage finance brought about by the closure of
wholesale markets is having very negative consequences across the UK economy, restricting
competition in the mortgage market and exacerbating falling demand in the housing market.

— Alternative sources of mortgage finance will not be anywhere near suYcient to revive UK
mortgage lending; savings inflows alone cannot be relied upon to revive mortgage lending,
particularly with interest rates at historically low levels. Reinvigorating wholesale markets for
mortgage finance is therefore vital.

— The recommendations of the Crosby Review of mortgage finance—in particular the introduction
of a new guarantee scheme, open to specialist lenders as well as banks, to promote issuance of
RMBS—represent the single most important package of proposals to help rejuvenate the mortgage
finance market.

— The future health of the UK housing market requires action from Government along the lines
proposed by the Crosby Review as soon as possible, and certainly before Budget 2009.
Furthermore, it is essential that non-bank specialist lenders such as Paragon are given a proper
opportunity to share our extensive experience and feed our views into the development of the
Government’s response to Crosby.
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Importance of Securitisation

5. In the decade prior to the emergence of problems in the US sub-prime mortgage market and the
subsequent onset of the global credit crunch, a competitive and innovate mortgage market had developed
in the UK, oVering a wide choice of products to both existing homeowners and first time buyers.
Securitisation played a very important—although often understated and misunderstood—role in this
market.

6. Securitisation involves the repackaging of a ring-fenced group of assets such as residential mortgage
loans, or other cash flow generating-assets including credit cards or consumer loans, into tradable securities.
It is a funding model that has been used to fund the lending activity of a wide range of non-bank specialist
lenders and also the lending activity of many of the high street banks.

7. Paragon and other specialist lenders who have utilised the securitisation model to fund their lending
activity have played a significant role in the UK mortgage market for two decades. In 2007, six of the top
30 lenders were non-banks and it is estimated that the total non-banking sector accounted for around £70
billion of outstanding assets—a 10% market share. But the importance of securitisation to the UK mortgage
market extends much further; in the twelve months before the credit crunch, 80% of the net funding needs
of the UK mortgage industry—encompassing both mainstream and specialist residential loans—were
provided by the capital markets.

8. There are many important benefits of the securitisation funding model. It provides a cost-eVective
source of capital for lenders and an avenue for both increased diversification and financial innovation. It
imposes external risk analysis on the business written and also ongoing performance monitoring. Moreover,
it provides a mechanism through which lenders can achieve long-term matched funding. Paragon has been
able to match-fund its own loan portfolio to maturity, which has eliminated the refinancing risk normally
associated with lenders that borrow on a short-term basis in the money markets and lend longer-term. In
this way, Paragon has avoided many of the liquidity issues faced by the major UK banks.

9. More widely, securitisation has been used successfully to fund the growth of a number of industries
both in the UK and internationally; it is not merely a mechanism for the funding of consumer finance
businesses. Securitisation has been used in a variety of circumstances, including:

— whole business securitisations (eg for water companies);

— securitisation of lease receivables (both small and big ticket items including ships and aircraft);

— securitisation of pubic house revenues;

— finance for the construction industry;

— securitisation of revenues from student loan portfolios;

— securitisation of ex-service residential property by Ministry of Defence;

— care home finance;

— securitisation of broadcasting/royalty rights;

— securitisation of social housing receivables; and

— finance for public projects under the Government’s Private Finance Initiative (eg roads, schools
and hospitals).

10. The financing of such endeavours through securitisation has proved positive for the businesses
concerned and provided a successful vehicle for wider economic growth. Used properly and responsibly,
securitisation is the perfect form of debt to provide long-term, committed-for-life finance.

11. With respect to the historical performance of securitisations, in the UK it is almost impossible to find
a transaction that has not performed within the expected parameters agreed by the various parties at the
outset, be they bankers, credit rating agencies, issuers or investors. In terms of Paragon’s securitisations,
despite the economic recessions and housing downturns of the late 1980s and early 1990s, no bonds were
downgraded and every investor received timely payment of interest and repayment of principal upon final
redemption of the bonds.

Closure of Wholesale Funding Markets

12. The securitisation model has brought substantial benefits to the UK mortgage market by providing
an essential funding basis for a variety of lenders and a key means of meeting consumers’ demand. It is not
an inherently risky model; more fundamental problems in the US housing and mortgage market have
contaminated the global wholesale funding process, making mortgage-backed securitisations impossible to
undertake at the present time. This is a major factor underlying the unprecedented shortage in the supply
of mortgage finance being experienced in the UK.

13. In the years prior to the credit crunch, the regulatory regime which applied to the US mortgage market
employed a much lighter touch than in the UK, and the US tax regime encouraged home ownership and
stoked lending. At the same time, a property construction boom had been facilitated by more relaxed
planning rules than in the UK, increasing supply beyond demand and placing downward pressure on
house prices.
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14. The decline of credit standards, the proliferation of ‘low document’ sub-prime lending and high loan-
to-values, and the widespread introduction of teaser rates considerably lower than “revert to” rates had the
eVect of building a payment shock into the US market and exposing it to significant risk in the event that
US house prices did not continue to rise. Furthermore, a small number of credit score systems (eg FICO)
dominated across a range of markets in the US and there is evidence that investors became too reliant on
these scorings and did not properly understand the risks of the underlying assets in which they were
investing.

15. In the UK, the mortgage market has been much more closely regulated, planning restrictions are
much tighter and housing demand has tended to outstrip supply, particularly over the last 20 years.
Furthermore, while credit scoring is widely used, it has not become generalised to the same degree as is the
case in the US. Nonetheless, the cycle of defaults that has taken place in the US mortgage market, caused
by the downturn in its housing market and lenders’ tendency not to pursue borrowers for recovery, has had
a detrimental impact on UK lenders’ ability to access funding through securitisation: investors’ fears about
mortgage performance in the US have contaminated their view of investment in mortgage assets originated
in other counties.

16. It is essential to understand that in addition to diVerent standards of lending between the US and UK
there has also been a considerable diVerence in the way deals were structured. Arrangements such as
structured investment vehicles (SIVs), collateralised loan obligations (CLOs) and collateralised debt
obligations (CDOs) bought new technology to the capital markets and heightened risk. However, many of
the deals, including Paragon’s, were simple, straightforward and traditional securitisations that, as
previously stated, actually reduce risk. It is important that these diVerences are clearly understood and
appreciated, and that the benefits of traditional securitisation deals are not lost due to the problems of
certain high-risk structures. Clear diVerentiation needs to be made in this respect.

17. In addition, a misalignment in the interests of originators of the securitised assets and investors in
those assets has occurred in the US where the “originate to sell” model has been widely employed. This
model removes the long-term risk of the mortgages from the originators as they are sold on for securitisation.
This method is not used in Europe where originators such as Paragon retain a substantial interest in their
securitised mortgages, for instance, through the provision of reserve fund debt to the securitisation structure
and the residual income it receives from it, and the provision of ongoing loan-servicing to the securitised
mortgages.

18. The external credit rating process for securitisations is complex and opaque, and investors in the US
have reportedly placed too much reliance on the end rating without fully understanding the agencies’ process
or the underlying assets supporting the transaction. In addition there have been failings on the part of the
credit rating agencies and investors with respect to the on-going monitoring of transaction performance.

19. Paragon has developed an award-winning sophisticated investor reporting system which is freely
available on the company’s website and has been working closely with the European Securitisation Forum
(ESF) in the promotion of clarity in the reporting of asset performance across the industry. Further
transparency and standardisation in the assessment and monitoring of deal performance is crucial as we
move forward, and by working in conjunction with the agreed principles advocated by the ESF, the industry
will be better placed to provide eVective self-regulation.

Reviving Mortgage Lending in the UK

20. The unprecedented shortage in the supply of mortgage finance brought about by the closure of
wholesale markets is having very negative consequences across the economy. Consumers are suVering as a
result of falling competition and the limited supply of mortgage finance is exacerbating falling demand in
the housing market.

21. While some commentators take the view that the fall in house prices currently taking place is essential
to rebalance the housing market at more sustainable level, there is a risk that, without Government action
to increase the availability of mortgage finance, the housing market will overshoot on the downside—a risk
identified in Sir James Crosby’s final report on mortgage finance published by HM Treasury alongside the
2008 Pre-Budget Report.

22. Sir James has warned in his report that the current shortage of mortgage finance could cause a
downward asset spiral in the UK’s housing market, with serious consequences across all segments of the
housing market and across all industries dependent on housing investment and activity. Indeed the
consequences of the closure of the financial markets are already being felt in the “real economy” with a
number of organisations both within and outside the housing market sector reducing staV and/or closing
down completely.

23. Alternative sources of mortgage finance will not be anywhere near suYcient to revive UK mortgage
lending. As noted above, the vast majority of net funding needs for mortgage finance were being met by the
capital markets prior to the credit crunch. With interest rates historically low and falling and household
budgets under increasing pressure, savings inflows alone cannot be relied upon to revive mortgage lending.
Getting the wholesale markets for mortgage finance moving again—and soon—is absolutely critical.
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24. Unfortunately, there has been a general lack of support for the non-bank lenders since the economic
downturn has taken hold. This contrasts with the very significant amount of support provided by the
Government and Bank of England to banks through the recapitalisation programme and special liquidity
scheme. As a consequence, a large and very important part of the mortgage market has been left with no
liquidity support whatsoever. Many wholesale-funded non-bank lenders, Paragon included, stand ready to
re-enter the market and provide new and necessary mortgage finance but are unable to do so without
assistance.

25. While we do not question the need for banks to be assisted in the current context, the lack of focus
up to now on reviving lending activity in the specialist sector is very regrettable. A serious consequence of
this is that the competitive landscape of the mortgage market has been altered to the detriment of specialist
lenders and, ultimately, consumers.

26. The Crosby Review’s recommendations represent the single most important package of proposals to
help rejuvenate the mortgage finance market. Paragon was encouraged that they include the introduction
of a new guarantee scheme to promote issuance of RMBS in which non-bank specialist lenders would be
eligible to participate. The details are not yet clear and there are a number of areas of concern regarding the
scope and structure of the proposed scheme which will need to be addressed, but the proposed guarantee
provides a potential solution to reinvigorate the mortgage finance market.

27. The commitment made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in his Pre-Budget Statement to develop
a scheme based on the Crosby Review’s recommendations was a positive step. But the commitment to bring
forward proposals by Budget 2009 is simply not soon enough. We understand that there are clearly a number
of complex issues that must be resolved by the Treasury in order to bring a guarantee scheme of the kind Sir
James has proposed into being. However, the future health of the housing market requires an intervention
of the kind envisaged in the Crosby Review very soon, and certainly before March or April 2009.

28. Getting the details of the guarantee scheme right and delivering it in short order will be critical if this
intervention is to have any significant impact on the mortgage market. However, the process by which the
Treasury is developing the Crosby Review recommendations into a practical mechanism remains very
unclear, that pace at which its work is moving is far too slow, and the level of consultation that has been
undertaken so far has been completely inadequate.

29. Paragon has a sense, correct or not, that specialist lenders such as ourselves have been kept at arms
length by the Treasury as it has developed facilities to boost market liquidity in recent weeks and months.
It is vital that we, and others in the specialist lending sector, are fully engaged by the Treasury and our views
are given full and proper consideration as the Government develops its response to the Crosby Review—
not least given the extensive expertise and market experience we are able to contribute.

Conclusion

30. Urgent action from Government to help increase the provision of mortgage finance is necessary. The
Crosby Review’s recommendations provide a template for action, but if the industry has to wait until next
spring for firm proposals based on these recommendations there is a real risk that the downward asset spiral
warned of in Sir James’s final report will gather pace, causing irreparable damage to the housing market and
the wider economy.

31. This is something which is in the interests of consumers, Government and industry to avoid. We urge
the Committee to seek assurances from Government, within the context of its inquiry, that action is being
taken as quickly as possible to move the Crosby Review’s proposals on mortgage finance forward and that
the views of all lenders, including non-bank specialist lenders, will be sought and properly factored into the
proposals that the Treasury ultimately brings forward.

January 2009

Memorandum from Michael Power, Professor of Accounting, London School of Ecoonomics

Executive Summary and Recommendations

— Financial audit is not an island. It is highly dependent on many other practices. It is one part of a
complex network of oversight and assurance activities which are mutually reliant, and which
collectively provide assurance about financial stability. Regulators need to understand this
network, and its strengths and weaknesses, rather than focusing on each component in isolation.

— Much is said about the need for auditors, and other agents of corporate governance, to provide
challenge to management and business model assumptions. The climate in which auditing operates
makes this more diYcult than is often imagined. Regulators might usefully focus on the
professional and organizational conditions which nurture and support a sceptical but scientific
attitude, not only for financial auditors but for other important actors, such as non-executive
directors.
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— If it has not yet happened, there should be a review of communications between auditors and
regulators over the relevant period of the banking crisis in order to see what lessons might be
learned.

— Auditors should not be blamed but the financial crisis shows clearly that the auditing process is
not designed as an early warning system for risks to financial stability, although it might contribute
to such a system. This would be an appropriate time to review whether auditor reporting in its
binary form is fit for purpose.

— The financial crisis suggests that regulators, boards and the general public may need to lower their
expectations of what a financial audit of a large complex organization can really contribute in the
form of incremental confidence in the financial statements. Furthermore, financial auditing may
only work as designed in an orderly and non-stressed world.

The Witness

Michael Power is Professor of Accounting and Research Theme Director of the ESRC Centre for the
Analysis of Risk and Regulation (CARR) at the London School of Economics. He is a Fellow of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) and an Associate member of the UK
Chartered Institute of Taxation. He is a non-executive Director of St James’s Place plc where he chairs the
Risk Committee. Among his publications are The Audit Society: Rituals of Verification (OUP, 1999) and
Organized Uncertainty: Designing a World of Risk Management (OUP, 2007).

Introduction

1. My written submission is that of a outsider and is necessarily of a more general nature than might be
expected of a practitioner. I base my comments on knowledge of general auditing research and on
observations and judgements about how financial auditing has developed over the years. The focus of my
comments is the role of auditors both generally and in the banking crisis. By “auditor” I mean the external
auditor of published financial statements. The role of internal auditors in banks is of equal, if not greater,
significance, but is not considered.

General Observations

2. The debate about auditor independence has occupied many minds over many years. Yet, relatively
little attention has been given to the operational dependencies of financial auditors, meaning their necessary
reliance on many external sources of evidence. For example, UK auditors rely on market prices, on the
numbers produced by valuation experts, on legal opinions, on credit rating agencies, on the work of internal
auditors and their evaluations of internal control, and on the representations of management, in reaching
an opinion on whether financial statements show a true and fair view. Of course, they should not rely blindly,
but are required to exercise judgement about whether a source is reliable and, where necessary, test that
reliability. Audit Committee members should challenge the auditor on these judgements, but they too are
also highly dependent on the auditor’s work.

3. The financial crisis has made the dependent nature of the financial auditing process more visible.
Sources which have been regarded as reliable for many years, such as credit ratings, have been discredited
and others, such as market prices, have proven to be unavailable for certain classes of asset. Consequently,
the financial auditing profession has been facing very significant challenges, not least in finding ways to audit
illiquid financial assets.

4. Given that financial auditing operates as part of a wider network of mutual assurance and co-
dependency, we should pay more attention to this network and its characteristics. Financial auditing is just
one of a number of diVerent “lines of defence” which, though having diVerent objectives, are also related in
the overall production of financial stability. For example, management itself is always a first line of defence,
aided by quality control processes close to the front end of business. Internal auditors and risk management
units provide a further layer of defence. Financial auditing, regulatory supervision, credit rating and even
insurance markets provide further elements of the network.

5. I submit that these interdependent sources of assurance, of which financial auditing is a part, are
profoundly importantly for financial stability, but are not well described or well understood. Financial
regulators should broaden their view of systemic risk to encompass the operations of this complex network
of assurance and oversight practices. This network has evolved in an ad hoc manner and has not been
“designed”. It seems to me that we must face this complex design challenge, the first stage of which is to
describe accurately where we are.
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Challenge and Scepticism

6. A litigious environment necessarily gives the audit process a more defensive character than might
ordinarily be desired, and makes auditors willing only to oVer a public opinion on the financial statements
subject to multiple caveats. Auditors are managing their own risk exposure in the audit process as much as
they are seeking to understand the risk profile of their clients. The client acceptance decision process for large
firms has this “risk management” character.

7. There is evidence from psychological studies that auditors may suVer from optimism bias and
“anchoring”, a bias which dilutes the ability to challenge management. They are not alone in this and much
the same charge has been levelled at non-executive directors, and regulators. So auditors should not be
blamed for having the same psychological make-up as other human beings. However, in combination with
the necessity of reliance on many other sources described above, this means that society should not expect
the financial audit process in its current form to be a practice of sustained scepticism and challenge to the
client management, as desirable as this might seem from a distance.

8. While research has revealed the financial incentives for auditors to be acquiescent to management, less
work has been done on the psychological and cultural barriers to challenge. The “pure” auditor, who adopts
a highly sceptical and scientific approach to the client and to the financial statements, would quickly find
herself regarded as an oddity and at worst a threat to the firm for which she works. So we must accept that
the modern auditor is an economic agent; scepticism and challenge take place within a narrow “bandwidth”
of what is practically and culturally acceptable.

9. The auditor is not the Shakespearean “fool” with a special license to speak the truth and challenge the
King in public, but is more like a courtier. Or, in the terms of a famous case, the auditor is a “watchdog not
a bloodhound”. However, this leaves us with an important question; where in the financial system are the
agents with this licence of radical challenge if it is not the role of the auditor?

10. It is widely accepted that auditors adopt a risk-based approach to the audit. However, despite taking
account of changes in the social and economic environment of firms, the auditor’s view necessarily remains
entity-based, and is not really capable of a systemic view risk until that risk crystallises, as it has done in the
case of liquidity. All this means that it would be very diYcult, and probably not appropriate, for an auditor
to challenge the fundamentals of a firm’s business model and leverage, especially if that model is not out of
line with other actors in the industry. I expect that some auditors may well have considered the impact of a
break down in interbank lending as a risk factor, but would have assigned it a very low probability. So we
must be realistic about what it would have been rational for an auditor to conclude in 2007.

Relations with Banking Supervisors

11. Auditors in the financial industry do not only report on the financial statements, they also audit
regulatory returns, provide specific reports at the request of a regulators and also report long form to
management on control and other issues. The question of when an auditor might report directly to
regulators on matters of concern has been widely debated and remains a source of tension. The Basel
Committee (2002) developed some general principles.

12. As this area of audit work is largely private, I have no specific comment to oVer. However, it would
be useful to know how the auditor-supervisor relationship has operated over the period of the financial crisis
and whether there are lessons to be learned. Equally, a systemic review of audit committee work over the
relevant period would be enlightening.

Auditing as an Early Warning System?

13. It is often diYcult to disentangle auditing and financial reporting issues. For example, there has been
extensive growth of disclosure about financial instruments since the mid-1990s. These disclosures provide
useful information, but it is questionable whether they could have enabled readers to understand the
underlying risks. After all, it seems that financial institutions did not fully understand the extent of their
exposures, even after counterparty risks had crystallised. I submit that the auditors could hardly be expected
to have better knowledge than management in these circumstances, although this suggests that they are not,
and should not be thought of as, an early warning system.

14. A key impediment to the financial auditor being a general source of advance intelligence about risks
and problems is the limited institutional form of public reporting and the lack of timeliness in the publication
of annual reports. The auditor must either issue a “clean” audit report, which tends to be highly
standardised, or a qualified audit report, which for financial institutions would be highly damaging for its
potentially self-fulfilling consequences. Reporting systems in other fields, in health and safety for example,
have more finely-tuned and graduated forms of reporting, and adverse reporting is normalised to a certain
extent. The lack of such a “graduated ladder” of reporting options is one source of diYculty for financial
auditors, especially as they consider the applicability of the going concern assumption for clients in 2009.

15. While it may be unrealistic to regard auditors, as they currently are, as a source of early warning, it
is reasonable to expect regulators to use the financial audit as one source of information among others for
tracking the changing risk profile of firms.
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Auditing in a Non-normal World

16. Finally, the financial crisis suggests a very important but under-discussed dimension of financial
auditing. In 1961, Mautz and Sharaf developed basic postulates for financial auditing. Two of their guiding
postulates state that auditors are entitled to assume that:

(a) “in the absence of clear evidence to the contrary what has held true in the past for the enterprise
under examination will hold true in the future”; and

(b) “the financial statements and other information submitted for verification are free from collusive
and other irregularities”.

17. These two claims might be challenged. However, I submit that they suggest an insight of profound
importance in the present crisis. At a fundamental level, financial audit must assume an orderly world. It is
not designed for stressed states of the world, as the current diYculties with the going concern assumption
demonstrate. Practising auditors will no doubt dispute this idea, but it may be that auditing only works as
designed for a particular state, or range of states, of the world. The practical consequence of this is that,
while we might not wish to blame auditors for their role in the financial crisis, society may wish to modify
its expectations of what an audit contributes to the production of financial stability.

Conclusions

18. Taking the above points as a whole, it is hard to conclude that financial auditing as a whole, or in
specific cases, should be a major focus of blame for the financial crisis. The job of the auditor is to form an
opinion on whether the financial statements “fairly represent” or give a “true and fair view”. External audit
does not have a role at the front line of systemic risk management.

19. Yet while we might conclude that auditors were not specifically to blame, the crisis also suggests that
society and regulators should not expect as much from the audit as they may have done in the past. The
incremental confidence or assurance provided by an external audit of financial statements is easy to model
but diYcult to demonstrate in practical terms. Accountants claim that the audit produces essential
additional trust in accounts and management, thereby reducing borrowing costs. Yet it may be that the audit
provides very little incremental benefit in the case of complex firms which have extensive systems for getting
the financial statements right first time anyway.

20. If so, regulators should look more at the larger network of intermediaries and assurance practices of
which auditors are just a part, and where there are many other oversight mechanisms in play. Regulators
may also have to face up the fact that financial auditing “works” best in a world where asset prices are readily
available.

References
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Memorandum from News International Ltd

1. This response is made on behalf of News International Ltd, whose subsidiaries publish The Sun, The
Times, News of the World, The Sunday Times, and thelondonpaper.

2. News International welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the current inquiry into the banking
crisis.

3. We will confine our comments only to question (1.11) “The role of the media in financial stability and
whether financial journalists should operate under any form of reporting restrictions during banking crises”.

4. News International does not believe that the recent banking crisis has revealed any grounds for further
restrictions on financial journalism.

5. As a starting point we would refer to the comments made by Lord Bingham in McCartan, Turkington
Breen v Times Newspapers Ltd:

“The proper functioning of a modern participatory democracy requires that the media be free,
active, professional and inquiring. For this reason the courts, here and elsewhere, have recognised
the cardinal importance of press freedom and the need for any restriction on that freedom to be
proportionate and no more than is necessary to promote the legitimate object of the restriction”.
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6. The media plays a vital role in allowing the proper functioning of the markets by promoting, not
impeding the flow of crucial information. For investors to have confidence in the market, they need to be
provided with accurate information which is widely disseminated, not restricted to a limited audience. If
price sensitive information is restricted, the market cannot operate eYciently.

7. Our titles together reach millions of readers a week—they are a large force for fair and well-informed
markets. The journalists on our titles strive to produce accurate, insightful copy which is of use to both the
financial community and, of course, to the wider public. Any failure to do this would damage the
profitability of our products as readers would not wish to buy a product whose reliability and veracity was
in doubt.

8. Our financial journalists have acted very responsibly during the financial crisis and, by and large, this
has been the case across the industry. There has been enormous public interest in financial and business
stories and our titles have taken care in the way they have reported the news, aware of the sway they can
hold over people worried about their cash.

9. The system of press self-regulation has worked well. Newspapers and magazines are regulated by the
Press Complaints Commission Code of Practice, which stipulates that the press must take care not to publish
inaccurate, misleading or distorted information, and must distinguish clearly between comment, conjecture
and fact.

10. In addition, Clause 13 of the Code deals specifically with financial journalism and states:

(i) Even where the law does not prohibit it, journalists must not use for their own profit financial
information they receive in advance of its general publication, nor should they pass such
information to others.

(ii) They must not write about shares or securities in whose performance they know that they or their
close families have a significant financial interest without disclosing the interest to the editor or
financial editor.

(iii) They must not buy or sell, either directly or through nominees or agents, shares or securities about
which they have written recently or about which they intend to write in the near future.

11. This Clause is backed up by a Best Practice Note disseminated by the PCC to all publishers, a copy
of which is attached to our submission [not printed].

12. There are no grounds for believing that the system of self regulation is inadequate.

13. In any case, it would be stepping into dangerous territory if reporting restrictions were introduced
during a financial crisis.

14. For a start, how would a financial crisis be defined? Who would be responsible for deciding when a
financial crisis starts and ends? How would you define who was a financial journalist? This might once have
been fairly straightforward, but in the age of the blogosphere, social networking sites and financial
chatrooms, the lines have become more blurred. Regulate the financial press more aggressively and you will
simply increase the authority of comparatively unregulated sites, such as financial bulletin boards and
chatrooms, which would be disastrous for the investing public.

15. Furthermore, the introduction of reporting restrictions would be wrong in principle. It is not right to
attempt to regulate the financial press in the same way as the rest of the financial services sector is regulated.
The financial press is not part of the financial services sector but part of the media industry and adheres to
the PCC Code of Conduct as well as the usual laws on insider trading and market abuse. This system works
perfectly well.

16. There is also the danger that extra reporting restrictions introduced during a financial crisis could be
used by financial institutions to curtail legitimate stories for their own purposes. For example, banks might
try to argue that articles exposing bad practice, such as refusing to refund unfair charges, or a failure in their
cash transfer system, may be interpreted by the public as an indication that they were unable to meet their
financial commitments, and should therefore not be published because they might trigger a run on the bank.

17. Another reason why reporting restrictions would be counter-productive is that the market hates
uncertainty and in the absence of information will tend to assume the worst case scenario.

18. The media can operate most eYciently during financial crises if there is open access to bank executives
and a level playing field.

19. The recent banking crisis has been extraordinary and, many would argue, a once in a generation event.
In our view, it is crucial now to concentrate eVorts on regulating the financial industry so crises do not occur,
rather than looking for new ways to restrict reporting when they do.

January 2009
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Memorandum from PPA

About PPA

PPA is the association for publishers and providers of consumer, customer and business media in the UK.
PPA’s role is to promote and protect the interests of the industry in general and member companies in
particular. The PPA provides a large number of online services and directories in addition to organising
conferences, exhibitions and awards.

The association’s membership consists of some 350 members who together publish over 2,500 consumer,
customer and business magazines and many PPA members oVer online services, including websites, online
versions of print publications and publications only available online, or through electronic transmission.
Online publications also encompass consumer, business to business and customer magazines.

The total value of the UK magazine industry is estimated at £5.7 billion, with consumer magazines
contributing around £2.8 billion, business media (including magazines and directories) around £2.0 billion
and customer magazines £900 million.91

Many of PPA’s members publish specialist economic and financial titles. It is often the case that national
newspapers follow stories which are generated in the specialist magazine press.

A full list of PPA members is available at: http://www.ppa.co.uk/cgi-bin/go.pl/ppamembers/index.html

Executive Summary

PPA will focus its submission on point 1.11 of the inquiry, which concerns:

“The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any
form of reporting restrictions during banking crises”.

There is a well-known legal maxim that hard cases make bad law. Applying the same maxim to the current
financial crisis, it would be extremely hard, and extremely bad, for freedom of the press to be thrown away
for the sake of a crisis which, on past form, is likely to appear once in every 80 years.

Freedom of expression is a right which has been fought for over generations, and is continually under
threat. It would be against the public interest for freedom of expression to be compromised whenever there
is a banking crisis (however defined).

Furthermore, the public interest requires there to be open reporting of financial matters, because a well-
informed public is preferable to a public reliant on partial information. Examination of the period leading
up to the Wall Street crisis of 1929 indicates that there was a range of reporting in the press, from belief that
economic rules had been rewritten to considerable scepticism about the health and security of the stock
market. It is in the nature of financial reporting that there will be a range of views, with, often, hindsight
being the only guide to which views are correct. Prior restrictions on financial reporting could easily restrict
those comments and views which, with hindsight, turn out to be correct.

The financial institutions themselves, and the Government, have press and public relations staV (funded
by the public in the case of Government information) who are well able to present their own views and
versions of events. It would be an aVront to a free press, and to democracy, if financial journalists were under
restrictions while Government press oYcers were paid by the taxpayer to push the Government line.

It is also, and very obviously, the case that much financial reporting is based on the views of analysts. These
views will typically not be consistent and may diVer substantially. Any proposal to restrict financial reporting
would almost necessarily restrict the publication in newspapers and magazines of some of the views of
analysts. These views would nonetheless be semi-public knowledge, in that they would be known to
recipients of analysts’ briefings and reports, and would almost inevitably find their way on to the internet.
The result would be semi-public information without the benefit of editorial comment. The concept of
“Government approved” analysts is not one which sits well with a free society.

A free society demands and depends on a free press. A free press may at times be inconvenient, but freedom
is not something to be restricted by considerations of convenience.

The idea that restrictions might be suitable in a time of crisis is the sort of idea that typically emerges when
there is a crisis. The damaging eVects of such an idea being implemented would continue long after the crisis
disappeared, and would be a continuing stain on the freedom of UK society.

91 PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Entertainment and Media Outlook: 2008-2012.
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In more detail PPA will argue that:
(1) The media should not be restricted from open reporting in times of banking crises. Such restrictions

are unjustified and inimical to press freedom and would have detrimental eVects for society in the
United Kingdom. The media should be freely allowed to report the facts to the public.

(2) Any restriction upon media reporting during banking crises would be likely to be counter-
productive—if aimed at preventing or reducing the eVect of a banking crisis—and would not be in
the public interest.
The suggestion that free reporting might be restricted (under point 1.11) conflicts with the United
Kingdom’s legal obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights, which safeguards
the fundamental human right of freedom of expression.

(3) A restriction on media freedom is in direct contradiction to the government’s action plan for 2009
(as highlighted in the Queen’s speech) and parliament’s drive for transparency.

(4) A restriction on domestic media would commercially disadvantage the UK media in its
competition to win audience and might adversely eVect its hard won reputation for breadth of
coverage and independence.

(5) Any kind of restriction would be impractical and could not justifiably be defended as being in the
public interest when it would amount to a restriction of information which the public need to
protect their financial security.

(6) A restriction on domestic media would increase rumour and not prevent financial news
disseminated from outside the United Kingdom and on The World Wide Web to the citizens of
the UK.

In summary, PPA strongly believes that it is the duty of the media to keep the public, including businesses,
aware of the latest news; to lawfully investigate the activities and decisions of government, regulators and
businesses—including financial institutions. A failure to do so would hinder economic growth and
development; the rights of individuals to make informed decisions; would also curtail the fundamental right
to free speech and would put media in the United Kingdom at a competitive disadvantage.

Reasoning

1. Media Freedom

A free media is essential to the functioning of a democratic society—providing essential checks and
balances—and where necessary exposing dishonesty, corruption, double standards, unfair treatment and
failures in transparency required by law.

The media provide a platform through which the public can inform themselves as to the key issues of the
day. Any restrictions on honest reporting of financial news would have a serious knock-on eVect for the
freedom of society. A restriction on information flow could lead, at worst, to an uninformed society, where
news of events in the UK would be replaced by rumour, innuendo and information disseminating from
outside the UK; and where accuracy of reports of domestic issues would be less assured, further worsening
any crisis. The banking crisis, which the Committee is now investigating, was not caused by media
reporting—it was caused by other factors existing in the banking sector which exist in the UK and
internationally. These factors were not picked up or caught by the regulatory regimes in place aimed at
preventing them.

2. The Law

Censoring of the media stands in direct conflict with the European Convention on Human Rights, to
which the United Kingdom is a signatory (implemented into UK law by the Human Rights Act 1998). We
would specifically like to draw the Committee’s attention to article 10.1 of the Convention:

“Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions
and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and
regardless of frontiers”.92

Restraint of the media would constitute a breach of this fundamental human right and would therefore
put the United Kingdom in breach of its obligations under the convention. There is no exception to this
fundamental human right under Article 10 in the case of banking crises.

The Committee should note that any argument that there should be an exception to Article 10 of the
Convention for the economic well-being of the country cannot be sustained as such an exception is expressly
made in the case of Article 893 related to the Right to Respect For Private and Family Life and has been
omitted from Article 10. Article 18 of the Convention importantly states that:

“The restrictions permitted under this convention to the said rights and freedoms shall not be
applied for any purpose other than those for which they have been prescribed”.94

92 See appendix for Article 10.
93 See appendix for Article 8.
94 See appendix for Article 18.
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3. Government Drive for Justice and Transparency

The Government’s plan for 2009 (as stated in the Queen’s speech) included plans to safeguard and increase
protection for bank depositors and to improve and bolster the financial sector. The Government is aiming
to further protect the public and seeks in this regard to increase transparency in the justice system. If media
freedom were to become curtailed, it would not further guarantee protection for bank depositors or even
protect the financial sector from further turmoil. While in recent years Parliament has sought to foster
greater transparency in public life with Freedom of Information legislation, trying to gag the media seems
to fly in the face of this wish for genuine transparency.

4. Media Reporting—the eVects

The complaints about the media (while not expressed in the Committee’s Terms of reference in any detail)
in relation to this banking crisis generally do not seem to be that the reporting was false.

We have seen no evidence that media reporting accelerated the occurrence of the banking crisis.

The issue of concern seems to be the eVect that honest and true reporting of facts has on confidence—that
is confidence of the Public and of course confidence in the financial institutions themselves.

Any banking crisis will cause concern and possibly alarm amongst sections of society. Restricting the UK
media in times of financial uncertainty would not have prevented or solved the problem of the banking crisis.
It might make the crisis worse, in that absence of information can create a vacuum which is filled by rumour.

Restrictions of the UK media would damage the reputation of the media themselves and of the UK
generally. UK media would cease to be trusted by the public and its competitors abroad would be given a
competitive advantage; the UK itself would risk losing reputation and influence and might indeed find that
its government securities held less value, with a consequent negative eVect on the UK economy.

The causes of the banking crisis are not media reporting but rather the failure of banking institutions to
operate and regulate themselves properly, tied in ultimately with the failure of regulatory regimes around
the world to protect the public.

5. Practicalities

If the media were to be restricted who would decide what constituted a banking crisis? Would it be a
regulator? Would such a decision itself cause a crisis of confidence? Would it be reviewable by the court?
How would damaging and possibly false rumours be prevented from filling the void of information? How
would the dissemination of information on the World Wide Web and from abroad be prevented? What
would happen when the restrictions on the media were lifted?

Restricting the media cannot be justified in the public interest, when it amounts to restriction of
information which the public need to protect their financial security and to make informed choices.

Conclusion

Freedom of the media is one of the measures of the well-being of any democratic society. Any attempt to
curb this freedom would be detrimental to the UK economy, UK society, UK Media and the standing of
the UK globally.

APPENDIX

European Convention on Human Rights:

Article 8

1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.

2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in
accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public
safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection
of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

Article 10

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and
to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of
frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or
cinema enterprises.
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2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such
formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic
society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder
or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or the rights of others,
for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and
impartiality of the judiciary.

Article 18

The restrictions permitted under this Convention to the said rights and freedoms shall not be applied for
any purpose other than those for which they have been prescribed.

January 2009

Memorandum from CRESC
(Ismail Erturk, Julie Froud, Sukh Johal, Adam Leaver and, Karel Williams

(ESRC Centre for Research on Socio Cultural Change, University of Manchester)

Executive Summary

— This submission presents argument and evidence which suggests that banking is not a suitable
activity for shareholder value driven PLCs.

— It shows how the pursuit of shareholder interests from the 1980s onwards encouraged new business
models which undermined banking’s basic utility functions and damaged the interests of
depositors and borrowers.

— The crisis since 2007 dramatises the need for new policies of damage limitation as long as PLC
organisation and shareholder value prevail and also for more radical policies to encourage the
remutualisation of banking.

Rediscovering Banking as Utility

“we will deliver significant increases in shareholder value from the continuing application of our
profit formula”
(statement of HBOS aims by CEO Andy Hornby in March 2007)

“an organization oVering financial services, especially the safe keeping of customers money until
required and making loans at interest”
(definition of a bank in the Oxford English Dictionary)

1. The two quotations above oVer diVerent definitions of banks and banking. If we turn to what banks
were saying before 2007 when explaining their purpose and achievement to the capital market before the
current crisis, we find that banks are defined as machines that deliver value to shareholder to the capital
markets; thus, the emphasis of CEOs like Andy Hornby right up to the present crisis was about how their
business models could deliver “sustainable growth” for shareholders. But if we consult the OED on
established usage, and then cross check against textbooks on money and banking, we find that banks are
defined diVerently as public utilities because the emphasis is on their essential functions for depositors and
borrowers in any kind of monetised capitalist economy; these definitions fit with the public expectation that
(retail) banks should serve depositors by safe keeping money and organising payments as well as serving
borrowers by providing loans for firms and households.

2. The quotations are also about practices with implications for all of us. In the financial crisis since 2007,
the government wants banks to deliver on their utility obligations to customers and thereby serve the
economy as a whole. The crisis began in the UK with a run on deposits at Northern Rock and afterwards
in all high income countries the growing fears of depositors could only be assuaged by an extension of public
schemes for guaranteeing bank deposits. By late 2008, the crisis had turned into one of deleveraging which
incidentally meant that many averagely responsible borrowers were frustrated as they found that banks were
cutting credit lines to SMEs and disrupting the housing market by imposing new requirements for deposits.
Put simply, banking as utility has failed to do what all of us as depositors and borrowers previously took
for granted. And, in this submission we want to ask whether, in terms of the TSC call for evidence, the
current failure to protect customers arises from the earlier pursuit of share holder interests.

3. Put another way, this submission raises the question of whether banking is a suitable activity for
shareholder value driven PLCs. The evidence may not be conclusive but our argument is that the business
models of banking for shareholder value do interfere with the discharge of the basic utility functions. If so,
it will be necessary to consider not only the propping up of PLC banking at taxpayer’s expense on the Brown
Darling model but also a more fundamental reinvention of mutual banking for depositors and borrowers.
The British government’s bank bail out plans for re-capitalisation and public shareholding were a major
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advance on the original US Paulson proposals for acquiring troubled assets. But, as the subsequent
skirmishing on dividends and bonuses demonstrates, the British government has extended public ownership
temporarily without any clear governance objectives other than exit which is predicated on the assumption
that in the longer term it should be shareholder value business as usual whenever the crisis lifts.

4. In questioning this assumption, we organise our submission in a relatively straight forward way into
three sections. The first considers the indirect evidence of changing banking business models since the early
1980s; the second section considers the role of shareholder value pressures in changing banking behaviour;
and the third section briefly reviews the implications for policy and conventional problem definitions.

1. New business models since 1980

1.1 If a corporate business model is a plan or formula for making profit for shareholders, it is diYcult to
generalise about banking business models given the variety of activity in retail and investment banking and
the diversity of firm types from small specialists to giant conglomerates. But, it is possible to say something
indirectly about changing business models, if we remember two points. First, change in business model will
show up as changes in sources of income and balance sheet within or across national boundaries or by type
of firm. Second, banking as utility for depositors and borrowers has a characteristic configuration in terms
of income sources because, where utility banking is in the ascendant, the dominant source of income is
interest income earned on the spread between what banks pay depositors and charge borrowers.

1.2 If we make no distinction between diVerent types of banks, but consider all banks in the high income
countries since 1980, then one interesting change immediately stands out, classic intermediation between
depositors and borrowers is apparently of declining importance if we consider sources of income. Table 1
below shows that non interest income is increasingly important to banks in all the high income countries.
The simple average share of banks’ non-interest income in six countries has risen from 25.5% in 1984 to
40.7% in 2003; and the UK starts and ends above the average in this league table.

Table 1

NET NON-INTEREST INCOME OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS (IN PER CENT)1

1984 1990 1995 2000 2003

France n.a. 22.6 45.5 60.9 56.7
Germany 18.0 26.8 21.0 35.8 27.1
Netherlands 24.7 28.4 33.3 47.0 39.2
Italy 24.6 22.0 19.8 36.1 30.2
UK 35.6 38.7 42.7 43.2 46.4
USA 24.7 33.0 35.3 42.8 44.6

Simple average 25.5 28.6 32.9 44.3 40.7
1 The share of non-interest income in total net non-interest income and net interest

income of all financial institutions -excluding the Central Bank- and their main legal
categories: commercial banks, co-operative banks, savings banks, municipal
financial institutions, finance companies and specialised financial institutions. The
UK and USA data is for commercial banks only.

Source: OECD, Bank Profitability Statistics, http://www.oecd.org/statsportal/

1.3 “Net non-interest income” represents many kinds of fee earning services which have become more
important because of a retail revolution and not unrelated developments in investment banking. If we begin
by considering retail, individuals and households were once defined as customers with bank accounts who
variably combined small savings deposits, users of cheque accounts and occasional borrowing all on the
bank’s balance sheet, so that intermediation between households (and firms), along with diVerences in
borrowing and lending rates, were the major source of profit. Since the 1980s individuals and households
are now being redefined as consumers of financial services products like mortgages, insurance, savings and
pension plans, which mostly generate fees when sold; while the interest-related income from repayments of
revolving debt and mortgages will not accrue to the originator if the loan is securitised. In the UK, the
breakthrough fee generating product was the endowment mortgage of the 1980s. Banks were then
reconfigured with selling cubicles as the banks found a new opportunity in mass retail where they were not
so much intermediaries as primary corporate actors just like other high street chains.

1.4 Though the fee based retail revolution is manifest and important, UK banks continue to earn just
over half their income from interest and, significantly, half or more of that interest comes from household
borrowers not firms. If we examine the loan portfolio of UK banks, we see that they are not in the business
of intermediating between depositing households and borrowing productive firms because non-financial
firms have since 1980 have accounted for 30% or less of bank lending The largest group of borrowers has
always been households who historically in the UK since the 1960s have always accounted for half to two
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thirds of bank lending. Since the early 1980s, the major new development in lending could be described as
finance feeding finance because the share of “other financial corporations” in bank lending steadily increased
from 9% to a remarkable 24.4% by 2005.

Table 2

SHARE IN TOTAL NET STERLING LENDING BY THE UK MONETARY FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS (IN PER CENT)1

1963 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005

Private non-financial Corporations 38.3 38.3 34.8 30.6 23.4 25.1 19.8 20.6 21.2
Households 57.4 59.0 58.3 60.8 67.2 60.9 62.3 56.2 54.4
Other financial corporations 4.3 2.7 6.8 8.6 9.4 13.9 17.9 23.1 24.4
1 Total net sterling lending is the sum of lending to non-financial private corporations, households and other

financial corporations.
Source: own elaboration based on data from Bank of England, Monetary financial institutions’ balance
sheets, income and expenditure, http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/statistics/index.htm

1.5 Why has the demand of financial corporations for bank borrowing increased so massively? Because,
after the 1980s, stand alone investment banks and the investment banking divisions of banking
conglomerates (and many other actors eg private equity and hedge funds who used banks) reinvented
themselves as players who levered their gains with borrowed money. In the case of investment banks, the
result was that their traditional sources of income from issuing securities and advising on M and A became
much less important. Table 3 below demonstrates this by considering two stand alone investment banks
(Goldman Sachs and Lehman Brothers) where traditional investment banking by the late 1990s already
accounted for less than one third of revenues.

Table 3

A BREAKDOWN OF REVENUES IN TWO LEADING INVESTMENT BANKS: GOLDMAN
SACHS AND LEHMAN BROTHERS

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Investment banking 35% 46% 27% 32% 24% 20% 17% 16% 15%
Principal transactions 39% 25% 47% 40% 40% 38% 65% 65% 66%

Goldman Sachs and trading
Asset management 26% 29% 26% 28% 36% 42% 18% 19% 19%
and securities services

Investment banking 34% 31% 28% 29% 28% 20% 19% 20%

Lehman Brothers Capital markets 51% 58% 61% 60% 59% 70% 66% 67%
Client services/investment 15% 11% 11% 12% 13% 11% 15% 13%
management

Source: company annual report and accounts

Notes:

For Goldman Sachs, the segments are defined as follows:

Investment banking: advice to clients on M&A, corporate defence, restructuring etc; plus underwriting
public and private placements of equity and debt.

Trading and principal investments: making markets and trading in interest rate and credit products,
mortgage-backed securities and loans, equities and equity-related products, equity derivatives, currencies
and commodities, proprietary trading etc; corporate and real estate merchant banking investments.

Asset management and securities services: investment advisory and planning services etc across all major
asset classes to institutions and individuals and generating fee revenues; prime brokerage services, financing
and securities lending services, generating interest rate spreads and fee revenues.

For Lehman Brothers, the segments are defined as follows:

Investment banking: advice to clients on M&A and other financial matters; capital raising for clients via
underwriting debt and equity issues.
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Capital markets: institutional sales, trading, research and financing activities in equity & fixed inc cash and
derivatives products; market maker in various products eg government and corporate bonds, asset-backed
securities and mortgage-backed securities, forex & derivatives; risk arbitrage & secured financing plus
private equity gains and losses.

Client services: private client revenues from high net worth customers; private equity management &
incentive fees (where Lehman is general partner for 33 PE partnerships).

1.6 The reinvention of investment banking and the retail revolution were symbiotically inter-related.
Increasingly fee driven mass retail banks did not want to retain the results of transactions on their own
balance sheets and were attracted by securitisation through which they could pass loans on and then return
to the market place to make another fee earning sale; thus, mass retail provided the feed stock for an
increasingly frenetic and ramshackle structure of prop trading through collateralised loan obligations and
credit default swaps which generated fees at every stage for investment bankers. Before this ended with the
sub prime debacle, the changes in retail and investment banking promised higher ROE which was the key
sectoral performance measure for bank analysts and managements that sought stock market approval.

1.7 In a final phase, when the Fed cut US interest rates after the tech stock crash in 2000, policy initiated
a new conjuncture of cheap credit and excess liquidity which produced an asset price bubble and Minskian
credit cycle. While the going was good from 2000 to 2007, the long run changes in sources of income
continued as business models were adapted to new opportunities. This point can be demonstrated in a
variety of ways from the available evidence. The Bank of England series on US and European “ Large
Complex Financial Institutions” shows that trading profits and fees increased more sharply amongst this
group of giant conglomerates (www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/fsr/2007/fsrfull0704.pdf). We can
then see the pattern of broadly based change across the sector if we consider six individual cases of major
UK and US banks with diverse sources of fee income arising from diVerent portfolios of retail and
investment activity when Lloyds, for example, is retail only but Barclays has a large prop trading operation.
In five of the six cases non- interest income grows faster and the exception is Citi which starts with the highest
ratio of non-interest income. The diVerential in growth rates is such that by 2007 all six banks have more
non-interest than interest income; whereas in 2000 only three of the six were in this position; By 2007, these
sector wide changes had been pressed so far that, in balance sheet terms, several fee earning majors with
investment banking income no longer looked like banks where loans to customers have traditionally
dominated the asset side of the balance sheet: in 2007 loans still accounted for more than half of assets in
Lloyds and HBOS whereas at RBS and Barclays loans accounted for no more than 44 and 28% of assets.

Table 4

THE RISE OF NON INTEREST INCOME IN SIX MAJOR UK AND US BANKS 2000–07
(£000,000 FOR UK BANKS AND $000.000 FOR US BANKS)

Net interest Growth Non-interest Growth Non-interest income/
income income Interest income

2000 2007 2000 2007 2000 2007

Lloyds-TSB 4,587 6,099 33.0% 3,882 12,129 212.4% 84.6% 198.9%
Barclays 5,155 9,610 86.4% 4,443 13,882 212.4% 86.2% 144.5%
HBOS1 4,173 7,304 75.0% 2,699 13,987 418.2% 64.7% 191.5%
RBS2 5,787 12,668 118.9% 6,321 18,447 191.8% 109.2% 145.6%
BoA3 18,442 34,591 87.6% 14,489 37,989 162.2% 78.6% 109.8%
Citi3 28,301 39,554 39.8% 46,887 50,061 6.8% 165.7% 126.6%

Notes:
1 2001 not 2000
2 for 15 months ended 31 December 2000
3 2006 not 2007 because Citi and BoA reported losses on non-interest income generating businesses in 2007

due to financial crisis and therefore 2006 figures were used for comparative purposes.
Source: Annual Reports

2. Shareholder value as the driver

2.1 If shareholder value is the driver of business model change, we must recognise the complexities of this
process. The pursuit of shareholder value generally involves process and outcomes specific to time and place;
thus, our earlier comparative work on giant firms demonstrated that shareholder value in the FTSE 100
meant slow sales growth while across the Channel in the CAC 40 it was associated with high growth rates
as French corporate management went on an international acquisition spree. In the case of changing bank
business models, the complex processes and eVects need to be understood in the context of opportunities
and constraints established by changes in frame and conjuncture. Hence, in the case of changing retail
business models, push factors and the increasing diYculty of making profits through intermediation were
probably more important than pull factors and the opportunities of easy profits from marketing. In
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investment banking the opportunities were practically and culturally channelled by a set of confusions about
risk and uncertainty which influenced investment banks and through Basel 2 regulations influenced their
retail counterparts.

2.2 In retail, push factors provided the impetus for changing business models because the easing of
commodity price inflation by the early 1990s plus intensified retail competition after deregulation had the
unintended eVect of undermining the profitability of established intermediation activities. With low interest
rates and more competition, it was simply much harder to make profits on the spread between borrowing
and lending; Greenspan’s interest rate cuts in the US after 2000 or the coordinated international cuts after
2007 appear to have inaugurated a period of permanently low interest rates around 1–2% and ensured
intermediation will only be modestly profitable for the foreseeable future. Pull factors are then relevant
because there were marketing opportunities to cross-sell financial services to an inert customer base when,
as Cruickshank noted, the average Brit is more likely to divorce than to change banks. But, as with most
mature businesses, the returns to eVort from direct mail shots and such like were always disappointing.

2.3 Table 4 above on non interest income demonstrated that the conjuncture from 2000–07 was one of
buoyant banking revenues of all kinds when fee based non interest income increased faster than interest
income which nevertheless also increased by one third or more at each of these major banks. But in the longer
term, if we isolate margins from volume, the dynamics of business model change are rather diVerent because
declining margins on interest rate spreads are very important. These margin issues need more research, but
Dener’s comparison of US commercial banks income and cost structures in 1984 and 2004 in exhibit 1 is
suggestive. In the longer term in the US case, the change of business model is initiated by an external,
structurally driven decline of margins rate spreads; fee income then fails to compensate despite a huge
management eVort in marketing; and margins can only be maintained by cost reduction at the expense of
the workforce and the branch networks. This analysis helps to explain the apparent paradox of
intensification and permanent restructuring for the mass workforce and limited gains in numbers employed
in the recent golden age of finance. If the US margin trends are replicated in UK retail, the conclusion is that
retail management in banking is less in control of any kind of “ profit model” than it claims to be; and, in
the long term, is covering its positive failure to create shareholder value on the margin with the negative of
cost reduction plus a search for volume.

Exhibit 1

INCOME AND COST STRUCTURES OF US COMMERCIAL BANKS 1984 AND 2004

Net Interest
Income

Non Interest
Income

Employee
Costs

Premises
Costs

Other Costs Provision for
Loan losses

Taxes &
Other

Net Income

Net Interest
Income

Non Interest
Income

Employee
Costs

Premises
Costs

Other Costs Provision for
Loan losses

Taxes &
Other

Net Income

$8
$7
$6
$5
$4
$3
$2
$1
$0

$7
$6
$5
$4
$3
$2
$1
$0

Source: Dener, A et al. “ A bad situation getting worse- the US banking profitability crisis” The Journal\of Financial Transformation,
Vol 17, at www.capco.com/?q=content/journal-detail$sid=67) 

$5.24

$1.71 $2.38

$0.77
$1.62

$0.09
$0.29 $1.00

($2.86) $0.05 ($1.32) ($0.46) ($0.53) ($0.64) $0.14 Change

$2.38

$1.76 $1.06
$0.31 $1.09

$0.25 $0.43 $1.00

1984

2004

Source:FDIC. Capico Analysis
Note Taxes & Other - “Other” is Extraordinary items and Securities Gains & Losses

Source: Dener, A et al “A bad situation getting worse—the US banking profitability crisis” The Journal of
Financial Transformation, Vol 17, at www.capco.com/?q%content/journal-detail$sid%67)
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2.4 In discussion of what caused the crisis in investment banking, critics have generally focused on issues
like bonus systems and Basel 2 not on the driving force of shareholder value. These critics have a point. The
bonus system for senior investment bankers was ergregious because it rewarded in cash those who took risks
with borrowed money to create what Rajan has called “ fake alpha”; regulation in the form of Basel 2 was
also culpable because it encouraged risk passing behaviour by retail banks which created all those dodgy oV
balance sheet assets. But we only get a satisfactory explanation if we consider these two variables jointly and
explain how they interacted with shareholder value which provided the dynamising force. The implication
of this analysis is that shareholders were not so much the unwitting victims of the crime but the co-
conspirators who should figure on any indictment.

2.5 To begin with, the stand alone investment banks and the investment banking divisions of
conglomerates were eVectively being run as joint ventures between the bonus drawing senior bankers and
the dividend drawing shareholders. Profit sharing was explicit when analysts and others discussed the so
called “comp ratio” ie the understanding that compensation would account for 50% of revenue. Investment
bank shareholders (or anyway their fund managers) abandoned the hitherto sacrosanct principle that the
(risk taking, equity providing) shareholders of public companies had the sole interest in the residual after
operating costs had been met. They did so because ex ante they hoped that suitably incentivised managers
would create shareholder value and only ex post realised that they had entered into a contract with the
sorcerer’s apprentice. And before the crisis of 2007–08, the shareholders were just as culpable as the
managers because they too cashed out their dodgy profits year by year. Table 5 below summarises the
sectoral sources of profit in the FTSE 100 in the bubble years of the 2000–07 and shows the importance of
commodities and financial services profits: the “finance insurance and real estate” sector is almost all
financial services in the form of banks and insurance companies which together accounted for around one
third of total FTSE profits in these years.

Table 5

SECTORAL CONTRIBUTION TO FTSE100 PROFITS, 2003–07

Profit before tax % Share contributed
£ million by sector

FTSE 100 FIRE Oil Mining FIRE Oil Mining

2003 72,961 31,068 20,720 4,633 42.6 28.4 6.3
2004 116,294 37,047 27,741 8,246 31.9 23.9 7.1
2005 150,986 48,648 43,229 15,051 32.2 28.6 10.0
2006 165,632 58,839 41,674 23,223 35.5 25.2 14.0
2007 171,484 52,168 41,946 26,426 30.4 24.2 15.4

Sources: Datastream, FAME and Mergent
Note: FIRE % finance, insurance and real estate

2.6 In combination with more general cultural confusions about risk, regulation then became a secondary
encouraging force because it created incentives for fee based bricolage and moving things oV balance sheet.
The old distinction between incalculable uncertainty and probabilistic risk had been lost with the intellectual
defeat of Keynesianism; and after the 1980s mainstream finance increasingly constructed everything as
probabilistic risk and developed sophisticated models of Value at Risk. These models, on the basis of recent
and benign experience, purported to capture all types of risk from operational to market, in a numerical
measure which investment bank managers of trading operations could easily understand. The conventional
wisdom about probabilistic risk was fed into the Basel regulations after 1996 which varied capital reserve
requirements for retail banks according to the supposed risk of the type of activity. Basel 2 encouraged banks
to keep fewer loans on balance sheet through securitization and by engaging in trading and investment
activities in money and capital markets which both reduced the requirement for regulatory capital.

2.7 If regulation created loopholes and perverse incentives, it was shareholder value which drove banks to
exploit them on a heroic scale driver. Shareholder value driven banks represented themselves partly through
Return On Equity calculations because bank equity analysts paid particular attention to ROE in bank
valuation and judging value creation. Banking is a business where money is made from taking risks and
(equity) capital is the scarce resource which limits activity and covers risk; so ROE in banking was the
generally preferred measure for making firms intelligible and comparable (like product pipeline in pharma
firms).The business model shift to fees, securitization and prop trading was then win win in numerator and
denominator terms which made it much easier to generate higher returns on a (sometimes smaller) equity.
In retail, for example, expansion of the new activities brought in more income and reduced the requirement
for regulatory capital because fee generating activities did not require as much regulatory capital as lending
activities and securitization directly reduced the requirement under Basel 2. Exhibit 2 below shows how
Northern Rock increased leverage and expanded assets at astronomic rates by drawing on wholesale funds
not retail deposits; exhibit 3 then shows how under Basel 2 the capital requirements on residential loans
securitized within credit default swaps were much lower on the 77% of Northern Rock assets in these loans.
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Exhibits 2 and 3

NORTHERN ROCK’S BUSINESS MODEL
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Source:  Bank of England, Financial Stability Report 21 (April 2007) available at
http:www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/fsr/2007/fsrfull0704.pdf)

Source: Bank of England, Financial Stability Report 21 (April 2007) available at
http:www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/fsr/2007/fsrfull0704.pdf)
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3. What is to be done?

3.1 If we change problem definitions and challenge existing organisational forms and objectives, it is more
diYcult to come up with policy answers because ameliorative fixes usually assumes a world taken for
granted. The problems are compounded if, as we have argued elsewhere, there are general diYculties about
controlling financial innovation in each new conjuncture. So, in this concluding section, our intention is not
to articulate detailed policy prescriptions or a new set of banking regulations, but to identify two key issues
that need to be considered when rethinking banking for the next conjuncture and beyond. The first issue is
about the relation between retail and investment banking as long as the existing PLC form and shareholder
value objectives prevail; the second issue is about how retail banking could and should be organised if new
kinds of mutual organisation were to be encouraged in banking.

3.2 As long as the PLC form and shareholder value objectives prevail, the British government should
consider re-establishing a separation of retail and investment banking of the kind which was enforced in the
United States by the Glass Steagall Act until it was abolished by ill considered deregulation. The reason is
simply that investment banking is the opaque, risky, innovative, hard to control activity which should not be
allowed to cover its prop traders’ risk taking with retail balance sheets whose solidity results from ordinary
customers prudence in depositing savings and responsibly paying back loans. In terms of shareholders v
customers, the inequity here is that shareholders (and senior managers) get all the gain on the upswing of
the credit cycle by drawing down the profits of investment banking; while utility customers share the pain
on the downswing as they suVer higher costs of borrowing and increased charges on deposit and current
accounts as all banks try to repair balance sheets and cover lost profits (while distressed banks charge losses
to the tax payer).

3.3 This message is underscored by the nature of the present crisis in banking and the completely
inappropriate defensive response of encouraging mergers which cover investment banking problems with
retail balance sheets. Those banks which have collapsed, or needed bailout funds to avoid serious problems,
generally have problems arising from investment banking. Some banks like Bear Sterns and Lehman failed
because their investment banking operations did not control risk and anticipate uncertainty in the wholesale
markets after creative securitization had been used alchemically to produce investment grade securities;
other banks failed because they ran retail banking operations which, like Northern Rock, sought to
transform themselves through aggressive, wholesale funded securitization. In all these cases the problem is
creative and aggressive shareholder value driven securitization which is rather diVerent from socially
responsible securitization as originally used by the US car companies or Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

3.4 The defensive policy response is then to hide failure and risk in a retail balance sheet as in the proposed
UK merger of troubled HBOS with retail only Lloyds in the UK, the US merger of J P Morgan Chase and
Morgan Stanley or the move to allow the few remaining investment banks like Goldman Sachs to convert
themselves into bank holding companies. We cannot rely on regulators to enforce prudence in the new
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conglomerate behemoths because the last set of risks and uncertainties were beyond the comprehension and
management of regulatory authorities across the world and fairly predictably the next set of risks and
uncertainties will be diVerent. Nor can we rely on an analysts to judge the when the analysts who in 2008
greeted Lloyds as a smart, “save the day” hero had two years previously been criticising Lloyds for its
strategic timidity and operational conservatism. Meanwhile, policy will have created larger and more
opaque hybrid investment cum retail banks whose bail out by tax payers will cost more in the next crisis.

3.5 If the coupling of retail with investment banking raises problems for the customers of utility retail and
for taxpayers, the more fundamental questions concern the appropriateness of a shareholder value model
for retail banking and the possibility of a more radical policy which would encourage a utility model partly
through remutualisation of retail banking. In the Thatcher years and afterwards, an uncritical one size fits
all approach encouraged the adoption of the PLC form and shareholder value in all activities. Thus, the
publicly owned utilities like electricity, gas and water supply were purposively privatised and the mutually
owned utilities like the building societies with savings and loans businesses were permissively demutualised.
Few asked whether the fundamental characteristics of utility businesses (large capital entry investments and/
or other limits on competition, steady but modest returns from socially essential services) made the model
of PLCs for shareholder value inherently unsuitable for these areas.While orthodox economists with
misgivings about the absence of competition, recommended tough regulation of prices in relation to costs
which was likely to spoil margins completely.

3.6 Retail banking has utility-like characteristics in terms of its provision of essential (intermediation)
services, especially secure cheque and deposit accounts and appropriate credit to consumers; and, as we have
argued, margins are inherently slender on such business as long as nominal interest rates remain low. In this
case the question which advocates of shareholder value must answer is straightforward: where are the
continuous organic increases in profit and turnover to come from, if not at the expense of customers (before
the taxpayer is billed for the costs of bail out).

3.7 Labour cost reduction, branch closure and such like degrade work conditions and inconvenience
customers but generates little leverage when everybody has been playing this game with cost structures for
some time.. Marketing encourages a preoccupation with market segmentation which can mean worse service
for unprofitable consumers plus confusion pricing as in the rate of interest on credit cards, commission and
incentives encourage mis-selling of products that do not meet customer needs. Endowment mortgages and
personal pensions are the prime UK examples. It is hard to avoid the inference that, in the activity of retail
banking, shareholder value is not so much found as made at the expense of workforce and depositors and
borrowers. As we have now found out, the process is also unstable because shareholder value driven banking
forces bank management to aim for unrealistic and unsustainable profits with target ROE of 25% at a major
conglomerate like Deutsche Bank.

3.8 If banking is not a suitable business for shareholder value, it is encouraging to find that we could gain
the benefits of an alterative kind of banking without incurring the costs of abrupt, large scale organisational
regime change. Remutualisation of retail banking in the 2010s can learn from the disappointment with
nationalisation of basic industries in the 1940s and with privatisation of utility services in the 1980s where
unrealistic expectations about new ownership were frustrated by complex circumstances and unintended
consequences.. Remutualisation could be a gradual change which worked through the euthanasia of the
shareholder and does not depend on creating high performance organisational forms which are superior to
the PLC.

3.9 If retail was deliberately separated from investment banking, M and A was discouraged and customer
friendly regulation on access to banking was enforced, the stock market would have to come to terms with
modest yields and future expectations of profit. Retail bank shares would become something more like
investment quality bonds which could usefully be part of institutional portfolios and incidentally we would
permanently remove one of the main causes of profits and asset price bubbles. If shareholder value is
apparently powerful as a justificatory rhetoric, it is not robust in the material world. If the cash flows are
cut oV and there is no promise of profit, then shareholder value will wither away and no formal expropriation
of private owners would be necessary. It might be sensible in the long term to substitute bonds for shares in
utility banks so that pension fund investors could gain predictability and security of returns on a class of
paper whose quality could be second only to government bonds.

3.10 Remutualisation would also involve experiment with new kinds of mutual organisations like savings
and loans and encouragement of old kinds of mutuals like building societies and credit unions to oVer
competitive internet and branch alternatives to the PLC high street bank chains. We are not discouraged by
the argument that an earlier generation of mutuals were often slow moving organisations, dominated by
modestly paid management with limited imagination and capacity for innovation. If banking is to be remade
as a boring business which dependably serves customers, much of this would not be such a bad thing. With
shareholder value we have been living through a kind of experiment in recreating the PLC as a high
performance organisation which can internally combine strategic innovation and risk management with
external responsiveness to shareholders. Much of this is probably impossible and in retail banking it is also
unnecessary and undesirable.

January 2009
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Memorandum from Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland

SECURING FINANCIAL STABILITY: THE ROLE OF AUDITORS IN THE BANKING CRISIS
AND WHETHER ANY REFORM TO THAT ROLE IS DESIRABLE

1. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland

1.1 The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (ICAS) is pleased to submit written evidence to
the Treasury Committee. Please note that we would also be pleased to provide oral evidence to the
Committee on this subject.

1.2 ICAS is the world’s first professional body of accountants, receiving its Royal Charter in 1854. ICAS
has over 17,000 members worldwide and in the UK the CA designation is reserved exclusively for their use.
A considerable number of our members work as auditors, as preparers of financial statements and as
investors. We therefore believe that we have the required expertise to provide evidence on this topic.

1.3 The objective of ICAS is to uphold the integrity and standing of the profession of chartered
accountancy in the interests of society and the membership, through excellence in education and the
development of accountancy and through service to members and the enforcement of professional
standards.

1.4 As the Institute’s Charter requires, we act in the public interest, and our proactive projects, responses
to consultation documents etc. are therefore intended to place the general public interest first,
notwithstanding our charter requirements to represent and protect our members’ interests.

1.5 In the context of the role of the auditor we consider the public interest to be maintaining and
promoting confidence in both auditors and the audit market, in the quality of audit, and in eVective
regulatory oversight.

1.6 In recent years, ICAS has campaigned for the development of a more principles-based financial
reporting framework, building on the Institute’s influential 2006 report “Principles not Rules: A Question of
Judgement”. The arguments for principles rather than rules also apply to auditing standards and the
regulation of the audit profession and we believe that it is vital that a principles-based approach is adopted
when considering any potential reforms to the auditor’s role.

2. Executive Summary

2.1 The term “audit” is widely used but, in our view, is not widely or fully understood, leading to an
expectation gap about what is involved in the statutory audit of financial statements. It is important to
recognise that financial statements, and therefore the auditor’s opinion involve significant levels of
estimation and judgement and are therefore not absolutely precise, and that the auditor does not give an
opinion on the future financial wellbeing or prospects of a company.

2.2. In considering any proposed reforms to the auditor’s role, it should be noted that UK auditors
operate in a largely global regulatory environment. In this context, we recommend the following areas for
further consideration.

2.3 We support further work being carried out to address the expectation gap that exists between auditors
and users of audit reports.

2.4 A statutory limitation of liability for auditors is required in order to allow auditors to improve the
quality and usefulness of the audit report to users. We recommend that the legislation should be enacted to
provide for proportionate limitation of liability on a statutory basis.

2.5 We believe that audit quality is enhanced by a principles-based approach to auditing standards, which
permits auditors to exercise their professional judgement, thereby allowing them to see the “big picture”,
rather than focusing on compliance with detailed rules. This type of approach is essential in assisting the
audit profession to work to enhance the quality and value of the audit.

3. The Role of the Auditor in the Capital Market and the Banking Crisis

3.1 The role of an audit and the relative responsibilities of the various stakeholders in the capital markets
may need to be clarified. The term “audit” is widely used but, in our view, is not widely or fully understood,
leading to an expectation gap about what is involved in the statutory audit of financial statements, and the
assurance it provides.

3.2 The directors of a company are responsible for preparing annual financial statements which give a
true and fair view of the company’s financial performance and position, in accordance with the relevant
accounting standards and company law. A “true and fair view” means that the financial statements are a
neutral and honest reflection of the performance over the year and the position at the year-end.
Encapsulated within this requirement is the recognition that financial statements cannot be absolutely
precise—they include many subjective judgements made by the directors as well as the results of precise
transactions.
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3.3 While the responsibility for the financial statements lies with the directors, people who use the
financial statements need to have confidence in what is being presented by the directors. For this reason, UK
law has since the 19th century required the directors to obtain a ‘second opinion’ from an outside expert—
the auditor. Credibility is given to the financial statements because of the auditor’s training, experience,
integrity, professional judgement and independence.

3.4 The auditor reports to a company’s shareholders, who are responsible for the appointment of the
auditor, as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view. We should like to note two points
that are, in our opinion, misunderstood about the audit opinion. First, financial statements are not
absolutely precise. Similarly, the auditor’s opinion is not absolutely precise either—it requires the use of
professional judgment by the auditor in assessing estimates and judgements made by the directors.

3.5 Secondly, the auditor is assessing whether the financial statements are a true and fair reflection of the
company’s performance but this does not provide any guarantee as to the future financial wellbeing or
performance of a company. The financial statements provide information from which shareholders and
other investors must assess the company’s viability for themselves, based on a proper understanding of those
financial statements or other financial and non-financial information provided by the company and
obtained from other sources.

3.6 Auditors have an important role to play in ensuring that companies fairly report their financial
performance, however good or poor that may be. However, an unqualified audit report should not be taken
to mean that the company is necessarily a sound investment.

4. Are any Changes to the Auditor’s Role Desirable?

4.1 In considering whether any changes to the auditor’s role are desirable, it should be noted that UK
auditors operate in a largely global regulatory environment—the regulation of the audit profession is
prescribed by European directive, and audits are conducted in accordance with International Standards on
Auditing. This international harmonisation is necessary in today’s global business environment, therefore
changes to the auditor’s role would need international acceptance.

Expectations gap

4.2 We believe that the banking crisis is primarily an economic one and that auditors have generally
performed well in these diYcult times. However, the value of the audit may be undermined by the
expectation gap that exists about the role of the auditor, despite eVorts by the audit profession and standard-
setters to address this issue. We support continued research by the Auditing Practices Board (APB) and
others to identify ways of making audit reports more useful and informative. This could include developing
more straightforward language and determining what information investors and other users would like to
see in audit reports, and determining what level of assurance is required.

Proportionate liability limitation

4.3 A statutory limitation of liability for auditors is also an essential requirement, in order to allow
auditors to improve the quality and usefulness of the audit report to users. ICAS has advocated for a long
period that there should be a limit to auditors’ liability. Traditionally, there has been unlimited liability, but
this needs to be restricted in today’s markets where auditors are exposed to huge liability claims out of all
proportion to the degree of fault. A more realistic environment needs to be created where the direct financial
penalties on auditors for making a mistake are significant but not so far reaching and disproportionate as
to threaten the existence of the firm itself. The Companies Act 2006 allows auditors to agree contractually
with a company to limit their liability, but this is not mandatory and we have not observed any significant
acceptance by companies of such agreements in practice.

4.4 Companies need access to quality audits at a reasonable cost but there is a high risk attached to
auditing multinational companies and large financial institutions, where the auditor may be exposed to very
high claims compared to the profits of the auditing unit concerned. In order to promote a choice of auditors
and maintain audit quality at a reasonable cost we believe it is essential that this exposure has some limit.
While the Companies Act 2006 presents the option for auditors’ liability to be limited, we believe that it is
preferable for the legislation to be set out so that proportionate liability is applied automatically.

Audit quality

4.5 A common response to events such as the current banking crisis is to increase regulation—for
example, to recommend that the work of a profession such as auditors should be even more tightly specified
and regulated. This was seen in the USA as a consequence of the Enron scandal—highly-detailed new
assurance requirements on internal controls were introduced as a direct response to the crisis. But these have
already been revised to become more principles-based as it became apparent that the original requirements
were more onerous than had been intended. ICAS strongly believes that audit quality is enhanced by a
principles-based approach to auditing standards, which permits auditors to exercise their professional
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judgement, thereby allowing them to see the “big picture”, rather than focusing on compliance with detailed
rules. This type of approach is essential in assisting the audit profession to work to enhance the quality and
value of the audit.

Evolution of auditing

4.6 Further changes to the role of the auditor may evolve in response to future developments in financial
reporting or changing demands from investors and other users as to what is required from the audit. The
banking crisis has highlighted concerns that the financial statements of large financial institutions and other
listed entities are excessively long and complex. While it must be recognised that much of this complexity in
financial reporting arises from the complexity of the underlying business structures and transactions, ICAS
supports future work to address these issues by developing more principles-based financial reporting
standards and investigating simpler forms of financial reporting. Changes to the auditor’s role would flow
from these developments, as the assurance required on diVerent forms of information would have to be
considered. A statutory proportionate liability regime will be necessary to facilitate such new forms of
assurance.

January 2009

Memorandum from Ken Cooney

Her Majesty the Queen hit the nail on the head when she enquired, when visiting the L.S.E in November,
“Why did nobody notice it?”. She was referring, of course, to the gathering storm in the world of banking
and finance.

Whilst this submission may not be strictly in the required format, I write as one who, this year, will
“celebrate” the 60th anniversary of joining a major clearing bank as a junior clerk in October 1949.
Hopefully, what I have to say will provide some sort of back-drop to the way in which some banks have now
arrived at this devastating situation.

One of the principal lessons which has immediately been learned from this debacle, in which the taxpayer
has been obliged to inject billions of pounds into the banking system, with the likelihood of more to follow,
is that the Clearing Banks are not in the same league as other business institutions. They are the custodians
of the country’s personal and commercial wealth and, as such, have a supreme duty of care to ensure that
such wealth is not put at undue risk.

Much has been said about the inexcusable and, as yet, undefined losses which have been sustained, but
each one represents a betrayal of trust to the many shareholders, depositors and borrowers, whose interests
they were expected to safeguard and to whom, in many cases, advances should not have been made in the
first place. Fortunately, so far, no depositors in British banks in the UK have suVered loss, except in terms
of a drastic reduction in interests rates, which will have a severe impact on those who rely upon such income
for day to day survival.

In 1949, a career in banking was way before the electronic age and all transactions were handwritten and
ledgers were headed in copper-plate writing, using the bank’s pen and the bank’s blue/red ink. Fountain pens
and ball- point pens were forbidden. The payees of all cheques were faithfully recorded and entries double
checked to ensure accuracy. The banks enjoyed a reputation of seldom, if ever, making mistakes.

Contrast that with today, when errors are reported every week in the press, causing customers much
inconvenience and no little anxiety. When eventually resolved, they are usually compensated with an
apology, a bunch of flowers or a cheque for £50. It is cheaper to do that, than employ staV to ensure that
the error is not repeated.

With handwritten ledgers, the branch manager had a daily record to show how customers were conducting
their finances and was in an ideal position to assess the viability of any request for borrowing facilities. His
decision on whether or not to lend was based on the established “Canons of Lending”, which set out clearly
the principal matters to be considered. These were followed, not only in the interest of the bank, but also of
the customer who knew that full and fair consideration had been given to his application to ensure that,
as far as possible, the venture stood a reasonable chance of success. Furthermore the CEOs and General
Management had all progressed through the ranks and understood fully every aspect of banking practice
and culture.

In the 1950s, banks did not publicly seek to attract customers, advertising was largely unheard of. It was
the prospective customer who was expected to approach the bank. That began to change towards the end
of the decade, with more of the population progressing from weekly to monthly pay, and the need for bank
accounts expanded. Machine book-keeping was introduced, although records continued to be double
checked.

The 1960s saw the innovation of single-shot computer book-keeping. This relied upon numbers to identify
accounts, rather than customers’ cheques being read by staV. Payees names were no longer recorded, only
the number of the cheque itself was printed on statements. The bank manager no longer had precise details
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of how his customers were spending their money, without referring specifically to the cheques themselves.
During this decade the banks’ customer bases grew dramatically, to the point where almost everyone is now
obliged to have a bank or building society account to manage their personal lives.

Hitherto, banking activity had focused principally on meeting customers’ basic requirements in terms of
deposit taking and advances, with executor and trustee services also on oVer. The unprecedented increase
in customer numbers in the 1970s and 1980s, however, encouraged banks to seek ways and means to oVer
additional financial services which, hitherto, had been unrelated to branch banking. These included the
provision of mortgages, credit cards, insurance, payroll, investments services etc. to name but a few. Wider
investment in foreign and overseas banks also developed, but not always successfully.

To maximise the potential of these new activities, branch managers and staV were actively encouraged to
promote products and were rewarded by the payment of annual bonuses when targets were achieved.
Perhaps unwittingly, there was a temptation for staV to concentrate more upon the short-term achievement
of personal targets, rather than the specific long term benefit to customers. This was later highlighted by
the subsequent and well publicised miss-selling of endowment insurance policies to support mortgages, for
example.

A diVerent culture began to emerge in the late 1980s and early 1990s when it appears that “market share”
to some extent, began to supersede “customer care”. The focus was on improving cost/income ratios with
a view to maximising profitability, in what was developing into a global 24/7 market. UK banks could no
longer claim to control the UK market and one gained the impression that, if they did not provide a given
service, banks from elsewhere in the world would.

Although I was not privy to bank thinking at the time, it does not require much imagination to conclude
that, if that were to happen, UK banks could lose market share, profitability and suVer a fall in share price.

As a former bank inspector and senior branch manager, I retired at the end of my career, in 1992. Around
that time, some banks undertook a drastic reduction in staV, including middle and senior management.
Many over age 50 were retired early and others made redundant. I returned to the bank in 1993 to join the
management team in providing appropriate services to displaced staV and remained there until the unit
closed in 1996. It was said at the time that such a loss of in-depth experience could result in banks eVectively
“losing their memories”. Little did one expect that some would “go out of their minds” a few years later.

As for the man in the street, to use the analogy of the BBC comedy Dad’s Army, the long serving and
experienced Captain Mainwaring and Sergeant Wilson were no longer available for a friendly chat and
advice at the bank in Warmington on Sea. They had been obliged to take early retirement and the branch
was now in the hands of a well-meaning but vastly inexperienced Private Pike.

In the absence of in-depth management experience to challenge the viability of future activities, it is hardly
surprising that when exotic financial instruments, including neatly packaged sub-prime mortgages began to
appear, no one thought to examine them in detail. After all, they were AAA rated and therefore must be a
pretty safe investment.. It could, perhaps, have been embarrassing to admit to ignorance when auditing or
regulating these new innovations.

The failure to verify these products thoroughly was not a fleeting error of omission, but a fundamental
error of commission, with bankers, auditors, regulators and credit reference agencies (little has been said of
them) apparently totally unaware of the catastrophic risks which were being taken. Anxious not to be left
out, one by one banks leapt over the precipice like lemmings.

Principally, in the mortgage market, why were 125% loan to value mortgages even considered, let alone
sanctioned? Furthermore, self-certification was an invitation for some to engage in financial embroidery to
achieve their desired result—and those accepting the information had personal targets to meet!

Credit Card invitations dropped through letter boxes on a daily basis and those, who earlier had
considered banks to be prudent and conservative, erroneously believed that they would not have been
oVered such facilities, if they were not regarded as creditworthy.

All this information was in the public domain, in the press and in the media. The question which needs
to be addressed as a matter of urgency is why were such patently obvious failings in the system allowed to
occur? Was it because supervision now rested with three bodies, the Government, the Bank of England and
the FSA, and each thought that one of the others was responsible. It is now apparent that there was no
joined-up thinking in this vital area. Could they not see the wood for the trees? Did no one think to pick up
the phone?

In a recent interview on BBC News, Sir Brian Pitman, the former highly respected CEO and then
Chairman of Lloyds TSB said that, in his day, if the ratio of a bank’s deposits to lending was not in
accordance with the established formulae, the Chairman of that bank would have been summoned by the
Governor of The Bank of England and politely requested to put matters in order, which he duly did. Was
it so diYcult for regulators at the FSA to notice that there was evidence that some banks were borrowing
short and lending long?

The failure of Northern Rock, Bradley and Bingley and others has been due to a failure to address this
basic principals of good lending. Throughout this whole debacle too light a touch has been displayed by
some senior management, auditors and regulators. Too much has been taken on trust, too little understood
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about the exotic products in the market. Was the thinking that the banks had been in business eVectively
and eYciently since the 19th century, that they were renowned for their caution and probity and that there
was really no need to probe too deeply into things which they didn’t understand? It would appear so.

Above all, the priority in banking should be serving the customer’s best interests, the promotion of
financial services should be focused on his or her true requirements, not the satisfaction of achieving short-
term targets, without being responsible for the long term consequences. As to exotic investments, the maxim
that “if something looks too good to be true, it probably is” could not be more relevant today. Banks enjoy
the unique privilege of being the custodians of the country’s wealth, but it will take some time before they
regain the respect which their predecessors strove with pride over previous decades to maintain. How many
more skeletons have yet to be revealed, I wonder?

The whole industry requires root and branch revision. Climate change has hit the banks with a vengeance.
The rivers of liquidity in the markets have dried up and will take some time to flow again. With funds in
short supply, one questions the validity of asking the population to spend more, when their own personal
liquidity, jobs and even homes could be under threat in the months to come.

In the short term, some spending might provide a breathing space for businesses to adjust to the new and
more challenging years ahead. In the longer term, however, the emphasis should be on encouraging people
to save and to build up their own personal reserves. Another bombshell, which is now coming more into
focus, is the inadequacy of pension provision. Personal saving is essential and should be encouraged more
by the State, in a variety of ways. If that fails, funding will have to be found through increased taxation and
that could be political suicide. The re-introduction of MIRAS up to a certain limit, for example, might assist
the first time buyer into the housing market, in the present climate.

The unlimited access to unsustainable personal borrowing, however, must surely be examined carefully.
It will take decades to clear the £1.5 trillion of personal debt already in the system and that will be diYcult.
In the 21st century, I would not expect the UK to return to the financial climate of 50–60 years ago. At that
time, as a bank clerk, it was forbidden to take on any debt, except for house purchase. When I bought my
first Morris Minor in1958, it had taken years to save the £500 purchase price. On a salary of only £500 per
annum it was hard work, but it was worth while and most of all, it taught me to respect the value of money.
Too little education is given to the public on managing personal finance and too many are unaware of the
pitfalls. Money, or lack of it, plays a huge part in all our lives and there is no excuse for such widespread
ignorance on this subject in the 21st century.

If you have read thus far, thank you. I trust that the above comments will give some historical background
to banking over the last half century, or so, and I wish the Select Committee well in their future endeavours
to restore some sanity into banking in the UK.

January 2009

Memorandum from Resources Compliance

Note

In responding to the call for evidence issued by the Treasury Committee of the UK Parliament, we have confined
our comments to those areas in which Resources Compliance has the appropriate expertise and experience. We
have not considered or commented directly upon those areas of the Treasury Committee’s Call for Evidence
that we feel are outside of our experience or competence.

1. Executive Summary

We have summarised our key conclusions below.

1.1 If properly implemented, More Principles Based Regulation (MPBR) can work more eVectively than
highly prescriptive regulation (and has the potential to provide an eVective basis for rebuilding trust and
confidence in the financial system).

1.2 Regulators and senior managers in the financial services sector need to buy into the key concepts of
Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) as three pillars of an eVective cultural framework.

1.3 The existing regulatory system in the UK and Europe provides the necessary tools and structures for
eVective regulation.

1.4 National regulators must make better use of existing regulatory powers.

1.5 National regulators must better co-ordinate in enforcement of existing regulatory powers.

1.6 The remuneration culture in leading investment banks is not consistent with prudent risk
management and must change.
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1.7 The UK regulatory system needs to find more eVective ways than, for example, the approved persons
regime, of ensuring that senior managers of financial institutions are accountable for risk taking, how they
treat customers and instances of failure.

1.8 Stakeholder responsibility and engagement, including the definition of “bottom line” fiduciary
responsibility, needs to be redrawn and understood in a wider ethical framework.

2. Financial Stability

2.1 Business and Regulatory Culture

2.1.1 The move to Principles Based Regulation (PBR) has been an evolutionary process, starting from
2002, when FSA issued Discussion Paper 18.95 Since its adoption in May 2007 as the major regulatory
methodology, it is evident that many senior managers in banks and investment firms have failed to grasp
the key obligation to identify and control risks. MPBR used eVectively should direct attention of senior
managers and regulators towards the important issues such as business models and exposure and away from
minutiae. As FSA’s own reports on Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) and MPBR show, many have made
poor progress in implementing cultural and behavioural frameworks that reflect good corporate
governance, appropriate risk identification and mitigation establishing compliance as an integral part of
operating procedures.

2.1.2 We perceive the problem is greatest in large organisations compartmentalised in a way that makes
day-to-day work seem unrelated to the risks identified at senior management level and where compliance
often works in “silos”. In such cases it is diYcult to achieve a culture where all staV, from the senior managers
to junior staV understand that PBR requires firms to define and sustain compliant behaviour.

2.1.3 The MPBR approach, even if sometimes only operated half-heartedly by FSA, has not fared any
worse than more traditional prescriptive based regulation as practiced in the USA. Certainly when the
relative impact upon both the UK and the USA is compared, it can be argued that the highly prescriptive
USA model of regulation was less flexible and less successful than the MPBR approach in the UK (and more
generally in the rest of the European Union (EU) via the Financial Services Action Plan directives).

2.1.4 We cannot see any reasonable case for reversing the move to MPBR. We see a very strong case for
greater enforcement of senior management responsibilities under MPBR, particularly in the areas of GRC.

2.2 Remuneration

2.2.1 The issue of remuneration in financial services is inextricably linked to the issue of GRC.
Governance, Risk and Compliance are the three pillars of senior management responsibility.

2.2.2 Clearly a bank or investment firm with a good standard of corporate governance and ethics will
recognise that remuneration can reward talent but if allowed to do so can also promote reckless risk taking.

2.2.3 It is the case in the investment banking sector that traders are encouraged to trade the assets of the
bank in search of profits. This has given rise to great innovation in the financial system and to very significant
rewards and remuneration for the relevant bank employees and senior managers. We acknowledge that in
objective terms the levels of salary and bonus paid in the financial services sector (and particularly in the
investment banking sector) are vast and do not always reflect the profit made or the eVort expended.
Similarly, losses made or failure has not to date attracted any corresponding downside in remuneration.

2.2.4 We do not object in principle to the concept of rewarding innovation, controlled risk taking and
success. However, it is clear that within the financial services sector remuneration and especially bonuses,
should be structured so as to reward innovation and profit, but should be balanced by other factors including
ethics, risk mitigation and compliance. The current culture of very high salaries and extremely high bonuses
often leads to excessive risk taking and should be severely discouraged.

2.2.5 We argue that the correct medium to change the remuneration culture is via challenge to senior
management within the framework of GRC. We see this being led by FSA as the industry regulator via its
ARROW risk assessment process. Where remuneration can be justified and risks are acceptable we would
expect there to be no diYculty with a specific remuneration structure. However, where a firm could not
demonstrate that its remuneration policies took account of risk, we would expect pressure to be brought to
bear by FSA for a bank or firm to review its remuneration policy.

2.2.6 Incentives for senior managers and traders to recklessly pursue short-term profit whilst failing to
adequately control risks to their business must be prevented. Such preventative measures would preferably
be via good GRC cultures within banks and investment firms. However, if no immediate progress is made
towards good GRC practices, regulatory intervention could be used to enforce it.

95 FSA Discussion Paper 18 (DP18) entitled “An Ethical Framework for Financial Services” was authored by David Jackman
and was issued by FSA in October 2002. DP18 made a strong case for the failure of prescriptive regulation and the adoption
of a More Principles Based approach to regulation.
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2.3 Regulatory Capital

2.3.1 Much comment has been oVered, principally in the mass media of television, radio and newspapers,
relating to the cause of the Crisis. However, little serious consideration has been given to the systemic
framework and the extent to which under international treaty obligations or limitations of national
jurisdiction, it would have been possible for any national regulator or government to have acted in isolation
to address the root causes of the Crisis.96

2.3.2 We observe that under the Banking Consolidation Directive and the Capital Requirements
Directive (recast Capital Adequacy Directive), which implemented the Basel 2 framework, national
governments and regulators can impose more severe capital and liquidity requirements on home state
regulated firms, but cannot do so for firms operating under a BCD or MiFID passport.97 The intention
behind the directives is to achieve a level playing field and a single market for financial services within the
EU and the European Economic Area (EEA).

2.3.4 We do not believe that the UK Government could have imposed additional capital or liquidity
requirements on banks, investment firms or insurance companies to those required in the appropriate EU
Directives. To do so would have risked damaging the prospects for UK banks, investment firms and
insurance companies in competitive markets. It could have resulted in regulatory arbitrage, placing UK
firms at a competitive disadvantage and possibly causing companies and banks to locate their headquarters
in other EU jurisdictions, notably Ireland or Luxembourg.

2.4 Regulator Powers

2.4.1 Based upon the framework set out within MiFID and related Directives (eg the Money Laundering
Directives), it is clear that adequate regulatory powers exist in all major EU states for regulators to police
the financial services sector and to intervene or discipline firms who are in breach of regulations.98 This
power also includes the power to discipline and prosecute individuals and senior managers where required.

2.4.2 We observe that the willingness to enforce the regulatory framework varies from state to state and
from sector to sector within the financial services market. Some jurisdictions have a better track record than
others of enforcing financial regulation. (The UK has a reputation as a strong regulator in this respect.)
However, the FSA is limited in its ability to police the UK financial services sector by access to appropriate
resources, principally people of suitable competence in the area of assessing people risk and culture.

2.4.3 We conclude that there is no fundamental weakness in the regulatory system within Europe.
However we suggest that national regulators must make better use of existing regulatory powers and must
better co-ordinate between themselves in enforcement of existing regulatory powers.

2.5 Passports

2.5.1 For similar reasons we do not believe the passporting regime permitted under various financial
services directives of the EU played any significant role in causing, nor could it have played any significant
role in preventing, the Banking Crisis. There is no evidence to suggest that large banks, investment houses
and insurance companies would not have invested in the securitised debt instruments had they not been
operating under cross border branch or service passports within the EEA. Indeed, the evidence suggests that
many institutions based in the EEA but not operating under passports invested in such instruments (as did
many institutions based in non-EU jurisdictions). There is thus no obvious link between the EU passport
arrangements under the Single Market and the current Banking Crisis.

96 The current financial stability framework in Europe is based around the Basel 2 framework which is now law in all EU
countries. It applies to banks and to most large investment institutions. The regulatory capital requirements are set out in the
Banking Consolidation Directive (BCD) and the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD). A similar provision is in the process
of introduction for insurance companies. This is known as Solvency 2 and is due to be finalised in 2009 and adopted into
national law in 2011.

97 The calculation methodologies used under Basel 2 to assess complex risks, have been agreed by Central Banks and regulators
under the auspices of the Bank for International Settlements. The Basel 2 framework sets out a three pillar approach to
capital. Pillar 1 sets out minimum capital requirements based upon the activities the firm carries out. Pillar 2 involves a very
detailed bespoke assessment based on operating risks, market risks, position risks and related risks carried out internally by
the bank or investment firm. This is known as the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) and is intended
to be a robust examination of the potential downside risks a firm may face and the ability of the firm to withstand them. The
downside risk assessment should include modelling that tests the ability of the firm to withstand very severe market crises.
The ICAAP is followed by a Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP) carried out by the firm’s home state
regulator. This allows the home state regulator to be satisfied that a firm or bank has adequately assessed the risks it potentially
faces and has suYcient capital to continue in business. Pillar 3 of the Basel 2 framework is based around public disclosure of
the risks assessed and the ability of the firm to withstand them.

98 The powers of national regulators for banking and investment business in the European Union are largely derived from
various EU Directives. The principal Directives are the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), the Banking
Consolidation Directive (BCD) and the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD). MiFID and the MiFID implementing
regulations set out clear guidelines and regulations relating to Governance, Risk and Compliance for banks and investment
firms. These requirements are then incorporated into the rules handbooks issued by the Financial Services Authority in the
UK. (Equivalent regulators in other EU states similarly incorporate the Directive requirements into their rule books.) The
key components are senior management responsibility for adequate governance, for risk assessment, risk control and risk
mitigation (including risks to the firm’s capital adequacy) and compliance with conduct of business rules and regulations.
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2.6 Regulatory Cooperation

2.6.1 The exposure to the default on USA sub-prime loans was exported into the worldwide financial
system as a result of the packaging of such debt into securitised loan obligations that were then sold to
institutions and investment funds worldwide. Such instruments fell within the scope of existing national
regulatory frameworks, but the extent of exposure appears to have been larger than could be monitored at
national level.

2.6.2 The volume of risk relating to credit default swaps or similar instruments far exceeded the ability
of any counterparty to meet the liabilities arising from any systemic failure in the market. Such transactions
relied upon buyer due diligence to ensure the counterparty risk was acceptable as there is no centralised
monitoring of such risk exposure.

2.6.3 The international nature of the Banking Crisis is self evident. However, given the lack of any
supranational regulatory body to take such responsibility, the immediate responses to the Banking Crisis
had to be handled at national regulator and national government level.

2.6.4 We are aware that as events in one state occurred that had an impact in another state, the relevant
regulators and governments shared information to a greater or lesser degree. However, there was no standing
forum in which regulators could initiate and coordinate an immediate response. What became clear was that
events of a global nature could not be dealt with eVectively at national level alone. The benefits of
cooperation and coordination (even though somewhat ad hoc and informal) were demonstrated in the
restrictions on short selling of bank, investment firms and insurance securities that were gradually
implemented in most jurisdictions in September 2008. This measure eVectively prevented further speculative
pressure from being brought to bear on already depressed stocks.

2.6.5 The collapses of the magnitude of Lehman and AIG in the USA had far reaching consequences
simultaneously in both national jurisdictions and international markets. Such complexity was
unprecedented and demonstrated that the level and sophistication of regulatory cooperation and
coordination had not kept pace with market developments. New structures and frameworks are required to
expand the ability of international regulators to cooperate and coordinate their activities. We have no firm
view as to how such a development should be structured. However, we point to the development of
Regulatory Colleges within the EU as a possible first response that may be expanded upon.

3. Protecting Consumers

3.1 A major concern for the public during the current crisis has been the disconnect between the level of
care and fairness exhibited by the industry towards consumers, which stands in stark contrast to the care
and support taxpayers are now expected to show towards the banks and other financial institutions. Unless
this mismatch is addressed as part of the overall recovery package then the public will consider that they
have experienced yet another raw deal.

3.2 FSA’s own regular reports on TCF indicate a fairly dismal picture of firms’ ability to understand what
it means to act fairly and to embed a consumer centric culture across their organisations. In our opinion,
TCF should never have been a separate initiative, but part of the FSA’s mainstream regulatory practice—
along with a greater emphasis on MPBR.

3.3 It is the intention now (stated by the FSA in November 2008) that TCF will become part of
mainstream monitoring. The message is that has been received, however, is that TCF was a passing fashion
and is no longer of significance to FSA.

3.4 Unfortunately, both the industry and the regulator seem to find it diYcult to deal with people risk
and soft/ethical issues which are core to the customer experience and delivering the six FSA consumer
outcomes. These six outcomes are the best description we have of the kind of consumer system we wish to
have in the UK and serve well as a basis for guiding the reconstruction following the current crisis. Much
more eVort from FSA needs to go into defining what these outcomes mean in concrete terms to help the
industry understand what it needs to do practically.

3.5 The FSA’s TCF (July 2007) culture document was a good first eVort in this area but has not been
supported either by further documentation or by supervision practice on the ground—or so it appears. Also
the shift away from making a range of TCF visits during 2009 on the subject undermines the scariest eVort
to date to emphasise the importance of this cultural dimension in firm’s behaviour. A firm’s culture is key
to controlling risk and thus also key to delivering acceptable consumer outcomes. This area requires much
more attention by the regulators and legislators. We need to find more appropriate tools for assisting the
industry to deal with the undeniable problem it has in addressing values issues.

3.6 The recent Retail Distribution Review (RDR) proposals make some headway in placing an emphasis
on culture and values but the recent proposals seem compromised by industry lobbying. Once again, the
principles regime ought to lead to a focus on the key problem of the commission-based selling. If we are to
rebuild trust and confidence in the sector following recent diYculties then we need to ensure that at every
level there is an eYcient, competent and fair system which delivers advice and services which can be trusted.
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3.7 It is unlikely that an arms length Professional Standards Board as proposed in the RDR interim report
will have suYcient teeth to deliver the scale of change that is that expected by consumers. These issues need
to remain central to FSA’s remit and should not be outsourced. Doing so compounds the message that the
behaviour of firms need only be legal rather than finding a broader definition of what is fair.

Resources Compliance and Resources Global Professionals

Resources Compliance is the financial services regulatory and compliance consulting arm of Resources
Global Professionals, a major international professional services firm which is listed on the NASDAQ
market in the USA.

January 2009

Memorandum from KPMG

THE ROLE OF AUDITORS IN THE BANKING CRISIS, AND WHETHER ANY REFORM TO
THAT ROLE IS DESIRABLE

1. The Current Role of the Statutory Auditor

1.1 The role of a UK company statutory auditor has been well established for many years and is now
clearly set out in the Companies Act 2006. In the last few decades, and in response to certain high profile
corporate failures, further measures have been taken to ensure that audit quality continues to be enhanced
(primarily through the establishment of an independent regulator and standard setter). The primary
objective of the role itself has not, however, been altered; this remains to provide an opinion to the
shareholders of a company on whether the financial statements of the company present a true and fair view.
Those financial statements are not projections of the future, but based on transactions entered into during
the period and relevant information generally as at the reporting date. They are therefore inevitably, as the
Committee’s previous report noted, “a snapshot of the past state of the company” and the audit opinion is
clearly set in that context. Both the financial statements and the audit opinion do, however, provide value
to shareholders and others in considering the stewardship of management and performance of the company.

1.2 The Audit Inspection Unit (AIU) of the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) recently published its
reports on the major UK audit firms as well as its annual report to the Secretary of State for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform. The overview of its findings in respect of the audits of economically
significant entities noted that “The AIU considers the quality of auditing in the UK to be fundamentally
sound. The AIU public reports indicate that the senior management of the seven major firms are committed
to audit quality and have quality control procedures in place, which are appropriate to their size and nature
of their client base.” In considering the response of the firms to the credit crunch it further noted that
“Overall, the AIU considered that the firms responded appropriately and on a timely basis to the significant
challenges arising”. The report rightly noted that this assessment was, in most cases, made prior to 31
December 2007, but certainly in respect of the AIU’s ongoing reviews of this firm’s individual audits for that
reporting date we are not aware of anything that would alter this assessment.

1.3 Overall therefore there is clear evidence that the current role of the auditor is being fulfilled adequately
and the question appears to be more whether any reform of that role is desirable and if so what that
should be.

2. 2008 Year Ends

2.1 The major firms have continued to work with the FRC and other interested parties to ensure that the
response of the auditing profession remains positive in particular in providing appropriate information to
investors without provoking an overreaction. In this context we welcome the recent guidance issued by the
FRC and the Auditing Practices Board (APB) on going concern considerations. It may be worth mentioning
at this point that it would unlikely for a set of bank’s financial statements to be issued if there was a
significant doubt around going concern. The auditor has a statutory duty to report to the FSA inter alia if
they believe they are likely to issue a modified audit report. We have had indications from the FSA that this
would in itself be suYcient for them to crystallise the bank’s status either by ensuring support is provided
or suspending its licence to take deposits. In both cases this would aVect the financial statements that were
about to be issued.
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3. Possible Other Roles for the Auditor

3.1 At the outset we would note that we believe that it is essential for any changes to take proper account
of the global context in which most major organisations operate. In many ways the accountancy profession
has a significant advantage in having credible international standard setters for both accounting and
auditing. Both of these have had significant input from the UK profession and the goal must be for them
to gain ever increasing acceptance across the world, not for the UK to take unilateral action in response to
what is clearly a global economic crisis.

4. Review of Controls

4.1 It has been suggested by some commentators that the role of the auditor should be extended to
providing assurance on controls along the same lines as the Sarbanes-Oxley requirements in the US. The US
requirements, however, only extend to assessing controls over financial reporting, not wider business
controls; they are not therefore directly relevant to the current crisis. Even with this restricted scope this
blanket approach has been subject to criticism by some and we believe the cost and benefits of any such
proposal would require further study before being implemented. We would, however, be supportive of such
a study—possibly at an EU level.

5. Reviews of Risk Management Processes

5.1 The Committee’s earlier report recommended that further consideration be given to what further
assurance auditors might provide to shareholders in respect of the risk management processes of a company.

5.2 At the outset we would note that we firmly believe that the Board and management must have the
initial responsibility for providing such information to shareholders and other stakeholders. Some of this
type of information pertaining to the management of financial instruments is required by IFRS7 (which was
first implemented for December 2007 year ends) and this is indeed audited. Provided any further
requirements are clear (and this may involve extending the current business review requirements in this area),
it might be possible for auditors to provide some specific comfort on management’s disclosures. To the extent
that such information and assurance might be regarded as predictive in nature however suitable safe harbour
protections would be required for both directors and auditors; neither is in the business of forecasting the
future. We would also caution against raising false expectations of what such assurance might provide. We
doubt for example whether it would highlight to any greater degree the risks to any business model of an
event that no-one envisaged would happen. The cost/benefit analysis of such extra disclosure and audit work
must therefore be properly evaluated.

6. Further Support for the Regulatory Process

6.1 More importantly, however, we believe that auditors have in the past played a more valuable role with
some of the financial services regulators. Specifically in the 1980’s the auditor’s role tended to be better
defined (although varying somewhat between regulators) and the regulators used the auditors on a regular
basis in support of the regulatory process. By and large we believe this had positive eVect on the financial
services industry, the eVectiveness of the regulatory process and the audit itself. Since the formation of the
FSA this was replaced by a much more ad hoc regime which we do not believe has generally contributed
much to the regulatory process. We would welcome the interaction between regulator and auditor being
reinvigorated as we believe when the auditors are used proportionately in support of the regulators that it
is cost eVective, provides other indirect benefits to the institutions themselves and deepens the auditor’s
understanding of the business so enhancing audit quality.

January 2009

Memorandum from James Robertson

Author’s Background Note

1953–65 Whitehall oYcial

1960 accompanied Prime Minister Harold Macmillan on his African tour (introduced “wind of change”
theme into PM’s speeches).

1960–63 Cabinet OYce.
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1968–73 set up and directed the UK Inter-Bank Research Organisation

1968–71 House of Commons Procedure Committee—part-time Adviser on parliamentary control of
public spending and taxation.

1973– Independent writer, lecturer, consultant

1984 co-founded the New Economics Foundation, London.

2000 co-authored Creating New Money: A monetary reform for the Information Age.

I. Executive Summary

1. This evidence is on the Committee’s point 1.8, amended as follows:

“Possible improvements to the architecture of (national and) international financial regulation,
and maintenance of (national and) global financial stability”.

It aVects other points too, as will be clear.

2. The money used by national and international monetary and financial systems provides the foundation
for their architecture. Who creates and issues the money supply, and in what form, aVects how those systems
work and therefore how they should be regulated.

3. The ways money is now created, both for national and for international economies, combines
conflicting functions. That is a cause of recurrent financial crises, and of other economically, socially and
environmentally damaging outcomes. New, updated ways of creating national and international money
supplies would separate the conflicting functions. Ideally, further emergency measures to deal with the
current crisis would provide stepping stones towards those simpler, more basic changes.

4. The first proposal is for genuine nationalisation of the national money supply, making it unnecessary to
nationalise commercial banks.

5. At present less than 5% of the estimated UK national money supply is created and issued as banknotes
and coins by agencies of the state. Almost all the remaining 95% is created and put into circulation by
commercial banks and building societies as profit-making loans in the form of bank-account money (often
called “credit”). The Bank of England can only try to influence the amount the banks create by regulating
interest rates. The proposal is that the Bank of England should itself create and issue bank-account money
debt-free, and that—as already with banknotes and coins—nobody else should be allowed to create it.

6. The second proposal is for genuine internationalisation of the international money supply. In other words,
the UK government should be asked to consider promoting the introduction of a genuinely international
currency. It has now become unrealistic to hope that the US dollar or any small group of competing national
or regional currencies like the dollar, euro, yen, yuan, rouble or pound can provide a firm foundation for a
stable, eYcient and fair international economy in a globalised world. Combining that underlying weakness
with continuing to rely on money largely created as private sector debt, makes the international economy
doubly vulnerable to instability (see paragraph 35).

7. It is desirable (see paragraph 33) for governments to discuss internationally the first, as well as the
second, of these proposals. The Select Committee might therefore suggest that, as host to the G20 meeting
in London on 2 April 2009, the UK government might place the two proposals on the agenda for preliminary
discussion. In the past two centuries distinguished leaders in the United States as well as in the UK have
supported the first proposal, for a genuinely nationalised national money supply. The second proposal, to
introduce a new genuinely international currency alongside national ones, shares the underlying principle
of Keynes’ proposal at the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944, and the principles put forward by the
Independent UN International Commission on Global Governance in 1995. It has recent support form the
BRICs Group of countries (see paragraph 38).

8. Some experts in the complexities of existing financial architecture may dismiss these proposals as too
radical and simple. But measures unthinkable a few months ago have now been taken in response to the
present crisis. So I hope the Select Committee will ask the government to study these commonsense
proposals and not dismiss them out of hand. They are in tune with the UK’s historic record of financial
evolution in response to changing needs. Treating them seriously could increase the Commitee’s credibility
at a time when people are looking for new solutions to the problems of the new financial world of today and
tomorrow.

II. Introduction

9. The Committee has asked for evidence on thirty points in the key areas of (1) securing financial
stability, (2) protecting the taxpayer, (3) protecting consumers, and (4) protecting shareholder interests. This
evidence is on the Committee’s point 1.8, amended as follows:

Possible improvements to the architecture of (national and) international financial regulation, and
maintenance of (national and) global financial stability.
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It aVects other points too, as will be clear.

10. EVective changes in organisational architecture have to have a stable foundation. On reforming the
obsolete structures of British government in the early 20th century, an outstanding administrator of that
time, Sir Robert Morant, warned against “seeking to build a substantial house by working spasmodically
on odd portions of the structure on quite isolated plans, fashioning minute details of some upper parts, when
he has not set up, nor indeed even planned out, the substructure which is their sole foundation and stay: his
very best eVorts being rendered abortive by the fact that, while he is hammering at this portion of it or that,
he possesses no clearly thought out plan of the structure as a whole”.

11. Money is the foundation of national and international monetary and financial systems. How the
supply of money is created and issued, who by, and in what form (as debt or debt-free, in one currency or
another), goes far to determine whether a money system is stable. If money continues to be supplied for
national economies and the international economy as it is today, they will inevitably continue to suVer
damaging crises of financial instability.

III. National Financial Archtecture

12. The public money supply is at present created as follows. Less than 5% of the estimated UK national
money supply is created and issued as banknotes and coins by agencies of the state. Most of the remaining
95% is created and put into circulation by commercial banks and building societies as loans to their
customers in the form of bank-account money (still often called “credit”, as if distinct from money). If that
were not the status quo and we were starting from scratch, nobody would seriously suggest that the same
businesses and procedures should combine the two conflicting functions—putting 95% of the public money
supply into circulation eYciently and fairly on behalf of society as a whole, and competing for profit in the
market for lending and borrowing. It would be obvious that to mix them up together would reduce the
eYciency and reliability of both functions.

13. The facts show that, in practice, crises of financial stability do inevitably result from combining them.
This was famously expressed from the commercial bankers’ point of view by the outgoing Chief Executive
OYcer of Citibank in 2007. Shortly before receiving his $multi-million “golden parachute” to compensate
for being “chucked out” of his crisis-stricken bank, Chuck Prince explained that, “As long as the music is
playing, you’ve got to get up and dance”. As director of Inter-Bank Research during the secondary banking
crisis of the 1970s, I saw and understood very well why, once the herd starts stampeding toward the abyss,
bankers decide it’s better to be wrong with the herd than right but alone outside it.

Separating the Two Functions

14. A basic monetary reform consisting of two complementary measures is needed to separate the two
functions.

(1) It will transfer to nationalised central banks like the Bank of England the responsibility for
creating, not just banknotes as now, but also the major component of the supply of public money
that consists of bank-account money mainly held and transmitted electronically.

(2) It will prohibit anyone else, including commercial banks, from creating bank account money out
of thin air—just as forging metal coins and counterfeiting paper banknotes are criminal oVences.

15. These complementary measures will fully nationalise the national money supply but not the
commercial banks. After the reform, when the present crisis is stabilised, the commercial banks that have
been nationalised should be denationalised, and compete freely in the profit-making market for borrowing
and lending already existing money.

16. The first of the two measures will make an agency of the public responsible for directly creating and
maintaining the public money supply in the public interest. The second will lead to a more competitive
market for facilitating loans between lenders and borrowers than today. Losing their present privilege of
creating the money they lend will bring the commercial banks into line with ordinary private-sector
businesses that are not given their main materials as a free gift. It will encourage them to provide more
services to customers more eYciently than now, and also make it easier to attract new entrants into the
payment services industry.

Nationalising the Money Supply

17. Transferring responsibility for creating all new bank-account money to the central bank will catch up
with what happened to banknotes under the Bank Charter Act of 1844. That Act finally recognised that,
having originated as notes of credit from private banks and merchants, and having developed into means
of payment over several centuries, banknotes had turned into money. Consequently, it transferred the right
to issue them to the Bank of England. So, similarly today everyone knows that the balances in our current
bank accounts (“sight deposits”) are no longer just “credit” but are money instantly available for spending
just as banknotes are. Their total value is included in the “broad money” component of the money supply
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in the oYcial statistics. (The actual total is not precisely known because of how it has been created by the
commercial banks. That is one reason why, from beginning to end, nobody has known how many billions
of money have been “lost” in the credit boom and bust, or where they came from and where they went.)

18. The proposal is that the operationally independent central bank should continue to implement
monetary policy objectives published by the elected government. But it will no longer implement them
indirectly by managing interest rates to influence the amount of new money created by banks as loans. It
will itself decide at intervals how much new money needs to be added to the money supply, create it and
transmit it as public revenue to the government. The government will then put it into circulation by spending
it on public purposes along with other public revenue, as decided through normal parliamentary budgeting
procedures. Only in exceptional monetary crises like the current one, which will then arise less often, will
the central bank play a part in deciding how the money is to be spent that it creates to meet monetary policy
objectives.

The Money Supply after Monetary Reform

19. After the start date for monetary reform has prohibited all but the central bank from creating new
money, the money supply will change its character. As new debt-free money is created by the central bank,
and as the repayment of existing bank loans extinguishes the money created by the commercial banks, the
money supply will transform itself into a clearly defined and calculable fund of oYcially created and oYcially
recognised money—which could perhaps be defined as “legal tender”.

20. This will be money consisting of customers’ “sight deposits” in current accounts with banks and other
agencies licensed to manage them by the central bank, together with the money in those banks’ current
accounts with the central bank. That will constitute the clearly defined total supply of actual money in
circulation which is immediately available for spending—a figure that will be precisely identifiable in the
oYcial statistics.

21. This fund of actual money will be quite distinct from other financial claims, such as savings accounts.
Those will have been bought by their holders with money paid to their sellers. They will be recognised not
to contain money themselves, but to be financial claims entitling their holders to be paid money at certain
times under certain circumstances. That will be true of all other savings, investments, securities, insurance
policies, etc, etc. Some will eventually pay out specified amounts of actual money. Others, like share
certificates, will be exchangeable for money in the market at the going rate. In either case, a transfer of money
will take place in exchange for the claim, just like the buying and selling of anything else. This will apply to
purchasing or investing in other currencies—purchasers and investors will pay for them with money from
the national money supply.

Lending and Borrowing after Monetary Reform

22. As borrowers pay oV bank loans borrowed before the reform came into force, any new money
available for lending and borrowing will have been created by the central bank, and given to the government
to spend into circulation. It will have circulated to, among others, people and organisations that want to
lend it. Commercial banks will then channel it from them to borrowers, not creating new money but as
intermediaries for transmitting already existing money from lenders to borrowers.

23. Prospective lenders, including customers of the lending bank with sight deposits in current accounts,
will pay the money they lend to the bank as the purchase price of a claim to receive it back at a specified date
with a specified rate of interest paid at specified intervals. The principle will, as always, be that money in the
circulating fund of national money cannot be simultaneously available to more than one bank-account
holder for immediate spending. The fund of national money in circulation will remain constant except for
increases or withdrawals99 made by the central bank to achieve monetary policy objectives.

24. A new problem of stock control will arise for the banks, which have hitherto been able to create money
as soon as their customers ask to borrow it. This problem will be similar to, though very much simpler than,
the problems of stock control faced by other businesses: how to make a range of supplies available to meet
customer demand, while avoiding the cost of having too much on hand for too long. It will no doubt
encourage money markets to develop ways of finding existing money quickly to lend to retail banks so that
they can lend it quickly to their customers. But it will almost certainly lead to some loss of flexibility for
banks and their customers, which will slow down the circulation of money, so that the central bank will have
to increase the money supply to provide for that.

99 On any occasion when the central bank decided that the money supply should be reduced, not increased, the government
would pay the required reduction to the central bank out of public revenue, and the central bank would destroy it.
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Could the Central Bank create enough money for borrowing?

25. It has, in fact, been suggested that, if the central bank were responsible for creating the whole money
supply, it would not create enough to meet the legitimate needs of borrowers. But central bankers will be
able to judge how long, in the circumstances of the time, it will take the money they create to circulate to
people and organisations wanting to lend it, and then to adjust the amount they create to take account of
that. Central bankers surely will not do worse in this respect than commercial bankers who, in the recent
credit boom and bust, created far too much money in the boom and are now creating much too little in the
bust. In fact, commentators are now recognising that, when we rely on commercial banks to create the
money supply, the only lever available to the central bank to increase it—lowering interest rates—won’t
work when it is most needed and the central bank has already brought interest rates down towards zero.
Currently the Bank of England is reported to be considering alternative ways to create new money and inject
it directly into the economy.

26. It has also been suggested that, on the starting date for monetary reform when banks are prohibited
from creating money as debt, new money created by the central bank will not have had time to circulate
through public spending to people and organisations that want to lend it, and a temporary shortage of loan
finance will result. But the central bank and the government should be able to resolve that problem, either
by setting the central bank’s starting date for the new arrangement a month in advance of that for the
commercial banks, or by the central government advancing some of its public spending similarly. The details
could be settled in the preparatory run up to the reform.

Supervision and Guarantees (Relevant to the Committee’s point 1.4)

27. Responsibilities for supervision and guarantees will be clarified by the reform. They will reflect the
split between the conflicting functions of public service provision of the national money supply and the
private sector provision of competitive borrowing and lending facilities as a profit-making business; and the
corresponding split between the circulating fund of money constituting the money supply and the range of
financial claims which are bought and sold for money but are not money themselves.

28. The central bank should have supervisory responsibility for banks (and other organisations) licensed
to provide payments services in the national currency. It should guarantee all deposits in current accounts,
making up the total national money supply. It should also be responsible for guaranteeing the value of
financial claims, like National Savings, sold by agencies of the government, and it should therefore be
responsible for supervising their administration, as well as supervising the licensed providers of payments
services.

29. The Financial Services Agency should be responsible for supervising businesses dealing in borrowing
and lending and other ways of buying and selling financial claims—savings, investments, insurance policies,
currency exchange, etc—primarily in order to protect their customers and preserve the integrity of the actual
money supply. These businesses will be handling money as buyers and sellers of financial claims, as all
businesses handle money to buy and sell things. But the claims they buy and sell will not themselves be
money or contain it. So no guarantees from public funds need be given to their contractual or estimated
values. Buyers should buy them at their own risk, subject to consumer protection law. One important part
of the supervisory task will be to ensure that existing consumer protection law is adequate. Another will be
to ensure that businesses under supervision do not fraudulently try to create actual money. For that purpose
both the FSA and the Bank of England will need to develop accounting and audit trails of actual money in
circulation.

A loss of flexibility and increased cost of Payments Services?

30. Any resulting loss of flexibility for retail banks and their customers from changing the present method
of creating new money will have to be weighed against the damaging eVects and serious disadvantages of
continuing to allow private sector creation of new money to lend. Those include recurrent credit booms and
busts—that need not otherwise be inevitable—in addition to a range of other seriously damaging and costly
economic distortions and injustices.

31. Initially, losing the subsidy they now enjoy from being allowed to create money to lend may lead
existing commercial banks to charge more for managing the payments systems they oVer to their customers.
that is always likely to be the immediate response of any industry that stops being subsidised. In the longer
run, their charges are likely to be under fiercer competition from new entrants into the payments services
industry. Moreover their customers will no longer be bearing the costs imposed on every user of money when
almost all the money in circulation has been created as interest-bearing debt.
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International Competition

32. Some say that the proposed monetary reform would be damaging to the UK economy: being deprived
of their present subsidy would put UK banks at a competitive disadvantage against competitors from other
countries, and “would lead to the migration from the City of London of the largest collection of banks in
the world”.100 Until the credit boom turned to bust, the financial sector energetically publicised its
contribution to national GDP. Economic commentators now suggest that its dominance has been a
disadvantage to our economy. The government might usefully commission a comparative cost/benefit
analysis of its contribution to and influence on the UK economy.

33. The present monetary and financial crisis is recognised by the UK government as requiring
internationally co-ordinated responses. A similar internal monetary reform to that proposed here has been
prepared for introduction in the US Congress,101 and is relevant elsewhere too. The UK government might
perhaps float the possibility of simultaneously102 introducing monetary reform in a group of economically
important countries—for example at the April G20 meeting in London.

IV. International Financial Architecture103

34. It is time to consider seriously whether the currency on which the international monetary system is
founded should be more genuinely international—as Keynes proposed at Bretton Woods in 1944. This
proposal is also one that could usefully be raised by the UK government in the April G 20 meeting in
London.

35. By 1995 the Independent Commission on Global Governance was saying the international monetary
system should be more genuinely international and less dependent on private capital markets: “the US has
had the unique luxury of being able to borrow in its own currency abroad and then devalue its repayment
obligations”, and “the international monetary system’s dependence on private capital markets exposes it to
the risk of a collapse of confidence in the system as a whole”.104

36. Since then the dollar’s dominance has been increasingly criticised. By 2002 the world was estimated
to be paying the US well over $400 billion a year for using the dollar as the main global currency. A Pentagon
spokesman justified this as a fee to the US global policeman for maintaining world order. Critics have seen
it as the US making poorer countries pay for its over-consumption of global resources. World trade was
being described as “a game in which only the US can produce dollars, while everyone else produces things
for dollars to buy”.

37. More recently practical threats to the dollar’s international position have grown. Iran has threatened
to switch its oil trading into euros. Russia’s President, Dmitri Medvedev, announced in February 2008 that
the rouble will become a regional reserve currency; and hoped that the new St Petersburg commodity
exchange would reach 1.5 trillion roubles in 2008. It was suggested that, if China eventually replaced the US
as the world’s main superpower, the yuan would replace the dollar as the world’s dominant international
currency.

38. In 2007–08 the BRICs group of countries—Brazil, Russia, India and China—and other “emerging”
countries have been flexing their muscles. India and China caused the collapse of the recent seven-year world
trade negotiations in Geneva, to protect their peasant populations. In may 2008, ministers from India and
other BRICs countries demanded an international monetary system founded on the rule of law and
multilateral diplomacy in “a more democratic, fair and stable world where emerging markets have a greater
role and the dominant powers are contained by the same rules as everybody else”.

39. Failing a constructive response, international monetary chaos could follow further decline of the
dollar’s supremacy and the present global banking crisis. The world’s people, and the world’s businesses,
could find ourselves in a disorganised global economy dependent on private sector investment in a variety
of competing “reserve” currencies including the dollar, the euro, the yen, yuan, rouble and pound.

40. The proposal is to promote the establishment of a genuinely international debt-free currency, used in
parallel to national and regional currencies, to provide a more eYcient and more stable basis for international
exchanges in the global economy.

41. The new currency would be issued by a world monetary authority, with operational independence to
implement the monetary objectives published by the United Nations and accountable to it. It would issue
the new currency as a new source of public revenue for UN expenditure on global public purposes—peace-
keeping, for example, and climate change—and possibly also for per capita distribution to UN member
nations.

100 Monetary Reform—Making it Happen, p41
http://www.jamesrobertson.com/books.htm—monetary

101 American Monetary Institute, http://www.monetary.org/
102 International Simultaneous Policy Organisation, http://www.simpol.org/
103 The need to develop international taxation and public spending is not discussed here.
104 Our Global Neighbourhood, Oxford University Press, 1995, pp 181, 183.
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V. Conclusion

42. If the principles of the proposals oVered here to the Select Committee are thought worthy of serious
consideration, the practical details will have to be explored by the authorities. But I believe they identify
essential lessons to be learned from the current banking and economic crisis and the measures being taken
to deal with it; and that, if they are not learned, such crises will inevitably recur.

January 2009

Memorandum from Save Our Savings (“SOS”) a group of charitable creditors of Kaupthing Singer
Friedlander Limited (In Administration)

Introduction

This paper responds to an invitation for the submission of written evidence in connection with the
Treasury Committee’s inquiry into the banking crisis and calls for evidence.

SOS is a group of creditors in the administration of Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Limited (KSF)
comprised of some 30 charities with a combined liability in the administration of approximately £50 million.

This paper addresses the following issues raised in the terms of reference:

1. Securing financial stability

1.2 The role and regulation of credit ratings agencies in the banking crisis, and whether any reform are
desirable.

1.4 Ongoing reforms to the operation of the Tripartite Committee, and cooperation between the relevant
public sector authorities.

1.13 The role of the banking system within the overall economy.

2. Protecting the taxpayer

2.1 The advantages and disadvantages of the UK Government’s response to the banking crisis, including
comparisons with alternative approaches adopted in other jurisdictions.

2.2 The nationalisation of Northern Rock plc and Bradford & Bingley plc.

2.3 The Government’s recapitalisation programme, and part nationalisation of major high-street banks.

3. Protecting Consumers

3.6 The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition.

3.8 The impact of the banking crisis on consumer confidence in financial institutions.

Executive Summary

The charities within the SOS group represent a broad spectrum of charitable causes and represent a large
number of beneficiaries and other stake holders such as members, supporters, volunteers and donors.

Charities, of course, enjoy certain statutory exemptions from taxation on the basis that they provide
public benefit in the form of support and services to many of the most vulnerable elements of society and
thereby relieve the Exchequer and, by extension, the taxpayer of the cost of providing such services.

In its Treasury-led review into the role of the voluntary sector in public service delivery, the Strategy Units
Report “Private Action, Public Benefit” identified the “vital role” that charities play both in society and in
the economy generally. I mention this simply by way of background and because the Committee’s terms of
reference refer to protecting the taxpayer but, of course, charities are also obliged to place funds with banks
and are consumers for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

A few charities within the group are still trying to ascertain whether they are eligible for compensation
under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) but the majority of the charities within the
group are not eligible under the Scheme’s rules and are therefore classified as wholesale depositors.
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The distinction between wholesale and retail depositors appears to be based largely upon an assumption
that wholesale depositors are better placed to make informed decisions about which firms to do business
with and which not and are therefore less in need of the FSA’s protection than the “less sophisticated” retail
depositors. Protection under the FSCS therefore extends to individuals and smaller companies only. The
logic of this approach has, in our view, been called into question during the current crisis in a number of
ways:

Key Points

It is diYcult to see that wholesale depositors, and charities in particular, were better placed than retail
depositors to anticipate and respond to the banking crisis. In this respect:

Credit ratings

In its Financial Stability Report of October 2008 (“the Bank’s Report”) the Bank of England (“the Bank”)
explains the causes of a decline in the quality of credit risk assessment within the banking system and a
consequent loss of confidence in credit rating methodologies.

The ratings issued by the main credit rating agencies were relatively high for KSF up until the afternoon
of 30 September which was some five working days prior to the FSA obtaining an Order on 8 October 2008
placing KSF into administration.

We feel that there should be an inquiry led by the FSA into how credit ratings agencies continued to give
KSF high credit ratings until just days before KSF was placed in administration by the FSA. We would
certainly argue that reforms are desirable.

It appears that the UK is behind other member states in Europe on this issue and that legislation is
planned. That would appear to be an admission that current arrangement are in need of change.

Anticipating and responding to the crisis

— In the Bank’s report, the Bank explains that its April 2008 report set out two possible paths ahead
for the financial system but concedes that it “did not anticipate acute financial distress”. It is a
matter of public record that the Bank has admitted that it did not foresee the severity of the
banking crisis. How could charities have anticipated and responded to the crisis?

— KSF is a UK bank regulated by the FSA. The Banking (Special Provisions) Act 2008 was passed
on 21 February 2008 and the Treasury exercised its powers under that Act for the first time on that
date to nationalise Northern Rock plc.

— Powers under the Act were again invoked to facilitate the nationalisation of Bradford & Bingley
plc on 29 September 2008. Neither Northern Rock nor Bradford & Bingley were put into
administration.

— On 8 October 2008 the Treasury invoked its powers under the Banking (Special Provisions) Act
2008 to obtain a Transfer Order in respect of KSF. The Order clearly anticipates KSF being put
into administration by the FSA on 8 October 2008.

— The events which appear to have triggered intervention by the Treasury and action by the FSA in
respect of KSF appear to have had their origins in the nationalisation of Glitnir hf on 29 September
2008 and the intervention by the Icelandic Government in the aVairs of Landsbanki on 7
October 2008.

— On 6 October 2008 the Icelandic government made a loan of c£400 million to Kaupthing hf (KSF’s
Icelandic parent). The Icelandic’s government did not intervene in Kaupthing hf’s aVairs until
after KSF was put into administration and the Icelandic government argues that the actions of H
M Treasury and the FSA precipitated its intervention.

— On 7 October 2008 Heritable (a UK subsidiary of Landsbanki) was put into administration by the
FSA, the date on which Landsbanki was taken over by the Icelandic government. The freezing
order in respect of Landsbanki’s UK assets was obtained by the Treasury under the Anti Terrorism,
Crime and Security Act 2001, on 8 October.

— It is apparent that the Tripartite authorities were reacting to events in Iceland as they happened.
It is not clear how or why organisations, such as charities, with wholesale deposits in KSF were in
a better position than, supposedly, less sophisticated retail depositors to anticipate and respond to
what were clearly unprecedented and extraordinary events which were played out within the matter
of a few days.
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Protecting taxpayers and consumers is concerned

— It is apparent that the steps taken to nationalise Northern Rock plc and Bradford & Bingley plc
were aimed at protecting both retail and wholesale depositors. It is evident from HM Treasury’s
Winter Supplementary Estimate 2008–09 that guarantee arrangements in respect of wholesale
deposits in Northern Rock plc are anticipated. Wholesale liabilities of Bradford & Bingley plc were
taken into public ownership through transfer to HM Treasury. By contrast the Order obtained by
HM Treasury under the Banking (Special Provisions) Act 2008 in respect of KSF provides
protection and continuity of business for retail depositors only.

— The steps taken by the Government to protect retail depositors are, of course, laudable but it is
apparent that the FSCS, which provided a limit on compensation of £35,000 in respect of retail
deposits, was inadequate. The level of compensation was first raised to £50,000 and the
Government subsequently provided a 100% deposit guarantee to retail depositors not only with
the UK banks, Heritable and KSF, but also extended this to retail depositors in the Icelandic bank
Landsbanki and its on-line savings provider, Icesave.

— The Government contributed £2 billion to an IMF loan. The terms of credit are not known but
by 17 November it was reported that Iceland agreed to refund Landsbanki/Icesave’s UK investors
in order to gain access to the loan.

— No corresponding extraordinary measures were taken to protect the wholesale depositors of KSF
such as charities, indeed no steps were taken at all. The government has said that extraordinary
events require extraordinary measures but excludes wholesale depositors from these on the fragile
basis that they were better placed than retail depositors to make informed decisions as to which
bank to place deposits.

— The Bank’s report explains that a number of countries took measures to stabilise banks and their
retail, and in some cases, wholesale funding by increasing the value of insured retail deposits or by
announcing guarantees on wholesale funding. Deposit insurance has been resisted in the UK but
what has become apparent in the current banking crisis is that the position of wholesale depositors
has been exposed as totally vulnerable to events beyond their anticipation or control. This is
unlikely to promote confidence in the banking system.

— Because of market conditions prudent charities, such as those within the group, are obliged to place
cash mostly left or given by members of the public in the banking system. In many cases, this
money represents reserves set aside for future projects of public benefit. Placing cash reserves in a
bank would not, in the ordinary scheme of things, be regarded or foreseen as a high risk element
of an investment strategy and so, in our view, the rather fragile distinction between retail and
wholesale depositors in respect of this type of investment is even finer.

— Under UK Insolvency Law, wholesale depositors, such as charities, rank as unsecured creditors
and have been left to take their chances in what appears to be an unprecedented, complex and
potentially lengthy administration in which, bizarrely, the single largest creditor is the FSCS which
was intended to be financed by levies on FSA authorised firms.

— The recapitalisation and part nationalisation of major high-street banks will protect both retail and
wholesale depositors with these institutions. The anticipated funding, according to the Bank’s
report is likely to be in the region of £50 billion. The liability to charities in the administration is
in the region of £50 million.

Conclusion

The banking crisis has been the first major test for both the Tripartite regulatory system established in
1997 and of the FSCS established in 2001 and we would certainly argue that whilst certain aspects of crisis
management by the regulatory bodies have been eVective and laudable, deficiencies and inconsistencies
have, in our view, been highlighted and we would argue that there have been extreme inconsistencies in the
way that retail and wholesale depositors (especially charities) have been treated. The basis upon which retail
and wholesale depositors have been treated diVerently during this crisis does not, in our view, really stand
logical scrutiny given the extraordinary events and circumstances of this crisis.

We feel that the regulatory safeguards in place prior to the crisis have been shown to be deficient. The
FSCS was clearly not adequate. The credit rating system is to be the subject of legislation. The Banking Bill,
which was laid before Parliament on 7 October 2008, appears to concede that Corporate Insolvency Law is
unhelpful to the authorities in trying to save a failing bank and could actually put financial stability at risk.

The Banking (Special Provisions) Act 2008 (which was an emergency measure introduced to save
Northern Rock) clearly has limitations and it’s diYcult to see that, at the time it was passed, the present
crisis was anticipated. Charities could not possibly be expected to have anticipated that the Act would have
been used in KSF’s case.
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The overall impression is that no one anticipated the severity of the banking crisis and that even the
tripartite authorities had to react to unprecedented international events as they unfolded. Against that
backdrop and given the apparent deficiencies referred to, the exclusion of charities from compensation on
the basis that they were in a better position to informed decisions does seem extraordinary.

January 2009

Memorandum from Christian Aid and ActionAid

Executive Summary

Christian Aid works in nearly 50 countries worldwide, supporting local organisations to deliver urgently
needed services directly to people living in poverty, and to scrutinise and hold their own governments and
the international community to account. We have carried out policy analysis on issues of international
finance and development for many years.

Founded as a British charity in 1972 with a mission to eradicate global poverty, ActionAid is an
international NGO working in 50 countries worldwide, and our positions and recommendations reflect the
experiences of our staV and partners in Africa, Asia, the Americas and Europe. In 2003 we became
ActionAid International and moved our global headquarters from the UK to South Africa. ActionAid’s
rights based approach, which looks at the systemic causes of poverty, forms the foundation for our work on
development finance.

Our submission will focus on the causes of the financial crisis. We argue that the crisis is a direct result of
international financial and economic integration running far ahead of the capacity of national regulators,
and of their coordination. This has been exploited by banks and other companies, as well as by secrecy
jurisdictions (tax havens), for short-term benefit—but at grave long-term cost to UK taxpayers, consumers
and investors and to others.

Those “others” include millions of people living in poverty in the developing world, who have suVered in
two main ways:

— first, because the same international regulatory weaknesses underlying the crisis have for many
years allowed companies and wealthy individuals to dodge their tax responsibilities in countries
where revenues are desperately needed to provide basic services such as healthcare; and

— second, because the impact of the crisis is being felt by these countries as much as by richer
countries like the UK. ActionAid has calculated that the total “lost growth to developing countries
between 2008 and 2010 as a result of the crisis will be $414 billion.

The crisis has opened up new policy space to reassess the role of regulation, and we welcome the Treasury
Select Committee’s involvement. Our concern is that the interests of developing countries and their citizens
are not overlooked in these discussions, or in the international policy changes that are likely to follow.

Our Recommendations for the UK Government

The UK government should urgently address the issue of financial opacity which has underpinned the
financial crisis and also facilitates tax evasion in developing countries on a massive scale.

Addressing the opacity in current corporate accounting is likely to prove a huge task, but at a minimum
global accounts must include greater information for investors, regulators and others at the level of individual
jurisdictions. We proposes an International Accounting Standard for country-by-country reporting, which
would require companies to report where they are located, and in each location the scale of their economic
activity, profits made and taxes paid.

Addressing the opacity provided by secrecy jurisdictions, and at the same time the opportunities for
regulatory arbitrage they provide, will also require international measures—ultimately to require the
automatic exchange of information between regulators (including tax authorities) in each jurisdiction.

Important first steps for the the UK would be to urgently address the financial opacity in secrecy
jurisdictions which are British Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies, and to ensure that the
European Union addresses this issue appropriately and swiftly by expanding the European Union Savings
Tax Directive to include trusts and other financial vehicles.

Finally, the UK government should in 2009 push for the establishment of a robust review mechanism for
the United Nations Convention against Corruption, which includes important provisions on banking
secrecy. It should also encourage its swift ratification by other countries including in British Overseas
Territories and Crown Dependencies.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The financial crisis has already had dramatic eVects in the developing world as well as in richer
countries like the UK. Christian Aid have shown how development is being threatened by falling income
from international trade, investment, remittances and even aid.105 The costs for UK taxpayers, consumers
and shareholders are also increasingly clear.

1.2 We therefore concentrate our comments on the first area of the Inquiry’s terms of reference, that of
Securing financial stability—since appropriate international measures in this area are ultimately the only way
to protect the interests of the many stakeholders.

1.3 In eVect, the crisis is the result of a period spanning more than two decades in which financial
institutions operating internationally were able to create credit far beyond what responsible national
regulators would ordinarily have allowed. As with episodes of international financial liberalisation in
developing countries, this led to a process of boom and bust. The boom is characterised by high growth of
consumption and by bubbles in unproductive assets, especially property, until eventually the bust feeds
through from the banking sector into a sharp contraction in real economic activity—with all that this entails
for citizens.106

1.4 In what follows, we set out the ways in which increasing opacity in the financial system allowed such
a growth in credit, despite national regulatory eVorts. In eVect, financial actors exploited the possibilities of
financial globalisation and the loopholes that allowed them to escape regulation. Our recommendations
focus on ways to address this problem of the misalignment between international markets and national
regulation.

2. Financial Markets and Information

2.1 Financial markets diVer from others in that they are more highly dependent on information. In
particular, the role of information has been shown (eg in the work which won a Nobel prize for Prof Joseph
Stiglitz)107 as critical to the performance of credit markets. A banana-seller cares only that their customer
has the money to pay for it immediately. A bank selling a loan, however, will usually want to know whether
borrowers have the means to pay it back. That will require information about borrower solvency and
probity—in particular whether they have assets, a steady income and a good credit history. If this absence
is unavailable, the bank is unlikely to lend.

2.2 However, this analysis is irrelevant if banks have an incentive to make the loan, regardless of whether
or not it is repaid. This is the story of the US sub-prime mortgage crisis that triggered the present financial
maelstrom. In recent years, mortgage brokers in the United States were systematically engaged in obtaining
customers by whatever means they could, knowing that they would be paid on the basis of every loan made,
regardless of the customer’s subsequent ability to repay the loans.

2.3 This behaviour, which in retrospect appears almost criminally negligent, was encouraged by banks
keen to extend credit, in the full confidence that the loans made could then be shifted along the chain and
sold en bloc on the international market for collateralised debt. Those who ultimately owned the mortgages
were in no position to judge their true value, for they knew nothing of the mortgagees’ ability to pay. As
customer after customer defaulted, mortgage after mortgage turned out to be worthless, leaving serious
question-marks over the value of the mortgage “bundles” that had been sold to them.

2.4 The credit-rating agencies, which should have been assessing the risk factor, merely exacerbated
matters. They helped design, often for large consultancy fees, the financial instruments through which the
mortgages were passed down the chain and sold on. Arthur Levitt, former chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which protects investors in the US, has argued that “the credit-rating agencies suVer
from a conflict of interest—perceived and apparent—that may have distorted their judgment”.108 Whether
faced with a conflict of interest or not, the ratings agencies seem to have fundamentally failed in their role
of ensuring eYcient risk evaluation across the market.

2.5 Banks make their margin, as financial intermediaries, on the diVerence between the rates at which
they borrow and at which lend. The risk they face relates to maturity mismatch—that customers may wish
to access their savings quickly, while banks cannot retrieve the loans they have made at the same speed.
Because of this, any bank in the world would face closure if enough customers demanded their money back
at once, as no bank holds all the customers’ savings in cash. It is critical then that withdrawals remain within
normal parameters. A panic-stricken run on a bank will take down even the soundest institution. For this
reason, banking regulations demand that there are strict limits to the amount of loans a bank can make (or
other financial assets it can create or acquire) in proportion to their equity.

105 The Morning After the Night Before: The impact of the financial crisis on the developing world, Christian Aid, November 2008,
http://www.christianaid.org.uk/Images/The-morning-after-the-night-before.pdf.

106 See eg the analysis of post-liberalisation dynamics in Alex Cobham, 2001, “Capital account liberalisation and poverty”,
Queen Elizabeth House (University of Oxford) Working Paper 70, http://www3.qeh.ox.ac.uk/pdf/qehwp/qehwps70.pdf.

107 See eg Joseph Stiglitz and Andrew Weiss, 1981, “Credit rationing in markets with imperfect information”, American Economic
Review 71, pp 393–410.

108 Roger Lowenstein, “Triple-A Failure”, New York Times magazine, 27 April 2008,
www.nytimes.com/2008/04/27/magazine/27Credit-t.html
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2.6 As the current financial crisis unfolded, while depositors largely kept faith, the banks (and other
financial institutions) eVectively did not; they stopped lending to each other. Even the shortest-term markets
(eg overnight loans) seized up, and the lending that did take place incurred interest rates far higher than the
central banks’ policy rates. Financial market players became aware they did not know the value of each
others’ assets or likely future income streams, and so trust evaporated.

2.7 Part of this uncertainty stemmed from factors outside the banks’ control such as the likely future
performance of the housing market and the economy, which determine, respectively, the value of mortgage
and business-loan books. A far greater part of the problem, however, was a direct result of the way in which
banks and other financial institutions has been operating in recent years, in particular the lack of
transparency surrounding their assets and liabilities.

3. The Creation of Opacity in Financial Markets

3.1 Opacity was created in the international financial system in two main ways: first, by the increasing
complexity of financial products, and secondly, via increasingly complex patterns of business based on
regulatory arbitrage and banking secrecy.

3(i) Complexity of financial instruments

3.2 Opacity results from the sheer complexity of the new derivatives—eg collateralised debt obligations
(CDOs) and credit default swaps (CDSs)—that were created to “slice and dice” the sub-prime debt, and the
dangerously small number of people within financial institutions or regulatory agencies who fully
understand how these new financial instruments worked.

3.3 As long as the markets were going up, few people questioned the true value of such derivatives, but
plummeting prices and rocketing defaults in the US housing market eventually forced a reassessment, as
investors tried to work out who was really hurting. As bank share prices fell, reassessment also took place
in the money markets. Banks started to question the wisdom of lending to each other, knowing as they did
what their own assets and liabilities looked like, and so naturally questioning the position of others.

3.4 The problem was often one of perception. Bank A may have considered Bank B a sound institution.
However, if no one else in the market was prepared to lend to Bank B, then Bank A wouldn’t either, to
minimise the risk of default.

3.5 Once the crisis broke, the banks compounded the lack of trust by refusing to come clean about what
they were really worth. This refusal may have arisen in part from a genuine inability to value their assets,
but it had every appearance of being a pretence that there was no real problem. This perceived bluV served
only to unnerve investors further, delaying the resumption of normal business, and hence prolonging the
crisis.

3.6 In short, the massive bail-out operations that have been necessary are the result of the disappearance
of trust between banks and other financial institutions. Only the power of state support has proved able to
restore that trust; hence part-nationalisation as a solution. As of early January 2008, inter-bank lending has
resumed but even now there remains some uncertainty about the ultimate success of the bail-outs that have
taken place.

3(ii) Regulatory arbitrage and banking secrecy

3.7 The lack of transparency is also in part the result of the complex way in which banks exploit the
diVerence in banking regulations between countries where they do business, via “regulatory arbitrage”. In
eVect, without wanting to draw attention to their activities, they seek out the legal jurisdictions that will put
the least restriction on their activities, and perhaps also charge the least tax on their profits.

3.8 This pattern of arbitrage, and the tax haven jurisdictions that facilitate it, gives rise to banking secrecy.
Previous large-scale corporate bankruptcies—such as those of Enron and WorldCom—exposed nests of
hidden transactions and liabilities, primarily located in tax havens. These structures misled investors about
the true value of the companies’ assets and liabilities, whether intentionally or not.

3.9 The current wave of bankruptcies is no diVerent. The UK parliament saw a session on the
nationalisation of Northern Rock bank descend into farce, as it became clear that the government—the new
owner—did not know either who owned the Rock’s Jersey-based oVshore vehicle, Granite, or what, if
anything, it was worth.109 The run on the bank may have been more about panic than fully informed
judgment by customers, but that run seems quite reasonable in the light of the subsequent balance-sheet
revelations.

109 This issue—like many involving opacity in the current crisis—was first raised and investigated by the campaigning accountant
Richard Murphy: see www.taxresearch.org.uk/Blog/. See also Hansard, Column 281, 19 Feb 2008,
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmhansrd/cm080219/debtext/80219-0023.htm
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3.10 In fact, this was part of a wider process—the development of what the Bank for International
Settlements (the “bank for central banks”) has referred to as the “shadow banking system”.110 This is the
setting-up of banks, bank-like institutions, and funds, including hedge funds, private equity operations and
structured investment vehicles—conduits used by mainstream investment banks and others—in
jurisdictions (tax havens) outside the main financial centres and outside their regulatory reach.

3.11 The aim is to escape the type of regulation that banking activities usually face, and of course to
reduce the tax bill—even if most actual activity remains in the financial centres and not in the havens. One
result is greater opacity, keeping the detail of arrangements largely out of sight (and out of mind) of more
stringent regulators.

3.12 The regulations these institutions are trying to avoid are those that aim to ensure the solvency of
banks and similar institutions by requiring that they maintain some minimum level of capital to guard
against adverse scenarios. In recent years institutions have made increasing eVorts to avoid this fundamental
check on systemic solvency.

3.13 One well-developed example of the key part regulation (or lack of it) plays in this crisis relates to
Ireland, although over time many more examples will emerge in many diVerent jurisdictions. Jim Stewart,
senior lecturer in finance at Trinity College, Dublin, has highlighted the role of that city’s International
Financial Services Centre (IFSC) in the crisis.111

3.14 As he notes, Ireland “streamlined” its regulation on setting up funds so that “if the relevant
documents are provided to the regulator by 3.00 pm, the fund will be authorised the next day”. This is in
spite of the fact that “a prospectus for a quoted instrument is a complex legal and financial document (a debt
instrument issued by Sachsen Bank ran to 245 pages) so it is unlikely it could be adequately assessed between
3.00 pm and the normal close of business (5.00 pm)”.112

3.15 Ireland was by no means alone in this—there has been a “race to the bottom” in the regulation of
such activity. In Luxembourg, for example, it is possible to set up a hedge fund with “pre-authorisation
approval”, as long as the regulator is informed within a month. Moreover, the regulator will not make any
checks on elements such as the capitalisation of the fund promoter, unlike in Ireland. The Financial Times
noted in April 2008: “Historically, European asset managers’ default option was to look to the Cayman
Islands, Bermuda or the British Virgin Islands. But more recently European jurisdictions (chiefly the
Channel Islands, Ireland and Luxembourg) have been streamlining regulation and beefing up services to get
a piece of the ever-growing hedge-fund action. On the margins, the Isle of Man oVers a cost-eVective solution
and Malta is seen as a domicile for the future”.113

3.16 By July 2008, 19 funds facing problems had been identified as located at the IFSC, according to
Stewart. In addition to four German banks with problems at IFSC-located funds, which required almost
ƒ17 billion of German state aid, Stewart notes that Bear Stearns, one of the largest banking collapses earlier
in the crisis, had “two investment funds and six debt securities listed on the Irish Stock Exchange, and it also
operates three subsidiaries in the Dublin IFSC through a holding company”—a holding company which
managed to finance $11,900 of assets for every $100 of equity. Compared to the international consensus that
banks should not exceed $1,250 of risk-weighted assets for each $100 of shareholder capital (ie they should
have shareholder capital equal to at least 8% of their risk-weighted assets, as a cushion to absorb losses
without hurting depositors)114 that ratio is a striking indication of the extent to which the shadow banking
system is responsible for the enormous growth of credit in recent years.

3.17 The type of assets that such a bank would finance would include loans, and the purchase of shares,
bonds, related options and derivatives. In this way, regulatory arbitrage led directly to greater credit creation,
and to higher asset prices—and so was at the very heart of the long boom that is ending so badly.

3.18 Stewart goes on to note that the Irish regulator, the Financial Services Regulatory Authority,
appears to consider itself responsible only for “Irish banks”—those with headquarters in Ireland—and
hence to question whether anyone had ultimate regulatory responsibility for oversight of investment
structures of banks headquartered elsewhere. The German regulator appears to have had at best minimal
oversight of the Irish operations of German banks.

3.19 This is one example of a potential loophole in global regulations covering holding companies located
outside the jurisdiction in which their headquarters are registered. Far from being a problem only for
Ireland, it is a common theme in analyses of the shadow banking sector. The Financial Times argued in a
recent editorial that the greatest regulatory concern at the moment is “the supervision of so-called ‘conduits’,
oV-balance sheet vehicles which borrow money, finance loans and generally behave just like banks. Most of

110 In fact, the BIS asked: “How could a huge shadow banking system emerge without provoking clear statements of oYcial
concern?” 78th Annual Report, Bank for International Settlements, Basel, p 138,
http://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2008e.pdf?noframes%1.

111 “Shadow regulation and the shadow banking system”, Jim Stewart, Tax Justice Focus, newsletter of the Tax Justice Network,
The Research Edition, page 1–3, July 2008, www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/TJF 4-2 AABA - Research.pdf

112 Ibid.
113 “Europe stocks shoppers’ must-haves”, Financial Times, p 19, Special report: Fund markets, 7 April 2008,

www.ft.com/cms/s/0/2V2e92c-043a-11dd-b28b-000077b07658.html
114 According to the Basle II capital accord.
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this activity is regulatory arbitrage—it exists to avoid the restrictions placed on banks—and supervisors
appear to have ignored it”.115 Indeed, the paper continued: “If there is to be reform then this is the place
to start”.

4. The Costs of Opacity

4.1 Financial markets are fundamentally driven by the eYcient use of information to price assets and
liabilities appropriately. Over more than a decade, new asset structures were allowed to develop where no
one—not investors nor regulators, nor even market players themselves—could clearly see the underlying
value. This complexity was made still more opaque by the deliberate use of tax havens—be it to hide from
regulators, tax authorities, investors or competitors.

4.2 The underlying lack of transparency combined with a weakening US property market to cause panic,
because it wasn’t clear which banks were being damaged, and by how much, by falling property prices and
rising default rates. In eVect nobody really understood who owned that risk. This led in turn to market
players in tax havens, particularly hedge-funds, speculating, with what in eVect were large bets, on which
banks, and by extension which currencies, would be next to suVer. With the amount of borrowed money
that these players could bring to bear, many of these bets turned out to be self-fulfilling prophecies.

4.3 In the present crisis, when banks have got into trouble the costs have been borne by national
governments (that is, the taxpayers) and the bank shareholders—neither of which groups appears to have
had suYcient information to discipline company behaviour eVectively. There can surely be no better
argument for stronger regulation and greater transparency—not least through improved accounting
standards.

4.4 Shareholders require information so they can value businesses accurately. National governments
require information to ensure that they can regulate business, in order to protect themselves—or rather, to
protect taxpayers—from bearing the costs of activities in which they do not share the returns.

4.5 Needless to say, the banks do not appear to have repatriated the profits from their shadow activities
in order to contribute to the societies which have ended up covering their risk, through paying taxes. In the
financial sector, more or less the full risk remains in the original economies. Meanwhile, the tax haven
increases its own revenues at the expense of jurisdictions that tolerate its behaviour.

4.6 Competing businesses that do not take advantage of this international avoidance mechanism are put
at a competitive disadvantage. Those too scrupulous or too small to mimic this behaviour will face a higher
level of tax and regulatory scrutiny, and hence are likely to obtain lower levels of post-tax profit—at least
until the bubble bursts.

4.7 Not, of course, that everyone in a tax haven benefits. As havens from Panama to Jersey have
experienced, the top-line economic benefits—even in the good times—have not always been enjoyed by the
poorest in those societies.116 The current reversal is, sadly, likely to see poverty in tax havens worsening
considerably—even without international regulatory eVorts to curb their damaging behaviour.

4.8 Finally, we have long highlighted the extent to which developing countries suVer from related abuses
that gave rise to the crisis. In 2008, we calculated that the loss of tax revenues due to corporate tax evasion—
based on the exploitation of opacity and a lack of cooperation between national regulators, in this case tax
authorities—was around $160 billion a year: more than one and a half times the total value of aid. For this
reason, there could be a silver lining to the crisis—if it prompts global regulatory responses that deliver for
development as well as protecting against the likelihood of future crises.

5. Implications

5.1 Financial markets should be the best way to price assets according to the best information available.
However, assets were instead being priced on the basis of a complete lack of information about the nature
and ownership of the risk involved. In addition, information was also lacking about who exactly was
speculating on market prices. Well-functioning markets have a crucial role to play in facilitating economic
progress, but financial markets can only function well with good information and strong regulation. This
has been forgotten or ignored by policy makers for too long.

5.2 That is why global financial regulation is necessary, and it is hard to disagree with Gordon Brown’s
pronouncement in New York, as discussions over the US bailout became increasingly heated, that what is
needed is “a new global financial order, founding it on transparency, not opacity”.117 But some specifics are
required. First and foremost, the response must be based on recognition that the extent of global economic
and financial integration has surpassed the ability of national regulation systems to cope alone.

115 “The right response to Northern Rock”, Leader, Financial Times, 1 October 2007,
www.ft.com/cms/s/0/3771a632-6fd1-11dc-b66c-0000779fd2ac.html

116 M Sullivan, “Ah, Panama”, Sullivan, M. Tax Notes, 25 June 2007,
www.taxanalysts.com/www/features.nsf/Articles/AC40BDCBDF2CC51385257307007746A3?OpenDocument

117 Speech by Gordon Brown to the UN on the global economy, New York, 26 September 2008,
www.number10.gov.uk/Page16982
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5.3 This does not mean that the creation of a supranational authority is necessarily warranted, but it does
mean—at a minimum—that a new degree of cooperation between jurisdictions is required. Such will be (and
are already) the costs to nation states of failed (or absent) regulation elsewhere, that it seems unlikely that
the present situation can be tolerated for much longer. Tax havens have not only leeched tax revenues from
countries both rich and poor, they have also cost taxpayers in a number of countries dearly as governments
have been forced to respond to the crisis.

5.4 The leading economies themselves are far from blameless; they have tolerated, if not actively
encouraged, this situation for most of the last 30 years. They too should be held to account for their role in
the “age of irresponsibility”, to use Gordon Brown’s memorable description. Some have suggested however
that the UK may be the last great defender of tax havens, now that Barack Obama—a sponsor of the “Stop
Tax Haven Abuse Act”—has been elected President of the United States. Of the 70-plus havens around the
world, no fewer than 30 are in Commonwealth countries, Crown Dependencies or British Overseas
Territories, while the IMF recently identified London itself as a tax haven.

5.5 The UN Convention against Corruption contains important provisions which aim to curtail banking
secrecy, which allow banks to bank corruptly gained funds “no questions asked”. Although the UK
government signed the convention in 2006, such has been the UK’s commitment to the network of havens,
it exempted all of its Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies (including the Cayman Islands, which
hosted around 10% of the world’s estimated 8,000 hedge funds).118 This decision was made in spite of the
widespread recognition that tax havens, apart from their role in undermining financial regulation, are also
a key part of the chain of corruption. As the World Bank has noted: “While the traditional focus of the
international development community has been on addressing corruption and weak governance within the
developing countries themselves, this approach ignores the ‘other side of the equation’: stolen assets are
often hidden in the financial centres of developed countries”.119

5.6 It is perhaps understandable that bankers sought to maximise short-term net profits, without
considering the social costs of tax minimisation or regulatory arbitrage, or the longer-term profit
implications. But national governments and regulators had a duty to consider these factors. This they
neglected, in favour of letting the good times roll.

5.7 The new “global financial order” cannot be based on transparency alone. Certainly, that is a
prerequisite—information provision by financial market players to investors and regulators, and
information exchange between jurisdictions, is necessary to ensure the application of appropriate tax and
other regulation. But there must also be a new approach to responsibilities and rights. The costs that the
leading economies now face are those of allowing market participants and tax havens the right to participate
in global financial markets without meeting minimum responsibilities in return. A framework of
international cooperation is needed to ensure that there are no deliberately created regulatory gaps to be
exploited, and that participants are held to a duty not to exploit those they may uncover.

5.8 On 1 October 2008, as the Sigma fund based in the Cayman Islands closed down, the Financial Times
reported “the end of 25 years of development of the shadow banking sector . . .”. The wind-down of “the
oldest and once the single largest structured investment vehicle, marks the final chapter in an extraordinary
project to create a credit industry outside the world of traditional banking”, said the paper.120 There are now
fewer vested interests in tax havens left to pander to: much of the shadow banking sector has gone, and won’t
be back in a hurry, so neither banks nor havens can realistically claim that they will suVer further by the
elimination of economic opportunities.

5.9 In the medium to long term, of course, the international community will need to take steps to provide
alternative development paths for poorer havens. The citizens of tax havens should not be made scapegoats.
The international community must recognise that for the poorest in such societies, there have been social
and economic costs even at the best of times. Now the international community must help create alternative
development paths for havens that are less damaging to the global economy.

5.10 This is the end of an era. The only appropriate “celebration” would be to push through international
agreements on information exchange and regulatory cooperation to ensure that there is no chance of a repeat
of the systematic abuse of secrecy that has led us here.

6. Recommendations to the UK Government

6.1 The UK government should urgently address the issue of financial opacity which has underpinned
the financial crisis and also facilitates tax evasion in developing countries on a massive scale.

6.2 Addressing the opacity in current corporate accounting is likely to prove a huge task, but at a
minimum, global accounts must include greater information for investors, regulators and others at the level
of individual jurisdictions, enabling them to value the real economic activity of their investments and

118 The Distressed Debt Report, 27 November 2007, http://distresseddebt.dealflowmedia.com/reports/112707.cfm
119 “Stolen Asset Recovery (StaR) Initiative: Challenges, Opportunities and Action Plan”, United Nations OYce on Drugs and

Crime/World Bank, 2007, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/NEWS/Resources/Star-rep-full.pdf
120 “Sigma collapse ends shadow bank project”, Financial Times, 1 October 2008,

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/19db6e24-8Vf-11dd-9890-0000779fd18c.html.
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therefore evaluate risk eVectively. Christian Aid and ActionAid propose an International Accounting
Standard for country-by-country reporting, which would require companies to report where they are
located, and in each location the scale of their economic activity, profits made and taxes paid.

6.3 Addressing the opacity provided by secrecy jurisdictions, and at the same time the opportunities for
regulatory arbitrage they provide, will also require international measures—ultimately to require the
automatic exchange of information between regulators (including tax authorities) in each jurisdiction.

6.4 Important first steps for the the UK would be to urgently address the financial opacity in secrecy
jurisdictions which are British Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies. The treasury review of tax
havens is an appropriate forum to address this. In addition, the UK should push the European Union to
expand the European Union Savings Tax Directive to include trusts and other financial vehicles.

6.5 Finally, the UK government should in 2009 push for the establishment of a robust review mechanism
for the United Nations Convention against Corruption, which includes important provisions on banking
secrecy. It should also encourage its swift ratification by other countries including in British Overseas
Territories and Crown Dependencies.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Hedge Fund Standards Board

Introduction

1. The UK Treasury Committee is seeking to identify lessons that can be learned from the banking crisis
and has requested written evidence on (1) Financial Stability, (2) Protecting the Taxpayer, (3) Protecting
Consumers, and (4) Protecting Shareholder Interests.

2. The Hedge Fund Standards Board (HFSB) has been set up to act as custodian of the Best Practice
Standards published by the Hedge Fund Working Group in 2008 and to promote conformity to the
Standards. It is also responsible for ensuring that they are updated and refined as appropriate. Over 30
managers from the UK and abroad have already committed to the process of the HFSB, and with more
managers expected to sign up to the Standards in 2009.

3. Hedge funds, in common with many other market participants, have been severely aVected by the
current crisis and the loss of confidence in markets as a whole. The Hedge Fund Standards Board believes
that hedge fund managers play an important role in global markets and is prepared to work with policy
makers to help create a regulatory environment which will enable the industry to fulfil its mission.

4. The Hedge Fund Standards Board herewith comments on select questions raised in area (1),
Financial Stability.

Executive Summary

5. 1.3: The HFSB does not see a need for large scale reform of regulation of hedge fund managers in the
UK. The industry has behaved in a responsible manner in the UK, and has proved its resilience and the
overall benefits of its demanding economic model. However, we are aware of the current concerns of
regulators and policy makers throughout the world and we stand ready to cooperate, in order to identify
areas where refinement and adaptation of current regulation may be needed. In addition, the HFSB will
contribute to the discussion around global convergence of hedge fund standards, as recommended by the
G20. The HFSB has already begun to work closely with its counterparts in the US, the Investors Committee
and the Asset Managers Committee of the Presidents Working Group, to delineate a global approach to
Hedge Fund Standards, also involving various industry associations including AIMA and the MFA.

6. 1.8: Regulators need a two pronged approach to global financial regulation: Banks, insurance
companies, and financial intermediaries with large-scale retail operations must be highly regulated, for
prudential reasons, to protect depositors and investors, and to prevent systemic risks. By contrast, hedge
funds rely on sophisticated investors, who do not need the protection of regulators. These investors impose
very high standards of performance on the industry, weeding out mediocre players. Here, it is imperative
that the regulatory environment does not impair the dynamism of financial innovation, including the
provision of investment choices to investors, and capital provision to those who need funding for projects
that would otherwise not be viable.

7. 1.10: There are two ways in which hedge funds could potentially inflict harm on the financial system:
(1) Hedge Fund failure destabilising a bank. The HFSB believes that FSA’s current approach of assessing
the interaction between banks and large hedge funds via its Prime Broker surveys is robust, but would be
happy to engage with regulators if there is a need to enhance the current regime.

8. (2) Run on hedge funds (massive redemptions), causing large scale forced selling in the markets. In
times of market panic, concerns can arise if there are perverse incentives, eg investors feel they have an
incentive to redeem early or redeem in excess of what they actually want to redeem, forcing hedge funds to
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be more liquid than they would otherwise be. The HFSB is currently looking into behavioural standards
and mechanisms to mitigate such concerns, and will continue to discuss these approaches with the FSA. In
addition, the HFSB Standards address detailed practices around liquidity risk management, including stress
testing of the funds’ liquidity position.

9. 1.14: The short selling ban has had a detrimental eVect on markets, eg causing short term market
distortions, impeding bank’s capital raising eVorts and imposing restrictions on mainstream investment
strategies. The HFSB agrees with the FSA decision to let the short selling ban expire on January 16. To
enhance disclosure of short positions, HFSB believes that a symmetric disclosure regime for short positions,
mirroring the current long disclosure regime is appropriate.

The role and regulation of hedge funds in the banking crisis, and whether any reform is desirable (1.3)

10. The global financial crisis has highlighted the diVerence between the banking sector—in particular,
deposit taking institutions—and the hedge fund industry: large losses at banks aVect their ability to maintain
deposits and provide credit to the economy, and ultimately require recapitalisation to ensure capital
adequacy ratios are appropriate. Because depositors have the ability to withdraw their funds at short notice,
banks depend crucially on confidence. Thus, failures in the banking sector can give rise to concerns about
systemic stability, since they undermine confidence in the system as a whole.

11. Hedge funds, however, absorb losses by translating them into lower values for their investors.
Normally, no systemic issues arise, and there is no need for a bailout when hefty losses occur. In contrast
to the banking industry, no hedge funds have received taxpayers money during the current financial crisis.
Bankruptcies in hedge funds only happen when there is significant leverage. Leverage in hedge funds is much
lower than in other financial institutions—in particular banks, where leverage reaches 3,000% and more—
and it declined significantly in 2008 (see Figure 1), as credit conditions became more onerous. When leverage
is modest, liquidation of the fund provides an orderly method to stop operating, with investors absorbing
the consequent losses.

Figure 1

AVERAGE GROSS LEVERAGE AS OF MID-NOVEMBER, 2008121
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12. It is a common misconception that the hedge fund industry is unregulated. In fact, hedge fund
managers in the UK need to register and are regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA) in the same
way as other traditional asset managers. It is important to distinguish the UK regulatory regime from its
US counterpart, where there is no obligation to be registered and hedge funds are mostly exempt from
regulation. In addition, unlike in the US, independent administration of hedge funds is common practice in
the UK.

121 Source: Bernstein Research, Equity Portfolio Strategy: The Fund Deleveraging and Redemption Debate, November 21, 2008,
Survey results (consistent with recent IMF survey, IMF World Financial Stability Report).
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13. The FSA’s regulatory framework is principles based and therefore creates an environment where
hedge fund managers have constantly to be certain that their actions do not contravene those principles,
regardless of whether specific detailed rules exist. It also has a mechanism for assessing issues around
financial stability. The FSA regulatory framework also addresses behavioural concerns such as valuations,
disclosure and market integrity.

14. All these areas are also at the heart of the best practice Standards of the Hedge Fund Standards Board
(HFSB). Its standards cover the areas of disclosure, valuation, risk management, governance and
shareholder conduct. The Standards are anchored in FSA’s Principles, and thereby provide a translation of
these into a framework of discipline for hedge fund managers. The FSA has welcomed the publication of the
Standards, and has recently declared that it sees them “as a very constructive addition to the wider regulatory
architecture”.122

15. So far, hedge fund managers accounting for more than 50% of industry Assets Under Management
in the UK have voluntarily committed to the HFSB Standards. A large number of managers will certainly
follow suit over the coming 12 months. This industry-driven initiative, based on the comply or explain
principle and relying on self-certification and enforcement by investors, follows a well-tested model which
developed in the UK in the context of Corporate Governance codes of conduct. It should help enhance
confidence in the hedge fund industry and the financial sector as a whole.

16. The HFSB interacts closely with FSA to identify and discuss areas of potential concern. This can also
include identifying areas where governmental regulation cannot provide the level of practical detail that the
industry requires, and where the Hedge Fund Standards can fill that gap and act as the market-based
extension of FSA’s regulation.

17. The HFSB does not see a need for large scale reform of regulation for hedge fund managers in the
UK. It is our conviction that the industry has behaved in a responsible manner in the UK, and has proved
both its resilience and the overall benefits of its demanding economic model. However, we are aware of the
current concerns of regulators and policy makers throughout the world and we stand ready to cooperate,
in order to identify areas where refinement and adaptation of current regulation may be needed. In addition,
the HFSB will contribute to the discussion around global convergence of hedge fund standards, as
recommended by the G20. The HFSB has already begun to work closely with its counterparts in the US,
the Investors Committee and the Asset Managers Committee of the Presidents Working Group, to delineate
a global approach to Hedge Fund Standards, also involving various industry associations including AIMA
and the MFA.

Improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and maintenance of global financial
stability (1.8)

18. The HFSB believes that regulators need a two pronged approach to global financial regulation.
Banks, insurance companies and other financial intermediaries with large-scale retail operations must be
highly regulated, for prudential reasons, to protect depositors and investors, and to prevent systemic risks.
By contrast hedge funds rely on sophisticated investors, with an increasing share of institutional monies.
These are knowledgeable and sophisticated—or they have the resources to hire knowledgeable and
sophisticated advisors—and therefore do not need the protection of regulators in the way retail investors
do. Clearly, hedge funds have to abide by the general requirements of integrity and respect for market rules
which underlie the FSA principles.

19. Hedge funds are subject to very high standards of performance, imposed by investors. Every year,
hundreds of hedge funds are liquidated, due to investor dissatisfaction. In parallel, every year hundreds of
new funds are created, to launch innovative strategies and test the skill of new managers. This dynamic
process guarantees that the market weeds out mediocre performance and that those who survive create value
for their investors.

20. The hedge fund industry is characterized by the extraordinary diversity of investment strategies that
it oVers investors. This includes the whole spectrum from very low risk to high risk strategies. This diversity
makes an important contribution to overall economic eYciency. Investors appreciate the whole spectrum of
options available to them, which allows them to choose the position that best fits their risk-return profile.
And those who use capital can find funding for projects or initiatives which otherwise would never be viable.
In technical language, hedge funds are a vital contributor to the provision of complete financial markets,
with considerable eYciency gains in advanced economies where high standards of capital performance and
the ability to handle risks are at the heart of economic eYciency, innovation and technological progress.

21. It is therefore imperative that the regulatory environment for hedge funds does not impair the
dynamism of financial innovation and the ability of the sector to provide investors with all options for risk
taking. This is very diVerent from the regulatory requirements for banks or insurance companies and creates
a diVerent set of challenges.

122 The regulator’s view of hedge funds and hedge fund standards: Speech by Hector Sants, Chief Executive, FSA, Hedge 2008
Conference, 22 October 2008.
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Risk to financial stability emanating from non-bank financial institutions (1.10)

22. The current crisis has demonstrated that the hedge fund industry has been relatively resilient in the
face of the recent extreme volatility in financial markets. As mentioned earlier, market losses incurred by
hedge funds are transferred to the ultimate investors. Clearly, the downsizing of global financial markets has
caused hedge funds to shrink as well, since they are now a mainstream segment of the markets and could
not be immune to the dramatic correction that has taken place. The concern arising in this context is not
so much the losses incurred by hedge fund investors themselves, but possible after-eVects that hedge funds
(individually and collectively) can cause to the financial system. There are two ways by which hedge funds
could potentially inflict harm on the financial system:

— Hedge fund failure destabilising major banks.

— Run on hedge funds (massive investor redemptions), causing large scale forced selling in the
markets.

Hedge fund failure destabilising a bank

23. A bank failure caused by a hedge fund has been a major concern of many policy makers prior to the
financial crisis. In fact, the causality has been in the opposite direction in the current financial crisis: the
troubles which many banks experienced, culminating in the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers, inflicted
significant losses on hedge funds and their investors.

24. Since they hold substantial assets in large banks (in particular, broker dealers) hedge funds are
significantly exposed to the risk of broker-dealer bankruptcy. If such a bankruptcy were to cause distress to
many hedge funds, its consequences could indeed be severely amplified.

25. Financial stability eVorts in this area should focus on the interaction between banks and large hedge
funds, and in particular the counterparty risk exposures arising from direct lending, derivatives and other
transactions. This is what the UK FSA seeks to assess via its Prime Broker surveys of banks’ exposure to
hedge funds, including drill downs into outliers and assessment of the banks’ counterparty risk management
capabilities.

26. The HFSB believes that this approach is robust, but would be happy to engage with regulators if there
is a need to enhance the current regime.

Run on hedge funds

27. A second concern is the very high level of redemptions from hedge funds currently observable in the
markets and the resulting strain on markets due to forced selling.

28. Usually, market based systems provide a framework for price discovery, balancing of supply and
demand and competition. However, concerns arise if in the context of significant market panic, investor
behaviour creates perverse incentives for participants. This is the case if investors feel they have an incentive
to redeem early or to demand redemptions in excess of what they actually intend to obtain. It may then
happen that short term investors obtain better terms than those who stay invested longer. Also, if pre-
emptive redemptions (ie investors redeeming for fear of being gated at a later point in time), force hedge
funds to be more liquid than they otherwise would, this again is very detrimental to their economic viability.

29. These externalities are a consequence of the fact that, in the context of the extremely favourable
financial conditions of the recent boom, asset-liability mismatches and liquidity mismatches within funds
became quite common. Investors developed expectations with respect to the liquidity of their investments,
which do not fit with the hedge funds long term strategies, and were often highly disappointed when some
hedge funds refused to meet those expectations. Ultimately, how investors respond to the diVerent behaviour
of hedge fund managers with respect to redemptions will have significant commercial implications, which
investors will certainly sort out.

30. From the regulatory point of view, while these externalities may cause severe damage to the
profitability of the industry and to its long term viability, they are not a direct threat to the stability of
underlying markets. Notwithstanding this, we are currently looking into behavioural standards and
mechanisms to internalise such externalities, and will continue to discuss these approaches with the FSA.
Also, it is important to highlight that the best practice standards of the HFSB address practices around
liquidity risk management, including stress testing of the fund’s liquidity position by simulating severe
market shocks, increases in collateral requirements, cancellation of credit lines, investor redemptions etc.
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The impact of short selling in the banking crisis and its regulation (1.14)

31. Short selling plays an important role in global capital markets, providing overall benefits including
investor protection and eYcient price discovery, while it also has the ability to dampen price bubbles.

32. HFSB has found no evidence that disorderly markets due to short selling existed prior to the short
selling ban or that short selling contributed to the banking crisis. Falling stock prices for banks were a
reflection of the deteriorating confidence in banks and their business models. The collapse of banking stocks
was caused by investors selling their long positions, far more than investors building short positions. HFSB
sees this as part of the natural operation of markets, when investor sentiment changes abruptly.

The impact of the short selling ban can be described as follows:

Short term market distortion

33. The ban provided short term relief for banking stocks, by creating an artificial (short squeeze) rally
after the ban. However, it could not halt the price adjustment which was underway, and which subsequently
continued with a further decline in market values for banks throughout October 2008 (see Figure 2).

Figure 2
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The spike in banking stocks created winners and losers in the markets in an arbitrary manner (regulatory
hazard), thereby undermining confidence in markets.

Impeding banks’ capital raising eVorts

34. The short selling ban has inadvertently aVected other market segments, such as the convertibles
market. The convertibles market serves as an important capital raising venue for banks, in particular in
times of market distress. However, short selling of stocks is a vital risk management technique for investors
absorbing such convertible issuance. Deprived of this protection, investor interest in convertibles has waned
significantly, contributing to the diYculties banks face in raising capital.

A further blow to market confidence

35. The ban actually sent an ambiguous message to the markets. Regulators have implicitly told the
markets that the practice of short selling resulted in distortions in the price discovery process, and more
broadly, that it allowed some market participants to manipulate prices. This may have contributed to
undermine investor confidence in the markets, since it became clear that regulators no longer trusted the
market’s resilience at a time of considerable distress. The ban may have ultimately been counterproductive.
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Restricting mainstream investment strategies

36. The introduction of the short selling ban drove many investors away from the markets. Many
mainstream investment strategies, which essentially rely on short selling, were suddenly less viable and
investors had to sell or reduce their exposure. The short selling ban contributed to the general shrinkage of
the market, which disproportionately aVected financial institutions. Until the short selling ban was
introduced, hedge funds were actually net buyers of financial stocks (see Figure 3). It is also important to
note that no single bank was included in the Top 10 FTSE 100 stocks on loan (as a percentage of all
outstanding stock) on 8 September (see Figure 4).

Figure 3
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Figure 4

TOP 10 FTSE 100 STOCKS BY % SHARES ON LOAN
(8 SEPTEMBER 2008)124

“no banks among top 10 stocks by % share on loan”

Instrument Name % of share on loan

Sainsbury 34.3
Amec Ord 25.7
Liberty Int 25.3
Lon St Ex 22.7
Vedanta 21.2
Thomas Cook Grp 19.7
Wolseley 19.4
BA 17.7
Kingfisher 17.4
Inter Htl 15.7

Regulatory implications

37. In the short term, HFSB believes that there is insuYcient evidence to maintain a short selling ban,
and agrees with FSA announcement not to renew the ban on short selling on 16 January 2009. In the medium
term, it is important that regulators develop an eVective analytical framework to spot disorderly markets
(and the cause thereof), and develop an eVective toolkit with an arsenal of fine tuned measures for regulators
to employ to counteract disorderly markets. It is important that, prior to resorting to more extreme measures
(such as a short selling ban), there should be other more appropriate tools to employ.

123 Source: UBS Investment Research, European Equity Strategy 12 September 2008 (based on internal UBS flow data).
124 Source: UBS Investment Research, European Equity Strategy, 12 September 2008. Note: Shares on loan is used as an estimate

of shares shorted.
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38. Discussion has recently emerged around whether there should be a general disclosure regime around
short positions, in particular since several regulators have recently enhanced disclosure requirements in this
area. The HFSB believes that there are two major motivations behind additional disclosure of short
positions, (1) Financial stability, and (2) Market integrity/eYciency.

39. The following table assesses to whom disclosure is relevant, what type of information should be
disclosed, and what potential concerns could arise.

ASSESSMENT OF SHORT SELLING DISCLOSURE REGIMES

Relevance to Type of Potential
Factor Reasoning whom information concerns Application

Financial Enabling Regulators Aggregate short Cost to Only during
stability regulators to spot position (eg to collect/ times of

and counteract assess it in aggregate data distress
risk of disorderly relation to Leakage risk
markets and trading volume) of individual
financial instability position

Market Allowing better All market Individual Discouraging Always
integrity/ price discovery participants (manager level) information
eYciency short positions acquisitionAllowing Regulators

transparency for
control purposes

40. There is one important distinction to highlight regarding the disclosure regimes illustrated above.
While for financial stability purposes, the aggregate level of shorts is relevant to regulators, it is the individual
manager level disclosure that is relevant in the market eYciency/integrity context to all market participants
and regulators. In the latter context, the question arises what should be the adequate disclosure thresholds
for individual short positions. The HFSB believes that a symmetric approach is appropriate, mirroring the
disclosures required in the context of long positions for the following reasons:

— The market impact of long and short positions is similar.

— Underpriced stocks are equally damaging as overpriced stocks from a market eYciency
perspective.

— The risk of market manipulation is equally damaging whether it takes place in the form of long or
short positions.

41. Currently, the long position disclosure regimes vary by country. In the UK, the Disclosure and
Transparency Rules require disclosure of the combined long position of shares and CFDs if the 3% threshold
is exceeded and for each percentage point thereafter (UK issuers).

42. Beyond establishing a symmetric approach for short disclosures, HFSB would welcome further
European/global harmonisation of disclosure mechanisms.

January 2009

Memorandum from Jim Raeburn, Scottish Daily Newspaper Society

I am responding on behalf of the Scottish Daily Newspaper Society (SDNS) specifically to paragraph
1.11—the role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises—of the terms of reference of the Committee’s Inquiry.

The SDNS represents the publishers and editors of seven major groups—Aberdeen Journals Ltd, D C
Thomson & Co Ltd, Newsquest (Herald & Times) Ltd, Scottish Daily Record & Sunday Mail Ltd, The
Scotsman Publications Ltd, Associated Newspapers and News International (Scotland) Ltd—whose 18
member titles account for aggregate weekly sales of 10 million in Scotland. In addition, their websites deliver
5.1 million unique online users each month, not including the Scottish editions of UK national newspapers
for which separate figures are not available.

The SDNS believes that newspapers have played an important and critical role in their reporting
throughout this period of financial crisis. It is their duty to report on matters of genuine public interest
including the health and wellbeing of the financial system.

While the sheer volume of the coverage of events means that it is perhaps inevitable that some articles
may not have demonstrated the level of accuracy desired, it is also fair to say that the vast majority of
reporters and newspapers have taken great care in how they inform readers of unfolding developments and
explain to them the implications. Blame should not be attributed to newspapers or the wider media for
reporting scares originating with others whose actions do not stand up to close scrutiny.
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The SDNS totally and utterly rejects any notion that readers should be deprived of information on financial
matters which might assist them in making perfectly rational decisions to secure their investments.

Similarly, the SDNS strongly opposes any suggestion that financial journalists should operate under some
form of reporting restrictions during banking crises. Quite apart from the practicalities of any such
proposition, this would amount to blatant censorship in breach of Article 10 of the European Convention
on Human Rights relating to freedom of expression. It should also be said that financial journalists are
already subject to statutory and self-regulatory controls, the latter under the Editors’ Code of Practice
administered by the Press Complaints Commission and its Financial Journalism Best Practice Note
published in 2005.

December 2008

Memorandum from the Newspaper Society

This submission is confined to the following term of reference of the Committee: “1.11 The role of the
media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form of reporting
restrictions during banking crisis”.

Executive Summary

1. The Newspaper Society represents the UK local and regional media. The Newspaper Society’s member
publications are all subject to the self-regulatory Code of Conduct administered by the Press Complaints
Commission.

2. We would strongly oppose the notion that any form of reporting restriction upon the media should be
imposed at times of economic “crisis”.

3. The media as such has no “role” in safeguarding financial stability: the role of the media is simply to
accurately report news and events.

4. Imposition of any reporting restrictions would be a wholly unjustifiable intrusion into the freedom of
the press, and of the individual, and as such an unlawful infringement of Article 10 rights to freedom of
expression and to receive and impart ideas under the Human Rights Act 1998. To prevent the public’s right
to know about such matters, and to comment and respond to them, would be an unjustifiable incursion into
the rights of the individual. The media have not just the right but also the responsibility at times to act as
the public’s “watchdog” and to sound the alarm. It is inappropriate to in eVect elevate economic downturn
and financial mismanagement to the same status as defence of the realm and to seek to apply restrictions
which in some cases would be greater than those applying in matters of national security.

5. Any restrictions in order to be meaningful would have to apply to the world at large not just the media:
this is unworkable and impractical in the internet age.

6. There is no regulatory gap to be filled. The media are subject to the provisions of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 on market manipulation and insider dealing, including the prohibitions on
disseminating false or misleading information. This followed extensive discussion and consultation between
the media and both the UK Government and the Commission, during the passage of the Directive on Insider
Dealing and Market Manipulation (Market Abuse). The legislation acknowledges the relevance and
application of the self-regulatory codes applying to the media. The general requirements of the PCC Code—
in particular Clause 1, Accuracy, apply to all financial journalism but in addition the PCC has produced
specific detailed guidance on financial reporting.

7. No evidence has been produced of any malpractice or misreporting by the media during the current
economic crisis. There has been no call for any restrictions on the media from the banking and financial
industry. Any attempt to impose controls on the media will inevitably be viewed as an attempt to “bury
bad news”.

Submission

1. The Newspaper Society represents the UK local and regional media. Our members publish 1300
newspaper titles, paid for and free, daily and weekly, circulating throughout the UK, as well as 1200 websites,
over 600 magazines and ultra local titles, 45 radio stations and 2 TV stations. Across all its print, online and
broadcast channels, the local media delivers news and information to over 40 million people a week.

2. The Newspaper Society’s member publications are all subject to the self-regulatory Code of Conduct
administered by the Press Complaints Commission. Local and regional newspapers are strong supporters
of the Code. A copy of the current Code, and the additional PCC guidance on financial journalism, are
attached as Annex 1 and Annex 2.
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3. The Newspaper Society was amongst the foremost media organisations which held extensive
discussions with the Treasury Ministers and senior oYcials during the original passage of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000. We made extensive representations to the Commission in relation to the
provisions of the Directive on Insider Dealing and Market Manipulation (Market Abuse) as they aVected
the media and subsequently were involved in detailed consultation with HM Treasury in relation to the
implementation of the Directive in the UK via the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Market Abuse)
Regulations 2005 and the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Investment Recommendations)
(Media) Regulations 2005. Throughout, our concern was to ensure that the legislation in imposing controls
upon the financial industry should reflect and respect the very diVerent role of the media in reporting and
commenting upon financial matters and in particular should allow for the media to continue to apply its
own self-regulatory code in respect of certain issues. But it is important to note at the outset that the media
did not seek, and was not accorded, any form of general “exemption” from the legislative controls aVecting
matters such as market manipulation and insider dealing. It is also important to clarify that the media as
such has no “role” in safeguarding financial stability: the role of the media is simply to accurately report
news and events. It also has the right to comment and criticise, as does any other citizen.

The media has no rights or responsibilities towards the financial sector or in respect of the economy of
the country other than those which attach to the public as a whole. The law as it aVects the media in the UK
is based firmly upon the starting premise that the media enjoys the same rights and has the same
responsibilities in law as does the public and is, with a few narrow exceptions, not regulated as a special case
or given special privileges save where to do so has been found necessary in the public interest.

4. We would strongly oppose the notion that any form of reporting restriction upon the media should be
imposed at times of economic “crisis” for the reasons set out below.

5. The first and most obvious objection to any such control is that it would be a wholly unjustifiable
intrusion into the freedom of the press, and of the individual, and as such an unlawful infringement of Article
10 rights to freedom of expression and to receive and impart ideas under the Human Rights Act 1998. The
freedom to report and to comment on current aVairs, even where such publication is unwelcome, awkward
or alarming—whether to the Government of the day, particular investors or anyone else—is a cornerstone
of democracy and a vital bulwark of civil liberty. Statutory curbs on free speech are very rare, and Parliament
and the courts have rightly imposed such restrictions only where vital, for example, the security of the state
(the OYcial Secrets Acts) or for the preservation of pubic order and the protection of rights of others (curbs
on incitement to racial hatred, or on the publication of material which would seriously prejudice active court
proceedings, for instance) and such controls are inevitably the subject of intensive Parliamentary debate and
scrutiny. It is worth bearing in mind that even the “DA Notice” system operated between the media and the
Ministry of Defence, whose object is to prevent the publication of material which might cause a real and
serious security risk, is an entirely voluntary system. To somehow equate and elevate reporting on financial
mismanagement with the defence of the realm seems, at the least, a questionable analogy. To seek to prevent
the public’s right to know about such matters, and to comment and respond to them, would, we submit, be
without precedent and would quite simply represent an aVront to the principle of freedom of expression and
indeed an unwarranted incursion into the rights of the individual. How could this be justified? The accurate
reporting of all manner of “bad news” can produce a public reaction, both generally and individually:
reporting a plane crash caused by a design defect, for example, could aVect the share price of the aircraft
company, the jobs of its workers and the pensions of its ex-employees, and could cause individuals to cancel
booked flights or to not book with that airline—with attendant “ripple” eVects upon the holiday and travel
industry. The media have not just the right but also the responsibility at times to act as the public’s
“watchdog” and to sound the alarm: indeed, one argument which has been raised in relation to the current
situation is that the media should perhaps have been quicker and more vociferous in exposing and criticising
the banking practices which led to the economic crisis.

6. It should also not be overlooked that any restrictions would also have to be applied not just to the
“media” but to the world at large: to curtail only the media’s rights to comment and report whilst allowing
others to do so would be pointless. On the other hand, to seek to restrict all publication would be unworkable
in the Internet age. The well-nigh impossibility of suppressing publication across jurisdictions was amply
demonstrated over 20 years ago, in the Spycatcher saga.

7. Secondly, it should be borne in mind that the media in reporting and commenting upon the banking
crisis are not operating in a legislative vacuum. The media are subject to the provisions of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 in respect of behaviour which constitutes market abuse—and this includes
specifically “the dissemination of information by any means which gives, or is likely to give, a false or
misleading impression as to a qualifying investment”, or “a false or misleading impression as to the supply
of, demand for or price or value of, qualifying investments” or behaviour which is or would be likely to be
regarded as behaviour that “would distort, or be likely to distort, the market in such an investment”. These
provisions derive directly from the EU Directive on Insider Dealing and Market Manipulation which makes
clear that “market manipulation” includes the dissemination of rumours and false or misleading news where
the person making the dissemination knows or ought to have known that the information was false and
misleading. Both the Directive and the Act acknowledge and require that in assessing the conduct of a
journalist in relation to these provisions, the codes governing his profession should be taken into account:
hence the direct and important role played by the PCC Code (and other relevant self-regulatory codes
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applying to the media such as the BBC Guidelines and the OFCOM Broadcasters Code) in regulating
financial journalism. The general requirements of the PCC Code—in particular Clause 1, Accuracy—apply
to all financial journalism but in addition the PCC has produced specific detailed guidance on financial
reporting (see Annex 1 and 2).

In addition to legislative and self-regulatory controls specific to financial reporting, the general law will
of course apply to all financial journalism including for example, libel, malicious falsehood, breach of
confidence, and negligent misstatement.

8. Finally, there has been no evidence produced of which we are aware which in any way points to any
malpractice or misreporting by the media of the current economic crisis. Indeed, the only criticism—and
which seems to be the genesis of the suggestion of imposing restrictions—seems to be that the media has
been all too accurate in its reportage. There has been no call for any restrictions on the media from the
banking and financial industry and the undesirability—and futility—of such a suggestion was recently
acknowledged by Richard Lambert, Director-General of the CBI.125 This is not a time for the financial
industry, or for that matter the Government, to risk being seen as attempting to “bury bad news”. Indeed,
the words of the Financial Times’ columnist Stefan Stern are particularly apposite: “The best leaders can
not only handle bad news, they seek it out. They want to “confront the brutal facts”, in Jim Collins’s phrase,
and they insist on getting up-to-date, accurate information. Poor leaders not only hate bad news, but they
sometimes blame the deliverer. At Lehman Brothers, Richard Fuld seemed unable to accept just how grave
the bank’s position had become. Unappealing but necessary rescue deals were rejected—until too late.
Leaders who put a ban on bad news are setting themselves up for disaster. The messenger can appear in many
forms: a boardroom colleague, a customer, a spouse or a child. Perhaps in 2009 leaders will be keener to
learn the bad news a bit quicker”.126

December 2008

Memorandum from the Investment Management Association

Executive Summary

1. The causes of the banking crisis are many and complex. There are lessons to be learned for virtually
everybody involved. The primary causes lie in the imprudence of banks worldwide, driven by the “originate
and distribute” model, increased leverage and massive growth in the complexity of products and their
interrelationships. This was a global phenomenon, in which the UK was as complicit as everybody else. The
US sub-prime crisis was merely the trigger. If that had not set the crisis oV, something else would have
eventually.

2. But there are also lessons for regulators, auditors, ratings agencies, non-executive directors and
shareholders. It is reasonable to expect regulators to assess the sustainability of the current bank business
model, not least now that significant taxpayer funding has been provided. It may be that oversight should
distinguish certain bank activities, particularly those fulfilling a utility function, from others. In this regard
it is important to note that the utility role covers not just consumer-focused services, such as payments and
deposit protection, but also capital-raising and some secondary market activities.

3. Governments and legislators worldwide therefore need to consider whether the current legislative
framework for banking services should be modified. While some issues can be addressed at national level—
the problems with UK insolvency law and market practice revealed by the Lehman collapse—fundamental
reform to the way banks are structured and do business must also be tackled by co-ordinated
international action.

4. We do not believe that institutional reform as such is the solution. Ensuring eVective working of the
Tripartite Committee is more important than tinkering with responsibilities within it. And we consider
improved co-operation, not new global regulatory structures, to be the key to more eVective regulation in
future.

Getting out of the present crisis

5. The actions taken by the authorities so far have largely been correct: the reforms to banking legislation;
their use in the Bradford & Bingley rescue; and the bank recapitalisation scheme. We welcome the intention
of UKFI to operate so far as possible as a normal institutional shareholder and not to seek to use the
government’s position as a major shareholder to further social policy objectives. The more that partially
nationalised banks operate on a fully commercial basis, the more readily can they be returned to full private
sector ownership in due course.

125 Richard Lambert, Speech at Reform Media Group 2 December 2008.
126 Stefan Stern, Financial Times, 30 December 2008.
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6. A necessary condition is that investment management firms should believe that investing in the
banking sector will generate an appropriate return for their clients. Recent experience has dented their
confidence in the sector. For banking to become an attractive investment once more, investors need to be
confident that the banks have fully written down their losses, whether resulting from opaque and complex
financial instruments or as a result of the current recession.

7. It is only after this process is complete that banks will be able to increase lending. While doubts remain
about the quality of a bank’s balance sheet, the more diYcult it is to undertake new lending on a properly
prudent basis.

8. Ultimately the banks need to sell underperforming assets. In principle, this should be done by marking
them down to such a level that other investors are prepared to buy them; this has not yet happened on a
large scale. Ultimately the option of splitting bank assets in to a “good bank” and “bad bank” should not
be ruled out.

Future regulation and the role of banks

9. There is no doubt that banks fulfil a public utility role in certain of their functions. This utility role is
not confined to retail customers, but is also extremely important in the wholesale and capital markets. At
the same time it is vital for banks to be able to fail—or indeed, to be rescued without disruption to the public
utility. Otherwise, bank managements would face no moral hazard, and there would be an imbalance in the
risk and reward faced by banks and the taxpayer respectively.

10. The new banking legislation will help to provide a more appropriate balance in retail banking. But
an imbalance remains in the capital markets. In particular the Lehman collapse has revealed serious
problems in the London market which need to be addressed as a matter of urgency.

11. The future approach to regulation needs to acknowledge that banks fulfil a number of roles which are
essential for economic activity, while ensuring that moral hazard continues to apply. Ideally, no financial
institution should be too big or too complex to fail. The consolidation seen in the banking system in response
to the crisis is a retrograde step in this regard. Radical solutions to this conundrum should not be sought on
a national level unilaterally: were the UK to impose more severe requirements than other major jurisdictions
it may simply damage London as a financial centre without resolving the underlying problems in the banks.

The role of investors

12. There are two broad ways by which shareholders exercise discipline over the companies in which they
invest: by selling shares or engaging with management and boards. Both were used in relation to the banks
in the period leading up to the crisis. But neither was eVective in preventing it.

13. From about 2005, a number of active investment managers concluded that the strategies being
followed by many banks were unsustainable, and that they should not keep their clients invested in the
sector. The resulting sales of shares were likely to have been one factor in the underperformance of the
banking sector relative to the market as a whole, which was by some 9% in 2005. But these market signals
appear to have had little or no restraining eVect.

14. During this time, those managers not in a position to sell their shares, for example those running index
funds or with mandates from pension fund clients which did not allow them to depart very far from the
index, began to express concerns to some bank boards about strategic direction, and stepped up the amount
of engagement they undertook. However, it is now apparent that this engagement did not achieve the desired
results, and this highlights the limits on what engagement can achieve. We expect this to be confirmed by
the IMA’s fifth survey of shareholder engagement, which is currently underway and will be published later
this year.

15. Although shareholder approval is required for major corporate actions they do not set strategy nor
are they insiders, in that they only have access to information that is available to the market as a whole.
Managers compensate for such information asymmetries by diversifying portfolio construction.
Furthermore, it is now apparent that some bank boards and even managements seem to have been unaware
of the risks they were running, so it was diYcult for shareholders to second guess them.

16. The IMA considers that the investment management industry needs to consider carefully the events
of the last two years in banking and to draw lessons for the future.
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Detailed Responses to the Committee’s Questions

17. IMA127 welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee in connection with its inquiry
into the lessons that can be learned from the banking crisis. Our detailed comments are set out below,
following the structure in the Committee’s call for evidence. We would draw attention in particular to the
following points:

— The question needs to be asked as to whether the auditors asked the right questions at the time.
(Paragraphs 18–22)

— It would be preferable to step up scrutiny of markets, rather than attempt to regulate hedge funds.
(Paragraphs 30–35)

— We support the proposed financial stability role for the Bank of England, but we do not advocate
further radical change to the tripartite structure. (Paragraphs 36–37)

— We do not believe there is a need for a new global regulatory architecture, about which political
consensus would be extremely diYcult to achieve, but there needs to be renewed co-operation
between regulators internationally. (Paragraphs 49–51)

— The Government’s recapitalisation programme was the correct, indeed the only, response to the
situation faced in mid-October, but the restoration of investor confidence will also require the
removal of underperforming assets from bank balance sheets. (Paragraphs 80–85)

— The Government should not distinguish between those banks in which it has a stake and others
for the purposes of wider public policy objectives. (Paragraphs 86–94)

— The international debate on the lessons of the credit crisis will need to take account of the
important public utility fulfilled by the banks and to address how this can be done in a way which
allows imprudent firms to fail. (Paragraphs 87–93)

— Shareholders responded to the growing problems in the banks by, in some cases, selling shares and,
in others, stepping up engagement with boards. But there were limits to what they could see and
do. Nevertheless, the investment management industry needs to consider carefully the events of
the last two years and draw lessons for the future. (Paragraphs 105–115)

Securing Financial Stability

The role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable

18. Reliable and clear financial accounts are essential to the restoration of confidence in the financial
markets. Institutional investors, as the holders of ordinary shares, provide the risk capital and bear the
residual risk and, as the primary users, they want accounts that are transparent and comparable, and where
the audit opinion is both robust and objective. We believe the question needs to be asked as to whether the
auditors asked the right questions at the time.

19. International accounting standards follow a principles-based approach and require judgment to be
exercised. Specifically, in the context of the banking crisis, the financial instruments concerned and the
accounting standards that specify requirements for their recognition, measurement and disclosure are
complex and have exposed shortcomings in both management’s implementation and auditors’
interpretation. In many instances auditors followed accounting standards in an overly mechanistic way
without applying suYcient professional judgment. Thus accounts were produced and signed oV:

— Where large liabilities held in oV balance sheet vehicles were not disclosed.

— Where the sophisticated agreements that linked the institutions to the vehicles or that made it
possible for counterparties to trade protection instruments, such as credit default swaps, had not
been properly interpreted.

— Where disclosures of valuation methodologies were inadequate, particularly in the case of financial
instruments where reliable market data was no longer available and institutions had to “mark to
model” as opposed to “mark to market”.

20. Auditors are required to follow detailed procedural requirements as set out in auditing standards.
They may have followed these to the letter but we consider that questions need to be asked whether more
professional judgment should have been exercised. The current crisis originated in the collapse of the
leveraged loan and inter-bank loan markets—banks still originate loans but no longer carry them through
to maturity. The true value of such assets is the present value of their future cash flows. We think both

127 IMA represents the asset management industry operating in the UK. Our members include independent fund managers, the
investment arms of retail banks, life insurers and investment banks, and the managers of occupational pension schemes. They
are responsible for the management of approximately £3 trillion of assets, which are invested on behalf of clients globally.
These include authorised investment funds, institutional funds (eg pensions and life funds), private client accounts and a wide
range of pooled investment vehicles. In particular, the Annual IMA Asset Management Survey shows that in 2007, IMA
members managed holdings amounting to 44% of the domestic equity market.
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management in the first instance and then the auditors should have raised questions about the borrowers’
ability to meet their obligations and about what authentication procedures had been followed, either by the
institution holding the asset or by the originating lender.

21. For some time our members have been concerned about the quality of audits, particularly in view of
the liability reforms in the Companies Act 2006 (allowing auditors to limit their liability to a proportionate
amount) in that exposure to liability induces service providers to be more diligent and reducing it could
induce a lower quality of service. Our members also feel excluded from what they perceive are the real
findings of the audit. Investors would like better communication with the auditors on the basis that that
there is too little focus on reporting to shareholders.

22. Furthermore, it is not only audit quality that needs to be questioned but also the structure and
governance of the audit firms. The recent report from the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision on audit
quality128 noted that whilst the large international audit practices have a global presence, they are not
managed globally and do not “provide suYcient public information about how the firms are managed on
a global basis, how audit quality is assured at the global level, or about their worldwide overall financial
condition and profitability”.

We consider that the question needs to be asked as to whether the auditors played a role in the current
crisis and whether they asked the right questions at the time.

The role, and regulation, of credit ratings agencies in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are desirable

23. Credit rating agency ratings are just one opinion amongst many which professional investors assess
when coming to an investment decision. They do not seek to tell the investor anything about the value or
liquidity of an instrument, but simply the probability of default and the potential loss in the event of default.

24. There may, however, have been over-reliance by some investors on credit ratings as an objective
standard of quality. IMA was one of the parties which prepared and published in December 2008 guidelines
relating to the over-reliance of asset managers in relation to structured credit products—“Asset
Management Industry Guidelines to Address Over-Reliance upon Ratings”.129 More generally over-reliance
was exhibited:

— By investors who do not have access to un-conflicted credit analysts (in contrast UK-regulated
asset managers who commonly have a team of their own analysts).

— In investment regulations and also less-sophisticated investment mandates which draw absolute
distinctions between investment-grade and other instruments.

— In capital regimes, and unsophisticated models based upon them.

25. The IMA believes that the adoption of ratings by regulators into some of their rules has had the eVect
of conferring upon the agencies excessive legitimacy.

26. It is important to distinguish between the ratings process for corporate bonds and that for structured
finance. The former is based on the analysis of a specific company. Structured finance, however, relies on
mathematical modelling of expected default rates and correlation of default within the underlying asset
pools. These models have clearly proved to be flawed, in part because they had a limited historical
performance record. It is in this area that the credit rating agencies are open to most criticism.

27. The “originate to distribute” model for structured finance products, in addition, has inherent conflicts
of interest for the rating agencies. In order to maintain a flow of revenue from the issuers/arrangers of these
instruments (investment banks), the CRA is incentivised to assign favourable ratings so that the issuer will
bring it repeat business. The IMA also believes it to be the case that the rating agencies diverted resources
to initiate structured product ratings, at the expense of continued monitoring of those ratings.

28. In terms of regulation, the IMA believes that the self-regulatory regime introduced by the IOSCO
Code of Conduct in December 2004,130 and amended in March 2008,131 did lead to a subsequent
improvement in transparency in the corporate bond market.

29. The events of the past year and a half however in the credit markets have exposed weaknesses in this
self-regulatory regime, specifically in the repeat business of structured finance whereby issuers bring regular
business to the CRAs. The IMA therefore has supported the EU Commission’s proposals132 for a directive/
regulation of the agencies as long as the regime is proportionate and focuses specifically on internal
organisational structures, internal governance, avoidance and management of conflicts of interest and the
quality of ratings and transparency obligations, rather than the content and methodology of the ratings
themselves.

128 Bank for International Settlements, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, External Audit Quality and Banking
Supervision, December 2008.

129 http://www.investmentuk.org/press/2008/20081211-01.pdf
130 IOSCO Code of Conduct Fundamentals for Credit Rating Agencies Dec 2004.
131 IOSCO The Role of Credit Rating Agencies in Structured Finance Products March 2008.
132 EU Proposal for a Directive/Regulation of Credit Rating Agencies Nov 2008.
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The role, and regulation, of hedge funds in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are desirable

30. We would distinguish between two significant areas of activity:

— Hedge funds as investors in the stock market. Many of the investment techniques deployed by those
calling themselves hedge funds are also used elsewhere in the “mainstream” industry—eg 130/30
and other forms of long/short funds—and are not problematic per se (see paragraphs 65–73 on
short-selling). The issue then becomes whether some hedge funds have engaged in abuse or
behaved in ways that could legitimately be described as detrimental to market stability. However,
that is a more general issue about behaviour of market participants, and is not special to hedge
funds.

— Hedge fund activity in the shadow banking system (ie unregulated lending sector). One part of the
credit crisis narrative is the major shift in lending that has taken place from regulated to non-
regulated/non-banking entities in an environment where “originate and hold” behaviour by
commercial banks had been increasingly replaced by an “originate and distribute” approach.
Within what one market participant and commentator has termed “the shadow banking system”,
hedge funds were sometimes using very large amounts of leverage to borrow short and lend long
into highly illiquid vehicles (eg CDOs with US sub-prime exposure). In this respect, the role of
hedge funds might be considered within a wider examination of how “originate and distribute”
approaches went wrong.

31. Although both these areas are very broad, and illustrate that hedge funds are just one type of investor
among many in the market, there are reforms that could be considered. Better governance of non-UK based
hedge funds—for instance in achieving a full separation between the custodian of the assets and the manager
of the fund—would be desirable. However eVective regulation of this may not be realistic, as it would require
regulation to be imposed extra-territorially and would also involve remote scrutiny.

32. However, the means by which all investors, including hedge funds, gain access to markets is already
subject to regulation. In the UK, this is principally through the investment banks. In the case of hedge funds
this is frequently through prime brokerage services based in and operating from the UK. This relationship
provides the single most important link to the markets for the hedge funds, whether to organised markets
such as exchanges, or whether to market makers and other services oVered by the prime broker. Without
the brokers, the hedge funds cannot deal. We believe this point of connection to the markets is where
regulators should step up the intensity of their oversight.

33. As well as prime brokers, organised markets such as exchanges and MTFs have an important role to
play in monitoring hedge fund use of markets. Exchanges possess much information about their own market
and analytical tools for assessing it and what is happening in the wider market. The exchanges can, under
given conditions, share information with regulators and require the provision of additional information
about trading activities from members, including in respect of their clients. UK recognised investment
exchanges attract statutory immunity in the carrying out of their recognition functions, which puts them in
a powerful position vis-à-vis a member firm when instigating an investigation.

34. Risk factors directly relevant to markets include prolonged market disruption and erosion of investor
confidence, liquidity disruption leading to disorderly markets (such as the inability to price assets), risk
management weaknesses and market abuse. None of these risk factors is uniquely brought about by hedge
funds. All have been experienced during the credit crunch, because of its impact on the business of banks
as market intermediaries. We believe the better course of action is to step up scrutiny of markets, rather than
attempt to regulate hedge funds to achieve the same end.

35. The Lehman collapse is likely to cause significant changes to the prime broker model due to the
potential losses of assets linked with re-hypothecation. Alongside the global restrictions and reviews
concerning short-selling, a greater concern amongst investors about leverage, the credit crisis and MadoV,
this may mean the future hedge fund industry could look very diVerent than from the last two years.

Ongoing reforms to the operation of the Tripartite Committee, and cooperation between the relevant public
sector authorities

36. The form of any framework is less important than the eVectiveness with which it is operated. In our
view an impression was created in the aftermath of the run on Northern Rock that the authorities were not
completely at one on the causes of or the response to the crisis, and that clear leadership was not
forthcoming. There has since been a marked improvement in the way the system has worked. In particular,
the recapitalisation of the banks and the restructuring of Bradford & Bingley were handled in a decisive and
authoritative fashion, and have significantly improved perceptions of the authorities’ actions.

37. We warmly welcome the new financial stability role that has been created for the Bank of England.
Responsibility for financial stability needs to be clear. It is not something that necessarily sits well with the
prudential and conduct of business supervision of financial institutions carried out by the FSA, and the
Bank’s closer proximity to the markets than the Treasury’s makes it the logical place for responsibility to
reside. Beyond that, we do not advocate further radical change to the tripartite structure.
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The impact of European Union directives on financial stability, including “passporting”

38. We do not believe that the EU directives have had an adverse impact on financial stability.

Possible reforms to the remuneration structures prevalent in financial
services

39. We believe there is widespread agreement on the need to reform of remuneration structures.

40. Currently, in the UK investors can only engage with remuneration issues at board level and even then
only have a non-binding advisory vote on the remuneration report. In the US shareholders have few, if any,
rights to appoint and dismiss directors and advise on remuneration issues.

41. There are a number of moves afoot to address remuneration practices in financial institutions. We
consider there are a number of issues that need to be addressed in any package of reforms.

42. First, any approach needs to be industry-wide so that changes to the remuneration structure in one
institution do not result in an exodus of key staV to its competitors. However, should institutions—
particularly those in the US—cooperate with each other then we understand there is a risk that they could
fall foul of the competition authorities. Thus it would be helpful if the authorities could look at this issue.

43. Secondly, there needs to be more transparency about the remuneration culture in an institution, say
within the business review; remuneration policies should be discussed at board level, and the whole board
should take responsibility for them. Where in relation to individual board members independence is an issue,
the remuneration committee should continue to decide.

44. It is not suYcient simply to defer bonuses. Many major investment banks already required a
proportion of annual bonus to be deferred as shares which have to be held for a period of time. In these
instances, staV tended to discount the deferred shares and focus on the portion paid in cash. We believe the
period over which performance is measured should be changed to match it better to the period where it is
determined whether a particular deal is profitable or not. This is likely to mean measuring performance over
three years at a minimum.

45. Lastly, remuneration and bonuses should not be controlled through arbitrary limits but be related to
the risks the institution is exposed to. For example, traders’ bonuses should be aVected by the risks taken
by, say, including a cost of capital charge, ie the higher the executives’ pay the higher the capital requirements.
Moreover, the risk management function should be integrated into the overall strategy and people in risk
management should be better remunerated to ensure it attracts quality people. We understand that in
Goldman Sachs, risk management was embedded in that staV rotated from trading to risk control areas and
vice versa. An increasing emphasis should be placed on the role of risk committees—these are not currently
included in the Combined Code.

Reforms to regulatory capital and liquidity requirements

46. The Capital Requirements Directive has only been fully applied across the EU since 1 January 2008,
and there has not been suYcient time for it to bed down. In particular, many firms had not yet met the
requirement for financial institutions to disclose information in order to improve market discipline. It is not
therefore possible to assess what impact the CRD would have had on financial stability.

47. It is, however, clear that the directive requirements in relation to liquidity are insuYcient to cope with
the events which occurred in 2008. Additional requirements must therefore be introduced to ensure banking
institutions have suYcient liquidity available.

48. Any action needs to be proportionately applied; the risks related to one business type are not
necessarily present across all others. For example, an investment management firm does not accept deposits,
does not lend to clients, does not deal on own account and any client money is held in segregated accounts.
Therefore, any amendments to the capital and liquidity requirements must recognised and diVerentiate
between firm types to ensure the proportionate application.

Possible improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and maintenance of global
financial stability

49. The global financial markets consist of a series of national or regional markets, and responsibility for
their supervision should rest there. However many financial institutions operate in many, if not all, regional
centres, and regulators need to take account of this. This does not require new global regulatory architecture,
about which political consensus would be extremely diYcult to achieve, but renewed co-operation between
regulators internationally. This has at times proved challenging, even within the European Union and
transatlantically. Renewed eVorts therefore need to be made to broaden and deepen communication between
regulators.

50. A good current example is the rules restricting short selling, which vary significantly between
jurisdictions (see paragraphs 65–73).
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51. Another illustration is international accounting standards. IMA members invest in global companies
and in diVerent jurisdictions, and so IMA has strongly supported the convergence of accounting standards
globally. It would have been far too ambitious to expect a single standard to have been developed for use
worldwide. But a steady process involving the US authorities, the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) and interested stakeholders has allowed convergence to develop to the point where the US
authorities have agreed to allow overseas issuers with a US listing to file accounts prepared under IASB
standards and are looking to allow them for their own issuers. This approach of co-operation and mutual
recognition has been shown to be the most practical way forward.

Regulation of highly complex financial products, and the future of the “originate-to-distribute model”

52. One contributory cause of the crisis is that banks originated loans but no longer carried them to
maturity, giving little incentive to assess the quality of these assets. In addition, instruments created to hedge
risks moved away form their original purpose and became traded as stand-alone items. So instead of
mitigating risk, the new securities and derivatives created risks, which were parcelled up and passed on to
other investors.

53. These complex financial products were also opaque, only being traded over-the-counter (OTC) rather
than through formal exchanges with standardised structures. Traders ignored the inherent risks on the basis
another party could always be found to buy the instruments concerned. The role of credit rating agencies
(see paragraphs 23–29) only compounded these problems.

54. We consider that these complex financial products can only be regulated through high level generic
rules or principles; new product development will always outrun detailed product development. Measures
could include moving OTC contracts onto more formal markets with clearing to eliminate counterparty
risks, and determining how the ratings agencies’ model could be changed to address conflicts of interest.
Finally, it is essential that any actions taken in relation to the originate-to-distribute model should be
coordinated at a global level; otherwise they will be ineVective and result in competitive disadvantage for
those who implement them.

Risks to financial stability emanating from non-bank financial institutions

55. While we are not aware of other sectors which may give rise to the same level of risk as the banks,
there are potential systemic issues associated with most types of institution.

56. So far as the traditional asset management sector is concerned, regulators generally and rightly regard
it as low risk. That is because client assets are held separately from the manager, and losses by the manager
would not put at risk client funds, unlike institutions where client funds are held on the balance sheet.

The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form of
reporting restrictions during banking crises

57. While it is certainly possible for news reporting and press comment to cause volatility in financial
shares, this is outweighed by the role of at least some portions of the media in exposing suspicions and
problems in parts of the financial sector. Any attempt to impose restrictions on reporting or comment would
not calm what may be a critical situation; it would be more likely to do the opposite, and the cost of reporting
restrictions would be a period of price malformation. In addition, it is more than likely that restrictions
would actually increase the potential for market abuse as news leaked to a selected few.

58. We see no reason why the press should not be able to sound the alarm to the extent that it sees there
are dangers present, whether from inappropriate business models or other reasons. Indeed, silencing the
media would make the regulator’s job more, not less, diYcult.

59. There is however a second point, which is the concern that insiders may have at certain points leaked
information to the media. In this case, however, there is ample legislation on the statute books to prosecute
those who do so. It should be made clear to people with such information that it is market sensitive, that its
leakage is an oVence under the Market Abuse Directive and that individuals could be subject to prosecution.

Monitoring and surveillance of financial stability problems by the public sector

60. Regulators do not have an easy job. It is always diYcult for public sector organisations to keep up
with developments in fast moving financial markets, and any regulatory system predicated on the
assumption that they can is doomed to failure. Moreover, regulatory successes frequently do not enter the
public domain because they are about preventing things happening, whereas failures will inevitably attract
wide publicity. This often gives a distorted view of the eVectiveness of regulators.

61. The one comment we would make is that the authorities both in the UK and elsewhere have in the
past been slow to seek the views of investors (the “buy side”) on financial stability issues, and have tended
to be over-reliant on the views of the banks and brokers (the “sell side”). Too frequently, market issues are
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discussed and agreed with those who provide the market rather than those who use it. But financial markets
need to run in the interests of all users, the end investors on whose behalf investment managers act as well
as the issuers of capital. We believe regulators need to give this greater attention in future.

The role of the banking system within the overall economy

62. The banking system serves a number of diVerent functions within the UK economy. A number of its
roles are in the nature of public utilities, for example:

— Providing money transmission, cash management services and finance to individuals.

— Providing similar services to businesses.

— Market making in capital markets, leading to liquid markets enabling capital to be raised,
investments to be priced and investors to invest.

These activities are vital to the operation of a modern economy.

63. In addition, the UK banking and financial services industries have achieved significant success in
attracting global business to the UK market. There are many reasons for this, including the openness of the
UK economy, the regulatory environment in financial services, the presence of large pools of capital in the
asset management industry, and the central nature of the UK time zone. This makes a significant
contribution to UK GDP and the trade balance.

64. It is the “public utility” aspects of banking that lie behind the long-standing recognition of the need
to regulate banks. Regulation has taken the form of prudential regulation, designed to ensure that they
system has enough capital to manage risks and to stay in operation without further Government
intervention. In the present crisis in developed Western economies, this framework has manifestly failed. We
address the implications of this in paragraphs 87–93 below.

The impact of short-selling in the banking crisis and its regulation

65. Short selling is both a legitimate investment strategy and an important risk management tool. It also
contributes to market liquidity, reduces transaction costs and assists in ensuring pricing eYciency.
Consequently, the development of a globally consistent and practical short selling regulatory regime is a
critical matter for securities markets around the world.

66. The IMA has recognised and accepted the need for the temporary ban on short selling of certain UK
companies, in the particular circumstances of the autumn of 2008, notwithstanding its impact on managers’
ability to manage their clients’ assets.

67. We are completely opposed to the use of shorting techniques, or any other strategy, to commit market
abuse. However, market abuse is already well covered by FSA rules, although their previous position of not
explicitly referring to short squeezes or settlement failure risks needs to be addressed. Naked shorting should
require a higher level of evidence that steps to secure stock for settlement have been taken, than is currently
the case.

68. We consider that there is no need for the current temporary disclosure of short positions to the market
to continue. The FSA has stated that short selling restrictions are “primarily about market conduct, rather
than transparency”, and that it does “not consider there to be a strong argument for disclosure on the
grounds of general transparency”. We agree with this stance. The evidence regarding the impact of the recent
measures taken by the FSA regarding short selling seems, at best, mixed.

69. The following chart sets out the average daily returns and standard deviation of returns for banking
stocks in the run-up to the imposition in June of new disclosure requirements, in the period up to the ban
in September, and finally in the period following the ban. They show clearly that the decline in the shares
and their volatility steadily increased as the rules on shorting were tightened. This does not lend support to
the idea that short selling was a primary cause of either the fall in prices or their volatility.

Chart 1

SHARE PRICES MOVEMENTS AND VOLATILITY

Average daily return Daily standard deviation
of returns

FTSE 100 FTSE 350 FTSE 100 FTSE 350
Financial Financial

3 months to 19 June 0.05% "0.04% 1.11% 1.43%
Introduction of Disclosure requirement on Shorting stock in rights issue period: 20 June
20 June to 18 September "0.23% "0.20% 1.62% 1.94%
Introduction of Shorting Ban for all UK Financial Sector stock: 19 September
19 September to 31 December "0.07% "0.42% 3.70% 3.48%
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70. Secondly, the international rush to ban shorting (whether naked or covered, financial stocks or all
those listed on a national market) has resulted in a plethora of diVerent rules being hurried out by national
regulators. These have been diYcult to find, even harder to ensure compliance with.

71. It is noticeable that the US and Canadian regulators have now rescinded their ban of covered
shorting, as have the Australians, who had gone furthest in banning even covered shorting on all stocks. We
understand that the Chinese have also recently moved, for the first time, to allow short selling of equities.
Press reports, which are supported by anecdotal accounts from our members, have suggested that Banco
Santander has been heavily shorted since the UK ban as a proxy for the UK banking sector.

72. It is important that there is a consistent approach to any controls on short selling, and that these are
evidence based. To date the evidence does not seem to show that bans on short selling, or enforced market
disclosure, are eVective.

73. In summary, we are not convinced that there is any evidence that short selling made a significant
contribution to the current banking crisis, and we think that significant damage is being done to the
investment market due to the fragmented nature of the controls put in place by national regulators. We
therefore warmly welcomed the FSA’s announcement on 5 January that the ban would not be renewed.

Protecting the Taxpayer

The advantages and disadvantages of the UK Government’s response to the banking crisis, including
comparisons with alternative approaches adopted in other jurisdictions

74. Once the Banking Bill has been passed the Government should be put in a much better position to
deal with crises of the sort that unfolded over the last year, than it was at the time. It is unfortunate that the
lessons have had to be learnt from bitter experience, but we consider that the framework should enable
future banking failures to be dealt with quickly and cleanly.

The nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley

75. The Northern Rock nationalisation was a protracted aVair. It highlighted the diVerence between a
bank being solvent on a cash flow basis and a balance sheet basis, the diVerence between long-term solvency
and short-term liquidity. The rules do not currently reflect the importance of a bank’s short-term ability to
meet its liabilities. Given that, commonly, well supervised banks should not have a deficit of assets, but may
be prone to a “run”, it is important that the Threshold Conditions reflect the need for suYcient liquidity.

76. We therefore applaud the introduction of a “special resolution regime” to allow authorities to address
failing banks. Markets require businesses to be able to fail. The objective of the regulators is not, and should
not be, to avoid bank failures. The objective is to ensure that such failures do not threaten the system. The
proposed administrative powers will permit speedy closure of the failed and transfer of deposits and assets
to the successful.

77. The introduction of the emergency banking legislation, which also provides for bridging banks, as
used in the failure of the Heritable Bank plc and Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Limited, allowed the
nationalisation of Bradford & Bingley (B&B) to be accomplished more rapidly in the end. We remain,
however, concerned that investors lost £300 million when certain investment management firms were
persuaded to support the B&B rights issue only weeks before they were nationalised. This money has been
lost and investors will receive no compensation.

78. The B&B process went rapidly through the steps of the FSA declaring that the bank no longer met
its Threshold Conditions, the FSCS declaring it in default and the Bank of England arranging the sale of
its assets to another bank. This allowed swift disclosure of the cost of the bank’s nationalisation, enabling
the market very quickly to price in the developments.

79. The model Code of Practice requires some further refinement, particularly as regards how to handle
bonds, but it provides an understandable and predictable framework, which should result in its needing to
be used less often in future. The Code ought to be the place in which to clarify the process to follow in the
event of future bank collapses; at present it is not. This should be rectified.
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The Government’s recapitalisation programme, and part-nationalisation of major high-street banks
The aims, objectives and exit strategy of the Government’s investments in UK financial institutions
The role of UKFI and its relationship with the part-nationalised banks

We deal with these three questions together.

80. The Government’s recapitalisation programme was the correct, indeed the only, response to the
situation faced in mid October.

81. A prior question is why, if the banks needed further capital, this could not have been raised from the
private sector in the normal way. Investors had already provided significant support to the banks in question.
As well as the B&B rights issue referred to above, RBS had raised some £12 billion via a rights issue in June
this year, and HBOS’s £4 billion rights issue had been successfully underwritten. But all these investments
were eVectively lost.

82. Investment managers owe a fiduciary duty to their clients, most of whom are ultimately individual
savers or pension scheme members. The previous capital raising exercises had been shown to be insuYcient,
and there was—and remains—a widespread view in the investment management world that the
Government-underwritten round of recapitalisation might not be the final one. In those circumstances,
many managers took the view that their duty to their clients obliged them not to invest further in the banking
sector. The responsibility for ensuring that the banking sector had suYcient capital therefore became one
for the economy as a whole, through the agency of the Government. In the circumstances this was probably
inevitable.

83. We welcome and support the Government’s stated intention to seek orderly disposal of its
investments over time. There are several pre-requisites of successful disposal:

— Investor confidence that the banks in question have fully recognised losses on their balance sheets,
and that the process of recapitalisation has run its course.

— Confidence that the banks are operating on a fully commercial footing.

— A price that investors consider to oVer long term value.

84. To that end, UKFI’s professed aim of operating as an institutional shareholder is to be welcomed. As
a shareholder in a public company it cannot, in any event, be privy to information above and beyond that
which is the public domain without taking “insider” status.

85. The restoration of investor confidence will require not only the recapitalisation of banks but also the
removal of underperforming assets from bank balance sheets. This can take various forms:

— Writing them down to levels which investors believe represents their true value.

— Disposal to another party.

— In the extreme, separation of underperforming assets from sound ones—the so-called “good bank/
bad bank” solution used in some previous crises. The “good bank” would be recapitalised and
brought back to a position of viability, and the “bad bank” would go through a managed wind-
down under either the shareholders or the Government. This process is not yet in prospect in the
UK, but should not be ruled out as a possible response if other measures do not succeed.

These are also necessary preconditions for the banks to start lending again.

Protecting Consumers

The role of banks in receipt of public investment in fulfilling the Government’s aspirations for assisting
customers, and small businesses, in financial diYculty

86. The Government should not distinguish between those banks in which it has a stake and others for
purposes of wider public policy objectives. A perception that the Government was seeking to use its
shareholding in certain banks as an instrument of policy could make disposal more diYcult, for the reasons
explained in paragraphs 80—85 above, and significantly extend the period during which the Government
was obliged to retain the shares.

The importance of retail banking as a “utility”, and whether retail banks should be separate from other activities
such as investment banking and insurance provision

87. The banking system provides an important public utility to both the retail and wholesale markets.

88. In a market economy it is vital that businesses should be able to fail. Without the knowledge that
mismanagement can lead to failure, executive management face no moral hazard. If risks may be taken for
short term gain, secure in the knowledge that the public sector will step in to rescue the business, there is an
unacceptable mismatch between the risk and reward faced by the institution and by the taxpayer.

89. The public utility role must therefore be capable of surviving failure by individual institutions.
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90. As discussed in paragraphs 75–79, the Government’s banking legislation goes a long way towards
addressing this for retail customers. This does not, however, deal with other utilities which the banks
provide. In particular the collapse of Lehman has left in its wake a chaotic set of problems in the London
capital markets, which are likely to take several years to sort out. In the capital markets it does not appear
possible for firms to fail with consequences that can be dealt with in an orderly fashion. In this respect the
situation in the UK seems to be significantly worse than in the US and in other centres, and the Banking
Liaison Group, set up by the Treasury to monitor the operation of the new banking legislation will be
considering whether changes are needed to insolvency law to address this.

91. Longer term, it is legitimate to ask the question whether such an important utility should be able to
carry on unrestricted high risk ancillary business. The banking system created within itself structures of such
complexity and interconnectedness that those in charge appeared no longer to understand the risks that were
being run and the consequences of an external event, the US sub-prime crisis eventually being the trigger
which unleashed a chaotic sequence of events.

92. After the not dissimilar events of 1929, one response in the US was the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933,
which among other measures, prohibited a bank holding company from owning other financial institutions,
until its repeal in 1999. The concept did not finally disappear until this autumn, when the last two
independent investment banks adopted bank holding company status. As a result “universal banking” is
now the global model.

93. While the Glass-Steagall formula of separating retail from wholesale banking might at first sight
appear superficially attractive, it would not address the issues identified above, since it would not capture the
distinction between utility and purely commercial activity. Not would it be advisable for the UK to pursue a
course of separation other than as part of a global initiative, since that would be very likely to damage its
competitiveness as an international financial centre. Nevertheless the international debate on the lessons of
the credit crisis will need to address how to provide this important utility in a way which allows imprudent
firms to fail.

The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition

94. The Deposit Protection Scheme has worked very well in terms of giving customers of failed banks
expeditious access to their money. But understanding of the scheme by consumers remains generally poor.
A key practical point, which creates real diYculty for consumer understanding, is that the FSCS limit applies
to an individual’s exposure to an entire deposit-taking group. So, if someone has deposits with, what they
believe to be, regional banks, which are actually owned by a national with whom they also have an account,
the limit will not be as generous as it seems.

95. The Government has however eVectively established a policy, through a series of precedents, that
deposits with any UK authorised bank will be protected, irrespective of the deposit protection limit. It needs
to develop a strategy to pull back from such an absolute guarantee, which goes against the intention of the
deposit protection legislation.

96. The FSA recently introduced a rule change to enable separate compensation limits to apply when two
building societies merge. This adds a further layer of complexity to the regime, and more importantly,
introduces moral hazard in that there is then a competitive advantage for any such societies in comparison
with two banks merging, or existing holdings within a financial services group. Furthermore, this ruling will
prevent diversification of deposits due to the increased amount protected under the compensation scheme
for deposits with merging societies.

97. The key message for the public should be, and should always have been, to spread risk. This is a key
mantra that the new Money Guidance service needs to say at each interview/in each correspondence. It is
important that this message should get across. One possible way to do it might be to require banks to notify
customers when their combined accounts reach the compensation limit.

The role of financial advisers in the banking crisis

98. We believe the role of independent financial advisers during the crisis has been positive:

— They do not appear to have put clients in large numbers into structured investment products
exposed to the Lehman collapse. This is in contrast to other countries, for example Germany and
Hong Kong, where large number of retail investors found themselves directly and unknowingly
exposed to Lehman and lost money after its collapse.

— There has been no evidence of panic selling by UK investors. In the first 11 months of 2008 retail
investors have added nearly £3 billion to their investment in retail funds, and while there has been
some movement out of equity funds, it has been less than 1% of the total, and relatively at the very
bottom of the market. IFAs can take credit for advising their clients well.

— In contrast, other European countries, notably France, Spain and Italy, have seen very large scale
redemptions over the last two years. It is notable that in these countries distribution of investment
products is in the hands of the banks (which have seen the redemptions flow back as deposits)
rather than independent advisers.
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The impact of the banking crisis on consumer confidence in financial institutions

99. So far as retail fund management products are concerned, as indicated above we see little evidence of
investors selling up. Of course many are very disappointed at the steep falls in the value of their investments,
which may be a large proportion of their retirement savings, but this is mainly manifesting itself as a
reluctance to invest fresh funds rather than in a desire to exit altogether.

100. An IMA You Gov survey conducted in November 2008 amongst over 3000 investors found that 56%
felt the investment market had got worse over the previous six months—compared to only 26% in May. 39%
expect it to get worse over the coming six months, almost double those who thought so in May 2008.
Investors are becoming increasingly risk averse with current market uncertainties putting them oV investing
further. They have become even more cautious since May and feel a growing scepticism towards the markets.
This is perhaps not surprising, given the sharp falls in markets and the value of investments, over the
autumn.

Protecting Shareholder Interests

The rights of shareholders in the context of new sources of investment, including the UK Government and
sovereign wealth funds

101. In the UK, shareholder rights are embodied in the company’s Articles of Association and in the
Companies Acts. In the UK in recent years the profile of listed companies’ shareholders has changed from
individuals to institutions—in 1963 individuals held over half of UK company shares, today they hold about
an eighth. There has also been an increase in the number of foreign shareholders—in 1963 they held less than
a sixth of UK company shares but in 2007 held around half.133

102. Through the agency of UKFI, the UK Government will become a major shareholder in at least two
major banks. We hope and expect that it will operate in the same way that a private sector shareholder,
because this will be in the interests of the Government, for the reasons explained in paragraphs 80–85.

103. In addition, sovereign wealth funds have, we understand, invested more than US$60 billion in
financial groups mainly originating in the US and Switzerland.134 This has made a welcome contribution to
liquidity and stability. The experience of IMA member firms is that SWFs have been long term shareholders,
exhibiting all the signs of responsible stewardship, interested in stability and whose interests are congruent
with those of other investors. A number of SWFs are in the process of finalising a set of voluntary principles
and practices.

104. The significance of alternative investment providers needs to be kept in perspective. SWFs, in
particular, have grown dramatically in recent years, but, as at end 2007, they were reported to have US$3.3
trillion under management; hedge funds US$2.3 trillion; and private equity US$ 0.8 trillion. However, this
is small relative to the assets institutional investors manage: globally, pension funds, insurance companies,
and mutual funds in aggregate have US$74.9 trillion.135

The responsibilities of shareholders in ensuring financial institutions are managed in their own interests

105. Institutional investors owe a fiduciary duty to their clients, the beneficial owners, for example, the
beneficiaries of a pension scheme or holders of mutual fund units. Their overriding responsibility is to ensure
that the companies in which they invest deliver satisfactory returns for their clients. As part of that process
they exert discipline over the companies in which they invest to try to maximise long term performance.

106. The first discipline is through the medium of the market. If enough active mangers are unhappy with
developments and sell the stock, there will be an impact on the share price. Traditionally, this acts as a signal
to management that all is not well, and the threat of hostile takeover may ultimately force a change of
strategy or management.

107. There are signs that this process had been going on in UK banks for some time. A number of IMA
members have told us that they began to exit the banking sector as long ago as 2005 because of concerns
about strategic direction. This is to an extent borne out by the following chart which compares the
performance of the FTSE 100 and FTSE banking sector indices over the last four years. From December
2004 to December 2005, for example, the FTSE 100 rose 16.7% whereas the FTSE banking index clearly
underperformed, only rising by 7.3%. While many factors are at work in driving share prices, it is likely that
growing disenchantment among some fund managers will have contributed in some measure to this
underperformance.

133 Tomorrow’s Owners, Stewardship of Tomorrows Company, Tomorrow’s Company October 2008.
134 www.ifsl.org.uk/upload/CBS Sovereign Wealth Funds 2008.pdf
135 www.ifsl.org.uk/upload/CBS Sovereign Wealth Funds 2008.pdf
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Chart 2

PERFORMANCE OF FTSE 100 AND FTSE ALL SHARE/BANK INDICES TO END NOVEMBER
2008
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108. Other investors will not have been in a position to sell. They may have been managers of index funds,
for example seeking to replicate the performance of the FTSE 100, or they may have been given mandates
by their institutional clients which do not allow them in practice to be heavily underweight such a major
sector. Such investors would, if unhappy, have no alternative but to raise their concerns with the company
concerned, seeking to ensure that their concerns are addressed, ultimately voting against management if they
are not.

109. In 2002, City institutions gave new impetus to eVective engagement through new principles (the
Statement of Principles) drawn up by the Institutional Shareholders’ Committee (ISC), whose members,
including the IMA, represent virtually all UK institutional investors.136 This was the first comprehensive
statement of best practice governing the responsibilities of institutional investors in relation to the
companies in which they invest, on behalf of the ultimate owners.

110. IMA has benchmarked the industry’s adherence to the Statement of Principles through regular
surveys. The latest published survey137 covered 33 IMA members who collectively managed £640 billion of
UK equities, representing 68% of the market. It showed broad general compliance with the principles, and
an increasing trend for engagement to be integrated into the investment process, complemented by regular
dialogue with senior management and monitoring.

111. We are currently completing our fifth engagement survey and to date have asked 23 firms who
together managed £517 billion of the £640 billion cited above about their engagement on financing issues
with Bradford and Bingley and the Royal Bank of Scotland. The results are summarised in Chart 3 attached
which shows that the 11 firms with a holding in Bradford & Bingley in aggregate had 55 meetings with the
non-executives and/or executives on financing issues and the 18 firms with a holding in the Royal Bank of
Scotland had 59 meetings. While the raw figures understate the full extent of the dialogue that in many
instances took place, it is clear that the investment management industry stepped up the amount of
engagement.

112. However, it is now apparent that this engagement was not necessarily eVective and it is important
to recognise that there are limits on what engagement can achieve. In particular at a time of relatively easy
credit banks are able to raise funds at very fine prices, and may become less reliant on their shareholder base.

136 http://www.investmentuk.org/press/2002/20021021.asp
137 http://www.investmentuk.org/press/2007/20070704.asp
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113. First, investment managers are restricted in terms of the information that is made available to them.
They do not have insider status and were not privy to the same information as the executive or indeed the
non-executive directors. Furthermore, in many instances it is now apparent that the boards and management
of financial institutions failed to fully appreciate the risks on their balance sheets, thus, investment managers
could not have been expected to either; this was not a problem which could have been avoided by better
engagement. Managers compensate for such information asymmetries by diversifying portfolio
construction.

114. Furthermore, although shareholders in the UK have the right to dismiss and appoint directors, these
rights are not universal. We consider that the debate in the US on the right to appoint and dismiss directors
should be progressed so that boards can be better held to account.

115. In conclusion, there are various degrees of engagement, from buying or selling shares, to deciding
voting rights, to activism, to really focused engagement. Specifically as regards financial institutions, the gap
between performance in the banking sectors and the FTSE suggests that a number of managers did dispose
of their shares. Those that did not sought to engage but there were limits to what they could see and do.
That said, we recognise that there have been failings and that the investment management industry needs
to consider carefully the events of the last two years and draw lessons for the future.

Chart 3

23 MANAGERS’ ENGAGEMENT WITH B&B AND RBS ON FINANCING

Bradford & Bingley Royal Bank of Scotland
Number of meetings (members)

Insignificant holding so little or no (12 members) (5 members)
engagement with bank

Chairman 17 27
(9 members—one meeting also (14 members—one meeting also
with the Senior Independent with the executives, two with the
Director and four also with the Senior Independent Director,
Finance Director) one with the Chief Executive,

one with the Chief Executive,
Finance Director and IR and
two with IR)

Senior independent director 3 6
(2 members) (5 members)

Chief Executive 2 13
(2 members) (8 members)

Finance director 2 3
(2 members) (3 members)

Executives 2
(1 member)

Company secretary — 2
(1 member)

Investor relations — 4
(3 members)

Met/spoke with Texas Pacific Group, (4 members) N/A
the private equity that pulled out of
the fundraising.

Met/spoke with Resolution—an (1 member) N/A
alternative bidder

January 2009
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Memorandum from Which?

1. Which? campaigns actively for all consumers and is the largest consumer organisation in Europe.
Entirely independent of government and industry, we are a registered charity funded through the sales of
our consumer magazines, online products and books.

2. Which? has long pressed for consumers to get a better deal from the UK banking system and we
welcome the opportunity to respond to this inquiry. Information on our current banking reform campaign
for simpler, safer, stronger banks can be found at www.weownthebanks.co.uk.

Executive Summary

3. This submission details Which?’s response to the Committee’s inquiry. It focuses on our key areas of
interest and concern rather than addressing every aspect of the inquiry. These are:

Passporting

4. We are particularly concerned by two particular aspects of passporting:

— Compensation arrangements for passporting firms either need to be prefunded or guaranteed by
the home state government.

— Collaboration between national regulators is currently inadequate, especially for smaller firms,
and therefore needs to be strengthened.

Originate to distribute model

5. The model has made a notable contribution to extreme lending practices that border on the
irresponsible and encourage market instability, but an entire rejection of it would lead to a substantial
contraction in the availability of mortgages, with significant negative implications for consumers. We
propose ways the model can be reformed to deliver greater eYciency, access and lower cost, while ensuring
responsible lending and stability.

UKFI and part-nationalised banks

6. We want to see public representation on the UKFI board, including the appointment of an explicit
consumer champion, to reflect the taxpayer support received by the nationalised and part-nationalised
banks.

Customers in financial diYculty

7. While recognising that there will be an adjustment in the cost and availability of credit, it would be
very damaging to go from “feast to famine”. We welcome the measures that the Government has already
taken to protect those in financial diYculties, but we have specific concerns about treatment of borrowers
in arrears whose mortgages have been securitised and believe further action by the FSA and Government
may be necessary to protect consumers.

The importance of retail banking as a “utility”

8. Which? believes basic retail banking does constitute a utility. While there are diVerent definitions of
what retail banking as a utility might look like, a sensible proposition might be to see it simply as a payments
system and basic deposit taking service. These are facilities which are basic to consumer use of banking
services. However, retail banking is only one area in which consumers are aVected by the fallout of the
economic crisis. In our view, appropriate protection can only be achieved by making the regulatory regime
for both retail and investment banking more eVective and by introducing stronger questioning and
enforcement into the supervisory process.

Consolidation within the retail financial services sector

9. Our long-standing concerns about the lack of eVective competition in the retail banking sector have
been significantly increased by recent changes in market structure. While accepting the importance of
preserving stability as a priority, specific measures are needed to ensure consumers are not adversely aVected
in the future.
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Product pricing

10. We detail the negative trends for consumers of pricing in mortgages, credit cards and store cards
following the recent banking crisis. Which? welcomes the new code of conduct agreed by BERR with the
credit card companies, but believes that it may ultimately not be enough. The OFT, FSA, Banking Code
Standards Board and Financial Ombudsman Service must take a robust approach to firms altering interest
rates unfairly. There is also a case for a full and transparent review as to whether credit card companies have
been breaching or continue to breach the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations and treating
customers unfairly.

Protection of UK citizens investing in non-UK jurisdictions

11. We do not see a case for the UK taxpayer to underwrite investment overseas for individuals that have
not paid the UK tax that funds the relevant protection. However, greater clarity is needed on financial
promotions and in explanatory literature to make any reduced levels of protection clear to consumers.

Depositor protection

12. Further to the proposals we have previously submitted to the committee, we believe that the speed of
payouts has to be increased significantly and that the current proposal to reduce the payout time to seven
days is an absolute minimum. Every eVort should be made to achieve a payout period of three days or less.

Consumer confidence

13. There is a contrast between consumers’ faith in the banking sector as a functioning system, ie a belief
that money under the control of a bank will be safe, and a lack of emotional trust that the bank will act
primarily in the interest of the consumer. Recent consumer experiences with, and knowledge of, unfair
charging, misselling of financial products, and excessive and unwarranted bonuses have all undermined the
sector in the eyes of consumers. It is in the long-term interests of the banking system to improve consumer
confidence in the sector.

The Impact of European Union Directives on Financial Stability, including “Passporting” (1.5)

14. Our concern about the impact of European Union directives is focused on the passporting
arrangements under the Second Banking Directive. We expressed some of our concerns about passporting
arrangements in our earlier submission to the Treasury Select Committee’s inquiry into Banking Reform in
July 2008.

15. Which? has always been supportive of the aim of the European Commission to provide better and
more competitive financial services to European consumers. However, we have also warned against
achieving this by lowering regulatory hurdles to such an extent or in such a way that consumers are exposed
to unacceptable levels of risk. UK consumers have access to a range of financial products with diVering levels
of complexity and the UK regulatory regime and compensation arrangements are often more complex than
in other EU member states. The current passporting arrangements under the Second Banking Directive
allow firms to sidestep at least some of the consumer protection arrangements in the UK.

16. We are particularly concerned about the following aspects of passporting:

— Host state regulators have little to no influence over the regulation of passporting firms. If home
state regulators are not doing their job properly consumers are put at risk. We would like to see a
change in EU legislation which shifts the responsibility for regulation of passporting firms from
home to host state regulator and which also requires passporting firms to seek full membership of
the host state depositor guarantee scheme. Consumers should not again be put into a position
where a EEA-member state ignores its legal responsibilities to foreign depositors. We also believe
that consumers should not be forced to claim from diVerent compensation schemes but should be
able to access their home state compensation scheme for all payouts.

— Even with a change of regulatory responsibility from home to host state regulator for passporting
firms, the host state regulator will still not be in a position to exercise control over the activities of
the passporting firm’s parent company and therefore might be unaware of financial diYculties or
risky business models endangering the financial future of the passporting firms. We therefore want
passporting firms to pre-fund their compensation arrangements in their host states. Alternatively,
member states should be required to act as lenders of last resort for their compensation schemes.

— We also believe that collaboration between national regulators needs to be strengthened. Co-
operation on the supervision of larger banking groups is supposedly already taking place but
smaller firms like Landsbanki and Kaupthing seem to have slipped past the radar. The UK has a
very consolidated retail banking industry and UK consumers rely on foreign banks to drive
competition in the market especially for savings products. They need to be able to rely on a strong
supervisory regime that ensures that their deposits are safe.
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Possible Reforms to the Remuneration Structures Prevalent in Financial Services (1.6)

17. Please see our previous submission to the Committee dated 13 November 2007.

Regulation of Highly Complex Financial Products, and the Future of the Originate to Distribute
Model (1.9)

18. The lending process can be broken into four main activities:

(1) Marketing and attracting potential customers.

(2) Risk assessing whether the consumer can aVord the loan and underwriting.

(3) Loan servicing—managing the relationship with the customer once the loan is made.

(4) Funding and holding the loan.

19. Over many years the domestic retail, corporate and institutional deposits combined with shareholder
capital have formed the bedrock for bank and building society lending. The bank or building society
undertook all of the four main activities and held the loan on their balance sheet.

20. However, in recent years some firms entering the market began to specialise in only one or two of the
main activities. Increasingly, loans were funded and held by organisations that did not originate them—
known as the “Originate to distribute” model. The mechanisms for this were:

— Whole loan sales between two balance sheet lenders.

— Whole loan sales from a specialist risk assessor/lender to a balance sheet lender.138

— The bundling of loans into UK Residential Mortgage Backed Securities (RMBS) and covered
bonds which were then sold to banks and building societies or to investors and other financial
intermediaries.

21. Investor demand driven by a “search for yield” drove increases in the issuance of mortgage backed
securities. This activity was also driven by the interests of investment banks which gained substantial revenue
from originating the loans, bundling them together into complex financial securities and then trading these
securities.139 The easy access to funding before the credit crunch drove the emergence of specialist lenders
which relied on the “originate and distribute” business model. It also encouraged retail banks and building
societies to diversify their funding models by issuing RMBS or covered bonds and tapping wholesale
deposits.

22. Between 2000 and 2007, the total amount outstanding of UK RMBS and covered bonds rose from
£13 billion to £257 billion.140 While the majority of RMBS outstanding at the end of 2007 related to prime
mortgages, funding through securitisation and the “originate and distribute” model was relatively much
more important for subprime mortgages, and buy-to-let mortgages. Over time lenders took on progressively
more credit risk by expanding lending to these sectors alongside loosening requirements for mainstream
mortgage products by lending a higher multiple of consumer’s incomes and 95% or even over 100% of a
properties value.
We have attempted to list some of the important advantages and disadvantages of the diVerent funding
models for consumers.

Table 1

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT EXTREMES OF MODELS FOR UK
MORTGAGE LENDING

Traditional Balance sheet model

Advantages Disadvantages

— Tested and understood. — The capacity to lend is limited by growth in
— Relationship model with less scope for traditional retail and wholesale deposits.

conflicts of interest and information gaps. Given the low UK savings rate, this could
— More stable model in a downturn caused by have acted as a significant constraint on

reduced liquidity or the closure of the lending.
securitisation markets. — Greater barriers to entry lead to reduced

competition and higher prices.
— Less degrees of specialisation in the diVerent

lending functions could lead to a lack of
innovation or eYciency and consequent

138 Such as the arrangement by Bradford and Bingley to purchase mortgages from GMAC and Kensington mortgages.
139 This eVect can most clearly be seen in the entrance into the UK and US mortgage market of a number of investment banks,

including Merrill Lynch, Lehman brothers, Morgan Stanley and Credit Suisse through the takeover, establishment or
partnership with specialist lenders.

140 HM Treasury: The Crosby Report, November 2008, p12.
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/pbr08 mortgagefinance 1010.pdf
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Traditional Balance sheet model

Advantages Disadvantages

higher prices. If lenders refuse to deal with
mortgage intermediaries then consumers may
find it diYcult to access independent advice.

— Still vulnerable to instability if using short-
term wholesale deposits to fund long-term
loans.

— More segments of the market being served — More unstable than the traditional model.
(because of greater competition and more Capacity to lend limited by investor demand
specialist risk assessment for previously for securities.
under-served parts of the market).

— Potential for irresponsible lending.
— Improved service at time of mortgage Vulnerable to conflicts of interest if

application and servicing over the life of the underwriters sacrifice quality to maintain the
loan. volume of loans.141 Remuneration-based

incentives may lead to poor risk assessment.
— Lower funding costs from broadening the Consumers are given loans which are

sources of capital leading to lower prices for unaVordable.
consumers.

— Previously under-served consumers are
— Greater eYciency and competition from vulnerable142 to swings in the availability of

market entrants leading to lower prices for credit caused by the instability of the
consumers. “originate and distribute” model. Higher and

more volatile prices for consumers will— In theory, a vigilant investor base should
increase the probability of arrears, defaultmonitor credit quality.
and repossession.

— Asset prices will be more subject to
instability. The volatility in the housing
market, at least in part, is caused by the
higher price and lack of availability of credit.

— Vulnerable to information asymmetries.
Lengthening the distance between the funder
and the borrower leads to information gaps.
Investors relied too much on credit ratings
agencies rather than knowing what they were
buying.

— Rather than being bought by long-term
investors most securities, particularly those
rated “AAA” were bought by the banking
industry, or by Structured Investment
Vehicles which were inadequately capitalised
and had to be absorbed back onto banks
balance sheets when the credit crunch started.
This led to the instability of institutions
which damaged consumer confidence.

The future of the UK mortgage market

23. It is clear that if the mortgage market in the UK were to revert entirely to the traditional model then
there would be a substantial contraction in the availability of mortgages. An entire rejection of the “originate
to distribute” model would therefore have significant negative implications for individual consumers and
the broader economy. The eVective closure of the securitisation market means that in aggregate, lenders will
be unable to fund even the current level of mortgage lending outstanding on their books, let alone any
new lending.

24. This is highlighted by the Crosby Report143 which estimates that more than £160 billion of mortgage-
backed securities will mature over the period to the end of 2010. Instead of funding new lending, banks will
have to direct substantial amounts of funding to refinancing these securities.

141 See Originate-to-Distribute Model and The Sub-prime Mortgage Crisis, Purnanandam (2008).
142 The Bank of England has concluded that the cost of credit for credit-impaired consumers or those with high Loan-to-Value

ratios has increased significantly more than for prime mortgages and those with low Loan-to-Value ratios.
143 HM Treasury: The Crosby Report, November 2008.

http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/pbr08 mortgagefinance 1010.pdf
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25. It is vital for consumers that we avoid a self-fulfilling negative spiral, where higher default rates lead
to banks cutting back lending and in turn lower economic activity and consequent higher defaults.

26. The focus must be on how we manage the transition and ensure that the “orginate and distribute”
model can be made to work better for consumers. The key factor will be whether the model can deliver
benefits to consumers such as greater eYciency, access and lower cost while ensuring responsible lending
and stability.

27. We have made a number of suggestions below:

— Standards for mortgage advice must improve: While the increased potential for irresponsible
lending and conflicts of interest in the “originate to distribute” model demand improved
supervision, the evidence suggests that there needs to be a significant improvement in the quality
of advice in all sectors of the market. The FSA’s thematic work has identified significant
shortcomings in the way firms were monitoring the quality of advice and the aVordability of
payments.144 In our mystery shopping, 70% of mortgage advisers failed to do a proper check to
determine whether the consumer could aVord the repayments.

— Ensuring suYcient capital for lending: This should be the immediate priority for the Government.
Options include the provision of Government guarantees as recommended by the Crosby report
or the purchase of mortgage backed securities by the Bank of England.

— The actions of the nationalised/semi-nationalised banks must contribute to the solution: It clearly
makes no sense for the nationalised/semi-nationalised banks to be leading the contraction in the
mortgage market. As we noted in our previous evidence to the Committee’s inquiry into the
nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley (November 2007), the rapid shrinkage
of Northern Rock’s mortgage business is in stark contrast to the Government’s intention to
maintain the availability of lending. In these circumstances, the Government may have to accept
a longer timescale before the nationalised/semi nationalised lenders are able to repay their loans
from the Bank of England or capital from the Treasury. This may require a review of the
competitive framework and management incentives for these institutions as well as appropriate
management by UKFI.

— Making the “originate and distribute” model work for consumers: In the longer term it will require
a more diversified and involved investor base, greater transparency and standardisation of
mortgage-backed securities and other financial instruments, together with reform of credit-rating
agencies.

The Nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley (2.2)

28. Please see our previous submission to the Committee dated 11 November 2007.

The Role of UKFI and its Relationship with the Part-nationalised Banks (2.5)

29. The Government has stated that the part-nationalised banks will be managed “at arms length” by
UK Financial Investments (UKFI) “on a commercial basis”. While recognising the importance of securing
adequate returns for taxpayers from the substantial public investment in these banks, the nationalised and
part-nationalised institutions have a responsibility to lead the way in terms of treating customers fairly. The
public will not understand why, given the massive levels of support they have provided to the part-
nationalised banks, they should be able to pursue policies that may be detrimental to the consumer interest.

30. The significant public interest in the way in which the nationalised and part-nationalised banks are
managed should be recognised within UKFI itself. We want to see public interest representation on the
UKFI board, including the appointment of an explicit consumer champion. As with our proposal for
consumer input to the National Economic Council, this would allow the experiences of consumers to be fed
into decision-making at the highest level. It would also help challenge the kind of group thinking that
appeared to exist within the banking industry prior to the current crisis.

The Role of Banks in Receipt of Public Investment in Fulfilling the Government’s Aspirations for
Assisting Customers, and Small Businesses, in Financial Difficulty (3.1)

31. The substantial amounts of public money that have been put into the banking sector over the last few
months appear to have brought a degree of stability to the sector. However, one of the outcomes of this
investment has been to develop considerable conflicts of interest in the objectives of many of the UK’s largest
financial institutions. On one the hand they remain commercial enterprises that have a primary duty to
shareholders (including, in many cases, the taxpayer). However, the scale of the injection of public money
also means that they should now have a specific duty to act in the wider public interest. Nowhere is this more

144 http://www.fsa.gov.uk/smallfirms/your firm type/mortgage/quality/index.shtml
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important than in the way they treat customers in financial diYculty. As we enter diYcult economic times,
we want to see excellent practice in this area from all financial institutions but we believe that it is important
for the institutions that have received public investment to lead the way.

32. We appreciate that in the current climate these institutions have contradictory demands placed upon
them. On the one hand we want them to serve consumer needs by advancing aVordable credit and passing
on the benefits of base rate cuts to consumers but on the other hand we want them to rebuild their balance
sheets, repay the taxpayer investment and also increase their contributions to the financial compensation
scheme. While recognising that there will be an adjustment in the cost and availability of credit, it would be
very damaging to go from “feast to famine”.

33. The Government, along with much of the industry, has already taken steps to address the likely
impacts of the contraction in availability of credit. The extension to the Income Support for Mortgage
Interest (ISMI), the mortgage repossession pre-action protocol; the Mortgage Rescue scheme (although we
think it should be made compulsory and extended to all secured lenders), and the agreement by lenders to
wait at least three months before beginning proceedings are all welcome developments. However, as time
progresses it may be necessary to go beyond even these steps, especially if the situation markedly worsens.
For example, the FSA needs to increase fines and naming and shaming of companies that are not treating
customers in mortgage arrears fairly.

34. We have specific concerns that because of the terms in the securitisation agreements borrowers whose
mortgages have been securitised and who fall into arrears may be treated less sympathetically than
borrowers whose mortgages are held on balance sheet by a balance sheet lender. They may also be restricted
from participating in Government rescue schemes. The third party service providers for these loans are
bound by FSA rules and the requirement to treat customers fairly. The FSA’s thematic work on mortgage
arrears found that there were particular problems with specialist lenders and that more widely, lenders did
not exercise suYcient oversight of third parties contracted to carry out mortgage arrears and repossessions
handling activities on their behalf. We believe that any review by the FSA and the Government should pay
particular attention to this issue.

The Importance of Retail Banking as a “Utility”, and whether Retail Banks should be Separate
from Other Activities such as Investment Banking and Insurance Provision (3.2)

35. Which? believes basic retail banking does constitute a utility. Without access, it is very diYcult, if not
impossible, for consumers to participate in economic life.

36. There are diVering views as to the definition of retail banking as a utility, which is also often referred
to as the “narrow banking model”. The main diVerentiation is between commentators who define narrow
banking as deposit taking activities only and those that include the provision of finance to individuals and
small businesses. For the purposes of this response we will use the former definition.

37. Arguments commonly brought in favour of “narrow banking” are:

— it makes retail banks infallible and secures the payment system;

— it avoids conflicts of interest created by the granting of credit and the use of credit by the same
institution;

— it protects retail banks from the fallout of risky and speculative activities which threaten the
integrity of deposits. Deposit insurance therefore becomes unneccesary, which also deals with the
issue of moral hazard created by an ex-post insurance system; and

— the current model allows retail banks to use their deposit base—on which there is an implicit
government guarantee—as collateral for their speculative trading.145

38. Arguments brought against “narrow banking” include:146

— deregulated financial markets have created products where the distinctions between loans,
securities, and deposits are not well drawn;

— a UK only narrow banking model would be undermined by international competition;

— conflicts of interest can be prevented by regulating banks, and by separating the lending and credit
functions through forming distinctly separate subsidiaries of financial firms;

— the business model for “narrow banks” leaves little to no incentive for eVective competition and
could lead to ineYciency and wastefullness;

— interest rates payable on deposits with narrow banks would be negible—the interest rate of safe
government bonds minus the cost of running the institution.147 It would therefore not be in the
interest of small savers who want their savings to be safe but also want a decent return on their
savings; and

145 John Kay: Making banks boring again. Prospect Magazine Issue 154, January 2009.
146 http://digital.library.unt.edu/govdocs/crs/permalink/meta-crs-9065:1
147 Maverecon—Willem Buiter’s Blog, 22/09/08: http://maverecon.blogspot.com/2007/09/would-narrow-banking-prevent-

another.html
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— separation of retail and investment banking could lead to a further weakening of the regulatory
and supervisory regime for investment banks.

39. Our focus when looking at “narrow banking” is to look at the desired outcome for consumers:

— Protection of the continued functionality of the payment system.

— Protection of consumers’ deposits.

— Ongoing ability to access liquidity in the form of short-term credit.

40. A separation of retail banking from investment banking and insurance provision could potentially
achieve some of these requirements. However, the “narrow banking” debate only focuses on consumer
protection in terms of their retail banking activities. In reality, consumers’ financial wellbeing is aVected by
the banking crisis and the related economic crisis in a number of ways:

— Safety of their employment.

— Safety of their retirement savings.

— Access to low-risk financial products that oVer a return above inflation.

— Access to both secured and unsecured credit.

41. We therefore believe that it is necessary to look beyond the issue of “narrow banking” to ways of
protecting consumers. Our ideal outcome is to achieve a situation where consumers can be confident that
their deposits in particular and the banking system in general are safe in an environment that allows
enterprises to prosper. In our view, this can only be achieved by making the regulatory regime for both retail
and investment banking more eVective and by introducing stronger questioning and enforcement into the
supervisory process.

42. The current review of retail regulation of banking by the FSA oVers the opportunity to improve
consumer outcomes in the way the sector treats their customers. However, the FSA needs to demonstrate
that if it is handling conduct of business regulation it is able to eVectively intervene in emerging problems.
This is not a characteristic of the FSA with which we are familiar. Any change in retail regulation must be
demonstrably advantageous to the consumer.

The Competition Impact of Further Consolidation within the Retail Financial Services Sector
(3.3)

43. We have long-standing concerns about the lack of eVective competition in the retail banking sector
which has been dominated by the “Big Five” of Lloyds TSB, HSBC, Barclays, RBS/Natwest and HBoS.
Since the start of the banking crisis there have been a number of significant changes in the market structure
of the banking sector that we believe are likely to have further weakened competitive pressures. These
include: the proposed merger of Lloyds TSB and HBoS; the nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford
& Bingley’s mortgage book; the takeover of Alliance & Leicester and the remainder of Bradford & Bingley
by Santander; and numerous smaller mergers in the building society sector.

44. During this time of financial upheaval it must not be forgotten that any concentration of market share
created now will have a long-term impact upon market structure and conditions of entry. The loss of
consumer confidence in the sector is also likely to further undermine the ability and willingness of consumers
to drive competition.

Competition Problems in the Banking Sector

45. There are two features of retail banking services—the business model employed by banks and the
relative weakness of consumers—that we believe play a significant role in retarding eVective competition.
First, the business model for high street banks relies on the opportunity to cross-sell a range of financial
products. This is turn facilitates cross-subsidy and loss-leading, with banks operating their retail business
on a portfolio basis to ensure overall profitability.148 Personal Current Accounts and, to a lesser extent
mortgages, are key “gateway” products. Second, consumers of financial services face significant challenges,
particularly with respect to financial capability, that aVect their ability to make informed decisions between
competing financial products. Consumers may also display many behavioural characteristics that lead to
suboptimal choices.

46. Banks have taken full advantage of the lack of competition and consumer understanding in this
sector. Over the past decade we have seen numerous problems in the financial services industry that have
manifested themselves as a result of a lack of eVective competition. We have embarked on a series of
campaigns over the past decade to address such problems and ensure that consumers receive a fair deal.
Among the issues we have sought to address are charging for ATMs, unfair overdraft charges and mis-selling
of Payment Protection Insurance.

148 The OFT’s market study into PCAs notes that banks share common costs across a range of activities, and in practice many
banks do not apparently track profitability by product line (Paragraph 2.35–2.41. Personal current accounts in the UK, July
2008, OFT).
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Lloyds TSB/HBoS Merger

47. We are particularly concerned by the competition implications of the proposed merger of Lloyds TSB
and HBoS. We recognise that there are exceptional circumstances which mean the merger may be necessary.
However it is important to take into account the long-term impact on market structure that will result from
the creation of this “super bank”. If the two companies retain their 2007 market shares the new institution
would stand head and shoulders above the rest of the banking sector controlling 30% of the current account
market,149 28% of mortgages,150 25% of savings151 and 21% of personal loans.152

48. We are concerned that an institution of this size will be even less responsive to competitive pressures
and could as a result cause consumer harm. In the PCA market, HBoS has been a strong driver of price
competition, raising awareness amongst consumers of the poor levels of interest generally oVered by high-
street banks. It is therefore particularly damaging to competition that the market leader in personal current
accounts (Lloyds TSB had 19% market share in 2007153) should be absorbing this key rival.

49. Meanwhile, although current competitive conditions in the mortgage market are far from “normal”,
the prospect of creating a single lender with nearly 30% of the overall market means that there are also
doubts about the extent to which the new institution will feel suYcient pressure to oVer competitive deals
in the future.

50. In the normal course of events, Which? would have demanded that this proposed merger be referred
to the Competition Commission for further investigation. In this instance, whilst we acknowledge the need
to preserve financial stability we have called for specific measures, such as ongoing scrutiny by the OFT, to
be taken to ensure that consumers are not adversely aVected.

Wider Competitive Concerns

51. In addition to the proposed merger of Lloyds TSB and HBoS, some of the other changes to the
structure of the market are likely to lead to a lessening of competitive pressure. This is particularly likely in
the mortgage market following the demise of much of the “competitive fringe” of demutualised building
societies and other specialist lenders. These problems are likely to be accentuated by the closure of the
securitisation markets as highlighted in the Crosby Report.154

52. Until recently, mortgage lending has been considered relatively competitive, with consumers
appearing more willing and able to shop-around for better deals, triggered by events such as end of a fixed-
deal. Which? survey results indicate almost 60% of people have changed mortgage at least once.155 The price
of mortgage deals, including fees, was the primary factor for selecting provider, although brand reputation
was the principal secondary factor. However, mortgage lending, and the range of products available, has
seen a significant contraction. Consumers, who already face diYculties engaging in the market, may also be
reluctant or unable to switch if they depend upon an existing relationship to ensure access to credit under
current circumstances.

The Product Pricing of Credit Facilities, including Mortgages, Credit Cards, Store Cards and
Small Business Loans (3.4)

Mortgages

53. We note the following:

— The failure to pass on the falls in the base rate and LIBOR, combined with increasing arrangement
fees means that the cost of mortgages relative to the base rate is at a 13-year high.

— The recent falls in LIBOR and the action banks have taken to cut savings rates have meant that
banks have substantially increased their margins.

— Mortgages with a greater than 90% LTV have been withdrawn almost entirely from the UK
market.

149 Mintel Current Account report 2008.
150 CML research/thedata ltd/Mintel.
151 GfK NOP/Mintel.
152 GfK NOP/Mintel.
153 Mintel Current Account report 2008.
154 Sir James Crosby, “Mortgage Finance, Final Report and Recommendations”, November 2008.
155 “Insight Report: 70043 Mortgage Satisfaction 2008”, Which? A survey of Which? members conducted in July 2008, with

2,104 responses.
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Variable Rates

54. The chart below shows the spread of the main variable mortgage rates above the Bank of England
base rate. It shows that up until the middle of 2007, the average rate for a two-year discounted deal (even
for those with high Loan-to-Value) was close to the Bank of England base rate. Lenders Standard Variable
Rates (SVRs) which consumers were moved onto once their short-term deal expired were typically between
1.5–2 percentage points above the base rate. This led to significant switching activity as consumers were
willing and able to shop around for better mortgages, triggered by the end of a short term deal. A wide
variety of mortgages were available, oVering consumers the ability to borrow 95% or even 100% of the
properties value.

55. This all changed in the latter half of 2007 and 2008. The diYculty in securing funding for mortgages
due to the closure of the securitisation markets led to the exit of many specialist lenders.156 It has been
estimated that over the next two years in excess of £160 billion of redemptions of existing mortgage backed
securities will need to be refinanced. These factors, together with the nationalisation of two of the top 10
lenders157 and the consolidation or takeover of several other major lenders,158 will lead to a significant
contraction in mortgage availability.

56. Mortgage rates rose steeply and mortgages for those with high Loan-to-Values were withdrawn from
the market. There was a significant decrease in the number of products available. Lenders have substantially
increased their margins by not passing on cuts in the Bank of England base rate in full to consumers. New
tracker mortgages are now only available at significantly higher margins over base rate. The result is that
the spreads between the base rate and variable mortgage rates are at their highest levels in 13 years.

Chart 1

SPREAD BETWEEN VARIABLE MORTGAGE RATES AND THE
BANK OF ENGLAND BASE RATE

Spread - Variable Mortgage rates over Bank of England base rates
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Fixed rates

57. Fixed rate mortgages would typically be priced oV two-year swap rates. The significant falls in two-
year swap rates over the last 18 months have not yet been reflected in reductions in two-year fixed rates for
consumers. Moneyfacts found that despite a 2.61% drop in the two-year swap rate since 1 October 2008,
the average two-year fixed rate had only dropped by 0.71%. The gap between the two-year swap rate and
the average two-year fixed mortgage rate had increased from 1.12% in December 2007 to 2.92% in
December 2008.159

156 Whereas there were between 10 and 12 specialist lenders a year ago, industry estimates suggest that no more than 3 are now
accepting new business. See Crosby Review, page 31.

157 Bradford and Bingley and Northern Rock.
158 Alliance and Leicester was acquired by Santander and merged with Abbey; Nationwide merged with Cheshire and Derbyshire

Building Societies; The proposed merger of Lloyds TSB and HBOS.
159 http://www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk/press/pressreleases/displaypressrelease.asp?id%642
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Standard Variable Rates

58. The withdrawal of many competitive mortgages for consumers requiring a greater than 75% LTV and
the almost complete withdrawal of mortgages with a 90% LTV will mean that the only choice for many
consumers coming to the end of their short-term deal will be to move onto the Standard Variable Rate. To
help cushion consumers in the current period, reducing SVRs in line with base rates is a pragmatic consumer
focused solution. We expect the banks that have received taxpayer funds to lead the way.

59. In the five years leading up to the start of 2007, the average SVR was just 1.78% above the base rate.
Following the failure of many lenders to pass on the full reduction in the SVR, the average for 14 major
lenders was 2.74% above the base rate.

60. The table below shows the extent to which individual banks and building societies have passed on
the base rate cuts since October. The table shows that the average cumulative reduction in the SVRs for these
institutions has been 2.30%. This failure to pass on the full base rate cut means that an average consumer
with a £175,000 repayment mortgage on the Standard Variable Rate will be paying an extra £830 over the
next year. Only Lloyds TSB/Cheltenham and Gloucester have passed on the full 3% cut in the base rate
since October.

Table 2

SVRs—1 OCTOBER 2008 TO 5 JANUARY 2009

SVR—After SVR—After SVR—After
SVR—1 October IR November IR December IR Cumulative

Institution October Cut Cut Cut 0 SVRs

Abbey 7.09 6.94 5.44 4.94 2.15
Alliance & Leicester 7.19 6.94 5.84 5.34 1.85
Barclays 7.14 6.64 6.64 5.49 1.65
BoS 7.35 6.85 5.35 4.84 2.51
Bradford and Bingley 7.09 6.64 5.59 4.84 2.7
Cheltenham & Gloucester 7.00 6.50 5.00 4.00 3
Halifax 7.00 6.50 5.00 4.75 2.25
HSBC 6.25 6.25 5.44 4.44 1.81
Lloyds TSB 7.00 6.50 5.00 4.00 3
Nationwide 6.49 6.19 4.69 4.00 2.49
Natwest 7.19 6.69 5.19 4.44 2.75
Northern Rock 7.49 7.34 5.84 5.34 2.15
RBS 7.19 6.69 5.19 4.44 2.75
Woolwich 7.14 6.64 6.64 5.49 1.65

Average SVR 7.04 6.67 5.49 4.74 2.30

Source: Moneyfacts.160

How many households are stuck with their existing lender?

61. The table below shows the number of consumers who have a Loan-to-Value of greater than 90% and
would therefore struggle to obtain a new deal given current conditions in the market. If house prices fell a
further 15% from their levels of September 2008, around 1.5 million households would have a Loan-to-Value
of greater than 90% and would not be able to switch away from their current lender.

160 Data is taken from Moneyfacts Datascreen, through the Which? subscription.
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Table 3

NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH HIGH LOAN-TO-VALUE MORTGAGES GIVEN
FURTHER FALLS IN HOUSE PRICES (MILLIONS OF HOUSEHOLDS)

Loan-to-Value House price levels
Sep/Oct 2008 Further falls of

5% 10% 15%

Less than 60% 8.0 7.8 7.4 7.2
60%–70% 1.52 1.30 1.09 0.79
70%–80% 0.81 1.07 1.02 1.30
80%–90% 0.76 0.56 0.83 1.01
90%–100% 0.36 0.58 0.74 0.24
100%! 0.35 0.55 0.71 1.26
(Negative equity)
Total with greater than 90% 0.71 1.13 1.45 1.5

Source: Which? calculations based on Bank of England data, Financial Stability Report,
October 2008, chart 2.3

Mortgage arrangement fees

62. The average mortgage arrangement fee was just over £1,200 in December 2008 and has increased by
£384 (46%) over the last year. The longer term trend has been one of substantially increasing fees, which
have almost quadrupled over the past five years.161

Table 4

AVERAGE MORTGAGE ARRANGEMENT FEES

Date Average Fee

1 November 2007 £827
1 May 2008 £936
1 July 2008 £1,001
1 August 2008 £1,058
1 September 2008 £1,104
1 October 2008 £1,029
1 November 2008 £1,235
1 December 2008 £1,211

Source: Moneyfacts.162

LIBOR/Savings rates

63. Banks and their representatives have claimed that they are unable to pass on base rate cuts to
consumers due to the fact that the costs to the banks of raising money in the wholesale markets is still high.
However, LIBOR has fallen substantially since the peak of the credit crisis in October. On 1st October
LIBOR was 6.31%, when the base rate was 5%. After the cuts in the base rate, LIBOR has fallen to 2.64%;
a fall of 3.67%.163

64. Despite talking about the need to protect savers, banks continue to pass on cuts in the base rate to
savers. 92% of banks passed on Novembers 1.5% cut in full (or more) to their savings rates.164 Full results
from the December 1% cut are not yet available. However, some banks have already moved to widen
margins. Despite only cutting its Standard Variable rate by 0.25%, on 1 January, Halifax cut a range of
savings rates, many by the full 1%. It is now paying just 0.15% on its variable rate ISA, for amounts between
£3,000 and £12,000. To get a good deal in the savings market, consumers will need to regularly review their
products and be willing to switch.

161 The average arrangement fee in February 2004 was £320, HM Treasury, The Mortgage Market: Taking a Longer-term view,
David Miles, Final report, para 5.26.

162 Moneyfacts (2008). “Which? Advice: Mortgage Fees”, pub: Which? online, accessed at
http://www.which.co.uk/advice/mortgage-fees/arrangement-fees/index.jsp

163 3-month LIBOR, Source: BBA.
164 http://www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk/press/pressreleases/displaypressrelease.asp?id%638
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Unsecured credit

Credit cards

65. Despite cuts in the base rate, there has been a small increase in average interest rates on credit cards
of around 1 percentage point in the last year. This comes alongside substantial increases by some cards on the
interest rate for cash advances, sometimes to in excess of 25% APR, and increased fees for cash withdrawals,
balance transfers and foreign exchange transactions alongside reductions in the length of interest free
periods.165

Personal loans

66. Unsecured personal loan rates have also increased, both in absolute terms and relative to the base
rate but for larger loans (£10,000) actual loan rates and spreads remain lower than five years ago. However,
we see the trend of rising loan rates continuing166 and there is evidence that the cost of smaller value loans
has been increasing more steeply. The majority of personal loans are at fixed rates for the life of the loan so
once the loan has been granted there should be no change to the interest rate. However, if the loan rate is
variable (which might be the case with secured loans) we would expect firms to adopt similar principles to
those outlined for credit card firms by BERR, for the OFT to review variation terms in the contract to check
they are fair, and for falls in the Bank of England base rate to be reflected in the price paid by consumers.

Overdrafts

67. The average interest rate on an authorised overdraft is now 18%, a rise of over 3 percentage points
from 15% in January 2005. Falling base rates have not yet had any eVect on the overdraft interest rate and
the spread between overdraft rates and the base rate is at a 10-year high, meaning that relative to the base
rate, borrowing through an overdraft has never been more expensive. It has been reported that HBoS will
move to a system of charging daily fees of £1 per day for overdrafts up to £2,500.167 This could mean
significant increases in cost for those consumers who are overdrawn by a small amount for part of the
month. For small overdrafts, this daily charge results in a very high APR.

Table 5

APR EQUIVALENT FOR £1 DAILY CHARGE FOR
AUTHORISED OVERDRAFTS AT HALIFAX

Overdraft size Interest rate (APR)

£250146.0%
£500 73.0%
£750 48.7%
£1,000 36.5%
£1,500 24.3%
£2,000 18.3%

Store cards

68. Which? advises consumers to avoid borrowing on a store card as the interest rate is significantly higher
than a comparable credit card.

165 http://www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk/press/pressreleases/displaypressrelease.asp?id%634
166 The Bank of England credit conditions survey (Q4) found that lenders expected to increase spreads on other unsecured

borrowing including personal loans over the next three months.
167 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/7780551.stm
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Chart 2

UNSECURED CREDIT (APRs)
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Chart 3

SPREAD—UNSECURED CREDIT LENDING RATES OVER BANK OF ENGLAND BASE
RATE
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Changes to interest rates on credit cards

69. In recent months, the focus has been on credit card companies which have dramatically increased
interest rates for some consumers. It has been reported that in some cases the scale of the change can be
substantial, for example from 19% APR to 29% APR, and can be applied to existing debt. The Financial
Ombudsman has indicated that while the complaints it has received are comparatively limited compared to
the number of cards in issue, there are indications that the practice has become widespread and covers a
“wide range of mainstream card providers”.168

70. There is currently no transparency about which credit card firms have been exercising this practice.
We have not seen any indication that card providers have been informing consumers that they may increase
interest rates by up to 10% under these terms. Despite reports that the practice of these “penalty rates” is
apparently widespread, the industry has failed to include information in the Summary Box.

71. It is important banks are not able to exploit their captive customers. In the light of reduced credit
availability, even if borrowers receive notice of the increase, they may be unable to switch to another card
or credit product. Dramatically increasing interest rates for borrowers in financial diYculties is irresponsible
and unfair.

72. Which? also questions whether such changes to the applicable interest rate is compliant with the rules
on unfair contract terms,169 particularly:

— whether credit card providers can materially alter a contract without an objectively justifiable
reason;

— whether credit card providers can increase the cost of credit for existing debt, especially where there
is no more than a mere theoretical right to terminate the contract; and

— whether consumers should be penalised in the event the credit card provider considers it has
entered a “bad bargain”.

73. In addition, there is a serious question of whether the credit card providers are complying with their
obligations under the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (CPRs) if they are not
informing the customer at the outset that the charge for credit could change significantly with little notice
(particularly where such an increase applies to existing debt).

74. We welcome the new code of conduct agreed by BERR with the credit card companies but believe
that it does not go far enough. It is important that adherence to this code is robustly monitored by the OFT.
We believe the OFT, FSA, Banking Code Standards Board and Financial Ombudsman must take a robust
approach to firms altering interest rates unfairly. There needs to be a full and transparent review as to
whether credit card companies have been breaching or continue to breach the Unfair Terms in Consumer
Contracts Regulations,170 the CPRs and their obligations to treat customers fairly. Such a review could
examine factors including:

75. The terms in the contract:

— To what extent does the contract provide for material changes to the contract eg variation to the
interest rates and charges?

— Must there be more than a theoretical right to terminate a contract upon a unilateral change by the
supplier to ensure the change and/or the right to introduce a material change is fair and reasonable?

— Is it fair to apply the change in interest rate to existing debt as well as new debt?

— To what extent were these terms made clear when the consumer took out the contract or have they
been changed overtime?

— Is the change in interest rates due to a “valid reason”? Are particular “valid reasons” specified in
the contract terms?

76. If the credit card firm is saying that the change in interest rate is based on a consumer’s financial
position:

— On what basis is the firm making this assessment eg by reference only to the contract in question,
or on the basis of a credit scoring?

— Has the basis for the assessment been provided to the consumer?

— Has a consumer’s financial position actually changed?

— Has the consumer been provided with a chance to challenge a finding that his financial position has
changed and/or the opportunity to correct defective information held by credit reference agencies.

168 http://www.wider-implications.info/case studies/ombudsman-service-risk-based-step-changes.pdf
169 There are also questions about whether banks are increasing interest rates to penalise customers to get round the presumed

cap on default charges that resulted from the OFT investigation into the fairness of credit card default charges.
170 http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si1999/19992083.htm
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The Protection of UK Citizens Investing Funds in Non-UK Jurisdictions (3.5)

77. We diVerentiate between consumers who invest funds with financial institutions that passport into
the UK and are therefore paying tax on their investments in the UK and those that invest in non-UK
jurisdiction that allow them to avoid their UK tax liability. In our view, the UK taxpayer cannot be expected
to underwrite investment overseas when individuals have not paid the UK tax that funds the relevant
protection.

78. However, we do believe that the lack of protection or reduced level of protection should be made clear
to consumers in any financial promotions used to advertise such products as well as any related explanatory
literature. Financial advisers who advise customers to invest in non-UK jurisdictions also need to be
responsible for explaining the reduced protection to consumers as well as taking the reduced level of
protection and the therefore higher risk profile of the investment into account when assessing suitability of
a product for a consumer.

The Impact of Deposit Protection on Both Consumers and Competition (3.6)

79. Which? considers depositor protection to be one of the cornerstones of the current UK banking
model. Without a well-functioning scheme consumers will lose confidence in the banking system. The “run
on the Rock” last year underlined the importance of depositor protection and also threw up the question
if the current system is adequate and achieves what it sets out to do.

80. We submitted a response to the Committee’s inquiry in to the Banking Reform in July 2008 in which
we set out our concerns about the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and refer you to this submission
for further details.

81. We do not have any issues with the way the FSCS is run and believe that the administration of payouts
for customers of financial institutions that have been declared in default has generally been quite eVective.
However, we believe that the speed of payouts has to be increased significantly and that the current proposal
to reduce the payout time to seven days is an absolute minimum and that every eVort should be made to
achieve a payout period of three days or less.

The Impact of the Banking Crisis on Consumer Confidence in Financial Institutions (3.8)

82. Consumer confidence in the banking sector is crucial to ensure that there is not a flight of money away
from any company in the event of rumours, founded or unfounded, about the stability of that company.
The Northern Rock crisis indicated what can happen in the event of a particular problem. Equally the entire
system is based on a premise that funds deposited will be safe and secure. The core of consumer confidence
is that the utility functions of the banking system are guaranteed against the shocks of both systemic failure
and individual company failure.

83. Traditionally consumers have expressed high levels of trust and confidence in the banking sector. This
trust appears to be instrumental ie a belief that money under the control of a bank will be safe and personal
data held by a bank will be secure. However this confidence is not carried over into what might be described
as emotional trust. The view of consumers is frequently that the bank will not act primarily in the interest
of the consumer.

84. The question to consider may be whether the recent financial crisis has challenged the traditional
instrumental trust. It may be that the prompt action of the Government to act as the guarantor of all deposits
has in eVect protected the consumer to the extent that they feel safe in the knowledge that taxpayers’ money
will reimburse them for a company failure.

85. The work of the Financial Services Research Forum at the University of Nottingham reflects this in
their Trust Index report of June 2008,171 “System trust appears to be relatively high compared to the other
aggregate measures of trust suggesting that consumers have reasonable levels of confidence about the
eVectiveness of the financial system in providing them with appropriate degrees of protection. This may be
relatively unsurprising in the light of Government intervention in relation to the Northern Rock crisis”. This
research work was conducted prior to the height of the banking crisis.

86. Research by Which? in mid October 2008172 found that consumers held banks most responsible for
the crisis in the banking system. 67% of people in an omnibus survey cited the banks as responsible for
causing the current crisis. 81% of people also think the banking system needs to change to ensure that the
current crisis is not repeated.

87. However confidence in the banking sector is not simply a result of the recent crisis. Recent consumer
experiences with, and knowledge of, unfair charging, misselling of financial products, and excessive and
unwarranted bonuses have all undermined the sector in the eyes of consumers. While the Committee may
reasonably wish to view the issue of confidence purely in terms of the recent banking crisis consumers are
unlikely to segregate this occurrence from their perceptions of the way that the sector behaves generally.

171 The Financial Services Trust Index, Professor Christine Ennew, page 3.
172 Which? banking crisis report, October 2008. 1001 GB adults were interviewed online on 16 and 17 October 2008.
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Equally in future analysis of consumer attitudes it may become increasingly diYcult to disentangle
confidence in the banking sector from confidence in the economic outlook for the UK. Perceptions of
wellbeing and trust may not be easily segregated so as to accurately apportion concerns simply to the
functioning of the banking system.

88. In terms of repairing consumer confidence in the system as a whole there are four questions Which?
considers worth consideration and which are likely to contribute to the development and maintenance of
consumer confidence:

— What do consumers know about the banking system? Information must be provided in an easily
understood manner that allows appropriate decision making and levels of personal responsibility
to be exercised. This is important for example in terms of the depositor protection scheme.

— What is the time and eVort required to be part of the banking system? Consumers need to be able
to trust the system without requiring to carry out huge levels of due diligence on simple products
provided by High Street companies. This is where regulators must ensure that they carry out that
role in proxy for the consumer creating a safe and simple banking system.

— Is the banking system fair? While the system must provide a commercial return for the banking
sector, the experience of the consumer needs to be one where they consider they are receiving fair
and honest treatment. Pricing needs to reflect that as much as customer service and elimination of
unfair contract terms if confidence is to be maintained.

— Is there appropriate control over the banking system? Consumers need to be clear that the regulatory
function is managing risk so as to protect the consumer from the loss of their money within the
known risk parameters and that through supervision and enforcement unnecessary risk,
fraudulent activities and misselling are dealt with in a robust fashion. Government needs to ensure
that this is the case and conflicts of interest are recognised and controlled.

January 2009

Memorandum from Pensions & Investment Research Consultants Ltd (PIRC)

Introduction

Pensions & Investment Research Consultants Ltd (PIRC) has been an independent adviser to pension
funds and other institutional investors for over 20 years. PIRC’s clients have combined assets in excess of
£1.5 trillion and include some of the largest pension funds, investment management companies and
insurance companies in the UK and overseas. Together, they comprise a diverse group of institutional
investors with long-term liabilities and broad fiduciary duties.

PIRC undertakes company research on corporate governance and corporate social responsibility issues
at public companies, and provides advice to clients on proxy voting strategies and other active shareholder
initiatives. Our comments are based on two decades of practical experience, which inform our views on the
strengths and weaknesses of disclosures, governance structures, and the interaction of statute, regulation
and codes of practice.

We have only commented on those areas of the consultation where we have particular views and expertise.

The role and responsibility of bank boards

Before responding to the questions that the committee has set, we would urge that consideration is given
to the role and responsibility of the boards of banks. Too much commentary on the banking crisis has
overlooked or underplayed the primary responsibility that the boards of banks have for their own failures.
Whilst it is of course right to consider the role of regulators and central banks, the board members of the
banks that have run into diYculties must take their full responsibility too. They approved the business
strategies and products that have caused such damage after all. Therefore we urge the committee to consider
the role of boards.

PIRC will also be looking at the role of the directors of the banks that have run into serious diYculties.
We believe that they have failed in their role as stewards of major financial institutions, and as such this will
influence our analysis of their directorships of other companies. This analysis will be made available to the
committee in due course.
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1.1 The role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable

For PIRC, the key principle is that the audit should be perceived to be a wholly independent process. This
depends on independence being beyond reasonable and informed challenge, as opposed to being simply an
arguable case. The independence of the auditor is of paramount importance to shareholders, both in respect
of individual companies and in terms of audit’s public policy function of ensuring investor confidence in
financial reporting. Although the auditing profession has long had ethical guidance on objectivity, this has
not been suYcient to prevent significant public and regulatory concerns.

During the financial crisis, there has been some speculation about the independence of the auditors at the
banks. The argument has been made, for example, that independence might be compromised by the
involvement of auditors in securitisation and other non-audit work. Certainly this is an issue that deserves
exploration, and PIRC has carried out some initial analysis of disclosures made by UK-listed banks in
respect of auditor fees in relation to securitisation and other non-audit work. This is included as an appendix.

It is unfortunate, though not untypical, that banks’ disclosures do not provide a great deal of detail on
non-audit work. However, the reports of two banks—Northern Rock and RBS—specifically highlight work
on securitisation. In addition it is notable that in the majority of cases UK-listed banks have paid
considerable fees to their auditor for non-audit work. We share the view expressed in the committee’s report
on the failure of Northern Rock published last year that this creates a conflict of interest.173

In fact the level of non-audit work carried out for banks by their auditors would often fall foul of our view
of best practice in this area. Our more detailed views on the audit process, including the appropriate level
of non-audit work, are set out below.

Non-audit work

We disagree with the view that audit firms can be employed to provide consultancy services to the
management at the same time as undertaking an independent audit on behalf of the shareholders. We firmly
believe that other commercial interests can compromise auditors in their ability to confront directors on
diYcult issues.

As a general principle, we consider that other professionals should undertake all non-audit work and
would wish to see a prohibition on non-audit services being provided. The regulations regarding the
disclosure of non-audit work were updated in 2005. These remove the loophole whereby UK companies only
need to disclose non-audit fees incurred by the UK incorporated members of the group. Most companies
disclose global non-audit fees, and PIRC believes that any company not doing so in 2009 should explain its
reasons. In the absence of a good justification, we will normally look to hold a member of the audit
committee accountable for the omission.

The new regulations require disclosure under 10 headings:

1. Statutory audit.

2. Other services supplied pursuant to legislation.

3. Other services relating to taxation.

4. Services relating to information technology.

5. Internal audit services.

6. Valuation and actuarial services.

7. Services relating to litigation.

8. Services relating to recruitment and remuneration.

9. Services relating to corporate finance transactions.

10. All other services.

Given current practices, PIRC considers that fees paid to the auditor for work covered in headings other
than 1 or 2 should be no more than 25% of the audit fee.
Given the broad nature of the headings, specific details of the nature of the work undertaken are required
in order for shareholders to make a judgement. Taxation is potentially one of the most controversial areas
given the scope for reputation risk. In normal circumstance PIRC does not consider tax advice to be
acceptable work.

Although there may be no legal or regulatory requirement for overseas companies listed on the London
Stock Exchange to disclose details of fees paid to auditors, PIRC will apply the same standards to such non-
UK companies.

173 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmselect/cmtreasy/56/56i.pdf
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Audit partner

The Companies Act requires the lead audit engagement partner to sign in his/her own name on behalf of
the firm. PIRC believes that companies should in their 2008 accounts identify the individual together with
his/her date of appointment and the length of tenure of the audit firm.

Where company directors have been senior employees or partners in an audit firm in recent years, there
remains the risk of the loss of an outsider’s independent perspective, notwithstanding the requirement for
a two-year cooling-oV period. If a new director is appointed after the requisite cooling oV period, then PIRC
will look for the company’s audit committee to explain the actions the company and the audit firm have
taken to minimise any threats to independence and objectivity.

Auditor rotation

PIRC continues to see a risk that over time the auditor’s familiarity with the audit client’s aVairs results
in excessive trust.

If the same firm continues to hold the position of auditor for many years, then previous judgements are
not subject to outside scrutiny. We do not consider that rotation of the audit partner, within the same firm,
is suYcient. We maintain that firm rotation after a period of five years is best practice.

We list below the leading UK-listed banks and when they have appointed auditors. Notably most do not
disclose the date of appointment, despite our repeated request that they do so.

Bank Auditor Date of appointment

Barclays PricewaterhouseCoopers Not disclosed
Lloyds TSB PricewaterhouseCoopers Not disclosed
HBOS KPMG 2001
RBS Deloitte & Touche 2000
HSBC KPMG Not disclosed
Standard Chartered KPMG Not disclosed
Alliance & Leicester Deloitte & Touche Not disclosed

Authorising audit fees

By law, shareholders have to approve the auditors’ fees. It is usual for a resolution to be put which seeks
authority for the directors to determine the auditors’ fees. PIRC accepts that it is appropriate for the
directors to do this. It is also common for the authority to determine the fees to be included with the
resolution to appoint or re-appoint the auditors. While this is technically a bundled resolution, PIRC does
not regard it as a material voting issue so long as there are no concerns over the appointment of auditors or
the disclosure of fees for non-audit work.

Auditor liability and indemnification

In our view it is inappropriate for auditors to be indemnified by the company, or for the company to
purchase liability insurance for them, as such relationships may aVect independent judgement. Any such
provisions in company articles should be removed. Under sections 532 to 538 of the Companies Act 2006
auditors will be able to limit their liability by contract provided that shareholder approval is obtained. PIRC
is not in favour of such agreements.

Internal audit

We consider that, in almost all cases, internal audit functions are appropriate for listed companies. Boards
that have determined such a function is not required should justify their position. A company’s auditors
should not undertake internal audit functions for that company.

Whistleblowing

The 2003 Combined Code introduced a responsibility on the audit committee to review “whistleblowing”
arrangements. PIRC believes that this is an important element in bolstering public confidence in business
legitimacy, ensuring good employee relations, and protecting the company from serious risks. PIRC would
welcome meaningful high-level disclosure in the annual report of the company’s procedures. In particular
it would be beneficial to shareholders if companies disclosed information such as how the whistleblowing
mechanism was reviewed, whether the mechanism had been used during the year, how far it is
“independent”, what had been the outcome, and if a report is disclosed to all employees, or publicly.
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Audit Committee Report

In addition the Code requires that the committee should be provided with suYcient resources, that its
activities should be reported in a separate section of the directors’ report (within the annual report) and that
the chairman of the committee should be present to answer questions at the AGM. PIRC believes that the
audit committee’s report is a cornerstone of good governance and that its approval by shareholders should
become a regular agenda item at the AGM of companies. When constructing the report, the board should
be aware of the guidance provided in the Smith Report. In particular, PIRC believes such a report should
cover the issues dealt with by the committee in the year under review rather than merely describing the duties
of the committee, or attendance.

1.6 Possible reforms to the remuneration structures prevalent in financial services

Public policy issues

PIRC believes that the initial guidance formulated by the Financial Services Authority provides a useful
framework for financial institutions to use to configure their bonus policy, even if it is rather a restatement
of good practice.174 Clearly there must be a shift towards remuneration policy that rewards long-term value
creation, rather than short-term risk-taking. In addition there is emerging new practice that deserves proper
consideration. PIRC believes that the bonus-malus system adopted by UBS contains features that could be
applied more widely.

Clearly remuneration policy at financial institutions poses challenges to shareholders since often the
eVects below board level are very important. The nature of company reporting on remuneration further
increases the focus on board members with, for example, typically very little or no discussion of pay across
the company. Therefore there is a compelling argument that further consideration should be given to the
rules covering disclosure of information in companies’ remuneration report.

We also believe that a review should be undertaken into the use of shareholder voting rights by
institutional investors in respect of remuneration. The UK now has six years’ experience of a shareholder
advisory vote on remuneration policy. This is enough time to conduct a comprehensive review of both the
impact of the vote on executive remuneration (structure, absolute level and in comparison to pay and
benefits within the same company) and how shareholders have used the rights in practice. PIRC does not
believe that all fund managers have exercised these rights eVectively on behalf of their clients (see further
discussion under point 4.2).

We list below votes for on remuneration-related resolutions at UK-listed banks in recent years to illustrate
the lack of shareholder pressure.

Bank AGM year Resolution Vote for

Alliance & Leicester 2008 “Approve the Remuneration Report” 97.2%
2006 “Approve Alliance & Leicester 2006 98.5%

Restricted Share Plan”
2006 “Amend rules of the Share Incentive Plan” 98.7%
2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 97.0%
2006 “Approve Alliance & Leicester 2006 Deferred 98.4%

Bonus Plan”
2006 “Approve Alliance & Leicester 2006 Share 95.4%

Option Scheme”
Barclays 2008 “Approve the Remuneration Report” 90.5%

2007 “Remuneration Report’” 94.2%
2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 94.1%

Bradford & Bingley 2008 “To approve the Directors’ Remuneration 95.9%
report”

2008 “To approve the increase to the EIP 85.4%
maximum amount to be applied in the
acquisition of deferred shares“

2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 86.6%
HBOS 2008 “Approve the Remuneration Report” 82.9%

2007 “Remuneration Report” 96.9%
2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 98.5%
2006 “Approve the Extended Short Term Incentive 95.6%

Plan”
HSBC 2008 “Approve the Remuneration Report” 81.8%

2008 “Amend the rules of the HSBC Share Plan” 84.2%
2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 95.2%

Lloyds TSB 2008 “Approve the Remuneration Report” 89.6%

174 http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/ceo/ceo letter 13oct08.pdf
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Bank AGM year Resolution Vote for

2006 “Approve the directors’ remuneration report” 93.9%
2006 “Approve the new long-term incentive plan” 95.2%

Northern Rock 2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 89.2%
RBS 2008 “Approve the Remuneration Report” 88.8%

2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 92.4%
Standard Chartered 2008 “Approve the Remuneration Report” 89.4%

2006 “Approve the remuneration report” 93.8%
2006 “Approve amendments to 2001 Performance 94.4%

Share Plan”
2006 “Approve the 2006 Restricted Share Scheme” 96.5%

Finally, we should be clear that standard approaches to remuneration have incentivised inappropriate
behaviour. For example, in a special audit demanded by its shareholders, UBS acknowledged that its
internal remuneration policy made little adjustment for risk, so staV benefited in the short-term despite the
fact that positions made could cause problems at a later stage, and as such did not protect the bank’s long-
term interests.175

Such serious failings have emerged despite the fact that remuneration policy has presumably been
designed to encourage eVort in the interests of shareholders. Therefore one might question whether a more
fundamental review of how incentive pay aVects behaviour is required. As a starting point shareholders
could, for example, finance research into the impact of incentive pay on behaviour.

We have included a more detailed outline of PIRC’s approach to remuneration, and what we consider to
be best practice, below.

PIRC’s approach to remuneration analysis

Remuneration is not just an issue of the cost to the company. Remuneration policies and practices:

— send public signals about the company and its values;

— are an indicator of the overall integrity, accountability and governance standards applied by the
board;

— are an important lever in whether company strategy is fulfilled;

— can be positively damaging if the wrong incentives are provided; and

— badly handled, can contribute to a perception of unethical business undermining wider
legitimacy; and

— should also be integrated into the company’s risk procedures.

Remuneration policy is all about recognising the circumstances and values of the individual company and
its strategic goals and performance drivers and then designing an approach that will reflect and contribute
to these. A good remuneration structure will use stretching but achievable targets that are in line with the
objectives of the business and the long-term interests of shareholders.

Justification of policy will become increasingly testing with enhanced narrative reporting including key
performance indicators, as recognised by the Companies Act. In particular, in light of the current economic
crisis, companies will need to further justify in their 2008 remuneration reports how their current policy is
aligned to the long-term interest of shareholders if it remains unchanged.

Media coverage of remuneration controversies often focuses on the size of pay packages in absolute terms
or relative to average salaries. The most important issue for investors is whether executive remuneration
policy is commensurate with actual performance that is of benefit to investors. In order to achieve this, the
policy needs to be well thought out and properly operated.

Recognising excess

Executive remuneration has the potential to be excessive in terms of:

— absolute levels;

— the amount required to attract, retain and motivate directors of the necessary quality;

— that justified by business performance;

— relative to the workforce in general for their contribution to business success; and

— relative trends within society as a whole.

175 http://www.ubs.com/1/e/investors/releases.html?newsId%140339
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None of these are objectively measurable, but given current public concern remuneration committees will
need to demonstrate sensitivity and be prepared to justify the company’s approach. Absolute amounts paid
in some companies that appear excessive in a UK context may be justified by companies using international
comparisons. However, in our experience, these arguments are sometimes used inappropriately. Also, when
using US comparators, companies need to be aware of the growing US domestic concern at executives’
judgement in this area.

The remuneration committee should also be sensitive to pay and employment conditions elsewhere in the group,
especially when determining annual salary increases

Expanding diVerentials between the boardroom and the rest of a company’s employees have significant
implications for employment relations and shareholder returns.

Boilerplate statements simply asserting that the committee “is sensitive . . .” are commonplace and
insuYcient. Quantitative and qualitative evidence is required to demonstrate that directors’ remuneration
forms part of a coherent policy framework throughout the organisation consistent with the company’s goals
and culture, so that all levels are fairly rewarded for their contribution. Indeed, as of 6 April 2008, large
and medium-sized companies have been legally required to make a statement “of how pay and employment
conditions of employees of the company and of other undertakings within the same group as the company
were taken into account when determining directors’ remuneration”.

A significant proportion of executive directors’ remuneration should be structured so as to link rewards to
corporate and individual performance

PIRC’s approach assumes that a director’s salary requires an acceptable level of performance. Incentives
should be for demonstrable out-performance. In general, annual and long-term awards with an expected
value of more than 200% of salary per year will trigger PIRC’s matrix for assessing excessiveness. However,
excessiveness may be in part oVset by exceptionally challenging performance targets or low base salaries.

The remuneration committee should judge where to position their company relative to other companies. But
they should use such comparisons with caution, in view of the risk of an upward ratchet of remuneration levels
with no corresponding improvement in performance

Market levels of remuneration are an important element but should not be the sole determining factor.
The company’s own circumstances and culture, the scope and complexity of the job and the experience of
the incumbent will be just some of the other factors to consider.

Often, remuneration consultants are asked to undertake a benchmarking exercise across “similar”
companies to come up with a median (or higher) figure.

A better use for consultants is for the remuneration committee to set out the objectives of the company’s
remuneration policy and then ask them to come up with structural remuneration options to contribute
towards it.

Specific Aspects of Remuneration Policy

Base salary

In deciding on the balance between fixed and variable pay remuneration committees should take into
account the benefits of fixed pay, namely, simplicity and transparency. Where salaries are significantly higher
or lower than the sector average the reasons should be clearly explained. Base salaries should be clearly
highlighted and companies should clearly state, and explain, the level of salary increases implemented
during the year.

Bonuses

Bonuses should be designed to encourage and reward executive success, objectively measured rather than
viewed as an entitlement.

Potential bonuses should:

— be oVered only as part of a considered package;

— reward short term performance but this focus should not be to the detriment of longer-term
strategy;

— be subject to pre-determined performance targets that relate to the company’s objectives, such as
its KPIs;

— be capped at a reasonable level; and

— not be increased without a requirement for better performance.
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Amounts paid should:

— broadly “fit” with the view of performance in a particular year described in the company’s
business review;

— be justified with details of performance achieved during the year against targets;

— over time, reflect variations in business performance; and

— require prior shareholder approval, if the bonus was not subject to predetermined performance
criteria

Significant shareholding requirement

Executive directors should retain a meaningful commitment in the company by way of shares. PIRC
considers that a holding equal to one year’s salary is generally an appropriate level, and that this holding
should be built up within a specified time frame, ideally no more than three years.

Other practices

A good remuneration policy may be still be undermined by poor practices. These may be indications of
how the policy will be implemented in future.

Divergences from an Existing Remuneration Policy

These may include significant discretionary, non-contractual, or ex-gratia payments; failure to apply
mitigation; or agreement of new contract terms.

In PIRC’s view, any such changes should be subject to prior shareholder approval. Requiring the board
to justify itself to shareholders is a useful discipline. Often, the changes appear to shield management from
the risks inherent in variable pay—skewing the risk /reward balance.

Controversy can be caused by the committee acting significantly outside a previously stated policy.

Recruitment Incentives

In the short term, compensating a proposed director for the loss of potential rewards from their previous
employer or providing upfront cash or share awards as an enticement to join may appear to be in the interest
of the company, if it believes it cannot otherwise attract the executive. However, the practice is not in the
company’s or investors’ long-term interests as it contributes to a general tendency to grant such replacement
awards, which in turn devalues the retentive eVect of share schemes.
Any such awards, when used, should have challenging performance conditions attached to ensure that the
company pays only on the basis of the recruit’s delivery rather than apparent potential. Under no
circumstances will PIRC support the use of a cash payment as part of the recruitment award.

Significant Salary Increases

Salary increases should be explained as a matter of course, in particular when they reach double-digits.
PIRC does not consider it appropriate that significant increases be given to simply align with the market,
rather it should only be for additional responsibilities.

Large One Off Share Based Awards

Share based rewards can produce distorted or unsustainable gains for the individual, unrelated to the
company’s underlying performance, due to market volatility and other factors. Conversely, in bear markets,
participants learn that traditional options are not without risk with potentially de-motivating eVects. Best
practice is to make smaller awards of options or shares each year, so that rewards are less dependent on
market timing. If the company believes that it has a case for making a large award, then this will need to be
fully explained and justified. PIRC generally does not look favourably on front-loading of incentive awards.

Option Re-pricing and Replacement

This practice undermines any incentive eVect of issuing options in the first place and is not acceptable as
a matter of principle. The perceived need to re-price only arises if excessively large awards were made in the
first place and are followed by a decline in share price.

Replacement of underwater options with new awards at a lower market price can have the same eVective
result as re-pricing and will be viewed with scepticism.
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Award Re-basing

In response to a sudden decline in performance, a company may consider it appropriate to alter the
performance conditions of awards that are part way through their performance period. Even if changes are
not retrospectively applied, we still consider the re-basing of unvested awards to be inappropriate as it
undermines long-term performance targets.

Transaction Bonuses

Bonuses for completion of a merger, acquisition, or other transaction assume that the completion of the
deal is in itself a measure of success, whereas the value will be in its impact on long-term performance.
Transaction bonuses are strongly discouraged.

Below-Board Remuenration

Although executive directors are the overall stewards of the company, often important decisions and
responsibility is also allocated to senior managers below Board level. Senior managers may have similar
incentives to those at executive level, but this is not always the case. Given the importance of aligning
employee incentives with those of shareholders, PIRC considers that companies should disclose the
remuneration structures of senior managers, in order to enable shareholders to assess their appropriateness.

1.8 Possible improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and maintenance of global
financial stability

PIRC believes that there is a compelling argument for reforms in the governance of regulatory bodies. In
the UK we believe that, given our role in much shareholder voting, corporate governance advisory services
such as ours ought to have some representation within the corporate governance policy structure of the
Financial Reporting Council.

1.14 The impact of short-selling in the banking crisis and its regulation

PIRC’s principal experience of the impact of short-selling is in relation to stock-lending. A number of our
clients loan their stock out to other market participants and earn not insignificant fees from doing so.

We recognise that the facilitation of short-selling through stock-lending creates potential conflicts with
investors’ long-term interests. For one, it is possible that stock-lending is counter-productive if the stock is
shorted and returned at a lower value, or having undermined confidence in the investee company. In
addition there may be a conflict with shareholder voting. Although many clients stipulate that stock should
be returned for the purposes of voting, there is anecdotal evidence that this leads to them being less attractive
to those seeking to arrange a loan. As such there may be a financial disincentive for taking ownership
responsibilities seriously. Finally, some have made the point, for example, that by making so much stock
available to lend, long-term investors like pension funds have made borrowing it very cheap, and the income
they can derive from it is therefore limited.

Clearly views diverge on the legitimacy or otherwise of shorting. Some have argued that it allows valuable
negative sentiment to be expressed, which can prevent shares from becoming overvalued. Others make the
point that shorting has failed to prevent asset price bubbles, and instead may only exacerbate downward
spirals in prices and a loss of confidence in the companies whose shares are being shorted. What is certainly
true is the growth of shorting represents increased trading, and with it increased trading costs.

These questions do deserve further discussion. PIRC believes that it would be valuable to undertake
detailed research into what impact shorting has on prices, both in terms of volatility and price formation.
The increased trading costs resulting from shorting should be taken into account in any such analysis. In
tandem it would be helpful to review the costs and benefits attached to stock-lending by long-term investors
such as pension funds, and in particular its tax exempt status for pension funds. PIRC believes that, as
presently constituted, stock-lending is an activity that should be more properly described as “trading” and
therefore should be appropriately taxed.

2.5 The role of UKFI and its relationship with the part-nationalised banks

PIRC concurs with the view that has been articulated by Sir Philip Hampton and John Kingman that
UKFI must act as an “engaged investor”. Given the size of the stakes in the banks that UKFI holds this
phrase must be given real meaning. It has been said that UKFI will operate at “arm’s length”. A document
setting out clearly how this policy will be operated in practice should be produced and made publicly
available.
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PIRC believes that as an asset manager UKFI must adhere to the best practice that the Government
advocates for the market as a whole. In addition to setting out its “arm’s length” policy, UKFI should also
have a publicly available corporate governance policy. This should describe, for example, how UKFI will
address issues such as remuneration policy and election of board directors. Finally, UKFI should also
disclose how it votes its shares and the rationale behind its decisions.

We would also urge that UKFI also considers the role of the asset management businesses that form part
of the banks in which it has taken an ownership stake. These investors also have an influence over
remuneration at investee businesses, including financial services companies, so the voting records of these
asset managers should be reviewed. In addition it should be noted that Scottish Widows Investment
Partnership does not disclose its voting record, despite this being industry best practice. As SWIP is a
subsidiary of RBS it is hoped that this omission will be remedied. The taxpayer now has an interest in
ensuring that asset managers whose parent companies are part-nationalised use their influence as
shareholders to push for the high governance standards.

4.2 The responsibilities of shareholders in ensuring financial institutions are managed in their own interests

PIRC believes that there has been a failure of shareholder engagement in the run-up to the current crisis.
For example, it is now widely accepted that remuneration policy at banks may have contributed to excessive
risk-taking, and delivered short-term rewards at the expense of long-term success. This ought to have been
an area where shareholders used their ownership rights to rein in inappropriate policy. In fact PIRC’s
analysis of shareholder voting provided earlier has revealed that no UK-listed bank has ever lost the vote
on its remuneration report, or come close to doing so.

Unfortunately, beneficial owners such as pension funds typically delegate responsibility for analysing
corporate governance issues and the exercise of shareholder voting to their existing fund managers. But
PIRC does not believe that many fund managers have the capacity, and perhaps the desire, to undertake
this role eVectively. PIRC has a staV of over 30 in place in order to deliver a global corporate governance
service based on thorough company research. It is hard to see how fund management houses with a handful
of corporate governance staV can play this role eVectively.

In fact more detailed analysis of fund manager voting and engagement has revealed that there is a wide
spread of activity and competence. PIRC’s own analysis of the (limited) disclosures made by fund managers
in respect of shareholder voting has, for example, revealed one manager that has not voted against a single
resolution at a UK-listed bank in six years. A number of others appear to only rarely oppose management.
We also expect the situation to deteriorate further. A number of large financial institutions have already cut
back the resource they dedicate to corporate governance analysis. This is despite the clearly increased
relevance of corporate governance failure in the financial crisis.

Therefore PIRC believes that if shareholders are to provide proper oversight of the governance of
financial institutions then there must be a step-change in behaviour. Large investors such as pension funds
should either take more responsibility for corporate governance themselves (our preferred option), or keep
a much closer watch on how their fund managers deal with such issues. At present not enough shareholders
are playing the ownership eVectively.

Given the scale of the financial crisis, an evaluation of the role played by shareholders in the governance
of financial institutions is surely warranted. In addition, given the obvious public interest in this area (now
that the taxpayer part-owns much of the banking sector) PIRC believes that the case for the mandatory
disclosure of shareholder voting records is overwhelming and this should be implemented as soon as is
practical.

January 2009

SECURITISATION IN THE UK BANKING SECTOR

Summary

From the examination of the reporting of eight banks, two explicitly disclose the fees that were paid to
auditors relating to securitisation services, namely RBS and Northern Rock. With the remaining banks these
fees could potentially be listed under “other services relating to corporate finance transactions” or “other
services”. The latter is used by HSBC and Standard Chartered to cover “reviews of financial models”, which
could also potentially contain securitisation related fees.
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Alliance & Leicester

The remuneration of the auditors, Deloitte & Touche LLP, is set out below:

Group & Company

2006 2005
£m £m

Fees payable to the Company’s auditors for the audit of the Company’s 0.4 0.5
annual accounts
Fees payable to the Company’s auditors and their associates for other
services to the Group:

Audit of the Company’s subsidiaries pursuant to legislation 0.3 0.3
0.7 0.8

Tax services 2.3 0.2
Recruitment and remuneration 0.1 0.1
Other services 0.4 0.3

Total 3.5 1.4

The above figures exclude VAT. The audit fee for subsidiary companies is included in “Audit of the
Company’s subsidiaries pursuant to legislation”.
Tax services include a fee in 2006 for taxation advice regarding the sale of the credit card business.
Fees payable to Deloitte & Touche LLP and their associates for non-audit services to the Company are not
required to be disclosed because the consolidated financial statements are required to disclose such fees on
a consolidated basis.

Other services (£0.4m)

HBOS
6. Auditors’ Remuneration

The aggregate remuneration of KPMG Audit Plc and its associates for audit and other services (excluding value added taxes) in analysed below:

Audit and audit- Non-audit 2006 Audit and audit- Non-audit 2005
related services services Total related services services Total

£m £m £m £m £m £m

Statutory audit of the Company and JBOS consolidation 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Fees payable for other services:
Audit of the Company’s subsidiaries and associated 6.5 6.5 5.9 5.9
Audit of the Company’s pension schemes 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Other services pursuant to legislation 1.4 1.4 2.4 2.4
Tax services (compliance and advisory) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Services relating to information technology 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Services relating to corporate finance transactions 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0
Other services 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.5

Total other services 8.0 3.0 11.0 8.4 3.7 12.1

Total 8.3 3.0 11.3 8.7 3.7 12.4

The analysis of 2005 auditors’ remuneration has been restated to reflect the new guidance issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales on the disclosure of auditors’ remuneration.
Other services pursuant to legisation includes work in support of regulatory reporting and listing rules and includes the review of the half yearly
results (“audit-related services”). Other services relating to corporate finance transactions includes fees for reviews in relation to capital and debt
issues, securitisations and covered bond issues.

Services relating to corporate finance transactions (£0.7m)

HSBC

8. Auditors’ remuneration

Auditors’ remuneration in relation to statutory audit amounted to US $44.7 million (2005: US$47.0 million;
2004: US$41.7 million)

The following fees were payable by HSBC to the Group’s principal auditor, KPMG Audit Plc and its
associates (together “KPMG”):

2006 2005 2004
US$m US$m US$m

Audit fees for HSBC Holdings’ statutory audit:
— fees relating to current year 2.7 2.8 2.3
— fees relating to prior years — 0.2 0.7

2.7 3.0 3.0
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2006 2005 2004
US$m US$m US$m

Fees payable to KPMG for other services provided to HSBC:
— audit of HSBC’s subsidiaries, pursuant to legislation 40.4 42.5 36.6
— other services pursuant to legislation 15.4 29.2 13.4
— tax services 2.0 2.6 6.2
— services relating to information technology 0.6 — —
— services related to corporate finance transactions 1.6 0.3 1.6
— all other services 4.1 5.0 4.7

64.1 79.6 62.5
Total fees payable 66.8 82.6 65.5

Other services
— “Services relating to information technology” include advice on IT security and business

continuity and performing agreed upon IT testing procedures.
— “Services related to corporate finance transactions” include fees payable to KPMG for

transaction-related work, including US debt issuances.
— “All other services” include other assurance and advisory services such as translation services, ad-

hoc accounting advice and review of financial models.

Services relating to corporate finance transactions (£1.6m)

All other services (£4.1m)

Lloyds TSB

During the year the auditors earned the following fees:

2006 2005
£m £m

Fees payable for the audit of the Company’s current year annual report 6.0 6.3
Fees payable for other services:
Audit of the Company’s subsidiaries pursuant to legislation 2.3 1.7
Additional fees in respect of the previous year’s audit of subsidiaries 0.6 —
Other services supplied pursuant to legislation 4.7 0.8
Total audit fees 13.6 8.8

Other services—audit related fees 1.4 1.6

Total audit and audit related-fees 15.0 10.4
Services relating to taxation 0.6 0.6
Other non-audit fees
Services relating to corporate finance transactions 1.0 0.3
Other services 0.4 0.5
Total other non-audit fees 1.4 0.8

Total fees payable to the Company’s auditors by the Group 17.0 11.8

During the year, the auditors also earned fees payable by entities outside the consolidated Lloyds TSB
Group in respect of the following:
Other non-audit fees: This category includes due diligence relating to corporate finance, including venture
capital, transactions and other assurance and advisory services.

Services relating to Corporate Finance Transactions (£1.0m)

Northern Rock

Services provided by the Group’s auditor and network firms

During the year the Group obtained the following services from the Group’s auditor, as detailed below:

2006 2005
£m £m

Audit services:
Fees payable to Company auditor for the audit of parent Company and 0.5 1.0
consolidated accounts
Non audit services:
Fees payable to Company auditor and its associates for other services

— The audit of Company’s subsidiaries pursuant to legislation 0.3 0.4
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2006 2005
£m £m

— Other services pursuant to legislation 0.3 0.3
— Ohter assurance services 0.7 0.8

1.8 2.5

Other assurance services comprise services provided in respect of securitisation transactions and the raising
of wholesale funding. No other non-audt services were provided.

Other assurance services (£0.7m)

RBS

4. Auditors remuneration

Amounts paid to the auditors for statutory audit and other services were as follows:

Group
2006 2005

£m £m

Fees payable to the Group’s auditors for the audit of the Group’s annual 0.8 0.6
accounts
Fees payable to the Group’s auditors and their associates for other services to
the Group:

— The audit of the Company’s subsidiaries pursuant to legislation 10.8 9.3

Total audit fees 11.6 9.9

— Other services pursuant to legislation(1) 5.9 3.3
— Other services relating to taxation 0.2 0.2
— Services relating to corporate finance transactions, including 2.4 4.9

securitisations, entered into by the Group
— All other services(2) 2.6 6.0

Total non-audit fees 11.1 14.4

Fees payable to the Group’s auditors and their associates in respect of pensions
schemes:

— Audit 0.3 0.3

Total 23.0 24.6

Notes:
(1) Includes fees for work relating to Section 404 of the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
(2) Includes fees relating to the transition to IFRS in 2005.

Services relating to Corporate Finance Transactions, including Securitisations (£2.4m)

Standard Chartered

Auditor’s remuneration

Auditor’s remuneration in relation to the Group statutory audit amounts to $3.3 million (2005: $3.1
million). The following fees were payable by the Group to their principal auditor, KPMG Plc and its
associates (together “KPMG”)

2006 2005
$million $million

Audit fees for the Group statutory audit:
Fees relating to the current year 3.3 3.1
Fees pyable to KPMG for other services provided to the Group:

Audit of Standard Chartered PLC subsidiaries, pursuant to legislation 7.6 7.7
Other services pursuant to legislation 1.6 3.1
Tax services 1.0 0.6
Services relating to information technology 0.1 0.1
Services relating to corporate finance transactions 1.4 0.4
All other services 0.2 0.3

Total fees payable 15.2 16.5
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Services related to corporate finance transactions include fees payable to KPMG for transaction related
work irrespective of whether the Group is vendor or purchaser, such as acquisition due diligence and long-
form reports.
All other services include other assurance and advisory services such as translation services, ad-hoc
accounting advice and review of financial models.

Services relating to corporate finance (£1.4m)

All other Services (£0.2m)

Bradford & Bingley

Remuneration of auditor and associates
Statutory audit of the Company in accordance with legislation 0.5 0.5
Audting of accounts of associates pursuant to legislation 0.2 0.2
Other services pursuant to such legislation 0.2 0.5
Other services relating to taxation 0.2 0.1
Regulatory services 0.6 0.5

Memorandum from Guardian News & Media Limited

Summary

— the root cause of the banking crisis is the behaviour and regulation of banks and other investors
not the media;

— the terms of reference of the committee do not identify a problem in relation to the media’s role in
the financial crisis nor any evidence that further regulation is required:

— any restriction on freedom of expression is such a serious matter that it would be best dealt with
by a separate fuller consultation;

— the media has an important function as a watchdog, imparting information to the public and
society at large;

— any new regulation would prevent it from performing this function;

— existing laws and codes of conduct regulate financial journalism, for example, in relation to
market abuse;

— if the media failed at all, it was in not anticipating the depth of the financial crises and not
informing the public more fully or earlier;

— there should be greater accountability and openness about oV-shore financial transactions and
fuller access to information; and

— financial journalists play a vital role in providing information to the public, exposing wrongdoing,
and communicating complex issues in a way that improves understanding and awareness. They do
so in an environment that is already regulated and subject to professional and ethical codes of
conduct. This role should not be restricted.

Treasury Committee—Inquiry into the Banking Crisis

I write further to the Committee’s invitation to stakeholders to submit written evidence on key areas
concerning the banking crisis. The Committee’s terms of reference relate to financial and regulatory matters
such as the role of auditors, hedge funds; short-selling; the impact of government policy on taxpayers;
protection of consumers and protection of shareholder interests. However, these terms were extended
beyond the examination of regulation and the role of financial institutions to include the role of the media.
Under the heading “Securing financial stability”, the Committee indicates its intention to examine “the role
of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form of
reporting restrictions during banking crises” (1.11).

The root cause of the banking crisis is the behaviour and regulation of banks and other investors. The
terms of reference do not identify any particular problem in relation to the media nor set out why its role is
of concern, but it is implicit in 1.11 that the media should play a role in ensuring financial stability and that
it may have failed to do so in the current banking crisis, leading to the suggestion that reporting restrictions
are required.

The media have an important function as a watchdog, imparting information to the public and society
at large. Its duties lie there, and any new regulation would prevent it from performing this vital function.
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Reporting restrictions inhibit free speech and Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
The starting point is the right to freedom of expression and the right to receive and impart information and
ideas without interference by public authority. The inhibition of freedom of expression must be justified as
being necessary in response to a pressing social need. The terms of reference do not set out why such
measures might be necessary, and therefore it is not possible to respond in detail. Should such measures be
seriously considered—and we do not accept that the case has been made out—further consultation would
be essential.

Freedom of expression is valued for its own sake, but is also instrumentally important:

“First, it promotes the self fulfilment of individuals in society. Secondly, in the famous words of
Mr. Justice Holmes (echoing John Stuart Mill), “the best test of truth is the power of the thought
to get itself accepted in the competition of the market.”: Abraham v United States 250 US 616, at
630 (1919), per Holmes J (dissent). Thirdly, freedom of speech is the lifeblood of democracy. The
free flow of information and ideas informs political debate. It is a safety valve: people are more
ready to accept decisions that go against them if they can in principle seek to influence them. It
acts as a brake on the abuse of power by public oYcials. It facilitates the exposure of errors in the
governance and administration of justice of the country . . .” (Per Lord Steyn, R v SS for Home
Dept ex parte Simms & O’Brien 1999).

The media clearly have an important role to play in informing the public and investigating issues relating
to the banking crisis. Indeed questions have been raised about whether news organisations have responded
adequately to the crisis—did they have suYcient resources to monitor and analyse available data, were they
too focussed on the stock market, rather than analysis of debt markets? This may be the most important
area for analysis of the media’s role in reporting the financial crisis.

Were journalists “caught napping” or were they operating in an environment where criticism would not be
accepted—for example, Dominic Crossley-Holland in Independent 17 November 2008 describes an incident
involving the Financial Times journalist Gillian Tett, an expert in “the alphabet soup of financial
instruments”. During the Davos economic forum in 2007 “A high-profile and influential figure stood up and
waved one of Tett’s articles about, accusing her of ‘unhelpful doom-mongering’. The article in question
predicted the problems at Northern Rock.”

Part of the diYculty of this kind of journalism is the lack of access to information. Serious investigations
into how significant economic risks are disguised and hidden in complex oV-shore structures, in tax-haven
jurisdictions that lacked regulation are extremely diYcult to conduct without publicly accessible
information.

Financial companies, particularly those dealing with the public often have the perverse incentive of selling
flawed products under commission. Many financial innovations are not fit for purpose, witness numerous
mis-selling scandals ranging from pensions to endowment mortgages. It is the duty of the press to open the
public’s eyes to some of these more egregious practices. Reporting restrictions would just perpetuate mis-
selling, causing even more losses for unwitting investors.

The problems associated with lack of access to information result in many journalists relying on PR
companies that control access to individuals and information. Interested parties, such as corporate
executives and analysts sometimes constitute the main repositories of data.

It may be suggested that journalists engendered hype and panic. One must ask the question, where does
that responsibility begin –does it, for example, begin with the media (and others) building unrealistic
expectations about house prices? Rather than calling for restrictions on the media, many critics are asking
why it did not act as a watchdog at an earlier stage, and why other institutions—including government—
did not provide the public with more information:

“Throughout this crisis there has been an almost callous lack of awareness among senior figures
in the financial world of the damage they have done to ordinary people, people who trusted them
with their financial well being. More than ever, ordinary people will not countenance any move
that appears to deny them information about what is happening to their money.” David Worsfield,
Parliamentary Connections blog, 28 November 2008.

James Robinson, the Observer, 14 December 2008, quotes Jeremy Hillman, editor of BBC’s business and
economics unit: “The public has an absolute right to know about weaknesses and structural problems at
Britain’s banks. Why shouldn’t the average person have access to the same information as those in the know?
How many senior bankers invested in Northern Rock in the months before its nationalisation? Not very
many, I expect’.”

As JK Galbraith points out in History of Financial Euphoria, Penguin, 1990 p 10: those who speak out
publicly against financial euphoria “. . . will be the exception to a very broad and binding rule. They will be
required to resist two compelling forces: one, the powerful personal interest that develops in the euphoric
belief, and the other, the pressure of public and seemingly superior financial opinion that is brought to bear
on behalf of such belief”.
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The crash has exposed the lack of understanding about the way the financial world has evolved, and the
consistent focus on the stock market. Paul Mason, of BBC’s Newsnight said, “I would be critical of the
broadcast financial channels, not for the quality of their reporting but for creating an almost incoherent
babble about something that hardly matters in modern finance: the stock market.”

Impact of financial journalism on markets and consumer confidence

Journalism has always had the potential to impact on markets. This has always been the case and it would
be almost impossible, as well as undesirable, to censor it. Every business story potentially has a dramatic
and immediate eVect on publicly quoted shares because shares can be bought and sold.

Hillman says in an interview with James Robinson, the Observer, “our journalistic (criteria) are: is it true?
Would our audience be interested in it? And is it crucial information? If so, we publish (or broadcast). Who
has the right to censor what we’re doing and who would benefit?” The answer Hillman says is often the same
institutions who were able to conceal the extent of their exposure to American sub-prime market from
regulators and governments for so long. Responsible reporting could prevent that from happening again,
and placing obstacles in path of journalists would ultimately do public a disservice.”

Rumours and blogs

Journalists, broadcasters and publishers have ethical standards, and a duty to act responsibly. It would be
impossible to impose reporting restrictions on the global network of bloggers, message boards and internet
forums, and these forums are often the forums for unverified rumours.

The distinction between the unidentified blogger and the professional journalist, is that the latter’s
reputation, and the reputation of established media organisations, depends on certain professional
standards, including the verification of rumours.

There is already regulation of this sphere. Journalists act ethically and responsibly because they operate
within a set of self-imposed incentives and rules that apply to financial journalism as a whole. There is also
a raft of specific legislation controlling matters such as insider dealing and market abuse, including the
Financial Services Act 1986: in 2005 “City Slickers” James Hipwell and Anil Bhoyrul were convicted for
share-tipping oVences under s 47 (2) of the Act relating to ramping shares in their column in the Mirror.
Earlier, in 2000, the Press Complaints Commission had found them guilty of breaches of its Code too.

It is accepted that the media has an important watchdog function. New regulation would impede the
playing such a role. Journalism is a profession that has privileges as well as duties: the gradual laying down
of laws, practices and precedents, together with codes of conduct and editorial guidelines have built a loose
professional framework. Responsible journalism, recognised in Reynolds v Times 1999 depends on basic
journalistic practices such as verifying information and checking sources. These critical standards apply as
much to financial journalism as to any other form of journalism, and serve to protect accuracy and prevent
publication of unverified rumours:

“It is a diYcult thing to cover, because you don’t report on rumours unless you can stand them up.
You’ve obviously got to put it to the institution or the bank.” Deborah Hargreaves, Business
Editor, The Guardian, in the Press Gazette 31 March 2008.

Resources, time, expertise

Financial journalism has become increasingly diYcult, expensive and time consuming. As set out in the
attached copy of an article for New York Review of Books, few reporters have the training to disentangle
and make sense of the often limited amount of information publicly available from company accounts,
annual reports, statutory filings and corporate structures. In relation to libel, often the only route to total
prepublication self-protection is to spend tens of thousands of dollars on tax, accountancy and legal advice.
London is not only the most de-regulated financial centre in the west, it also the libel capital of the world. The
potential cost of a libel action in such circumstances deters reporting as I point out in the attached article:

“The complexity of the strategies—combined with the threat of a multi-million-pound legal bill in
the event of getting it wrong—meant that no editor in his right mind would go near such a story.”

Financial journalism would benefit if the libel laws provided some protection to a newspaper publishing
material of high public importance—matters to do with corporate responsibility, government, fiscal risk and
management, health, science security and so. Before any corporation is given the green light to sue, one
possibility worth considering is a requirement that it must first attempt to resolve matters via mediation—
whether through ombudsmen or regulatory or self-regulatory bodies.

Access to information is also vital. The secrecy of oV-shore tax havens, where there is also little or no
financial regulation, prevents public access to vital information about financial transactions. This secrecy
prevents the media from playing a vital role in making such information available and comprehensible to
the public.
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In conclusion, the free flow of information is vital to the health of a democracy, both in terms of exposing
wrongdoing and malpractice and encouraging debate about the policies and values of a society. Any
restriction of such freedom of expression can only be proposed where it is necessary to fulfil a pressing social
need, and it must be no more than is proportionate to meet that pressing social need. Financial journalism
already operates within legal, ethical and professional boundaries. There is no evidence that the media
caused or exacerbated the financial crisis, or that there is a need to gag financial journalism. Rather, it is
suggested that few journalists predicted the crisis, and the public needed more information not less. The
complexities and costs of financial investigations, the diYculties in accessing information in relation to
secretive financial institutions and the risks of libel have inhibited financial journalism.

Financial journalism would be better protected if corporations were obliged to seek mediation instead of
litigation in libel cases, and if information about financial transactions was more publicly available. The
media’s role as watchdog would be strengthened, and its ability to communicate information to the public
about the risks and consequences of polices relating to finance, the economy and their own savings, pensions
and housing would be improved. This would all serve the public interest in the free flow of information,
ideas, understanding and debate that are the lifeblood of a democracy.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Financial Services Consumer Panel

Executive Summary

The Financial Services Consumer Panel is pleased to have this opportunity to contribute to the Treasury
Committee session on the lessons to be learned from the banking crisis.

In our submission we have taken the opportunity to comment on a number of issues raised by the
Committee. There is one key area, however, which has been largely overlooked in the current crisis and which
we would like the Committee to address. This relates to the position of savers, particularly those who rely on
their savings income to meet day-to-day living expenses. With the exception of those with access to accounts
producing income—net of tax—in excess of the Consumer Prices Index of 4.1%, savers are losing money
every day. Those approaching retirement are more likely to be switching their investments into cash-backed
assets and many will not be in a position to recoup the very real losses they are experiencing as a result, which
means that many older consumers are particularly vulnerable.

Other issues covered in our submission include:

— Passporting and Alternative Dispute Resolution. We believe the passporting arrangements make
unrealistic assumptions about the nature of regulatory practice in Member States and encourage
regulatory arbitrage. There is no consistent EU-wide infrastructure for the protection of
consumers through access to ADR services and minimum levels of compensation.

— The role and importance of the banking system. Consumers rely on the banking system as a utility
integral to daily living. Continuity of service is vital for consumers and central to the functioning
of the economy.

— Communications, compensation and consumer confidence. Consumers will be unwilling to engage
with the financial services industry while they feel that banks cannot be trusted. When they do
engage, consumers need to be clear about where they stand if something goes wrong. Currently
there is considerable confusion about Government guarantees, compensation and limits on
compensation. If there are to be limits on compensation, this should be clearly explained and
applied per brand, rather than per bank or banking licence.

Securing Financial Stability

The impact of European Union directives on financial stability, including “passporting”

The Panel is supportive of the single market in retail financial services and we believe that given the right
framework there could be significant benefits for consumers, particularly in terms of choice and competitive
pricing. But the framework is not right at the moment. Our view is that EU initiatives have been driven by
a desire to make cross-border trade easier for firms with insuYcient regard to the “demand” side of the
equation. There is no EU-wide infrastructure for minimum levels and standards of compensation and
redress for consumers. The maximum harmonisation approach can also potentially undermine consumer
protection at a national level. We have welcomed many initiatives from within the EU such as the recent
proposals for minimum levels of compensation for savings accounts, but a lot more work is needed before
consumers will be able to engage confidently with an EU wide market.

The Panel sees passporting and alternative dispute resolution systems as key areas for improvement.
Clearly the passporting arrangements form one of the foundations of the single market, but we think that
there are still issues to be addressed before consumers can have the necessary confidence in passported firms
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to take advantage of the opportunities they oVer. The arrangements assume an equally robust regulatory
approach in all Member States that is not borne out in practice. Consequently there is a real danger of
regulatory arbitrage, or put more bluntly, outright manipulation of the currently flawed arrangements by
less scrupulous individuals. There is an argument of course that in anything other than a perfect world there
will always be some who will find loopholes and weak points in any system. But until consistently high
standards are applied by all regulatory bodies within Member States when authorising financial firms there
is a real risk that the disreputable or undercapitalised/badly-run few will impact on the perfectly well run
majority of passported firms. This is bad for business, bad for consumers and undermines consumer
confidence—and consumer confidence is a cornerstone of financial stability.

Consumers need to be confident that in the event something goes wrong with a service or financial product
that they have bought cross border, they will have access to a dispute resolution or compensation scheme
that at least meets a high EU-wide standard. The excellent work done by FINNET and the UK’s own
Financial Ombudsman Service seems to be lost in the general confusion amongst many consumers about
what the compensation and redress “safety net” looks like in diVerent Member States, and how a scheme can
be accessed. Coverage is inconsistent, sometimes patchy or even non-existent and this needs to be changed.

Possible reforms to the remuneration structures prevalent in financial services

The Panel has been primarily concerned with the impact of remuneration structures on the market for
retail financial services. We will leave others to comment on the impact of the compensation arrangements on
the behaviour of individuals employed in the wholesale market. However, the underlying issues are similar in
our opinion. Any remuneration structure that links a significant proportion of an individual’s income to
turnover volume targets and other short term profits without taking into account of elements which are
important to the long term performance of the business, like treating customers fairly and ensuring that
financial products being sold deliver “what it says on the packaging”, seem to the Panel to be
fundamentally flawed.

Generally, compensation schemes to date appear not to have been related to, or even consistent with,
satisfactory long term performance. The Panel agrees that exceptional performance and ability can quite
properly be rewarded with additional pay, but only when the benefit to the business has been shown to be
substantial and sustainable. Responsibility for ensuring that remuneration packages are appropriate rests
with the Board of any particular institution, which of course is answerable to the shareholders. As a
“shareholder” in several financial institutions the Government is well placed to influence the structure of
remuneration in future. More robust scrutiny by non-executive directors would also help to ensure that
remuneration does not focus unduly on short-term profitability and/or turnover. The time is right for a shift
to more realistic and responsible compensation and incentive packages.

The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form of
reporting restrictions during banking crises

It is our view that journalists, along with everyone else, have obligations under the law in areas such as
the disclosure of market sensitive information. Those obligations should be respected by all and enforced
rigorously where necessary. Beyond that, we would like to see the FSA and other financial authorities being
far more transparent in times of financial crisis than was evident over the past year or so. A great deal of
distress and confusion could have been avoided if media coverage of developments such as those at Northern
Rock and other banks had included clear, common sense information and guidance from the FSA that
people really needed and could understand. Improving the clarity and eVectiveness of communication by
the authorities is the issue that needs to be addressed, rather than discussing reporting restrictions being
imposed on journalists.

Regulatory transparency is an important tool for the FSA. Over time we have seen welcome progress in
the FSA’s approach to its communications with consumers, but in our view the regulator should go much
further than it has done so far. Aside from the FSA’s interpretation of the legal and policy restraints under
which it acts, the FSA seems reluctant to publish information on the basis that some consumers might not
understand it. The financial crisis has shown that individuals have a need for unbiased information,
particularly given the influence of media coverage in the round, and that they behave in a rational way based
on what they are told by sources they trust. In order to build trust, it is important for the FSA to publish
relevant information on a regular basis and to provide appropriate explanation and/or context. The
authorities have to be better prepared in future to deal with a situation where a bank may be reported as
being close to failing. A no comment, or “don’t worry” response is only credible if people are confident that
there is a 100% guarantee that their money is safe from an independent and well funded compensation
scheme.
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Monitoring and surveillance of financial stability problems by the public sector

It now seems to be recognised that business models need to be sustainable and to be subjected to rigorous
stress testing. The Panel is of the opinion that until the demise of Northern Rock, the FSA would have felt
unable to close down particular business models for fear of restricting innovation and development in the
market. This is a symptom of the tension between the FSA’s statutory objectives—or perhaps a case of the
reluctance of the industry to recognise the emperor’s new clothes. Whatever the cause, procedures must now
be put in place to ensure that business models and financial products that carry significant, unquantifiable
or indecipherable risk can be identified and steps taken to mitigate the risk that they pose to financial
stability and to consumer interests. The FSA has recently published consultation papers176 that begin to
address this. Any firm intent on undertaking such business should be required to put in place capital and
liquidity cover and possibly restrictions on its business, such as ring-fencing less innovative or volatile assets,
to cover liabilities to consumers.

More generally, we think that consideration could usefully be given to the experience of other innovative
sectors of the economy where large risks are successfully managed. The Panel itself has been happy to
support the FSA’s proposals for the sale of certain simple financial products through a basic advice regime,
and we would be interested to see the results of any future research into the potential cost of and logistics
for other types of financial product “approval”.

The role of the banking system within the overall economy

The retail banking system is relied on by consumers as a utility integral to daily living, in much the same
way as domestic services such as water and power. To buy food consumers need either cash dispensed by
banks and post oYces or payment systems such as debit and credit cards. We are steadily moving towards
a world where cash transactions will be replaced by electronic payment using devices like Oyster cards and
mobile phones. These need banking facilities to operate. In this world where the majority of consumer
transactions will be electronic, continuity of service from the banking system is central to the functioning
of the economy. Any disruption is likely to be costly both for consumers by, for example, missing bill
payments on credit cards or mortgages and for cash flow in the wider economy. More work is needed on
ensuring the absolute minimum of disruption in the event of problems with a bank. As we have pointed out
on other occasions the concept of moral hazard is not helpful in this context, since consumers are not in
possession of suYcient knowledge to make sensible choices about the risks involved in selecting a particular
bank and spreading risk across a number of institutions increases the cost of basic banking services for both
the industry and the consumer.

Protecting Consumers

The role of banks in receipt of public investment in fulfilling the Government’s aspirations for assisting
customers, and small businesses, in financial diYculty

Savers

While the position of borrowers and the continuing provision of credit has been the focus of Government
attention, the position of savers has been virtually ignored. We find this unacceptable. The way in which
those who rely on savings income are being aVected by the current financial situation is an important issue
that must be addressed. Currently the Consumer Prices Index stands at 4.1% and the base rate at 2%. Except
for those few with access to accounts oVering rates, net of income tax where applicable, of over 4.1%, most
instant access savers are losing money every day.

It is significant that two out of three families aged between 50 and 64 hold some form of cash savings
product177 and that pension fund managers switch funds for those approaching retirement out of equity-
backed assets into cash-backed assets. The negative impact of current low interest rates and higher inflation
is therefore compounded for those at and approaching retirement. By definition those individuals will not
be in a position or have time to earn suYcient income to make up the loss suVered as a result of Government
intervention targeted at helping borrowers.

The role of banks in receipt of public investment in fulfilling the Government’s aspirations for assisting
customers, and small businesses, in financial diYculty

What is needed is responsible behaviour by all financial institutions, regardless of whether they are in
receipt of public funding and regardless of whether particular responsible behaviour falls within
Government policy. It is essential that the authorities ensure that all banks are regulated in a way which
ensures that customers are treated fairly, that markets are genuinely competitive or eVectively regulated
where this is not the case and that risk is communicated clearly in a way which people can understand.

176 CP08/22 and CP08/24, published on the FSA’s website www.fsa.gov.uk
177 FSA Consumer Research Report 74 Asset ownership, portfolios and retirement saving arrangements: past trends and

prospects for the future, published on the FSA’s website at www.fsa.gov.uk
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The importance of retail banking as a “utility”, and whether retail banks should be separate from other activities
such as investment banking and insurance provision

I have set out earlier in this submission the importance of retail banking services (the role of the banking
system within the overall economy) and the extent to which they should be seen as a utility. We have not yet
reached a view on whether the provision of services would be better or more assured if retail banking were to
be separated from other activities. The issue from the consumer perspective is that regulation should operate
eVectively.

The competition impact of further consolidation within the retail financial services sector

Concerns about the dominance of the merged Lloyds TSB/HBoS Group, particularly in Scotland, are well
documented. The new Group will, it is estimated, supply more than one in four of mortgages in the UK and
this lack of competition inevitably raises concerns that costs could be high and choices limited. Savers could
be facing a similar predicament, with little variation in rates oVered. There will be an additional complication
too in that while there are at least theoretical limits on deposit compensation in the event of bank failure,
consumers will need to understand which accounts are operated by banks within the same authorised group
of companies—not an easy task—and be able to spread their funds amongst other, unconnected firms if they
are to protect themselves from potential loss.

The prospect of further consolidation/take-overs in the financial market can only heighten these concerns
further. The power of consumers to eVect change and bring about better products and services by “taking
their business elsewhere” will fall away if there are few options outside a small number of large banking
groups. The Competition Commission’s analysis of the market for PPI showed that competition between
providers of the underlying insurance was eVective at maintaining realistic pricing, but that ineVective
competition between retail banks had allowed profit margins to become excessive.178 The role of the FSA
and the OFT in ensuring that there is eVective regulation of prices in a market where it is clear that consumers
alone are unable to ensure eVective competition between providers of financial services continues to be a
major concern for the Panel. It is not clear the FSA’s Treating Customers Fairly initiative will be suYcient
to keep prices low and as we have seen with bank charges, court action is a very ponderous way of dealing
with such an innovative market.

The protection of UK citizens investing funds in non-UK jurisdictions

We have already mentioned the Panel’s concerns about the development of the single market and the
absence of an eVective EU-wide system of compensation and redress. Recently of course it has become clear
that the best savings rates were oVered by Icelandic banks—outside the EU, but within the European
Economic Area. We understand that Icesave had almost 215,000 UK customers. Many of those would have
discovered the rates on oVer through “best buy” lists or internet access. While interest rates remain low, those
in a position to and willing to save will still be looking out for the best rates outside as well as within the
UK. It is essential that the risks of investing outside the UK are eVectively communicated to customers. We
do not think that the current information provided by the FSA is adequate in this respect, although we
accept that there are limitations imposed by European law.

Since the Government has shown itself willing to take the necessary steps to compensate UK savers in
full, consumers may begin to feel that they have nothing to lose by putting their money with a reputable but
non-UK bank. At some point the Government will make it clear that it is no longer able to compensate in
full savings lost by UK consumers due to bank failures, if that is its policy. At that point individuals will
have to make decisions about where to keep their money and will need to be fully informed. As this is a
matter of Government policy it is for the Government to ensure that this is done in good time.

Work is underway at the FSA on setting out options for a global regulatory response to the current
financial crisis. Whatever the decisions, consumers will be aVected and there is a need for clear messages for
consumers about what these decisions will mean for them.

The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition

Deposit protection is an essential part of ensuring consumer confidence and engagement with the financial
services industry. Consumers need to be clear about where they stand if something goes wrong, which is not
the case at present. On the one hand, full compensation for deposit losses up to £50,000 is announced and
on the other, the Government steps in to ensure there are no losses at all. Either there is a limit, or there is
not and people need to be clear what it is and how it will be applied.

If there has to be an upper limit on deposit compensation it is the Panel’s view that this should be applied
on a brand basis and not on an authorised entity or company basis. Some banking groups include more than
one authorised firm, whereas others operate several brands within a single authorised firm. Some also

178 Report by the Competition Commission into Payment Protection Insurance provisional findings report published at
www.competition-commission.org.uk
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provide banking services to completely separate companies, as in the case of HBoS and their arrangement
with SAGA. As we have already explained, this leaves consumers in an unmanageable situation if they are
to spread their risk across a number of diVerent accounts.

The recent EU announcement on minimum levels of savings guarantee is, as I have said, something that
is welcomed by the Panel and represents the kind of financial safety net that consumers will value.

The impact of the banking crisis on consumer confidence in financial institutions

Consumers will be reluctant to engage with the financial services industry all the time they feel that banks
cannot be trusted or are incapable of getting it right. They also need to know where they stand in areas such
as the risk they run when saving or investing their money. Banks will find it hard to entice customers to enter
into business with them and it will be a stumbling block to rebuilding the economy. At worst, customers who
might have fought to stave oV bankruptcy might see it as a viable option, reinforcing the downward spiral.

Much could be done by eVective application of the FSA principle for business for authorised firms of
Treating Customers Fairly. At its simplest, consumers would like to be treated fairly by their banks; to be
clear about the terms of the products and services they are buying; be satisfied that these products and
services meet their needs; and that they can rely on their banks or, in extremis, on compensation or other
support such as the Financial Ombudsman Service if things go wrong. The remedy therefore lies very much
in the hands of the industry itself and of the FSA and OYce of Fair Trading.

Role of the Consumer Panel

The Panel was established by the Financial Services and Markets Act to provide advice to the FSA. The
Panel’s terms of reference as set out in our annual report allow it to comment and seek to influence the
financial landscape beyond that which is regulated by the FSA. Examples include policy proposals by H M
Treasury, the OFT, the Personal Accounts Delivery Authority and the impact of European developments
on UK consumers.

January 2009

Memorandum from the London Stock Exchange

1. Introduction

1.1 London Stock Exchange (the Exchange) welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the
Treasury Select Committee inquiry into the banking crisis.

1.2 This submission focuses on the topic of short selling, and sets out the findings of research
commissioned by the Exchange into the eVects of the recent ban on the short selling of 34 financial and
insurance stocks and our views, based on the evidence from the research and our experience as the operator
of Europe’s largest and most liquid equity market.

2. Executive Summary

2.1 While recognising widespread concerns about market volatility, the Exchange believes that short
selling is an integral part of the proper functioning of equity markets and a legitimate investment technique.

2.2 The Exchange fully supports the existing market abuse regime which prohibits manipulative short
selling. This practice is covered by the FSA’s market abuse rules contained in their handbook and by primary
legislation in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

2.3 The Exchange notes that there is an existing settlement regime to ensure stock sold is delivered to the
buyer on an agreed date. This is supported by a penalty regime for settlement failure, as well as safeguards
protecting buyers such as the practices of “buying in” and guaranteed delivery.

2.4 The Exchange supports the provisions introduced in June 2008 which require the disclosure of
significant short positions (0.25%) in stocks of companies undertaking rights issues.

2.5 In addition, the Exchange welcomes the FSA’s announcement that it is proposing to extend the
disclosure requirements but not renew its ban on short selling when the measures expire on 16 January. We
believe, though, that the levels of disclosure may need further adjustment following the FSA’s wider review
of the UK’s short selling regime

2.6 The short selling ban has not supported the share prices of aVected stocks (see Figs 1 to 3 on pages
2 and 3 below).
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2.7 Given the lack of evidence on the impact of the short selling ban on market quality, the Exchange
commissioned research comparing the performance of 15 aVected FTSE 100 stocks with 78 unaVected FTSE
100 stocks.179 The research supports our view that short selling plays an important role in a properly
functioning market and in fact supports market quality.

3. Background to the Short Selling Ban

3.1 Following the market close on 18 September 2008, the FSA announced that it was to “prohibit the
active creation or increase of net short positions in publicly-quoted financial companies” until 16 January
2009.180

3.2 While the objectives of the FSA in introducing the ban have never been fully detailed, on the day of
the ban, Chief Executive Hector Sants said that the decision had been taken to protect “the fundamental
integrity and quality of markets and to guard against further instability in the financial sector”.181

3.3 It was announced on 5 January 2009 that the FSA does not intend to renew the ban at this time.

3.4 The United States instituted a similar ban on 19 September 2008, but this was lifted on 8 October
2008.182

4. Effects of the Short Selling Ban on Share Prices

4.1 The short selling ban has not supported share prices of aVected stocks. In fact, average daily
investment returns based on closing share prices of FTSE 100 stocks were negative for the thirty days both
before and after the ban, but aVected stocks fell more than other FTSE 100 stocks during both periods.

4.2 The graphs below illustrate the continuing fall of the share prices of Lloyds TSB, RBS and HBOS
following the ban.

Figure 1

LLOYDS TSB SHARE PRICE BETWEEN 18 SEPTEMBER AND 16 DECEMBER
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179 In total there are 15 stocks in the FTSE 100 that were original subjects of the FSA ban. The control sample comprises the
remaining FTSE 100 stocks not included in the ban, net of mid-sample changes that occurred in the index during the period
of study.

180 The original ban on short selling in 28 companies, was increased to 32 companies on 23 September 2008.
181 FSA statement on short positions in financial stocks, 18 September 2008, http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/Library/

Communication/PR/2008/102.shtml
182 http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-238.htm
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Figure 2

RBS SHARE PRICE BETWEEN 18 SEPTEMBER AND 16 DECEMBER
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Figure 3

HBOS SHARE PRICE BETWEEN 18 SEPTEMBER AND 16 DECEMBER
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5. Effects of the Short Selling Ban on Market Quality

5.1 Given the lack of evidence on the impact of short selling, the Exchange commissioned research into
the eVects of the ban on the 34 aVected stocks. The research compared the performance of 15 aVected FTSE
100 stocks with 78 unaVected FTSE 100 stocks (the control stocks).

5.2 The research indicated that market quality (defined as price volatility and liquidity) was reduced in
the aVected stocks in the period following the ban.

5.3 The research found that for aVected stocks the market became less eYcient, increasing transactions
costs for all participants:

— Liquidity was reduced as fewer shares were traded—Turnover in banned stocks fell by 21% after the
ban was introduced compared with a rise in turnover of 42% in the comparison stocks.

— Price formation was undermined—The average spread (the diVerence between the best prices at
which to buy and sell a share) over the 30 days before the ban in aVected stocks increased by 140%
for the 30 days after the ban was introduced compared with a rise of 56% in comparison stocks.

— The market became shallower—Depth (needed to maintain a stable price) deteriorated by 59% for
banned stocks and to a lesser extent in comparison stocks, where depth decreased by
approximately 43%. Depth deteriorated by 37% more in banned stocks compared with
comparison stocks.

5.4 Based on this evidence, together with our experience as the operator of Europe’s largest and most
liquid equity market, the Exchange believes that continuation of the ban on short selling would have been
both ineVective in countering concerns about market volatility, and damaging to the wider interests of
market participants, increasing their costs and removing opportunities for investors to generate revenues
from stock lending, potentially further undermining the attractiveness of aVected stocks.

6. The Positive Impact of Short Selling on the Market

6.1 The aggregated eVect of short selling is important for market eYciency and provides an additional
revenue stream for investors, including some pension funds, who loan stock to short sellers.

6.2 Financial institutions use short selling as a means of managing downside risk as part of a legitimate
investment strategy in a company of which they remain a net investor. Just as market making may require
an intermediary to sell stock it does not own, an increasing range of market participants act in a similar way,
providing a valuable lubricant to a stock’s liquidity.

6.3 The practice of naked short selling, or selling short without first borrowing or leasing stocks to sell,
has been criticised for increasing risk. However, the Exchange believes that this practice is not in itself
damaging, provided that the seller settles the position.

6.4 Our experience as a market operator has shown that settlement failure is uncommon and that the
practice of “buying in” and guaranteed delivery provide adequate safeguards to deal with failed settlement
when it does occur.

London Stock Exchange Group is Europe’s largest and most liquid equity market and the world’s most
international exchange with almost 700 overseas companies from over 70 countries quoted on its markets.
Following the merger with Borsa Italiana in October 2007, the Group now controls highly eYcient post
trade services and fixed income products through MTS, the leading platform for the electronic trading of
government bonds.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Building Societies Association

Summary

For the future, prevention is better than cure. The Authorities will have to move closer to a zero-failure
regime for deposit-takers.

Regulators first need to use existing tools properly and eVectively, challenging firms with risky strategies,
rather than loading onerous new requirements on all deposit-takers, including building societies whose basic
business model is now seen to have been relatively prudent.

Deposit protection goes wider than just looking after depositors in a failed bank. It must also address the
substantial risks, and costs, that are transmitted to other deposit-takers, and their depositors, by the
massively enhanced role of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
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Introduction

1. The Building Societies Association (BSA) welcomes the opportunity to submit written evidence to the
Committee. The BSA represents all 55 building societies in the United Kingdom. Building societies have
total assets of £380 billion and, together with their subsidiaries, hold residential mortgages of £250 billion,
more than 20% of the total outstanding in the UK. Societies hold about £235 billion of retail deposits,
accounting for more than 20% of all such deposits in the UK. Building societies also account for about 37%
of all cash ISA balances. Building societies employ over 51,500 full and part-time staV and operate through
more than 2,000 branches.

2. Within the current terms of reference, our submission addresses Key Areas 1 to 3 only, and within each
area we have selected those topics of particular relevance to building societies and their members. Building
societies are owned by their members and do not have outside equity shareholders, so we do not address
Key Area 4; Protecting shareholder interests.

Key Area 1 : Securing Financial Stability

3. The Association submits that, in securing financial stability, prevention (of bank failures, by eVective
prudential regulation and other tools) is better than cure (using the proposed Special Resolution Regime
and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme to mitigate the damage once a bank has failed). Rather
than new tools or new requirements, we suggest that what is needed for prevention is more focused and
eVective use of existing tools, especially by the Financial Services Authority. This includes making, and
acting on, sound judgments about egregious firms –the outliers, with irresponsible and risky behaviour and
business models, rather than imposing onerous and disproportionate new requirements on all banks and
building societies.

Reforms to capital and liquidity requirements (item 1.7)

4. Adequacy of both capital and liquidity is extremely important for all banks and building societies.
While capital adequacy has received the lion’s share of regulatory attention in recent years, through the long
drawn out and complex Basel 2/CRD negotiations and implementation, it was the crystallisation of latent
funding and liquidity risks, not a shortage of capital, that triggered the current crisis. But liquidity risk had
received little attention, indeed in the UK banks and building societies were still operating on pre-FSA
liquidity regimes. We wonder, with hindsight, whether there has not been some mis-allocation of resources,
both by regulators, and consequently by firms, between these two topics.

5. The Association is not opposed to further reforms of capital adequacy requirements, if these prove
justified, but we are wary of the resource demands of yet another major upheaval. Before setting out down
that route, building societies and banks deserve an answer from the Authorities as to whether the Basel 2/
CRD framework is regarded as having passed its first major test, or not. If so, we are not clear of the need,
or the basis, for the higher levels of Tier 1 capital unilaterally promulgated by the Government. If not, we
need to be clear how to avoid repeating the mistake. Was Basel 2/CRD just too complicated, leading to
regulators, and firms, getting bogged down in the complexity and not seeing the wood for the trees? Are the
pro-cyclical features in Basel 2/CRD now unwelcome? Since the current regime is now set in EU law by the
CRD, it would appear that the UK has in any case little latitude for independent action—beyond saying
“use the same methodology, but just hold more capital” –essentially what the Government did in its October
announcement. In the short term, of course, any general hike in capital requirements can only make the
“credit crunch” worse. Building societies tend to hold high levels of capital, but have fewer options to raise
or generate new capital. So any further uplift in capital levels would need careful phasing.

6. The Association is currently considering the FSA’s December consultation paper CP08/22 on liquidity.
As mentioned above, the current regimes which date back to well before FSA clearly need replacing. Our
preliminary assessment is that the tougher policy signalled by the FSA is welcome—as it should reduce the
propensity for banks to fail. We particularly welcome the recognition by FSA that building societies’ simpler
retail-funded business deserves a simplified model within a unified liquidity regime, though we think some
of the detailed reporting requirements look onerous (and we will be pressing this case in discussions with
FSA). And a hike in the level of liquidity banks and building societies hold may prolong the eVects of the
“credit crunch”.

EU Directives and “passporting” (item 1.5)

7. We suggested above that the complexity and other features of the CRD may have proved sub-optimal.
The experience of the last three to four months has also placed a big question mark against “passporting” by
EEA banks into the UK—the activities and collapse of the Icelandic banks in particular left UK depositors
troubled and panicky, and both the UK taxpayer, and all UK building societies and banks, severely out of
pocket in paying for the depositor bailout. Wholesale depositors such as local authorities and charities, and
some societies, have lost money. The whole episode has undermined financial stability. The Committee will
no doubt wish to ask searching questions such as; why were the Icelandic banks allowed to gear up and
operate in such an imprudent manner? why was the UK deposit-taking sector exposed, through the higher
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£50,000 limit for FSCS coverage introduced in October, to the substantial burden resulting from the
“topping up” of the Icelandic banks into that scheme (given the paltry coverage of Iceland’s domestic
scheme)—which then crystallised within days when those banks collapsed? “Passporting” has, for the time
being, lost credibility as it appears that governments will preferentially protect their domestic depositors.
The logical choice for consumers, therefore, is to stick to well-known and trusted domestic deposit-takers.

Regulation of complex products, and future of the “originate to distribute” model (item 1.9)

8. The banking crisis has revealed that complex, opaque financial products, whose risks are not
individually well understood, can pose a systemic risk in wholesale markets. Before deciding how further to
regulate such products, it may be fruitful to consider whether the development and promotion of these
products result from perverse incentives created by existing regulation—for instance, in relation to securities
based on sub-prime mortgages. Building societies themselves do not undertake the structuring or promotion
of such products. Their use of derivatives is moreover restricted by statute to managing their own interest
rate and other risks.

9. The traditional building society model of lending may, by contrast, be described as “originate and
hold”, aiming for a long-term relationship with the mortgage borrower (who becomes a member of the
society with a vote at general meetings etc). This arguably leads to more prudent lending in the first place
and works better where borrowers encounter payment diYculties and fall into arrears. Building societies do
also acquire and sell portfolios of mortgages, but their core business adheres to the “originate and hold”
model.

Rating agencies and the media (items 1.2 and 1.11)

10. Ratings should be a useful tool but their track record in enabling investors to avoid credit losses in
the banking crisis is unimpressive. For instance, why was the latent instability in Iceland’s financial system
not detected long before? During the crisis, rating agencies appear to over-react, over-compensating for what
they have missed. The Association cautions against too much reliance on credit ratings. We have argued this
consistently in relation to local authority investments with societies. Most building societies do not have
credit ratings, because they do not issue marketable debt, and the management time and expense of a rating
is not justified. But they proved sounder and more resilient than many major banks that did have high credit
ratings. In this context, we welcome the opportunity provided by the Government’s credit guarantee scheme:
some societies have chosen to demonstrate their innate creditworthiness by securing an Institution
Certificate even though they may have no current plans to issue debt.

11. We welcome the Committee’s questioning on the role of the media. Depositor confidence is, as we
have seen, fragile and once lost, can only be rebuilt slowly and with diYculty. Media coverage may have
contributed to the collapse of Northern Rock, and aggravated the renewed alarm and loss of confidence
among depositors in recent months. The issue of reporting restrictions on financial journalists should be
examined, but we recognise the finely balanced judgment that needs to be made.

Key Area 2 : Protecting the Taxpayer

The Nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley (item 2.2)

12. The Association was pleased to submit a memorandum on this topic on 12 November ahead of the
Committee’s previous evidence session on the nationalised banks. Although, in each case, once the bank
faced collapse, nationalisation may have been unavoidable, we criticised two key aspects of the structuring
of the Bradford & Bingley rescue (which, unlike Northern Rock, was largely financed through the FSCS)
as they lead to unjust enrichment by the Government at building societies’ and banks’ expense. These are:
(i) the Government giving itself an unfair priority over the FSCS (and therefore the building societies and
banks that fund it through levies) in the distribution of recoveries from Bradford & Bingley, and (ii) failing
to provide for interest to be earned on Bradford & Bingley’s liability to the FSCS while requiring building
societies and banks to pay for the interest charged on the Government’s corresponding loan to the FSCS.
Although we have made repeated representations to the Treasury on this, we remain wholly dissatisfied with
their responses so far. We also remain concerned about the competitive advantages enjoyed by the
nationalised banks at a time when both wholesale and retail depositors are unduly motivated to prefer
government-backed institutions.

The Government’s recapitalisation programme (item 2.3)

13. Without knowledge of the individual positions of the major banks, it is diYcult to assess whether the
recapitalisation programme was both necessary and suYcient. But to require recapitalisation to much higher
standards inevitably undermines the credibility of the existing Basel 2/CRD capital adequacy rules—nor is
it yet clear whether the Authorities are consistently taking either a pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical stance.
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14. Building societies were well capitalised to start with and had fewer, or no, losses from complex
structured products or US subprime lending (though they have been hit by the FSCS levies needed to bail
out depositors at the string of failed banks). So the sector has been able to meet the new standards without
requiring any cash from the taxpayer.

15. We welcome the availability of the Credit Guarantee Scheme, in principle, to all building societies—
as mentioned above, some societies have applied for and been awarded Institution Certificates. But we
suggest that in the longer term, the right outcome (for the taxpayer as well as for the market) is for both
retail and wholesale depositors to regain confidence that banks are sound and well-supervised, rather than
prolonging an appetite for all such exposures to be covered explicitly or implicitly by Government guarantee.

Key Area 3 : Protecting Consumers

Retail banking as a utility (item 3.2)

16. Building societies in general do not aim to cover the whole spectrum of retail banking—most do not
oVer current accounts—but their simple cash savings accounts may well serve as a utility (avoiding the risk
of holding large amounts of physical cash in the home) for customers who prefer to remain cash based. So
building societies must remain, and be perceived as, totally “safe”. This is one reason why building societies
operate under the strict statutory controls in the Building Societies Act, and much of commercial and
investment banking is out of bounds. This has the advantage that savers can understand what, in general,
their building society does with their savings—the money is lent out fully secured on home mortgages—and
this helps confidence. (Building society savers, as members, are also sent simple, clear information about
their society once a year through the Supplementary Financial Statement required by the Building
Societies Act.)

17. Building societies themselves are therefore already strictly controlled by statute as to what they can
do. Societies do nevertheless have a direct interest in whether or not retail banks are permitted to undertake
risky activities, as when such risk-taking leads to a bank failure, societies are compelled to pay FSCS levies
to bail out the bank’s depositors. If, on reflection, retail banks are not be more constrained, there may be a
case for somehow limiting societies’ collective exposure to the consequences of bank failure.

Deposit protection (item 3.6)

18. Building societies recognise the necessity for eVective, formalised deposit protection. Before 1986,
there was no statutory scheme but this Association made informal arrangements that ensured that no saver
lost money. There was a separate statutory scheme for building societies from 1987 to 2001 but it never had
to be activated. Building societies, having dealt with occasional problems within the sector, are now galled
to be paying for the growing list of banking failures. FSCS coverage is not a free good: the scale of the FSCS
levies now forms a heavy and disproportionate burden on societies, and indirectly hurts all their members.
While it is was helpful to confidence that the retail banking books of the failed banks should wherever
possible be transferred without interruption, this involved considerable cost both to the taxpayer and (as is
less well-known) to all other deposit-takers. We submit that the concept of “depositor protection” needs to
be enlarged to encompass the interests of savers in societies and banks that are forced to pay FSCS levies.
If using the FSCS on the recent scale to protect depositors at each failing bank simply transmits the costs,
and the risks, to all other deposit-takers, the FSCS mechanism may in fact enhance, rather than mitigating,
systemic risk. We therefore caution against over-enthusiasm to use the FSCS as an intervention fund as now
envisaged in Part 4 of the Banking Bill. As outlined at the beginning of this submission, the better outcome
is through more eVective regulation to avoid bank failures in the first place.

Impact of banking crisis on consumer confidence (item 3.8)

19. The collapse of Northern Rock, Bradford & Bingley and the other failed banks has been a disaster
for public confidence in all deposit-taking institutions: for the first time, the general public has taken
significant note of the ceiling on FSCS coverage and begun to redistribute high value cash savings
accordingly. One lesson that may have to be learned is that the Authorities’ explicit risk appetite for
significant banking failures must be adjusted downwards—closer to, if not achieving, a zero-failure regime.

January 2009
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Memorandum from the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)

THE ROLE OF THE AUDITOR IN THE CURRENT BANKING CRISIS

Introduction

The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) welcomes the opportunity to
submit evidence in response to this Treasury Committee inquiry. As a public interest body, the ICAEW is
committed to working with Government and regulators, as well as wider market participants, in order to
help restore economic confidence.

We were pleased to be able to contribute to an earlier part of the current inquiry which looked at
accounting frameworks. This short submission supplements our earlier written evidence and examines the
role of the auditor in relation to the current banking crisis.

Background to the Crisis

While it will take a number of years before the causes of the current crisis are fully understood, evidence
to date suggests that it originated in the US through a combination of sub-prime lending, increased interest
rates and a dramatic fall in property prices.

The collapse in confidence across capital markets that followed was fuelled by doubts about the viability
of certain financial institutions holding significant assets that depended directly or indirectly on property
lending or wholesale market funding.

Concerns about the relative strength of the capital base of these institutions led to reductions in the
liquidity available to them, which cumulatively resulted in a sharp contraction of funds available to the
banking system generally and the ability of banks to provide credit to consumers and businesses.

As financial institutions have come under pressure from regulators to restore capital ratios to prudent
levels this has continued to limit the amount of lending that is taking place, resulting in a significant decline
in economic activity.

The speed at which all this has happened has been dramatic. A number of well known financial institutions
have been swept away, amalgamated or nationalised. Governments across the world have been forced to
underwrite failing industry sectors at a cost of many billions. Orthodoxies that governed economic behavior
over the last decade have been thrown into question. The real economy now faces a global downturn of
indeterminate length.

In these circumstances it is right that our financial systems be scrutinized and that, where necessary,
market participants be held to account for their actions.

In our view however, the current banking crisis has been caused by economic behaviour—not the financial
reporting and auditing that reflects this behaviour.

The last 12 months have been a test of the auditing reforms adopted in the UK post-Enron as well as the
work that the profession has undertaken through avenues such as the Audit Quality Forum. Evidence to
date suggests that in the main, auditors have been performing an important role with diligence in the face
of challenging economic circumstances and that the reforms of the last few years are holding up well.

Part of this process has been about challenging asset valuations, which has contributed to companies
having to re-value their assets, in certain cases requiring a considerable reduction in values in order to give
a true and fair view in accordance with the relevant financial reporting framework. These revaluations have
contributed to the falling financial performance of banks, reductions in their share price and to criticism of
their directors in general meetings of shareholders as well as the media.

The Treasury Committee raised a number of audit-related questions in its report into Northern Rock
particularly around risk management and non-audit service provision which we address later in this
submission. We also make a number of wider suggestions about the role of auditors in the financial services
sector and raise some specific issues around going concern.

Our starting point is that auditors are playing an important role in helping restore market confidence
through the continued provision of high quality financial information.

Improving Stakeholder understanding of the Role of Audit

The auditing reforms that were identified post-Enron by the Treasury Committee, the Co-ordinating
Group on Audit and Accounting Issues and others have played an important role in ensuring that UK audit
quality remains not just fit for purpose but world leading.

Post-Enron however, it became clear that there was a need for sustained dialogue between investors,
business, regulators, government and the profession on issues around audit quality so that market
expectations of the role and purpose of an audit could be addressed on an ongoing basis.
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To this end, and at the request of the then Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, Patricia Hewitt MP,
in 2004 the ICAEW established the Audit Quality Forum (AQF). The Forum exists to promote open and
constructive debate about audit quality and to develop views on international auditing and reporting issues.
Membership is drawn from investors, auditors, business and regulatory bodies. Since its formation it has
contributed to the work of government, standard setters and regulators and generated a number of practical
ideas for enhancing confidence in audited financial information.

In the context of the current inquiry the Committee should be aware of papers produced by the AQF on
Audit Purpose, Principles-based Auditing Standards, Statutory Audit—Reconciling Stakeholder
Expectations and Auditor Reporting which we will refer to later in this submission and which we would be
happy to share in full with the Committee.

The Committee should also be aware of the work undertaken by our Financial Services Faculty, which
has done much to bring together audit stakeholders within the financial services sector since its launch in
January 2007.

The purpose of an Audit and the Role of the Auditor

The AQF report on Audit Purpose described the role of a statutory audit as providing “an independent
opinion to shareholders on the truth and fairness of financial statements, whether they have been properly
prepared in accordance with the Companies Act and to report by exception to the shareholders on the other
requirements of company law such as where, in the auditors’ opinion, proper accounting records have not
been kept”.

The auditor does this by following a cumulative process whose standards are overseen by independent
regulators which involves gaining assurance by understanding the way in which company performance is
reflected in financial statements through enquiry, observation and examination of evidence.

The financial statements themselves may reflect a wide range of judgments and accounting estimates made
the directors of the company being audited: accounting for transactions that are not yet complete; assets
that are not yet realised; and liabilities that may not yet be certain. An audit is not an exhaustive verification
of every detail nor can it create precision where precision is inherently impossible.

During the course of their work auditors gather evidence, often on a sample basis, on which to base their
audit opinion. The quality of the opinion lies in the judgments the auditor makes. The auditing standards
they apply in the course of their work do not attempt to prescribe in detail all the procedures that should be
performed. Instead they provide a framework within which professional judgment can be exercised. Further
analysis of this approach is contained in the AQF paper Principles-based Auditing Standards.

Auditors are also dependent on the quality of the evidence that has been gathered and the quality of the
people gathering it and have legal rights to secure the co-operation of company directors and employees to
complete their work, while maintaining their objectivity and exercising professional scepticism. They also
need to be able to rely on the evidence provided to them by third parties, such as counterparties in a
transaction, over whom they have no statutory or contractual rights. These issues are further explored in
the AQF paper Third Parties.

The judgment of the auditor is focused on whether the financial statements approved by the directors give
a “true and fair” view where “true” is generally understood to mean that the information in the financial
statements is not false and conforms to reality. This means that the information is presented in accordance
with accounting standards and the law—that the financial statements have been correctly extracted from
the underlying records and those records reflect the actual transactions that have taken place. “Fair” in this
context is understood to mean that the financial statements reflect the commercial substance of the
company’s underlying transactions and that the information is free from bias.

It should be stressed that financial reporting is not a mechanical process. Company directors and their
auditors make judgments based on the application of financial reporting standards. While it can be argued
by some that the scope for judgment should be reduced by having detailed rules to apply, it is widely accepted
in the UK, and increasingly internationally, that a principles-based approach based on rigorous technical
and ethical frameworks provides better financial information.

Every auditor knows that the judgments they make can be called into question, often with the benefit of
hindsight. The major defence against such questioning is to show that the work was performed with skill
and care and that there were sound reasons for the judgments made and the conclusions reached at the time.

It is also important to recognise that auditors do not provide an opinion relating to the business activities
or strategy of the company concerned, nor do they pass judgment on the quality of directors or management
of the company. Ultimately, it is the company directors who are responsible for the success or failure of the
entities they lead and run. The role of the auditor is to ensure that shareholders are provided with
information which enables them to hold the directors of the companies they own to account.

This exclusive responsibility to shareholders is justified on the basis that as the providers of risk capital,
shareholders need information which will also be useful to other stakeholders in a company including
employers, customers, suppliers and regulators.
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The way in which audit might provide support which could meet the specific additional needs of wider
stakeholders is discussed in the AQF publication Statutory Audit—Reconciling Stakeholder Expectations.

It should be remembered that listed company audits in general and financial services company audits in
particular are by their nature complex and that the auditor is not there to oVer commentary on what is
important but to express an opinion that the information prepared by the directors gives a true and fair view
that market participants can use to make decisions. These issues are discussed further in the AQF report
Auditor Reporting.

Audit Quality in the Current Context

The Institute regards the current financial crisis as an economic problem which the audit profession has
responsibility for ensuring is reported in a rigorous and transparent way.

In December 2008 the Audit Inspection Unit, which has responsibility for monitoring the audits of all
listed and other major public interest entities, said that it considered the quality of auditing in the UK to be
fundamentally sound.183 It is worth noting that since the credit crunch began these inspections have paid
particular attention to the larger UK banking institutions and their auditors.

Moreover, as we set out in our evidence to the committee on independent standard setting, the pain caused
by fair value accounting across the financial services sector in 2008 indicates that auditors have been
exercising their professional judgment with diligence and regard for the current challenging economic
climate.

As the body with responsibility for registering virtually all firms that audit listed and public interest entities
in the UK the ICAEW has impressed upon its members the need for extra vigilance at the current time. The
Institute has also worked with the FRC on their updated guidance for directors on liquidity risk and going
concern disclosures and with the Auditing Practices Board (APB) on audit and going concern issues during
the current economic crisis.

The APB, which sits under the Financial Reporting Council (FRC), is responsible for setting auditing
standards for all UK auditors, based upon International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) set by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) which sits under the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC). The APB also produces a series of practice notes and bulletins which
are intended to assist auditors in applying ISAs to specific industry sectors and which also provide timely
guidance on emerging industry issues.

The specific guidance available to auditors of banks184 was produced with the support of the ICAEW and
we continue both to support the APB and scrutinise wider current guidance in the context of the banking
crisis. Thus far this guidance appears to have held up well in the face of challenging economic conditions.

We recently held an open meeting with the APB which indicated strong industry support for early
implementation of new clarified ISAs that will provide additional help in addressing issues around auditing
fair values, reporting internal control deficiencies, use of experts and auditing related party transactions.

We have also stressed the need for auditors to work closely with their clients over the coming months to
ensure that they understand disclosures on liquidity risk, impairment write-downs, key sources of estimation
uncertainty, critical accounting policies, value at risk, credit risk, contingent liabilities, post balance sheet
event notes, preliminary announcement contents and interim reporting. All those in the financial reporting
chain also need to understand the current issues around fair value that we addressed in our previous
submission to the Committee.

Issues for further Consideration—Northern Rock

In its report on Northern Rock the Treasury Committee made a number of recommendations in relation
to the audit of high risk financial institutions:

“We recommend that the accounting bodies consider what further assurance auditors should give
to shareholders in respect of risk management processes of a company, particularly where a
company is regarded as an outlier. We are also concerned that there appears to be a particular
conflict of interest between the statutory role of the auditor, and the other work it may undertake
for a financial institution.”185

In relation to the first of these points, the FRC, with project management support from the ICAEW,
undertook a fundamental review of this issue as part of its Review of the Turnbull Guidance on Internal
Control and concluded in 2005 that there should be “no expansion of the external auditors’ responsibilities
in relation to the company’s internal control statement”. It did so on the basis that it was not appropriate
for auditors to be asked to re-confirm board decisions about how to respond to many non-financial reporting
risks that could not be measured against objective standards. The Group also reported that evidence from
the implementation of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the US suggested that the cost of doing so would be

183 www.frc.org.uk/pob/audit/reports.cfm
184 APB Practice note 19—the audit of banks and building societies in the UK.
185 TSC Final report on Northern Rock.
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prohibitive and out of all proportion to the return. The FRC Group also found that there was no appetite
from investors or companies for such a service. Later in this submission we explore the scope for auditors
to report to regulators on control issues and make recommendations which may address the specific issue
of “outliers” raised by the Committee.

In relation to the second of these points—auditor independence and the provision of non-audit services—
this was subject to considerable scrutiny in the UK and internationally post-Enron. The policy option of
banning all non-audit services by auditors was rejected, but one of the key UK reforms was to put
responsibility for ethical standards for auditors under the auspices of the APB.

The APB’s ethical standard ES5 Non-audit Services Provided to Audit Clients deals comprehensively
with the identification and assessment of threats to auditor independence and the implementation of
appropriate safeguards as well as those circumstances in which audit firms should not undertake non-audit
engagements.

In particular: “where the audit engagement partner considers that it is probable that a reasonable and
informed third party would regard the objectives of the proposed non-audit service engagement as being
inconsistent with the objectives of the audit of the financial statements the audit firm should either not
undertake the non-audit service engagement; or not accept or withdraw from the audit engagement.”186

The application of these standards is subject to rigorous independent review by the AIU which reports to
the Audit Registration Committee of the Institute on its findings.

Wider Issues for Consideration

Evidence to date suggests that audit firms have taken their responsibility seriously and are performing
well in the face of challenging economic conditions. Nonetheless the Institute believes there are a number
of issues which would merit further consideration by the Committee.

Assurance services

The AQF publication Statutory Audit—Reconciling Stakeholder Expectations, referenced earlier,
explores the possibility of directors of companies engaging audit firms to provide assurance services to meet
stakeholder expectations that are not addressed by the statutory audit. In this vein, the Institute has issued
guidance on assurance reporting on controls of financial service organisations. This guidance can be applied
either where banks rely on service providers or provide services themselves. We are currently updating this
guidance to deal with controls relevant to hedge funds, private equity and investment administration.

There may also be merit in considering additional types of service auditors can provide to enhance
financial stability generally.

Auditors reporting on regulatory returns

Auditors of banks currently have only limited responsibilities for reporting to the tripartite authorities.
The auditor of a bank is required to notify the Financial Services Authority (FSA) of any matters it becomes
aware of during the course of its audit work which may be of material significance to the regulator, such as
material regulatory breaches. However, the auditor of a bank is not required to carry out additional audit
work specifically to test whether any such matters have occurred.

The current regime for bank auditor involvement contrasts with the current regime for insurance, where
auditors are required to report on the financial information in the FSA regulatory returns, in addition to
reporting on the financial statements. Both the returns and the auditor reports on those returns are on the
public record.

Although there has been no suggestion that the lack of auditor review of bank regulatory returns has
contributed to the current banking crisis, an advantage of such reviews is that they provide greater
confidence that the information provided to the regulator has been prepared in accordance with the
regulatory rules, including information about regulatory capital.

Whilst we do not formally recommend that such a requirement is introduced, we consider it worth
reviewing. The current requirements in this area are consistent with the requirements of the Basel 2
framework and the EU Capital Requirements Directive. There are advantages in maintaining international
consistency of audit requirements given the international nature of financial markets and many financial
institutions. If this is to be reviewed, we recommend this is carried out through the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision in order to maintain international consistency.

186 APB Ethical Guidance ES5 paragraph 14.
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Private reporting by auditors to regulators

The FSA has the power under s166 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 to request reports
from skilled persons, such as auditors, on regulated firms, including banks. This is a flexible regulatory tool,
and can be used in a number of areas, such as financial information, fraud, internal controls or compliance
with particular regulations. These reports are targeted at particular risks and could deal with emerging issues
of systemic concern to regulators. However, because the assignments are bespoke, not timed to coincide with
year end audit and used infrequently, they tend to be relatively costly. The Institute has produced
professional guidance in this area.187

The current s166 regime contrasts with the way in which auditors were used under the previous regime of
the Bank of England (the Bank). Under this, the Bank would routinely request auditors to conduct specific
work under section 39 of the Banking Act 1987, often planned to coincide with the year end audit
programme. The auditors reported directly to the Bank on these issues. Although the nature of this work
might vary from year to year, the fact that there was often consistency across banks, as well as the fact that
it could be built into the year end audit planning process for all bank audits, allowed greater eYciency.

Both section 39 reports under the previous regime and s166 reports under the current one are tools that
may provide an opportunity to address issues of systemic risk, further examination of internal controls, risk
management systems and “outliers” as suggested in the Treasury Committee’s report on Northern Rock. A
further advantage of these types of reports is that they can provide useful insight into diYcult areas without
the risk of the reports being misunderstood or alarming the market, since the reports are private reports from
the auditor to the regulator. The objectives of such additional assurance services can be accommodated
without breaching the auditor independence requirements of ethical standard ES5.

Issues for further Consideration—Going Concern

Since the Treasury Committee report on Northern Rock was published a number of major financial
institutions have failed, been acquired or nationalised. The Institute notes the comments PwC made around
the going concern issue, ie the company’s ability to continue in business for the foreseeable future. The
Committee reported on this and, based on the PwC analysis, we agree that, given what was known about
the economic landscape at that time, it was reasonable to conclude that the bank was a going concern.

The same could be said of many of the financial institutions that have subsequently encountered liquidity
issues. The speed with which these entities were aVected by market developments is not something that could
have been predicted by their auditors who, as the Committee noted in its report, are there to “provide an
assurance of a snapshot of the past state of the company”.

Given the current economic environment however, the ICAEW anticipates that a higher proportion of
2008 year end annual reports, compared to previous years, are likely to contain disclosures relating to going
concern. We see this as a significant public policy issue which needs to be addressed over the next few months.

A separate briefing has been prepared by the Institute on this issue and is attached as an appendix to this
written briefing.

APPENDIX 1

GOING CONCERN

ICAEW calls for greater understanding of the going concern uncertainty expected in 2008 audited
financial statements.

1. The “Going concern” Basis

“That the business entity is viewed as continuing in business for the foreseeable future with neither
the intention nor the necessity of liquidation, ceasing trading or seeking protection from creditors
pursuant to laws or regulations.”188

Financial reporting is at the heart of modern markets and the going concern basis is a fundamental
concept in financial reporting. Normally, assets and liabilities are reported on a going concern basis—ie that
the company will continue for the foreseeable future.

Company directors must prepare financial statements on a going concern basis unless they intend to
liquidate the business or to cease trading, or have no realistic alternative but to do so. In deciding whether
the going concern basis is appropriate, directors examine existing budgets and forecasts, assess borrowing
requirements, and review other information as needed. Directors are required to take into account all
available information about the foreseeable future which is at least, but not limited to, one year from the date
of approval of the financial statements. This is an exceptionally diYcult task in the current market climate.

187 FSF 01/08 Skilled Persons’ Guidance—Reporting under s166 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
188 Paragraph 3 of International Auditing Standard (UK and Ireland) 570 Going Concern.
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The auditor evaluates the directors’ assessment and considers whether there are events or conditions
which may cast significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. As a result, the
auditor may seek further audit evidence.

If, after obtaining further audit evidence, a material uncertainty remains which may cast significant doubt
on the company’s ability to continue as a going concern and this uncertainty has been adequately disclosed
in the financial statements, the auditor will modify the audit opinion by including an “emphasis of matter”
explanatory paragraph highlighting those disclosures. Such a paragraph does not aVect the auditor’s
opinion, that the financial statement’s give a “true and fair” view, which is modified but “clean” or
unqualified. Alternatively, where disclosures are deemed not to be adequate, the auditor will issue a qualified
opinion and provide the required additional disclosures.

2. What is the Issue?

Given the current economic environment, the ICAEW anticipates that a significantly higher proportion
of 2008 year end annual reports are likely to contain disclosures relating to going concern and liquidity,
together with an increase in the number of modified audit reports, as compared to previous years.

The nature of the market reaction, and the full market implications of a rise in these disclosures and
modified audit opinions, will be heavily aVected by the levels of understanding and awareness regarding the
cause of this likely rise.

If investors and others do not respond proportionately to emphasis of matter paragraphs explaining going
concern uncertainty, and do not take into account the current exceptional economic circumstances, the issue
has the potential to undermine wider business confidence.

3. Why are Modified Audits expected to Rise?

The economic environment is currently challenging, with low levels of business and consumer confidence.
The ICAEW 2008 Q4 Business Confidence Monitor found that UK business confidence had fallen for a
sixth consecutive quarter to reach the lowest level since the Monitor began. Commercial and domestic
property values, which underpin a large proportion of credit facilities, have been falling. In addition, adverse
trading conditions have negatively impacted profitability and cashflow. These factors all reduce the
likelihood that lending institutions, already inclined to be more risk averse, will renew existing credit lines.

This may well result in directors concluding that there is a need to disclose that a material uncertainty
exists that leads to significant doubt about the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. In addition,
the auditor will need to refer to the directors’ disclosure of a material uncertainty in the audit opinion.

4. How might Businesses and Investors react to Modified Audit Reports?

If the wider market is insuYciently prepared and readers of audit opinions do not understand why a
company is including going concern or liquidity risk disclosures or why an audit opinion has been modified,
there is the potential for a number of damaging eVects:

— a funder/lender may react by withdrawing or declining to renew credit facilities, damaging an
otherwise viable business that may be reliant on those credit arrangements;

— in some cases, a modified audit opinion could be interpreted as meaning that businesses will have
breached loan covenants;

— suppliers may stop or interrupt providing credit facilities to a business, disrupting its trading
activities;

— landlords may seek to enforce break clauses in property lease arrangements; and

— general business confidence and investor sentiment may be damaged.

5. The Importance of Wider Market Understanding of Going Concern Uncertainty

Market participants need to be fully aware of what emphasis of matter paragraphs mean in the current
business environment.

Investors and other users of financial statements need to be aware that, even in those cases where the
directors have concluded that there are material uncertainties, it does not mean that the company concerned
will cease to continue. Going concern uncertainty is less important in many ways than the nature of the
uncertainties and the proposed management response. Conversely, where the directors have concluded that
there are no material uncertainties, and the auditor concurs, it does not mean that the company is guaranteed
to continue in business until the date of the next financial statements.

The ICAEW believes that, in many cases, the damaging potential reactions to modified audit opinions,
summarised above, may be caused by misinterpretations of the “emphasis of matter” in those modified audit
opinions—and as such may be avoidable given suYcient market understanding and awareness.
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The ICAEW welcomes the guidance for directors recently issued by the Financial Reporting Council
(FRC) regarding going concern and liquidity risk disclosures in the current diYcult economic climate. The
guidance emphasised that many companies will be faced with increased uncertainties and that these need to
be disclosed in an open and transparent fashion. The forthcoming Auditing Practices Board (APB) bulletin
on emphasis of matter will also provide guidance for auditors when they consider these issues. The ICAEW
has encouraged the APB to publish guidance as a matter of urgency, prior to the end of the year so that
auditors are able to plan their audit work accordingly

6. Background to Audit Reports and the Role of Company Directors and Auditors

Directors have a requirement to prepare financial statements on a going concern basis unless they intend
to liquidate the business or to cease trading, or have no realistic alternative but to do so. In making these
assessments, if management is aware of material uncertainties that may cast doubt on the entity’s ability to
continue as a going concern, they need to disclose these uncertainties within the financial statements. They
may however conclude that the financial statements cannot be prepared on a going concern basis. This also
needs to be disclosed with details of why the business is not a going concern and of the basis on which the
financial statements are prepared.

All publicly listed companies and companies that exceed a threshold of staV numbers, turnover, or assets
are required to be audited. In addition, banks or lending institutions may require businesses to be subject
to audit as a term of a loan agreement. Although publicly listed companies are generally large businesses,
a proportion of companies that exceed the audit threshold and a significant number of audit-exempt
companies that opted for an audit to fulfil the terms of loan agreements will be small and medium sized
businesses. According to Companies House, 143,600 companies submitted full audited accounts during the
12 months to 31 March 2008.

The auditor reviews the information used by directors in drawing their conclusion that the going concern
basis is appropriate. The auditor also considers disclosures about going concern and liquidity risk made in
financial statements. If the auditor concludes that the disclosures are not adequate to meet the requirements
of accounting standards, including the need for financial statements to give a true and fair view, they are
required to qualify their opinion and to provide their reasons for doing so.

Where a material uncertainty exists that leads to significant doubt about a company’s ability to continue
as a going concern, the auditor has the following choices:

Where the directors have concluded that the going concern basis is appropriate:

— Where the uncertainty has been adequately disclosed in the financial statements, the auditor will
issue an unqualified opinion, modified by including an emphasis of matter paragraph. If there are
significant multiple other material uncertainties, auditors may disclaim their opinion instead of
adding an emphasis of matter paragraph.

— Where the uncertainty has not been adequately disclosed in the financial statements, the auditor

will issue a qualified opinion, stating the reasons why, or give an adverse opinion. Where the
directors have concluded that the going concern basis is not appropriate:

— Where the directors have followed an alternative basis, with which the auditor agrees, and have
provided adequate disclosure in the financial statements, the auditor can issue an unmodified
report (in relation to going concern). Such situations are rare.

An audit opinion that does not refer to going concern is not a guarantee that a business is a going concern.

For further details on the processes for assessing going concern uncertainty for audit opinions, please see
the Financial Reporting Council guidelines.189

The FRC, in its press statement of 27 November 2008, says that it “recognises that the global liquidity
squeeze and its impact on the wider economy increases the challenges for directors in preparing corporate
reports this year . . . more time may need to be spent by directors and audit committees planning the year end
activities, reviewing key assumptions and models used in financial reporting and in reviewing the significant
accounting and disclosure judgments.” The FRC has therefore published an Update for directors of listed
companies on reporting on going concern and liquidity risk.

The ICAEW plays a key part in making sure that the responsibilities of all parties are clarified and
understood whether they be directors, auditors or other third parties (such as investors and lenders).

189 http://www.frc.org.uk/images/uploaded/documents/Bulletin2006 6%20web%20optimized.pdf and The Auditing Practice
Board’s International Standard on Auditing (UK and Ireland) 570 (ISA (UK and Ireland) 570) Going Concern guidelines
for auditors.
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7. Recommendations

The government, regulators, accountancy profession and banking industry should work together to help
ensure that:

— where modified audit opinions are issued, investors and other businesses respond in a measured
and considered manner; and

— media reporting of emphasis of matter paragraphs should avoid using misleading or emotive
language that gives the impression that a qualified audit opinion has been issued.

The ICAEW encourages wide public dialogue and parliamentary scrutiny of the going concern
uncertainty issue in order to advise and educate the wider market.

January 2009

Memorandum from G W Carleton

Banking Crisis

1. I have read the proceedings to date of the Treasury Committee on the Parliamentary Website. Clearly
the following will be amongst matters the Committee will be addressing in its Report. As an unhappy
shareholder in Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) could I ask that the following are considered.

2. Competence of Board Members. The Select Committee evidence highlights that the catastrophic lack
of competence and ability of the RBS Board none of whom seem to have been fully aware of the basic
dangers of the collateralised debt obligations and the sub prime mortgages RBS was taking on in the US.

3. Therefore is it possible for the Committee (or indeed individual shareholders) to call for the Minutes
of the relevant RBS Board Meetings to ascertain who initially proposed acquiring these “investments” and
the names of the executive and non-executive directors who voted in favour? If not then in my strong view
there should be a power for both the Committee and individual shareholders to call for this information.

4. Auditors. The evidence before the Committee goes into considerable detail into the merits (or
otherwise) of “fair value accounting” but there is no explanation as to why the auditors conspicuously failed
to report that certain elements of the various “assets” listed in the RBS Annual Accounts were highly suspect
and/or likely to be worthless.

5. Competence of Brokers’ Researchers. There are very real dangers in individuals relying on the advice
provided by so-called experts eg Brokers Research Departments. As an example in this in my case a firm of
brokers issued advice in a “Note” on RBS dated 5 January 2006 upgrading an earlier “Accumulate” Grade
to “Buy”. Clearly at the time the researchers had little if any idea of the potential dangers of what they were
recommending and their ability or competence to issue such “advice” must be highly questionable.

6. I should be grateful if the above matters could be considered by the Committee and taken into account
when preparing the final Report.

December 2008

Memorandum from Professor Prem Sikka, University of Essex

Auditors and the Financial Crisis

Introduction

This submission argues (see below) that the auditing industry has failed to deliver meaningful audits at
banks. Conventional audit model is broken and cannot be repaired. Auditors cannot be independent of the
companies they audit. Auditing is also a highly profitable business, but auditors enjoy too many liability
shields and lack pressures to deliver good audits. Audit failures are manufactured within accounting firms
but regulators pay little attention to the organisational culture that produces the failures. Research shows
that a large part of audit work continues to be falsified but the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) has done
nothing to check this.

Accounting firms may shelter behind claims of ethics and integrity, but they are involved in money
laundering, tax avoidance/evasion and bribery, corruption and violation of laws and rules.190 Such an
industry lacks the necessary social credibility to perform public interest functions.

190 For some evidence see—Sikka, P (2008). Enterprise Culture and Accountancy Firms: New Masters of the Universe.
Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal, 21(2) pp 268–295; Sikka, P and Hampton, M (2005). The Role of
Accountancy Firms in Tax Avoidance: Some Evidence and Issues. Accounting Forum, 29(3) pp 325–343; Mitchell, A, Sikka,
P and Willmott, H (1998). The Accountants Laundromat. Basildon, Association for Accountancy & Business AVairs.
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Banks, as limited liability companies, are created the state and it has the ultimate moral and legal
responsibility for their accountability and good conduct. Banks should be audited on a real-time basis
directly by the regulators. Thus regulators will have timely information about any impending crisis.

Worthless Audit Reports

An early estimate suggested that despite a raft of accounting standards, banks had around US$5,000
billion of assets and liabilities oV balance sheet (Financial Times, 3 June 2008) though this figure is being
constantly revised. Some banks have shown assets, especially subprime mortgages, at highly inflated values
and derivatives have long been a powerful tool for inflating company profits by hiding losses and hence the
risks of company operations. The chief executive of a leading financial advisory business argued that a “big
part of the problem is that accounting rules have allowed banks to inflate the value of their assets.
Accounting has become a new exercise in creative fiction, with the result that banks are carrying a lot of
“sludge” assets clogging up the balance sheet” (Reuters,191 30 October 2008).

Table 1 shows that distressed financial enterprises, whether in the UK, or elsewhere, received unqualified
audit opinions on their financial statements published immediately prior to the public declaration of
financial diYculties. These opinions were provided by one of the Big Four accounting firms—
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), Deloitte & Touche (D&T), Ernst & Young (E&Y) and KPMG. These firms
claim to have a combined global income of over US$96 billion. They also claim to apply the same standards
across their global operations.

191 http://www.reuters.com/article/GCA-CreditCrisis/idUSTRE49T77O20081030; accessed 30 October 2008.
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Admittedly, the list in Table 1 is incomplete, but it is useful for highlighting a number of issues. Adverse
“key financial ratios” are considered to be an indicator of going concern problems. Major institutions had
leverage ratios192 in the range of 11:1 to 83:1. Excessive leverage is just one sign of impending financial
problems. For example, a report by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) noted that Bear
Stearns “was highly leveraged, with a gross leverage ratio of approximately 33 to 1 prior to its collapse”.193

One expert informed the US House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
that Lehman Brothers, the fourth largest investment bank, “had a leverage of more than 30 to 1. With this
leverage, a mere 3.3% drop in the value of assets wipes out the entire value of equity and makes the company
insolvent”.194 Yet auditors did not note the consequences of such high ratios.

The UK auditing standards state that the “auditor’s procedures necessarily involve a consideration of
the entity’s ability to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future. In turn that necessitates
consideration of both the current and the possible future circumstances of the business and the environment
in which it operates”.195 Auditing standards also require auditors to “perform audit procedures designed to
obtain suYcient appropriate audit evidence that all events up to the date of the auditor’s report that may
require adjustment of, or disclosure in, the financial statements have been identified”.196 How the auditors
constructed audits to satisfy themselves that banks were a going concern is open to conjecture, but the
financial diYculties of many became publicly evident soon after receiving unqualified audit reports.

The 2006 financial statements of Northern Rock carried an unqualified audit opinion. On 25 July 2007,
the bank’s interim accounts for six months to 30 June 2007 received a positive report from its reporting
accountants. Within days, the bank was under siege and nationalised in early September 2007.197 Lehman
Brothers received an unqualified audit opinion on its annual accounts on 28 January 2008, followed by a
clean bill of health on its quarterly accounts on 10 July 2008. By early August it was experiencing severe
financial problems and filed for bankruptcy on 14 September 2008. Bear Stearns, America’s fifth largest
investment bank, received an unqualified audit opinion on 28 January 2008. On 10 March its financial
problems hit the headlines and on 14 March, with state support, it was sold to JP Morgan Chase. Carlyle
Capital Corporation received an unqualified audit opinion on 27 February 2008. On 9 March, the company
was known to be discussing its precarious financial position with its lenders. On 12 March, the company
was placed into liquidation. Thornburg Mortgage, America’s second-largest independent mortgage
provider received an unqualified audit opinion on 27 February 2008. On 7 March, the company received a
letter, dated 4 March 2008, from its independent auditor, KPMG LLP, stating that their audit report, dated
27 February 2008, on the company’s consolidated financial statements as of 31 December 2007, and 2006,
and for the two-year period ended 31 December 2007, which is included in the company’s Annual Report
on Form 10-K for 2007, should no longer be relied upon.

New Century Financial Corporation, America’s second largest subprime mortgage lender, announced its
financial problems in February 2007. It was delisted in March 2007. On 24 May 2007, it announced that its
2005 financial statement should not be relied upon and an insolvency examiner was appointed. Yet auditors
remained oblivious to any sectoral problems. After the collapse of Northern Rock, auditors should have
become aware that banks were facing acute financial problems, but they continued to issue unqualified
audit reports.

Auditors cannot be Independent of their Paymasters

Auditing firms are commercial enterprises and cannot aVord to alienate their paymasters. The basic
auditing model requires one set of business entrepreneurs (auditing firms) to regulate another (company
directors). Neither party owes a “duty of care” to any individual shareholder, creditor, employee, bank
depositor or borrower. Their success is measured by profits rather than anything they might do for society,
regulators or the state.

There has been no state sponsored investigation into the current banking and auditing failures. The Bank
of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) was considered to be one of the biggest banking frauds of
the twentieth century. In 1992, a US Senate report198 stated that “BCCI’s British auditors, Abu Dhabi
owners, and British regulators, had now become BCCI’s partners, not in crime, but in cover up” (p 276).
Yet this did not persuade any UK government department to investigate the episode. Eventually, in 2006,
some 15 years after the events, without considering any of the findings of the US Senate, a disciplinary panel
of the UK accountancy profession fined Price Watehrouse (now part of PricewaterhouseCoopers) £150,000.
At that time the firm had UK income of around £2 billion. Did the UK learn anything from past failures?

192 Gros, G and Micossi, S (2008). The Beginning of the End Game. Brussels: Centre for European Policy Studies (http://
shop.ceps.eu/BookDetail.php?item id%1712)

193 US Securities Exchange Commission (2008). SEC’s Oversight of Bear Stearns and Related Entities: The Consolidated
Supervised Entity Program. Washington DC: SEC (http://finance.senate.gov/press/Gpress/2008/prg092608i.pdf)

194 http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20081006103223.pdf; accessed on 14 November 2008.
195 Auditing Practices Board (2004). International Standard on Auditing (UK and Ireland) 570: Going Concern. London: APB.
196 Auditing Practices Board (2004). International Standard on Auditing (UK and Ireland) 560: Subsequent Events. London:

APB.
197 UK House of Commons Treasury Committee (2008). The Run on the Rock (Two Volumes). London: The Stationery OYce.
198 United States, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (1992). The BCCI AVair: A Report to the Committee on Foreign

Relations by Senator John Kerry and Senator Hank Brown. Washington, USGPO.
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Table 1 also shows that auditors received considerable income from their audit clients, which may be
significant for regional oYces managing the audit. The fee dependency and related advancement of career
creates conflict of interests. The insolvency examiner of New Century Financial Corporation, America’s
second largest subprime mortgage lender, stated that “KPMG bears responsibility, at a minimum, for
suggesting accounting changes in the second and third quarters of 2006 that were inconsistent with GAAP
and for failing to detect the material understatements . . . The KPMG team acquiesced in New Century’s
departures from prescribed accounting methodologies and often resisted or ignored valid recommendations
from specialists within KPMG. At times, the engagement team acted more as advocates for New Century,
even when practices were questioned by KPMG specialists who had greater knowledge of relevant
accounting guidelines and industry practice. When one KPMG specialist persisted in objecting to a
particular accounting practice on the eve of the Company’s 2005 Form 10-K filing—an objection that was
well founded and later led to a change in the Company’s practice—the lead KPMG engagement partner
told him in an email: “I am very disappointed we are still discussing this. As far as I am concerned we are
done. The client thinks we are done. All we are going to do is piss everybody oV”.199

Table 1 shows that in most cases, auditors provided non-auditing services and this inevitably raises the
age-old question about auditor independence. The issues were again flagged by the US Senate Committee’s
report on the collapse of Enron200 and revisited by the UK House of Commons Treasury Committee report
on Northern Rock. The Committee stated that “there appears to be a particular conflict of interest between
the statutory role of the auditor, and the other work it may undertake for a financial institution” (p. 115).
The immediate response from the Auditing Practices Board (APB), UK’s auditing standard setter, was that
“After Enron we consulted on this question of auditor conflicts of interest and there was no appetite for a
blanket ban on non-audit services” (Accountancy Age, 7 February 2008). The APB is dominated by the
auditing industry and is no position to set independent or eVective auditing standards.

The public encounters auditors in many other walks of life eg passport checks at airports, HMRC
inspectors, health and safety oYcers, etc. In none of these cases the auditee selects, appoints or remunerates
the auditors. Yet that is a common practice in the case of company audits.

Are Audits worth Anything?

Traditionalists have often claimed that external audit adds credibility to financial statements. Such claims
may be based upon the view that auditors have “inside” knowledge and are thus able to curb management
enthusiasm and impart superior information. The diYculty with such a hypothesis is that the current
financial crisis shows that markets and significant others were not comforted by unqualified audit opinions.
Evidently, markets and significant others attached little value to audit reports. Perhaps, they know that
auditors are too close to their clients and thus largely discounted their opinions.

The issuing of audit reports is subject to organizational and regulatory politics. Auditors may be reluctant
to qualify bank accounts for fear of losing a substantial client, creating panic or jeopardising their liability
position. During previous banking failures US legislators argued that auditor silence “caused substantial
injury to innocent depositors and customers”.201 The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 formalises
exchange of information between auditors and regulators. It requires auditors to inform the regulators if
during the course of their audit they become aware of anything that materially aVects the regulator’s
functions of consumer protection and maintenance of market confidence. Within this context, auditors are
obliged to inform regulators of their intention to issue a qualified audit report. Whether auditors did so or
were dissuaded from issuing qualified opinions is not known. The politics of audit opinion beg questions
about the value of an audit.

The organisational culture is a key ingredient in the manufacture of audits. Some glimpses of firm culture
have been noted. For example, DTI inspectors noted that auditors at the business empire of late Robert
Maxwell “consistently agreed accounting treatments of transactions that served the interest of RM (Robert
Maxwell) and not those of the trustees or the beneficiaries of the pension scheme, provided it could be
justified by an interpretation of the letter of the relevant standards or regulations”.202 The audit firm’s
strategy was summed up by a senior partner who told staV that “The first requirement is to continue to be
at the beck and call of RM [Robert Maxwell], his sons and staV, appear when wanted and provide whatever
is required”.203

Scholarly research204 also shows that a large number of audit staV either use irregular practices or falsify
audit work, ie claim that audit work is done when in fact it has not been done. I have submitted research
to the FRC, but it has not informed any of its utterances.

199 See pages, 2, 6 and 8 of United States Bankruptcy Court for the District Delaware (2008). Final Report of Michael J Missal
Bankruptcy Court Examiner: In re: New Century Trs Holdings, Inc, a Delaware corporation, et al. (graphics8.nytimes.com/
packages/pdf/business/Final Report New Century.pdf)

200 US Senate Committee on Governmental AVairs (2002). Financial Oversight of Enron: The SEC and Private-Sector
Watchdogs. Washington DC: USGPO (http://www.senate.gov/̃gov aVairs/100702watchdogsreport.pdf)

201 US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations 1992, p 4, op cit.
202 Department of Trade and Industry. Mirror Group Newspapers plc (two volumes), London: The Stationery OYce; 2001, p 315.
203 UK Department of Trade and Industry; 2001, op cit, p 367.
204 For example, see Willett, C and Page, M (1996). A Survey of Time Budget Pressure and Irregular Auditing Practices amongst

Newly Qualified UK Chartered Accountants. British Accounting Review, 28(2),101120.
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In a market economy, pressures are exerted upon producers to improve the quality of their goods and
services. The comparative pressures on auditors are weak. In the UK, auditors can trade as limited liability
companies and limited liability partnerships. In addition, following the 1990 House of Lords’ Caparo
judgement,205 which is now part of the Companies Act, auditors generally owe a “duty of care” to the
company only and not to any individual shareholder, creditor or other stakeholder. A HM Treasury paper206

acknowledges that individual stakeholders cannot successfully sue auditors even when they can show that
“the auditors had been negligent”. Auditors also enjoy the benefit of the principle of “contributory
negligence”. This principle was applied in the litigation after the collapse of Barings. In this case, the
liquidator KPMG sued auditors initially for £1 billion, subsequently revised to £200 million. The court ruled
that Deloitte & Touche was negligent in its audit work. However, auditors only had to pay £1.5 million
because the bank, its directors and poor internal controls contributed to the frauds and collapse of the bank.
The case emphasised that despite admitting negligence auditors face little liability.

Liability concessions to auditing firms have continued unabated. In the words of Joseph Stiglitz, former
senior Vice-President of the World Bank, “there are plenty of carrots encouraging accounting firms to look
the other way . . . there had been one big stick discouraging them. If things went awry, they could be sued . . .
In 1995, (US) Congress . . provided substantial [liability] protection for the auditors. But we may have gone
too far: insulated from suits, the accountants are now willing to take more “gambles”.207 Despite Enron and
WorldCom, the Companies Act 2006 gave the US style “proportionate liability” to UK auditors. The
dilution of liability has reduced incentives to produce good audits.

Knowledge Failures

For over a century auditors have utilised methods of an industrial age in which tangible things could be
examined, counted and measured and their values could be checked from invoices and vouchers. Such a
world has been eclipsed by complex financial instruments (eg derivatives) whose value depends on uncertain
future events and can be anything from zero to several million dollars/pounds. Derivatives were central to
the collapse of Barings, Enron and Parmalat. The US government’s 1998 bailout of Long Term Capital
Management (LTCM) showed that even the Nobel Prize winners in economics had diYculties in valuing
derivatives. It is doubtful that auditor knowledge surpasses that of Nobel Prize winners. They seem to go
along with the “mark-to-model” accounting practices of banks.

Auditors may argue that the financial crisis unfolded suddenly and they were thus ill-prepared to make
judgments about the likely financial distress. The diYculty with such an argument is that finance capitalism
and expansion of credit has been in ascendancy and played a leading role in the banking crises in Latin
America, South-East Asia, Sweden, Norway and Japan. The US experienced a Savings and Loan crisis in
the early 1990s. Fannie Mae has a history of accounting and auditing problems. In 1991, the Bank of Credit
and Commerce International was closed. The mid-1990s, collapse of Barings attracted considerable
international attention. Previous episodes have highlighted issues about earnings management, income
shifting, excessive leverage, complex financial instruments and failures of conventional auditing
technologies. Auditors have paid little attention to changes in capitalism and emerging issues. Professional
accounting education prioritises technical and rote learning and neglects reflections upon the social aspects
of accounting and auditing.

Anti-SociaL Accounting Firms

In an ideal world accounting firms would compete to advance standards and quality of work, but they
are involved in a race-to-the-bottom. They are unfit to deliver worthwhile audits.

In the year 2000, Consob, the Italian Competition Authority fined Arthur Andersen, Coopers & Lybrand
[now part of PricewaterhouseCoopers], Deloitte & Touche, KPMG, Price Waterhouse [now part of
PricewaterhouseCoopers], Reconta Ernst & Young, the then Big-Six accounting firms, for operating a
cartel.208 The firms had agreement to restrict competition and carved out the auditing market. In November
2005, France introduced legislation restricting the ability of auditing firms to sell non-auditing services to
audit clients. It imposed a ban on oVering an audit if the client has received other services from the audit
firm in the previous two years. The Big Four firms and Grant Thornton formed an alliance to contest the law
(Accountancy Age, 20 September 2007). Previously, Ernst & Young and PricewaterhouseCoopers combined
forces to pressurise the UK government to secure liability concessions in the shape of limited liability
partnerships. As the UK government eventually capitulated an Ernst & Young senior partner boasted, “It
was the work that Ernst & Young and Price Waterhouse undertook with the Jersey government … that
concentrated the mind of UK ministers on the structure of professional partnerships. The idea that two of
the biggest accountancy firms plus, conceivably, legal, architectural and engineering and other partnerships,

205 Caparo Industries plc v Dickman & Others [1990] 1 All ER HL 568.
206 Davies, P (2008). Davies Review of Issuer Liability for misstatements to the market: A discussion paper by Professor Paul

Davies QC. London: HM Treasury (http://www.treasurers.org/node/3258)
207 Page 136, Stiglitz, J (2003). The Roaring Nineties: Seeds of Destruction. Penguin: London.
208 19http://www.agcm.it/agcm eng/COSTAMPA/E PRESS.NSF/0/991a5848bc88040dc125688f0056851d?OpenDocument
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might take flight and register oVshore looked like a real threat. I have no doubt whatsoever that ourselves
and Price Waterhouse drove it onto the government’s agenda because of the Jersey209 idea” (Accountancy
Age, 29 March 2001).

Following a US Senate investigation into the sale of tax avoidance/evasion schemes, KPMG admitted
“criminal wrongdoing”210 and paid a fine of $456 million. The Senate report211 stated that “KPMG tax
professionals were directed to contact existing clients about the product, including KPMG’s own audit
clients … By engaging in this marketing tactic, KPMG not only took advantage of its auditor-client
relationship, but also created a conflict of interest in those cases where it successfully sold a tax product to
an audit client.” (pages 4, 9, 15-16)

A UK Tax Tribunal found that KPMG cold-called on clients to sell a scheme that would boost corporate
earnings by avoiding sales tax (or Value Added Tax (VAT)). The scheme involving use of oVshore tax havens
and complex corporate structures was declared unlawful by the Tribunal and subsequently the European
Court of Justice described it as “unacceptable” (The Observer, 27 March 2005).

The role of Deloitte & Touche in crafting tax avoidance schemes for Enron is under scrutiny.212 A US
Senate report213 stated that “PricewaterhouseCoopers sold generic tax products to multiple clients, despite
evidence that some . . were potentially abusive or illegal”. The same Senate report also concluded that Ernst
& Young (E&Y) sold “abusive or illegal tax shelters”. The US Justice Department charged “four current
and former partners of Big-Four accounting firm Ernst & Young (”E&Y”) with tax fraud conspiracy and
related crimes arising out of tax shelters promoted by E&Y” (US Justice Department press release, 30
May 2007).

Ernst & Young marketed a scheme to enable retailers to boost earnings by avoiding VAT and levying a
credit handling fee on credit card sales. The scheme was declared unlawful by a Tax Tribunal and a UK
Treasury spokesperson described it as “one of the most blatantly abusive avoidance scams of recent years”
(The Guardian, 19 July 2005).

In August 2007, the US Justice Department214 announced that “IBM Corporation and
PricewaterhouseCoopers have both agreed to pay the United States more than $5.2 million to settle
allegations that the companies solicited and provided improper payments and other things of value on
technology contracts with government agencies . . . PWC will pay $2,316,662”.

In July 2005, the US Department of Justice announced that PricewaterhouseCoopers paid the
government $41.9 million to “resolve allegations that it defrauded numerous federal government agencies
over a 13-year period.215

In January 2006, the US government announced that Ernst & Young and KPMG settled lawsuits
“concerning false claims allegedly submitted to various agencies of the United States in connection with
travel reimbursement. . . . E&Y has agreed to pay $4,471,980 and KPMG has agreed to pay $2,770,000”
(Department of Justice press release, 3 January 2006).

The involvement of major accountancy firms in bribery and fraud is highlighted by the New York District
Attorney Robert Morgenthau’s testimony216 to the US Senate Subcommittee on Permanent Investigations
on 16 July 2001 (also see New York Times, 4 May 1995).

In a money laundering case,217 a UK High Court judgement stated that “Mr Jackson and Mr GriYn are
professional men. They obviously knew they were laundering money. . . . It must have been obvious to them
that their clients could not aVord their activities to see the light of the day. Secrecy is the badge of fraud.
They must have realised at least that their clients might be involved in a fraud on the plaintiVs”. Jackson &
Co. were introduced to the High Holborn branch of Lloyds Bank Plc. in March 1983 by a Mr Humphrey,
a partner in the well known firm of Thornton Baker [now part of Grant Thornton]. They probably took
over an established arrangement. Thenceforth they provided the payee companies… In each case Mr
Jackson and Mr GriYn were the directors and the authorised signatories on the company’s account at
Lloyds Bank. In the case of the first few companies Mr Humphrey was also a director and authorised
signatory”. To this day, no action has been taken against the firm or its partners.

209 For details see Prem Sikka, “Globalization and its Discontents: Accounting Firms Buy Limited Liability Partnership
Legislation in Jersey”, Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal. Vol 21, No 3, 2008, pp 398–426.

210 http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/0,,id%146999,00.html
211 US Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, (2003), The Tax Shelter Industry: The Role of Accountants, Lawyers

and Financial Professionals, US Government Printing OYce, Washington DC (http://levin.senate.gov/newsroom/
supporting/2003/111803TaxShelterReport.pdf)

212 US Senate Joint Committee on Taxation, (2003), Report of the Investigation of Enron Corporation and Related Entities
regarding Federal Tax and Compensation Issues, and Policy Recommendations, USGPO, Washington DC.

213 US Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, (2005), The Role of Professional Firms in the US Tax Shelter
Industry, USGPO, Washington DC (http://levin.senate.gov/newsroom/supporting/2005/psitaxshelterreport.021005.pdf)

214 http://www.usdoj.gov/opa/pr/2007/August/07 civ 620.html; accessed 17 August 2007.
215 http://www.usdoj.gov/usao/cac/news/pr2005/100.html
216 http://www.senate.gov/̃gov aVairs/071801 psimorgenthau.htm
217 For further details see Mitchell, A, Sikka, P and Willmott, H (1998b), The Accountants Laundromat, Association for

Accountancy & Business AVairs, Basildon.
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In January 1999, following a $2.5 million fine on PricewaterhouseCoopers for violating audit
independence rules, primarily relating to ownership of securities in client companies, (SEC press release, 14
January 1999), the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) commissioned a study into the firm’s
compliance practices. The report218 disclosed that “a substantial number of PwC professionals, particularly
partners, had violations of the independence rules, and that many had multiple violations”. The study said
that over 8,000 violations of the rules, in a one month period, were found and the firm agreed to revise its
compliance procedures. In 2002, PricewaterhouseCoopers were fined $5 million for violating auditor
independence rules and entering “into impermissible contingent fee arrangements with 14 public audit
clients . . .” (SEC press release, 17 July 2002).

Following previous US regulatory actions, in 1995, Ernst & Young gave undertakings to comply with the
auditor independence rules. The SEC learnt that for the period 1994 to 2000, contrary to the rules on auditor
independence, Ernst & Young (EY) entered into a business relationship with software giant PeopleSoft, one
of its audit clients. This time the SEC prosecuted.219 Ernst & Young were fined $1.7 million, banned for six
months from securing new audit clients and also put on probation for the next two years. Ernst & Young
were again censured in March 2007 for violation of auditor independence rules and fined $1.7 million. In
2003, a [former] Ernst & Young partner was arrested on criminal charges for allegedly altering and
destroying audit working papers and obstructing investigations relating to NextCard (SEC press release, 25
September 2003). He became the first case to be tried under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002. He admitted that
“he knowingly altered, destroyed and falsified records with the intent to impede and obstruct an
investigation by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) . . . by not informing the SEC of these
alterations and deletions that he knowingly concealed and covered up an original version of the documents
with the intent to impede, obstruct, and influence an investigation of the SEC (US Department of Justice
press release, 27 January 2005). The Ernst & Young partner was sentenced to a year in federal prison, a fine
of $5,000 and two years of supervised release. In August 2008, the firm was again fined $2.9 million for
further violations of auditor independence rules.220

KPMG was admonished by the US authorities for violating auditor independence rules by holding
investments in a client company (SEC press release, 14 January 2002).

In 2005, Deloitte & Touche were fined $50 million to settle charges stemming from its audit of Adelphia
Communications Corporation. The SEC stated that “Deloitte engaged in improper professional conduct
and caused Adelphia’s violations of the recordkeeping provisions of the securities laws because it failed to
detect a massive fraud . . . Deloitte failed to design an audit appropriately tailored to address audit risk areas
that Deloitte had explicitly identified” (SEC press release, 26 April 2005). After settlement with the SEC,
Deloitte issued a press statement stating that “the client and certain of its senior executives and others
deliberately misled Deloitte & Touche”. The SEC objected to this characterisation and forced the firm to
revise its press release which ommitted the above sentence. In 2007, a Deloitte partner responsible for the
Adelphia audit was banned for life from conducting audits.

In September 2005, Japanese regulators arrested four partners of ChuoAoyama PricewaterhouseCoopers
for allegedly helping executives at Kenebo, an audit client, to falsify company accounts. (Financial Times,
14 September 2005). Subsequently, the regulator stated that “ChuoAoyama PricewaterhouseCoopers
admitted the facts charged in the Kanebo accounting fraud scandal” and that the four “willfully certified
Kanebo’s falsified annual reports for the five periods, ending March 1999, March 2000, March 2001, March
2002 and March 2003, as not containing such falsities”. The firm’s licence to conduct company audits was
suspended for a two month period covering July-August 2006. Subsequently, despite a name change, a
number of major clients deserted and in August 2007 the firm was disbanded.

The above malaise aVects small and medium size firms too. Consider the case of Versailles Group, whose
founder was convicted of fraud. A 2004 report of a disciplinary committee of the profession221 noted that
“In 1996, Mr Clough [company’s finance director] arranged for publication of the Versailles accounts, and
their circulation to shareholders, before [emphasised in the original] the audit was completed. The published
accounts contained a false audit certificate. When this was discovered, Nunn Hayward signed an audit
certificate on unchanged accounts after little further work, and these were re-circulated to shareholders. In
the face of this obvious dishonesty, Nunn Hayward acquiesced in a circular to shareholders describing what
had happened as “an oversight”. The reality was that Versailles was too important a client for Nunn
Hayward to risk losing: when resignation as auditors was mentioned by Nunn Hayward’s solicitors, Mr
Dales [partner in-charge of audit] responded that this was “a big fee account” and his firm did not want to
resign . . .”. The report goes on to add that one member of the audit team, raised concerns which included “a
lack of access to Versailles’s accounting records; Versailles’s reluctance to produce fundamental accounting
information; its complex accounting system and the amount of control which Mr Cushnie [company
chairman] was able to exert over it; and the lack of information about Traders in the British Virgin Islands.
She wrote two memoranda, the first to Mr Ian Nunn, the senior partner, and Mr Dales, and the second to

218 US Securities and Exchange Commission, (2000). Report of the Internal Investigation of Independence Issues at
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, SEC, Washington DC.

219 US Securities Exchange Commission, (2004), In the Matter of Ernst & Young LLP: Initial Decision Release No. 249
Administrative Proceeding File No. 3-10933, 16 April 2004 (http://www.sec.gov/litigation/aljdec/id249bpm.pdf)
220 http://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2008/34-58309.pdf
221 http://www.castigator.org.uk/versailles pn.html
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all the Nunn Hayward partners, detailing her concerns. These were ignored, and she was shortly moved oV
the audit. … Nunn Hayward and Mr Dales . . . signed false “comfort letters” required by the banks which
had lent money to Versailles. . . . There is evidence that several comfort letters were simply faxed to Nunn
Hayward by Versailles’s accountant with the request: “. . . please type the enclosed letters on your letter
head . . . and fax them across to Fred [Clough] asap and post hard copy to him direct.”.

The above is a small snippet of evidence that suggests that major accounting firms are unfit to act as public
watchdogs.

Reforms

The present auditing model is broken and cannot be repaired. Audits of banks are supposedly conducted
to protect depositors and borrowers, and possibly act as eyes and ears of regulators. Yet auditors do not
owe a “duty of care” to these stakeholders. Auditors are not appointed by any of these constituencies either.
Present auditors are not independent of the companies they audit. They lack pressures to deliver good
audits.

The flaws persuaded the previous Conservative administration to create the Audit Commission, an
independent statutory body, for appointment and remuneration of auditors for public bodies. The auditors
are generally prohibited from selling consultancy services to audit clients. It is also recognised that the
private sector auditors, with their fee dependency on clients, are not in a position to conduct eVective audits.
For these reasons, the draft legislation that created the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in
the 1930s proposed that the Commission should be the auditor for public companies.222 However, under the
weight of corporate lobbying the proposal was abandoned.

The present current financial crisis is an opportunity to build alternative institutional arrangements for
auditing. Banks and financial enterprises should be audited directly by the Bank of England (BoE), the
Financial Services Authority (FSA), or other designated statutory authorities. They should have specialist
teams of auditors. Such auditors will act as eyes and ears of regulators and also help to build an institutional
memory of past problems and emerging issues. Currently auditors hide behind claims of “duty of
confidentiality” to clients. Such complications will be eliminated by reforms suggested here.

Audits should be conducted on a real-time basis. Ex-post audits are of little use at banks, especially as
banks engage in real time transfers of money. Auditors need to be continuously present at banks to monitor
significant transactions and enforce capital adequacy, solvency and other regulations.

Auditors of banks should owe a “duty of care” to all stakeholders, including savers and borrowers.

The Treasury Select Committee should periodically consider eVectiveness of the arrangements for bank
audits.

The NAO should examine the eVectiveness and eYciency of bank auditors.

The auditors shall act exclusively as auditors and that means that they would not act as consultants and
advisers to banks or their executives.

January 2009

Memorandum from Andrew Crockett

Evidence submitted by Andrew Crockett, President, JPMorgan Chase International, former General
Manager, Bank for International Settlements, former Chairman, Financial Stability Forum

Note: The views expressed below follow the order of the questions raised by the Committee, and are given
on a personal basis. They do not necessarily reflect the views of JPMorgan Chase.

1. Securing Financial Stability

(i) Role of Auditors

It is useful to distinguish the role of auditors from that of the accounting standards under which audits
are performed. I have no comment to make on auditors’ role, other than to note the importance of rigorous
implementation of valuations. The role of accounting standards, particularly “mark-to-market” or “fair
value” accounting has been criticized as adding to volatility in the valuation of assets held by banks. While
it is hard to think of a superior criterion for asset valuation than one established in open markets,
uncertainties can arise where assets are not traded, or where market conditions are disturbed. Legitimate
concerns about fair value accounting arise when markets are distressed and there is reason to believe that
valuations do not reflect long-term equilibria. In these circumstances, I believe a distinction should be made
between assets which a holder has both the intention and the ability to hold to maturity, and those which

222 Corporate Crime Reporter 8, February 14, 2007 (http://www.corporatecrimereporter.com/turner021407.htm; accessed on 24
November 2008).
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may be sold either for trading reasons or to meet short-term funding constraints. The former might
legitimately be valued on a “hold to maturity” basis, while the latter should be held on a current market
value basis. I do not believe that ad hoc shifts in valuation methods in crisis situations would help either
manage a crisis or provide comfort to bank counterparties.

(ii) Credit rating agencies

Credit rating agencies performed poorly in the period leading up to the current crisis, but so did many
other forecasters. It is hard to see how regulation can materially improve the performance of rating agencies.
That said, there are certain reforms that could reduce reliance on fallible judgments. First, the practice by
which rating agencies provide advice on structuring financial products that they subsequently rate, should
be avoided by either prohibiting the combination in one entity of advisory and rating services or by ensuring
there are strong “Chinese walls” between the activities. Second, regulators of buy-side institutions should
satisfy themselves that institutional investors have appropriate due diligence practices in place and do not
rely solely on ratings. In this connection, it is for consideration whether, when an institutional investor uses
an “issuer-pay” rating agency to evaluate a security, it be obliged to also use an “investor-pay” agency to
rate the same security. Third, the role assigned to ratings in regulation (eg, in calculating risk weights for
regulatory capital) should be reduced or terminated, particularly in products where it is clear that ratings
have been systematically flawed. The aim would be to treat rating agency judgments more like those of any
other observer, without any special regulatory favour. This would, of course, require significant modification
of Basel II, and would not be simple to achieve.

(iii) Hedge Funds

Hedge funds have incurred significant losses in the crisis, but have not been the direct cause of banking
problems or credit market diYculties. Still, the activities of large hedge funds clearly have a market impact.
Under normal circumstances, informed position-taking by hedge funds can help smooth volatility. In
disturbed conditions, however, hedge funds can add to market volatility. They are subject to common
pressures when liquidity dries up (or when it is abundant) and may be forced or encouraged to act in similar
ways. This “herd” phenomenon can accentuate market movements. As a result, because of their potential
contribution to destabilizing market dynamics, I favour some form of regulation of systemically significant
hedge funds. One way of doing this is indirectly, through the requirements imposed on hedge funds’
regulated counterparties. These counterparties could be obliged to seek relevant disclosures before lending,
and to enforce leverage limits. Direct supervision of systemically important hedge funds could involve
information gathering by regulators and transparency of appropriate data on assets and liabilities. It could
also include limitations on leverage, since highly leveraged funds can be induced to undertake forced sales
in times of systemic stress. There is less reason to extend regulation to the wider population of smaller or
less leveraged hedge funds, whose activities have less potential for systemic impact. In general, authorities
should avoid regulation of a kind that generates an impression of oYcial endorsement, or public
expectations that failures of hedge funds can be limited or controlled by oYcial action.

(iv) Tripartite Committee

I am not familiar with the detailed working of the Tripartite Committee. It is, however, very important
that the Committee be in a position to assess both the micro-prudential risks posed by individual
institutions, and the macro-prudential risks that arise from market dynamics. Insofar as the central bank is
closely involved with markets, its expertise on market functioning should be properly exploited in the
working of the Committee.

(v) Remuneration structures

There is understandable indignation among the general public about certain aspects of remuneration in
the financial sector. Still, it is not easy to devise implementable proposals for regulating pay that do not create
the risk of unintended consequences. It is not the role of financial regulation to prescribe overall levels of
remuneration, however strongly outside observers may feel that financial sector pay is “too high”. Trying
to limit pay will almost certainly lead to techniques to get around a mandated cap. Regulation does,
however, have a role if remuneration structures violate good internal governance, or if they promote
behaviour that encourages excessive risk taking. The principal protection against these risks is to strengthen
internal governance in financial institutions. This involves greater independence in compensation
committees, greater expertise among members of these committees and greater transparency to their
decisions. Concerning risk-taking, incentive compensation (bonuses) should, as far as possible, be related
to risk-adjusted returns, and should be in a form that vests only after a suitable interval has elapsed. Risk
oYcers should be part of internal compensation committees. It could be useful for supervisors to review pay
structures, and where these appear to create distorted incentives, to require additional capital holding
against the risks these structures create.
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(vi) Capital and liquidity requirements

This is an area of unique importance and should, in my view, be the principal focus of regulatory reform
eVorts. Hitherto, regulatory capital requirements have been based on “Risk-weighted Assets” under Basel
I and Basel II. I believe this formulation is incomplete as it does not give suYcient weight to (a)
macroprudential risks, and (b) liquidity risk. Inadequate attention is paid to the possibility of generalized
financial stress, in which market dynamics can lead to a downward spiral of asset valuations. The risk of
such stress generally increases during periods of benign credit conditions, as market participants bid up
values and financial imbalances accumulate. It would therefore be good to adjust capital ratios to take
account of factors which signal the build-up of macroprudential risk. Specifically, it is for consideration
whether regulatory risk-weighted capital ratios should be adjusted to take account of both the speed with
which credit has been expanded, and changes in leverage at financial institutions. With regard to liquidity,
many institutions got into diYculty because of their excessive reliance on short term wholesale funding.
When this dried up, they were unable to sell assets or find an alternative source of funding. Therefore, there
would be advantage in imposing higher capital ratios on institutions that are more reliant on short-term
funding. Finally, it needs to be recognized that non-bank financial institutions can be of systemic importance
and that it is desirable to subject their activities to comparable disciplines to those facing banks.

(vii) International Financial Regulation

It is not realistic, even if it were desirable, to create a global financial regulator in the foreseeable future.
The best that can be envisaged, therefore, is an intensification and formalization of existing cooperative
mechanisms. At present, there is a network of international supervisory and standard-setting committees,
and one over-arching body, the Financial Stability Forum (FSF). The FSF has the advantages of bringing
together regulators, finance ministries and central banks, as well as representatives of the key international
organizations and standard-setters at a very senior level. Its relative smallness and informality is also a
strength in many respects. However, it suVers from a lack of representativeness and legitimacy, and from the
fact that it has no delegated powers. I would favour building on the successful experience with the FSF by
giving it greater legitimacy (through broader country representation) and conferring on it specific tasks.
These tasks could include right of approval over standards proposed by sectoral standard-setters such as the
Basel Committee and the IASB; greater freedom and obligation of mutual information sharing;
responsibility for “early warning” signals, in cooperation with the IMF; and responsibility for coordinating
crisis resolution activities.

(viii) Regulation of Complex Financial Products

Institutions which create and market complex financial products should be under a regulatory obligation
to disclose all relevant aspects of the product to potential counterparties, and should be responsible for
implementing appropriate “suitability” requirements. Regulated financial institutions that trade in complex
products should be adequately capitalized against the relevant risks. Provided these requirements are in
place, however, I do not favour prohibitions over bilateral financial contracts between knowledgeable
wholesale counterparties. To impose such prohibitions could impair institutions’ ability to manage risk. As
a more general matter, it may be useful to be clear about the meaning of diVerent concepts used in discussing
the nature and trading of derivative instruments. A first confusion can sometimes arise in talking about the
complexity of financial products, and the markets in which they are traded. There is not a one-to-one
correspondence between complexity and trading venue (ie, “over the counter” (OTC) or exchange-traded).
While truly complex products are almost invariably traded over the counter, simpler products can be traded
both OTC and on exchanges. The choice of whether to trade these products on an exchange or over the
counter is driven by which platform oVers the best liquidity, and it is not necessarily desirable to force all
trading onto an exchange. A second distinction that should be drawn is that between exchange trading and
central clearing. While exchange traded contracts are normally cleared through a central counterparty, it is
the clearing aspect, not the trading venue, which oVers the possibility of reducing systemic risk. It is possible
to secure this risk reduction without requiring trading to take place on an organized exchange. To achieve
this risk-reduction, however, it is necessary that the clearing house, which by itself concentrates risk, be
adequately capitalized and have robust settlement provisions to deal with the failure of one or more of its
members. Where centralized clearing is soundly based and oVers the possibility of reduction in systemic risk,
it could be useful to encourage the use of such settlement mechanisms, perhaps through preferential capital
requirements for contracts cleared and settled in this way.

(ix) “Originate to distribute” model

The OTD model has come in for considerable criticism in the current crisis, but has many valuable
features which deserve to be preserved in future financial arrangements. The OTD model, if properly
applied, enables risk to be distributed more widely, reducing systemic vulnerability, and directs risk to those
most willing (and, hopefully, able) to bear it. The problems with the model arise with both origination (poor
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underwriting) and distribution (too much risk retained by originators, risk distributed to unsuitable
holders). I believe reforms should be directed at removing the demonstrated weaknesses in the origination
and distribution legs of the model, not rejecting the model outright.

(x) Non-bank Financial Intermediaries

Insofar as NBFIs are large players in capital markets, they can have a similar systemic impact to banks.
Many NBFIs are highly interconnected with the banking system through derivative contracts, secured
lending, credit guarantees, etc. Their failure would have consequences that closely resemble the failure
consequences of a large bank. As we have seen in the current crisis, fears of the consequences of the failure
of large NBFIs have led authorities in several countries to undertake rescue eVorts. In my view, therefore,
systemically significant NBFIs should be subject to similar macro-prudential regulation to banks. This
should include limits on the extent to which they employ leverage to expand their exposures, both on and
oV balance sheets.

(xi) Role of the Media

This is beyond my area of expertise, but my instinctive reaction is to be very skeptical of any attempt to
impose reporting restrictions on the media. Dissemination of information generally strengthens the
functioning of markets, however troublesome such information might be to particular market participants
in the short term. Of course, the media should be responsible for proper checking of the veracity of the
information they publicise.

(xii) Public sector monitoring

The public sector has a key role in monitoring financial stability problems. In most countries, this is done
through “Financial Stability Reports”. There is a role, also, for Parliamentary oversight of such monitoring.
But it needs to be made clear that such monitoring and oversight does not constitute public sector
endorsement or guarantee of stability.

(xiii) Short-selling

In general, the ability to undertake short-selling plays a valuable part in strengthening the price-discovery
process in markets. Moreover, certain markets and risk-management techniques rely on short-selling, and
the inability to engage in it could compromise eVective risk management. I would confine restrictions on
short-selling to rare usage, and focus on circumstances where it is associated with market abuse (eg spreading
false rumours).

2. Protecting the Taxpayer

(i) General approach

In a severe crisis, taxpayers and citizens in general are likely to be best protected by measures that are
demonstrably adequate to restore confidence and maintain economic growth. Avoiding all risks of loss from
intervention in markets could greatly increase the risks of prolonged financial turbulence, economic
weakness and loss of tax revenues. So, paradoxically, taxpayers may be best protected by putting greater
sums “at risk”. The doctrine of “overwhelming force” is relevant here. This includes ensuring banks have
fully adequate capital at all times, that essential financial markets remain “open”, and that overall demand
is appropriately supported by fiscal and monetary policy.

(ii) Recapitalisation and partial nationalization of banks

An adequately capitalized banking system is essential for economic recovery. In crisis conditions, many
banks, being already weakened, find diYculty in raising capital in the market on sustainable terms. While
this situation persists, however much banks may be criticized for inadequate foresight, there is no
satisfactory alternative to the government underwriting the necessary resources through direct funding or
guarantees. To protect the taxpayer, finance should be extended only to those institutions with long-term
viability, and on terms that protect the government’s investment.

(iii) Aims, and exit strategy, of recapitalization programme

The aim of a programme of recapitalization of the financial system should be to enable banks and other
financial institutions to resume their core function of intermediating saving and investment. It should not
be to transfer decision-making in financial allocation to the Government. Banks should be encouraged to
act as prudent risk-managers, in the interest of all shareholders, including the government. If government
wishes to encourage certain types of lending or debt forgiveness, that should be done in a transparent
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manner, on the budget of the authorities, and not through moral suasion of the banking system. Concerning
the “exit strategy”, the goal should be to reestablish normal financial conditions as soon as possible, and
return partially nationalized institutions to full private ownership as soon as their condition warrants. This
has been the approach followed after earlier financial crises. Once stability is reestablished, viable banks
should be in a position to repay emergency loans. Where support has been provided in the form of equity,
a public oVering of such equity can be made, with the objective of enabling the government to recoup fully
its investment, possibly with a surplus to reward the public assumption of risk.

(iv) Moral hazard

It is undeniable that large-scale public assistance to the financial system raises issues of moral hazard.
These can be minimized through making sure that the owners and managers of financial institutions are
suitably penalized for decision making lapses, and by ensuring that regulatory discipline replaces, and
mimics, as far as possible, the market disciplines that would apply in a well-functioning system without
government guarantees.

3. Protecting Consumers

(i) Banks and government policy

I would not be supportive of pressure or requirements on banks to act in ways that are not consistent with
prudent banking, in order to “fulfil the government’s aspirations”. Of course, if banks are responsible for
problems faced by their customers, they have an obligation to aid in resolving these diYculties. More
generally, even where the bank has no such responsibility, it will usually have a direct interest (financial and
social) to help customers find ways out of these diYculties. Where additional assistance to bank customers
is judged by government to be warranted, this should be transparent and explicit, and financed in ways that
do not interfere with normal market incentives.

(ii) Banking as a “utility”

Banking does have aspects of a “utility” and as such warrants regulation and protection. However, the
synergies between the basic utility of providing a secure payment system and that of providing other financial
services are substantial. I would not favour separating out the diVerent aspects of banks activities into
diVerent entities. Rather, protection of the “utility” function can be ensured by more eVective regulation. In
any event, it should be noted that when financial institutions get into trouble and create a risk of losses to
customers, public sector assistance is almost always provided, regardless of whether the activity is of a
“utility” nature. So in my view it is best to accept this as a fact of life and regulate all financial institutions
accordingly.

(iii) Consolidation and competition

Beyond a certain point, consolidation in the banking system, however necessary to support systemic
stability, poses competition issues. It has not proved possible to lay down general rules as to how much
consolidation impairs competition. This is an issue for the competition authorities to watch carefully, taking
due account of the “contestability” of markets where there appears to be a concentration of banking services.
Competition can be fostered not only by preventing consolidation (which risks impeding eYciency), but by
facilitating market entry by qualified institutions, including those coming from abroad.

(iv) Pricing and consumer protection
In general, I would favour competition and pricing transparency as the most eVective means of protecting
consumers. This may involve regulation to enhance the meaningfulness and comparability of product pricing.

(v) Deposit protection and competition

Deposit protection means that regulation becomes less necessary to protect depositors’ interests.
Regulation remains necessary, however, not only to promote systemic stability, but to safeguard taxpayers’
interest in the integrity of the deposit protection fund. It is also desirable for deposit insurance premia to be
risk-based, as far as possible. This is not easy to do, but there are examples of successful attempts in various
jurisdicitions. Such risk-based deposit insurance premia should help avoid the adverse consequences of
competitive pricing that does not take adequate account of risk.
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4. Protecting Shareholder Interests

(i) Government intervention to recapitalize financial institutions

In general, a balancing has to be performed between the interests of taxpayers and those of current
shareholders. Where a financial institution would not otherwise be viable, there is a good case for the
government to take a large interest in the enterprise. Government should be appropriately compensated for
the risk it absorbs, which may mean that in many circumstances, the public sector will generate a profit from
the acquisition and subsequent disposal of its interest in a financial institution. Still, the Government should
not take undue advantage of temporarily distressed conditions to exploit the weakness of a bank. Where an
institution is fundamentally healthy, it should be up to the board of directors, as stewards of the
shareholders’ interests, to judge how additional capital should be raised. Government should be wary of
pressuring healthy institutions to take public funds they would otherwise prefer not to use.

(ii) Role of shareholders

In principle, enterprises are owned by shareholders, whose representatives, the Board of Directors, act in
their interests. In practice, however, individual shareholders, even relatively large institutional shareholders,
have only a modest impact on how the institutions they own are run. This makes it all the more important
that good governance practices are set forth and adhered to. Such good governance practices, for financial
institutions, would include the appropriate composition and authority of risk committees, compensation
committees and audit committees. Now that codes of best practice for financial market activities have been
set forth, banks and other financial institutions should be encouraged to take a “comply or explain”
approach to these codes.

January 2009

Memorandum from Tony Shearer

From July 2003 to December 2004 I was Finance Director and Chief Operating OYcer of Singer &
Friedlander Group plc. On 1 January 2005 I became Chief Executive of Singer & Friedlander and thus
headed the negotiations that resulted in Singer & Friedlander being sold to Kaupthing, the Icelandic bank,
in 2005.

In late 2003 Kaupthing acquired an interest of about 9.5% in Singer & Friedlander, which was then a listed
company. In the spring of 2004 Kaupthing acquired a further 10% holding in Singer & Friedlander. Also in
2004 another Icelandic bank, Landsbanki, acquired a 10% interest in Singer & Friedlander, so at that stage
two Icelandic banks owned a total of 29.5% in Singer & Friedlander.

In early 2005 the Chairman of Kaupthing, Sigurdur Einarsson, and I met and he asked me how I would
feel if Kaupthing bid for Singer & Friedlander. After consulting my board I told Mr. Einarssson that whilst
we did not seek such a bid it was our duty to our shareholders to consider it provided it was in cash (we did
not want an oVer in Kaupthing shares) and was for a large enough sum of money.

Discussions continued over the next few months and on 1 April 2005 we had to announce that we were
in discussions with Kaupthing that might eventually lead to an OVer by Kaupthing for Singer & Friedlander.
Such an oVer was announced on 28 April 2005 and went unconditional in August 2005.

The main issue for me once it was clear that Kaupthing would oVer a suYciently large amount of cash,
was whether the Financial Services Authority and other regulators would approve the change of control to
Kaupthing. My short experience of Kaupthing and its management lead me to believe that they were not
fit and proper people to control a UK bank. This view was shared by most, if not all, of the other members
of the Singer & Friedlander board. I was concerned that if the board recommended a bid from Kaupthing
and the FSA rejected them as not fit and proper, then we would all look stupid. Accordingly I called the FSA
and passed on my views to them. Other of my colleagues (including the chairman, the chairman of the Audit
Committee, the Finance Director and the Head of the Bank) went to see the FSA and made similar
comments to them, and I accompanied some of them.

In the event the FSA rushed through the approval of the change of control, and the OVer went
unconditional.

I believe that the FSA had suYcient information about Kaupthing that they should never have approved
the change of control, and if they were to do so they should have made extensive further enquiries. Also,
that if as a result of those enquires they did approve the change of control, then they should have kept a very
close regulatory eye on what had become Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander. They should have been alerted
further by the fact that both the Heads of Risk and Compliance of Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander were
both subsequently dismissed for voicing their concerns about the way that the company was being managed
and specifically about its attitude to risk.
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I should point out that in about March 2005 Mr Einarsson had oVered me the role of Executive Chairman
of Singer & Friedlander after the takeover. However before the OVer went to shareholders I decided to resign
from Singer & Friedlander after a short transition period on the basis that I was not prepared to be
responsible to the FSA for a company that was owned by Kaupthing and where the strategy and day to day
management would be heavily influenced or controlled by the Icelanders involved. I told Mr Einarsson of
these reasons, and, on 30 November 2005, left Singer & Friedlander.

In April or possibly March 2008 I saw Mr Sants on television before a House of Commons Committee.
He said that Northern Rock was the only instance of regulatory failure at the FSA. I wrote to him on 8 April
2008 suggesting that this was not the case, and that he arrange for somebody to review the files relating to
Kaupthing and its acquisition of Singer & Friedlander. I received a rather pompous reply dated 13 May from
a Ms Dunn. I wrote again to Mr Sants on 27 May but never received a response.

December 2008

Further memorandum from Tony Shearer

Summary

1. My experience with the FSA is that they:

(a) approved a change of control of Singer & Friedlander to Kaupthing even though they were pointed
to the information that would indicate that Kaupthing was not “fit and proper”;

(b) did not properly monitor Kaupthing Singer &Friedlander when there was adequate information
that they needed to;

(c) did not support the KS&F management who were trying to do the right thing;

(d) focus on the trivia and minutiae rather than their main objectives;

(e) do not distinguish between those who make genuine mistakes and those who couldn’t care or
worse;

(f) go for the easy targets; and

(g) employ people who are nether suYciently able or experienced.

2. Who knows what might have happened if any one of the “Protectors” (those such as auditors,
regulators, lawyers, non-executives, corporate finance, rating agencies who are supposed to help protect
stakeholders) had done their job? The fact is that they all failed to do theirs.

3. The Protectors failed because:

(a) organisations such as the FSA did not have the right quality of people with the right experience.
They need better people who are focused on their main objectives, rather than another re-
organisation; and

(b) the culture of “the City” is wrong. It is about earning large fees mainly from transactions. Too often
they are not there to serve the stakeholders, but to earn money.

4. Big and/or fast growing organisations are very risky. Businesses with many decision takers who can
each materially aVect the balance sheet or profit and loss account (as is the case for banks and many financial
services organisations) need very good, proven systems and controls. These systems and controls are very
diYcult to establish, and it takes more than a couple of years to do so. Merging the likes of Merrill Lynch
with Bank of America, or HBoS with Lloyds cannot be the right answer.

5. Deposit-takers should not be mixed in with high risk taking activities.

6. Published accounts contain so much information it is almost impossible to find what is important.
Accounts should be for the key financial information. The likes of International Financial Reporting
Standards are distractions that earn nice fees for the accountancy firms.

7. The cost of “the City” is too large, and encourages excessive risks to be taken with capital in order to
obtain what are seen as appropriate rewards for that capital.

8. The returns that are expected from capital are too often unrealistically high, and this encourages
excessive risks to be taken.

9. Too many investment managers have failed to do their jobs. How can those on money purchase
pensions get a decent investment manager when so many of them have been shown to be inadequate? What
are the implications of this for the future pension provision for this country and the reliance on State
pensions?

10. Too many of the best brains go into being lawyers, investment bankers, accountants etc because that
is where the rewards are. These brains are needed in industry, commerce, retail, etc.
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11. Too many of the regulations and laws are influenced/created by advisers/protectors; these regulations
and laws usually require companies to obtain their advice, and this encourages more regulation, and
more cost.

12. Too many of those who have failed the system still seem to be around in the system. The Government
and the FSA seem to be relying increasingly on people who came from the failed organisations. For example
there are a lot of ex-Merrill Lynch and investment banking people about, and the recruiting for UK
Financial Investments Ltd seems to have been carried out by one of the traditional Head-hunters (Head-
hunters have hardly done a great job in getting the right Executives and Non-executives into companies).

13. Very few people in Government or the system have acknowledged their responsibility and resigned.

14. The lessons from the Banking Crisis have far wider application than to Banks and Financial Services.
They relate to the way that “the City” has worked, its culture and its role in providing a place for arms-length
investors (such as pensioners and future pensioners) to risk their capital.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Isle of Man Government

The UK Treasury Committee is seeking to identify lessons that can be learned from the banking crisis. To
that end, it has invited written evidence on four key areas. The Evidence from the Isle of Man Government
which focuses on Sections 1.8 and 3.5 of the Committee’s examinations is set out below.

Executive Summary

The Isle of Man Government:

— asserts that it is a well regulated economy and applies international standards to the highest level;

— contends that the usual communication channels between the Isle of Man Financial Supervision
Commission and the UK’s FSA were not followed in advance of or during the Kaupthing
insolvency;

— has in place a deposit protection scheme in line with aVordable best practice;

— is keen to contribute to a debate as to how international consumer protection may be strengthened
recognising that expectations may have changed; and

— welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence, both in writing and orally, to demonstrate that the
Isle of Man promotes transparency in the provision of financial services and plays an active part
in combating international crime.

About the Isle of Man Government

Background to the Isle of Man, its Economy and Political System

1. The Island is a self-governing British Crown Dependency with its own parliament, government and
laws. The UK government, on behalf of the Crown, is ultimately responsible for its international relations
and the Queen, as “Lord of Mann”, is the Head of State and is represented on the Island by the Lieutenant
Governor. The Island has a special and limited relationship with the EU, under an agreement (“Protocol
3”) negotiated when the UK joined Europe in 1972, allowing free trade in agricultural and manufactured
products between the Isle of Man and EU members. Apart from matters relating to this agreement, including
Customs, the Island is not bound by EU legislation and it pays nothing to, and receives nothing from,
EU funds.

2. The Isle of Man has had one of Europe’s fastest growing economies in recent years, led by the
international financial services industry. Over the last 25 years, the Island has developed into a flourishing
and internationally respected oVshore business centre providing significant business introduction into the
UK and, in particular, the City of London. Business is attracted by professional expertise, supportive
government, world-class telecoms infrastructure and sound financial regulation, as well as by a competitive
tax regime. New growth areas include e-commerce, film industry, international shipping, aircraft registry and
space and satellite business, while traditional sectors like tourism are still important.

3. Growth in the Island’s economy has been matched by investment in the Island’s public services, funded
by direct and indirect taxation. The Island is self-financing.

4. Economic sectors include: financial services (36% of GDP), construction (7%), manufacturing (7%),
professional and scientific services (21%), tourism (5%), and farming/fishing (1%). The Island has a working
population of 44,000 and an unemployment rate of 1.5%. Inflation is currently 4.7%. The Isle of Man
produces its own notes and coins with the same value as UK Sterling, for local use only.
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5. For the 2007–08 taxation year overall Government net spending was £543 million. This funding was
used to provide a variety of services to Isle of Man residents, many in excess of those provided in jurisdictions
such as the UK. For example:

— the basic pension plus supplements for a married couple, with the wife qualifying on her husband’s
contribution, is £217.58, some £72.53 per week higher than the basic pensions of £145.05 per week
in the UK;

— free eyesight tests and dental examinations are provided under the Health Service;

— all tuition fees for Island students accepted into Higher Education courses at UK universities are
paid by the Isle of Man Government without any required student contribution, while UK
students are responsible for their own tuition fees;

— free public transportation is provided for those over 60 years and pupils travelling to and from
state schools;

— during the past decade significant investment has been made in new infrastructure throughout the
Isle of Man. In recent years over £500 million have been committed for such projects as a new acute
care hospital, an energy-from-waste facility, new sewerage treatment works, improved schools, a
new prison and two new water treatment plants; and

— the provision of aVordable housing for Island residents has been a high priority and some £200
million has been made available for housing schemes that will see more than 1,000 additional
homes built before 2010. A further £85 million has been allotted to repair and refurbish public
sector housing and £44 million in grants and loans has been provided to construct homes for first-
time buyers.

6. The provision of extensive public services and infrastructure within a legislative framework that does
not permit a budget deficit, has earned the Isle of Man a coveted AAA credit rating from both Standard and
Poor’s and Moody’s credit rating agencies for the past eight years.

7. The Isle of Man is an international financial centre but because of its relatively low levels of income
taxation, it has on occasions, been described as a “tax haven.” Such labels are misleading, and may suggest
to some a stereotype of secrecy and weak financial regulation. In recent years the Isle of Man has proved to
the world that it does not conform to this stereotype.

8. The Island is not a secret or closed jurisdiction; it has no bank secrecy laws. A number of external and
independent assessments of financial regulation have confirmed that the Island co-operates fully in the
pursuit of international financial crime, and that its defences against money laundering comply with the
highest global standards.

9. The Manx government’s policy is to be both internationally responsible and economically competitive.
At the heart of its taxation strategy is a determination to comply with current international standards on
information exchange whilst endeavouring to promote good quality business in a low tax environment.

10. A number of international organisations have assessed the Isle of Man’s practices against global
standards to ensure that the Isle of Man does not present a weak link in the financial system generally.

11. The International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) has endorsed the Isle of Man’s compliance with
international standards in such areas as banking, insurance, securities, anti-money laundering and
combating the financing of terrorism. The IMF’s Report in 2003, stated that the regulatory and supervisory
system of the Isle of Man complied well with the assessed international standards and commended the Isle
of Man for the attention it had given to upgrading the financial, regulatory and supervisory system to meet
international supervisory and regulation standards.

12. A further inspection was undertaken by the IMF in September 2008 and early indications confirm
positive findings.

13. The Island is a member of the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), the
main body responsible for the setting of international standards in the securities sector. It is also a member
of the OVshore Group of Banking Supervisors.

14. The Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”) has carried out its own review of the Island’s defences
against money-laundering. Its positive report concluded that the Island is a co-operating jurisdiction with
measures in place which are close to full adherence with FATF recommendations.

15. The Financial Stability Forum (“FSF”) also considered the eVect which oVshore centres generally can
have on global financial stability. The Isle of Man was placed in the top group of centres reviewed.

The Isle of Man Government’s comments on specifics areas of the Committee’s inquiry
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Turning now to the Isle of Man Government’s Comments on Specifics Areas of the Committee’s
Inquiry

Securing financial stability

1.8 Possible improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and maintenance of
global financial stability.

1.8.1 It is the contention of the Isle of Man Government that the financial regulations in the Isle of Man
and the protocols that exist between the Island and the UK regulatory authorities are appropriate to manage
financial stability, if applied consistently. These are well documented and have been subject to scrutiny by
numerous national and international bodies eg Treasury Select Committee, IMF, OECD, etc.

1.8.2 It is the contention of the Isle of Man Government that there was a significant shortfall in
communication between the regulatory authorities in respect of the action which the UK was planning to
take in relation to Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Limited (“KS&FL”) a UK incorporated company
authorised by the FSA to take deposits. This meant that the Island had no opportunity to make or join in
contingency arrangements for the safety of retail depositors’ funds held locally.

1.8.3 This has had a significant detrimental impact on the reputation of the Isle of Man, a Dependency
of the British Crown, because as a consequence of the actions of the UK, Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander
(Isle of Man) Limited (“KS&F(IOM)L”), a licensed banking institution in the Isle of Man could not meet
the repayment demands made on it by its depositors. Many of these depositors are UK expatriates or people
living in the UK who are retail depositors and for legitimate reasons found themselves banking in the Isle
of Man with what had until recently been a UK banking group ie Singer & Friedlander.

1.8.4 Apart from being licensed by the Isle of Man Government’s Financial Supervision Commission
(“FSC”), KS&F(IOM)L was also authorised by the FSA to conduct certain activities in relation to UK
Regulated Mortgage Contracts—including administering, advising, arranging and lending.

Why does the Isle of Man contend this?

1.8.5 The FSC signed a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) with the FSA in September 2003.
Such memoranda, while not having any legal or contractual standing, are designed to facilitate assistance
and co-operation between regulators. The regulatory relationship between the FSC and the FSA (and its
predecessor for banking supervision in the UK, the Bank of England) has functioned eVectively for over 25
years (when the Isle of Man was one of the first smaller jurisdictions to establish a dedicated body responsible
for the regulation of its financial services industry).

1.8.6 Except for the recent events relating to the Kaupthing case, the FSC has had a good working
relationship with the FSA particularly in relation to all banks and other credit institutions that are domiciled
in the UK and that represent significant liquidity and/or credit exposures for Isle of Man banks. This is
especially the case where the UK and Isle of Man banks are both part of the same banking or financial
services group. It is accepted that in the majority of these cases, but not all, the FSA is responsible for the
consolidated supervision of the whole group because it is the Home Regulator. A good recent example of a
case where regulatory cooperation between the FSC and FSA worked eVectively is in relation to the
situation experienced by Bradford & Bingley plc.

1.8.7 The FSC sought to discharge its functions responsibly in relation to Kaupthing Bank hf and these
circumstances are set out in the information which follows.. The presence of this banking group in the Isle
of Man goes back almost 38 years when in April 1971 the Singer & Friedlander Group, a banking group in
the UK, incorporated the existing bank (KS&F(IOM)L) under the name Singer & Friedlander (Isle of Man)
Limited. In August 2005 the FSA had permitted the Singer & Friedlander Group to be acquired by
Kaupthing Bank hf. This parent/subsidiary relationship existed until January 2007 when ownership of
KS&F(IOM)L changed from it being a subsidiary of KS&FL to a sister of KS&FL and owned directly by
Kaupthing Bank hf; the word “Kaupthing” being introduced into the company name, with the London
bank, at that stage. During 2007, Kaupthing Group commenced to upstream deposits taken by
KS&F(IOM)L to Iceland where previously it had been to KS&FL in the UK.

1.8.8 In December 2007, the FSA and the FSC permitted the Derbyshire Building Society to sell its Isle
of Man banking subsidiary to KS&F(IOM)L.

1.8.9 During 2008, the two Icelandic banks (Landsbanki and Kaupthing), marketed aggressively, by
oVering high interest rates in the UK for retail deposits from UK consumers, via their internet product
oVerings (“Icesave” and “Kaupthing Edge”, respectively).

1.8.10 The business relationship between KS&F(IOM)L and KS&FL was not removed because of the
change in upstreaming by KS&F(IOM)L to Kaupthing Bank hf. KS&FL continued to participate in some
significant lending opportunities together with KS&F(IOM)L as well as the latter using KS&FL for certain
settlement transactions. In February 2008, the FSC visited the FSA to discuss regulatory issues concerning
the market conditions and a specific session related to Kaupthing. It was evident therefore that both the FSA
and the FSC believed there were common issues to discuss.
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1.8.11 At the end of March 2008, when the FSC became suYciently concerned with the deteriorating
economic situation in Iceland, it initiated discussions with the Board of KS&F(IOM)L. The priority was to
eliminate KS&F(IOM)L’s exposure to Iceland.

1.8.12 The Board of KS&F(IOM)L oVered to substitute the bank’s exposure to its parent in Iceland by
withdrawing deposits from Kaupthing Bank hf and redirecting those deposits to KS&FL in the UK. A
liquidity facility of £185 million was left in place between KS&F(IOM)L and Kaupthing Bank hf which gave
KS&F(IOM)L the opportunity to call for short term liquidity if it was needed.

1.8.13 Before permitting KS&F(IOM)L to place a significant amount (48% as at 30 September 2008—
after netting oV the “liquidity” exposure to Kaupthing Bank hf) of its total assets with KS&FL, the FSC
believed it prudent to discuss this and confirm two important matters with the FSA:

— the maximum exposure that it permitted KS&FL to have to related parties (including Kaupthing
Bank hf); and,

— the liquidity requirements placed upon it in relation to deposits made with it that had a maturity
date of up to one month.

1.8.14 The FSA informed the FSC that the maximum exposure that the FSA permitted KS&FL to have
with all related parties was 25% of Large Exposure Capital Base in aggregate. The FSA confirmed that this
included interbank placings with a maturity of less than 12 months (which is noteworthy because such
exposures, which can be significant, are sometimes exempted.) Within this limit the FSC was given to
understand that there was to be no net exposure between KS&FL and Kaupthing Bank hf. The FSA also
stated that most of the related party exposures comprised exposures to related parties situated within the
UK. This was supported by the fact that when the FSC spoke to KS&F(IOM)L and the FSA regarding the
margin on £185 million of additional collateral (that was being put in place between KS&F(IOM)L and
KS&FL to give some independent security for a placing by KS&F(IOM)L with KS&FL), some diYculty
was experienced because the margin was regarded as part of the 25% related party limit.

1.8.15 Secondly, the FSA informed the FSC that KS&FL had to have liquidity available within 30 days
equivalent to 95% of liabilities maturing within 30 days (a mismatch of no more than 5% out to 30 days). In
the maturity band sight to eight days, no mismatch was permitted. The FSA stated that certain behavioural
adjustments were permitted to the retail deposit book (except at the time for deposits accepted via the
Kaupthing Edge internet product oVering). No behavioural adjustments were permitted to the contractual
maturity date for wholesale/interbank deposits taken by KS&FL.

1.8.16 The FSC had therefore satisfied itself that:

— the exposure to the parent bank would be eliminated (except that a line of liquidity was available
to draw upon from the parent if needed and which netted oV in the event of insolvency);

— the 60% of total assets of KS&F(IOM)L that were represented by claims on Kaupthing Group in
October 2008 (after netting oV the “liquidity” exposure to Kaupthing Bank hf) were due from
KS&FL, a UK bank where all related party exposures were limited to 25% of Large Exposure
Capital Base and where there was no net exposure to Kaupthing Bank hf; and,

— KS&FL would have liquid assets to meet all maturing liabilities out to 8 days and were only
permitted to have a maximum mismatch of 5% out to one month.

1.8.17 As explained above, the FSA would have been aware of the business model adopted by
KSF(IOM)L and of the importance which the Isle of Man regulator attached to these prudential limits for
the containment of risk.

Up until the demise of KS&F(IOM)L the FSC had no major concern about the way in which the local
bank was managed or about its asset quality.

1.8.18 On 8 October 2008 KS&FL was placed into administration on application by the FSA. The
relevant Order of Court provides that the Court file shall not be available for public inspection without the
Court’s leave. The UK Tripartite Committee/UK authorities made arrangements for a number of UK
accounts (badged “Kaupthing Edge” accounts) to be transferred to ING Bank. The FSC has been informed
that the funds backing the transfer of these deposits came directly from HM Treasury and/or the UK
Financial Services Compensation Scheme.

1.8.19 Whilst the Isle of Man has been unable to verify matters because of a lack of information as can
be seen later, if the limits referred to above were being properly observed it is unclear why KS&FL needed
to be placed into administration without prior regulatory dialogue, given the disastrous eVect which such a
move was bound to have on asset values.

1.8.20 The UK Government has agreed to represent the Isle of Man’s interests in ongoing discussions
with Iceland, including on the enforcement of a guarantee given by Kaupthing Bank hf. However, it has
been pointed out that under the terms of international loans granted or to be granted to Iceland, the country
will be bound to treat all creditors pari passu and the UK Treasury has subsequently informed the Isle of
Man Government that the parental guarantee is a “creditors issue” which should be pursued directly with
the Resolution Committee of Kaupthing hf.
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1.8.21 As mentioned above, a high degree of co-operation normally exists between the FSA and the FSC,
supported by a MOU. This notwithstanding there was no prior indication to the FSC by the FSA that
KS&FL was to be placed into administration and that KS&F(IOM)L’s claim on KS&FL would be aVected.
Such regulatory co-operation and dialogue is to be expected in critical situations, and as had happened in
dealing with other situations previously. In the Isle of Man’s view there was a breakdown of regulatory co-
operation in this instance.

1.8.22 Prior to the placing into administration of KS&FL, arrangements (backed by UK Treasury and
Bank of England/UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme Ltd funding) were apparently made in
advance to ensure that retail depositors with KS&FL (that is in eVect all UK situs accounts belonging to
individuals) would receive back 100% of their deposits. No opportunity was given to the Isle of Man to see
whether KS&F(IOM)L’s retail depositors could participate in these or other safety arrangements, even
though the FSA knew of KS&F(IOM)L’s high reliance on KS&FL.

1.8.23 The basis on which the application was made for the UK administration Order for KS&FL was
not explained at the time though some details have come to light in subsequent Select Committee reporting.
The underlying Court documents cannot be disclosed without the Court’s leave. The FSC has requested
access to them from the FSA but this has not yet been granted.

1.8.24 At the meeting of Creditors of KS&FL held in London on 1 December 2008, it is evident from the
votes cast, that the UK authorities (in the form of the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme Ltd)
did not vote for the Liquidator Provisionally of KS&F(IOM)L to join the Creditors Committee—despite
the fact that he is in eVect representing the interests of the over 10,000 depositors who banked with the group
through KS&F(IOM)L and has an indicative claim of £600 million against KS&FL. The FSC understand
that this makes the Liquidator Provisionally of KS&F(IOM)L the largest creditor of KS&FL apart from
the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme Ltd.

1.8.25 The Statutory Instrument, The Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Ltd Transfer of Certain Rights
and Liabilities Order 2008 (the “SI”), made by HM Treasury under emergency powers created by the
Banking (Special Provisions) Act 2008 eVectively provides for the immediate transfer of retail depositors to
ING Direct NV. It also imposes an overriding objective on the administrator to eVect ING transfers as a
priority over all other administrative actions.

Paragraph 27 of the SI, under the heading of “Moratorium on payment to related companies” states that:

1. “Kaupthing (KS&FL) shall not make any payment, dispose of any property or modify or release any
right or liability to or for the benefit of a related party without the prior consent of the Treasury, and any
such purported payment, disposal, modification or release shall be void.

2. No related party shall exercise any right of set-oV or combination of accounts in respect of any debt
owing by Kaupthing (KS&FL) without the consent of the Treasury, and any such purported exercise shall
be void.”

1.8.26 KS&F(IOM)L is a related party as defined. It will be seen that the eVect of the paragraph in this
SI creates an exceptional variance to the usual process of administration.

1.8.27 During December 2008, the FSC had sight of the Estimated and Redacted Summary of Statement
of AVairs for Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Limited (KS&FL) (in Administration) as at 8 October 2008.
This indicates some £3,025 million of loans and advances are due from “Intercompany” (related) parties,
including £2,300 million from Kaupthing Bank hf. It appears from a note to that Statement that there is a
net amount due from Kaupthing Bank hf of £900 million. This net amount would be 150% of what the FSC
calculate may have been KS&FL’s Large Exposure Capital Base. The Statement is less helpful than one
would expect because it does not quantify the sums due to related parties. The aggregate for related party
exposures reported on the Statement are also significantly greater than the £531million (before netting oV
amounts due to group) reported in Note 41 to KS&FL’s audited financial statements for the year ended 31
December 2007.

1.8.28 Moreover, as explained above, KS&F(IOM)L funds were placed with KS&FL on the
understanding that any exposure of KS&FL to the remainder of the Kaupthing Bank hf Group would be
contained within the prescribed UK regulatory policies/restrictions applying to it in relation to related party
lending and liquidity mismatches. It would appear from the Estimated and Redacted Summary Statement
of AVairs that these policies/restrictions were either not applied or were subsequently relaxed significantly
or were breached in a significant manner.

1.8.29 Furthermore, the UK freezing Order made by HM Treasury against Landsbanki assets
(Landsbanki Freezing Order 2008) was publicly construed by many as a freeze of Icelandic assets generally.
This perception, even though the generality was wrong, exacerbated an already tight liquidity position for
Kaupthing Bank hf Group as a whole.

1.8.30 In conclusion the Isle of Man contends that a solvent bank in the Isle of Man has been made
insolvent by the actions of the UK authorities, when the UK was attempting to protect its own position
against Iceland. Had the existing regimes and protocols been adhered to then the situation, if not avoided,
could have been managed with significantly less impact on the Isle of Man.
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3. Protecting the Consumer

3.5 The protection of UK citizens investing funds in non-UK jurisdictions.

3.51 The Isle of Man Government and its regulatory authorities have designed and implemented
comprehensive consumer protection regimes, based on international good practice, over many years.
However, the IOM appreciates that the international financial community now wants to understand how
the current market conditions have occurred and is happy to co-operate in that exercise.

3.5.2 The Isle of Man has a Financial Services Ombudsman Scheme which is a free, independent dispute
resolution service for customers with a complaint against an Isle of Man financial firm such as a bank,
insurance company or financial adviser which the firm has been unable to resolve. It became fully
operational in January 2002. The role and powers of the Scheme are set down by law and the Ombudsmen
are appointed by the Isle of Man OYce of Fair Trading. It has powers to order payments up to £100,000 for
cases where a consumer complaint is upheld.

3.5.3 The Isle of Man has a depositors’ compensation scheme (DCS). The DCS partially compensates
depositors (wherever resident) if a bank in which they have deposited money fails. To pay compensation, a
DCS fund is created (when needed) from contributions made by other banks in the Isle of Man and the Isle
of Man Government. The DCS compensates people who have money in current and deposit accounts in the
Isle of Man up to a limit of £50,000 per individual depositor and up to £20,000 for most other categories of
depositor (companies, trusts etc). There is no “standing fund” of compensation (ie money is not collected
in advance).

3.5.4 The Isle of Man also has a scheme to compensate investors in authorised collective investment
schemes: Isle of Man’s Authorised Collective Investment Schemes’ Compensation Scheme (“ACISCS”).
The ACISCS partially compensates an investor if an authorised collective investment scheme in which they
have invested fails to pay when money is due. Compensation may be due if a manager or trustee of an
authorised collective investment scheme fails to repay an investor when required by the terms of the scheme.
Compensation payable is calculated as 100% of the first £ 30,000 and 90% of the next £ 20,000 with a
maximum compensation of £48,000. Compensation is paid out of levies collected from other authorised
scheme managers and trustees (“authorised persons”) in the Isle of Man. There is no “standing fund” of
compensation (ie money is not collected in advance).

3.5.5 For life assurance companies, the Isle of Man’s Life Assurance (Compensation of Policyholders)
Regulations 1991 ensure that, in the event of a life assurance company being unable to meet its liabilities to
its policyholders, up to 90% of the liability to the protected policyholder will be met. Unlike many other
policyholder protection schemes, the Island’s scheme operates globally, providing protection to
policyholders no matter where they reside. The scheme would be funded by a levy on the funds of the other
life assurance companies.

3.5.6 All authorised institutions are required to provide details of the various compensations schemes
within their literature to ensure that depositors/investors are familiar and cognisant of the protection regimes
in place.

The Isle of Government prides itself both on its quality of financial regulation and on the responsible
stance it takes to consumer protection. It contends that UK citizens can invest in the Isle of Man with
confidence.

January 2009

Memorandum from PricewaterhouseCoopers

The Role of Auditors In Banking Crisis, And Whether Any Reform To That Role Is Desirable

1. Introduction

1.1 In the light of recent events concerning the solvency and liquidity of the banking sector, the Treasury
Select Committee is investigating the way in which the banking sector has been regulated in the past with a
view to making recommendations for better regulation going forward.

1.2 The purpose of this written submission is to set out possible ways in which the auditing profession
might play a part in the future regulation of banks.

2. The current role of Auditors

2.1 The principal objective of any audit is to allow the independent auditor to express an opinion on the
financial accounting information issued by a company to the public. In essence, the auditor is providing
assurance to the general public that the financial information published by a company is “true and fair” so
that it can be relied upon by the shareholders to be free of material misstatement.
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2.2 The above objective is equally true of banks as it is of other types of company. It is important to keep
this objective at the forefront of the mind, as the vast majority of the auditing standards and guidance are
aimed at achieving solely objective. These standards and guidance are not specific to the UK but are derived
from International Standards of Auditing.

2.3 Having said this, there are a number of bi- products that arise from the audit process. In particular,
two are worthy of highlighting in the context of this submission:

2.3.1 Internal Controls—As part of forming an opinion on the financial information, an auditor will
typically evaluate and/or test certain aspects of a company’s system of internal controls. To the extent that
the auditor finds weaknesses in these controls, the auditor makes written recommendations to management
on how the controls should be improved. It is important to note that this does not place a general
requirement on the auditor to review all of a company’s internal controls over every aspect of its business
or even all of its internal controls over financial reporting (such as exists in the USA under section 404 of
the Sarbanes Oxley legislation—see below). An auditor in the UK is only required to test those aspects of
a company’s internal control system that it needs to in order to achieve the principal objective of reporting
on the financial information. Typically, there will be large parts of the internal control system that are not
looked at by an auditor as they are not directly relevant to the objective of reporting on financial
information.

2.3.2 Going Concern—Financial accounts are typically drawn up on the basis that a company is a going
concern. This is important as it allows the preparers of accounts to assume, for example, that assets can be
realised through the normal course of the company’s business; there does not need to be a “fire sale”. Also
it allows certain costs (eg the cost of fixed assets) to be spread forward over the period during which benefit is
expected to arise from that cost. If the company were not a going concern the cost would need to be expensed
immediately. Therefore, the requirement for management to assess, and auditors to review, going concern
is within the context of selecting an appropriate accounting basis for items within the accounts. In particular,
and auditing standards are explicit about this, a review of going concern is not undertaken in order to
provide shareholders with any guarantee that a company will continue to survive. In fact, it would not be
possible to provide such a guarantee for any company. A going concern assessment can only take into
account the circumstances at the time that the accounts are signed. There is always a degree of uncertainty
associated with looking forward as circumstances can change in an unforeseen way (eg the collapse of
Lehmans in September 2008 and the consequent impact of this in the financial markets was not generally
foreseen by commentators even as late as August).

2.3.3 The rules on going concern are such that a company must prepare accounts on the assumption that
it is a going concern unless it has either taken a decision to close down or it has no viable alternative but to
close down at the date that the accounts are signed. This is a relatively high hurdle which means in practice
that relatively few companies prepare accounts on a non-going concern basis. In particular, uncertainty as
to the future, no matter how great that uncertainty might be, would not of itself cause a company to abandon
the going concern assumption. However, where such uncertainty exists and is significant, companies need
to describe this uncertainty in their accounts and if that uncertainty is material (the auditing standards say
material uncertainty leading to significant doubt over whether the company is a going concern), the auditor
needs to draw the reader’s attention to this disclosure through a paragraph in the audit report. Technically
this is not a qualification (it is called an emphasis of matter and explicitly says it is not a qualification)
although many users view it in the same light as a qualification (See Appendix 1 for an overview of the
process adopted by management and auditors for reviewing going concern).

2.4 The requirements for auditors of banks are the same as for all other companies. In particular, auditors
of banks have no extra requirements in relation to going concern although assessing going concern for banks
is somewhat diVerent than for other companies given the structure of a bank’s balance sheet (see Appendix
1 for further detail on assessing going concern in a bank). Having said this, there is a duty placed upon
auditors of banks to report to the FSA any matters that may have come to their attention that impact on the
threshold conditions set out in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (eg the requirement for banks to
be run by “fit and proper” people or for banks to maintain adequate systems of internal control). It is worth
noting that it is not up to auditors to decide whether any of these conditions have been breached but to
ensure that regulators are aware of all of the facts so that they can make a determination as to whether a
condition has been breached. This is therefore an explicit example of auditors providing information to
regulators to enable regulators to undertake their role.

3. The US position

3.1 As mentioned above, further to the Sarbannes Oxley legislation, the position of auditors of SEC listed
companies is slightly diVerent. Section 404 of this Act places upon the auditors a requirement to publicly
report on a company’s system of internal control over financial reporting. It should be noted that this
responsibility is limited only to those controls related to financial reporting and not to the wider population
of controls. For example, it does not include the controls over the way in which a company sets its business
strategy or the way in which it controls risk. Therefore, it does not impact on the causes of the current crisis.
It is also true that this additional requirement has resulted in an increase in the cost of auditing. Indeed under
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the initial guidance issued in the US, the cost of auditing rose significantly and the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (“PCAOB”) subsequently issued revised guidance aimed at mitigating this
cost increase.

4. The relationship between Auditors and Regulators in the UK

4.1 In the UK, the respective responsibilities of auditors and banking regulators have always been clear.
Whereas, as described above, auditors have a responsibility to provide assurance on publicly issued financial
information, regulators are charged, amongst other things, with ensuring that depositors are protected and
mitigating systemic risks to the banking system. Having said this, clearly the work of regulators has an
impact on auditors (eg any regulatory action against a bank may have a financial impact) and the work of
auditors can be helpful to regulators in their role (eg regulators generally rely on financial accounts as the
starting point for monitoring capital adequacy and for assessing the financial strength of a bank).

4.2 The relationship between regulators and auditors has evolved over a number of years influenced
greatly by the evolution of the powers granted to the regulator. Up until the mid 1980s, there was little direct
contact between auditors and regulators except in extreme circumstances (eg a bank experiencing a liquidity
crisis). However, following the Banking Act 1986, regulators (at that time the Bank of England) were given
greater powers to gather more detailed information on the banks they supervised. Under section 39 of this
Act, the regulator would ask annually for a report on a certain aspect of a bank’s internal control system
which typically the auditors would prepare (NB This work was in addition to, not part of, the statutory audit
and would be classified as a non audit service under today’s disclosure requirements). In addition, again
annually, the regulator would ask the auditors to report on a sample of the returns submitted periodically
to the regulator to obtain assurance that they had been properly extracted from the accounting records.
Typically, this work would culminate in an annual tri lateral meeting (ie involving the bank, the auditor and
the regulator) at which the section 39 reports would be discussed together with any other issues arising out
of the audit.

4.3 At this time the direct contact between the regulator and the bank was relatively limited and hence
the section 39 process was seen as one way in which the regulator could gather information on a bank. In
truth, the system was only a partial success. The diYculties in scoping the reports, partly due to need for the
regulator to keep some of its concerns to itself, meant that reports could be somewhat wide ranging and
might fail to address some of the key points that a regulator specifically needed to be addressed.

4.4 Following the review of the banking regulatory process that took place following the collapse of
Barings in the mid 1990’s a new risk based approach to regulation was initiated. This involved the regulator
undertaking its own risk based review periodically (known as an ARROW visit) and then designing a
tailored risk mitigation programme (RMP) to be undertaken over the period to the next ARROW visit. This
RMP might involve the use of a section 39 (later to become section 166 under the new Banking Act) report.
However, these became much more specific and rare (there was a requirement placed on the regulator to
assess the cost/benefit before commissioning one of these reports) and gradually evolved away from the
auditors doing such reports. Indeed some reports may involve non- accountants (eg lawyers or actuaries)
undertaking them depending on the subject matter.

4.5 A bi-product of this change was that there was generally a reduction in the amount of contact between
the regulator and the auditor of a particular bank. Whilst some regulators initiate regular bi-lateral meetings
(ie the auditor and the regulator only), this is not universally the case and the agenda/objectives of such
meetings are not always clearly defined.

4.6 Consideration could be given to re-introducing annual bi-lateral meetings between auditors and
regulators on all higher impact financial institutions. Such meetings should be clear in their objectives (ie
they should be for the purpose of enabling an exchange of information in order to facilitate each side
undertaking their respective functions) and should be run on a reasonably formal basis.

5. Contact between the Accounting firms and the Regulator at a firm wide level

5.1 In addition to contact between auditors and regulators on a bank specific basis, there is a great deal
of contact at an accounting firm/FSA level. This ranges from formal meetings (eg during the credit crunch
the FSA has convened a number of meetings with the big six accounting firms to discuss their approach to
auditing banks), to participation by members of the auditing firms on FSA committees to informal meetings
and lunches at a high level. We believe that this contact is vital to the process of bank regulation and we
would wish to see this continue.

5.2 Some of this contact is relatively informal and unstructured. We would not wish to over formalise the
process and indeed there is a danger that to do so would actually be to the detriment of the regulatory
process. Nevertheless, it may be worth exploring whether some areas of contact might benefit from a degree
more formalisation in order to bring greater focus.
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5.3 In addition, as a profession we have a great deal of contact with both the banking industry and the
corporate community more generally. For example, the regulator’s view of the corporate community outside
of their regulatory remit is necessarily governed by general economic data whereas accounting firms deal
directly with the whole range of businesses.

5.4 We would be willing to share our wider experiences of both the banks and the wider corporate
community with the FSA, the Bank of England and/or the Treasury to aid their policy formulation if this
is seen as useful and if a mechanism can be found to allow this to happen.

6. Enhanced Disclosure

6.1 It is clear that the current banking crisis was caused primarily by a lack of liquidity in the system
arising out of a lack of confidence generally within the banking community. Initially, it was not credit losses
per se that caused this loss of confidence, but more a fear of losses that might occur as the impact of the crisis
worked its way through the system. Indeed this loss of confidence itself, and consequent loss of liquidity,
served to cause problems to the banking system which itself fuelled a further loss of confidence in a
downward spiral.

6.2 Clearly part of the issue was the inability of both investors and, indeed, the banking community
generally to identify those organisations that might be particularly at risk to the impacts of the crisis. This
is essentially a forward looking process—it is not just about what has happened historically but more about
what could happen in the future. Some people have looked to the financial accounts to provide this but, in
truth, financial accounting is about the historical track record of an organisation. It is not designed to be a
forward projection although clearly historical performance may provide part of the input into a forecast.

6.3 A prime example of this is the position on losses from deteriorating markets and/or credit. The
accounting framework is designed to show what losses have been incurred by an organisation up to the date
of the balance sheet. The framework explicitly prohibits booking expected future losses. In the current
environment, as markets have continued to deteriorate, this has resulted in organisations continuing to book
losses in each successive period. Some commentators have suggested that this demonstrates that banks have
been unwilling to “bite the bullet” and recognise losses early enough. In fact, we believe that this is a natural
consequence of the incurred loss accounting framework.

6.4 We are aware of initiatives being taken by the International Accounting Standard Board (IASB) and
the Financial Stability Forum (FSF) to address this issue. We believe that the solution lies not in a wholesale
change to the accounting rules (although inevitably some change will be necessary as the lessons from the
current stressed conditions are learnt), but that consideration could be given to enhancing the Operating and
Financial Review to provide additional risk disclosures. Nevertheless, care needs to be taken to make such
disclosures understandable and relevant to the users of accounts. Publishing large quantities of risk data is
unlikely to achieve the right balance.

6.5 In fulfilling their role, regulators need to take account not only of losses that have happened but also
of losses that could happen. It is possible that there may be a solution in making available to a wider audience
some of the information that banks give to regulators to enable them to undertake their regulatory role.

6.6 We are fully supportive of the eVorts being made by the FSF and IASB to find a solution to this issue
and we will continue to actively work with these bodies.

7. Regulatory perspectives

7.1 Whilst, as described above, it is the primary function of auditors to provide assurance on historical
financial information, nevertheless we do see banking regulation from close quarters and, in order to
enhance the debate, we thought it might be useful to give some of our perspectives on the regulatory system.

7.2 With hindsight, it is clear that, following more than two decades of increasing availability of wholesale
market funding (ie funding obtained by banks from sources other than retail deposits—for example,
interbank lending, securities markets etc), the importance of managing liquidity risk in the banking system
had diminished. In short, in a prolonged time of plenty, it is diYcult to fully plan for a severe shortage.

7.3 There is no doubt that the ability of banks generally to undertake stress testing on liquidity has
improved markedly as a result of the current crisis. Consideration now needs to be given to how this should
be incorporated into the regulatory process going forward. However, caution needs to be exercised to ensure
that any reaction is proportionate to the risks. An overly cautious approach, whilst prima facie attractive
in the current environment, will lead to a less eVective, less competitive banking system which will be
damaging to the overall economy. Achieving the right balance will not be an easy process.

7.4 Another factor to emerge from the current crisis is the pro-cyclical impact of the Basel 2 capital rules.
The Basel 2 rules were designed to better reflect risk—the more risk incurred by a bank the greater the capital
requirement in order to protect depositors. However, a consequence of this is that as risk increases (perhaps
due to the economic environment generally becoming more risky) the more capital is required. This can lead
to banks needing to raise additional capital at just the time when, the heightened risk in the economy, makes
capital raising more diYcult. Consideration could be given to exploring ways in which the capital rules could
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be made less pro-cyclical by building capital in the good years against possible future economic downturns.
However, as with liquidity, there is a balance to be struck here. Capitalising banks too heavily in times of
low risk, will make them vulnerable to competition from more thinly capitalised jurisdictions.

7.5 As auditors, we are keen to do whatever we can to assist the regulatory process. In particular, if
regulators require assurance on information provided to them by banks or on controls operated by banks,
then we are willing to work with them to develop standards that will allow this to happen. However, careful
consideration needs to be given to the cost eVectiveness of any such additional reporting. We would not want
to undertake additional reporting without it being clearly demonstrable that there is a tangible benefit to
such a role.

APPENDIX 1

GOING CONCERN IN A BANKING ENVIRONMENT

For most non-banking companies a going concern analysis consists of three basic steps:

— prepare a cash flow forecast covering at least the next 12 months from the date that the accounts
are signed (in practice many forecasts go out for 18 months);

— collect together the committed banking facilities that a company has obtained; and

— ensure that, cumulatively, any cash deficits are accommodated within the committed banking
facilities.

There are situations where the committed banking facilities may expire during the period being reviewed.
Where this is the case, management and auditors need to consider the probability that these facilities will
be renewed or that new facilities can be found.

For banks, the above approach does not work. Banks globally all operate on the basis that the assets on
their balance sheet have longer maturities on average than their liabilities (the so called “borrow short lend
long” strategy). Also, whilst banks will establish credit lines with other banks, these are rarely in the form
of a committed facility. Therefore any traditional form of going concern analysis would conclude that banks
are structurally insolvent.

However, banking has always operated on the basis of confidence. Provided that there is confidence in a
particular bank, retail depositors will not withdraw their funds (even though contractually many could do
so on demand) and the bank will be able to refinance its wholesale borrowings as and when they fall due.
Historically, management and auditors have signed oV on the going concern assumption in banks on the
grounds that there is no evidence that there is any lack of confidence in the bank and such a deterioration
in confidence would be a remote event. Clearly in the current markets this has become more diYcult and
more explicit reliance on government support is sometimes needed in order to reach such a conclusion.

It is also true that, in an industry built on confidence, both management and auditors need to be aware
that the mere inclusion in a set of accounts of a warning that there might be any uncertainty over going
concern could result of itself in a loss of confidence making failure self fulfilling. For this reason, before
including any such uncertainty in a set of accounts, both management and the auditors are under a duty to
first report this to the FSA. It is then the responsibility of the regulator to determine the proper course of
action which, depending upon the bank in question, may range from providing central bank support so as
to remove the doubt to eVecting an orderly wind down or takeover of the bank.

January 2009

Memorandum from the British Bankers’ Association

The British Bankers’ Association welcomes the opportunity to provide further evidence to the Treasury
Committee in respect of its inquiry into the banking crisis.

Introduction

There are a number of broader issues that we would like to explore before turning to the specific issues
raised by the Committee in its 25th November call for evidence. In summary:

— Given the global nature of banking and financial services, regulatory changes need to be developed
on a coherent international basis.

— Greater emphasis needs to be placed on ensuring eYcient regulatory execution, with a clearer
understanding of the role and responsibility of each of the tripartite powers.

— In introducing regulatory changes with immediate eVect we need to bear in mind their potential
eVect on banks’ ability to lend.

— UK statutory and regulatory measures should be introduced only where there is a clear
understanding of the specific benefit.
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— While the banking industry broadly supports the objectives of the Banking Bill, there is concern
about the potentially detrimental interference in property rights, including set-oV and netting
arrangements.

We should add that the BBA accepts that the crisis revealed shortcomings in bank risk management
practices and, notwithstanding the global nature of the crisis, in October 2008 acknowledged responsibility
and expressed regret, and apologised, on behalf of the banking industry for its part in the crisis.223 The
industry and the regulatory authorities are now working together to strengthen these practices and this work
is referred to in this written submission where relevant.

Global response

The UK banking industry is outward looking and therefore the global crisis that was triggered by the US
sub-prime market has impacted with severe consequence. In addition to the action taken by the UK
authorities, international regulatory bodies—under the aegis of the Financial Stability Forum and more
recently the G20—have set in train an action plan aiming to address coherently the shortcomings in the
regulatory framework for financial institutions. These measures are comprehensive in nature and are
supported by the UK Government which rightly sees the need for problems associated with a global industry
to be addressed on a global basis.

The coordinated governmental response has involved the recapitalisation of some of the world’s largest
banks combined with the provision of greater liquidity support and the pursuit of broader monetary and
fiscal measures intended to shore up demand within the economy. Urgent steps are also being taken within
financial markets to progress far-reaching measures on an international level over the short-to-medium term
in seven key areas:

— strengthening transparency and accountability;

— regulatory regimes;

— prudential oversight;

— risk management;

— promoting integrity in financial markets;

— reinforcing international cooperation; and

— reforming international financial institutions.

Within these broad areas some 50 regulatory initiatives are being pursued and these are listed in appendix
1 to this memorandum. Each initiative is being developed on the basis of international cooperation and the
expectation is that solid progress will be reported by the time of the April 2009 G20 Summit. This constitutes
a diverse reform programme and the British Bankers’ Association is engaged on each of these initiatives at
an international level.

Regulatory execution

At the same time, regulatory execution is principally at a national level and therefore the UK authorities
are also reviewing the procedures for which they have sole authority. As can be seen within the context of
the various consultation exercises on the part of the tripartite authorities—the Treasury, Bank of England
and Financial Services Authority—during the course of 2008 there is acknowledgement that UK market
oversight and banking supervision specifically have fallen short of an acceptable standard. The banking
reform programme, as outlined in various consultation exercises during the course of 2008 and partly
encapsulated in the Banking Bill, involves significant revision to UK institutional arrangements and brings
with it the promise of a sharper focus for regulatory execution.

Macroeconomic impact of regulatory changes

As the committee observed in March 2008, in its sixth report of 2007–08 “Financial Stability and
Transparency”, it is also the case that the market turbulence experienced since August 2007 has brought to
light serious flaws in the “new financial structure”. Developments, including the growth of asset-backed
securities and the shift towards an originate-to-distribute model, while increasing eYciency and enabling the
dispersal of risk, were also exploited in ways that increased instability. There is clearly a need for a
reappraisal of the way in which the industry views risk and this is already happening in part as a result of
the experience of trying to manage existing exposures within a severely constrained marketplace. It is also
accepted that there is a need to ensure that remuneration packages are appropriately designed to incentivise
proper risk taking and management.

223 See Angela Knight speech to the 12th Annual Supervision Conference 28th October 2008: http://www.bba.org.uk/bba/jsp/
polopoly.jsp?d%613&a%14748
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More demanding capital and liquidity requirements will also place further limitations on the assumption
of risk. While the industry accepts the need for a readjustment in this area, it needs to be appreciated that
increased capital and liquidity requirements feed directly through to the capacity of banks to provide lending
and other facilities to personal and business customers. There is therefore a potential conflict between the
regulatory authority’s demand for increased prudential thresholds and the Government’s objectives for the
provision of banking services. The BBA would therefore urge the UK authorities and international
regulatory authorities to consider carefully the aggregate macro-economic impacts of the many regulatory
proposals now underway and to accept the phasing in of these over a reasonable timescale that does not
threaten to compound further a potentially deep and prolonged recession.

Proportionate regulatory responses

It is important that when it comes to determining the UK statutory and regulatory response to the current
crisis we do not overlook the wide range of measures being taken forward at an international level and other
naturally constraining factors within the marketplace. These combined will have a highly significant eVect
on the operation of the UK banking institutions. It is therefore critical that in developing UK measures we
take these external factors into account. The financial services industry operates in a global marketplace and
in designing UK measures it is vital that we adopt approaches that will genuinely strengthen our
arrangements as opposed to simply driving business out of the UK, with a consequent loss of jobs and tax
revenues.

We should also bear in mind that there are banking processes that in themselves are not inherently flawed
and which, irrespective of their current loss profile, have contributed to UK bank customers obtaining
competitively priced financial services—mortgage backed securities being an obvious example. At a
wholesale level, some arrangements may have been unduly complex and opaque; others however have
opened up sources of finance that have provided consumers with finely-priced and stable mortgage oVerings
over an extended period of time.

There is a need to guard against drawing inappropriate policy conclusions in respect of regulatory
arrangements based on a poor understanding of the relevance or otherwise of particular measures. In this
regard we cross refer to the committee’s evidence session on accounting and the need to appreciate that many
of the losses incurred relate to portfolios measured on a fair value basis. In fact, fair value accounting in
circumstances where markets have eVectively broken down, has contributed to the spiral of write-downs and
this has damaged capital ratios. The IASB has responded to this problem, allowing banks to reclassify
instruments expected to be held over the longer term from fair value to held-to-maturity, in keeping with
their underlying economics, but more can be done and the right conclusions need to be drawn on the broader
full fair value debate.

A further trap to be avoided is the belief that a heavily-policed rulebook provides greater assurance
against failure. It has long been understood that the Sarbanes-Oxley Act introduced in the aftermath of
Enron and other US corporate failures of the day has been hugely detrimental to the commercial interests
of the United States; moreover the regime it introduced can hardly be said to have insulated the US from
market failure. Indeed, the Bloomberg/Schumer Report “Sustaining New York’s and the US’ Global
Financial Services Leadership” highlights the harmful and anti-competitive eVect that over-regulation can
have.

The Banking Bill

The measures contained within the Banking Bill are designed to strengthen the stability and resilience of
the financial system and from the outset have been supported by the banking industry. This includes the
special resolution powers intended to help deal more eYciently with the consequences of a failed institution,
measures aimed at clarifying the role and responsibility of each of the tripartite authorities and their
processes for crisis management, and the Bank of England being given a statutory responsibility for financial
stability.224

This said, the Banking Bill currently making its way through Parliament remains problematic. Even at
this late stage, there is a concern that the special resolution powers could impact long standing set-oV and
netting arrangements in a way which would have a highly detrimental eVect on the ability of UK banks to
transact with non-UK counterparts, and on the capital positions of all UK-incorporated banks and indeed
the attractiveness of London as an international financial centre. This issue is explained more fully in our
response to the Treasury consultation document Special resolution regime: safeguards for partial property
transfers.225

224 See Banking Bill: 2nd Reading Brief, 13th October 2008: http://www.bba.org.uk/bba/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d%1565
225 See BBA response to the November consultation document: www.bba.org.uk
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Specific Comments

Our comments on the specific issues raised in the 25th November call for evidence are as follows.

1. Securing Financial Stability

1.1 The role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable

Part of the UK response to Enron and the other US corporate failures was a strengthening of the oversight
of the audit profession under the aegis of the UK Financial Reporting Council. This reform process is
continuing with the planned adoption within the European Union of International Standards on Auditing,
a development anticipated by the UK Auditing Practices Board (APB). Within this context, on 18th
December the ABP issued a consultation draft on auditing complex financial instruments proposing an
expansion in scope and revisions to their practice note on auditing derivatives in light of current market
conditions.

While we consider that the UK has the right framework in place for the oversight of the auditing
profession there may be a case for further specific reform in light of the analysis of the diVerent causes of
failure contributing to the current financial situation, including more recent events that would seem to
involve fraudulent activity.

1.2 The role, and regulation, of credit rating agencies in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are
desirable

Credit rating agencies have for a long time played a key part in major financial transactions. Following
the implementation of the Basel requirements, credit rating agencies were drawn much more formally into
the financial structure but without any corresponding regulatory requirements. Inevitably therefore the
agencies became an integral part of the banking crisis. Events have suggested weaknesses in various areas,
including a charging structure which was weighted heavily towards the initial rating rather than monitoring
the rating; issues surrounding seniority of staYng; unclear methods of rating; lack of clarity between the
rating of a company and the rating of a product. Some regulation is required along the lines of that proposed
within the IOSCO Code of Conduct. Specifically, structures need to be in place to avoid conflicts, there needs
to be clarity and transparency of how the rating is assessed. In addition, significantly greater emphasis
should be placed upon maintaining the rating than at present, in part because of the consequential impact
that a change in rating might have on a businesses ability to continue. Regulation of CRAs, however, needs
to be globally consistent given the global role played by ratings, and above all needs to ensure the integrity
and independence of the ratings process.

1.3 The role, and regulation, of hedge funds in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are desirable

Hedge funds are a valuable part of the financial framework and have a role to play as a vehicle for
investors and as a provider of liquidity to the financial system. They follow a multitude of diVerent types of
strategies of which a “long/short” hedge fund is a classic stable investment strategy. Questions have arisen
however about whether the aggressive strategies followed by some hedge funds have resulted in exaggerated
price movements significantly contributing to market instability and whether this points to a need for some
form of regulation of their activity notwithstanding the traditional view that direct regulation is unnecessary
given the “expert” status of investors in hedge funds.

The BBA will be responding to the public consultation on hedge funds European Commission launched
on 18 December. This invites views on a wide-ranging set of issues concerning hedge funds, from the question
of whether existing systems of macro-prudential oversight are suYcient to allow regulators to monitor and
react to risks originating in the hedge fund sector, to whether the activities of hedge funds pose a threat to
the eYciency and integrity of financial markets, their risk management and transparency towards investors
and investor protection.

1.4 Ongoing reforms to the operation of the Tripartite Committee, and cooperation between the relevant public
sector authorities

There is a common view that the tripartite authorities have worked together more eVectively during the
course of 2008 than at the time of the demise of Northern Rock. This is an ongoing process and their
relationship will continue to improve as a result of their continued dialogue and the better definition of their
respective roles. It is intended that the Memorandum of Understanding between the Tripartite Authorities
set out with greater clarity the respective roles of each of the authorities. We welcome this as we support the
basic tripartite system and believe that greater clarity of the responsibilities of each of the authorities will
reduce the prospect of duplication and confusion. The Banking Bill appropriately sets out a continued role
for the FSA as sole regulator and also provides for strengthened cooperation, information sharing and a
statutory financial stability role for the Bank of England. We particularly note that liquidity information is
collected by more than one route and it is important that it is shared.
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1.5 The impact of European Union directives on financial stability, including “passporting”

For a single market to work eVectively, there needs to be an agreement whereby a company regulated in
one jurisdiction can do business in another jurisdiction without incurring the full panoply of costs, rules and
requirements of the host state, (other than consumer protection, conduct of business rules). This process has
become known as “passporting” and is a desirable outcome if the EU is to enable the provision of low cost
services. Passporting has also been extended to the EEA countries provided they have implemented
legislation that would match the necessary EU legislation.

The current crisis has brought to the surface significant downside to the provision of passported services.
In the case of Icelandic banks operating in the UK, it was noticeable that in the case of Landsbanki
passported deposit-taking service Icesave, operated by Heritable, deposits were transmitted back to Iceland.
The results have been well catalogued. While passported businesses bring additional complexities, the
provision of services on this basis is compatible with the development of a single European market in
financial services and enhances competition. However, it is not clear that the general public, in undertaking
business with passported services, has any real understanding of these complexities. For these reasons, we
support a proposed increase to ƒ50,000 in the level of minimum depositor protection across the EU.

EU legislation in the financial services field can be viewed in a positive light, with the free movement of
capital having lead to increased consumer availability of products and choice, enabling cost reductions and
greater eYciency. There is an accepted and comprehensive system of supervision in place, for instance in
relation to the mutual recognition of supervisory authorities and the split of tasks and responsibilities
between Home and Host Supervisors. What perhaps is less certain is the way in which the authorities deal
with EU financial stability issues on a cross-border basis. We believe that the EU apparatus, involving the
Ecofin Council, the Financial Services Committee and the Economic and Financial Committee, together
with the European System of Central Banks and the Level 3 Committees, such as the Committee of
European Banking Supervisors (CEBS), needs to be streamlined and made to work better. There would be
three components to this: analysis and identification of risks; agreed action and enforcement; and
coordinated delivery.

But this is very diVerent from the concept of a single European regulator, which we would not support.
We also caution that given that financial stability is a global issue, there should not be an isolationist EU
stance on financial stability.

1.6 Possible reforms to the remuneration structures prevalent in financial services

While there is a need to appreciate the fact that the UK operates within a global marketplace and will
continue to need to provide competitive terms for financial service professionals, it is nevertheless accepted
that there is a need to ensure that risk taking and remuneration are appropriately aligned.

The Financial Services Authority has provided initial guidance around the principles of risk management
and remuneration policies in financial services firms. In particular, this identifies using a measure of risk-
adjusted return or return on economic capital in remuneration policy, taking into account a range of risks
including liquidity risk. It also sees virtue in performance assessment being based on a moving average of
results, though the answer may lie in a combination of single and multi-year performance requirements. It
also considers the composition of remuneration, with a balance to be had between a fixed component and
a bonus element designed to align the interests of the employee and the firm, including through deferral, as
a significant mismatch between the receipt of bonus elements and the financial impact of the business or
transaction which gave rise to the bonus can create material imbalance. It also sets out observations on the
governance around remuneration policies and the need for independent process, valuation and risk
assessment. These initial thoughts are based on the FSA’s observations on the distinction between good and
bad or poor practice and constitute a valuable reference point for the review of remuneration structures,
both at an industry level and within individual financial services firms.

The Institute of International Finance (IIF) has produced a report on Market Best Practices which
developed some principles of conduct for remuneration. Specifically these principles are:

— Compensation incentives should be based on performance and should be aligned with shareholder
interest and long-term, firm-wide profitability, taking into account overall risk and cost of capital.

— Compensation incentives should not induce risk-taking in excess of the firms risk appetite.

— Payout of compensation incentives should be based on risk-adjusted and cost of capital adjusted
profit and phased, where possible, to coincide with the risk time horizon of such profit.

— Incentive compensation should have a component reflecting the impact of business units’ returns
on the overall value of related business groups and the organisation as a whole.

— Incentive compensation should have a component reflecting the firms overall results and
achievement of risk management and other general goals.
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— Severance pay should take into account realised performance for shareholders over time.

— The approach, principles, and objectives of compensation incentives should be transparent to
stakeholders.

The BBA has established a Remuneration Committee to look into these issues closely and make
recommendations for the membership.

1.7 Reforms to regulatory capital and liquidity requirements

Regulatory capital

Globally the work of the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision (BCSB) has established a framework
for banks’ prudential capital; although the updated Basel II regime was not introduced in the EU until early
2008 and still has not been implemented in the US. The credit crunch therefore had its genesis in the earlier
and less risk sensitive 1988 Basel Accord. We accept that a review of the approach to the trading book is
required. Banks’ own risk models for tradable assets and the underlying assumptions have not delivered
appropriate amounts of capital, with losses very significantly exceeding model-predicted capital
requirements. Changes to the trading book regime should aim to restore confidence in derivatives and
securitisation (which have brought benefits to consumers and businesses alike) and avoid unintended
consequences that would hinder future innovation. It needs to be appreciated that pro-cyclicality inherent
within Basel II needs addressing urgently and the pressures to push capital ratios upwards form a significant
constraint on banks’ lending capacity.

Pro-cyclical feedback eVects in Pillar 1 must be considered by policy makers who must accept that tackling
pro-cyclicality must be done symmetrically. Capital buVers should be allowed to diminish in a downturn,
having been built up in the good times. At present, capital requirements are being increased significantly,
rather than allowed to decrease. Furthermore regulators are requiring banks to build core tier 1 capital,
rather than total regulatory capital, placing a significant constraint on banks’ lending activities, although it
should be pointed out that UK banks that have participated in the UK governments recapitalisation scheme
are still providing two-thirds of all new mortgage lending.

New regulatory requirements in relation to banks’ trading books expected to come in over next two to
three years will further increase requirements. As set out in our introductory remarks, this has the potential
to worsen and/or prolong the recession.

Liquidity

A number of mortgage providers in particular have proven to be overly reliant on obtaining liquidity from
wholesale markets which proved ephemeral when tested. We support the BCBS’s revised Principles for
Sound Liquidity Risk Management and Supervision, which seeks to mitigate the liquidity risk created by
the maturity transformation role that banks undertake and for which access to long term funding from the
wholesale markets is crucial. Globally created solutions supported by working agreements reached in
colleges of supervisors will prevent approaches which fragment liquidity. The December 2008 FSA
consultation paper on liquidity requires overseas banks operating in the UK to hold liquidity in the UK
suYcient to ensure their creditors will not lose money should their UK operations—either a branch or a
subsidiary—fail. While there are merits to this approach this will require amendments to such banks’
business models and unless replicated elsewhere this must impact upon the attractiveness of the City as a
place in which to do business. In addition, as per previous comments, whilst we might not fundamentally
disagree with proposals, there is real concern over its aggressive timescale for implementation—October this
year—which will counteract other policy initiatives aimed at maintaining bank lending. We have encouraged
the FSA to delay the introduction of the quantitative elements of their proposed requirements until liquidity
conditions in the money markets return to a degree of normality. It is particularly noticeable that the
collateral and haircuts of the Bank of England, the ECB and Federal Reserve are significantly diVerent. We
urge that in the current economic downturn that a maximum amount of flexibility is given to the use of
collateral and to the costs to industry of deploying that collateral.

Collateral for central banks’ operations

As central banks’ experience has developed, they have recognised that case-by-case solutions are not
appropriate and that a coordinated market-wide and globally-synchronised approach is required. We
support further moves to widen and harmonise the range of collateral eligible for central banks’ liquidity
support schemes and the de-stigmatisation of their use by market participants.
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1.8 Possible improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and maintenance of global
financial stability

The G20 and the Financial Stability Forum

Any debate on the future of the international regulatory system must include as wide a group of nations
as possible including new and emerging financial centres in order to achieve global consistency and
cooperation. In our view, the G20 brings together the correct mix of nations and should be used going
forward to coordinate the international response to the crisis.

We welcome the publication of the G20 Action Plan. We agree with the immediate actions it identifies for
the reform of the international financial institutions namely:

— the expansion of the Financial Stability Forum’s membership;

— better integration between the FSF and its mandate as a standard setting body and the IMF with
its surveillance and early warning role to better integrate regulatory and supervisory responses to
macro-prudential policy issues; and

— a review of the resources available to the IMF, World Bank and other multilateral development
banks.

We would urge that a more thorough assessment of the strengths and the weaknesses of existing regulatory
structures should take place before radical changes are proposed to the Bretton Woods institutions. It may
be possible that relatively simple changes to existing structures could greatly enhance the eYciency and
legitimacy of the international financial system and could deliver desired enhancements to financial stability
more quickly than more ambitious alternatives.

In addition, we consider that there needs to be a European Financial Stability Forum created out of the
existing EU structure which has the responsibility to identify and put forward proposals on issues which are
either coming to fore inside the EU or that have the ability to impact on the EU. This European Financial
Stability Forum should report to Ecofin.

The International Accounting Standards Board also has a significant contribution to make in terms of its
specific remit from the Financial Stability Forum and over the longer term. We therefore support proposals
to strengthen its governance structures and consultation processes. Achieving the adoption of international
accounting standards on a global basis remains an important objective and the IASB retains our support
for its convergence programme. It needs, however, to listen acutely to concerns raised by many in respect
of the scope and mechanics of fair value accounting.

1.9 Regulation of highly complex financial products, and the future of the “originate-to-distribute model”

Securitisation covers a wide range of issuance, not all of which are opaque and complex, and not all of
which were structured with purely trading objectives. The vast majority have been relatively straightforward
and have been the means by which commercial banks have eased the flow and reduced the cost of capital,
with consumers benefiting from access to fixed rate finance and low margins. They have also provided
liquidity to the wholesale market and facilitated the spread of risk. Therefore, securitisation plays an
important part in funding the British economy.

There are negative aspects to complex securitisations and re-securitisations, especially those which
repackage sub-prime loans which have already been securitised. However, these are very diVerent to plain
vanilla issues based on high quality loans, good quality mortgages and receivables that, even in these diYcult
times, perform reasonably well. These straightforward instruments often provide the securities that make
up the core holdings of pension funds and collective investment schemes. They provide a regular stream of
income and enable investment funds to diversify their holdings and have allowed banks to diversify their
sources of finance.

A range of industry initiatives are underway to promote best practice in due diligence, transparency and
reporting. These will further align the interests of originators with those of investors, but, as originators and
investors have diVerent perspectives, their interests can never be fully aligned. Any debate about
securitisation should have regard the role of securitisation in improving wholesale funding, essential to
recovery, and to global initiatives so that the competitiveness of British banks is not restricted. In addition,
whatever changes are made, caution should be exercised so that the need to promote best practice does not
have a damaging retrospective impact.

1.10 Risks to financial stability emanating from non-bank financial institutions

Over a number of years, the boundaries between diVerent types of institution, for instance banks,
securities firms and insurance companies have become less distinct, both as to the business model employed
by these entities and the products they sell. In simple terms, insurance products can look like bank savings
products (eg annuities, credit insurance), and some banking products may look more like securities products
(eg types of securitisation, such as mortgage backed securities).
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A further aspect is the interconnectivity between these diVerent types of institution and product, as
particularly seen with sub-prime debt and in credit default swaps. The key aspect is being able to identify
the credit transfer eVect: in other words who is actually holding the debt or the exposure, and who will benefit
from positive returns, and be encumbered with negative ones (including liquidation). The global financial
services industry is also increasingly concentrated, so for some Over-The-Counter (OTC) instruments such
as credit default swaps, there are probably only about 20 institutions that actively trade in them.

The very significant build up of private wealth funds in the last 20 years or so, and the ability of capital
to move freely, together with the low historical returns on conventional instruments, has resulted in a search
for alternative investment opportunities. This is one reason for the success of the hedge fund industry, and
with wealthy private investors also being prepared to take greater risks in supporting private equity deals.
The key point here is that these entities exist as part of the conventional financial system, since, for instance,
they are dependent on routine finance from, eg banks. This then becomes an activity (for instance “prime
brokerage”), just like any other, and becomes a question of the management of those risks. During the recent
financial and economic downturn, hedge funds have incurred losses in much the same way as other investors.
When financial markets re-open, it will be important for supervisors to identify once again the way in which
business is being done and to mitigate any risks.

1.11 The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises

This is the first time that there has been a financial crisis in a number of countries with 24 hour news
reporting. As confidence or lack of it is an integral part of the speed of entering into a recession, its depth
and its recovery, the influence of the media therefore should not be underestimated. As in other areas, leaks
do occur of sensitive information and this has been particularly noticeable in this last year. For example,
the fact that when the Northern Rock went for Lender of Last Resort facilities to the Bank of England was
leaked in advance of the oYcial announcement, which resulted in considerable public concern in advance
of the formal announcement. The proposed bid by Lloyds TSB for HBOS also appeared to have been leaked
in advance of their announcement and the initial price of it was also publicised by media in advance of the
formal statement. A third example is that the news of a potential UK government intervention package,
including the fact that it would result in some stakes being taken by the taxpayers, was leaked some three
days in advance of the formal announcement with a consequent impact of the price of the banks’ shares of
that period of time being greater than other parts of the market.

Financial issues can be complex and we recognise the vital roles the media fulfils not only in covering the
financial issues properly but also in making them understandable through the conveyance of the key points
objectively to a wide audience. Obviously the responsibility for a leak rests upon the individual or individuals
concerned who decided to reveal the information. We respect the role which whistleblowers play in the
financial services industry as in other parts of business, commercial and public life of the UK, but do find
ourselves asking whether the unauthorised disclosure of price sensitive information is treated as seriously
as it should be. This may legitimately be a matter for the police authorities.

The Committee may also care to consider whether there are issues concerning the public reporting of
leaked information, particularly where the information has the ability to move prices of companies and
markets, in terms of the role and responsibility of the media. This however is a political question that raises
issues beyond those directly relevant to the banking industry.

A further question is whether there is more that can be done to engender informed reporting on intricate
financial issues. Short selling, for example, can be further misunderstood by the public by unintentionally
inaccurate explanations in the media as to what it is and how it happens. This can do additional harm.
Inaccurate reporting is probably a fact of life but it may be possible for bankers, or the regulators, to be more
proactive in ensuring that there is a pool of accurate information and data from which the media can draw.

1.12 Monitoring and surveillance of financial stability problems by the public sector

Prudential monitoring of institutions by the FSA necessarily focused on individual company solvency
rather than systemic stability, for which the Bank of England has responsibility, but the co-ordination of
supervisory, financial and statistical information has been lacking. Regulation of institutions and a
formulation of stability indicators require better sharing and joint assessment of data, particularly in respect
of group structures and business models. We welcome the clause in the Banking Reform Bill to facilitate the
further sharing of information between the Bank and the FSA but would underline the need for the
authorities to make better use of information already gathered before requiring additional data.
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1.13 The role of the banking system within the overall economy

Comprising more than 320 banks, the banking sector holds assets of more than £7.5 trillion, operates
10,500 branches and employs over 400,000 people. The international standing of the UK is well recognised;
it is the largest single centre for worldwide cross-border banking, it holds one$quarter of European banking
assets and around one-half of European investment banking activity is conducted in London. Banking has
been a major contributor to economic growth and the largest part of the financial sector contributing to the
balance of payments, exporting an estimated £25 billion of services in 2008 and partly oVsetting the UK’s
trade deficit in goods. It is therefore vital that this contribution continues to be valued and preserved.

1.14 The impact of short-selling in the banking crisis and its regulation

Short selling is a legitimate and useful financial tool. It aids price formation; that is it helps to more quickly
correct overvalued securities. It provides additional liquidity to the market in times of significant short term
demand, helping to smooth out pricing peaks. That said, the BBA was supportive of FSA’s actions in
September 2008 to restrict short selling in the extreme circumstances that existed at the time. We agree,
however, that disclosure oVers a more sustainable approach over the longer term and will be responding
positively to the consultation paper published earlier this month.

2. Protecting the Taxpayer

2.1 The advantages and disadvantages of the UK Government’s response to the banking crisis, including
comparisons with alternative approaches adopted in other jurisdictions

The BBA has been supportive overall of the UK Government’s response to the banking crisis. The
emphasis overall has been to provide balance sheet and liquidity support to address immediate problems
while at the same time setting about making changes intended to improve the eVectiveness of the legislative
and regulatory framework and operation. In terms of the capital injection, we regard balance sheet support
of this type as providing a more workable solution than the toxic bank-type solution first contemplated
elsewhere and believe that this type of approach is more eYcient, enables the taxpayers’ exposure to be more
carefully managed and provides a better means from exiting the arrangements in question. However, we note
that some jurisdictions have taken an approach whereby the support to the financial system includes both
some form of US style TARP plus liquidity and capital intervention. Switzerland is possibly the most
obvious example outside the US at this stage.

It should be noted that investment made by the UK Government on the taxpayers behalf has been on
highly demanding terms and that these potentially may have a penal eVect in comparison to support
provided in other jurisdictions. We also note that concern remains regarding the use of preference shares as
a form of investment as these cannot be readily included in regulatory capital calculations whereas it is
possible to include convertible shares.

2.2 The nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley

We believe that ultimately the Government took the only action open to it and, in the case of Bradford
& Bingley, showed that it had learnt from the earlier experience of Northern Rock. It remains a pity that
major banks underpinned the Bradford & Bingley rights issue very substantially only for nationalisation to
take place a few weeks later with the loss of some hundreds of millions of pounds of support from the
remainder of the industry. It remains worthy of review as to whether the nationalisation of the Bradford and
Bingley was appropriately timed or whether there are matters that could have been addressed earlier.

2.3 The Government’s recapitalisation programme, and part-nationalisation of major high street banks

We believe the Government’s recapitalisation programme and part-ownership of some major banks to be
appropriate actions in the extreme circumstances experienced in the UK and other countries as a result of
the credit crunch. Given the central role of banks in the economy such a programme is a better contributor
to the public good than the alternatives available.

2.4 The aims, objectives and exit strategy of the Government’s investments in UK financial institutions

It should be borne in mind that in all cases the UK Government’s investments in UK financial institutions
have been struck on hard commercial terms. While it remains the case that all concerned would rather be
in a diVerent position, the Government can expect to see a good return for its investments, whether from
the 12% rate of interest on preference shares to the haircuts and fees charged on the various Bank of England
lending facilities, and the Debt Management OYce’s inter-bank guarantee scheme.
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2.5 The role of UKFI and its relationship with the part-nationalised banks

There will clearly be a balance to be struck between UKFI wishing to take a strategic interest in the aVairs
of the banks in which the Government has taken a temporary partial stake and the need for the Boards and
senior management of these banks being able to retain an appropriate measure of independence in respect
of their commercial judgment. The relevant banks need to be operated on a commercial basis in order to
deliver a return for the Government as shareholder. This does not necessarily conflict with the interests of
the taxpayer and the longer term interests of the broader economy. The UKFI will need to handle carefully
the potential for conflicts between the long term interests of the broader economy and the shorter term
interests of the taxpayer. We note, for example, that the desire to move oV the public balance sheet the
liabilities of Northern Rock has impacted directly on the mortgage of the other major banks requiring them
to refinance former Northern Rock mortgage holders. Furthermore, particularly in the recessionary times,
there is the further potential for the political desire to limit the adverse impact of the recession to conflict
with the bank requirements to lend appropriately.

2.6 The impact of current Government policy on future taxpayers, including the impact of moral hazard

We believe that action taken by the Government in support of the banking industry has been in the public
interest. In terms of the Government taking partial ownership, we do not believe this action would
encourage moral hazard given the cost to the banks of that support.

Ensuring that institutions continue to operate and/or taking action in such a way as to ensure that there
is continuity of service for depositors does not constitute a “too big to fail approach”. Having said that,
were the Government to take more banks or finance houses into ownership or partial ownership, or were
the Government to provide further capital to banks in which it already has partial ownership the issue of
moral hazard may need to be revisited.

3. Protecting Consumers

3.1 The role of banks in receipt of public investment in fulfilling the Government’s aspirations for assisting
customers, and small businesses, in financial diYculty

Banks have an important role to play in assisting customers and SMEs who experience financial diYculty,
and our members take this role very seriously as per the requirements of the Personal and Business
Banking Codes.

Our members proactively contact customers upon becoming aware that the customer might be facing
diYculties. Customers are provided with sources of free independent money advice and encouraged to speak
to their bank at the earliest opportunity. If a customer is in financial diYculty the Codes require that they are
treated sympathetically and positively. Additionally, our members have worked with Government to agree a
number of new measures designed to assist customers in financial diYculty. These include a new Statement
of Principles for small businesses and a number of commitments relating to credit card and mortgage debt.

It is important to ensure that the Government’s aspirations of banks in receipt of public investment do
not include an expectation of more lax credit assessments and therefore contradict the need for responsible
lending. While there may be a case for a certain amount of tolerance within funding decisions, it would not
be in the longer term interests of the taxpayer or the broader economy for decisions to be divorced from
commercial reality.

3.2 The importance of retail banking as a “utility”, and whether retail banks should be separate from other
activities such as investment banking and insurance provision

We would agree that banking services are central to the financial wellbeing of many people and that
priority should be given to their continued provision in the event of a financial failure. We would not however
agree with the notion that they should be viewed as a utility and see within this term connotations of
standardisation that would stifle innovation that in the past has served consumers well. We also see no
grounds for an enforced separation of investment banking and insurance services given the synergies that
can exist between diVerent financial services, the practical diYculties of separating out such activities and
imposing a clear dividing line between the two, and the need for UK financial services firms to remain
globally competitive.

It is clear that, as the financial services industry emerges from the current crisis, questions are being asked
as to what business models will survive, or emerge, and what will drive revenue. Some are asking whether
the UK should introduce a Glass-Steagall type firewall between commercial and investment banking of the
type that existed in the US for many years.

In considering this, it is worth noting that although universal banks have taken a big hit in terms of
recourse to bail-outs, and write-downs and fire sales of assets, non-hybrid retail banks (Northern Rock and
Bradford & Bingley) and investment banks (Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs
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and Morgan Stanley) have been the biggest casualties. Allowing banks to diversify therefore oVers the
banking industry the potential to reduce risk, so the restrictions of the Glass-Steagall could have actually
had an adverse eVect, making the banking industry riskier rather than safer.

It also should be recognised that investment banks were big originators of asset-backed securities and
stand alone investment funds (often using assets bought from retail banks). The restoration of Glass-Steagall
would not have a bearing on the capacity of securities firms to continue this activity.

The challenge for the survivors is to mend balance sheets and develop a new model for revenue streams.
The solution is not to force banks to choose between activities, as introduced by the 1933 Glass-Steagall Act,
but instead for banks to place greater emphasis on achieving steady income. The October 2008 IMF’s Global
Financial Stability Report, for example, recommends banks to:

— maintain an orderly deleveraging process;

— strengthen risk management systems;

— improve valuation techniques and reporting; and

— develop better clearing and settlement mechanisms for over-the-counter products.

Banks are unlikely to return to highly leveraged business models as impairment will bite away at the
bottom line. Instead of relying upon higher-risk and less steady sources of income, lower-risk and steadier
sources of income, for example deposit accounts, and fee-based services such as custody and fund
management, will become more prominent. Banks will need a full suite of cards, and a wider range of
products and services, and geographical exposure. It is fair to say that banks have reached a point of no
return. A structural change is taking place and a new legal order is evolving. The lesson is how to ensure
that controls are inherent in their models.

It needs also to be borne in mind that a personal bank account is both a package of services and also an
entry point into other financial services products such as life/ general insurance which would be lost in large
measure if customers were not able to bridge diVerent financial products via their primary current account
relationship.

It should also be noted that the banks are committed to providing basic bank accounts to consumers who
might otherwise be financially excluded. Over 7.4 million Basic Bank Accounts have been opened and these
provide consumers with access to important banking facilities such as ATM withdrawals and direct debits.
Basic Bank Accounts are oVered at a net cost to the industry as part of its financial inclusion commitment.
Moreover the banking industry has worked actively with HM Treasury to develop the Savings Gateway
concept—an entry level savings account with deposits match funded by Government. We will continue to
refine the details as the Savings Gateway Bill passes through Parliament.

3.3 The competition impact of further consolidation within the retail financial services sector

The market for financial services in the UK remains highly competitive in comparison to its European
and international counterparts. Such competition brings significant benefits for UK consumers. Indeed,
banks are more likely to increase the competitiveness of their oVers at this time in order to attract and retain
customers, particularly in terms of deposits.

A rigorous competition regime needs to be maintained and the Government needs to ensure that all banks
are subject to eVective scrutiny by the competition authorities. We would expect to see a return to see a return
to normal competition rules in time.

3.4 The product pricing of credit facilities, including mortgages, credit cards, store cards and small business
loans

The UK marketplace remains one of the most competitive. The graph of mortgage interest rates included
as appendix 2, for instance, illustrates the correlation between LIBOR and mortgages rates over the past
10 years.

3.5 The protection of UK citizens investing funds in non-UK jurisdictions

It is essential that UK citizens are properly informed of the arrangements relevant to investing in non-
UK jurisdictions. These arrangements will include the terms and conditions on which the investment is
made; access to dispute resolution mechanisms in the event the consumer’s reasonable expectations are not
met; and the investment protection measures in place in the form of compensation schemes akin to the cover
aVorded by the FSCS. Please also see the comment we have made in relation to Iceland under Section 1.5.
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3.6 The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition

Deposit guarantee schemes play an important role in maintaining financial stability in stressed market
conditions as they underpin consumer confidence and act as a break on potential bank runs. Recent events
have shown however that there are limitations to the impact deposit guarantee schemes can have on
maintaining consumer confidence and financial stability in certain circumstances. Regulatory authorities
should place the prevention of banking failures and continuity of access as the primary objective when
considering how best to protect the interests of depositors. Bradford & Bingley amply illustrates that
continuity of access prevents contagion. It is for this reason that we advocate the depositor protection
objective for the proposed Special Resolution Regime (SRR) contained within the Banking Bill including
reference to the continuity of banking services and unrestricted access to deposits.

The level at which deposit protection is set can impact competition for deposits between Member States
as we have seen with recent moves by some states to oVer unlimited deposit protection, albeit on a
temporary basis.

We therefore support the European Parliament’s proposal to move to a harmonized compensation level
under the EU’s deposit guarantee directive which would leave Member States open to infraction proceedings
if they sought to “export” a higher level of compensation coverage for cross-border deposit business.

3.7 The role of financial advisers in the banking crisis

The banking crisis has been driven by the systemic impact of the severe disruption to the wholesale market.
It could be argued that unregulated mortgage intermediaries in the United States played a pivotal role in
facilitating the extension of credit to consumers with little chance to repay in the sub prime market. This
activity clearly contributed to the failure of the asset backed securities market.

Mortgage advisers have been regulated in the UK since 2005 and are therefore subject to formal
supervision. It could nevertheless be argued that some mortgage advisers have played a part in the
proliferation of high loan to value and self-certification mortgages in the UK. This does not in any way
mitigate the responsibility of lenders to lend responsibly and to undertake appropriate due diligence
themselves on the mortgagee.

In a broad sense there also has been financial advice given by, for example, rating agencies providing the
rating for securitised products and some have clearly fallen far short of the rating given to them in their
subsequent performance. Advice is also featured within the creation of some of the structured products;
auditing advice given to and in the production of prospectuses for some of the products must also play a
part in the banking crisis.

3.8 The impact of the banking crisis on consumer confidence in financial institutions

While it is clear that the current crisis has negatively impacted consumer confidence in financial
institutions it is important that the diYculties in which banks find themselves are not impacted upon by
market restrictions that can only increase the cost of capital and thus further restrict the ability of banks to
lend in support of the wider economy.

Further, we would encourage commentators to ensure that consumers receive a balanced view of the
banking industry and its eVorts during this period, rather than to concentrate solely on negative and emotive
anecdotes. Industry fully accepts its share of responsibility for the failures of the past 18 months, and is
determined to put its own house in order (as demonstrated by initiatives such as the market best practices
recommendations, put together under the aegis of the IIF). It should also be recognized, however, that
banks, as intermediaries, were not the only factor behind recent events—which were ultimately driven by
underlying factors, notably the growth of global imbalances over a sustained period of time.

4. Protecting Shareholder Interests

4.1 The rights of shareholders in the context of new sources of investment, including the UK Government and
sovereign wealth funds

There have been instances in recent months where action to secure investment has been taken without
respecting the usual preemption rights expected by investors. Decisions however have needed to be taken
in extreme market circumstances and institutional investors have made their views known.

In less pressured circumstances we would agree that all shareholders should have the right to subscribe
to new issues and believe that future strategies will be developed in light of the views made known by
institutional shareholders.
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4.2 The responsibilities of shareholders in ensuring financial institutions are managed in their own interests

While we believe that shareholders are fully aware of their responsibilities, any corporate crisis invariably
brings with it a review of shareholder rights and responsibilities and we would expect the current banking
crisis to be no diVerent.

January 2009

APPENDIX 1

DECLARATIONS OF THE G20 SUMMIT ON FINANCIAL MARKETS AND THE WORLD
ECONOMY

Topic Term No Specific Initiative Lead Organisations

Strengthening Immediate 1 Enhance guidance for valuation of Accounting Standard
Transparency and Actions securities Setters
Accountability 2 Address weaknesses in accounting Accounting Standard

and disclosure standards for oV- Setters
balance sheet vehicles

3 Enhance the required disclosure of Regulators and
complex financial instruments by Accounting Standard
firms to market participants Setters

4 Ensure transparency, accountability Accounting Standard
and an appropriate relationship Setters
between membership and the
relevant authorities

5 Bring forward proposals for a set of Private sector bodies
unified best practices for private
pools of capital and/or hedge funds

6 Assess the adequacy of proposals of Finance Ministers
unified best practices for private
pools of capital and/or hedge funds
of private sector bodies

Medium Term 7 Create a single high-quality global Accounting Standard
Actions standard Setters

8 Ensure consistent application and Regulators, supervisors
enforcement of high-quality and accounting
accounting standards standard setters in

cooperation with
private sector

9 Enhanced risk disclosures in their Financial institutions
reporting

10 Ensure that a financial institution’s Regulators
reporting is complete, accurate and
regular

Regulatory Immediate 11 Develop recommendations to Regulators, IMF, FSF
Regimes Actions mitigate pro-cyclicality

Medium Term 12 Commit to undertake a FSAP report G20 members
Actions and support the transparent

assessments of country’s national
regulatory system

13 Review the diVerential nature of Appropriate bodies
regulation in the banking, securities,
and insurance sectors and provide a
report on improvements needed

14 Permit an orderly wind-down of National and regional
large complex cross-border financial authorities
institutions

15 Harmonisation of the definition of n/a
capital

Prudential Immediate 16 Ensure that CRAs meet the highest Regulators
Oversight Actions standards

17 Adopt standards and mechanisms CRAs
for monitoring compliance

18 Maintain adequate capital for Financial institutions
structured credit and securitisation
activities
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Topic Term No Specific Initiative Lead Organisations

19 Strengthened capital requirements International standard
for banks’ structured credit and setters
securitisation activities

20 Ensure that the infrastructure for Supervisors and
OTC derivatives can support regulators
growing volumes

Medium Term 21 Registration of CRAs that provide n/a
Actions public ratings

22 Develop robust and internationally Supervisors and central
consistent approaches for liquidity banks
supervision

Risk Management Immediate 23 Develop enhanced guidance to Regulators
Actions strengthen banks’ risk management

practices
24 Develop and implement procedures Regulators

to ensure that financial firms
implement policies to better manage
liquidity risk

25 Ensure that financial firms develop Supervisors
processes that provide for timely and
comprehensive measurement of risk
concentrations and large
counterparty risk positions across
products and geographies

26 Reassess their management models Firms
to guard against stress and report to
supervisors on their eVorts

27 Study the need for and help develop Basel Committee
firms’ new stress testing models

28 Avoid compensation schemes which Financial institutions
reward excessive short-term risk
taking

29 Exercise eVective risk management Banks
and due diligence over structured
products and securitisation

Medium Term 30 Ensure that regulatory policy makers International standard
Actions are aware and able to respond setting bodies

rapidly to evolution and innovation
in financial markets and products

31 Monitor substantial changes in asset Authorities
prices and their implications for the
macro-economy and the financial
system

Promoting Immediate 32 Work together to enhance regulatory National and regional
Integrity in Actions cooperation between jurisdictions on authorities
Financial Markets a regional and international level

33 Promote information sharing about National and regional
domestic and cross-border threats to authorities
market stability

34 Review business conduct rules to National and regional
protect markets and investors. authorities
Strengthen cross-border cooperation
to protect the international financial
system form illicit actors

Medium Term 35 Should implement national and National and regional
Actions international measures that protect authorities

the global financial system from
uncooperative and non-transparent
jurisdictions

36 Continue its important work against FATF
money laundering and terrorist
financing

37 Continue to promote tax Tax authorities
information exchange

Reinforcing Immediate 38 Establish supervisory colleges eVorts Supervisors
International Actions to strengthen the surveillance of
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Topic Term No Specific Initiative Lead Organisations

Cooperation cross-border firms
39 Meet regularly with their supervisory Major global banks

college for comprehensive
discussions of the firm’s activities
and assessment of the risks it faces

40 Strengthen cross-border crisis Regulators
management arrangements

Medium Term 41 Collect information on areas where Authorities
Actions convergence in regulatory practices

such as accounting and deposit
insurance is making progress

42 Ensure that temporary measures to Authorities
restore stability and confidence have
minimal distortion eVects

Reforming Immediate 43 Expand to a broader membership of FSF
International Actions merging economies
Financial 44 Strengthen their collaboration, IMF and FSF
Institutions integrate regulatory and supervisory

responses and conduct early warning
exercises

45 Take a leading role in drawing IMF
lessons from the current crisis

46 Review the adequacy of the G20 members
resources of the IMF, the Word
Bank and other multilateral
development banks and stand ready
to increase them where necessary

47 Explore ways to restore emerging G20 members
and developing countries’ access to
credit and resume private capital
flows

48 Support countries with a good track Multilateral
record and sound policies development banks

Medium Term 49 Conduct vigorous and even handed IMF
Actions surveillance reviews of all countries.

Strengthen macro-financial policy.
50 Provide capacity-building Advanced economies,

programmes for emerging market IMF and other
economies and developing countries international
on the formulation and the organisations
implementation of new major
regulations, consistent with
international standards
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APPENDIX 2

ON ADVERTISED MORTGAGE INTEREST RATES IN RESPECT OF QUESTION 3.4
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Rising Rates
Customer want fixes to lock-in and obtain
certainty over lower payments. Trackers still
cheaper than SVR and margin above Bank Rate is
stable because LIBOR similar to Bank Rate.

Falling rates:
Customers want Trackers, to receive future
benefit and because cheaper than SVR. Margins
above Bank Rate reflect cost and availability of
funds and are relatively stable until the credit
crunch when LIBOR rises significantly above
Bank Rate.

rates

rates

Rate

LIBOR

BANK
RATE

rates

SVR
mortgage

Advertised mortgage interest rates

5 Year fixed (95% LTV) 2 year fixed (75% LTV) Tracker*

Source: BBA Statistical Unit.

Memorandum from Independent Remuneration Solutions

You and your committee are being sold a helping of carefully prepared tripe by some of the witnesses you
have called to discuss the issue of remuneration structures as part of the reason for the current banking crisis.

CliV Weight and myself are both highly experienced remuneration consultants who sold our company
Independent Remuneration Solutions to MM&K, for whom we currently work, two years ago. We know
several of the witnesses in a professional and competitive situation, such as Carol Arrowsmith, Ronnie Fox,
Miles Templeman and Peter Montagnon, extremely well. For various reasons, they are covering up the
reality of the situation, which most senior people in the remuneration consulting businesses knew was
extremely dangerous.

I have chaired three fully quoted, one AIM and two matched bargain market companies and six
Remuneration Committees, so understand the issues from both sides of the table.

Excessive short term incentive remuneration, often paid in cash was, partially responsible for the huge
increase in the turnover of banks particularly the mortgage banks from 2005 onwards this has deepened and
worsened the current credit crunch.

See my article for Pauline Skypala (Editor of the Financial Times FM Magazine) in April 2008.

The Rem Co. Ready for Tougher Times

“Graef Crystal wrote In Search of Excess once he had left consulting in 1992. It tells the story of
pandering to the excessive remuneration requirements of the Chairman/CEOs and the executive
boards of US clients in the 70s and 80s, whilst holding his company out as representing
shareholders’ interest.

Despite every corporate governance report from Cadbury to Higgs, stressing that Remuneration
Consultants should be used by committees to bring objective outside advice to the settlement of
executive packages, this has not happened. After 30 years consulting, the whistle has to be blown
on our quasi profession.
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A recent example of the problem in the UK is Northern Rock. Look at their 2006 report, and you
find that the Remuneration Committee, with the help of their very well respected outside
consultants doubled the value of the short term bonus scheme, whilst increasing the basic salaries
of the directors who benefited from it by about 10%.

That meant that Mr Applegarth, the Chief Executive, who had earned a bonus of £660,000 in 2006
faced the possibility, if he could increase the profits of Northern Rock by 20%, of increasing it to
£1.5 million in 2007.

In a company where a high percentage of its products are on fixed margins the only possible ways
were an acquisition or go for exceptional growth, which, unsurprisingly, he did when the downside
risk was a termination package worth close to £1 million. This Remuneration Committees strategy
is being paid for by shareholders and employees as you read this article.

Unless you are working with an owner managed company, the pressure on Remuneration
Committees is to go with the flow. This means that companies are treated as rather similar when
in fact they can be radically diVerent. For instance some have an investment to profit cycle of five
years, some service companies see the long term as 18 months. Some clients make as much as 30%
of their profits through changing currency diVerentials which are not core to their trading activity
but are put in the bonus pot.

Remuneration Committee Chairmen, are given the reassurance by a well known outside
consultant, often linked to a large actuarial accountancy or law firm that this is the way everybody
else is doing it, so it is the way you ought to do it too. Many of those in the profession have been
taught to read a profit and loss account for assessing bonus schemes, but have no idea how to read
a balance sheet where the real value of companies lie and endanger them with over generous
remuneration policies.

I am sure this will be treated with howls of rage by other consultants who will claim to handle
remuneration completely objectively and to give individual advice to their clients based on
properly understood shareholder value, but I have seen enough to know that is very rarely true.”

My partner CliV Weight introduced his articles in the May and July 2008 editions of Financial World
as follows:

“The way bankers are paid does not work. In most cases the expected value of an executive’s pay
package will increase if his actions increase tail risk, tracking error and share price volatility.
Executives receive asymmetric returns: they are not aligned with shareholders.

Most banks operate a simple rule that no more than 50% of net revenue should be paid out as pay. This
is fine in theory, but most banks break their rule when income does not meet expectations.

Another typical rule is that a team/unit will share 20% of the profits between the team. The exact
percentage will vary between the type of business, the particular skills of the team and their
leverage in negotiation.”

Five key things your committee might investigate:

1. Making sure that remuneration consultants are truly independent. This was a recommendation in the
Higgs report, we worked with Sir Derek on this issue in 2001–02. However, remuneration advice is still being
solicited from multiple service partnerships who also oVer actuarial and accounting services where fees are
worth 10 times as much as remuneration contracts. This leads to pressure on remuneration consultants to
give favourable recommendations which are likely to incline the executive team to retain or appoint other
divisions of the same service company for large or very remunerative contracts in other areas of their
business.

In too many companies, the remuneration consultant’s fee is eVectively set by the executive directors
though, to satisfy governance compliance, it is passed through the chairman of the Remuneration
Committee. This can encourages over generous compensation recommendations.

You might ask whether your interviewees feel that Remuneration Consultants fees should, like audit fees,
be revealed in the annual accounts.

2. Companies should retain part of directors annual cash bonuses for up to two years. It is fairly common
for the bonus to be paid in two tranches. The first when the accounts for the year have been audited and the
second, six months to a year later.

This is nothing like long enough to know whether the results on which the bonus is based were sustainable
or just a one-oV profits bubble.

The right solution is to put two-thirds of the bonus into an Escrow account owned by the executive and
the company and only release it over the next two to three years when it is clear past profits have not resulted
in an overtrading or bad debt avalanche.

3. We are the only specialised consultancy who has consistently advocated the need for an outside
chairman or member of the remuneration committee who is not a non-executive director of the company.
We discussed this extensively with Peter Montagnon of the ABI, Derek Higgs and governance experts in
companies like Hermes. There has been general acceptance of our argument but a refusal to act.
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We know from experience that many remuneration committees simply do not have the necessary
expertise, knowledge, courage or research capacity to be competent to oversee the right remuneration
policies for their company.

Unlike audit committees, where most members are professional accountants, remuneration committees
are largely amateur although every senior executive thinks they are an expert in remuneration; particularly
those with very narrow experience as executives in one or two companies.

The fear of losing executives, if the Committee does not give in to their excessive demands, and executives’
habit of commissioning their own research to justify their demands is very in-bred and in our view, could be
broken by the appointment of a strong outsider.

4. It is necessary to reduce termination packages as incentives are increased. If potential bonuses are
doubled, the length of notice necessary for a chief executive should be halved or other parts of his
compensation package should be adjusted. If companies wants to invest in much more risky strategies, the
way to get the executives to properly assess the enhanced risk is to reduce the security from their existing
employment contracts which have led to so many outrageous termination payments.

5. The reason that Investment Institutions including banks are so ineVective in policing tighter
remuneration policies in investee companies is that their own bonus and incentive systems are also often
based on short timescale results. Executives in client companies know this and, if pushed too hard, leak or
reveal the investment industries own generous bonus structures. It is more important to improve the
incentive schemes in the investment community than any other business sector.

January 2009

Memorandum from Professor Vivien Beattie, Glasgow University, Professor Stella Fearnley,
Bournemouth University, and Tony Hines, Portsmouth University

1. Introduction

We welcome the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee on this very important subject. We have
ordered our comments into four main areas:

— a summary of our recommendations;

— a brief summary of regulatory changes in the UK since 2002 which impact on auditing, financial
reporting and governance. This summary informs the next section about our recent research into
financial reporting, corporate governance and audit quality;

— a summary of outputs from our research, particularly those relating to the role of auditors in
response to point 1.1 in the Treasury Committee Press Notice of 3 December 2008; and

— a commentary on regulatory reform in the banking sector.

2. Executive Summary of Recommendations

2.1 The role of auditors in the banking crisis

— We suggest that, unless there is incontrovertible evidence of auditors failing to comply with law
and regulation in their audits of the banks, there is no case for introducing more regulation into
the audit process itself. However the concerns expressed by preparers and auditors about fair value
accounting and the move towards a compliance driven tick box model of financial reporting and
auditing should be addressed. Consideration of changes to this regime must take account of the
interests of users of financial statements.

2.2 Regulatory reform in the banking sector

— We suggest that a powerful independent body needs to be set up whose role is to oversee the how
the capital and financial markets are working in the UK with links to other countries. Such a body
should have the authority to intervene free of political interference when there is evidence of abuse
or dysfunctional behaviour such as a bubble in any sector of the market which has the potential
to damage the UK economy or the public interest. Regulators and auditors would be required to
communicate concerns to such a body.

— The banking sector is vital to the economy of the country and to the well-being of individual
citizens. Both individuals and businesses have suVered as a result of the excesses. Although the
banking sector has been subject to regulation, over time there has been little discussion of the need
for bankers to consider the public interest in their activities and observe high ethical principles. A
number of banks are now partly under public ownership. Requiring them to act in the public
interest and observe ethical behaviour may be promoted to good eVect to avoid savers’ and
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taxpayers’ money being put at risk again. This should also go some way to ensure that moral
hazard does not arise when those working in the sector know that the state is now the banker of
last resort.

— The tripartite model of banking regulation has failed. Banking regulation should be returned to
the Bank of England.

— In the interests of shareholders, the supervision of the Stock Exchange should not remain with the
FSA as there is a conflict between the FSA’s role in protecting customers of the financial services
sector and protecting shareholders. In the present financial crisis shareholders have been poorly
served. They need an independent champion. There should be a separate body overseeing this or
the responsibility could possibly pass to the Financial Reporting Council.

3. Regulatory Reform since the Enron Collapse

3 (a) Regulatory Changes in the US and the subsequent impact

The collapse of Enron and the subsequent collapse of the audit firm Andersen represented a systemic
failure of the US financial regulatory system and led to the passing of the Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX) in the
US which brought about significant regulatory change to the US regime for auditing and corporate
governance intended to improve auditor performance and independence, corporate governance and
financial reporting. Key changes included:

— The establishment of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board whose responsibilities
include: (i) registration and inspection of auditors of US listed companies and overseas registrants
and reporting publicly on each firm; and (ii) setting auditing and independence standards for
auditors in respect of US listed companies including restricting the range of non-audit services
which an auditor can provide to an audit client.

— A requirement for auditors to report on the internal financial controls in a company.

— A requirement for companies to have an audit committee which engages with the auditors and
oversees the integrity of the financial reporting process.

— A requirement for the directors of a company to certify the financial controls and integrity of the
financial statements and for auditors to report on their compliance.

— A requirement for companies to disclose a code of ethics for financial oYcers.

— US GAAP was perceived to have failed in allowing Enron to establish oV-balance sheet vehicles
and thus produce financial statements which misled the market. In 2002, in order to restore
credibility, it was decided that the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) would
converge its standards with the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

However SOX did not prevent the two subsequent financial disasters in the US: the current global banking
crisis which has it origins in mis-selling in the US sub-prime mortgage market and the trading of worthless
securities; and the MadoV Ponzi fraud. Both represent major regulatory failures.

As in the Enron case, opportunities to find and limit the abuses within the sub-prime markets and the
MadoV case presented themselves but were not taken up. It is likely that there will be more regulation in the
US which may reach beyond the US domestic regime. Galbraith (1955) in his seminal analysis of the Great
Crash of 1929 oVers an explanation for regulatory laxity. When markets are rising and everyone is making
money there is little concern about fraud or bezzle. He believes that the sense of responsibility in the financial
community for the community as whole is nil and those who notice things wrong keep quiet. Governments
were either bemused or “deemed it unwise to be sane when sanity exposed one to ridicule, condemnation
for spoiling the game or the threat of severe political retribution”.

3 (b) Regulatory changes in the UK and EU

Because of the importance of the US capital markets to the UK economy, the UK regulatory framework
was reviewed after the Enron collapse but other changes not related to Enron were also introduced; Key
changes include:

— Revisions to the Combined Code for Corporate Governance (Financial Reporting Council (FRC),
2005) which operates on a comply or explain basis made recommendations about appointment,
remuneration, resignation, independence, tenure and time commitment for non-executive
directors.

— The role of the audit committee’s engagement with auditors was more clearly defined to include
approval of fees and non-audit services and closer engagement with the audit process.

— The responsibility for setting auditing and ethical standards for auditors was transferred to the
Financial Reporting Council (FRC). Since then the Auditing Practices Board (APB) has adopted
International Standards of Auditing (ISAs) ahead of any EU requirement to do so (but with
limited changes to fit with UK law). ISA 240 (Auditing Practices Board, 2004) lays down the level
of engagement auditors should have with company audit committees.
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— The Professional Oversight Board (POB) was established under the FRC to oversee the activities
of the UK accountancy professional bodies and carry out independent inspections of public
interest audits and firms. The POB issues public reports on its inspections.

— The Financial Reporting Review Panel (FRRP) changed its way of working to carry out pro-active
compliance reviews of company financial statements. The FRRP had previously been a
predominantly reactive body.

— Regulation of the Stock Exchange was transferred to the Financial Services Authority (FSA) in
December 2001.

— Other changes have since been introduced through the provisions of the 2006 Companies Acts and
a revised EU 8th Directive on statutory audit.

— An EU Regulation in 2002 required all EU listed companies to prepare their group accounts under
IFRS for December 2005 year ends onwards.

Although the UK financial institutions were not responsible for the instigation of the recent abuses,
nevertheless it is surprising that the causes of the house price bubble were not considered more carefully by
boards of financial institutions or by regulators. Some of the underlying financial market abuses were not
so clear. Galbraith’s analysis applies.

4. Our Research into Financial Reporting and Auditing in the 2007 UK Regulatory Environment

4 (a) A motivation for the study

The UK has experienced an unprecedented amount of regulatory change to its financial reporting and
auditing regulatory regime since 2001. Apart from the plethora of UK and EU changes, UK companies with
US listings, UK subsidiaries of US companies and their auditors have also had to meet the requirements
of SOX.

Between 1995 and 1998 We carried out a major study into the interactions which took place between
finance directors (FDs) and audit partners (APs) under the regulatory regime which existed prior to 2001
and we also solicited the views of the two parties about the eVectiveness of the regime. This was independent
academic research funded by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)
Charitable Trusts.

We gave evidence to the Treasury Committee Inquiry into the Financial Regulation UK Public
Companies on our findings in 2002 (United Kingdom Parliament Treasury Committee, 2002).

We received a second grant from ICAEW Charitable Trusts in 2007 to carry out a further independent
academic study into director and auditor behaviour and attitudes to regulation under the current changed
regime. A major change in the study is the inclusion of audit committee chairs (ACCs) alongside finance
directors and audit partners as their role in the audit and financial reporting process has been enhanced both
by the Combined Code and ISA 240. In June 2007 we surveyed finance directors, audit committee chairs
and audit engagement partners from UK listed companies and obtained a total of 498 responses (149 FDs,
130 ACCs and 219 APs) representing an overall authoritative response rate of 37%.

4 (b) Financial reporting interactions

Respondents reported a high level of financial reporting interactions mainly relating to ongoing problems
with the changed accounting regime and other new requirements such as the Business Review although the
new accounting regime dominates. The most frequently cited issues discussed and negotiated related to
goodwill and fair values on acquisition, and there was little diVerence between the first and second years of
the IFRS changeover (Beattie, Fearnley and Hines, 2008). Thus the problems are of a continuing nature.
The 89 responses which came form directors and auditors in the financial sector showed a higher level of
interaction in respect of financial instruments than the others. Not all companies are aVected by the financial
instrument standards. It is not possible from the survey to identify the nature of the interaction.

4 (c) Factors aVecting audit quality

The vast majority of respondents believed audit to be valuable to their company/client with only 2 out of
498 respondents believing audit to have no value.

We asked respondents to grade 36 factors aVecting audit quality on a scale of one to seven one%seriously
undermines; two%moderately undermines; three%slightly undermines; four%no eVect; five%slightly
enhances; six-moderately enhances; seven%greatly enhances.

Only three factors scored a mean of below four—no eVect, and none came below three. Interestingly these
factors are not directly related to the current regulatory regime but to economic and competition issues. They
are: management time and costs in changing auditors; budget pressures imposed by audit firms on staV; and
not Big 4 audit firm. 15 factors scored a mean of between five and six but no factor scored above six. Of
these factors five related to the enhanced role of the audit committee including the top two factors : auditor
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required to communicate with the audit committee on all key issues associated with the audit and with
ethical standards; and one audit committee member has recent and relevant financial experience. four factors
related to reputation damage for the firm/partner and the risk of regulatory action. three factors related to
procedures within the firm to ensure quality; two factors related to financial interests and financial
dependence of the audit firms on clients; and Big 4 audit firms were also considered to enhance audit quality;

The audit firm size responses may be skewed as most of the respondents were Big 4 partners or Big 4
clients.

We also gave respondents the opportunity to make comments about how audit quality could be improved.
297 respondents (60% of total respondents) made comments. 117 were critical of the current regime claiming
it is driven by rules and box ticking and this is detrimental to audit quality. This was attributed to the
complexity in IFRS, the changed auditing standards and the audit inspection regime. Some believed that
true and fair has been undermined. Auditors and directors believe that the system has become increasingly
compliance driven and auditors are now spending time ensuring compliance with standards rather than
engaging with the business. Some directors and auditors believe that the current restrictions on non-audit
services in Ethical Standard 5 (Auditing Practices Board, 2004) mean that auditors have less understanding
of the business.

62 respondents criticised the current audit partner rotation rules in Ethical Standards 3 (Auditing
Practices Board, 2004) claiming that 5 years for engagement partners on large companies was too short.
Interestingly 29 audit partners complained that the FD controlled the audit fee despite the Combined Code
expectation that this would be agreed with the audit committee.

We also asked respondents if regulatory change had aVected the nature of their relationship with their
auditors/client. 267 respondents believed there was no change. 198 believed the relationship had changed
and had become more formal largely due to the increased focus on technical compliance and the move away
from the business advisor role.

A number of respondents attributed the increasingly compliance driven regime to greater US influence
on UK financial reporting and auditing.

4 (d) The impact of recent and forthcoming changes to the regulation of financial reporting and auditing on
the overall integrity of financial reporting

We asked respondents for views on the impact of 14 recent changes to the regulation of financial reporting
and auditing on the overall integrity of financial reporting using the same ranking as for audit quality. None
of the items listed received a mean score of 5 or above but the three highest ranking scores were: Financial
Reporting Review Panel pro-actively reviewing published financial statements (4.94); Enhanced role for
audit committees in overseeing external auditors (4.80); and Introduction of regulation over the auditors
of non-EU companies listed in the UK. Three items ranked between 3 and 4. The bottom 2 related to the
introduction of IFRS with the lowest rank given to Impact of IFRS on the true and fair view (3.35). The
third factor believed to undermine financial reporting integrity was limitation of auditor liability by
contract.

4 (e) The impact of proposed changes to the regulation of financial reporting and auditing on the overall
integrity of financial reporting

We asked respondents for views on the impact of 15 proposed or suggested changes to the regulation of
financial reporting and auditing on the overall integrity of financial reporting using the same ranking scores
as for audit quality. None of the factors scored a mean of 5 or more indicating respondents’ belief that further
change, including revised IFRS standards and revised ISAs would not improve reporting or auditing. The
highest scoring item was: Introduction of clearer guidelines as to how audit committees should judge audit
eVectiveness (4.6). The lowest scoring item was a blue sky suggestion to remove the legal requirement for
audit altogether. This scored 2.10—clearly not a popular suggestion.

4 (f) Narrative comments on 4(d) and 4(e) above

We received many comments from respondents on the above two sections of the survey. Many were critical
of the impact of IFRS and fair value on the integrity of financial reporting (Beattie, Fearnley and Hines,
2008). They were also critical of the length and complexity of current financial statements. Apart from the
IFRS factor the main concerns, which also emerged from the audit quality comments, were the perceived
move to a rules based, prescriptive and compliance driven framework where too much time was spent box
ticking. Some commentators believed true and fair had been undermined by IFRS and others expressed
concern about the possible downgrading of the stewardship objective of financial reporting under IFRS.

There was also a strong desire expressed for a period of stability without further regulatory change, subject
to the concerns about financial reporting.
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5. The Role of Auditors in the Banking Crisis and Whether any Reform to that Role is Desirable

Audit is part of the financial reporting process. It is the responsibility of the auditors to express an opinion
to the shareholders that the financial statements prepared by the directors comply with law and regulation
and show a true and fair view. Auditors may modify their opinion if they do not believe this is the case.

However, true and fair under the IFRS regime as it currently applies eVectively means that financial
statements are true and fair if they comply with IFRS (International Accounting Standards (IAS) 1, 1997)
and other required law and regulations. There is little scope for override of accounting standards although
this may change when the provisions of the 2006 Companies Act come into force which reinforce true
and fair.

In considering the possible reform to the role of auditors in the banking crisis a number of key points
are relevant:

— We have previously expressed concerns, as have many others in the academic community, about
the dangers of the pro-cyclicality of the fair value accounting model which fails to distinguish
between price and value and which is predicated on rational behaviour in financial markets. The
model allows unrealised gains on securities held for trading to be treated as distributable profits
and paid out as dividends or bonuses.

— Two of the underlying accounting principles promoted in the joint conceptual frameworks of the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the US Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) are verifiability (as opposed to reliability) and neutrality (as opposed to prudence).
When these principles are combined with the fair value model and the weakening of true and fair,
UK auditors have virtually no authority to challenge the results of the pro-cyclicality of the fair
value model as applied to financial assets and liabilities.

— Our research provides evidence of regulatory fatigue among preparers and auditors of financial
statements, including those from the financial sector.

— Our research also shows a concern from preparers and auditors about a shift to a compliance
driven model of regulation with an emphasis on ticking boxes. Both preparers and auditors of
financial statements are coming under greater scrutiny via the pro-active roles of the FRRP and
the AIU. Whilst this is considered a necessary development, any further regulation which adds to
the complexity of accounting or the role of auditors in the UK would need strong justification.

— We suggest that unless there is incontrovertible evidence of auditors failing to comply with law and
regulation in their audits of the banks, there is no case for introducing more regulation into the
audit process itself. However the concerns expressed by preparers and auditors about fair value
accounting and the move towards a compliance driven tick box model of financial reporting and
auditing should be addressed. Consideration of changes to this regime must take account of the
interests of users of financial statements.

6. Regulation of the Banking and Financial Services Sector

A strong and reliable financial sector is essential for a strong capitalist economy and the global market
failure of this sector is therefore a matter of extreme concern, particularly in the UK where this sector has
become a significant part of the UK economy.

There is public expectation for further regulation. The terms of reference for the inquiry invite comment
on a long list of issues. We cannot disagree with the need for review in a number of areas such as: the
behaviour of hedge funds; short selling; credit rating agencies; solvency and liquidity in financial institutions;
the development and distribution of complex financial instruments; the need to restrict or ring fence some of
the activities in banks to protect savers; and short termism in remuneration packages (not just in the financial
sector). Despite the public expectation of more regulation in these areas, careful consideration needs to be
given not just to the cost benefit but also to the possible unintended consequences of further regulation.

We do not believe that it appropriate to interfere with the freedom of the press, however uncomfortable
this may be for certain sectors.

However, we draw attention to the views of Galbraith (1955) and our comments in paras 3(a) and 3(b).
Increasing regulation because of a financial scandal may cost a great deal and help to prevent a repeat of
the scandal which caused the increase in regulation but ex post regulation does not necessarily prevent
another scandal with diVerent attributes. Thus market bubbles continue as regulators discharge the specific
roles required of them with varying degrees of eVectiveness. But who grasps the big picture and identifies
the threats to the overall economy when a bubble starts to blow? Nothing has been learned from Galbraith.

In the UK, a relatively small number of individuals would have understood the leverage within the
financial sector, the workings of credit rating agencies, the behaviour of hedge funds determined to beat the
market and the recklessness in the trading of some asset backed securities. However there were two very
obvious outcomes of the bubble. These were the unsustainable growth in house prices and the growth in
available credit of all types oVered to individuals. The growth of these highly visible factors and the
willingness of institutions to lend assumed that markets always rise. History shows that this is not he case.
But no-one intervened to stop it.
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A diVerent regulatory model going forward needs to be thought out. Our suggestions are below:

— We suggest that a powerful independent body needs to be set up whose role is to oversee how the
capital and financial markets are working in the UK with links to other countries. Such a body
should have the authority to intervene free of political interference when there is evidence of abuse
or dysfunctional behaviour such as a bubble in any sector of the market which has the potential
to damage the UK economy or the public interest. Regulators and auditors would be required to
communicate concerns to such a body.

— The banking sector is vital to the economy of the country and to the well-being of individual
citizens. Both individuals and businesses have suVered as a result of the excesses. Although the
banking sector has been subject to regulation over time there has been little discussion of the need
for bankers to consider the public interest in their activities and observe high ethical principles. A
number of banks are now partly under public ownership. Requiring them to act in the public
interest and observe ethical behaviour may be promoted to good eVect to avoid savers’ and
taxpayers’ money being put at risk again. This should also go some way to ensure that moral
hazard does not arise when those working in the sector know that the state is now the banker of
last resort.

— The tripartite model of banking regulation has failed. Banking regulation should be returned to
the Bank of England.

— In the interests of shareholders, the supervision of the Stock Exchange should not remain with the
FSA as there is a conflict between the FSA’s role in protecting customers of the financial services
sector and protecting shareholders. In the present financial crisis shareholders have been poorly
served. They need an independent champion. There should be a separate body overseeing this or
the responsibility could possibly pass to the Financial Reporting Council.
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6 January 2009

Memorandum from The Financial Inclusion Centre

Introduction

The Financial Inclusion Centre (the Centre) is an independent, not-for-profit think tank dedicated to
promoting:

— financial inclusion and provision;

— fair, aVordable financial services; and
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— an eYcient, accountable, financial system.

Further information on the Centre’s work can be found on our website www.inclusioncentre.org.uk. For
queries on this submission, please contact Mick McAteer, Director, on mick.mcateerwinclusioncentre.org.uk.

Summary of the Centre’s Submission

1. The ongoing crisis aVects the whole spectrum of financial services including the security and provision
of insurance, pensions, savings and long term investment products. However, major consumer detriment in
the banking and lending markets is already emerging and is a priority.

2. The Government should be congratulated for the measures it has taken to maintain stability in the
financial system. But, further robust, pre-emptive action is needed to protect consumers who are victims of
the financial crisis along with fundamental long term reforms to the financial system to prevent crises in the
financial system recurring and ensure that consumers have access to fair, aVordable banking services and
credit if and when they need it.

3. The financial system was structurally weak which left it vulnerable to the perfect storm of events that
hit the markets. The main contributory factors include reckless lending practices and undue risk taking,
poorly understood financial innovation and growth in the use of alternative, complex, oV-balance sheet
financial instruments, lack of transparency and disclosure. But the root causes are weak regulation and
corporate governance in the financial system and failure of investors (and their agents) to undertake
suYcient due diligence.

4. Regulation has been too fragmented, designed to meet the needs of prevailing legal and corporate
structures rather than the needs of consumers and investors. DiVerent regulatory standards were applied to
financial institutions and instruments according to legal and corporate structures even though these entities
performed similar functions in the market.

5. Each of the main actors in the financial system supply chain has contributed to the crisis in the financial
markets. This includes: banks and other financial institutions; hedge funds and private equity funds; long
term investors such as pension funds, insurance companies (and their advisers such as fund managers and
pension fund consultants); regulators; intermediaries such as auditors and credit rating agencies; financial
intermediaries (such as mortgage advisers) and individual consumers (as borrowers and as shareholders and
ultimate owners of banks through pension funds). There is a shared responsibility but it is diYcult to
attribute with any real degree of precision where the balance of responsibility lies.

6. However, in terms of who was best placed to prevent the crisis from developing, and where reforms
should be concentrated, the focus should be on:

— radically reforming the regulatory system;

— overhauling the governance and accountability mechanisms in the financial institutions and the
wider financial system; and

— placing greater responsibility on investors to undertake eVective due diligence.

7. The critical point is that we need to develop a coherent, consistent, targeted and proportionate
regulatory system at UK and international level built around robust minimum standards to prevent
regulatory arbitrage.

8. We have provided responses to the specific questions set out below. However, we have appended some
additional recommendations on the architecture of regulation, eVective consumer representation and
comments on technical issues not covered by the questions included here.

Response to Specific Questions

1. Securing Financial Stability

1.1 The role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable

9. Auditors play a critical role as they are meant to ensure the integrity of information in the public
domain. Company information is source data ie. a large number of subsequent analyses and decisions are
based on that source data. If that source data is corrupted, this can then be transmitted throughout the entire
system, undermining market integrity.

10. The key issue for the current crisis relates to the valuation of oV-balance sheet and other complex
financial instruments. The accounting and audit standards used to value these assets and liabilities and the
way risk has been disclosed and communicated to investors disguised the extent to which individual lenders
and investors have been exposed to risk in the wider financial system.

11. The standards used to value and audit complex financial instruments, measure risk and communicate
that information to the market needs to be improved.
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12. We note with interest that the Auditing Practices Board (APB) of the Financial Reporting Council
(FRC) is consulting on draft guidance for auditing complex financial instruments,226 while the Accounting
Standards Board (ASB) of the FRC is consulting on the fair value of financial instruments and liquidity
risk.227 We hope these consultations will lead to the necessary improvements in valuation and disclosure.

1.2 The role, and regulation, of credit ratings agencies in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are
desirable

13. Similarly, credit rating agencies play a critical role in the financial system intermediating between the
various participants in the market. They are meant to provide transparency, eYciency and integrity in the
market place by helping investors make informed decisions and/ or gauge the financial security of
counterparties (although it is important to stress that they do not absolve investors of the duty to undertake
proper due diligence).

14. However, concerns have been raised about the quality of assessments made by agencies and the
conflicts of interest in the relationship between ratings agencies and the financial institutions they rate.

15. The models, methodologies and processes used by credit rating agencies to rate individual firms and
rate complex financial instruments need reforming. However, we would take this a stage further and argue
that the governance and relationship between ratings agencies and rated firms needs to be regulated also.

16. Ultimately, over time we believe this should move to a system where there should be no direct financial
relationship between the agencies and the institution being rated—that is, the ratings agency fees should be
paid by investors who use that information, not the rated institution.

17. However, as an interim step measures should be implemented to improve:

— governance by requiring agencies to have independent directors;

— operational transparency by requiring agencies to disclose methodologies; and

— quality of models by requiring agencies to have internal quality control and submit these models
to regular external review by peers and/ or oversight bodies.

18. The necessary reforms cannot be achieved through self-regulation by ratings agencies, and we
recommend that ratings agencies should be regulated by the FSA or, as an alternative, the FRC (this would
fit well with the FRC’s role in “regulating” auditing, accounting, and actuarial standards).

1.3 The role, and regulation, of hedge funds in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are desirable

19. Hedge funds are now a major presence in the financial system as primary investors in complex
financial instruments and as intermediaries in the investment supply chain (attracting investment capital
from other investors such as pension funds and mutual fund managers). They add another link in what is
already a complex supply chain.

20. As a result, they have played a significant role in transmitting risk throughout the financial system
that may not have been understood properly by investors.

21. However, it is worth pointing out that even before the crisis in the financial system broke, general
concerns had been raised about the regulation of hedge funds particularly:

— the lack of disclosure and transparency,

— promotional activities (such as the absence of objective comparative performance data to allow
investors to make informed decisions); and

— the methods used to value complex, hard-to-value, illiquid financial assets within hedge fund
portfolios—raising doubts about the risk/ reward ratios associated with hedge fund investments.

22. Therefore, in light of the ongoing crisis, we think major reform of hedge fund regulation (and private
equity funds) is long overdue.

1.4 Ongoing reforms to the operation of the Tripartite Committee, and cooperation between the relevant public
sector authorities

23. We have no working knowledge of the operations of the Tripartite Committee so we are unable to
comment. However, as outlined above, we are of the view that the regulatory structure needs to be
fundamentally reformed as does the governance and accountability mechanisms applying to the FSA.

226 See http://www.frc.org.uk/apb/press/pub1829.html
227 See http://www.frc.org.uk/asb/press/pub1787.html
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1.5 The impact of European Union directives on financial stability, including “passporting”

24. It is not clear what the direct impact of EU directives on financial stability has been. We say this
because much of the regulatory framework which gives rise to EU directives on financial regulation is
developed at an international level such as the BASEL II framework (although the EU and national
regulators cannot be absolved of their responsibility for failing to implement eVective regulation).

25. Rather, we think that the key issue relates to the approach to regulation followed by regulators.
Regulatory authorities at international, EU and national level have moved towards a principles-based
approach to prudential regulation. The theory is that principles based regulation is more flexible and
responsive to the needs of the financial markets and promotes financial innovation.

26. However, while attractive in theory, principles based regulation involves considerable risks in an
increasingly globalised and complex financial world. Consumer representatives warn about the risk of
regulatory arbitrage where market agents shift their activities to jurisdictions or financial institutions that
are less regulated and transparent, or promote less well regulated or transparent financial products such as
oV-balance sheet vehicles, securitised investment vehicles (SIVs) and so on.

27. Principles based regulation is ineVective without robust governance and accountability mechanisms
to manage the conflicts of interests inherent in the financial system. One of the main causes of the recent
crisis has been the failure of firms and regulators to manage the conflicts of interest between investment
bankers and clients, diVerent firms in the market, and third-parties such as credit rating agencies.

28. The banking crisis has cast doubt on the integrity and credibility of banks’ internal governance and
risk assessment and management systems and the role of intermediaries such as auditors and credit rating
agencies in externally assessing the risk of complex structured products. Equally, the capacity of regulators
to monitor the risky, multifaceted activities of large cross-border institutions has been subjected to
immense stress.

29. Therefore, the regulatory framework will need to ensure that it does not encourage regulatory
arbitrage. If principles based regulation is to be retained, it will need to be underpinned by consistent, robust
regulation incorporating minimum standards, improved risk management, enhanced supervisory review
and tougher enforcement.

30. In a globalised financial system, the regulatory system will need to be strengthened: at international
level by improving the Basel II framework; at EU level by strengthening the pillars 2 and 3 of the Lamfalussy
process (supervisory review and market discipline); and at UK level by the FSA addressing the conflicts of
interest in the market and radically improving its risk management, supervisory and enforcement activities.

1.6 Possible reforms to the remuneration structures prevalent in financial services

31. The remuneration structures prevalent at each part of the “supply chain” in the financial system do
not align the interests of consumers/investors and financial institutions. This applies to retail markets where
the use of commission based sales in the retail market have encouraged volume of sales rather than quality
sales that can lead to inappropriate product recommendations and in the wholesale markets where the use
of bonuses appear to have encouraged reckless, short-term behaviour and undue risk taking.

32. Greater transparency and disclosure is necessary to improve the functioning of the financial system
by allowing investors (both retail and institutional) to make better informed decisions.

33. However, this will not be suYcient to align the interests of the various parties in the market. More
robust and direct interventions to regulate the conflicts of interest caused by remuneration structures should
be a priority for policymakers, regulators, and financial institutions (through non-executive directors taking
on greater responsibility for identifying and managing risk within firms).

1.7 Reforms to regulatory capital and liquidity requirements

34. We suggest that the prudential regulation of the financial system and individual firms could be
improved by adopting the following regulatory measures.

Contra-cyclical regulation

35. A major regulatory concern is preventing asset price bubbles developing. One way of constraining
future asset price bubbles in the housing market would be to correlate capital minimum capital adequacy
requirements with increases in mortgage lending and property prices.

36. If key indicators suggested that an asset price bubble was emerging in the property market, regulators
could require banks to increase their minimum capital requirements. The precise minimum capital
requirement for individual banks would depend on exposure to the relevant assets.
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37. Regulators and central banks would need to monitor and adjust the limits for individual lenders on
a regular basis. To manage risk at the macro-level, regulators would also need to monitor total exposure on
a regular basis and adjust the minimum capital requirements of those lenders expanding market share of
mortgage lending.

Enhanced risk management

38. Regulators could attach a higher risk rating to certain asset classes—in this case mortgages. The eVect
would be to automatically and proportionately raise the cost of capital associated with mortgage funding.
If done properly, this could provide an in-built restraint on lending which would have the dual benefit of
improving the micro-regulation of individual firms as well as the macro-regulation of the financial system.

Liquidity risk management

39. Liquidity risk arose because mortgage lenders became increasingly reliant on wholesale market
funding as a source of mortgage funding—but this source subsequently dried up.

40. The mechanisms for managing liquidity risk have changed, along with the role of central banks.
Central banks used to require commercial banks to lodge mandatory reserves, which fulfilled two roles. This
enabled central banks to control the amount of credit in the economy while at the same time ensuring
individual banks had suYcient liquid assets to protect against liquidity risk.

41. Regulators tend now to rely on diVerent approaches to liquidity risk management. The two main
approaches are i) managing maturity mismatches and ii) requiring lenders to hold liquid, high quality assets
which can be used as collateral to raise money on wholesale markets when the need for liquidity arises.

42. However, the banking crisis has severely exposed the flaws in these approaches. We take the view that
the main reason for the failure of regulators to control liquidity risk is that the principles based approach
set down in the Basel framework and implemented through EU and national regulation relied too much
on lenders’ internal risk models and provided financial institutions far too much discretion on which assets
qualified to be used as collateral.

43. If the Basel II regime is to be eVective, global, EU and UK regulators will have to move away from
this reliance on qualitative, principles based regulation to more detailed standards setting on liquidity risk
management.

1.8 Possible improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and maintenance of global
financial stability

44. See our comments above in response to question 1.5. Robust minimum standards for international
regulation are needed to promote confidence and stability in the financial system and to prevent regulatory
arbitrage—especially to poorly regulated oVshore financial centres.

45. Clearly, greater cooperation amongst international financial regulators is needed to ensure more
eYcient supervision and consistent and coherent implementation of these minimum standards. The precise
structure for international regulation is still being developed but we would suggest that a College of
Regulators may be appropriate. However, we emphasise the need for greater public interest representation
within regulatory structures especially at national and international level.

1.9 Regulation of highly complex financial products, and the future of the “originate-to-distribute model”

46. One of the triggers for the ongoing crisis has been the weak regulation of the “originate and
distribute” model for funding mortgages—particularly sub-prime mortgages (although we would emphasise
that there is no single cause of the current crisis and the structure of the financial system left it in a state of
unnecessary vulnerability to events such as the sub-prime crisis).

47. It is worth noting that innovations such as securitisation are not dangerous per se. What appeared to
be a genuine attempt to diversify risk and reduce mortgage funding costs to increase access to mortgage
finance for excluded consumers was corrupted by the market and used to conceal risk. Regulation failed to
pick up these developments, with the result that the market lost track of where the risks where located within
the financial system. This then rebounded to damage the balance sheets of the originating banks.

48. The essence of oV-balance sheet financial instruments such as conduits or structured investment
vehicles (SIVs) is that pools of mortgage assets (including sub-prime mortgages) were packaged or
securitised for distribution to investors.

49. To begin with, we would question the level of due diligence carried out by investors before investing
in these securitised assets. Moreover, once the financial crisis started, investors became reluctant to continue
funding these assets. Instead the sponsoring banks were required to fund the assets and were, in eVect, forced
to bring these oV-balance sheets investments back on to the balance sheet. The net result was that, rather
than lenders risk being distributed to other parts of the financial system, it remained on their balance sheets.
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50. To address this, regulators will have no option but to restrict the discretion available to sponsoring
banks and apply more detailed standards to the way oV-balance sheet investments are consolidated onto the
balance sheets of sponsoring banks.

1.10 Risks to financial stability emanating from non-bank financial institutions

51. The fragmented approach to regulation (which regulates institutions according to their legal and
corporate structure rather than their role and function in the market) has allowed non-bank financial
institutions to behave like banks without being regulated as banks.

52. Therefore, we would argue that the approach to regulation needs to be more consistent and coherent
with financial institutions regulated according to the functions they undertake and the risk they pose to
consumers and the financial system.

53. The same approach to consistency should apply to the regulation of financial instruments and
asset classes.

1.11 The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises

54. n/a

1.12 Monitoring and surveillance of financial stability problems by the public sector

55. We have no additional comments to make on this over and above those made on page 4 regarding
the need for redesigning the regulatory architecture.

1.13 The role of the banking system within the overall economy

56. Banks and other financial institutions involved in lending to consumers and businesses are of such
importance to the UK economy that they need to be regulated similar to utility companies (see the response
to Questions 3.1 and 3.2).

1.14 The impact of short-selling in the banking crisis and its regulation

57. n/a

2. Protecting the Taxpayer

2.1 The advantages and disadvantages of the UK Government’s response to the banking crisis, including
comparisons with alternative approaches adopted in other jurisdictions

2.2 The nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley

2.3 The Government’s recapitalisation programme, and part-nationalisation of major high-street banks

2.4 The aims, objectives and exit strategy of the Government’s investments in UK financial institutions

2.5 The role of UKFI and its relationship with the part-nationalised banks

2.6 The impact of current Government policy on future taxpayers, including the impact of moral hazard

58. The Government’s approach, so far, has been successful at stabilising the financial system. However,
if the recapitalisation programmes, state intervention, and UKFI (as an institution) are to be eVective in
meeting the Government’s objectives, it is imperative that:

— provision is made for real public interest representation at UKFI and within individual banks; and

— government agrees with public interest representatives annual performance targets for banks with
regards to loans and access to banking services—particularly for those banks in which the taxpayer
has a stake. These performance metrics must be disclosed and monitored to allow for the necessary
accountability to taxpayers and consumers.
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3. Protecting Consumers

3.1 The role of banks in receipt of public investment in fulfilling the Government’s aspirations for assisting
customers, and small businesses, in financial diYculty

59. Vulnerable consumers will be aVected by the financial crisis in two main ways:

— increased exposure to aggressive market practices; and

— restricted access to fair, aVordable credit and general transactional banking services.

60. The numbers of vulnerable consumers will grow significantly as a result of the crisis. Moreover, this
will not be a temporary problem. The commercial, economic and regulatory environment for banks has
fundamentally changed.

61. Government and regulators need to take concerted, sustained action to protect consumers of all
financial institutions who are facing financial diYculties or face financial exclusion. However, clearly, the
Government has more leverage with those banks in receipt of public investment to ensure that these
measures are implemented.

62. A priority is for government, regulators and civil society to develop a policy framework to reconcile
seemingly competing objectives of repairing lenders balance sheets and ensuring taxpayers get a reasonable
return on their “investments” while at the same time providing credit to borrowers perceived as being risky.

Aggressive practices

63. Reckless lending by the financial services industry has encouraged levels of overindebtedness that
have left many consumers vulnerable to changes in their personal financial circumstances.

64. Pressures on balance sheets as a result of the credit crunch, seizing up of wholesale funding markets,
shareholder and regulatory pressure, means that lenders will be tempted to behave aggressively. We can
foresee a number of problems including:

— a substantial increase in arrears and repossessions;

— borrowers trapped in expensive and potentially unfair mortgage and loan contracts;

— borrowers exposed to poorly regulated private-sector debt consolidation and advice companies,
and unregulated lending activities;

— mainstream lenders engaging in “fire sales” of distressed debt portfolios to more aggressive sub
prime lenders or vulture funds who do face the same reputational constraints;

— inappropriate solutions such as equity release schemes, secured loans or second-charge mortgages
being pushed aggressively as “lifeboat” schemes for struggling borrowers.

65. The range of initiatives the Government has implemented, so far, to protect consumers is very
welcome. These include amongst others: the Homeowners Mortgage Support Scheme, initiatives around
pre-action protocols, the national mortgage rescue scheme, and the creation of a lenders panel to monitor
lending of banks in which taxpayer has a stake.

66. However, further coordinated initiatives are needed to protect consumers from the detrimental
practices we expect will arise over the short term. With this in mind, we have developed a Financial Action
Plan based around a number of practical policy recommendations, focused on ensuring that lenders treat
borrowers fairly.

67. This Financial Action Plan should be coordinated by a senior figure in government to ensure the
industry complies with the proposals. We would be pleased to provide further details of the Financial Action
Plan but key features of the plan are as follows:

— A Be Fair consumer rights campaign: consisting of a set of standards on how banks and other
financial institutions should treat customers.

— Government, FSA and OFT should issue a clear statement of practices it considers unacceptable
in the secured and unsecured debt markets. This statement of practices should cover: treatment of
arrears and repossessions; the use of charging orders and debt sales; promotion of debt “solutions”
to borrowers in financial diYculty including debt consolidation and advice.

— FSA needs to enforce principles based regulation robustly and transparently and report on lenders
progress against these standards throughout the crisis. OFT needs to monitor compliance with
guidance on fair business practices and enforce breaches robustly.

— Government should move urgently to regulate sale and rent back schemes following the OFT
market study, and improve the regulation of debt sales (where lenders sell on distressed debt to
third parties).

— FSA and OFT should urgently convene a working group to investigate the contract terms in sub-
prime mortgages and issue guidance on practices it considers unfair.

— Government should expand the national mortgage rescue scheme.
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— FSA and OFT should step up monitoring of debt consolidation firms and advice agencies and
general promotion and marketing of credit, and enforce robust action against regulatory breaches.

Access to fair, aVordable credit and general transactional banking services

68. Financial exclusion will grow as a result of the banking crisis. At the risk of oversimplification, there
are two main approaches for meeting the needs of excluded groups:

— various social policy interventions to oblige financial services industry to cater for excluded
consumers; and

— promoting the development of alternative products and institutions.

69. The broad options available to policymakers include:

— universal service obligations: government could treat banking and lending as a universal service
obligation and regulate banks as if they are utility companies. Banks would be forced to lend a
proportion of assets to “riskier” borrowers and maintain access to banking networks at aVordable
prices. An alternative to this would be for government to set down annual performance targets for
banks with regards to loans—particularly for those banks in which the taxpayer has a stake;

— underwriting: government could underwrite loans to “riskier” borrowers, or provide loan
guarantee schemes;

— “national” bank options: governments could take the previous options a stage further and lend
directly through the banks they have a stake in, or create national lending banks;

— alternative financial institutions: government could increase the financial resources available to
non-profit lenders. Governments and other public authorities would have to develop institutional
funding mechanisms and cross-subsidise third sector organisations to provide access to financial
services to excluded consumers. Possible solutions could include institutional solutions such as
reinventing the role of the Post OYce; boosting the role of third sector organisations such as CDFIs
and credit unions; new style public-private partnerships to meet needs of excluded consumers; or
even more radically, a mortgage and loans version of National Savings and Investment; and

— Community Reinvestment Act (CRA): greater transparency is needed and the time has now come
to introduce a UK version of the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA).

3.2 The importance of retail banking as a “utility”, and whether retail banks should be separate from other
activities such as investment banking and insurance provision

70. Banks play such a critical role in the functioning of the economy particularly in relation to the
provision of general banking services and credit that they need to be regulated similar to utilities.

71. This would suggest that retail banking operations should be separate from other activities such as
investment banking or institutional fund management.

3.3 The competition impact of further consolidation within the retail financial services sector

72. In the interests of financial stability and maintaining confidence in the financial system, we supported
the strategic mergers in the banking sector. However, the overconcentration in the banking and mortgage
markets give rise to real competition concerns over the long term.

73. There is a real risk that this overconcentration may be exacerbated by the flight to perceived “quality”.
That is, consumers may seek out bigger brands they perceive to be trustworthy. This may give the biggest
brands in the market more pricing power.

74. This will need to be closely monitored by competition authorities and we would suggest that a date
be agreed in advance for the authorities to begin an investigation of the impact of mergers in the mortgage
and banking markets.

75. However, we do not have the same concerns with regards to other sectors of the industry such as
insurance, long term savings and investment, and pensions. Indeed, we believe that one of the major causes
of detriment in the UK financial services industry has been the unnecessary proliferation of products and
providers which has created the illusion of choice and simply added to distribution costs. Therefore, a major
consolidation leading to a new focus on value would be beneficial for consumers.
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3.4 The product pricing of credit facilities, including mortgages, credit cards, store cards and small business
loans

76. We expect to see the following key developments:

— overall, due to the need for banks to rebuild balance sheets and margins, a more risk averse
approach to credit pricing, regulatory requirements, and competition concerns (see above) there
will be upward pressure on prices (even if the overall market may shrink due to economic
conditions); and

— much greater segmentation of consumers according to risk. Consumers considered to be a higher
risk will inevitably face higher prices.

77. However, there are important caveats. Firstly, the approach to prudential regulation will be crucial.
There is a risk that the bank’s new found self-imposed prudence could be exacerbated by regulation (ie in the
form of new minimum capital requirements). Regulators face a diYcult challenge striking the right balance
between restoring confidence and allowing markets to operate.

78. Secondly, and most importantly, the pricing of products will ultimately depend on how society views
and regulates banks and other financial institutions. If banks are to be treated as utilities then this implies
a corresponding duty to regulate access to and pricing of products such as credit and banking services.

3.5 The protection of UK citizens investing funds in non-UK jurisdictions

79. The key point we would make is the need for a robust international framework of regulation (see
above) including harmonised deposit protection and insurance guarantee schemes.

3.6 The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition

80. Harmonised deposit protection schemes are necessary to protect consumers and promote confidence
in the financial system (particularly if cross-border markets are involved).

81. The eVect on competition is not yet established. One the one hand, expensive deposit protection
schemes could disadvantage smaller niche providers who oVer welcome choice for consumers (for example,
smaller mutuals such as credit unions would be disadvantaged if they had to contribute to a more
comprehensive deposit protection scheme). However, on the other hand, given the risk of a flight to
perceived quality and security (see above), the existence of a deposit scheme could benefit smaller providers
as it would provide reassurance for consumers.

82. We tend to favour the second argument. But it depends on the design and structure of the scheme.
Designing the scheme in such a way to protect smaller mutuals (in eVect requiring a cross-subsidy from larger
institutions) has the dual benefit of promoting confidence without undermining choice.

3.7 The role of financial advisers in the banking crisis

83. One of the main causes of crisis has been the conflicts of interest that exist between consumers
(whether as retail borrowers or pension scheme members) and the various intermediaries and advisers in the
supply chain.

84. For example, at the point of sale, the use of commission and aggressive remuneration practices mean
that sales staV and intermediaries face a conflict between making a sale and oVering borrowers appropriate
advice. We also think these practices may have contributed to the huge level of personal debt in the UK
economy as remuneration for sales staV was generally linked to volume of loans rather than quality of loans.
Any major lender who did not adopt aggressive remuneration policies ran the risk of losing market share
to rivals.

85. One of the key challenges for the FSA now will be to regulate these conflicts of interest. This means,
in practice, that the FSA will have to address the use of commission and bonuses in the mortgage market in
the same way it is reforming the role of commission in the investment market through the Retail Distribution
Review (RDR).

3.8 The impact of the banking crisis on consumer confidence in financial institutions

86. We have not yet commissioned new research into the eVect on consumer confidence. However, we
think it is self-evident that the crisis has seriously undermined confidence in the financial system.

87. This has major consequences for the UK economy. One of the most diYcult challenges facing
policymakers will be to encourage consumers to save for the future while at the same time helping
overindebted borrowers manage their way out of financial diYculties.
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88. Moreover, we should remember that Personal Accounts are due to be launched in 2012. We strongly
support the introduction of Personal Accounts. Personal Accounts represent a much more eYcient, fairer
way for consumer on lower-medium incomes to save for retirement.

89. However, the success of Personal Accounts and, more broadly, rebuilding personal savings ratios will
depend very much on consumer confidence in financial institutions and the wider financial system.

90. Restoring consumer confidence requires fundamental reform to the regulatory system and the way
the financial services industry operates. The scale of the challenge cannot be overestimated, and piecemeal
reform will not create the financial system the UK needs. However, on the positive side, the current crisis
creates a once-in-a-generation opportunity to forge a financial system where the interests of the market are
aligned with the interests of society.

4. Protecting Shareholder Interests

4.1 The rights of shareholders in the context of new sources of investment, including the UK Government and
sovereign wealth funds

4.2 The responsibilities of shareholders an ensuring financial institutions are managed in their own interests

91. Far too few consumers/pension scheme members exercise their responsibility as shareholders by
undertaking proper due diligence when investing in markets—especially by failing to scrutinise the
eVectiveness of advisers such as fund managers and consultants who are supposed to act on their behalf,
and the recognising the conflicts of interest between non-executive directors and executive directors/ senior
management in financial institutions.

92. To be fair, the role of regulators and intermediaries such as auditors and credit rating agencies made
it unnecessarily diYcult for shareholders to exercise responsibility. Moreover, the weak provisions relating
to corporate governance in the UK means that it is very diYcult for ordinary investors to hold financial
institutions to account.

93. Better regulation is necessary but insuYcient. Consumers (through their pensions and investments)
must have greater influence over financial markets. This can be achieved by a combination of statutory and
self-regulatory measures covering to make markets more democratic and accountable:

— greater transparency and disclosure—especially the way the Freedom of Information Act applies
to financial services in the UK and EU plus a UK style Community Reinvestment Act (see above);

— additional resources to be spent on improving the training and competence of pension scheme
trustees;

— improving the information provided by pension schemes and investment funds to pension scheme
members and consumer/investors—for example, statutory regulation aimed at improving CSR
reports and voting records of fund managers;

— reforming pensions legislation to require investors/ trustees to improve due diligence;

— creation of new asset classes to promote sustainable social investment by long term investors such
as pension funds. For example, if just 1/100th of one per cent of assets held by long term investors
was invested in social investment bonds (SIBS)228 this would provide around £100 million of
capital for social investment purposes;

— reforming the governance of pension schemes by increasing the number of employee
representatives;

— changing legislation to regulate the conflicts of interest faced by intermediaries such as consultants,
investment managers, ratings agencies and advisers who supposedly act in our name (see above);

— regulation of remuneration practices that encourage short term behaviour by market practitioners
(see above); and

— reforming the corporate governance and accountability of financial services industry by requiring
financial institutions to have public interest non-executive directors—especially in
“nationalised” banks.

This marks the end of Financial Inclusion Centre’s submission to the Inquiry.

January 2009

228 SIBs are a concept being developed by The Financial Inclusion Centre as a mechanism for long term investors to provide
capital for not-for-profit lenders such as credit unions or community development finance institutions (CDFIs).
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Annex I

ADDITIONAL PROPOSALS FOR REFORMING FINANCIAL REGULATION

1. This Annex contains additional proposals for reforming financial regulation. In our main response, we
have made a series of recommendations on the approach to regulation. However, if these are to be eVective
we are of the view that the architecture of financial regulation needs to be radically reformed to improve
regulatory eYciency and to address the gaps in consumer protection.

2. Moreover, there are a number of technical issues which were not covered in the main submission which
should be addressed.

Reform of Financial Regulation

3. As we set out in the main submission, to restore and maintain long term confidence in the financial
system and reduce the risk of a similar crisis recurring, the regulatory system needs to be fundamentally
reformed.

4. This applies to wholesale market, prudential and retail regulation. Prudential regulation needs to be
reformed at macro and micro level—ie. the prudential regulation of the lending markets and individual
firms. We have included a number of recommendations for improving the prudential regulation of markets
in the main submission.

5. However, the recent crisis was not caused solely by a failure of prudential regulation. The creation of an
unsustainable credit bubble was partly driven by reckless lending by lenders to borrowers. Therefore, retail
conduct of business regulation governing the sale and promotion of mortgages and loans and behaviour of
lenders and intermediaries also needs to be reformed. Critically, we need to radically reform the principles
based approach to prudential and retail market regulation which has so clearly failed to promote eVective
wholesale financial markets or protect consumers.229

The Architecture of Regulation

6. We also argue that the eYciency of the regulatory system needs to be improved by reforming the
regulatory architecture and clarifying the roles and responsibilities of HMT, FSA, Bank of England, OFT
and competition authorities.

7. There are a number of activities that need to be regulated to ensure the market works in the interests
of consumers and society. These include:

— exchange functions;

— wholesale market activities;

— financial system stability;

— prudential supervision of individual firms;

— retail/conduct of business activities;

— competition matters; and

— the quality of information used by the market and various intermediaries that produce information
(such as auditors, actuaries, and credit rating agencies).

8. There are also economic and social considerations to factor in such as:

— maintaining access to financial services (possibly through regulating banks as utilities, universal
service obligations, and a community reinvestment act);

— maintaining lending to key economic sectors; and

— monetary policy.

9. Clearly, there are a number of ways of dividing up responsibility for these activities. We are still
developing policy on regulatory architecture, powers and duties. However, our high level view is the
regulatory structure must be simplified and streamlined. The key elements of the reforms would be:

— FSA should become a dedicated consumer protection agency with responsibility for:

(i) prudential regulation (where necessary, the regulation of information providers);

(ii) regulation of all retail financial services activities (including those financial services currently
covered by the OFT); and

(iii) regulation of public policy objectives (for example, access and exclusion issues).

229 Please note that our recommendations for reforming the regulatory system apply across the spectrum not just mortgages and
credit markets.
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— responsibility for regulating exchanges and wholesale market activities, and maintaining financial
stability should reside with the Bank of England; and

— competition issues should remain the responsibility of OFT and Competition Commission.

Regulatory Governance and Accountability

10. The governance and accountability of regulators must also be improved.

11. The Financial Services Consumer Panel does an admirable job but is more than oVset by the existence
of two industry/practitioner panels. Moreover, the Panel has nowhere near suYcient resources to counter
the influence of powerful industry lobbies.

12. More fundamentally, there is little public interest representation to speak of at the highest decision-
making levels within the FSA. In its history, only a very small minority of the board members of the FSA
could be considered civil society/ public interest representatives. The clear majority of the current board
members are from the financial services industry. The FSA’s current board has 14 members, 11 of which are
either currently involved with the industry or have an industry background.

13. As a matter of principle, the FSA, as regulator of one of the most important sectors in the UK, should
have meaningful consumer representation at the highest decision making levels. Moreover, we are of the
view that the quality of decision making by the FSA would improve if it was subject to direct scrutiny by
public interest representatives—this would allow FSA to avoid the perceived and real risk of regulatory
capture by powerful industry lobbies.

14. To this eVect, Government should ensure that half the non-executive directors of the FSA should be
dedicated public-interest representatives.

15. Moreover, the eVectiveness of the UK’s Freedom of Information Act is seriously undermined by the
protection given to commercial interests by UK financial regulation. Therefore, the Government should as
a priority review the application of the FOI Act to FSMA 2000.

Other Technical Measures

Risk management

16. The current crisis has been caused by a failure to manage risk along the entire mortgage funding
supply chain—from the way mortgages are funded in the wholesale markets by investors who have not
undertaken proper due diligence, right through to the way banks and other lenders provided mortgages to
individual consumers without undertaking proper assessments of their ability to repay the mortgage.

17. If the financial system is to operate eVectively, investor due diligence needs to be improved, as does
the understanding consumers have of the risks involved in taking out such large amounts of long term credit.
However, a number of other measures may be needed to ensure that lenders and investors (where wholesale
funding is involved) recognise the quality of loans made to consumers, and pay due attention to the
associated risks.

18. One obvious way is for regulators to require lenders to improve the way data is shared so that they
can understand better the ability of borrowers to repay mortgage debt.

19. However, other innovative approaches could be considered including requiring banks to take an
equity stake in structured investment vehicles. This would align better the interests of borrowers, banks and
investors as banks would have a real interest in ensuring loan portfolios are of good quality.

Consolidation and integrity of balance sheet assets

20. To promote consistency, regulators will have to restrict the discretion available to sponsoring banks
and apply more detailed standards to the way oV-balance sheet investments are consolidated onto the
balance sheets of sponsoring banks.

Pricing and trading transparency

21. Another factor that has damaged market integrity is the absence of eYcient and transparent
mechanisms for setting market prices for hard-to-value securitised assets. This has two eVects: it undermines
the ability of investors to make informed decisions about their investments and undertake due diligence; and
it undermines the ability of regulators to assess the solvency of firms. To counter this, policymakers need to
ensure that comprehensive and meaningful information about transactions in complex financial instruments
be placed in the public domain. This may require policymakers at international level enabling the creation
of clearing houses for information on hard-to-value assets.
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Accounting standards

23. Some commentators argue that the use of what is known as “mark-to-market” or “fair value”
accounting rules that require banks to value assets using current market prices has contributed to the
banking crisis.

24. Banks and other financial institutions have been forced to write down the value of mortgage backed
assets which in turn has had the eVect of weakening balance sheets and reserves. This raised fears that lenders
are trapped in a vicious cycle of falling prices and weakened balance sheets.

25. Some banks argue that these mark-to-market rules should be suspended and internal models used to
estimate the value of assets assuming they are held to maturity. This “mark-to-model” approach would have
the eVect of improving their published balance sheets, and remove some of the volatility in the valuation of
balance sheet assets.

26. However, we doubt whether this approach would indeed restore confidence or normality to the
financial system. The actual method used to value assets did not cause the current crisis in the mortgage
funding markets. The root causes included macro-regulatory failures, the lack of due diligence on the part
of investors/lenders and the lack of transparency in the market.

27. Moving to mark-to-model (which would involve banks having a significant amount of discretion on
how assets are valued) would further undermine transparency in the market and encourage the regulatory
arbitrage we are trying to avoid.

28. It would also make it more diYcult for investors to undertake due diligence. Investors would have to
analyse a bank’s valuation and deconstruct and analyse the specific internal model used to value assets. At
a more fundamental level, it could undermine market integrity by allowing individual banks to over-ride the
price setting mechanism critical to the functioning of the market.

29. Overall, we think allowing this level of discretion over pricing of assets would mislead investors, and,
crucially, cause them to challenge the financial security of banks thereby prolonging the crisis (or else storing
up problems for the future). Artificially changing the rules is no substitute for longer term reforms to enhance
market transparency and improve risk management.

January 2009

Memorandum from The Co-operative Financial Services

Introduction

Despite the turmoil caused by the worldwide banking crisis, The Co-operative Financial Services (which
operates under The Co-operative Insurance, The Co-operative Investments and, The Co-operative Bank
and smile brands) is well positioned against the uncertain economic period ahead. Throughout the credit
crunch and ensuing banking crisis, The Co-operative Bank has remained financially strong and maintained
a balanced approach to growth. Our trusted brand is attracting new customers seeking a safe place for
their savings.

Headquartered in Manchester, The Co-operative Financial Services (CFS) is part of The Co-operative
Group, which is the world’s largest consumer co-operative with over 3 million members. Our 8,000 CFS
employees provide a range of financial products, from current and savings accounts to credit cards,
insurance products, unit trusts, investment bonds and pensions to some 6.5 million customers. We have 109
retail and corporate centres and over 1,000 face-to-face financial advisers throughout the UK. The CFS also
has £40 billion of assets under management across its retail and corporate business areas.

The CFS is committed to brand values of value, fairness and social responsibility and achieving our vision
of becoming the UK’s most admired financial services business.

Throughout 2008 we have continued to build on our ethical banking credentials and reputation for
excellent customer service. We believe that as a co-operative business, the democratic structure, business
vision and purpose have directly influenced the management actions, which have led to The Co-operative
Bank faring much better than most of the banking industry throughout the banking crisis.

Given the uncertainty and volatility in stock market values throughout 2008, the response of our fund
management division, The Co-operative Asset Management, to the banking crisis has been driven by our
role as an investor (including in banks) throughout these turbulent times.

In particular:

— Unlike much of the banking industry, underlying profitability for CFS improved throughout 2008
and The Co-operative Bank has witnessed strong growth in retail (40% increase) and corporate
deposits (41% increase).
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— The growth in deposits has supported increased growth in lending balances and means that The
Co-operative Bank is not reliant on the wholesale markets for funding, leaving it a good deal less
exposed to the vagaries of the interbank lending market than many other major lenders.

— CFS has operated a prudent approach to lending, which has seen a reduction in bad debts at a time
when competitors have seen a significant increase.

— Despite the banking crisis, The Co-operative Bank has strengthened its support for social
enterprises and access to finance schemes for more marginalised groups of people.

— The Co-operative Asset Management was the only sizeable fund manager to vote against the
remuneration report resolution at Northern Rock’s AGM.

— As signatories to the UN Principles of Responsible Investment, we would welcome Sovereign
Wealth Funds signing up to principles to improve transparency and indicate a commitment to
responsible investment

However we have concerns that:

— Whilst the government action in bailing out some of the bigger banks was necessary as a short-term
measure, it could negatively impact and distort fair competition for the consumer in the future. In
the medium term, when these banks are re-privatised, measures should be introduced to safeguard
competition, benefit consumers and protect the interests of taxpayers.

— Likewise, although we accept that consolidation in the banking sector, including the merger of
HBOS and Lloyds TSB and the Abbey takeover of Alliance and Leicester and Bradford and
Bingley’s savings book was a necessary short term response to institutional financial weakness, we
are concerned that without the application of ordinary competition rules, such consolidation will
generate long term risks to the eVective operation of the UK banking market.

— The Government backed guarantees for interbank lending will result in all banks feeling they need
to qualify for the government guarantee to satisfy investors, even if they do not plan to issue
guaranteed bonds. The pricing on the guarantee and capital levels needed to secure it may push
up the cost of wholesale funding.

— Consumers need to be provided with the tools to take responsibility for better, more informed
decision-making when purchasing financial products. We advocate greater investment to improve
their financial capability.

— Further Bank of England base rate cuts will de-stabilise the situation further, and the recent cuts
are already having have a negative impact on savers. Policy responses have focused on the needs
of borrowers and it is now time to review the consequences of the banking crisis on the needs of
savers.

— Banks face conflicting impacts of on the one hand higher funding costs for wholesale money, the
need to maintain more liquidity in current circumstances, the need to hold more capital to qualify
for guaranteed funding, capital erosion caused by funding FSCS to pay for other failed banks and
on the other hand pressure to return lending to previous levels in an economy turning down.

Approach taken in Responding to this Inquiry

In responding to this inquiry we have concentrated on areas where we can share the experiences of The
Co-operative Financial Services during the banking crisis or propose alternative responses to the crisis,
which are in the interests of consumers and financial stability. Our response breaks down therefore into two
distinct but nevertheless aligned areas:

— How the credit crunch and ensuing banking crisis has aVected The Co-operative Bank and what
management actions we have taken to maintain as far as possible a “business as usual” approach.

— As a recognised leader in the area of responsible shareholding, through The Co-operative Asset
Management, what future governance structures and controls should be developed in the future
to ensure intrinsic rather than pure speculative value is the dominant feature in global markets.

Within each of these sections we have, where it is appropriate, cross-referenced the points made to any
specific questions asked within the original inquiry terms of reference.

Our Security and Stability

Our co-operative structure, business vision and purpose have directly influenced the management actions,
which have led to CFS faring better than most throughout the credit crunch and ensuing banking crisis. In
particular:

— The Co-operative Financial Services is in a strong financial position relative to many others in the
banking sector. This strength is in absolute terms, as the recent CFS interim results announced in
September show. On a like for like basis, CFS Total shareholder profit before tax was £73.4m
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compared to £38.0 million the previous year. Whilst a significant part of this improvement was
down to our general insurance business, our banking results were nevertheless impressive given the
market environment.

— The Co-operative Bank recorded an increase in profits to £46.2 million compared to £45.5 million
in 2007.during the period, despite a £25 million write down in structured investment vehicles
(SIV’s) during the period. Whilst we have not been immune to such investment losses, our relative
and total exposure has been far lower than most of our competitors and reflects the responsible
approach we apply to both the asset and liability side of our balance sheet.

— At the end of November 2008 retail deposits had grown by 40% year on year and had topped £4
billion for the first time. Corporate deposits have likewise increased by over 40% to £2.2 billion
and this funding strength has enabled the bank to a) actually increase its secured lending
throughout the year and b) achieve this lending growth without any reliance on wholesale markets.

Despite the trying set of economic circumstances presented by the banking crisis, The CFS has continued
take a leadership role on customer service, ethical banking and financial inclusion and capability including:

— In 2008, The Co-operative Bank was voted number one on the high street for customer satisfaction
levels in two consumer surveys from Watchdog and Which? The Co-operative Bank was also the
outright winner of the highly respected J.D. Power and Associates UK Retail Banking Customer
Satisfaction Study.

— Also, in 2008, The Co-operative Financial Services was awarded the prestigious title of Company
of the Year in the Business in the Community’s Awards for Excellence for the approach taken to
managing our social, ethical and environmental impacts.

— The Co-operative Bank remains the only UK high street bank with a customer-led Ethical Policy
(launched in 1992), which sets out the way we do business including who the bank will and will
not lend money to. Our Ethical Policy covers all of the bank’s corporate, business and wholesale
market assets.

Further details around our approach to securing funding for our responsible lending are contained later
within this submission, but it is clear that the trust and strength associated with The Co-operative brand has
resonated with consumers during this period of market uncertainty.

As The Co-operative Financial Services we take seriously our responsibility for promoting social
inclusion and providing access to financial services including for the most marginalised in society. Having
a strong capital base and business model is again a necessity and throughout 2008 we have actually managed
to increase our support across a range of financial inclusion and capability programmes that have included:

— The Co-operative Bank’s Cashminder basic bank account is available to any adult, and also to
those with a history of bankruptcy. Our market share of the basic bank account is more than
double that anticipated by our broader current account market share, demonstrating the
importance of our product to many of those previously excluded from banking.

— Throughout 2008, we have also continued our pioneering project that seeks to enable prisoners to
open a basic bank account prior to release. More than 1,300 prisoners have opened accounts across
29 prisons. Research and evaluation of the project shows that the provision of a bank account is
often a necessity for an oVender to get a job or accommodation on release from prison and that
the scheme has had a positive eVect on reducing prisoner re-oVending rates.

— Responding to the tightening in mortgage lending, The Co-operative Bank, with Places for People,
a leading social housing provider, has continued to help first time buyers and key workers buy their
own homes through the innovative Ownhome Open Market Homebuy shared equity scheme,
which launched in April 2008. The product oVers equity loans of between 20% and 40% (part
funded by the Government). Ownhome builds on the bank’s existing relationship with Places for
People, which enables their residents to purchase part or all of their homes using a Co-operative
Bank mortgage.

— By providing facilities to over 60% of credit unions in the UK, The Co-operative Bank is the largest
provider of banking to the credit union sector. The Bank has provided significant “behind the
scenes” IT development, administration and training to facilitate the pilot and launch of the
pioneering Credit Union Current Account. The Bank continues to operate the back-oYce
functioning of the credit union current account, which oVers a debit card, which can be used in
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shops and to withdraw money from cash machines. The current account is widely considered to
represent a step change in the ability of credit unions to enable more people to access aVordable
credit through the provision of mainstream financial products such as current accounts.

How The Co-operative Bank has Responded to the Banking Crisis

The Co-operative Bank has not been immune to the impact of the banking crisis. However, the Bank has
managed to weather the increasingly stormy environment better than most because of:

— A focus on sourcing customer deposits to underpin Retail, SME and Corporate lending—the Bank
has sustained a strong funding position through-out the current turmoil with all our lending
backed by customer deposits (current ratio 105%). The Bank does not rely on funding from the
wholesale financial markets.

— A commitment to responsible lending: For example, the Bank did not oVer high risk mortgage
products (Buy To Let, 125%! LTV arrangements), where both wholesale market behaviours and
intermediary distribution pressures have, in our view, contributed to the banking crisis.

— The Co-operative Financial Services has strong brand values, especially to operating in a secure
and ethical manner—we have seen a growing number of customers approach the Bank because of
our ethical credentials and reputation for good customer service.

— The mutual legal status of The Co-operative Group means our banking business can take a longer
term view of investment risks and returns, is insulated from the worst manifestations of PLC share
dealing behaviours (such as short trading, programme selling, short term profit taking), and is able
to pursue a sustainable approach to profit generation and strategic re-investment.

These strengths have allowed the Bank to increase its retail deposits by 40% in 2008 to £4 billion, and to
increase our mortgage Lending by 61%. Throughout the banking crisis, we have recognised that we cannot
aVord to be complacent as we cannot be detached from wider systemic issues, risks or interventions
(regulatory or political) to the financial system.

Impact of the Banking Crisis on Savers

— As a fully retail funded Bank, we are focussed on ensuring that we can eVectively look after the
interests of both savers and borrowers. Clearly, recent base rate cuts have helped ease mortgage
repayment pressures, and The Co-operative Bank has consistently passed on interest rate
reductions to our mortgage borrowers. However, we have 10 times the number of savers compared
to mortgage borrowers and we have a clear duty of care to also look after the interests of these
customers too. Inevitably, recent base rate cuts have materially reduced savings rates, and we
remain concerned that a very low rate environment might de-stabilise deposits. We do not believe
that it would be at all helpful for current policy interventions or market re-structuring to stimulate
a savings price war. Such a circumstance would re-pressurise lending pricing, increase volatility and
threaten eVorts to rebuild financial strength.

— To date, policy responses have focused mainly on the needs of borrowers. Perhaps it is now time
to review the consequences of the banking crisis on savers so that the needs of both savers and
borrowers are balanced.

— A significant number of savers (often older) rely on regular monthly interest payments to
supplement low incomes. Inflation will have to fall a long way before these customers recover their
real standard of living.

— For many young people or those on low incomes, saving for a rainy day can be diYcult at the best
of times. The current (and prospective) interest rate environment undermines any lingering
incentive to save; we can expect the savings ratio to weaken further.

Our Assessment of the Banking Crisis

It is important to diagnose correctly the root causes of the banking crisis; otherwise capital, liquidity and
structural remedies may well miss the mark. It is the view of The CFS that the underlying factors that have
driven the current crisis include:

— A lack of eVective regulation and transparency across wholesale markets, such that some
institutions and instruments have become too complex, too opaque and too apparently lucrative.

— It is the case that wholesale markets have played a positive role in increasing home ownership in
the UK, and that securitisation instruments can help smooth risks and returns. Equally, it is now
clear that the true economics of such instruments were not always correctly understood, and that
their mis-pricing has in eVect distorted key markets (most obviously mortgages) for years.

— The availability of cheap wholesale funding has worked to reduce the importance of (institutional
demand for) retail deposits and also created an environment where lenders and distributors alike
have presumed that funding would be available for ever more risky lending. The ready availability
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of wholesale money has worked to keep a lid on deposit rates, underplaying the economic worth
of this source of funding. Further, the cheap cost of non retail monies has weakened how lenders
and intermediaries scrutinise risk, perhaps diluting responsible lending practices.

— DiVerent banks utilise a range of funding sources to support lending, and it follows therefore that
it is important for the orderly functioning of markets that the dependencies or linkages between
these various sources are fully understood. Are the inter-connections transparent enough, are
institutions clear about the extent to which diVerent funding arrangements drive contrasting
economics and risk profiles? We believe these are worthwhile areas to review.

It is against this background, that we provide the following specific responses to the four key areas in the
committee’s inquiry terms of reference:

Securing Financial Stability

Q1.7 Reforms to regulatory capital and liquidity requirements

1. In terms of the impact of changing liquidity requirements, the Co-operative Bank continues to devote
extensive management time and resource to detailed daily liquidity monitoring and continual development
of liquidity stress testing. The Bank has further developed its stress scenarios throughout 2008, which we
are compliant with, and following consultation with peers and the FSA, understand are prudent relative to
our competitors.

2. The Co-operative Bank, together with its peers and the BBA, is currently reviewing “CP08—
Strengthening Liquidity Standards”. Under this we are required to develop stress testing still further,
including looking at much longer term ongoing liquidity stresses. We anticipate CP08 may require some
changes to the assets held in our own treasury liquidity book, but do not anticipate these to be
particularly material.

3. As the cost of funding remains high we have taken action (at negative margins where considered
appropriate) to strengthen our overall and term funding ratios, both on the Retail and Corporate books. In
September 2008 we launched a £3 billion Global Covered Bond Programme, as a prudent contingency
measure, and a direct response to the liquidity crisis. We issued and immediately repurchased a £1.0 billion
Special Liquidity Scheme (SLS) eligible bond, as a liquidity management action. The Bank has not yet
entered the SLS, but all the necessary arrangements are in place to enter at very short notice if required. The
Bank will not use the SLS to fund balance sheet growth, but when external markets re-open we would intend
to issue external covered bonds to fund balance sheet growth within our approved plans.

4. We are currently undertaking a detailed review of our gross funds transfer pricing mechanisms to
ensure that a) appropriate incentives are given to retail and corporate teams to raise deposits, with
diVerential incentives for term and instant access products, via a recharge on assets and b) to ensure that
liquidity costs, such as those of the SLS and holding a liquidity pool, are appropriately recharged to retail
and corporate and reflected in product pricing. CPO8 requires Banks to ensure that transfer pricing
considers current market conditions and requirements.

Protecting the Taxpayer

Q 2.3 The Government’s recapitalisation programme and part-nationalisation of high street banks

5. Although the Government’s interventions to support liquidity and to help re-capitalise some banks
might directly address immediate institutional stability and market sentiment concerns, we believe that there
is a risk that they have also have had the, potentially unintended, consequence of creating a two tier banking
system. There is risk that institutions such The Co-operative Financial Services will find that there will be
market pressure from customers and financial partners to join the various Government liquidity schemes
not so much because we require specific support, but more because not being part of the club runs the risk
of being selected against by them. We are concerned that the risk is that we get seen as not as safe or secure
as the Government backed institutions, even though we have demonstrated greater financial resilience and
prudence than all those now seeking aid.

6. We are uncertain how in due course the Government’s exit from these major shareholdings will impact
the orderly operation of core markets. It would be worthwhile, in our view, for early thought to be given to
how this withdrawal will be managed to safeguard eVective competition, as well as protecting the interests of
taxpayers. Negative impacts could relate to: triggering of further consolidation, re-triggering of uncertainty/
volatility, if nationalised banks have strengthened their underlying competitive position whilst part owned
then denationalisation may result in more aggressive behaviours.
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Protecting Consumers

Q3.3 The competition impact of further consolidation within the retail financial services sector

7. Whilst we do acknowledge that the global banking system is grappling with new and unexpected
challenges, we remain anxious about the longer-term impacts on competition of the expanding array of
national and international remedies being pursued to combat the crisis. Consolidation can clearly help deal
with short term institutional financial weakness, but the merger between HBOS and Lloyds TSB will
generate long term risks to the eVective operation of key UK banking markets. Current forces are driving
greater consolidation amongst medium and larger institutions, further reducing choice for customers,
exaggerating the competitive weight of large size institutions and further diluting the number of institutions
that see the UK as their core market.

8. We consider that recent developments have already started to risk the distortion of competition in the
UK financial services marketplace.

9. Since, its purchase of Bradford & Bingley’s savings book, Abbey has significantly increased its market
share of the mortgage market. We have concerns about transparency of the rapid sale of the Bradford and
Bingley savings book, which in addition to competition concerns, raises the issue of taxpayers’ securing best
value, given that the Government has had to retain in public ownership Bradford and Bingley’s non
performing mortgage business.

10. The merger between Lloyds TSB and HBOS will, in a number of respects, breach the normal rules
regulating competition. The combined entity’s share of UK mortgages, savings and current accounts
markets will exceed 25%, and will operate over 3,000 branches. We have concerns about the lack of clear
plans to address these competition concerns. For example, in the retail sector, where mergers have raised
competition concerns, they have been required to sell oV stores/public houses as going concerns (not as
empty shells). Could this approach be taken for the HBOS/LTSB merger or the various Abbey purchases
of parts of the Alliance and Leicester and Bradford and Bingley businesses?

Q3.6 The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition

11. The Co-operative Bank has experienced the consequences of imbalances across the EU regarding the
extent of investor protection arrangements. When the Irish Government announced their 100% depositor
guarantee, there was an outflow of customer deposits to Irish institutions. Greater co-operation is clearly
needed to avoid increased trans-national instability.

12. Many depositors have only recently become aware of the existence of the various protection schemes
currently in place. Our own experience is that that many savers now see these arrangements as critical, and
they are rationally making decisions based on where they believe the greatest protection can be found. It is
apparent, now, that investor protection needs to be factored into banking economics: it cannot be regarded
as a “freebie”. Equally, we must consider the wider competitive position of the UK economy, and its place
within the global financial system. Ideally, depositor protection should be established as a global level
playing field, where it is customer interests that occupy centre stage, not parochial national institutional
interests.

13. Though not directly a competition concern, it is important to consider how the above factors might
play through in a sub 2% base rate environment, particularly for retail deposits. As base rates have fallen
in recent months, so the number of savers now earning very low levels of interest has accelerated.

Our View on the Banking Crisis from a Responsible Shareholder Perspective

The Co-operative Asset Management carries out the fund management activities of The Co-operative
Financial Services and manages a range of portfolios for retail, pension fund, Life Company and other
institutional clients amounting to over £19 billion of assets.

The Co-operative Asset Management specialises in active UK equities, oVering a distinctive responsible
investment approach which fully integrates consideration of financial and ESG (environmental, social and
governance) issues throughout the investment process through our Ethical Engagement Policy. All of our
funds operate an exclusion policy, avoiding companies believed to expose investors to unacceptable financial
risk resulting from poor management of ESG (environmental, social and governance) issues.

Our distinctive approach is reflected in a number of unique investment credentials. We are the only UK
fund manager to:

— apply a common core approach to responsible investment across all the funds under management;

— apply active engagement across all the funds under management; and

— feed valuable business insights gained from our engagement process back in to company analysis
performed for investment purposes.

The Co-operative Asset Management was also the first UK investor to publish its voting record on its
website in 2002, a practice now increasingly adopted by fund management groups oVering SRI.
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Given the uncertainty and volatility in stock market values throughout 2008, The Co-operative Asset
Management’s response to the banking crisis has been driven by our role as an investor (including in banks)
throughout these turbulent times.

It is against this background, that we provide the following specific responses to the four key areas in the
committee’s inquiry terms of reference from a responsible shareholder perspective:

Securing Financial Stability

Q1.1 The Role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable

1. The Co-operative Asset Management (TCAM) seeks to safeguard our beneficiaries’ rights and also to
enhance the transparency and accountability of companies and their directors to their long-term owners.
Auditors have a vital role to play and owe a responsibility to shareholders to provide robust processes to
check financial statements/models of the business.

2. TCAM considers that companies should fully disclose the nature of non-audit fees and explain how
they do not compromise the auditor’s independence. Audit committees should periodically review the
independent status of their auditors. We consider that long-term appointments of the same auditor should
be discouraged. At the time of renewal of contracts, audit committees should disclose their reasons for such
renewal to the shareholders and that they can demonstrate that they are satisfied that the auditors can
continue to be suYciently independent in their judgement.

3. We retain concerns that auditors are not always prepared to escalate matters to the board and fail to
challenge clients on the assessment of the risks. Both boards and auditors should be accountable to
shareholders for timely disclosure of risk.

Q1.2 Role and regulation of credit rating agencies in the banking crisis and whether any reforms are desirable

4. In our view, the role of credit rating agencies has been significant in the banking crisis. This has been
particularly relevant in their approach to rating structured finance.

5. In particular, we consider that their ratings are based too strongly on historic data and methodologies
are predominantly backward looking, unlike, for example, the more predictive approach more typical of
equities research. This has lead to assessments being seriously behind the curve and to a lack of
responsiveness to rapidly changing circumstances.

6. A key issue is the lack of independence from issuers. We share industry concerns that ratings agencies
can be conflicted owing to their relationships with issuers of securities that they rate.

7. Owing to the global nature of the market for debt-based securities, we are sceptical about any new
regulation at national or EU level. Accordingly, we consider that it would be more appropriate for the matter
to be addressed through a strengthening of the IOSCO code, but with active support from national
authorities.

8. At a practical level, the situation would benefit from greater transparency of the assessment
methodologies used and, in particular, from agencies’ releasing relevant warning information much sooner
to the market. It seems clear that agencies could have released information to the market much more quickly
during the crisis.

9. We are concerned that credit rating agencies pay too little heed to analysis of governance, social, ethical
and environmental (GSEE) risks when producing ratings. At the heart of the banking crisis are several key
GSEE factors: responsible lending, treating customers fairly, transparency and failure of governance to
highlight problems at board level. The failure to give such factors suYcient prominence was relevant in our
view to the over-rating of some securities. It is relevant to note that GSEE rating agency, Innovest, uncovered
serious risk factors missed by credit rating agencies.

Q1.6 Possible reforms to the remuneration structures prevalent in financial services

10. It is recognised that all companies will seek to attract, retain and incentivise executives of suYcient
calibre to create and sustain long-term shareholder value in the business.

11. We support remuneration structures that incentivise directors by relating a significant proportion of
remuneration to long-term value added to shareholders.

12. We appreciate that in instances of strong performance, which significantly add to long-term value,
executive directors may legitimately receive very high remuneration, however, we cannot support structures
where upper quartile remuneration may be received for poor or even average performance.

13. It is important that base salaries be controlled and that higher rewards should be based on suitable
personal and corporate performance targets.
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14. TCAM will not normally support a remuneration report resolution at an AGM where:

— The independence of the remuneration committee is compromised.

— There is evidence of excessive remuneration having regard to the performance of the company.

— It is not possible to determine the potential for excessive remuneration owing to poor disclosure
by the company.

— The company pays transactional bonuses.

— The company has bundled approval of remuneration schemes with the approval of a merger or
other corporate action.

— The company makes ex-gratia payments, such as non-contractual retirement bonuses.

— Service contracts allow potential for reward for failure.

15. We believe that such voting practice should be regarded as standard, but we are sceptical as to whether
all institutional investors are suYciently robust in implementing such a voting policy on remuneration. It
remains the case that it is very unusual to get a sizeable vote against the remuneration report resolution, even
in highly contentious cases. PIRC’s analysis of voting at Northern Rock’s AGM shows that TCAM was the
only sizeable fund manager, which voted against the remuneration report resolution.

16. An unintended consequence of the remuneration report vote is that some shareholders are unwilling
to vote against individual members of the remuneration committee. Whilst we see this an option not to be
undertaken likely, it is important that shareholders be willing to take this more direct approach when the
occasion demands. In addition, we would welcome the annual re-election of Remuneration Committee
members.

17. Large, double digit pay increases should not be a common occurrence each year. In the current climate
we would expect to see salaries either frozen, or increased in line with inflation or employee increases.
However, the risk is companies will begin to use bonuses as fillers, to compensate for the impact on freezing.
In our view, institutional investors should be more mindful of this when analysing changes in company
schemes.

18. We welcome the usage of claw backs for bonus schemes.

19. It is anticipated that many companies will be looking at amending the performance targets in proxy
season 2009. We expect to see a full narrative in the Annual Report and Accounts explaining why the old
long-term incentive scheme is no longer suitable as well as explaining how the new performance targets
overcome these faults. Performance targets should be tied to the long-term strategy of the company, together
with Key Performance Indicators, which represent this strategy. We do not support re-testing or re-pricing
of underwater options.

20. In our view, directors should be incentivised for the ability to identify emerging social and
environmental trends and demonstrate how these are being factored into their strategic decision-making.

21. Furthermore we recognise that voting on executive pay is only the tip of the iceberg. It is of
fundamental importance that the sub-board senior management team are not incentivised to take on more
risk than is appropriate. To this end, we recommend that it should be regarded as best practice for
remuneration committees formally to review sub-board remuneration policy annually with the chief
executive.

22. To summarise: the Combined Code, institutional guidelines and governance agency research, provide
the framework and information required to enable shareholders to exert more control on executive
incentives. There is, however, an overall lack of determination on the part of institutional investors to tackle
this. We consider that too little attention has been paid to remuneration at sub-board level, and this should
be addressed at remuneration committee level and form part of shareholder dialogue.

Protecting Shareholder Interests

Q4.1 The rights of shareholders in context of new sources of investment (UK Government/Sovereign
Wealth Funds

23. There are three main issues here: first, the terms on which such investments are made; secondly, the
ongoing relationship between a company and a dominant shareholder of this kind and thirdly, there are
governance, social, ethical and environmental (GSEE) implications of Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWF)
investments.

(a) As a matter of principle, we consider that, in the event of new sources of investment being required
and available from government or SWFs to maintain the viability of a company, accommodation
should be made wherever possible for existing shareholders to invest on the same terms as the new
investors. Whilst the existing law provides existing shareholders with pre-emption protection, when
investment packages are put forward that are contingent upon disapplication of pre-emption
rights, existing shareholders can be in the position of accepting loss of pre-emption or
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contemplating the demise of the company, which is no choice at all. For example, many investing
institutions holding shareholdings, including The Co-operative Financial Services felt in this
position when Barclays Bank secured £5bn investment from the Qatari Investment Bank.

(b) The Co-operative Financial Services do not consider that the UK Government or SWFs are any
diVerent from any other dominant shareholder. However, we consider the protection of minority
shareholders’ rights is a matter of fundamental importance, and which is not always given due
prominence in UK-listed companies. In valuing stocks, we take account of ownership structures
as a governance risk and factor the presence of a dominant shareholder into our stock valuation.
Companies with family or other dominant stakes, or which have classified share structures, can
trade at a “governance discount” on the market. The problem with a situation such as Barclays is
that a dominant shareholding is in eVect imposed upon minority shareholders who did not
contemplate such a situation when they invested.

Minority shareholders gain comfort from the appointment of non-executive directors independent
of both the company and majority shareholders, and who comprise a majority of the board. Since
at present a majority shareholder can secure the appointment of any director and override minority
concerns, consideration may be given as to whether minority shareholders should have the right
to appoint a proportion of directors. Directors, no matter by whom they were appointed, would
still owe duties to the company as a whole rather than represent specific interests.

(c) Given their scale and scope, the policies of SWFs will increasingly be one of the key defining factors
in the GSEE behaviour of the companies they invest in. SWFs are emerging global players and at
very diVerent stages of adoption of GSEE policies. Even in the best cases, engagement activities
and proxy voting disclosure of SWFs are not as comprehensive as their pension fund counterparts
and the overall level of integration of GSEE risk evaluation in investment practices seems to be low.

As signatories to the United Nations Principles of Responsible Investment we would welcome
Sovereign Wealth Funds signing up to the principles to improve transparency and indicate a
commitment to responsible investment. More generally, any reform, which encourages greater
transparency of the governance and GSEE practices of SWFs, would be welcomed.

Q4.2 The Responsibilities of shareholders on ensuring financial institutions are managed in their own interests

24. TCAM considers that it is the responsibility of institutional investors to act as owners of the
companies in which they invest and will seek to maximise value from its investments by using its influence
as a shareholder, through engagement and the use of its voting rights, to further good corporate governance
in investee companies.

25. Our Ethical Engagement Policy is applied across all the companies in which we invest. Company
performance on corporate governance and social, ethical and environmental (SEE) management is analysed
to identify where good or bad management of an issue may impact upon share price, and to identify where
a company’s practices conflict with our customers’ ethics. We then engage with the company via meetings,
letters and attendance at Annual General Meetings to encouraging them to adopt best practice. TCAM
integrates financial considerations with environmental, social and corporate governance issues throughout
the investment process.

26. We question whether institutional investors are presenting enough challenge to the companies in
which they invest. In our view, investors could do more to challenge boards, which do not have the necessary
knowledge and skills to respond to emerging social and environmental trends. Investors should seek
evidence from boards on how they are adapting company strategy in response to a shift to a more sustainable
economy.

27. Too few investors are acting as responsible owners, despite seven years passing since the Myners
Report. If it is accepted that good governance adds value, then fund managers should be expected to
resource responsible investment properly on behalf of all beneficiaries, without waiting for a mandate from
specific clients.

28. In some cases we believe investors’ own remuneration structures leave them with a conflict of interest,
which may explain their reluctance to challenge boards over even some of the more egregious remuneration
practices.

29. In our view, while a lack of investor responsibility was not the cause of the current financial crisis, the
structure of the investment management industry led to a lack of scrutiny, which allowed weak practice to
go unchecked.

January 2009
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Memorandum from Prudential plc

Summary

We note a tendency for commentators to refer to what was in all essentials a “banking crisis” as a
“financial services crisis”. However, this is an inquiry to “learn lessons from the banking crisis” and whilst
it is important that conclusions specific to banking are learned and applied, it is also important that such
remedies are not applied without due cause to other types of financial sector business.

There is no doubt that we are facing a tough and complex economic environment and there continues to
be a pressing need to ensure all businesses in financial services are adequately capitalised. However as a
whole, the insurance sector has weathered the current global economic turmoil well so far, as a result of its
more conservative business model (when compared to the banking sector) and the industry’s more defensive
capital position. Our liabilities are consistently of a longer duration than banks and day-to-day liquidity is
not an issue for insurers in the way it is for banks.

Restoring consumer confidence is key to resolving the financial turmoil. Governments’ current primary
focus should be on measures to alleviate the severity of the economic downturn and its eVects on the
community, and on stabilising the banking system both to revive lending and to restore confidence in
banking institutions—not on regulatory change. Any future regulatory or legislative responses that are
decided now or in the future must take into account the diVerences between the various sectors of the
financial industry, particularly between banking and insurance, and be matched to specific needs and
identified shortcomings.

The insurance industry is an important and integral part of the UK economy and the life insurance sector
is a critically important source of long-term finance for UK industry. The Government should be fully aware
of the wider market impact of further market intervention, both in terms of creating an unlevel playing field
for the insurance industry in the UK but also placing UK companies at a disadvantage globally. The strategy
for the Financial Services Compensation Scheme should be reviewed urgently including both the
compensation levels and the funding methods, in particular the concept of cross-subsidisation between
sectors, and any other proposals that would have the eVect of reducing the appetite of the life insurance
sector for long term investment in industry.

Introduction

1. Prudential plc is an international retail financial services group with significant operations in the UK,
Asia and the United States. Our purpose is to promote the financial well-being of our customers and their
families, with a particular focus on saving for retirement and income in retirement. Prudential’s portfolio
of well-known and respected brands has attracted more than 21 million customers (and policy holders and
unit holders) worldwide.

Securing Financial Stability

2. Securing financial stability in the coming months must be the first priority for the Government. There
are a variety of tools the Government and supervisory bodies can use to help achieve this.

Accounting standards

3. There has been much discussion of the role of auditors in relation to the banking crisis. In our view,
the focus should be on accounting standards. In particular, the latitude apparently aVorded to oV-balance
sheet funding structures (for example: Special Investment Vehicles and conduits). This has made
interpretation of accounts, from the investors’ perspective, more diYcult in these challenging times.

4. In principle, we believe in transparency and market consistency. The temptation to weaken or change
fair value accounting should be resisted as it is an eVective tool in delivering necessary information to
investors. Any weakening could further undermine investor confidence. However, the application of fair
value across the balance sheet should be consistent. Ascertaining values for assets and liabilities, particularly
when markets are not deep and liquid, is very diYcult. There are times when market values are wildly
irrational and allowing those values to determine capital adequacy in those circumstances could be
dangerous. Regulators need the flexibility to suspend rules regarding capital adequacy to provide capital
relief, as in the circumstances in which many institutions now find themselves.

Credit Rating Agencies

5. Credit rating agencies have an important role to play in investment. However, some regulators,
investors and lenders have in the recent past relied too heavily on agency ratings, at the expense of their own
in-depth analysis. In future, we believe that this reliance should be addressed and that the agencies should
not receive any payment from banks, corporates or managers of security issues.
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6. We support greater oversight of credit rating agencies but it is important that any legislative response
is appropriate and considered fully. For example, we are concerned about the European Commission’s draft
Regulation on Credit Rating Agencies. In our view it includes overly prescriptive corporate governance
obligations. Further consideration also needs to be given to the extraterritorial eVects, the potential impact
of the withdrawal of ratings and the risk of political interference putting the independence of ratings in
doubt.

Tripartite Arrangement

7. Prudential has concerns about the structure of the tripartite arrangement. When introduced in 1997
the arrangement appeared to work well but we now see that it failed to anticipate or provide eVective action
to counter development of unsound practices in the banking sector. We believe there now needs to be a better
defined structure and allocation of responsibilities: this is particularly so in the case of the relationship
between the FSA and the Bank of England and the need to ensure that potential issues are picked up and
acted upon at an early stage.

Regulatory Capital and Liquidity Requirements

8. A number of reforms to regulatory capital and liquidity requirements have already been introduced in
the UK and elsewhere. Whilst there may be scope for changes to Basel II in light of the current economic
turmoil it is important to note the fundamental diVerences between the banking and insurance sectors which
are likely to make any read-across inappropriate. Furthermore, any regulatory capital requirements based
on Basel II or the proposed Solvency II regime need to be suYciently flexible to avoid the problems
associated with pro-cyclicality.

International Financial Regulation

9. We particularly welcome the reforms proposed by the G20 to reflect today’s economic realities in the
make-up of international bodies such as the Financial Stability Forum but feel that it would be unwise to
rush into wholesale reform of the architecture of international financial regulation—although some specific
incremental measures will be necessary. For example, we support the proposal for supervisory colleges for
all cross-border financial institutions, where supervisors can share information and best practice. Allied to
this we believe that there is a need for forward-looking mechanisms and fora where regulatory information
can be shared, reviewed and analysed for macro-economic trends and impacts.

Role of the Media

10. At a time of significant market volatility and low consumer confidence, the media can be a powerful
communication avenue. However, information sensitive to listed companies should only be released in a
timely manner and through the regulated channels. There is concern that this did not happen. This is not
just relevant to journalists but also credit rating agencies and analysts.

Protecting the Taxpayer

11. Securing financial stability is fundamental to protecting the taxpayer, now a significant stakeholder
in some of the UK’s financial institutions.

UK Government’s action

12. The UK Government’s response to the banking crisis was significant; however it arguably would have
been more eVective had the Government acted sooner to take an international lead in addressing the crisis.
The absence of a strong Government response to early symptoms of the crisis exacerbated uncertainty in
the markets which in turn has fuelled the downturn in consumer confidence.

Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley

13. The decisions to “nationalise” Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley were made by Government
to protect the economy, but the decision to treat the Bradford & Bingley bailout costs as a charge on the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme was inappropriate to the circumstances and has placed unjustified
pressure on soundly managed commercial banks and insurers. We submit that this is not a proper use for
the Scheme, and that the eVectiveness of the overall arrangements is called into question by action of this
type. Furthermore, we are concerned about the impact on the insurance industry of the general pool
arrangements of the FSCS. Banks are in a fundamentally diVerent position from insurers and have funding
needs of a size and nature that makes it unreasonable to expect insurers (or other financial firms) to
contribute on the present basis—if at all. There is a potential risk that insurance companies will be
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contributors but not beneficiaries. Given the events over the last few months we expect there to be significant
increases in the fees as a result of the bailout costs. We understand that the FSA intends to conduct an
internal review of the fees regime. However, we advocate strongly that a wider review of the scheme is
urgently needed, going back to first principles on the legitimate role of such schemes and the practical
limitations of industry levies to finance them.

14. In the context of events surrounding Bradford & Bingley, we would strongly urge against any
retrospective changes to existing bond documentation. Insurance companies and pension funds in the UK
are very significant investors in bank debt, including subordinated debt, and any such changes relating to
this debt issued by banks would have very serious consequences for the creditworthiness of UK financial
markets and the ability of both banks and insurance companies to organise the financing of economic
activity on bases that have until now been found generally eVective. Any further recapitalisation must
maintain market confidence which would not be achieved by cutting loose subordinated debt or indeed by
any comparable unilateral action to override existing contractual obligations. Our credibility as a financial
centre would be jeopardised by such action.

Recapitalisation programme

15. The principle of a government financed recapitalisation scheme was structurally sound but some of
the main terms appear to be counterproductive. If the purpose of government support to the banking sector
is to help banks to return rapidly to normal levels of lending and profitability, the penal interest rate charged
in relation to the preference shares and the consequential dividend suspension work against the objectives
underlying the programme. The penal rate has not only led to low take-up but even greater Government
share ownership, and inhibits resumption of lending on normal commercial terms and criteria. We believe
that this, coupled with the five year ban on dividends, will do little to help attract new investment capital
and so permit companies to redeem Government share holdings rapidly—which we see as essential
components in the programme.

Investments in UK financial institutions

16. The Government’s long-term strategy following the taking of majority and minority shares in UK
banks has not been made clear. Whilst the Government’s immediate objective is to ensure the stability of
the financial system, it is a fundamental expectation that these businesses, whilst under partial ownership,
will be run as commercial operations and be restored to fully private sector ownership at the earliest
opportunity.

17. This investment approach has consequences for other financial institutions which need to be fully
appreciated. Firstly in the UK, insurance companies competing against subsidised banking groups are
subject to further market distortions. (For example bank deposits are protected fully yet investors holding
insurance products have more limited protection). This makes it diYcult for insurance companies to
compete against those banks in receipt of Government help. In light of this, the Government should consider
fully the impact across the market of any changes proposed to compensation arrangements. Secondly, on
an international level, global insurance companies are subject to greater market distortions if other
governments take alternative investment approaches to the UK. It is therefore essential that there is a
coordinated global approach by governments to ensure UK firms are not further disadvantaged.

18. The Government should not be a long-term shareholder. When the time arises, the Government’s exit
must be a smooth, managed process avoiding any risk of destabilising the market whilst taking into account
the need for a level playing field with other financial institutions at all times. The counterproductive role of
the ban on dividends in this respect has already been mentioned.

UKFI

19. The structure of UKFI with an independent Chair and Board is welcomed.

Protecting Consumers

20. The banking crisis is now a global crisis of confidence and resolving this is paramount to restoring
and stimulating the market. It can be argued that the maintenance of sound retail banking and availability
of both loan and deposit products on sound terms is ultimately the most important form of consumer
protection.

21. There is a role for the prudential supervisor of banks to ensure that banks do not pursue “unsound”
banking practices. In protecting the consumer, this must preclude underpricing to stimulate volume to an
extent material to the survival of the bank. Direct regulatory intervention to control product prices and the
terms of lending are undesirable per se and a source of distortion and ineYciency in the market.
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Retail Banking

22. The longer term approach of a traditional commercial bank with a strong deposit base and loans,
largely held to maturity, contrasts with the short term “originate and sell down” model of the investment
bank, thereby encouraging risk taking. It may be an appropriate opportunity to diVerentiate more clearly
between these types of institutions and the regulatory regimes to which they are subject.

Protection in non-UK jurisdictions

23. Further clarity is required from the Financial Services Compensation Scheme on the criteria under
which UK citizens investing funds in non-UK jurisdictions are covered by the Scheme.

Protecting Shareholders

Rights of shareholders

24. We welcomed the approach adopted by the Government when oVering existing shareholders the right
to take up new equity.

Responsibilities of shareholders

25. The underlying principle is that shareholders look to company boards and particularly to non-
executive directors to ensure that the company is run with their interest in view, and to provide an eVective
challenge to executive management where this is in question. Large institutional shareholders cannot be
expected to micro-manage large financial institutions in sectors where they do not have direct operational
expertise, nor is that their role. Within limits, they are also entitled to rely on the vigilance and competence
of regulators.

January 2009

Memorandum from APACS

1. Introduction

This response is provided on behalf of APACS’ Card Payments Group (CPG). CPG is the industry
association of financial institutions who act as card issuers and/or acquirers in the UK card payments
market. It is responsible for formulating and implementing policy on non-competitive aspects of card
payments. CPG members account for the majority of debit and credit cards issued in the UK, issuing in
excess of 67m credit cards and 71 million debit cards, and covers the whole of the plastic transactions
acquiring market.

CPG is the authoritative voice on credit card matters and has a unique mandate to agree issues relating
to credit card policy, including leading the industry’s recent discussions with BERR in relation to the Credit
Card Summit. We welcome the opportunity to provide comment to the Treasury Committee in respect of
this inquiry.

2. Executive Summary

APACS and its members believe that recent years have seen significant improvements in the areas of
transparency and responsible lending, which have played an important role in ensuring that customers better
understand credit cards, including how products work and how they can get help should they come across
financial diYculties.

The consistent aim has been to raise standards across the industry via self-regulation, in the form of best
practice guidelines and/or additions to the UK’s Banking Code, the industry’s voluntary code that sets
standards of good banking practice.

We believe that such strong improvements in the interests of customers are key factors to be considered
within a review of the “Banking Crisis”, as they will undoubtedly have led to tangible improvements around
a customer’s ability to borrow responsibility, in parallel with the lenders commitment to lend responsibly.
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3. Transparency—The Credit Card Industry’s Commitment

This was a core focus of the Treasury Select Committee in 2003–04, with a strong message that there was
a need to significantly improve the levels of transparency in the credit card industry. Today sees a
continuation of this robust debate with a broad range of stakeholders, including consumer groups,
politicians and parts of the media.

Examples of the industry’s commitment to improving transparency, over and above any regulatory/
legislative requirements, include:

— Summary Boxes—helping consumers to make informed borrowing decisions and to compare
products, enabling at-a-glance information such as APRs, interest-free periods, minimum
repayments and charges. Summary Boxes now also cover credit card cheques and pre-paid cards.

— Health Warnings—key information for customers, such as on credit card statements, explaining
the impact of only making the minimum repayment on a regular basis.

— Best Practice Guidelines—developed for the industry, with guidelines covering areas such as
“credit limit increases” and the provision of “credit card cheques” and are encompassed in the
Banking Code.

4. Responsible Lending—Developments in Data Sharing

The credit card industry has a long established commitment to responsible lending. The core message will
always be that it is in nobody’s interests to lend money to customers who cannot aVord to repay.

Data sharing has, for many years, been at the heart of the credit industry’s commitment to responsible
lending. APACS and its members have championed improved data sharing in the credit card industry. It is
also imperative that such data is used eVectively.

Examples of such initiatives include:

— Sharing Positive Data for Credit Card and Loan Portfolios—this commitment was made following
extensive discussion across the APACS/BBA membership, with all such data being shared by the
end of 2005, to the extent allowable under UK law.

— Credit Card Behavioural Data Sharing—a very significant initiative, relating to sharing additional
data such as details of minimum payments and cash advances, in order to help identify and assist
customers showing the early signs of financial diYculties—a number of APACS members
commenced sharing such data in December 2008.

— Non-consensual Data Sharing—active industry engagement in BERR’s Expert Group, examining
the case for the sharing of such data relating to accounts opened before the existence of standard
Data Protection Act notification/consent clauses.

— The industry remains fully committed to engaging with Government around other data sources
which may add value for lenders and consumers, including student loans, council tax payments
and utilities.

— Early Stress Management—aligned to commitments made in the revised Banking Code (“early
intervention”), work is ongoing to improve how the industry can identify and help customers
showing the early signs of getting into financial diYculties.

— Data Sharing Governance—underpinning all of these data sharing initiatives is the industry’s
ongoing commitment to a strong governance model, so that data is shared and used appropriately.

5. Consumer Help & Guidance

This is an area where there has been a considerable amount of activity in recent years, with a broad
spectrum of proactive and customer focussed work, such as:

— Aligned to the Banking Code, the industry is committed to treating customers in financial
diYculties sympathetically and positively, also informing them of sources of free independent
money advice.

— APACS has developed www.choosingandusing.com to help customers understand how credit
cards work. Includes downloadable guides such as “choosing a credit card”, “understanding your
credit card statement” and “checking your credit record”. A “ready reckoner” also enables rapid
estimates of repayment timeframes and interest costs.

— At an industry-level, APACS has worked closely with various stakeholders, including the FSA, the
Personal Finance Education Group and the Government’s Basic Skills Agency, to ensure credit
cards are suitably covered in work on financial education and capability. This important work of
engaging with stakeholders will continue in 2009.

— Substantial support provided to free debt advice services by APACS members, including the
Money Advice Trust, Consumer Credit Counselling Service and Payplan.
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— Financial Fringe—APACS continues to work with other personal finance trade associations and
parliamentarians under the banner of the “Financial Fringe”, where deliverables in 2008 included
an advice pack for MPs to use in their surgeries.

— The industry believes it has been vitally important to play a role in the work of the Government’s
Over-indebtedness Taskforce and supports the strong progress made against the Government’s
seven key strategic objectives. Going forward, the industry will continue to engage with
Government around such matters in the broader context of the recently announced Lending Panel
and its work-streams.

6. Engaging with BERR—the Credit Card Summit

APACS has welcomed the recent opportunities to engage with Government in respect of the Credit Card
Summit held on 26 November 2008. This presented the industry with some challenges around key areas
identified by BERR and positive outcomes were delivered in very tight timeframes.

Two core areas of change were agreed:

— Risk-based re-pricing: an agreed “Statement of Principles”, providing additional customer choice
and transparency around such decisions. These were implemented with eVect from 1 January 2009.

It is important to highlight that APRs will not necessarily fall in line with falling base rates. This is because
of the way that credit card lending works, where the risk of lending has not fallen and may have actually
increased. A credit card APR is not actually an interest rate; it represents the total cost of credit being
granted. An APR will include all credit card fees and charges, as well as the costs of operating an open-ended
line of credit, along with the costs of bad debt and fraud. Base rates are only one factor in the level of an APR.

— “Breathing Space”: an immediate commitment across the industry to provide some forbearance
for customers who come across financial diYculties, allowing them time to engage with not-for-
profit debt advice agencies in order to agree an appropriate way forward.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Alternative Investment Management Association (AIMA)

A. Executive Summary

1. AIMA is the trade body for the hedge fund industry globally and submits this evidence on behalf of
its global membership of hedge fund managers, advisers and service providers.

2. AIMA has been active since its foundation in 1990 in seeking to promote sound practices within the
industry although it is not a self-regulatory body. Links to a number of these sound practice reports are
provided here as an appendix.

3. At its peak in June 2008 hedge fund industry assets are estimated to have exceeded US$ 2 trillion (£1.3
trillion) of which US$ 450 billion (£300 billion) was managed by firms in the UK. London is an important
and major centre for this industry.

4. Institutions such as pension funds, insurance companies, endowments, charities and sovereign wealth
funds are increasingly important as investors in hedge funds.

5. Hedge funds bring benefits to their investors in the form of strong risk management disciplines and,
until the recent crisis, were eVective in achieving absolute returns with low correlations to other asset classes.
They also bring benefits to the markets in which they operate by providing liquidity, price discovery and
counter-cyclical capital flows.

6. Hedge fund managers are regulated in the UK by the FSA like all other investment management firms.

7. The current financial crisis had its roots in the mortgage and banking markets not in the investment
industry. Hedge funds have not been sources of systemic financial risk.

8. Many of the concerns expressed loosely about a “hedge fund problem” relate to wider financial market
issues; hedge funds have been wrongly targeted as universal scapegoats for a wider market malaise. If all
hedge funds disappeared tomorrow, the financial market issues would still remain.

9. Whereas the hedge fund industry suVered a poor year in 2008 with respect to investment performance
(the average hedge fund return was down 18.5% in US$ terms to end Nov 2008) and will suVer material
redemptions into 2009 (a reduction of up to 40% in assets is expected), the industry is expected to adapt and
survive albeit in a modified and perhaps smaller form. In relative terms, hedge funds have performed more
strongly than traditional investment categories.

10. Damage to the hedge fund industry in the UK will inevitably cause collateral damage to the fabric
of financial services in London because of their position in the “food chain”.
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11. AIMA is already actively engaged in a variety of domestic and international initiatives to bolster the
current regulatory framework. We welcome these initiatives. It will however be important for them to be
coordinated, for them to be global in scope and for them to operate to realistic timetables.

12. Short selling is a legitimate investment technique; its beneficial role in the eYcient operation of
markets is widely recognised by regulators. Short selling should not be confused with market abuse. AIMA
condemns all market abuse. Short selling was not the cause of the collapse in the share prices of the UK
banks. The outright ban on short selling was a mistake, did not halt the falls in bank shares and did not
prevent a taxpayer bailout. A disclosure regime related to short positions and restrictions on naked short
selling is the way forwards.

13. Fees earned by hedge funds are wholly transparent to investors and do not create an asymmetry
between the investment risks taken and rewards available to the managers. The hedge fund fee model is
widely regarded is providing a good alignment of interests between investors and managers.

B. Introduction

14. AIMA is pleased to have this opportunity to present its written submission to the Committee’s
Inquiry on the Banking Crisis. We are also pleased to accept the Committee’s invitation to appear on the
panel for hedge fund managers on 27 January 2009.

15. The hedge fund industry, at its peak in June 2008 controlled assets in excess of US$ 2 trillion (£1.3
trillion). These were managed on behalf of a wide range of investors (including pension funds, insurance
companies, charities, endowments, sovereign wealth funds, banks and high net worth individuals) across a
broad range of investment strategies1 and a broad range of asset classes. It is not possible to talk about a
typical hedge fund nor to generalise in terms of their behaviour since they span a wide spectrum of activities,
sizes and investment approaches. However, they do have a number of characteristics in common including
an emphasis on delivering absolute rates of return, the use of performance fees, significant co-investment by
the manager and a high minimum investment. The industry plays a vital role on behalf of its investors and
in the eYcient functioning of capital markets by virtue of the provision of market liquidity, risk transfer, risk
management, and assistance in active price discovery. It is also an important participant in various financial
markets and financial products. This statement is supported by the FSA, as noted in Hector Sant’s speech
of 22 October 2008: “Regardless of the current climate and all that has happened we still believe the [hedge
fund] sector is positive for capital markets, with the [hedge fund] community as a whole continuing to
provide liquidity to a market in which it has been severely lacking”.

16. In September 2008, Eurohedge (industry analyst and publication) confirmed that there were US$574
billion (£380 billion) assets under management in Europe and of that, almost US$454 billion (£300 billion)
was based in the UK. The FSA reports that there are up to 400 hedge fund managers authorised in the UK.

17. 80% of the European hedge fund industry is based in London, drawn here by:

— an eYcient and eVective regulatory environment;

— access to major investors; and

— access to essential support services provided by lawyers, prime brokers, accountants,
administrators and tax specialists.

18. There is a popular misconception that hedge fund managers are either unregulated or beneficiaries of
light-touch regulation. Hedge fund managers in the UK (and indeed in most EU countries and elsewhere
in the world apart from the United States) are regulated in exactly the same way as any other investment
management company—there is no separate category of regulatory practices for hedge fund managers. The
basis of how investment management firms are regulated is described later in a separate section.

19. Owing to the unprecedented nature of the current financial crisis—which had its roots in the mortgage
and banking industries, not in the investment industry—hedge funds in 2008 suVered the worst year since
proper records began in the early 1990s, both in terms of investment performance and in terms of investor
redemptions. The average hedge fund return to November 2008 according to Hedge Fund Research was
down 18.5% measured in US$ terms. Whereas a significant proportion of funds (up to 40% expected) at
current rates of attrition may have gone out of business by the middle of 2009, the liquidations so far have
been entirely orderly and voluntary and are achieving material returns of residual capital to the remaining
investors. There have been almost no instances of “blow ups”—which result in total losses to investors.

20. There is currently significant national and international activity aimed at identifying and correcting
regulatory deficiencies for financial services, including the activities of our industry. AIMA is working
closely with all of the relevant authorities including the Financial Stability Forum (“FSF”) and the
International Organization of Securities Commissions (“IOSCO”) on these initiatives and is participating
constructively to identify potential improvements in such areas as transparency, governance, risk
management and valuation. We are also collaborating with other industry bodies such as the Hedge Fund
Standards Board (“HFSB”) and the Managed Funds Association (“MFA”) in the U.S.A. to identify
improvements to industry sound practices. We are closely engaged with the FSA and national regulators in
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other countries in the search for appropriate solutions and expect there to be significant concrete suggestions
during 2009 over and above the substantial body of work that this Association has already published in this
regard (see footnotes at the end of this report and www.aima.org for some examples).

C. About AIMA

21. AIMA is the only not-for-profit educational and research body which represents the hedge fund
industry globally. Our membership comprises over 1,280 corporate bodies in 45 countries and our
membership is drawn from all constituencies which make up the hedge fund sector—including hedge fund
managers, fund of hedge funds managers, prime brokers, administrators, accountants and lawyers.
Membership is corporate and, within these firms, we service in excess of 4,800 individual contacts. AIMA
is not a self-regulatory body. New members are vetted for their bona fides; manager members must be
supervised by a recognized regulator in order to qualify for membership.

22. Our membership is as follows:

— Managers in UK: 240.

— Other members in UK: 160.

— Total members in UK: 400.

— Other members worldwide: 880.

23. By activity our membership breaks down as follows:

— Hedge fund managers—44%.

— Fund of hedge funds managers—21%.

— Investors—2%.

— Advisers/service providers—33%.

24. Members in the Europe/Middle East/Africa region account for 55% of our membership, those in the
Americas 23% and those in the Asia-Pacific region 22%. They all benefit from AIMA’s active influence in
policy development, its leadership in industry initiatives, including education and sound practice guidelines
and its excellent reputation with regulators worldwide.

25. In addition, we provide services free of charge to investors and to 566 contacts within 144 separate
regulatory or policy-making organisations in 62 countries.

26. Since its establishment in 1990, AIMA has always worked with the aim of enhancing the regulatory
framework in which our members operate. AIMA has a central tenet that good regulation makes for good
business. We have produced, over many years, a number of sound practice guidelines2 which have been
widely used across the industry.

27. AIMA has a history of working closely with institutional investors and recently published the world’s
first collaborative educational guide for institutional hedge fund investors, AIMA’s Roadmap to Hedge
Funds.3

28. AIMA is committed to developing industry skills and education standards and is a co-founder of the
Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst designation (CAIA)—the industry’s first and only not-for-profit
specialised educational standard for alternative investment specialists. Over 10,000 professionals have
qualified through this programme.

D. Regulatory Framework of the Hedge Funds Industry

29. Both the FSA4 and the European Commission have recognised that hedge funds were not the catalyst
of the current credit crisis. It would be wrong, therefore, to seek to imply that the crisis is the consequence
of a failure by the FSA properly to regulate this sector of industry. Consequently, a “solution” for regulators
will not be found if hedge funds are looked at in isolation from the rest of the financial services industry.

30. Indeed, since its introduction in December 2001, the current UK regime for the authorisation and
supervision of hedge fund managers has proved itself to be eVective, appropriate and proportionate. It has
established the FSA as one of the world’s leading regulatory authorities in this field.

31. Hedge funds and/or hedge fund managers are already subject to a broad range of regulation at both
the European and national level. They do have to comply with market regulations of all markets in which
they are active, eg, London Stock Exchange, Euronext, AIM etc.

32. As far as the EU is concerned, hedge funds/hedge fund managers are subject to a number of the
directives which form part of the EU’s Financial Services Action Plan. These include the Markets in
Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD), the Market Abuse
Directive (MAD) and the Transparency Directive (TD). These directives have been fully implemented in the
UK and are incorporated in the FSA’s rules.
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33. More specifically for the UK, under the regulatory system established by the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (FSMA), asset managers—be they hedge fund or traditional managers—must be pre-
authorised by the FSA before starting to conduct regulated business. This contrasts with the situation in
the US, where hedge fund managers may take advantage of certain statutory exemptions from compulsory
registration with the SEC (although a number register voluntarily).

34. In order to obtain authorisation, a UK fund manager must satisfy the FSA, amongst other things,
of the suitability of the manager’s business plan, of the robustness of its systems and controls and of the
fitness and propriety of those “approved persons” within the business who will have responsibility for any
of a number of “controlled functions”—for example, “Director function”, “Significant management control
function” or “Compliance oversight function”.

35. Once authorised, UK-based hedge fund managers are subject to ongoing supervision by the FSA and
to a variety of reporting requirements, as outlined in the FSA rules.

36. These checks help to ensure a high level of investor protection. Whilst no system can protect
completely against rogues, the number of cases involving fraud on the part of managers is notably lower in
countries where there is a requirement to be regulated compared with those where there is not.

37. While the specific allegations in the MadoV case are not yet clear, we suggest that a regulatory regime
premised on continuing supervision as in the UK, rather than merely enforcement, would have enhanced the
SEC’s ability to have noticed that things were amiss before the matter got as far as it appears to have done.

38. It is incontestable that the hedge fund industry should be properly regulated—however, the
imposition of more regulation does not, of itself, bring about more eVective regulation.

E. Improvements to the Architecture of International Financial Regulation and Maintenance of
Global Financial Stability

39. The current crisis in the financial markets has led to a number of national and international bodies
seeking to find an appropriate response. In addition to the Treasury Select Committee’s own work, we
note that:

— the European Commission is consulting on the regulation of hedge funds within the EU as a
component of its work on a wider regulatory and supervisory framework;

— the G-20 has issued a communiqu„ and will take forward its initiatives when it meets again in
Q1 2009;

— IOSCO’s Technical Committee has recently established three task forces to inform the work of the
G-20; and

— the FSF continues to facilitate coordination of the initiatives set out in its October 2008 follow-
up report to G7, seeking to preserve “the advantages of integrated global financial markets and a
level playing field across countries”.

40. AIMA welcomes these initiatives and is working with the various bodies named in order to develop
a regulatory landscape which is both eVective and capable of allowing the flexibility for innovation which
hedge funds need in order to prosper.

41. However, given the number of diVerent bodies examining essentially the same issues, it is important
that the findings which result are consistently aligned and likely to produce reforms which will endure and
promote long-term financial stability. An international perspective is needed—these are, after all, global
problems—and to allow room for regulatory arbitrage to arise would cause harm to markets and undermine
the confidence of investors.

42. AIMA considers that the G-20 is the most logical vehicle through which to seek solutions since, when
agreed, these may then be enforced internationally in a coherent and consistent manner. We are actively
engaging with the IOSCO task forces referred to above and are assisting in setting out, for each, our views
as to how the regulatory landscape for hedge funds should look going forward.

43. We are, in summary, seeking to achieve the global answers which are needed—regimes which address
only the European situation will be of limited help. The resulting reforms must be capable of being
implemented internationally with relative speed. Sheer weight of new regulation is almost certainly not what
is needed. We support proportionate and well-judged rules, tightening up in those areas where shortcomings
have been found but resisting the urge to make change for change’s sake in those areas where no problems
have been encountered.

44. The hedge fund industry has taken significant steps recently to draw up its own best practice
standards—in the UK, we have seen the establishment of the HFSB’s standards, which AIMA supports,
and similar moves in the US through the work of the US President’s Working Group.5 These industry
initiatives should be viewed as a part of the overall solution to the current problems.
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F. Short Selling: its Impact and Regulation

45. As clearly acknowledged by governments and financial regulators, short selling is a legitimate
component of orderly financial markets. IOSCO has noted that:

“short selling plays an important role in the market for a variety of reasons, including providing
more eYcient price discovery, mitigating market bubbles, increasing market liquidity, facilitating
hedging and other risk management activities and, importantly, limiting upward market
manipulations”.6

46. The FSA endorses this belief, stating: “I would like to make it clear that we still regard short selling
as a legitimate investment technique which can contribute to market eYciency and is a genuine approach
based on a view of value”.7

47. We wholeheartedly agree with these statements; short selling is an accepted and integral practice and
is not to be confused with market abuse, which AIMA condemns. Short selling is a technique that is used
by the wider asset management industry including, but not limited to, hedge funds to reduce risk to investors
and to provide returns when most asset classes are declining in value.

48. Since September 2008, our members have been adversely aVected by the many, and inconsistent, short
selling rules which several regulatory authorities have introduced. As a matter of principle, we believe that
new regulations should only be introduced if and when there is demonstrable evidence of market failure. In
the case of short selling, there has been no such demonstration. The market is already well placed to regulate
the level of short selling. The holders of long positions are best placed to be able to police whether short
selling is permissible or not by their acceptance or refusal to lend stock.

49. Independent academic research8 from Cass Business School has found no strong evidence that the
short selling restrictions imposed in various markets around the world have changed the behaviour of stock
returns. The research, which reviewed the daily returns in the UK, US, Italian, French and German markets
before and after restrictions were imposed on short selling, has revealed that there is no strong evidence that
the bans have been eVective in reducing share price volatility or limiting share price falls.

50. Recent research undertaken by the London Stock Exchange suggests that the FSA’s ban on short
selling did in fact impair liquidity provision and market quality in aVected securities—which in turn
increases the cost of equity capital.9

51. Additionally, Columbia University has released the preliminary findings of their research10 into the
impact of the short selling ban in the US. The research proves that the ban had a negative impact on the
financial markets and that share prices rose for a brief period after the ban was instituted but then fell in
value by one-third. As such, the report concludes that the shorting ban is consistent with the existing research
on such bans: they do not work.

52. Furthermore, the SEC Chairman Christopher Cox has admitted in an interview with the Washington
Post on the 24 December that the biggest mistake of his tenure was the three-week ban on shorting.11

53. AIMA has received a copy of the written evidence to the Committee provided by the International
Securities Lending Association (ISLA) which contains detailed analysis of securities lending on UK bank
stocks during 2008. We wholly endorse their paper and its findings and would only add that hedge funds in
the UK almost universally take out covered short positions and do not engage in naked short selling.

54. We strongly support any measures put forward by regulators and policy makers that will bring
equilibrium to financial markets.

G. Remuneration

55. The two most important points to make about the reward structure within hedge fund firms are that:

(a) as owner-managed, mainly private, businesses there is a strong alignment of interests between the
shareholders and the investment principals because of co-investment by the principals in the funds
that they manage. Indeed a lack of material co-investment is often regarded as a ‘red flag’ by
potential investors in hedge funds; and

(b) all compensation, whether by way of salary or bonus, is paid out of fee pools that are created from
completely transparent management fee formulae and performance fee formulae that are
explained clearly in the oVering documentation received by all investors prior to subscription.

56. In the case of investment management fees, an ad valorem charge is earned on the net assets of a fund;
this model is universally used by every type of investment management business not just by hedge funds.
The management fee is accrued regardless of investment performance and is regarded as the fee that meets
the fixed costs of the investment management firm.

57. It should be pointed out that this management fee is only earned on net assets and therefore there is
no eVect on the size of the management fee even if leverage or borrowing is employed by a fund as part of
its investment strategy (ie, there is no incentive to use leverage to boost the management fee).
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58. In the case of performance fees, these usually operate in the ratio of 4:1, meaning that for all
performance over and above a pre-determined hurdle rate investors keep 80% of the excess returns whilst
20% of the excess returns accrue to the manager as performance fees. If there is no excess performance over
the hurdle rate in any particular year, then the manager earns no performance fee in that year.

59. This model of using a combination of management fees and incentive/performance fees by hedge
funds is widely accepted by investors and managers alike and has not led to any accusations of asymmetry
of risk-taking such as in the debate over executive compensation at commercial and investment banks.
Additionally the approach has been actively encouraged by regulators internationally because of the strong
alignment of interests between owners, managers and their investors that it produces.

H. Outlook for the Hedge Fund Industry in 2009 and Beyond

60. The outlook for the hedge fund industry in the UK and elsewhere in the world is more uncertain now
than at any time since the modern formation of the business for a variety of well-publicised factors (listed
below). However, since it is extremely dynamic and innovative, the industry will adapt in one form or other
and will survive the current macro-economic setbacks once overall market confidence is restored. Although
we can state this with strong confidence, the ultimate arbiters will, of course, be the investors themselves.
Nowadays because of the weight of money, that means, in practice, that the decisive force will be institutional
investors.

61. Our confidence that the industry will survive and recover is based primarily on two elements:

(a) first, many hedge fund management techniques have for some time been widely adopted by the
“conventional” investment management industry in a process of evolutionary convergence that
seems hard, if not impossible, to reverse; and

(b) second, hedge funds embrace a huge variety of investment techniques and strategies. In terms of
the attitudes of institutional investors, they cannot fail to have noticed that, despite having had
their worst performance year ever in 2008 and suVered significant redemptions, the performance,
volatility and relative size of redemptions were worse for most other traditional investment
management segments than they were for hedge funds.
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62. It is also the case that for the surviving managers and their investors the main capital markets will at
some stage in the evolving investment cycle oVer significant opportunities to make strong investment
returns. If confidence is to be fully restored to financial markets, then providers of contra-cyclical capital
such as hedge funds need to be seen as part of the solution rather than as part of the problem.

63. However, despite our confidence that the industry will prove resilient, any significant reduction of its
size in the UK will be damaging to London’s position as a premier financial centre.

64. The factors mentioned above which have caused particular uncertainty for the hedge fund industry
in this country and elsewhere include (but are not restricted to):

(a) weak investment performance. Although as mentioned above hedge funds have performed
relatively well compared to traditional asset managers and other asset classes one of their core
propositions to investors is that they deliver positive absolute returns because of their ability to
hedge against market declines. Whilst there has been some evidence of capital preservation, and
indeed some hedge fund managers were able to deliver positive returns during the bear market
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because the average hedge fund return was "18.5% in US $ terms to November 2008 (as measured
by HFR in the U.S.), hedge funds have suVered reputational damage because clearly not enough
hedging occurred;

(b) investor redemptions. Although the final figure for redemptions from hedge funds in 2008 is not yet
available, it is widely expected that up to 20% of assets managed by hedge funds may have been
redeemed in the weakest year yet for net investment flows. Adding this figure for net redemptions
to the negative 18.5% performance figure could result in assets controlled by hedge funds being up
to 40% less by mid year 2009 compared to the peak of approximately US$2 trillion (£1.3 trillion)
in June 2008. It is believed that redemptions have been concentrated amongst high net worth
individuals both directly and indirectly via funds of hedge funds which are popular amongst private
banks and private wealth managers. We estimate that institutional investors have not been
significant redeemers of their hedge fund holdings recently except where rebalancing of pension
fund portfolios has been required.

Much has been written about hedge funds restricting their investors from redeeming their holdings.

Restricting redemptions is done either by outright suspension (which stop all redemptions for a
period of time) or partially, by the use of “gates”, which limit redemptions to a certain percentage
on each monthly or quarterly trading day. Most hedge funds explicitly cater for these eventualities
and include clear risk warnings in their oVering documents that these measures may be invoked in
extremis.

For funds which have the capability in their bye-laws of imposing redemption restrictions, the two
main considerations are (i) that it is the directors of the hedge fund alone (not the investment
manager) that have the ability to invoke the restrictions and (ii) that the directors must treat all
shareholders fairly in each aVected share class. Almost invariably this amounts to weighing up the
interests of, on the one hand, those shareholders who have expressed a desire to remain invested
but who will not want to end up with an unbalanced or highly illiquid portfolio or to be left with
heavy transaction charges and, on the other hand, those shareholders who have expressed a desire
to redeem their holdings without restriction or without impairment/penalty charges.
Demonstrating absolute fairness is very diYcult and will vary significantly depending on the ratio
of redeemers to continuing investors and depending on the liquidity of the assets in the fund which
itself may vary daily;

(c) counterparty issues. Previous to Bear Stearns and then the Lehman bankruptcy, it was always
assumed that hedge funds represented a risk for their counterparties—in particular, for their prime
brokers. In 2008, the opposite occurred—scores of funds ended up with cash and assets being
trapped by the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. To date, they remain trapped by the
administration of the bankruptcy process. The impact of this for the funds directly aVected and for
general confidence in the small number of remaining prime brokers was extremely significant and
damaging;

(d) access to funding. Some, but not all, hedge funds rely on access to sources of funding over and
above their shareholders’ equity capital. Traditionally this funding has been provided by prime
brokers against the collateral of a hedge fund’s portfolio assets. Because of a shortage of credit and
less advantageous collateral terms these sources of funding are now severely reduced or are no
longer cost-eVective to employ. Whilst this will not impact those hedge fund strategies which are
not big users of credit such as long/short equity (which represent about 45% of the hedge funds by
assets operating within the Eurohedge database) and distressed asset investors it will have severe
or even terminal consequences for those strategies which rely on credit such as various arbitrage
strategies;

(e) short selling bans and restrictions. As discussed above restrictions or bans have been in place on
the short selling of equities since mid-September 2008. In the UK, this presented numerous
diYculties for hedge funds but none that was terminal. The bigger issue related to regulatory
uncertainty since the ban was introduced without prior warning or consultation; and

(f) the MadoV scandal. Although MadoV was not a hedge fund manager (investors had their money
managed via a broker-dealer account not via a fund structure), this episode has nevertheless caused
damage to the hedge fund industry, particularly in relation to the US regulatory structure and in
relation to the level of due diligence performed by some investors. Ironically, we believe that this
scandal will hasten the adoption, particularly in the US, of sound practices which we developed
some time ago and that have been widely adopted by the hedge fund industry in the UK and
elsewhere in the world.
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Footnotes and Supporting Documentation

1 The various investment strategies employed by hedge funds are summarised in AIMA’s Roadmap to
Hedge Funds (pg 63): http://www.aima.org/en/knowledge centre/education/aimas-roadmap-to-hedge-
funds.cfm (para B.15)

2 AIMA has developed sound practices on hedge fund management, administration, valuation, business
continuity, governance, anti-money laundering and due diligence for managers and service providers.
More information can be found here: http://www.aima.org/en/knowledge centre/sound-practices/guides-
to-sound-practices.cfm (para C.26)

3 AIMA’s Roadmap to Hedge Funds (the only guide written by investors for investors) can be viewed here:
http://www.aima.org/en/knowledge centre/education/aimas-roadmap-to-hedge-funds.cfm (para C.27)

4 Hector Sants, Chief Executive of the FSA, in his speech entitled “The regulator’s view of hedge funds and
hedge fund standards” on 22 October 2008 said: “I would also like to reiterate that FSA’s view, as I have
said before, contrary to the expectations of some commentators, is that hedge funds were not the catalyst
or driver of last summer’s market events that we are continuing to witness”. (para D.29)

5 In the first step towards unification of best practice guidelines, we have co-created the Hedge Fund
Matrix—an online resource allowing users to compare the standards created by AIMA, HFSB, MFA,
IOSCO and PWG. (para E.44)

6 Quote source: IOSCO’s letter to the G-20, dated 12 November 2008 (para F.45)
7 Quote source: Hector Sants (Chief Executive—UK Financial Services Authority) in his speech entitled

“The regulator’s view of hedge funds and hedge fund standards”, dated 22 October 2008 (para F.46)
8 The CASS research was released in December 2008 and was co-commissioned by AIMA. It is available

at http://www.cass.city.ac.uk/media/stories/resources/the-impact-ofshort-sales-restrictions.pdf.
(para F.49)

9 The London Stock Exchange summarises its findings here: http://www.londonstockexchange.com/NR/
exeres/4473E7A5-F022-44F1-8E1A-CB1592BF5B55.htm (para F.50)

10 The Columbia University academic’s preliminary research findings can be found here:
http://www4.gsb.columbia.edu/ideasatwork/feature/501376/Assessing!the!shorting!ban (para F.51)

11 The Washington Post interview with Mr Cox can be accessed here: http://www.washingtonpost.com/
wpdyn/content/article/2008/12/23/AR2008122302765.html (para F.52)

12 A helpful glossary with further hedge-fund related information can be accessed here:
http://www.aima.org/en/knowledge centre/education/glossary.cfm

January 2009

Memorandum from Professor Willem Buiter, London School of Economics, and Professor Anne Sibert,
Birkbeck, University of London

1.11 The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises

Executive Summary

The ability to track online what consumers do with editorial has led to new performance based
commission for journalists. This is well established in personal finance media with moneysavingexpert.com
the leading online source of information on money matters for consumers generating revenue according to
how well editorial performs for financial service advertisers. Personal finance journalists are increasingly
likely to have a stake in what they write. The committee could examine the role that these new business
models have played in increasing risks for consumers relying on editorial information, whether they have
led to over-consumption and more consumers with inappropriate financial products, whether the media can
reflect public opinion when things go wrong when it has a stake in why things have gone wrong, and whether
the existing FSA and OFT regulatory frameworks are appropriate when reporters’ remuneration is
commission based.

Background

1. In the new digital age, financial service advertisers can track exactly what people do with editorial.
Advertisers can pay journalists writing about financial service products according to how many products
an editorial sells. The personal finance journalist Martin Lewis is probably the most high profile user of this
business model to generate%2 0revenue from his editorial website. According to search engine Google, the
public is five times more interested in Martin Lewis than the BBC’s Robert Peston which gives the committee
an idea of the scale of his influence on consumers.
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2. New advertising agencies have sprung up as link brokers between financial service advertisers and
journalists. Agencies such as Smart Quotes and OMG provide html code which the consumer does not see
but which create links within editorial text which generate payments for the journalist.

3. Paying only on results is very eYcient for the advertiser but it creates a potential conflict of interest for
journalists. If the consumer does not click on specially linked words in the editorial which take them through
to the advertiser’s website to purchase, the advertiser pays nothing and the journalist has no revenue. If
10,000 people click through and the advertiser is paying £12.00 commission per sale, the journalist can earn
from one article what might have taken a year to earn before the internet enabled this link based economy
to evolve.

4. The committee could consider whether this method of remuneration has any impact on the quality of
information and what the distinction is between financial promotion and information provided by a
journalist for the public. It could consider whether there is a financial incentive for journalists to leave out
bad information in order to convert more sales. It could consider whether journalists who need consumers
to switch and sign up for products in order to be paid are impartial advisors and whether riskier financial
products paying higher commission rates are more likely to be featured in editorial leading to greater
financial instability.

5. Channel 4 News explored some of these issues with Martin Lewis last year in relation to Icelandic
savings accounts ((a) 7 October 2008). The programme gave a useful insight into the role of the internet in
the banking crisis, enabling virtual banking empires to grow at breathtaking speed and providing the public
with investment information in the form of best buy tables that saw a rush of British depositors into internet
savings accounts. The programme concluded that by focusing primarily on the rate of return not enough
was being done to consider the risks.

6. The committee could take evidence on whether enough was done by the personal finance media to
consider all the risks that are now aZicting consumers who find themselves with the wrong financial
products and whether remuneration incentives were an influence. If editorial has become a swiss cheese of
just the information the journalist decides to include, then is there a point at which the OYce of Fair Trading
CPRs come into eVect (b). When things go wrong, as was the case with Icelandic banks, the committee could
consider if journalists with a stake in what’s been written can accurately reflect public opinion such as the
views expressed by Willem Buiter ((c) Guardian letters page 10 October 2008).

Misleading Acts/Omissions

A misleading action occurs when a practice misleads through the information it contains, or its deceptive
presentation, and causes or is likely to cause the average consumer to take a diVerent decision. A misleading
omission includes practices that may mislead by failing to give consumers the information they need to make
an informed choice (in relation to a product). This occurs when practices:

— omit or hide material information, or provide it in an unclear, unintelligible, ambiguous or
untimely manner; and

— the average consumer takes, or is likely to take, a diVerent decision as a result.

Does a website meet the CPRs definition of a “commercial practice”. That is, are the acts or omissions
being carried out by a trader. If the trader is using links to promote their products or their online facility for
purchasing their products then this should not prove a diYculty in most cases. The trader making use of the
links and the publisher of the material in which the links appear may both technically be liable. Which of
these an enforcer may decide to target action against would probably vary depending on the actual practice
involved. If an enforcer is relying on a breach of a misleading action or omission, the transactional decision
test needs to be satisfied. That is, as a result of the misleading action or omission, the practice needs to (or
be likely to) cause the consumer to take a diVerent decision about any products or related decisions.

Schedule 1 Banned Practices

Of the 31 commercial practices that are banned outright, number 11 may be relevant to this issue—“using
editorial content in the media to promote a product where a trader has paid for the promotion without
making that clear in the content or by images or sounds clearly identifiable by the consumer (advertorial)”.

It was solely because of their perilous situation that Icelandic banks were forced to oVer depositors high
rates of return. That the government should force more prudent taxpayers to help bail out systemically
unimportant savers who chose to speculate in a risky foreign investment is outrageous. It is perhaps even
more outrageous that our government itself, in the form of local authorities, chose to invest millions of
pounds of taxpayers’ money in such a dodgy venture.
(a) http://www.channel4.com/news/articles/business money/martin!lewis!interview/249166
(b) The CPRs (amongst other things) prohibit commercial practices that are misleading (whether by action

or omission), and which cause or are likely to cause the average consumer to take a diVerent decision.
Only the courts can decide what does, or does not, constitute a breach of the regulations. In addition,
schedule 1 to the CPRs lists 31 commercial practices which are unfair in all circumstances and are
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prohibited. The CPRs apply to commercial practices that can be described as “business to consumer”.
These are acts or omissions by a trader, directly connected with the promotion, sale or supply of a product
to or from consumers.

(c) Guardian letters page 10th October 2008 “It was no secret that keeping your money in an Iceland bank
was a risky activity” (Council losses, 9 October). By the end of last March, credit default swap rates for
the three large Icelandic banks were among the highest in the world, reflecting the market’s belief that
there was a real chance of default. At the start of April, Fitch placed the Icelandic banks on negative
watch. With assets and liabilities that were nine times the size of the Icelandic GDP, a bail-out in the event
of a crisis could hardly have been counted on.

January 2009

Memorandum from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission

1. Executive Summary

1.1 This submission by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission (the Commission) focuses
particularly on key area 3.5 of the terms of reference of the Treasury Committee’s inquiry: “The protection
of UK citizens investing funds in non-UK jurisdictions”. In addition, the submission raises issues relevant
to key area 1.8: “Possible improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and
maintenance of global financial stability”.

1.2 The Commission has been found by a number of authoritative, independent assessors to meet
international standards of bank regulation.

1.3 Regulating a subsidiary of a banking group based elsewhere presents particular challenges. The
regulator has to be able to rely on information from and co-operation by the regulators of the parent and
other important parts of the group. Cross-border co-operation between regulators is essential to the success
of global financial services and global financial stability.

1.4 The Commission has raised with the United Kingdom Financial Services Authority (FSA) questions
concerning the adequacy of the current approach to and eVectiveness of regulatory co-operation, in the
context of both Landsbanki Guernsey Limited (LGL) and the future regulation of other Guernsey financial
services firms.

1.5 An independent review of the Commission’s supervision of LGL, which has been placed into
administration, found that the Commission met international standards of bank regulation and that there
had been no regulatory failure.

2. Introduction: Banking and Regulation in Guernsey

2.1 On 31 October 2008 49 licensed banks from 17 jurisdictions were based in Guernsey. Deposits totalled
£141 billion of which approximately £4.9 billion were retail deposits by UK residents. All Guernsey’s banks
are members of groups based elsewhere. There are no indigenous Guernsey banks. The types of business
carried out by the banks include community banking, deposit gathering, international private banking,
custodial and sub-custodial services for investment funds, and banking for the trust, fiduciary and insurance
industries.

2.2 The Commission was one of the world’s first unitary regulatory bodies and regulates banks, insurance
companies, insurance intermediaries, and investment firms. Guernsey is also one of the few jurisdictions in
the world to fully regulate trust and company service providers. The Commission, has a full range of
supervisory, investigative and enforcement powers.

2.3 The Commission regulates banks according to standards established by the Basel Committee of
Banking Supervisors. These include requirements in respect of integrity and skill, honesty, financial
soundness, corporate governance, anti-money laundering and combating the financing of terrorism
procedures, record keeping and systems of control. The Commission supervises banks by using a
combination of oV-site monitoring and on-site inspections.

2.4 Guernsey’s long standing commitment to meeting international regulatory standards has been
confirmed by a series of independent reviews, including those carried out by the UK Government (through
the Home OYce Review of Financial Regulation in the Crown Dependencies: “the Edwards Report”), the
Financial Action Task Force, the Financial Stability Forum, the International Monetary Fund, and the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. All the reviews have concluded that Guernsey
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is well regulated and achieves a high level of compliance with international standards. The IMF is due to
undertake its next assessment in late 2009. The Commission confidently expects to receive a further
endorsement of its regime.

2.5 Following the placing into administration in October 2008 of LGL, a bank regulated by the
Commission, an independent inquiry was undertaken into the Commission’s role. This was undertaken on
behalf of Promontory Financial Group (UK) Limited by a team led by its UK Chairman, Michael Foot
CBE. The report concluded that the Commission measured up to good practice and met international
standards of bank regulation, was not guilty of bad faith, did not act unreasonably and there was no evidence
of regulatory failure. Appended is a copy of the publicly released version of Mr Foot’s report, together with
the press release explaining the basis of publication.

3. The Regulatory Challenge

3.1 Guernsey is vulnerable to shocks aVecting the international financial system. It has no central bank
or lender of last resort.

3.2 Both economic activity and financial services are global in nature. Recent events have emphasised
that in order to regulate eYciently regulators must be able to rely on eVective communication with and
information exchange from regulators in other jurisdictions. If regulators do not cooperate eVectively,
national authorities will have little alternative but to insist that financial services firms based in their
jurisdictions must be ring-fenced from external exposures and risks. Such an approach would increase firms’
costs and reduce their economic viability and flexibility, thereby curtailing economic recovery and growth.
EVective cross-border regulatory co-operation is therefore essential in order to support global financial
services and global financial stability.

3.3 International regulatory bodies are working together to enhance and strengthen global financial
regulation, including by achieving greater cross-border co-operation and more eYcient and prompt
information sharing. For example, the Financial Stability Forum is working to develop supervisory colleges
(groups of regulators interested in the same bank or financial services group) and cross border crisis
management. Bank regulators are drafting principles for international financial crisis management under
which information is to be shared at all times, in both normal and exceptional circumstances, and actions
are to be co-ordinated during periods of crisis.

3.4 Guernsey is a “host country” regulator for banks from a number of other jurisdictions and, as such,
has to deal with several “home country” regulators—the regulators in the jurisdictions where the banks have
their main base. Basel Committee requirements provide that home and host regulators must co-operate. The
home regulator is in a unique position to assess the strengths and weaknesses of a bank’s international
operations. A 2006 Basel Committee paper states: “These discussions have confirmed the need to develop
more robust information-sharing arrangements between home and host supervisors”.

3.5 In a crisis situation, there is the danger that a regulator may take the view that protecting depositors
with a bank in its jurisdiction is more important than co-operating with other regulators and protecting
depositors with that banking group’s operations in other jurisdictions. If, as a result, a host regulator is not
provided with information and is not involved in developing and implementing a strategy to address a
problem, it may not be aware of the risks its bank faces and therefore it may be unable to provide eVective
protection for its bank’s depositors. Indeed, it is possible that depositors in one jurisdiction may be
prejudiced by the actions of a regulator in another jurisdiction, as we believe may have happened in respect
of LGL.

3.6 Cross-border co-operation is an issue facing regulators in all sectors not just banking. Guernsey has
been adversely aVected in recent years by problems arising in other jurisdictions relating to Equitable Life,
split-capital investment trusts, Northern Rock and LGL. The Commission’s Director General has made
presentations at a number of international gatherings to explain Guernsey’s experience of cross-border co-
operation and information sharing.

3.7 The home regulator for the Landsbanki group (of which both LGL and the UK based Heritable Bank
Limited (Heritable) are members) is Iceland’s FME. However, the FSA regulated both Heritable and a UK
branch of Landsbanki Islands hf (Icesave). The UK was also the most important country for the Landsbanki
group outside Iceland. As such, the FSA was in receipt of more information and in a far more influential
position than the Commission. It was better placed to assess the overall risk represented by the Landsbanki
group to depositors in the UK and Guernsey.

3.8 In July 2003 the Commission and the FSA signed a Memorandum of Understanding confirming their
commitment to co-operate. In the wake of the Northern Rock aVair, the FSA reaYrmed its commitment
to co-operate and share information, including confidential information. The Commission approached the
authorisation and supervision of LGL confident in its ability to rely on co-operation with the FSA in order
to be able to protect depositors.
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3.9 Information available to the Commission raises questions about the eVectiveness of the present level
of collaboration with the FSA, particularly in respect of matters concerning LGL. The Commission has
written to the FSA setting out its concerns in detail and is engaging in a dialogue with the FSA on the issues
involved.

4. The Protection of Guernsey Depositors

4.1 In September 2006, Landsbanki Islands hf acquired the Guernsey subsidiary of Cheshire Building
Society at a time when the future of that Guernsey subsidiary was in doubt. The name of that subsidiary
was changed to LGL in September 2006. As is common practice, in giving its consent to the acquisition the
Commission sought and obtained a letter of comfort from the parent company Landsbanki Islands hf in
support of the liabilities of LGL.

4.2 In accordance with normal banking practice for many branches and subsidiaries, LGL placed
virtually all its deposits with its parent. When the financial crisis deepened in late 2007, and after the
experience of Northern Rock Guernsey (which also placed assets with its parent), the Commission took
action in the first quarter of 2008 to require LGL to substantially reduce its exposure to its parent and
Iceland. The intention was to ensure that if the parent suVered a severe problem LGL depositors would be
protected. LGL therefore restructured its balance sheet so that £41 million was placed in liquid interbank
deposits, £52 million was in property loans on commercial terms (the loans were acquired from Heritable),
£36 million was placed on-call with Heritable which the Commission understood had only limited Icelandic
risk, and £13 million remained on-call with its parent. LGL had £120 million of customer deposits and £22
million of equity. The Commission relied on close co-operation and liaison with the Icelandic and UK
regulators for information enabling it to assess the risks involved in the new balance sheet asset allocation.

4.3 This asset allocation had not changed materially by 6 October 2008, the date on which the LGL
directors decided, after discussions with the Commission, to place LGL into administration because both
Heritable and Landsbanki Islands hf had refused to repay the monies deposited with them. At that date,
33% of LGL’s deposits by value were from UK depositors.

4.4 There are doubts about the ability of the Joint Administrators of LGL to recover 100% of the loan
portfolio and the amount due from Heritable (itself primarily a UK property lending bank) because of the
current economic climate and because LGL and Heritable are both in administration. This makes a normal
work-out of the loans problematic. So far, depositors in LGL have been repaid 30p in the £. In the absence
of external assistance, any further repayments are likely to be some considerable time away.

5. Actions Being Taken

5.1 All parties are liaising closely to explore all avenues for recovering as much as possible for LGL
depositors. This includes:

(a) The Commission has made a formal demand that LGL’s parent honours the letter of comfort given
to the Commission. It is pursuing this matter with the FME.

(b) The Commission has raised questions with the FSA concerning the adequacy of information
sharing and co-operation, the nature of and grounds for actions taken, and the reason for not
approaching the Commission to develop a strategy that might have protected depositors in both
Heritable and LGL.

(c) The Joint Administrators of LGL are:

(i) seeking to enforce the parental guarantee in respect of LGL’s liabilities;

(ii) working with Heritable’s Administrators to realise the loan portfolio and recover the
deposits; and

(iii) considering the possibility of other sources of recovery.

(d) With UK support, the Guernsey government and the Commission are pressing Iceland to ensure
that LGL’s parent honours its commitments.

5.2 Guernsey’s response to the banking crisis has included the introduction of a depositor compensation
scheme. The Commission continues to actively monitor Guernsey banks and take action where necessary
to protect depositors. It is also involved in a review to determine the future shape of the banking industry
in Guernsey.

January 2009
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Memorandum from the Council of Mortgage Lenders

Introduction

1. The Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) welcomes the opportunity to submit written evidence to the
inquiry in advance of the oral evidence at the session on consumer issues on 14 January. The CML is the
representative trade body for the residential mortgage lending industry. Its 138 members currently hold over
98% of the assets of the UK mortgage market.

2. The Committee has invited comments on four key areas—securing financial stability, protecting the
taxpayer, protecting consumers and protecting shareholder interests. Rather than answering the specific
questions posed, or covering each of the areas, this response focuses on the current situation in the housing
and mortgage markets and its impact on the industry and its customers.

3. The mortgage market has become dysfunctional as a consequence of the unique, protracted global
disruption to wholesale funding markets and to inter-bank lending. Demand in housing and mortgage
markets has also been dropping away as consumer confidence has ebbed, and perceptions of likely future
falls in house prices have encouraged a cautious attitude.

4. The environment continues to be fast moving, and the government announced a new initiative to
provide support for home owners in conjunction with the pre-budget report, on which the CLG consultation
on the details of the scheme concludes this week. The CML will make a full response on the key areas to be
resolved if this scheme is to instil confidence and to support home owners to stay in their homes through
short term periods of financial diYculty.

5. Also, on 13 January, the CML will be publishing the next issue of its fortnightly newsletter, News &
Views, which will have several articles relevant to the Committee inquiry, and so we will provide these two
pieces of supplementary written evidence. This response confirms our views on short term mortgage market
prospects and the impact on customers—both borrowers and savers.

Executive Summary

6. The key messages in this response are:

— The market slowed dramatically in 2008, and our forecasts are for this to continue. However,
forecasting is diYcult in the current environment, so our views give more a sense of direction rather
than a precise analysis.

— We will not return in the near future to new lending or transaction levels at 2007 levels due to
funding constraints and diminished consumer demand for borrowing. We expect net lending to be
negative in 2009, and gross lending to be less than half the level of two years ago.

— With higher unemployment, we anticipate a significant increase in the number of customers in
arrears or at risk of repossession in 2009.

— The government has been unclear about its key priority for the future, expecting banks and
building societies to deliver on potentially conflicting outcomes for diVerent groups of customers.
This is most apparent in ministers’ support for base rate cuts to be passed on to borrowers on
standard variable rates when the numbers of savers adversely aVected are a substantially higher
number. Falling interest rates have become a double edged sword.

— Further government interventions through a package of measures are needed to address the
worsening environment to support existing homeowners by better state support and more
ambitious mortgage rescue proposals through what is expected to be a deep recession.

— We also believe that a backstop scheme which enables the customer and lender to agree to sell and
lease back a property before court action has considerable merits. It would help a greater number
of people than the government’s current proposals, providing further options for those consumers
unable to access any of the other current schemes. It would support local communities, as well as
underpinning property prices. However, it cannot be done purely as a private sector solution—it
needs government support and direction.

— The detail of the home owner mortgage support scheme remains to be settled, so the jury is out
on how many customers will be helped through short term financial diYculties by deferring their
mortgage interest payments and the proposed new government guarantee.

— With a reduced number of active lenders and less funding through fewer funding sources,
mortgages have been rationed in 2008. This is set to continue.
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— We believe the government urgently needs to review the cumulative eVect of the approach it has
taken in the re-capitalisation process on large lenders’ willingness and capacity to lend.

— The way in which the bailout of Bradford & Bingley and others has been structured has impacted
on the capacity of other deposit takers to provide new lending, in particular in the building
society sector.

— The deliberate exclusion of wholesale funded lenders from the special liquidity scheme, and other
measures designed for banks and larger building societies, has cut oV a number of organisations
who might otherwise have been helping to provide mortgage finance now.

— There are systemic risks from low interest rates squeezing the margins of retail funded lenders. It
is at least arguable that a floor on how far mortgage rates may fall would have systemic benefits
for the whole mortgage market by enabling savings rates to be maintained at levels which will
continue to attract new investment. Savings outflows and reduced inflows are potentially a
significant new risk to future activity levels in the current low interest rate environment.

— Further government measures are needed if we are to encourage new lending by a wide range of
potential mortgage lenders including large and small banks, building societies and specialist
lenders.

Background and Short Term Prospects

7. Initially, it might be helpful to set out our view of the impact of the current credit crunch and banking
instability on the mortgage market in 2008 and 2009. Last year, there was a substantial reduction in activity
compared to 2007, and signs of increased stress in keeping payments up to date for a minority of customers.
Due to the de-risking process undertaken by lenders in the credit crunch, and the variety and severity of
commercial and regulatory pressures which needed to be addressed during the banking crisis last year, the
number of active lenders and the lending capacity in the mortgage market shrank substantially. EVectively,
mortgages have become rationed. This trend is set to continue.

8. As the diYculties in the financial markets have begun to aVect real economic activity, there have also
been seismic shifts in the macro-economic policies of governments and the perceived role of the state. Since
mid-September, the tripartite authorities have acted decisively to limit the downside risks to the wider
economy. But, it was too late to avoid a deep recession.

9. The housing market has borne the brunt of these diYculties and is going through a diYcult adjustment
process. The process is likely to be extended by a weak economic backdrop and the lack of available finance,
as also highlighted in the recent Bank of England credit conditions survey.

10. The CML published its market forecasts on 18 December. We envisage housing market activity
remaining extremely subdued across all measures as set out in the table below. Much less activity, more
repayment of debt by borrowers that can aVord to do so, and net lending likely to be negative for the first
time. This likely decline in new net lending reflects a range of diVerent factors, notably low consumer demand
in the house purchase market, and the continuing constraints on funding available to support new lending.
These constraints being exacerbated by the regulatory and prudential need for lenders to hold more capital
as the economy worsens and they have increasing numbers of arrears cases.

11. There are a number of factors likely to lead to a large increase in mortgage arrears cases. The
worsening economic backdrop will inevitably lead to a rise in the number of borrowers losing their jobs and
facing disruption to their income. Lenders showing greater forbearance to reduce repossessions, including
recent interventions such as the Homeowner Mortgage Support Scheme, will mean that more borrowers will
remain in arrears rather than facing possession. The increase is inflated further by the arithmetic eVect
created by lower interest rates, as the same given amount of mortgage arrears represents a higher number
of monthly payments when rates are lower.

12. Lenders are committed to ensuring that repossession is avoided wherever possible, where the
household is committed to working with their lender to get back on track. Even though lenders will seek to
minimise repossessions in 2009, the worsening economic backdrop and higher long term unemployment
does point towards an inevitable increase in the number of cases where a sustainable alternative solution
cannot be found. However, a significant number of these are likely to be cases where the property is
abandoned or where property fraud has been perpetrated, and a sizeable share are expected to be buy-to-
let mortgages and customers with multiple debts.

13. Forecasting in the current environment is extremely challenging. So these figures represent a “best
estimate” of direction of travel, rather than a precise analysis. They remain subject to a range of market and
policy uncertainties. We remain determined to work closely with government, the FSA, members and other
agencies to seek a better outcome than reflected in these figures.
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CML MARKET FORECASTS, DECEMBER 2008

2005 2006 2007 2008e 2009f

Residential property transactions, UK, 1.685 1.627 0.90 0.70
millions
Gross advances, £ billion 288 346 363 258 (285) 145
Net lending, £ billion 91 110 108 40 (55) "25

Arrears, over 3 months at end period:

Number 122,900 115,500 129,600 210,000 (170,000) 500,000
% of all mortgages 1.06 0.98 1.10 1.80 (1.45) 4.41

Possessions in period:

Number 14,600 20,900 26,200 45,000 (45,000) 75,000
% of all mortgages 0.13 0.18 0.22 0.38 (0.38) 0.66

Source: Bank of England, National Statistics, HM Revenue & Customs, CML
Notes:
1. The HMRC series relates to residential transactions over £40k. It is a new series which started in April

2005.
2. Figures for arrears and possessions relate only to first charge mortgages held by lenders who are

members of the CML. They do not include arrears and possessions relating to other secured lending
or to firms that are not CML members.

3. May 2008 forecasts, where comparable, shown in brackets.

Current Pressures on Lenders

14. Lenders are facing conflicting pressures to:

— re-capitalise against future losses;

— pay the government guarantee fee and service government preference share capital at 12%;

— pay a premium to access the Bank of England special liquidity scheme;

— pay the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) to cover consumers deposits in failed
banks;

— show forbearance to borrowers in arrears;

— follow base rate moves down to help their existing borrowers;

— keep savings rates high to support existing savers; and

— provide competitive rates to new borrowers and savers, and maintain lending in a recession.

15. We believe the government urgently needs to review the cumulative eVect of the approach it has taken
in the re-capitalisation process on large lenders’ willingness and capacity to lend. Current policy objectives
are conflicting and incoherent. The government needs to decide on its key priority. The tug-of-war with
lenders being pulled in every direction at once needs to end. There are recent signs that this has now been
recognised by government, and we stand ready to help with any further interventions which may be
announced.

16. A key role of the banking system is to manage the flow of funds from savers to borrowers. In doing
so, banks and building societies therefore must balance the needs of borrowers and savers. This balancing
act can be diYcult at the best of times, but becomes even harder when interest rates move outside what might
be considered a “normal” range.

17. In the last couple of months, we have seen a seismic shift in the Bank of England’s views about the
nature of the risks to the economy. Its series of interest rate reductions are helpful but do not address the
availability of funding. Indeed, it is a double edged sword where following rates down has squeezed savers.
The government’s response to lower Bank rates has been to pile pressure on the lenders to “pass it on” to
consumers. What this populist rhetoric fails to acknowledge, of course, is that Bank rate does not have a
direct bearing on the cost—or availability—of funding for lenders.

18. Deposit takers have been hit by the structuring of the bailout of Bradford & Bingley and the Icelandic
banks. The government was keen to avoid tax payers having to pay the costs of the bailouts, but an
unintended consequence was that they have financially constrained a large number of smaller deposit takers,
particularly smaller building societies which otherwise might be expected to lend in their local communities.
The annual financial services compensation scheme costs which some small deposit takers face equates to
20% to 30% of their annual profits, and in some cases substantially more.
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19. It does not make sense that small savings institutions following safe business models are financially
hit by the failure of bigger organisations with riskier businesses. The government either needs to reduce the
interest rate payable on the loan in respect of the bailout to reduce the per firm cost, or preferably reverse
its decision so that the cost is borne by tax payers generally rather than deposit takers only.

20. Lenders remain chronically constrained by a combination of a shortage of funding, inter-bank
lending rates that remain stubbornly high relative to Bank rate, and the conflicting aspirations of the
government. The deliberate exclusion of wholesale funded lenders from the special liquidity scheme has cut
oV a number of organisations who might otherwise have been helping to provide new mortgage finance now.

21. The government has made some modestly helpful adjustments to its credit guarantee scheme. In
announcing the changes to the credit guarantee scheme, the Treasury said it was continuing work towards
working up its proposal to seek State Aid approval from the European Commission for the Crosby report
proposals. We hope this work can press ahead quickly.

22. So, what are the consequences for borrowers and savers as we move into an era of historically low
Bank rates that will persist through 2009 and beyond?

Impact on customers

23. In 2008, the impact of having to manage borrower demand exceeding supply of funds has led to
lenders withdrawing products, changing criteria (requiring higher deposits and better credit histories) and
increasing the price of loans to more closely reflect the risks. Some customers have been unable to enter the
market as they have insuYcient deposit or a credit history which is not pristine. This was a very diVerent
environment to 2007 when a wider range of lenders, products and competitive mortgage pricing prevailed
(and arrears and possessions were historically low).

24. For new borrowers, base rate tracker margins are significantly higher than before. Clearly, that is
frustrating for consumers, but it reflects the fact that the marginal cost of raising funds for lenders remains
much higher than Bank rate. Initial discounts to lenders’ standard variable rates (SVRs) are therefore less
common, but many lenders are still oVering comparatively attractive fixed-rate loans, particularly for lower-
risk borrowers.

25. Around a quarter of existing borrowers have a tracker mortgage. The vast majority of these loans
track Bank rate. Lenders therefore have no direct control over the rate charged to these borrowers—what
they pay is determined by a contract between lender and customer, with borrowers benefiting as lenders drop
their rates in line with their contractual obligations. As base rates fall lenders receive less and less money
from these customers each month (and we are reaching the point when some borrowers will not have to make
a contractual monthly payment, as rates trend towards zero as some tracker products are at below base rate).

26. Tracker mortgages sometimes have a “collar” or a rate below which the mortgage will no longer track
the Bank rate (also know as a “floor”). Where they exist, collars are also part of the contractual terms of
the loan. Collars are only ever likely to come into eVect in highly unusual market conditions—like those we
are experiencing currently.

27. Collars exist because, in seeking to price loans as competitively as possible for “normal” market
conditions, lenders need to protect themselves from the impact of highly unusual market conditions and
interest rate movements, which can expose them to the risk of a very significant loss of income. It must be
remembered that borrowers can also protect themselves in exactly the same way from upward movements
in interest rates. Many customers choose a capped mortgage for precisely that reason. It is arguable that a
collar across the whole mortgage market would have systemic benefits by enabling savings rates to be
maintained at levels which will continue to attract new investment, but this could realistically only be
imposed with regulatory agreement that it was an appropriate market response to the current environment,
which was not “unfair”.

28. While around a quarter of borrowers have tracker loans, nearly half have a fixed-rate mortgage, and
so will see no change in the rate they pay, at least until their existing deal comes to an end. One reason for
the popularity of fixed-rate mortgages is, of course, that they help households plan ahead by giving them
certainty over future payments.

29. Only around 10% of lenders’ total income comes from customers paying an SVR. It is only with this
comparatively small component of customers, therefore, that lenders have any discretion over the rate the
borrower will have to pay. But, many SVR customers still benefit from lower Bank rates even if not to the
full extent.

30. Of much greater significance for lenders than the Bank rate is what they actually have to pay to raise
funds themselves. This is usually determined either by the three-month London inter-bank oVered rate
(libor) or the rates they have to pay to depositors for savings. Three-month libor remains historically high.

31. Some deposit accounts are on fixed rates. Others have guarantees that rates will not fall below Bank
rate. For the largest deposits—those most sought after by lenders—rates are often tiered, with a requirement
that larger savings balances are better rewarded. With many accounts, firms are free to reduce rates, and may
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do so in response to downward movements in the Bank rate. But given the continuing shortage of wholesale
funding, and therefore of mortgage funding overall, lenders are competing for retail deposits and are forced
by market conditions to maintain savings rates that are exceptionally high relative to the Bank rate.

32. The reality is that further interest rates cuts may help underpin consumer confidence. But, given the
economic outlook, confidence will remain weak, and the benefits of lower rates must be balanced with their
adverse eVects. These include a potential decline in retail deposit funding, which could adversely aVect the
ability of lenders to maintain an already severely constrained supply of credit to consumers. Ultimately, the
response of each lender—whether on commitments to follow base rate moves or to finance new business in
the future—will depend on its access to, and the price of, its funding.

33. A low Bank rate puts extra pressure on deposit-taking lenders. As the Bank rate declines, firms find
it increasingly diYcult to “pass on” lower rates to savers. That is a fact even in normal times, but savings
rates are even less resistant to downward pressure when there is a chronic funding shortage. Lower margins
reduce lender profitability.

Protecting Consumers

34. We have consistently maintained our forecast of 45,000 total possessions in 2008, first made in
October 2007. While both possessions and arrears have increased from a low base, the vast majority of the
UK’s borrowers (and there are a million more than in the 1990s) pay their mortgages in full every month,
and will continue to do so.

35. Lenders must, and do, see possession as a last resort. Under FSA regulation, all CML members (first
charge mortgage lenders) are committed to comply with the mortgage conduct of business (MCOB) rules,
and the principle that possession is only taken where all reasonable steps to avoid it have been taken.

36. This has been reinforced by a number of recent initiatives. In October 2008, the CML published
industry guidance on arrears and possessions. The aim of the guidance is to give lenders a practical guide
to the regulatory requirements, and examples of good practice against which they can benchmark their own
policies and procedures. It is not a definitive statement of what lenders should do in each case because arrears
management processes will diVer between lenders depending on their business model and customer base,
and depending on borrowers’ behaviour and engagement to help themselves sustain their home ownership.
The guidance is a further step in strengthening the robustness of existing practices.

37. We have also produced model consumer information on what to expect during the collections process
so that customers can review how fairly they have been treated, but also to remind consumers of their own
responsibilities to help themselves and their lender. Many problems can be avoided or managed more
eVectively if there is a dialogue before the first payment is missed.

38. Finally, we were closely involved in the development of the Civil Justice Council’s pre-action protocol
for court cases on possession also implemented last autumn. These measures provide a series of checks and
balances to help existing homeowners in diYculties.

39. In November, the FSA wrote to all chief executives asking firms to review their arrears and
possessions policies and procedures and sample cases to ensure that they are compatible with both MCOB
and treating customers fairly (TCF) requirements. Firms are asked to report back to their FSA supervisor
on actions taken as a result of the review by 31 January.

40. Our members have committed to a package of voluntary measures which include reviewing existing
arrears management policies against the CML’s guidance, providing information to borrowers to explain
the process, and implementing strategies for assisting borrowers coming out of initial deals. We are also
continuing to work with the government, regulators and advice agencies to ensure that as much as possible
is done to help borrowers who may be facing financial problems, and to manage arrears eVectively.

41. The industry has committed to a moratorium on possession action for at least three months after the
owner-occupier is in arrears. Some lenders have chosen to go further than this and commit not to take
possession within six months.

42. We welcome the announcement of reforms to income support for mortgage interest (ISMI), first
requested by the industry in 1999, where the waiting time for new claims is being cut from 39 weeks to 13
weeks. The upper ceiling for the size of mortgage has also been raised to £200,000. For eligible borrowers,
these reforms will help lenders to exercise forbearance until benefit payments begin.

43. However, we remain concerned that the two-year temporary nature of the reform may be insuYcient
to avoid a sudden withdrawal of benefit to claimants. This may need to be reviewed to promote stability
should the economic and market downturn prove to be more prolonged than currently predicted (and this
seems increasingly likely).

44. There also remains a growing need for the government to consider widening ISMI to make
entitlement an individual one rather than a household one, since households dependent on two incomes will
see their entitlement to ISMI heavily reduced or negated through means-testing. ISMI should be a crucial
delivery channel for giving borrowers an eVective safety net through these tough times. At present, it will
only be partially successful in its policy objectives.
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45. Instead of state support to borrowers now, a partial guarantee of some deferred interest to lenders
is proposed. We accept that the government’s new Homeowner Mortgage Support Scheme announced in
December is intended to help borrowers with a temporary reduction in income to stay in their homes.
Lenders are continuing to work with customers already experiencing financial diYculty if they have a
realistic chance of being able to resume their mortgage commitments and, in the longer term, home-
ownership continues to be a sustainable option for them.

46. The government’s new scheme is intended to guarantee some (to be agreed) of the interest otherwise
payable by borrowers if the property is eventually repossessed. This should be an additional assurance to
lenders and customers, not a replacement of existing help for home-owners in diYculty by lenders (and will
operate in parallel to other government schemes). We expect there to be tight eligibility criteria which will
limit those customers that can participate.

47. We continue to work closely with the Treasury to ensure that the scheme is:

— fair to borrowers, lenders and the government;

— manageable by lenders with the input of debt advisers; and

— transparent for everyone, particularly borrowers, in terms of the risks, scope and financial scale of
the proposals.

However, we cannot yet confirm, until final scheme details are settled, how far the scheme will strengthen
the current safety net for homeowners, and how many customers should be expected to benefit from the
government guarantee.

48. We have also worked closely with the government on the development of its mortgage rescue scheme
which is intended to help the most vulnerable households that may not be able to pay oV their mortgage
arrears and face homelessness. The scheme will enable borrowers to become tenants of housing associations
in the home they have previously owned.

49. While this is welcome, it will help only perhaps 6,000 households over two years which is unambitious
in the current environment. Once the scheme is up and running, the government could consider expanding
eligibility for the scheme to help more households. An obvious move would be to extend the scheme to
vulnerable households who find themselves with negative equity, as is already the case in Scotland.

50. We also believe that a backstop scheme which enables the customer and lender to agree to sell and
lease back a property before court action has considerable merits. It would help a greater number of people
than the government’s current proposals, providing further options for those consumers unable to access
any of the other current schemes and support local communities, as well as underpinning property prices.
However, it cannot be done purely as a private sector solution—it needs government financial support and
direction.

January 2009

Memorandum from Unite

This response is submitted by Unite the Union. Unite is the UK’s largest trade union with 2 million
members across the private and public sectors. The union’s members work in a range of industries including
financial services, manufacturing, print, media, construction, transport, local government, education,
health and not for profit sectors.

Unite, is the largest trade union in the finance sector representing some 180,000 workers in all grades and
all occupations, not only in the major English and Scottish banks, but also in investment banks, the Bank
of England, insurance companies, building societies, finance houses and business services companies.

Unite welcomes the opportunity to present written evidence to the Treasury Committee on the banking
crisis and the call for evidence has highlighted a number of key issues which Unite will address. The union
has made a number of submissions to the Committee and to the FSA on related issues and these are reflected
in this response. Where we have addressed specific questions posed in the Committee’s terms of reference
these have been identified by paragraph number. Previously Unite has expressed deep concern about
leverage and risk in its evidence to the Treasury’s Select Committee’s inquiry on Private Equity, all pertinent
to this current inquiry on the banking crisis.

Unite notes the responses to the Committee’s recommendations regarding the inquiry into private equity
and would inquire what further steps the Committee intends to take in following up their recommendations.
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1. Executive Summary

1.1 There needs to be tighter regulation of the market and strengthening of the framework which
regulates the finance industry.

1.2 It is necessary to consider making the FSA a publicly accountable and independent regulatory body.

1.3 There should be trade union representation on the boards of all key agencies involved in the
regulatory system.

1.4 There should also be an independent external oversight process to assess the probity and competence
of senior executives and directors.

1.5 Unite is keen to work with employers and the regulator to ensure that remuneration and incentive
schemes are fair and transparent. Claw back provisions should apply where senior people have acted
irresponsibly and include for example the repayment of half of the bonuses of any such financial sector
executive over the previous 10 years. This money was, in hindsight, wrongly paid as part of the Ponzi scheme
which the “Masters of the Universe” perpetrated over the last decade at least. These falsely paid bonuses
should be returned.

1.6 Unite believes that staV remuneration systems require a review. Unite has anecdotal evidence that staV
are given greater incentives for selling loan products than savings products. Unite calls for a more “holistic”
approach, recognising that remuneration systems (and many other employment practices) do not work in
isolation.

1.7 The taxpayers’ stake in the part-nationalised banks should allow for greater consideration of the
important public role that banking plays in society and the economy. No money that is directly underwritten
by the state such as final salary pension funds via Pension Protection Fund (PPF) or money in banks recently
underwritten or controlled by the state, as well as those which are not, but would not be allowed to fail,
should be put at risk by either short selling or investment in high leverage, high risk investment vehicles such
as hedge funds, private equity etc.

1.8 Government intervention in the banking system must go further including requiring banks to lend to
small businesses in order to limit the impact of the current recession on the UK economy.

1.9 Whilst the current crisis was triggered by sub prime mortgage defaults Unite remains concerned that
the debt crisis is far wider and that private equity debt could be the next bubble to burst with devastating
eVect on pay, conditions, pensions and jobs. Unite is concerned to stop attempts to make workers pay for
mistakes of others- particularly that of taking on too much debt. To help mitigate the situation and help
protect pay, conditions and pensions, as well as jobs it is important to know what the risks are and when
they may manifest themselves so that appropriate proactive action can be taken by government and others
to prevent this happening. Unite thus calls for total transparency in relation to private equity debt.

1.9.1 Specifically this means that for every portfolio company that is controlled by one or more
private equity funds full detail of debt and covenants, if any, should be disclosed.

1.9.2 An assessment of the risk that leverage buyout defaults will create further diYculty in the
credit markets and for already troubled banks and financial service companies’ needs to be
carried out. The identification of which banks hold the debt for portfolio companies at risk
and all details, including the covenants, if any, should be disclosed.

1.9.3 Most importantly there should be full public disclosure of all the details including covenants
of private equity debt, held on the books of the banks in which the state now has a
significant share.

1.10 Investment funds whose strategies rely on high leverage should not be permitted to take important
stakes or ownership of retail and investment banks.

1.11 Proprietary trading should be severely restricted in any bank in which the state now has a significant
share or in any other financial institution determined to be so integral to the UK’s financial system that it
would not be allowed to fail.

1.12 There must be an acknowledgement of the social responsibility the finance sector has beyond the
interests of shareholders. The more traditional relationship between bank and lender, consumer and
company was a better model. Most fundamentally the objective of a stable financial system must be re-
orientated to serve the real economy and fund long term investment. The government should use its influence
on those not only where it has a direct interest but across the whole banking and finance sector, including
for example, Barclays.

2. Securing Financial Stability

2.1 Financial stability is of crucial importance to all members of Unite. Whilst our members employed in
the financial sector have additional, specific concerns, all Unite members have a direct stake in the fairness,
transparency, democratic accountability and objectives of the financial system and its regulation. Most
obviously the global financial crisis is wreaking havoc on Unite members and their families—in relation to
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their homes, jobs, pension funds,230 credit and local communities. It is important to note that whilst
comment is made about the financial crisis “having an impact” on the real economy, it is also true that for
many Unite members there is a real blurring of the boundaries between the finance sector and the real
economy.

2.2 Real financial entities such as Private Equity Funds own, albeit for a short term, firms across the
economy in manufacturing and services. These have been bought, restructured and disposed of as liquid
assets regardless of profitability and output, with targets based on financial markets, rather than real value
being placed on real production, productivity or jobs. Productive capacity has been eliminated to raise cash
for share buy-backs and boost share price.231 Other companies demand rates of return equal to those
obtained in global financial markets, as well as remuneration for decision making management being linked
to short term share price movements and/or cash extraction rather than long term business success.

3. Regulation

3.1 Unite is disappointed with the role the Financial Services Authority (FSA) has played in regulating
the finance sector and in particular the apparent failure of the FSA to adequately monitor the practices and
procedures of some of the largest financial institutions in this country. The financial system can no longer be
a gravy train for the few at the expense of the many and their homes, pensions, livelihoods and communities.

3.2 There needs to be tighter regulation of the market and strengthening of the framework which
regulates the finance industry together with increased powers to hold to account, including criminal
proceedings, those who contribute to failings on a massive scale. The products, processes, practices and
institutions of the global finance sector have been obscure to all stakeholders including Unite, and often
purposely so, as has the regulatory regime and the lack thereof, as well as the decision making process about
regulation. The finance industry has thus had a strong influence in the regulatory development. As a result
“the massive political lobbying of financial supervisory and regulatory authorities and policy makers by the
financial industry has allowed light regulatory approaches to prevail. In that sense the current crisis should not
be understood in technical terms only. The crisis exposed a more structural crisis of democracy and how policies
and decisions that are supposed to serve the public interest have been undermined by private interests of the
financial lobby”.232

3.3 Deregulation, weak regulation and lax enforcement of existing regulation have all encouraged
irresponsible and greedy behaviour. While there is global consensus about the need for regulation, there is
also a need for assessment of the purpose and function of the financial system. Regulation for more of the
same should not be an option. Regulation should aim to protect social objectives such as the right to a decent
pension and decent homes. Unite has long argued for a financial system that ensures that investment is for
the long term, that it underpins a high productivity, high wage economic growth model meeting peoples’
needs for goods and services.

3.4 As an example of the failings of the current regime, the internal audit division of the FSA identified
a number of systemic failings in the supervision of Northern Rock, in particular the failure of the FSA
supervisory team to deal suYciently rigorously with Northern Rock’s management in questioning the
vulnerability of the bank’s business model. Unite believes this was not an isolated incident but a systematic
failure of the procedures and practices of the supervisory systems within the FSA. It is evident from the
current financial situation that the FSA has failed as a regulator. It is necessary to consider in the regulatory
overhaul to make the FSA a publicly accountable and independent regulatory body to include trade union
representation as well as independent and academic experts.

3.5 Unite wants to see trade union representation on the boards of all key agencies involved in the
regulatory system. It is essential that the employee voice is heard among those with only the interests of
shareholders in mind. The trade unions are ideally placed to provide a “checks and balances” overview on
behalf of employees who have many valuable insights into the industry.

3.6 In addition, Unite would like to see some form of independent external oversight process to assess,
prior to appointment, the probity and competence of senior executives and directors to run the large
financial institutions which the taxpayer, through the Government, owns or part owns, on account of the
significant impact these institutions can have on the economy at large.

230 According to OECD figures as of October 2008 the total assets of OECD based pension funds had declined by over US$3.3
trillion or 20% since end 2007 as a result of the deepening financial crisis with the impact being most severe in the UK, along
with Ireland, the USA, Canada, Netherlands, Australia and Japan. The full impact has yet to be revealed given “the lack of
clarity over the valuation of some illiquid assets” including the same structured products which are the root of the global
financial crises. Direct exposure to these toxic assets may be “as high as 3%” of pension fund assets. Pension Markets in Focus
OECD December 2008 Issue 5.

231 Financialisation: new routes to profit, new challenges for trade unions, IUF 2006.
232 Reregulation in the aftermath of the global financial crisis November 2008, Trade Union Advisory Committee to the OECD.
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3.7 All relevant organisations in the finance sector should also be required to have robust and properly
resourced risk management structures, which would have dual reporting lines direct to the chief executive
and the regulator. Risk management should be treated as a core activity for a financial institution.

3.8 Unite notes that last year the European Parliament adopted a report prepared by the Party of
European Socialists on regulation of private equity and hedge funds. This report expresses cross party
consensus on the need for further regulation and should thus be seen as laying down minimum standards
for regulation. The recommendations include greater capital adequacy requirements for financial
instruments and institutions (including private equity and hedge funds), limitations on the easy
securitisation of leveraged loans (”originate and distribute”) which have fuelled both the buyout boom and
the financial crisis generally as well as more private equity and hedge fund specific measures such as
limitations on debt levels in leveraged buyouts; measures to contain asset stripping of portfolio companies
by private equity owners; greater transparency and disclosure rules for private equity; and ensuring that
employees in private equity-owned companies have information rights.

4. Leverage

4.1 Unite has continually raised concern about excessive leverage and the risk that this poses. The growth
of the unregulated “shadow banking” sector including investment banks, oV balance sheet structured
investment vehicles set up by commercial banks and hedge funds and private equity all engaged in risky
financial activities. All used leverage to magnify their returns, just, as it of course amplifies losses.

4.2 The crisis has reinforced our argument that this should no longer be subsidised by the tax system.233 In
particular that tax relief on interest repayments on debt should be abolished. The use of leverage by financial
institutions should be tightly restricted. Consideration should be given to capping leverage levels.

4.3 Whilst the current crisis was triggered by sub prime mortgage defaults Unite remains concerned that
the debt crisis is far wider and that private equity debt could be the next bubble to burst with devastating
eVect on pay, conditions, pensions and jobs. Unite is concerned to stop attempts to make workers pay for
mistakes of others—particularly that of taking on too much debt.

4.4 Private equity buyouts took place in the context of an unprecedented stable economic environment.
The global financial crisis and serious economic diYculties mean that when profitability declines companies
find themselves with unattainable levels of debt. Unite has a number of concerns abut the looming possibility
of a crisis in highly leveraged buyout debt. In the summer of 2007 Unite warned that the overall economy
could be seriously damaged by the high-risk nature of private equity leveraged buyouts of what is now a
very substantial part of the economy. Unite pointed out that in less favourable economic circumstances, this
could generate a high rate of failures of private equity owned companies, a calamity for enterprise that could
in turn further damage the banking system of the UK. Moreover it would be likely to increase the risk of
wage freezes and deterioration in conditions, with further risk of job loss and increases in firms going into
administration.

4.5 Unite is more concerned than ever that whole swathes of the economy may be at risk in terms of jobs
and pay as a result of previous private equity buyouts. In addition private equity leveraged buyouts put huge
pressure on other companies who wished to avoid being taken over, to sell oV or cut productive facilities
while at the same time spending money on buying back its own shares or issuing dividends and increasing
debt.

4.6 Unite is now further concerned about the similarities to the sub prime crisis with the distribution of
LBO debt throughout the financial system.

233 In relation to the tax treatment of debt and equity, tax relief on interest on debt should be abolished. In Denmark, the tax
relief on interest payments has been eliminated with oVsets elsewhere. Unite believes this model is worthy of consideration.
The tax relief on interest on debt means that the portfolio firms acquired by private equity pay much reduced corporation
tax. There is no reason why debt should be given more favourable treatment over equity; this is particularly so when debt is
used for buyout purposes, and to fund dividend recapitalisation. Tax relief on interest on debt is an anomaly in Capital
Markets theory (CMT). A purist approach to CMT would say there should be no diVerence between the treatment of debt
and equity.
Arguably debt should be given less favourable tax treatment than equity given that leverage increases the financial risk of the
firm and risk of default, shifting risk on to other stakeholders particularly workers, in terms of redundancy, erosion of pay
and conditions including pensions. Leveraged buy-outs put new, additional financial costs and demands on the portfolio
company and sources of finance have to be found to meet them. Unite is concerned that debt for acquisition and dividend
recapitalisations also means less money for investment in fixed assets and training. Moreover highly leveraged buy-outs put
pressure on public companies with a more traditional financial structure…… The knock on eVect of debt may well squeeze
investment and long term planning across the economy. This is hardly something that should be encouraged by tax relief.
Equity investors contributing part of their capital as shareholder debt can exacerbate the issue of tax reduction and should
be addressed.
Unite agrees with Nick Ferguson that it is wrong that private equity executives pay less tax than their cleaner. Given that
employees on a modest income bear marginal tax rates, including social security taxes, private equity partners should be taxed
at the full 40% income tax rate.
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4.7 To help mitigate the situation and help protect pay, conditions and pensions, as well as jobs it is
important to know what the risks are and when they may manifest themselves. So that appropriate proactive
action can be taken by government Unite234 is calling for total transparency in relation to private equity debt.

4.8 Firstly, full details of debt and covenants for each portfolio company should be disclosed as well as
the ability to make interest or principal payments on time, any danger of default on debt or bankruptcy, any
cost cutting steps being considered to free up cash flow to make t debt payments, how would these aVect
workers for example in relations to wages and condition, pensions, job losses and alternatives
considerations.

4.9 Secondly that an assessment is needed of how debt-laden company defaults may ripple through the
economy and of the risk that highly leveraged buyout defaults will create further problems in the credit
markets and for already troubled banks and financial service companies. This entails identifying who owns
the debt for portfolio companies at risk; which banks hold what debt and what are the details, the covenants,
if any.

4.10 There should be full public disclosure of private equity /highly leveraged buyout debt held on the
books of the banks in which the state now has a significance share, this means disclosure of all the details
including covenants if any.

4.11 Unite has actively opposed private equity involvement in the Bank of Ireland. Investment funds
whose strategies rely on high leverage ratios should not be permitted to take important stakes or ownership
of retail and investment banks. In a situation of over leverage and de-leverage, institutions built on leverage
should not be permitted in banking.

5. Remuneration Structures

5.1 The remuneration regime within the finance sector requires significant attention and overhaul (1.6).
Unite has had concerns over a long period over a culture which rewards high risk strategies without due
consideration of what is sustainable in the long-term.

5.2 The bonus schemes in many of the UK’s largest banks have richly rewarded executive directors for
taking short-term and risky decisions while having a hugely detrimental impact on workers in the industry.

5.3 It is necessary to tie executive pay and bonus structures to sustainable and long-term performance.
Regulation should encourage long term investment and reward long term sustainable performance. Unite
has long standing concerns about other corporate governance issues such as short termism. The use of stock
options in executive pay should be restricted to avoid excessive focus in short term movements of share price
as opposed to long term interest of the company.

5.4 Where senior people have acted irresponsibly claw back provisions should apply and include for
example the repayment of half of the bonuses of top executives over the previous 10 years. This money was,
in hindsight, wrongly paid as part of the Ponzi scheme which the “Masters of the Universe” perpetrated over
the last decade at least. These falsely paid bonuses should be returned.

5.5 Unite believes that staV remuneration systems require a review. Unite has anecdotal evidence that staV
are given greater incentives for selling loan products than savings products. The union believes that this type
of target-based selling, based upon encouraging the take up of debt by customers, is not necessarily in
consumers’ best interests.

5.6 The incentivisation and target driven culture associated with commission based selling and
synonymous with the finance sector has faced much criticism from both trade unions and consumers groups.
This type of selling can increase stress, lower morale and prevent positive employee engagement. Consumer
groups believe that it increases the risks of mis-selling by employees in a drive to meet often unrealistic and
unattainable targets; none of which does anything for consumer confidence or a motivated and productive
workforce.

234 Unite’s submission to the recalled Treasury Select Committee at the end of 2007 made the following observations regarding
PE transparency : “Even within the Walker report’s narrow consideration of transparency, the benchmark used for
comparison with the private equity industry is wrong. Transparency is at the core of the pact between business and society,
and significant progress has been made on the accountability of public companies. The appropriate transparency benchmark
should be the same transparency requirement on public companies not with the current standard of zero requirements for
transparency from the private equity firm itself. There should not be two standards of transparency. Private equity should
have the same obligations to disclose as if it were a public company.
The private equity firms (the partnerships) should also have to disclose the same information as if they were a public company.
This would mean that they should have to disclose the remuneration of general partners (just as directors pay is disclosed in
a public company). They would also have to disclose significant shareholders and the size of their investments. There should
be a register of limited partners shareholders available (just as shareholders in a public company are). Finally, the private
equity firm should produce group accounts of their holdings just as a public company would. This obligation should apply
to all private companies including sovereign wealth funds.
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5.7 Unite calls for a more “holistic” approach, recognising that remuneration systems (and many other
employment practices) do not work in isolation. Such an approach is necessary to provide both a response
on how the industry could better serve its customers but also to deliver fairness in its treatment of employees.

5.8 Unite is keen to work with employers and the regulator to ensure that remuneration and incentive
schemes are fair and transparent.

6. Protecting the Taxpayer

6.1 Unite is convinced that the UK Government took the right steps to respond to the banking crisis as
it unfolded, (2.1). This included the nationalisation of Northern Rock, although the case for intervention
may have been justified sooner (2.2).

6.2 Unite remains concerned however that some of the senior level managers who were at the helm prior
to the crisis, remain in place and that this is having a detrimental impact on staV morale within the
organisation.

6.3 It is disheartening for employees who see colleagues being made compulsory redundant to see those
perceived to have been implicated in the collapse of the organisation continue to receive salary and bonus.

6.4 Lending decisions made within Northern Rock must continue to be scrutinised and a proper review
of the repayment of taxpayer’s money must not come at the expense of improper treatment of those in
mortgage arrears or pressure on employees to reach targets that may have an adverse eVect on consumers.

6.5 The intervention by government and the recapitalisation programme, and part nationalisation of
major high street banks was again a necessary step to stabilise the UK finance sector and the wider UK
economy (2.3).

6.6 Unite is also very concerned at the extent to which banks moved away from what was their core
business historically—lending money to companies and individuals—and instead increasingly focused their
people and resources on proprietary trading in order to enhance profitability and pay large bonuses. It has
been reported that, in many instances, the trading positions became so complex that they were beyond the
capability of senior management to fully understand the risks entailed. Unite calls for the Treasury
Committee to conduct a study to determine the role played by proprietary trading in creating the banking
crisis. In light of the clear risk to the public purse, Unite believes that proprietary trading should be severely
restricted in any bank in which the state now has a significant share or in any other financial institution
determined to be so integral to the UK’s financial system that it would not be allowed to fail.

6.7 The taxpayers’ stake in the part-nationalised banks should allow for greater consideration of the
important public role that banking plays in society and the economy and this should be reflected in the
appointment and remit of the relevant board members of these institutions.

7. Protecting Consumers

7.1 It is also unacceptable for banks to put increased pressures on small businesses by limiting the
availability of funds. (3.1)

7.2 The banks now appear to have adopted a particularly cautious approach to lending which is not
helping small businesses in these diYcult times. According to the Federation of Small Business around one
third of small businesses are still struggling to obtain aVordable credit from banks and 35% are considering
reducing employee numbers. This is despite the Government’s injection of funds into the banking system.

7.3 Government intervention in the banking system must go further including requiring banks to lend to
small businesses in order to limit the impact of the current recession on the UK economy.

7.4 The banking crisis has inevitably had a major impact on competition on the high street, (3.3). This is
most obvious in the proposed merger between HBOS and LTSB.

7.5 The potential merger will create a “superbank” which will control one third of all lending, current
accounts and savings accounts available to consumers and businesses in the UK. For a sector which claims
to be one of the most competitive in the world this does not bode well for consumers.

7.6 While Unite has raised concerns over the merger on job security and oVshoring, it remains the only
deal on the table. Unite will work with the new bank and other trade unions to limit the number of
compulsory job losses with our key demands being no compulsory redundancies, an end to the oVshoring
of jobs overseas, and continued investment in training.

7.7 The finance sector has been badly damaged in recent times and much of this is self inflicted. It is
however vital that the sector regains its integrity and rebuilds consumer confidence. To do this Unite believes
that there must be an acknowledgement of the social responsibility the sector has beyond the interests of
shareholders (3.8).
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7.8 The Unite Social Contract for Financial Services highlights five key demands of the sector and
Government:

— Recognition of Unite as a key stakeholder in the future of the financial services industry.

— To ensure the employment security of employees in the finance sector.

— To protect and improve the terms and conditions of employees, including pension arrangements.

— End the remuneration packages of senior executives which reward short-termism and irresponsible
risk taking.

— Overhaul of the regulatory structures of the financial services sector to include trade union
involvement in order to enhance the accountability of finance institutions.

7.9 The current financial crisis is the biggest challenge facing the industry in modern times. Unite is
playing its part in rebuilding a successful and responsible financial services sector. Finance workers are
central to this and Unite must be recognised as a key stakeholder.

8. Purpose and Objectives of the Financial System

8.1 Re-regulation should address the objectives and purpose of the financial system within the economic
policy context and economic growth model. Financial regulation should not be seen in isolation. Most
fundamentally the objective of a stable financial system must be re-orientated to serve the real economy, fund
long term investment, provide returns and with wage increases reflecting productivity growth. The
government should use its influence on those not only where it has a direct interest but across the whole
banking and finance sector, including for example, Barclays. The more traditional relationship between
bank and lender, consumer and company was a better model. A higher share of national wealth should be
returned to workers as wages reducing the need for such high levels of personal debt. The financial system
should be democratically accountable to wider social objectives.

January 2009

Further memorandum from Odey Asset Management

Action on Troubled Debts and How to Kick-start Corporate Lending

We judge there is a significant opportunity for government to restart the credit flows through the financial
and real economy of the UK, to make that happen fast, to ensure fair value for tax payers, and to do this
with an exit strategy in mind.

We recommend a two-stage package of UK government intervention:

— a national bank for troubled debts or government guarantee scheme; and

— active intervention to kick-start corporate debt markets.

. . . other interventions will be necessary as the crisis progresses and should be coordinated with this
package. Without this scheme as a foundation, existing and future measures look likely to fail.

We also oVer a comment and proposals on HM Treasury’s latest guidance on the proposed asset
protection scheme to deal with bad debts (page 3).

Key Arguments

— a recent IMF working paper* showed that 60% of all global banking crises in the last 30 years (42
crises in total) were ended by a bad bank or troubled debt guarantee structure. This structure is
missing from the policy response in the UK today;

— the buyer of last resort approach for company debt is analogous to the US TALF intervention
scheme. The TALF provides evidence that this approach delivers significant positive eVects for the
wider economy and population;

— international experience provides elements of successful road-maps for implementing the
proposals;

— these measures would not hand UK banks a “free lunch”. It will ensure that solvent UK banks
remain in private sector control;

— the two building block measures will work best when accompanied by other sensible policy
measures including credit guarantee schemes, and the much needed flexing or suspension of those
Basle 2 rules which have a pro-cyclical impact; and

— there is no reason for government to make a loss over the life of the project.
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Stage One: create a National Bank for Troubled Debts or government guarantee scheme

1. A bad bank or troubled debt guarantee scheme is an essential part of a successful healing process to
this banking crisis.

2. The fundamental problem is too much debt. This is exacerbated by the fact that all investors and
lenders know that the UK banks have bad debts inside them still to come out, but they do not know how
bad those debts are. As long as opaque, impaired assets remain on bank balance sheets the negative feedback
loop of deleveraging and losses will continue. This means that markets will remain dysfunctional, credit
availability scarce, and the banks will be focused on reducing their exposure through de-leveraging.

3. De-leveraging is ultimately quite simple, either you attract more equity or you shed assets. Without
balance sheet repair, it is currently near impossible for many UK banks to raise equity capital. Therefore
they have to de-leverage, reducing lending to companies and households.

4. Banks in the EU are now valued at below their audited measures (tangible book value or net assets)
which makes it very diYcult to raise new capital. Barring full-scale nationalisation of swathes of the banking
sector at huge cost to the taxpayer they will therefore de-leverage. This is the negative death spiral in which
we currently find ourselves. So if banks cannot raise equity we must help the sector shed troubled assets.
The most transparent, eYcient and scalable way to do this is a national bank for troubled debt (a bad bank
structure).

5. The banking crises in Sweden in the 1920s and the early 90s make a relevant case study. To quote the
Governor of the Swedish Central Bank in 1997** (the Riksbank) the problems of the early 90s “seem to
have been more extensive than those which arose in Sweden in the early 1920s”. Yet in the 1920s the fall in
GDP totalled 20% versus around a decline of “only” 6% in the 1990s. Why the diVerence? In large part
because “the two periods diVer substantially in the management of the crisis”. The early 90s Swedish model
is one of prompt, transparent handling of the banking sector problems following the trusted route of:

liquidity—recapitalisation—bad bank structure.

6. The mechanism for establishing the price of an asset as it enters the bad bank, coupled with the extent
to which the banks could participate in any eventual upside are key points in the process. But the models
(details below) show solutions are possible, whether at strategic level the means is (a) a separate bad bank
or (b) guarantees issued by government, in exchange for premiums paid by the banks, but with the now
underwritten assets staying on banks’ balance sheets. The troubled assets are currently so realistically
marked to market that this scheme could operate on the calculation that government can avoid a loss over
the life of the scheme. If any UK banks chose not to participate, negotiating for higher prices from
government, then that would be left up to them. All UK banks would be treated equally.

Comment on HM Treasury Initial Information on Proposed Asset Protection Scheme

7. We welcome the fact that the government is considering an asset protection scheme, however the lack
of detail in the initial 4 page release from 19 January is disappointing.

8. We assess that markets, investors, and savers will judge it essential to have the detail fleshed out and the
policy implemented, at the very latest, alongside the full-year results of the banks in mid/end February 2009.

9. Waiting until co-ordinated agreement has been achieved amongst the G20 is likely to have further very
negative consequences for the UK banks.

10. It is not only the share prices which have fallen, but the value of subordinated debt instruments issued
by the banks have in many cases reached badly distressed levels. This creates risk for pension holders as the
insurance sector holds substantial amounts of this type of bank debt. For example, Legal & General and
Prudential collectively own £4 billion of subordinated bank debt.

11. Our analysis shows that the reduction in risk weighted assets (RWAs) which the banks could gain from
a guarantee scheme would be highly beneficial. But since the public policy objective is to make bank balance
sheets suYciently strong for them to substantially increase lending, additional measures will be necessary.
We recommend that the Committee consider the following:

(i) the first loss tranche of 10% to be borne by the banks, according to the Treasury plan, will need to
be booked against FY09 profits and staggered throughout the year, if it is not to further destabilise
the banks;

(ii) the further residual exposure of c10% of the credit losses which exceed the first loss amount must
at least be staggered through 2010–11;

(iii) the government must recognise that receiving a fee for the guarantee reduces the ability of the
banks to raise lending in the short-term. The two policy objectives are directly opposed. We think
it better that the policy measures achieve their prime objective, and therefore counsel against
sending more mixed messages to the banks, and against giving with one hand while taking with the
other; and

(iv) for the guarantee scheme to be eVective it has to fully address market fears over further heavily
dilutive recapitalisations or nationalisations at a future date. The means to do this, are to add the
above measures to the package, and to demonstrate that banks will be able to significantly improve
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profit margins so that capital can start to rebuild “organically” via retained earnings. We suggest
the optimum way for banks to achieve this is to purchase corporate debt, which will help fund
companies and in the current climate oVers banks significant profitable opportunities. In short, for
some of the UK banks to remain going concerns it is necessary that their bad debts are dealt with;
that the costs of that are distributed over a period of years because the banks’ capital is too fragile
to pay for it upfront; and that it is made possible for investors to see how banks are going to earn
their way back to health in the coming years.

12. What is imperative is that policy-makers act at speed.

Stage Two: intervention to kick-start corporate debt markets

13. This part of the package has elements similar to the steps taken under the TALF scheme in the US.
The Term Asset-backed securities Loan Facility (TALF) scheme is bringing down the cost of mortgages to
American home-buyers. It is a $200 billion facility that helps market participants meet the credit needs of
households and small businesses by supporting the issuance of asset-backed securities (ABS) collateralized
by student loans, auto loans, credit card loans, and loans guaranteed by the Small Business Administration
(SBA). It is all about changing practical things in the real economy for the benefit of the public at large.

14. In our view, a European model would work best via purchases of corporate debt by the UK
government, either through a new agency founded for the purpose or, and this would be most eVective,
through the UK banks. It could also function EU-wide.

15. In outline, the government provides financing, for a fee, to the UK banks (or to a new agency) which
can be used under this scheme only to purchase corporate debt in the secondary market. The eVect of this
is to reduce credit spreads, thus making it possible for companies to borrow again in the primary market at
sensible prices. The benefit for the banks is that they will be able to make a profit margin on the secondary
market debt which is higher than their existing business. This may require an element of compulsion being
exerted on the banks. However, the margin uplift they receive would be substantial enough, we estimate, to
more than cover the most extreme impairment scenarios on the banks’ real economy loan books as the
recession bites. But without the bank for troubled debts, many UK banks will be in no position to be
purchasing more debt in secondary markets or to make fresh loans.

16. So under our scheme, companies get cheaper credit, banks get to become going concerns once again,
the virtuous circle benefits the wider economy, and public policy objectives can be achieved.

17. The two measures in the package are interdependent. Without such a transfer of bad assets banks may
be encouraged to defer the reporting of losses for as long as is legally possible. The Japanese banking system
of the 1990s and the US post Savings and Loans crisis point up how such lack of transparency compounds
and extends the problem.

18. Policy-making, thus far, has been far more proactive than the 1930s, yet credit spreads are comparable
to those in the 1930s (see Fig 17 below). Intervention in corporate credit markets is necessary to resolve
the crisis.
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Source: Deutsche Bank, Bloomberg, Moody’s, NBER, Irrational Exuberance (second edition) (Robert Shiller)
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Facts and models for a troubled assets bank—what we have so far

(i) US TARP—troubled asset relief program, size $700 billion

The TARP scheme embraced the concept of a ‘bad bank’ since its initial purpose was to purchase diYcult-
to-value assets from banks and financial institutions. However the concept was lost in the immediate need
to provide liquidity and stop banks going bankrupt. Also there were problems over how to value and
purchase these opaque troubled assets in non-functioning markets. The first $350 billion of TARP capital
was used mostly to recapitalise financial institutions, including the car finance industry ($255 billion in
varying amounts to '120 banks, $40 billion in pref shares of AIG, $20 billion to Federal reserve bank NY
as equity tranche of TALF, $20 billion to Citigroup, $14 billion to GM/Chrysler).

(ii) The Citigroup model

However, of all the first-round TARP money, the $20 billion to Citigroup came closest to fulfilling the
original “bad bank” concept. For the $20 billion investment the US Treasury and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) received $7 billion in pref stock with explicit participation in gains and losses for $306
billion of ring-fenced troubled assets. The potentially toxic assets remain on Citi’s balance sheet and their
precise composition will be disclosed at some future date. So this approach gets around the issue of having
to value and disclose the assets in question. In many ways though, the Citi model is an imperfect solution.
It lacks transparency and, in not removing the assets from Citi’s balance sheet, the capital relief is not
substantial or immediate, meaning that the bank is less likely and less able to go out and write new loans.
The bank is strengthened, but the wider public policy objectives are not achieved.

(iii) TALF, term asset-backed securities loan facility

Not a “bad bank”, but highly significant as it marked a new form of intervention with government acting
as a buyer of last resort. The Fed was mandated to go into the market and buy $600 billion of agency
Mortgage Backed Securities debt (MBS). The result was that agency MBS yields tightened significantly and
mortgage rates (closely correlated to MBS yields) have fallen from 6% to 5.1% today (see graph). The
remaining portion of the TALF sees $20 billion of Fed equity being levered 10x to create $200 billion of loans
to buy AAA rated Asset backed securities for newly originated auto/student/credit card/small and medium
company loans. As this portion of the TALF commences in February 2009, it should start to have a similar
impact on consumer credit pricing/credit availability in the US as it is already having successfully on US
mortgage rates.

Chart below shows falling US mortgage rates, with TALF impact at end of period.
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(iv) UBS model, similar to Citi except assets moved oV balance sheet into a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV)

$60 billion of risk assets placed into an SPV funded by a $54 billion 8 year loan from the Swiss National
Bank (SNB) at Libor!250bp and $6 billion of equity from UBS. This $6 billion of equity in the JV was
eVectively sold to SNB by UBS for $1, and UBS had to raise a further CHF6 billion to restore its capital
ratios. There is no further recourse to UBS, but in the event of any upside UBS stand to gain a share of
profits. This approach reduced UBS’ hard-to-value assets from CHF55 billion to '10 billion, with resultant
capital relief, in one fell swoop.

* IMF Working Paper: http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2008/wp08224.pdf

** Riksbank: http://www.riksbank.se/upload/1722/970829e.pd

January 2009

Memorandum from Linda Kaucher, London School of Economics

Current negotiations within the international trade agreement framework, especially of trade in services,
will have an overriding eVect on the UK government’s right to regulate financial services.

The failure of the Committee to take account of this within the Terms of Reference of its Inquiry, appears
to indicate a failure of the UK parliament, or at least of this Committee, to take proper account of the
international commitments the EU is making on behalf of the UK, and to which the UK is committed by
its membership of the EU. This would then indicate a failure of the UK parliament to accept the full
dimensions of the legal status of the UK as a member state of the European Union.

If this has been through oversight, then this submission seeks to emphasise the need to consider the “other
jurisdiction” of EU engagement with international trade agreements, particularly with the World Trade
Organisation, and within that, the WTO General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS).

While this submission makes reference to points within the various sections of the Terms of Reference
(indicated), because the substance of this submission relates to the inquiry overall, it has been neither
appropriate nor practical to attempt to sub divide the submission to fit the preferred presentation model.

Notwithstanding this, this submission is mostly concerned Section 1 of the terms of reference: Securing
financial stability.

It seeks to demonstrate how the UK Government’s ability to secure financial stability will be inhibited
through EU commitment to international trade law, in the form of the WTO General Agreement on Trade
in Services (GATS).

How the WTO General Agreement on Trade in Services agreement prohibits options in the Banking Crisis

Trade in services agreements are more intrusive into the processes of domestic regulation than trade in
goods agreements, aVecting and limiting the scope of national regulation. “Services” also underpins all other
forms of trade, especially through financial services. And services agreements are of particular significance
in countries that have or have had services economies, like the UK.

Purpose of the GATS

The fundamental purpose of the WTO General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is the progressive
liberalisation of “services”, including of financial services. Under the Agreement, in negotiating Rounds,
countries, and in the case of EU member states, the European Trade Commission commits to progressive
deregulation, without reversals.

According to the Terms of Reference, this inquiry is largely concerned with regulation. However, the
GATS imposes meta regulation over domestic regulation. In the EU, this means limiting and prohibiting
national regulation within member states, increasing the rights of transnational corporations, including
financial corporations.
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Relevance of the GATS to Financial services and to audit corporations

The GATS enforces deregulation and limits the reregulation of financial services, particularly through the
Special Annex on Financial Services.235 It also strengthens the market power of the big 4 global auditing
firms (ToR 1.1) through the Special Memorandum on Accountancy.236

Financial services, accountancy, and basic telecommunications are all exceptions to the requests and
oVers process of the GATS, whereby all countries (and the EU) commit which services sectors they choose
to liberalise. There is a general imperative to liberalise these services; it is not optional. Liberalising these
services is a condition of WTO membership.

The GATS generally limits governments’ “right to choose the measures they believe can best achieve their
objectives”. However, GATS Disciplines on Domestic Regulation in the Accountancy Sector237 actually
specify a narrow category of “legitimate” government policy objectives, and then apply a “least trade
restrictive” “necessity test” to regulation of the accountancy profession.238

Thus, rather than ensuring regulation of accountancy, and as the 1.1 of the ToR suggest is desirable, and
as trade rhetoric of “transparency” might suggest, the Domestic Disciplines on Accountancy in the GATS
actually enforces transparency of domestic regulation. (Annex 3). This means that national, as well as
subnational regulation, can more easily be challenged by transnational corporations as being trade
restrictive.

The Arthur Anderson corporation was involved in writing these rules, which have been described as
“Enron style”.239

With this form of meta regulation, it is transnational corporations, with their wealth of legal and other
resources that can benefit most from this. In this way the GATS generally and particularly the Domestic
Disciplines on Accountancy strengthens the power and reach of the big four accountancy firms.

There is currently a “standstill commitment”240 prohibiting the introduction of any regulation before the
completion of the current GATS 2000 Round is signed up, at which point these more specified commitments
will come into force.

These particular provisions in the GATS should be taken into consideration in ToR 1.1.

Mechanisms and Timeline of Completion of Current GATS Round

The current Round of the GATS commenced in 2000. The following year, the Doha Round commenced.
The Czech EU presidency, in its work program delivered in January (Annex 1), has indicated the intention
to pursue a completion of the Doha Round as soon as possible. Therefore the GATS Round and/or the Doha
Round are likely to be finalised in the early months of 2009.

While including the GATS in the “single undertaking” of the Doha Round has been a leverage mechanism
for encouraging countries to expand their GATS oVers, because of the diVerence in start date, it is technically
possible for the GATS can be signed up separately, even without agreement on the other parts of the Doha
negotiations ie Agriculture and NAMA (Non Agricultural Market Access—manufactured goods).

When the GATS 2000 Round is finalised, oVers become commitments. and under international trade law,
reregulation, including of financial services, will be restricted.

235 This paragraph extract from the GATS Annex on Financial Services shows the contradictory wording of allowing prudential
measures, yet not if they conflict with commitments to the deregulatory trade agreement. Ambiguity, is common in WTO
wording, allows for challenge under the Dispute Mechanism, and for interpretations in decision-making, wherein decisions
are made on the basis of trade liberalisation only. From http://www.wto.org/english/tratop e/serv e/10-anfin e.htm
2. Domestic Regulation
(a) Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Agreement, a Member shall not be prevented from taking measures for
prudential reasons, including for the protection of investors, depositors, policy holders or persons to whom a fiduciary duty
is owed by a financial service supplier, or to ensure the integrity and stability of the financial system. Where such measures
do not conform with the provisions of the Agreement, they shall not be used as a means of avoiding the Member’s
commitments or obligations under the Agreement.

236 http://www.wto.org/english/news e/pres98 e/pr118 e.htm
237 www.wto.org/english/news e/pres98 e/pr118 e.htm
238 Kelsey, Jane (2008) Serving Whose Interests? The Political Economy of Trade in Services Agreements p 109.
239 Depalma, A. “A WTO Pact Would Set Global Accounting Rules”, New York Times, 1 March 2002, online at

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/referenc/timstopics/orgnaisations/w/world trade organisation/index.html?oVset%30&
query%TREATIES&field%des&match%exact

240 Before the end of the forthcoming round of services negotiations, which commence in January 2000, all the disciplines
developed by the WPPS are to be integrated into the GATS and will then become legally binding. Today’s decision by the
Council includes a “standstill provision”, eVective immediately, under which all WTO Members, including those without
GATS commitments in the accountancy sector, agree, to the fullest extent consistent with their existing legislation, not to take
measures which would be inconsistent with the accountancy disciplines.
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UK Government Role in GATS

UK parliamentary attention to trade agreements has been minimal, and the committee structure has
tended to deter attention to how they aVect the UK.

Where there has been Parliamentary, or Parliamentary Committee attention to the WTO Doha trade
talks, it has been in terms of “development”, with the Overseas Development Committee, focussed on the
eVects on developing countries. In keeping with this, the focus has been on the Agricultural and to some
degree the Non Agricultural Market Access (NAMA—manufactured goods) Agreements, but not on
services, and not on eVects of the trade agenda here.

GATS and Nationalising and Renationalising

Once the GATS commitment is made, it will prohibit any nationalisation. While the Chancellor has said
that “all options are on the tabl”’, it is a concern that, through this EU commitment, the UK is agreeing to
the prohibition of important options, and especially in relation to the banking crisis. The deepening crisis
may require nationalisation of banks, as well as of other facilities, but the EU GATS commitment will
prohibit this. The UK Government is promoting the completion of the negotiations, while failing to inform
the public of the implications.

Actual “nationalisation” is being avoided in the bailout mechanisms, despite the amounts of public
moneys the government is committing in its attempts to limit the crisis.

The loss of the option of nationalisation should be considered in reference to Section 2 of the Terms of
Reference, “Protecting the taxpayer”, as an important element in failure to protect the interests of taxpayers.

The GATS also prevents reversals of public service privatisations and liberalisations, even where they have
shown to be detrimental, or costly, to a service.

When services have been privatised here they have been simultaneously liberalised, though not named as
such. “Liberalisation” means that the contracts have been oVered to overseas companies. It is the
“liberalisations” that are committed to the trade agreement, a commitment that these will not be reversed.
So inherently, the privatisations, on which they are based, become irreversible, too.

Again, with public hardship this option may be needed but will be prohibited by the GATS sign-up. This
ideological commitment to “free trade” and to “liberalisation” and to corporate welfare should not be
structurally enforced over the rights and needs of UK people.

Secrecy

Because of the EU structure, and the nationally focussed media, information at the EU level can be kept
from the public, and indeed from the national parliament and its committees.

As well as the lack of attention in the national context, there is what can only now be described as secrecy
at the EU level and at the WTO level.

Peter Mandelson as EC Trade Commissioner was heavily criticised for lack of transparency and his failure
to reveal the identity of lobbyists with whom he was having contact, by the EU Ombudsman.

What the EU has demanded of other countries is not made public.

The EU revised oVer on GATS,241 the current oVer, was tabled by Peter Mandelson 2 June 2005 without
publicity; in fact it was “hidden” by the French and Dutch referenda that weekend. It is diYcult to locate
on the internet. It is also diYcult to decipher.

At the WTO level, Pascal Lamy, Head of the WTO, in his 18 December 2008 statement on future trade
talks (Annex 2), avoids any mention of “services” negotiations, even though they have been considered part
of the “single undertaking” throughout, so are in fact included. A single reference to the requests and oVers
process, unique to the GATS, signals that inclusion.

He also urges, in his statement, that states do not bring any media attention future to talks. In Geneva in
July 2008, the services meeting was very eVectively kept out of the public eye, despite the global media
attention to the trade talks. This was done by withholding the report until the world’s media had reported
that “Doha is dead”, and had left Geneva.

This degree of secrecy, keeping information from the public at all these levels, appears to reinforce the
importance of the GATS negotiations, as well as the probability that, if the information were in the public
sphere, the commitments would be rejected.

241 http://ec.europa.eu/trade/issues/newround/doha da/pr020605 en.htm then click read the text of the Revised OVer.
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When the committee is considering the banking crisis, and its deep implications, this is extremely
significant. It is to be hoped that they committee will seriously consider the information and the points
raised here.

January 2009

Memorandum from Dr Damian Tambini,242 POLIS/The London School of Economics

I am grateful for the opportunity to respond to the Inquiry. My response focuses on only one of the points
raised by the Committee:

1.11 The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises

Summary

As the author of a recent report on financial journalism by POLIS: a media and society Think Tank based
at the London School of Economics I have conducted over 30 interviews with some of the UK’s leading
financial journalists and editors in recent months. This research asked financial journalists about how they
approach their professional responsibilities as journalists and what challenges they face in carrying them
out. I have also interviewed journalists, regulators, PR professionals and other interested parties in and
outside the UK. The research “What are Financial Journalists For?” was published in November 2008 and
is available at: http://www.polismedia.org/workingpapers.aspx

Interviewees were drawn from the established news media but also elsewhere in the media including the
new media.

On the basis of this research I argue that the news media may contribute to financial stability if
information was more selectively released, but that this may not be a good thing. I also argue that self-
regulation rather than new legal obligations on journalists is likely to be an eVective solution in this case.

Based on a review of the literature and these expert interviews, I think it is reasonable to conclude that:

A. The Role of the Media in financial stability

Markets depend on information. The established news media—among other intermediaries—foster the
flow of information about the market, and about particular companies, to investors, citizens and consumers,
thus enabling them to make informed decisions. By applying well established journalistic strategies of
verification, media organizations help ensure that information is as accurate as possible given time,
regulatory and resource constraints. By ensuring a competitive approach to news and information provision,
and by reference to established professional ethics, the established media help ensure that information is
provided as rapidly as possible, and that that information is of a high quality. From the point of view of
stability, this may not always be a good thing: stability may be better served if information is selectively
leaked to a limited number of market participants. The impact of information on prices may create the
potential for shocks and panics therefore, but whilst a staged, leaky approach to information provision
might serve “stability” better, it would be unjust.

Journalism is undergoing radical change currently however which impacts the ethical and regulatory
structures that secure the reliability of news and information, and the ability of news organizations to invest
the necessary resources in verification. Alongside what I refer to as the “established news media” new
intermediaries provide financial and business news and information whilst operating outside of the legal and
ethical framework of journalism. Despite these radical changes, the Polis research supports the following
views:

1. Media reporting can and does move markets. The regulatory framework for news media recognizes
that media reports can have an impact on market sentiment in general and on prices of particular
securities, and this is supported by ample research evidence.

2. There is (therefore) ample scope for market abuse by the media. Recent scandals such as the “City
Slickers” case in the UK and the Foster Winans case in the US show that it is possible for certain
journalists to gain advantage by market manipulation, including through rumor fueled short
selling. Research tends to support the view that in the UK and the US such practices are rare, and
the established media tend to act as a brake rather than a lubricant on rumor driven runs (at least
when these are based on false rumors).

3. Media may reinforce volatility. It is acknowledged in studies of the behavior of news journalists
that they may be subject to herd mentality; tending to agree among themselves on what “the story”
is in response to an announcement and in the case of running stories seeking news that fits with

242 Dr Tambini is a member of the Communications Consumer Panel. This submission represents a purely personal view and
does not represent a Consumer Panel or Ofcom view.
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a particular notion of “the story”. These tendencies may reinforce herd and momentum market
behaviors but there is little solid research evidence on this. By volume, it is likely that the impact
of media reporting on the majority of investment decisions is marginal. Most high volume
institutional investors do not rely on established news media for their information.

4. News Media can act as a conduit for unfounded rumors. Whilst all media outlets do have
established procedures for verifying news stories, they also provide tips and rumors in certain
columns and broadcast forms (such as analyst quotes). Media are changing: the division between
fact and comment may be becoming less obvious to readers—but currently at least, audiences (as
with the HBOS rumors of March 08) turn to the established news brands in order to verify stories.

5. The legal framework on market abuse applies to journalists as it does to anyone, but there are
jurisdiction problems and enforcement is patchy. Journalists do enjoy certain immunities from the
regulatory framework, and there is evidence that regulators are reluctant to engage with them. In
the UK journalists that oVer investment recommendations are exempt from the conflict of interest
disclosure requirements that apply to others, and they—due to informal arrangements- are less
likely to be required to reveal their sources than others.

6. The eVectiveness of the ethical and self regulatory framework operated by the PCC, and by
individual media outlets is uncertain. The numbers of complaints against the PCC code articles
on financial journalism is extremely low. And there is nothing in the existing code, or professional
practices, that deals with the issue of the macro impact of financial reporting on general market
sentiment.

In conclusion, it is evident that the news media perform a crucial role in bringing information to the
market: there is no conclusive evidence that the media as a whole or in specific instances reinforce volatility,
but there is a possibility that certain newsgathering behaviors might encourage a herd mentality in the
market. The news media, and professional reflection and self-regulation of journalists are focused on
verification of information and not on the consequences of publication, or processes of selection or
agenda setting.

B. Should journalists operate under any form of reporting restrictions during banking crises?

1. The principle of press freedom is very important—though of course journalists operate under many
restrictions. The European standard according to the ECHR is that such restrictions have to be necessary
in a democratic society and in accordance with law. Restrictions would have to meet that test.

2. Existing restrictions are in place relating to market abuse (as well as general restrictions on libel,
intellectual property and so forth).

3. Journalists tend to be well aware of restrictions and operate within them.

4. Rules that apply “to journalists” “during crises” raise the obvious question of who decides who is doing
journalism, when is a banking crisis underway and so forth. Definitional problems are becoming more
pronounced because the activity of journalism is no longer defined by a technology of delivery, and the
technology of delivery is no longer a guarantee of a particular self-regulatory framework.

5. The more convincing arguments against reporting restrictions are not those based on principle (eg “the
principle of freedom of the press”) but those based on the impracticality of reporting restrictions and their
likely perverse consequences. Even if there were restrictions, information and rumor would circulate but
more of the audience would turn to unregulated platforms that do not profess to be doing “journalism” and
which do not exhibit any form of self restraint. There are advantages of getting information into the market
as quickly as possibly and serious disadvantages if barriers are introduced. From the point of view of
financial stability, artificial blocks and bottlenecks in the provision of information may exacerbate financial
shocks and, further introduce obvious inequalities and mistrust in access to trusted information. These are
likely to have political as well as economic consequences.

In conclusion, new legal restrictions on reporting are likely to do more harm than good. But the
Committee could encourage smarter regulation and encourage a new approach to self-regulation. At a time
of intense—perhaps unprecedented—financial pressure on all established media (broadcasting and the
press) it is unlikely that news providers will prioritize ethical and professional reflection, so they should be
incentivized and encouraged to do so. This is always most eVectively done if there is the possibility of
legislation lurking in the background. Much can be done to encourage responsible financial and business
journalism through ensuring access to information, protection of sources and so forth, but the quid pro quo
for this should be a genuine attempt to develop a code of responsible conduct that reflects on the
macroeconomic impact of reporting styles.
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More research is necessary to better understand how business journalists are responding to current
changes and challenges, but it is already clear that business and financial journalists should be encouraged
to develop their ethical and professional practices through self-regulation, and it is likely that new legal
restrictions would hinder journalists in their important work and not result in improved financial stability.

“Free speech and a free press not only make abuses of government powers less likely, they also
enhance the likelihood that people’s basic social needs will be met”, . . . “Improvements in information
and the rules governing its dissemination can reduce the scope for these abuses in both markets and
in political processes. Many of the decisions taken in the political arena have economic consequences.
Also, better and timelier information results in better, more eYcient resource allocations”.
Joe Stiglitz In: The Right to Tell. World Bank, 2002.

January 2009

Letter from Sir Michael Rake, Guidelines Monitoring Group, to the Chairman of the Committee

Just a quick note on your remarks at this morning’s Select Committee hearing on the Banking Crisis,
which referred to the Guidelines Monitoring Group’s first report on private equity disclosure.

You mentioned you thought that half of the firms have not complied with the guidelines.

That impression may have been created by serious misreporting of the GMG’s findings by some sections
of the press today (but not others, see the Lombard column in the Financial Times). The position is as
indicated in the Executive Summary of our report which has been emailed and mailed to your oYce. All of
the companies which are either obliged to work within the Walker structure, or have volunteered to take
part in it, complied with the initiative.

Half met all the requirements in full without any further advice from ourselves; in other cases relatively
minor omissions were identified and either already have been or are in the process of being corrected.

Whilst this is the first year the regime has been in place, and there is always room for improvement, I have
been extremely impressed by the level of co-operation that I have received from the industry and their
understanding of the importance of transparency.

I look forward to discussing the report with you and the next steps that the Guidelines Monitoring
Committee would like to take.

January 2009

Memorandum from Keith Cowan

I am aware that the Treasury select committee is to undertake an enquiry into the banking crisis.

I am however particularly concerned to note that they are looking into (1.11) The role of the media in
financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form of reporting restrictions
during banking crises.

I am particularly concerned about any excuse that would contaminate my access to information and
wanted to let you know about my concern. It is strongly my view that I should be able to know about badly
run institutions. In the case of Northern Rock, it’s buiness model was flawd not because the public found
out its business model was flawed but because it was flawed. If the report is accurate it should be reported,
I have a right to know.

January 2009

Memorandum from Richard Pereira

1. Executive Summary and Key Issues Covered

1.1 The Implications of the hedge fund industry for financial stability

1.1.1 Systemic risk—may be low due to diverse strategies and diverse quality and sizes of managers across
the whole hedge fund industry. But it is a risk that is not formally measured or monitored. So more needs
to be considered. See section 3.1.2 for my suggestion.

1.1.2 Specific risk—controls on counterparty risk exposures and use of leverage are key. We have not
experienced a contagion where more than one large hedge fund manager has collapsed within a very short
period of time we should be aware that this could be disruptive to the financial system. See section 3.1.3.
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1.1.3 Current issues aVecting hedge fund industry

1.1.3.1 Significant investor redemptions in 2008. See section 3.1.4.1.

1.1.3.2 Significant loss in most investment strategies in 2008. See section 3.1.4.2.

1.1.3.3 Restrictions on investor redemptions. See section 3.1.4.3.

1.1.4 Alignment of interests with their investors is key. See section 3.1.5.

1.1.5 Further transparency and regulatory involvement should be welcomed by the hedge fund industry.
In particular measures to monitor systemic risk—see section 3.1.6—for an idea on how to do this.

1.2 Short selling

1.2.1 Short selling is considered by many hedge fund managers as a valuable feature. See section 3.2.1.

1.2.2 Business failure unlikely to be caused by short selling. See section 3.2.2.

1.2.3 Stock lenders can stop lending stock. See section 3.2.4.

1.3 The Future of the Hedge Fund Industry

1.3.1 It is possible that the events taking place in 2008 may lead to an eventual asset re-allocation within
the hedge fund sector to higher quality funds. This may lead to some recovery in the AUM of the hedge fund
industry in the medium term. In this scenario the risk that greater volumes of funds are held with the largest
hedge funds may possibly add to systematic risk See section 3.3.2.

1.4 Corporate Governance issues

1.4.1 A strong corporate governance structure is recognized to be a critical factor to the ultimate long
term success of the investment. See section 3.4.1.

1.4.2 Independence between front oYce and control functions is important. See section 3.4.2.

1.4.3 Dominance risk is a key concern—see section 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.

1.5 Shareholder rights and responsibilities

1.5.1 Fund documents should fully describe the investment and restrictions—see section 3.5.2.

1.5.2 Regular Investor reporting is crucial—see section 3.5.3.

1.6 Investor due diligence

1.6.1 Hedge funds use of due diligence checklists to give information to investors—see section 3.6.1.

1.6.2 Leading hedge fund investors tend to look very closely into the funds operations as part of their
due diligence and treat it as a continual process—see section 3.6.2.

1.6.3 Regulators should consider due diligence spot checks to ensure that standards are maintained and
that information used in marketing reflects is current and investors are informed of changes—see section
3.6.3.

1.6.4 Key man risk is an important area of focus and succession plans are important—see section 3.6.4.

2. Brief Introduction to the Submitter

2.1 I was an Executive Director at JP Morgan Securities Ltd in London. I worked in the Structured
Alternatives investments business area and have strong experience of working with leading hedge fund
managers, understanding hedge fund trading strategies & risks and investor requirements for alternative
investment risks and due diligence.

2.2 My academic and professional background: I graduated with a 1st Class Mathematics degree from
Imperial College and I am a qualified actuary (FIA) and chartered accountant (ACA).

2.3 My professional qualifications and experience with institutional investment managers gives me a
strong understanding of alternative investment allocations and the motivation for investing in this asset
class.
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3. Detailed Comments on the Issues likely to come up in the Committee Meeting

3.1 The Implications of the hedge fund industry for financial stability

3.1.1 Hedge funds that operate to highest standards of risk management, corporate governance tend to
make an important contribution to the financial industry. Hedge funds that can produce positive returns
over long periods with low volatility and low correlation—provide risk diversification to their investors.

3.1.2 There are a diverse range of strategies within the hedge fund industry and this may produce some
level of diversification across the whole industry to reduce the presence of a systemic risk to the financial
system. However in 2008 Hedge Fund Index performance measure shows that the hedge fund industry
experienced losses to varying degrees across most strategies—with the notable exception of Global Macro
investing strategies showing gains at index level. But systemic risk is not formally measured and we should
realize that what is not measured cannot be managed. The concept of the systemic risk monitoring may be
improved by further transparency measures that I have mentioned below (see section 3.1.6)—in my
comments on transparency.

3.1.3 The specific risk of the failure of very large funds may disturb the markets and cause a significant
issue within the financial markets if counterparty exposure and the level of leverage and correlation of
exposure are not properly monitored & controlled. We have seen large hedge funds fail, but have not
witnessed the impact of multiple failures of very large hedge funds within a short period of time. This type
of contagion could be disruptive and may cause financial instability, especially if the counterparty exposures
were not covered.

3.1.4 The key issues that are currently in the hedge fund industry relate to:

3.1.4.1 Redemptions requests from investors: A recent FT article 22 January 2009, referred to a
data source that indicated that investors have withdrawn 20% of their money from hedge
funds in 2008 and hedge fund assets shrank by $782 billion to $1,210 billion. Some hedge
managers have suspended or limited withdrawals, which have disappointed investors who
need cash. A leading hedge fund manager in 2008, was recently said to have stated in his
2009 outlook to investors “We think it’s a mistake for managers to use gates and other
tools to limit investor access to their funds” and “While we recognize the diYculties of the
current environment, we think it is a manager’s responsibility to raise liquidity to meet the
redemption needs of their investors”.

3.1.4.2 Losses from investment strategies—significant losses for some funds in 2008 will mean that
these hedge funds may not receive future performance fee payments until losses are earned
back in future years. Due to the size of losses in some funds the risk is that it may weaken
the alignment of interests of these hedge fund managers to their remaining investors.

3.1.4.3 Lack of liquidity in the market, some managers who are enforcing redemption restrictions
are suVering from the lack of market liquidity for underlying financial instruments.
However, these managers may oVer the explanation that selling illiquid assets at this time
would damage investors who remained invested.

3.1.4.4 Banking sector has now become more conservative when lending to hedge funds this has
lead to further de-leveraging pressure within hedge fund.

3.1.5 A very important principle for leading hedge funds is to establish an alignment of interests with their
investors. This typically occurs in the following three ways:

3.1.5.1 Performance payments to hedge fund managers only occur if their investors are profitable.
This is usually controlled using a high water mark (HWM), this means that the hedge fund
will have to earn back any loses for investors before it can share in future profits.

3.1.5.2 Hedge fund managers can invest their wealth in the same hedge fund to share in investment
losses and gains with their external investors.

3.1.5.3 Some funds may include claw back provisions that allow for a return of profits earned in
previous periods if they lose money in future periods.

3.1.6 Further transparency should be welcomed by the hedge fund industry. In particular measures to
monitor and measure systemic risk. Transparency may be improved by reporting of hedge fund positions to
the regulator (this would need to be done in the strictest confidence and data should not be available to the
public). This process can allow the regulator to consider the aggregated position information and consider
the level of market and credit risk exposure and conduct risk analysis to determine if a systemic risk is
possible. The analysis and measurement of systemic risk could allow for timely intervention.
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3.2 Short selling

3.2.1 Short selling is considered by many hedge fund managers as a valuable feature in promoting the
eYciency of the markets and plays a part in some hedge fund strategies.

3.2.2 It is unlikely that business failure is caused by short selling. Failure usually results from fundamental
problems with the underlying business (for example: weaknesses in business model and operating results,
inappropriate financial capital structure (ie too much balance sheet leverage), weak board level management
control and decisions etc).

3.2.3 The impact of short selling on the market price of a company stock will depend on the volumes of
short sellers in a time period. It is important that statistics can be kept to check how volumes of buyers,
sellers and short sellers impact a share price.

3.2.4 The short seller will typically need to borrow stock from a stock lender Stock lending is an activity
some institutional investors (who are usually long stock), may engage in to increase income by earning fees
from stock lending. Stock lending is not usually a significant source of income and some institutions stopped
this activity in the last quarter of 2008 since it may result in a self defeating impact, as their long portfolios
would suVer from increased market risks. When stock lenders decide to stop lending stock then it is more
diYcult short sellers to carry out their trades. In October 2008 the FT reported that some stock lenders
CALSTRs, CALPERS and APG temporarily suspended the lending of their financial stocks (ie banking
stocks).

3.3 The Future of the Hedge Fund Industry

3.3.1 It is possible that 2009 may see another fall in assets under management (AUM) of hedge funds due
to de-leveraging and investor redemptions.

3.3.2 However, some long term investors will view their asset allocation to the hedge fund sector as a long
term investment strategy and they would not judge this asset class based on the results of one or two years.
It is possible that the events taking place in 2008 and 2009 may lead to an eventual asset re-allocation within
the hedge fund sector, as investors make investments in hedge fund managers who are perceived to be higher
quality and operate leading standards of risk management and corporate governance. This may lead to some
recovery in the AUM of the hedge fund industry in the medium term. In this scenario the risk that greater
volumes of funds are held with the largest hedge funds may possibly add to systematic risk.

3.3.3 Long term hedge fund investors who are looking for high risk adjusted returns (and a low
correlation returns with traditional asset classes) are likely to find the hedge fund industry an important asset
class to achieve their portfolio objectives of achieving higher long term returns with low volatility.

3.3.4 Hedge fund’s that have successfully operated to meet the objective of protecting investor’ capital
and generating positive returns with low volatility over medium to long term time periods may stand to
benefit most from this asset re-allocation within the sector.

3.4 Corporate Governance issues

3.4.1 Many of the world’s most successful hedge fund investors place high importance on the
organization and governance of a hedge fund. A strong corporate governance structure is recognized to be
a critical factor to the ultimate long term success of the investment. But standards of corporate governance
vary widely within the hedge fund industry.

3.4.2 Independence of between front oYce and control functions is important. Independent control
functions that can competently focus on valuation, risk, and liquidity management processes from outside
the front oYce and independently report to the CFO or CRO without restriction or conflict.

3.4.3 Internal procedures need to monitor and control the existence of dominance risk. Dominance risk
occurs when a key person who makes trading & business decisions is not open to discussion with colleagues
either on the trading desk, staV from control functions or investors about the risks they are taking.
Dominant individuals often have built an internal infrastructure where they have the ability to circumvent
controls and overrule other members due their status in the fund. Dominance risk maybe a factor in many
problem cases where there is a sudden deterioration in performance due to excessive risk taking or fraud.

3.4.4 Dominance risk maybe reduced by: rigorously applied limit structures and independent approval
requirements to trade risks above exposure limits, well documented investment & risk committee meetings,
clear reporting lines, transparency with investors in due diligence and subsequent reporting, regulators,
auditors, administrators and a prudent attitude by the main traders.

3.4.5 The existence and ability of the appointed regulator to make random spot checks. For example by
attending scheduled investment & risk committee meetings and to test the documented control framework
of the fund will also help.
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3.5 Shareholder rights and responsibilities

3.5.1 Investors in the hedge fund industry include pension funds, insurance companies, endowments,
banks, fund of hedge funds, family oYces and high net worth individuals.

3.5.2 Shareholders rights are usually set out in the hedge fund prospectus. As discussed above some hedge
fund prospectus documents given the hedge fund manager to impose restrictions on redemption requests.
When these restrictions are enforced it is usually a disappointment to the restricted investors and can cause
a loss of confidence with the hedge fund and its ability to manage liquidity. The legal structure of the fund
should be clearly documented in the prospectus. Shareholders should ensure that fund documentation
confirms that there is an alignment of interests of the hedge fund manager.

3.5.3 Regular Investor reporting is crucial. The investor reporting should available for random spot
check audits by a regulator and each fund should present investors with the most relevant information on
the fund’s performance, risk (market, credit, operational counterparty and liquidity where relevant) and
performance outlook.

3.6 Investor due diligence

3.6.1 Hedge funds usually complete a formal due diligence checklist to ensure that they can satisfy
investor questions. This has become an industry practice and the checklist can be used by some hedge funds
in their marketing eVorts and are often circulated to potential investors. This is a useful first step in the
investment process.

3.6.2 However, some of the world’s most successful hedge fund investors believe that it is also important
to be to able sit down with the hedge fund managers who make the decisions, and understand what these
managers are doing and how it is implemented in trades. This can be extremely useful when trying to get
comfortable with new strategies, new funds or understand the principle factors aVecting the risk of the
investment—this approach is likely to be more widely adopted.

3.6.3 Regulators should consider due diligence spot checks to ensure that standards are maintained and
that information used in marketing reflects is current and investors are informed of changes. The best
managers understand that due diligence is a continual process and keep their investors informed.

3.6.4 Key man risk is an important area of focus. For hedge funds that may be perceived to suVer from
key man risk, it is important that they have a clear succession plan present to improve stability of
performance.

January 2009

Further memorandum from Richard Pereira

1. Executive Summary and Key Issues Covered

1.1 The role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable

1.1.1 It is important to understand how the “going concern” assessment was made by auditors at the end
of 2007 and will be made at the end of 2008. The going concern assessment is an important part of financial
statement preparation and also the audit process. This process is not usually fully disclosed in annual
report—to assist with transparency—a potential reform is that this should be disclosed. It is a very important
assessment and may change the basis of account preparation and can lead to qualified opinions—if this is
done recklessly than the audit opinion would be misleading—see sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.4. Section 3.1.3
contains a fact pattern in the case of RBS—showing the importance of the going concern concept and also
examines what period of time the concept of “foreseeable future” may refer to.

1.1.2 Over the period from 2004 to 2007 the asset side of the largest UK bank balance sheets increased
significantly in size—how was the potential increased risk of this situation dealt with in the audit process—
see section 3.1.5.

1.1.3 Auditors usually focus on material issues and set a level of materiality on the issues they focus on.
For transparency auditors should disclose the level of materiality they have used when auditing financial
statements—this is not usually done. If materiality levels were increased during the period from 2004 to 2007
–it could be possible that important risks were not given the attention they deserved at their origin—see
section 3.1.6.

1.1.4 Do auditor’s rely on credit rating agencies in making going concern decisions (eg (i) to assume an
existing strong credit rating may indicate access to additional debt capital is possible if necessary or (ii) if
capital adequacy regimes refer to credit rating agency ratings on assets to determine if a financial institutions
capital is adequate compared to the regulatory minimum). If auditors implicitly rely on credit rating agency
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rating work and credit rating agencies also rely on audited financial statements when they set their credit
rating—then this may be a dangerous circularity and potential flaw that needs reform—see section 3.1.7 and
section 3.2.5.

1.1.5 Shadow banking system eg Structured Investment Vehicles (SIVs) and other oV balance sheet
vehicles and the impact on the banks—see section 3.1.8.

1.1.6 To what extent did UK auditors—apply the important principles or lessons from the US Sarbanes—
Oxley (“SOX”) regulation (even if it was not legislation in the UK)—during the audit of the largest UK
banks—see section 3.1.9.

1.1.7 Fair value—the recent G20 Financial Reform Paper suggests a fair value reform is required for
illiquid and distressed markets. This is diVerent to the message from the IASB Expert Advisory Panel issued
a paper in October 2008—what do the auditors of UK banks think is correct—see section 3.1.10.

1.2 The role, and regulation, of credit ratings agencies (“CRA”) in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms
are desirable

1.2.1 In November 2008—The European Commission put forward a proposal and rules to regulate the
credit rating agencies (“CRA”)—it attempts to restore market confidence and increase investor protection.
Could the CRA comment on the proposal and rules—see section 3.2.1.

1.2.2 CRA performed badly—The European Commission has put forward why they felt CRA performed
badly—see section 3.2.2.

1.2.3 The European Commission also discussed how the CRA contributed to the financial crisis—see
section 3.2.3.

1.2.4 The recent G30 Financial Reform Paper called A framework for Financial Stability dated 15
January 2009 suggests a reform to reflect the risk of potential valuation losses in which CRA also allow for
liquidity and price volatility—see section 3.2.4 What do CRA think about this suggested reform and the
workability of it? This G30 reform suggestion may be diYcult for CRA to achieve as this would be a
significant departure to their focus on credit risk and may lead to more uncertainty in their risk ratings due
to the assumptions necessary.

2. Brief Introduction to the Submitter

2.1 I was an Executive Director at JP Morgan Securities Ltd in London. I worked in the Structured
Alternatives investments business area and have strong experience of working with leading hedge fund
managers, understanding hedge fund trading strategies & risks and investor requirements for alternative
investment risks and due diligence. My work experience also gave me exposure to the Credit Rating Agencies
in the context of rated structured products and methodologies that they apply to varies types of credit
product.

2.2 My academic and professional background: I graduated with a 1st Class Mathematics degree from
Imperial College and I am a qualified actuary (FIA) and chartered accountant (ACA).

2.3 My professional qualifications and experience give me an insight into the practical working of credit
rating agencies and auditors.

3. Detailed Comments on the Issues that may be relevant in the Committee Meeting

3.1 The role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable

3.1.1 Going concern is the term given to the fact that a bank or business has adequate resources to
continue in business for the foreseeable future. Director’s will usually make this assessment and will adopt
the “going concern” basis when preparing the accounts. However auditors will normally have to assess this
assumption during their audit of the financial statements and determine if they reflect a true and fair view.
For the year ended 2007 for the major UK banks, including RBS and HBOS the auditors agreed that these
banks were a going concern and had adequate resources.

3.1.2 The process of how an audit firm independently determines if it is also their view that the business
is a going concern should be well documented. For transparency and better understanding of the process—
would the auditors of the major UK banks—for example RBS, HBOS and Barclays to comment on the
process they would normally use to assess & collect evidence to determine if a banking group is a going
concern and how this is documented on their audit files. For example in 2007 the auditor’s of RBS and
HBOS agreed that these entities were going concern. Would the relevant auditors be able to independently
publish the work they did to independently agree with the board of directors assessment of going concern
status. If an auditor recklessly conducted its assessment going concern then this may mean that the audit
opinion would be misleading. The UK’s new Companies Act finally which received the Royal Assent on 8
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November 2006, includes a new auditing oVence. The new criminal oVence, which will apply where the
auditor knowingly or recklessly includes in his audit report any matter which is misleading, false or deceptive
in a material particular, or where he omits any required statement within the report.

3.1.3 A suggestion for the future is that auditors should disclose in the financial statements how they
make their independent assessment that the company is a going concern.

In accounting, “going concern” refers to a company’s ability to continue functioning as a business entity.
It is the responsibility of the directors to assess whether the going concern assumption is appropriate when
preparing the financial statements. A company is required to disclose in the notes to the financial statements
whether there are any factors that may put the company’s status as a going concern in doubt. The company’s
auditor must consider whether the use of the going concern assumption is appropriate, and whether there
are material uncertainties about the entity’s ability to continue to operate as a going concern that need to
be disclosed in the financial statements. Financial statements are prepared on the assumption that the entity
is a going concern, meaning it will continue in operation for the foreseeable future (agreed to be two to three
years) and will be able to realize assets and discharge liabilities in the normal course of operations.

On 27 February 2008, RBS issued its 2007 annual report & accounts. On page 119 the auditors (Deloitte
& Touche) opinion concluded “In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view, in
accordance with IFRS, of the state of the Group’s aVairs as at 31 December 2007 and of its profit and cash
flows for the year then ended”. Just eight weeks later, on 23 April 2008, Royal Bank of Scotland “RBS”
announced a write-down of £5.9 billion before tax, following its exposure to the credit markets and on 30
April 2008, RBS announced a rights issue of £12 billion to shore up its finances. The rights issue was
announced as part of a trading update and is one of the largest seen in UK corporate history. The rights
issue was to allow RBS “to retain more capital in its balance sheet to meet the risks of default by borrowers
than it had been doing”. The closing date for the £12 billion cash requirement was 10 June 2008. The fees
paid to advisers by RBS for the £12 billion rights issue prospectus cost the bank £246 million in advisors’
fees and related costs. The cost includes £210 million of fees for the issue’s underwriters—Goldman Sachs,
Merrill Lynch and UBS—with the remainder paying for lawyers’ and auditors’ fees and other costs. The
auditors (Deloitte & Touche) although they did not conduct an audit, opined that they had conducted their
work in accordance with the Standards for Investment Reporting issued by the Auditing Practices Board in
the United Kingdom which consisted primarily of comparing the unadjusted financial information with the
source documents, considering the evidence supporting the adjustments and discussing the Pro Forma
Financial Information with the Directors. They stated that they planned and performed our work so as to
obtain the information and explanations we considered necessary in order to provide us with reasonable
assurance that the Pro Forma Financial Information has been properly compiled on the basis stated and
that such basis is consistent with the accounting policies of the Group. Just weeks after the £12 billion rights
issue RBS required further capital injections resulting in a further £20 billion from the UK Government on
13 October 2008. Going concern means that the business is viable and has suYcient funding for the next 12
months at the very least.

The above fact pattern begs 3 important questions:
(i) how did Deloitte & Touche arrive at the conclusion that RBS was a going concern on 27 February

2008 when just eight weeks later RBS announced a material write-oV of £5.9 billion and was not
a going concern without raising £12 billion in new capital?

(ii) When the audit opinion was formed and signed on 27 February 2008 did the auditors have the view
that the foreseeable future was two to three years or eight weeks. This “opinion” would have been
important to shareholders and public interest and this lack of disclosure may be viewed as
misleading?

(iii) What do the auditors on your panel think may be a reasonable period that is referred to by the
term “foreseeable future”?

3.1.4 The auditors of UK banks should be asked to disclose how they intend to deal with the going
concern uncertainties present in the banking system for year end 2008—for example in relation to assessing
if adequate resources are available and the fair value assessment for troubled asset positions.

3.1.5 In the period from 2004 to 2007 the asset side of most of the largest UK bank balance sheets
increased significantly in size. For example:

3.1.5.1 Assets as at 31/12/2004 of HBOS was £442,881 million compared to £666,947 million as
at 31/12/2007.

3.1.5.2 Assets as at 31/12/2004 of RBS was £583,467 million compared to £1,900,519 million as at
31/12/2007.

3.1.5.3 Assets as at 31/12/2004 of Barclays was £522,089 million compared to £1,227,361 million
as at 31/12/2007.

3.1.5.4 To what extent did the audit processes adapt to the potentially higher risk of misstatement
in this increased asset base—in particular in respect of two significant issues:

3.1.5.4.1 the risk there were more complex assets on the balance sheet; and

3.1.5.4.2 how would the auditor gain comfort that these volumes of assets were suitable for
the banks balance sheet.
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3.1.6 Auditors usually focus on material issues and set a level of materiality on the issues they focus on—
this may be related to the size of assets in the balance sheet or the size of the turnover or net profit. For
transparency auditors should disclose the level of materiality they have used when auditing financial
statements. This is currently not done. Given the increase in the asset side of most of the largest UK bank
balance sheet from 2004 to 2007—it would be important to know if the auditors of the UK bank increased
their materiality limit. If materiality is increased, as the balance sheet increases in size then this may
introduce a selection or audit bias whereby risks go unchecked (or less checked) since they may not be picked
up in the audit process until it is too late and the exposure becomes too big. For example if an area
experiences significant growth in size over a short time—is it possible that the auditors may not focus on
that area while its balance sheet presence, profitability and risk profile is still being formed and still not yet
significant compared to the materiality gauge that is being used by auditors.

3.1.7 Auditors may implicitly rely on credit rating agency rating of the banks that they audit during their
audit process. It is important to establish if this is a factor that is implicit in the going concern assessment.
For example, is there is an implicit assumption that the bank will be able to access the debt capital markets
to raise debt to increase solvency if required—because it has a suYciently high rating. This may lead to a
circularity in which two important parties (ie external auditors and credit rating agencies) implicitly rely on
each other’s work. This may be a flaw in the system at times when problems arise or about to arise—see
section 3.2.5.

3.1.8 Shadow banking system vehicles eg Structured Investment Vehicles (SIVs) to what extent did
auditors consider that the risk of failure of SIVs held oV balance sheet may lead to balance sheet problems
if these vehicles had to be consolidated. Is the risk that oV balance sheet vehicles may suVer problems that
force them back onto the balance sheet a factor that is considered during the audit. This risk may change
the balance sheet profile excessively and may test the going concern assumption.

3.1.9 After the failures of Enron, World Com—the US introduced SOX which forced changes that raised
awareness to control risks in some of the areas (see below)—to what extent did auditors of our largest UK
banks consider and follow the important principles implied by the SOX regulation, even if it may not be
legally enforceable in the UK—for example:

3.1.9.1 Auditor independence to avoid conflicts of interest –restriction on audit firms providing
non audit services (eg consulting services) for the same client.

3.1.9.2 Corporate Responsibility—independence of external auditors and bank’s audit committee
and also Independence of audit committee members and management. Independence of
external auditors and board management. On this later point—for some of the largest UK
banks there seems to be a relationship between audit firms and significant/influential
members of the board of some of the UK banks (or is it just coincidence):

3.1.9.2.1 RBS auditors are Deloitte & Touche and the former CEO Sir Fred Goodwin was
a Deloitte & Touche partner.

3.1.9.2.2 Barclays auditors are PWC and the current FD Chris Lucas was a former PWC
partner—Head of Banking and Capital Markets at PWC.

3.1.9.2.3 HSBC auditors are KPMG and the current FD Douglas Flint was a former
KPMG partner.

3.1.9.3 Executive compensation and boardroom failure—appropriate eVective and independent
remuneration committee who would review the board members compensation to ensure
that it was not excessive and lead to short term behaviour. Strong corporate governance
to assess the competence of senior management to ensure that board members had the
expertise and technical knowledge to understand the complexities of the business.

3.1.10 Fair value—the recent G30 Financial Reform Paper called A framework for Financial Stability
dated 15 January 2009 suggests under their Fair Value recommendation 12 (a) Fair Value accounting
principles and standards should be re-evaluated with a view to developing more realistic guidelines for
dealing with less liquid instruments and distressed markets. However the IASB Expert Advisory Panel
issued a paper in October 2008 on Measuring and disclosing fair value in markets that are no longer active—
indicating the principles of fair value calculation in these markets. The auditors of the UK banks should
indicate their view on the subject of fair value in illiquid markets and what reforms are or maybe needed due
to uncertainties in the fair value approach.

3.2 The role, and regulation, of credit ratings agencies (“CRA”) in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms
are desirable

3.2.1 In November 2008—The European Commission put forward a proposal and rules to regulate the
credit rating agencies (“CRA”)—that attempt to restore market confidence and increase investor protection.
Could the CRA comment on which of the rules they have most issue with. The new rules include:

3.2.1.1 CRA may not provide advisory services—in particular to advice issuers on how to get a
better rating.

3.2.1.2 CRA cannot rate financial instruments if they do not have suYcient quality information
to base their ratings.

3.2.1.3 CRA must disclose models, methodologies and key rating assumptions to the public.
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3.2.1.4 CRA must publish an annual transparency report.
3.2.1.5 CRA must appoint 3 independent directors on their boards, one of whom is an expert in

securitization and structured finance. These directors can serve for less than 5 years and
their remuneration cannot depend on business performance.

3.2.2 The European Commission also discussed why CRA performed badly.
3.2.2.1 Conflicts of interest: CRA work with issuers of rated instruments and are usually paid by

issuers—there is substantial risk that may compromise their independence and objectivity.
CRA staV who prepare the ratings may be subject to incentives that may aVect their
judgement.

3.2.2.2 Quality of ratings compromised by CRA profit motives.

3.2.2.3 InsuYcient transparency about how they develop their ratings—eg processes, models,
methodologies etc.

3.2.2.4 Lack of supervision—CRA have not been subject in Europe to formal control and
surveillance by public authorities.

3.2.3 The European Commission also discussed how the CRA contributed to the financial crisis and gave
credit when it was not justified by economic fundamentals:

3.2.3.1 CRA failed to suYciently consider the risks inherent in more complicated financial
instruments (eg structured finance products that may be founded on risky assets, like US
subprime mortgages).

3.2.3.2 CRA underestimated the risk that these instruments may not pay interest or the debt itself.

3.2.3.3 CRA failed to promptly reflect deteriorating market conditions in their ratings.

3.2.4 The recent G30 Financial Reform Paper called A framework for Financial Stability dated 15
January 2009 made Recommendation 14 b) Risk ratings issued by the CRA should be made more robust,
to reflect the risk of potential valuation losses arising not just from default probabilities and loss in the event
of default, but also from the full range of potential risk factors (including liquidity and price volatility).
Could the CRA comment on the workability of this proposal from the G30

3.2.5 Credit rating agencies may have relied on audited financial statements in making their credit rating
estimate for the banks. This has a circularity that is concerning. Also see section 3.1.7.

January 2009

Memorandum from Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services

1. Executive Summary

1.1 On 13 January 2009 Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (“S&P”) was invited by the Treasury
Committee to give evidence at its session on 28 January 2009. This follows previous evidence submitted by
S&P on 7 November 2007 and oral evidence given at the hearing on 13 November 2007 by Mr Ian Bell and
Mr Barry Hancock of S&P. Mr Bell and Mr Hancock will return to give evidence on 28 January.

1.2 We have focused our written evidence on three topics where we hope our views will be of assistance
to the Treasury Committee.

1.3 In section 3 we summarise the recent actions taken by S&P to reinforce its internal policies and
procedures. This includes in particular a set of 27 initiatives which we announced in February 2008.

1.4 In section 4 we comment on the current state of the draft EU legislation. We believe that legislation for
the regulation and supervision of credit rating agencies (“CRAs”) could, if appropriately calibrated, support
eVorts to rebuild confidence in ratings and we are continuing to maintain a dialogue with regulators and
policymakers over various provisions in the draft legislation.

1.5 In section 5 we comment on the future of the CRA industry, particularly in terms of the “issuer pays”
model. Although we recognise that there are potential conflicts of interest in the “issuer pays” model we
believe that potential conflicts can arise within any model. Other models may also generate additional
diYculties.

2. Standard & Poor’s

2.1 S&P is a business unit of The McGraw-Hill Companies Inc., a global business service provider in the
fields of financial services, education and business information. S&P is known as one of the world’s leading
providers of independent credit ratings. It has been engaged in issuing credit ratings since 1916. The total
amount of outstanding debt rated by S&P globally is approximately US$32 trillion in more than 100
countries. S&P rates and monitors developments pertaining to these issuers from its operations in 23
countries and markets around the world. It employs approximately 8,500 people worldwide.
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3. Recent Action taken by Standard & Poor’s

3.1 In its previous report, the Treasury Committee expressed concern about the potential conflicts of
interest faced by CRAs and urged them to put in place policies and procedures “to identify, manage, and
where incapable of being managed out, disclose conflicts inherent in their individual business models”.243

3.2 Since last giving evidence to the Committee, S&P has taken extensive actions to address the concerns
raised by the Committee and other commentators. These actions have included specific measures that are
designed to enhance our policies and procedures for addressing and managing the potential conflicts of
interests that may arise in the course of our business. In particular, in February 2008 S&P announced 27
new initiatives, which are designed to enhance our ratings practices and processes whilst also providing the
market with greater insight and understanding of the analysis and information that supports our ratings.
These initiatives are designed to promote the following broad objectives.

(a) Governance: the integrity of the ratings process

As part of our changes to governance, we are introducing the following measures that are designed to
address potential conflicts of interest:

— We now hold periodic reviews with the Audit Committee of McGraw-Hill, our parent company,
to discuss S&P’s overall governance and compliance functions.

— We have formalised functions with responsibility for policy governance, compliance, criteria
management and quality of the ratings.

— We have established an Enterprise Risk Oversight Committee that operates independently of the
business, and which is responsible for providing independent oversight of risks that could impact
the ratings process.

— Establishing an OYce of the Ombudsman (eVective 16 February 2009) that will address concerns
related to potential conflicts of interest and analytical and governance processes that are raised by
issuers, investors, employees and other market participants across S&P’s businesses.

— We have implemented “look back” reviews for analysts in certain roles who leave the firm to work
for issuers, investors or arrangers.

— We have instituted a new policy for the rotation of lead analysts.

— We are enhancing our level of employee training.

(b) Analytics: enhancing quality of ratings analysis and opinions

We are establishing a Model Oversight Committee to assess and validate the quality of data and models
used in our analytical processes. We are also taking steps to complement traditional credit rating analysis
by highlighting non-default risk factors that can influence the valuation and performance of rated securities
(such as market liquidity, volatility, correlations and recovery). Other initiatives are being implemented that
are designed to enhance our surveillance process.

(c) Information: providing greater transparency and insight to market participants

We are introducing 10 separate initiatives in this area. For example, we have taken steps to simplify and
provide broader market access to ratings criteria, underlying models and analytical tools. We are also taking
steps to better explain the comparability of ratings across diVerent classes (ie structured, corporate and
government issued securities).

(d) Education: more eVectively educating the market about credit ratings and rated securities

We are implementing five measures that are designed to promote a better understanding of the ratings
process, the features of the securities that we rate and the role of ratings in the financial markets.

3.3 Since announcing these actions we have published updates, so that there is transparency on the
progress that we are making in implementing them.

3.4 These actions are not designed to replace our previous systems and controls, but to reinforce them.
There were, for example, already safeguards in place that were designed to ensure that our ratings were not
influenced by potential conflicts of interest. Among other things, analysts’ compensation was not linked to
the revenues or profits attributable to an analyst’s ratings work. In addition, ratings decisions were (and
continue to be) made by committees, and not individual analysts.

3.5 Our actions are nevertheless important in developing our procedures across a variety of areas. We
believe that they will help us to demonstrate our commitment to the integrity, quality and transparency of
our work.

243 Paragraph 204 of “Financial Stability and Transparency”, Sixth Report of Session 2007–08, published on 3 March 2008.
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4. Options for the Oversight of Credit Rating Agencies

4.1 As the Committee will be aware, the European Commission has now proposed legislation for the
regulation of CRAs. Other countries in which we operate (such as Japan and Australia) are also formulating
regulatory frameworks and the United States already has regulation in place.

4.2 S&P believes that appropriate systems for the regulation and supervision of CRAs could support
eVorts to rebuild confidence in ratings and help to promote high quality, independent and internationally
consistent credit ratings for the market.

4.3 Our view is that any system of regulation should be designed to promote certain core objectives. In
particular, it should seek to promote an internationally consistent standard of regulation, preserve the
analytical independence of CRAs and incorporate a proportionate and workable supervisory framework.
We continue to discuss the current EU proposals with a range of interested parties, in order to ensure that
the final legislation works in the interests of the market as a whole.

5. The Future of the Credit Rating Agency Industry

5.1 S&P is aware that many commentators have questioned the suitability of the “issuer pays” model,
primarily on the basis of concerns over conflicts of interest.

5.2 S&P believes that all available models present their own potential challenges. In particular, other
models would also present potential conflicts of interest (the Treasury Committee has already recognised
that if investors pay for ratings this might only serve “to encourage conflicts in the opposite direction”).244

In all cases, steps will be required to manage any potential conflicts of interest. We are, as explained above,
taking steps to demonstrate that we manage appropriately the potential conflicts of interest that arise in
our model.

5.3 There are also other problems that are likely to be associated with other models, such as inequalities
in the information being made available to market participants.

January 2009

Memorandum from R F Morrison, Scottish Monetary Reform

Executive Summary

“All Sterling money, including Sterling denominated bank credit, must in future be Constitutional Money—
The National Credit -authorised and issued by the State”.

The customer will perceive a Newbank very like an old one—the diVerence lies behind the scenes.
Newbanks are retailers of real money, money they can lend only after they have borrowed it from one of
two sources—from you the customer or from the State. Newbanks are transparent—no smoke, mirrors or
mysterious money markets.

Under their amended State Charter Newbanks can no longer conjure up their own credit—they have
become “intermediaries”. The risk of “runs on the bank” has been largely eliminated—a genuinely neutral
monetary and payments system is guaranteed by the State at all times—not just as a last resort in financial
emergencies.

Under the new Banking Act stability is ensured by decoupling Chartered Newbanks from speculative
financial markets. This will minimise disruption to the rest of the economy when a sudden financial event
disrupts a volatile financial market. As banks require further tranches of credit they will tender their existing
loan contracts to the Central Bank as securities in return for further credit. Good secured loans will be valued
at 100%, but doubtful loans will be discounted or rejected.

The Central Bank will accommodate the inter-bank clearing system as at present and oversee the
payments system, regulation and compliance. The FSA and the Building Societies Association will deal with
the regulation of other financial enterprises as agents of the Central Bank.

The Central Bank will be represented on a revised Monopolies Commission. Should financial stability or
the public interest be challenged by any privately owned entity or individual threatening to become a near
monopoly or “too big to fail” the Central Bank will have power to break them up. The function of the
Treasury will be modified to accommodate a Currency Board having similar constitutional powers to the
Judiciary and to which the Central Bank shall be accountable.

244 Paragraph 205 of the Sixth Report of Session 2007–08.
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Newbanks should ideally be constituted as Mutuals—a structure which identifies with the particular
taxpayers using the facilities, rather than with shareholders who pursue a totally diVerent agenda.
Competition among Newbanks is desirable, but there will be no competition within the monetary system
itself. Creating ephemeral bank credit becomes a criminal oVence, just as the unauthorised printing of
counterfeit notes.

Existing chartered banks will convert to Newbanks. There need be no disruption to the basis of current
personal and business banking. Now that the State has taken a controlling stake in the industry it is in an
ideal position to restructure it in the pattern of the pre 1986 Building Societies—with two important
additional facilities. First, oVering completed mortgages and some larger long term loan contracts to the
Treasury as collateral in return for tranches of the National Credit. Second, the ability to draw down New
Treasury Credits when the demand for liquidity requires expansion of the monetary supply. Thus we
formalise the conduit of the National Credit into the monetary system and restore the principle of
seigniorage.

The conversion of banks to Mutuals could be achieved by putting the banks into a form of holding or
temporary administration and suspending their market quotations while non retail banking activities were
divested and sold oV. Based upon the ensuing net valuation shareholders would be credited with an
appropriate sum as members of the Mutual. This would be irrespective of the share price at the striking date.
Similarly current account holders, savers and depositors would also become members. There is a good
precedent here in the Co-Operative Bank & Nationwide Bank—but with the addition of the new style
securitisation.

Ideally this transition should be conducted simultaneously and internationally, but that is unlikely to be
achieved. More likely is a series of National initiatives designed to achieve the foregoing objectives and
counter potential disruptive or speculative forces.

There are indeed problems here to unravel—however it is this very internationalisation of credit banking
which has led to the present collapse. Given the political will it can all be accommodated—the priority is to
re-launch a neutral banking service—what happens to the divested interests and money markets is irrelevant
here—they will find their own resolution in the casino of the free marketplace.

Newbanking will provide a significant entrepreneurial opportunity for a new generation of bankers and
it will remain Big Business and play a much more constructive role in facilitating economic life. It is to be
hoped that the case for Newbanking will emerge into the debate before the old and discredited system is
allowed to rekindle itself at taxpayers’ expense. The old model must never reassume its dominance over the
rest of the economy.

FAQs

Will the Newbank Charter protect my ordinary savings & deposits?

Yes—as Newbanks cease to depend upon each other & the markets for funds (apart from the overnight
Clearing Process) the State will guarantee deposits 100%. But it will NOT bail-out a failing bank by
providing taxpayers’ money to bolster its capital or other liabilities.

Can a Newbank still go bust?

Not if it is constituted as a Mutual as suggested here. If loans go bad the loss comes out of the profits and
if that is insuYcient then it comes out of the members’ funds.

Will I receive interest on my deposits?

It is unlikely that interest will be paid on current accounts, indeed there will probably be a charge for
providing this facility. Interest will be paid on savings & term accounts—probably at two basic rates. A low
rate for under three month access and higher rates for locking in money for longer periods. Devices like
instant access savings accounts are likely to disappear.

Will Newbanks be able to oVer customers other financial services like insurance, share dealing etc?

No. Their Charter restricts then to retail banking and managing the payments system.

Will Newbanks continue to oVer credit card and normal personal & business overdraft facilities?

Yes, They will charge a margin of interest over what they themselves pay to customers and the Central
Bank. The Central Bank will continue to fix base rates.
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How does a Newbank refresh its balance sheet when it wishes to lend more than its members’ deposits?

Under the new regulations mortgage contracts will not be sold directly into the money markets or to other
banks, but tendered to the Central Bank as securities for further tranches of State Credit. Depending upon
the risk or nature of the contracts the Central Bank may oVer a risky bank less than 100% replacement credit.

What does the State do with these mortgage securities?

They produce a stream of revenue to the State which will underwrite the tranches of new National Credit
to the banks. If a major drop should occur in house prices relative to these securities they are already
underwritten by the State and therefore will not jeopardise t the commercial viability of the Newbanks. This
opens new options to link Pension Funds to National Savings & Investments as an alternative to volatile
financial markets.

Will the Newbank charter contribute towards any reduction in private & public debt?

Yes. Central Bank policy will be to cap present price levels. As the economy grows new money is
constantly in demand and will be available to Newbanks—ie money over and above that provided as
replacement for securitised debt contracts. This will not be credit “from thin air” as at present, but
Newbanks will credit the account of the Central Bank with the value of all new money issued to them in this
manner (seigniorage)—be it in the form of cash or Treasury Credits. Newbanks will lend this new money
into circulation but the equivalent sum is spent by Government in the form of payment for new public assets.
Thus any addition to overall money supply will is money backed by physical asset creation. This will reduce
net private and public debt yet still finance public investment.

Will loans between banks still be permitted?

Yes, but generally restricted to the overnight clearing operations. As a matter of principle inter-bank
lending will be regulated to avoid potential financial chain reactions.

Submission

1. Securing Financial Stability

1.1 The role of auditors in the banking crisis, and whether any reform to that role is desirable.

Banks are diVerent from companies because they are responsible to a wider constituency than
shareholders. The Institute of Accountants should be invited to submit an appropriate procedure &
standard.

1.2 The role, and regulation, of credit ratings agencies in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are
desirable

The attached Summary Recommendations render this relationship redundant insofar as it relates to
Money Market activities.

1.3 The role, and regulation, of hedge funds in the banking crisis, and whether any reforms are desirable

Bank credit used as leverage to finance hedge funds destabilizes the real economy as well as the financial
one. We believe this to be an improper use of bank credit.

1.4 Ongoing reforms to the operation of the Tripartite Committee, and cooperation between the relevant public
sector authorities

The participants are floundering. There is a need for a political lead here, not a financial one—see
summary proposals.

1.5 The impact of European Union directives on financial stability, including “passporting”

Passporting is a euphemism for passing the buck—a natural human failing compounded by bureaucracy.
If we tackle our banking problem other than Nationally—ie with one eye constantly over our shoulder at
EU or IMF “rules” then no meaningful reform is possible. We made the pace in igniting Big Bang—we must
set it in recovering financial reality.
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1.6 Possible reforms to the remuneration structures prevalent in financial services

This should be irrelevant, but isn’t. Managing the means of exchange is a Constitutional duty—not an
entrepreneurial opportunity. Any system which indulges excessive self interest at these levels is anti social,
and in the case of banking—a public trust—punishable under the law as embezzlement.

1.7 Reforms to regulatory capital and liquidity requirements

This is ducking the issue. The problem is not of regulation nor of capital adequacy—it is of principle.
Banking is a delegated constitutional power, not a financial opportunity for the promoters.

1.8 Possible improvements to the architecture of international financial regulation and maintenance of global
financial stability

Avoid re-inventing the wheel. Keynes’s Bancor encompassed all the basic principles of accounting
international trade. It’s an ideal challenge for the UN—perhaps the interval between the demise of the dollar
and the rise of a South East Asian “euro” will provide an opportunity for a new initiative—but this is a step
too far in resolving the present problem—that must start in our own backyard.

1.9 Regulation of highly complex financial products, and the future of the “originate-to-distribute model”

Such casino processes should be outwith the remit of any banking inquiry—they should simply be a
banned activity.

1.10 Risks to financial stability emanating from non-bank financial institutions

As above, Banks should concentrate upon banking—the Regulator making clear their preclusion from
fringe activities. That’s what caused the present furore.

1.11 The role of the media in financial stability and whether financial journalists should operate under any form
of reporting restrictions during banking crises

Certainly not—do not expect the media to conceal systemic failure.

1.12 Monitoring and surveillance of financial stability problems by the public sector

Perfectly practical if the banking system is de-coupled from financial markets—it is the present inter-
relationships and lack of rationale which make supervision so diYcult—almost impossible.

1.13 The role of the banking system within the overall economy

Simplify it to managing and distributing the National Credit—any other activity should be a separate
entity. The real economy produces real wealth—the financial one simply dilutes wealth.

1.14 The impact of short-selling in the banking crisis and its regulation

Short selling is a market ploy—the only restriction I suggest is that it should not be leveraged with bank
credit. Shares should be owned and paid for before they can be re-sold—why subsidise private gambling
with the National Credit?

2. Protecting the Taxpayer

2.1 The advantages and disadvantages of the UK Government’s response to the banking crisis, including
comparisons with alternative approaches adopted in other jurisdictions

What is done is done, right or wrong. The priority is to not to put the old order back in place but to design
a better mousetrap. Start be defining the National Credit as a core principle and the outlawing of private
credit creation as no more than counterfeiting. Consider a private bank grants you an overdraft of £1,000.
You go round the corner and draw out cash from your account. That is a private firm printing money—
that’s why we have inflation.
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2.2 The nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley

Put it back to being a genuine Building Society with 100% depositor cover of mortgages.

2.3 The Government’s recapitalisation programme, and part-nationalisation of major high-street banks

Use the opportunity to restructure the banks into social assets providing a constitutional service to all—
not a money making cartel for senior executives and shareholders.

2.4 The aims, objectives and exit strategy of the Government’s investments in UK financial institutions

As 2.3.

2.5 The role of UKFI and its relationship with the part-nationalised banks

2.6 The impact of current Government policy on future taxpayers, including the impact of moral hazard

The taxpayer has already assumed a huge obligation and deserves a new banking architecture. Banking
had grown to dominate the democratic process and its self-destruction presents a unique opportunity to
reconstruct it in a socially responsible image.

3. Protecting Consumers

3.1 The role of banks in receipt of public investment in fulfilling the Government’s aspirations for assisting
customers, and small businesses, in financial diYculty

It is already apparent that partial or complete nationalization of the banking system is undesirable and
unworkable. The National Credit is the National Asset—charter the banks to manage this in the public
interest—forget the City, the fat cats, the millionaires—keep them well away from the National Credit—
they cab look after themselves. Government’s job is to look after everyone else. Please press to have this
done quickly.

3.2 The importance of retail banking as a “utility”, and whether retail banks should be separate from other
activities such as investment banking and insurance provision

Absolutely—the State has delegated its Constitutional duty to provide a National currency and monetary
system. The Banks should discharge this duty, make a reasonable profit and be precluded from anything else.

3.3 The competition impact of further consolidation within the retail financial services sector

We need more and smaller banks—we should be breaking up the monsters not making them bigger—too
big to fail . . .

3.4 The product pricing of credit facilities, including mortgages, credit cards, store cards and small business
loans

With 100% banking (and remember prior to 1986 ALL our UK mortgages were funded by Building
Societies based upon 100% depositor cover), interest rates should reflect a reasonable return to savers and
a reasonable cost to borrowers. Interfere with this natural market with great care—better to control
consumption with minimum deposits tied to finance deals. Experience has shown what happens when you
condone a free market in in printing money. (2006 saw bank credit issued at four times the rate of GDP
growth.

3.5 The protection of UK citizens investing funds in non-UK jurisdictions

That is a matter of choice—not a taxpayer liability.
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3.6 The impact of deposit protection on both consumers and competition.

3.7 The role of financial advisers in the banking crisis

I doubt they have had much influence (unless you are referring to Standard & Poores etc) Financial
Advisors are largely a by-product of the pensions industry. With few exceptions they are not well regarded.
Once the banking crisis settles there is much scope for a new look at pensions—looking well beyond Turner.

3.8 The impact of the banking crisis on consumer confidence in financial institutions

Very substantial and still shaking. Everyone is looking for strong leadership—which could be manifested
in the suggested National Credit Reforms. Confidence in the monetary system will not be restored by
shopping, borrowing or throwing the National Credit at consumers—that illustrates ineptitude and
generates the opposite of prudence and common sense.

4. Protecting Shareholder Interests

4.1 The rights of shareholders in the context of new sources of investment, including the UK Government and
sovereign wealth funds

4.2 The responsibilities of shareholders an ensuring financial institutions are managed in their own interests

See submissions of UKSA. Small shareholders have lost their voice to Nominees. Pension & Investment
Fund Managers—who always vote with the Executive. The Myners Report addressed this, recognised that
shareholder democracy was an essential factor in keeping large corporations “honest” and accountable—
and then left it to these same Nominees & Funds to opt—in to a participating system—if they elected to do
so. So of course they have not and so nothing changed . . .

December 2008

Memorandum from Barbara Gray

2. Protecting the Taxpayer

2.2 The nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley

2.3 The Government’s recapitalisation programme, and part-nationalisation of major high-street banks

Before Bradford & Bingley were nationalised, many worried taxpayers undertook to purchase more
shares in the share option scheme in the hope of safeguarding their existing savings within that society as it
was not made clear until after shares were purchased that the Government would ensure the safety of
savings. There has been no mention of the loss suVered by those taxpayers/shareholders as it appears that
this issue has been ignored and only the savers were being recompensed. Taxpayers are therefore being
penalised for trying to act responsibly. Why won’t the Government protect those taxpayers who have lost
money—which were in eVect savings—through trying act responsibly. The cost of shares was around the
£150 mark per person if the maximum amount were purchased. This is a drop in the ocean compared to
£50,000 guaranteed by the Govenrment for savers.

This said, 2.6 should not need a response.

2.6 The impact of current Government policy on future taxpayers, including the impact of moral hazard

3. Protecting Consumers

3.8 The impact of the banking crisis on consumer confidence in financial institutions

I should have thought that past performances will impact consumer confidence badly, particularly as
HBOS are urging shareholders to vote for mergers whilst bankers are squandering consumers’ money on
lavish seasonal parties and huge pay oVs for CEO’s whilst the Government do nothing. In short they being
rewarded for mis-managing savers and shareholders’ money.

The Government’s actions will do nothing to stabilise financial institutions because the very people that
have been financing the economy are being penalised. If they are not suYciently rewarded for saving then
they may as well not bother.

November 2008
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Memorandum from Diane Ashby

I would like to comment as follows:

1.11

I am sure that most people agree with me when I say that the crisis was not helped by the media reporting
on the issue. There was huge amounts of negative reporting from so called ‘experts’, these were the very
people that could not forecast the crash in the first place. Certainly my circle of friends and colleagues all
feel that there should be more control on media reporting in such circumstances because they initially caused
the loss of confidence in the UK banking system and our system of government.

2.6

Everyone must be aware that to deal with the current economic crisis there has to be a pay day but once
again this should start from the Government down. In the boom years this government has not proceeded
with any caution, kept a “slush” fund to cover financial problems and has in fact created a part of the
problem by tripling the amount of civil servants, and their pensions etc, and have not been prudent with the
taxpayers money. We need a better “housekeeper” to run our economy so that we can reduce the amount
of tax we need to pay back this huge debt.

3.1

Despite the bale out of the banks by the Goverment, they have failed to ensure, by setting the correct
conditions of service, that small businesses and homeowners have access to finance. This in itself has badly
damaged the credibility of the Government when they need to create confidence in Mr Browns strategy.
Most people feel that the managers of these banks have not felt the pain that their customers have and this
should be visible to all. The budget was ineVective because it did not hit at the heart of the problem—If this
Government want us to start to spend again they first need to stimulate the housing market so that those
that can or need to move are able to at aVordable rates and with at least 90% mortgages available, this will
prevent the enormous unemployment that will hit the construction industry next year and will give people
a better feel good factor than 2°% VAT reduction. The construction industry should be the priority as the
direct and indirect companies that reply on it for survival would in turn create the spending again that we
need.

3.4

When the mortgage industry starts to lend again, hopefully in the new year, their rates should be attached
to Libor and not Base rate. This would make mortgage lending less insecure and fairer for all. All other
lending rates could also be attached to Libor so that consumers, whether they be business or private, would
be better able to compare rates and control lending. Why the FSA allowed students and young people with
no income to have access to credit cards, and young families to exceed their income by oVering mortgages
of 125% of the value of their homes was inexcusable and was obviously untenable and would eventually
bring us to the present dcrisis. Most of the middle class in my age group knew this.

3.5

There should not be any protection for investors that choose to invest in anything other than their own
country. We should be supporting our own economy and not look for investment abroad that gives a small
increase in interest because inevitably the investor does not know how safe these countries are and as Iceland
shows us countries CAN be bankrupt.

3.8

Consumer confidence is the key to prosperity in the UK but this is not helped by the continual negative
reporting by the media. Get the housing market going again and see the rapid improvement.

November 2008
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Memorandum from Mr John Thorburn

My Dual Role as a Stakeholder and Shareholder

2. Protecting the taxpayer

Item 2.2

3. Protecting consumers

3.1 and 3.7 Taking both items together

It is very diYcult to start this Non-Political but factual detailed case of & as also to the very serious and
severity of the taxpayers money involved, see title heading.

Para 1

How was this UK issue allowed to continue, firstly both when and what exactly were the embassies doing
in the various countries when the financial crisis were breaking? Surely they must have been alerted to the
financial structures falling around them. When they have the most sophisticated departmental equipments
available to the many embassies, World-wide? Technology, included.

Para 2

Apart from the global significance I wish to know place my case matters to the UK Governments,
involvements or failure also? This crisis is and was made in the UK, BY GOVERNMENTS POLICIES,
and know by today’s,(15 December 2008) American fraud claims involving UK banks to the millions and
billions lost from our already Bailouts or by the release of details, Governments and Banks don’t like us to
hear of such colossal billions of taxpayers money lost, through ineYcient, shortsighted, useless and
backward thinking, management’s failures.

Para 3

This is not a new matter Mr Chairman, but as I have studied this case from many angles/view points, and
commonsense, from my two very well sourced lines of shared communications, that we were alerted to LONG
before the Northern Rock collapse, was taking place and was due to become public. Only a few weeks? later.
This makes this banking scandal even more outrageous and the heavy implications of Government and
Bankers, oYcials involved, are far from blameless here, but with the usual styled practice’s they just roll-
over and think it will die down, IT hasn’t and it shows a complete, Matter of Gross Dereliction’s of duty, by
all who are trusted to be the eyes and ears of governments Treasury Representatives in the banking worlds.

Para 4

In item 3.7

It speaks of the role of the financial advisers? than were where they at this crash of the banks? We need
answers to this question.

This same thing goes for the leaks, with information’s that should be in the public domain, and good
democracy that when covered up knowledge that should be made public, but with the heavy handed
government “leaks departments” intimidation but as I state,

“IT NOT THE Complaints THAT WE KNOW ABOUT that we SHOULD worry about, BUT THE
complaints that WE don’t NO ABOUT THAT WE SHOULD WORRY ABOUT” ie

the banking crisis etc, the very fact that the general public, the media reports, and MPs, are know so
incensed in some matters it puts these cases as the seriousness it deserves and has shown by the gross lack
of accountability and process of failures of the bankers and government alike, to protect us shareholders
and stakeholders?
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Para 5

Just Who and Where were the auditors and audit trails when this was taking place and who are the
Governments “watchdogs” engaged into his massive scandal just as today we learn of MadoV.

Which furthermore leads to the next questions of Paramount Importance.

Mr Chairman in a dual purpose role between Governments and Bankers alike? DO THE SAME PEOPLE
HAVE THE SKILLS OR ARE AND WERE THEY LACKING VERY WOEFULLY, the said skills in a
false position of Boards of Directors or Non-executives, without the same skills also lacking of Banking
expertise and accountancy required, to comply with financial regulations of accountancy.

Para 6

Considering the already £37 billion pounds of taxpayers money injected so far, but given to the ongoing
crashes then the general public has every right to become very angry and vociferous with the banks for
starters getting themselves into this mess and their supine superiors and advisers. The bankers must hang
there heads in shame for the absolute mess over the last six years for very irresponsible, reckless, colossal
spending spree, and the serious consequences it has caused the nations taxpayers.

Finally,

Mr Chairman I am both confident and confidently signing oV with the knowledge that if my requests in
September 2008 had been listened to and read very attentively just as I do to gain my researched information,
much of this government’s questions were available for scrutiny, and easements of the problems of today
see highlighted print para 3.

December 2008

Memorandum from Mr John Clayton

Could Mr Alistair Darling explain why he stole shareholders shares and therefore money from Bradford
and Bingley shareholders, his reason for nationalising the bank was to protect depositors money, why didn’t
the government just 100% guarantee the money the same as the Irish government did with their banks? This
would have prevented a run on the bank and allow the bank to carry on its business as normal.

December 2009

Memorandum from Simon Davies

The main requirement is to ensure that money supply grows in line with the economy and population
growth, new business and services.

nment should create new money, not private banks as at present who lend new money into existence. This
could be done on a monthly basis by the government deciding how much new money is needed. The problem
is that banks can create new money out of nothing, in eVect legal forgery, so causing inflation, boom and
bust, and devaluing existing money. This power needs to be taken away from them. They can still lend, but
no more than is on deposit with them. Banks also need to be prevented from gambling with people’s savings
and pensions so trust in savings and the stock market is restored. There are other issues regarding buying
and selling of shares and commodities which need to be looked at. The huge spike in oil prices in early 2008
was caused almost entirely by speculators and this activity needs to be prevented or reduced so the general
economy is not damaged.

e see an elegant solution to money creation “A solution to monetary chaos” by my father Bill Davies. This
uses a system of electronically registering all existing deposits so money supply can increase in a controlled
manner. Electronic registration of all money is easy in this age of computer technology. Interest rates are
useless at controlling inflation or deflation because they are ineVective, punish the wrong people and take
too long. Finally I hope the parliamentary committee will look at expertise from other areas besides bankers
and economists who are very much responsible for getting us into this mess in the first place. My Dad is a
qualified engineer, but he has studied banking and economics for a very long time. I also hope people with
systems analysis and computer expertise could be involved also as fresh ideas are needed. The world
economy and people cannot be swindled by the City and Wall Street again.

December 2008
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Memorandum from AKM Ismail

Executive Summary (re Para 1.8 of terms of reference)

The deposit taking system has to be refined given the advance of technology ie all individuals will have a
single account with say HMRC or National Insurance which will receive all deposits such as salary directly
from employer and all self-employed income for the self employed.

All major payments to credit card, mortgage, council tax, utilities and telephone will be paid
automatically from this account.

Any excess can be transferred to banks who will market their deposit business to them. This will remove
the need to guarantee bank deposits and reduce the contingent liability of the government.

The Government will only be used to fund UK Treasuries using any surplus in the account. The idea is
not for Government to enter banking business BUT on the contrary provide an eYcient transparent system.

Brief Introduction of Myself

Twenty years of banking experience: DBS Bank in Singapore and Citibank including Head of
Restructuring at the peak of the Asian Financial Crisis. Latest job was Senior Corporate Finance Manager
at Treasury Holdings, an Irish Property developer that owns the Battersea Power Station project. In addition
to the experience of working for banks, investment companies and property companies, I have provided
training and consultancy with emphasis on capital restructuring of companies.

Factual Information

I would like the committee to look at how Singapore survived the Asia Financial crisis in particular its
housing finance system under its Housing and Development Board which then provided bankruptcy remote
housing based on compulsory savings through the Central Provident Fund.

Recommendation

I would be pleased if the committee would look at abolishing the deposit guarantee system and replacing
it with a simple account to be maintained with HMRC or National insurance.

Written Evidence

I will focus the written evidence on Para 1.8 of the Terms of Reference.

1.8 Possible improvements to the architecture of (international) financial regulation and maintenance of
global financial stability

The final score card of billions of public funds being pumped into banks is a statement of the dire situation
we are in. The “tombstone”: for these preferred share issues to the banks are in eVect the tombstones of the
current financial system.

Going forward, the solution has to be capitalist as history has taught us that a central government run
system for the common good does not work.

Co-operative solutions have also failed in the long term as the underlying need to have a business model
that generates profit is necessary to function over a long term.

The solution has to be far-reaching and there shall be no sacred cows. Paramount importance shall be
on the stability of the system rather than ensuring current jobs remain and the current financial system is
safe-guarded.

The recommendation to change the current deposit taking system so as to combine the eYciencies of the
various players: (a) government, (b) regulators, (c) banks, (d) housing developers and (e) consumers.

Banks have traditionally been doing both the deposit taking role and the lending role. Consumers have
always been encouraged for a number of reasons to use the banking system to save their money which helped
fund the basic needs of other consumers of which the housing needs were among the most significant in any
ones life time. This process became complex with the advent of merchant/investment banking—which then
took a life of its own and the ill eVects we are now realizing. Now, the panacea for that seems to be the merger
of the merchant/investment banking with the deposit taking institutions as has been seen in the various bank
mergers in US—on the contrary, what needs to done is the split of the deposit taking roles and the
lending roles.
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Given technological advances, there is no longer a need for High Street Banks to collect deposits and in
the proposed solution is an out of the box solution that envisages a monetary system where the government
does NOT enter into banking business but creates the platform for eYcient deposit taking. This will remove
the need for Government to guarantee deposits which could cost GBP 1 trillion in contingent liabilities and
push the GBP even weaker and the whole population pays for the costs in terms of dearer imported products.

The deposit taking can be done by legislating that all employment income shall be deposited in an account
with HMRC, National Insurance etc. It is NOT a bank and thus not the same as depositing into nationalized
Northern Rock etc. It is only a deposit taking institution and all regular payments will be made electronically
from this account to (a) Mortgage Payment, (b) Council Tax, (c) Utilities,( d) Telephone/Internet, (e)
Government Agencies, (f) Credit Cards and (g) Insurance payments—car, house, mortgage. It is an
eYciency tool. Any surplus remaining can be transferred to High Street Banks which will provide the
necessary savings products. Similarly, the banks will continue to provide the mortgage products from the
savings they are able to obtain from savers not just consumers who have no choice but to open an account
with them- as is currently the case now.

The advantages of the system are the transparency provided by the system will permit banks to set limits
and monitor the mortgage payments and the credit card payments—for example that it shall not exceed 50%
of the salary. We will move from a country of debt to a country of savers over say the next 20 years. Banks
will not be able to lend more money to pay the interest on bad loans—this has been one of the causes of the
current weakness—not only are the assets weaker but the reward system encourages the process.

Draconian over regulation will result in a drastic failure. So what is required for a silent achiever where
each party does what it is best in? Government is expected to play an eVective role in increasing productivity,
data control (in which it does have a dismal record, but we have no choice), clear and concise regulation
which can be easily implemented. Banks are expected to market their savings products and mortgage
products and take risks that it is prepared to do according to the strength of its balance sheet.

The changes proposed needs substantial moral conviction and strength and have to be discussed at length
before implementing it across the nation in phases. Perhaps, for a start key workers and first time home
owners can be brought into the system. It has been voluntary to succeed.

There must strict rules on the surplus funds in the account and that shall be used only to purchase UK
Treasuries, there shall be no exceptions. The eVect of cheaper fund raising by the government should be
ploughed back in terms of lower taxation.

The timing of the financial crisis requires a more urgent solution and thus there is a need to work on the
solution on a relatively urgent basis. It is thus proposed that such work starts immediately and must involve
discussions with various government bodies to arrive at a practical solution which has been given full
consideration of the various issues.

Suggest that the committee recommend the following:

(a) the deposit guarantee system be removed and replaced with the ability to open an account with
HMRC/ National Insurance;

(b) That the savings on a deposit guarantee system be passed on individuals who are prepared to
migrate to this system;

(c) Government shall also undertake to eVectively reduce taxes as the tax net will become wider and
eYcient; and

(d) all state subsidies relating to deferment of mortgage etc shall only apply if the citizens have
migrated to the system of maintaining account and have maintained certain prudent borrowings
ratios.

Once we in Great Britain have successfully implemented it we can push for the implementation of this in
other European states and developing economies.

January 2008

Memorandum from T W R Davies

I have been studying monetary control for 40 years and have read widely on economics and related it to
my experience in industry. I started work with ICI making polythene at the then cutting edge of technology,
followed as Works Director of a glass container company with a thousand employees and then ran my own
manufacturing company making my inventions with world wide sales for over 30 years.

1. Over 20 years ago I tried to persuade the Conservative Government that the private banking system
was out of control and that they should be prevented from creating money, so that the Government could
create money itself without causing inflation. Since then the situation has been allowed to get far worse. Only
£3 out of every £100 we use is genuine government backed money the rest is only as good as the bank account
you have it in. This has always been legal forgery but has been allowed to become grand larceny. It now
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threatens the whole of the world economy. It is a casino where real money flies around at hundreds of times
real trade, breeding fraud and corruption on an epic scale. It must be stopped before any real progress can
be made and this report describes the way it happens and the way to stop it.

2. Attachment No 1 How the banks create new money. The crucial role of the central clearing system and
the enormous amounts of money created. It shows a bar chart of the increase in money as measured by M4.

3. Attachment No 2 Monetary flows through the central clearing system (APACS). The graph of clearings
clearly illustrates the enormous disparity of the money in use for speculation compared to the real economy
and its precipitous fall during 2008, which is unprecedented since the records began in 1970.

4. Attachment No 3 describes the failure of all attempts at controlling the money supply since the end of
the Second World War leaving only changes in short term interest rates as a control over demand for loans.
Controlling the supply of money was abandoned in favour of trying vainly to control the demand for money.
The resulting creation of money by the private banks has gone into cyber space on the back of exploding
computer power and the Central Clearing System, which allows the member banks to create money almost
as easily as if they were one monopolistic bank.

5. Attachment No 4 The shortcomings of the CPI as a target and interest rates as a control. The CPI is
neither a true measure of our rate of inflation nor is it much aVected by our only control lever, namely interest
rates. It is not possible to control both inflation and the exchange rate with only a single control. Increasing
interest rates has the perverse eVect initially of raising inflation.

6. Attachment No 5 “100% Registered Money” is the answer to all the problems described above. It is
similar in principle to Irving Fisher’s proposal of 100% base money in 1936, but would be far simpler to
operate. It would completely stop banks from creating new money. It would allow the Government to create
all new money with far less danger of inflation than we have faced from allowing the private banks to do
so. It would allow us to safely spend our way out of recession. It would save enormous amounts of taxation
and Government borrowing and would finally give us a second and highly eVective control lever over
exchange rates.

7. Attachment No 6 Brief comments on each of the original headings in the Treasury Committee press
notice.

Attachment No 1 How banks create new money

1.1 Nearly all of the money we use was created by banks that are members of the central bank clearing
system (APACS) in the form of loans. A new loan returns to the bank or another bank in the system as a
deposit when the borrower spends the loan. Deposits continually increase because banks lend more than
they receive as deposits. Money exists almost entirely in the form of bank deposits while cash is only £3 out
of every £100 we use. Money in the form of bank deposits is eVectively legal tender because it can be
converted into cash at the swipe of a debit card, for just as long as the bank is still solvent. In the UK any
large bank that looks as though it will fail is rescued or nationalised by the government. The alternative is too
dreadful to contemplate—the loss of 97% of all the money in use, as one bank failure would lead to another.

1.2 The fact that banks are able to create money in a form that is universally accepted as legal tender raises
the question of how the amount they can create is controlled and who benefits from the introduction of new
money—“The Seigniorage”. The next question is how to measure and control the rate of growth of new
money and the final question is how to preserve confidence in the banking system, because confidence or
blind faith is all that stands between us and financial Armageddon.

1.3 In the UK the power to create new money is reserved to members of the central clearing system known
as APACS. The power to create new money depends on being a member of the clearing system because a
loan made by a member returns either to the member making it or to other members of the clearing system
when the loan is spent. If all members of the clearing system make new loans at the same rate and in
proportion to the number of their current account customers an amount equal to the loans made will return
to each bank. The term “new loan” is used for loans made by a bank of money not received by them in the
form of deposits before making the loan: this is new money which raises the monetary aggregates as
measured by the statistic M4.

1.4 At first sight you might think that the new money created in this way would be extinguished when
either the loan is repaid to the bank making it or the debtor is unable to repay. However, in the case of
repayment the money repaid is available for making further loans. In the case of failure to repay, the money
has already been deposited partly in rival banks or partly back with the bank first making the loan. Once
new money has been created it must continue to circulate in the clearing system because it can only be spent
by debiting a bank account and crediting another bank account, and as soon as it is deposited in a bank it
must earn its keep by being re-lent at a rate of interest higher than that paid by the bank on the deposit.
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1.5 The chart of M4 between 1963 and 2007 shows that the money supply has grown every year. At the
end of 2007 it had reached £1,674 Billion (GDP is about £1,340 Billion). Although GDP has been falling
during 2008 M4 has continued to rise and increased by £42.9 Billion in October 2008 with a 12 month growth
rate of 15.1%. This rate is well up to the levels leading up to the crash of 2007. M4 lending continues to lead
M4, increasing by £52.8 Billion in October. It seems that the banks are still lending more than ever and if
this is so to whom are they lending?

Attachment No 2 Monetary flows through the Central Clearing System (APACS). T W R Davies
December 2008

2.1 The rate at which money flows through APACS is a good indicator of what is happening in the
banking system. The upper curve on the chart below shows the curve for CHAPS which represents major
transfers (largely speculative operations) between banks who are members of the system. The lower line,
which barely shows on the chart, shows the total of cheques, credit and BACS transfers, which represent the
real economy.

2.2 The lower line exaggerates the real economy because of duplicated operations and the total reached
for 2007 of £5,062 Billions should be compared to GDP of £1266 Billions for 2007.
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2.3 The chart clearly shows the enormous expansion in speculative flows (CHAPS) that completely dwarf
the real economy, with two minor setbacks (1991 and 2002) until in 2008 these speculative flows fell oV the
edge of a cliV. At the same time the real economy continued to increase at only slightly reduced rates. The
peak rate of flow through CHAPS was £127 TRILLION in the year to January 2008 when it imploded.
Comparison with GDP of not much more than £1 TRILLION gives some idea of how insane the gambling
had become and remember that this is real money, a speculator only needed a tiny part of it to be rich beyond
the dreams of avarice.

2.4 If only this was monopoly money it would not be a serious matter. Only the gamblers would lose.
Unfortunately it is genuine money and what is even more horrifying is that the supply was increasing as fast
as the gamblers needed it and could make up a good story to get the banks to finance their next bet. It moved
industries from one country to another, it put property prices into orbit, and it moved exchange rates, but
the only end product was a lot of surplus oYces and general misery. There must be a better way to run the
economy.

Attachment No 3 Existing controls on banks creating money

3.1 A reduction in bank money only happens if a bank becomes insolvent In this case its deposits
disappear and its depositors lose their money. Until 2007 this was a rare and relatively unimportant
occurrence in the UK although it was always far more frequent in the USA. The failure of hundreds of banks
in the USA in the 1930’s caused the great depression. The domino eVect of bank failure in 2008 in the UK
has been prevented so far by direct government intervention in the form of complete or partial
nationalization. The source of government money used to carry out this operation has until now been
taxation and borrowing but this will be inadequate and cause even more problems. The government will be
forced to resort to creating money itself and will have to prevent the banks from creating it.

3.2 Every form of control over the banks tried during the second half of the 20th century failed. The
money supply created by the banks went on increasing, leading to ever more serious asset price bubbles. The
situation was compounded by the arrival of faster and faster computers and ever more ingenious derivative
investments on top of extreme currency speculation. The situation had reached virtual monetary anarchy
by the beginning of 2007.

3.3 By the beginning of the 1990’s all forms of control apart from changing minimum lending rate to
control the demand for loans had been abandoned and the only target became the rate of inflation as
measured by the Retail Price Index (RPI) and later the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Both of these indexes
are fatally flawed and the CPI is even worse than the RPI because of statistical devices and the omission of
several important factors in the true cost of living. We can sum up the present system of failed monetary
control in the UK as follows:

3.4 The supply of loans by members of the clearing bank system was limited only by the demand for loans
by suitable borrowers, as the amount available could be increased by the creation of new bank money.
Suitable borrowers were those who had the ability to pay the interest and could, preferably, oVer tangible
security in the form of property, shares or other assets. The demand for loans was constrained by interest
rates and driven by the expectations of borrowers that the price of the assets they intended to buy with loans
would increase and/or yield more interest than they paid on the loans. These expectations were self fulfilling
by the ever increasing volume of new bank money chasing a finite amount of real assets.

3.5 The major problem arising from the use of interest rates to control inflation is the resulting loss of
control over exchange rates. If we raise interest rates to reduce inflation the pound immediately rises in value
even if we do not wish what is left of our manufacturing industries to suVer the resulting losses. We are now
seeing the reverse eVect as the pound spirals downwards.

3.6 The European Central Bank (ECB) faces an even worse problem as they try to control the money
supply in 13 countries all with diVering economic circumstances and without eVective central political
control over individual members’ budgetary policies. The President of France, M Sarkozy has clearly shown
that he intends to prevent French industries from being damaged by a strong Euro even if this means putting
pressure on the independence of the European Central Bank. This could lead to the destruction of the Euro
as a single currency for Europe.

3.7 Many people still believe that the textbook reserve base system places a limit on monetary expansion
by the banks, but in fact the UK authorities have never used such a system and have fought hard to prevent
it. Bagehot explained that this was not the way the UK banking system operated in the 19th century.
Fluctuations in the ratio of gold and/or notes to deposits held by banks were so large that no credit multiplier
made sense.245 However the gold standard did provide a long stop against the continuous creation of new
bank money. Today there is no credit multiplier apart from statutory liquidity ratios and a bank can easily
purchase eligible liquid assets out of profits.

245 David Gowland. “Controlling the Money Supply” 2nd Edition 1984, Croom Helm.
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Attachment No 4 Shortcomings of the Consumer Price Index as a target for inflation and of interest rates as
a control over inflation

CPI Split into goods and services Chart No 5
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4.1 The chart above, shows the CPI, which is currently used as our inflation target split between the
inflation rates for goods and services. The CPI was introduced into the UK in 1996 and took over from the
RPI as our target for inflation in December 2003.

The Consumer Price Index can be divided into two parts: Goods and Services. The Goods part has been
very subdued for a long time while the Services part has been running at about twice the figure published
for the whole index, as illustrated in the chart.

4.2 The main reason for the virtually zero rate of inflation for Goods is that a very high proportion of
our goods are imported from China and the price of these goods has been kept down both by much lower
production costs in China and by an increasingly favorable rate of exchange against the Chinese Yuan.

4.3. Changes in the world price of commodities such as oil or metals is bound to have a direct eVect on
any price index which does not deliberately exclude them but changes in these prices cannot be controlled
by changing our interest rates.

4.4 It is therefore futile to target the CPI as a measure of inflation because it is neither a measure of our
rate of inflation nor is it much aVected by our only control lever, namely interest rates.

The shortcomings of interest rates as a control over moneysupply and inflation

4.5 Our high interest rates have been the only thing holding up the pound on international exchange rates
in the face of our persistent deficit on overseas trade. This is clearly demonstrated by the fall in the pound
following recent reductions in interest rates. This is the most serious reason for not relying on interest rates
to control money supply and the most persuasive reason for having direct control over our money supply
in the form of 100% registered money.

4.6 The immediate eVect of raising interest rates is, perversely, to raise the rate of inflation, particularly
of housing costs. It is only indirectly by reducing the demand for loans and hence the increase in money
supply that interest rates eventually reduce the rate of those parts of price inflation that are under our
control. Higher interest rates can only aVect the price of imports by their temporary eVect on the exchange
rate. There is a long time delay, possibly years rather than months, between raising interest rates and a
consequent reduction in domestic borrowing leading to slower price increases. Such long delays between
application and eVect are bound to give highly unstable results.

4.7. The primary cause of the present crisis is the creation of enormous quantities of debt from loans
created virtually ad lib by the private banking system. This should have been curtailed by raising short term
interest rates but it was not done. In fact interest rates were lowered whenever the economy started to flag.

4.8 We are now committing the same error on a grand scale by further attempts to float ourselves oV the
rocks on a further flood of bank credit by reducing interest rates to near zero. It might work eventually if
wage rates keep rising to erode debt by inflation. In Japan it failed because wages fell, making debt an even
heavier burden. Zero interest rates could lead to even more debt giving only temporary relief to some at the
expense of others suVering more misery from inflation. It is mad to increase the dose of the drug that has
led us this state.
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Attachment No 5 100% Registered Money

5.1 All text books on economics describe the way retail banks’ ability to create money is limited by having
to hold a set fraction of their reserves in the form of cash and balances held at the Bank of England (BoE)
known as “base money” but this has never been true of the UK.

5.2 In order to prevent banks creating money the idea of 100% base money was proposed by Milton
Friedman246 and Irving Fisher,247 amongst others. For a full description of how this reached the stage of
being a bill before the US Congress in the 1930’s visit Stephen Zarlenga’s site http://www.monetary.org/ and
look for “The Chicago Plan” and later variations.

5.3 As base money248 is no longer in use as a control on money supply in the UK and because it is diYcult
to define and distinguish between diVerent types of deposit it is proposed that all deposits be registered at
the Bank of England and after registration shall take the status of legal tender.

5.4 In a free society it is not possible to prevent anyone lending money, including banks, but it should not
be possible for banks to create new money in ever increasing quantities without any obvious limit, especially
when the money created can be converted into notes at the swipe of a plastic card and is, eVectively, legal
tender. Anyone can extend credit and in most cases it is for goods, services or money already in existence.
However the present banking system currently allows the creation of new money which is eVectively legal
tender in vast quantities.

5.5 Membership of the central bank clearing system (APACS) means that all new deposits created by the
member banks become part of the ever increasing mass of new money circulating in the banking system.
Bank money exists only in the form of deposits at banks and is virtually indestructible unless a bank becomes
bankrupt in which case the Bank of England attempts to arrange a takeover by another bank. If this fails
the failed bank will be nationalised in order to prevent more bank failures triggered by the first. Deposits at
clearing banks are eVectively guaranteed and have permanence because the only way they are transferred is
to another bank account or as cash. The great depression of the 1930’s was caused by the failure of hundreds
of USA banks, falling like dominoes.

Proposal

5.6 All existing deposits in clearing banks and licensed deposit takers such as Building Societies will be
registered at the Bank of England. From the day that this is carried out all transactions through the central
clearing system (APACS) will be done by debiting the account of one bank and crediting another in exactly
the same way as at present, but will in addition change the balances registered for each bank at the Bank of
England (BoE)—only the balances would be transferred between banks at the end of each day—again as at
present. Any bank ending a day with an adverse balance or wishing to increase its deposits would have to
do so by raising money from other banks, the public, or the BoE. As only registered money could be
transferred through APACS the total quantity of registered money could not increase except in the form of
loans by the BoE or through direct government expenditure unfunded by taxation or government
borrowing. Only registered money would be legal tender.

5.7 It would be up to the banks and other financial intermediaries to register all their deposits with the
BoE. Overseas deposits denominated in Sterling would need careful examination before being allowed,
particularly if held in places like the Cayman Islands.

5.8 On the day after all deposits were registered there would be no change in the quantity of deposits
available to bank’s customers except that these deposits would eVectively be guaranteed by the BoE in the
event of failure of any bank holding registered deposits. As all deposits held by clearing banks (as measured
by M4)249 would be guaranteed there would be no risk of lost deposits in the event of bank failure. As the
total of all deposits would be registered, the act of transferring deposits from a failed bank to other banks
would not increase the total money supply and would not require the BoE to “create” new money.

5.9 All deposits registered at the BoE would be “Legal Tender” by definition. Access to these deposits
could only be through a financial intermediary, normally a bank who is a member of APACS. Deposits are
of varying maturity, from instant access including internet only accounts with credit card facilities, to terms
of several years. Deposits of longer maturity are less likely to be used for expenditure, although they often
can be withdrawn on payment of a penalty. DiYculties in defining the multitude of monetary measures led
to central banks abandoning all targets except inflation and abandoning all controls apart from changing
interest rates.

246 Milton Friedman: Essays in Positive Economics, 1953 pp 135–6.
247 Irving Fisher: “100% Money” first published in 1936.
248 Page 5 of “A Solution to Monetary Chaos” (February 2008) T W R Davies.
249 The three most used oYcial measures of “Money supply” are:

Mo. Referred to as the wide monetary base, includes cash in circulation with the public and cash held by banks and building
societies, plus banks operational balances with the Bank of England.
M2. Cash in circulation with the public (but not cash in banks and building societies, plus private sector retail deposits
M4. M2 plus private sector wholesale sterling deposits in banks and building societies, plus sterling certificates of deposit.
M4 is referred to as “broad money” or simply as the “money supply”. At the end of March 1999 M4 totaled £791 billion and
had risen to £1,674 billion by the end of 2007. The increase was due to bank lending in excess of deposits.
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5.10 Under these proposals there could never be a run on a bank or other financial intermediary, such as
a building society if it got into trouble through unwise lending as all deposits would eVectively be guaranteed
by the BoE. In serious cases a bank could be allowed to go bankrupt—its loans would be sold to help pay
oV its creditors and its deposits transferred by its depositors for re-investment in other banks or financial
intermediaries. Alternatively it could be nationalised as a less disruptive alternative. This would help to
concentrate the minds of bank managements and virtually eliminate “moral hazard”.250

5.11 Taking the case of Northern Rock as an example: In the first place it would have been far more
diYcult to use their particular method of financing by short term inter bank loans because other banks could
not create money to lend. It would have to have been registered money. In the second place they could have
been allowed to become bankrupt just like any ordinary non bank company, their share holders would have
lost their money but their depositors’ funds (private or commercial) could simply be moved to any other
bank of their choice. Moving the deposits registered at the BoE would not require any new money from the
BoE, they would simply be re-registered in the name of another bank. The loan book and other assets would
be sold at whatever price they would fetch on the open market. Directors would not receive any
compensation.

5.12 Registered deposits would be indestructible. They would have a life of their own, held by banks
acting as intermediaries on behalf of their depositors. They would be lent by banks in exactly the same way
as they are now but they would not be increasing at anything like the speed M4 now increases and as a result
banks would not be under pressure to find ever more risky loans “oV balance sheet”.

5.13 New deposits flow into a bank in the normal course of business from the activities of its customers
and in so far as deposits come in faster than payments a bank would have money available to increase the
amount it lends. Deposits from individuals and businesses would be steadily increasing as a result of
unfunded Government expenditure (Seigniorage). A bank could supplement its trading receipts by
attracting savings at the going rate of interest,—or by borrowing money from the BoE.

5.14 At this point the total amount of registered money could only be permanently increased by
Government expenditure, unfunded by tax receipts or borrowing by the Government, made by direct
payments from the BoE on behalf of the Government. This would be new money adding to the M4 measure
of money supply. There would be no other way of increasing M4.

Seigniorage

5.15 New money created by unfunded government expenditure could be used as a substitute for general
taxation or government borrowing. This new money would flow into the clearing bank system as it was spent
by the private sector (after receiving it from the government) and increase the bank deposits available for
making loans by banks to the private sector. A great deal of new money would be needed to reduce the
damage already done and a large amount could be spent into the economy by the Government without
risking inflation provided that the banks were under control.

5.16 The amount of new money created each year would be decided by a body independent of the
government somewhat similar to the present Monetary Policy Committee but with greater independence
from political control. The quantity of new money created would be limited primarily to control the rate of
wage and property inflation. The amount of new money created would be much less than the rate at which
M4 is now increasing because so much of the new lending by the private banks goes into purely speculative
activities. It would however allow a considerable reduction in taxation and make it much more diYcult to
use money borrowed from banks for purely speculative leveraged activities by Hedge Funds and Private
Equity “buy outs”.

EVect on external money flows and exchange rates

5.17 Britain is an island geographically but very far from being an island economically. We have an
adverse trade balance, as we buy far more abroad than we sell. Our balance of trade for the year to March
2008 is minus $177 billion (rising to $186 billion for the year to June). We have been spending more than we
earn for a very long time and as a result the value of the pound is bound to fall. It may take months or it
may take years, but it will certainly happen. It can be staved oV temporarily by borrowing abroad or selling
our assets but eventually we must either balance the books or begin to feel poorer.

5.18 After all deposits have been registered at the BoE we will have an accurate figure for the total amount
of Sterling for the first time. As a currency limited in quantity, Sterling would be very attractive to foreign
investors even at very low or even zero interest levels. This would make it easier for us to prevent the value
of Sterling falling against other currencies but may result in Sterling being valued too highly for what is left
of our manufacturing industries to compete in world markets.

250 “Moral Hazard” is used to define the tendency for banks to become too relaxed about financial failure because they believe
they will always be rescued by the central bank to avoid contagious bank failures.
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5.19 There are measures that could be taken to limit the adverse eVects of having too strong a currency
although many of them fall foul of EU regulations and World trade agreements. If, however, we continue
to run a trade deficit at present levels and if it is no longer so easy for our banks to convert money borrowed
in foreign currency into Sterling, we may be glad that our currency will be more attractive to hold as an
investment in its own right.

5.20 When other countries, particularly the EU and USA, see the advantages of 100% registration of
money they will copy us. It is not possible to predict the eVect this will have, but we will all have more control
over exchange rates and hopefully the world will follow us into a more stable monetary future. The situation
now is near to anarchy and it is obvious that the monetary authorities have no idea what to do. If interest
rates are cut to the bone we can expect a re-run of the ”burnt fool’s bandaged finger going wobbling back
to the fire”, or perhaps a copy of Japan’s inability to prevent deflation in spite of zero interest rates.

5.21 By moving immediately to 100% registration of bank deposits most of the present problems would
simply disappear and banks that have been very rash could be safely allowed to fail if not nationalised. At
the same time we would get a bonus in the form of seigniorage allowing a reduction in taxation and lower
interest rates to take the strain oV over- borrowed mortgage holders.

5.22 If 100% Registered Money was adopted by the Euro Zone the seigniorage would remove the need
for contributions by member States. It would make the need for political integration in order to control the
money supply unnecessary. It may well be the only hope of a stable future for the Euro.

Attachment No 6: Treasury Committee enquiry into the banking crisis January 2009. Comments on numbered
questions

1. Securing Financial Stability

1.1 Auditors were clearly not looking for the right signs of trouble.

1.2 Credit rating agencies failed to detect impending problems because they were not aware of them and
not paid for finding them.

1.3 Hedge funds depend on the ever increasing supply of new money. If this was not available their
gambling operations would be a zero sum game. See 100% Registered Money.

1.4 No comment.

1.5 No comment.

1.6 Remuneration could not be so excessive if the ability of banks to create money was removed.

1.7 The adoption of “100% Registered Money” described below would obviate the need for any other
reform to capital and liquidity requirements.

1.8 The proposals below would make a great diVerence.

1.9 Take away the fuel in the form of unlimited new money and the raison d’etre for complicated financial
products would disappear.

1.10 Under 100% registered money there could be no risk.

1.11 Financial journalists should be more investigative, not less.

1.12 Virtually complete failure to see problems arising. There are very few people capable of doing this.

1.13 The banking system is absolutely essential; but it must be prevented from creating new money. It
does need more competition and the larger banks should be broken up.

1.14 Short selling is a de-stabilising factor. It is pure gambling and serves no useful purpose. It should
be banned.

2. Protecting the taxpayer

2.1 Obviously no one in the Government had any idea what was going wrong and are at best holding the
line before putting long term ideas such as those proposed below into eVect.

2.2 The nationalisation of Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley was the only possible solution at
the time. See long term proposals below.

2.3 Probably the only stop gap measure available but see below.

2.4 Long term strategy is covered below.

2.5 See proposals below.

2.6 See proposals below.
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3. Protecting consumers

3.1 See proposals below.

3.2 Provided that there is more competition between banks there does not seem much harm in allowing
them to sell insurance but probably not to act as insurers. Investment banking is only another aspect
of lending money and there does not seem any reason to stop banks doing this provided they cannot
create new money.

3.3 The retail financial services sector is already too consolidated.

3.4 Pricing of products indicates too little competition.

3.5 No comment.

3.6 Deposit protection would be “built in” to 100% Registered Money, as would the problem of “Moral
Hazard”.

3.7 No comment.

3.8 Consumer confidence in financial institutions has been badly shaken but proposals below will
rectify this.

4. Protecting shareholder interests

4.1 Bank’s accounts have obviously not given enough information to allow shareholders to assess them
properly, eg who knew that Northern Rock had only one eight of its loans covered by deposits?
Sovereign wealth funds are a danger to the future financial independence of the country but this is
only one symptom of a chronic imbalance of payments. If we continue to import more than we export
we are bound to become poorer. The eVect of this on the exchange rate has been concealed by our
undoubted skill in borrowing money but this has completely fallen apart.

4.2 Shareholders have shown very little aptitude for managing any sort of institutions quite apart from
banks. This is a problem that has existed as long as joint stock companies. It was pointed out by Adam
Smith as a weakness. It would help if borrowed money was not as readily available as an alternative
to equity as this is one of the major by-products of banks creating new money. The tax structure
should be changed to favour the use of equity rather than loans, if only to make companies more
resistant to periods of trading loss.

December 2008

Memorandum from the Forum for Stable Currencies

Summary of Points

1. This submission is written in the light of our core concern about Money as Debt also known as
Credit.251 They have been outlined in Green Credit for Green Purposes,252 our submission to the inquiry into
the Stern report, and the supplementary memo253 we were invited to submit subsequently.

2. Our core concerns have also been voiced in nine Early Day Motions since 2002, see
www.forumforstablecurrencies.org.uk, and in our online petition Stop the Cash Crumble to Equalize the
Credit Crunch:254

— Our precedent from 1964: Conservative Henry Kerby MP’s motion to restore the power of the
issue of money to the Crown.255

— Public Credit as an interest-free source of governmental funding.

— The Cash : Credit ratio in the money supply.

— Publicly available statistics regarding the money supply.

Introduction to the Author

3. I am a mathematician and systems analyst who used to diagnose software problems at CERN, the
European Centre for Nuclear Research in Geneva, where the web was born. In London, I formed the
company 3D Metrics to commercialise the software methods I developed in private and independent
research. As organiser of the Forum for Stable Currencies, I gained the experience necessary to summarise
the extreme shortcomings of what is happening: at the cost of the taxpayer, in the light of most deceptive

251 http://www.moneyasdebt.wordpress.com/
252 http://greencredit.files.wordpress.com/2007/01/green-credit.pdf
253 http://greencredit.files.wordpress.com/2007/05/stick-v-carrot.pdf
254 http://www.gopetition.co.uk/petitions/stop-the-cash-crumble-to-equalize-the-credit-crunch.html
255 http://prosperityuk.com/prosperity/articles/kerby.html
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institutional moves—and, even more unfortunately, in the wake of the “special relationship” with the
USA—violating British core values and the ethics of fairness for which the City and the country used to
be known.

4. Re 1. Financial Stability: at the forefront of anybody’s thinking must be the question: How can any
responsible body justify the creation of huge sums of bailout money for banks, while there is never enough
money for health, education, the environment, climate change, home owners and small businesses?

5. Re 1. Public sector authorities: if “financial stability” means low inflation, a reduction in national,
corporate and private overindebtedness, suicides, bankruptcies and home repossessions, then the
Committee and the institutions that it scrutinises need to change a lot. If, however, everybody employed
does their job and business continues as usual, the credibility gap and the gap between rich and poor can
clearly not be closed, as casino capitalism continues, while British values of fairness and standing up for the
underdog vanish completely.

6. Re 1.4 Transparency and value of statistics: the Bank of England as well as HM Treasury and the UK
Statistics Authority publish their findings online, but coherent executive summaries and overviews are
lacking. The daily economy is ruled by inflation and GDP as simple indicators, but only very short-term.
However, the statistics available are complex and convoluted, without options for short-, medium- and long-
term comparisons.

7. Re 1.8 International financial regulation: there would hardly be “End the Fed”256 demos in 39 cities in
the US, if the Federal Reserve System were respected and believable. All other Central Banks are equally
uncontrolled and unaccountable. It is naive to believe that regulation might cure the disastrous situation
that unbridled globalisation has created in the world. Inside the Bank of England by Philip Geddes was
published in 1987 and spells out the role of the bank of banks, as well as its function and operation via the
City: “the Bank has fought oV assaults on its operational and practical independence—some from the
Treasury, its nominal master, but mainly from Parliament, which has struggled in vain to make this least-
public of publicly owned institutions more accountable to its proprietors”.257 At the same time, technology
could be put to good use by publishing those figures that are significant, illustrating that political will and
economic reality can go hand in hand with what is being preached and presented to the public.

8. Re 1.9 highly complex financial products: once upon a time, money was invented as a medium of
exchange to facilitate trade. To gradually turn it into a medium of social control by exploiting its artificial
scarcity as means of payment is an unacceptable shame on humanity—especially in the face of climate
change, besides increasing violence and poverty. Any responsible politician trying to protect taxpayers rather
than bankers would follow Conservative Henry Kerby MP’s motion that he put down in 1964: to restore
the issue of currency to the Crown. His eloquent speech about the destructive eVects of private banking is
as true today as it was 44 years ago:258 “the spirit of the old laws and traditions has been circumvented. To
assure unprecedented prosperity with true sovereignty and liberty, banks should only be able to lend moneys
they have earned or borrowed”. See also Sovereignty and Seignorage—The Legal Privilege and a Financial
Mechanism of Nation States—written for a lawyer working for climate justice.

9. Re 1.10 non-bank financial institutions: in the spirit of trade, the British Empire and the
Commonwealth, money should be a public servant so that financial stability can be ensured at all cost.
Investigating the causes for any instability should be at the top of the agenda. But, as long as private vested
interests reign over public ideals of fairness, camouflage and deception will continue.

10. Re 1.11 the media: BBC’s business editor Robert Peston has been called the face of the crisis. His
excellent book Who runs Britain? says it all: too much debt on all levels: personal debt, corporate debt,
national debt are the cause of the crisis, and stateless plutocrats run Britain. For politicians have sold their
souls to idols of “wealth”.

11. It would be nice to think that the Treasury Select Committee was breaking this mould. So far, the
evidence has been to the contrary. Hence we can only hope for debate about positive change via the internet,
since the media are controlled by the same plutocrats that determine what happens elsewhere, while
Corporations Rule the World.259 Or, in the words of John Pilger,260 Journalists ought to be agents of truth,
not the courtiers of power.261

12. Re 1.12 Public sector monitoring and surveillance: yes, my 3d metric software will greatly contribute
to monitoring and solving problems of complex systems—publicly via the web. Often enough I have oVered
it to the Treasury, the Bank of England and others. It will be interesting to watch the eVects of insights gained
that, so far, cannot be had, because complex data cannot be compared as eVectively as with my methods.
The more public sector monitoring and surveillance the merrier. It’s about time!

13. Re 1.13 banking vs overall economy: that ratio needs to be monitored, too! Who on earth allowed the
financial economy to take over the real economy? Why does everybody buy into this myth, that it must be
so, without questioning it?

256 http://endthefed.us/
257 http://williamfranklin.blog.co.uk/2009/01/01/the-great-depression-of-2009-who-is-to-blame-5308256
258 http://prosperityuk.com/prosperity/articles/kerby.html
259 http://www.pcdf.org/corprule/corporat.htm
260 http://www.johnpilger.com/
261 http://www.inminds.co.uk/article.php?id%10196
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14. Re 2. Protecting the Taxpayer: good idea. But where is the reality?

15. Re 2.5 UK Financial Investments (UKFI): we are told that UKFI turns taxpayers into shareholders.
But there are millions more taxpayers than there are shareholders in UKFI! We are also told that UKFI has
been set up to protect home owners and small businesses. At the same time, bailiVs get power to use force
on debtors.262 Does the UK really want to copy the US with all the unsustainable credit creation and ensuing
violence? If “UK plc” were to be born where every citizen had shares, the idea could become believable.
Meanwhile, institutions are created with the right names, but the eVects are beneficial to only a few.

16. Re 2.6 future taxpayers: Moral hazard must be equalled to the intellectual bankruptcy of economists
and the ethical bankruptcy of bankers. Meanwhile, scientists have allowed economists and financiers to deal
with numbers and statistics in unscientific ways. Hence it is most fortuitous that 3d metric software will allow
the seamless integration of scientific, economic and financial data on the web. That will allow for the
required transparency between short, medium and long term data—whether regarding climate change or
financial and economic futures!

17. Re 3. Protecting Consumers: it is part of the completely unethical trend of banking that clients have
become consumers of financial products, instead of using their money to facilitate the exchange of real
products and real services. If any report of the Committee could redress this trend, it would be a good
idea, too!

18. Re 3.1 the role of banks: there are many self-help groups and many victims of banks and other
institutions who are fighting for justice. I have yet to hear their evidence before the Treasury Committee!

19. Re 3.2 Retail banking as “utility” v wholesale banking for investment: usury (the principle of making
money out of money) has been forbidden in all religions and philosophies. For how long will Western
capitalists get away with legalised usury? For how long will politicians prove unable to stop them? Who
controls the controllers? As long as the Financial Services Authority is financed by the financial industry, it
can hardly be expected to do what is right for people and planet.

20. Re 3.4 Product pricing: would perpetuate the completely unsustainable principle of financial products.
Banks are not there to sell money. They are to serve the real economy.

21. Re 3.8 consumer confidence: the fact that consumer confidence is waning cannot be ignored. See the
article in TIME magazine on alternative currencies263 and the posting on millions of currencies that illustrate
the alternatives created by “us the taxpayers”—in cooperation with “them the technologies”.

January 2009

Memorandum from Alan and Marian Clegg, B&B Shareholders

Bradford and Bingley underhandedly collected funds from existing shareholders, who answered to the call
to save the Company through the Rights Issue. The small shareholders, who responded to this “plea” should
have their money returned as a priority from the proceeds of the sale of B&B assets to BancoSantander.

December 2008

Memorandum from John Bradley

1. Banks should not diverse into selling Insurance of any kind.

2. Please simplify the provision of accounts and reduce their number—(a) state clearly the interest rate,
(b) do not attach confusing conditions in small or even large print, (c) abolish restrictions on withdrawals:
either one can or cannot take money out as required, (d) no more introductory interest rates which reduce
after a few months—this is deceptive and (e) once a rate has been given, it should remain so until the Bank
Rate changes, not be changed retrospectively ad lib by the provider.

3. Individual Saving Accounts ISA—this was simple at inception and should remain so, without attached
conditions of having to open “their” bank account or having to invest in dodgy securities to obtain a good
interest rate. NO conditions except the original CAT standards—which are now defunct!

4. It is the added “conditions” which confuse and annoy the public. Let each provision of accounts or
services be simple and of one kind, so that comparisons with other providers can easily be made. It is now
called “transparency”—let it prevail.

5. Banks must appoint Branch Managers who are knowlegeable and professional. Adverts in the shop
window (!) for the position of “bank clerk” indicating “training will be given”, does not inspire confidence
in the ability of staV to be professional, keep accounts confidential, nor does the public have confidence in

262 http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/politics/article5375668.ece
263 http://205.188.238.109/time/business/article/0,8599,1865467,00.html?iid%tsmodule
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their status as clerks who could advance to managerial positions. An examination provided by the Bankers’
Institute should be made compulsory for all empoyees in a bank. It must be a profession, not a temporary
job for spare housewives to earn some pin-money! (That is what it is now in my branch!)

ASIDE: When I opened my first a/c in 1950, I would be greeted by a clerk with “Good Morning, Mr
Bradley” BEFORE I had presented my cheque to draw out some money! The customer was known and
respected, so he remained loyal to his bank.

January 2009

Memorandum from Emma Bergh-Apton

I understand from a fellow depositor in Landsbanki Guernsey that the Committee will be taking oral
evidence from a number of high street banks as well as the Chancellor of the Exchequer as part of its Banking
Crisis Inquiry, probably some time in February.

I would be obliged if you would pass this letter, together with the attached document, to the Committee
for its consideration.

I am an Expatriate British citizen, native of East Sussex and voter in Bexhill & Battle constituency,
currently resident in Mexico. When I left Britain, I was advised by one bank—with whom I had been a
customer for over 30-years—that I could no longer retain my account as I would no longer have a UK
address. Another advised me that they would not accept my HMRC R.85 form, to receive bank interest free
of tax, as a non-resident, as their, “. . . systems are not able to handle such requests”.

Attempts to open accounts with other banks and building societies in the UK proved impossible in the
absence of a UK address for the account. I was therefore obliged to open accounts in the Crown
Dependencies of the Isle of Man and Guernsey as my life-savings and State pension are in sterling.

I will not bore you with the due diligence I undertook in terms of scrutinising the relevant Parental
Guarantees and rating companies such as Moody’s and Fitch’s of the banks I ulitmately selected, nor of
the substantial and entirely justified amount of Anti-Money Laundering compliance, identity and address
substantiation documentation—all notarised—which I had to produce to open my oVshore accounts, which
was identical to UK-onshore banks’ requirements. SuYcient to say that of the banks I chose to save with,
two—Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander, Isle of Man (KSF IOM) and Landsbanki, Guernsey (LG) both
went into provisional administration in October 2008.

Following my experiences and those of many other Expatriate depositors with KSF IOM and LG, which
emerged via their respective Depositors’ Action Groups—together with the misleading assertions being
made in the House of Commons, that Expatriates could and indeed should have opened UK bank accounts
and thereby be protected by the FSA as, “there is no law against their doings so”—I undertook an extensive
research project to establish the true situation.

As the attached summary of this research and data analysis of some 57 British bank and building society
accounts unequivocally confirms, it is virtually impossible for an Expatriate British Citizen to retain or open
an onshore bank account legally.

What is absolutely appalling is that despite the fact that the actual Law does not proscribe expatriates
from holding UK accounts, it is the very “Know Your Customer” Guidelines, to comply with the Anti-
Money Laundering (AML) legislation, devised and operated by the banks and building societies themselves
which eVectively blocks British citizens, without a UK address or entry on an electoral roll, from banking
in their own country.

As a result of this arbitrary and surely grossly inequitable, misinterpretation and, in- eVect, audacious
rewriting of the law by these bodies, I and many other depositors in KSF IOM and LG were left with no
alternative but to bank our sterling savings oVshore. As a direct result of the Banks’ and Building Societies’
client policies, we have been placed in the position in which we now find ourselves, with our hard-earned
savings gone.

Surely it is time to treat all British citizens equally, subject to AML checks, wherever they live and oblige
the onshore commercial banking sector to revise their unjust, discriminatory practices. If the banks in the
Crown Dependencies can and do perform comprehensive Identity and Address checks, then surely the UK
financial institutions are capable of doing so too—after all, many of them are the self-same banks and
building societies which own and operate those oVshore branches which were pleased to accept our accounts
in Guernsey and the Isle of Man!

Similarly, instead of arbitrarily refusing to recognise account-holders’ legal rights, the onshore banks and
building societies should be obliged or otherwise “encouraged” to comply with HMRC documentation such
as the R.85 form, when this oYcial confirmation is provided to confirm that Expats’ interest can legitimately
be paid free of tax.
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Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and I sincerely hope that you will feel able to assist British
Expatriates by putting pressure on the banks and building societies to revise their guidelines in order to
provide equal access to UK-banking facilities.

February 2008

Annex

Offshore Personal Savers—Dispelling the Myths by Emma Bergh-Apton

The time is long overdue to set the record straight regarding the combined 10,000! personal depositors
in Landsbanki Guernsey (LG) and Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander Isle of Man (KSF IOM), who have
been the subject of negative and inaccurate statements by members of HM Government in recent weeks,
following the collapse of these two oVshore subsidiaries of Icelandic banks.

Specifically it has been consistently implied that these small depositors are “tax-avoiders” and the very
fact that they bank oVshore somehow implicitly indicates that they must have something to hide or are in
some way nefarious. Chancellor Alistair Darling referred to the Isle of Man as, “a tax haven sitting in the
Irish Sea”.264

In his Pre-Budget Report Chancellor Alistair Darling said: “. . . the recent financial turbulence has
highlighted potential problems with overseas territories and Crown Dependencies, such as the Isle of Man
and Channel Islands. They attract banking customers with lower taxes—without contributing to the UK
Exchequer”.265

Whenever a direct question regarding the predicament of depositors in LG and KSF IOM is asked of
Gordon Brown or Alistair Darling the consistent response is that “the oVshore banks need closer scrutiny”,
or words to that eVect. Again, the clear inference is that those who bank oVshore, regardless of the reason
and with whatever humble means, by extension, must be high-rolling tax-dodgers and unworthy of any
compassion or consideration.

This response may be a useful question avoidance tactic, and may be accurate in terms of certain oVshore
corporate investment vehicles so beloved of the City of London, but it is very far from the truth in the case
of these two groups of personal depositors.

It has also been asserted that Expatriates could, and indeed should have had onshore bank accounts
because then they would have been covered under HM Government’s Depositor Protection Scheme. As the
following facts demonstrate, these allegations are simply politically expedient myths.

Tax-Dodgers and Not Contributors to UK Exchequer

Although not members of the EU, both Guernsey and the Isle of Man are signatories to the European
Union Savings Directive 2005 (EUSD), which forces EU resident savers depositing money in any country
other than the one in which they are resident to choose between forfeiting tax on interest earned, at the point
of payment, or allowing notification by the oVshore banks to tax authorities in their country of residence.
This tax aVects any cross-border interest payment to an individual resident in the EU.266

According to a straw poll of those savers caught up in the LG collapse, conducted by Landsbanki
Depositors’ Action Group (LGDAG): 35% are Britons from Guernsey and Jersey who were using their own
high street banks and are taxed at source by their respective governments.

British Expatriates account for the largest group representing 49% of depositors. These fall into two
camps—those who live in the EU and are taxed under the EUSD, with additional tax adjustments made via
annual tax returns or roll-up agreements with the Inland Revenue, and those who reside outside the EU and
therefore have no liability to UK tax. The latter are paid gross and usually taxed on their global incomes by
their country of residence or on inward remittances. This group includes teachers, medical personnel,
engineers, journalists, some of whom live and work in places and under conditions that most Britons would
not even dream of visiting or enduring; plus a large group of pensioners who rely on interest from savings
to supplement meager State pensions.

Of the remainder, 12% are British nationals living in UK who fall under the EUSD and 4% are non-British
depositors.

As far as “high-rollers” are concerned, a straw poll of LGDAG members showed that 60% of savers had
between £10K and £100K deposited. In the £100K–£250K band were 11% while only 2% had more than
£500K and it is known that two of these were in the throes of moving back to UK having sold their homes
overseas and placed the proceeds with LG in the interim. The KSF IOM poll shows similar percentiles.

264 Clarification sought over Darling’s “long hard look”, by Nick Mann. The Guernsey Press—5 November 2008.
265 Pre-Budget Report, Commons Publications, Hansard, Col 490. 24 November 2008.

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmhansrd/cm081124/debtext/81124-0004.htm<0811246000002
266 European Union Savings Directive FAQs on HMRC website. Undated.

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/esd-guidance/faqs.htm
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These savings belonged to provident, hard-working British people, who had worked and saved hard—
not tax-dodgers or benefit-fraudsters. This catastrophic situation has resulted in the loss of lifetime savings
of ordinary people built up over the years, for various purposes: for retirement, families’ house purchases or
deposits, university fees for dependent children, long term medical care provision and security for the future.

Opening or Maintaining a UK Onshore Bank Account

Economic Secretary (Economic and Business), HM Treasury, and also Parliamentary Under-Secretary
(Economic and Business), Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform—Mr. Ian Pearson,
MP, stated during the House of Commons’ Icelandic Banking Debate, “On the question whether depositors
in the Isle of Man or Guernsey had any choice in the matter of opening oVshore accounts, or whether non-
UK residents are forced to open accounts oVshore, I can confirm that this is not the case. There is no legal
bar under UK financial services regulation that would prevent a non-UK resident from opening a new bank
account here. When an account is opened remotely, more onerous anti-money laundering checks are, quite
properly, required because of the increased risks involved. This might well be a factor in the willingness of
some UK banks to oVer new accounts to non-residents. However, this would not be a burden for customers
who move oVshore but wish to retain existing accounts”.267

Given that 96% of depositors are British it is perfectly reasonable that they would wish to keep their savings
and pensions in sterling. The recent survey of LG Expat depositors produced consistent reports of three
problems encountered with British onshore banks, with which they banked prior to moving overseas.

Some Expats were refused permission to switch their UK account details to an overseas address and thus
obliged to close them. In several cases this was when the Inland Revenue R105 form was produced, which
provides for the non-EU resident individual to receive interest gross of tax. Here some onshore banks replied
that they were unable to pay interest gross due to their automated tax systems.

In other cases, where Expats attempted to provide overseas addresses for their existing accounts, the
banks responded that the account must be transferred to their oVshore subsidiary in the Channel Islands or
Isle of Man.

Those few who were allowed to switch to an overseas address and keep their existing current accounts,
report being refused permission to open new savings accounts with the same bank. Others, who kept existing
accounts at one bank found they were prohibited from opening accounts in other banks who oVered better
interest rates, and thus were locked into an uncompetitive interest rate if they continued to bank onshore.

Expats all report that it is impossible to open a new onshore UK bank account. The experiences of
personal depositors, provided in detail by members of LDAG, have overwhelmingly debunked Pearson’s
statement. Additional in depth research validated these experiences.

According to the guidelines of the Joint Steering Committee Money Laundering, the onus is firmly on
financial institutions to “Know their Customer”. Although there is a slight variation between banks’ and
building societies’ approach to enforcing and implementing the guidelines, the end result has been to prevent
Expatriates from opening bank accounts onshore.

A survey of 57 banks and building societies based in the UK, conducted this month, elicited only two
small building societies which were prepared to open accounts for Expatriates, and then only on personal
application at the branch and “subject to (unspecified) identity checks”. One of these only had one branch.
Applying in person is obviously not easy when one is working in Samoa, Bogota or anywhere else overseas
and needs an immediate place to save for the future, in sterling.

This research consistently showed that without exception the conditions attached to opening a savings
account, with a bank, include the proviso that the applicant must be a UK Resident, which explicitly rules
out Expatriates. Variations on the theme included: “A permanent resident. We do not accept applications
from the Isle of Man or the Channel Islands”, “Resident in the UK for tax purposes”, “Permanent UK
Resident”, “Available to UK residents and trustees acting on their behalf”, and “must be a permanent
resident (for at least the last three years) of the United Kingdom”, (which excludes the Channel Islands and
Isle of Man).

The Building Societies apply similar conditions. Like banks, some explicitly excluded Expats, while others
restricted applications by the nature of their “Know Your Client” proof of identity and address requirements,
demanding current UK-specific utility bills, local authority bills, driving licences (which contain UK
address), residence permits issued by the Home OYce to EU Nationals, State Pension or Benefit books and
Tenancy agreements, etc. all of which relate to UK residents only. In addition several stated that they would
perform Electoral Register and Credit agency searches to confirm that the applicant lives at the stated
(UK) address.

267 House of Commons Icelandic Banking Collapse Debate, Hansard—Thursday 6 November 2008.
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmhansrd/cm081106/debtext/81106-0020.htm<08110644000001
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By contrast when opening accounts in the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, while the supporting
documentation requirements are extremely demanding, calling for notarised copies of passports, residence
visas, local utility bills, other bank account statements or other substantial proof of both identity and
permanent address, depending upon the institution concerned, Expatriates are not excluded from opening
bank accounts, and it takes only a couple of weeks for the checks to be made.

Further validation was recently published in the Glasgow Herald. Commenting on Ian Pearson’s remarks,
(above) Simon Bain wrote that, “All the high street banks contacted by The Herald this week were puzzled
by the minister’s statement . . . The banks all said that this [the need for a UK address] was due to the
government’s money laundering regulations. The Treasury failed to return calls yesterday, seeking
explanation of the minister’s comments”.268

As the research overwhelmingly shows, and as HM Government must surely be aware, ordinary working
people and pensioners, who are British Expatriates, are arbitrarily prohibited from opening UK bank or
building society accounts as a direct result of those institutions’ interpretation and implementation of their
own anti-money-laundering guidelines despite the fact that no such prohibition exists in British law.
Furthermore, many are unable to retain existing accounts or legally receive their interest tax free, when they
oVer an overseas address to their current onshore financial institution.

268 Banks puzzled by minister’s comment, by Simon Bain. Glasgow Herald—22 November 2008.
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APPENDIX 1

Sample of typical Building Society Identity and address criteria, frequently used in conjunction with UK
credit agency checks and the relevant UK Electoral Roll search—neither of which are applicable to overseas
British Expatriates.

Documentary Evidence of Identity

(a) Current full passport;

(b) Current full UK or EEA driving licence;

(c) EEA member state identity card;

(d) Northern Ireland Voter’s Card;

(e) Residence permit issued by the Home OYce to EU Nationals on sight of their own country
passport;

(f) Benefit book or original notification letter from relevant benefits agency confirming benefits or
state pension;

(g) Self-Employed in the Construction Industry photographic registration card;

(h) Inland Revenue tax notification eg tax assessment, statement of account, notice of coding; or

(i) Shotgun or firearms certificate (Note: not available to Expats per Police.)

Documentary Evidence of Address

(a) Electoral Register search confirming applicant lives at stated address;

(b) Recent utility bill or statement;

(c) Local authority tax bill for current year;

(d) Current full UK or EEA driving licence (see below);

(e) EEA member state identity card (see below);

(f) Local council rent card or tenancy agreement;

(g) Benefit book or original notification letter from relevant benefits agency confirming benefits or
state pension (see below); or

(h) Inland revenue correspondence (see below).

Further memorandum from Paragon Group of Companies Plc

As you know, HM Treasury announced a series of new measures on 19 January that are designed to
stimulate the mortgage market and improve financing conditions for consumers. Whilst welcome as a first
step, a number of points in this package remain unclear and are in need of close scrutiny by the Treasury
Committee.

The Paragon Group, of which I am Chief Executive, has particularly serious concerns about the lack of
attention given by HM Treasury to the vitally important non-bank sector. Non-banks have been excluded
from the Government’s proposed guarantee scheme for asset-backed securities, despite Sir James Crosby’s
clear recommendation that they should be included and public assertions from the Prime Minister last week
about the need to encourage a resumption of lending by the sector.

The non-bank sector has neither originated nor bought toxic assets, does not require additional capital
from the taxpayer and stands ready to lend immediately with only modest support.

I note that the report issued by your Committee last week into the PBR 2008 states that the Committee
will be examining the proposed guarantee scheme for asset-backed securities within the context of your
banking crisis inquiry. It is vital that the rationale for the Government’s exclusion of the non-bank sector
from this and other lending support measures is scrutinised as part of this.

Paragon submitted evidence to the Committee’s inquiry into the banking crisis before the new lending
support package was announced by HMT. The attached briefing paper sets out our concerns with these
measures, outlining why we believe they will fail to have the intended results.
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I would welcome the opportunity to brief you and your Committee colleagues on these issues in more
detail if that would be helpful. Paragon is one the UK’s leading specialist providers of mortgage finance and
until wholesale markets closed in summer 2007, our principal source of long-term funding for originated
assets was through securitisation. As such, we have a great deal of practical experience and expertise in
this area.

February 2008

Memorandum from Lord Stevenson and Andy Hornby

Introduction

1. We very much support the Committee’s objective to identify lessons that can be learned from the
banking crisis. This crisis has aVected most major economies and most major banks across the world for
well over a year. The significant contraction in liquidity and the sharp decline in asset values have had a
major impact on the banking system, companies and households. We therefore welcome the opportunity to
submit evidence on this crucial subject.

2. We start by making it clear how profoundly sorry we are about what has happened at HBOS. Our
shareholders have experienced a large decline in the value of their holdings—a decline shared by many of
our colleagues. Our hard working colleagues and our customers have experienced considerable anxiety and
strain. And we also deeply regret the impact of the events of the last 18 months on the communities which
we serve.

3. We discuss:

— First, the events that have impacted HBOS.

— Second, a number of the questions in your brief about the future.

HBOS

1. HBOS had performed well in relation to its competitors on a range of financial and non financial
indicators since its foundation in 2001. As well as generating significant profits and shareholder value, we
created a large number of jobs, invested in the communities in which we operate and took the lead on a
number of social issues. HBOS was, for example, the largest provider of social bank accounts in the UK.

2. Why then, it may be correctly asked, did HBOS encounter such huge diYculties?

The summary answer is the liquidity pressures that HBOS experienced as a result of the first failure in
wholesale markets for over 70 years. Although HBOS was able to secure adequate capital and liquidity for
the first 14 months since August 07, the Lehmans bankruptcy dramatically increased the liquidity threat.

3. In more detail . . .

From August 2007 wholesale markets became extremely constricted.

Unprecedented global circumstances aVected virtually all the top banks in the world and HBOS
specifically. Many non banking institutions, such as money market managers, withdrew from wholesale
markets while banks themselves sought to manage their liquidity in a more restrictive manner. Asset prices
fell sharply in the USA—particularly residential property—and this in turn had a serious impact on
confidence and the value of investments held by banks all over the world in their treasury portfolios.
Ironically the global nature of the markets compounded the problems as the challenges in one developed
economy were quickly replicated elsewhere. This led to a need for additional capital and/or liquidity support
being provided to a large number of the world’s largest banks by their governments in 2008 (eg Bank of
America and Citigroup in the USA; Fortis, Commerzbank and UBS in Continental Europe).

In August 2007 when the market dislocation began, HBOS remained able to fund itself adequately, albeit
with shortening maturities, for the next 14 months.

Although HBOS had significant reliance upon wholesale funding since the creation of HBOS in 2001 we
had taken a number of initiatives to lengthen the average maturity of our wholesale funding to leave
ourselves less exposed to potential dislocation in wholesale markets. One of the main reasons that HBOS
was able to continue to fund itself despite the collapse in wholesale markets was this strategic decision taken
by the Board some five years earlier to extend the maturity of its wholesale obligations by taking a
substantial permanent hit to its Profit and Loss account. In addition from 2007 onwards we further pulled
back on our growth of assets in every market we served. Despite the extremely diYcult market conditions,
we had managed to continue funding ourselves adequately through the wholesale markets for 14 months
since August 2007 and we had strengthened our capital base in anticipation of future recessionary trends.
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However, the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers led to a significant further deterioration in the London
interbank wholesale markets. Wholesale funding was now operating virtually on an overnight basis only.
This quickly led to the conclusion that we should secure a more stable long term solution in the form of the
acquisition by l.loyds TSB.

4. In summary the loss of liquidity in the market that started in 2007 but was so dramatically increased
by the Lehmans bankruptcy was the overriding reason for the strategic problems encountered by HBOS.

Two other issues while themselves neither of them the cause of HBOS’ strategic problems have
aggravated them.

— First, while HBOS took a decision in 2005 not to invest in subprime securities, we invested in highly
rated AAA asset backed securities. Although we did this to maintain a significant liquidity
portfolio, as the global economy deteriorated, so did the valuations of a number of these securities.

— Second, our exposure to some sectors of the UK commercial property market—in particular house
building—came under increasing pressure following large falls in sales volumes and the very fast
rate of asset depreciation caused in recent times by the deteriorating economy.

5. To sum up the learning from HBOS’ recent experiences . . .

— First and foremost the collapse in wholesale markets following the bankruptcy of Lehmans was
the one factor which caused the Board of HBOS to seek a diVerent long term solution.

— At the same time, given the collapse in the financial system that has taken place, HBOS would have
been in a stronger position had it made less investment in AAA securities and less investment in
some sectors of commercial real estate.

In the next section we address those questions the Committee has asked in relation to which we have the
most direct experience and draw attention to some issues that may be relevant in trying to learn from the
past for the future.

Some Key Issues

1. Liquidity

The primary issue for the authorities in the UK and throughout the world is how to maintain liquidity in
wholesale markets. It looks as though in most economies in the world governments and central banks have
devised schemes to provide liquidity to banks who are solvent but who have been caught by the collapse in
wholesale markets. That in our view is a correct and necessary response to recent events.

It raises the long term question for the future as to the appropriate use of wholesale markets by banks
and the appropriate public position of central banks. It is clear that while deposits must be the core source
of banking lending, authorities will need to continue to take authoritative action to facilitate the continued
function of wholesale markets. It is also going to be essential for banks to agree with regulators an
appropriate proportion of lending that should be financed from wholesale markets.

2. Capital

The problems encountered by HBOS as we have outlined above stemmed, not specifically from capital
but from liquidity. We entered this phase in August 2007 with capital ratios that satisfied the FSA’s criteria;
we boosted them with a further raising of capital through a rights issue conducted in the first half of 2008.
However, we should put on record our support for the measures the Government has taken to increase the
capitalisation of the major British banks which is an important step to instilling long term confidence in
the sector.

3. Regulation

We do not think that there is ever likely to be one “ideal” method of regulation. The very diYcult question
remains of devising a regulatory system which is capable of preventing or moderating the instabilities of the
last 18 months while leaving the financial institutions with a sense of responsibility for their own aVairs.

The core challenge for regulators and banks is to ensure there is suYcient liquidity and capital retained
in the system during strong economic times in order to be resilient to significant global shocks.

Conclusion

This submission has addressed the issues that faced HBOS last year before going on to raise some issues
for the future. We would also like to repeat our deep regret at the eVect of recent events on all our
stakeholders. The backdrop was the unprecedented failure in wholesale markets and its eVect on
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liquidity especially after the significant further deterioration following the Lehmans bankruptcy. Whilst we
wored hard to adapt to these conditions, the deal with Lloyds TSB was the right transaction for the
HBOS Group.

February 2009

Memorandum from Lloyds Banking Group

1. Introduction

1.1 We welcome the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee’s enquiry into the banking crisis.

1.2 We have focused our comments primarily on the position of Lloyds TSB as the acquisition of HBOS
was only completed on 19th January 2009, however, there will be incidences when we refer to the Lloyds
Banking Group when we look to the future. We have also made some observations on what underpinned
the crisis and the steps taken by the Government and other Tripartite authorities to address the issues.

2. Why did the Financial Crisis Happen?

2.1 In looking at the current crisis and what needs to be done, we believe it would be helpful for the
committee to split the crisis into two parts—the financial markets crisis and the deteriorating global
economy.

2.2 Coming into 2008, the UK economy enjoyed 60 consecutive quarters of sustained expansion.
Inflation remained very low globally and in the UK household incomes grew strongly and asset markets
boomed, notably housing. This booming economy meant that demand for borrowing outpaced the growth
of savings. Banks, therefore, increased their borrowing from the financial markets to meet this demand. At
the same time, there was a search for yield by investors who wanted to invest in instruments that would give
them higher returns. This, with the demand for borrowing, led to a huge growth in financial innovation and
more complex structured credit products.

2.3 The current banking crisis has happened essentially because of a collapse of confidence which has
caused the money and capital markets to stop working properly. In a world which has become very risk-
averse, banks and other investors have become reluctant to lend to each other. All banks, including the
stronger ones, have therefore faced increased diYculty sourcing funding, this has meant their ability to lend
in turn to their customers has been aVected.

2.4 The banks which have borrowed most from the markets have been the most aVected. In the UK there
is now a lending gap, as foreign and non bank institutions have withdrawn from the market and retrenched
to domestic markets. Over the last ten years, these institutions accounted for around half of new corporate
loans and approximately 45% of mortgages.

3. Accountability

3.1 We believe that, at a global level, risk was mis-priced and the sophistication of the new instruments
out-paced the ability to manage and understand their long term implications particularly in a less benign
economic environment. However, this lack of understanding was not just an issue for the banks. Regulators
and Central Banks around the world did not always grasp the inter-dependencies in the financial system and
the true nature and scale of the risk being taken by some banks. There was also a general lack of
understanding of the dependency of the major economies on non-bank financing. To be fair this was always
going to be diYcult due to the sheer complexity of the system. The priority now is to address the systemic
risks and for everyone, including the banks, to work together to restore confidence in the financial system
and the economy. We are working hard to that fulfil those objectives.

4. Position of Lloyds TSB

4.1 Lloyds TSB entered the financial crisis in a strong position. This was due to our relationship banking
strategy, our strong business model, our prudent risk approach and our philosophy of taking a through the
cycle approach. Furthermore, we had anticipated that the benign economic environment was unlikely to last
and had as a result positioned our business to avoid riskier parts of the lending market.

4.2 Relationship banking is at the heart of Lloyds TSB’s strategy. That means working with and
understanding the financial and non-financial needs of its customers, building a relationship with them to
help them grow and prosper. Lloyds TSB takes pride in a “through the economic cycle” approach to credit
policy, which means stability, thereby helping and working with customers through the good times and
the bad.
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4.3 One test of Lloyds TSB’s relationship model is whether it is able to quickly respond to the short term
borrowing needs of its customers. Because of the strength of its financial position, Lloyds TSB remained
“open for business” throughout 2008 and committed to maintaining a broad range of products and actively
marketing them to customers. In 2008, Lloyds TSB provided 1 in 4 mortgages and personal loans in the UK
and its net mortgage lending was up over 60% in 2008. It was also the first bank to pass on full benefit of
the recent Bank of England base rate cuts on variable rate mortgages and to SME customers. In terms of
the SME sector, our lending grew by 19%.

4.4 As a result of our financial strength, in September 2008 we were one of the very few institutions who
were in a position to be able to acquire HBOS, when it became aVected by the global problems in the
banking system.

4.5 By early October 2008, confidence in the sector was at a low point worldwide and the most important
issue was restoring confidence and stability. In the context of the unprecedented turbulence in global
financial markets and as part of the Government’s action to stabilise the UK banking system, HM Treasury
had discussions with Lloyds TSB on the additional capital it would be required to hold, to have access to
the Government backed provision of liquidity. Based on these discussions the Boards of both of Lloyds TSB
and HBOS agreed to raise £17 billion of capital across both banks, through a combination of ordinary
shares, which were underwritten by the Government, and preference shares. We welcomed the investment
by the Government as it represented certainty of capital availability and relatively attractive pricing—
compared to a traditional rights issue approach. Because of these benefits, Lloyds TSB’s already robust
capital position was further enhanced and this allowed the Group to drive forward with its plans to help
acquire HBOS.

4.6 On the 19th January, we announced the successful completion of the HBOS acquisition. Lloyds
Banking Group has a robust capital position. We also continue to attract funds in the wholesale markets at
prices below most of our peers. We continue to believe that the acquisition of HBOS makes a compelling
business opportunity as it is a good business, with great brands, great people and has a strong customer
franchise.

5. Government Measures

5.1 We have been fully supportive of the measures the Government has taken to restore confidence to the
banking sector. As we mention above, in October last year, confidence in the sector was at a low point
worldwide and the most important issue was restoring confidence and stability. The Government took a
number of steps to address these problems which we believed were necessary. The Government showed
leadership in the UK and this formed part of a globally co-ordinated approach to addressing the systemic
market issues.

5.2 In January this year, the Government announced a package of measures with the aim of stimulating
the economy and encouraging more lending. We welcome this package and are studying these proposals in
detail and are having a constructive dialogue with Government particularly around pricing and collateral.

5.3 However, despite the eVorts of banks and the government, there will still remain a gap in lending
capacity which has been created by the withdrawal of foreign banks and non-bank institutions. In order to
fill this gap, which represents 50% of capacity, the British banks that remain in the market would have to
more than double their lending. It is absolutely in line with Lloyds Banking Group’s strategy of relationship
banking to support our customers and we will continue to help our customers during these diYcult times
and we will make funds available to customers that meet our lending criteria.

6. Conclusion

6.1 We have experienced unprecedented market dislocation across the world in the last 12 months.

6.2 We support the Government in the steps they have taken to restore capital and funding levels, and in
the drive to restore confidence and financial stability.

6.3 Lloyds TSB has been able to maintain its support to our customers, in particular mortgage customers
and SMEs, because building relationships with customers throughout the economic cycle is at the heart of
its strategy. Our robust funding position enables us to do this.

6.4 We are entering a more challenging period for the economy and Lloyds TSB will continue to support
its customers during this diYcult time, ensuring that they have access to the finance, products, advice and
relationships that they require.

February 2009
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Memorandum from Paul Moore, Ex-head of Group Regulatory Risk, HBOS Plc

1. My Background and Credentials

1.1 I was Head of Group Regulatory Risk (GRR) at HBOS between 2002 and 2005. I reported to the
CFO, Mike Ellis. I had formal responsibility for the bank’s policy and oversight of executive management’s
compliance with FSA regulation.

1.2 From an FSA perspective, I was the Approved Person at the relevant time for the Control Functions
10 (Compliance Oversight) and 11 (Anti Money-Laundering).

1.3 Prior to joining HBOS, between 1995 and 2002, I was a Partner in KPMG’s Financial Sector Practice
in London specialising in regulatory services where I advised quite a number of FTSE100 clients on
regulatory matters.

1.4 I have been involved in UK Financial Sector regulation since it began in 1986. I am a Barrister by
profession.

2. Executive Summary of the Main Points I Wish to Make

2.1 My evidence relates to all sections of the Committee’s Terms of Reference but is drawn specifically
from, and relates specifically to, my personal experiences at HBOS.

2.2 The main points I wish to make are these:

2.3 I believe that there are important general lessons to be learned from my personal experiences as a risk
and compliance professional at HBOS and elsewhere that could assist the Committee and others in the
public policy debate about what needs to be changed in the governance and regulatory system to help to
ensure that the same risks are mitigated in the future.

2.4 In order to draw out the general points that need to be made, it is necessary to tell at least a part of
the rather complex personal story that occurred at HBOS and I request the Committee’s forbearance with
this because it draws into sharp focus the lessons about the crucial importance of really eVective governance.
I give a short summary of the key facts of my story at HBOS in this section (2.12 to 2.19 below) and add
some further factual information that I would like the Committee to consider in section 3 below.

2.5 The key general points I wish to make are these:

2.6 In my view, as an experienced risk and compliance practitioner, the problem in finding the real cause
of the banking crisis is being made more complex than it needs to be.

2.7 I believe that we are missing the wood for the trees and that the key solutions to prevent such an event
happening again are simpler than we think. In relation to policy changes, I make some short
recommendations that the Committee may wish to consider in section 4 below.

2.8 But let’s start with the cause and this fairly obvious proposition: even non-bankers with no “credit
risk management” expertise, if asked (and I have asked a few myself), would have known that there must
have been a very high risk if you lend money to people who have no jobs, no provable income and no assets.
If you lend that money to buy an asset which is worth the same or even less than the amount of the loan
and secure that loan on the value of that asset purchased and, then, assume that asset will always to rise in
value, you must be pretty much close to delusional? You simply don’t need to be an economic rocket scientist
or mathematical financial risk management specialist to know this. You just need common sense. So why
didn’t the experts know? Or did they but they carried on anyway because they were paid to do so or too
frightened to speak up?

2.9 What my personal experience of being on the inside as a risk and compliance manager has shown me
is that, whatever the very specific, final and direct causes of the financial crisis, I strongly believe that the
real underlying cause of all the problems was simply this—a total failure of all key aspects of governance.
In my view and from my personal experience at HBOS, all the other specific failures stem from this one
primary cause.

2.10 In simple terms this crisis was caused, not because many bright people did not see it coming, but
because there has been a completely inadequate “separation” and “balance of powers” between the
executive and all those accountable for overseeing their actions and “reining them in” ie internal control
functions such as finance, risk, compliance and internal audit, non-executive Chairmen and Directors,
external auditors, The FSA, shareholders and politicians.

2.11 As I recently commented on the BBC Money Programme called HBOS: Breaking the Bank “Being
an internal risk and compliance manager at the time felt a bit like being a man in a rowing boat trying to
slow down an oil tanker”. If we could turn that man in the rowing boat into a man with a tug boat or even
the Pilot required to navigate big ships into port, I feel confident that things would have turned out quite
diVerently.
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2.12 When I was Head of Group Regulatory Risk at HBOS, I certainly knew that the bank was going
too fast (and told them), had a cultural indisposition to challenge (and told them) and was a serious risk
to financial stability (what the FSA call “Maintaining Market Confidence”) and consumer protection (and
told them).

2.13 I told the Board they ought to slow down but was prevented from having this properly minuted by
the CFO. I told them that their sales culture was significantly out of balance with their systems and controls.

2.14 I was told by the FSA, the Chairman of the Audit Committee and others that I was doing a good job.

2.15 Notwithstanding this I was dismissed by the CEO (he wrote that it was “. . . his decision and his
alone”). I sued HBOS for unfair dismissal under the whistle blowing legislation. Ironically, I was also the
“Good Practice Manager” for whistle blowing purposes at HBOS but could hardly report my case to myself!

2.16 HBOS finally settled my claim against them for substantial damages in mid 2005. I was subjected to
a gagging order but have decided so speak out now because I believe the public interest demands it.

2.17 At this point I want to stress in the strongest possible way that I am simply not interested in blame
and I don’t think it really ever works. I was ultimately fairly compensated by HBOS. What I am very
interested in is the future. As I wrote once at to my boss at HBOS itself what we need this crisis to do for us
is “to create a watershed here so we can move on from the issues of the past (from which we can learn but
not blame) to the brave new world of the future”. Although, key people at HBOS did do wrong, I am also
sure that their intentions were usually good and, in a sense, they were also caught up themselves in what the
Greek tragedies would call the “ineluctability of fate”.

2.18 Returning to my story: after I was dismissed and to prove just how seriously HBOS took risk
management, I was replaced by a new Group Risk Director who had never carried out a role as a risk
manager of any type before. The individual concerned had primarily been a sales manager and was a
personal appointment of the CEO against the initial wishes of other Directors. You can’t blame her for
accepting the job as it got her on the Group Management Board and shortly afterwards the main Board.

2.19 On any reasonable interpretation, this appointment could not have met the FSA’s “fit and proper”
requirements for the roles of CF 10 (Compliance Oversight) and CF14 (Risk Assessment) which are as
follows:

“In determining a person’s competence and capability, the FSA will have regard to matters
including but not limited to . . . whether the person has demonstrated by experience and training
that the person is able, or will be able if approved, to perform the controlled function”.

2.20 All these matters were reported to the HBOS Non Executive Chairman of the Audit Committee as
well as the FSA. I was given no protection or support. A supposedly “independent report” by HBOS’s
auditors said HBOS were right but failed even to interview key witnesses.

2.21 I believe that, had there been highly competent risk and compliance managers in all the banks,
carrying rigorous oversight, properly protected and supported by a truly independent non-executive, the
external auditor and the FSA, they would have felt comfortable and protected to challenge the practices of
the executive without fear for their own positions. If this had been the case, I am also confident that we would
not have got into the current crisis. I believe that my personal story of what happened at HBOS demonstrates
this exactly.

2.22 To mix a few well known similes/metaphors/stories, the current financial crisis is a bit like the story
of the Emperor’s new clothes. Anyone whose eyes were not blinded by money, power and pride (Hubris)
who really looked carefully knew there was something wrong and that economic growth based almost solely
on excessive consumer spending based on excessive consumer credit based on massively increasing property
prices which were caused by the very same excessively easy credit could only ultimately lead to disaster. But
sadly, no-one wanted or felt able to speak up for fear of stepping out of line with the rest of the lemmings
who were busy organising themselves to run over the edge of the cliV behind the pied piper CEOs and
executive teams that were being paid so much to play that tune and take them in that direction.

2.23 I am quite sure that many many more people in internal control functions, non-executive positions,
auditors, regulators who did realise that the Emperor was naked but knew if they spoke up they would be
labelled “trouble makers” and “spoil sports” and would put themselves at personal risk. I am still toxic waste
now for having spoken out all those years ago! I would be amazed if there were not many executives who,
if they really examined their consciences closely, would not say that they knew this too.

2.24 The real problem and cause of this crisis was that people were just too afraid to speak up and the
balance and separation of powers was just far too weighted in favour of the CEO and their executive.

3. A Brief Factual Summary of my Experiences at HBOS

3.1 As Head of Group Regulatory Risk at HBOS I was required to be the Approved Person who exercises
the key significant influence function for the “Controlled Function 10” ie “compliance oversight”. This role
requires the incumbent formally to oversee the adequacy and eVectiveness of the systems and controls in
place around the entire HBOS Group for ensuring compliance with FSA requirements. The role is rightly
regarded by the FSA as an important safeguard of the firm’s compliance with the regulatory regime.
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3.2 By its very nature the role of Head of GRR requires the incumbent to challenge the HBOS Group in
relation to any aspect of its systems and controls, where those systems or controls are, or may be, inadequate
to ensure that the Group complies with FSA requirements. In addition, he is required to raise challenge in
relation to the way in which approved persons carry out their responsibilities and, in particular, in relation
to their integrity, due skill, care and diligence. Failure to raise such challenge in appropriate circumstances
would not only be a dereliction of duty to HBOS but could also lead to personal disciplinary action against
the incumbent by the FSA.

3.3 It follows that there is a natural tension between the need to raise legitimate challenge on the one
hand, and the likely reaction of those individuals who are the subject of the challenge. There is also the risk
that the individual who raises the challenge will be criticised for the style or tone of the challenge.

3.4 During my period as Head of GRR at HBOS, at the beginning of 2004 the regulatory risk profile of
HBOS was higher than it had ever been; and higher than the Board’s appetite for such risk should have been.
By November 2003, the FSA had assessed key parts of the Group as posing high or medium-high risks to
the achievement of its statutory objectives of maintaining market confidence and protecting consumers.
They wrote that they were concerned that “. . . the risk posed by the HBOS Group to the FSA’s four
regulatory objectives is higher than it was perceived”.

3.5 The FSA also wrote in relation to the Halifax (called “Retail”) “There has been evidence that
development of the control function in Retail Division has not kept pace with the increasingly sales driven
operation . . .” and “There is a risk that the balance of experience amongst senior management could lead
to a culture which is overly sales focused and gives inadequate priority to risk issues”.

3.6 My operating plan for GRR was accepted by the Group Audit Committee and the FSA. That stated
that there were three prerequisites for success. These were:

— “The strength, depth and quality of our relationships and communications with the FSA. This
requires much more work so that all the requisite parts of the group are working in harmony, with
one strategy and a completely diVerent level of coordination . . .”

— “The credibility of Group Risk functions operating as a truly eVective second line of defence. This
depends on the standards and policies they set, the depth and quality of the oversight they perform
and the strength of the relationships they have which allow them to provide functional and
technical leadership. But even more important, it will depend crucially on the FSA’s confidence in
this work”.

— “The demonstrable and enthusiastic engagement of the operating divisions in the work carried out
by Group Risk functions”.

3.7 It is impossible and would be inappropriate in this memorandum of evidence to set out more than the
very briefest summary of the evidence of what happened during that period. It was a very busy time and the
facts are very complex. Our focus was specifically to improve the regulatory standards and policies of the
Bank and increase the depth and quality of the oversight my department performed. In particular we focused
our attention on compliance with the FSA’a first three Principles for Business. ie

1 Integrity A firm must conduct its business with integrity.

2 Skill, care and diligence A firm must conduct its business with due skill, care and diligence.

3 Management and control A firm must take reasonable care to organise and control its aVairs
responsibly and eVectively, with adequate risk management systems.

3.8 SuYce to say that given the circumstances, I was obliged to raise numerous issues of actual or
potential breach of FSA regulations and had to challenge unacceptable practices and the conduct of others
in fulfilling their obligations under the Principles for Approved Persons including very senior executives.
Understandably and however hard we tried to be polite, fair, and evidential, the work we carried out was
bound to upset some people. It was inevitable.

3.9 Just to give a flavour of some of the key facts but without providing all the supporting corroborative
documentation, I can testify as follows:

3.10 My team and I experienced threatening behaviours by executives when carrying out its legitimate
role, in overseeing their compliance with FSA regulations. At this point I would just like to quote from an
email I sent to Mike Ellis the CFO in June of 2004 which gives a flavour of the culture with which we had
to contend in carrying out our legitimate (and required) oversight activities:

Mike,

We have spoken at some length this morning on this and more generally about the current issues
in dealing with Retail. We really do have to do something…and you may wish to lead this…to
change the whole tone of engagement. This is not a battle of wits but a joint attempt to do what
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is right for the organisation. Yes, now that people with a huge amount of external experience are
now accountable in GRR for oversight, it is not surprising that the level of enquiry is going to be
more detailed—that is to be expected . . . and actually welcomed.

Some behaviours are going to need to change, particularly the sentiment that constantly questions
the competence and intentions of GRR carrying out its formal accountabilities for oversight plus
the ever present need to be able to prove beyond reasonable doubt as if we were operating in a
formal judicial environment. The more we adopt this approach, the more adversarial it all
becomes, the more emotional it becomes, the more personal it becomes and the worse the
relationship becomes. It becomes a vicious circle which needs to be broken. We need you and Andy
[Hornby] to intervene here to create a watershed here so we can move on from the issues of the
past (from which we can learn but not blame) to the brave new world of the future. Actually, the
responsibilities for getting into the current position are held all around the organisation and not
just in Retail . . . and I include Group Risk functions in this. What would be absolutely fatal would
be if there was ever a perception—explicit or implicit—that diVerent parts of GF&R took diVerent
views. Then you get the “divide and rule” happening. We must all be as one and communicate
as such.

We will get there but there will also be some pain in the process of change.

Paul”

3.11 The CFO to whom I reported failed constantly to provide adequate support when issues arose.

3.12 He strongly reprimanded me for suggesting at a Group Audit Committee that a person with my role
should be protected by having a direct reporting line to the non-executive in case they had to raise criticisms
of the executive.

3.13 He (along with others apparently) strongly reprimanded for raising issues relating to a “cultural
indisposition to challenge within certain parts of the firm” when reporting to the Group Audit Committee.
I said—“I would not want the Committee to be under any illusion as to how strong the tensions were as
GRR carried out its oversight work and I have to say that there have been some behaviours which I would
consider to be unacceptable”. The KPMG Audit Partner told someone who reported back to me that he
thought I had a “death wish” following this meeting.

3.14 The Company Secretary failed to minute crucial comments I made at a formal Board Meeting which
I attended to report on a detailed review that Group Regulatory Risk had carried out to determine whether
the sales culture at HBOS had got out of control. It had. The minute should have read

“That from a strategic perspective, very careful consideration should be given [by the Board] in the
development of Retail’s operating and strategic plans as to exactly what level of sales growth is
achievable, given current capacity, without putting customers and colleagues at risk”.

When I raised this with the CFO he suggested in writing that I would be wrong to request an amendment.
He wrote:

Paul,

HBOS minutes are not a record of verbatim comments as this would be incredibly time consuming
and repeat a lot of what is in the agenda papers and, therefore, a matter of record. We encourage
open discussion at meetings and wouldn’t wish people to be speaking—just for the record. If there
is something important that is said and not covered in documents of record—then it should be
minuted—but I thought that the Board minute was OK. You should be under no doubt that we
do and always will adopt proper procedure. I can’t comment on the Retail RCC as I wasn’t there.

If you have concerns, I suggest that you discuss the same with the Company Secretary (ie Harry
Baines not his secretary Pamela) who can advise you more fully on the minuting process. The
Board minutes for July were approved at the September meeting.

3.15 I was strongly reprimanded by the CFO for tabling at a Group Audit Committee meeting the full
version of a critical report by my department making it clear that the systems and controls, risk management
and compliance were inadequate in the Halifax to control its “over-eager” sales culture. Mysteriously, this
had been left out of the papers even though I had sent it to the secretary. When I sent it out as a late paper
to the distribution list for the Group Audit Committee papers, he wrote as follows:

Paul,

This really looks bad and just look at the circulation list! There was no need to attach the
appendices to your report in the first instance as they have already been seen/made available to all
Board members. But if you were going to do so we ought to have got it right. People will be
wondering why we are circulating separately a document they’ve already seen—its looks like we’re
making an issue of it when we’re not.

3.16 I was making an issue of it! The Chairman of the Group Audit Committee thanked me for tabling
the full version of the report and said that he now understood how serious the issues were.
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3.17 As I have said, it is not surprising with all the diYculties that there were going to be people who
would be upset. In a sense, the very nature of challenge is this and openness to challenge is a critical cultural
necessity for good risk management and compliance—it is in fact more important than any framework or
set of processes.

3.18 Notwithstanding the diYculties we had faced, Group Regulatory Risk received excellent feedback
from almost all quarters for the work it had done including:

— The FSA were positive and said on 26 November 2004, “Our relationships with GRR in particular
have been good . . . We are quite comfortable to rely on GRR…and that is the real test”.

— Mr Tony Hobson the Chairman of Group Audit Committee said in November 2004 that he could
not “believe the turn-around in our relationships with the FSA”.

— MORI reported that the major organisational change in GRR had been eVected highly
successfully.

— PwC concluded in a report on the eVectiveness of risk management at HBOS that “We have been
impressed with the limited number of senior personnel that we have interviewed in GRR”. I was
amongst those they met.

— On 30 November 2004, another main Board Director wrote “An excellent year all round building
on a similar result in 2003”. On 30 November 2004, Mr Tony Hobson added to this, “Thanks for
the opportunity to contribute and to see your views [on GRR]. Very helpful. It’s obviously very
positive feedback for Paul and the team and I can only reiterate your positive views”.

3.19 Notwithstanding the positive feedback, as explained in section 2 above I was then summarily
dismissed (portrayed as “redundancy”). James (now Sir) Crosby, the then CEO of HBOS contrary to HR
policy, HBOS’s own internal ethics policy called “The Way We Do Business” as well as all other principles
of fairness (let alone employment law) wrote—“The decision was mine and mine alone”. He said that I had
lost the confidence of key executives and non executives but refused to explain why. I claimed that my
dismissal was unfair and that I had a claim both for unfair dismissal and for a claim under s.48 of the
Employment Rights Act 1996. In other words, I had a “whistle-blowing claim” under that Act for raising
Protected Disclosures.

3.20 HBOS finally settled my claim against them for substantial damages in mid 2005 and I signed a
gagging order at the time in our settlement agreement.

3.21 As I stated above in section 2 above, a supposedly “independent report” by HBOS’s auditors said
HBOS were right but failed even to interview key witnesses. No doubt they and the FSA would rely upon
this report. In relation to this report, you should be aware that, following the very first response to the report
from my lawyers and me which challenged it vigorously, HBOS settled within a very short time.

3.22 As referred to in section 2 above, on my unfair dismissal a person was appointed as Group Risk
Director who was an ex sales manager who had no experience of risk management or compliance. I have
already referred to this in some more detail in section 2 above. This was a personal appointment of James
Crosby and some might question whether this fulfilled his fiduciary duties as a Director under Company
Law or Principle 2 and 3 of the FSA’s Principles for Business set out above.

3.23 My concerns on this appointment were reported to the FSA but despite the clarity of their guidance
on assessing fit and properness (see section 2 above) they permitted the individual concerned to become an
Approved Person. It is extraordinary in my view that the FSA permitted this, when this role is so important
to the fulfilment of their statutory objectives. Maybe they felt constrained as James Crosby was a non
executive director of the FSA at the time?

3.24 One final interesting but telling anecdote of my personal story relates to Charles Dunstone (founder
of the Car Phone Warehouse). Charles was a non-exec director of HBOS which made good sense given their
strategy of turning the bank into a retailing operation. He is clearly an outstanding business leader. But,
strangely, he was also appointed to be the Chairman of the Retail (Halifax) Risk Control Committee (a
divisional audit committee). He admitted to me that he was very friendly with Andy Hornby and that they
met quite often socially. Of course, he was supposed to be challenging Andy Hornby. He obviously had no
technical competence in banking or credit risk management to oversee such a vital governance committee.
Another HBOS non-exec said to me one day of him and his role “Well, they got that appointment wrong,
didn’t they”. Even more extraordinary than this, Charles Dunstone himself admitted to me and my colleague
one day words to the eVect that he had no real idea how to be the Chairman of the Retail Risk Control
Committee!

3.25 This just shows how little real regard HBOS had for the importance of the non-executive roles. It is
also probably in breach of Principles 2 and 3.
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4. Some Recommendations for Policy Analysis and Development

4.1 A very short summary (and not yet fully thought through) of the list of some of the policy points
which arise out of my experience which need to be debated are as follows:

4.2 Remuneration and performance management of exec . . . eg regulatory sign oV, bonuses held in a
trustee account over longer time frames to ensure short termism does not take hold.

4.3 A more detailed policy and rules which allows the FSA to test the cultural environment of
organisations they are supervising eg tri-annual staV and customer survey. There is no doubt that you can
have the best governance processes in the world but if they are carried out in a culture of greed, unethical
behaviour and indisposition to challenge, they will fail. I would now propose mandatory ethics training for
all senior managers and a system of monitoring the ethical considerations of key policy and strategy
decisions within the supervised firms.

4.4 Much more formal qualifications and competencies for risk managers and compliance professionals
so that only fit, proper and competent people can be appointed as CF10, CF11 and 14—Compliance
Oversight, Anti-Money Laundering and Risk Assessment. These roles are becoming as important as CFO
role and need something like the ICA/Institute of Actuaries to regulate their training and competence.

4.5 Regular formal independent audit of risk management, compliance and internal audit functions to
keep them honest—and to make them feel they will be backed up/protected if they do their jobs properly
and cause a bit of inevitable friction.

4.6 Risk management and compliance with at least an equally weighted reporting line to a non-exec with
suYcient time and profile to balance the executive. The non executive need to be “executive” in relation to
their primary accountability of overseeing the executive. No person responsible for a key internal control
function can be dismissed without a full and minuted meeting of the non-exec and the incumbent must be
given a right of reply. The FSA should formally approve such decisions.

4.7 Much much more focus on competence and independence of non-executives eg register of non-work
social meetings, pre-appointment investigation of “links”/potential conflicts of interest eg cross-board
connections. I’m on your remuneration committee if you’re on my audit committee, pre-appointment record
of reasons why a person is competent for a particular committee.

4.7 Much more involvement of the regulators in the terms of reference of the statutory auditors—the level
of cost associated with formal independent audit is inadequate and needs to be radically increased. How can
a firm like HBOS be audited for £5 million or less?

4.8 Much more rigorous and prescription of the regulation of aVordability and suitability requirements
for the sale of credit products…to prevent ordinary people who cannot resist the temptation of getting into
excessive debt.

4.9 Further development of Whistle Blowing rules to make sure that those who raise legitimate issues are
not just “bought oV” with shareholders money….the case should be reviewed by the regulator and action
taken if necessary to ensure those responsible cannot get away scot-free.

4.10 Much much better pay for senior regulators so that the FSA can recruit the best—pay twice as much,
get four times as much done at eight times the quality.

5. A Final Observation

5.1 One final observation I would make about the HBOS disaster is this; wasn’t it actually Sir James
Crosby rather than Andy Hornby who was the original architect of the HBOS retailing strategy? At first this
was good in that it purported to be a “Customer Champion” strategy. The problem was that a reduced
margin strategy is predicated on the need for improvements in cost control and at the same time massive
increases in sales. It is now clear that this disastrous “grow assets at all costs” strategy was what led to
HBOS’s downfall and humiliating demise by the forced acquisition by Lloyds.

5.2 Sir James is still the Deputy Chairman of the FSA and advises the government on how to solve the
mortgage crisis. Some might now also question what his “contribution to financial services” has in fact been
when this will have led to millions of people in excessive debt, 10,000s who will lose their jobs and many
more whose balance sheets have been impacted by the precipitous fall of the HBOS share price—apart from
the reduction in competition in the retail financial services market threatened by the new Lloyds Group?

5.3 Shouldn’t the Committee be asking him to testify?

February 2009
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Further memorandum from Professor Prem Sikka, University of Essex

At the Committee’s meeting on 28 January 2009 there was some discussion of auditor obligations. The
response from some members of the panel was that examining business models was no part of auditor’s
duties. This is somewhat misleading and I would like add a few comments.

Auditor duties are not defined in any great detail in the Companies Act 2006. Section 495 states that the
auditor’s report

“must state clearly whether, in the auditor’s opinion, the annual
accounts—

(a) give a true and fair view—

(i) in the case of an individual balance sheet, of the state of aVairs of the company as at the
end of the financial year,

(ii) in the case of an individual profit and loss account, of the profit or loss of the company
for the financial year,

(iii) in the case of group accounts, of the state of aVairs as at the end of the financial year
and of the profit or loss for the financial year of the undertakings included in the
consolidation as a whole, so far as concerns members of the company;

(b) have been properly prepared in accordance with the relevant financial reporting framework;
and

“True and fair view” is open to interpretation.

Accounting standards provide the framework for financial reporting. The “Statement of Principles”269

issued by the Accounting Standards Board (ASB) states (Chapter 1) that the

“The objective of financial statements is to provide information about the reporting entity’s
financial performance and financial position that is useful to a wide range of users for assessing
the stewardship of the entity’s management and for making economic decisions.

It adds (Ch 1, p 19) that

Present and potential investors need information about the reporting entity’s financial
performance and financial position that is useful to them in evaluating the entity’s ability to
generate cash (including the timing and certainty of its generation) and in assessing the entity’s
financial adaptability.

Subsequently it states (p 25) that

Investors require information on financial performance because such information:

(a) provides an account of the stewardship of management and is useful in assessing the
past and anticipated performance of the entity;

(b) is useful in assessing the entity’s capacity to generate cash flows from its existing
resource base and in forming judgements about the eVectiveness with which the entity
has employed its resources and might employ additional resources; and

(c) provides feedback on previous assessments of financial performance and can therefore
assist users in modifying their assessments for, or in developing expectations about,
future periods.

Accounting standards are primarily aimed at preparers of financial statements, but auditors cannot ignore
them because the Companies Acts require them to report compliance. That task cannot be completed
without an understanding of the business model and inherent risks because it shapes any measure of financial
performance and financial position.

A pile of ornate wood in a junk yard is unlikely to be worth a great deal of money. But the same in an
art gallery or an auction house would justify entirely diVerent value. Without appreciating the nature of the
business, auditors cannot make a meaningful assessment of the amounts appearing in financial statements.

Auditors are required to satisfy themselves that the reporting entity is a going concern, which may be
interpreted as “12 months from the balance sheet date”. Auditing standards have long been used to narrow
auditor responsibilities and encourage auditors to be “passive”270 because that is economical of audit eVort
and enhances firm profits.

269 http://www.frc.org.uk/images/uploaded/documents/Statement%20-%20Statement%20of%20Principles%20for%20
Financial%20Reporting.pdf

270 Prem Sikka, “Audit Policy-making in the UK: The Case of “The auditor’s considerations in respect of going concern”,
European Accounting Review, Vol 1, No 2, 1992, pp 349–392.
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It has long been established that auditors should approach each audit with an “inquiring mind”. In his
judgement in the case of Fomento (Sterling Area) Ltd. v Selsdon Fountain Pen Co Ltd [1958] 1 All ER11
at 23, Lord Denning said that:

“An auditor is not to be confined to the mechanics of checking vouchers and making arithmetic
computations. He is not to be written oV as a professional “adder-upper and subtractor”. His vital
task is to take care to see that errors are not made, be they errors of computation, or errors of
omission or commission, or downright untruths. To perform his task properly, he must come to it
with an inquiring mind—not suspicious of dishonestly, I agree—but suspecting that someone may
have made a mistake somewhere and that a check must be made to ensure that there has been
none”.

I would submit that auditors merely relying upon management representations are not meeting the
“inquiring mind” standard. This standard requires auditors to understand the nature of the business and
its risks.

Auditors often seek refuge in auditing standards without pointing out that they are formulated by
committees and structures controlled by the industry itself. The UK auditing standard on going concern271

advises auditors to be “passive” ie not plan the audit to look for any specific problems. For example, page
21 states that:

“. . . when there is a history of profitable operations and a ready access to financial resources,
management may make its [going concern] assessment without detailed analysis. In such
circumstances, the auditor’s conclusions about the appropriateness of this assessment normally is
also made without the need for performing detailed procedures. When events or conditions have
been identified which may cast significant doubt about the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern, however, the auditor performs additional procedures . . .”.

Under the auditing standard, auditor might perform additional procedures only when put upon inquiry,
but oVers no justification as to why the auditor needs to be ‘passive’ in the first place and why bank auditors
did not learn anything from the recent financial banking problems. Once put upon inquiry the “going
concern”272 auditing standard states (paras 11–12) that:

“in obtaining an understanding of the entity, the auditor should consider whether there are events
or conditions and related business risks which may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to
continue as a going concern. … The auditor should remain alert for audit evidence of events or
conditions and related business risks which may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to
continue as a going concern . . .”

The auditing standard requires auditors to examine company cash flow, profit and other forecasts, if any.
It is diYcult to see how any such document can be understood or examined in any meaningful way without
a good understanding of the nature of business and its risks.

Overall, my contention is that it is diYcult to see how auditors can make any meaningful assessment of
risks without understanding the business model of the client company and the structure of its main assets
and liabilities. Any auditor just relying on management assertions and claims would be negligent.

February 2009

Memorandum from InvestorVoice

InvestorVoice (www.investorvoice.co.uk) is a forum established for individual stakeholders in publicly
quoted companies. It has been created to ensure that shareholders, debt holders, employees, pensioners and
other interested individuals are able to express their anonymous views on the performance of the companies
in which they have a financial interest. The forum’s initial focus has been on financial institutions, corporate
governance and institutional shareholder engagement.

We have been following with interest the Treasury Committee’s deliberations on the “Banking Crisis” and
indeed the United States of America’s House Committee—Oversight and Government Reform hearings on
this issue.

Institutional Investors

There has been much finger pointing and blame allocation surrounding the crisis including excessive
leverage, rating agency failure, inappropriate incentive schemes, poor risk management, poor Board
oversight and executive hubris. However, in our opinion, one area that has not been highlighted is the poor
corporate governance that has been displayed by the institutional shareholder community and to date it has
escaped much investigation and criticism. The Combined Code describes the responsibilities of institutional

271 http://www.frc.org.uk/images/uploaded/documents/ACFAB2.pdf
272 Auditing Practices Board (2004). International Standard on Auditing (UK and Ireland) 570: Going Concern. London: APB

(available at (http://www.frc.org.uk/images/uploaded/documents/ACFAB2.pdf).
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shareholders. Considering the part and full nationalisation of a number of our banks, the concern over
compensation schemes, the replacement of many board directors and the reversal of business strategies, it
is diYcult to believe that institutional shareholders have fully adhered to their obligations under the Code.

Institutional shareholders had control over 90% of the equity of the United Kingdom’s financial
institutions and as a result had the ability to influence executive compensation plans, strategy, risk taking,
corporate governance and board appointments. Our analysis of the voting at Annual General Meetings on
these issues indicates that in most cases, institutional investors have voted with management, with most
resolutions being passed by 95!% of the votes. In general, it has been the private shareholders who have
queried board appointments, strategic issues, executive compensation plans and risk management.

We have chosen two examples to demonstrate our point. First, in August 2007, when analysts and the
financial press were expressing concern about the Royal Bank of Scotland’s proposed acquisition of ABN
Amro, the transaction was approved by 94.5% of the shareholder votes. Second, in May 2008, HSBC
shareholders voted 88.4% in favour of the proposed executive compensation plans which enabled executives
to receive an additional 950% in compensation over their base pay. The high level of approval was achieved
even after PIRC and the Association of British Insurers both publicly expressed concerns over the plans.
There are a significant number of other examples which we could provide.

Mandatory Disclosure of Voting

One initiative that would improve the focus of institutional investors on corporate governance is the
introduction of mandatory disclosure by institutional investors of their voting on shareholder resolutions
for all UK listed companies. Such legislation does exist in other countries. At present, it is voluntary in the
UK and the majority of fund managers do not publish such information.

Two other initiatives that could also assist in improving corporate governance are:

Director Re-election

We would also support the Association of British Insurer’s recommendation to have all directors submit
themselves for re-election at the Annual General Meeting. At present, directors stand for re-election on a
rotational basis with the norm being every three years. We hold that it is inappropriate for shareholders to
be forced to stand back for a period of up to three years before they are able to remove their representatives
in whom they have lost confidence.

Board Evaluation

In addition, we would propose the strengthening of the Combined Code’s provision on Performance
Evaluation. At present, listed companies are required to evaluate the eVectiveness of their board, its
committees and its directors. However, many companies self-assess and provide little detail of the assessment
in the annual report and accounts. Consideration should be given to providing more prescriptive
requirements on both the conducting and reporting of the evaluation.

Further memorandum from InvestorVoice

1.6 Potential Reforms to the Remuneration Structures Prevalent in Financial Services

1. Senior Executive Compensation

In the majority of organisations, senior executive compensation is determined by the Remuneration
Committee. Much of the research into determining compensation and compensation schemes for a company
is provided by Remuneration Consultants. These consultants are usually selected by senior executives within
the company. The senior executives have a vested interest in choosing a consultant whom they believe will
recommend the most attractive scheme.

Additionally, Remuneration Consultants have a vested interest in proposing schemes that will enable
executives to increase their overall compensation. We are not aware of any Remuneration Consultant who
has recommended a decrease in senior executive compensation.

Executive management advise the remuneration consultants in determining a peer group of companies
for market comparison. Our research shows an increasing trend for UK companies to include United States
companies in the peer groups selected. However, very few US companies include a UK company in their
peer group.

Once the Remuneration Committee has agreed the new compensation scheme, the company will then
discuss it with their largest institutional investors and possibly also with corporate governance firms. The
scheme is then put to an advisory vote at the company’s Annual General Meeting (AGM).
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The advisory vote on executive compensation at the 2008 AGM of every UK bank was “For” approving
the Remuneration Report. Over 88% of the votes were in favour of the schemes.

We provide one example for consideration. In May 2008, even after (a) much media criticism, (b) a
recommendation of a vote against the “excessive” plan by the corporate governance firm PIRC and (c) the
issuance of an “Amber Top” warning by the Association of British Insurers, one UK bank still received an
88% vote in favour of the proposed new senior executive compensation scheme. The approved scheme
enables the top five executives to share a total compensation of £125 million over a three year period,
(average £8.33 million per executive/per annum).

At the time of the bank’s AGM, 11,829 million shares were eligible to be voted, 4,359 million (36%) were
voted of which 328 million shares voted “Withheld”, 910 institutions controlled 10,800 million (91%) shares.
Based on these figures, at least 60% of the institutional shareholders’ votes were not voted.

The above highlights significant weaknesses through out the process. To address these weaknesses, we
would recommend consideration of the following:

— Remuneration consultants should be selected by and report only to the Remuneration Committee.

— The Remuneration consultants’ industry should establish a code of ethics. The code should include
a ban on recruitment organisations from undertaking remuneration consultancy.

— It should be mandatory for institutional shareholders to publish how they have voted on all
resolutions submitted to vote at the AGM of UK listed companies.

— UK institutional shareholders should be encouraged to vote on all AGM resolutions.

1.2 Remuneration Structures in the Financial Services Industry—Bonuses

The fundamental purpose of the remuneration system is to assist in attracting and retaining talented
executives. The remuneration structure should be supported by other systems to encourage loyalty to the
employer. Unfortunately, these other systems tend to be weaker in investment banking. This is partly to do
with the competition by investment banks for the best talent and also, but to a much lesser degree, the over
exaggerated “perform or be fired” culture in the industry. Previous evidence given to the committee
estimated that employee turnover in investment banking is 25% per annum. We estimate that, in “normal
market conditions”, at least 15% of individuals depart one firm to earn more compensation at another,
leaving 10% departing for performance management purposes—ie, “being fired”.

The crucial issue in this sector concerns bonus payments and payment received for non-performance. In
general, bonuses were established to enable salaries to be kept “low” and then reward high performance with
bonuses. However, basic salaries are still regarded as considerable when compared with other sectors of the
economy. Bonuses for investment bankers can be exceptionally large, even multiples of the executive
directors.

Bonuses are paid generally in relation to the profits generated. Profits are calculated on a realised and
unrealised basis as at period-end. Unrealised profits are determined by valuing positions at market value as
reported by the market or an exchange. The problem arises when positions are valued at market at period
end and a large profit is determined and bonuses are paid but in the next period, the values fall and losses
arise. The bonus has already been paid and there are no “claw-back” provisions in employment contracts.
The process rewards success but does not penalize subsequent failure. This will strongly encourage risk
taking.

The losses at the main investment banks at the end of 2008 were caused by substantial falls in the “mark to
market” valuations of trading and structured assets or by realised losses as the firms attempted to deleverage,
pushing market values down further.

— Shareholders should demand that all bonus payments should have a “claw-back” option.

— It should be mandatory for companies to state the ten largest compensation payments to non-
director employees in the Annual Report.

Other Areas of Concern

2. Board Performance Evaluation

The Combined Code of Corporate Governance, (the Combined Code), requires that companies should
assess the performance of their Board, its committees and its individual members on an annual basis. This
was done by all of the UK nationalised and part-nationalised financial institutions. Each institution
reported in their Annual Report that its board, committees and individual members had been eVective.

It is diYcult to see how such an assessment could be valid, when all the Boards have required significant
restructuring. One institution dismissed ten of its directors, including its Chairman and CEO, within a year
of determining that they were all deemed eVective. The performance evaluation was a self-assessment.
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The above highlights significant weaknesses through out the process. To address these weaknesses, we
would recommend consideration of the following:

— Board Performance Evaluation should be conducted by external parties.

— The Financial Services Authority (FSA) should review the full Board Performance Evaluation of
each UK listed financial institutions in detail and discuss the findings with the Senior Independent
Director.

— The Combined Code should be more prescriptive on the disclosure of Board Performance
Evaluation information to be published in Annual Report.

3. Institutional Shareholder Engagement

The Combined Code states that institutional shareholders should apply the principles set out in the
Institutional Shareholders’ Committee’s “The Responsibilities of Institutional Shareholders and Agents—
Statement of Principles”.

The principles include the following:

“Instances when institutional shareholders and/or agents may want to intervene include when they have
concerns about:

— the company’s strategy;

— the company’s operational performance;

— the company’s acquisition/disposal strategy;

— independent directors failing to hold executive management properly to account;

— internal controls failing;

— inadequate succession planning;

— an unjustifiable failure to comply with the Combined Code;

— inappropriate remuneration levels/incentive packages/severance packages; and

— the company’s approach to corporate social responsibility.”

The principles also include a range of actions that institutional shareholders may take, if they are
unsatisfied with a company’s response:

“holding additional meetings with management specifically to discuss concerns;

— expressing concern through the company’s advisers;

— meeting with the Chairman, senior independent director, or with all independent directors;

— intervening jointly with other institutions on particular issues;

— making a public statement in advance of the AGM or an EGM;

— submitting resolutions at shareholders’ meetings; and

— requisitioning an EGM, possibly to change the board.”

Whilst a number of institutional shareholders have stated that they have engaged with bank boards on a
number of occasions, it appears that none have utilised the fool range of available actions.

The above highlights significant weaknesses through out the process. To address these weaknesses, we
would recommend consideration of the following:

— The Combined Code should be more prescriptive on institutional shareholder engagement with
companies.

— Institutional shareholders should publish details of engagements with companies in the past three
months on their website.

February 2009

Memorandum from Michael McQuade

1. Confidentiality

1.1. I am more than happy that any information or opinions that I give in this submission remain in the
public domain however I would ask that my personal contact details should not be published and should
remain confidential as I have no wish to be inundated with spam emails or unsolicited telephone calls.
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2. About Michael Douglas McQuade

2.1 I am a retired bank manager. In 1964 I joined the Leicester Trustee Savings Bank and in 1975 I was
appointed manager of the TSB in Lutterworth, Leicestershire. At that time I was the youngest appointed
lending manager. (TSB had just begun to lend to its customers). During my career I managed a number of
branches then was appointed to an Area role. When I was forced into early retirement in 2001, by Lloyds
TSB Bank plc, I was working on various projects including Complaint Handling and Telephony. I was a
Director of the Lloyds TSB No 2 Pension Fund. During my time at the bank I achieved a number of notable
successes:

2.1.1 I saved the bank £6 million per year (every year) in cash management;

2.1.2 I saved the bank from being fined by the FSA for untimely management of investment proposals;

2.1.3 I lent more money on mortgage from my branch in Leicestershire than the whole of the other
branches in the County put together;

2.1.4 My bad debt record was exemplary;

2.1.5 I wrote the chapter in the Bank Lending Manual that dealt with Overdraft Reviews;

2.1.6 I designed an Objective Based Appraisal System used to support Performance Related Pay and
introduced it across the TSB national branch network; and

2.1.7 I was the first branch manager to sell £1 million of life insurance cover.

3. Summary of the Main Points of this Submission

I would like the Committee to consider my views on:

— Professionalism in banking.

— Historic regulation in the mortgage market.

— EVects of de-regulation.

— The mortgage borrower.

— TSB and Building Societies as Public Limited Companies.

— Who Pays the Price.

3.1 Professionalism in banking

3.1.1 When I started my career in banking it was made clear to me that if I expected to progress toward
an appointment then the minimum standard that I would need to achieve was to become an Associate of the
Institute of Bankers, now the Chartered Institute of Bankers. I studied General Principles of Law including,
sources of law, contract and tort. I studied Principles of Accounting so that I could understand company
accounts, total and marginal costing, budgetary control and investment appraisal.

3.1.2 Today bank staV are encouraged to study for the Financial Planning Certificate to enable them to
sell insurance products. Bank staV are encouraged to be licensed to sell home insurance, car insurance,
mortgages, life insurance and pensions. Professional banking qualifications are very low on the priority list.
Proof? Ask the Chartered Institute of Bankers for the statistics of UK “ACIB” award made over the last 25
years and look at the trend line.

3.1.3 We cannot expect our front line banking staV to oVer professional advice to help customers manage
their business and personal finances when they have a sales biased education and the focus of bank
“Customer Service” is based upon selling bank products.

3.2 The Page Report

3.2.1 Around 1976 a government commission looked into the future of the TSB and banking in Great
Britain. The findings were published as The Page Report. This report proposed that:

(1) The joint stock banks, then the Big 5, Barclays, National Provincial, Westminster, Lloyds and
Midland should concentrate on serving the commercial customer.

(2) The TSB should be developed to service the banking needs of the general public.

(3) The Post OYce Savings Bank should be developed to service the personal banking needs of those
people who lived in areas where it was uneconomic for banks to operate.

3.2.2 The report was ignored.

3.2.3 The bank branch network has been destroyed, profit before service left many without easy access
to personal banking services.
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3.3 Historic regulation in the mortgage market

3.3.1 In 1973 I bought my first house, a terraced house in Leicester. To obtain a mortgage I had to have
saved regularly with a building society and built up a deposit in my account.

3.3.2 Saving regularly had two purposes, (1) to build the deposit and (2) to prove to the building society
that I could regularly put on one side a sum of money and still maintain a standard of living.

3.3.3 In 1973 only building societies were allowed to lend money over 25 years for house purchase. Bank
lending did not extend beyond 10 years and the rates charged were significantly higher than those charged
by building societies.

3.3.4 Tax relief was available on building society mortgage interest.

3.3.5 Building society mortgages were only available for the purchase of the borrower’s principle place
of residence.

3.3.6 Building society mortgages were not available for the purchase of second homes or houses in the
rental sector.

3.3.7 Building society mortgages were in short supply and prospective borrowers often had to wait
their turn.

3.3.8 The buying of houses to rent was considered a business enterprise and borrowers were directed to
the banks for a commercial loan. Bankers in those days considered lending in proportion to the borrowers
stake in the enterprise. Buying houses to rent required the borrower to use their own money and the bank
lent in multiples of the borrowers stake, double nothing was nothing! The bank held the deeds as security.
The loan to value ratio never went above 70% of the value of the property and this valuation was taken not
on the open market freehold value but on a 7–10 year return on rent. The repayment period rarely reached
10 years.

3.3.9 In every case where I lent money to a customer I always looked for two things, an intention to repay
and an ability to repay. The first I covered by looking at the borrowers banking history and checking with
a credit reference agency and the second I covered by completing an income and expenditure account. If the
borrower proposed to take on the commitment to repay a given sum each month and he or she had not been
saving that same sum over at least the previous six months, where was the repayment coming from? What
was to be given up? Was that reasonable? Following these principles my lending was sound but more
importantly my customers never entered into commitments that they could not aVord.

3.4 EVects of de-regulation

3.4.1 During the 1980’s the government of the day pursued a policy of a free market economy. De-
regulate the market place and allow competition to drive out ineYciencies and allow the market to find its
own level.

3.4.2 Building societies were allowed to borrow money from the wholesale market and make it available
for mortgage borrowers. Borrow short and lend long! Not a sound business philosophy, totally dependent
upon the continuing supply of short term wholesale funds. The experience of 2007 proves this point.

3.4.3 Banks were allowed to lend money for house purchase on mortgage loans over 25 years.

3.4.4 The sudden free availability of mortgage funds across the market place initiated the housing boom.
With freely available funds and more buyers in the market competing for a limited supply of houses the
market responded like any other market, the price went up. This deregulation of mortgage lending was a
major cause of the boom in property prices in the last quarter of the last century.

3.4.5 With building societies having endless capital to lend and the banks entering the market bringing
their massive lending capacity, there were insuYcient borrowers able to take up the supply of money to buy
principal places of residence. The banks and building societies had to become inventive in lending. Lending
on house purchase was seen as low risk, “Safe as Houses”!

3.4.6 Tax relief on mortgage interest is withdrawn.

3.4.7 The eVect of tax relief being withdrawn and the inexhaustible supply of money meant that the loan
purpose was no longer restricted to buying the borrowers principle place of residence. Banks and building
societies fell over themselves to refinance each others mortgage lending to provide the borrower with fund
to buy anything. One recent TV advert showed an obese couple sitting on a sofa saying that XYZ Finance
Company made it very easy for them to refinance their mortgage over 300 easy monthly payments so that
they could have a new kitchen and there was enough money left over to go on holiday. This couple had
borrowed money for a two week holiday and were paying for it over 25 years!

3.4.8 Deregulating the finance market gave rise to lenders advertising to encourage the general public to
“free the equity in your home”. Again, questionable. Equity was not freed from the home, the home
remained exactly as before, the borrower was encouraged to become deeper in debt.
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3.4.9 Excess funds to lend, a booming property market and minimal regulation led the mortgage lenders
to oVer “non-status” mortgages. Instead of the lender confirming the income of the borrower and lending
in proportion to it, the prospective borrower simply stated the amount of money he or she earned and in
exchange for paying a higher interest rate the stated income was taken on face value and not confirmed.
Some borrowers borrowed more than they could sensibly aVord to repay which was fine while both parties
were fully employed but became impossible when incomes reduced for whatever reason.

3.4.10 Not satisfied with oVering “non-status” mortgages, lenders now moved to 100% mortgage loans
and these loans even covered carpets, white goods installed by builders and also included stamp duty and
solicitors fees! 100% lending meant borrowers had no commitment of their own and hence nothing to protect
when the times became diYcult.

3.4.11 Non-status mortgages and the booming property appealed to greed. Greedy borrowers philosophy
was to borrow maximum today, fund repayments from capital and either relax when real earnings caught
up or else sell after a couple of years and pocket the property capital appreciation.

3.4.12 Deregulation opened up buy to rent propositions. Buy a house and rent it out. The rent covers the
mortgage payment and the borrower uses the capital appreciation to support further borrowing to buy more
houses to rent. The eVect of this deregulation in university towns is that low priced housing is snapped up
by buy to rent landlords leaving first time buyers priced out of the market.

3.5 The mortgage borrower

3.5.1 Sadly we live in a consumer led society. The government today is actively promoting initiatives to
try to stimulate the retail economy. Consumers are encouraged to consume and not to save. The general
public want everything today and are not content to wait and improve their standards of living over time.

3.5.2 In 1973 I bought my first house, a terraced property. At that time my expectation was to progress
in my job to the point that I could aVord to move to a semi-detached property and then when my career
developed to move to a detached property. We started with hand-me-down furniture. We used the local
launderette to wash our clothes. Today instead of waiting until we can aVord improvements in our life style,
they are bought on credit. There is no recognition of financial management failure when mortgages are
refinanced to provide money to purchase cars and holidays.

3.5.3 The general public want all of the materialistic things that a retail economy has to oVer. Lenders
have had too much money to lend and any lender who adopts a regulatory or controlling policy like
confirming income or completing income and expenditure forms will soon lose lending to a competitor. In
any event in a booming economy what losses do occur are more than covered by the profits from new
business growth. That is, until there is no new business growth.

3.5.4 Most members of the general public have never had lessons in financial management. School
children are not interested in budgeting to pay the electricity bill or the mortgage. These things are not real
in their lives. My children never turned oV lights or ate the last slice of bread in the old loaf until they started
to pay the bill. The general public will not, of their own volition draw up family budgets, they need
stimulation at appropriate times to recognise the importance of forward planning.

3.5.5 More people respond to greed than to need, indeed many salesmen’s sales pitch appeals to greed
and ignores need. Lenders and deregulation have done nothing to reverse this trend. Lenders have actively
appealed to greed to encourage borrowers to remortgage their homes and buy consumer goods that they do
not need. I have need of a television set, my need is satisfied by my existing set, it is a few years old and is
digital. However, I am bombarded daily with advertising coaxing me to buy a 42 inch plasma home theatre.
Why? I do not need one and I cannot aVord to buy one but if I borrowed on my credit card, loan or mortgage
I could have it today.

3.5.6 We are all naturally greedy people, some of us have self discipline, others, however, need help.

3.5.7 Last year, post nationalisation, Northern Rock Building Society was criticised for over zealous
repossession. A borrower was shown on television standing outside his home, that had just been repossessed.
He was lamenting that he had lived there for over 30 years and now it was gone. How could that be if he
had bought the house on a mortgage over 25 years? Clearly this man had remortgaged his home to yield
money to spend on things other than his home. Who was to blame?

4. TSB and Building Societies as Public Limited Companies

4.1 In the 80’s the free market was everything. The Page Report had been rejected and the government
was on a path to privatisation. The Trustee Savings bank was an anomaly, nobody owned it. The government
wanted to see it privatised and eventually the courts approved.

4.2 At floatation the Bank was worth £865 million. Floatation raised £1,000 million and the whole of the
share capital came back to the Bank. TSB Bank plc was worth £1,865 million on Day 1 and it had £1,000
million in cash in its bank and no concrete plans to spend it.
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4.3. Floatation may or may not have been a good idea but the reality of the situation was that TSB
management were steeped in TSB culture and background. They were not hard faced commercial
businessmen who had built successful business in a challenging market place. Prior to floatation TSB was
limited in its activities by acts of parliament and its future was guaranteed by the Treasury/National Debt
OYce.

4.4 In British economic history here had never been, nor has been since, a company that had £1,000
million cash to spend/invest. This frightening situation was made worse by the Company not having grown
this nest egg from its successful trading activities but by its being given it almost as a windfall on a plate. The
frightening situation was made terrifying by the fact that the purse strings were in the hands of inexperienced
managers.

4.5 TSB bought Hill Samuel Bank for a price agreed before Black Monday. Following stock market
collapse on Black Monday the valuation of Hill Samuel fell but TSB went ahead and bought Hill Samuel
at the pre collapse price. The Bank then expanded its commercial lending book and suVered great losses.

4.6 Within a few short years TSB had lost £1,000 million.

4.7 The TSB failure was not unique. Building societies rushed to privatisation as did the nationalised
industries. In all cases management of these organisations was swept along by “group think”, the euphoria
of the 80’s of deregulation and open market freedoms. No thought was given to expertise to manage these
new privatised companies. Is it any wonder that so many of the companies floated in the 80’s have been taken
over by other businesses?

4.8 When Peter Burt was Chief General Manager of Bank of Scotland, he had five criteria to be
considered before taking over another business:

1. Will it prejudice the continued independence/existence of the Bank?

2. Is it “community type” banking? That is, inside existing skill capabilities.

3. Does it have a worthwhile share of a worthwhile market?

4. What can we bring to the party in terms of competitive advantage?

5. Does it make economic sense? We have long pockets but very short arms!

The second part of point 2 and the whole of point 4 are absolutely essential. In the case of TSB, managing
a public limited company worth nearly £2 million was outside the skills of the TSB Board and senior
management team. Investing £1,000 million safely was clearly beyond their capability. They would have
been better to have invested in a Post OYce Savings Account!

Clearly Bank of Scotland failed on Point 4, they had no capability to manage Halifax Building Society.
BOS did not have a highly successful mortgage operation, the management of Halifax Building Society had
managed to steer the privatised bank into diYculty that required the BOS intervention and BOS had nothing
to bring to the party to shift the culture. Without a shift in culture more of the same will bring about more
of the same.

4.9 Abbey National and Alliance and Leicester have both suVered from enthusiastic building society
managers who do not have the experience to run multi million pound companies.

5. Recommendations that You would like the Committee to Consider

5.1 Reregulate Mortgage Lending

5.1.1 As soon as possible introduce legislation to regulate lending. The maximum period of borrowing
should be limited to the life of the asset bought, eg house % 25 years, new car % 5 years, holiday % 1 year.

5.1.2 Limit mortgage lending to provide funds for house purchase only.

5.1.3 Require borrowers to save deposits.

5.1.4 Set maximum loan to value limits, say 90%.

5.1.5 Prohibit “non-status” mortgages. Require all income to be confirmed.

5.1.6 Encourage responsible lending which includes confirming that the borrower can actually aVord
the loan.

5.1.7 Shorten the loan periods for buy to rent properties to 10 years.

5.1.8 The eVect of the above limitations will, (a) limit the number of new mortgages, (b) keep house prices
in check and aVordable to first time buyers, (c) encourage prospective home owners to save, (d) give
homeowners equity to protect when times get tough, (e) prevent the over enthusiastic from living beyond
their means.

5.1.9 Whatever new initiatives are introduced into the market place care must be taken not to allow freely
available funds to drive up house prices.
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5.2 Reward Saving

5.2.1 If prospective home owners are to qualify for a mortgage they must save their deposit and their
purchase costs. Qualifying schemes should be made available to savers to encourage them to save.

5.3 Shared Ownership Housing

5.3.1 Encourage home ownership through shared ownership schemes. Government funds, or carefully
controlled PFI funds, should be made available to Housing Associations or appropriately authorised/
controlled lenders, to allow them to participate in shared ownership of properties on the open market.
Provided that the homeowner has a stake in the property he has something to protect. The homeowner
should be responsible for the maintenance of the property and sensible arrangements made at outset to
clarify how the homeowner buys an increasing share in the property.

5.4 Scrutinise Merger Propositions

5.4.1 When financial institution propose to merge or take over others, they ought to be required to
address Peter Burt’s five criteria.

5.4.2 In answer to the questions at 6.4.1 above the reviewing panel ought to ask my generation of lending
banker’s two favourite questions, “How do you know that?” and “What if..?”

6. Who Pays the Price?

6.1 Every decision ever made has a price to pay. The price may simply be the opportunity cost of the
decision or it may be as drastic as life or death.

6.2 When lenders lend recklessly?

6.2.1 The first person to pay is often the borrower. He lands in debt that he cannot aVord. Irrespective
of who ought to take responsibility, the borrower generally loses.

6.2.2 The family of the borrower. It is hardly the children’s fault when the family home is repossessed.

6.2.3 The shareholder of the lending company. As a shareholder either directly or via a pension fund, bad
debts lead to lower profits which lead to lower dividends and lower share valuations. Mr General Public has
absolutely no power through his or her share voting rights to moderate the behaviour of companies. It is a
myth to suggest that ordinary shareholders have influence. That is not true, only the big investment funds
and city analysts have the ability to persuade.

6.3 When the Board/Senior Management make errors?

6.3.1 The first people to pay are the employees at the sharp end of the business, jobs disappear, people
are made redundant. The senior managers who made the bad decisions are often protected with contacts
that have to be bought out, they are often rewarded by huge lump sum payments to vacate their chairs.
Junior staV who have performed exactly as required and who did not make mistakes in their jobs have little
or no protection.

6.3.2 The shareholder, bad decisions lead to lower profits which lead to lower dividends and lower share
valuations. Again Mr General Public has absolutely no power through his or her share voting rights to
moderate the behaviour of companies.

6.4 Shareholders

6.4.1 There is some mythical view postulated that shareholders are rich people. This cannot be further
from the truth. Most shareholders are not rich. Most shareholders do not own shares in their own names.
Most people are shareholders through their pension funds or through their life insurance policies.

6.4.2 By and large, young people do not invest directly in shares, it is the middle aged and elderly who’s
children have grown up and have an eye to their retirement who invest in shares many through personal
pensions or unit trusts.

6.4.3 All shareholders, whether direct or indirect have paid a very heavy price due to the banking crisis.
Many people have seen their wealth and their dividend income disappear through absolutely no fault of their
own. It is unreasonable that the government should now expect them to suVer further.

6.4.4 All reasonable eVort should be given to limit any bonus payment given to any group of employees
simply for doing their job. That is what salaries and wages are for. Bonuses should only be paid for
exceptional achievement and should only be paid from the profits generated by the exceptional achievement.
Reward success not failure.
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6.4.5 I believe that it is unreasonable for government to prohibit banks, who have borrowed from
government, from paying a dividend. Direct shareholders often live on those dividends and pension
companies need dividends to pay pensions. There has to be a better way than penalising the shareholder for
the errors of those protected.

11 February 2009

Memorandum from the ICAEW Financial Services Faculty

IDEAS FOR ENHANCING CONFIDENCE IN BANK REPORTING

Introduction

The Treasury Committee, at its hearing on the role of auditors in the banking crisis on 28 January 2009,
invited the major auditing firms to suggest areas where the role of auditors might be strengthened in the audit
of banks. The ICAEW Financial Services Faculty is responding to this invitation after consulting with
practitioners in the six largest UK auditing firms.

In summing up these sessions, the Chairman, the Rt Hon John McFall MP, said that auditors had done
a decent job of fulfilling the duties expected of them in statute but questioned whether that role was
appropriate. The relationship between auditors and the Financial Services Authority (FSA) is central to that
question. To help the Committee consider these matters, we set out five areas where the role of auditors could
be extended:

1. Financial information outside the accounts

2. “Pillar 3” risk disclosures

3. Regulatory returns to the FSA

4. Control activities chosen by the FSA

5 Bank-specific meetings with the FSA

The aim of these ideas is to contribute to enhanced public confidence in banks by increasing trust in the
information that banks report to the public and to the regulator. Currently, auditors focus on banks’
financial statements specifically and work in the interests of shareholders. The wider public may not
understand that auditors have only limited involvement with other financial information provided by banks.

The audit profession can contribute to greater confidence in banks by providing objective, expert opinions
on the information reported by banks, so that those relying on that information can be confident that it has
been properly prepared. In assessing each of the suggestions we make for extending the auditor’s role, the
following would need further consideration:

— the exact nature of work to be performed, how this fits with current professional standards and
whether new guidance would need to be developed;

— consulting stakeholders to ensure that any new measures are practical and add value;

— identifying the costs of implementing change, ongoing costs and how they compare to benefits;

— avoiding the creation of expectation gaps which could damage confidence. For example, assurance
work does not provide guarantees and it focuses on the quality of the reported information rather
than the appropriateness of the underlying reporting requirements; and

— the international context, including maintaining UK competitiveness and drawing on the best of
current thinking.

The following paragraphs set out our ideas in more detail.

1. Financial information outside the accounts

Some of the financial information reported by banks does not form part of the audited accounts. For
example, banks normally provide capital ratios, which are the regulatory measure of the amount of capital
they hold, in their annual report. At the moment, auditing standards require that where information is in
the annual report but not part of the accounts ‘the auditor should read the other information to identify
material inconsistencies with the audited financial statements’. Auditors are not, however, required to obtain
additional evidence to support the other information. The UK Government has previously taken the view,
after extensive consultation, that it is not necessary to extend the audit scope beyond the financial
statements. The FSA and Government should consider doing so for banks, at least in relation to financial
information such as capital ratios.
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2. “Pillar 3” risk disclosures

In 2009, banks will be required to report greater detail of their risk positions under new regulations
introduced by Basel II, called “Pillar 3” disclosures. Basel II includes an option to require Pillar 3 disclosures
to be audited. After consultation, the UK government and FSA took the view that it would not take up this
option to require an audit of the disclosures. Many banks are likely to make these disclosures in their annual
report, but outside the accounts. In this case auditors will only need to read the disclosures for inconsistency
with the financial statements as in 1 above. The rules also allow banks to make Pillar 3 disclosures outside
the annual report, for example on their web-site, in which case there is no requirement for auditors to check
them. The FSA should reconsider the decision not to require an audit of Pillar 3 disclosures in the light of
changed circumstances.

3. Regulatory returns to the FSA

Banks’ regulatory returns to the FSA include a range of financial information, for example on liquidity,
large exposures, a bank’s balance sheet and capital. At present, these returns are not subject to review by
auditors. The present regime for banks arose under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA).
It diVers from the insurance sector, where regulatory returns are reported on by auditors. Before the
introduction of FSMA, banks’ returns were subject to periodic review by auditors.

The FSA should consider whether reintroduction of a review of key bank regulatory returns by auditors
would be useful.

4. Control activities chosen by the FSA

The FSA has powers under section 166 of FSMA to commission reports by auditors on specific issues.
These reports are used mainly when a specific problem has been identified and tend to be forensic in nature
and relatively expensive. While it is for the FSA to decide what type of information best supports its
supervisory approach, more general reports looking at banks’ controls used to be commissioned under the
previous regime, when section 39 of the old Banking Act applied. The FSA could make greater and more
regular use of their existing powers under section 166 to obtain more information about the operation and
application of controls or compliance with regulations.

5. Bank-specific meetings with the FSA

Bank auditors are required to communicate with the FSA in specific circumstances, including when they
suspect management fraud, consider there are going concern issues or for significant rule breaches.
Depending on the nature of the concern, some communications will involve banks’
management while others will not. Written communications may be followed up by meetings. Outside these
prescribed circumstances, the need for additional contact between auditors, management and the FSA is up
to the judgement of the supervisor.

The current situation diVers from the old regime where there were regular bipartite and tripartite meetings
to discuss the financial statements audit and section 39 reports. It is worth looking at whether more regular
meetings with auditors would help the FSA gain additional insights into the banks they regulate. The
knowledge that such meetings were taking place ought also reassure the public. Indeed, it could even be made
a requirement that periodic meetings are held with the auditors for particularly important regulated banks,
so that it is not left to the discretion of the supervisory team.

In support of this, we note that the FSA is advocating annual bilateral meetings with the auditors of all
high impact firms.

10 February 2009

Memorandum from Ian Johnstone

I am a retired banker aged 57 with I believe a very clear insight into the changes in attitude within the
banking Industry which have led to the current crisis. Prior to my “retirement” at aged 53 I held a senior
managerial position within the corporate bank at Barclays with responsibility for teams in the East
Midlands, Yorkshire, the North East and Borders of Scotland. Our brief as a specialised unit of the
corporate bank was to assist businesses in poor but not terminal financial health utilising a range of skills
developed over a 30 year period. Our units achieved significant levels of success but were significantly
downsized in 2000–05 as the country enjoyed a benign economic climate and growth fuelled by enhanced
property values.
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Significantly for the banks—and this applies not only to Barclays the short termist views to compel senior
career bankers to retire in their early to mid-50s denuded the banks of the necessary skills to recognise the
early signs of a changing economy, enforce prudent levels of lending, and counter the expansionist
aspirations of senior management.

During my initial years with Barclays in the early 70s great importance was placed upon achieving the
Bankers professional qualification through the Chartered Institute of Bankers. Barclays maintained three
bespoke training institutions for the development of its staV as well as using the likes of Manchester Business
School to develop its managers and potential managers with a sound understanding of risk management,
the long established principles of sound lending, appreciation of business strategy and the mechanics of
accountancy, profit and loss and cashflow.

All Senior managers were qualified through the Institute Exams and had generally spent many years of
their career developing an understanding of business and had become skilled in questioning techniques to
establish viability of business proposals.

This has now changed. Many of the banks “managers” are no more than salespeople, unqualified and
formula led—an approach which has been introduced by those determined to cut costs in pursuit of
enhanced profits to meet the extraordinary bonus culture which now prevails within most banks.

Managers are no longer required to obtain the industry long held professional qualifications through the
Chartered Institute of Bankers so few bother to spend the hours of study necessary.

The Training establishments through which many thousands of Barclays staV passed developing their
skills as they did so have all been sold oV.

Training is now focussed upon sales and the achievement of sales targets and it is little wonder therefore
that the pursuit of growth at any cost to achieve short term targets and the bonuses linked thereto has ended
in disaster.

I fear that the current investigation will focus upon the losses predominantly in the personal lending/
mortgage sector arising out of securitisation and frankly the coming together of a greedy nation of “must
have now” with bankers blinkered to risk and driven only by bonus related short term sales targets, and
overlook a more fundamental problem which lies within the banking industry—a lack of skills in the
management of risk.

As a result of the banks policies to let the higher paid mature and experienced bankers retire in their early
50s during the period 2000–05 they no longer have that essential resource that has been available to them
in the past—experience.

The result’s we are already seeing—bankers “frightened” to lend because they do not have the experience,
skill or time to recognise and diVerentiate between a good well managed business experiencing short term
diYculty and a poorly run business on a downward spiral.

They do not have the skills, experience or “bottle” to recognise a good young business experiencing
growing pains and one which has no realistic future.

They have not received the training to eVectively interrogate a new business proposition and separate the
wheat from the chaV.

Whilst examining the failures which have led to the current position I do hope therefore that the treasury
committee will regard as part of its brief the essential need to look to the future and to ask the banks why
they have abandoned significant management risk training, what alternatives to their in house training
schools they intend to establish and of overwhelming importance when will they begin again to require their
lending staV to acquire the professional qualifications which are so clearly demanded by other professions.

Clearly no one would countenance lawyers turning up in court without appropriate qualification or
accountants signing oV accounts without their competence to do so bound within their professional
qualification so why are bankers so special that their training and examination of their competence to lend
can be so readily abandoned.

The results of that folly are now clear for all to see.

February 2009

Memorandum from Philip Slaymaker

The Chairman & Committee might be interested to hear of my views on the recent banking crisis based
on 31 years employment with a major clearing bank.

I joined Barclays upon leaving school in 1969 with the then minimum requirement of 5 GCE “O” level
passes including English and Maths. In addition I had two GCE “A” level passes that gave me a higher
starting point on the salary scales.
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I worked through the traditional departments of the banking branch whilst also transferring between
branches to gain wider experience, all this time receiving regular reminders from Local Directors who were
then experienced bankers, that it was very important for me to study for and pass the exams of The (now
Chartered) Institute of Bankers. I followed their advice and gained the Associate qualification.

After 13 years, I gained a junior managerial position, then continued working in a variety of branches
with increasing levels of responsibility.

In the early 1990’s I was appointed as Manager of a branch within the Thames Valley and then
encountered the Head OYce and Regional Executive target mentality that was, I believe, largely behind the
current fiasco and that has been highlighted by the Committee and the media. I will give you two examples:

— Each branch in the region was given annual targets for product sales when the bank changed to a
sales culture and monthly progress charts sent out to each branch. One of our targets was to
increase the number of current accounts, in itself a praiseworthy objective. Early in the year, when
comparing tables, I noticed one branch had achieved their annual target in one month. I
telephoned my peer to ask how he had achieved this to be told that he had closed all the old seven
day notice deposit accounts and opened new current accounts, albeit without the customers’
agreement. He then wrote to each one of them saying that their old account was no longer
available, giving them details of their new account. To the Executive his performance was
marvellous in that targets had been exceeded and a bonus was awarded. In reality the process
actually cost the bank a lot of money in the direct and indirect costs of closing and opening
accounts and it could have been argued that the Manager was guilty of a breach of the disciplinary
procedure.

— We also had a target for the sale of personal loans; these required an application form and were
then credit scored. In that area there was a large criminal ring well known to the Police, Fraud
Investigation Units and all the banks and credit card companies. If an application came in for a
name or address common to this criminal activity and the credit score was “give loan” I overrode
this decision to “deny loan” in the belief that this would stem the flow of funds. One day,
unannounced, a Director responsible for sales called and challenged me on the override rate for
my loans that was significantly higher than those in higher branches. I explained the background
but was told in no uncertain terms that if the decision by the bank’s credit scoring system was “give
loan” then this is what I should be doing. I suggested that it might save time if I put a waste paper
bin full of £20 notes in the banking hall and invited customers to help themselves. He refused to
move on this point, telling me that the bank was bigger than me. Several months later I received
another unannounced visit from a Risk Director wanting to know why my Bad and Doubtful debt
provisions were so high.

I could recount other instances like this but for brevity have limited my comments to these two that
demonstrate the drive for short-term target achievement that flew in the face of an experienced banker
wanting to gain genuine current account customers and lend to the person or business rather than a form.
This type of lending approach does, in my view, give rise to a better prospect of any borrowing being repaid.
Any idiot can advance money to achieve or exceed targets and those that did found themselves rewarded
with promotion and the incoming manager being left with the challenge of sorting out the mess poor lending
decisions.

Like many of my colleagues, I was encouraged by the allocation of shares by profit sharing schemes and
purchased more shares through SAYE schemes. We have been hit badly by the fall in share prices and the
suspension of dividends.

I accepted voluntary redundancy in 2000 as I was unhappy to continue working in the sales driven
environment that the bank had turned into. I do believe that appointing more line bankers with experience to
major roles would have made more sense than, for example, employing one with a supermarket background.

Those executives responsible for this disaster were merely looking at short-term targets and therefore
bonus achievement without any regard for the long-term strength and security of their business and well
being of their shareholders and staV.

I shall be grateful if this message could be made available to the full Committee and would be willing to
discuss any thoughts in greater detail or assist in your deliberations if this would help.

February 2009

Memorandum from Findlay Turner

By way of Introduction I retired after 33 years as a partner in one of the larger firms of chartered
accountants a few years ago and am currently chairman of one of Scotland’s largest charities with over £100
million and some 4,000 properties under management.

I have therefore continued to be deeply involved in governance issues in retirement and like many have
been staggered by the apparent breakdown in the governance of many of the banks.
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I have been following with great interest your Committee’s current enquiry and you are to be
congratulated on its conduct.

I have been particularly concerned with many others at the eVect of the reputation of my own profession
(two directors, one former, one continuing, of RBS are CAs) and have obtained assurances that our institute
(ICAS) is closely monitoring the situation and in the event of disclosures on which they can formally act the
appropriate action will be taken.

My particular purpose in writing is to advise you that on raising similar issues of professional standards
and discipline with The Chartered Institute of Bankers in Scotland (CIOBS) I have been informed that:

— it is purely an educational body providing qualifications to the industry;

— only a small minority of bankers take their qualifications and there is no requirement to do so;

— only a small number of senior managers and staV are chartered bankers;

— the institute has no powers to monitor members conduct or deal with professional complaint;

— removal from the institute only follows findings of guilt elsewhere eg by prosecution or the
ombudsman; and

— the FSA’s preference is to regulate firms not individuals.

The CIOBS notepaper has the logo “Leading Financial Professionalism”. Sir Fred Goodwin is a fellow
and the Corporate Counsel of RBS is the current president!

I believe that CIOBS has high standards of education including ethical conduct but it is entirely toothless
in enforcing professional standards.

It would seem at least theoretically possible and highly likely that people can reach fairly senior positions
in banks without appropriate qualification and perhaps even without a background in the industry.

It would seem appropriate to be asking. Is this acceptable when in many other sectors of the finance
industry and elsewhere appropriate levels of qualification are enforced? Is it yet another contributory factor
to the crisis?

It is a common complaint amongst branch staV in banks whom I know that they have felt demeaned they
are no longer “bankers” but “salesmen”. Perhaps that’s where the cause of the crisis begins and ends. There
would seem a widespread lack of integrity and professionalism.

I felt this might be another aspect of which you should be aware.

I am sure you get plenty of mail but I could contribute with observation on issues of governance, auditing,
the accounting profession the conduct of the banks and regulation if you would find it helpful.

I can send you copies of my interchange with CIOBS if you wish.

February 2009

Memorandum from Kais Uddin

I would like to bring to the attention of the committee the following issues concerning the crises in banking
and finance in the United Kingdom.

The deregulation of the finance sector in the 1980s created many thousands of jobs in the United Kingdom
and brought us great prosperity. However the permissive or lax regulatory and supervisory mechanisms
fuelled speculation and greed on unprecedented scales. The Government appears to have encouraged the so
called irrational exuberance by setting unrealistic growth targets and by failing to act when the banks were
both overstretching themselves, and, through reckless lending policies, overstretching individuals and
businesses. The four large accountancy firms that audit our major banks appear to have been incapable or
unable to spot problems that would have been revealed with the most cursory look into the financial and
risk management processes. Clearly the receipt of large fees from their clients may have also triggered in
auditors a prolonged rash of exuberance, rational or otherwise.

It may well take a change of Government encourage politicians to take the bold and radical decisions
needed to get us out of this mess.

The Financial system has proved to be an abysmal failure, for individuals, businesses, and society. It may
well take a generation to undo the damage caused and find new mechanisms to reign in the worst excesses
of free market capitalism, ie greed and selfishness.

Pensions continue to be mis-sold. Controls and oversight that are meant to protect individuals after the
scandals of the 80s and 90s have so little impact on the behaviours of institutions, that they are not worth
the paper they are written on. Another generation are being consigned to poverty by the government and
the cosy cartels in the finance sectors.
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Unless this Government acts now to create a new, state-led pensions scheme, that oVers some guaranteed
future returns, no matter how modest, the vultures in the financial services sector will continue to exploit
hard working people, safe in the knowledge that they will not get caught out. The myth that private
companies have any clue about how markets will do over a 40 to 50 year period should be laid to rest. The
notion that they act in the interests of policy holders would be laughable if the matter was not so serious.
If bank bosses have no trouble creating phoney bonus and incentives schemes for themselves, why should
they want to create fair incentive schemes for their sales teams?

Apart from the continuing scandal of pensions mis-selling, I witness the dispensing of poor advice to
people in the branches of high street banks. Just recently I overheard a junior member of staV of a well known
high street bank pressuring a very old man to take his savings out of a simple interest bearing account to
one linked to the vagaries of the stock market and that would probably tie his money in till after his death.

It was a case of petty theft from a very vulnerable person and the remarkable thing is that this is happening
on every high street every day. Poorly trained and poorly paid branch “advisers” are being encouraged, if
not blackmailed into selling “ products” that they would never dream of recommending to their nearest
and dearest.

The people that are suVering the most are of course the vulnerable and old, often that living alone,
financially naive and victims of system that turns ordinary bank employees into con men and women. Who
cares? Not the bank bosses, not the regulators, and apparently, not the Government.

With respect to mortgages, I have witnessed, over a number of cycles, property bubbles in poor inner city
areas. Poor extended families that are perfectly capable of servicing a mortgage are shunned by so-called
mainstream lenders. They fall prey to usurers that write dodgy mortgage applications to so called back street
lenders, but at rates that would make you weep. And of course the ultimate owners of these firms are often
the mainstream lenders. Shylock would blush.

In contrast our high street banks have provided dodgy loans and mortgagees to so called professionals
or couples, on the basis of fantasy future earnings potential or self certified mortgages. These are the people
who are most likely to default, despite the relatively favourable terms oVered, in contrast to the poor inner
city families that carry on to servicing the interest payments on so called mortgages that can never be
paid oV.

Pensions, mortgages, savings and loans have become a minefield for ordinary people. The system
encourages greed and theft. The exuberance on the part of rich middle and third age men that run the
institutions has not been irrational, far from it. As was clear from the Treasury Committee meeting with ex
HBOS, RBS, and others, these men have no banking qualifications, had no understanding of the deals the
deals they agreed, no sense of caution or so called “prudence”. Instead they became extraordinarily rich on
the back of a financial bubble they had perpetuated, with the permission of the regulators and the
incredulous approval of the Government. Their exuberance is based on the knowledge that the old boys club
of unqualified CEOs, Chairman, and non-executive directors, have gold plated “won’t get into goal cards”
granted by regulators and politicians that are also guaranteed to have golden third age lives, bolstered by
lucrative consultancy contracts and directorships, from very companies they are supposed to oversee. No
wonder they are the “Masters of the Universe”.

So what should be done to clear the stables? I have no idea. I am not a qualified banker… but neither are
many of the old boys that the Committee are speaking to just now. The non apologists, under the tutelage
of the public relations men.

However, in the interests of “ hard working families” I have a few short term suggestions. These are the
following:

— Create a National Pensions Scheme run by the state to fund long term infrastructure projects and
abolish thee exorbitantly expensive private finance schemes. The returns should be as good as those
oVered to 30 year PFI schemes.

— Outlaw banks from pressuring older people to move their money from simple saving schemes into
risky investments that help to pay the bonuses of Directors and Chairmen.

With regard to specific issues concerning the banking and credit crises:

— Forbid banks from providing services to individuals. Leave that to the building societies and other
saver-owned lenders.

— Review the role of auditors of the top 10 UK banks. Did they collude with the banks to provide
a false picture of the health of these institutions?

— Did they act negligently, incompetently or fraudulently, or a combination of one or more of the
aforementioned in signing oV the accounts?

— If not, tighten up the auditing rules so that accounts are worth the paper they are written on and
failure to comply with the rules should result in prision sentences for audit firm bosses.

— Break the cartel that controls the auditing of the top 100 businesses in the UK. If necessary, create
an independent public sector auditor.

— Stop the musical chairs in top jobs between the top accountancy firms and FTSE 100.
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— Cap salaries and bonuses for the financial sector. Incentives for senior personnel should be long-
term (five years or more), and based on a combination of share price increase, and societal
measures, such as jobs created.

— Undertake a forensic examination of accounts and all major transactions between financial
institutions. In cases where appropriate levels of diligence and risk management did not apply, the
Government should not foot the bill.

— Undertake a forensic examination of the instruments used to assess risk or package and sell debt.
In cases of negligence, incompetence or sheer criminality, legal proceedings should be instigated in
special courts.

— Ensure all bail-outs from the tax payer are repayable at commercial rates over the next 30 years.

— We also need a high powered investigation into the activities of regulators, banks, and their
auditors and relationships with HMG, especially the Treasurer and PM’s oYce over the last five
years. A detailed understanding of what went wrong, over how long, who was responsible, what
needs to change is needed. We also need new rules that prevent regulators and politicians from
being seduced by the riches of this sector.

In the medium term a new financial system is needed, with new rules, new players and new aims. The world
order is changing. We need financial institutions capable of regulating, policing and disciplining, and
shutting down global players and those that aspire to be global. Markets have to act in the interest of society,
not the other way round.

February 2009

Memorandum from the Financial Services Authority (FSA)

1. This memorandum is submitted to the Committee as part of its inquiry into the Banking Crisis and in
advance of the FSA’s evidence session on 25 February. It covers:

— the origins of the financial crisis;

— the required regulatory response to the crisis across the world;

— the UK Tripartite Authorities’ response to the crisis; and

— the steps the FSA has already taken and is planning in response to the crisis.

A. Origins of the Financial Crisis

2. Over the last 18 months, and with increasing intensity over the last six months, the global financial
system has suVered its greatest crisis in over 70 years. The origins of the crisis can be explained by a number
of factors. The FSA Chairman set these out in a speech on 21 January, and we expanded on this analysis in
our Financial Risk Outlook (published on 9 February). They include:

— Growth of significant global imbalances over the last decade: Large current account surpluses
accumulated in the oil-exporting countries, China, Japan and some other east Asian developing
nations, while fiscal and current account deficits grew in the US, UK and some members of the
Eurozone.

— Increasing complexity of the securitised credit model: Lower risk-free interest rates produced an
intense search for higher yield at low risk. This demand was met by an increase in volume and
complexity of the securitised model of credit intermediation.

— Rapid extension of credit and falling credit standards: Between 2000 and 2007, credit extension in
the US, the UK and some other countries grew quickly. This credit extension was partly driven
by the rapid development of securitisation, with an increasing proportion of UK mortgages credit
packaged and sold as residential mortgage-backed securities, thus not appearing on the originator
bank’s balance sheet. In addition, lending on balance sheet grew rapidly, as banks competed for
market share, often funding their rapid growth with easily available wholesale funding. This rapid
expansion of credit was accompanied by declining credit standards both in the household and
corporate markets.

— Property price booms: The rapid extension of mortgage credit and of commercial real estate loans
developed into a boom where rising property prices drove the demand and supply of mortgage
credit, resulting in even higher property prices. Continuously rising prices convinced both
borrowers and lenders that high loan-to-income ratios or high loan-to-value were acceptable given
the potential for future capital appreciation. The widespread extension of credit on terms that
could only be justified on the assumption of future house price appreciation was particularly
symptomatic of the US sub-prime market.
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— Increasing leverage in the banking and shadow banking system: The increasing scale and size of
securitised markets and their mounting complexity were accompanied by a significant escalation
in the leverage of banks, investment banks and oV-balance sheet vehicles, and the growing role of
hedge funds. Large positions in securitised credit and related derivatives were increasingly held by
banks, near banks, and shadow banks, rather than passed through to traditional, hold-to-maturity
investors. Hence, the new model of securitised credit intermediation was not one of ‘originate and
distribute’. Rather, credit intermediation meant passing through multiple trading books in banks,
leading to a proliferation of relationships within the financial sector. This ‘acquire and arbitrage’
model resulted in the majority of incurred losses falling not on investors outside the banking
system, but on banks and investment banks themselves involved in risky maturity transformation
activities. The explosion of claims within the financial system resulted in financial sector balance
sheets becoming of greater consequence for the economy, with financial sector assets and liabilities
in the UK and the US growing far more rapidly as a proportion of gross domestic product than
those of corporates and households.

— Underestimation of bank and market liquidity risk: The growth of the securitised credit market
and bank leverage and the multiplicity of inter-bank claims were also accompanied by changing
patterns of maturity transformation and in many cases by serious underestimation of bank and
market liquidity risk. Maturity transformation—holding longer term assets than liabilities—was
increasingly performed not only by banks, but also investment banks, oV-balance sheet vehicles
and, in the US, by mutual funds. This made the financial system overall increasingly reliant on
liquidity through marketability—the ability to meet liabilities through the rapid sale of an
increasingly wide range and much increased value of long-term credit instruments. When the crisis
struck, the assumption that the markets for these instruments would remain liquid was proven
wrong as concerns spread about the quality of such instruments.

3. These interrelated eVects and relationships resulted in a self-reinforcing cycle of irrational exuberance
in pricing of both credit and volatility risk. Credit spreads on a range of securities and loans fell steadily
from 2002 to 2006 to reach very low levels relative to historical norms. In addition, the price charged for the
absorption of volatility risk fell, since volatility itself appeared to have declined to very low levels.

B. The required Regulatory Response to the Crisis across the World

4. In response to the Chancellor of the Exchequer’s invitation to Lord Turner to conduct a review of
banking regulation, we will publish a Discussion Paper in March on reforming the banking regulatory policy
framework. The main purpose of this paper is to set the direction and define the changes that we believe
are required in international regulation, and which we will be proposing in discussions with international
colleagues and in the European Union.

5. The Discussion Paper will address some fundamental questions raised by the unprecedented events in
financial markets over the past year. It will set out our thinking on liquidity and capital policies, our wider
view on a global regime and some observations on the regulatory architecture that determines such policies.

6. It will outline a range of concerns and possible solutions to deal with them. Within these, capital and
liquidity are particularly important.

— Capital: Important issues for the international capital framework raised in the Discussion Paper
include the level of capital that we expect banks to hold, the quality of capital and whether risk-
based capital needs to be supplemented by a non risk-sensitive measure (such as a leverage ratio).
We will also address questions relating to cyclicality/procyclicality of risk-based capital
requirements and, linked to that, the complementary roles of micro and macro-prudential
regulation. These views will feed into the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the
Financial Stability Forum’s consideration of new approaches to the regulation of the capital
adequacy of banks. This will involve adjusting Basel II in a number of ways, including requiring
higher minimum levels of bank capital than have been required in the past, and in particular capital
which moves more appropriately with the economic cycle. In addition, more capital will be
required against trading books and the taking of market risk.

— Liquidity: New approaches to the management and regulation of liquidity are equally important.
It is crucial that the regulation of liquidity is recognised as at least as important as capital adequacy.
The lack of a defined international standard has reflected the extreme complexity of liquidity risk.
Measuring and limiting liquidity risk is crucial, and reforms to international regulation need to
include both far more eVective ways of assessing and limiting the liquidity risks individual
institutions face, and a better understanding of market-wide liquidity risks. In December 2008, we
issued a Consultation Paper proposing a tighter surveillance regime for liquidity. The Discussion
Paper will consider whether any additional action is required, including to help deal with macro-
prudential considerations.

— Accounting: The Discussion Paper will consider the extent to which accounting standards
contributed to the swings in the market and potential responses to limit this.
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— The institutional coverage of prudential regulation: Significant steps have already been taken, or
are under international discussion, to extend accounting and regulatory coverage to the so-called
“shadow banking” institutions (such as investment banks and oV-balance sheet vehicles). The
Discussion Paper will consider whether these actions go far enough.

— Cross-border cooperation and coordination within Europe and globally: The Discussion Paper
will consider whether there is scope for better coordination and cooperation between regulators
in normal times and during periods of crisis. It will also comment on regulatory cooperation in
the EU.

— Executive remuneration: Last autumn, we issued a Dear CEO letter on incentive frameworks. The
Discussion Paper and related publication will continue to develop our work in this area to seek to
ensure incentives are aligned with responsible risk management practices.

— Credit ratings agencies: We continue to support the Treasury in the negotiation of a new European
registration regime for credit ratings agencies (CRAs) and we will prepare for subsequent
implementation. We believe there is a need for international consistency in the approach to
overseeing CRAs and we will continue to contribute to the various international fora considering
this issue. We will also continue to work with market participants to mitigate the risk that investors
could rely on ratings as a guarantee of asset quality (both now and in the future), or could assume
that it is intended to carry implications for price levels rather than purely for probability of default.

— Credit default swaps and counterparty risk: We will work with our international regulatory
counterparts, market participants and infrastructure providers to make trading and operational
arrangements for over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives, including credit default swaps (CDS) more
robust. In particular this work will support the further development of central counterparty (CCP)
facilities for the majority of CDS trades. We will work with others to ensure that any CCP facilities
are appropriately structured and risk-managed, with a suitable level of regulatory cooperation to
reflect the international nature of these markets.

7. The financial crisis has revealed two major weaknesses in the overall approach to regulation and to
wider macro-economic policy, which need to be addressed: the lack of macro-prudential analysis and policy,
and the inadequate approach to the supervision of multinational financial institutions.

Macro-prudential

8. In retrospect, one of the crucial policy failures in the years running up to the crisis was not the
inadequate supervision of any specific financial institution, but the failure to recognise huge inherent system-
wide risks and that the cycle of irrational exuberance was close to reaching a crisis point. Regulators, central
banks and finance ministries need significantly to improve their system-wide analysis of financial stability
risks and design appropriate policy responses, whether via regulatory action, such as counter-cyclical capital
and liquidity requirements, or via monetary policy tools. This needs to be coordinated at international and
national level and buttressed by procedures to ensure that international bodies are free to carry out reviews
of major countries’ management of their economies, including their financial services sector.

9. A further priority is to ensure that in future financial activities are always regulated according to their
economic substance, not their legal form. One of the striking features of the years running up to the crisis
was that a core banking function—maturity transformation—was increasingly being performed by
institutions that were not legally banks, but the oV-balance sheet vehicles of banks (SIVs and conduits),
investment banks and mutual funds. To diVerent degrees in diVerent countries these “near banks” or shadow
banks escaped the capital, leverage and liquidity regulation which would apply to banks. In the case of SIVs
they also escaped the degree of disclosure and accounting treatment which would have applied if the
economic activities were performed on balance sheet. In future, it is essential that if an economic activity is
bank-like and poses a significant risk to consumers or to financial stability, regulators can extend banking-
style regulation. In addition, it is important that accounting treatment reflects the economic reality of risks
being taken.

International view

10. Regulators need to address issues in the current approach to the regulation of cross-border financial
institutions. Weaknesses arise from the inherent contradictions between the desire for open competition and
for cost eYciency, which argue for treating firms as global entities, and the fact that bankruptcy laws,
depositor protection regimes, and the fiscal resources which support bank rescues, are national.

11. The entry into administration of the UK-regulated investment firm in the Lehman Brothers group
raised issues in two major areas: prime brokerage (particularly in relation to access to clients’ assets
following insolvency) and the post-trade infrastructure. In other respects, the UK and international financial
architecture was able to manage the default of an entity of this scale.

12. The collapse of Lehman Brothers, caused by underlying solvency problems, highlighted a number of
areas of international regulation, which will need to be reviewed, including:
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— whether the existence of better early warning mechanisms could have identified the build-up of
problems in the firm;

— whether a simpler group structure would have improved transparency regarding the firm’s
activities and strengthened regulatory oversight of the group;

— whether the capital framework for investment banking is appropriate;

— the extent to which there should be a degree of consistency in limits on firms’ rights to use a
client’s assets;

— whether the regulatory framework generally should place greater emphasis on ensuring firms are
structured to deliver better or quicker outcomes in an insolvency situation, eg through enhanced
planning for their own insolvency;

— how the international framework for crisis management can be strengthened; and

— whether the collapse of the group into separate insolvency proceedings for each legal entity and
jurisdiction is the optimum way to resolve the failure of a large, cross-border group.

13. This raises fundamental issues about the appropriate future regulatory and supervisory approach to
such international groups, including:

— whether host-country supervisors should take a more national approach, requiring strongly
capitalised local subsidiaries, ring-fenced liquidity and restrictions on intra-group exposures and
flows; how far this would mitigate risks in inherently interlinked global groups; and what
implications for cost eYciency and international capital flows would result;

— how international “colleges of supervisors” can be made eVective in enhancing cooperation
between home and host supervisors; and

— whether it is feasible to achieve greater cooperation in crisis resolution and whether this could
extend as far as shared decision-making and agreed burden-sharing.

The EU dimension

14. As a member of the EU, the UK operates and applies its regulatory regime within the framework of
EU law. Recent events, including the crisis in Icelandic retail bank branches, demonstrate that the EU single
market rules need to be reconsidered. There are two possible directions for change.

— Restrictions on passporting: There could be limitations placed on the passporting rights that firms
in EEA Member States have, and which permit them to set up a branch in another Member State
and operate there subject to the authorisation and prudential oversight of the home state. These
limitations might, for example, enable Member States to require firms to undertake their retail
operations in fully capitalised subsidiaries, thus increasing the jurisdiction of national regulators.
Alternatively, host state oversight and control of branches might be increased by giving the host
more explicit rights to prudential data, and in consultation with the home state, permitting the host
to impose proportionate and graduated restrictions on the activities of a branch. The aim would
be to limit the exposure of depositors in the branch to material weaknesses which the firm is failing
to address eVectively, well before there is a risk of default. Host state oversight over EEA branches
would therefore approach that of branches from non-EEA countries.

— Greater pan-European coordination: This could extend the EU’s arrangements for peer review,
which are currently confined to how supervisors have implemented EU directives. They might
include rigorous assessment of how supervisors perform specific supervisory functions, and of how
individual supervisory colleges are working. It could include peer review of the viability of deposit
insurance schemes in Member States. It might include deposit insurance requirements that are less
dependent on the industry or fiscal resources of individual countries. Longer term, it might be
necessary to introduce an EU mechanism which could include, for example, central monitoring
and oversight on countries’ implementation of regulatory standards.

15. We do not have a clear set of proposals on these issues, but we believe it is important that there is real
debate. In our view, the current approach is not sustainable.

16. The European Commission has invited a group chaired by Jacques de Larosière to make proposals to
strengthen European supervisory arrangements covering all financial sectors. We expect the Larosière
Group to report to the Commission by the end of February. The Group’s terms of reference are to consider:

— how the supervision of European financial institutions and markets should best be organised to
ensure the prudential soundness of institutions, the orderly functioning of markets and thereby the
protection of depositors, policy-holders and investors;

— how to strengthen European cooperation on financial stability oversight, early warning
mechanisms and crisis management, including the management of cross border and cross sectoral
risks; and

— how supervisors in the EU’s competent authorities should cooperate with other major jurisdictions
to help safeguard global financial stability.
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C. The Response of the UK Tripartite Authorities to the Financial Crisis

17. We have been working closely with the other Tripartite Authorities and the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS) to respond to the financial crisis. The Government announced two packages
of measures in October 2008 and January 2009 combining the following elements:

— Bank recapitalisation scheme: The deliberate creation of bank capital buVers suYcient to enable
banks to maintain lending to the real economy even if future credit losses and asset write-downs
are large. To achieve this, we conducted stress tests which modelled the potential for future credit
losses and write-downs in the event of a severe economic recession. We required banks to attain
capital levels such that, even if such stresses arose, their core tier-1 capital ratios would remain
above 4%. The Government stood ready to provide the required capital if it was unavailable from
private sources, making capital investments in Royal Bank of Scotland, Halifax Bank of Scotland,
and Lloyds TSB.

— Regulatory approach to capital regulation: We explicitly clarified that these capital buVers are
intended to be used to absorb losses and not to maintain core tier-1 ratios significantly and
permanently above 4%. We supplemented this in January by further action to ensure that the
detailed implementation of Basel II capital adequacy rules did not introduce unnecessary and
unintended procyclicality in capital requirements.

— Asset protection scheme: The announcement in principle of a government bad asset insurance
scheme which will help ensure that bank losses do not exceed stress test estimates, thus oVsetting
potential fears that lending growth combined with higher than expected losses could drive capital
ratios below minimum acceptable levels.

— Bank funding: Government guarantees of bank medium-term funding to overcome the decline of
confidence in the banking system, and to ensure that banks are not constrained from extending
credit by inability to raise funds.

— Securitised credit: Further government guarantees, announced in principle in the January 2009
package, for the issue of securitised credit and in particular of residential mortgage-backed
securities.

— Bank of England liquidity facilities: The extension of Bank of England liquidity support facilities
to banks.

— Credit easing: Authority to the Bank of England to conduct significant “credit easing” activities,
directly buying assets (such as corporate bonds) in markets where it appears yields have been
significantly swollen, and prices depressed, by exceptionally high liquidity premia.

Banking Act 2009

18. The Banking Act 2009 was given Royal Assent on 12 February. We are now working with the other
Authorities to draw on the lessons learned from events since summer 2007. This includes reviewing and
where necessary enhancing the Tripartite arrangements for coordination both at times of crisis and in
“normal times”, including keeping the FSCS informed in a timely way to enable it to discharge its
responsibilities eVectively.

19. We are also close to finalising a Cooperation Protocol with the Bank of England, which builds on and
codifies the bilateral relationships that have developed since 1997 and also reflect the Bank’s new
responsibilities under the Act.

Compensation scheme

20. The Tripartite authorities and the FSCS have worked closely to ensure the faster payout of
compensation to depositors. The scheme has worked well in unprecedented circumstances, compensating
hundreds of thousands of savers in a matter of weeks, including paying compensation on behalf of the
Government and Iceland in the case of Icesave. (Further details are provided in the separate FSCS
memorandum to the Committee).

21. We are also working closely with the Tripartite Authorities and the FSCS to reform the compensation
scheme in light of recent experience. We published a Consultation Paper in January outlining: how fast
payout of compensation can be facilitated; eligibility for the scheme; information disclosure requirements
on firms; and how, working with the FSCS and the industry, we will raise consumer awareness of the
compensation scheme. A further Consultation Paper will cover the treatment by the FSCS of temporary
high deposit balances and deposits held on behalf of third parties, eg solicitors’ client accounts. We will
continue to review whether changes need to be made to the limits, tariV measures, classes and cross subsidy
arrangements within the current structure of the FSCS, and will take account of the debate around pre-
funding. We continue to believe the scheme should focus on protection within FSA-regulated entities and
should not be extended to oVer protection to UK citizens investing into oVshore entities.
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D. The FSA’s Response

Regulatory philosophy

22. Historically, our regulatory philosophy has been defined by the strapline of “more principles-based
regulation”. This has often been misunderstood. Principles-based regulation means, wherever possible,
moving away from prescriptive rules to a higher-level articulation of what we expect firms to do. This has
the major advantage of placing on firms explicit responsibility to decide how best to align their business
objectives and processes with the regulatory outcomes we have specified. The focus of our philosophy,
however, is not only on our principles, but also on judging the consequences of the actions of the firms and
the individuals we supervise. Given this philosophy, a better strapline would be “outcomes-focused
regulation”.

23. In our view, the global financial crisis and the problems in specific firms have demonstrated more than
ever the need to adhere rigorously to this regulatory philosophy. We will therefore take into 2009–10 a clear
commitment to embed fully outcomes-focused regulation in our supervisory processes, working in a
proportionate and risk-based way. We also believe that events have demonstrated the importance of an
integrated approach to the supervision of individual firms. To analyse fully the risks inherent in a given firm,
the supervisor must have oversight of both the full range of the firm’s business and its prudential and
conduct issues.

24. We are determined to incorporate the lessons we have learned from recent events in our drive to
improve the delivery of this regulatory philosophy through our supervisory process.

FSA supervision

25. In our Financial Risk Outlook and Business Plan, published recently, we have set out our view of the
risks to markets, firms and consumers and our work programme to mitigate these risks.

26. A key area of our focus will be to maintain and secure financial stability. We must in particular manage
and address the risks associated with valuations and asset quality; deleveraging; the lending outlook;
business models; corporate defaults; and competition and market consolidation. At the heart of our eVorts
to promote financial stability and manage these risks is our supervision of firms. Over the coming year we
will continue to challenge individual firms to be well governed, to be financially sound, to manage eVectively
the risks inherent in their business models and markets, and to meet our standards in the way they deal with
their customers. Our Supervisory Enhancement Programme has built on our existing capabilities.

27. This programme has, in fact, now closed. We believe that it has given us enough of a foundation for
the longer term structural, as well as cultural, change necessary to achieve the intensity and rigour of
supervision to which we aspire. The onus is now on all staV involved in supervision to embed the revised
components of our strengthened operating model in the day-to-day running of our business.

28. Key deliveries from the programme included the following:

— A compulsory and irreducible programme of regular meetings with the senior management,
control functions and non-executive directors of firms subject to our “close and continuous”
regime (that is, high impact firms). This is to establish and communicate to the firm the minimum
level of interaction we expect, and will now include:

— an annual meeting with the firm’s senior management to focus specifically on the business and
strategic plans for the firm;

— an annual meeting with the external auditors; and

— specific items of management information to support these meetings (such as annual strategy
documents, operating plans, particular Board reports and the Management Letter provided
from the external auditors).

— A regulatory period between formal ARROW assessments of maximum two years for each high-
impact firm. During this period, we are now holding more formal internal “checkpoints” on a six-
monthly basis to provide more FSA senior management input and oversight of the supervisory
approach for the firm.

— Increased scrutiny of candidates for Significant Influence Functions (SIFs), particularly the Chair,
CEO, Finance Director and Non-executive Directors of high-impact firms. This scrutiny includes
interviewing SIF candidates where appropriate and a greater focus on their personal
accountability in post.

— A new group of supervision advisory specialists who will conduct a regular quality review of the
supervisory process for all high-impact firms. It will also provide support to the supervisory teams.

29. There are a small but critical number of outstanding elements remaining, each with a longer-term
delivery timeframe. These are in the areas of risk identification (particularly our ability to collect and then
harness eVectively the use of information and intelligence so that front-line supervision staV benefit from
more timely and relevant financial analysis, business model and other data based on peer firm review). The
other area is the delivery of a Training and Competence regime for our supervisory staV, which is part way
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through development, although the training element of this has already gone live. Alongside this, the
introduction of a tenure policy, to provide continuity of supervision for relationship-managed firms, should
enable a deeper level of supervision to be achieved.

30. All of this is underpinned by a necessary increase in our supervisory staV, including the level of senior
FSA resource available to support supervision. We have increased resources in many of our specialist
prudential as well as conduct risk areas and we also now assign an irreducible minimum to each of our high-
impact firms. To date, we have filled 65% of the additional positions and are therefore on track to achieve
100% (280 additional staV) by our target of summer 2009.

31. There are, however, necessarily limitations to supervisory oversight and we believe that our
improvements need to be matched by greater engagement by shareholders and non-executives who should
be the first line of oversight of firms’ executive management.

Remuneration policies

32. In October 2008 we wrote to the chief executives of major UK-based banks, both British and foreign-
owned, making clear that remuneration policies in many firms have been inconsistent with sound risk
management and have given staV incentives to pursue policies that undermined the impact of systems
designed to control risk. We asked them to review their remuneration policies against a set of criteria and,
if necessary, take action to change them. We are now considering the types of sanction that we can impose
if firms do not comply with our requirements.

33. We are preparing a further paper on these issues which we will publish at the end of March. This
statement will include:

— a summary of the findings of our review of remuneration policies;

— a revised set of the criteria set out in our October 2008 letter—which we are likely to issue as a
Code; and

— a statement setting out the action that we intend to take in future on remuneration.

34. In pursuing this agenda, we will work with others. We welcome the announcement by the Treasury of
an independent review of corporate governance of the UK banking industry being undertaken by Sir David
Walker. We look forward to working closely with him. We are also contributing to international work on
remuneration policies. A working group of the Financial Stability Forum has commissioned a survey of
remuneration practices in global wholesale banking firms and is consulting with experts in the field. It will
produce a report for the G7 towards the end of the first quarter of 2009.

Consumers

35. We will adopt a balanced approach to conduct and prudential risk because we recognise that
consumers are particularly exposed in these diYcult economic times. We will ensure we are heavily engaged
in mitigating the detriment which will stem from this fact. We will strengthen our supervisory focus on
Treating Customers Fairly (TCF). The embedding of the TCF agenda into our supervisory process is critical
to ensure that it is an enduring feature of our regulatory regime.

36. In addition to responding to the current economic downturn, we will continue our focus on consumer
capability and adjust our programme appropriately in the light of the changed economic circumstances. Our
focus on consumer issues will also continue to include work on transparency to ensure that, where
appropriate, we properly equip consumers with the best information to make informed decisions. In the
coming year we will continue the Money Guidance Pathfinder project in partnership with the Treasury, to
test the provision of free, impartial guidance on money matters.

Short selling

37. Over the coming year we will continue our work on developing the regulatory regime for short selling.
The market turbulence over the past year and concerns over the role which short selling has played in this
prompted us to take various emergency measures, including a ban on short selling, and undertake a
comprehensive review of the practice. We remain clear that in normal market conditions short selling is a
legitimate technique that promotes price eYciency and assists liquidity, and is not in itself abusive. However,
we recognise that in some circumstances, especially in times of market uncertainty, short selling can have a
negative eVect.

38. The proposals put forward in our February Discussion Paper on short selling are intended to mitigate
these negative eVects without removing the benefits which short selling brings. Rather than imposing
permanent direct constraints on short selling, we consider that the best way forward is enhanced
transparency. In our view, disclosing significant individual short positions to the market is the best way of
improving transparency and we think that a regime of this type should be applied to all UK stocks.
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39. We decided not to extend the temporary ban on the short selling of UK financial sector stocks when
it expired in January. We considered that the circumstances which led to its introduction had changed, not
least due to the initiatives by the government, with a lessening of the risks which had caused us the greatest
concern. We have maintained the disclosure regime and continue to scrutinise closely trading in financial
stocks, following up on any suspicious trading patterns which indicate the possibility of market abuse. We
do not consider that short selling was a major contributory factor in determining the fall in the share prices
of certain banks in the period following the ban’s expiry. However, we have made it clear that we are prepared
to reintroduce the temporary ban, without consultation if necessary, should circumstances require it.

16 February 2009

Memorandum from Greg Pytel

The Largest Heist in History

Building the Great Pyramid: The Global Financial Crisis Explained

When the financial crisis erupted at the end of September 2008, there was an unusual sense of incredible
panic among banking executives and government oYcials. These two establishment groups are known for
their conservative, understated approach and, above all, their stiV upper lip. Yet at the time they appeared
to the public running about like headless chickens. It was chaos. A state of complete chaos. Within a few
weeks, however, decisions were made and everything seemed to returned to normal and back under control.
The British Prime Minister Gordon Brown even famously remarked that the government “saved the world.”

But what really caused such an incredible panic in the establishment well known for its resilience? Maybe
there are root causes that were not examined publicly and the government actions are nothing more than a
temporary reprieve and a cover-up? Throwing good money after bad money, maybe?

Money Making Machine

In order to answer these questions we have to examine the basic principles on which the banking system
operates and the mechanisms that caused the current crisis. Students at the A-level are taught about
“multiple deposit creation,” It is the most rudimentary money creation mechanism for banks, which if
administered properly serves the economy and public at-large very well. In the deposit creation process a
bank accepts deposits and lends them out. But almost every lending returns soon to the bank as a deposit
and is lent again. In essence, when people borrow money they do not keep it at home as cash, but spend it,
so this money finds its way back to a bank quite quickly. It is not necessarily the same bank, but as the
number of banks is limited (indeed very small) and there is—or was—a very active interbank lending. In
terms of deposit creation the system works like one large bank.

Therefore, the same money is re-lent over and over again. If all depositors of all banks turned up at the
same time there would not be enough cash to pay them out. However, such a situation is highly unlikely.
Every borrower repays his loan and pays interest on it. In principle, the diVerence between a loan and a
deposit interest rate is a source of the banks’ profit. Naturally, banks have to account for some creditors that
will default and reflect it in the lending interest rate, or all the creditors who repay cover the costs of defaults.
On top of it, the banks possess their own capital to provide security.

Fundamental to this deposit creation principle is the percentage of deposits that a bank lends out. The
description above used a 100% loan-deposit ratio, meaning that all deposits are lent out. In traditional
banking this ratio was always below 100%. For example, years ago, Westminster Bank (before it merged
into National Westminster Bank), intended to lend out 86.5% of every deposit. For every £100 deposited,
the bank lent out £86.5, while the remaining £13.50 was retained in the banks reserve with a small portion of
it kept in the Bank of England. In practice, this ratio was the bank’s control tool on deposit creation process,
ensuring that the amount of money supplied to the market was limited. According to this principle, for every
£1 deposited, a bank lends out £0.865. After only five cycles the amount is reduced to below £0.50 and after
32 cycles it is below 1 penny. If this process continued forever the total amount of money lent out of a pound
would be less than £6.41. With every cycle of deposit creation, a bank built up its reserves, ultimately
collecting almost entire £1 for every £1 initial deposit. Added to capital repayments, interest payments on
loans and the bank’s own capital base this system ensured that that there was always enough money in the
bank for every depositor. For years banks worked as a confidence trick—the notional value of deposits and
liabilities to be paid by the bank exceeded the value of money on the market. Since only a very small number
of depositors demand cash withdrawals at the same time and almost all these paid-out deposits are deposited
in a bank again quickly the banks ensured that every depositor got his money while circulating money in
the economy and stimulating growth. The loan-deposit ratio was a self-regulating tool. As with every cycle
it multiplies, the reduction of amounts created decreases exponentially and quickly. The faster the deposit
creation cycles occur the faster the reduction progresses, thus accelerating with every cycle. The total
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“created” from the original £1 deposited in a bank is a finite, not more than £6.41 at the 86.5% loan-deposit
ratio, backed by nearly £1 reserve. It is an inverted pyramid scheme starting from a fixed initial deposit base
and quickly reducing through deposit creation cycle to zero.

Building a Pyramid

In a City bar back in 1998, an academic was discussing modern banking with his City colleagues from
university. He was encouraged to invest in shares as their growth was well above inflation. He pointed out,
however, that the inflation index does not take into account the growth of share price and as a consequence
the market will run out of cash to pay for shares at some point. The only way would be down—a shares price
crash. His City colleagues argued that there would be additional money coming in from diVerent economies
preventing a crash (a pretty thin argument in the world of global banking as foreign investors were already
market players.) They also argued that the modern financial instruments allowed “securitisation”,
“hedging” the risk and “leveraging” the original investment. Indeed it was a killer argument.

The deposit creation process is at the heart of the banking system servicing the public and stimulating
economic growth. The modern banking instruments of securitisation, hedging, leveraging, derivatives and
so on turned this process on its head. They enabled banks to lend more out than they took in deposits.
According to Morgan Stanley Research, in 2007 UK banks loan-deposit ratio was 137%. In other words the
banks were lending out on average £137.00 for every £100 paid in as a deposit. Another conservative
estimate shows that this indicator for major UK banks was at least 174%. For others like Northern Rock
it was a massive 322%. [For more details, refer to Table A.] Banks were “borrowing on the international
markets” and lending money they did not have but assuming to have in the future. Likewise, “international
markets” were doing exactly the same. At first sight it might not seem so much diVerent than deposit
creation. Deposit creation is lending money by the banks they do not have on the assumption that they will
get enough back in suYcient time in the future from borrowers.

On closer examination there is a remarkable diVerence. With every cycle of the 86.5% loan-deposit ratio
every £1 deposited is reduced becoming less than £0.50 after five cycles and less than 1 penny after 32. With
a loan-deposit ratio of 137%—lending £137 for every £100—not to mention 174% or indeed 322%, the story
is drastically the opposite. Imagine a banker gets the first £1 deposit in the first week of a new year and lends
it out. Imagine that twice every week in that year the amount lent out comes back to him as a deposit and
he sustains such deposit creation process with a ratio of 137% twice every week for the year. This is a perfectly
plausible scenario on the current electronic financial markets. By the following New Year’s Eve, the final
amount he finally lends out from the original £1 is over £165 trillion (165 with 12 zeros, or over 16 times the
amount governments have so far injected into economy). The total amount lent out in a year by a banker
is over £447 trillion. Significantly with a loan-deposit ratio 100% or above no reserve is created.

It is an acknowledged monetary principle that the lending interest rate cannot be below 0%. This would
allow borrowers to borrow money and banks would keep paying them for doing so. Indeed, there would be
no incentive to lend and borrowing would have become a source of income for a borrower. Ultimately,
lending would have stopped completely. It is a very similar principle that the loan-deposit ratio cannot be
100% or above, as in such circumstances, an amount of money coming from economic activities into deposit
creation cycle would be multiplied very rapidly to infinity. Economic growth and inflation would not be able
to catch up with it, which happens if loan-deposit ratio is below 100%.

The loan-deposit ratio below 100% that traditionally served as a very strict self-regulating mechanism of
money supply stimulating the economy becomes a killer above 100%. The banking system becomes a classic
example of a massive pyramid scheme. But as with every pyramid scheme, as long as people and institutions
are happy not to demand cash withdrawals from the banks it is sustainable. Any bank can always print an
impressive account statement or issue a new deposit certificate. The problem is whether the cash is there.

The qualitative and quantitative diVerence between loan-deposit ratio of 0% and 99% is infinitely smaller
than between 99% and 100% or 101%. With ratios between 0% and 99%, we always end up with a money-
making machine that creates a finite amount of money out of the initial deposit with a reserve nearly equal
to the original deposit. If a ratio climbs to 100% or above the amount of money created spirals to infinity,
if above 100% with exponential speed and no reserve is generated in this process. It is little wonder that
Northern Rock which used the ratio of not less 322% collapsed first well ahead of others, HBOS with a ratio
of around 175% ended up in a meltdown scenario later, while HSBC that used the ratio of not more than
91% was relatively safe (being a part of the global banking system, however, it has been at a risk stemming
from the actions of other banks). [For more details, refer to Table A.]

Facing the Inevitable

For years the impressive-looking banks results brought a lot of confidence and the City was hailed as a
beacon of the British economy. Bank executives, traders and financiers collected huge bonuses—not
surprisingly, a lot of it in cash, rather than financial instruments. Influential economists and politicians alike
justified stratospheric bonuses and hailed the City as the workhorse of the economy. Government strategic
decisions were quite often subordinate to the objective of keeping the City strong. Irrational exuberance
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triumphed. Ultimately, City executives, traders and financiers proved to be pyramid purveyors not any more
sophisticated (although perhaps better mannered) than their Albanian gangster counterparts who carried
out a similar scheme 1996–97.

As with any pyramid scheme (and as long as there is still cash in the scheme) the beneficiaries are the
operators of the scheme and “customers” who know when to get out of it. During the hectic dawn of the
current financial crisis it is very likely that bank executives realised that it was the time that their pyramid
started collapsing. This easily explains why banks stopped trusting one another and interbank lending
collapsed. It was impossible to predict which node (financial institution) of a pyramid scheme would collapse
next. There was a very distinct risk that if a bank lent money to another, the next day the bank-borrower
may be bust and the money would be gone.

The collapse process, always an instant one, is accelerated by a dramatic loss of confidence amongst the
pyramid customers. Once a single customer cannot withdraw his deposit, a great number of others start
demanding payouts. City executives must have known this mechanism and explained to the government
oYcials that unless the state shifts its weight injecting cash, guaranteeing deposits and lending, the system
was bound to collapse. The Northern Rock case was a good dry run that pyramid purveyors gave
government oYcials in September 2007. Facing a complete meltdown and an “Albanian scenario” the
government acquiesced to the bankers’ demands by injecting cash on an unprecedented scale and giving wide
guarantees.

The Route to Recovery

This is only the beginning of the story. According to some estimates there are around $2 quadrillion worth
of financial instruments (like securities) that cannot be redeemed due to the lack of cash in the system—so-
called toxic waste. These instruments are in the financial system and there are prospective beneficiaries of
these instruments when they are redeemed, however. Furthermore they appreciate in value and attract
interest so their notional value continues increasing over time. Governments around the world injected cash
into the global banking system to a tune of around $10 trillion, or 200 times less than $2 quadrillion. At the
same time they allowed bank executives and financiers who organised this pyramid scheme to remain at their
posts to manage the injected money. Governments became the ultimate customers of pyramid purveyors
with the hope that when they oVer their custom it would somehow stop the giant pyramid scheme from
collapsing. This is extremely naı̈ve and very dangerous. The incredibly fast growth to infinity of pyramid
schemes, which is only accelerating, will ensure that the government will not stand a chance to sustain it,
unless this massive pyramid scheme is brought to a halt and liquidated. But there is no sign of governments
contemplating doing that yet.

If governments do not liquidate the global pyramid scheme, the money they injected will be, in time,
converted into toxic instruments (eg securities) and cashed in by organisers and privileged customers of these
schemes (or in the case of Albania, gangsters and their customer friends). As the amount injected is around
200 times less than the notional value of toxic instruments, the economy will not even see a diVerence. It will
be a step back to September 2008, only now with trillions of dollars of taxpayers’ money spent to sustain
the pyramid scheme. It will be merely throwing good money after bad. But can governments aVord to come
up again with the same amount money and do it 200 times over or more? This is based on a very optimistic
assumption that the notional value of toxic instruments is not increasing. If governments take the route of
continuing to inject money, they will make taxpayers dependant on the financial system in the same way that
criminal loan sharks control their customers—their debt is ever increasing and customers keep on paying
forever as much as it is possible to extract from them.

In a normal free market economy a business that fails should be allowed to collapse. If a business is a
giant pyramid scheme, like the current financial system, it must be allowed to collapse and its executives and
operators should face prosecution. After all running pyramid schemes is illegal. Letting the banks collapse
would have been a far more commercially sound solution than the current approach, provided the
governments would have secured and guaranteed socially vital interests directly. For example, individual
deposits would be guaranteed if a bank collapsed. Deposit accounts records, along with mortgage and
genuine business accounts, would be moved to a specially created agency of the Bank of England which
would honour them with government help. If a pension fund collapsed due to a bank collapse, individual
pensioners would continue receiving their unchanged pensions from the social security system. This would
guarantee social stability and a normal flow of cash into the economy.

The hard part would be to liquidate financial institutions while sifting through their toxic waste and to
distinguish genuine non-toxic instruments and the results of pyramid scheme operation. Deposits,
mortgages and business accounts are clearly non-toxic in principle. However, in the modern banking they
were mixed with potentially toxic assets. This would be a gargantuan task.

The current “quantitative easing” (printing cash) is an attempt to convert more toxic instruments, like
securities, into cash, albeit at some inflationary costs, and make them state-guaranteed, as cash is guaranteed
by the state. It is just another trick of the financial pyramid purveyors to extract even more cash from
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taxpayers through the governments on the back of the scheme. Looking back to the 1990s, Albanian
gangsters must feel really crossed considering that they were not oVered such a “rescue” package first by
Albanian government, and then by the World Bank and International Monetary Fund.

Unless and until the governments identify, isolate and write oV toxic instruments held by financial
institutions every pound put into “rescue” is very likely to end up being good money thrown after bad. (The
governments, as ultimate customers of the global pyramid scheme, are supplying the pyramid purveyors and
beneficiaries with tax payers’ cash and the largest heist in history continues.) Alongside the liquidation
process, but after the toxic waste has been isolated and fenced oV in failed financial institutions, governments
must launch a fiscal stimulus package and go after the pyramid purveyors and beneficiaries to recover any
cash and assets from them and bring them to justice. As the financial pyramid scheme is global, any action—
including the recovery cash and assets—must be global, too. It is intriguing that banks in traditional oVshore
financial centres like Belize, US Virgin Islands, Bermuda, do not appear to suVer from liquidity problems.
They do not require rescue packages even though a lot of them are subsidiaries of much larger banks which
are aVected by the current crisis. Is it a sheer coincidence that, for example, the loan-deposit ratio at US
Virgin Islands banks is at a very prudent 42%? Little doubt there is a lot of cash there not created in those
little economies. Mr John McDonnell MP [Member of Parliament in the UK] wrote in The Guardian on 20
February 2008:

“One series of oVshore trusts associated with Northern Rock were called Granite (presumably a
witty pun on the Rock bank). Granite holds approximately 40% of Northern Rock’s assets, around
£40 billion. Yesterday, the Treasury minister told the house that “Granite is and has always been
a separate legal entity”.

Let’s look at that: Northern Rock does not own Granite, that’s true. It is however, wholly responsible for
it: it’s oYcially “on” its balance sheet in its accounts. But it is legally “oV” its balance sheet when it comes
to getting hold of its assets as the basis for the security of the sums owed the Treasury.

Granite is based in Jersey, an oVshore tax haven where Northern Rock’s best assets sit outside the reach
of taxpayers. So the bill to nationalise Northern Rock will, in fact, be nationalising only dodgy debt, which
will increase the burden on the taxpayer and put at risk the jobs of Northern Rock workers. The sad truth is
that by failing to regulate the financial sector adequately, the government has been hoist by its own neoliberal
petard. The participants in this tax dodge will be allowed to walk away with millions, when workers may
lose their jobs and the taxpayer risk billions.”

Epilogue

Some economists see overvaluation of financial instruments as the root cause of the current financial
crisis. Overvaluation was not a necessary factor, but only a contributory and accelerating factor that
worsened the crisis. The crux of the matter is that financial institutions have considered financial
instruments, like securities, as good as cash and added them as cash in the deposit creation cycles at a rate
that brought the loan-deposit ratio to 100% or above. Without non-cash financial instruments considered
as cash it is impossible to go above 100% in a deposit creation cycle. And it does not matter if these
instruments were given proper risk characteristics individually discounting their notional, face value. As
long as with any residual value, they have been added in deposit creation process to an extent that its ratio
was 100% or above, the disaster was only a matter of time. Because of exponential character of the creation
it was a matter of a short time.

Loan-deposit ratio above 100% is like (untreated) AIDS. As it progresses it weakens the immune system
of economy that safeguards against adverse events: natural disasters, wars, etc or sometimes unpredictable
mood swings of market players. The current crisis was triggered by the collapse of subprime mortgage
market (eVectively overvaluation of assets). This time the system, for years having had been weakened by
loan-deposit ratio above 100%, also collapsed altogether. It was a giant pyramid and it was bound to
crumble anyway (for whatever direct cause). It was like a human suVering from AIDS whose death was not
caused by AIDS directly, but by pneumonia, flu, infection, etc. However it is AIDS that made the curable
illnesses lethal.

Until recently the world enjoyed a sustained period of high growth and low inflation and the fact that it
came to such an abrupt end does not come as a surprise. It was in the very nature of the pyramid scheme
mechanism. The deposit creation process with a ratio above 100% guaranteed impressive-looking economic
growth figures. At the same time there were no extra cash hitting Main Street, as there was no extra cash
printed. In this context, the high growth of property prices is no surprise. In their huge majority and extent,
these are, in practice, cashless interbank transactions. The world stayed oblivious in this economic miracle
like customers of a pyramid scheme being happy with the figures on their statements until they wanted to
withdraw money. But like with any pyramid scheme, the financial system ran out of cash, with the outcome
of a lack of liquidity, not high inflation.
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Table A

UK BANKS

[source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/today/hi/today/newsid 7648000/7648508.stm,

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/money/property and mortgages/article5106455.ece]

BANK LOAN/DEPOSIT MARKET SHARE
RATIOS

HSBC 90% 2.8%
RBS 112.3% 6.2%
Barclays 123.45% 6.3%
Lloyds TSB 140.84% 8.1%
Alliance & Leicester 172.41% 3.6%
Bradford & Bingley 172.41% 3.9%
HBOS 175.43% 20.1%
Northern Rock 322.58% 8.1%

Weighted average LOAN/DEPOSIT RATIO % 174.26%

Additional information:

— the RBS position includes ABN AMRO—without it RBS position was around 135% [source: MS
Research/Howard Davies Presentation—http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/meetthedirector/pdf/
Banking%20and%20the%20State%2002.10.08.pdf]

— Abbey position after acquisition of Bradford & Bingley was 75%
[source: http://www.santander.com/csgs/StaticBS?blobcol%urldata&blobheader%application%
2Fpdf&blobkey%id&blobtable%MungoBlobs&blobwhere%1205449310144&cachecontrol%
immediate&ssbinary%true&maxage%36000]

Table B

[source: MS Research/Howard Davies Presentation—http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/meetthedirector/
pdf/Banking%20and%20the%20State%2002.10.08.pdf]

COUNTRIES/REGIONS LOAN/DEPOSIT
RATIOS

UK 137%
Germany 121%
USA 105%
France ! Benelux 103%
UK ! Asia 89%

February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission

Further to the Commission’s previous submission, and the oral evidence I gave on 3 February, I am
writing in relation to a question asked by Sir Peter Viggers to confirm that the Commission has no objection
to the Committee obtaining from the FSA the details of any dialogue or correspondence with the
Commission concerning the banking crisis.

I would like to add the following context to the comments I made on 3 February about the need to
recognise how important it is to ensure eVective cross-border regulatory cooperation. Without such
cooperation, both in normal times and at times of crises, it becomes virtually impossible to protect
depositors with an institution in one jurisdiction if that institution has operations in other jurisdictions. The
danger, not only to depositors but also to international finance and trade, is that in the absence of eVective
cooperation jurisdictions will have little alternative to adopting protectionist policies involving the ring-
fencing of assets and capital and the curbing of cross-border activities. Such measures would raise costs,
reduce flexibility, and make global recovery and growth much more diYcult.

This is a major issue for all jurisdictions, not just for Guernsey and the UK. I n my capacity as a member
of the Executive Committee (the governing body) of the International Association of Insurance Supervisors
(IAIS), I am aware that a considerable amount of work to address the problem of poor cross-border
regulatory cooperation is being carried out by the Financial Stability Forum, the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision, the International Organization of Securities Commissions and the IAIS itself. During
meetings in Brussels last week, I met representatives of the European Commission, the Geneva Association
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(which represents the largest international insurance groups) and a number of senior international
regulators. They all identified the problem of achieving eVective cross-border regulatory cooperation as one
of the main issues to be addressed as a matter of urgency. What is needed in concerted international action
to remove the legal, political and attitudinal barriers which currently exist.

6 February 2009

Memorandum from Gavin Fryer

THIS WEEK’S SELECT COMMITTEE MEETINGS WITH BANKERS

I acted as a senior Regulator and Investigator at the Stock Exchange in the City of London during 30
years to 1992, responsible from much of 25 years for the standards of conduct and disclosure by public
companies and their directors. Worldwide.

This week senior Bankers are to be questioned by your Committee. As you know formulation of the
questions is key to avoidance of obfuscation and ensuring you obtain truthful responses. More has to be
done to bring a sense of reality to these Chairmen and Chief Executives. Their feet left the ground some
time ago.

Bonuses

Contractual bases for payment of Bonuses should be immediately annulled by the Government now that
it is clear these banks have lost shareholders and depositors money (some not for the first time) and now
rely on taxpayers’ money for their life-blood. A defence by banks that relies on a need to retain key staV
should be directly challenged, given that these “so-called” skilled people actually lost everything “at the
casino”, so there was no skill worth keeping there! Payment of bonuses would be payment using taxpayers’
money in many cases. Bonuses have to be earned over maybe a four to five year perspective, not given away
like annual Christmas gifts.

Understanding of Commitments

The entire area of understanding and training for employees to undertake complex transactions in
securitised third party commitments and other derivatives must be reviewed. Whatever were the Financial
Services Authority doing in this respect? No entity with a banking licence should be permitted to enter into
this type of business without their senior executives, including the executive and non-executive directors
being tested and questioned about their understanding.

Responsibility

The bank directors know-how and understanding of their business commitments must be questioned to
the point of asking what actual training did these directors have before committing banks to contracts that
lost billions (some Baring directors escaped by a few hairs breadth being taken to Court and being held
personally responsible). Given directors and senior executives have focused largely on bonuses and share
options, I believe that the Secretary for Trade should deem all those found to be responsible for exposing
bank shareholders and depositors funds to such risks with little regard for the consequences should be
disqualified under the Companies Acts from ever again acting in such capacities in any British corporate
entity.

Such skewed skill and know-how ought to be investigated by an All-Party Commission perhaps chaired
by yourself. After all these banks are responsible for the biggest corporate losses ever in the UK.

Training in Future

In future senior bank directors and managers should without exception be put through training, not only
about the technical side with a focus on the consequences of entering into complex commitments involving
time, interest rate risk, currency risk, counter-party risk, domestic and international economic scenarios,
etc., but also their role in directing a public corporation that must be fully accountable for its actions to all
sectors of their stakeholders. That latter aspect seems to have been ignored.

Special Deposits

Special deposits in cash should in future be made at the Bank of England using a ratio of say 1:10 so that
no bank operating in the UK should be permitted to enter into securitised or derivative business in excess
of ten-times the special deposits. And the Bank of England must monitor such ‘traYc’ not merely watch it
pass-by.
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Exposure to Risk

Certainly these long-established businesses that were managed successfully through all kinds of diYcult
periods for over 100 years have been almost totally destroyed in what seems like three-four years. We know
much of the exposure was created with a mindset that seems to have been established following
promulgation of the Bank of England’s paper Competition and Credit Control in about 1978 after which
most managers of banks’ loan books seem to have “lost their heads”, vide South American loans.

Next Steps

Furthermore, I worry that taxpayers’ funds may be applied in a renewed splurge of speculative business
by banks, yet regarded as “oiling the wheels” of what have actually become rusty vehicles in the breakers’
yard. There are very few people who really understand such complications. I know because I investigated
examples in the late 1980’s and 1990’s (and incidentally I was for some years directing investigations into
suspected insider trading and dealing with scores of Department of Trade Inspectors).

Rewarding employees on the basis of a bank enlarging its portfolio of such lethal instruments without
regard for the consequences must stop.

7 February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from the Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Depositors’ Action Group

The Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Depositors’ Action Group would like to thank you for the
opportunity to present evidence at the Treasury Select Committee hearing held on 3 February 2009. In
addition the group would like to thank the committee members for the interest shown in our plight and the
diligent questioning of the authorities involved in the demise of our bank.

The Action Group would like to bring to the committee’s attention a few points arising from our evidence
presented to the committee on 3 February 2009. We hope that the committee finds the opportunity to pursue
these issues with the relevant parties in light of the ongoing question of culpability in the case of the failure
of Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander Isle of Man. Currently, although the Isle of Man Government assured
you that it was taking its responsibilities seriously, it does not seem to reflect this sentiment by behaving in
the same way as other Governments worldwide in ensuring that depositors do not suVer as a result of
their actions.

As a general point we would like it noted that as far back as 2001 the Isle of Man was promoting itself
using the following endorsement from the FSA:

“For protection of investors, the Island has developed an eVective regulatory regime under the
auspices of the Financial Supervision Commission.

The Island was the first to receive ‘designated territory status’ under the UK Financial Services
Act, granted only to those jurisdictions deemed to provide a degree of protection and regulation
comparable to that applicable in the United Kingdom. Investors can therefore rest assured that
their aVairs will be conducted in a well regulated and responsible manner—a vital source of
reassurance and security to may clients who may live far afield and have little or no previous
experience of the Isle of Man.”

Is it not important that once granted “designated territory status” the FSA either leaves the regulatory
authority, in this case the FSC, to operate independently, or when the FSA does get involved in influencing
movement of funds, the FSA takes full responsibility for the consequences?

Points Regarding the Financial Services Authority

1. Depositors would wish to understand why the FSA sanctioned the takeover of Singer & Friedlander
(a well known and reputable British bank) by Kaupthing Bank, when members of the board of Directors’
of Singer & Friedlander (including the CEO Tony Shearer) made representations to them indicating that
those running Kaupthing Bank were not “fit and proper” to run a UK bank.

2. Despite these warnings from existing management, not only did the FSA sanction the takeover of
Singer & Friedlander but they allowed the corporate structure to be changed 16 months later. This resulted
in parental control for the Isle of Man branch being changed from the UK bank to Kaupthing Iceland. It
is as a direct result of this change in corporate structure that the depositors in KSFIOM find themselves in
the position they are in. Why did the FSA allow this to happen, bearing in mind the warnings given and the
change in regulation for existing depositors that this corporate change entailed?
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3. In January 2007, the FSA allowed a British Building Society (the Derbyshire) to be taken over by
Kaupthing without any regard for the impact on existing Derbyshire depositors. The parental guarantee,
once provided by Derbyshire UK, was transferred to Kaupthing Iceland but no due diligence appears to
have been performed by the FSA as to the credibility of this new guarantee which has proved to be
worthless. Why?

4. The FSA held discussions with the Isle of Man regulator (FSC) which resulted in over £580 million of
KSFIOM assets being held on deposit in the UK sister bank when it collapsed. You have heard from the
FSC that discussions took place between the regulators detailing the regulatory constraints under which the
UK bank would be required to operate (a fact withheld from the TSC by the Lord Turner at the first hearing
into the banking crisis). Depositors would like to know why the FSA, apparently, allowed these constraints
to be breached.

5. Furthermore, depositors would like to know why the FSA chose not to hold discussions with the FSC,
as the issues surrounding KSFUK gained greater urgency, despite the UK regulator knowing the extent of
KSFIOM’s exposure to the UK bank. This appears to go against the Memorandum of Understanding held
between the two regulators as well going against recent precedent set with the Bradford & Bingley issue.

6. It would appear that KSFUK was acting more as a Private Equity institution rather than a high street
deposit taking bank and yet the FSA, aware of this fact, still allowed retail deposits from the Isle of Man to
be placed within the UK entity. Considering the vastly diVerent risk profiles of both institutions, depositors
would like to know why the FSA believed this to be appropriate place for their deposits to rest at this
crucial time.

Points Regarding the Financial Supervision Comission (Isle of Man)

1. The FSC permitted a bank within its jurisdiction (KSFIOM) to place 48% of its assets with a single
entity. Not only did it allow the assets to be placed with a single entity but the entity (KSFUK) was part of
the same group over which the FSC had concerns. Depositors believe that, at the time of the asset transfer,
the FSC must have been aware that should KSFUK fail (as subsequently happened) then KSFIOM would
be destroyed along with its sister bank. Irrespective of the FSC’s understanding of conversations held with
the FSA, it is unimaginable that any reasonable, risk management process would sanction such a transfer
at that time—so why did the FSC allow it to happen?

2. Mr Aspden referred to this at the TSC as “upstreaming” however we contend that this was not
“upstreaming” since, due to the change in corporate structure between KSFUK and KSFIOM, there was
no direct relationship between the two and therefore no automatic “downstreaming” possible.

3. In addition to allowing the transfer of assets as detailed above, the FSC failed to require KSFIOM to
put in place any protection, such as ring-fencing. Why?

4. To compound the errors in points 1 & 2, the FSC failed to put in place any procedures to ensure that
this incredible risk and exposure was monitored on an ongoing basis. Why?

5. The FSC has told the committee that assets were placed with KSFUK following in depth discussions
with the FSA during which details were provided to the Isle of Man regulator surrounding the controls being
put around KSFUK. There appears to be no evidence that the FSC carried out any due diligence on the
information provided by the FSA. Was this all taken at face value? Could the fact that the FSC’s head of
supervision, Michael Weldon, was once seconded to the FSA have any bearing on this? Although John
Aspden has promised to provide evidence of these conversations to the TSC, attempts by our lawyers to
access this information has been stonewalled (see attached correspondence).

6. Why did the FSC rely so heavily on the Memorandum of Understanding held with the FSA? As the
situation deteriorated why was there no attempt to rectify the situation? KSFIOM refused to move money
on deposit from life companies after 1 October 2008, eight days before the bank’s demise, yet there is no
evidence that there was any attempt to retrieve the position with KSFUK at this time.

7. Depositors believe it is important that the committee are made aware of potential conflicts of interest
in this debacle. John Cashen is a commissioner in the FSC and also a director of KSFIOM whilst Donald
Gelling is a director of KSFIOM whilst holding the position of Head of the IPA (a division of the FSC).

Points Regarding the Depositors Compensation Scheme

We believe that The Chief Minister may have misled the TSC regarding the eYciency of the DCS on the
Isle of Man.

£150 million is being made available by the Isle of Man Government to any DCS that may be triggered
by liquidation of a bank on the Isle of Man with compensation up to a maximum cap of £350 million, the
balance of the funds being gathered through a levy on local banks—any funds in this regard are yet to be
collected (Mr Brown suggested this was “earmarked” which we contend to be an exaggeration). It is
anticipated that future funds gathered through specified levies on the local banks could take up to 20 years
to be paid out under the DCS.
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It should be noted that the maximum cap is a total that is applicable to all banking institutions that fall
into liquidation before 9 October 2009. This means that if another bank were to suVer a similar fate as
KSFIOM before that date the maximum payout of £350 million would be shared by depositors in that bank
as well thus reducing individual payouts to depositors. This means that any Scheme Manager that is
appointed would be unable to calculate total liabilities under the scheme before this date since the future is
unknown.

Currently and in the absence of contributions from the IoM banks, the maximum available in the DCS
is £150 million with the estimated current liability under the DCS to KSFIOM depositors standing at £208
million. From this it can be seen that there is already a gap in funding that may be due to all KSFIOM
depositors under the implementation of this scheme.

A further complicating factor is that potential claimants have six months to submit a claim from the date
the scheme is triggered and the Scheme Manager is duty bound to wait to see the total number of claimants
before any money is paid. So if KSFIOM was liquidated on 19 February, the Scheme Manager would have
to wait until 19 August 2009 before making arrangements to pay any claim and would then be able to do
so only on the basis that there was a degree of certainty that no other IOM banking institution was likely
to fall into diYculties before 9 October 2009.

It is therefore unlikely that even a proportionate claim would be paid until October 2008 at the earliest.

All in all, the DCS on the Isle of Man does NOT oVer the same route of recompense as the UK
Government oVered to Kaupthing UK or Icesave depositors in the UK. It has a totally diVerent mechanism
in mind, built to combat historic potential liabilities rather than the banking crises we find in the new world
of 2008–09. However since even the Isle of Man Government is unable to explain its own scheme in writing
to depositors, despite our encouragement and help, the outcome for those unfortunate enough as to be
involved is extremely unclear.

February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from Tony Shearer

Information Provided to the FSA

At the hearing of the Treasury Select Committee into the Banking Crisis on Tuesday 3 February I was
asked to provide to the Committee copies of any:

— Written memoranda that I had supplied to the FSA.

— Notes of any meetings or phone calls that I had with members of the FSA.

Attached are copies of the relevant documents that I have managed to locate, namely:

— A memo that I prepared about some aspects of Kaupthing’s published accounts (“Appendix 1”).

— A memorandum that I prepared headed “In my opinion their strategy is ‘a dash for respectability’”
(“Appendix 2”).

— An email from Chris Aujard (Group Compliance Director at S&F) to me dated 14 April 2005
referring to a conversation he had had with Kevin Halpin, and referring to a meeting that I was
having with the FSA later that day (”Appendix 3”).

— A note headed “Project Kellogg” which is an outline agenda for a meeting at the FSA on 14 April
2005 (“Appendix 4”).

— My hand written note of the meeting with the FSA on 14 April 2005 (”Appendix 5”).

— A note headed “Project Kellogg” which is an outline agenda for a meeting with the FSA on 15
April 2005, with my handwritten notes below it (“Appendix 6”).

I should point out that in the usual course of business I, and colleagues at Singer & Friedlander, had
frequent contacts with people at the FSA. The frequency of these contacts rose during the period that led
up to, and after, the announcement of the OVer from Kaupthing for Singer & Friedlander. These contacts
came in the diVerent guises of emails, meetings and phone calls. Some of these I would have recorded, and
some not.

When I left Singer & Friedlander, I left most of my records at the oYces in New Street, because they were
the property of the company and not mine. I did take a few papers, and also some emails and other
electronic records.

For example, I attended a breakfast in March 2005 with the Chairman of the FSA, Sir Callum McCarthy,
when he said that the FSA had three roles:

— to prevent a systemic failure of the banking system;
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— to help redress the imbalance between consumers and product providers by reducing inequality of
knowledge/literature; and

— to make dealing with the FSA a good experience.

I said I agreed with him, but said that my experience at S&F was that the matters that we had to deal with
with the FSA were about completely diVerent matters, the “minutiae and trivia”. As a result of this exchange
I wrote to Sir Callum and asked him to come to our oYces and we would show him at first hand. Some
correspondence ensued and I arranged for him to come to our oYce at New Street (a meeting that I had to
cancel when the approach from Kaupthing became public knowledge). As an example, I do not have any
of this correspondence as I left it at New Street.

One very specific contact that I had with the FSA and which is relevant to the evidence I gave on 3
February 2009, was that on 14 April 2005 Paul Selway-Swift, Jonathan Spence and I with Jan Putnis (of
Slaughter & May) met Jonathan Fiscal, Kevin Halpin and James Dresser at the FSA. We discussed the
progress with Kaupthing’s OVer for S&F, the FSA’s approval process, and also our concerns about
Kaupthing as a “fit and proper person”. At this point I had a list (Appendix 1) showing the cross-
shareholdings in Kaupthing between it and various shareholders, and also the share dealing, service
contracts, and loans involving the Chairman and CEO of Kaupthing. I am almost certain that I gave this
information to the FSA. I also had at that meeting the document (Appendix 2) which I would have used at
that meeting. I am not certain whether or not I left a copy with the FSA.

It is also at about this point that I spoke on the telephone to Paul Shirley about my specific concerns re
Kaupthing. The documents in Appendices 1 and 2 were the documents that I used to brief myself as I spoke
to him.

On 15 April 2005 I attended another meeting at the FSA, almost certainly involving Kaupthing as well.
This was to discuss what information the FSA needed to approve the change of control. I am sure that
Armann Thorvaldsson and Jim Youngs of Kaupthing were at this meeting too.

Names of the Directors of Singer &Friedlander Group and Other Parties

I was also asked by the Select Committee to provide the names of the other directors of Singer &
Friedlander Group plc, and other parties at the relevant times in 2005.

The directors were:

— Paul Selway-Swift, Chairman.

— Warwick Jones, Finance Director and Chief Operating OYcer.

— Jonathan Spence, Head of the Bank.

— Richard Bernays, Non-Executive.

— Mark Austen, Non-executive.

— Sarah Rutherford, Non-executive.

Sir Brandon Gough was a Non-executive up to about March 2005, and so was involved in the early stages
of the decisions relating to the discussions with Kaupthing. I think that he had left by April 2005.

Other relevant parties were:

— The partner from Slaughter & May, Martin Hattrell.

— The partner/Director from Cazenove, Tim Wise.

— The Head of Risk at Singer & Friedlander, Conrad Clarke.

— The Head of Compliance and Legal Services at Singer & Friedlander, Chris Aujard.

6 February 2009

REACTION TO THE RESPONSE BY THE FSA TO MY EVIDENCE

On 3 February I understand that the FSA made a statement available that said:

“The concerns raised by Mr Shearer and his fellow directors were based on information in the
public domain and related to corporate structure and governance concerns in the acquiring group,
Kaupthing.
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We made a full assessment of the situation at the time, including consulting with the home
regulator, in accordance with EEA rules. As the home regulator, the Icelandic regulator confirmed
there was no reason why the transaction could not go ahead.

In addition, as part of the change of control process, we required Kaupthing to take a number of
actions to address governance issues in London, including the appointment of independent non-
executive directors. The application was processed within our normal time frame, it was not
‘rushed through’ as Mr Shearer claims.

It is important to note that the failure, three years later, of Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander related
to diVerent issues, in particular, the impact of the global financial crisis on the Group’s liquidity
and the rapid withdrawal of retail deposits caused by the collapse of the Icelandic economy.”

Regards

Kirsty Clay

Kirsty Clay

Head of Media Relations”

The FSA acknowledges that my colleagues and I did raise our concerns with them. It also:

1. states that it obtained some form of comfort from the Icelandic regulator;

2. states that it also made a “full assessment of the situation at the time”;

3. required Kaupthing to take a number of actions, of which the only one specified is to appoint
independent non-executive directors;

4. states that it processed the application for change of control within the normal time frame; and

5. states that the cause of the failure of Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander was “the impact of the global
financial crisis on the Groups’ liquidity and the rapid withdrawal of retail deposits caused by the
collapse of the Icelandic economy”.

I would like the opportunity to respond to all of the above points.

My responses (which I would like to explain in person to the Select Committee in more detail) are, in
summary:

1. To rely on a reference from the Icelandic regulator is like asking Ronnie Biggs’s mother for a
character reference and then letting him out on bail. The FSA does not state that I for one also
expressed serious concerns about the quality and experience of the individuals at Kaupthing, and
also about their business model.

2. The FSA has not so far said what other actions were involved in their “full assessment”. They
certainly did not make any further enquiries of anybody else with the S&F group.

3. Nor do the FSA say what actions they took other than to require the appointment of two non-
executive directors.

4. I am happy to discuss the timeframe of the change of control. The FSA is wrong.

5. It is debatable as to what caused the collapse of Kaupthing. But the reasons that there is a global
financial crisis is largely attributable to bad management of financial services companies around
the world, including the Icelandic banks—not the other way round!

The FSA do not comment on any of the other “red flags” that I was asked to discuss in the Select
Committee. Not only did I give the FSA my reasons for not staying, but in about October or November
2005 the Group Finance Director announced that he was leaving, and then in about January 2006 the Head
of the Bank also announced he was leaving. In about February or March 2007 the Heads of Risk and
Compliance were both also asked to leave. The FSA do not state whether this alerted them, whether they
interviewed any of them, or whether they asked the two non-executives if they had spoken to any of them,
or knew why they were leaving.

One aspect of a sound regulatory system should be that the Regulator should encourage people to come
to them with their concerns even if this causes those individuals conflicts with the other members of the
management team. The Regulator should support (privately and publicly) those people who do so, if their
concerns are well placed. If the FSA wants executives to act responsibly, it cannot leave high and dry those
who alert them to potential issues.

One aspect of our concern was that we didn’t think Kaupthing’s business model was suitable because they
were like a leveraged hedge fund rather than a traditional bank—borrowing money to buy shares and then
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making a media splash to ramp the share price. Specifically they ramped the Singer & Friedlander share price
(a target that they were about to bid for) so they could take a profit on the 19.5% they held even though it
would mean that they would have to pay extra to buy the outstanding 80.5%!

6 February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from Which?

COMPETITION IN RETAIL BANKING AND THE HOME CREDIT MARKET

Further to my evidence session on consumer issues at the Treasury Select Committee inquiry into the
banking crisis on Wednesday 14 January, I thought it would be helpful to clarify Which?’s position on
competition in the banking sector and the home credit market.

As a principle Which? believes that increased competition will normally deliver better outcomes for
consumers in terms of quality, price and asses to goods and services. You correctly noted in your questions,
Which? wants greater competition in the banking sector in order to deliver better value products for
consumers. As was confirmed in the Cruickshank Report and in the recent OFT study of personal current
accounts, the UK market for banking is uncompetitive. This has only been made worse by recent
consolidation, most notably the formation of the Lloyds Group, which now has around 30% of the current
accounts market and 28% of the mortgage market. Our research has demonstrated that the larger,
established banks generally oVer lower customer satisfaction than the newer entrants. We are therefore
extremely concerned by the prospect of less competition in the banking sector and believe a more competitive
market would help deliver real benefits to consumers at all income levels.

However, you were obviously right to suggest in the evidence session that competition is not the only way
to improve outcomes for consumers in financial services. For this reason, Which? has never shied away from
campaigning for robust intervention where consumers are treated unfairly or the market cannot deliver the
products and services that consumers need at a price they can aVord. For example, we led the campaign for
reductions in unauthorised overdraft charges, an issue which is now being considered by the High Court and
the OFT. We also proposed tough measures to tackle the mis-selling and bad value that characterises the
multi-billion pound market for payment protection insurance (PP1). Following evidence from Which?, the
Competition Commission recently proposed a series of tough measures that will significantly reduce
consumer detriment in the PPI market. In both these cases we facilitated and encouraged consumers to seek
redress, winning back thousands of pounds for many people who had been unfairly treated. We have further
pressed Government to establish a free national finance advice network, an idea now being piloted by the
FSA in the North East and North West as “Money Guidance”. It is worth noting that in all these areas it
is those on low incomes who will benefit most by forcing change in the market, demonstrating Which?’s
commitment to fight for all consumers.

In your questions at the inquiry you raised the detriment caused to your constituents through door-step
lending and this is an area we have taken an interest in particular through the investigation of the
supercomplaint initiated by the NCC in 2006.

The home credit market was not one of the issues we referred to in our submission to the committee nor
have we carried out a recent market analysis in this area. Our proposals on increasing competition
specifically related to the mainstream retail banking sector and we have not stated that consumers would
benefit from higher levels of door-step lending.

We have concentrated during the banking crisis on approaches where we believe we can add value, and
we work with other organisations where they are best placed to intervene or comment as a result of their
position or evidence they have collected. Which? Is not a debt advice agency and is not part of the
Government funded approach to intervention in that area. On doorstep lending we are sympathetic to the
policy approach of CAB who concentrate on supporting consumers in financial distress and through their
bureaux network have recent empirical evidence of how the market is working. Like CAB we welcome extra
support for the development of Credit Unions.

For Which? to develop a new policy initiative in this area would require us to prioritise research in this
area and the evidence of the work of the Competition Commission, following the supercomplaint by the
NCC, suggests that the market solutions to improve consumer outcomes have already been fully analysed.
An alternative to the market providing credit for consumers unable to access mainstream credit would
possibly be a State backed lending scheme, in addition to Credit Unions, and the government is perhaps best
placed to consider that as part of its public policy objectives.

I hope this clarifies Which?’s position but please contact me if you would like to meet to discuss further.

Doug Taylor

February 2009
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Supplementary memorandum from Charities Aid Foundation (CAF)

1. Introduction

1.1 This information is given to support evidence given to the Treasury Committee by John Low, Chief
Executive of Charities Aid Foundation on 3 February 2009.

1.2 The Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) is a registered charity that aims to help charities and social
enterprises make the most of their money. CAF provides financial, investment and fundraising services and
works directly with tens of thousands of charitable organisations across the UK and internationally.

1.3 CAF has a strong history of campaigning for changes in policy and legislation in order to improve
the giving environment and to secure supportive legal, fiscal and regulatory conditions for donors, charities
and social enterprises. Our knowledge and understanding—gained through direct experience and research—
makes us a trusted voice on giving and the eVective use of charitable funds.

1.4 This evidence relates in part to the collapse of Icelandic banks in October 2008 and the impact upon
charitable organisations. However, the issues raised and proposals for future action have wider relevance.

2. Impact of the Collapse of Icelandic Banks on Charities

2.1 Extent of potential loss

2.1.1 Following the collapse of Icelandic banks in early October 2008, it became clear that charitable
funds were in jeopardy. CAF, together with the National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO),
Charity Finance Director’s Group (CFDG) and The Association of Chief Executives of Voluntary
Organisations (ACEVO) were asked by the Financial Services Secretary, Lord Myners, to collect data about
the extent of exposure. Fourty-eight charities came forward with a combined total of £86.6 million
deposited funds.

2.1.2 Subsequently, Naomi House Hospice and Cats Protection have spearheaded a coalition “Save our
Savings” to lobby the government for assurances that their savings will be returned in full. The 30 charities
involved with the coalition have stated that they have collective potential losses of £50 million.

2.1.3 The organisation with largest amount at risk is Cats Protection, who held £11.2 million with KSF.
However the greatest proportionate impact has been reported by Naomi House Hospice, with £5.7 million
which equated to a third of its total assets.

2.1.4 We believe that the full extent of the exposure is likely to be considerably higher than £86 million.
Some depositors who would have qualified for compensation as retail depositors would be unlikely to come
forward and other potentially large amounts may be missing due to fear of reputational risk.

2.1.5 Prior to entering administration, the website of KSF claimed to hold £230 million of charitable
funds on deposit.

2.2 Impact of potential loss

2.2.1 The amount of charitable funds tied up in failed Icelandic banks is relatively small compared to the
estimated £12 billion total funds banked by UK charities.273

2.2.2 The relative impact varies across these organisations, dependent upon the amount deposited by the
charity as a proportion of total assets. Many organisations will have diversified their deposits across a
number of separate authorized entities and managed their funds so that this loss does not immediately
jeopardise their sustainability.

2.2.3 Three months after the failure of the Icelandic banks the real impact is beginning to be felt by some
charities. On 25 November, Naomi House was forced to suspend services. Its hospice-at-home service, which
provides carers for families with terminally ill children in emergency situations, will not be resumed until the
charity has had its money returned.

2.2.4 The administration process could take years and this could present very real problems for these
charities especially as they try to weather the current economic storm with stretched resources and increasing
demands on their services.

2.2.5 The impact of the lack of these funds is exacerbated by additional diYculties including falling
interest rates and the decreasing value of Stirling.

273 CAF estimated based on NCVO Almanac (2007)
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3. Key Issues

3.1 UK/Non-UK Jurisdiction

3.1.1 Most of those charities that we know to have been caught in the Icelandic crisis were depositors
with Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander, a UK-based banking subsidiary of Kaupthing bank. This is therefore
within UK jurisdiction and regulated by the FSA.

3.1.2 We are led to understand that, prior to being bought by Kaupthing, Singer and Friedlander actively
marketed services to charities. This meant that charities were disproportionately impacted by the failure of
this bank.

3.1.3 By placing KSF and Heritable (the UK subsidiary of Landsbanki) into administration, the UK
Government have acted very diVerently than has been the case with other UK banks such as Northern Rock,
Bradford and Bingley, Lloyds TSB/HBOS and RBS, which similarly failed to meet the FSA’s threshold
conditions on capital, but received Government support to continue.

3.1.4 Furthermore on 9 October, Treasury announced that retail depositors in Heritable and KSF (Edge
depositors and Private Banking clients) would receive a 100% deposit guarantee. This was also extended to
retail depositors in Landsbanki (Icesave) which is not a UK, FSA regulated bank. It can be contended that
while the Government provided deposit protection to some extremely wealthy and financially sophisticated
private investors, some of whom had money in oVshore banks such as Landsbanki, they have taken no steps
to provide protection for charities which placed charitable funds, held in trust for public good, in a UK
regulated bank.

3.2 Credit rating agencies/advice

3.2.1 Charities, along with other organisations including Local Authorities, deposited funds in Icelandic
banks on the basis of credit ratings.

3.2.2 The best information available to charities rated the Icelandic banks as AA up until very soon
before the failures.

3.2.3 These ratings reveal only limited somewhat misleading information, rather than giving a deeper
more accurate picture of security and liquidity.

3.3 Eligibility for compensation through Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)

3.3.1 Currently some charities fall under the definition of retail depositors and are therefore eligible for
compensation up to £50k. However the criteria for eligibility, established by the FSA, is based on the
Companies Acts 1985 and 2006 and equates charities to small businesses.

3.3.2 The current framework does not recognise charities as having distinct charitable purpose.

3.3.3 The compensation level of £50k for those who would be eligible (if Government did not intervene
to guarantee all deposits) would not be suYcient to sustain services in many cases, thus placing organisations
in jeopardy.

3.3.4 Many larger charities will fall outside of the criteria for the FSCS, as they are deemed “wholesale
depositors” and will therefore not be entitled to any compensation, should a bank fail. This can place vital
services at risk.

3.3.5 Unlike businesses, which more routinely rely on equity and debt finance, it is important for charities
to maintain suYcient levels of reserves and unrestricted funds to ensure sustainability and survival,
especially in diYcult times.

3.4 Lack of clarity and poor communication

3.4.1 The eligibility criteria for compensation under the FSCS is opaque and it is diYcult for some
charities to assess their own eligibility or to seek reassurance.

3.4.2 In early October, after the collapse of the Icelandic banks, clarity was sought from the Charity
Commission and the FSA on how the compensation scheme applied to charities. As a result of lobbying
from CAF, information was subsequently placed on their websites.

3.4.3 Those aVected, including the coalition, “Save our Savings”, have pushed for clear information from
Government on their position, but this has not been forthcoming.

3.4.4 There is also very little clarity on how banks are authorised and which banks are part of a larger
group or parent company, where the FSCS would pay compensation up to the limit of £50,000 only once,
irrespective of how many diVerent institutions a person held accounts with.

3.4.5 This poor communication leads to increased insecurity in the sector and lack of confidence in the
banking system.
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3.5 Need for improved financial acumen in the third sector

3.5.1 We recognise that third sector organisations do, of course, have an obligation to make sound
investment and financial decisions on the basis of risk and return, and must be accountable for how funds
are managed. However, in reality, some organisations and their boards of trustees contain limited financial
expertise. Financial management may be carried out by volunteers or by workers with little knowledge of
these areas. We want to see this situation improved.

3.5.2 Independent financial advice can be very costly for organisations with very limited resources.

3.5.3 The level of complexity in the market and the contamination of deposits and investments has
created an environment that is incredibly diYcult to understand. With sophisticated and well-resourced
organisations such as Local Authorities, the Audit Commission and others placing funds in Icelandic banks,
it is unrealistic to expect the third sector to demonstrate higher levels of insight.

4. Proposals for Future Action

4.1 Improved financial information

4.1.1 We would call for improved comprehensive and reliable credit rating information. We would suggest
that a separate rating based on true security and resilience of deposit takers could be developed. Information
available to financial managers must go beyond interest league tables and clearly show security and liquidity.

4.1.2 Tailored or accessible financial information could be made available to charities through the
Charity Commission, perhaps in partnership with the Institute of Credit Management (ICM).

4.1.3 Greater clarity about risk and compensation eligibility should be made available with financial
products, perhaps through a “traYc-lights” system or health-warnings available at account-opening. This
would alert customers to issues such as country risk and how individual institutions are authorised and relate
to others, as well as the financial security of the bank itself.

4.2 Increasing the financial acumen in the sector

4.2.1 In order to strengthen the sector and levels of accountability, Government should invest in capacity
building of financial acumen across the sector.

4.2.2 The valuable work of the Finance Hub (part of the Capacity Builders pilot programme) has
unfortunately been allowed to decay since funding was withdrawn and we would see real value in taking
forward some of the projects—particularly the Funding Advisors National Network (FANN), which
Government chose not to take forward.

4.3 Role of the regulators

4.3.1 The FSA and Charity Commission should work more closely together to ensure that issues for
charities are eVectively taken into account by the FSA.

4.3.2 Closer working would also enable the Charity Commission to interpret and eVectively
communicate financial regulatory issues for the sector.

4.4 Charitable organisations to be treated as a separate depositor class for the purpose of the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS)

4.4.1 Currently the rules governing eligibility are based on organisational form rather than
organisational purpose.

4.4.2 Charitable organisations should be classified as a separate depositor class which would be
automatically eligible for compensation, irrespective of organisational structure. This would recognise the
nature of how these funds are both raised and used, and the unique and vital role played by the third sector
in society.

4.4.3 It is, we believe, unpalatable for such organisations to be placed in jeopardy through failure of the
banking system, especially where the organisation has taken every reasonable step to act responsibly. The
immense social return generated by charitable organisations and the potential long term costs to society
resulting from loss of charitable services should be considered a priority.

4.4.4 It is the assumption that compared to small retail depositors, wholesale depositors have a greater
ability to access and mitigate financial risk. Although we would agree that there should be strong
requirements for charities to act responsibly and accountably, we would assert that charities often behave
more like individuals than commercial operators, irrespective of the size of their assets.

4.4.5 Angela Eagle (Dec 4th Debate on the case of Naomi House Hospice) stated that additional
protection for Naomi House was problematic as it was deemed a wholesale depositor and “there are no easy
answers available, short of guaranteeing all the wholesale depositors as well as the retail depositors. That is
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a large amount of money and we would be criticised for using it in this way” and went on to state that it
would be equally undesirable for Government to make judgements about which charity was “worthy” and
which were not. We believe that a separate depositor classification, based on definitions of charitable
purpose, would address these understandable diYculties and enable the Government to demonstrate
support to the sector.

4.4.6 The classification of charities as a separate depositor class would also allow for greater clarity of
communication and increase understanding and confidence across the sector.

February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from the Financial Reporting Council

The Banking Crisis—Auditors

During the discussion at the Treasury Committee meeting on 28 January 2009 about the impact on auditor
independence of auditors providing services in relation to the securitisation of loans or mortgages to the
banks they audit, I agreed to write to you to provide additional information about the steps being taken on
this within the Financial Reporting Council (FRC).

Audit quality

In pursuit of our overall aim of promoting confidence in corporate reporting and governance the FRC
has specified the outcome which it seeks in relation to auditing, which is that “Users of audit reports can
place a high degree of reliance on the audit opinion, including whether financial statements show a true and
fair view.”

Although there is widespread agreement that “audit quality” is important, there is a lack of a common
understanding of the components of audit quality. In order to promote a better understanding of the
components of audit quality the FRC published a Discussion Paper (“Promoting Audit Quality”) in
November 2006. The paper identified four main components within audit firms (the culture within the firm,
the skills and personal qualities of partners and staV, the eVectiveness of the audit process and the reliability
and usefulness of audit reporting) and several factors outside the control of audit firms, including the
approach to corporate governance taken by the auditor’s clients.

The Auditing Practices Board (APB), which is one of the operating bodies within the FRC and whose
constitution establishes its independence from the audit profession, has promulgated, following public
consultation, a series of Ethical Standards which are designed to underpin audit quality by establishing what
is required to provide confidence in the integrity, objectivity and independence of auditors.

Current requirements of ethical standards

In addition to the general principles that apply to all non-audit services, the APB’s Ethical Standards
contain a number of specific requirements or prohibitions in relation to particular categories of services. One
such category is “transaction services”, of which services in relation to securitisation transactions are an
example. The APB’s current Ethical Standards prohibit any transaction services where:

— There is reasonable doubt as to the appropriateness of a related accounting treatment.

— Such services are provided on a contingent fee basis and:

— The fees are material to the firm; or

— The outcome is dependent on a future or contemporary audit judgment; or

— The engagement would involve the firm undertaking a management role.

It appears to me that from our discussion last week that the Committee is particularly concerned where
services are provided by auditors with the objective of taking transactions oV balance sheet. The APB’s
standards address this issue in the first bullet above where the transaction gives rise to doubt as the
appropriate accounting treatment.

Nature of services provided by the auditors of Northern Rock

A particular focus of the debate has been on the additional services provided by PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) to Northern Rock in 2006. In the 2006 Northern Rock financial statements this work is described
as “verification of historical financial information and the performance of certain agreed upon assurance
procedures for securitisation transactions”.

Following publication of the Treasury Committee’s report “The run on the Rock” dated 24 January 2008,
the staV of the APB have discussed the services provided with PwC.
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One noteworthy feature of the approach taken by Northern Rock was that although they used a
securitisation structure (“Granite”) the mortgages that were securitised were included in the Northern
Rock’s consolidated financial statements (ie they remained “on balance sheet”).

It is our understanding that the PwC work undertaken typically comprised:

(a) Agreed upon procedures whereby details of the mortgage pool were verified to original
documentation on a sample basis. This provides assurance to investors that information on
mortgage characteristics (eg postcode of a property, or the ratio of the loan to the value of the
property) has been recorded accurately on the tape of data used to compile the mortgage pool.

(b) Confirmation that any analyses of the mortgage pool presented in prospectuses or investor
presentations had been performed accurately.

(c) Tests to confirm that controls and other administrative procedures had been performed for those
securitisations that are marketed in the US. This work is required by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission.

The APB understands that PwC did not advise on the accounting treatment of the securitisations and,
indeed, as the securitisations remained on balance sheet,that there were no complex accounting issues.

The work was, therefore, similar in nature to both audit work and the work which a reporting accountant
(most commonly the auditor) performs on prospectuses used by companies raising external finance by way
of bond or rights issues. Based on this understanding of the work undertaken, the services of the nature of
those provided by PwC to Northern Rock in 2006, do not breach either the principles or the specific
requirements of the APB’s current Ethical Standards and are not incompatible with PwC’s role as
independent auditor.

Re-consideration of the Ethical Standards

Notwithstanding that analysis, and having regard to the Committee’s recommendation, the APB has
considered whether the services provided by PwC should be prohibited in the future. Because such services
are in essence, no diVerent to routine audit work, the APB does not believe that the Ethical Standards should
be varied to prohibit them.

It might, however, be possible to imagine other circumstances where services in relation to securitisation
transactions should be prohibited by the Ethical Standards.

Therefore during 2008, the APB considered whether changes need to be made to its Ethical Standards to
broaden the circumstances in which transaction services, including those relating to securitisation
transactions should be prohibited. Its present conclusion is that where services are not inconsistent with the
objectives of the audit of the financial statements, there do not need to be substantive changes to the current
Ethical Standards.

The APB’s conclusion, and the reasons for it, will be set out in a public Consultation Paper to be issued
within the next month and stakeholders will be asked whether they support the analysis and conclusion. In
particular, the Consultation Paper will ask whether respondents are aware of any other characteristics of
transaction services that should be added to the list of criteria warranting the prohibition of the services
concerned.

I will communicate to the Treasury Committee the results of this consultation and the action that the APB
plans to take as a result.

Importance of retaining principles based approach

It is important that ethical standards remain principles based. Principles based standards are more diYcult
to circumvent than standards that contain a large number of specific rules and prohibitions. This is
particularly important in relation to non-audit services because of the large number of diVerent services that
can be provided and the way that these services are tailored to a particular client situation. As a result, it
will never be feasible for a standard setter to develop rules to cover all possible situations. Any attempt to
do so could easily be overcome by audit firms “repackaging” their services so a prohibited service appears
to be permissible.

At the Committee’s hearing on 28 January members of the Committee questioned PwC about its reaction
to the 2008 report of the FRC’s Audit Inspection Unit (AIU) in which the AIU publicly criticised PwC for
having a policy which in the AIU’s view was contrary to the principle that auditors should not be
incentivised for selling non-audit services to their audit clients despite there being no clear breach of an
ethical rule. The AIU’s approach demonstrates both the importance of principles based ethical standards
and that it will not shy away from ensuing that they are adhered to.
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Further information

To provide a fuller context for these observations I enclose a report that describes:

1. the work that the FRC has undertaken to more fully understand, and explain, the diVerent
components of audit quality;

2. the origins of the APB’s Ethical Standards for Auditors and the work the APB has subsequently
undertaken to satisfy itself that they remain “fit for purpose”;

3. the importance of the ethical standards fostering a principles based approach; and

4. The analysis that has been undertaken by the APB when considering whether securitisation
services, of the nature PwC provided to Northern Rock in 2006, needed to result in changes to its
standards.

I hope that you will find this letter and the enclosed report to be of assistance as the Committee considers
the evidence that it has obtained during its inquiry into the banking crisis. If you would like any further
information on the FRC’s thinking regarding securitisation services supplied by bank auditors, or indeed
any other matter within the FRC’s remit, I would be pleased to provide it.

Paul Boyle
Chief Executive

February 2009

Annex

SECURITISATION SERVICES SUPPLIED BY BANK AUDITORS

1. Introduction

1.1 This paper sets out the context for the Auditing Practices Board (APB)’s conclusion that
securitisation services, of the nature provided by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) to Northern Rock plc
(Northern Rock) in 2006, are not inconsistent with the objectives of an audit of the financial statements and
need not be prohibited unless:

— There is reasonable doubt as to the appropriateness of an accounting treatment;

— Such services are provided on a contingent fee basis and:

— The fees are material to the firm; or

— The outcome is dependent on a future or contemporary audit judgment; or

— The engagement would involve the firm undertaking a management role.

1.2 In particular this paper describes:

— The work that the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) has undertaken to more fully understand,
and explain, the diVerent components of audit quality;

— The origins of the APB’s Ethical Standards for Auditors (ESs) and the work the APB has
subsequently undertaken to satisfy itself that they remain “fit for purpose”;

— The importance of the ESs fostering a principles based approach; and

— The analysis that has been undertaken by the APB when considering whether securitisation
services, of the nature PwC provided to Northern Rock in 2006, needed to result in changes to
its ESs.

2. Audit Quality

2.1 Public confidence in the operation of the capital markets depends, in part, on the credibility of the
opinions issued by auditors in connection with their audits of financial statements. Such credibility depends
on the belief that a high quality audit has been undertaken—however there are diVering views as to what is
necessary for an audit to be “high quality”.

2.2 Adherence by auditors to rigorous ethical standards is clearly an important aspect of audit quality but
there are other factors that also need to be considered. In order to better understand all of the components of
audit quality, and to obtain the views of stakeholders as to what steps were needed to maintain and enhance
audit quality, the FRC published a Discussion Paper “Promoting Audit Quality” in November 2006. This
described the importance of the culture within the audit firm, the skills and personal qualities of audit
partners and staV, the eVectiveness of the audit process and the reliability and usefulness of audit reporting,
as well as several factors outside the control of audit firms, including the approach to corporate governance
taken by the auditor’s clients.
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2.3 Respondents to the “Promoting Audit Quality” supported the FRC’s views as to the main elements
of audit quality and, while making a number of suggestions as to how audit quality could be increased, did
not call for further curtailment in the provision of non-audit services or for other actions to increase auditor
independence.

2.4 The FRC has used its work on audit quality to issue an Audit Quality Framework (see Appendix 1).
The FRC hopes that the Framework will assist audit committees when undertaking their annual review of
audit eVectiveness, as well as companies, stakeholders and regulators with an interest in understanding
audit quality.

3. The APB’s Work on Ethical Standards

3.1 Prior to the collapse of Enron, auditors applied a Code of Ethics established by their accountancy
bodies. In 2002, following Enron, the Government set up the Co-ordinating Group on Audit and
Accounting Issues (CGAA) to review the UK’s regulatory arrangements for statutory audit and financial
reporting.274

3.2 The provision of non-audit services by auditors was one of the topics considered by the CGAA and
the relevant extract from their findings is set out in Appendix 2. One of the CGAA’s conclusions was that
UK requirements should continue to be based on principles rather than rules.

3.3 The CGAA also recommended that the responsibility for setting standards for auditor independence
should be given to a body independent of the professional accountancy bodies. The APB, which was
established in 1991, to set auditing standards independent from the auditing profession, was the obvious
body to set ethical standards as the majority of its members are not practicing auditors (see Appendix 3).

3.4 After extensive consultation,275 the APB finalised the ESs in October 2004. The ESs are consistent
with the CGAA’s recommendations in that they:

— Are based on principles and adopt a threats and safeguards approach.

— Strengthen the restrictions on certain non-audit services—in particular those highlighted by the
CGAA.

— Clearly set out the type of safeguards that need to be applied when permitted services are provided.

3.5 The APB’s approach for developing its standards is described in Appendix 4. A particular feature of
this approach is that it requires the active involvement of audit committees in the consideration of auditor
independence. This fits with the responsibilities of audit committees of listed companies as established by
the FRC’s Combined Code on Corporate Governance.

3.6 In 2007 the APB undertook a review of the ESs and concluded that they were meeting the needs of
stakeholders and working in practice. One of the key factors supporting this view was the fact that the
volume of non-audit services supplied by auditors to their clients had reduced significantly during the period,
as set out in Appendix 5. The APB’s conclusions were supported by stakeholders who responded to the
consultation paper276 on the subject. As a result the APB determined that it could restrict revisions to the
ESs to those that were needed to reflect changes in law since 2004 and other, relatively minor, matters to add
their clarity.

3.7 After the APB had completed its review and consulted on the changes that it decided needed to be
made to the ESs, the Treasury Committee published its report on its inquiry into Northern Rock. This report
raised questions about the provision of securitisation services by a bank’s auditor.

3.8 As some of the changes to the ESs related to changes in company law that took eVect on 6 April 2008,
the APB decided to finalise the revised ESs in March 2008 and consider securitisation services separately.277

4. Importance of Principles Based Standards

4.1 While the ESs contain a number of specific requirements and prohibitions (including the prohibition
of certain non-audit services) they are also principles based. In particular they require audit teams to analyse
all aspects of auditor independence and prevent an audit being undertaken unless the audit engagement
partner can conclude that any threats to the auditor’s objectivity and independence can be reduced to an
acceptable level.

4.2 Some suggest that a potential weakness of a principles based system is that it is hard to police. In fact
the contrary can often be the case. By way of example the FRC’s Audit Inspection Unit (AIU) publicly
criticised a firm (by coincidence PwC) for having a policy which, in the AIU’s view, was contrary to the

274 The CGAA reported to the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry and the Chancellor of the Exchequer in January 2003.
275 Draft ESs were issued in November 2003. There were 70 respondents from a variety of stakeholder groups.
276 A Consultation Paper containing draft revised ESs was issued in October 2007. A relatively large number of investors and

representatives of audit committees responded to this Consultation Paper.
277 In its March 2008 Feedback Paper the APB noted that there were a small number of additional matters that remained to be

considered including the Treasury Committee’s concerns regarding securitisation services.
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principle that auditors should not be incentivised for selling non-audit services to their audit clients, despite
there being no clear breach of a requirement from the ESs. An extract of the AIU’s report on its review of
PwC for 2007–08 audits is included as Appendix 6 to this report.

4.3 A principles based approach is particularly important with respect to the provision of non-audit
services because of the large number of diVerent services that can be provided and the way that these services
are tailored to a particular client situation. As a result, it will never be feasible for a standard setter to develop
rules to cover all possible situations. Any attempt to do so could easily be overcome by audit firms
“repackaging” their services so that a prohibited service appears to be permissible.

5. Analysis of Specific Non-audit Services Provided by the Auditor to Northern Rock

5.1 As noted in the Treasury Committee report of 24 January 2008, for the year ended 31 December 2006,
Northern Rock paid £1.8 million in fees to PwC of which £1.1 million related to the group audit and
£700,000 related to reporting accountants’ services in connection with securitisation transactions.

5.2 As more fully described in Appendix 7, the work undertaken by PwC in relation to the securitisation
services involved the verification of the factual accuracy of information presented in prospectuses and
investor presentations and the performance of certain agreed upon procedures. The work was undertaken
so that the information provided to potential investors was of an appropriate standard. Over recent years
similar work has been undertaken by the auditors of other UK banks and, indeed by bank auditors
elsewhere in the world. It is relevant to note that, in the interests of investor protection, in the US there is a
specific requirement for annual work to be undertaken on the servicing of securitised assets by an
independent accountant.278

5.3 The nature of the work undertaken in respect of securitisation services overlaps, to a degree, with that
undertaken by the auditor in its statutory audit and is similar in nature to the work which a reporting
accountant (most commonly the auditor) performs on prospectuses used by companies raising external
finance by way of bond or rights issues. APB staV understand that the costs of securitisation services would
be much greater if this work were to be undertaken by another firm of accountants, to the detriment of the
shareholders of Northern Rock. This is particularly the case in relation to the US requirements referred
to above.

5.4 Appendix 8 sets out the APB’s assessment of the significance of each of the relevant threats to auditor
independence that arise from the supply of the securitisation services of the nature provided to Northern
Rock. As a result of this analysis the APB has reached the conclusion that securitisation services, of the
nature of those provided to Northern Rock in 2006, are not inconsistent with the objectives of the audit of
the financial statements and need not therefore be prohibited unless:

— There is reasonable doubt as to the appropriateness of an accounting treatment;

— Such services are provided on a contingent fee basis and:

(a) The fees are material to the firm; or

(b) The outcome is dependent on a future or contemporary audit judgment; or

— The engagement would involve the firm undertaking a management role.

5.5 This conclusion, and the reasons for it will be set out in a Consultation Paper to be issued within the
next month and the APB intends to specifically ask stakeholders for their views on its analysis and
conclusion.

APPENDIX 1

AUDIT QUALITY FRAMEWORK

Driver Indicators

The culture within an audit The culture of an audit firm is likely to provide a positive contribution
firm to audit quality where the leadership of an audit firm:

— Creates an environment where achieving high quality is valued,
invested in and rewarded.

— Emphasises the importance of “doing the right thing” in the
public interest and the eVect of doing so on the reputation of both
the firm and individual auditors.

— Ensures partners and staV have suYcient time and resources to
deal with diYcult issues as they arise.

— Ensures financial considerations do not drive actions and
decisions having a negative eVect on audit quality.

278 New regulations were introduced by the SEC in January 2006 regarding disclosure and public reporting requirements related
to publicly-issued asset-backed securities.
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Driver Indicators

— Promotes the merits of consultation on diYcult issues and
supporting partners in the exercise of their personal judgement.

— Ensures robust systems for client acceptance and continuation.
— Fosters appraisal and reward systems for partners and staV that

promote the personal characteristics essential to quality auditing.
— Ensures audit quality is monitored within firms and across

international networks and appropriate consequential action is
taken.

The skills and personal The skills and personal qualities of audit partners and staV are likely to
qualities of audit partners make a positive contribution to audit quality where:
and staV — Partners and staV understand their clients’ business and adhere to

the principles underlying auditing and ethical standards.
— Partners and staV exhibit professional scepticism in their work

and are robust in dealing with issues identified during the audit.
— StaV performing detailed “on-site” audit work have suYcient

experience and are appropriately supervised by partners and
managers.

— Partners and managers provide junior staV with appropriate
“mentoring” and “on the job” training.

— SuYcient training is given to audit personnel in audit, accounting
and industry specialist issues.

The eVectiveness of the audit An audit process is likely to provide a positive contribution to audit
process quality where:

— The audit methodology and tools applied to the audit are well
structured and:
— Encourage partners and managers to be actively involved in

audit planning.
— Provide a framework and procedures to obtain suYcient

appropriate audit evidence eVectively and eYciently.
— Require appropriate audit documentation.
— Provide for compliance with auditing standards without

inhibiting the exercise of judgement.
— Ensure there is eVective review of audit work.
— Audit quality control procedures are eVective, understood

and applied.
— High quality technical support is available when the audit team

requires it or encounters a situation it is not familiar with.
— The objectives of ethical standards are achieved, providing

confidence in the integrity, objectivity and independence of the
auditor.

— The collection of suYcient audit evidence is not inappropriately
constrained by financial pressures.

The reliability and usefulness Audit reporting is likely to provide a positive contribution to audit
of audit reporting quality where:

— Audit reports are written in a manner that conveys clearly and
unambiguously the auditor’s opinion on the financial statements
and that addresses the needs of users of financial statements in the
context of applicable law and regulations.

— Auditors properly conclude as to the truth and fairness of the
financial statements.

— Communications with the audit committee include discussions
about:
— The scope of the audit.
— The threats to auditor objectivity.
— The key risks identified and judgements made in reaching the

audit opinion.
— The qualitative aspects of the entity’s accounting and

reporting and potential ways of improving financial
reporting.
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APPENDIX 2

EXTRACT FROM THE FINAL CGAA REPORT, INCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS IN
RELATION TO THE PROVISION OF NON-AUDIT SERVICES TO AUDIT CLIENTS

1.31 Joint provision of audit and non-audit services poses a significant problem for auditor
independence. Auditors supply a wide range of services, including for example corporate finance, tax
compliance and planning services, IT, legal services, assurance services and management consultancy
services. The ratio of non-audit services supplied to the audit client has increased rapidly in recent years, as
the major audit and accountancy firms have developed their range of businesses and have built on the audit
relationship. More recently, the separation of the principal accountancy firms from their wider consultancy
businesses may change this statistical trend; there are also signs that companies are more reluctant in the
post Enron environment simply to look to their auditors as the supplier of choice of additional services.

1.32 Whilst there is little clear support for the view that joint provision has in fact compromised auditor
independence, it undoubtedly raises significant concerns as to the appearance of auditor independence279.

1.33 It is common ground that the auditor should not supply non-audit services which involve the auditor
in taking management decisions, auditing own work or acting as an advocate for the client in an adversarial
situation (other than where the auditor’s involvement is trifling or incidental). The more general danger is
that the auditor, faced with a potential conflict or tension between the statutory responsibility to the
shareholders for the audit, and the commercial pressures resulting from the wish to supply non-audit
services, compromises objectivity or is perceived to be doing so. These pressures are of course the greater
where the value of the non-audit services is substantial and the desire to retain a significant income stream
at their strongest.

1.34 Set against these concerns, there can be eYciencies in joint provisions and thus restricting the ability
of companies to buy, and auditors to provide additional services, may have an economic cost. Joint
provision can also enhance audit quality, since the knowledge gained may deepen the auditor’s knowledge
of the business and its management. And as a matter of basic principle, the choice of supplier of any service
should be left to the customer unless there is very good reason for outlawing it. Existing audit regulation is
alert to these threats to independence and requires the auditor to reduce the risks to an acceptable level if
the non-audit service is to be supplied.

1.35 In our interim report we concluded against an outright ban on the provision of non-audit services
to an audit client, but also that the existing requirements did not oVer adequate safeguards against
independence threats.

In order to deliver tougher mechanisms to ensure auditor independence, we recommended that each type
of service which auditors currently provide should be assessed against a number of key principles, in
particular that:

— auditors should not perform management functions or make management decisions; and

— auditors should not audit their own work.

1.36 The main elements of our recommendations on non-audit services are:

— that UK requirements should continue to be based on principles rather than rules;

— but that there need to be tougher and clearer safeguards to ensure that joint provision of an audit
and non-audit services does not undermine auditor independence in fact or appearance:

— through regulation of the audit firms:
— tougher requirements governing the supply of non-audit services to audit clients;
— independent setting of auditor independence standards; and
— emphasise within the monitoring system on the application of these requirements in the major

audit firms;

— by listed companies:
— an enhanced role for the Audit committee in approving purchase of non-audit services and

justifying this to shareholders;
— new guidance for audit committees; and
— fuller disclosure of the value and nature of non-audit services bought from the auditor.

279 See for example Beattie and Fearnley (2002) Auditor Independence and Non-Audit Services: a literature review.
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APPENDIX 3

MEMBERS OF THE APB

During the period to 31 March 2009 the members of the APB were:

Andrew Chambers Director, Management Audit LLP
Richard Fleck (Chairman) Partner, Herbert Smith
Jon Grant Executive Director of the APB
Lew Hughes Formerly Deputy Auditor General, Wales
Paul Lee Director, Hermes Investment Management Ltd
Keith Nicholson Partner, KPMG
Ronan Nolan Partner, Deloitte Ireland
Graham Pimlott Non-executive Director
Minnow Powell Partner, Deloitte
Will Rainey Partner, Ernst & Young
David Thomas Group Controller, Invensys plc,
Tom Troubridge Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers
Stuart Turley Professor of Accounting, University of Manchester
Martin Ward Partner, Dodd & Co

Non-voting observers

Ian Drennan Irish Audit and Accounting Supervisory Authority
Jim Bellingham Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform
David Loweth Accounting Standards Board
Richard Thorpe Financial Services Authority

APPENDIX 4

THE APB’S PRINCIPLES FOR STANDARDS RELATING TO NON-AUDIT SERVICES

When the draft ESs were issued in November 2003 the APB set out its underlying conceptual framework
for the assessment of the appropriateness of an audit firm providing non-audit services to an audit client.
There was widespread support for this framework and this was reflected in the version of ES5 that was issued
in October 2004.

The standards and guidance in ES 5 (Revised), paragraphs 6 to 39 provide direction to auditors when
applying this framework to particular non-audit services. This is especially useful in those instances where
the subsequent paragraphs of ES 5 (Revised) do not address the specific circumstances that arise.

The principles of the threats and safeguards approach to professional ethics as applied to the provision
of non-audit services to an audit client, requires the auditor to assess:

— Whether an engagement to provide non-audit services might cause the audit firm to serve interests
or seek an objective inconsistent with its responsibility as auditor.

— The extent to which providing a specific non-audit service may give rise to self-interest, self-review,
management and advocacy threats to objectivity and independence.

— The significance of the threats identified and whether eVective safeguards could be implemented
to reduce the threats to an acceptable level.

The conceptual framework in ES 5 (Revised) goes on to require the auditor to communicate the issues
raised by the provision of non-audit services with those charged with governance of the audited entity. In the
case of listed companies, this communication assists the audit committee in complying with the provisions of
the Combined Code on Corporate Governance that relate to reviewing and monitoring the external
auditor’s independence and objectivity and to developing a policy on the engagement of the external auditor
to supply non-audit services. These responsibilities of audit committees were established by the Smith
Recommendation which also arose out of the CGAA report.

The final element of the general approach to non-audit services in ES 5 (Revised) is a need for the auditor
to document the threats identified and the safeguards implemented. This supports both internal and external
monitoring of audit quality.

Since the publication of the ESs, the Government has issued legislation that requires the disclosure of
auditor remuneration in the notes to the annual accounts of a company. The classifications followed in this
legislation take into account the categories of non-audit services that are established in ES5. This further
strengthens the links between the auditor’s assessment of the threats associated with the provision of non-
audit services and the audit committee’s policy on the purchase of such services and makes this relationship
transparent to users of the financial statements.
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APPENDIX 5

NON-AUDIT FEES PAID TO THE AUDITORS OF UK LISTED COMPANIES

The ESs were finalised in October 2004 to take eVect for audits of accounting periods commencing on or
after 15 December 2004. Since this time there has been a marked change in the fees profile of accountancy
firms in respect of their FTSE 100 audit clients as shown in the table below.280

All figures in £m 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Audit fees 244.4 283.5 326.0 371.3 402.4
Non-audit services* 440.4 347.9 327.4 329.3 312.4
Non-audit fees as % of audit fees 180% 123% 100% 89% 78%

* Includes audit related work

While audit fees have increased over the period, non-audit fees have decreased. There are a number of
reasons behind this reduction in non-audit fees:

— There has been increased audit committee interest in this area, driven partly by the
recommendations of the Smith Report and new provisions in the Combined Code on Corporate
Governance that were introduced in 2003.

— Regulations and standards for auditors (both in the UK and the US281) have impacted the
relationship between non-audit and audit fees.

— Company Law in the UK has required greater disclosure of the nature of non-audit services.

— Several of the larger audit firms have divested themselves of their IT management consulting
businesses.

In relation to the audits of large banks in the UK the trends in audit and non-audit fees are similar to
those of the FTSE 100.

APPENDIX 6

EXTRACT OF THE AIU’S REPORT ON ITS REVIEW OF PWC FOR 2007–08 AUDITS

Ethical Policies and Consultation

We reviewed the firm’s ethical policies and found them to be generally comprehensive. However, in our
view, the policies noted below should be reviewed by the firm, in light of the underlying principles of the
ethical standards.

Objectives for selling of non-audit services to audit clients

The APB Ethical Standards state that the audit firm should establish policies and procedures to ensure
that, in relation to each audit client, no specific element of the remuneration of a member of the audit team
is based on his or her success in selling non-audit services to the audit client.282 This requirement is in place
in order to reduce the self- interest threat to independence.

The firm’s policies and guidance explicitly permit internal specialists (such as tax partners) involved in
audits, including “key audit partners” (KAPs),283 to be rewarded for selling non-audit services to those audit
clients, on the basis that they are not considered by the firm to be part of the “audit team”. Whilst the Ethical
Standards exclude “professional personnel from other disciplines involved in the audit” from being part of
the audit team for this purpose, they do not specifically state whether this extends to KAPs. In our view, the
underlying principles of the Ethical Standards would indicate that they should be treated in the same way
as other audit partners who are responsible for key audit decisions.

APPENDIX 7

DESCRIPTION OF ASSURANCE SERVICES PROVIDED BY PWC IN CONNECTION WITH
NORTHERN ROCK’S ACTIONS IN RAISING FINANCE

APB staV have been informed that the nature of Northern Rock’s securitisation programme was that
bundles of mortgages were transferred to a Special Purpose entity (usually Granite Trust) and these
mortgages were used to secure the raising of external finance by way of loan notes purchased by external

280 Figures are taken from the annual fee survey undertaken by Financial Director magazine.
281 The SEC’s Auditor Independence Requirements arising from the Sarbanes-Oxley Act were introduced in 2003.
282 APB Ethical Standard 4, paragraph 36
283 “Key audit partners” are partners other than the audit engagement partner responsible for key audit decisions or judgments.
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investors. The mortgages and loan notes were included in the consolidated accounts of Northern Rock. In
substance the transaction was therefore that the mortgages were being used to act as security for the loan
notes.

Raising finance in this way required Northern Rock to issue an investment circular, the content of which
is governed by relevant regulation. While the investment circular is the responsibility of the Northern Rock
board of directors, investment banks acting as a sponsor, underwriter or lead manager also have certain
responsibilities in connection with it.

The service provided by PwC was primarily to provide assurance about characteristics of the mortgages
described in the prospectus or circular. PwC reports which were prepared in connection with this work were
addressed to the directors of Northern Rock, the directors of Granite (or other companies within the group
who were issuing the notes) and the investment banks (both from the UK and the US) who were acting as
sponsor. In the Northern Rock financial statements the services were described as “reporting accountant
services”, which reflects the similarity of the services to those performed when companies raise external
finance by way of bond or rights issues.

This work drew on PwC’s cumulative knowledge of the bank’s systems and controls acquired during the
statutory audit. It is our understanding that the work undertaken typically comprised the following:

(d) Agreed upon procedures whereby details of the mortgage pool were verified to original
documentation on a sample basis. This provided assurance to investors that information on
mortgage characteristics (eg postcode of a property, or loan-to value ratio) has been recorded
accurately on the tape of data used to compile the mortgage pool.

(e) Confirmation that any analysis of the mortgage pool that was presented in a prospectus has been
performed accurately. This typically took the form of re-calculating tables that have been
presented, using information from the list of mortgages verified in (a).

(f) Confirmation that any information provided in investor presentations was accurate. In addition to
re-performing calculations, such as those in (b), this sometimes also involved verifying additional
information about the parties to the transaction.

In addition to the work undertaken on new securitisations, in 2006 new regulations284 in the US required
an annual independent accountant’s report285 confirming that Northern Rock had complied with certain
servicing requirements. APB staV understand that the amount of work to be performed to support the SEC
report was substantial and involved detailed work on a sample of transactions as well as tests to confirm
that controls and other administrative procedures that have been performed.

APPENDIX 8

ANALYSIS OF THREATS TO AUDITOR INDEPENDENCE ARISING FROM ASSURANCE
SERVICES PROVIDED BY PWC IN CONNECTION WITH NORTHERN ROCK’S ACTIONS IN

RAISING FINANCE

Securitisation services fall within the remit of the APB’s ES 5 “Non-audited services provided to audited
entities”. Paragraph 11 of ES 5 (Revised) requires that:

Before the audit firm accepts a proposed engagement to provide non-audited services to an audited entity,
the audit engagement partner shall:

(a) Consider whether it is probable that a reasonable and informed third party would regard the
objectives of the proposed engagement as being inconsistent with the objectives of the audit of the
financial statements; and

(b) Identify and assess the significance of any related threats to the auditor’s objectivity, including any
perceived loss of independence; and

(c) Identify and assess the eVectiveness of the available safeguards to eliminate the threats or reduce
them to an acceptable level.

Furthermore within the section on “Transaction Related Services” there is a specific prohibition that an
engagement should not be performed if:

— There is reasonable doubt as to the appropriateness of an accounting treatment;

284 SEC’s Regulation AB.
285 The report was made public on the SEC website
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— Such services are provided on a contingent fee basis and:

(a) The fees are material to the firm; or

(b) The outcome is dependent on a future or contemporary audit judgment; or

— The engagement would involve the firm undertaking a management role.

A summary of the threats to independence and an evaluation of how they apply to the securitisation
services we understand were provided to Northern Rock is as follows:

Possible threats Relevance to securitisation services

Self- interest threats arise when the auditor has In relation to securitisation services the only self-
financial or other interests which might cause it to interest threat that arises relates to the impact on
be reluctant to take actions that would be adverse total audit firm profitability from the provision of
to the interests of the audit firm. the additional service. The magnitude of this

impact depends on the absolute size of the fee for
the service and whether there were special
arrangements for calculating the fee (eg the
existence of contingency fees). In the case of
Northern Rock, the fees for securitisation services
are less than the audit fees and the APB
understands that there were no contingency fee or
other special billing arrangements.

Self-review threats arise when the results of the The nature of the work does not give rise to a self-
non-audit services are reflected in the financial review threat as:
statements and the auditor needs to re-evaluate — There do not appear to be any significant
that work for audit purposes. accounting judgements impacted by the

securitisation process as the mortgages
involved are included in the consolidated
accounts (ie they remain “on balance sheet”),
and

— The nature of the work performed by PwC is
supplementary to that undertaken for audit
purpose.

Management threats arise where the audit firm In the prospectus, management makes certain
take a position or responsibility that should be assertions regarding characteristics of the
undertaken by management and, as a result, mortgages in the mortgage pool and these
looses objectivity. assertions are confirmed by work of an audit

nature. Accordingly no management threat seems
to arise from securitisation services.

Advocacy threats arise when the auditor acts as PwC’s reports are addressed to Northern Rock
an advocate for the audited entity. companies and to the sponsors of the

securitisations. While securitisation services help
the bank raise capital the auditor is not
promoting or marketing the bonds and therefore
an advocacy threat does not arise.

Familiarity threats arise when the auditor is The familiarity threat relates to aspects of the
predisposed to accept, or is insuYciently audit and the audit opinion expressed on the
questioning of the audit entity’s point of view as a financial statements and is not relevant to
result of having been associated with the same securitisation services.
client for a long period.

Intimidation threats arise when the auditor is The intimidation threat also relates to the audit
influenced by fear of threats. opinion expressed on the financial statements and

is not relevant to securitisation services.

On the basis of this analysis the APB’s conclusion is that the securitisation services provided to Northern
Rock in 2006 are not inconsistent with the objectives of the audit of the financial statements and need not
therefore be prohibited.
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Memorandum from Clive Menzies MSI

Summary

The focus of the committee has been on individuals, culture in the City and the failure of regulation, all of
which are important. However, there is a fundamental structural flaw in the financial system: large complex
international banks conduct a wide variety of business across the globe with no one person capable of
understanding the totality of the activities or the aggregated risk. As long as banks remain “too large to fail”,
no amount of regulation will avoid a repetition of the current meltdown.

A more widely diversified system of specialist financial services companies where no one institution could
have such influence as to bring the whole system down, would render regulation less important because the
fallout from the failure of a single retail or investment bank would have localised and limited consequences.
Smaller institutions would have less opportunity to pay inflated bonuses; separating commercial and retail
banking activities would further reduce the risk of contagion. If, as shown by the recent evidence given by
the senior executives of HBOS and RBS, management don’t or refuse to recognise the risks in their own
business, it is a forlorn hope to expect regulators to make up for their inadequacies.

Biography

40 years commercial experience mainly in financial services including managing regulated investment
management and stockbroking businesses.

Fund Building Limited—director

Clive Menzies & Associates Limited—director

Additional Information

The committee, no doubt, has more than enough documentation to wade through and I have no wish to
add to that burden. If required, I’m happy to expand on the submission, with an overview of regulation and
financial fraud since big bang (Financial Services Act 1986) and provide more detailed justification for the
recommendations below.

Recommendations

— separate investment and commercial banking by statute within UK borders;

— limit financial services activities conducted by any one corporate group;

— expand the criteria by which takeovers are referred to the Monopolies and Mergers Commision
(MMC); and

— Use the MMC as the means to maintain dispersion of entities conducting banking and other
financial services activities.

February 2009

Memorandum from Chris Wilson

1. Brief Information about Myself

1.1 My education and training, and professional qualifications include:

— four year engineering apprenticeship at Longbridge;

— ONC and HND in Mechanical Engineering;

— MSc (Automobile Engineering);

— MBA;

— Self-study for the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants;

— Member of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers (lapsed at retirement); and

— Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants.

1.2 In industry I’ve held project-management and divisional-level line-management positions in finance,
supply chain operations and in IT at Ford, General Motors, and International Computers. I’ve managed
both small teams and a work force of more than 100. Following that experience in industry I worked for 13
years for a leading UK management consultancy, working with board and all levels of staV of client
companies in the UK and in Mainland Europe.
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My job satisfaction, both when I was in industry and as a consultant, came from running an eVective
operation, achieving operational improvements and having (or achieving) motivated employees in
businesses with high ethical standards.

2. My Main Point with Regard to the Banking Crisis is

2.1 I have worked in two multi-nationals which have come close to failure. In both circumstances all
employees had to suVer hardship in terms of additional workload and financial constraints in order to save
the companies.

2.2 Similar things will be happening now in many businesses throughout the UK as a result of the
banking crisis.

2.3 It matters not what level you are, or how much you deserve recognition, there’s no money for bonuses
(life can be unpleasant and unfair; you can be caught in the wrong place at the wrong time). In such
circumstances people are motivated by survival and also have to be motivated by those (sadly insuYcient
numbers of) excellent managers who can motivate people through their leadership, example and integrity.

3. My Recommendations is that

3.1 Somehow the Treasure Select Committee has to deal with making a change in the culture of pay and
bonuses in the financial industry. For example a culture that considers that, under the current circumstances,
bonuses should still happen (regardless of whether it’s fair or not) is just unacceptable. The bonus is that
they still have a job.

February 2008

Further memorandum from ACCA

Our Recommendations to the Committee

1. There is a need to separate the activities of retail (ie taking deposits and making loans) from all other
forms of banking. We welcome the Government’s moves to ring-fence depositor accounts, as this is a key
step in the right direction.

2. Remuneration design needs to be carefully thought through with a clear eye to inevitable unintended
consequences, as far as this is humanly possible. Remuneration design should be linked to cash-flows and
clear long term performance measures, rather than short term measures of profit and vaguely defined
measures of performance.

3. Banks are already heavily regulated, but the regulations appear not to be supervised very eVectively.
Existing regulation for banking institutions should be more eVectively supervised by organisations with
clear terms of reference, staVed by people with the right knowledge, skills and experience, suitably
empowered to challenge banking practices where appropriate.

4. Ethics and professionalism has to be at the heart of repairing the financial services sector. As part of
this project professionally qualified accountants and risk managers should be in place and have a stronger
voice and profile within the sector. They should be supported by well-qualified, informed and engaged non
executive directors who provide an appropriate level of challenge within the sector and give their audit
committees real teeth. External auditors should be able to rely on the eVectiveness of the organisations’ own
Audit Committee and internal audit function to a greater extent.

5. There is a role for regulators, credit rating agencies, institutional investors and analysts in
understanding and better explaining to the wider world what the financial services sector actually does. This
has implications for the training of these professionals and the eVectiveness of their communications skills.

6. The globalisation of business and the current financial crisis are both reasons why one set of
international accounting standards is essential. We support principles based International Financial
Reporting Standards in our role as an international accounting organisation and oppose any trends towards
national protectionism in this area.

7. External auditors are party to a wealth of corporate information. It is clear that they should liaise with
the regulator of the financial services sector on a more systematic and regular basis than is currently the case.

8. The principles outlined in the proposed Operating and Financial Review (OFR) should be
reconsidered, and organisations should look at how they can be embedded in their reporting. Within the
constraints of commercial confidentiality, the OFR can be a valuable opportunity for the organisation to
reflect on its business model, its medium to long term strategy, and to be able to communicate these to its
stakeholders.
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9. It should be noted that in the UK, the vast majority of companies are not subject to statutory audit at
all. While the market is doing well and confidence is high, this is fine. However, during a period of economic
recession, with companies ceasing to trade and job losses, businesses become more nervous about doing
business with each other. This is maybe an area that needs to be considered.

Comments

1. How much are auditors to blame for the banking crisis—did they ask the right questions, and were they
looking at the right things?

The business review in a set of accounts requires, amongst other things, a board to set out the company’s
business model and significant risks to the viability of that model. Northern Rock’s business model, for
example, depended on being able to finance operations through access to wholesale money markets, and its
stock rating assumed continuing growth of borrowing and lending. Without this access to markets the
company could not have expanded and once this market closed it ceased to be viable. There is a case for
further strengthening corporate reporting on the business model and elaborating on the risks, particularly
those low likelihood/high impact risks which could jeopardise the model.

Ultimately, the investment bank business model was unsustainable and based on erroneous assumptions
about the future of the economy. The failure that external auditors made was to underrate the importance
of their assumptions about the future. Auditing is primarily focused on examining past events. Indeed, the
auditor’s stated role is not to predict the future but to ensure that companies’ financial statements give a true
and fair view of the previous 12 months’ performance. However, financial statements themselves include
assumptions about existing trends which are then often projected uncritically into the future. Examples
would be assessments of the outcomes of long term contracts and work in progress; assessments of the useful
economic life of key assets; provisions and contingencies; assumptions about future trends in the macro
economic environment.

It is possible that auditors should have been more sceptical when making these projections, however
diYcult this may seem. The audit role is not static—it should evolve as accounting, organisations and
societies evolve.

2. Conflict of interests: audit work versus non audit work done within the same companies—has the audit
community looked at this post Northern Rock and do the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) rules provide
adequate protection?

The potential for a conflict of interest has been well understood by the investor community, accounting
and audit firms, professional bodies and regulators for many years. The consensus has been that such a
conflict of interests can be managed through self-regulation and does not need to be regulated by statute.

However, there is widespread concern about the dominance of the listed company audit market by the
larger audit firms, and the UK FRC has made proposals for reform—which ACCA supports. Currently
though it should be acknowledged that there appears to be little appetite for change in the UK’s audit
market, particularly from the shareholder community.

3. Does the auditor have a duty of care to stakeholders such as lenders, suppliers, customers and the general
public as well as shareholders etc?

In the UK, statutory and case law favour a narrow interpretation of an auditor’s duty of care. Their
responsibility is purely to the owners/shareholders of the company. Any extensions in the auditor’s duty of
care as presently understood would have to be based on an extension of the core purpose of the audit, which
is, currently, solely to provide shareholders with an opinion on the truth and fairness of the annual accounts.

In the light of current and future developments in financial and non-financial reporting, we would be
supportive of an evolution of the overall function of the external auditor but consider that such an evolution
would need to be accompanied or preceded by an acceptable, fair and proportionate application of the
limitation of liability issue.

Statutory audit reporting should be conducted in accordance with audit standards, and financial
statements be prepared in accordance with financial reporting standards. There is always a wider public
interest question: should financial statements and the audit reports on them avoid reporting concerns about
major public interest entities in case there is a knock-on impact on the economy causing is a loss of
confidence in the market? As implied above, the imposition of accounting and auditing standards may
restrict professional judgement.

In our view, financial statements and audit reports should fairly reflect the position of the organisation
but we need to make sure that our reporting and auditing framework does not inadvertently contribute to
pro-cyclicality or a volatility in asset prices that does not reflect underlying economic fundamentals. Market
prices reflect perceptions about the future which in turn are influenced by psychological emotions such as
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exuberance and fear. The Present emphasis of financial statements on current market values, arguably at the
expense of prudence, would seem to contribute to pro-cyclicality by presenting a rosy picture of assets, which
do not necessarily need to be liquidated, when sentiment is exuberant, and a dismal picture when fearful.

4. Should auditors be doing more in fostering financial stability?

Auditors have a corporate responsibility, ie the responsibility to report to the shareholders of
organisations that they audit. This contributes in aggregate to fostering confidence in the corporate sector.
As the law stands, auditors have no wider legal duty to foster general or national financial stability, and the
definition of their role would have to be considerably altered to make this one of their responsibilities.

5. How useful are financial statements, why are they so long, can anything be done to streamline them?

Financial statements, which give an overall view of an organisation, are lengthy because of the complexity
of transactions, and the evolution of disclosure requirements for competing stakeholders. It should be noted
that they are only one source of information about an organisation’s performance. There are other sources
of information available, for example investor packs, analyst notes and the organisation’s own website, all
of which are relied on by investors and other interested parties.

There is an acknowledgment within the accounting profession of the necessity to streamline financial
statements, in order to make them more accessible and understandable. Possible suggested solutions include:

— The inclusion of an Executive Summary—style document at the front of the financial statements
would be a good first step.

— XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language) also oVers a technological means of tagging
keywords and data-mining to find relevant information quickly—this direction is under active
investigation by HMRC.

— Other ICT developments may include “embedding” detail in financial statements to keep them
shorter.

— Account preparers should also be encouraged to use plain English!

6. Auditors operate in a litigious environment. This gives them a more defensive approach and prevents them
from disclosing important information.

This defensive stance could be mitigated through a fair, sensible and proportionate approach to the
limitation of auditor-liability issue—as referred to above.

7. How significant an issue is going concern—what can be done to mitigate the related panic. What is the audit
community doing to reduce panic and explain?

Going concern is an important issue. In the coming year, we will see some sets of accounts highlighting
going concern issues and/or auditors drawing attention to them. Primary responsibility for the assessment
of going concern rests with the Board of Directors, and good practice varies hugely in this area. The role of
the auditor is to form an opinion on the truth and fairness of those accounts which will include the Board’s
assessment. The real problem with going concern is that organisations do not neatly stop becoming going
concerns in line with balance sheet dates or the dates accounts are signed. On the contrary, they can get into
trouble very rapidly—this highlights the arbitrariness of the financial year end. It is important to remember
that the going concern assessment, and the auditor’s report on that assessment, are conducted at a specific
point in time, and cannot constitute a cast iron guarantee that the organization will be around for the
foreseeable future.

Reports on listed companies are available every six months—we should consider whether auditors could
be given more responsibility at the six-month stage. External auditors should also engage more eVectively
with the internal audit function, which may bring issues of going concern to light more quickly.

As the audit role evolves, we need to look not just at cash flow and going concern but also at the business
model and how well it serves the organisation in the medium to longer-term.

ACCA, along with the FRC and the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), is communicating
these issues to audit and accounting members and is working to communicate them directly to wider
stakeholders.

10. Should/can we view audit as part of an early warning system for problems in the financial system?

Internal audit could make more of a contribution toward such an early-warning system than external
audit. Nevertheless, this is still only a limited contribution since the many of the implied predictions in
financial statements are largely an extrapolation of past and current trends. Clearly this is inadequate data
to rely on in a period of rapid economic change.
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There is a necessity for auditors to engage more with the forward-planning of companies as we have
repeatedly stated in this evidence.

Also, if we had an Operating and Financial Review (OFR) which presented a balanced and
understandable assessment of a company’s position and prospects this could let us better examine any early
warning signs that do exist and which could seriously impact on the organisation’s viability.

11. What is the role of audit and how relevant is it in a stressed, fast-moving world?

One issue which needs to be revisited is the “expectation gap” between what the public and users of
financial statements believe is the role of an auditor, and what the audit profession understand to be their
role. The general public, for example, believe that the role of an auditor is to detect fraud and error in
financial statements. However, as famously stated in Re Kingston Cotton Mills in 1896, by LJ Lopes of the
Appeal Court: the auditor is “a watchdog but not a bloodhound”.

Audit instils discipline, financial rigour, better corporate governance and can deter fraud. Audit is part
of the operating fabric of the economy, and the success of capital markets is dependant on there being a
competitive and stable audit market. However, there is much evidence showing that the public and other
users of financial statements do not understand what the role of audit is. How to resolve this issue has been
the subject of much debate. Possible ways forward include:

— Broadening the role and responsibility of auditors in the areas of fraud detection.

— Further strengthening the independence of auditors and improving financial disclosure.

— Provision of auditing education—better educating the public and users of financial statements on
the limitations of an audit.

12. The unaudited society

One area which seemed to be working well before the crisis was the exempting of smaller companies from
the need to be audited. Indeed, most UK businesses are no longer audited—and while the market is doing
well and confidence is high, this is fine. However, during a period of economic recession, with companies
ceasing to trade and job losses, businesses become more nervous about doing business with each other.

The UK companies that are audited include the FTSE 100 and 250 companies, the other main market
companies (c.2, 000) and the AIM companies (c.2, 000), Large private companies (c.12, 500), and midsized
companies (c.25,000). This comes to a total of c.42, 000 companies. The number of companies in the UK
that come below the statutory audit threshold is 1,300,000. That is to say that in the UK, the vast majority
of companies are not subject to statutory audit.

It should be a cause for concern that accounting information is disappearing from the public domain. It
means that fraud, money-laundering, bribery and corruption, which all increase during an economic
recession, stand a greater chance of going undetected.

13. Corporate governance issues

ACCA’s policy paper Climbing Out of the Credit Crunch, examines five key areas: corporate governance,
remuneration and incentives, risk identification and management, accounting and financial reporting and
regulation—and recommends that accepted practices in all these areas need to change to avoid future
failures.

The fundamental responsibilities of a corporate board—to provide strategic oversight and direction, to
ensure a strong control environment and to challenge the executive—appear to have been inadequately
discharged. Remuneration and incentive packages have encouraged short term thinking. We need to ask
what inhibited banks’ boards from asking the right questions and understanding the risks that were being
run by their managements.

If banks’ existing incentive and career structures meant enormous rewards for failure, then this needs to
change. Firstly, we have to question whether the relative share of banks’ income paid as remuneration
compared with dividends has been in the best interest of long-term shareholders. Secondly, risk management
and remuneration/incentive systems must be linked. Executive bonus payments should be deferred until
there is incontrovertible evidence that profits have been realised, cash received and accounting transactions
cannot be reversed.

Increased transparency of regulation is also important. Most large banks now combine both retail and
investment banking activities, and the regulatory goal should be for separation of retail from investment
banking to protect retail customers from wholesale risk, or at least to alert them to the risks if they opt to
deposit funds in banks combining the two.

February 2009
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Memorandum from Peter Hamilton

I am a barrister in practice at 4 Pump Court, Temple, London EC4Y 7AN. I have been asked by Paul
Moore to write to you as I represented Paul Moore in his whistleblowing case.

I have been surprised that it has been reported that the KPMG Report was independent. In my view since
KPMG were the auditors of HBOS, KPMG could not have been regarded as independent of HBOS. It
follows that the FSA should not have regarded it as independent.

The Report was not only of limited scope (as KPMG and the FSA, in their statement issued today, say)
but reached conclusions that a properly independent tribunal would not have reached.

For both those reasons it is disappointing that the FSA have appeared to accept it.

The FSA should not have approved the appointment of Ms Dawson to such a senior and important
position on the basis of the evidence available to them at the time.

In the light of these points the significance of Sir James Crosby’s position at the time as both CEO HBOS
and Non Executive Director of the FSA should be investigated.

12 February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from HM Treasury

UK Lending

The TSC asked what percentage of UK lending in terms of businesses and household are covered by the
banks supported by the recapitalisation scheme.

The Bank of England publishes statistics relating to sterling lending to UK businesses and households,
available at: http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/statistics/statistics.htm.

Comparing this information with information in the banks’ annual reports, HBOS, Lloyds TSB and RBS
account for around 40% of lending to businesses in 2007 and 2008.

The Council for Mortgage Lenders (CML) collects data on the largest UK mortgage lenders, and
estimated market share. In 2007, HBOS, Lloyds TSB and RBS were among the 10 lenders with highest
market share of the UK mortgage market (table reproduced below), with a combined market share of 34.4%.

GROSS MORTGAGE LENDING, IN YEAR

2007

Rank Name of Estimated
2007 group £bn market share

1 HBOS 73.1 20.1%
2 Abbey 35.6 9.8%
3 Nationwide BS 33.9 9.3%
4 Northern Rock 29.5 8.1%
5 Lloyds TSB 29.4 8.1%
6 Barclays 23.0 6.3%
7 The Royal Bank of Scotland 22.6 6.2%
8 Bradford & Bingley 14.0 3.9%
9 Alliance & Leicester 13.0 3.6%
10 HSBC Bank 10.1 2.8%

February 2009

Memorandum from the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)

1. This memorandum is submitted to the Committee as part of its inquiry into the Banking Crisis and in
advance of the FSA and FSCS evidence session on 25 February.

2. This memorandum covers the role played by FSCS in responding to recent banking failures, including:

— the FSCS response to the crisis;

— the compensation dimensions of each bank default, including the costs of each;

— financing the compensation payouts;

— recoveries and the position of FSCS as a creditor; and

— strengthening the compensation framework.
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The FSCS Response to the Financial Crisis

3. The current financial crisis has generated unprecedented demands on FSCS. Since 27 September 2008,
five banks have been declared in default by the FSA. Bradford and Bingley plc was the first, declared on 27
September 2008, closely followed by Heritable Bank plc, Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander Limited and
Landsbanki Islands hf (Icesave) on 7 and 8 October. London Scottish Bank plc went into default on 30
November. The declaration of default has triggered FSCS protection in each case.

4. To put the size and nature of the increased demands on FSCS in context, it is worth noting that in the
seven years from its inception in December 2001 to September 2008, FSCS had paid out just over £1 billion
in compensation on its own behalf mainly relating to insurance and investment failures. In the five months
since September 2008, FSCS has already paid about £20 billion for the five bank defaults, largely on its own
behalf but in part on behalf of H M Government (HMG) and in respect of the liability of the Icelandic
Deposit and Investors Guarantee Fund.

5. The compensation was paid to protect the holders of approximately 3 million bank accounts, and has
involved three bulk account transfer payments, and the processing of more than 200,000 individual claims
so far. These volumes stand in stark comparison with the previous year, in which FSCS received 16,490
claims. They demanded that FSCS take a new approach to compensation within the context of the Banking
Special Provisions Act and also in responding to failures across jurisdictions.

6. In relation to each default, FSCS has a primary obligation to ensure that those entitled to
compensation from FSCS receive it as soon as possible. FSCS is also required to ensure that it secures such
recoveries for levypayers as are reasonably practicable and cost eVective to pursue. Each of the defaults has
been diVerent and has required a diVerent response from FSCS: these are detailed further below.

Compensation

Bradford and Bingley plc

7. FSCS contributed £14 billion to the cost of transferring the retail deposit book to Abbey on 29
September 2008, pursuant to an Order made by H M Treasury (HMT) under the Banking (Special
Provisions) Act 2008. This gave depositors complete continuity of banking services in relation to 2.5m
accounts, without having to engage individually with the compensation process.

8. The £14 billion payment represented an estimate of the gross cost of compensation, had FSCS
processed individual claims from all the bank’s customers in the normal way. That cost is now being
validated by FSCS and the results will determine whether or not there is more for FSCS to pay or a refund
to FSCS to be made.

Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander Ltd (KSF)

9. KSF is a UK subsidiary of an Icelandic bank, Kaupthing, and went into administration on 8 October
2008. FSCS contributed £2.5 billion to cover the cost of transferring the firm’s 157,000 online accounts,
known as Kaupthing Edge accounts, to ING. This amount paid is subject to a validation exercise, similar
to that being carried out for Bradford and Bingley.

10. In addition, FSCS is also handling individual claims for compensation in respect of KSF accounts
not transferred to ING. So far, over 4800 claims have been received and are being processed as quickly as
possible. In excess of £27 million has now been paid in compensation in respect of the non-Edge accounts.

11. A claimant entitled under FSA rules to FSCS protection will be entitled to up to £50k from FSCS.
HMG has agreed to pay such claimants compensation for losses above £50k and FSCS is administering
those payments on HMG’s behalf.

Heritable Bank plc

12. Like KSF, Heritable is a UK subsidiary of an Icelandic bank, in this case Landsbanki, and went into
administration on 7 October 2008. The position is very similar to KSF but on a smaller scale: 22,000
accounts were transferred to ING at a cost to FSCS of £0.5 billion and FSCS is currently processing claims
for the remaining eligible claimants. Approximately 350 manual claims have so far been received. Again,
FSCS is paying compensation as required under FSA rules, and is administering top up payments for HMG
for amounts over £50k to those entitled to FSCS protection. Sums paid in respect of accounts not transferred
to ING amount to about £7 million.
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Landsbanki “Icesave”

13. The default of Icesave on 8 October has presented the biggest operational challenge for FSCS. Icesave
was the UK internet branch of Landsbanki, an Icelandic bank with an EEA passport. The bank had “topped
up” into FSCS, meaning that the Icelandic Deposit and Investors Guarantee Fund is liable for the first
ƒ20,887 of any claim, and FSCS for the amount above that to the UK limit of £50k.

14. As reported in the media at the time, the Icelandic fund did not step forward at the point of failure
to receive claims in respect of Icesave. In the event, FSCS stepped in with HMG to make sure that the
214,000 people with money deposited in the UK branch of Icesave could receive compensation.

15. FSCS developed and put an online claims system based on the Icesave internet banking platform into
eVect in November and more than 190,000 people successfully transacted electronically using this quick
web-based process.

16. The remaining customers have made manual claims. Over 17,000 payments have been made to them
so far and further payments will follow as quickly as possible. Most outstanding claims are not due for
payment at this time, as they relate to fixed term deposits which have not yet matured. A total of £3.7 billion
has so far been paid in compensation for this default.

London Scottish Bank plc

17. This bank failed on 30 November and is in administration. It had approximately 9,500 people all
holding either fixed term deposit or notice accounts worth over £0.27 billion. Over 9,000 individual claims
have so far been received, and the vast majority of claimants are now being paid shortly after the maturity
date of their deposits. Eligible claims below £50k are being met by FSCS, and FSCS is acting as HMG’s
agent in paying eligible claims to the extent that they exceed the FSCS compensation limit.

Financing the compensation payments

18. As the Committee will be aware, FSCS does not maintain a large standing fund to meet claims when
need: pre-funding is not permitted under current legislation. Rather, FSCS raises levies each year to enable
it to meet its anticipated obligations in respect of compensation costs in the following 12 months and to meet
management expenses in the current financial year. FSCS can raise additional levies at any point, as
necessary, subject to the Management Expenses Levy Limits and levy limits for compensation costs fixed by
FSA rules. FSCS can also use recoveries from a failed firm to reduce the levies it needs to raise. We say more
about recoveries below.

19. In relation to the five defaults, FSCS originally borrowed the necessary funds through separate short-
term facilities from the Bank of England (BoE) and (for London Scottish) from HMT. The BoE facilities
have since been re-financed with longer term loans from HMT.

20. All the loan facilities are on an interest-only basis for the first three years, with the interest rate set
monthly at 12 month LIBOR plus 30 basis points during this period. FSCS will pay interest in arrears, with
interest for the period to 31 March each year being payable on 1 October of that year. So, for the period to
31 March 2009, interest will be payable by 1 October 2009, and so on.

21. Having taken due account of the potential impact on deposit takers of current and future FSCS levies,
the Authorities have agreed that the total amount levied to meet interest and other operational costs arising
from the five defaults will, in the next three years, not exceed £1 billion per annum. Any interest costs above
this cap will be waived by HMT rather than recharged later. This means that levies in the first three years
for the five defaults will fall on the deposit-taking class of levypayers only.

22. Principal of the loans will only become payable in the first three years to the extent that FSCS receives
any recoveries from the estates of the failed banks. Otherwise, FSCS will begin the repayment of principal
in three years’ time, to a repayment schedule to be agreed with HM Treasury in the light of prevailing market
conditions at that time.

Recoveries

23. Bradford and Bingley continues to operate in solvent run-oV in respect of its pre-existing mortgage
book. As a significant creditor of the Bradford and Bingley estate, FSCS is entitled to a substantial portion
of the recoveries. The Order under which FSCS payment was made stipulates that FSCS should be no worse
oV in relation to recoveries than if Bradford and Bingley had been placed in liquidation. FSCS is in dialogue
with HMT about how the estate will be run down and expects to review regularly the progress of Bradford
and Bingley’s business plan with HMT with a view to ensuring appropriate returns for the FSCS levypayer.

24. For Heritable, KSF and London Scottish, FSCS is playing a major role on the creditors committee,
working with Ernst and Young the administrators to ensure the best possible recoveries for the insolvent
estates, and FSCS as principal creditor.
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25. Landsbanki is in a special process in Iceland but is not following the usual Icelandic insolvency
process. FSCS is working to ensure that the maximum possible recoveries are obtained.

26. All these recovery processes are likely to take several years to complete.

Strengthening the framework

27. FSCS has been working very closely with the Tripartite Authorities to develop a stronger framework
to deal with banks in diYculty and to deliver compensation to depositors if a firm goes into default. The
events of the past few months have demonstrated the importance of that work, the legislative reforms which
are now making their way through Parliament and the rule changes on which the FSA is currently
consulting. Some of the key elements are set out below.

28. Compensation by deposit transfer: The Banking Act 2009 enables FSCS to continue to make
compensation payments by funding deposit transfers as applied in Bradford and Bingley, and in part in KSF
and Heritable. This spares the need for individual applications and can help deliver continuity of banking
services.

29. Funding: Access to Government funding enables speedier payments to be made than could be
achieved through the levying process. The provision in the Banking Act 2009 to allow FSCS access to the
National Loans Fund will smooth the operation of the current short term funding arrangements still further
in future. The Banking Act 2009 allows pre-funding to be introduced and we will work with the Authorities
to consider whether changes to the current funding arrangements are desirable.

30. Proposals to facilitate compensation payments within seven days. The current FSA proposals are
designed to make the compensation process quicker than has been possible on recent defaults. Although
there is a package of reforms all of which are important to speeding up payout, the most crucial is the one
which requires deposit takers to maintain a single customer view—ie complete, accurate and up to date data
about how much each eligible customer is owed. The FSA is consulting on rule changes for this purpose
now and FSCS will invest over the next 18 months in systems changes designed to ensure that bank data
can be uploaded smoothly into FSCS systems in the event of payout.

31. Inter-agency liaison: A close working relationship is required between FSCS and the Tripartite
Authorities when firms appear to be vulnerable to real diYculty. Existing arrangements between FSCS and
the Tripartite Authorities are being updated to reflect changes resulting from the Banking Act 2009.

32. At the European level, the Icesave experience demonstrates that the current topping up arrangements
under the Deposit Guarantee Schemes Directive can be problematic in practice. We continue to work with
the Tripartite Authorities and our European counterparts to address the challenges presented by the current
cross-border framework.

33. Greater consumer awareness: the FSA is consulting on rules to require firms to make clear disclosure
about the compensation status of their accounts. In addition, FSA and FSCS will be working together with
the industry to increase consumer awareness and understanding of the Scheme.

16 February 2009

Further memorandum from Tony Shearer

On 10 February 2009 Mr McFall asked Sir Tom McKillip “Q919 Chairman: When I look at the board of
Royal Bank of Scotland, you had the brightest and the best. You had Sir Peter Sutherland, who was
chairman of BP and Goldman Sachs and the director general of the World Trade Organisation, you had Bob
Scott, the senior independent director, the former group chief executive of Aviva and ex-chairman of the
board of the Association of British Insurers, and you had Steve Robson, a former Second Permanent
Secretary to the Treasury. He was there with Terry Burns when the tripartite authority was established. I
could go on. The best and the brightest were there, Sir Tom. There has to be something more fundamental
here……”.

I believe that the answer to Mr McFall’s question is in my earlier evidence.

These banks have become too big and diverse for any one person or board of directors to manage or be
responsible for them.

These banks:

1. are too large;

2. have too many diVerent businesses (many with diVerent business models needing diVerent
experiences, knowledge and skills);

3. have too many diVerent risk profiles;

4. have too many people (with many having the ability on their own or in small groups to make
decisions which individually can have a material impact on the profit and loss account or
balance sheet);
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5. operate too many diVerent cultures;

6. are in too many geographical areas (where it is impossible for any CEO, director or chairman to
“manage by walking about” and meet the people);

7. have shareholders pressing for greater profits; and

8. are advised by advisers pressing for larger and larger fees, and for bigger acquisitions and more
complex corporate transactions.

It is impossible to set up appropriate systems and controls for such large and complex businesses other
than over many years of painstaking attention to detail, and slow growth.

If it is that impossible a task for a CEO, then it is even more impossible for a non-executive director,
particularly the Chair of the Audit/Risk Committee.

It is for this reason that otherwise sensible people have failed.

It is also a factor that these executives and non-executive directors live in heady worlds with peerages,
knighthoods, feted by politicians and the media, membership of Government think tanks, trips to and
parties in Downing Street, rewards beyond the dreams of avarice, and PR firms and departments to
obfuscate and to promote them as individuals. All of this makes them believe that they have abilities and
skills that they simply have never had.

Coupled with the fact that they are surrounded by auditors, rating agencies, lawyers, head-hunters,
remuneration advisers, PR firms and non-executives who want to earn fees and who are getting rich oV their
patronage, and regulators who had come from the same backgrounds, it is no wonder that the whole system
has failed.

The Select Committee’s interviews with the Executives and former Executives who are and were running
our large banks showed that these people still have absolutely no appreciation that running these very large
businesses was, and is, beyond their abilities.

It is also relevant that James Crosby and the FSA had, and still seem to have, no comprehension that it
was untenable for the regulator to have for the last 6 months a Deputy Chairman who had been CEO of
HBoS at the time that it was set on its growth strategy to failure (regardless of exactly what happened with
the dismissal of one Head of Risk and the appointment of another). They should have recognised that he
was not a “fit and proper person” for this role.

The FSA should also realise that it is not fit and proper to have a chairman (ex-Merrill Lynch) and CEO
(ex-Credit Suisse) who are both former investment bankers, when UK Financial Investments’s board is
dominated by investment bankers or former investment bankers comprising:

1. An Acting Chairman, Glen Moreno (ex-CitiCorp);

2. A total of three (or six, the website has changed) other Non-Executive Directors:

(a) Peter Gibbs (ex-Merrill Lynch Asset Management);

(b) Lucinda Riches (ex-UBS, until the end of 2007);

(c) Mike Kirkwood (ex-CitiCorp, until the end of 2008);

(d) Philip Remnant (ex-Credit Suisse First Boston);

(e) Tom Scholar (The Treasury);

(f) Louise Riches (The Treasury);

3. The Chief Executive, John Kingman, on secondment from the Treasury where he was the former
chairman of the Tripartite Standing Committee that was supposed to oversee the stability of the
UK financial markets;

4. The Executive (not on the Board) who reportedly deals on a day to day basis with its investments
in RBS and Lloyds/HBoS also ex-Merrill Lynch, and their banking analyst also ex-Merrill Lynch.

It was Merrill Lynch which did a considerable amount of the advising, packaging and distribution of toxic
debt, that collapsed over a weekend last year, incurred one of the largest ever corporate losses in relation to
its size, advised RBS, Santander and Fortis on their acquisition of ABN-Amro, and was sole financial
adviser to Lloyds TSB on its takeover of HBoS.

In all these circumstances is it any wonder that the FSA cannot identify who is a “fit and proper person”.
The Treasury is pouring hundreds of billions of pounds into a substantially unreconstructed system where
the same people are still managing and advising the bust businesses and the government; and John Tiner
(who was CEO of the FSA through the period that all this excess was taking place and who lamentably failed
in his duty) is now regarded as a “fit and proper person” as the CEO of Resolution whose business is to
acquire failing financial services businesses.

16 February 2009
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Supplementary memorandum from the Alternative Investment Management Association (and individual
hedge funds)

AIMA:

Gating

In response to the question raised by Jim Cousins on the subject of investor protection and the gating
practices of Hedge Funds, I omitted to mention that the practice of gating is not unique to Hedge Funds
and that there has been fairly comprehensive gating of all specialised commercial property funds as a body
(mostly on-shore) by UK pension funds.

Please see attached an example for the Norwich Union Pension Fund, of which one of the AIMA
Directors is a member.

Hedge Fund Standards

By the early part of 2008, a number of organisations—ourselves, the Managed Funds Association (MFA),
IOSCO, the Hedge Funds Standards Board (HFSB) and the US President’s Working Group (US PWG)—
had issued draft or final best practice standards covering the hedge fund management industry. Though
largely similar to each other in scope, these publications varied subtly amongst each other in the
recommendations they contained. This fact, combined with the number and volume of documents which
had to be perused, risked confusing rather than assisting market practitioners who sought to conduct their
business in accordance with such recommendations.

Working with the other authors, AIMA led the development of the Hedge Fund Matrix (the Matrix)—
an online resource, which brings these best practice standards together in one document, set out by topic.
Thus, a hedge fund manager could easily compare what each organisation says, for example, on the question
of provision of information to investors (see Section D2 of the Matrix). We felt it important from the outset
that the Matrix should be both user-friendly and publicly available (here—www.hedgefundmatrix.com).
Since its publication in October 2008, the Matrix has been visited over 1,700 times by users across the globe.

The next progression is to reduce the number of columns in the Matrix, ie, to converge the best practice
standards wherever possible and this work is very much in hand. AIMA’s first Guide to Sound Practices was
published in 2002 and was not intended to set out hard and fast standards; we have now reviewed our
position in a number of areas and feel we can now endorse the standards produced by the Hedge Funds
Standards Board (HFSB) as well as the IOSCO Principles in respect of valuation of assets. We believe,
though, that there are certain areas where our own work can supplement and complement that of the HFSB.
We are in dialogue with that body with a view to producing a single column of best practice standards which
would be relevant to hedge fund managers outside the US and a first draft of such a document has been
prepared and is under active review, looking to publication at the earliest opportunity.

We will include a report on the progress we have made in our ongoing correspondence with the FSF in
due course.

We are aware also that the MFA, in the United States, is working in a similar vein, aligning its own Sound
Practices to the best practices set out in the final US PWG Report of 15th January 2009. Our expectation
is that, in the very short term future, it will be possible to condense the nine columns of the original Matrix
to two—being, essentially, a US model and a non-US model. This will then permit further work to be done
bringing these two models into alignment, where possible.

The Children’s Investment Fund Management (UK) LLP:

Remuneration Policy

The fees received by The Children’s Investment Fund Management (UK) LLP (TCI), the investment
manager, are in respect of the delegation of the provision of investment management and related services by
The Children’s Investment Fund Management (Cayman) Ltd. From this turnover, TCI covers the costs of
running the business, a part of which is the remuneration of employees. A proportion of profits have been
allocated to the subsidiary of the Charity, the Children’s Investment Fund Foundation in periods past as
well as partners in the business.

In addition to the drawings or salaries paid out monthly, partners and employees are considered for an
annual payment, which is paid on a wholly discretionary basis. A number of factors are taken into account
for the investment team, including their personal contribution to the fund’s performance in the previous year
and, to further align their interests to those of the investors, a portion of that discretionary payment may
be deferred and invested back into the fund for a period of time (one or more years).
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Blackrock Investment Management (UK) Limited:

Remuneration Policy

BlackRock’s approach to compensation reflects the value senior management places on its employees and
its client relationships. Consequently, the compensation structure has been designed to attract and retain
the best talent, to reinforce stability throughout the organization, to encourage teamwork, and to align our
interests with those of our clients. Given that BlackRock is an independent public company, it is able to
include equity as a component of compensation packages.

For BlackRock professionals, the predominant compensation model includes a salary and a discretionary
bonus reflecting firm, business area and individual performance. Compensation for portfolio managers
reflects investment performance. As professionals become more senior, bonus becomes a higher percentage
of total compensation. At senior levels, a percentage of the annual bonus is paid in the form of equity awards
that vest rateably over a multi-year period from the date of the award.

Portfolio managers for certain hedge fund products may have a portion of their compensation determined
with reference to performance fees earned on the fund. Such performance fees are typically one fifth of the
clients’ investment gains after other expenses. A portion of compensation derived from hedge fund
performance fees may be awarded in a form that tracks the investment performance of the hedge fund and
vests over a multi-year period.

BlackRock has long-term incentive programs in place as an additional incentive to retain talented
professionals, including long term equity awards that will vest at the end of five years contingent upon the
Firm’s attainment of certain identified performance measures.
BlackRock is committed to broadening equity ownership by all employees and has instituted several
programs, including an employee stock purchase plan to help achieve this goal. As part of its comprehensive
benefits package, BlackRock oVers tuition reimbursement for professional development. Other features
include flexible healthcare options and retirement benefits.
Attracting, motivating, and retaining the best investment professionals have always been top priorities for
the firm. BlackRock is committed to perpetuating its corporate culture and continuity in the employee base.
Ensuring long-term career opportunities for our professionals remains a most important senior management
responsibility.

Newsmith Partnership And Investment Capital:

Remuneration Policy

As requested at the Treasury Select Committee hearing on 27 January 2009 we have set out below the
remuneration policy for NewSmith Capital Partners LLP (“NewSmith”).

NewSmith Partnership and Investment Capital

As at 31 December 2008 NewSmith comprised 73 people of which 50 were working partners, and 23 were
staV employees.

When partners join the firm, they are expected to purchase equity in NewSmith. In addition to providing
working capital for the business, the principal use of the partnership capital is to allow the firm to invest
alongside its clients in NewSmith’s own hedge funds. The purpose of this investment is to demonstrate the
firm’s commitment to its own funds. This commitment is further re-inforced requesting the fund managers
to also invest their own capital in the funds that they manage. Accordingly with partnership and portfolio
managers’ capital both at risk in these funds our interests are directly aligned with those of our clients. The
sense of partnership and ownership created by this structure is an important part of the culture of NewSmith.
NewSmith’s partnership capital is entirely internally generated; there are no external capital providers.

Remuneration of NewSmith

NewSmith provides both traditional fund management services to institutional pension funds (long only
business) and also manages its own hedge funds in which clients invest. Profit from these activities is split,
with broadly 50% going to the fund management teams and 50% going to NewSmith (“the House”).

income

NewSmith derives its income from charging management and performance fees on the assets it manages
for clients. Management fees charged on long only funds range from 0.25% to 0.5% of the assets under
management (“AUM”). The management fees charged on NewSmith hedge funds range from 1.5% to 2.0%
of AUM. These charges are consistent with market norms.
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Performance fees are also charged by NewSmith where fund performance has exceeded agreed
benchmarks. In the case of long only funds performance is measured relative to the performance of the FTSE
All Share index. Hedge fund performance is measured in absolute terms. In both cases performance fees are
normally charged at 20% of the out performance against the agreed benchmark. Again these charges are
consistent with market norms.

Each fund management team has specific responsibility for the management and performance of every
fund managed by NewSmith. Each fund management team will therefore receive the management and
performance fees arising from the respective funds for which it has responsibility.

expenses

Income is oVset by the expenses the teams have to cover as part of managing their fund. These expenses
comprise compensation for the team supporting the fund manager (research analysts, trading and investor
relations staV), administration fees from independent third party administrators, and other general
overheads. In addition all teams have to bear their share of NewSmith’s control infrastructure costs; these
costs include the compensation and overhead for the services provided by Operations Specialists, Fund
Accounting, Risk Management and Control, Technology, Finance, and Compliance functions.

profit share

As noted above, profit arising after the deduction of expenses from revenues is split 50/50 between the
fund management team and NewSmith. The division of profit among the fund management team is agreed
between the fund manager and the board of NewSmith. The profit retained by NewSmith is distributed to
partners applying the parameters of the NewSmith partnership agreement, which include profit distribution
based upon the proportion of the capital partners have invested in the firm.

I hope the above explanation provides the information you have requested. Please let me know if any
further clarification is required.

February 2009

Memorandum from Ron Parr

SUBJECT: FSA INTERNAL DOCUMENTS SHOWS FSA SENSITIVE DATA IS VULNERABLE—
RISKS TO UK PLC HIGH!

CAUSE: BONUS DRIVEN CORRUPTION WITHIN THE FSA

I issued some FOI’s to the Financial Services Authority (FSA).

Here’s what I have found:

I was looking closely at FSA DPA and FOI compliance. I was alerted to a problem when my FOI requests
regarding complex, policy, regulation and legislation were being unlawfully tossed over to FSA customer
services. Past experience with government departments told me not only is this a material breach but it
seemed to signal an
Indication of a false auditing practice by FSA Information Managers and Directors, ie look eYcient and
compliant, on paper to obtain target driven bonuses for disposal of DPA and FOI requests.

Manifestly dishonest, and how can a regulator who engages in fraud, police fraud in the banking sector
and financial markets ? Particularly when Director of FSA enforcement Margret Cole was responsible for
issuing penalties running in to millions of pounds for data loss and data abuse by those the FSA was
regulating. This seemed to me to be a “double standard” that, if true, would be backed up by internal
evidence (ie AUDITS and it is).

The FSA has historically bullied financial journalists whenever they look too close at the mechanics of
the FSA.
Sure enough the FSA internal auditor backed up my suspicions entirely in unambiguous
Statements in the internal audit report on FSA DPA and FOI compliance—this is a real shocker !

The FSA are CURRENTLY investigating themselves for internal fraud, the investigation is in its 11th
week but the attached shows the FSA were fiddling compliance audit data—THE INVESTIGATION WAS
INITIATED BY LORD TURNER’S OFFICE FOLLOWING A TIP OFF.

Using FOI and the FSA complaints infrastructure including Lord Turner I have obtained a “Restricted
Management Audit” of
FSA DPA and FOI provision by non other than the FSA’s own auditors and its not pretty.
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You’ll see looking at the attached in particular for example the FSA auditors state:

“conformation of compliance relies on the annual certification and declarations by Directors and
these are not, in most cases supported by checks. . . ”

“There is insuYcient training and awareness of DPA requirements across the organization”

Source: FSA Restricted Management—Doc re: DPA compliance (see attached audit 1.1—1.4).

So since 1999 when Deloitte Touche audited to 2005 when FSA auditors checked—NO ACTION
TAKEN

Then from 2005 to 2008/9—again despite Northern Rock and the near collapse of the UK banking
infrastructure and volatile financial markets the FSA sat on its behind despite a restricted management
warning by FSA auditors as follows:

“The FSA has access to,uses, and retains substantial amounts of information about individuals
and firms. Failure to comply with either Act (DPA 1998 or FOIA 2000) in the appropriate manner
could have serious repercussions for the FSA both in terms of
Possible fines and reputational damage”.

Source: FSA Restricted Management—Doc re: DPA compliance (see attached FSA audit 1.1—1.4).

In short this is negligence and guilty knowledge all wrapped up in one. What the auditors are warning of
is that any half wit criminal can potentially access a vast amount of highly vulnerable, sensitive material
about UK PLC and all he or she needs is a temping job in the FSA and a security pass.

A loss of highly sensitive data of this magnitude could cripple the UK economy overnight.

If you look at the “Key Failures” set out by Deloitte Touche in 1999 against failures seen by the FSA’s
own auditors more recently, it appears clear and concise warnings have been systematically ignored and DPA
and FOI compliance has in fact been fraudulently falsified by FSA Directors to obtain performance based
bonuses, leaving UK Plc highly vulnerable to meltdown due sensitive data Loss.

The clues to any corporate failure are often evident in internal or external audits (both in this case), they
appear never to have been checked by anyone other than Deloitte in 1999 and again by the FSA’s internal
auditor in 2005, on both occasions there were ongoing, un-remedied, systemic and systematic catastrophic
failure evident.

February 2009

Memorandum from Citizens Advice Scotland (CAS)

Introduction

1. Citizens Advice Scotland (CAS) is the umbrella organisation for Scotland’s network of 71 Citizens
Advice Bureau (CAB) oYces. These bureaux deliver frontline advice services throughout nearly 200 service
points across the country, from the city centres of Glasgow and Edinburgh to the Highlands, Islands and
rural Borders communities.

2. In 2006/07, 91,475 new debt issues were brought to Scottish bureaux—an increase of 4% on the
previous year. This represents more than 250 debt issues brought to Scottish bureaux each day of the year.
Consumer debt remains by far the most common single issue that clients bring to bureaux.

3. Many of these debt issues are related to the UK banks, who are one of the main types of creditor used
by bureau clients. Banks play an important role for the vast majority of adults in the UK. They are the
gateway to mainstream financial services, the provider of current and savings accounts, and the main source
of much needed credit. Banks provide mortgages to buy homes, capital for businesses, and are a necessity
for anyone who gets wages for employment. Because of this important role that the banks have in UK
society, the repercussions of poor policies and practices have a wide and sometimes severe impact on
customers.

4. This role has increasingly come into the media spotlight in recent years following the OFT test case in
the high court, the much publicised record levels of debt, and the economic downturn and financial crisis
following the ‘Credit Crunch’. However, what has been missed in all this has been the impact of bank actions
on individuals. This briefing looks in detail at this impact, showing the policies and practices that adversely
aVect clients.

5. The briefing will focus on the problems experienced by Scottish Citizens Advice Bureau clients under
the following headlines:

— Opening and maintaining accounts

— Bank charges

— Irresponsible lending
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— Account management

— Third party dealings

Opening and maintaining accounts

6. Personal current accounts act as a gateway for customers to access financial services, and as a basic
pre-requisite for operating as a consumer in the economy. It is diYcult to sustain employment, receive
benefits, and/or secure a tenancy without a bank account.

7. Almost 1 in ten adults in Scotland do not have a personal current account, rising to 16% of all adults
in Glasgow.286 This group of people either self-exclude themselves from mainstream financial services or
experience diYculty in opening an account and holding on to this account when they get it. Consequently,
there are many adults who go in and out of mainstream financial services and others who remain excluded
on the sidelines.

Opening accounts

8. The UK Government has a financial inclusion target of ensuring that all adults have access to a bank
account. To this end, the UK banks have oVered a basic bank account to adults without access to an account.
The basic bank account idea has been a relative success: 7.6 million people have signed up for a basic bank
account since 2003287, granting them access to mainstream financial services.

9. However, clients still experience problems in opening a basic account. The criteria for opening an
account can be diYcult for a client to meet. For example, clients need to have a form of identity to open a
basic account even if they already have an account with the bank, including a passport, driving licence or
utility bill as proof of identity. Many clients, especially migrant workers, do not have these forms of
identification and cannot open an account.

10. Added to this, the Banking Code that provides guidance on how banks oVer basic accounts is
voluntary. Bank branches are not obligated to oVer a basic account to a customer even if they meet all the
criteria. Bureaux have seen clients who have been refused a basic bank account, when specifically asking for
it, for a range of reasons, including a previous debt with the bank (even if this has been repaid), or a poor
credit history.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who had diYculty opening any type of account due to a poor
credit rating. The client had started new employment and required a bank account for his wages to be paid
into. However, he was told that he couldn’t open an account with one bank as he held a debt with them.
Another bank told him that they would require a photographic ID to open an account which he does not
have.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was refused a bank account due to a previous debt that
had been repaid to the bank. The client was in debt to her current bank and was advised to open a basic
account with another bank to have her benefits paid into. The client spoke to the branch manager about
opening a basic account, with no overdraft or cheque book facility, which the client was assured was
available to all customers. Three weeks after opening the account, the client was told that the account was
now being closed as the client had had a previous debt with the bank—even though this had been repaid
some years ago—and that the client should not have been oVered the account in the first place.

Maintaining accounts

11. The current policy of the majority of UK banks towards customers who have been made bankrupt
is to close their account—which in turn can deny customers access to any funds in their account including
state benefits—and to refuse to open accounts for undischarged bankrupts. The result of this policy is that
clients who become bankrupt are often marginalised and excluded from mainstream financial services,
risking their employment, benefit payments, and housing tenure.

12. This situation has moved up in the agenda in Scotland since 2008, with the advent of the Low Income
Low Assets (LILA) route to bankruptcy in April. LILA allows debtors with a low income and high debts
to make themselves bankrupt in order to release them from their cycle of debt. The LILA scheme has resulted
in a jump in the number of personal sequestrations in Scotland, which is expected to be prolonged with a
backlog of debtors accessing LILA coupled with the expected economic downturn.

13. There were 4,514 bankruptcies in the first four months of the LILA scheme from April 2008.288

Assuming that the number of people accessing LILA remains constant in the short-term, this figure can be
extrapolated to above 13,000 this financial year. This is around 1 in 300 of the adult population in Scotland
who will lose their bank account this year and experience diYculties in opening another.

286 Scottish Household Survey Annual Report 2007
287 British Banker’s Association—http://www.bba.org.uk/bba/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d%1569&a%15130
288 Accountant in Bankruptcy October 2008—http://www.aib.gov.uk/News/releases/2008/10/16122123
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A South of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was awarded sequestration, but came back to the bureau
in distress as her bank had frozen her account. The client’s account only held her Pension Credit which she
could not access. The bureau spoke to the bank, who said that a bankrupt person could not hold an account
with them. The bureau managed to get the client access to her money, which she put into a Post OYce Card
Account.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who had successfully applied for sequestration through LILA.
She had her current account frozen by her bank without warning, leaving her without access to benefit
payments. It took three weeks to resolve the issue and only a letter from the Accountant in Bankruptcy’s
oYce proved eVective. In the mean time, the client was forced to borrow money to feed her family.

Switching

14. The problems involved in opening and maintaining accounts aVect clients in other ways. Those with
accounts tend to stick with them, often through a misplaced sense of loyalty to their bank, which can have
negative eVects for the customer, including lost interest and the loss of benefit payments needed to repay
overdrafts.

15. Past and current problems with switching has lowered client confidence in switching their own
account, with the OFT market study into Personal Current Accounts289 finding that almost half of
consumers (45%) wouldn’t be confident that the switching process would be smooth. These fears are borne
out by the finding that over a quarter of clients who had switched their account had experienced problems.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who experienced problems in switching her bank account.
The client cleared her overdraft with her bank before changing to a diVerent bank. Her new bank told the
client that they would take care of transferring the direct debits to the new current account. However, a few
months later the client received a letter from her original bank stating that she had gone over her overdraft
limit of £1000. It transpires that the bank account was not closed and that direct debits have been going out
of both accounts. The two banks are blaming each other for the mistake, while the client’s original bank is
threatening legal action to reclaim the overdraft debt. The bureau contacted both banks and has not received
a response from either.

16. Many clients are disinclined to switch their account due to a negative past experience. However, a
number of clients who have not switched their account have never even considered doing so. This is because
they do not understand the costs of their existing account—which they perceive to be free of charge—and
therefore have little understanding of the benefits of switching. Customers also display a misplaced loyalty
to banks which they have been with for years, when they could be much better oV with a diVerent account.
Bureaux have seen clients who have experienced significant financial diYculties through the retention of
their existing account.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who experienced significant financial and housing diYculties
when his benefit payments were swallowed by bank charges. The client lost his job and was unable to
continue his contractual obligations while on Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) and went into overdraft. The
client’s housing benefit and JSA were paid directly into his account, but all monies were swallowed up by
bank charges for unauthorised overdraft, failed direct debits and default letters issued to the client. The
client went into rent arrears and was evicted by the landlord. He is currently homeless and staying with a
friend. The bureau arranged for the client’s housing benefit to be paid directly to a landlord and another
account opened for his JSA to be paid into.

17. Low levels of switching are a distinctive feature of the personal current account market, especially
when compared to other markets in the UK. The OFT market study on Personal Current Accounts290 found
that the personal current account market has a very low level of switching, with only 13% of consumers
having switched their account in the last five years. This compares poorly with the electricity (54%), gas
(54%), and car insurance (61%) markets, as well as with other financial products, such as credit cards (31%)
and savings accounts (20%).

18. The knock-on eVect of low levels of switching is a lack of competition in the market, and clients are
therefore unable to make the threat of switching to banks that provide a poor service. A lack of competition
then manifests itself in poorer terms and conditions, as the main banks are not incentivised to oVer better
deals to win more customers.

19. Despite the lack of switching, it is clear that clients can benefit from moving to another bank. The
OFT market study found that yearly savings from switching would range from £7.50 to £110, mostly through
switching to an account oVering a higher interest rate. Clients who persistently incur insuYcient funds
charges have potentially the most to benefit from switching their accounts.

289 Personal Current Accounts in the UK July 2008—http://www.oft.gov.uk/news/press/2008/84-08
290 Personal Current Accounts in the UK July 2008—http://www.oft.gov.uk/news/press/2008/84-08
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Bank charges

20. Overdraft charges, or insuYcient funds charges, has been a hugely significant issue for Scottish
Bureau clients in the last five years. They are a contributory factor to the increase in the number of bureau
clients seeking advice on debt, while bureau have been active in helping clients to reclaim unfair and
disproportionate bank charges.

21. Our evidence shows that customers have little understanding of the level and likelihood of incurring
overdraft charges. The system of overdraft charges is unclear and confusing for bureau clients who do not
understand the charges until they start to incur them—and once charges are levied, they can be so high that
they do not oVer clients much of a chance to learn from their mistake.

22. Despite the outcome of the High Court case between the OFT and the UK banks in 2008, bureau
clients continue to experience problems with their overdrafts and subsequent charges. This response will
look at the problems under the following headings:

— Disproportionate charging

— Direct debits/standing orders

— Item charges

— Multiple insuYcient funds charges

— Unclear terms

— Responses to client requests

Disproportionate Charging

23. Scottish bureaux have seen a number of clients who have built up substantial charges for a very small
overdraft. These clients often go into their overdraft without realising that they have done so, and find that
they have incurred high overdraft charges at the end of the month.

24. These overdraft charges are often highly disproportionate to the level of overdraft infringement. This
system inherently discriminates against low income customers, where the level of charges is insensitive to
the level of infringement.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client with severe mental health problems who quickly built up
substantial bank charges for an overdraft of £1.92. The client used her debit card for a purchase of £4.25,
not realising that there was only £2.33 in her account. Over the next two months her overdraft of £1.92 grew
to more than £180, solely as a result of interest and charges imposed by the bank. The client was very worried
as to how she could possibly pay this from an income of £79 per week.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who received excessive bank charges for a small overdraft.
The client is a mature student who works part-time. The client went 60 pence into his overdraft and was
charged £28 and a subsequent charge of £38. Since then, the client has been unable to clear his overdraft.
The client only earns £50 per week, and finds himself in an impossible situation.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a disabled, lone parent who was given an overdraft charge after
exceeding her overdraft limit for one day. The client stated that she regularly checks the status of her account
using the telephone services and was at no time made aware of a problem with her account. The client
exceeded the overdraft limit on her account for only one day and feels that the £28 charge is excessive
and unfair.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a pensioner who received excessive charges for exceeding her
overdraft limit. The client recently exceeded her overdraft limit by £46.74, with her bank statement showing
charges of £170 for exceeding the limit. The client lodged a complaint about the excessive charge, but despite
being a pensioner found that the local manager was unsympathetic to her situation.

25. Overdraft charges can have a significant impact on clients whose only source of income is benefit
payments. These clients can budget in pennies, then find that a slight overspend can mean that they owe up
to £100 in charges. A standard overdraft charge of £25 can be a daunting prospect for those living on benefit
payments.

26. The consequence of this policy is that low income customers can very quickly be in a lot of debt to a
bank due to a small overdraft. The customer’s low income would then preclude any chance of getting out
of the overdraft, thereby trapping the client in a cycle of debt.

27. The consequence of this cycle of debt is that clients begin to have their benefits—which are necessities
for living—swallowed up by charges. Under the present system, benefits lose their identity when they reach
the client’s account, and are used by the banks for paying bank charges. This can leave clients with very little
to live on.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who has bank charges taken from her account each month
even though her income consists entirely of benefits. The client gets about £40 per week, but this month’s
bank charge was £120, leaving the client with £10 a week to live on. The client is stuck in a cycle of bank
charges that her limited income will not allow her to escape from.
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An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who experienced significant financial and housing diYculties
when his benefit payments were swallowed by bank charges. The client lost his job and was unable to
continue his contractual obligations while on Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) and went into his overdraft. The
client’s housing benefit and JSA were paid directly into his account, but all monies going into the account
were swallowed up by bank charges for unauthorised overdraft, failed direct debits and letters to the client.
The client went into rent arrears and was evicted by the landlord. He is currently homeless and staying with
a friend. The bureau arranged for the client’s housing benefit to be paid directly to a landlord and another
account opened for his JSA to be paid into.

28. The system of overdraft charges impacts most severely on clients with low incomes. The charges do
not discriminate between small and large overdraft infringements, or between high earners and low earners.
The result is that low income clients are left with unaVordable charges that do not reflect their level of
infringement or personal circumstances.

Unpaid Item Charges

29. A common problem for bureau clients is high charges for unpaid items. This is particularly the case
for missed direct debits and standing orders. These charges are for a high amount (commonly £35) and can
be charged a number of times in the same month for a client with multiple direct debits. The impact of this
is that a client who is not in their overdraft can be dragged over their overdraft limit by one missed payment
and consequently incur a number of charges.

30. For example, a client who has £34 in their account and has a £35 direct debit to be paid from the
account on that day will be likely to incur a £35 missed payment charge and then a £25 charge for going over
the overdraft limit. This would leave the client with a £26 overdraft and liable to receive future charges—
including the missed direct debit.

31. A client may have set up multiple direct debits for the same day. If the anticipated balance is not
available to meet these costs, this can result in multiple charges for the client with disastrous consequences.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who went into his overdraft and consequently was charged
for missing nine direct debits. The client does not have guaranteed hours of work and already owed more
than £15,000. The client’s debt problems were aggravated by receiving £351 of bank charges for missed direct
debits in a two week period. The charges are approximately the same as his monthly wage.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was charged twice for the non payment of a standing
order. The client had insuYcient funds for a standing order of £17 and received a charge of £38 for the
‘unpaid item’. He put money into the account to cover both costs, but then received a letter from the bank
advising him of an additional charge of £28 for an unauthorised overdraft relating to the same standing
order. The customer feels that these charges are excessive and is being charged for the same thing twice.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who returned from holiday to find that she had been charged
for a missed direct debit as she was 2 pence short. The bank charged the client £35 for the missed direct debit.
The client was extremely unhappy with the charge as she has been a customer with the bank for over 20 years.

32. Clients may be also charged for the number of items that they purchase while in their overdraft. These
charges can be significantly and disproportionately high for a client who does not realise that they are
already in their overdraft. The charges are very diYcult to predict, as it is diYcult for a client to know at
what point they will start to incur the charges. The charges are also insensitive to level of the purchase, often
charging the same set fee for a £2.50 food item as luxury goods costing £1,000.

33. For example, a client that enters into their overdraft while on a shopping trip could incur charges for
every item paid for over the limit. A client who buys three items over the limit could expect a £25 overdraft
charge and three charges of up to £30 for each item—a total of £115 worth of charges.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client who has received excessive charges on items paid for when
in his unauthorised overdraft. The client has an authorised overdraft of £2,000, but has occasionally been
over this limit in the last year. His bank charges £30 for every item paid for over the limit, with a maximum
of three such charges per day. The client has paid a total of £1,135 in overdraft charges in five months, mainly
due to the item fees.

Multiple Insufficient Funds Charges

34. The variety of diVerent types of overdraft and similar charges—insuYcient fund charges, missed
payment charges, and item charges, among others—mean that clients can receive levels of charges that are
massively disproportionate to the level of infringement. It is not inconceivable that a client could slip into
their overdraft unknowingly by a few pounds, miss two direct debits, and buy three items while over the
limit. Using the cases in the briefing so far, this could mean charges of nearly £200 for a small overdraft.

35. This is an example of a ‘snowball’ eVect, in which a client enters their overdraft on one occasion and
incurs multiple charges. This eVect can cause severe detriment to clients and condemn them to an endless
cycle of charges. Alternatively, clients may go in and out of their overdraft in the same month and incur a
charge for each separate occasion.
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36. Analysis by MoneyExpert.com found that the average total charges are £44.98 for an overdraft
infringement and fees for an unauthorised overdraft can go much higher. Around 30 per cent of all current
accounts charge a combined fee of £60 or more for straying beyond the borrowing limit291. By contrast, fees
for defaulting on a credit card are a standard £12 after being eVectively capped by a recent investigation by
the OYce of Fair Trading.

37. The upshot of the variety of charges that clients can incur has resulted in a substantial cross
subsidisation from those who incur charges and those who do not. According to the OFT market study, and
supported by our evidence, this cross subsidisation is from low income, low saving clients, to high income,
higher saving consumers. Indeed, the revenue made from the customers who incur charges is actually
keeping the cost of an account low for other higher income customers.

Transparency and Client Awareness

38. A significant finding from the OFT market study is that consumers have a poor understanding of the
consequences of going over their overdraft limit. Consumers often underestimate the likelihood of incurring
fees and the cost of doing so. Nearly four fifths of consumers in the market study who had been charged in
the previous twelve months had never heard of such charges, while only 7% of consumers knowingly went
into overdraft292.

39. Evidence from Scottish bureaux suggests that clients can have little idea of the likelihood and the cost
of incurring overdraft charges. Unfortunately, this is a mistake that can have long-term negative eVects for
a client.

A South of Scotland CAB reports of a client who incurred bank charges after assuming that his card would
be frozen after he ran out of funds. The client did not know about bank charges, thinking that he would be
told when he had no money. The bureau asked for a refund of charges, but found it very diYcult to find
somebody who would talk about the client’s situation.

40. Clients need to take responsibility for knowing how their current account works and the charges for
its misuse. However, banks have a responsibility for ensuring that the terms and conditions of use for current
accounts are clear and understandable. This is not always the case. The OFT market study raised concerns
over a ‘lack of transparency’ over ‘less visible’ terms and conditions in current accounts. This is borne out
in Scottish bureaux evidence.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who opened a student account upon starting her studies, and
built up substantial charges without ever using the account. At some point, the client’s account changed to
a ‘royalties account’ which meant a charge of £6 per month for use of the account. Because there was a zero
balance the £6 charge put the account into the red and a £28 per month bank charge plus interest began to
be applied. By the time the client realised what had happened, she had a debt of over £300 and rising. The
client maintains that she was not told that the unused account was going to be upgraded to the new fee-
charging account nearly two years after she had initially opened the account.

Responses to Client Requests

41. A significant problem for bureau clients is the attitude and actions that banks take when clients
question or ask for reprieve from charges. The responses from banks to customer queries are unpredictable
and erratic, and can adversely aVect the customer.

42. Scottish bureaux have found that attempts to negotiate with banks over overdraft fees are often met
with unhelpful attitudes.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who had her agreed bank overdraft removed after sending
the bank a letter requesting repayment of bank charges she felt were unfair. Upon receiving the letter, the
bank removed her agreed overdraft, leaving her liable to charges once again, and gave the client a week to
repay the overdraft (£600). The bureau feels that the bank’s actions were retaliatory, and advised the client
to report the matter to the Financial Ombudsman.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose account was frozen after he sought advice on clearing
his overdraft. The client had financial problems that had pushed his account over his authorised overdraft
limit. At this point, the client sought advice from the bureau to help him stay out of his overdraft and avoid
charges. The bureau wrote to the bank asking them to consider reimbursing some of the charges to help
stabilise his position while he worked out repayments to the bank and his creditors. The bank responded by
freezing the client’s account, leaving the client with no access to funds, even though he was within his
authorised overdraft at that time. The bureau requested an explanation and was told that the account had
been frozen as the accounts were “at risk”. The client feels he is being punished for trying to be responsible
with his money and repay his debts.

291 http://www.moneyexpert.com/ContentArticle/None/Overdraft-mistake-costs-nearly-fourty-five-pounds-on-average/
Article.aspx?articleID%237&productTypeID%0

292 Personal Current Accounts in the UK July 2008—http://www.oft.gov.uk/news/press/2008/84-08
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A South of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose bank refused to agree to an arranged overdraft limit
leaving the client in financial diYculty. The client, who was retired, was keeping up with his finances, but
found that he was slightly in debt at the end of each month, which meant that he was incurring significant
bank charges. The client asked repeatedly for an overdraft facility of £100 on his account, which would have
allowed the client to easily get out of the cycle of overdraft charges. However, the bank refused as the client
already had a loan with them.

43. Another common response from banks is to pressure clients to take out new products while they are
stuck in their overdraft. This can include consolidation loans, re-financing loans, and other products. Clients
feel under pressure to agree to these requests as overdraft charges mount up. It is also common for banks
to ask for high rates of repayment of overdraft arrears and to be unresponsive to other oVers of repayment.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who has an overdraft with a bank who is pressuring her to
take out other products as part of a repayment agreement. The client is trying to repay an overdraft she
incurred while at university. The client has since changed her account for financial reasons. The bank has
sent correspondence stating that the client must re-open an account with them, take out a credit card, and
are asking for £260 per month. The client cannot aVord to pay this amount, and has tried repeatedly to
contact her branch to negotiate. Meanwhile, her account continues to incur overdraft charges.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of clients who were oVered a consolidation loan after advising their
bank that they were experiencing diYculties repaying their overdraft. The clients had an overdraft of £3,546
which they felt unable to repay. At the time, both clients were under considerable stress and did not fully
understand the nature of the agreement. The loan included insurance cover of £1,281 which was not required
as neither of the clients are able to work, a fact the branch manager was aware of. The clients now have a
debt of £8,600, an increase of £5,000 on the original debt.

A South of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was pressurised to take a consolidation loan to repay
his overdraft. The client is currently unemployed and living on Job Seekers Allowance. The client noticed
that the interest on the consolidation loan was greater than he was currently paying on his overdraft. His
income is only £42.70 per week and he is not in a position to take on a loan.

Irresponsible Lending

44. A hugely significant problem for Scottish bureau clients in recent years has been the inappropriate
lending of credit to borrowers. The era of easy credit that has taken place over the last decade or so has led
to substantial lending to clients who haven’t been in the position to repay their debt. Bureau have seen
numerous examples of clients being given substantial and expensive credit when they are unemployed, on a
low income, suVer from mental illness, or are likely to be too old to repay the debt.

45. Scottish bureau debt clients are less likely to be in full-time employment, significantly more likely to
be unemployed, and more likely to live in local authority housing, than the Scottish population in general.
Bureau clients are therefore predominantly low income clients—and yet bureaux see cases every day of
clients struggling with significant credit commitments293.

46. There are few adults in the UK who don’t currently have or have held credit. Many low income
consumers supplement their income with credit just to get by, or need credit to replace essential items, such
as cookers, that they cannot aVord on their income.

Low Income Clients

47. Low income clients who need credit are often able to access it, but not at aVordable levels. It is a
feature of the financial services market that the cost of a small loan is disproportionately bigger than that
of a large loan. The cost of credit is therefore greatest for those who need to borrow the least. It also creates
a perverse incentive for banks to lend more money to customers than they need to in order to maximise
income. The result is that low income clients often have access only to unaVordable credit, and, rather than
dissuading clients from taking credit that they cannot aVord, banks and others are encouraging these
agreements. This can often lead to intractable debt problems for clients.

48. Low income consumers need sustainable levels of credit, but the odds are stacked against them.
Armed with statistics stating that low income customers are a bigger default risk, creditors place terms on
customers that make credit too expensive and make these customers more likely to default.
49. Scottish bureaux have reported cases in which clients have been given credit that is highly
disproportionate to their low level of income. In such cases, it is very diYcult for clients to make repayments
on a loan and consequently take out further credit to meet payments. This is an unsustainable situation for
a client and leads to a cycle of debt that is diYcult to escape.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a retired client who was given a loan of £30,000 by his bank. The client
is a council tenant who lives on a pension of £900 per month. The client made repayments using five credit
cards, but has now reached the limit on all of them. The client’s total debt is now £47,000.

293 On the Cards: The Debt Crisis facing CAB clients, Citizens Advice Scotland 2004
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A North of Scotland CAB reports of a disabled client who has been unable to work for over a decade yet
was given a £10,000 loan from his bank. The client’s income consists of Incapacity Benefit, Disability Living
Allowance, and war pension, amounting to £160 a week. The client tried to negotiate lower payments but
the bank refused and would only accept the agreement amount. The client has now fallen behind on his
payments, which is causing the client considerable stress.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose bank has lent him substantial sums of money despite
his only income being Income Support and Disability Living Allowance. The client has now received over
£10,000 of loans from his bank. The bureau wrote to the bank querying why a client whose sole income was
benefit payments was given such substantial credit, but did not receive a reply. The client came back to the
bureau to say that he has now been given an agreed overdraft limit of £2,000. The client has used this
overdraft to live on while his benefit payments have gone towards his debts.

50. The argument behind lending to low income clients is the provision of a service to customers who
otherwise would not be able to obtain credit. However, for many of these clients, high cost credit does not
answer the problems of low income, and merely exacerbates their problems to the extent that their low wages
or benefits are completely swallowed up by their ever increasing debt.

Clients with Poor Credit Histories

51. Scottish Citizen Advice Bureaux have a number of clients who have been given credit despite
already having considerable debt. While this type of practice helps the client in the short-term,
in the long term it adds substantially to the client’s overall indebtedness.

52. The problem appears to lie in a ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ attitude from banks that have not checked
whether clients already have credit and debts from other creditors. In some cases, clients have been given
credit despite already having multiple debts with the same bank.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was given a loan for £3,000 despite already having over
£30,000 worth of debt. Already owing some of this money to his bank, he was given the loan without any
problems or questions about his other debt. The client now has over £33,000 worth of debt and is unable to
repay this amount.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client on income support who was given a loan of £10,000 from
her bank. The client had approached the bank for a loan advising them that her income consisted of income
support and occasionally £40 cash in hand weekly employment. The bank did not ask for proof of the client’s
income. The client already had debts of over £14,000 prior to asking for the loan. The client used the loan
to supplement her income, and could only make the first few repayments. The client is a homeowner and is
now forced into selling her home to repay this debt.

Pressure on Clients to Take Credit

53. Scottish bureaux have seen many cases in which clients have been oVered credit when they originally
had no intention of asking for a loan and were unlikely to be able to aVord credit. This type of selling can
be harmful for clients who are tempted by the oVer of large amounts of money and who do not have time
to think through the cost or implications of their decision.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was oVered a loan by her bank as she withdrew money
from her account, despite having no disposable income and relying solely on benefits. The client went into
her local branch to withdraw the last £6 from her account, and was oVered a loan and a credit card by the
bank teller. The client agreed, and received a £2000 loan and a credit card with a limit of £1500. However,
the client only has a little over £4 a week in disposable income, and could never have been able to aVord the
oVered loan. The client now has debts amounting to £4,785 with her bank.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who took out a loan with his bank after receiving loan oVer
literature with his bank statement. The loan was for £8,856 repayable over five years. The client was 81 years
old, and died two years later. His wife has now taken over the repayment of the loan as the bank had insisted
that the loan was taken jointly due to her husband’s age. She has very little means of aVording the
repayments and has fallen into arrears.
54. Similarly, banks put pressure on clients to take out further credit on top of their initial loan, rather than
take actions to help the client repay their original commitments. The additional loan is often euphemistically
referred to as a ‘top up’ on the loan, when in fact the top up is actually a new loan with the client paying the
interest on the new loan on top of that of the old loan.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was given a ‘top up’ on her existing loan having gone
into her bank branch asking for an increase in the overdraft limit on her bank account. The client was kept
in the branch for over three hours, during which time the client was seen by an assistant, the manager, and
an insurance representative, none of whom mentioned interest rates. The £1,500 loan was used to repay
mortgage arrears. The client then received a confirming letter showing that the whole loan was to be repaid
at 14% interest, compared to the original loan rate of 7.4%, and the repayment schedule had been extended.
The letter stated that the client had 14 days in which to change her mind. The client phoned the contact
number given, and was told to communicate by letter.
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A West of Scotland CAB reports of a retired client who received calls at regular intervals by her bank
oVering to “top up” her loan. The client has a number of debts which she believes amount to around £20,000.
The client was contacted by the bank suggesting that she “top up” her loan, which she agreed to do, and
now has a repayment of £243 per month. The client was unaware that the “top up” was in fact a new loan
altogether and as a result she is paying interest on interest. The bureau feels that the bank should be taking
the client’s multiple debt situation into account each time they oVer a new loan.

Account Management

55. When clients get into arrears with repayment of credit, banks have varying policies in response. Some
of these policies can help debtors while others only hinder, making an aVordable loan diYcult to repay. This
section looks at the policies and practices of banks when clients get into arrears.

Interest and charges

56. A bank’s policy on interest and charges on arrears can have a significant impact on the debtor’s ability
to repay their debt. A common policy operated by banks is the decision to allow debtors only one short
period in which interest and charges can be frozen, before they are restarted and the debt is sold to a debt
collection firm. This policy gives the debtor little chance to repay their debts and can have the eVect of
increasing the value of a debt before it is passed to a debt collector.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who had interest applied to his debt due to a new bank policy.
The client has been regularly making repayments of £80 a month towards his debt for around a year. After
a review of the repayment schedule, the bank requested an additional £92 a month payment for interest
charges. The bank had a new policy of suspending interest for a fixed period of around six months, after
which interest and charges are reapplied to the account. The bureau was informed that the account would
be passed to a debt collector whether or not the client continued to make payments. The client decided not
to make payments until the account reached the debt collector as they will not apply interest. The client then
began to receive phone calls late at night from the bank regarding the debt.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose bank began to add on interest to a debt without warning
after a period of freezing interest on the account. The client had been making the agreed £4 repayments to
the bank, but was sent a letter stating that the client was now in arrears of £20.73. The bureau called the
bank who explained that their policy is to freeze interest for a “once in a lifetime period” of one year. After
that interest gets added for 4-5 months, at which point the account will be passed to a collector. The bureau
pointed out that the client had adhered to the payment plan and that the interest charges far outweigh what
she can aVord and she will never make inroads into the debt.

Policies On Arrears

57. Banks can also be unhelpful or unsympathetic when a client reports financial diYculties. Common
responses include increasing agreed overdraft limits, decreasing credit limits, oVering consolidation loans,
and in some cases closing the client’s bank account.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client who had her account closed by her bank after oVering a
reduced repayment for her debts. The client is a pensioner whose main source of income is her state pension.
The client was having diYculty meeting the repayments on the loan and the bureau made a reduced oVer of
repayment to the bank and sent the bank a copy of her financial statement. The bank immediately closed
her bank account with the result that her state pension which was due on that day seems to be lost. The bank
was very unhelpful and would not return calls. The bank eventually oVered to open a new account and to
try to trace the £380 which had disappeared.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose bank reduced his credit card limit to below the amount
that he owes. The client had reached an agreement with his bank to pay £5 a month for a credit card debt.
The credit card had a £3000 credit limit. The client received a letter from his bank stating that his credit limit
would drop from that day to £550—he owed £570.89. In another letter received on the same day he was
asked for the full £20.89 limit plus charges.
A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who received unsympathetic treatment from her bank when
repaying her loan. The client has a repayment arrangement in place with her bank that was due to be
reviewed in October 2008. The client received a worrying phone call from the bank saying that there is no
way that the present arrangement will continue after October and oVered a final settlement figure of £9,000
for a debt of around £11,000. They suggested if she did not take advantage of this oVer “her house would
be involved”.

58. A common response from a bank to a client who is reporting financial diYculty is to increase the
amount that a client can eVectively borrow, for example by increasing credit limits or authorised overdrafts.
This can give a client breathing space in the short-term, but can ultimately represent irresponsible lending
as the client still cannot aVord to repay what they owe and end up with a higher amount of debt.
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A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose bank continually raised his credit card limit despite
his precarious financial situation. The client has never had permanent work, yet has a credit card limit of
£11,200. The client was only able to keep paying minimum payments on his credit card debt each month by
taking cash withdrawals from his card. As a result of never missing a payment his credit limit was increased
on a number of occasions, thereby allowing the client to get into deeper debt.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose credit card limit has been increased to £7,050 despite
the client being unable to maintain payments during the past few years. The client has been on Income
Support for 17 years and has a debt of £25,000. She has numerous debts which she has not being paying for
a number of years as she is awaiting legal action to allow her to apply for bankruptcy. The bank’s reaction
to her financial situation has been to extend her credit limit allowing the client opportunity to get further
into debt.
An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who asked for help from her bank in repaying a loan to them.
Their response was to raise her overdraft limit substantially. The client had had a series of loans from her
bank since the 1980’s, which was rescheduled as a £25,000 loan in 2006. When the client returned to the bank
for help as she was not able to cope, the bank’s response was to raise her overdraft limit from £300 to £2,000.

Right of ‘Set Off’

59. The right of set oV allows banks to legally transfer cash from current or savings accounts to pay credit
card or loan arrears without account holders’ permission. Citizens Advice Bureaux have seen cases of people
having their pay or benefit payments removed from accounts, leaving them unable to meet priority debts,
like mortgages and council tax, and in greater financial diYculty.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a lone parent whose bank took £400 from her account to repay debts
without her permission. The client has credit card and overdraft debts with her bank, with whom the bureau
has been in contact with to negotiate repayments. The bank took £400 from her current account after her
wages had been made in, leaving the client with no money with which to live. The client contacted her branch
who denied having any contact with the bureau, and who stated that if the client moved her account to
another bank they would take her to court.

Sale of Associated Products

60. Another way in which a bank can put pressure on clients to repay is to encourage them to take out
further products as part of their repayment. Once this oVer is in place, it can be diYcult for the client to reject
the product and negotiate with the creditor. The types of related products that clients can be under pressure
to agree to include further loans, consolidation loans, credit cards, and overdrafts.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who made a repayment oVer to her creditors, and was instead
oVered a further loan. The loan would have helped the client to avoid default, but would have cost a further
£2700 in interest and charges. The client rejected the oVer, and decided to stick to the repayment plan
prepared by the bureau.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who was oVered a refinancing loan after making an oVer of
repayment. The bureau had helped the client to set up a repayment agreement with his bank six months
previously with interest frozen on the account. When the arrangement expired, the bureau wrote to the bank
with the same oVer of repayment as the client’s circumstances had not changed. The client then contacted
the bureau to say that his bank had contacted him oVering a refinancing loan. The bureau explained to the
client that the loan would put him more in debt and he would not receive any money.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client whose bank will only accept an oVer of repayment if the
client takes out a new consolidation loan. The client is deeply in debt, and the bureau made oVers to her
creditors for repayments. The client’s bank replied to the bureau saying that they will ‘accept’ her oVer of
£175 a month but only if she has a ‘new line’ opened, ie takes out a consolidation loan. If the client were to
accept this, she would continue to pay interest and charges on the debt.

Debt Collection

61. Bureau clients often complain of intimidation or harassment from creditors chasing repayments on
a debt. This includes creditors or debt collectors who put pressure on clients to increase repayments through
phone calls, letters, and home visits.

62. Phone calls from banks are often intimidating to clients and can happen so often that it becomes a
form of harassment. Clients are reporting receiving multiple calls every day, including late at night, early in
the morning, and on weekends. The content and tone of the conversations can also be threatening to the
clients.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a client who received phone calls at all hours from his bank after falling
into arrears. The client received calls into the evening and from 8am. His wife often took the calls and
sometimes they were “silent”, but the client was sure they were from the bank. The bureau wrote to the bank
complaining on behalf of the client. The reply stated that all customers who get into arrears receive phone
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calls like this, but the system is unable to cope with requests not to call at certain hours. Some calls start out
as silent as the operator can’t always respond immediately. These administration diYculties at the bank
cause unfair stress and worry for clients.

Third Party Dealings

63. Scottish bureaux have reported banks that have refused or delayed recognising a bureau as
representing a client. The consequence of this is that the bureau cannot act on behalf of the client while banks
continue to request payments from them. This can result in clients feeling pressurised to agree repayments
without the benefit of an adviser’s input.

64. The OFT’s guidance on debt collection defines refusing to deal with authorised third parties, such as
Citizens Advice Bureaux, as “deceptive and/or unfair”. However, bureau have reported a number of cases
in which a bank either does not recognise a bureau as representing a client or actively takes action against
the client in response to bureau involvement.

A West of Scotland CAB reports of a case in which a major bank refused to recognise a Citizens Advice
Bureau as representing a client. The client had asked the bureau for help to re-claim bank charges on his
account. The bureau contacted the bank by letter with a signed mandate from the client. The response stated
that the bank ‘is under no statutory obligation to record this information and therefore I am unable to assist
further with your request’. The bureau contacted the bank again to request information relating to the bank
charges, and were asked to forward another signed mandate from the client. The bureau received no reply,
so sent the letter and mandate again, but were told on the phone that the bank had not received a mandate.
The bureau received a letter from the bank six months after first sending a letter, advising that ‘with eVect
from 23 April 2007 it became an oVence to provide claims management services without authorisation.’ It
further reads that after checks they were ‘unable to confirm your company have the required authorisation.’
The letter went on to say that the bank would deal directly with the client.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a retired client with a loan who was upset by the harassment she felt
she was receiving on the telephone while she was trying to negotiate a solution to her debt problems. The
client had approached the bureau for help, but the bureau found that creditors were taking a long time to
respond to their letters while continuing to contact the client directly. The client was told on the phone that
her bank did not deal with third parties, including the citizens advice bureaux. The bureau contacted the
head oYce of the bank who advised that this was not the case and that the original oVer of repayment would
now be accepted.

65. A recent trend reported by bureaux has been banks freezing clients’ accounts after a citizens advice
bureau has made contact on behalf of a client. The reasoning behind this action is that the banks are
protecting their own funds in case the client gets further into debt. This seems counterintuitive, especially
as many UK banks encourage customers to visit a bureau if they are in financial trouble in their
correspondence to clients.

A North of Scotland CAB reports of a client who had her current account closed after making a reduced
oVer on her loan repayments. The client was in financial diYculty and the bureau made a reduced oVer of
repayment and sent her financial statement to the bank. The bank responded by immediately closing the
client’s bank account, which caused the client to lose her State Retirement Pension of £380 which was due
to be paid in that day. The bureau called the bank who were unhelpful and would not return calls. The client
was left with no money whatsoever.

An East of Scotland CAB reports of a client who had her current account frozen after a bureau contacted
the bank with an oVer of payment on behalf of the client. The client had been coping with her debts until
her husband had had an accident at work. She decided to do the sensible thing and deal with her debts before
they got unmanageable. The bureau sent out letters to the client’s creditors oVering repayments, but received
no reply from the client’s bank. On approaching her branch, the bank informed the client that the account
was ‘frozen’ and she could not withdraw any money. The client had £461 in her account, and was therefore
not in overdraft. The branch informed her that because she had involved the CAB, it was their policy to
automatically freeze the account. The branch further told the client that she should have come to them for
help, and not the CAB. The client duly informed them that she had approached them and asked for a loan
to tide her over until her husband went back to work, which they had refused. The client then asked what
help they could oVer her, receiving the reply that as she had involved CAB, there was no further help they
could give her. The client left the branch with no money, and two children under 10 to feed over the weekend.

Conclusion

66. Banks play a fundamental gateway role in nearly every person’s life in the UK, so it is essential that
the policies and practices of the banks allow customers to access this gateway without undue problems and
hardship. However, Scottish clients are continuing to experience problems relating to their current accounts,
overdrafts, use of credit, and management of arrears.
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Opening and maintaining accounts

— Clients are struggling to open basic bank accounts due to a lack of personal identification, previous
debts with the bank, or the policies of the bank branch.

— Clients who are made bankrupt are losing their bank accounts and experiencing diYculties in
opening another.

— Clients are experiencing diYculties when switching their account, which is dissuading other clients
from considering switching

Bank charges

— Clients are receiving disproportionately high bank charges after making small infringements in
their overdraft, which unfairly penalises low income customers.

— Banks are using clients’ much needed benefit payments to pay for overdraft charges.

— Clients are being hit with multiple charges—such as insuYcient funds charges, unpaid item
charges, missed payments charges, and interest—that ‘snowball’ into a high amount that forces the
client into a cycle of debt.

— Clients have a poor understanding of the likelihood and level of charges involved in their
overdrafts.

— Banks can be unhelpful in their responses to clients who try to negotiate a solution to their
overdraft problems.

Irresponsible lending

— Low income clients need aVordable credit, but are often given unaVordable and substantial credit
that puts them into a cycle of debt.

— Substantial credit is being given to clients with no obvious ability to repay, including those who
rely on benefit payments, are retired, or have existing financial commitments.

— Clients who already have substantial debt can be given further loans which worsen their situation.

— Clients can be pressured into taking loans they had not intention of asking for, and be persuaded
that taking a further loan can act as a solution to arrears.

Third party dealings

— Scottish bureaux have reported banks that have refused or delayed recognising a bureau as
representing a client, running contrary to OFT Guidance on Debt Collection.

— A recent trend has been banks freezing clients’ accounts after a citizens advice bureau has made
contact on behalf of a client.

67. The events of the last two or three years, including the OFT test case in the High Court and the
financial problems induced by the Credit Crunch, have triggered great interest in the banking sector. This has
highlighted many of the policies and practices that have adversely aVected customers in the last few years.

68. This interest also represents an opportunity for banks, government, and regulators, to look at the way
in which the banking sector is run. Many remedies have already been proposed and some already
implemented. However, for any remedy to be successful it needs to take into account the impact on the
individual. This is an opportunity for a new agreement to take place between government, banks, and
customers—one in which banks make their revenue in a fair and transparent manner, and customers can
access the services that they need without the problems and the charges that they currently face.

February 2009

Memorandum from Rev Dr Richard Rodgers, Leader, the Common Good Party

1. Thank you for working so hard to find a solution to the current financial crisis.

2. I would like to ask to make an oral submission to the committee. I realise that you have spent a great
deal of time hearing evidence but I believe I have something important and lucid to say which has not been
suYciently drawn out by most of the people from whom you have heard. My contribution relates to a
systemic problem with the banking system as it is currently organised which if not addressed will bias our
economy towards recurrent disaster. Furthermore I believe that people with a professional connection to
the crisis have an inherit bias against exposing this systemic defect either because they profit from it or they
would be embarrassed to “declare that the Emperor has no clothes” and to risk looking foolish and
damaging their reputation unless everyone saw the issues their way. They are reluctant to take that risk.
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3. This submission touches on various terms of reference including 1.6, 1.8,1.9,1.12,1.13 and 2.1. I append
a brief CV at its foot.

4. Executive summary: Banks create money out of nothing. The chief cause of the banking crisis is
allowing commercial banks to create the non cash element (about 97%) of the money in our economy out
of nothing by issuing loans of money that didn’t exist until they lent it. It costs the banks virtually nothing
but they stand to gain hugely from the repayments of capital and interest that borrowers have to go out and
earn by the sweat of their brow. It is a bonanza for the banks. They enjoy an unfair advantage over the rest
of us; as if we let them print bank notes freely in their back oYces. If you or I did this we’d be locked up.
They have no moral reason to be allowed this special privilege. They are just businessmen acting in their
own interest. The central bank the Bank of England acting on behalf of the state in the interests of society
should enjoy the sole authority to create money. Banks should be stopped from doing so. Every month the
Bank of England should calculate how much money the nation’s current level of economic activity requires
and create it and give it to the government to introduce into circulation by spending it on the things the
government usually spends money on. That way, no interest is payable by society as a whole just to have
this money circulating as our means of exchange. At present we pay bankers for the privilege of using bank-
loan money that they have created as our national currency. At present they have an incentive to create too
much and to egg people on to borrow more and more or they had until the edifice collapsed recently. It’s
why so many people have been tempted into debt and why houses cost so much. The altruistic Bank of
England would have no such pecuniary interest to create and issue too much money.

5. Banks also create money by the credit multiplier mechanism by which current account deposits are lent
out to a series of other borrowers despite the risk that the depositor may come and ask for his money back
at any time and that the bank is contractually obliged to give it to him. Most (100% minus the reserve
fraction) of the original deposit is lent out as it passes through the hands of successive banks, several times
over, creating more and more bank deposit money out of the original modest deposit. Depending on the
reserve fraction in force the amount of loan money created can reach around ten times the amount of the
original deposit, thus creating out of nothing a sum equivalent to around nine times that deposit.

6. The crucial question is “in whose ownership is money created”? At present in the UK money is almost
all created in the ownership of the commercial banks when they make loans. The approximately 3% of our
national money that is notes and coin is all that is created by the central bank on behalf of the government.
I presume that some bank loans include an entirely legitimate element that comprises the deposits of the
savings accounts of savers on the lines of old-fashioned mutual building societies, but, I gather that most is
“magicked” into existence by sleight of hand by the banks. Money so created, when it enters circulation does
so bearing interest that society has to repay to the banks as opposed to money created by the central bank
as an agent of the state which would enter circulation debt-free (interest-free).

7. This sort of money creation activity by commercial banks gets little attention in the media. I think it
is so breathtakingly audacious that speaking of it is embarrassing to men of stature in banking, journalism
or politics. There is a tacit conspiracy of silence over it. I believe such activity does exist, however, since this
construction makes sense of observable facts, whereas denying the possibility of such activity leaves us with
a set of observations which baZe most people.

8. Over the last ten years or so the approximate 14% pa growth of M4 money supply has far outstripped
to approximate 2% growth in GDP. I realise that this discrepancy is partly explicable by “open market”
operations of the Bank of England and purchases of British real estate by foreign nationals. But even
allowing for such factors it seems to me to show that someone is creating a lot of money that doesn’t
correspond to any real growth in the economy. I think a big part of the answer is this spurious “creation of
money out of nothing” by banks.

9. The Daily Telegraph of 14th February 2007, quotes Steven Crawshaw the then Chief Executive of
Bradford and Bingley Building Society as saying that a reduction of the Basel II reserve requirements was
equivalent to the society having an extra £300m capital and would let it lend out an additional £12 to £15
billion without having to raise any more capital.

10. If B&B weren’t having to raise any more capital where were they going to get the money from? My
thesis is that they planned to get it out of thin air by what I would almost dare to call a trick with figures;
and they were going to get away with it because most people get a bit muddled about these things.
Subsequently, of course, B&B got into diYculties.

11. There are three problems with commercial banks creating our money supply out of nothing:

12. First, they have an incentive to lend too much. It costs them very little to create this money. It is not
money they have obtained from anywhere but money they have written into existence in their accounts by
a mere book-keeping entry. In the case, say of a house purchase, the money only comes into existence when
the vendor banks the cheque written by the purchaser who has obtained permission from the loan-issuing
bank to write such a cheque. I am told that in many cases, these days, that money didn’t exist before this
instant. It wasn’t money obtained from savers or borrowed from another bank. It was just created.

13. Banks benefit greatly by this mechanism. I would almost call it a fiddle. It costs them nothing, or
almost nothing, to issue this bank-credit-created money. On the other hand they stand to gain enormously
as the borrower labours to repay both capital AND interest over the term of the mortgage.
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14. This mechanism introduces a huge perverse incentive for banks to lend out this sort of money that
they have created out of nothing in exchange for future repayment of the debt with earned money from the
real economy and with interest that the bank demands to boot!

15. It’s an absolute bonanza for the banks. They love it.

16. They are perfectly happy that most people are muddled about how the crisis has happened. They
shelter in the obfuscation.

17. This “dodge” is so lucrative that it gives the banks an incentive to lend to many people. The more the
merrier. Since it is money that didn’t exist and since they are being paid back in real money, the more they
can do it the richer they get.

18. This is why so many people have got into debt. Yes certainly many borrowers have been rash about
taking out loans but the loan wouldn’t have been on oVer if the banks hadn’t had a big incentive to lend it
and “money for nothing” is this huge incentive.

19. That’s why bankers get huge bonuses. To blame the banker is to miss the point. The point is that the
incentive is there. The senior banker can see it and being a lively chap he uses to opportunity to the full and
incentivises his subordinates to get borrowers to sign up.

20. The second problem is in whose ownership the money is being created.

21. In Britain today most money is created in the ownership of the banks and the banks issue it as a debt
with interest payable on it.

22. So British society as a whole is having to pay interest to self-interested businessmen just to use money
they have created as the currency of our land and we can never catch up. We have to borrow more and more
just to pay the interest.

23. There is an alternative. We as a society could issue our own money that we as a society own outright
rather than having to turn to businessmen and asking to use theirs. The banks are being allowed to print
our money, basically. They are being given an unfair advantage over the rest of us. None of the rest of us is
allowed to print money or create it by a computerised accounting entry as the banks do.

24. If they have been lending this fictitious money to home buyers, I suspect that they have also been
lending money of similar dubious origin to hedge fund business people and derivatives traders for the
purchase of whole companies on an even more massive scale; hence the large amount of money sloshing
around the system.

25. The creation of money in our land must be brought within the domain of the state, with the Bank of
England acting altruistically as a servant of the people and the right to issue money must be taken away from
the banks.

26. Then the money created won’t all have to have interest paid on it just because it exists.

27. After the current crisis, the public will be better served by banks remaining as commercial competitive
institutions so they can compete to oVer advantageous rates to savers and mortgage borrowers and to
provide a cheap eYcient payments system. It is better not to nationalise banks. It is just the creation of
money ex nihilo that they should be stopped from doing.

28. How to proceed. Customers’ deposits in current bank accounts must remain sacrosanct. They must
remain the property of the customer even if he has to pay the bank a little to look after that money for him.
He may also have to pay a little for the banks to operate the nation’s payments mechanism. Banks, however,
must not be free to dip into customers’ current account deposits to lend them out when the depositor is not
looking. This current account deposit money must not even enter the bank’s books. Accounting would be
totally separate from the bank’s own money. It would be just like operating your own piggy bank or the safe
deposit box at your holiday hotel. The depositor would be to only one touching the money. Then there would
be no question of a run on a bank or of the bank losing current account depositors’ money since they
wouldn’t have had access to it in the first place. Banks would howl a bit at the loss of income that honesty
would involve but they would get over it and in a competitive market the safe-keeping and payments services
might even improve.

29. Saving’s account deposits would be diVerent. Savers would actually take the step of deliberately
handing over ownership of their funds to the bank in return for the bank’s promise to pay it back at a later
date with a share of the interest it has earned by being lent out to the bank’s borrowers, as happens at the
moment. That’s fine. It’s straightforward and it doesn’t involve any of this mysterious money creation
activity.

30. The change from the present system of bank created money to money created in public ownership by
the central bank acting in the public interest, is do-able. The details need to be worked out by technicians but
the decision to change to such a system is in the hand of the people, with our politicians acting as our agents.

31. The Prime Minister should include this topic on the agenda of the G20 summit in London of 2nd
April since it would be best to make such a change as an entire international polity and we should lead the
way on this. I am taking steps to get the other governments thinking along these lines also.
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32. I have read around the subject and discussed it with bank oYcials, academics, seasoned monetary
reformers and with members of the public. I believe I have understood the issues correctly even if I may lack
the detail of experts. Nevertheless, many of the people who have lived with these issues for many years are
too near them to see the wood for the trees.

33. We need a really lively, frank discussion of the issues from this perspective and I believe I could help
the committee in such an endeavour. You have worked enormously hard to find answers. I respect this
excellent example of diligent, careful parliamentary work. I firmly believe that this my insight is clear and
pertinent and I would love to have the chance to meet you to pursue these issues further.

February 2009

Memorandum from Carmel Butler

CONSUMER AND TAX PAYER

“…Let us be clear that the reason for today’s injection is the lack of openness and honesty by the
banks on the amount of bad debts that they have on their books…”

JOHN McFALL MP294

1. The banks have stated their case. They say: the banking crisis ensued from bad borrowers to bad debts
to toxic assets to taxpayer support. The banks with their powerful lobby, powerful public relations and easy
access to the media have framed the public debate. Consumers on the other hand do not have such powerful
infrastructure to eVectively rebut the bankers’ defamatory accusations. This written evidence challenges the
bankers’ version and endeavours to dispel the bankers’ myths. The chain of events is rooted in lenders’ abuse
of unfettered power to impose unsustainable interest and charges on consumers combined with their
determination to avoid contributing to the public purse.

2. The evidence contained in this memorandum is focused on two fundamental issues. Firstly, the
consumer issues that arise in the context of Special Purpose Vehicles (“SPVs”) that are incorporated as
securitisation companies who issued the infamous “toxic-assets”; and secondly, the taxpayer heist at the
hand of the SPV securitisations companies. The evidence will illuminate the hitherto hidden truth that the
tax payer is supporting the profits of foreign owned companies incorporated in tax havens and their private
investors.

Brief Introduction

3. I am British Citizen resident in the UK and a qualified lawyer admitted to practice in New York, U.S.A.
I have an LLB Laws from the London School of Economics and a JD (Juris Doctor) from Columbia
University, New York. I practiced securities law at Sidley Austin LLP New York oYce from September 2006
to December 2007. Whilst at Sidley Austin I worked on various Structured Finance transactions such as
mortgage securitisations, CDOs and various derivatives. I am also a consumer of a mortgage product that
has been securitised. Consequently, as both an ex-practitioner of securitisations and a consumer subjected
to a securitisation, the intention is to focus on consumer issues that arise from mortgage securitisations, its
central causal role in the banking crisis and its detrimental eVect on the economy and public purse.

Summary Overview

4. Six key submissions are evidenced in this memorandum:

— Passing on the Interest Rate Cuts (see paras. 5 to 13). Banks do not pass on the interest rate cuts
to borrowers because they do not have that power. That power is vested in the SPV securitisation
companies.

— Openness and Honesty (see paras. 14 to 37). The Government has saved banks from the allegedly
bad debts on their books. But banks are unable to say the extent of the bad debt problem. This is
because, in truth, there are no bad debts of any significance. Two sleights-of-hand are discussed
under the headings “the legal ruse” and “the auditor ruse”. Enlightenment of the combined eVect
of these manoeuvres explains how the allegedly bad debts appear on the bankers books.

— The FSA Regulatory Role (paras. 38 to 43). The Practitioners Panel have called for rigorous
enforcement of the FSA’s MCOB rules. Consumers would concur with this principle.

— The Fallacy of Financial Advice (see paras. 44 to 52). The source of this issue is the mortgage
originators’ failure to disclose material facts on the products sold to consumers. The lenders’
concealments render independent financial advice a nullity and an academic exercise.

294 John McFall M.P.: question to the Chancellor of the Exchequer on 19 January 2009 in reference to the Government’s £37
billion cash support to the banking industry.
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— The Rule of Law—Repossession or Dispossession? (paras. 53 to 78). The Financial Services
Practitioner Panel calls for the faithful application of the rule of law with respect to the
performance of contractual obligations. There is no diYculty in concurrence with this principle.
Accordingly, the Treasury Committee are invited to consider the SPV securitisation companies
performance of its contractual obligations and the eVect of their abrogation from such obligations
on the functioning of the mortgage market.

— The Perfect Storm (paras. 79 to 88). The cause of the banking crisis is widely mooted as the abrupt
closure of the wholesale money markets in August 2007 but the public debate on why the market
seized is conspicuously absent. It is submitted that new tax laws were the catalyst instilling fear
which caused the flight. The money-men fled from securitisation companies on the real prospect
of their being called upon to contribute to the Treasury. The liquidity had to be filled. The tax-
paying public was rallied to fill the gap and to suVer the economic fall-out. Paragraphs 83 to 86
recommends: a potentially eVective solution in which the Government can revive the housing
market and economy without the need for the banker’s acquiescence to the hitherto unheeded
pleas for the bankers to commence lending.

— Conclusion (paras. 89 to 91). Confusion through concealment creates complexity. Transparency is
the antidote. Once illuminate, securitisation is simple. Follow the asset and follow the cash which
reveals that the supreme beneficiaries of the crisis are the banks, the SPVs and their investors.

— Recommendations: The Committee is invited to consider the recommendations at paragraphs: 37,
43, 52, 79 and especially the recommendation at paragraphs. 85 to 88.

Passing on the Interest Rate Cuts

5. The Committee has rightly been concerned to elicit a reason for banks failure to pass on the Bank of
England interest rate cuts to borrowers and yet, do pass on the interest rate cuts to the savers295. The answer
to the question is simple. The banks have passed the interest rate cuts to the savers because the banks have
the power to set the interest rate for the savers. Conversely, the banks do not have the power to pass the
interest rate cuts to the borrower.

6. This is because, the banks have sold the mortgage contracts to the SPVs and it is the SPVs alone, that
have the contractual power to determine the borrowers interest rates. Consequently, it is the SPVs that
decide whether or not to pass on the interest rate cuts. It is the SPVs that have decided not to pass on the
interest rate cuts.

7. This fact is evidenced by the various and respective Prospectuses that the SPVs file at the UK Listing
Authority. In general, the bank that originates the loans will make a True Sale296 of the mortgages to the
SPV which means the contractual power to set the borrower’s interest rate is vested in the SPV.

8. Following the bank’s True Sale of the mortgages, the bank’s contractual relationship with the borrower
is extinguished. The SPV, as assignee, becomes the party that is in privity of contract with the borrower.
However, neither the bank nor the SPV inform the borrower of the SPV’s ownership of the mortgage
contract.297 The SPV will remain concealed. The borrower is unlikely to discover the SPV’s ownership of
their mortgage contract because, following the sale to the SPV, the bank and the SPV enter into a contract
wherein, the bank agrees to administrate the mortgages on behalf of the SPV and in return, the SPV
remunerates the bank for its administrative services. Consequently, whilst the bank has extinguished all its
right and title to the consumer’s mortgage contract, the bank’s connection to the consumer’s mortgage is
through its administration agreement with the SPV only. Following these legal manoeuvres: (i) the consumer
and the SPV are in privity of contract under the mortgages; (ii) the bank and the SPV are in privity of
contract through their administration agreement; and (iii) the world will remain ignorant of these events
because, the bank continues to service the loans as if nothing has happened.

9. Therefore, the bank’s only interest in the loans following its True Sale of the mortgages is that of a mere
administrator and servicer of the loans. It is the SPV that is the bank’s client from whom the bank earns its
servicing fees and from whom it receives its instructions. Consequently, the bank’s loyalty is to SPV client
only. The power to set the borrowers interest rates is a contractual power contained in the mortgage
contract:a fortiori when the contract is sold to the SPV, the contractual power to set the borrowers interest
rates is vested in the SPV and not the bank. Therein is the reason why the banks have not passed-on the
interest rates cuts. It is simply because: they cannot. They must, in accordance with their administration
agreement with the SPV, implement the interest rate policy of their client, the SPV.

10. Evidence of these submissions is best demonstrated by example. In the case of Northern Rock, the
SPV has given Northern Rock the authority to set the interest rates. However, Northern Rock has
undertaken to set the interest rate at a level that not only covers Northern Rock’s administration costs, it
is contractually obliged to set the rate at a level suYcient to support the entirety of all the administration

295 See eg, Chairman’s Q116, Q117, Q169 and Q170. Treasury Committee Banking Crisis Uncorrected Transcripts of Oral
Evidence

296 True Sale means “This is a genuine sale with title passing to the issuer SPV.” Source: H.M. Revenue & Customs CFM20030
at: http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/cfmmanual/cfm20030.htm

297 Additionally, both the bank and the SPV unlawfully suppress and conceal this information from H.M. Land Registry.
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costs, expenses and profits of each of the numerous entities involved in the securitisation structure298. This
means that Northern Rock must set the interest rate at a level that will ensure the SPV suVers no revenue
shortfall. In the event that Northern Rock fails to set the rate at a level suYcient to satisfy the SPVs required
revenue, then the mortgage trustee may “notify the administrator that…the standard variable rate and the
other discretionary rates or margins for the mortgage loans…should be increased…the administrator will
take all steps which are necessary…to eVect such increases in those rates or margins.”299 Consequently,
Northern Rock may only exercise the interest rate pursuant to the SPV’s authority to do so under the terms
of its administration agreement, and in any event must set the rate at levels to the satisfaction of its SPV
client. In other words, Northern Rock does not have the autonomous power to set the rates independent of
its SPV client. Accordingly, it is the SPV that controls the interest rate setting power.

11. Whilst Northern Rock has been used as the example, the Treasury Committee is reminded that this
circumstance is not unique to Northern Rock. It is standard to most SPVs. In conclusion, it is recommended
that the Committee encompass within its inquiry consideration of the role of the SPV in the banking crisis
and the relationship between the banks and the SPVs.

12. Finally, if the Government is determined that the interest rate cuts are passed on to the borrowers, it
must ask the SPVs.

13. In conclusion, this means that the correct answer to the Committee’s question No. 170300: “. . . Are
the banks just pocketing a few bob for themselves here?”: the full and correct answer is—No, it is the SPVs
that are pocketing a few bob for themselves.

Openess and Honesty

14. There are no bad debts on the banks books. And if there is any bad debt, the amount is de minimis.
A primary purpose of a securitisation is: to remove the credit risk from the bank’s books. The bank, under
a ‘true sale’ will sell all its rights and title in the mortgages to the SPV and the SPV will in return pay the
bank cash for the mortgage assets. This plain truth has remained elusive because under the terms of the true
sale contract, the bank and the SPVs have unlawfully agreed to keep the transaction concealed from the
borrower and, from H.M. Land Registry. Thus giving the false appearance to the world that the banks still
own the mortgages.

15. Two sleights-of hand are at play in this manoeuvre. One is the legal ruse, the other the auditor ruse.
This is not to suggest that the professions have conspired, they are each compartmentalised and each are
generally unaware of the combined eVect.

The Legal Ruse

16. First, the legal ruse. The law provides mortgagees with a statutory power to transfer a legal charge.301

It is under these statutory provisions that the banks exercise their right to assign the mortgages to the SPVs.
In a contract of sale that provides for a disposition302 of an interest in land, the legal title will be conveyed
immediately from the seller to the buyer303 on the completion date. There can be no doubt that on
completion, the buyer has acquired the legal title, but there will inevitably be a “registration gap” between
the conveyance date on which the buyer acquired the legal title and the date on which his legal title is
registered at H.M. Land Registry. During this registration gap, the law provides that the buyer’s title: “does
not operate at law until the relevant registration requirements are met”.304

17. This is where the legal ruse comes into play. It is this “registration gap” that the SPV unlawfully
exploits in order to conceal its ownership and control of the mortgages. Under the Land Registration Act
2002 (“LRA 2002”), the transferee305 of a registered charge is required to register at H.M. Land Registry, its
ownership of the mortgage that it purchased.306 Therefore, it is a legal requirement that the SPV register its
proprietorship of the mortgage at H.M. Land Registry. Whilst the law implicitly permits the registration

298 See eg, the SPV’s revenue receipts waterfall setting out the order of priority of payments to the many and various creditors
followed by the payments due to and investors. Granite Master Issuer plc Prospectus Supplement dated 23 May 2005 at page
144 onward.

299 Granite Master Issuer plc Prospectus Supplement dated 23 May 2005 at the 1st para. on page 103
300 See Q170. Angela Knight of the BBA states in explanation that the housing market reduction is value is “aVecting the risk

weighting of those assets…so the amount of capital that banks hold against that risk also increases”. In fact, the bank have
sold the assets and passed that risk to the SPV and therefore with respect, Ms Knight’s reasoning is defective. In eVect, the
governments initiatives are supporting the SPVs and their investors and not (as it believes) the banks. This begs the question,
why should the tax payer be called upon to guarantee the return of investments? Investors are warned and know that their
investments may go down!

301 Law of Property Act 1925 s.114 and Land Registration Act 1925 s.33 (note the LRA 1925 is repealed as of October 2003
pursuant to the LRA 2002)

302 The legal definition of a disposition includes the conveyance of a mortgage. See Law of Property Act 1925 s.205(ii)
303 See Megarry & Wade 7th Ed. Para.7-150
304 See Land Registration Act 2002 s.27(1) As legal title does not operate until registration, it operates in equity pending

registration. Also note equity’s rule that: equity regards as done that which ought to be done.
305 A transfee is: an assignee of a legal charge. See Law of Property Act 1925 s.114(2)
306 See Land Registration Act 2002 s.27(3) and Schedule II, paras. 8 and to 10. (Sch. II, para. 10: “In the case of a transfer, the

transferee, or his successor in title, must be entered in the register as the proprietor” (bold emphasis added). See also Law
Commission Report printed 9 July 2001. Law Com No. 271 HC114 at para. 4.30
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gap as a matter of pragmatism, the law also implicitly mandates that the registration requirements are to be
observed expeditiously. Nonetheless, in contumacious disregard for its legal duty to comply with the
registration requirements of the LRA 2002, the contract of sale expressly provides that the SPV will not
register the transfer at H.M. Land Registry indeed, the contract provides that notice of the transfer is to be
concealed from the borrowers and H.M. Land Registry and a fortiori concealed from the world307.

18. The suppression and concealment of this information from H.M. Land Registry is a criminal
oVence308, and in furtherance of this oVence309, the SPV’s legal title to the mortgages is also concealed from
the county courts and the Government. The Banks remain registered as the proprietor of the mortgages and
accordingly all interested parties are deceived by this concealment with one exception. The SPV does inform
its investors that the bank sold its legal title to the SPV (to whom, the right to register the legal title to the
mortgages is important). Consequently, the bank appears to be the legal owner, but it is not.

19. For example, in the case of Northern Rock as the seller of mortgages, the prospectus states: “under
the mortgage sale agreement dated March 26, 2001 entered into between the seller, the mortgages trustee,
the security trustee and Funding, the seller assigned the initial mortgage portfolio together with all related
security to the mortgages trustee…” 310. Additionally, under the terms of Northern Rock’s mortgage sale
agreement, it is, “entitled under the terms of the mortgage sale agreement to assign new mortgage loans and
their related security to the mortgages trustee”. 311 (bold emphasis added).

20. Northern Rock may remain falsely registered as the putative ‘legal owner’ but in truth, Northern
Rock is merely the administrator of the mortgage loans. Again the Prospectus states: “The seller acts as
administrator of the mortgage portfolio under the terms of the administration agreement, pursuant to which
it has agreed to continue to perform administrative functions in respect of the mortgage loans on behalf of
the mortgages trustee and the beneficiaries, including collecting payments under the mortgage loans and
taking steps to recover arrears.”312 (Bold emphasis added).

21. The legal reality is that: (i) Northern Rock sold its legal title to the SPV, in this case, to Granite
Finance Trustees Limited313 and therefore, Granite is the legal owner; (ii) Northern Rock is the
administrator of the mortgages and falsely holds itself out as the legal owner of the mortgages; (iii) Granite
Finance Trustees Limited should be, but is not, registered as the owner of the mortgage; and (iv) all these
facts remain concealed because Granite and Northern Rock have unlawfully contracted to suppress this
information from H.M. Land Registry.

22. Notwithstanding that the SPV conceals its legal title from H.M. Land Registry, the SPV will,
nonetheless, avail itself of, and exercise, all the statutory and contractual legal powers that the legal owner
enjoys. For example, the SPV will exercise the legal owner’s statutory power to create a legal charge 314 on
the borrower’s mortgages. The SPV will file at Companies House a Form 395 “Particulars of a Mortgage
or Charge” within the statutory 21 days, to register the Legal Charge that the SPV created against the
mortgage loans in favour of the SPV’s trustee, as security for the payment of money due to its investors and
creditors.315

23. The SPV’s exercise of the legal owner’s contractual and statutory legal powers leaves no doubt that
SPV is: the legal owner of the mortgages. Nonetheless, the banks and the SPV unlawfully exploit the
“registration gap” in a smoke and mirrors tactic to cause confusion and conceal the SPV’s legal title. The
SPV is the legal owner. The banks are the administrators.

The Auditor Ruse

24. The Treasury Committee has endeavoured to discover the amount of bad debts on the banks’ books.
An answer to that question has hitherto evaded an adequate response. As discussed above, the bank has
sold the mortgages and thereby transferred the credit risk to the SPVs which means, that the banks do not
have these (allegedly) “bad” debts on their books.316 Therefore, to provide the Committee with the full
answer, the question must be re-framed as: having sold legal title to the debts, how do these allegedly “bad”
debts appear back on their balance sheets?

307 The contract provides that the SPV will not register unless certain events occur such as, if the mortgage trustee wishes to
enforce the security due to the insolvency of the bank, thus defeating any of the bank’s creditors claiming against the asset.

308 See Land Registration Act 2002 s.123
309 For example, Clavis Securities were sold GMAC mortgages under an absolute assignment with full title guarantee on or

around 15 June 2006 and after some 2_ years have failed to register its ownership at the Land Registry.
310 Granite Master Issuer plc. Prospectus Supplement dated 23 May 2005 at page 108 under the heading “The mortgage sale

agreement”.
311 Id. See at page 113 under the heading “Assignment of new mortgage loans and their related security”.
312 Id. See at page 11 under the heading “The Seller, the administrator, the cash manager, the issuer cash manager and the

bank account”.
313 Granite Finance Trustees Limited is a Jersey incorporated company.
314 Pursuant to the mortgagee’s power as the legal owner under the Land Registration Act 2002 s.23(1).
315 See eg Clavis Securities plc (Reg. No.05778179) Form 395 filing at Companies House on 22 June 2006.
316 Although it is conceded that the banks may hold the SPV issued Notes in their Treasury Departments which means: the debts

are not trading losses from the bank’s loan book of advances to its customers, but rather the (allegedly) poor investments of
its Treasury Department in the banks proprietary trading as an investor.
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25. Likewise as discussed above, the SPVs legal title to the mortgages is also concealed from the auditors.
The auditors know that the bank originated and owned the mortgage loans and therefore, the mortgage
loans are initially and correctly ‘recognised’ as an asset on the bank’s books. However, when the bank
securitises that asset, the bank has sold the asset to the SPV. This means that the SPV owns both the benefits
and the credit risks of the assets. Accordingly, the bank’s transfer and sale of legal title should result in the
assets being ‘derecognised’ as an asset on the banks’ books. However, the auditor’s continue to recognise
the assets on the bank’s books. This is because of an inadvertent erroneous evaluation and application of
the IAS39 accounting standard.

26. IAS39 sets out three main scenarios in which an asset will be derecognised and removed from the
bank’s books. Under any one of these three scenarios, the mortgage loan assets that have been securitised
should be derecognised with the consequent eVect that the assets are removed from the banks books.

27.The mis-application of the IAS39 derecognition policy is best illustrated by the following example. In
the Northern Rock’s Annual Report and Accounts 2007, the derecognition policy states:317 “The Group also
derecognises financial assets that it transfers to another party provided the transfer of the asset also transfers
the right to receive the cash flows of the financial asset.” In a securitisation, that is exactly the legal eVect.
However, auditors are called upon to make an evaluation of the bank’s legal rights in their analysis. The
auditor must determine who has the legal right to the cash flows. Understandably, an auditor is not best
qualified to make an accurate legal determination. Nonetheless, the auditors do see that: (i) the bank’s legal
title is still registered at the Land Registry (albeit falsely); (ii) the auditors see the bank’s administration of
the mortgage loans; and (iii) the auditors see the cash flows from the mortgage loans are paid to the bank.
In contrast, the auditors do not see (iv) the contract of sale wherein the bank transferred to the SPV, all its
title and rights to the asset; (v) do not see the bank’s administration agreement with the SPV which evidences
the bank’s interest is merely authority to administrate the mortgage loan asset; and (vi) do not see that the
bank has no right or title to the cash flows it receives from the mortgage loans. Consequently, the auditors
understandably fail to accurately evaluate the legal rights and accordingly fail to derecognise the asset. As
a result, the asset erroneously remains recognised as an asset on the bank’s book.

28. However, the auditors are mindful that the asset has been securitised and that such transactions
require some acknowledgment and entries in the accounts. Again, IAS39 is the culprit. IAS39 directs the
auditor to “Consolidate all subsidiaries (including any SPE)”318. The IAS39 therefore instructs the auditor’s
to consolidate the special purpose entity319 (or vehicle), into the group accounts.

29. This is an extremely bizarre instruction to auditors for three reasons. Firstly, this instruction
contradicts the foundational principle of a securitisation structure which is: that the originator of the asset
must be ‘Bankruptcy Remote’ from the SPV. That is, that the SPV is a wholly independent company that
is in no manner whatsoever connected with the originator of the assets it has purchased. The true sale must
be an ‘arms-length’ transaction between the two wholly independent entities. This is an essential element of
the securitisation structure to ensure that the SPV and its assets are not in any way aVected by the bankruptcy
or insolvency of the asset originator. Secondly, the bankruptcy remoteness of the SPV is the credit rating
agencies predominant factor for the SPV’s Notes achieving the triple A rating. Thirdly, there is no legal basis
on which a wholly independent company, (iean SPV) should be included in the consolidated accounts of
another company where the SPV is not a subsidiary or legal undertaking of that company.

30. Notwithstanding that the SPV and Northern Rock are wholly independent and separate companies,
the mortgage loan assets and liabilities that the Granite SPV own, was consolidated onto the Northern
Rock’s Group accounts.

31. To illustrate this point, take for example Granite Master Issuer plc’s prospectus where it expressly
states: “The Issuer is wholly owned by Funding 2…The Issuer has no subsidiaries…The Seller [Northern
Rock] does not own directly or indirectly any of the share capital of Funding 2 or the Issuer”320.

32. Therefore, when reading the Northern Rock accounts,321 the figure of £43,069.5 million stated as a
Northern Rock liability, is in fact, Granite Master Issuer plc’s liability. The “Debt Securities” issued of
£43,069.5 million is the liability of Granite Master Issuer plc, a wholly independent company which the
auditor has erroneously consolidated on to the Northern Rock Group accounts solely because of the
erroneous application of IAS39.322 That liability is Granite’s liability to its investors.

33. Likewise, Granite’s assets also appear on Northern Rock’s balance sheet. Consequently when reading
the figure of £98,834.6323 million stated as a Northern Rock asset, at least £49,558.5 million,324 is in fact,
Granite Master Issuer plc’s asset.

317 Northern Rock plc Annual Report and Accounts 2007 at page 55 para. j). Para. “j)” is essentially a concise summary of the
three main scenarios of the IAS39 derecognition accountancy standard.

318 IAS 39 Technical Summary prepared by IASC Foundation staV (which has not been approved by the IASB). Source http://
www.iasb.org/NR/rdonlyres/1D9CBD62-F0A8-4401-A90D-483C63800CAA/0/IAS39.pdf

319 Special Purpose Entity (“SPE”) is synonymous with Special Purpose Vehicle (“SPV”)
320 Granite Master Issuer plc, Prospectus Supplement dated 23 May 2005 at page 56. See also, page 60: Northern Rock “does

not own directly or indirectly any of the share capital of Holdings or the mortgages trustee”. See also page 62: Northern Rock
“does not own directly or indirectly any of the share capital of Holdings or the post-enforcement call option holder [namely,
GPCH Limited]”.

321 Northern Rock Report and Accounts 2007. See page 45 and see in particular note 22 on page 73
322 To correct the balance sheet, the “loans and advances to customers” asset figure should be derecognised and reverse from the

asset figure against the securitised notes figure. See also note 22 on page
323 Northern Rock Report and Accounts 2007 at page 45
324 Id. at page 73 note 22.
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34. The Committee is respectfully reminded that whilst Northern Rock has been used to illustrate the
point, this application of IAS39 is common practice.

35. In summary, the assets “appear back on the books” due to the misapplication of IAS39. The error is
compounded through the unlawful exploitation of the registration gap which conceals the facts necessary
for an accurate application of IAS39. It is this concealment that causes the auditor confusion. These assets
and liabilities should not be on the bank’s balance sheet. They are there solely because of the combined eVect
of the legal and auditor ruse325.

36. In consequence, the British tax payer is not just the supporter of British banks, the tax payer is the
unwitting guarantor and supporter of all the privately owned, wholly independent SPVs foreign companies
incorporated in tax havens. Their consolidation into the group accounts of British banks means that the tax-
payer is also funding the capitalisation of the SPVs. These foreign SPV companies and their investors must
be extremely satisfied with the UK tax payers support. After all, there are always winners in any crisis.

37. Recommendations:

— Auditors should reconsider the application of IAS39 and perhaps seek legal opinions on the bank’s
legal rights and obligations in its evaluation and application of this accounting standard. It is
recommended that the law firm that acted on the actual securitisation is not used for this purpose,
and that an independent barrister may be more suitable. Moreover, an SPV should never be
consolidated into the Group accounts unless it is an actual legal subsidiary or a legal undertaking
of the Group.

— Both the SPVs and banks must be held to compliance with the Land Registration Act 2002 and
accordingly, complete the registration requirements under the Act. For those that do not comply
with the registration requirements, enforcement action should be considered. Transparency is the
antidote that will cure the abuses facilitated by concealment.

The FSA’s Regulatory Role

38. Whilst the FSA regulates mortgages, it does not regulate the SPVs that own the mortgages. Given
that it is the SPV’s that exercise the power and control over mortgagors, interest rate policies and
repossession policies, there is a major lacuna in regulatory oversight. Through the medium of the ruse
discussed above, an added bonus of concealment is that the SPV circumvents regulatory oversight. It may
be argued that such lacuna is covered by the FSA’s authorisation and regulation of the loan administrator.
However, this argument does not address the inherent conflict between the bank’s compliance with the FSA’s
regulations and its loyalty to its SPV client. This is because the SPV is vigilant on the bank’s implementation
of its policies under their administration contract whereas, the FSA in contrast are widely known for its
apparent determination not to enforce326 its MCOB327 rules and regulations. Therefore, given the choice
between the impotency of FSA deterrence on the one hand, and client loyalty and profit incentive of banks
and SPVs on the other hand, the dominant motivation that will inevitably prevail is the satisfaction of the
profit incentive. This means that the bank’s allegiance to its SPV reigns supreme over the bank’s regulatory
obligations to consumers. After all, the irony of the FSA’s ‘Treating Customers Fairly’ principle, is that the
SPV is the customer of the bank whereas, the borrower not. The borrower is in fact, the customer of the SPV.

39. But all is not lost. The Financial Services Practitioner Panel is in consensus with the principle that the
FSA’s MCOB rules should be enforced. In its Annual Report 2007/8 it stated: “This was a major area of
risk from a consumer point of view and the Panel considered that the Mortgage Conduct of Business
(MCOB) rules were not achieving the objectives that were intended by them—in fact, to some degree, they
had served to compound the issue “328. The Practitioners Panel then goes on to call for the FSA to supervise
and enforce the MCOB rules, it continues, “The Panel remains concerned that the FSA’s supervisory and
enforcement activities in this area continue to move too slowly to significantly improve standards in this
sector.”329 The principle quoted here is highly laudable, and to the extent quoted above, this principle from
the consumer’s perspective, would attract strong consensus.

40. To be accurate however, the Practitioners Panel is vociferous for FSA enforcement of the MCOB rules
only to the extent that they apply to the 3,000 small businesses that provide services in the financial
intermediary sector. Nonetheless, the Consumer Panel and Practitioners Panel both support the FSA’s
enforcement of the MCOB rules in principle and apparently, both the Practitioner and Consumer Panels
would wish to achieve the objectives that were intended by the MCOB rules.

41. Whilst the Practitioner Panel’s call for MCOB enforcement is supported in principle, it is suggested
that enforcement against the many small business in the intermediary sector should be deferred because: (i)
enforcement in that sector would yield no immediate assistance to the consumer or small businesses; (ii) that

325 It is probable that tax considerations are also behind this manoeuvre, ie, tax eYcient to minimise/avoid tax liability
particularly with respect to the possibility that interest income earned in the UK would be subject to withholding tax prior
to payment to the foreign owned SPV.

326 “The FSA has been describing itself as ‘not enforcement led’ which we have challenged” Quoted from the Financial Services
Consumer Panel, Annual Report 2007/8 at page 21 para. 2.25.

327 The FSA’s Mortgage Conduct of Business Rules (MCOB).
328 The Financial Services Practitioner Panel, Annual Report 2007/8 at page 19
329 Id.
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sector of the economy is at present, relatively inactive; (iii) it is probable that some of those small businesses
may not survive the economic downturn and the FSA should not exacerbate their plight for survival at this
juncture; and (iv) the Government aspires to assist small businesses in any event.

42. Accordingly, in recognition that the FSA’s resources are finite and therefore should be focused and
targeted to achieve the Government’s aspirations, it is suggested that the enforcement campaign focus on
the MCOB rules to the extent applicable to mortgage administration and mortgage repossessions. An FSA
publicly announced policy decision to take enforcement action against mortgage administrators non-
compliance with the MCOB330 would have an immediate deterrence eVect, concentrate the mortgage
administrator’s mind, attitude and conduct on its regulatory obligations and in turn, produce immediate
assistance to consumers in financial diYculty. The announcement of such policy may also achieve the added
bonus that the FSA’s TCF objectives, (which were also intended to protect consumers), may also be realised
as a result of an enforcement policy. Moreover, an actual enforcement may have a longer-term deterrent
eVect and re-position the FSA’s supremacy in the conflict between the bank’s deference to its SPV clients
prevailing over its obligations to consumers. Finally, and most pertinently, from a public relations
perspective, it may restore a large degree of public confidence in the FSA and the financial industry generally
and stem the repossession trend.

43. Recommendations:

— the Treasury Committee give its fullest support to the Panels aspirations and immediately
recommend that the FSA vigorously enforce the MCOB rules; and

— the courts are informed of the claimant’s331 administration and repossession legal obligations
under the MCOB rules and that the courts assure themselves of the administrator’s strict
compliance with those rules before ordering repossession. Again, this would have immediate
impact to assist consumers in diYculties.332

The Fallacy of Financial Advice (Terms of Reference 1.9 and 3.7)

44. On 14 January 2009, Mr Tutton of the Citizens Advice Bureau gave oral evidence wherein he
enunciated the principles that “…borrowers need to have the risks properly pointed out to them…to
understand the consequences…what is the interest rate, what is it going to cost me?…and borrowers are
properly helped to decide what they are getting into.”333

45. There is an abundance of consumer laws and regulations that govern credit agreements and in
particular, govern the advice that independent financial advisers provide to consumers on mortgage
products. In practice however, the consumer’s choice of lender and product is often a nullity and can be
deemed an academic exercise. This is because, whilst the consumer may be advised to select a mortgage
product from Bank X and may choose to enter into a contract with Bank X on that advice, the reality is that
Bank X will not be the company with whom the consumer will ultimately be in privity of contract, nor will
Bank X be the entity that performs that contract.

46. In general, neither the IFA, nor the consumer knows at the outset that Bank X will merely originate
the mortgage contract and that Bank X will sell the mortgage contract. Moreover, whilst the consumer may
be informed of the initial ‘pass-the-parcel’ of their mortgage contracts to various entities, the consumer will
never be told of the final and ultimate owner of their mortgage contract, namely the SPV entity that
securitises their mortgage contract. In other words, neither the IFA nor the consumer is aware of, nor
considers the impact of the “originate-to-distribute model” when providing or considering financial advice.

47. To illustrate the practical impact of the SPV’s concealment from the borrower, take for example, a
consumer that was advised to choose a GMAC-RFC standard variable rate mortgage. Firstly, some of those
borrowers would have been securitised through an SPV called Clavis Securities plc. Thus, the consumer’s
advice as to the lender is rendered academic. Secondly, unbeknown to the borrowers, Clavis unilaterally
decided that borrowers who had purchased a GMAC standard variable rate mortgage contract would be

330 Which non-compliance is standard practice and ubiquitous and it is submitted there exists and abundance of evidence of non-
compliance. See examples of consumer discussions on consumer help forums at: http://www.consumeractiongroup.co.uk/
forum/mortgages-secured-loans/

331 Another legal issue arises here. Strictly speaking the claimant should be the SPV, however, the administrator bank will make
the claim in its own name. However, at law, the bank has no locus standi to bring the claim in its own name without informing
the court that it is claiming in a representative capacity. The court therefore erroneously assumes the bank’s legal standing
and is wilfully mislead by the legal ruse to conceal the SPV. At law, the bank has no legal right to bring the claim in its own
name and no legal right to obtain a possession order against the borrower.

332 In similar terms in which the government reminded the courts to enforce the pre-action protocols
333 See Mr Tutton’s answer to Q135. It is noted that Mr Tutton made these comments in the context of store-cards credit, however,

it is averred that these principles apply to any and all credit agreements.
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treated as if they had purchased a track-rate mortgage.334 Accordingly, Clavis’ decision renders the
consumer’s advice on product as also academic. Thirdly, it was irrelevant to Clavis that the borrowers
contracted to pay GMAC’s standard variable rate, because Clavis at all times charged its borrowers at least
0.25% in excess of GMAC’s standard variable rate. Accordingly, Clavis at all times demanded (and was paid)
interest that the borrowers were not contractually obliged to pay.

48. In one case on point, the non-contractual demanded interest rate overcharge was disputed. The
response was that it had the “power and liberty” to charge as they pleased. Following a vigorous defence of
this contention, it was finally conceded that it had overcharged interest but at the same time, inferred that
the overcharge was de minimis as it only amounted to approximately £3,000. However, this amount is not
de minimis to an individual nor when taken in the context of the securitisation as a whole. That securitisation
involved a pool of approximately 4,500 mortgages contracts each of which would have been subjected to
the same contractual abuses. As Clavis had overcharged each of those consumers an extra non-contractual
0.25% and assuming that that overcharge was in the region of £3,000 for each consumer, such modus
operandi would yield a conservatively estimated extra £13.5 million.

49. There is an abundance of anecdotal evidence that consumers are instinctively aware that their
mortgage accounts are being abusively charged.335 However in the majority of cases, it is improbable that
consumers would be able to identify and articulate the character and nature of the abuse suYcient to present
such defence in a court. Therefore, this type of abuse remains substantially, undetected. From the consumer
perspective it inevitably results in repossession, but on strict construction of the borrower’s mortgage
obligations it is in fact, dispossession.

50. Therefore, with respect to mortgage products that will be securitised, the notion that a financial
adviser can advise consumers, and the notion that consumers have choice, is a pure fallacy. The evidence
shows that whilst the fault cannot be laid on the adviser, it does not change the practical reality for the
consumer who will be aggressively held to their obligations (including, in some cases demands for money
which they are not contractually obliged to pay), whilst the SPV lender will conveniently absolve itself of
its obligations (including, in some cases substituting the product with a completely diVerent product).
Consequently, neither adviser nor borrower can make an informed decision on that which, directly and
substantially aVects them. They cannot know how much the interest rates will be, and cannot know how
much it will cost them, because all of these variables are dependent on the arbitrary decisions of the SPV
with whom the borrower is ultimately in privity of contract⁄and that information is at all times, concealed336.

51. Finally, this issue highlights the importance of the principle of Transparency. To echo the Prime
Minister,337 “all transactions should be transparent and never hidden”. The concealment of the SPV from
the borrower presents the SPV with the opportunity to abuse with impunity, safe in the knowledge that the
consumer would never know who is really perpetrating the abuse and whom they should hold accountable.
The borrower should know with whom they are in privity of contract and that information should never be
concealed.

52. Recommendations:

— Mortgage originator’s must make full and frank disclosure of the eVect of securitisation on the
borrower

— The contractual formula for interest rate setting must be fully disclosed and fixed such that the
extensive discretionary powers are abated and/or

— The SPV’s unfettered powers to unilaterally inflate the borrower’s obligations should be curbed.

334 “…the interest rate payable on those Mortgage Loans is a variable rate set by the mortgage lender…but…the Issuer [Clavis]
has undertaken…to set such variable rate at a specified marging or margins in excess of the Bank of England Repo
Rate…Accordingly, such Mortgage Loans are treated for all purposes as being Mortgage Tracker Rate Loans”. Quoted from:
Clavis Securities plc Asset Backed Note Programme Series 2006-1 Note Issue Supplement dated 8 June 2006 at page S-64
under the heading “Interest rate setting in relation to certain Series Portfolio Mortgages”
See also eg, without the consent or knowledge of the borrowers, the lenders vary the terms of the mortgages: “Most mortgage
lenders in the residential mortgage market vary and extend the Standard Conditions by way of a “Deed of Variation” the
terms of which are imported into each Scottish Mortgage…each …Series Portfolio Originator has executed a Deed of
Variations of Standard Conditions”. Quoted from: Clavis Securities plc Asset Backed Note Programme Series 2006-1 Note
Programme Memorandum dated 8 June 2006 at page 40 at section (f)(1).

335 See eg, the numerous examples of actual experiences of consumers discussed consumer help forums at: http://
www.consumeractiongroup.co.uk/forum/mortgages-secured-loans/

336 There is also an issue here with respect to the advise that a consumer received (or, as is more likely, does not receive) from
the solicitor acting in respect of the mortgage. Solicitors should advise their client’s on the risks and obligations they are
undertaking in the mortgage contract. It is noted that the legal profession are not listed in the Committee’s terms of reference
which means, that the lawyers have escaped scrutiny for their part in the banking crisis. This is not just limited to the lack of
advice to their consumer’s clients in the context of mortgage advice, but also the conduct of the City’s securitisation lawyers
in condoning and sanctioning their client’s wilful breaches of contracts against the mortgagors.

337 “First Transparency! All transactions should be transparent and never hidden” Gordon Brown P.M., speech at the Labour
Party Conference, September 2008.
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THE RULE OF LAW—REPOSSESSION OR DISPOSSESSION?

53. The Committee’s attention is drawn to the Practitioner Panel’s promulgation in its Annual Report
2007–08 under the heading “Caveat Emptor” wherein it stated: “The Panel believes that a consumer’s legal
responsibilities should be those underpinned by contract law, which includes a duty to act lawfully and in
good faith, not to make misrepresentations or withhold material information, to abide by the terms of the
contract, and to take responsibility for his or her own decision.”338

54. The Practitioner Panel’s is commended for its enunciation of these principles under the banner
“caveat emptor” as it demonstrates that the Panel have correctly identified that ‘the buyer beware’ maxim
is an appropriate forewarning which consumers should heed when purchasing loans from powerful financial
institutions. Consumers should always be alert to the shenanigans of sellers with whom they contract.
However, at this juncture it is apposite to remind the Committee that irrespective of a prudent purchaser’s
precautions, the consumer cannot beware of that which is deliberately concealed. Consequently, the
consumer is doomed to become the unwitting counterparty to the SPV in their mortgage contracts in any
event. The consumer did not expressly agree to contract with the SPV more accurately, it is the SPV that
imposed itself on the consumer.

55. Two observations to the Practitioner Panel’s promulgation are appropriate. Firstly, the Panel’s
axiomatic principles are tantamount to a demand for the faithful application of the Rule of Law. That
demand invites an exorable concurrence from consumers which invitation is unreservedly accepted.
Secondly, as the Treasury Committee has rightly observed, there are two parties to the contracts and they
both share risk.339 Accordingly, the principles apply with equal force and conviction to the SPVs legal
responsibilities.

56. In consideration to the faithful application of the Rule of Law, it is necessary to illuminate the conduct
of SPVs in their performance of their legal obligations under the mortgage contracts.

57. The material provision in the mortgage contract is that the lender will loan the advance for a term of
25-years. The SPV imposed itself into the mortgage contract as assignee, and as such, assented to perform
this fundamental term of the contract. However, the SPV has no intention of performing that 25-year term.
The SPV uses its wide discretionary interest rate setting powers to demand interest, often in excess of that
which the consumer is legally obligated to pay, and often sets its rates at levels that are specifically designed
to force consumers to seek to remortgage to a more reasonable rate. For those consumers who do not, or
cannot remortgage, the excessive fees and interest rate charges are designed to guarantee arrears such that,
the alleged arrears can be contrived as the grounds for repossession. Either way, the strategy ensures that
the mortgages in the securitised pool will be redeemed within a 2 to 5 year period. Hence, the practice is
designed to defeat the SPV’s obligation to lend for the 25-year term. Moreover, it does so in a manner that
gives the impression that it is the borrower in default of contract.

58. Therefore, with respect to the Practitioner Panel’s call for disclosing material information, it is
necessary for originator’s to disclose the material facts that (i) the consumer’s contract will be sold to an
SPV and that the SPV may not intend to fully honour its contractual obligation to lend for the full 25-year
term; and (ii) that the SPV’s interest rates will reflect not only the bank’s administration of the mortgage
loans, but also the extensive fees and expenses340 of all the entities involved in the securitisation
transaction341.

59. Evidential support for these contentions can be found in the repossession policies and the interest rate
setting policies. There is also evidence from the lightening speed in which the SPV pays down its Investors
and there is prima facie evidence from the amount of new business in mortgage market for remortgages342

(in comparison to new business written for a house purchase mortgage). Such evidence is best illustrated
from actual examples:

60. In June 2006, Clavis Securities plc became the owner of 4,293 consumer mortgage contracts that were
originated by GMAC-RFC Limited. Clavis securitised those mortgages totalling £587,945,144 in a
securitisation transaction which issued £600 million343 of Notes to Investors. This £600 million of Notes
mature in the year 2031344 which reflects the 25-year term of the mortgage contracts.

338 Financial Services Practitioners Panel, Annual Report 2007/8 at page 14
339 Banking Crisis—Consumer Issuers, Uncorrected Transcript of Oral Evidence 14 January 2009, Q122 Nick Ainger
340 The colossal numbers of various entities that receive on-going administration fees are astounding. See for example Clavis

Securities plc 2006-1 securitisation, Note Programme Memorandum dated 8 June 2006 and the Prospectus Supplement dated
8 June 2006, both of which informs that many diVerent financial institutions acting in capacities will each charge at least 24
various diVerent administration fees and expenses.

341 This is the inevitable as the only source of the SPV’s income is the cash flows it receives from the borrowers.
342 Angela Knight on behalf of the BBA in answer to Q189”…but actually there is a huge amount of remortgaging going

on…Northern Rock, for example, and specialist lenders, as they come up for renewal at the end of whatever their [fixed] term
was, they [the borrowers] are seeing rates which they consider to be far too high and they are coming back to the major
providers.” Quoted from Treasury Committee, Banking Crisis, Uncorrected Transcript of Oral Evidence 14 January 2009 to
be published as HC 144-ii.

343 Observe the diVerence of some £12 million between the amount of notes issued and the amount of assets that backed the Note
issue. The aggregate amount of outstanding principal balances on the mortgages was £588 million (which sum was also the
sale/purchase price of the asset), leaving a bonanza of some 12 million extra in cash

344 Clavis issued 11 Classes of Notes in the 2006-1 Series. The first 5 Classes of Notes matured in 2031 and the remaining 6 Classes
of Notes matured in 2039.
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61. In theory, the principal amount on the Investors Notes should pay down in exact correlation with the
consumer’s payments of principal on the mortgage. From the consumer perspective, this means that it
should take at least a couple of decades to pay down the Investors. However, the Clavis Investors Report
in December 2008 shows that miraculously, Clavis have paid down £456.8 million of these 25-year consumer
mortgage contracts in only 2_ years. This means that within the short duration of only 2_ years, Clavis has
successfully manipulated over 77% of its borrowers to redeem either through duress perpetrated on the
borrower to remortgage345 through its interest rate policy and/or through repossession. Either way, Clavis
has absolved itself of performing its 25-year loan obligation to the vast majority of its borrowers346.

62. It is submitted that it can reasonably be inferred from these facts, that Clavis had no intention of
performing its 25-year obligation. Whilst the Clavis securitisation is used to illustrate the point, this course
of conduct is not an isolated example. It is ubiquitous throughout the securitisation industry and illustrates
that the SPVs are in breach of contract for their evident intention not to perform and/or their failure to
perform their contractual obligation to the consumer for the 25-year term.

63. To achieve the SPVs absolution from its 25-year obligation, the SPVs use their wide discretionary
interest rate setting powers to manipulate consumers to remortgage347. For those consumers who cannot
remortgage, it is almost a certainty that they will be subjected to repossession action at some juncture. In
all cases, the interest rate charged is designed to create arrears. There are cases where one or more of the
following examples apply: (i) borrowers who are current in their payments are suddenly informed that
arrears had accrued some years earlier for which immediate payment is demanded;348 (ii) the arrears are
contrived through applying interest and charges that the consumer is not contractually obliged to pay349;
(iii) adding fees and charges and falsely claiming that they are interest arrears contrary to the MCOB350; and
(iv) the amount claimed as arrears is exaggerated by claiming amounts that are not yet due. In all cases, the
consumer has to trust the mortgage administrator’s calculations and is rarely in a position to challenge the
accuracy of the alleged arrears. The SPV, through their mortgage administrator will commence action
grounded on the alleged arrears which are often erroneous, inflated and/or plain false.

64. The abusive use of the SPV’s discretionary powers to demand non-contractual interest is best
explained through illustration. GMAC borrowers who contracted under GMAC’s standard variable rate
(“SVR”) product, agreed to pay GMAC’s SVR following the initial fixed period. Under the legal principle
nemo dat qui non habet351, GMAC did not possess the contractual right to charge its SVR borrowers in
excess of GMAC’s SVR rate. As GMAC did not possess a contractual right to charge more than its SVR,
it did not possess, and could not, assign to any assignee, the right to charge GMAC borrowers in excess of
the GMAC SVR. In other words, if GMAC could not contractually enforce the borrower to pay more than
its SVR, nor could an assignee of that contract. Therefore, an SPV that acquired a GMAC SVR mortgage
had no contractual right to charge the borrower any amount in excess of GMAC SVR. In short, an SPV as
an assignee can only lawfully demand of its borrowers to like extent that GMAC could lawfully demand.

65. However, in practice, the SPVs violate this fundamental Rule of Law and unlawfully demanded that
consumers pay at interest rates in excess of GMAC’s SVR. Failure to remit the unlawfully demanded
payment rendered the borrower in jeopardy of repossession. Consequently, the SPVs were in breach of
contract to each of those borrowers to whom they charged interest in excess of the GMAC SVR.

66. It is the excess interest that consumers were unlawfully overcharged that often formed the basis of the
alleged arrears. Additionally, those falsely alleged arrears were used to form the basis of the SPVs alleged
right to further exacerbate the borrowers account with considerable charges such as monthly arrears fees,
debt counsellor’s fees, legal fees, etc. Following these abusive (and unlawful) charges, the SPV’s use a further
strategy of claiming future payments as alleged arrears to further exaggerate the appearance of large arrears.
It is these strategies of overcharges and exaggerated claims, that contrive the false appearance of the
borrower’s breach of contract which the courts accept without reservation and the borrowers are unable to
challenge.

345 This remortgaging is another facet of the securitisation industry profitability. Firstly, the remortgaged properties will be
securitised which means the consumers are back in the vicious circle. Secondly, the banking industry may charge another set
of application fees, arrangement fees etc. Thirdly, the investment banks have a further ready source of new mortgages to
securitise which yield further substantial fees and infamous City bonuses. The consumer is the ultimate source of all these
cost of all these fees, profits and City bonuses.

346 On the balance of probabilities, it is unlikely that Clavis will perform its 25-year obligation to any of its remaining borrowers.
347 See footnote 21 Angela Knight: “at the end of whatever their [fixed] term was, they [the borrowers] are seeing rates which

they consider to be far too high and they are coming back to the major providers” (underline emphasis added).
348 See eg, consumer comment posted on the web 27 November 2008 “They [Southern Pacific Mortgages Limited] have recently

started badgering me for arrears that they claim come from DEC 2006!” Source: http://www.consumeractiongroup.co.uk/
forum/mortgages-secured-loans/170607-spml-london-mortgage-company.html

349 See eg, consumer comments on Southern Pacific Mortgages Limited (a Lehman Bros. securitisation) posted on the web 19
February 2009 “Well I have just been through all bank statements & there is only 6 payments missing unlike the 12 spml
mentioned,these total to £4955.74. Also received an upto date statement of spml today stating arrears now stand at £16,101.18
so that £11,145.44 in unfair charges.” Source: http://www.consumeractiongroup.co.uk/forum/mortgages-secured-loans/
170607-spml-london-mortgage-company-9.html£post1990917.

350 Id. “Yeserday [sic] when they phoned me I spoke to 2 people and got quoted £850 as arrears and then £615 and when I said
that it didn’t tally…I was also told it was not a FSA requirement to NOT add fees etc to the arrears amount and so they would
continue to do so!”

351 No one gives who does not possess. Black’s Law Dictionary, 8th Ed.
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67. Again an exact example will demonstrate the point. Clavis Securities plc, through its mortgage
administrator issued proceedings on 14 December 2006352 alleging arrears of £4,530.63 for which they
requested an immediate possession order. Of the £4,530.63 claimed as arrears, £1552.27 were not arrears
because that amount was not due for payment until 31 December 2006. Nonetheless, the exaggeration of
arrears strategy had the eVect of giving the court the false impression of substantial arrears which would
cause undue prejudice to the consumer before judge353. Of the remaining £2978.36 claimed as arrears,
£1489.18 represented the payment due on 30 November 2006 and therefore was only 14 days overdue and
the final £1489.18 represented the payment due on 31 October 2006 and therefore was only 44 days overdue.

68. On strict construction of the contract, the SPV invoked the one-month arrears clause to commence
the action. However, the only payment that was one month in arrears was the October payment of
£1489.18354. Moreover, on strict construction of the consumer’s obligation to pay interest, as discussed
above, interest was at all times overcharged (which was eventually admitted355). The admitted interest
overcharges amounted to some £3,000. Therefore, in this case, out of the total alleged arrears of £4530.63:
(i) £1552.27 was not due for payment at all on the date that the amount was falsely claimed as arrears; and
(ii) the remaining alleged arrears of £2978.36 could be more accurately classified as representing the £3000
interest overcharges rather than arrears. The conclusion is that the entirety of the repossession claim was
falsely alleged and falsely claimed356.

69. Again, whilst the example illustrates Clavis Securities plc’s unlawful breach of contract, this conduct
is not isolated to the Clavis Securitisation. It is ubiquitous generally, and standard practice in the context of
GMAC mortgages that have been assigned to other SPVs.

70. As another example, consider the repossession policies of Northern Rock plc. The Treasury
Committee have searched for explanation for Northern Rock’s repossessions rates and its failure to pass on
interest rate cuts, adequate explanations for which has hitherto, remained elusive. There are two
fundamental questions that should be answered in order to illuminate an adequate explanation for Northern
Rock’s interest rate and repossession policies. The first fundamental question is “who” sets these policies
and the second question is “why” the policies are implemented and apparently immutable.

71. Northern Rock merely administrates the mortgages on behalf of the SPV that owns the mortgage
contracts357. The SPV that owns the mortgage contracts that Northern Rock originated is Granite Finance
Trustees Limited (a Jersey incorporated company). It is Granite Finance Trustees Limited that exercises the
contractual powers under the mortgage contracts and it is Granite Finance Trustees Limited that determines
the interest-rate setting policy and the repossessions policy. Northern Rock plc as the administrator acts as
agent for the SPV and implements the SPV’s policies358. Therefore, when endeavouring to elicit an
explanation for the policies, the Committee should be mindful that it is Granite Finance Trustees Limited
who set the policies that Northern Rock must implement.

72. The second fundamental question is “why” those aggressive policies are dogmatically pursued. The
answer is: in June/July 2008 Granite Finance Trustees Limited required more than £8.8 billion to redeem
some of its Notes. Throughout 2008, the SPV’s monthly Investor Reports359 stated that: “All of the notes
issued by Granite Mortgages 03-2 plc may be redeemed on the payment date falling in July 2008 and any
payment date thereafter if the New Basel Capital Accord has been implemented in the United Kingdom.”
The same notice is given on a further five Note issues alerting the investors to the same advice.

352 This case was concluded with a dismissal order on 30 January 2007, and then, following inappropriate interventions by the
Claimant’s solicitors and errors by the court service, the claim was finally dismissed by court order in February 2008.

353 A county court judge often has between 20-30 repossession cases in his/her daily cause list. The court sits for only 5 hours
per day, which means that the judge has little time to assess the integrity of the Claimant’s claim form and the consumer is
rarely legally represented. Therefore acting as litigant-in-person the consumer is considerably disadvantaged, often
emotionally distressed and intimidated by the court process.

354 Compare the FSA’s definition of “arrears” “(a) a shortfall (equivalent to two or more regular payments) in the accumulated
total payments actually made by the customer measured against the accumulated total amount of payments due to be received
from the customer;” See the Glossary in the FSA Handbook. See also FSA Handbook, MCOB 13.3.1

355 The overcharging was admitted on or around September 2008, albeit that they maintained the argument that they had power
and liberty to charge and apply their SVR (in excess of GMAC’s SVR) at their sole discretion.

356 Whilst on this occasion, the case concluded in favour of the consumer (a rare occurrence). The vast majority of consumers
as litigant-in-person may not have the knowledge or skills to defeat such claim. Therefore, the Treasury Committee are
requested to be mindful that these SPV strategies for claiming repossession would ordinarily result in a possession order
against the consumer.

357 See the Granite Master Issuer plc Prospectus Supplement dated 23 May 2005, page 101 and the schematic on page 8.
358 Id at page 101, ”On March 26, 2001, each of the mortgages trustee, Funding and the seller appointed Northern Rock [plc]

under the administration agreement to be their agent to exercise their respective rights, powers and discretions in relation to
the mortgage loans and their related security and to perform their respective duties in relation to the mortgage loans and their
related security…Except as otherwise specified in the transaction documents, the administrator has agreed to comply with
any reasonable directions, orders and instructions which the mortgages trustee may, from time to time, give to it in accordance
with the provisions of the administration agreement.” (Underline emphasis added).

359 See, http://companyinfo.northernrock.co.uk/downloads/securitisation/. Granite Master Issuer investor reports 2008
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73. The condition that triggers the Note redemption is the implementation of the new Basel Capital
Accords, a condition that has been satisfied.360 Accordingly, the Granite Master Issuer’s Notes for each of
the series 2003-2, 2003-3, 2004-1, 2004-2, 2004-3 and 2005-1, may now be redeemed. Naturally, this means
that Northern Rock plc, in its capacity as administrator and cash manager, acting as agent on behalf of the
Granite SPV, must raise the cash that will be required for such redemptions. The cost of these redemptions
amounts to £8.8 billion361.

74. Nick Ainger M.P. observed that in the half-year to June 2008, Northern Rock’s repossessions
increased 68% on the previous period, and he queried whether there was a link between the aggressive
repossession policy and the staV’s bonus incentive scheme. He requested an explanation from Mr Sandler362,
Northern Rock’s Non-Executive Chairman. In reply, Mr Sandler admitted that the staV incentive scheme
“…is designed in the early years around the objective of debt repayment”363. Mr Ainger’s instinct was correct
and the full open and honest answer to his question is: that the incentive scheme was designed around the
objective of debt repayment because Northern Rock’s client, Granite Finance Trustees Limited and Granite
Master Issuer plc, requires £8.8 billion in cash to redeem its Notes.

75. In these premises, it is submitted that the SPVs are in violation of a material term of their legal
obligations under the mortgage contracts. The SPVs’ course of conduct evidences that they have no
intention of honouring their contractual obligation to loan to the consumer for the 25-year term. The
Practitioner Panel’s calls for the Government to support the rule of law. To that end, consumers would be
assisted if the owners of the mortgage contracts would be held to honour their contractual obligations, and/
or pay damages to each of the borrowers whom they force to remortgage.

76. The SPVs breaches of contract are not limited to the examples above. The Early Redemption Charges
(“ERC”) are also unlawful. These ERCs are often in tens of thousands of pounds and do not reflect the SPVs
reasonable costs of the redemption. They are therefore, penalties imposed on the consumer and are unlawful
because the imposition of such excessive charges on the consumer is a violation of the FSA rules364.
Moreover, the SPVs impose the charges on properties that they have repossessed. Notwithstanding that
ERCs in the tens of thousands are unlawful in any event, the contractual trigger for an ERC charge is when
the borrower voluntarily redeems. In the context of repossession, the borrower is not voluntarily choosing
to redeem, rather it is the SPV that demands redemption. Thus, the ERC clause is not triggered and should
not be charged. Nonetheless, in breach of contract, the SPV demands that charge and borrowers are
unlawfully forced to satisfy that non-contractual overcharge too.

77. To conclude, the Practitioner Panel’s demand for faithful observance of the Rule of Law is welcomed.
They may have intended that only those laws that benefit their members be considered, however on review,
consumers would greatly benefit if the courts would properly construe the contracts and that judicial support
for the SPVs ubiquitous and excessive and unlawful charges are refused. The consumers would benefit if the
SPV were held to their contractual obligation to provide the loan for the 25-year term, and the consumers
would benefit if the SPVs were prevented from abusing their discretionary powers to set interest rates. In
short, consumers would benefit if the rule of law was observed and that the principle of equality before the
law had real meaning, substance and eVect.

78. In conclusion: in light of the SPVs legal obligations which are generally performed in violation of the
FSA’s MCOB rules, and generally, in breach of contract, it begs the question whether the SPVs are lawfully
repossessing the homeowner or more accurately dispossessing the homeowner.

79. Recommendations:

— Strictly apply the rule of law. Statute law is merely words on paper until brought to life through
judicial observance, application and enforcement.

— Empower the consumer to access the law to eVect the enforcement of their rights, both contractual
and statutory.

360 Angela Knight of the BBA confirms the implementation of the new Basel Accords. See answer to Q171-172 “We went from,
overnight, a situation where as a banking industry we held 8% total capital as a regulatory requirement, of which 2% was
core tier one which is the expensive one, if you like, to a situation where we had to hold 8% tier one capital of which 6% was
core—a big jump”. Quoted from Treasury Committee, Banking Crisis, Uncorrected Transcript of Oral Evidence to be
published as HC 144-ii.

361 £8.8 billion is understated because it does not take account of the amount of the Notes that may have been redeemed through
2008 in anticipation that the Basel Accord would be triggered. The £8.8 billion aggregate amount outstanding on the Notes
as of 31 December 2008. The total figure is calculated from: £2,618,244,672 outstanding Notes denominated in Sterling;
$3,373,079,787 Notes outstanding denominated in US Dollars (exchange rate £1 % $ 0.69096 as at 31-12-08); and
ƒ2,832,243,408 Notes outstanding denominated in Euros (exchange rate £1 % 0.97404 as at 31-12-08). Source: Granite
Finance Trustees Limited’s Investor Report available at: http://companyinfo.northernrock.co.uk/downloads/securitisation/

362 See Q431 in particular and Q425 to Q434 generally and answers thereto. Treasury Committee, Banking Crisis, 18 November
2008, Uncorrected Transcript of Oral Evidence, to be published as HC 1167-iii.

363 Id. See Q425 and answer thereto.
364 See FSA Handbook MCOB 12.3.
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The Perfect Storm

80. The Committee has heard the widely rehearsed crie de coeur from bankers that the wholesale markets
abruptly closed in August 2007 and that they “didn’t see it coming”. Which means that the real question to
be determined is: why did the wholesale markets abruptly close?

81. The bankers’ explanation is that the assets became toxic. The bankers blame the source of toxicity on
the allegedly “bad” borrowers who defaulted on their loans. This universal defamation of the borrowing
public unjustly stigmatises the homeowner when in fact, in August 2007, the default rates were no more than
would be ordinarily experienced. To accept the bankers’ allegation without question requires a gullible belief
that a minority of defaulting borrowers had the power to bring down the whole of the banking industry. That
contention is too incredulous to countenance and consequently, it is submitted that the bankers’ explanation
should be rejected.

82. A more reasonable and logical explanation for the source of the toxicity can be found in tax law. In
the Finance Act 2005, the Government took tentative steps with new tax law targeted specifically at
securitisation companies. The 2005 Act provided “interim relief for securitisation companies”.365 Then, on
21 March 2007, H.M. Revenue and Customs made a public announcement366 stating that legislation would
be introduced in the Finance Bill 2007 that would aVect “Large companies involved in securitisation or
issuance of debt” and that the measures would have eVect following its Royal Assent. The Finance Act 2007
received its Royal Assent on 19 July 2007. It cannot be a mere co-incidence then, that the wholesale money
markets went into meltdown within a couple of weeks apparently with the cry “toxic-assets”. On the facts,
it is logical to deduce that the source of toxicity is tax rather than the bankers’ defamatory allegation against
the allegedly “bad” borrower. The flight from funding was fear. Fear of paying tax.

83. The twist of fate turned the tide on tax policy and trumped the Treasury’s tax intentions. The SPVs,
rather than being the new contributors to the Treasury coVers became the greatest recipients of the Treasury
coVers. The consumer now pays the money-masters twice. First directly to the banks and then indirectly
through the Treasury.

84. To exacerbate these events, a further factor came into play. The banks cry for capital. The cry was
driven by the apparent immediate need to comply with the new Basel Capital Accords. Angela Knight
informed the Committee that the banks’ capital requirements “jumped” overnight367 which naturally
implies, that the banking industry was caught oV-guard. Again, this assertion is too incredulous to attract
credibility. Nonetheless, this lame excuse is the generally accepted foundation for the tax payer funding the
banks’ balance sheets. The result is that the ordinary public was hit with this double-whammy of tax policy
and Basel.

85. The Government aspires to stimulate the economy which requires the revival of the housing market.
The Government appears to be in state-mate with the banks. There is demand for property purchases, but
the banks will not facilitate the buyer’s desire to buy. Again, the Government is at the mercy of the banks.
But the Government does not necessarily need to beg the bankers to lend. It can apply the rule of law and
revive and give life to law that already exists.

86. The Law of Property Act 1925 s.95 contains a provision: “Where a mortgagor is entitled to redeem,
then subject to compliance with the terms on compliance with which he would be entitled to require a
reconveyance or surrender, he shall be entitled to require the mortgagee, instead of re-conveying or
surrendering, to assign the mortgage debt and convey the mortgaged property to any third person, as the
mortgagor directs; and the mortgagee shall be bound to assign and convey accordingly” Emphasis added.

87. This means that the borrowers have a statutory right to assign the mortgage debt to a buyer. The loan
already exists. No new lending is required. The borrower can assign the debt to the buyer as part of the
property sale. The SPVs have made use of their statutory rights to assign. It is now time to give life and real
eVect to the borrower’s right to assign. The Government does not need the bankers, the funding is already
available. The Government can revive the housing market without the acquiescence of the bankers. If
nothing else, the threat of facilitating the public’s use of this provision would add weighty negotiation
leverage to eVect the Government’s aspirations. The Government has given the golden carrot to the bankers
who have coveted that carrot to the exclusion of all. It is perhaps time to use the stick.

88. Implementation of this provision is simple. H.M. Land Registry could create a new Transfer Form
to facilitate the mortgage assignment. For example, the TR1, transfer of the property and TR4, transfer of
mortgage charge, could be used as the basis to create a new form to simultaneously transfer and assign both
the property and the mortgage debt to the buyer. Additionally, the HIP pack could be amended to include
disclosure of the mortgage product.

365 See Global Legal Group Ltd, The International Comparative Legal Guide to: Securitisation 2007, Sanja Warna- kula-suriya
and Laurence Rickard of Slaughter and May at page 117: “…under UK GAAP (as it is from 1 January 2005), significant
unrealised profits and losses would have had to be recognised in the accounts of securitisation companies and, if tax had to
be paid on any such profits, there would have been a risk of securitisation companies becoming unviable. In order to avoid
this, and the eVect that that would have had on the securitisation market, certain statutory measures were introduced to allow
an interim relief for securitisation companies…”, (underline emphasis added). Source: http://www.iclg.co.uk/khadmin/
Publications/pdf/1321.pdf

366 H.M. Revenue & Customs Budget 2007 BN13 available at: http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/budget2007/bn13.pdf
367 See above, footnote no. 67
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89. The Government has supported the minority, the bankers to the absolute detriment of the majority,
the public. The Government should re-focus its perspective and support the majority. Consumers only need
the Government commitment to enforce the rule of law to empower the ordinary public.

Conclusion

90. Qui Bono? Who benefits? The banks and the SPVs. The banking-crisis has undoubtedly been the
greatest heist of public money at the hands of money-men wielding their power in the guise of victimhood.
In reality it is passive-aggressive intimidation. Power is being concentrated in the hands of the few remaining
banks that have successfully dispensed with competition, leaving the public at the future potential mercy a
cabal of bankers and the attendant possibility of a concealed cartel. The golden rule will prevail. He who
holds the gold—Rules! Private foreign companies and their investors have also done exceptionally well. The
SPVs are being capitalised by the public purse through bank consolidated balance sheets and consequently,
the public purse will carry any SPV losses. The investment paradigm appears to have shifted. Historically,
investors capitalised their companies and received high returns for taking risk and, if the risk manifests,
investors lost their investment; but now, the Investors still receive high returns but, the public capitalise their
companies and guarantee the investors’ returns.

91. The intention of this memorandum is to highlight securitisation issues from the consumer and the tax
payer perspective. It is not intended to give the impression that the securitisation process is harmful per se
but it is intended to demonstrate that without checks and balances, this financial engineering dysfunctions
to the detriment of the consumer and ultimately the economy. Transparency is essential, together with
openness and honesty from the financial institutions368.

92. The contractual relationship is not one of equals, it is one of Goliath and David without the stone! The
scales of justice are in urgent need of recalibration. To restore equilibrium between the contracting parties the
remedy is: the faithful application of the rule of law. The failure of British courts to give eVect to consumer
rights makes the UK a most creditor friendly jurisdiction (which means a most debtor unfriendly
jurisdiction) in the world attracting the highest creditor friendly rating of A1369. This high rating is achieved
not through the lack of consumer protection law, but rather through the lack of consumer law enforcement.
Consumers do not necessarily need new protection laws, consumers need empowerment to enforce their
contractual rights and the consumer laws that exist.

This memorandum is respectfully submitted for your consideration.

February 2009

Memorandum from Philip Murphy

I watched the Parliament channel on TV today and watched the committee speak to various senior staV
members of banks. The subject of house repossessions was discussed and I think my experience might be of
interest to the committee.

I had a mortgage with on my Davyhulme property with Bristol and West Plc. In recent years I was
gainfully employed and encouraged by banks and credit companies to go into ever increasing debt. I then
found myself unemployed and unable to meet my commitments.

I attempted to sell my house last year, having had it valued in July by a local estate agent at £150,000.
That sum would have covered what I owed. Unable to sell it, my property was repossessed by Bristol and
West in October. Last month, January 2009, B&W oVered the property for sale through a local estate agent
for oVers above £90,000. That will not cover what I owe B&W and obviously therefore will not leave any
to cover the other debts I have.

I am now faced with bankruptcy. I am homeless and the relationship I had with my seven year old son
and his mother from whom I am separated, in tatters, as a direct result of what has happened to me because it
has left me homeless. As an ex member of the Armed Forces and having worked as a Firefighter with Greater
Manchester Fire and Rescue Service for twelve years I have worked hard, been a good citizen and always
paid my taxes.

Bearing in mind that money taken from me in tax has been used to rescue the financial industry I am
appalled and sickened at the way that I have been treated by that very industry, in particular Bristol and
West but I seriously doubt that such practices as I have seen are restricted to that company.

368 It is observed that the legal profession have escaped all scrutiny for their role in the banking crisis. Without the City law firms
support, bankers and SPVs may not have so confidently violated statutory obligations nor violated borrowers’
contractual rights.

369 Contrast the U.K.’s rating of A1 with Germany and U.S.A. rated A2 and France rated B. Source: Standard and Poor’s: http://
www2.standardandpoors.com/spf/pdf/events/blr200714.pdf
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They have not only taken my only asset from me but they have then, in my opinion, mismanaged that
asset. They have taken the opportunity to quickly turn that asset into a ridiculously small sum with no regard
for the short and long term negative aVects that would have on me. In doing so they have also contributed
in a small but notable way to the collapse of house prices in the marketplace.

Also they have increased the amount of irretrievable debt that other companies have on their books
because I am aVectively now forced into bankruptcy.

My vocabulary simply is not adequate to express my anger and disgust at the greed shown by financial
institutions at their ongoing attempts to stuV their own corporate pockets with a complete disregard for the
consequences of their actions on people like me and I am sure other members of the public that have
practically had to bail them out in their hour of need.

Thank you for taking the time to read this, I hope you find it of some use in getting a rounded view of
what is actually happening to hardworking people on the ground that are suVering as a result of the actions
of the institutes you are talking to on a regular basis.

February 2009

Memorandum from Manifest Information Services Ltd

Introduction

1. Manifest welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee in connection with its inquiry
into the lessons that can be learned from the banking crisis.

2. Notwithstanding the fact that we are submitting our evidence past the published deadline, given the
nature of some of the evidence presented to the Committee in respect of the Role of Institutional
Shareholders, we hope that the Committee will not be averse to taking supplementary, factual findings to
support their deliberations.

Background

3. Manifest Information Services Ltd was formed in December 1995 to address the operational problems
faced by investors wishing to take an active role in the oversight of their investments through the AGM
process. Manifest is not an NGO, trade association or lobby organisation and receives no funding support
from political parties or special interest groups; our entire turnover derives from subscription sales.

4. Our mission is to provide independent and impartial analysis of shareholder resolutions and to
facilitate shareholder voting through our proprietary electronic voting platform. Our customers vary in type
and size but include insurance companies, sovereign wealth funds, local government pension schemes as well
as a variety of consultants, advisors and academics. Our clients are mostly UK and continental Europe
based. Through our partnership with a similar organisation in Washington DC, ProxyGovernance Inc., we
also service North American investors.

5. Our coverage since 1996 has been the UK Main Market and AIM and for the past 5 years we have
extended our scope and coverage to include Continental Europe, Oceania and certain global “Blue Chip”
indexes.

6. In addition to our analysis of routine resolutions, Manifest maintains a database of, inter alia,
executive remuneration data, director biographies and board composition data, all of which is designed to
enable investors to make informed judgements on their voting decisions. We have also been honoured to be
able to work with the Department of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, the Financial Reporting
Council and the European Commission in the provision of data and analysis on a variety of governance
reform issues.

7. A matter of relevance to the Committee is the fact that since our first proxy season of 1996, Manifest
has collected the voting results from shareholder meetings in order to assess overall voting levels as well as
to be able to analyse connections between governance issues and voting outcomes. Manifest is uniquely
qualified to be able to present these findings to the Committee as this data set represents the largest, most
comprehensive and uninterrupted database of its kind. What makes this data especially valuable for the
members of the Committee is that historically there has been no legal requirement for the disclosure of this
data; although this issue is being addressed through the EU’s Shareholder Rights Directive for which BERR
has recently closed its consultation.

8. Using the voting results that we have collected, we wish to present the Committee with our findings on
the voting patterns in the Banks before and during the current turbulence. In doing so we seek to be able to
address, in part, the Committee’s question relating to: ‘The responsibilities of shareholders in ensuring
financial institutions are managed in their own interests.’
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Rationale

9. Having read the initial call for evidence together with the subsequent written and oral evidence
submitted to the Committee, we believe that it is necessary to put some of the statements and answers into
context, particularly those relating to shareholder engagement and activism.

10. Shareholders have a number of property rights most notably the right to transfer their shares (buy
and sell) as well voting on various issues at general meetings. While selling securities can indeed be used as
a disciplining mechanism, it is not without its costs. There is not just the spread and commission to consider
there is also the wider market impact. Selling can also be a very blunt tool in terms of flagging issues to
management. Whereas the more developed governance teams will notify a company of their intention to
vote against or abstain, any notification of a buy or sell intention would negatively impact the institutions
buy or sell strategy.

11. Asset disposal also does not have a legal impact on a company in the same way as the shareholder
vote. The UK is extremely fortunate in that shareholder votes can have a binding eVect; this is particularly
helpful on issues such as the appointment or removal of directors and dismissal of auditors. In some
jurisdictions, such as the US, votes are not mostly advisory. US shareholders are often very surprised at the
relatively low levels of dissent votes against management and shareholder-sponsored resolutions. In North
America all too often it falls to the Class Action lawyer to find a legal resolution to shareholders concerns
because the shareholder vote is that much weaker.

12. Voting has recently been described as a “fairly blunt tool” in the governance tool box. It is,
nevertheless, the ultimate sanction against management for misdeeds. Case law clearly shows that the
Courts are loath to intervene in shareholder disputes until the full range of shareholder remedies has been
exhausted. These would include, for example, the removal of directors, the proposal of shareholder
sponsored resolutions, the calling of an Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) or a combination of all of
the above.

13. Putting it politely, there may be a cultural or societal norm which tends to lead to an avoidance of
direct conflict through the use of voting dissent. Or to be blunt, there are widespread concerns that too much
of the City’s business takes place behind closed doors for comfort. If shareholders can demand transparency
and accountability from their investee companies, is it too much t0 ask for that process to be a two-way
street?

14. Turning to the Investment Management Association’s written evidence, paragraph 107 stated that a
number of their members had begun to exit the banking sector ‘as long ago as 2005’. In paragraph 108 the
paper states that investors not in a position to sell would have had no alternative but to raise their concerns
and ‘ultimately vote against management’.

15. We therefore felt that it was important to test this proposition by measuring actual voting outcomes.
It is not our position to argue which should come first, the ‘engagement’ or the ‘voting’ but whichever
strategy was being deployed, in theory the results should show one of two outcomes. If it were true that non-
selling, captive, shareholders expressed their concerns by withholding voting support there should be a
higher than average level of dissent at the Bank meetings; alternatively if dissenting vote levels remained
constant then that would show that those shareholders have supported management.

Methodology

16. We created a series of tests with the objective of comparing voting trends at Bank meetings compared
to the meetings of all FTSE100 constituent companies. The earliest data available to us is from 1996.
Although there has not always been 100% disclosure by every constituent company over this period, since
1998 the sample is statistically significant and response rates to our requests have consistently been in the
mid to high 90% range with 100% in later years. Should the committee wish to access the underlying data
for further inspection we would be happy to share our findings.

17. Every UK incorporated company is now legally obliged to hold an Annual General Meeting (AGM)
within 6 months of its year end.370 The AGM contains a number of resolutions for shareholders to consider,
on average 12 per meeting. Typically these resolutions will be election of directors, appointment of auditors
and various technical items relating to share issues, articles of association. Since the introduction of “The
Directors’ Remuneration Report Regulations 2002” shareholders have also been able to voice their concerns
on overall compensation policy in addition to specific remuneration elements. This particular vote is non-
binding, as is the adoption of the report and accounts, if it is presented. Unlike much of the rest of Europe,
the UK does not require shareholders to approve the acts of management through a ‘Discharge Resolution’.
Some may argue that this is the UK’s loss however these resolutions can have their own unique diYculties.

18. As part of Manifest’s standard methodology, every resolution that is entered into our database is
assigned a specific meeting business category and certain analytical rules applied to the resolution. These
rules are derived from the various national codes such as the Combined Code, as well as best practice
guidelines from organisations such as the ABI, NAPF etc.

370 Prior to 2008 companies were required to hold a meeting in each calendar year and not more than every 15 months.
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19. If and when the results of shareholder meetings are announced these are also entered into our database
and referenced back to the original resolution. From this we are then able to undertake analyses based on
a variety of criteria such as type of company, market capitalisation, type of resolution etc. When looking at
resolutions relating to remuneration and election of directors we can further drill down into the
characteristics of the remuneration plans and biographical or governance structure indicators for individual
directors.

20. In our analysis we use the term ‘Dissent’. For the purposes of this report, dissenting votes are those
purposely not cast ‘For’ a management proposal and include both ‘Abstain’ and ‘Against’ votes. Dissenting
votes on shareholder-sponsored proposals are those purposely not cast ‘Against’ the proposal and include
both ‘Abstain’ and ‘For’ votes. Across the various markets, local regulations treat Abstain votes in diVerent
ways; in some they have no legal meaning. Irrespective of regulations, however, they have become a strong
indicator of shareholder sentiment to demonstrate that shareholders do not feel able to fully lend their
support. To use a sporting analogy, the Abstain or Withhold votes (ie where a shareholder has positively
withheld their votes, not merely omitted to tick the box) are treated as a ‘Yellow Card’ and an Against Vote
a ‘Red Card’. We would generally say that a dissent level of greater than 5% should be cause for concern for
a company, and 10% would constitute what the press would be apt to call a ‘Shareholder Backlash’.

21. The Committee may wish to bear in mind that although voting levels in the FTSE100 constituents
are now 63% of shares in issue,371 this has not always been the case as a decade ago that same figure would
have been circa 40% with voting levels of around 30-35% at the time of the Cadbury Report. This is an
impressive improvement in numerical terms, especially given that the proportion of shares held by UK
institutions has fallen at the expense of increased overseas ownership. As at 2006 it is estimated that foreign
investors held 2/5ths of UK shares. For further detailed information relating to the ownership of bank shares
we would refer the Committee to the ONS.372 It is worth noting that ONS estimates that Banks themselves
own around 3% of all UK shares, the highest recorded level since 1963.

22. Looking at the percentage turnout figures together with the ownership figures, there is a wider
question as to whether all UK institutional shareholders are exercising their franchise. Although this
represents an interesting question it is outside the scope of this paper due to time and resource constraints.

23. While we can measure for quantity of voting, there is no simple metric for the quality of the thought
processes and due diligence behind the scenes. In our sales activities we meet investors with a wide divergence
of views from those who devote considerable eVort and resources to those for whom voting is a non-value-
adding operational annoyance to be avoided at all costs. Even within organisations with a commitment to
the active oversight of their shares there will be diVerent styles and approaches from those where the
governance team is fully integrated into the investment process and others where it is a ring-fenced activity
with a narrow remit.

24. To challenge the proposals that shareholder concerns about Bank governance would be expressed
through votes, we designed 4 tests of voting activity looking at the voting results from UK Banks and the
constituents of the FTSE100 over the same period. The tests looked at:

— Overall Dissent: Was average overall voting at Banks materially diVerent from companies of
similar size?

— Share Schemes: Did shareholders have greater concerns about share-based incentive pay at Banks
in comparison with other FTSE100 companies?

— Remuneration Reports: If concern was not expressed against the share scheme resolutions, would
dissent be shown through the report on the remuneration report? and lastly

— Director Elections: Ultimately, if shareholders were concerned with management strategy and
board oversight they would have had the right and opportunity to either cast a vote of no
confidence or remove directors, executive and non-executive. Would we see any correlation of
votes with the wider public comments about bank boards?

Detailed Findings

Overall Dissent

25. In the first test, we measured overall ‘Average Voting Dissent’ in the Banks vs. the FTSE100
constituents. That is to we assessed every resolution at every company to discover how much support or
dissent management received. The results are as follows:

371 Source: The Manifest Pan-European Voting Review 2008, page 13
372 Source: http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/nugget.asp?id%107
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Figure 1
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26. UK companies tend to receive unstinting support from their investors with over 95% approval in
nearly all instances. Overall, the average dissent for voting at Banks is marginally lower (0.27%) than for
FTSE100 companies in general. Dissent only exceeded the average in 4 out of the 11 years under review and
then, at most, by 1.73% in 2008. A detailed breakdown of the results can be found in Table 1 on page 15.

27. To understand which issues attracted dissent we drilled down further into the data. Looking at the
four years where Banks showed higher than average dissent we discovered the following:

27.1.2002: Significantly above the all time average and 0.53% ‘extra’ dissent. There were a number of
resolutions requiring shareholder consent to approve EU Political Donations which attracted very
significant dissent. The regulations on EU Political Donations were generally not very well
understood at the time of their introduction and were confused with donations to national political
parties.373 374 375 Resolutions relating to the election of directors at Bradford & Bingley and
Standard Chartered Bank are particularly notable. The director-related dissent can largely be
attributed to an enthusiastic implementation of director independence criteria, most notably
relating to length of service. Please see Table 2 on page 16 for details.

27.2.2004: Total dissent is still below the all time average but we see 0.13% extra dissent in comparison
with the FTSE100 overall. Remuneration issues at Bradford & Bingley and Standard Chartered
provoked a sharp shareholder reaction.

27.3 2007: Slightly above the all time total dissent average with 0.86% extra dissent. Two proposed
M&A transactions, Barclays with ABN Amro and Standard Chartered with Temasek, plus two
remuneration-related resolutions at Royal Bank of Scotland provoked a significant reaction.
Manifest’s analysis of RBS’ 2007 Executive Share Option Plan highlighted our serious concerns
regarding the possibility of excessive levels of rewards that could be granted to senior executives.

27.4.2008: There is a marked increase in voting dissent with almost double the level of average dissent.
On further inspection we can see that this is attributable to four shareholder-proposed resolutions
at Northern Rock attracting dissent levels of over 65%; capital raising resolutions from Barclays
and remuneration related dissent. Please see Table 5 on page 21 for a detailed breakdown.

Long Term Incentive Related Votes

28. In Figure 2 below we are looking at a comparison of the overall dissent on the adoption of
performance share plans. Table 6 and Table 7 on page 23 show the detailed breakdown.

373 Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000 http://www.opsi.gov.uk/ACTS/acts2000/ukpga2000004en14
374 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/2746759/Political-donations-back-on-the-agenda.html
375 http://www.parliament.the-stationery-oYce.com/pa/cm200001/cmstand/deleg2/st010130/10130s01.htm
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Figure 2
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29. With a dissent rate of double that of the rest of the FTSE100, 2002 is the year of highest variation
from the mean. However this relates to a single resolution proposed by Bradford & Bingley which attracted
27.40% dissent. In 2004 there were three resolutions that attracted consistently above average dissent; 2008’s
uplift related to two resolutions. There is a common theme across all years with Bradford & Bingley
consistently attracting dissent on a variety of resolutions.

remuneration Report Related Votes

30. In Figure 3 we see that the average dissent on votes to approve the Remuneration Report in the Banks
largely tracks the FTSE100 with a more noticeable trend away starting in 2007.

Figure 3

Average Dissent Banks vs FTSE 100
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30.1.As can be seen in the associated Table 8 and Table 9 on page 23, in overall terms we are only looking
at a diVerence of 0.01% between dissent towards Banks and the whole of the FTSE100. In 2002
there is around half as much concern with Bank remuneration and it is not until 2008 that dissent
is 3.3% above the norm.
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Director Elections

31. Turning our attention to the election of directors, because the directors are the elected agents of
shareholders and in theory accountable to them for their actions, we might expect to see some relation
between concern about the boards’ strategy and oversight and shareholder voting turnout or dissent. The
detailed breakdown of these results can be found in Table 10 and Table 11 on page 25.

Figure 4

Average Dissent Banks vs FTSE 100
(Director Elections)
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31.1 The dissent relating to Bank director elections is clearly significantly lower that the FTSE100
average. The diVerence is especially marked from 1998 to 2004, the time during which it is said
that some shareholders raised doubts about the future strategy of the Banks. Even after this time,
although the margin has narrowed, the votes do not bear any relation to the subsequent, alleged
shareholder dissatisfaction with and animosity towards certain individuals as reported by the
media.

31.2 There is a peak in dissent in the period between 2000 and 2003, but this applies equally to the
FTSE100 group as well as to Banks. This uptick is related to a period of new disclosures by issuers
and shareholder concerns regarding non-executive director independence. Looking at the
individual resolutions on director re-elections we see a clear trend toward Combined Code related
compliance issues. Further details and drill down are available on request.

Conclusions

32. The role of institutional investors in the real “ownership” of quoted companies is the subject of many
column centimetres (or inches) and we do not to intend to revisit the theory in this short submission. For
those shareholders wishing to be actively involved there are many barriers to contend with including the
opacity of disclosures and the compressed time frames that they have to work within. Please see Figure 5
below for the impact of ‘Peak Season’. It is also clear that there is a significant variation in the resource
allocation for the governance professionals, many of whom are not fully integrated into the investment
process, and that is not necessarily out of their own choosing.
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Figure 5

UK PROXY SEASON
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33. There is an education and understanding issue in parts of the City where voting and shareholder
democracy is seen as a time-wasting, administrative burden which is irrelevant because either “the shares
are going up” or “if we don’t like them we sell”. For long-term beneficial owners it is not clear that this
approach is sustainable. If our stock markets are nothing more than respectable casinos then perhaps not,
however we are always mindful of the fact that we are often dealing with the life savings of modestly
remunerated individuals who have put considerable trust in the expertise of their investment managers.

34. There are also administrative issues for shareholders such as the problems associated with the way
that Custodian banks, for their own administrative and P&L preferences, have forced shareholders to hide
their share ownership through pooled nominee names. This also leads to anti-competitive bundling and
network access practices which have meant that shareholders are not at liberty to vote their shares by more
eYcient means resulting in numerous lost votes and missed deadlines. Nor can they correlate their voting
instructions directly with those received by the company.

35. At the outset we said that we wanted to test the assertion that Banks were held to account by their
shareholders through the shareholder vote. Taking 2005 as the point at which sentiment is said to have
turned against British banks with a subsequent abandonment of their share registers, the data shows no
evidence of excess shareholder dissent at Bank meetings in the 3 year run up to this sentiment sea change.
There certainly a marked change of voting outcomes in 2008, but these changes are attributable to a very
small number of resolutions against one specific company which it could be argued, was a doomed attempt
to shut the door after the horse had bolted.

36. Would a change in legislation on shareholder oversight bring about the changes that are needed?
Possibly, but we would be cautious about a rush to legislation as the unintended consequences of hurried
regulation can, as has been seen in other jurisdictions, be far removed from legislations original intention.
Taking the US example, the ERISA Guidelines for pension funds mandate voting at shareholder meetings.
Lord Myners at one point suggested their introduction to the UK but he was counselled against this on the
basis that much of the voting by ERISA funds had become little more than a box ticking exercise with more
emphasis on compliance with the letter of the law than its spirit. It also resulted in a massive outsourcing of
the due diligence process as many fund managers had little appetite for the chore.

37. In 1996 we asked the Financial Services Authority why proxy voting was not included in their
Conduct of Business Rules. Our rationale was that votes, in law, are no diVerent that transferability rights
and as such their exercise should be the result of a careful fiduciary process. The FSA was not moved by our
arguments and to this date the buying and selling of shares is tightly regulated but the after market is not.
This is a sad reflection on a market which is said to have the highest governance standards and most
comprehensive shareholder protection regime in the world. However until the entire shareholder ownership
process comes under the scrutiny of the compliance department it is unlikely to receive the widespread
resource allocation it requires.

37.1 For further information please contact: Sarah Wilson—Chief Executive; or Alan Brett—Head of
Research Telephone: !44 (0)1376 503500 Web: http://www.manifest.co.uk. Email: sarah.wilson
wmanifest.co.uk or alan.brettwmanifest.co.uk
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APPENDIX

SUPPORTING TABLES

Table 1

OVERALL AVERAGE DISSENT

Year Banks FTSE 100 DiVerence

1998 1.46% 2.63% 1.16%
1999 1.20% 3.02% 1.82%
2000 1.42% 2.54% 1.12%
2001 2.41% 3.39% 0.98%
2002 4.42% 3.89% -0.53%
2003 3.71% 4.53% 0.81%
2004 2.66% 2.53% -0.13%
2005 1.85% 2.08% 0.23%
2006 2.04% 2.16% 0.11%
2007 2.82% 1.96% -0.86%
2008 4.06% 2.33% -1.73%

Period Average 2.72% 2.73% 0.01%

Table 2

2002 HIGH BANK DISSENT VOTES ( 10%

S/H Poll % % % % Total
Name Type Title Res? Narrative ?7 For Discr.8 Abstain Against Dissent

Royal Bank AGM 18 No To authorise No 51.50% 46.47% 2.03% 48.50%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

Direct Line Group
Ltd in terms of the
Political Parties,
Elections and
Referendums Act
2000

Bradford & AGM 8 No To approve No 66.99% 5.60% 12.35% 15.05% 27.40%
Bingley amendments to the

Performance Share
Plan

Standard AGM 5 No To re-elect as a No 81.23% 0.33% 16.20% 2.24% 18.44%
Chartered director, Mr C A

Keljik

Northern AGM 8 No To authorise the No 78.99% 2.85% 10.17% 7.99% 18.16%
Rock Company to make

EU political
donations and/or
incur EU political
expenditure

Standard AGM 13 No To authorise No 83.48% 0.34% 12.17% 4.01% 16.18%
Chartered Standard Chartered

to make EU political
donations under the
Political Parties,
Elections and
Referendums Act
2000

Standard AGM 14 No To authorise No 83.52% 0.65% 12.13% 3.70% 15.83%
Chartered Standard Chartered

Bank to make EU
political donations
under the Political
Parties, Elections
and Referendums
Act 2000

Standard AGM 7 No To re-elect as a No 84.43% 0.33% 9.12% 6.11% 15.23%
Chartered director, Mr A W P

Stenham

Bradford & AGM 3 No To elect as a No 82.42% 5.46% 9.47% 2.65% 12.12%
Bingley director, Steven

Crawshaw
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S/H Poll % % % % Total
Name Type Title Res? Narrative ?7 For Discr.8 Abstain Against Dissent

Bradford & AGM 5 No To re-elect as a No 82.73% 5.49% 9.13% 2.65% 11.78%
Bingley director, Keith

Greenough

Royal Bank AGM 21 No To authorise No 88.49% 7.99% 3.52% 11.51%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

Ulster Bank Ltd in
terms of the Political
Parties, Elections
and Referendums
Act 2000

Royal Bank AGM 17 No To authorise No 88.52% 7.99% 3.49% 11.48%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

Coutts & Co in
terms of the Political
Parties, Elections
and Referendums
Act 2000

Royal Bank AGM 19 No To authorise No 88.53% 7.99% 3.48% 11.47%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

Lombard North
Central in terms of
the Political Parties,
Elections and
Referendums Act
2000

Royal Bank AGM 20 No To authorise No 88.53% 7.99% 3.48% 11.47%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

Angel Trains Ltd in
terms of the Political
Parties, Elections
and Referendums
Act 2000

Royal Bank AGM 16 No To authorise No 88.54% 7.99% 3.47% 11.46%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

National
Westminster Bank in
terms of the Political
Parties, Elections
and Referendums
Act 2000

Royal Bank AGM 15 No To authorise No 88.54% 7.99% 3.47% 11.46%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

The Royal Bank of
Scotland in terms of
the Political Parties,
Elections and
Referendums Act
2000

Royal Bank AGM 14 No To authorise No 88.63% 7.99% 3.38% 11.37%
of Scotland political donations
Group and expenditure by

the Company in
terms of the Political
Parties, Elections
and Referendums
Act 2000

Standard AGM 6 No To re-elect as a No 89.53% 0.33% 6.08% 4.06% 10.14%
Chartered director, Sir Ralph

Robins
7 % Turnout calculation methodology was not the same in earlier years so has not been included to avoid confusion. Vote

outcome was not routinely recorded at this time.
8 Discr. % Discretionary votes. Votes which the chairman has been granted authority to vote.
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Table 3

2004 HIGH BANK DISSENT VOTES ( 10%

S/H Poll9 % % % % Total
Name Type Title Res? Narrative For Discr. Abstain Against Dissent

Bradford & AGM 2 No To approve the No 71.50% 4.22% 15.28% 9.00% 24.28%
Bingley report of the

Remuneration
Committee

Alliance & AGM 7 No To re-elect as a Yes 80.19% 4.39% 15.42% 19.81%
Leicester director, F A

Cairncross10

Alliance & AGM 11 No To approve the Yes 81.95% 13.62% 4.43% 18.05%
Leicester report of the

Remuneration
Committee

Northern AGM 8 No To approve the No 82.61% 10.74% 6.65% 17.39%
Rock report of the

Remuneration
Committee

Bradford & AGM 13 No To approve the No 83.66% 4.30% 2.08% 9.97% 12.05%
Bingley Bradford & Bingley

Executive Incentive
Plan (2004)

Standard AGM 3 No To approve the No 89.66% 2.81% 7.54% 10.35%
Chartered report of the

Remuneration
Committee

Standard AGM 18 No To amend the rules No 89.98% 1.70% 8.32% 10.02%
Chartered of the Standard

Chartered 2001
Performance Share
Plan

9 % Turnout calculation methodology was not the same in earlier years so has not been included to avoid confusion. Vote
outcome was not routinely recorded at this time.

10 Length of service issues idetified.

Table 4

2007 HIGH BANK DISSENT VOTES ( 10%

S/H % % % % % Total
Name Type Title Res? Narrative Turnout Outcome Poll ? For Discr. Abstain Against Dissent

Royal Bank of AGM 16 No To approve the 2007 66.31% Passed Yes 73.96% 4.63% 21.40% 26.03%
Scotland Executive Share Option
Group Plan

Standard AGM 21 No To approve the waiver 68.92% Passed Yes 79.60% 19.66% 0.74% 20.40%
Chartered in respect of the

requirements to enter in
to fixed-term written
agreements with
Temasek and its
associates in respect of
ongoing banking
transactions

Standard AGM 20 No To approve the waiver 68.92% Passed Yes 79.60% 19.66% 0.74% 20.40%
Chartered in respect of the

reporting and annual
review requirements in
respect of ongoing
banking transactions
with associates of
Temasek that the
company has not been
able to identify

Standard AGM 22b No To approve future 68.85% Passed Yes 79.68% 19.58% 0.74% 20.32%
Chartered ongoing banking

transactions with
Temasek and its
associates, including the
waiver in respect of the
requirement to set an
annual cap

Standard AGM 22a No To ratify past ongoing 68.85% Passed Yes 79.74% 19.53% 0.73% 20.26%
Chartered banking transactions

with Temasek and its
associates
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S/H % % % % % Total
Name Type Title Res? Narrative Turnout Outcome Poll ? For Discr. Abstain Against Dissent

Standard AGM 3 No To adopt the 68.92% Passed Yes 81.39% 3.50% 15.10% 18.60%
Chartered remuneration report for

the year ended
31 December 2006

Royal Bank of AGM 2 No To adopt the 66.31% Passed Yes 85.28% 5.49% 9.22% 14.71%
Scotland remuneration report for
Group the year ended

31 December 2006

Barclays EGM 1 No To approve the 59.32% Passed Yes 87.81% 2.01% 10.18% 12.19%
proposed merger with
ABN AMRO Holding
NV, to increase the
authorised share capital
and to authorise the
directors to issue shares
in connection with the
merger

Barclays EGM 2 No Subject to the passing 59.32% Passed Yes 88.87% 2.12% 9.02% 11.14%
of resolution 1 and the
merger becoming
eVective, to increase the
authorised share
capital, to authorise the
directors to issue
preference shares and to
amend the Articles of
Association

Barclays Class 1 No To approve the passing 57.97% Passed Yes 89.53% 2.18% 8.29% 10.47%
and implementation of
resolution 2 at the
Extraordinary General
Meeting relating to the
preference shares and to
consent to any resulting
change in the rights of
ordinary shares

Barclays EGM 4 No To approve a general 59.32% Passed Yes 89.55% 0.28% 10.18% 10.46%
authority to the
directors to dis-apply
pre-emption rights on
the issue of shares for
cash

Table 5

2008 HIGH BANK DISSENT VOTES ( 10%

S/H % % % % % Total
Name Type Title Res? Narrative Turnout Outcome Poll ? For Discr. Abstain Against Dissent

Northern EGM 2 Yes Subject to the passing 37.45% Defeated Yes 66.10% 33.90% 66.10%
Rock of resolution 1, to (InsuV

replace the directors’ Majority)
existing authority to
issue shares on a non
pre-emptive basis with
an authority to issue a
lower number of
shares on a non pre-
emptive basis

Northern EGM 4 Yes To delegate powers to 37.25% Defeated Yes 66.01% 33.99% 66.01%
Rock the Board to eVect the (InsuV

resolutions adopted by Majority)
the meeting

Northern EGM 3 Yes To amend the Articles 37.25% Defeated Yes 65.96% 34.04% 65.96%
Rock of Association in (InsuV

relation to the Majority)
prevention of disposals
or acquisitions of
assets by the Company

Northern EGM 1 Yes To replace the 37.24% Passed Yes 65.91% 34.09% 65.91%
Rock directors’ existing

authority to allot
shares with an
authority to allot a
lower number of
shares

Barclays EGM 2 No To approve a specific 60.81% Passed Yes 76.72% 10.17% 13.10% 23.27%
authority to the
directors to issue
shares
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S/H % % % % % Total
Name Type Title Res? Narrative Turnout Outcome Poll ? For Discr. Abstain Against Dissent

Barclays EGM 4 No To approve the issue 60.81% Passed Yes 77.77% 10.48% 11.75% 22.23%
of shares at a discount
of 25.3% to the closing
share price as at
30 October 2008

Barclays EGM 3 No To approve a specific 60.81% Passed Yes 77.85% 10.44% 11.71% 22.15%
authority to the
directors to dis-apply
pre-emption rights on
the issue of shares for
cash

Barclays EGM 1 No To approve an increase 60.81% Passed Yes 78.13% 10.39% 11.48% 21.87%
in the authorised share
capital of the
Company

HSBC AGM 2 No To adopt the 36.32% Passed Yes 81.75% 7.53% 10.71% 18.24%
Holdings remuneration report

for the year ended
31 December 2007

HBOS AGM 10 No To adopt the 43.98% Passed Yes 82.94% 6.89% 10.17% 17.06%
remuneration report
for the year ended
31 December 2007

Bradford & AGM 15 No To approve the 31.26% Passed No 81.36% 1.74% 13.85% 3.05% 16.90%
Bingley amendments to the

Bradford & Bingley
Executive Incentive
Plan 2004

HSBC AGM 10 No To amend the rules of 36.44% Passed Yes 84.23% 6.63% 9.14% 15.77%
Holdings the HSBC Share Plan

Bradford & EGM 5 No To authorise the issue 38.86% Passed No 85.11% 2.73% 12.16% 14.89%
Bingley of shares to

shareholders in lieu of
a cash interim
dividend for the year
ended 31 December
2008, including to
increase the authorised
share capital of the
Company, to reduce
the share premium
account and to
approve a specific
authority

Royal Bank AGM 2 No To adopt the 59.85% Passed Yes 88.39% 3.24% 8.37% 11.61%
of Scotland remuneration report
Group for the year ended

31 December 2007

Standard AGM 3 No To adopt the 73.43% Passed Yes 89.41% 4.45% 6.14% 10.59%
Chartered remuneration report

for the year ended
31 December 2007

Lloyds AGM 2 No To adopt the 45.96% Passed Yes 89.57% 9.30% 1.13% 10.43%
Banking remuneration report
Group for the year ended

31 December 2007

Table 6

LONG TERM INCENTIVE ARRANGEMENTS DISSENT VOTES (AVERAGE)

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Period
Average

Banks 2.57% 9.21% 4.37% 14.54% 27.40% 4.51% 10.13% 5.73% 3.69% 8.33% 16.34% 8.15%
FTSE 100 8.06% 7.34% 11.74% 15.87% 13.47% 11.04% 5.75% 5.64% 6.55% 7.96% 7.80% 9.06%
DiVerence -5.50% 1.87% -7.37% -1.33% 13.93% -6.53% 4.37% 0.10% -2.86% 0.36% 8.54% -0.91%
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Table 7

LONG-TERM INCENTIVE ARRANGEMENTS DISSENT VOTES (BANKS)

Name 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Period
Average

Alliance & Leicester 22.19% 4.53% 2.51% 6.85%

Bank of Scotland 31.50% 31.50%
Barclays 5.66% 1.90% 3.15%

Bradford & Bingley 27.40% 12.05% 16.90% 18.78%

Halifax Group 3.63% 7.31% 5.47%
HBOS 4.37% 4.21% 4.29%

HSBC Holdings 3.00% 3.33% 15.77% 6.28%

Lloyds Banking Group 0.63% 7.71% 2.52% 8.31% 4.81% 4.80%

Northern Rock 2.57% 18.08% 3.80% 5.77%

Royal Bank of Scotland 9.21% 5.17% 12.03% 4.66% 26.03% 11.42%

Standard Chartered 6.94% 11.86% 6.49% 10.02% 4.57% 8.34%

Yearly Total 2.57% 9.21% 4.37% 14.54% 27.40% 4.51% 10.13% 5.73% 3.69% 8.33% 16.34% 8.15%

Table 8

REMUNERATION REPORT DISSENT VOTES (AVERAGE)

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Period
Average

Banks N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.74% 12.82% 10.79% 5.98% 6.57% 7.75% 10.64% 8.95%
FTSE 100 N/A 8.47% 12.65% 8.49% 8.84% 17.05% 9.55% 6.63% 6.14% 7.11% 7.31% 8.94%
DiVerence -4.10% -4.23% 1.23% -0.65% 0.43% 0.64% 3.32% 0.01%

Note: Prior to 2002 a number of companies elected voluntarily to propose their Remuneration Report to the vote. No banks chose
to do so, hence three years of null data.

Table 9

REMUNERATION REPORT DISSENT VOTES (BANKS)

Company 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Grand
Total

Alliance & Leicester 16.63% 18.05% 2.94% 2.93% 3.63% 2.74% 7.82%
Barclays 17.51% 6.65% 4.92% 5.93% 5.75% 6.27% 7.84%
Bradford & Bingley 8.09% 24.28% 9.77% 13.28% 5.32% 8.15% 11.48%
Egg 1.55% 2.01% 0.37% 1.31%11

HBOS 21.44% 6.62% 1.50% 1.45% 3.06% 17.06% 8.52%
HSBC Holdings 21.69% 8.15% 5.60% 4.84% 4.99% 18.24% 10.59%
Lloyds Banking Group 4.78% 7.08% 6.31% 6.14% 7.45% 10.43% 7.03%
Northern Rock 5.49% 7.73% 17.39% 16.13% 10.78% 6.25% 10.63%
Royal Bank of Scotland 3.99% 16.11% 7.27% 7.84% 7.60% 14.71% 11.61% 9.88%
Group
Standard Chartered 12.70% 10.35% 4.44% 6.18% 18.60% 10.59% 10.48%
Grand Total 4.74% 12.82% 10.79% 5.98% 6.57% 7.75% 10.64% 8.95%
11 Egg is 79% owned by Pridential plc therefore 1.3% of 21% free float represents a true dissent level of 6.2%

Table 10

DIRECTOR ELECTION DISSENT VOTES (AVERAGE)

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Period
Average

Banks 1.29% 1.01% 1.22% 2.71% 3.30% 3.55% 2.03% 1.08% 1.13% 1.38% 1.52% 1.82%
FTSE 100 3.68% 3.55% 3.31% 3.51% 3.83% 4.67% 1.93% 1.45% 1.63% 1.55% 1.90% 2.67%
DiVerence "2.39% "2.54% "2.09% "0.81% "0.53% "1.12% 0.10% "0.38% "0.50% "0.17% "0.39% "0.85%
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Table 11

DIRECTOR ELECTION DISSENT VOTES (BANKS)

Company 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Grand
Total

Alliance & Leicester 3.85% 3.87% 5.63% 2.44% 11.53% 5.47% 0.94% 0.50% 0.75% 0.80% 3.68%
Bank of Scotland 0.24% 0.20% 0.25% 0.23%
Barclays 0.54% 0.62% 0.95% 0.76% 1.20% 1.92% 1.74% 1.34% 2.21% 1.57% 1.26% 1.38%

Bradford & Bingley 1.29% 9.32% 2.39% 1.47% 1.37% 1.10% 0.70% 1.08% 2.30%

Egg 0.46% 0.04% 0.20% 0.04% 0.23%

Halifax Group 1.71% 1.06% 0.78% 1.15%
HBOS 0.59% 1.10% 0.74% 0.39% 0.58% 1.36% 0.81%

HSBC Holdings 0.44% 1.47% 2.97% 2.26% 4.16% 2.27% 1.17% 0.76% 1.41% 0.75% 1.76%

Lloyds Banking Group 0.27% 0.58% 0.30% 1.07% 0.57% 1.29% 0.66% 2.37% 1.61% 1.48% 0.98%

NatWest Group 0.61% 0.61%
Northern Rock 0.87% 1.20% 1.12% 0.94% 1.81% 2.89% 0.92% 0.86% 3.27% 6.78% 2.17%

Royal Bank of Scotland 2.50% 3.27% 4.18% 0.71% 1.69% 2.92% 0.56% 0.75% 1.53% 1.20% 1.94%
Group

Standard Chartered 2.89% 0.42% 4.64% 9.16% 9.79% 1.03% 2.07% 0.89% 0.64% 0.67% 2.94%

Grand Total 1.29% 1.01% 1.22% 2.71% 3.30% 3.55% 2.03% 1.08% 1.13% 1.38% 1.52% 1.82%

Memorandum from Phil Bale

RE: SUBMISSION TO THE TREASURY COMMITTEE’S INVESTIGATION ON THE BANKING
CRISIS—MEMBER EMPOWERMENT IN THE UK MUTUAL SECTOR

I am writing to you as an ordinary member of several mutual businesses in the United Kingdom and as
a former Member of Britannia Building Society’s Members’ Council. I hope that this submission will assist
members of your Committee when making their recommendations to the Government, with its particular
focus on member owned businesses.

Whilst the Committee will be focusing its attention primarily upon the failings in the UK banking sector,
in this submission I would like to focus on the UK mutual sector. In particular, I wish to advance a number
of ways in which the Government could strengthen governance arrangements in the financial mutual sector.

I would therefore be grateful if the Treasury Committee could address the three key issues highlighted
below as part of its final report:

1. Member Representation—National Level.

2. Member Representation—Member Business Level.

3. Building Societies—The lost generation.

1. National Member Representation

Support a “Mutual Members’ Association” (MMA) in the United Kingdom

1.1 Despite the significant and growing role of mutually owned businesses across the United Kingdom,
there is still no one organisation which exists to represent the interests of ordinary members.

1.2 Shareholders in public companies have benefited from the establishment of the UK Shareholders
Association in 1992. Likewise, financial mutuals have the support of their own trade associations, which
include the Building Societies Association (BSA) and the Association of Mutual Insurers (AMI). However,
these bodies exist to represent the interests of their member businesses, not members themselves, in the
various sectors in which mutuals now operate.

1.3 It is therefore vitally important that the Government works with members to develop such a body, so
that the voice of members is better represented at a national level. The creation of a new member led (MMA)
body would be extremely helpful in addressing this historical imbalance.

1.4 If the mutual sector had an equivalent organisation to the UK Shareholders Association, then it is
likely that the debate over the large scale demutualization of Building Societies in the 1990’s would have
been much less one sided. This could have reduced the number of Building Societies which pursued such
strategies, which in turn may well have reduced the need for substantial taxpayer support for the
demutualised banks.

1.5 The role of a new national member advocate group could include:

— Promoting greater awareness and participation in the democratic process in mutual businesses and
assisting in the development of good corporate governance in the sector.
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— Supporting education and training on the mutual model, including working with schools and
colleges.

— Facilitating national forums to encourage member debate and awareness of the issues facing
particular types of mutuals. (The first industry wide “Mutual Forum” was held in December 2008
but no such event exists for ordinary members).

— Improving the scrutiny of management and highlighting poor business performance.

— Undertaking and commissioning new research and member surveys.

— Providing increased opportunities for member involvement in consultations with regulators as well
as an input into government policy formation.

— Inclusion on the Board of Mutuo, along with employee representatives, to provide an enhanced
tripartite arrangement to promote mutuality.

1.6 It is worth highlighting at this point the potential impact of the Building Societies (Funding) and
Mutual Societies (Transfers) Act. The recently announced merger between Britannia Building Society and
The Co-operative Group, may well herald the start of further cross-mutual consolidation in the financial
industry. This will inevitably encourage greater co-operation and in some instances, mergers between trade
bodies as well.

1.7 If members remain ineVective in monitoring the use of this new legislation, then there is a real danger
that some mutuals will begin to expand into more complex (and potentially unsuccessful) business
combinations, supported by a smaller number of more influential trade body groups.

1.8 This development has the potential to undermine member understanding of their businesses and the
required scrutiny of management in the sector going forward.

1.9 I would therefore urge the Government to take decisive action to ensure that ordinary members are
properly represented at all levels within the mutual sector.

2. Member Business Representation

Recommend the appointment at Board level of a “Member Advocate”

2.1 There is a case for the Committee to consider the merits of legislation which would require a customer/
member representative to be appointed to the Board of Directors of Building Societies (and perhaps even
our banks as well).

2.2 This representative could produce their own Member Report as part of the Annual Report & Accounts
and could hold specific responsibilities for member engagement and consultation, for example over branch
closures. Some Societies do already advertise and invite applications for Board candidates from their
members but successful candidates do not have any special customer owner responsibilities.

2.3 I would also recommend that this Board level “Member Advocate” was also accountable to a panel
of members, similar to Britannia’s Members” Council, but with clearly protected rights and responsibilities
which cannot be manipulated by senior management. Such bodies do already exist at some Societies, but
their powers and remit vary considerably.

2.4 The Nationwide Building Society for example, prefers to hold “Talk Back” sessions for its members
across the country as a means of listening to their grassroots membership. However, there is no reason why
such road shows could not take place alongside a permanent body of members.

2.5 The ability of a member to monitor management is of course helped considerably when they are able
to do so in a formal framework, over a three or four year period, and with access to the same information
as the Chief Executive. This is why such changes can only be implemented by Government as management
themselves are unlikely to promote member engagement strategies which undermine their authority.

2.6 There are a number of Building Societies which now appear to have followed strategies which have
left these businesses poorly positioned to deal with the rapidly deteriorating economic climate. One can only
speculate what the outcome of such practices would have been if such strategies had been allowed to
continue unchallenged and unchecked by the current recession.

2.7 The election of a customer member to the Board of a financial mutual would help to assist in
promoting a challenging culture within Boardrooms.

2.8 Furthermore, if an ordinary member who has been elected to the Board cannot understand or becomes
increasingly concerned by the direction being followed by management, then that would in itself act as a
useful warning to excessive risk taking.

2.9 The Government should also move quickly to end the practice of Executive Directors sitting on
Nomination Committee’s, which then select the Non-Executive Directors who are supposed to monitor their
own performance.
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3. Building Societies: The Lost Generation

Promote a new breed of Building Society based on important social and economic principles rather than
geographic spread

3.1 The long term decline in the number of mutual mortgage providers in the UK must be addressed in
the Treasury Committee’s Report.

3.2 The last new Building Society in the UK was the Ecology Building Society in the early 1980’s. There
are now significant barriers to entry to the market which must be addressed.

3.3 The BSA has failed to take a lead in this important area and concentrated on the priorities of their
last remaining member societies. However, now is just the time for the Government to encourage greater
consumer choice through smaller, locally run and accountable mutual lending and savings providers.

3.4 The long term consequences for competition in the mortgage market, as a result of the consolidation
or complete withdrawal from the UK market, of significant numbers of participants should not be
underestimated.

3.5 Furthermore, the dominant position of the Nationwide, relative to its peers, currently exposes the
entire sector to an excessive degree of risk. If the Nationwide were, for whatever reason, to loose the
confidence of its members then the viability of the entire sector would be called into question. This risk would
be reduced if the Nationwide’s size, relative to the whole sector can be reduced over time.

3.6 This can be achieved through the promotion of a new breed of Building Society which, like the
Ecology, is focused upon important social objectives rather than any geographical spread. Such an approach
would not only capture the current climate for socially responsible business but would also provide an
incentive for members to invest the levels of new capital required. These capital requirements should be
reviewed to ensure that they are no longer viewed as a barrier to entry for the sector.

I do hope that you have found the points I have raised of interest to your enquiry. I shall now await, with
interest, your final report but in the meantime if you have any further questions, please do get in touch. I
would welcome the opportunity, in partnership with the London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics
(LCCGE), to expand upon any points raised and to assist you more generally in any way possible.

February 2009

Further memorandum from Paul Moore, Ex Head of Group Regulatory Risk, HBOS Plc

Introduction and Important Preliminary Points

1. I provided my initial evidence to the Treasury Select Committee (TSC) on Friday 6 February 2009 and
before I set out my substantive additional evidence, I need to make some important preliminary points.

2. The purpose of my original testimony was not (as some of the media reports have suggested) to reek a
personal vendetta against those who acted to my detriment (see 2.17) in dismissing me from HBOS. Nor
was it to obtain a re-hearing of the fairness or otherwise of that dismissal. It was solely to provide what I
considered to be relevant evidence to assist the TSC and Parliament to learn the lessons from my personal
experience because, as I said, I believe “. . . it draws into sharp focus the lessons about the crucial importance
of really eVective governance” (see 2.3 and 2.4) in the financial sector.

3. Unfortunately, it has turned out to be impossible to deal with the policy points that can be learned
without also dealing with the personal even though I would have preferred to have avoided that.

4. The allegations I made in my original testimony have been denied by Lord Dennis Stevenson, Andy
Hornby, Sir James Crosby and the FSA.

5. All parties have relied on a report produced by KPMG to deny the truth what I said in my original
testimony.

6. The Committee will recall that I did not seek to avoid the issue of the KPMG report and actually
referred to it myself in sections 2.20—3.21 of my original testimony. For ease of reference, I repeat what I
said there:

(a) 2.20 “A supposedly “independent report” by HBOS’s auditors said HBOS were right but failed
even to interview key witnesses’.

(b) 3.21 “As I stated above in section 2 above, a supposedly “independent report” by HBOS’s
auditors said HBOS were right but failed even to interview key witnesses. No doubt they and the
FSA would rely upon this report. In relation to this report, you should be aware that, following
the very first response to the report from my lawyers and me which challenged it vigorously, HBOS
settled within a very short time”.
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7. Notwithstanding the vigorous denial of my allegations, I made the following statement last Wednesday
at about 2.00pm and repeated it to ITN, BBC and Sky News on Thursday on camera:

“I read with interest that Sir James continues to refute the allegations I made in my evidence to the
Treasury Select Committee and I want all those interested to know that I continue stand firmly and
confidently behind what I have said.

I have a significant body of detailed additional evidence which will corroborate what I said. I am
confident that the ‘independent report’ to which Sir James has referred will not bear up to any
proper independent scrutiny. I described that report as “supposedly” independent in my evidence
to the committee and I strongly stand behind that statement. No doubt I shall be given the
opportunity at an appropriate time to disclose my evidence and demonstrate what I am saying
is true”.

8. This memorandum of additional evidence is provided in response to the evidence now produced by
[HBOS, Sir James Crosby, Lord Stevenson, Andy Hornby] and pursuant to a request by the Clerk of the
TSC, Dr John Benger to provide the TSC with the additional evidence to which I referred in this statement
and elsewhere.

9. At first, the intention was to provide the TSC with all relevant corroborative documents. However,
following correspondence and discussions with the Clerk of the Committee last week, it was agreed that it
would be impractical, confusing and, (having regard to the specific terms of reference of the TSC)
unnecessary to provide the Committee with all the documents.

10. To put this in perspective, on an initial tally by myself and my advisers, the minimum number of
relevant documents totalled 53 and amounted to approximately 4.5 megabytes of written material ie literally
hundreds of pages.

11. In these circumstances, my advisers and I have agreed with the Clerk of the Committee that the most
useful approach to the provision of additional evidence is to write a detailed resume and history of events
which are relevant to the terms of reference of the TSC but without supplying all the underlying
corroborative documents.

12. I have already said in my original testimony that I strongly believe that the prime or underlying cause
of the banking crisis (ie what permitted the symptoms of over-lending (including sub-prime), excessive credit
and liquidity risk to occur without adequate restraint) was a completely inadequate “separation” and
“balance of powers” between the executive and all those accountable for overseeing their actions and
“reining them in”.

13. When I refer to “. . . all those accountable for overseeing their actions and “reining them in”, I want
to be absolutely clear that I mean every constituent that has a part to play in oversight ie internal control
functions such as finance, risk, compliance and internal audit, the non executive directors, external auditors,
The FSA, the shareholders and the analysts and, very importantly, the politicians.

14. The terms of reference of the TSC state that: “The Treasury Committee is seeking to identify lessons
that can be learned from the banking crisis”. In particular, it seeks to identify lessons relating to securing
financial stability, protecting the taxpayer, consumers and shareholder interests.

15. I strongly believe that a detailed resume of my personal story from HBOS, without supplying all the
underlying documents, is the most appropriate approach for all key stakeholders and will draw out the key
lessons for all these areas which are the subject of the TSC’s enquiry. I also believe that it will show that the
importance of the points I made in section 4 of my original testimony: “Some recommendations for policy
analysis and development”.

16. Finally, it may very well be that it is in the public interest for there to be a more detailed enquiry/
investigation in a diVerent “tribunal” than the TSC into what happened in the lead up to the current crisis
and who did or did not do what and what it teaches us about what the future policy should be.

The Substantive Evidence

17. The simplest way to make my evidence, which is complex, understandable and digestible, is to deal
with it in chronological order and this is what I do below.

18.

19. It is important for the TSC to understand in some detail how the internal operations of the bank
worked as it will inform their final report. There are three key “chapters” to the evidence:

(a) The lead up to my appointment as Head of Group Regulatory Risk at HBOS.

(b) What happened during my tenure as Head of Group Regulatory Risk at HBOS.

(c) My dismissal and the KPMG investigation and report.
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The Lead up to my Appointment as Head of Group Regulatory Risk at HBOS

20. I joined HBOS in 2002 as Head of Regulatory and Operational Risk for HBOS’s Insurance and
Investment Division (IID) as well as for the Retail Division in respect of their sales of IID products and
services. I reported to the CEO of that Division, Phil Hodkinson. I believe that IID was the second largest
division in terms of profit at HBOS. Phil Hodkinson later became the CFO of HBOS after I left and
eVectively retired when the Board decided to re-appoint Mike Ellis as CFO. I think this was announced in
the summer of 2007.

21. During 2003, the FSA carried out a full Arrow risk of Retail, IID, Corporate, Treasury and HBOS
Group Functions. The key objective of FSA Arrow (which stands for Advanced Risk Responsive Operating
frameWork) supervisory visits of firms is to assess the risks that the firm poses to the FSA’s four statutory
objectives which are:

(a) Maintaining confidence in the financial system.

(b) Promoting public understanding of the financial system.

(c) Securing the appropriate degree of protection for consumers.

(d) Reducing the extent to which it is possible for a business carried on by a regulated person . . . to
be used for a purpose connected with financial crime.

22. Given the limited resources available to the FSA, there is only a limited amount of work which they
can perform during any visit to establish the risks that exist. In a real sense, what the FSA do is to carry out
a fairly limited review of the operations in each division, arrive at preliminary conclusions and then set out
and agree a “Risk Mitigation Plan” (RMP) for the bank to follow. If the FSA have a suspicion of key risks,
they will normally ask the bank itself or an external expert (what is called a “Section 166” review) to carry
out additional work to establish the final view and assessment of the risks. If the bank itself is required to
carry out the additional work, this will normally be assigned to one of the two Group Risk functions that
existed at the bank, either Group Regulatory Risk or Group Financial and Operational Risk.

23. Until the additional work is carried out the FSA do not actually “know” in any final sense that the
risks are as they suspect them to. That final decision must await the more detailed work carried out after the
Arrow visit itself and in accordance with the agreed RMP.

24. Arrow visits are carried out over several months and the general view of what the FSA thinks is known
well in advance of the final report which itself is sent in draft for the bank to comment on in advance—
certainly in a factual sense.

25. By about early September 2003, it was clear that the FSA were going to issue a very serious risk
assessment on HBOS but the final report was not issued until either November or December.

26. While this was going on, during 2002 and 2003 my team and I in IID had set a new strategy for risk
management in that division and had been carrying out rigorous oversight of the regulatory and operational
risks in that division. My appraisal from Phil Hodkinson for our work in 2003 read:

Your vision for risk management within IID was clearly articulated 18 months ago and now
through execution is producing solid results, leading to extremely good feedback from the IID Risk
Control Committee and the IID Exec . . ..

“Success through delivery” was the key theme for your personal development plan in 2003 and I’m
really pleased that this has not only paid oV in very tangible results within IID and Retail, but also
was endorsed via your appointment to your new role. You have also made significant strides in
building relationships (through delivery and a conscious eVort on your part) and I very much hope
that your success in 2003 will give you a platform to build on.

27. From their Arrow work, it was clear that the FSA were concerned that risk management was not being
carried out eVectively at HBOS and in late September or early October 2003, I was asked if I would accept
a promotion to the most senior regulatory risk management role at HBOS as Head of Group Regulatory
Risk. This meant that my accountabilities would be not only to oversee the IID compliance with FSA
requirements but also the compliance of all other divisions within HBOS.

28. I have put in bold and underlined the words in paragraph 26 above because they are important in the
story. I was asked if I would accept the promotion to Head of Group Regulatory Risk not only because I
had already received excellent feedback for the work my team and I had been doing in IID but also because
of my long track record and experience in regulatory risk management and especially because of the
confidence that I had developed with the FSA over many years of carrying out diYcult regulatory work as
a Partner at KPMG.

29. I was phoned by Mike Ellis, the then CFO, and I told him that before I accepted the role, I wanted
to be sure he understood how I would carry out the role because I knew that the level of enquiry and rigour
in our oversight was going to have to increase substantially if we were going to regain the confidence of the
FSA and mitigate the key risks at the bank. I knew that such an increased level of enquiry was vital and that
this was bound to lead to discomfort in areas that had not hitherto been subjected to strong challenge.
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30. I met Mike Ellis privately and told him this and said that I would only be able to take on the role if
he was going to provide his full support to the very diYcult work we were going to have to carry out. He
said he would and, therefore, I accepted the promotion.

31. Although my formal start date was 1st January 2004, my appointment was announced on 8th October
2003 and I set to work immediately as there was a huge agenda of work that we were going to have to carry
out and a significant reorganisation the existing GRR department in order to facilitate this.

32. I made my first formal announcement to the GRR team on 5 November in which I said:

“We need to build deep and long term relationships with our business colleagues which allow us
to be truly challenging in a way that genuinely and lastingly improves performance. Our most
important accountability at the moment is to carry out business and performance improvement
focused oversight”.

33. I do not have a full copy of the FSA’s final Arrow risk assessment report from that year, although I
am sure this can be obtained from the FSA. However, I provided two key quotes in my original testimony
which I will repeat here for ease of reference.

“By November 2003, the FSA had assessed key parts of the Group as posing high or medium-high
risks to the achievement of its statutory objectives of maintaining market confidence and
protecting consumers. They wrote that they were concerned that “. . .the risk posed by the HBOS
Group to the FSA’s four regulatory objectives is higher than it was perceived”.

The FSA also wrote in relation to the Halifax (called “Retail”) “There has been evidence that development
of the control function in Retail Division has not kept pace with the increasingly sales driven operation. . .”
and “There is a risk that the balance of experience amongst senior management could lead to a culture which
is overly sales focused and gives inadequate priority to risk issues.”

34. I thought that the operational staV at the FSA had done a good job on the Arrow visit they had
conducted and that they almost certainly had identified the key risks at the bank at that stage in its
development. I would not necessarily consider staV at that level to be accountable in for what followed.

35. I wrote in the following terms in HBOS’s December “Blue Book” which is the report provided on a
monthly basis for the top fifty or so executives in the company and all the non executives:

FSA Arrow Risk Assessments

The Arrow risk assessments and the accompanying Risk Mitigation Programmes for Retail, IID
and HBOS Group have been received as well as a more specific assessment by the FSA relating to
Corporate’s credit risk management of its commercial property lending.

There is a great deal of detail to be digested and one always needs to be careful of simplification.
However, a reasonable summary of the key points might be as follows:

— We have been growing more rapidly than our peers and we have aggressive plans for
continued growth.

— We have a retail bank that feels and is diVerent to our peers . . . it has a sales culture and a
very diVerent style of management!

— We have a substantially larger commercial property loan book proportionately than our
peers and our approach to credit risk management on that book is very diVerent. . .as a
matter of business philosophy.

— We have one of the biggest With Profits life businesses in the UK.

— We are doing a lot of other things all at once and there’s a lot of change forced on us from
mandatory regulatory change . . . so we must suVer from management stretch.

— The FSA has yet to be convinced that our risk management and control framework is
eVective or keeping pace with our growth. In particular, they are clearly concerned with the
way Group Risk functions relate to the Divisions and whether they are really able to carry
out their oversight role eVectively.

The upshot of all this and taking all of the general and specific points together, has lead the FSA
to conclude “. . . that the risk posed by HBOS Group to the FSA’s four regulatory objectives is
higher than it was perceived. . .”.

Although we can agree with many of the detailed points the FSA makes, we do not agree that the
points they make support a conclusion that HBOS” control environment has deteriorated or that
the risk to the FSA’s objectives have increased.

Indeed, it is quite diYcult to determine whether the FSA have actually drawn conclusions or
whether they have arrived at perceptions, which will become working assumptions until further
work is done; they do use the word “perceive” on quite a number of occasions in their letters. In
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any event, as Mike Ellis commented in his paper to the Audit Committee—”We will tackle the risk
mitigation programme with gusto and determination to satisfy the Audit Committee, Board and
FSA that risk management is firmly under control in HBOS”.

The only other point worth re-emphasising is that management should not underestimate the
importance of demonstrating unequivocally and visibly to the FSA that the understandable
diYculties of establishing the roles of the specialist Group risk functions (the second line of
defence), are in reality behind us now. This will essentially depend on the Group Risk functions
agreeing with the operating divisions and then carrying out to a very high standard a well designed
programme of specialist oversight work with the obvious and active support of local management.

36. I wrote a draft business plan for GRR which was presented to the Group Audit Committee on 9th
December. The theme for the year was “The regulatory environment—a key strategic challenge”.

37. Because that document laid the foundation of the work we were going to do, it is necessary to quote
a sizeable extract from it to put the work were obliged to carry out to fulfil our Approved Persons
accountabilities into perspective.

38. In this regard, it is important to note that Approved Persons have a direct contractual relationship with
the FSA and if they do not carry out their accountabilities in accordance with “The Principles for Approved
Person”, they can be personally liable. The first two principles require the Approved Person to carry out his
or her control function with integrity and due skill, care and diligence and Principle 7 states that “An
approved person performing a significant influence function must take reasonable steps to ensure that the
business of the firm for which he is responsible in his controlled function complies with the relevant
requirements and standards of the regulatory system.” As Head of GRR my AP function was treated as
“performing significant influence”. The extract from the business plan is below.

39. Below I set out the key extract from the GRR Business Plan:

Introduction

With our regulatory risk profile arguably as high as it has ever been, it is clear that managing our
regulatory risks over the coming year (and maybe more) will be a major challenge.

It is, of course, a major tactical challenge to manage the existing list of regulatory risks and issues
we face in the current environment. But it needs to be seen as even more important than that. It
needs to be treated as a strategic challenge. If we treat it with that importance, we will not only
deliver the tactical successes we must achieve but also a real competitive advantage in the
market place.

As Dennis Stevenson will say in his statement in the Annual Report and Accounts 2003:
“Regulation represents both society’s consent to our activities and an opportunity to create
advantage over our competitors”.

Conversely, the impact on the Group’s Business Plans of not meeting the challenge we face could
be material if senior management’s attention is forced to be diverted from its growth ambitions—
which are such a prominent feature of our message to the market place—to its systems and controls
for ensuring regulatory compliance. This could not only impact on existing markets but may make
the FSA reluctant to see HBOS undertaking any material expansion into new markets or any
significant M&A activity.

More directly, the quality cost of failure or re-work will hit the bottom line—the £2m of fines we
received in 2003 mask the very much larger other direct and indirect costs associated with resolving
these failures. If this means we don’t hit our published targets, the financial impact will not just hit
the P&L and our crucial ROE target but could well have a magnified impact on shareholder value.
Furthermore, if we don’t get the implementation of the Integrated Prudential Source Book right,
we may very well be required by the FSA to set aside more regulatory capital.

So, how can we meet this crucial strategic challenge?

At the heart of overcoming the challenge, GRR believes that there are three key pre-requisites for
success on which we should focus:

— The strength, depth and quality of our relationships and communications with the FSA.
This requires much more work so that all the requisite parts of the group are working in
harmony, with one strategy and a completely diVerent level of coordination. It also needs
the FSA to agree how important this is and how much work needs to be done in this area.

— The credibility of Group Risk functions operating as a truly eVective second line of defence.
This depends on the standards and policies they set, the depth and quality of the oversight
they perform and the strength of the relationships they have which allow them to provide
functional and technical leadership. But even more important, it will depend crucially on
the FSA’s confidence in this work.
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— The demonstrable and enthusiastic engagement of the operating divisions in the work
carried out by Group Risk functions: This business plan is designed support the
achievement of these key pre-requisites.

40. It is fair to say that the role into which I was now moving as Head of GRR was going to be at the very
diYcult end of the very diYcult scale. It is also fair to say that I had made it more than abundantly clear
both orally and in writing that the number one priority to solve the regulatory problems facing the bank
was more rigorous and in depth oversight activity but that this could not be achieved without the full support
of the most senior executives.

What happened during my tenure as Head of Group Regulatory Risk at HBOS

41. As a result of the Arrow visits each of the key HBOS operating divisions had to agree a final “Risk
Mitigation Plan” (RMP) with the FSA.

42. These plans were subject to discussion with the FSA and that discussion would be intense.

43. As a result of the RMPs during the first few months of 2004, HBOS Board agreed to carry out the
following key pieces of work. There were many other pieces of work that we had to carry out at the same
time. But those set out below are of fundamental importance to my evidence as they involved reporting to
the Board as well as the Group Audit Committee:

(a) A review of the selling practices relating to Corporate Bond Funds. This was to be carried out
by GRR.

(b) A review of the balance between sales and controls within Retail. At first and because of the
seriousness of their concerns, the FSA had said they were considering requiring this review to be
carried out by an independent expert (S166) but after discussions with my team and me, they
agreed to allow GRR to do the work.

(c) Review of the degree of independent challenge in Corporate Banking credit approvals and why the
process is “atypical” and if and how this can be justified. This was to be carried out by the Group
Financial and Operational Risk department headed by Dr Andrew Smith.

(d) A review of HBOS With-Profits Strategy (Clerical Medical) in diVerent market circumstances. This
was to be carried out by the Group Financial and Operational Risk department headed by Dr
Andrew Smith.

(e) A group-wide review of risk management eVectiveness to be carried out by PwC and as a Section
166 expert report. In particular, the FSA had expressed concerns about the level of oversight,
challenge and functional leadership being carried out by Group Risk functions of the risk
management in the operating divisions. Therefore, one of the key areas this review had to cover was
the strength and eVectiveness of challenge from Group Risk Functions. My department’s strategy,
approach and operations were obviously to be reviewed as part of this work as was the department
of Dr Andrew Smith.

44. The detailed terms of reference for all of the above work were agreed over the first few months of 2004
in discussions with the FSA and formed the basis of the most important oversight work that my and Dr
Andrew Smith’s departments carried out during 2004. But I repeat that there were a great many other
oversight reviews which were also carried out at the same time, for example a review of the way Halifax were
handling mortgage endowment complaints as well as a review of the way Jo Dawson’s area (sales of
regulated investment products and insurance) checked the suitability of the investment advice given by the
direct sales force she managed. We also started to question the suitability of creditor insurance sales (also
known as PPI or Payment Protection Insurance sold along with personal loans and mortgages. This
potential miss-selling comes in various forms. Because there is such significant profit generated by creditor
insurance that I witnessed a huge amount of management attention in HBOS GI and in Retail paid to hitting
sales targets in this area; this type of sales pressure could drive front-line branch staV towards marshalling
clients towards taking on a personal loan rather than, say, a short-term overdraft or use of revolving credit
card facility; it can also potentially drive staV to “encourage” customers to take out a larger loan than they
really needed, wanted or should really take on because that way the creditor premium is larger as well. Apart
from this creditor premiums were incredibly high and paid upfront so that even if a personal loan was repaid
half way through its term no premium was refunded. Also it appeared that many customers who bought PPI
were never able to claim as they were in an excluded class.

Review of Corporate Bond Fund Sales and Surrounding Events

45. When I was in IID in mid 2003 I had already discussed with Jo Dawson, who ran the sales force that
gave advice on insurance and investment products, the importance of reviewing corporate bond fund (CBF)
sales, the volumes of which were very high indeed.

46. A corporate bond fund is a collective investment scheme which uses investors” money, as its name
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suggests, to purchase bonds ie corporate debt. Depending on the debt purchased it can be higher or lower
risk and the capital value of an investment can go up or down depending on a range of factors including the
view taken by the market of the risk relating to the bonds held by the fund as well as the direction in which
interest rates move.

47. There was resistance from the word go to this suggestion from Jo Dawson and other senior
management and nothing actually happened until the FSA made it clear in September and October that they
were going to require such a review as part of the RMP.

48. It was Jo Dawson who ultimately became Group Risk Director on my dismissal.

49. As the yields went down on standard deposit accounts, many customers were switched into CBF and
GRR and I were not confident that customers who were switched out of deposit accounts into CBFs would
really understand the additional capital risks they were taking on and we wanted to ensure they did. What
was clear was that the advisers were strongly targeted to sell CBFs to deposit account customers whose
deposits matured and the margin HBOS made on CBFs was very much higher than on deposit accounts.
This obviously increased the incentive to sell them.

50. To give you some idea of the sales culture in operation, I quote an extract from an email sent by the
MD of Halifax Financial Services (the product “manufacturer” of CBF) to Jo Dawson about the time I was
originally suggesting we needed to carry out a risk review of CBF sales. Note the attitude of a senior
executive to important risks suggested by the publisher of the Fund Sales Report in question. I am not clear
as to what a PJF means but the general gist can be understood.

“Nice one Jo!.

Our best ever showing in the Fund Sales Report (the Pridham report). Headline was “Fidelity and
Halifax enjoy healthy sales in first quarter while many other managers see their business dry up”.

HFS was:

— 2nd for total net sales (we were double L&G, Fidelity top).

— 1st for total net retail sales (equal to total of 2nd,3rd and 4th places added together!).

— 1st for gross ISA sales.

— 1st for corporate Bond ISA sales.

— 1st for best selling ISA fund (Corporate Bond).

Also—top 10 for funds under mgt. Only negative was a swipe at “it must be hoped Halifax
customers truly understand the potential risks to their capital” re CBF. I am taking this up with
Press OYce as we need to treat Pridham like a PFJ.

Copies available from Sandra.”

51. Indeed, the volume of sales were so high that I actually received a warning from the CEO of Insight
Investment Management (HBOS’s asset management division) to the following eVect: “The reality is we are
being forced to invest in lower quality bonds because the client [Jo Dawson and her sales force] wants to sell
more product. Now that’s what I call risk!”

52. My final attempt on 8th June 2003 to persuade Jo Dawson to carry out a review read as follows:

“But I still recommend you do what I originally suggested below [a thorough review of CBF sales].
Clearly the temperature is rising around this issue and the reasons I suggest for independent
validation still exist. If James C[rosby] is interested, it probably makes it an even more advisable
way to keep everyone happy. Let’s have a chat about it. What do you actually think? I guess it
probably feels overkill to you; I can only advise you in the best way I know how. I am definitely
not going to tell you what to do. But if you want to know what I would do if I was you, I would
do it”.

53. Of course, as soon as it became clear, as I had always expected and advised, that the FSA would pay
special attention to CBF sales and would actually require a review as part of the RMP, Jo Dawson and the
management team had no choice but to permit GRR to carry out the review and we started our field work
in late November 2003 and completed the field work in March 2004.

54. To say that doing the work was like going behind enemy lines might be an exaggeration but it certainly
was not far oV and the extreme “argy bargy” that took place in trying to finalise the report itself was
upsetting to my team and to me and generated some of the emails I quoted in my original testimony. On
quite a number of occasions, my team carrying out the work reported that they were being threatened.

55. To keep the explanation of what happened as simple as possible, I set out below an extract relating to
the CBF review from the Outline Case prepared by my Barrister, Peter Hamilton of 4 Pump Court, after my
dismissal from HBOS. For ease of reference, I have inserted the key parts of supporting documents to which
he referred after the relevant paragraph.
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Extract from Outline Case by Peter Hamilton Re: CBF Review

56. From November 2003 to August 2004 there was a review of Corporate Bond Fund (“CBF”) sales. In
the course of this review GRR found that there were potentially serious issues of suitability in relation to
sales. Mr Moore and GRR raised their concerns about actual or potential breaches of FSA rules; for
example, relating to the systems and controls to ensure that sales were suitable. This document was provided
both to HBOS and the FSA at the time of my dismissal.

57. On 5 March, Mr Moore and Mr James Davies (Deputy Head of GRR) had a meeting with Mr Andy
Hornby to give him an early briefing to warn him of emerging findings of regulatory systems and controls
failures.

58. Those warnings were repeated on 9 March at an Audit Committee meeting. [See GRR quarterly report
and extract of minutes of that meeting set out below.]

Quarterly Report

Review of Corporate Bond Fund Sales—Substantial volumes of Corporate Bond Funds were sold during
2003. Group Regulatory Risk are currently undertaking a review of the adequacy of the controls in place
and the overall eVectiveness of the risk management arrangements within Retail Regulatory Risk, designed
to ensure the suitability of these sales. FSA have shown an active interest in this work. The report is currently
being finalised and an update will be provided orally at the meeting

Minute

Paul Moore advised that GRR was close to completing a review of Corporate Bond Funds (CBF) sales
within Retail. This was an important piece of work, given the substantial sales volumes of CBF in 2003 and
the focus that the FSA was currently giving to products of this type. Of particular importance was the degree
to which customers understand the risk of the product. There is evidence to suggest that some customers may
not fully understand the risks and this could expose HBOS should there be unfavourable market conditions.

59. On 21 March 2004, Mr Moore sent an email to the CFO, Mr Mike Ellis, attaching the executive
summary of a report on CBF sales and suggested a meeting to discuss its contents. This report set out
instances of likely unsuitable sales. [See extract below and excuse typos!]

Corporate Bond Fund Sales—VERY IMPORTANT You will know that this is a hot topic . . .
much comment in the press and the FSA about to come in a do a themed visit. We have now
completed our oversight review and I attach here the executive summary of a very much longer
report. We cancelled a meeting with Retail Reg Risk Management on Friday because we decided
it was important enough a matter that your involvement was required—there are some very
important issues which we need to discuss and on which we need your review and input—eg on
the day of launch of the Fund the extra income provided by a £10,000 investment into CBF in
comparison to the Guranteed Reserve Account in return for the extra risk was on 50p per week
. . . do you consider that recommending someone to switch—irrespective of the strength of the
disclosure—would be suitable/fair for that marginal benefit. . ..this sames scenario happened at
other times throughout the sales history . . . and with interest rates on the way up there are
increased risk that customers wont get there capital back? Also Retail Reg Risk Management set
no limits on how much of a persons savings could be switched so customers were recommended
to switch veruy substantial percentages of their savings. Anyway, read the exec summary and we
can discuss—we have prewarned Andy on this and the Audit Committee but are supposed to
briefing Jo Dawson on Wednesday, so we need to speak urgently—password for the doc is oliver.
Might be best to have a conference call with James Davies on this and other Retail matters . . ..
We have a session with Andy Hornby on Monday at 3.30. . .I will be with him at the Mound.

60. [Added by Paul Moore—Following a programme carried out by the GRR review team of contacting
customers to establish whether or not they understood the risks associated with investing in CBFs, the initial
assessment was that as many as 23% of customers did not understand that a CBF carried any capital risk
at all; they thought it was a deposit account with a higher interest rate. This exceptionally high initial finding
was reduced after the normal bruising encounters in trying to finalise the report. But this made no diVerence
to the actual finding that the systems and controls had failed in a material way and that all customers had
to be re-contacted to explain the capital risk prominently and to be oVered a free switch back to a deposit
account.]

61. On 22 March, Mr Moore met Mr James Crosby and briefed him on early findings in relation to the
CBF sales review.

62. On 23 March 2004, GRR discussed CBF compliance issues with Mr Ellis. He failed to provide any or
any appropriate support to GRR.

63. On 24 March, Ms Dawson and her team met the GRR team and were antagonistic and threatening
to the GRR team.
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64. On 26 May, Mr Moore and Mr Davies attended the Retail Risk Control Committee. Ms Dawson was
also present. She shook her head vigorously in disagreement and threateningly as Mr Moore was updating
the committee on his important concerns about failures in compliance by CBF. The minutes did not reflect
accurately what Mr Moore had said and had to be corrected after they had been signed as a true record by
Charles Dunstone.

65. On 28 May, Ms Dawson sent an email to Mr Moore in which she attacked GRR repeatedly for its
work. [See the attached bundle of email correspondence from Mr Moore to his team and Mr Ellis.] Mr
Moore brought this to Mr Ellis” attention. It became evident from the correspondence that individuals in
the Retail Division were lobbying Mr Ellis for support against GRR. In emails written on 6 and 7 June,
Mr Moore appealed to both Mr Ellis and Mr Andy Hornby for support. [See the attached bundle of email
correspondence between Mr Moore and Mr Ellis.][Extract repeated from original evidence below—
excuse typos]

Mike

We have spoken at some length this morning on this and more generally about the current issues in dealing
with Retail. We really do have to do something. . .and you may wish to lead this. . .to change the whole tone
of engagement. This is not a battle of wits but a joint attempt to do what is right for the organisation. Yes,
now that people with a huge amount of external experience are now accountable in GRR for oversight, it
is not surprising that the level of enquiry is going to be more detailed—that is to be expected. . .and actually
welcomed.

Some behaviours are going to need to change, particularly the sentiment that constantly questions the
competence and intentions of GRR carrying out its formal accountabilites for oversight plus the ever present
need to be able to prove beyond reasonable doubt as if we were operating in a formal judicial environment.
The more we adopt this approach, the more adversarial it all becomes, the more emotional it becomes, the
more personal it becomes and the worse the relationship becomes. It becomes a viscious circle which needs
to be broken. We need you and Andy to intervene here to create a watershed here so we can move on from
the issues of the past (from which we can learn but not blame) to the brave new world of the future. Actually,
the responsibililties for getting into the current position are held all around the organsiation and not just in
Retail. . .and I include Group Risk functions in this. What would be absolutely fatal would be if there was
ever a perception—explicit of implicit—that diVerent parts of GF&R took diVerent views. Then you get the
“divide and rule” happening. We must all be asa one and communicate as such.

We will get there but there will also be some pain in the process of change.

Paul

66. There is significant correspondence on the file in which Ms Dawson and her team made clear their
resistance to responding positively and appropriately to matters of non-compliance raised by GRR.

67. [Added by Paul Moore—During the course of the review was that the regulatory requirement for
“suitability” did not apply when switching between a banking product and an investment product ie the
strict rules against “churning” did not apply; this was particularly worrying.Principle 6 of the FSA’s
Principles for Business states explicitly—“A firm must pay due regard to the interests of its customers and
treat them fairly.”.

68. On 8 June, there was a meeting of the Group Audit Committee. Mr Moore decided that having not
received any support from Mr Ellis, he was duty bound to alert the committee to the relationship diYculties
he and GRR were experiencing with the division managed by Ms Dawson. Mr Moore said: “I would not
want the Committee to be under any illusion as to how strong the tensions were as GRR carried out its
oversight work and I have to say that there have been some behaviours which I would consider to be
unacceptable.”

69. The chairman asked if Mr Moore had direct access to him as chairman. Mr Ellis and Mr Moore
disagreed, the latter saying that he thought that he should have a direct line in to the chairman. [See GRR
quarterly report and extract of committee minutes.][Key extracts inserted below]

Extract from Quarterly Report

Review of Corporate Bond Fund Sales

A report produced by GRR following a review of CBF Sales within Retail was issued during April.

The report raised a number of very important issues. In particular, there were questions raised about
systems and controls and just how robustly product design and suitability considerations were considered
and especially so as to incorporate non-regulated products. This again is an absolutely key element of
treating customers fairly. It is crucial that the strongest possible focus is applied to ensuring and assuring
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that we do not have any systems and control weaknesses which could lead to potential customer detriment,
even though to date we have not found evidence of widespread customer detriment in the sale of CBFs by
Retail Regulated Sales.

Extract from Minutes

The Committee was advised that there were strong tensions between Group Risk Functions and Divisions
and some intervention may be appropriate. The Chairman asked for this matter to be discussed at the July
private meeting with the Committee.

70. On 10 June, Mr Ellis emphatically, and without justification, criticised Mr Moore for what he had said
at the Audit Committee meeting and warned him not to do it again.

71. One of the last emails about this matter from Jo Dawson was as follows:

“On CBF, I thought he might have mentioned it at dinner on Monday? I know he has spoken of it
with both Mike E and Andy H—probably because of the considerable heat the GRR report caused
internally . . . I know ray spoke with John Edwards too re the process.

72. Jo Dawson in saying “he might have mentioned it” was actually referring to James Crosby whom she
had been clearly lobbying in the background to try to have the report adjusted. Members will note the
reference to “the considerable heat the GRR report caused internally” demonstrating her indisposition to
legitimate and expert challenge.

73. The very final part of the story relating to the review of CBF sales was extraordinary. I arranged a
meeting with Jo Dawson in an attempt to settle our relationship diYculties. That meeting took place on 30
July. Before we had begun to discuss any of the issues, Jo Dawson lent across the table and pointed her finger
at me and said, “I’m warning you, don’t you make a f****ing enemy of me”. Later in the meeting she taunted
me by asking if I would be embarrassed to learn that my report on Sales Culture was being re-written over
the weekend by Mr Ellis and Mr Hornby.

GRR Review of Retail Sales Culture and Systems and Controls

74. The review was commissioned to enable GRR to make an assessment of the eVectiveness of the
controls in operation in Retail when compared to the strength of its marketing and sales culture.

75. The review had particular regard to the FSA’s Arrow assessment and Risk Mitigation Programme
(’RMP’) in respect of the Retail Division, dated 1st December 2003, and specifically the following
comments:

(a) “There has been evidence that development of the control function in Retail Division has not kept
pace with the increasingly sales driven operation”.

(b) “There is a risk that the balance of experience amongst senior management could lead to a culture
which is overly sales focused and gives inadequate priority to risk issues”.

76. It should be noted that early in 2004 and before the review was commissioned by the Board, Andy
Hornby went to see the FSA and strongly denied that the FSA were correct in their views.

77. The key objectives of the review were as follows:–

(a) To provide a formal assessment of whether the risks to customers, and the wider prudential and
regulatory risk associated with the marketing and distribution of financial products by HBOS’s
Retail Division are being managed in a control / governance framework and cultural environment
which will ensure that key risks are identified, assessed and mitigated in a manner which will meet
the FSA’s and HBOS’s requirements and policies.

(b) Where applicable, to identify priorities and to provide recommendations for change in the culture,
organisational structure and control framework.

(c) To identify, in the process of the review, any other issues of regulatory concern.

78. The GRR review focused on four areas for investigation:

(a) The overall risk culture and the alignment of business and risk strategies.

(b) The development of the sales culture and its practical implementation.

(c) Assessment of the Governance framework and key high-level systems and controls.

(d) The eVectiveness of the Risk Management Framework.

79. A key extract from the formal terms of reference read as follows:

“The review is to enable GRR to provide a formal assessment as to whether the risks to customers
and the wider prudential and regulatory risk associated with the marketing and distribution of
financial products by HBOS’s Retail Division are being managed in a control / governance
framework and cultural environment which will ensure that the key risks are identified, assessed
and mitigated in manner which will meet the key FSA and HBOS’s requirements and policies.”
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80. I personally led the review which was managed on a day to day basis by my number two James Davies.
My department was assisted by additional resources that we seconded to GRR from Ernst & Young.

81. The “field work” for the review took place between about mid April and June 2004. You will recall
that this was one of the four key reviews commissioned by the Board as explained above. I was due to report
formally to the main Board on 27th July 2004.

82. A vast number of documents have been reviewed covering all the key processes associated with sales
management throughout the Division.

83. In total (including the initial Ernst & Young work), the review team have conducted over 40 interviews
with senior management within the Retail business, Non-Executive Directors and senior management in
Group functions.

84. I personally interviewed Andy Hornby, the CEO of Retail at the time, Jack Cullen, the Head of Risk
of Retail and Charles Dunstone who was the non-executive Chairman of the “Retail Risk Control
Committee”. I was accompanied on these interviews by James Davies to ensure that we could corroborate
our notes.

85. Along with the management interviews, the team visited thirty one branch visits across eight Regions,
five Regional Contact Centre visits, and three BoSIS branch visits were conducted. Furthermore, we have
conducted seven Culture Study focus groups. Each focus group comprised between six and eight colleagues
at similar grades (eg Banking Advisers, Branch Managers, PFAs) with the purpose of exploring typical
scenarios relating to sales, risk and compliance. In total, it is estimated that over 135 customer-facing
colleagues participated in the review.

86. We decided to take such substantial measures in evidence gathering to be sure that there could be no
“push-back” on any conclusions we came to for lack of evidence.

87. To keep the explanation of what happened as simple as possible, I set out below an extract relating
to the sales culture review from the Outline Case prepared by my Barrister, Peter Hamilton of 4 Pump Court,
after my dismissal from HBOS. For ease of reference, I have inserted the key parts of supporting documents
to which he referred after the relevant paragraph. This document was provided both to HBOS and the FSA
at the time of my dismissal.

Extract from Outline case by Peter Hamilton re GRR review of retail sales culture and systems and controls
review

88. In May 2004, GRR began a review of the retail sales culture and systems and controls. Mr Jack Cullen
was interviewed on 25 May. His analysis of the culture in the Retail Sales Division was bleak. [See attached
interview notes.] [Key extracts inserted below]

JC showed us the action plan which stated that:–
“Leadership and focus on risk matters has had no priority.”
“Sales regarded as more important than anything else.”
“Risk not seen as a core business imperative or competency.”
“[Note—we subsequently asked for a copy of the plan and were sent a new draft which had deleted
some of these points. We were not told that the later version had been changed.]
“Lets step back and look back to where we have come from in April 2002 . . . David Walkden had
15 direct reports; organisation had not settled down; the focus was on merger; new people with
new jobs; it “was all about growth and making the business succeed”; “the culture was of “don’t
tell me the bad news”. “you always had to prove things beyond reasonable doubt”.
For a BOS person it all felt uncomfortable; the Halifax skills were rewarded—sales and
promotion . . . BOS was not so good at sales but was good at “professional banking. Used the eg
of the discussions around the bad debt charge…recommended £31m and was told “that’s not
acceptable” . . . so he said, well put whatever number you like….so the whole focus was on
growth . . .and so the bad debt charge ended up being £25m.
Andy tried to make it a merger but it was a takeover. JC and three others moved down from
Scotland . . . JC was the only one left . . .”and you know they are animals around here and unless
you can prove it….its always good new reporting”
PM asked if he thought his position might be aVected if he spoke up . . . pause “ . . .Well there is
that . . . but . . . not just that . . .”
JC described them (management) as Gungho . . .

89. [Comment inserted by me—I think it is fair to say that James Davies and I were literally flabbergasted
by our interview with Jack Cullen.]

90. On 11 June, GRR briefed Mr Hornby on the early conclusions of potentially serious regulatory
failings in the Retail Sales Division reached by GRR, including evidence of inappropriate behaviour that
would need to be investigated further. [See the attached GRR briefing paper for Mr Hornby.] [Three key
slides from the aide memoire are inserted below.]
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33For use in oral briefing only

Important preliminary remarks

� The review is still underway and we have not yet undertaken the process of assessing and concluding on the
significant amounts of information and evidence that we have obtained. The comments made in this
document are preliminary findings only. However, we are confident of them even at this early stage

� It is very clear from the discussions we have had with the senior management team that everyone is taking
the matter of risk and systems and controls very seriously and making progress.

� Lets not forget, it has been an enormous business achievement to change the culture in Retail to focus on
marketing and sales. Some of our findings are just part and parcel of the next steps in the natural
evolution and growth of the organisation. We must not “kill the goose that laid the golden egg”

� But there are important lessons to be learnt from the review which apply to both Retail and the Group
Oversight functions …..but the whole organisation has some accountability.

� The way in which the findings of the work are communicated and agreed will be very important, and their
communication to the FSA vital. The focus should be on the future and what is being done, rather than
dwelling on the past forcing a detailed expose of substantive evidential material to justify each conclusion
that has been drawn. This could kill the goose that laid the golden egg.

� There are great benefits to be had by executing the change well – and vice versa.

� We genuinely understand that the review may have added to tensions and relationship challenges between
GRR and Retail. We see the way in which the findings of the review are communicated to Retail, together
with the way in which we work with Retail in addressing any actions arising as being key to developing this
relationship.

11For use in oral briefing only

Preliminary findings

� Everyone appears to agree that the focus on sales culture has led to an imbalance with the control
environment. The evidence from our review strongly supports this view.

� This does not mean that there is actual clear evidence of customer detriment, but, there are 1 or 2
areas that we may need to investigate in more detail. But being out of balance is, in itself as we
already know, an issue of considerable importance to the FSA and must be rectified.

� In our opinion it‛s the balance of emphasis and focus (rather than experience as proposed by the
FSA) amongst senior management that has led to a culture which is overly sales and marketing
focused and has given inadequate voice / priority to risk and control issues. The quality of the
individuals themselves we found to be exceptional and we have no evidence yet that suggests that
intentions have not been correct at all times.

� The risk and compliance environment within Retail has undergone incremental change but has not
kept pace, in certain parts of the division, with business developments. At the same time,
regulatory requirements have significantly increased and, given Retail‛s market position, it is
inevitable that the regulator will expect HBOS to demonstrate a risk management framework
appropriate to the nature and scale of the business.

� There is a distinction between the Network and regulated sales area. We found that the systems
and controls within the network, were significantly less effective than within Regulated Sales.
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77For use in oral briefing only

� In our view the balance within the Network needs to be redressed as a matter of priority,
particularly having regard to the upcoming mortgage and GI regulation. However, we do recognise
the importance and challenge of maintaining a committed and successful sales and marketing
culture.

� The culture created by such a strong focus and drive on marketing and sales has also created a
tension in the environment and it appears that people have not always felt able to say what they
wanted to say. This has resulted in people “down-loading” pent-up frustration. One opinion holds no
weight but two or more corroborate each other. A lot of people said the same. You need to see
some of this and we need to decide what it means and how we should fulfil our AP responsibilities.
There is some evidence which might suggest inappropriate behaviour which will have to be
investigated further.

� We acknowledge the importance of balance in the assessment and conclusions we have drawn from
some of these discussions, however, they were not isolated, and it appears to provide strong
evidence which if misinterpreted could be used to build more serious allegations.

� There is some evidence which suggests that customer interest has not always been fully served by
the environment created. We suggest that further work is done in certain areas to examine this
further.

91. On 4 July, Mr Moore sent an early draft of the GRR report on the Sales Culture review to Mr Ellis
together with copies of selected notes from branch visits. [See attached notes from branch visits.] Mr Moore
was concerned that the notes of the branch visits should be disclosed to the Board, Audit Committee, or
FSA. He sought to discuss this with Mr Ellis and Mr Hornby, but Mr Ellis made it clear that those notes
were not be disclosed.

92. Mr Ellis prepared a paper on the Sales Culture review for the Board meeting held on 27 July. Neither
the full report nor the notes of branch visits were attached to his paper.

93. At the Board meeting, Mr Moore made four important points. They did not appear in the minutes.
Mr Moore questioned whether the minutes should be changed to accurately reflect the points he had made.
Mr Ellis was not prepared to support a request to change the minutes. [See the bundle of emails between Mr
Moore and Mr Ellis from 1 to 5 October—copied below for ease of reference.] The TSC should be aware
that I was never actually sent the minutes to check accuracy and I had to follow up with the secretary after
I came back from holidays in early September and that is why it took so long to raise the point.

-----Original Message-----
From: Ellis, Mike (Executive Director)
Sent: 03 October 2004 12:44
To: Moore, Paul (Executive—Group Regulatory Risk)
Subject: RE: Extract of HBOS Board—27th July 2004

Paul,

HBOS minutes are not a record of verbatim comments as this would be incredibly time consuming
and repeat a lot of what is in the agenda papers and, therefore, a matter of record. We encourage
open discussion at meetings and wouldn’t wish people to be speaking—just for the record. If there
is something important that is said and not covered in documents of record—then it should be
minuted—but I thought that the Board minute was OK. You should be under no doubt that we
do and always will adopt proper procedure. I can’t comment on the Retail RCC as I wasn’t there.

If you have concerns, I suggest that you discuss the same with the Company Secretary (ie Harry
Baines not his secretary Pamela) who can advise you more fully on the minuting process. The
Board minutes for July were approved at the September meeting.

-----Original Message-----
From: Moore, Paul (Executive—Group Regulatory Risk)
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2004 10:34 AM
To: Ellis, Mike (Group Finance Director)
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Subject: FW: Extract of HBOS Board—27th July 2004

Mike,

I asked to see the minutes of the Board meeting I attended on 27 July when the Retail Sales Culture
Review was discussed. I was sent the attached extract and I was a little surprised at the diVerence
between what I had actually said and the minutes…..see my note below which I have not yet sent
to Pamella. Shall I send it?
By the way James and I had a similar issue with the Retail RCC we attended and I have had the
same issues in relation to the one I attended on 23 September….I will blind copy you in on my
response to the secretary of that committee. It is obviously very important that minutes do
accurately reflect the key points which were made.

“Pamella,

Thanks for this. I just wanted to check that the minutes covered the points I made. I am still not
sure as to the exact protocols associated with minute writing at HBOS but they dont quite follow
my own notes of what I said. You will remember that Andy Hornby positioned the sales culture
review before I made my comments and I said that I only had a few key observations to make which
were as follows:–

— That the Board should be aware that, although not stated explicitly in the report, the review had
shown that the FSA were justified in having concerns as to the balance between the sales culture
and the controls in Retail.

— That key to correcting the balance was the set up of a well considered, robust and achievable action
plan led by the DCE which did not destabilise the major consumer benefits which Retail have so
successfully brought to market with their product strategy aimed at simplicity, transparency and
price. GRR will support, advise and oversee Retail’s plan on a “close and continuous” basis.

— That in the context of that action plan very careful consideration should be given to exactly what
standards and policies we consider to be consistent with “Customer Champion” strategy, The Way
We Do Business and the current, as well as anticipated, regulatory standards. It will be this thinking
that will underpin process design, risk and control management systems and the MI needed to
monitor current performance. This will require a review of RMS.

— That from a strategic perspective, very careful consideration should be given in the development
of Retail’s operating and strategic plans as to exactly what level of sales growth is achievable, given
current capacity, without putting customers and colleagues at risk.

Not sure whether you want to do anything about this? Perhaps you should have a quick word with
Mike Ellis.

Regards

Paul

94. Mr Moore decided that the full report ought to be tabled at the October meeting of the Audit
Committee. At the meeting on 11 October, the chairman said that now that he had read the full report he
realised more clearly how serious the situation was.

95. Mr Ellis strongly reprimanded Mr Moore in writing for tabling the full report. [See the email
correspondence between Mr Moore and Mr Ellis.] [I quoted from part of this email trail in my original
testimony but re-quote it in greater detail here for ease of reference—obviously you need to start at the
bottom and work upwards to follow the story]

From: Moore, Paul (Executive—Group Regulatory Risk)
Sent: 11 October 2004 15:57
To: Brian, Tony (Group Regulatory Risk); Davies, James (Group Regulatory Risk)
Subject: FW: Additional document for Audit Committee on Monday

I thought you might be interested in reading this correspondence. The GAC were clearly pleased
to have had the opportunity to read the full report… so all’s well that ends well!

Paul

-----Original Message-----
From: Ellis, Mike (Executive Director)
Sent: 10 October 2004 19:59
To: Moore, Paul (Executive—Group Regulatory Risk)
Subject: RE: Additional document for Audit Committee on Monday

I’m available before the GAC but am in the private session from 10.00am. Your full report was
made availbale to anyone who wanted it at the main Board meeting. It was also given to the FSA.
Possibly it should also have gone to the RCC but not to GAC and eVectively the full Board again.
I didn’t review your paper before it went as I didn’t have time and it didn’t go to GMB. If Group
Secs misprinted—then this didn’t help—but in reality it wasn’t necessary to send the paper.
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-----Original Message-----
From: Moore, Paul (Executive—Group Regulatory Risk)
Sent: Sunday, October 10, 2004 6:42 PM
To: Ellis, Mike (Group Finance Director)
Subject: RE: Additional document for Audit Committee on Monday
Importance: High

Mike,
I am sorry you feel so strongly about this but, with all due respect, this document (ie the full GRR
report) has not been seen or formally put on the record as you state. Your short paper presented
to the Board has been seen but not the full repor.
Having discussed it with James Davies we decided that it should be formally put on the record in
this GAC report and copied in full. We did this by referencing it in the main body of the text and
copying into the Appendix. If you had not wanted this, you could have instructed us otherwise
when reading our report in advance of it being sent to the full Committee and the GMB. Our
rationale for copying the full report was that we felt strongly that the FSA would have expected
a report of this importance to be referenced formally at the senior risk committee in full.
Although referred to as such in Isabella’s email, the document is not, in fact, “an additional paper”
but simply a paper which was referred to in our report which had failed to be copied into the papers
in the first place. I only picked this up on Thursday when I first scanned the papers and noticed it
was missing. As it was oYcially referred to in the text, I felt it was important that it should be
circulated as, no doubt, someone woulf have noticed it missing.
I also dont think it is entirely fair to blame only us for the error (indeed at the moment I am not
even sure we did make an error in sending our docs to companyt secs…but I will find out) . . . the
fact that a document which was clearly cross referenced in the main text of our report was not there,
should have been picked up by at least someone reading the papers in advance eg Company
Secreatary’s, GMB….I find it a little surprising that not a single person did so . . .
I have a couple of other points I would like to make about the situtation which I think are better
dealt with face to face. Is there any chance of speaking for a couple of minutes after the Audit
Committee tomorrow?
Paul

-----Original Message-----
From: Ellis, Mike (Executive Director)
Sent: 10 October 2004 12:35
To: Moore, Paul (Executive—Group Regulatory Risk)
Subject: RE: Additional document for Audit Committee on Monday

Paul,

This really looks bad and just look at the circulation list! There was no need to attach the
appendices to your report in the first instance as they have already been seen/made available to all
Board members. But if you were going to do so we ought to have got it right. People will be
wondering why we are circulating seperately a document they’ve already seen—its looks like we’re
making an issue of it when we’re not.

-----Original Message-----
From: Owen, Alison (Company Secretaries)
Sent: Friday, October 08, 2004 2:28 PM
To: Moorhouse, Robert (Company Secretary’s); Anthony Hobson (E-mail); John Maclean (E-mail);
Coline McConville (E-mail); Kate Nealon (E-mail); Coyle, Jim (Executive); Ellis, Mike (Executive
Director); Fryatt, David (Group Internal Audit); Smith, Andrew Dr (Group Risk); Tucker, Mark (Group
Finance Director); Guy Bainbridge (E-mail); John Ellacott (E-mail)

Cc: Lord Stevenson (E-mail); David Shearer (E-mail); Charles Dunstone (E-mail); Ron Garrick (E-mail);
Brian Ivory (E-mail); Keith Nicholson (E-mail); Crosby, James (Chief Executive); Hodkinson, Phil
(Executive); Hornby, Andy (Executive); Matthew, Colin (Executive); Mitchell, George (EXECUTIVE);
Beadle, Tony (Executive); Biggins, Steve (Group Financial Accounts)
Subject: Additional document for Audit Committee on Monday
Importance: High

Please see below additional paper for Monday’s meeting.

-----Original Message-----
From: Acklam, Isabella (Group Regulatory Risk)
Sent: Friday,08 October,2004 12:23
To: Owen, Alison (Company Secretaries)
Cc: Moore, Paul (Executive—Group Regulatory Risk)
Subject: Additional document for GAC boardpapers
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Importance: High

Dear Alison,

As discussed yesterday, there is an additional document (called Retail Division Sales Culture &
Systems & Controls Review) to be included with the paper being presented by Paul Moore at the
GAC on Monday. Please find it attached. I hope it is not too late to circulate it round to all the
attendees in advance of the meeting.

Please note that the order of the Paul’s GAC paper (with this additional document) is:

1st: Group Regulatory Risk Update Report (presenter: Paul Moore)—the main paper

2nd: Retail Division Sales Culture & Systems & Controls Review (presenter: Paul Moore)—1st
part of the Appendix 1 docs referred to in the Main Paper

3rd: Review of Sales and Control Culture within Retail Banking (presenter: Mike Ellis/ Paul
Moore)—2nd part of the Appendix 1 docs referred to in the Main Paper

I hope this makes sense & that this doesn’t cause you any inconvenience.

Many thanks in advance and kindest regards,

Isabella

Isabella Acklam

Exec. PA to Paul Moore

Head of Group Regulatory Risk

HBOS plc

''File: Retail Division Sales Culture Systems Controls Review Final 230704.doc

96. For those not familiar with the banking world it probably makes sense to explain the eVect of a sales
culture being significantly out of balance and why I told the Board—“That from a strategic perspective, very
careful consideration should be given in the development of Retail’s operating and strategic plans as to
exactly what level of sales growth is achievable, given current capacity, without putting customers and
colleagues at risk”.

97. The eVect is two fold:–

(a) The risk to customers is that they are missold / oversold credit of all types—credit cards, personal
loans, excessive mortgages, creditor insurance, investment products such as CBFs which are not
necessarily suitable to their needs or aVordable.

(a) The risk to colleagues (which is a reference to the bank as a whole) is that for every loan made
above the deposit base, more wholesale funds are required with the consequential increased credit
and liquidity risks. Ultimately, of course, it was the liquidity risk in the wholesale markets that
crystallised but the underlying cause of this was a whole market place in which the sales culture
got out of balance with the controls and risk management.

98. I have already explained in my original evidence the remark made by Charles Dunstone when I went
to see him and interview him for this review ie “Even more extraordinary than this, Charles Dunstone
himself admitted to me and my colleague one day words to the eVect that he had no real idea how to be the
Chairman of the Retail Risk Control Committee!”.

99. Another extraordinary thing that happened during this review relates to the inter-play between my
interview with Andy Hornby and Charles Dunstone.

100. I interviewed Andy Hornby only a few days (maybe a week) before I interviewed Charles Dunstone.
When I interviewed Andy, he told me that the sale of creditor insurance (sometimes called “payment
protection insurance”) “kept him awake at night”. I agreed with him. Creditor insurance was the most
profitable line of business in the entire bank—I recall that it accounted for about 12% of group wide profits
when I arrived and I was very concerned about the selling practices that had been adopted.

101. When I was interviewing Charles Dunstone, I asked him what he thought about creditor insurance
sales. He vigorously lent forward in his chair and said that he had no ethical concerns about creditor
insurance sales as he had been assured only a week ago of this by Andy Hornby!

My dismissal and the KPMG investigation and report

102. I quote from Peter Hamilton’s Outline Case again.

103. “The process leading to the decision to dismiss Mr. Moore has departed from all the requirements
of fairness as well as the express procedures set out in, inter alia, Group HR policies.

104. Prior to being informed on 8 November that his position was redundant, Mr. Moore had received
no warnings or consultation. This in itself makes the dismissal unfair.

105. It is not accepted that the position held by Mr. Moore as Head of GRR is redundant. Indeed, it is not
accepted that this post could ever be redundant and it is inappropriate for the Group to suggest otherwise.
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106. Whilst Mr. James Crosby has failed to provide any adequate explanation as to why Mr. Moore is to
be dismissed, he has contended that the decision was his own personal decision. This is in breach not only
of statutory requirements and compulsory procedures, but in breach of the Group’s own HR policies. Mr.
Moore has been informed that he is redundant and that his activities will be taken over by Ms. Jo Dawson
with eVect from 1 January 2005. Such a decision falls within the Group’s Recruitment and Selection Policy.
The procedure outlined in that policy has been ignored in full. [See the attached copies of the correspondence
between Mr. Crosby and Mr. Moore.]

107. The role held by Mr. Moore included CF10 responsibilities. This makes it even more important that
appropriate and transparent procedures are followed. There should have been a meeting of the Board of
Directors or alternatively a meeting of the Group Audit Committee before any decision to contemplate the
termination of Mr. Moore’s position was made. Instead James Crosby has confirmed that it was his
personal decision.

108. As well as the failure to consult, there has been no fair selection process despite the explicit Group
HR policies concerning selection. In any decision to dismiss, there should be consideration of reasonable
alternative employment. As part of the reorganisation announced on 11 November by Mr. Crosby, one post
filled was that of Head of Risk for Retail. At no stage has there been any indication that Mr. Moore was
considered for this post (or indeed any alternative posts) even though having regard to his experience and
skills, he would have been an exemplary candidate.

109. It is an overwhelming inference from the above facts that the process leading to and the reason for
Mr. Moore’s dismissal is not because the role is redundant but because he has done his job well. He has
challenged unacceptable practices and the conduct of others in fulfilling their obligations under the
Principles for Approved Persons. He has made one or more “qualified disclosures” as defined in s.43B of
the Employments Rights Act 1996 by reporting, as his job required, regulatory failings against the wishes
of senior management.

110. As an approved person, Mr. Moore is required by the principles applicable to all approved persons
to raise the matters set out above with the management of HBOS. But he also has an obligation to disclose
appropriately any information of which the FSA would reasonably expect notice. He has received legal
advice that he must disclose all the facts and matters summarised in this outline to the FSA. He ought to
make that disclosure soon—and in any event before the 31 December 2004 when his role as Head of GRR
is due to come to an end.

111. The following points are of particular concern:

(a) Against the background of the above matters, including the fact that Mr. Moore and GRR
repeatedly expressed their concerns about actual or potential regulatory failures and their
recognised excellent performance, Mr. Moore’s imminent dismissal itself is something that should
be reported to the FSA.

(b) Further, the failure to follow proper procedures in the course of the dismissal must also be reported
to the FSA.

(c) The general inference to be drawn from all the matters set out above is that the concerns expressed
by the FSA about the high regulatory risk profile of HBOS at the beginning of this year and which
resulted in the requirement under s.166, have not in fact been dealt with. The individual whose
excellent performance directly contributed to a reduction of the HBOS regulatory risk profile, is
being dismissed for his good work.

112. It must follow that the facts and matters set out above are serious and should be investigated and
appropriate action taken. Proper corporate governance as well as obligations to the FSA require a full
investigation and consequential action. Such an investigation should be independent and with terms of
reference that include the making of all appropriate recommendations for action by HBOS as a result. The
FSA should be consulted on the terms of reference, and should be given a copy of the full report in due
course.”

113. The KPMG investigation that followed departed from all principles of fairness and drew conclusions
which would not withstand any fair, independent public tribunal of fact.

114. The TSC has a copy of the first rebuttal letter that my advisers and I sent to HBOS. This must be
read in detail. However, for simplicity, I will list the key points.

115. We never agreed the terms of reference notwithstanding significant correspondence to the eVect
setting out all the areas that should be covered. An extract from our letter complaining about this is set
out below.

We welcome your positive indications. However, in fairness to Paul, we have now been waiting for
some period of time for confirmation that he will be entitled to a copy of the Terms of Reference
and the final report. Whilst recognising the legitimate point about commercially sensitive material,
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there seems to us no reason at all for simply now confirming that a copy of the Terms of Reference
will be supplied at the earliest opportunity as soon as it has been finalised and further, that we will
be provided with a copy of the Report (less any commercially sensitive material).

KPMG have already undertaken a number of steps in the investigation and therefore it seems odd
if they are doing so without the Terms of Reference having been finalised. If it has now been
finalised, then please confirm that we will be provided with a copy. If this decision needs to be made
by the Audit Committee, then please let us know when the decision will be made by this
Committee. I have indicated to Paul that until such time that he receives the Terms of Reference,
he should not take any further steps to co-operate with the investigation (whilst he is unable to
know what exactly the investigation is tasked to carry out).

116. I was treated as a defendant and unfairly. See attached letter referenced BZ. Key extract
“There is nothing in the terms of reference which would suggest that KPMG treat Paul Moore as the
“Defendant”.

Indeed it is clear from the terms of reference that KPMG’s task is an open-ended one where
establishing the facts in an impartial and uncontentious manner forms the first stage.

KPMG need to establish the facts of this case. Whistle-blowing issues have been raised in relation
to the regulatory compliance of some of the most senior executives at HBOS. Having regard to the
subject matter, and the nature of the investigation that is required, it is essential that the
investigation is carried out in all times in a way that is totally beyond reproach. KPMG need to
act with the intention of gathering facts. It is essential the investigator must maintain a neutral
viewpoint and suspend judgement until all the facts are established. It follows that questions
should always be asked in a non judgmental and certainly non accusatory manner. This is not what
happened on 18 February.”

117. The final findings were reported to the HBOS Audit Committee on 8th March—see KPMG Report
a full ten days before my final evidence was sent to KPMG.

118. KPMG failed to interview key witness that were vital to my evidence. I quote from our final
rebuttal letter:

“The second example is the feedback received from Dougie Ferrans, Operating Division CEO of
Insight Investment Management. Paul had specifically requested that KPMG interview Mr.
Ferrans during the investigation and indeed provided, along with a number of other people who
have not been interviewed, the contact details. At Paul’s second interview with KPMG (page 59
of the transcript) Alan Bates, in response to Paul asking about Dougie Ferrans, stated,

“We have not seen him yet”.

It is not clear why KPMG never have interviewed him. Mr. Ferrans said,

“I thought I would drop you a line to say how sorry I was to see you were departing HBOS. I fully
understand why. You have achieved so much in such a short space of time, often unrecognised by
those around you. I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you and having you as a trusted
colleague. The same can be said about you by all of the Insight team.”

On learning of Paul’s dismissal, Mr. Ferrans told our client that his was the worst decision James
Crosby had ever made. In these circumstances, he was a relevant witness for the investigation.

119. Finally and very importantly, KPMG simply failed, notwithstanding repeated requests by me to
corroborate the crucially important notes of my and James Davies’ interview with Jack Cullen during the
sales culture review. Jack Cullen was the Head of Risk Management in Retail and I referred in some detail
to this above in paragraph 88 above. In short Jack Cullen was a key witness and the notes of the meeting
were crucial but KPMG never checked their veracity with James Davies who was present and said that they
were irrelevant. I would not have thought that comments about the culture in Retail such as those set out
below were irrelevant.

JC showed us the action plan which stated that:–

“Leadership and focus on risk matters has had no priority.”

“Sales regarded as more important than anything else.”

“Risk not seen as a core business imperative or competency.”

It “was all about growth and making the business succeed”; “the culture was of “don’t tell me the
bad news”. “you always had to prove things beyond reasonable doubt”.

For a BOS person it all felt uncomfortable; the Halifax skills were rewarded—sales and
promotion . . . BOS was not so good at sales but was good at “professional banking . . . ”and you
know they are animals around here and unless you can prove it….it’s always good new reporting”
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Final points

120. Obviously, there is a large amount of detail to digest in this evidence. But the purpose of digesting it
is not to arbitrate between myself and HBOS / Crosby and the FSA but to show how banks should not be
run in the future or rather, help the policymakers decide what policy changes need to be made. I have made
recommendations in that regard already in my original testimony.

19 February 2009

Memorandum from Ms Sheila Kettles

I am writing to you as a stakeholder in HBoS. I am a staV member, customer, shareholder and payer of
income tax. I am also a Workplace Representative in the HBoS Retail Contact Centre in West Marketgait,
Dundee for the Unite union. There are approx 400 staV in this Centre.

I attended a meeting on 28th October at the House of Commons with other union reps within the Finance
Sector where we launched the Unite Social Contract for Financial Services.

One of the biggest fears I, and the members I represent, have at the moment is the uncertainty of our
situation within HBoS. We are receiving daily communications regarding the take-over by Lloyds TSB from
the HBoS advising that this take-over is in all our best interests.

The report contained in Wednesday’s “Scotsman” that Lloyds have retained Andy Hornby, current CEO
of HBoS, at a reported annual salary of £720,000 on a consultancy basis has both angered and confused me.
The Government have injected serious amounts of money into banks and many of us are unaware if our
jobs are secure. Andy Hornby has contributed to the situation we find ourselves in and due to his ‘knowledge
of HBoS’ is being retained on a salary that most of us will not earn in a lifetime far less a year. Mr Hornby
is now advising the best course of action is to let Lloyds TSB take-over HBoS knowing he will be paid a
substantial amount of money from the Company he is promoting. Would this not count as a conflict of
interest?

The most recent “message from Andy” on 10th Nov and sent to all staV speaks of the recent letter from
Peter Burt and George Matthewson to the board of HBoS. Quotes contained within this message include:
“We (The Board and CEO) remain very much of the view that the Lloyds TSB deal continues to be in the
interest of all our stakeholders, including colleagues. It provides certainty, real financial benefits”, “We
would all like the uncertainty to go away. That is why the deal with Lloyds TSB is important. It removes
that uncertainty for colleagues and our other stakeholders.”

Given that Mr Hornby has secured a £720,000 per annum consultancy ‘fee’ from Lloyds TSB, it certainly
will provide ‘real financial benefits’ to him but what about the workers who will lose their jobs—figures
suggest this could be 20,000 colleagues from both HBoS & Lloyds TSB work force. Where is their “real
financial benefit”?

I believe Lloyds TSB oV-shore some of their functions including their contact centres (referred to as Call
Centres in some Companies.) This is giving cause for concern on several issues. It could mean that our jobs
in the local Contact Centres (there are also contact centres at Pitreavie, Dunfermline and Motherwell) are
more at risk. I believe that Lloyds TSB and other financial institutions have to be told that oV-shoring of
jobs should be halted. British tax payers have contributed to the funds to assist these banks so surely jobs
should remain in Britain to help the British economy.

There is also a social & corporate responsibility issue in that if for example the Dundee Contact Centre
was closed through oV-shoring of jobs, this would impact heavily on Dundee and the surrounding area.
Colleagues travel in from Angus, Fife and Perthshire as well as those living in Dundee.

Colleagues in the Finance Industry have for years been encouraged to “sell” other products from their
employer which the Company may deem to be “beneficial to customers”. Whilst our customers should be
able to benefit from other financial products, whether or not customers decide to take up a product should
not impact on workers. Unfortunately, these “sales” make up a large part of our targets and have an eVect
not only on bonuses but also any annual pay awards. These products include credit cards, personal loans
and upgrading of accounts to accounts which have a monthly fee attached to them. Despite the “credit
crunch” and the take-over situation we now find ourselves in, the targets for selling these products have
remained the same. It is this sell, sell, sell-target driven culture which has encouraged a “profit before people”
ethos that has contributed, I believe, to the state HBoS and other Financial Institutions now find
themselves in.

I believe an independent inquiry into the situation between HBoS and Lloyds TSB has to be looked at
seriously. The issue of “short-selling” of shares appears to have aVected the HBoS price since last August.
There must be some method ie inland revenue, of tracing dealings of this nature and who has benefited.

The takeover of HBoS by Lloyds TSB would normally have gone through the monopolies commission
however given the situation this has not happened.

It appears some people may have already benefited or will benefit from a situation which could see many
workers without jobs throughout Britain.
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As the Chair of the Treasury Committee, I sincerely hope these points are raised on, not only my behalf
but on behalf of the many people this unprecedented situation will aVect.

November 2008

Memorandum from D Lightwood

During the last few days, I have been following with great interest the televised broadcasts of the treasury
Select Committee’s investigation into the banking crisis.

My reason for writing is to bring to your attention what I believe to be inaccurate statements made to the
Committee on February 11 by the Chief Executive of the Lloyds Banking Group.

In answer to questions from Committee members, Mr Eric Daniels said that had the merger of Lloyds
TSB and HBOS not taken place “Lloyds TSB would not have required public funds”. This answer is
disingenuous if not totally false. I explain why this is so:

In the acquisition document issued by Lloyds TSB it clearly states:

If the Acquisition and Placing and Open OVer do not complete, HM Treasury has stated that it would
expect Lloyds TSB to take appropriate action to strengthen its capital position. The FSA has advised
Lloyds TSB that if the Acquisition were not to occur, it would require Lloyds TSB to raise £7 billion
of additional capital, made up of £5 billion of Core Tier 1 equity and £2 billion of Tier 1 instruments.

Whilst Lloyds TSB would be able to seek to raise such additional new capital in the public markets,
there can be now certainty that Lloyds TSB would be able to successfully raise such capital or as too
the terms on which such capital could be raised, including the terms of any participation by HM
Treasury in such capital raising.

This statement in the acquisition document issued in October last under Mr Daniels’ recommendation of
acceptance clearly indicates that he knew further capital was required by Lloyds TSB, and that at the time
of issue of the document he saw that it probably would not be possible to raise this sum without Treasury
participation.

In the light of events since the acquisition, it is unbelievable that when he sat before your Committee he
could honestly maintain that had the acquisition not taken place Lloyds TSB would not have required
Government (and therefore taxpayer) funds. These facts clearly render inaccurate Eric Daniels’ answer to
the Committee question relating to Lloyds TSB need for Government funds.

One could be excused for asking: Was it the shareholders who were being deceived when requesting a yes
vote for the acquisition, or members of the Treasury Select Committee when he responded to their questions?

The Chief Executive of Lloyds Banking Group was also questioned by your committee on whether he had
taken legal advice regarding bonuses. To which he said yes. He stated that due to contractual obligations
bonuses would have to be paid to some HBOS executive. I quote again from the acquisition document:

HBOS Directors will receive no bonuses for 2008. If such directors are entitled to bonuses as part of
contractual arrangements, they will relinquish their entitlements voluntarily.

Despite the Prime Minister stating during PMQ’s on Friday 11 that where the Government had taken
shares in a bank “No bonus or share options will be paid” to executive or non-executive directors of that
company, Lloyds TSB had said in the acquisition document:

Lloyds TSB announced on 13 October 2008 that although Lloyds TSB Directors remain entitled to
take cash as an alternative to shares in respect of their 2008 bonus, it would ask Lloyds TSB Directors
to receive such entitlement in Lloyds TSB shares. The directors have responded positively to this
request and have now agreed to receive shares in lieu of cash.

This, I believe, is the position to which they still hold as regards directors bonuses. It amounts to payment
deferred. So you can see, Mr McFall, that this is a clear and blatant intention to circumvent the conditions
of the government bail-out of the financial sector.

Repeatedly, we have heard it said that ordinary employees of banks deserve onuses for one or two
thousand pounds because of the relatively modest salaries they earn. On could, of course, question why if
this is so, do the banks not increase their salaries by the amounts they now maintain they deserve? After all,
bricklayers, carpenters, shop and oYce workers and the majority of others in industry and commerce do
not as a rule get bonuses (and this is especially true of employees of failed companies, who usually lose their
jobs). Why should bank employees?

Are you aware, that in regard to the Lloyds TSB executive directors (already some would say very highly
paid) they have the opportunity to receive up to 200% of their salaries in bonuses; in the case of Mr Eric
Daniels the maximum bonus is 225% of salary?

Could it not be that this bonus culture in the banking industry suits directors because relatively small
bonuses paid to run-of-the-mill employees acts as some justification, however unconvincingly, for the
enormous bonus awards to directors.
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A further factor to bear in mind is that if directors of banks are still paid bonuses but in the form of shares,
will they be given shares to the value of those bonuses based on the present low share price? Perhaps then,
when the share value improves, as we all hope it eventually will, to sell at a much higher price than when the
bonuses were awarded. If this be the case, then they could emerge with much higher financial reward than
if they had been originally paid in cash.

If the government’s intention were achieve, then all bonus payments would be forfeit in all financial
companies which receive taxpayer funds. There is a great deal of anger in the country, with people losing
homes and jobs due to the financial greed and incompetence of the financial sector.

May I wish your Committee success in getting to the bottom of what everyone recognises is an extremely
complex, but very important issue.

February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from the Isle of Man Financial Services Commission

At the hearing of the Treasury Committee held on 3 February 2009, there were two areas where we agreed
to provide additional information.

The first of these related to an exchange of correspondence with the FSA, in relation to our understanding
of some of the limits applied in respect of various exposures. I enclose a copy of two letters of 21 May 2008
for your information (the letter from the FSA does not have a letterhead because it printed as a copy from
a computer). Individuals’ names have been redacted for reasons of privacy.376

On a second point, we were asked at the Committee hearing about the Derbyshire Building Society. We
were informed that the Derbyshire kept the FSA informed of their planned disposal of the Isle of Man
subsidiary and that no objections were raised. It is also our understanding that there was no formal
regulatory approval process to be followed in relation to the disposal from the perspective of the FSA.
Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander (Isle of Man) Ltd, which was regulated by the FSA for mortgage business
only, also advised the FSA of the transaction under its relevant obligations at the time.

13 February 2009

Supplementary memorandum from the Local Government Association

1. The LGA welcomes the opportunity to provide further evidence. Following the oral evidence session,
the LGA undertook to provide a supplementary memorandum responding to the Committee’s questions.

Background

2. Authorities in England had deposits with Icelandic banks or their UK subsidiaries made up as follows:

Number with Icelandic
Number of councils deposits at risk

District Councils 238 61
County Councils 34 15
Unitary/Metropolitan Councils 116 28
and London Boroughs
Other (eg police, transport etc) 80 20

3. The Committee asked for information on three areas:

(a) To clarify the credit advice provided in 2008.

(b) To indicate the term deposits with Icelandic banks at the time of their collapse.

(c) To summarise what investigations had been carried out by authorities into late deposits.

Question 1—Credit advice in 2008

4. Local authorities receive credit information about bank ratings from one or more of the three main
credit rating agencies; Fitch, Standard and Poors or Moodys. Most local authorities get this information
forwarded to them by one of the three main treasury advisors; Butlers, Sector or Arlingclose. It is unusual
for authorities to subscribe directly to credit rating agencies.

376 The letters have been published on the Committee’s website.
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5. The credit information passed to authorities is in the form of alerts of changes or proposed changes
to individual bank credit ratings. The chronology, as the LGA understands it, of changes to individual bank
ratings is attached as an appendix to this note.

6. However, as the committee noted, the credit rating agencies can also produce other information. Some
of this is available to individuals or organisations that register on their website, other information is only
available to paid subscribers. Fitch produced two reports relating to Iceland:

(a) On 22 April 2008 Fitch produced a “sovereign report” which was only available to paid
subscribers. This report noted that the country’s sovereign debt fundamentals remained strong,
but also pointed to the very highly geared nature of the Icelandic economy.

(b) On 22 May 2008 Fitch produced a “special report”. The LGA contacted the Client Services
department of Fitch Ratings who confirmed that “special reports” are available without charge to
organisations or individuals as long as they register on their website.

Fitch “Special Report” of 22 May 2008

7. The special report’s introduction explains that after the onset of the global financial market turmoil
in August 2007, Iceland faced “a much less favourable investor sentiment”.

8. The report notes the weaknesses in the Icelandic economy, as well as pointing to its strengths. The
paper confirms that Fitch downgraded Glitner and Kaupthing bank ratings from “A” to “A"” on 9 May
2008 whilst leaving Landsbanki uncharged at “A”.

9. Local authorities’ contracts with at least two of the three treasury agencies said that they would receive
information about changes to bank ratings. However, it appears that councils would not have seen this
special report unless they went direct to Fitch and they would not have received the earlier sovereign report
unless they had taken out a paid subscription with Fitch.

10. Crucially, Fitch (and the other agencies) did not change the bank credit ratings of Icelandic banks—
which remained at investment grade levels until the end of September 2008. Given that these bank credit
ratings remained unchanged, councils that were mainly relying on these ratings could have reasonably
concluded that the pressures on the Icelandic economy were not such that there was a risk to security of
individual bank deposits.

Question 2—The term deposits with Icelandic banks

11. The LGA does not have a complete picture of:

(a) When individual local authority deposits were placed.

(b) The size of those deposits.

(c) How long those deposits were placed for.

12. The LGA is aware of other research in this area by Channel 4 News. That organisation contacted 102
English councils and their report summarised information on 87 authorities as below.

Channel 4 News Survey

Month the last deposit was placed Number of councils

October 2008 2
September 2008 27
August 2008 9
July 2008 8
June 2008 2
May 2008 5
Prior to May 2008 32 377

13. Moreover:

(a) Some member councils have reported that they did not renew their deposits as sums became due.

(b) It is not normal practice to have a fixed term deposit repaid early, and in practice it is extremely
diYcult to recover the money ahead of the repayment date.

(c) At least two authorities in the Channel 4 News survey placed deposits under a “forward
agreements”.

377 The survey included two authorities that reported placing loans that had been repaid before the banks ceased operating.
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14. The available evidence is that authorities were placing deposits in line with their previously agreed
treasury strategies. Where a bank’s credit rating was reduced, which meant it fell below the minimum ratings
for inclusion on a counterparty list, authorities stopped making deposits with that bank.

Question 3—investigations by individual authorities

15. The LGA has called for authorities to carry out their own investigations if they placed deposits with
Icelandic banks after their ratings were put on rating warning on 30 September 2008.

16. The LGA is aware that some local authorities have commissioned independent investigations even
though they deposited funds before this date.

17. A number of local authorities have made these independent reports public—reflecting the transparent
approach in this area.

9 March 2009

APPENDIX

CREDIT RATINGS

Credit Ratings at February 2008

UK subsidiaries of Icelandic banks

Moody’s and S&P did not provide ratings to Heritable bank, but Fitch awarded them a F1 short term
rating.

Kaupthing, Singer and Friedlandler was rated by Fitch but not by either Moody’s or S&P. The short term
rating was F1 and the bank achieved an A long-term rating.

Icelandic banks

Fitch and Moody’s rated both Glitnir and Landsbanki Islands Bank HF. S&P did not provide either a
short or long-term rating on Landbanski.

— Fitch and Moody’s gave Landsbanki high short-term ratings. Fitch did not give Landsbanki an
extra “!” on their F1 rating which most of the 60 overseas banks did secure. Moody’s do not
provide this extra analysis and gave all 60 banks a top (F1) rating.

— Fitch gave Landsbanki an A (high quality) long-term rating, around 20 of the 60 overseas banks
had a similar rating, the others receiving the higher AA (very high quality) assessment.

— Moody’s gave Lansbanki a Aa3 rating. Aa is described as “excellent” though the 3 notes it is at
the bottom of this range.

Glitnir had ratings from all three agencies:

— Fitch and Moody’s gave the bank high short-term ratings, though again Fitch did not award a
F1! extra rating.

— S&P gave a short term rating of A2 (satisfactory). Glitnir was the only overseas bank they rated
at this level. This rating would be suYciently low to mean some authorities would not include them
on a counterparty list in February 2008.

— Fitch and Moody’s rated Glitnir’s long-term credit rating as A (strong) and Aa3 (bottom of
excellent) respectively.
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How credit ratings changed over the subsequent months

30 January 2008

On 30 January Moody’s announced that they were reviewing the Landsbanki’s short and long-term
ratings with a view to reducing them.

28 February 2008

Moody’s concluded their deliberations. They held Landsbanki’s short-term credit rating at F1 but
reduced long-term credit rating from Aa3 (the bottom of “excellent”) to A2 (the middle of “good”).

1 April 2008

Fitch’s announced they were reviewing Icelandic banks and gave a negative rating watch—in eVect
warning that short and long-term ratings on Icelandic banks could be reduced.

9 May 2008

Fitch completed their review and concluded that both Heritable and Landsbanki’s ratings should remain
as they were in February 2008. Short-term loan ratings for both banks were F1 (the highest rating) and long-
term ratings were held at A (High Quality) whilst Glitner and Kaupthing bank ratings were downgraded
from “A” to “A"”.

21 May 2008

Moody’s aYrmed that Landsbanki foreign and UK short and long-term ratings would remain at the
revised levels it had set in late February 2008.

30 September 2008

Fitch’s reduced Lansbanki’s long-term ratings from A (high quality) to BBB (good quality). This would
have the eVect of meaning that it fell outside lending limits for typical local authorities.

The reduction in short-term credit ratings was significantly more marked. Landsbanki was previously
rated as F1 (highest) was reduced to F3 (fair).

To put this rating into context; in February 2008 no foreign or UK bank had a F2 short term rating from
Fitch, let alone an F3.

30 September 2008 (contd)

Moody’s announce they are reviewing Landsbanki’s ratings with a view to reducing them.

8 October 2008

Moody’s reduced Lansbanki long-term rating from A2 (Good) to Caa1 (the top end of extremely poor).
The short-term credit rating was reduced from the top rating of PI (Superior quality) to the bottom rated
NP (not prime).

Supplementary memorandum from Tony Shearer

In his evidence to the Treasury Select Committee on 25 February 2009 Mr Sants said that:

1. the minute prepared by FSA employees in respect of the meeting with me and others on 14 April
2005 did not refer to concerns as to whether Kaupthing were “fit and proper”; and

2. the forms that the Heads of Risk and Compliance completed when they left Kaupthing Singer &
Friedlander did not say that they had been dismissed.

This is neither the full story, nor the answer to the questions he was asked by members of the Select
Committee.

The full answer is that my colleagues and I gave our opinions on the qualities, experiences and
competencies of the management of Kaupthing, as well as highlighting information that was in the public
domain. One instance when we provided these opinions was at the meeting on 14 April 2005 (and my own
contemporaneous note, a copy of which I have provided to the Select Committee, clearly shows that I did
raise the issue of Kaupthing not being fit and proper at this meeting).
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But, as Mr Sants should have been aware, there were other contacts in April and during the summer of
2005 where these concerns were also expressed to the FSA; for example, two of my former colleagues have
emailed Mr Fallon to tell the Committee of their own experiences. Mr Sants may, or may not, have been
aware of these contacts as he was not himself at the FSA at the time, and can only rely on what people have
said to him. I was, of course, there at the time.

Also the sequence of events (in addition to the comments referred to above that we made about the
Kaupthing management), all of which was known to the FSA at the time, was:

1. the board of Singer recommended a cash oVer as they refused to countenance an oVer in
Kaupthing shares as we did not trust the Kaupthing management;

2. I decided I would not stay and work with Kaupthing and left at the end of November 2005;

3. then the Finance Director resigned and left for the same reason;

4. then the Head of the Bank resigned and left for the same reason; and

5. then both the Heads of Risk and Compliance were fired, and, based on what they both told me,
explained the facts orally to the FSA.

Accordingly there were a number of warning flags for the FSA to respond to, other than what might, or
might not, have been said in the forms completed by the Heads of Risk and compliance.

Nor Mr Sants did say that neither of the Non-Executive directors that he placed so much reliance on asked
to see either of the Heads of Risk or Compliance to ask why they were leaving. Nor did he refer to the results
of the Arrow report into Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander in the autumn of 2008.

For all these reasons Mr Sants’ answer was at best so incomplete as to be misleading.

Mr Sants was also asked about the protection that the FSA gave to whistle-blowers. He did not answer
this question but chose to answer the question of whether he took whistle-blowers seriously.

The facts are that the FSA never took seriously the opinions of any of the people from Singer &
Friedlander in 2005, 2006, 2007 or even when I wrote to him in April and May 2008.

Since my evidence he and the FSA have tried to downplay my evidence. Hardly the actions of taking
whistle-blowers seriously, let alone encouraging them to come forward by their treatment of them. This, as
far as I can see, is also the situation relating to the former Head of Compliance at HBoS, regardless of
whether his allegations are correct or not. Rather than protecting him, Mr Sants and the FSA have
attempted to ridicule and marginalise him.

5 March 2009

Supplementary memorandum from the Financial Services Authority (FSA)

1. This memorandum is submitted by the Financial Services Authority as a follow-up to the oral evidence
given by Adair Turner and Hector Sants on 25 February.

2. The memorandum provides answers to the specific questions the Committee asked on:

— the number of individuals in senior positions who we found not to be fit and proper in the past;

— our remuneration policy;

— our current salary scale ranges;

— our severance policy;

— the number of individual consumer complaints we have received in the last five years;

— information on the stress testing we have undertaken; and

— how the anti-money laundering “know your customer” requirements apply to non-UK residents.

Fit and proper

3. The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA) has made provision for the FSA to require
individuals performing certain roles to seek approval to perform a controlled function. We have determined
which roles should be defined as controlled functions in our Handbook. These controlled functions are
divided into groups and are Governing Functions, Required Functions, Systems and Controls Function,
Significant Management Functions; and Customer Functions. The first four groups of functions are
collectively known as Significant Influence Functions reflecting the roles that have a significant influence
over the decisions and strategy of a corporate entity.

4. There are three main outcomes in the applications for an individual to perform a controlled function:
authorisation/approval; refusal; or withdrawal of the application. Since 1 December 2001 (the date when the
FSA became the UK’s single financial regulator), approximately 51,700 applications to perform significant
influence functions within existing authorised firms were processed. 616 of these were identified as requiring
detailed investigation because of adverse information or apparent fitness and propriety issues, and were
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subject to close scrutiny. Of those 616, four significant influence functions were refused, with a further 75
being withdrawn (representing 13% of the significant influence function applications receiving closer
scrutiny). A substantial number of these withdrawals will have resulted from the detailed investigations
carried out.

Remuneration policy

5. The total remuneration of our staV comprises:

— salary;

— core benefits (eg 20 days’ holiday and life assurance);

— flexible benefits (eg additional holiday, and child care vouchers);

— non-contributory pension; and

— performance-related payment (up to 35% of salary in 2008).

6. During 2008 we reviewed our total reward oVering, taking into consideration all elements of reward
and comparing against the external market. It is vital that, with increasingly challenging external market
conditions, our reward strategy supports the objective of further improving and maintaining the quality of
our staV by ensuring that total reward remains appropriate, competitive and is aligned with the relevant
external market. The intended outcome from the delivery of new rewards is to ensure that total rewards
oVered are appropriate and reflect an individual’s contribution, skills and performance.

7. The overall aim of the new strategy is to ensure that all staV are on a common reward platform and to
ensure a more equitable distribution of reward spend. The philosophy behind this is to ensure competitive
and market aligned total remuneration and will provide transparent links between skills, contribution,
performance and reward. It allows for increased flexibility in the targeting of pay awards and performance-
related awards at individuals. The specific ranges for the individual performance rewards for each year are
decided at the end of the previous year. For 2008, as we informed the committee, the range is 0-35%. This
will also be the range for 2009.

8. In March 2009, we began a 90-day consultation period on a proposal to cease future accrual in the final
salary section of the pension plan. The consultation period ends on 2 June, after which our Board will decide
whether to implement the proposal.

Current salary scale ranges

9. We do not have one pay structure that covers all employees. Instead we use a broad “job family”
structure that provides salary ranges. These salary ranges are used to group roles of similar skills and content
under the same generic heading which we call job families. We have 12 job families.

10. Appendix A includes the FSA job families and their salary ranges.378

Severance policy

11. The FSA has a published redundancy policy which applies to all staV that may become displaced due
to changes in the content of their role. Where an employee is made redundant and we have been unable to
oVer alternative employment, a compensatory payment calculated according to the formula below will
normally be granted.

— When there has been service of more than six months and less than two years. A sum equivalent
to 13 weeks’ salary.

— When there has been service of more than two years. A sum equivalent to 13 weeks salary
minimum, plus (for all service in excess of two years):

— two weeks for every complete year of service in excess of two years.

— 0.5 week for every complete year of service over age 40 and under age 45.

— one week for every complete year of service over age 45 and under age 50.

— 1.5 weeks for every complete year of service over age 50.

12. As set out in our redundancy policy, all compensatory payments in excess of statutory redundancy
pay are subject to an individual accepting a compromise agreement. For senior staV these are agreed by our
Remuneration Committee.

13. Members of the FSA Pension Plan who are made redundant, will retain preserved rights in the Plan
calculated in accordance with its Trust Deed and Rules. Eligible employees over the age of 50 can also apply
for immediate payment of pension on an actuarially reduced basis. We will automatically agree to such an

378 Not printed. Available on the FSA’s website at http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/Library/Other publications/StaV/families.shtml
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application on an “Active Member” basis and seek Trustee approval. Under these arrangements, any
benefits payable in respect of service with a prior organisation will be paid in accordance with the rules of
that scheme. Core and flexible benefits cease on the date of termination of employment.

14. Clive Briault’s remuneration payment was detailed in our Annual Report 2007/8. During the financial
year, the Remuneration Committee approved the financial settlement paid to Clive Briault on his departure
from the FSA on 30 April 2008. The settlement was included in the remuneration table outlined in the
Annual Report for the year 2007/8 because the FSA was contractually liable to those terms from 13 March
2008. The departure payment comprised £356,452 in respect of salary and bonus, £36,000 in respect of
pension contributions and £202,500 in respect of compensation for loss of oYce. In addition, external
professional fees of £17,500 plus VAT were approved for payment.

Consumer complaints

15. We have received 2,127 consumer complaints between 1 April 2004 and 27 February 2009. This figure
includes 723 Bank Charges Waiver Cases and 477 cases about our actions in the case of an alleged
unauthorised collective investment scheme—KF Concept (KFC).

Stress testing

16. We have always espoused the importance of stress testing as part of a well functioning risk-
management process (a view that is enshrined in the Basel II capital process) and in our own risk
management we carry out an extensive stress-testing programme. We carry out three diVerent types of
stress test:

(a) Parameter Shift—the simplest kind and a necessary building block for scenarios (see later).
This involves taking a single parameter (eg the rate of unemployment) and moving it. The
impact the change has will depend on the transmission mechanism we build, which will
include amongst other things how sensitive our risk profile is to the change in parameter. In
some cases we can estimate the sensitivity and transmission mechanism from data that firms
submit to us. In other cases this is a judgement-based exercise.

(b) Scenarios—these are, in eVect stories that are made up of multiple parameter shifts often over
a defined time period. Scenarios can become quite complex, once more than one parameter
moves we need to think about how one parameter aVects the other—in other words we need
to consider “correlations”. Again, where possible we use data to provide estimates and we
place heavy reliance on our Oxford Economic Forecasting and National Institute economic
models. For all their complexity, however, the main advantage of scenarios is that they are
easier to relate to. In our work we have looked at scenarios as varied as a collapse of the
internet and an avian flu pandemic—to a disruption in the hydrocarbon sector. More recently
our stress scenarios have focused more on economic stresses. We have considered a range of
domestic and global economic outcomes. Some of these were published in our recent
Financial Risk Outlook. There we outlined three alternative scenarios—the first a successful
application of policy and a relatively rapid recovery from recession, commonly described as
a “V”-shaped recovery (referring to the shape of the GDP curve). The second was a deeper
recession, where recovery would take longer—more a “U”-shaped recovery. Finally we
considered the impact of stagflation—in essence the impact of a monetary policy dilemma
where the needs to control inflation and promote growth may conflict. We have additionally
considered the impact of more individual shocks, for example, severe equity moves.

(c) Historical simulations—these stress tests re-run an actual stress. The main advantage of this
being that there is no shortage of data on parameters and correlations. There principle
weakness is that the world (particularly the financial one) moves on and as such we need to
interpret results more carefully. For example the growth of internet and telephone banking
has significantly reduced the cost of moving deposits. Despite this drawback we have been re-
running various versions of the 1980s and 1990s recessions to test the vulnerabilities of our
banks and insurance companies.

17. For each individual firm we take this generic approach and customise it. We believe that publishing
these individual scenarios could be damaging to market stability and release commercially sensitive data.
Therefore, it is not our intention to publish this information.

Know your customer requirements

18. Neither the Treasury’s Money Laundering Regulations nor our Handbook prohibits a firm from
taking on a UK citizen who is not resident in the UK as a customer. The same is true of guidance written
for the financial services industry, by the financial services industry, and which is formally approved by the
government (the JMLSG Guidance).
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19. The Treasury’s Money Laundering Regulations require firms to know their customer. The JMLSG
Guidance sets out how firms should identify their customer and which aspects of their identity they should
verify. There is a section in the Guidance on customers who are non-resident, not physically present in the
UK, wishing to open a bank account. This section explains what firms should consider when dealing with
such applications: for example, it states that a firm should apply enhanced due diligence where the customer
is not met personally or where other high risk factors come into play. It does not, as noted above, suggest
that firms should refrain from entering into a business relationship with a UK citizen not residing in the UK.
20. Ultimately, it is a firm’s decision about whether to take on a customer and money laundering risks are
likely to be just one of the factors that they will consider.

21. We attach in Appendix B the British Bankers’ Association’s research which Hector mentioned in our
oral evidence and which suggests that some banks are oVering accounts for UK citizens located oVshore.

6 March 2009

Appendix A

FSA Job Families can be found on the FSA’s website at http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/Library/
Other publications/StaV/families.shtml

Appendix B

Select BBA members’ responses to FSA/HMT questions on non-residents

Question 1: Would you/do you open accounts with your UK entities (as distinct from oVshore entities) for
people who are not resident in the UK?

Bank 1—“We would not open an account for customer who is not resident in the UK within UK retail
banking.”

Bank 2—“For Non-UK residents, our websites do not currently permit individuals to progress, in line
with the European Commission’s findings to date. We do however oVer an account to non-residents, with
limited features. This product is a cheque book based high rate investment product aimed at high balance
and low activity. It requires a minimum investment of £5000.

We also oVer an account for students moving to the UK who require a new bank account. It oVers an
ATM card, Visa Electron debit card, direct credits, standing orders, direct debits, bill payment, online and
telephone banking, and withdrawals from Post OYce counters. It does not however oVer overdraft, cheque
guarantee card, or cheque book facilities.”

Bank 3—“Yes, but they are subject to our usual identification process (ID) and verification of address
(VA). We do require the appropriate documentation to be presented to one of our oYces in the UK before we
open the account. Depending upon the product requested credit review and decision will also be completed.

We have a product designed specifically for non UK residents who are planning to come to the UK for
a period of time. Although most of the account opening process for this product is available on-line, and
therefore locally, we do require the appropriate account opening documentation (ID and address
verification) to be presented to one of our oYces in the UK before we open the account.

Additionally we have products that cater for non UK residents requiring an account in the UK via our
international banking centres. To qualify for this service the customer would have to be our customer in their
country of residence (this service is available to non-customers for a fee but is not promoted)

Bank 4—“We will currently open an account for an individual if they can provide a UK address. The only
account we currently oVer specifically to a non UK resident, is an International Student product. We would
however open accounts for individuals who have recently moved to the UK from overseas (such as economic
migrants) and our staV have specific identification procedures to support this process.”

Bank 5—“In principle we have no objection to a non-UK resident opening an account. However, fraud
is a major concern for us and indeed many of our competitors and this does have a bearing on product
availability in practice.

We complete a risk assessment, which incorporates fraud checks and UN/EU Sanction checks on all new
accounts. The fraud checks are undertaken via credit reference agencies and as part of this process we require
that the customer’s address is verified. This verification is possible for UK Residents as the Credit Reference
Agencies have access to data which enables this check to be completed. This is not currently possible for
Non-UK Residents, due to data sharing issues.

For those individuals that are temporarily resident in the UK, we have developed a specific product aimed
at Polish speaking migrants. This account can be opened on the production of a passport or national ID
card. We have a similar product for the Indian market.

We also provide banking facilities to International Students which are temporarily studying in the UK.
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Bank 6—“Yes. We have a business unit that caters for international clients who wish to open accounts
with our UK entities. These international clients include foreign nationals residing outside the UK who may
wish to hold funds in the UK, or UK expatriates living and working overseas who may also wish to hold
an account with the UK entity to facilitate transactions they may have in the UK.

Our fraud controls and ID&V requirements do not prohibit the opening of an account for a non-resident
at any UK branch. However, for operational reasons we would normally direct an overseas resident to open
an account with our nominated branch in London which specialises in operating such accounts.

We also run initiatives where accounts are opened in the UK pending arrival of an economic migrant from
their home country. Accounts are also opened for example for international students, ie non-residents
visiting UK for short term educational purposes.”

Question 2: If no to 1, would it make a diVerence if the person already had an account with you, had moved
overseas and wanted to open another account?

Bank 1—“If a customer has an account with us and moves abroad we would open a secondary account
as we have already undertaken identification and verification requirements”

Bank 2—“Non-residents have the ability to open up accounts referred to in Question 1 above.”

Bank 3—“Opening of a secondary account for an existing customer is easier depending on the account
opening request and providing we hold current ID and VA information”

Bank 4—“No, we currently only open new accounts for people with a UK address”

Bank 5—“Each request is considered on a case by case basis and the decision made will be determined by
the perceived risk. If an existing customer (living abroad) wished to open an additional account, our staV
would still need to undertake the same due diligence procedures, however the existing relationship and
associated knowledge of the customer and their account profile would all have a bearing on the ultimate
decision and in the majority of cases an additional account will be opened.”

Bank 6—N/A

Question 3: If no to 1, why not?

Bank 1—“Inability to verify identity and address details and inability to confirm the customer details”.

Bank 2—“For products other than those mentioned, not being able to verify the address/identification of
a non-resident nor ability to check a credit database for fraud information”.
Bank 3—N/A

Bank 4—“This is a complex issue, which we know has been discussed within the BBA membership.

Our credit decisioning is fully integrated with the Credit Reference Agencies and this would not be suitable
for non UK residents. The same level of service is not available from overseas Credit Reference Agencies.

With respect to the Basic Bank Account, this too is currently oVered only to UK Residents. We believe
that this is in line with the legislation and guidance in the UK for this product ie the requirement to oVer
basic banking facilities to socially excluded individuals resident in the UK.”

Bank 5—“We generally require a customer’s address to be verified before an account is opened for Fraud
Management Reasons. This policy also applies to Basic Bank Accounts, which whilst not having an
overdraft facility, are still the subject of first and third party fraud, the main concerns being; uncleared fraud,
debit card excesses, mail interception and ID Theft.

Bank 6—N/A

Question 4: If someone moves abroad, do you require them to close their account?

Bank 1—“No—we do not insist on the customer closing their account if they move abroad”

Bank 2—“No, there is no requirement for the customer to close their UK account, however we do advise
the customer that they may have diYculties in operating their account in the normal manner if our firm does
not have a presence in that particular jurisdiction. Where UK expatriates are taking out a mortgage, or other
product, with our Spanish, Irish or Dutch subsidiaries, they can continue operating their UK accounts.

Bank 3—“No”

Bank 4—“No. We only require accounts to be closed if a customer moves to a jurisdiction which is
prohibited under our AML policy.”

Bank 5—“We do not normally require customers to close their account if they move abroad. The
exception to this rule is where bespoke arrangements have been put in place for corporate farming clients
to open accounts for seasonal migrant workers (ie crop pickers) and these are closed (with the clients
agreement) when they return home at the end of the season.”
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Bank 6—“No (subject to normal regulatory constraints such as compliance with international sanctions
policy etc.). For example, accounts remain open for expatriates, returning overseas students, economic
migrants. There is nothing to stop these or any other account-holder maintaining their account when no
longer residing in UK (in some cases this may involve the account being transferred to our nominated
specialist branch).”

Question 5: If yes to 4, why?

Bank 1—N/A

Bank 2—N/A

Bank 3—N/A

Bank 4—“We have a Country Control Policy for AML purposes, which outlines certain high risk and
prohibited jurisdictions. The only jurisdiction currently classed as Prohibited is Iran.”

Bank 5—“Not for the majority of our customers (please see answer to Question 4).”

Bank 6—N/A

Memorandum from Graham Senior-Milne

Over the last few weeks I have watched the proceedings of the Treasury Select Committee, which you chair,
with a sense of increasing outrage. Let me explain why, in terms which, as a simple accountant and auditor,
I hope most people will understand.

The global recession has been caused largely by the banking crisis. The banking crisis has, in turn, been
caused largely by excessive risk-taking by banks around the world, but principally in the USA and the UK,
who have undeniably “led the pack”. The excessive risk-taking by UK banks has been enabled by a weak
regulatory regime. To put it the other way round, a strong regulatory regime in this country could certainly
have avoided the worst eVects of the banking crisis. The banking regulator in this country is the FSA, which
is a supervisory arm of government, set up by and acting on behalf of the Treasury. It is therefore largely the
government’s responsibility that the banking system in this country is in such a mess.

The Labour Government in general, and Gordon Brown in particular, have fostered a risk-taking and
loosely-regulated banking environment since coming into oYce and the blame for doing that must be laid
squarely at their feet.

So where does the Treasury Select Committee come into it? Well, your Committee, like all Parliamentary
Committees, is there to hold the executive to account; that is, to ensure that the Government is doing its job
properly. On this basis your Committee oversees the FSA on behalf of Parliament. The question therefore
arises as to how well your Committee has done its job of overseeing the FSA in the past 10 years or so and
whether it (the Committee) could or should have done more to prevent the current banking crisis.

In October 2008, the Parliamentary Ombudsman issued her report on the Equitable Life Crisis, and that
report identified serious wrong-doing on the part of the FSA, including that it had “actively misled”
policyholders. What she identified were not isolated acts of negligence or misconduct by individuals, but
widespread, continuing, systematic (institutionalized) and conscious wrong-doing on the part of the
organisation; in short, a body that was clearly, to use John Reid’s words, “not fit for purpose” as a regulator.

The point is that the Equitable Life Crisis happened back in 1999 and 2000.

All the key evidence that was available to the Parliamentary Ombudsman for the purposes of her 2008
report was available to your Committee when it investigated and reported on the Equitable Life Crisis in
2001. The only conclusion is therefore that had you investigated the Equitable Life Crisis properly in 2001
then you would have identified that the FSA was “not fit for purpose” as a regulator at that time, and had
you done this then you could have taken steps to radically reform the FSA 7 YEARS AGO. Had you done
this (that is, turned the FSA into an organisation that identified and dealt with problems robustly rather
than brushing them under the carpet) then it is probable that the UK could have avoided the worst eVects
of the banking crisis—or, at least, that we stood a good chance of doing so.

But there is more. Not only was all the key evidence concerning the FSA’s lack of fitness for purpose
available to your Committee back in 2001, but on 22 August 2003 my then MP, Sir Archy Kirkwood, wrote
to your Committee on my behalf on this very subject (the FSA’s misconduct during the Equitable Life crisis
and in relation to GAR liabilities generally). You then spent the next four years fighting what I can only
describe as a rear-guard action in order to avoid investigating this matter and I even understand that, as a
result of your eVorts, it was never even considered by the Committee as a whole.

As Chairman of the Treasury Select Committee since 1999 you have been entrusted with a great
responsibility, which is to hold the Government to account on behalf of Parliament. It is clear that you have,
in fact, done precisely the opposite; you have sought to protect the Government as far as you possibly could.
In acting as you did, you, and the other Labour members of the Committee who have acted in concert with
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you, are primarily responsible for the failure to ensure that the FSA was fit for purpose as a regulator. In
order to identify one of the main causes of the banking crisis in the UK, you need to look no further than
your own mirror.

During the session of the Treasury Select Committee on 10th February 2009, a member of the Committee,
Nick Ainger MP, asked the former bank executives attending at that time (Sir Tom McKillop, Sir Fred
Goodwin, Lord Stevenson and Andy Hornby) what banking qualifications they had. Although I feel it
might be an idea to ask you this question as well, I am sure you will appreciate why I feel it is not
qualifications that matter in the banking industry, it is trustworthiness. It is largely lack of trust that is
responsible for the current credit squeeze and it is trust that must be rebuilt—but we need to be able to trust
not just the banks and the people who run them but the regulator who oversees the banks and the politicians
who oversee the regulator.

In order to rebuild trust at the political level, it is essential that, in future, the Treasury Select Committee
should be chaired by an opposition MP.

This is my recommendation to the Committee.

21 February 2009

Further memorandum from Graham Senior-Milne

I am writing further to my E-Mail below and, in particular, to my comment that the FSA was clearly not
fit for purpose back in 2001. I read in the Daily Telegraph that Lord Turner of the FSA stated in evidence
to the Committee today “that the regulator had not been fit for purpose for much of the past decade”, which
exactly reflects what I have said. In my view, much of the blame for this can be laid squarely at the feet of
Mr. McFall who consistently failed to hold the government to account during his chairmanship of the
Committee for its policy of lax regulation and, indeed, that he actually acted to protect the government from
being held accountable during this period—something that he continues to do.

25 February 2009

Memorandum from Timothy Hicks, FCA, Ex-Development Accountant for the HBOS Subsidiary
Clerical Medical Europe

1. Personal Credentials

1.1 I am a Chartered Accountant qualified in 1986.

1.2 I have worked in Financial Services since 1990, specialising in internal control and have experience
in fraud investigation and computer systems.

1.3 In 1998 I submitted evidence to the Nolan Committee on Standards in Public life on protection for
whistleblowers.

1.4 I was employed by HBOS from October 2002 until August 2005 in their subsidiary Clerical Medical
Europe in Luxembourg.

2. Background

2.1 Clerical Medical used an electronic system to approve all invoices, expense claims and credit card bills
in which they would be scanned into the system and sent to the approver to electronically authorise. In
September 2004 it came to my attention that the Sales Director had given his password to all of the Finance
systems to a temporary secretary and told her to approve all invoices, expense claims (including her own) and
credit card bills without reference to anyone else. I objected to this because it was contrary to bank policy,
constituted a material failure of Financial Control and allowed an outsider to pay her own expenses and
hundreds of thousands of Euros worth of invoices without any review or supervision by HBOS. On a related
issue, I also complained that Clerical Medical did not have an expenses policy and that consequently the
European Strategy Director was authorising expenses claims from his employees for cigarettes and which
were unsupported by receipts. I reported both of these matters to the Finance Director, who refused to take
any action. The European Strategy Director then made a written complaint about me because I had asked
him not to authorise the payment of cigarettes with HBOS funds and not to approve expenses claims which
were unsupported by a receipt.

2.2 The temporary secretary that had access to the passwords complained about me to HR and alleged
that I had called her “incompetent” in an e-mail. This was an allegation of gross misconduct, for which I
could be summarily dismissed, so I was interviewed by the HR Manager. I denied the allegation and asked
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to see the e mail in which I had called the secretary “incompetent”. The HR Manager was unable to produce
any such e mail and agreed that the allegation was without substance and I was acquitted. I now believe that
this was an attempt to dismiss me for gross misconduct because I had reported failures in Financial Control.

2.3 In January 2005 I was told by the HR Manager that I was being made redundant under a restructuring
called Project Crystal. This was a falsehood and HBOS subsequently accepted that Project Crystal had
finished some time before and my redundancy was not part of Project Crystal. It was clear to me that I was
being made redundant because of the conflict that arose because I had reported failures in Financial Control,
so I submitted a formal complaint under the HBOS whistle blowing procedures.

2.4 The Group best Practice manager notified local Clerical Medical management that I had submitted
a complaint under the whistle blowing procedures and I was interviewed by HR that day, told to leave the
oYce immediately, escorted oV the premises and subsequently made redundant. HBOS also withheld my
bonus, although this is not done when an employee is made redundant, only when he is dismissed for gross
misconduct.

2.5 The complaint was investigated by Mr Moore’s successor as the HBOS Good Practice Manager
whom Mr Moore describes as being a sales manager who had “never carried out a role as a risk manager
before”. During the investigation, it became clear that the Chairman of the Audit Committee and the
investigating oYcer did not understand the terms of reference of the investigation. The investigation
confirmed my allegation that the Sales Director had given away the passwords to all of the Finance Systems to
a temporary secretary and allowed her to make entries in the systems on his behalf, but concluded that this was
not a failure in Financial Control and refused to support my case. This conclusion was supported by every
member of the Audit Committee, the HR Director, Internal Audit and the Finance Director. I consider that
this conclusion was perverse. HBOS also refused to implement an expenses policy for Clerical medical in
Europe.

2.6 When the case came to Court, I claimed that I had been forced out for complaining about failures in
financial control, Clerical Medical claimed that I had been made redundant because sales were falling at the
time of my redundancy and they had to cut costs. A statement from the CEO was read out in Court to that
eVect. The judge ordered Clerical Medical to produce their sales figures and then adjourned the case. When
the figures were produced, they showed that sales had in fact risen at the time I was made redundant and
the court accepted that the reasons given for my redundancy by Clerical Medical were without foundation
and awarded damages against Clerical Medical.

3. Executive Summary of the Main Points I am Making

3.1 I agree with the recent comments of the US Treasury Secretary Mr Tim Geithner that one of the main
causes of the credit crisis was the failure of the risk management function.

3.2 Clearly, a situation where a temp secretary has Director level access to all the Finance systems and is
approving her own expenses and all of the expenditure of a large part of the company, is completely
unacceptable, as is a situation where shareholders funds being used to pay for employees cigarettes. Yet the
Group Risk Director, The Finance Director, Internal Audit, HR and the Audit Committee all supported
the sales Director and refused to intervene, while an impartial Court upheld my case. It does not matter how
strong the procedures are or what the legislation is, if the people enforcing it are not independent, competent
and strong enough to speak out, then any system of regulation is bound to fail.

3.3 I also agree with the comments of Mr Moore that there was a total failure of all key aspects of
governance in HBOS, including Finance, Internal Audit, Compliance, HR and the Audit Committee.

3.4 It was quite clear that HBOS was focused on sales and that if anyone from the various control
communities spoke out against a member of the sales force, they would not be supported. Nothing
demonstrates this better than Mr Moore’s evidence that a sales manager had been appointed to a senior risk
function that she was not competent or experienced enough to occupy. In particular, the HR Department
was quite willing to remove a whistleblower to protect the Sales Director, even to the point of submitting
falsehood in evidence in legal proceedings.

3.5 As Mr Moore points out, by its very nature, the role of internal control requires that the incumbent
challenges senior management when systems, controls or personal conduct do not meet the standard
required by the public interest. Under these circumstances, internal control professionals need a higher level
of protection than is currently aVorded to them.

3.6 It is also clear that the various Directors involved in reviewing my case were not independent, had
been there a long time and their positions in HBOS and relationships with each other had become too cosy,
to the point that Directors were no longer objective or able to fulfill their functions.
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4. Recommendations

4.1 That consideration of whistle blowing cases should be withdrawn from banks and put in the
jurisdiction of an independent statutorily appointed body or person, not aninternal appointment that is
subject to political influence. Such a person could be for instance a retired High Court Judge and should
have the power to examine witnesses and documents and make binding recommendations.

4.2 The FSA or the Treasury should have a right of veto over the appointment of Compliance and Risk
professionals, Internal Audit Directors, Good Practice Managers, members of Audit Committees and Non
Executive Directors who are not experienced, independently minded or impartial, and a right of removal of
those who are shown to have failed to execute their functions properly.

4.3 There should be regular, formal and independent audit of internal control functions.

4.4 A suitably experienced non-executive Director of independent temperament should be directly
appointed by the FSA or the Treasury, with direct responsibility for oversight of the risk and compliance
functions and rotated regularly.

4.5 The Audit Committee should all be competent to fulfill the role. Currently there is only a requirement
for one to be competent. They should also be rotated oV the Committeee every three years.

12 February 2009

Further memorandum from Gavin Fryer

Last Week’s Treasury Select Committee Meetings with Bankers

Following my letter to you of 7 February and your acknowledgement, you can imagine that in the light
of events I am “seething”. I believe that from the line of questioning last week, some of which I witnessed
through the television broadcast, this was going along the right lines.

Building Societies Converted to Banks

It concerns me that the Financial Services Authority assessed the uncertain position of HBOS and
probably found itself ill-equipped to change the likely course of events. Why have some banks of today
eVectively failed?

Building Societies had a stable lending activity founded on a business model that served them well for
many decades. This was despite the overturning of the convent ion “you do not borrow short to lend long”.
The key reason for this in the case of building societies was the extent and quality of the confidence that
depositors placed in the societies’ conservative business model. Those “friendly societies” had been
regulated under legislation diVerent from the Companies Acts and operated on a very conservative basis.
Thus they survived for a very long time, distinct from the skewed model in the USA. Were depositors’
confidence to be undermined, the consequences of overturning the convention would result in disaster, vide
Slater Walker for which the Bank of England found they had indeed borrowed short to lend long. That is
part of the root of the problem we have encountered. Owing to a mistaken perception and entry into the
banking arena as a bank, distinct from traditional building society activity, these entities took the initiative
to access the wholesale money markets without the diligence and know-how to assess and manage the
associated risks. The mistake seems to have been the urge to seek massive additional money from short-term
international sources to re-lend for long-term mortgages.

One cannot make sense of the attitude that a bank recruits at board level, or just below, an expert in retail
selling to expand the loan book. Anyone with the remotest contact and experience of international finance
would tell you that. The risks are a hundred fold greater. How is it that this attitude prevailed at board level?
Did the directors honestly examine the risks and consider what experience they had to deal with them? There
were plenty of individuals who could at least have explained why such a course for expansion would be risky.
But what experience did the directors have to even consider this prospect? Entry into the wholesale finance
markets is totally diVerent from what one might term traditional borrowing from depositors who had a
number of long-standing relationships with their building society that gave them a great deal of confidence.
That confidence was the basis of the trust between the parties. It evaporated once the scale of their borrowing
expanded outside these depositors to encompass the risks inherent in the international money markets.

In my view the directors should have never gone down that road even if their entity took on the status of
a bank. Those directors did not understand what they were doing: in particular the directors did not
understand the way the traditional confidence of depositors that underpinned a conservative building
society business would alter once the convention that “you do not borrow short to lend long” was turned
on its head. Without a broad sweep of confidence, operating a business in opposition to that convention and
involving international counter-parties was bound to lead to big problems, if not destruction. Look to the
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USA and to the experience of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Indeed, some years ago the entire mortgage
activity in the US fell on its head when interest rates rose above the government imposed ceiling for lending
rates in the personal mortgage market of 13! % pa. That arbitrary waterline could never hold out in a flood.

It seems that some investment banks broadened their business activity into personal lending on
mortgages, an area of business their directors knew little about, while building societies experienced in this
type of lending for 100 years and more moved the other way by taking on huge exposure in the wholesale
markets. Neither sets of directors understood the diVerence between these activities.

Experience of Directors

Last week you and members of your Committee rightly focussed on the experience of the directors of the
British banks being interviewed and how much relevant experience they had of banking. The answer given
was economical and time should have been made to pursue these questions far harder. If these directors did
not have banking experience, one has to ask why they did not act cautiously and adopt a conservative
business strategy. Instead they clearly thought that having directed a substantial business they were equally
qualified to run a bank in the deepest pools of international finance. Added to which, they authorised
commitment of their bank to huge exposure in complicated transactions in money instruments, securitised
debt, in the deepest currency markets and extended the time intended to elapse in such contracts. The
combination of all those factors and the changing relative strength of the counter-parties makes for a myriad
of consequences. I expect that they had hardly any clue as to how such contracts operate in fair weather or
foul. Once outside factors turned against them the value and hence the price fell faster than they could
imagine. But that is the nature of markets when things get tough, as they will sooner or later.

Decision-making and Governance

One can be forgiven for thinking that these directors forged ahead regardless of the risks, despite so much
current attention to establishing and implementing correct corporate governance, even through Company
Law. Did these directors think they were somehow above the law and current convention? What did they
think was the point of all the work involved even for the smallest entity, not necessarily in a business, that
now goes through due diligence to protect itself against claims later? I was a part of a “house” that specialised
in advising on corporate governance, advising individuals intending to take board positions and present
workshops for directors or persons expecting to assume such positions both in the UK and Europe, even in
Russia. I know that there is no excuse whatever.

Before taking strategic and tactical business decisions, what regard did the board have for the various
groups of stakeholders in their bank? What factors did they consider on behalf of the depositors, the
counter-parties with which business deals were done, creditors, the shareholders, the money market, the
interests of the UK banking sector and other wider public interests including the regulators and government,
and not least the entity’s reputation and ability to maintain a sustainable activity into the future. Indeed,
what were the non-executive directors saying? Were they the appropriate people to have on the board of
a bank?

Summary

These factors should be examined closely to understand how the people holding responsibility for the
actions of each bank allowed the situation to get so completely out-of-hand. It seems that the directors did
not have relevant experience, did not seek and obtain advice that was applied to their entity’s situation and
acted out of total disregard for the consequences.

Avoid being drawn into technical detail. The picture is so large and so many people are aVected by the
consequences of only a few hundred individuals in the UK “taking their eye oV the ball”. Similar numbers,
pro rata to national GDP, would probably be found in other countries. Also remember that no bank or
company can take action of itself. For any course of action, or inaction, one has to have people to take
decisions and implement them. A corporation is not self-propelled.

Consequences

If the point is proved, then quite serious consequences should follow. It matters not whether they are
executive or non-executive since they are all equally responsible under company law. If the directors did not
understand these transactions and their implications, how could they recognise a mistaken strategy adopted
by senior managers. Why and how did the directors and senior managers in this entire saga of the last five
months not stop to consider the consequences of their chosen business strategy. It seems to me that a case
could well be made for pursuing the Directors for not acting prudently. When one boils all this down, it
comes to acting without due care and attention, regardless of the consequences. Persistent questioning may
well reveal responses that show aspects of “gross negligence”. Insofar as that finding is the case for some
individuals, grave consequences will follow.
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I cannot see why those individuals who received huge remuneration should not be required to repay in
cash the last year’s total remuneration to their employer for the benefit, say of junior staV pension finds.
That way these individuals would experience some pain. Furthermore, to the extent that culpable individuals
on the Boards of directors of British banks that are regulated by the Companies Acts should be addressed
by the Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, Those against whom findings
have been delivered that they acted without due care or acted in a grossly negligent manner should be
disqualified as a director. Such disqualification should apply to the individual to prevent him or her from
ever again acting as a director of an entity that falls within any of the UK corporate regulatory control.

The Financial Services Authority—Regulatory Control

As regards the Financial Services Authority (FSA), their chairman and directors should be questioned by
your Committee. What were they doing to control the banks, especially those that changed their activity
from a building society to an authorised bank? Why were these entities permitted to change their business
and authorisation, and of course fall within diVerent legislation from that previously applied to them? Why
did these changes go through without extensive interviews and assessment of the know-how and
understanding by the directors of the risks inherent in international banking, derivatives, etc.? Were such
assessments carried out after an initial vetting? Why were no ceilings or other controls imposed upon those
entities, at least until their directors could demonstrate to their regulators that they would be in full control
of the risks of their business? There are a lot of questions here.

In my view the FSA has a lot to answer for. There seems to be an assumption that Banking entities and
dealing enterprises can be allowed to operate without any controls and provided they are earning lots of
money for shareholders and “everything in the garden seems fine”. For the key regulator, that will not do.
In the light of events last year lack of eVective regulation is a catastrophe.

Bonuses

Now we see that the FSA directing banks not to pay bonuses but to defer settlement in the form of share
options or a similar manoeuvre. That needs to be questioned. It looks like a wet response to a very serious
problem. The banks say have felt that they need to retain executives because their skills must be retained.
Well, the international scene is telling us that as most countries in the Western world have run into the
banking crisis, these so-called “skilled people” are not about to migrate to a competitor.

Payment of these bonuses to any employee earning say over £45,000 should be eliminated forthwith. It
very much looks as though entities, banks and FSA to take examples, are taking swift action to dispose of
cash that may well not rightly be theirs to dispose, so that the “deed is done” and cannot be reversed.
Taxpayers are not in a generous mood to fund bonuses for actions that have lead to such a widespread
disaster. Any bank in the taxpayers’ ownership, partly or wholly, relies on taxpayers’ funding. Furthermore,
we have been told that the UK taxpayers may find that it will take until 2030 to pay for all this damage. On
no grounds whatsoever should bank executives or directors be paid other than for a wholly satisfactory
delivery of work, not work the hours and be paid double for attending the oYce consistently.

FSA Bonuses

Again, the FSA want the public to believe that it is appropriate, in the light of events and the above factors
and FSA’s own failings, for FSA to pay a huge sum from their own resources by way of bonuses, covered
by a sugar coating of “for services in dealing with the banking crisis”. No, Sir! This is taking us into the
“Looking Glass World” of Alice. The FSA was established as the regulatory authority to protect the public’s
involvement in investment and banking, as well as insurance, etc. Can it honestly hold up its head in public
and say on one hand banks must defer payment of bonuses, that ought not to be paid anyway, while on the
other it says “we will pay ourselves in cash for immediate settlement”. This surely surpasses the
understanding of most people. Any remaining credibility or reassurance the public have in the regulators is
being dissolved. Also to say that, on behalf of the public, Britain’s investigators should not go too far on a
“witch hunt” because this will destroy overseas perception of British banking, well that has been done quite
perfectly by the directors of these banks in the first place and possibly by others in the second. Is no one
going to take a grip of this problem?

Select Committee Procedure

In my view your Committee has a big task on its hands. Will the Committee be able to set aside suYcient
time to address these problems, to find out why they occurred, and what can be done (a) to address the
outcome to those responsible and (b) make proposals for dealing with the future? An Inquiry should be
carried out swiftly with a published outcome for the public to read, digest and discuss.
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If it is not possible for the Committee to set aside the time needed, I believe that the government must
appoint a Royal Commission or similar all-party Inquiry that quickly goes to the root of these problems,
and reports within six months. The Jenkins Committee on Company Law many years ago produced a
marvellous Report that was a model of clarity in all aspects. For many years that Report was a standard
reference for a wide range of complex points in Company Law. It was also very well-written in English. Your
Committee owe it to the public to carry out such enquiries and report or recommend an alternative
mechanism to do so.

Meanwhile, until those findings and recommendations have been received by the government and been
published, no bonuses or other precipitate action should be taken that might not otherwise be capable of
reversal.

15 February 2009

Memorandum from Michael Paxton

Subject: Failure to Detect Risk in Toxic Bank Assets, Related Issues and Suggestions

I am a well-educated 74 year old male. My financial expertise is limited to the study of higher mathematics;
the usual one year economics course in university and careful reading of the New York Times (NYT).

I do not seek a response to this letter other than, perhaps, acknowledgement that it arrived upon your
desk.

CNN TV was kind enough to present two hours recording of your meeting of Tuesday 17 February
concerning the failure of the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), causes, remedies.

I found your few questions to be of exceptional clarity and focus. The following observations and
questions may be of help in any such future meeting.

Following the fall of Lehman Bros., the NYT explained the toxic nature of bundled and securitized (B&S)
mortgages. Immediately, risks were apparent to me. The main question being why, based on common sense
only, was I able to detect these issues, but not the several risk assessment committees cited by your meeting
respondents. Here are a couple of observations.

It should be immediately obvious that it is impossible for Moody’s, or any other rating service, to evaluate
and rate B&S mortgages. How would one even attempt it? Go back to each and every lending bank and
borrower and ask, “Did you tell the truth in loan documentation?” The only answer possible would be, “Yes,
of course.” And what would be the cost of even attempting this? Simply too labor intensive. So, the rating
agencies simply stamped them all AAA or whatever based upon some macro considerations.

Also common sense at the time, at least to me, was the question: who will do the follow-up on the portion
of these loans that turn sour, and how motivated will follow-up agencies or individuals be? This in contrast
to a bank which holds individual mortgages and would surely follow up aggressively.

At least one of your respondents pointed out that the banking industry presumed that purchase of B&S
instruments by many banks would have a stabilizing eVect because it “spreads the risk.” This opinion may
have surfaced at a time when those not intimately involved with the details of banking institution portfolios
were aware only of B&S American home mortgages. They hypothesis may have been that, “There’s just not
that much of this stuV to go around. No single bank will hold a lot of it”. But shortly after that, all bankers
should have become aware that B&S car loans, credit card debt, and other instruments abounded, erasing
the idea that small scale might help.

Having recognised the large scale purchases of such investments, common sense should have indicated
that there was certainly one risk, that of an economic downturn. So, we must presume that the risk
committees collectively decided that there was no danger of a serious economic downturn. Risk is stated in
terms of probability. So, risk % 0? Was it quantified? This, 12–18 months after the American housing
situation and indeed the entire economy was in a boom approaching a bubble. Where was the common
sense?

Somehow the spread the risk argument does not work in this case. Perhaps a mathematician should look
at this. Discussion concerning risk by your respondents does, however, indicate that risk was recognized, if
not quantified, and ignored.

Some have suggested that the pressure to achieve returns comparable to at least the mid range of others
in one’s industry diluted the eVect of warnings by risk committees and induced bank management to take on
high return investments even though warned about risk. In this context common sense prompts a question to
which I have no answer. Prior to the time they started to go sour were B&S instruments indeed high return
investments?
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If not, why buy them with at least some mild perception of risk? Setting aside B&S American credit card
debt with its ridiculously high interest rates, a small part of the whole after all, leaves primarily mortgages
and car loans. Back in the boom, Allan Greenspan kept interest rates low. In addition to low interest rates,
one has to believe that a large chunk of the potential return was taken in the form of fees by organizations
conducting the B&S, rating services such as Moody’s, and expensive bad loan follow-up. Considering other
alternatives, it almost appears that bank management acquired high risk instruments oVering low return—
ignoring both risk and their need for high returns. If correct, what happened to common sense? Hindsight,
but interesting.

A related question is: Why did RBS and other banks and lending institutions take on so much of this sort
of investment? My limited experience indicates that bank assets are usually thought of in terms of
outstanding bank loans. Relative to that, investments and securities of whatever sort should be rather small.
This being the case, it is surprising that they can do so much damage.

Finally, some discussion is worthwhile concerning the eVect of rapid declines in share prices such as
occurred immediately before the demise of Lehman, Bear Stearns, and RBS. The speed of these declines
indicate that they are rumor driven. But even if the share’s price of RBS falls by 60!% in two days, does
this destroy the bank; same for Bear Stearns? It may be true, as was the case with Bear Stearns, that potential
partners do not want to do business because they fear the quality of operations and the quality of assets of
the victim. And shareholders suVer.

Still, it would seem that a Bear Stearns, for example, or RBS, could simply ride it out. After all, streams
of returns guaranteed by contract are still coming in. The question of the eVect of rapid share value declines
needs more explanation.

As does the question of why even potentially toxic assets were not segregated and simply sold at fire sale
prices once inability to value them became apparent. Or drastically written down.

Suggestions

Consider an outside organization to review and comment upon risk assessments. Having worked for one
of the big four international accounting firms, I can testify to the intense pressure on partners not to lose
an account as large and profitable as RBS. The same would be true of a law firm serving RBS. Complete
independence is required for objectivity. However, little should be required in the way of special expertise
or higher mathematics. Required is independence and judgment. Consider enlisting economics professors
coupled with students working toward advanced degrees in economics to do the grunt work. A learning
curve would be involved. One of your respondents mentioned that RBS was quite willing to tolerate learning
requirements for directors recruited from other industries such as retail.

Find a way to make rating of B&S instruments more reliable. While business models of banks, hedge funds
and the like may be confidential to give them an edge over the competition, activities of rating services to
achieve their results can be made transparent and open to public scrutiny.

Consider requiring that each B&S instrument, eg, a bundle of 1000 mortgages, be insured. One response
to this and the previous suggestion would be, “But if that cost is added, they will not be very profitable.”
Indeed.

I applaud your eVorts and found your meeting extremely informative.

March 2009

Memorandum from Kenneth Gray

With reference to the enquiry by the Treasury Select Committee I would like to make some small but
hopefully relevant comments about the Chairman of Halifax Bank of Scotland.

I attended the A.G.M of HBOS in Glasgow and would have liked to ask the chairman a question but was
ruled out by time. At the Special meeting in Edinburgh to discuss the Rights Issue I was fortunately allowed,
to my surprise, to ask a question not related to the Rights Issue and a supplementary question.

Firstly I wanted to know why in 2007 when things were going so well for HBOS and other banks did their
Risk Management Department not flag up to the board the strength of concern that was being expressed in
the United States about their financial problems?

Some concerns had been mentioned as early as late 2006. In a long and waZing reply Lord Stevenson said
that they had an excellent Risk Management team and that since HBOS had not been involved in any way
with the sub-prime market there was no concern.
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During the meeting, which was about the proposed Rights Issue, Lord Stevenson said that in these diYcult
times the group was trading up to expectations. I view of the £10 billion loss announced this week this must
have been a false statement and could have influenced shareholders to take up their Rights Issue which could
have resulted in considerable losses.

Both these meetings were shown on the HBOS company web sight and there must be copies which you
could look at and which might be more informative than these few notes from me.

I feel that it should be possible to disqualify all the directors of banks that are found to be culpable from
holding directorships in quoted companies for a very long time.

19 February 2009

Memorandum from Anthony Livesey

1. I write to you in your capacity as Chairman of the Treasury Select Committee with my comments on
the ongoing matter in respect of the UK Banking crisis.

I declare my interest as a member of the Labour Party and also a former Chief Accountant of Greater
Manchester Passenger Transport Executive (GMPTE) retired for several years.

2. It was most interesting to watch the Committee questioning the former Senior OYcers of the
Government supported Banks and on the following day the current OYcers of the main UK Banks.

3. With regard to the examination of the former Senior OYcers of HBOS and RBS the apologies left me
cold; there was no real “Mea Culpa/Mea Maxima Culpa” oVered by any of the four former OYcers, they
appeared to represent themselves as unfortunate innocent victims of what happened, their responses were
very superficial.

As a Chief Accountant, responsible to a Board of Directors, I can hardly believe some of the explanations
oVered by these Senior OYcers to members of your Committee. These OYcers were at the very top of the
Bank Hierarchy and when the question was put “How did it happen?” They were unable to oVer any detailed
constructive diary of events leading to their Bank’s collapse; save to say that the packages acquired appeared
to be reasonable and that all the correct risk analysis procedures had been completed.

It is diYcult to believe that not one Senior OYcer had done any “homework” on important facts which
they were clearly to be questioned thereon.

I would like to have known just how the anticipated “Return on Investment” (ROI) was calculated when
the Board of Directors made the decision to invest in £billions of savers’ and customers’ funds in what we
now understand to be “Junk” US/UK “Sub-Prime Assets”, unless I missed the answer. If I recall Sir Fred
Goodwin stated that he was aware that there were “Sub-Prime Assets” acquired and that same were
packaged to sell on. I presume RES/AMN were also an the same “game”.

My question is what would the ROI have been able to continue normal traditional type banking and
investing in “simple” overdraft facilities capable of being monitored for UK Small Businesses (SMEs) or
oVering more “UK House buyers” mortgages at reasonable rates instead of shunting £billions into the “Sub
Prime” Markets? I suspect the responses would have been that the ROI on the latter investment would have
been a lot less than the anticipated ROI from “Sub Prime” Investments therefore “NO CONTEST”.

“The HBOS and RES Directors” invested in US/UK “Sub-Prime Assets” to make “Mega Profits” and
ultimately “Bonuses” which in the end failed to materialise.

4. The Directors of HBOS and RES must have known there were serious risks in these “Sub Prime”
Investments. I cannot believe they did not; because there must have been same form of monthly
“Management Accounting/Reporting” and monitoring in place to highlight the up-to-date financial
position which presumably would be presented to monthly Board/Management meetings indicating any
potential cascading disaster. If NOT why NOT?

The information presented to your Committee by the “Whistleblower” (former HBOS Head of Risk
Management) must give rise to same suspicion notwithstanding the explanations by the HBOS OYcers—
in fact, all of a sudden, following searching questions by Committee Members a verbal “Diary of Events”
was given by the HBOS OYcer as though it was discussed “yesterday”. It is amazing what a person can
remember in detail when confronted; but nobody at Board level could see the impending disaster as clearly
despite the apparent warnings by the former Head of Risk Management. On this point there are “Audit”
matters to look at as well; these are discussed further at paragraph 6 below.

No doubt further information will be extracted by your Committee when Sir James Crosby is invited to
present his case. It will be interesting to see the minutes of the meetings at which HBOS OYcers considered
these matters and also the reasons and decision to remove the “Whistleblower” and, if possible, the financial
figures to justify the concern of the “Whistleblower”. Could they both be invited to attend the Committee
at the same time?
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5. As a Chief Accountant I had a fiduciary responsibility to my Finance Director and the Board; the
Board of the PTE had a fiduciary responsibility to the politicians and the public they were serving.

What were the fiduciary responsibilities of the Directors including “Non Execs” to the shareholders,
savers and customers of HBOS and RBS? Has this question been put to them and how did they respond?

6. With regard to audit matters looking at HBOS and RBS; just what areas of Investment (Corporate
including Sub-Prime and normal Commercial) and borrowings associated with these investments did the
Statutory Auditors cover in their Audit of these Companies? Speaking from experience with Auditors
(Statutory and Internal) they can be a “Pain” but as a Finance OYcer I have to accept their routines and
provide proper and correct explanations whenever required in order to satisfy their enquiries.

The Audited Accounts of all the UK Banks for the year ended 31.12.2007 have been completed BUT not
one firm of auditors appeared to have come across any “Sub Prime Asset” Investment weaknesses in their
audit control checks in that year by way of qualification; unless, of course, the auditors presented a separate
report to the Board of Directors for their attention only and the Directors’ responses satisfied the auditors
(this is a normal practice). If this is so then records will be available.

It could be that “Write OV” provisions may have been made in the 31.12.2007 accounts by the banks and
presumably these would have been advised and identified to your Committee.

In addition it is normal practice by the Statutory Auditors to consider whether any important “Post
Balance Sheet” events needed to be considered and it would be Directors’ responsibilities to advise the
auditors accordingly if this was necessary when did the Sub Prime “Bubble” burst in 2008? Were any of the
Banks aware of Sub Prime problems before “Signing OV” their accounts? It would appear not! This is hard
to believe.

Most of the audit firms who are responsible for the Statutory Audit of the UK Banks are “Big” names
viz: KPMG, PWC, Deloittes and others. They are international/multinational. I would have thought that
communications between the UK Audit Groups and their US/European OYce Partners would have
triggered some form of alert in respect of “Sub Prime” Investment finance etc but it does not appear to have
happened. Why not? Did the best audit firms in the world miss something? Or was it not their responsibility?

How do these firms audit the Balance Sheets? It will be interesting to see what audit qualifications will be
presented in the 2008 year end accounts.

One further question arises—what happened to the “Whistleblower’s” (Mr Paul Moore) report in 2005
(? correct year) when he advised HBOS Directors of his reservations about the “Sub Prime” Investments?
KPMG (HBOS Auditor) investigated the “Whistleblower’s” concern and concluded it had no credibility;
the FSA also appeared to be involved as well. It seems that both KPMG and the FSA may have a “case”
to answer.

Was there a conspiracy to “cover up” the “Whistleblower’s” reservations in order to continue riding on
the “Mega profits/Bonuses Crest of a Wave”? Did the Statutory Auditors interview the new person
responsible for “Risk Management” in the course of their audit in the following years (2006 and 2007)?

It may be necessary for the Committee to invite the auditors of all the UK Banks to obtain their views
and explanations to get their side of the story.

7. This completes my comments on the first meeting of your Committee. I would, however, like to
comment on auditors generally at a final paragraph.

8. With regard to the second meeting with the current directors of all the UK Banks and also Santander
(Spain) it was diYcult to understand whether they are now riding on a “Crest of a Wave” or bumping along
a “Rocky Road”. “EGO” profiles continue to be important.

The banks which have not received Government support were, of course, more confident in their
responses. With regard to their attitude in respect of “Regulation” HSBC appeared to have the biggest
problem dealing with 500 regulators in various countries; their “Model” appears to cope with this situation.

Mr Varley (Barclays) was not supportive of any proposal to “split” the Banking Sector between Normal
Banking (as per Oxford Dictionary) and Investment/Merchant Banking. His argument was not a good one
because in the event of the Investment “Arm” of a bank failing (eg Sub Prime disaster as at present) the
savers, customers and shareholders are the losers. His counter argument is that “It will never happen to us”;
until something goes wrong.

If Barclays are to take advantage of the proposed Government Scheme for insuring the doubtful debts of
all the UK banks then it may be necessary for their directors to re-think their views.

HSBC appear to be saying they have a diVerent “Model” of Operation which they claim to be in complete
control; until something goes wrong!

RBS and Lloyds TSB (HBOS) are in the hands of HM Government at this point in time and have to
conform to certain regulations albeit very “light” from my view.
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On the matter of transparency there will need to be more information presented on the Bank Balance
Sheets. This would be identifying Investments in respect of:

(a) Corporate Debt (Split between UK/Europe/USA/Other Areas) and Commercial Debt (Traditional
Banking split again as above if significant); and

(b) Borrowings (Split as (a) above).

9. The losses arising from Lloyds Group this week due only to HBOS gives rise to question the investment
decision by Lloyds to acquire HBOS notwithstanding Mr Daniels view that it was a good investment by the
Lloyds Group. One must again question the professional ability of banks or their advisers to ensure that
adequate “Risk Analysis” or “Due Diligence” checks are in place within their organisations.

10. What can be done to control Banks and Financial Institutions? Firstly there has to be an agreed
“Measurement of Performance” in respect of Financial Institutions that is to say those Institutions coming
within the scope and control of the Financial Services Authority (FSA).

There are regulations in the Companies Acts (CA) covering activities of Banking Organisations; looking
at Part 11 of Schedule 9 (CA 1985) at paragraph (a) “Banking” means the carrying on of a deposit-taking
business within the meaning of the Banking Act 1987, but this may be out of date (as I am!).

If tighter controls are to be instituted for Banks, Financial Institutes and also Building Societies then
possibly a new Banking/Financial Services Act may have to be enacted, to include all the proposals
recommendations “flying around” to be able to control Banking/Financial Services Organisations in the
future so as to protect Savers, Customers and Shareholders.

All I would ask for is to ensure that the fiduciary responsibilities of Bank/Finance Institution Directors’
are clearly defined in legislation together with penalties if proved in Court akin to US sentencing.

11. The next most important Committee topic related to the payment of Bonuses—I note that even to-
day schemes are being “hatched” to evade/avoid the word Bonus, the new name is “Retention Awards” as
one oV payments! It is going to be tricky to legislate against the new schemes arising to avoid the Bonus
criticism.

12. So why not use the taxation system to frustrate attempts to avoid Bonus payments. This could be
done simply by allowing the principle of Bonuses (subject to profits) to be acceptable up to—say not more
than 10% of an individual’s (Directors, Executives, Employees) contracted pay; thus giving the lower paid
staV in Banks/Financial Institutions a modest amount of additional remuneration. These costs would be
allowable against the profits of the Bank/Financial Institution for tax purposes. BUT any amount payable
to Directors, Executives and Other Employees over their contracted rate of pay in excess of 10% would be
deemed to be disallowed in the Tax Computation of the Bank/Financial Institution. The Corporation Tax
take would benefit.

In addition any amount payable in excess of 10% to the individual Director, Executive and Other
Employees could also suVer a higher tax charge on the excess balance of their Bonus/Retention Award and
on which tax advantage would not be allowed to be used for those private pension purposes.

This tax would be collected through the normal PAYE system when paid. These details would be required
to be included in the accounts of the Company (a CA change for Bank/Financial Institutions). The
Shareholders would then have to consider whether the Bonuses earned by Directors/Executives are value
for money.

13. The outcry would be that Government is frustrating the enterprise of Directors and ruining the
principle of incentive Bonuses etc. This is something which I think most public opinion would summarily
dismiss as “justice” in action.

14. Finally I referred to the question of Statutory Auditors, at present Company Directors make this
appointment which is confirmed by shareholders at the Company AGM. In Local Government it is now the
responsibility of the Audit Commission to appoint auditors to local authorities. In the case of GMPTE, my
old organisation, we started with Ernst & Young, then PricewaterhouseCoopers and lastly the District
Audit.

Whilst it seems complicated from time to time to change auditors is not a bad option to look at the
question of Audit Appointments. I feel there can be a “cosy” relationship between auditors and directors
which may eVect the operation of a Statutory Audit. I am thinking of Enron in the USA (Arthur Anderson
“deed”) and recently the MadoV scandal and his Audit Team (in which Santander was caught). Whilst these
are extremes, it would never happen here, there should not be any reason why say after three years a plc
should be mandated to change its Statutory Auditors. The argument against this it that it can take time for
the current auditors to get to know the business but I do not “buy” that argument.

Looking at the Banking Crisis it seems to me that an Audit Report may not be the security which
shareholders are entitled to rely on. Not one firm of auditors publicly highlighted the weaknesses in any UK
Bank’s Investment Portfolio nor did they consider whether or not the Bank was capable of withstanding a
“run” if its short term creditors were unwilling to continue leverage . . . as happened with Northern Rock.
There is still a lot to be learned in the auditing profession.
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Perhaps the Audit Commission should be given the responsibility to appoint auditors to plcs in any future
reform of the Companies Acts so as to avoid any “cosy” relationships arising. I apologise for the length of
this report Mr McFall, but I hope some of my comments “will be of support to your Committee”; the rest
can go into the WPB (Waste Paper Basket).

My own view on the question “How did it happen?” is that the banks and their oYcers were just too
GREEDY for high reward without considering the consequences and eVect on Savers, Customers and
Shareholders.

14 February 2009

Memorandum from Ian Westbrook

I am pleased to see that it finally seems as though politicians and regulators are waking up to the danger
posed by short-sellers and hedge funds. I welcome the proposed new rules to force disclosure of short
positions across the entire UK stockmarket, even as I am disappointed that the FSA has ruled out a complete
ban on the practise of short-selling.

In my view there are only two groups of people with a legitimate interest in a company’s share price: those
who already own shares in that company and those thinking of buying shares in that company. Why should
a third party with no interest in buying shares in a company be allowed to aVect that company’s share price
by selling what they do not own—and, in the case of naked shorting, have not even borrowed? To listen to
hedge fund managers, one would think that they were doing the markets a favour by selling stock short and
creating, as they would have it, “liquidity”: as if what they were doing was not—as in fact it is—about
manipulating the share price of companies and naked greed.

Shorting is speculation, pure and simple: and we all now know where rampant, ill informed speculation
can lead, whether it be shorting shares or trading in exotic financial derivatives. If the world’s financial
markets are ever to return to some semblance of sanity and normality, a fundamental re-engineering of
processes, practises and risk management will be required. I cannot think of a better place to start than an
outright ban on short selling.

I saw a report in The Times on Saturday (http://business.timesonline.co.ukltol/business/industry sectors/
banking and finance/article5679626.ece) that many fund managers are reacting angrily to the proposed new
disclosure rules. The obvious question to ask is: why? If short-selling is perfectly legitimate and above-
board—as hedge funds and others claim—why should they or would they worry about being forced to
disclose their short positions? If, on the other hand, shorting is—as I and many others maintain—immoral,
unethical, highly dangerous and should be illegal, then one could understand that they would have concerns.
If short-sellers are forced to declare their positions across the entire market, only then will the full extent of
their manipulation become apparent. That is why so many of them are so worried.

In my view short-selling should be banned, immediately and across the entire market. Power and control
should be given back to the pension funds and investment funds who manage the wealth of the many; not
given to the few to make obscene profits oV the back of those who prudently save. Such a recalibration will
be required if we are to avoid the events of the past two years or so ever happening again: why would the
Labour Party not do so now, re-establish that it is on the side of the working family against the spivs and
the speculators, and avoid a catastrophic wipe-out at the next general election?

9 February 2009

Memorandum from John Clare

Investment Trust Cash Deposits

I am writing to draw your attention to the uncertainties which investment trusts are facing when
depositing cash in banks whose stability may be in doubt.

This problem was flagged up in a presentation at last Friday’s AGM of the Edinburgh based Scottish
Investment Trust. SIT is a large, broadly-based investment trust, with a global investment remit. Nearly two-
thirds of its shares are held by more than 25,000 individuals; an average holding of about £19,000. Another
25% of SIT’s shares are held by pension funds and insurance companies.
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Most if not all of its individual shareholders will have bought their shares as a long term investment in a
company whose objectives are to provide above average returns through a diversified portfolio of
international equities and to achieve dividend growth ahead of UK inflation.

SIT is one of several investment trusts which seek to oVer small shareholders a relatively low risk (and
low cost) opportunity to benefit from global equity markets. Others include the Alliance Trust (Dundee),
Foreign and Colonial (London), etc. Alliance and Foreign and Colonial are both bigger than SIT and have
correspondingly many more individual shareholders; more than 50,000 for Alliance, and over 100,000 for
Foreign and Colonial.

Investors in such trusts accept that, as with any other equity-based investment, the value of their shares
can go down as well as up. Nevertheless, in seeking to preserve the assets of its shareholders SIT at least has
been obliged to take risks to which investment trusts shareholders are unaccustomed and to which, I believe,
they should not be exposed.

An important way in which investment trusts can manage risk on behalf of their shareholders is to
temporarily reduce their exposure to volatile equity markets by converting some or even all of their equity
assets into cash, for as long as such volatility persists. That facility is not available to the more popular (and,
in terms of fees, more expensive) unit trusts and OEICS.

However, in present circumstances, investment trusts such as SIT understandably hesitate before
depositing as much as £100 million or more in commercial banks. Investment trusts are not of course
protected by the FSCS, and the loss of such a sum (amounting to one sixth of SIT’s total assets) would have
serious implications for its shareholders. The only alternative would be to continue to invest most if not all
of its assets in equities, which might also expose its shareholders to the risk of failing companies, and
certainly to declining share values.

The ideal solution would be for the government to give investment trusts and similar collective investment
funds an assurance that their monies on deposit with clearing banks would be fully protected.

I appreciate that such a proposal might be extremely unwelcome to the Treasury. Another option,
therefore, would be for the Bank of England, or a specially constituted public sector bank such as is presently
under discussion, to act as a deposit-taking institution for collective investment vehicles, and then lend those
monies on, either to the commercial banks, or to individuals and small businesses.

I accept that such an arrangement would discriminate between the shareholders in investment trusts and
those in other companies, but most companies are net borrowers, not depositors. Moreover, I would argue
that shareholders in individual companies, and certainly those who manage their investments on their
behalf, should be assumed to have a heightened awareness of the risks they run—collective investment funds
such as investment trusts are conventionally (and properly) seen as an important and valuable way of
minimising risk for small shareholders with little or no knowledge or experience of investing.

Please let me know if you like me to elaborate on any of these points.

4 February 2009

Memorandum from Alistair Watson

I am a retired police oYcer. During my police career I served in the Serious Crime Squad of Strathclyde
Police and the Scottish Crime Squad. I recently heard you talking on the radio about fraud. If I remember
correctly you were suggesting the setting up of a Serious Fraud Squad to tackle that crime here. I believe
there is a serious need for such an organisation. I know Strathclyde Police and Lothian and Borders do have
Fraud Squads but I do not believe they act eVectively. I pride myself in having a good memory and I can
tell you I do not recall a police force in Scotland ever having a case of fraud at the High Court in the last
forty years.

There have been cases of fraud at the high court but the ones I read about usually involve customs and
it’s a case of vat fraud. I have been told that fraud squads when they are asked to make an inquiry by a
complainer they try to get such cases made a civil matter. There by avoiding the police and prosecution in
costly inquiries which might not result in a conviction. I know too that many serious professional criminals
are involved in fraud because they know the police may try to get the case made a civil matter. They point
to making more money from fraud than drug dealing with less of the risk of arrest.. In respect of the recent
bailout of the banks. I agree there should be government help for the banks. However I would hope those
responsible for the present state of aVairs are investigated and prosecuted.

I can tell you that many organisations who suVer a loss from fraud and theft are only too pleased when
such matters are brought to the police for investigation. The reason anyone in such a company suVering a
theft or fraud can write oV a1l business losses and theft against the criminal and in most instances claim
against their insurance. I think that those who sold mortgages to people who could not reasonably be
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expected to repay same should be prosecuted. These people when selling these mortgages I believe knew this
but didn’t care all they could see was the commission they would get selling the mortgage. I know too that
banks and other establishments write oV some fraud because they do not want bad publicity. I think this is
unacceptable because all they are doing is covering up their own ineptness. I think they should be obliged
to report on annual accounts money lost specifically to frauds. Thereby allowing members of the public more
able to decide if their cash is safe there.

I hope my comments will be of some use to you

25 January 2009

Memorandum from Caridade Edward D’Souza

Re: Lax Accounting Standards further contributed to our current credit crisis

In 1992 Terry Smith, in his book “Accounting for Growth” (the book they tried to ban) while he was a
research analyst at UBS Philips & Drew, highlighted some of the financial engineering techniques used to
enhance profits. One of the more popular creative accounting tricks used by some companies was “oV
-balance sheet” transactions.

This shows the current “oV-balance sheet” problems are nothing new and if the issues had been addressed
promptly we would not have Enron, and more recently the credit crisis. What we are alluding to is that if
“oV-balance sheet” transactions were illegal the credit crisis would not have occurred.

We understand “oV-balance sheet” accounting is illegal in Spain hence their banks would appear to be
on a more sound footing as they were not seduced by fraudulent US mortgage-backed securities.

If the Government is seriously concerned about repairing the City’s reputation, it needs to take firm action
and not allow self-regulation, which we all know has largely failed. The time has come for a stricter regime
in the City.

The real reason Gordon Brown likes PFI is its ability to allow the Government to use dodgy “oVbalance
sheet” book accounting because PFI schemes are not directly connected to debt.

A lack of general transparency, and in particular over exposure to toxic debt, is far and away the biggest
issue for any potential investor in banks. We feel the directors should be forced to give monthly updates on
known exposure, and be held accountable if they do not give as accurate a figure as possible.

To-date there is no deterrent in the City for wrong doing as no one has been arrested and charged with
conspiracy to defraud, or obtaining money by deception as far as we are aware to do with the banking crisis.
However, the US government and the SEC are having a big push on white collar crime and have pushed
through some criminal cases.

We feel there is a conflict of interest in the auditing of the financial institutions. The main accountancy
firms use auditing as a leverage to obtain further lucrative add-on assignments and might therefore be
influenced to be less critical. The auditing firm should not be allowed to get involved in any other
consultancy activities with the client in order to prevent conflict of interest.

We understand KPMG dealing with the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers say it could take several years
to untangle the financial records of the company. The only reason for this web of complexity of companies
and subsidiaries is to confuse the regulators, auditors and the general investors.

We are surprised that none of these accountancy firms highlighted the fact that these banks were over-
geared (ie lent beyond what was considered prudent).

Thank you for your time.

November 2008

Memorandum from John Cartlidge

The Structure and Delivery of Consumer Mortgage Products

Who Am I?

I am a self employed Independent Financial Adviser and Mortgage Broker. My first employment at the
age of 16 was with the then Birmingham Midshires Building Society. Apart from a couple of years involved
in care work, and a brief sales role with a media organisation, all of my employment and experience has been
with consumer financial products and advice. My experience is broad in this arena, from in 1992, challenging
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a Director of Bear Sterns on the prudence of securitised loans, through to managing a mortgage processing
centre handling 200 applications per week. I have worked for small brokerages, as well as large banks and
insurance companies. I have been a “one man band” IFA since 2000.

Introduction

Many observers including the committee have noted the shortfall in understanding of complex financial
instruments between financial institutions, yet I believe the same financial institutions impose similarly
complex and ambiguous terms onto mortgage customers. In addition, there are other issues that I feel the
committee and others should address. The committee is already aware of the now very high margins between
base rate and charged rate and so I do not comment on this. The changes I suggest to consumer product
structure would have the eVect of ensuring the lenders used more stable internal financing also. In keeping
these notes as short as possible, references and examples have been kept to a minimum, but I would provide
more if the committee so requests.

Complexity

Mortgage lenders are aware that many borrowers use internet comparison websites, newspaper articles,
“best buy” tables’ and so on when looking for a mortgage product. In eVect, the lenders know borrowers
chase the loan amount, and the rate, and very few give thought to other charges and restrictions.

The lenders strive using many diVerent devices to secure places on “best buy” tables and so receive
enquiries from customers. In oVering attractive low rates, the lenders then use means to recover the cost of
this headline-grabbing rate. This has increasingly been the case over the last 5-8 years, but a current example
might be the Alliance & Leicester mortgage deal of 3.19% fixed rate for 2 years, but which has a 2%
arrangement fee. Typically, such a fee is added to the debt, and it attracts interest charges, but this would
not appear in the “best buy” APR figure. Consumers sadly are taken in by such deals. Another example is
C&G plc (Lloyds Banking Group) that has 2 fixed rate oVers, one at 4.99% but with a fee of £995, and the
other at 5.39% but with no fee, but according to C&G, the APR is exactly the same: 5.8%. I have the capacity
to understand that a fixed amount fee deal might benefit the borrower looking for a larger loan, and the
higher rate, but no fee might be more suited to the borrower looking for a smaller amount, but many
consumers do not, and end up taking the lower rate, the fee is added to the loan and incurs interest and so on.

Interest Rate Margins

The committee will be aware of the great eVorts by many lenders to use the news grabbing “standard
variable rate” to show how they have passed on a rate cut. However, there is now a very short list of lenders
who will actually accept all application at the standard variable rate.

Such lenders who do not permit such an application include C&G & Northern Rock. In my opinion, this
is to ensure that new customers must take one of the more complex and more expensive products carrying
fees etc.

Less Than Clear Charges

Many lenders now use diVerent terminology for the same fee; Booking fee, reservation fee, administration
fee, arrangement fee, product fee and so on. I personally believe that no such fees should be charged, as these
companies are banks and the model should make money out of lending, ie interest received, and not by fees.
Sadly, I don’t think the committee will get the banks to accept this, so if a fee is to be applied, there should
be one generic fee term employed. An example of the complexity lenders use is on the C&G website:

“There’s a reduced product fee of £895, knocking £100 of the usual fee.” In the small print that one has to
seek out however, there is the additional charge of an application fee of £99.

Valuation Fees

A most unpleasant activity of mortgage lenders is the high margins applied to property valuation and
survey fees. Perhaps the worst oVender is Northern Rock. In a recent mortgage illustration, the valuation
report fee was £735 and this figure includes a “commission” of £345.00 payable to Northern Rock for
(quoting from Northern Rock literature) “facilitating, accepting and assessing the valuation report for
mortgage purposes”. Facilitating, accepting and assessing the valuation report for mortgage purposes is
what lenders do, and they should not be making money out of the valuation fees.

I note a number of traditional building societies do not charge any valuation fee, as they accept that
assessing the risk of a loan proposition is part of the business model that allows them to charge interest.
Those that do merely ask for the actual cost. Valuation fees charged by the lenders for the same estimated
house value vary from £150 through to £550, yet the amount paid to a valuer is on a set scale. Also, many
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lenders now have their own in house or staV valuers, and so do not have to pay an external party at all. I
would like to see the position where for a basic valuation, no lender can charge any fee, and for more detailed
surveys, only charge the actual fee incurred.

Access

There are some smaller lenders who carry an association that restricts to whom they might lend, either by
geography, profession, union aYliation and so on. As this is the stated position, then this is appropriate, and
based in the traditions of many of the original building societies.

In recent years however, we have seen increasing numbers of lenders first of all courting intermediaries
to introduce customers, and then for no consumer valid reason, refusing to accept intermediary introduced
business. Some lenders have even commented it is to control quality, but it is an abuse of the larger number
of customers chasing smaller amounts of lending, and forcing customers to go direct even if they have an
adviser. Even more worrying, is the increasingly broad convention that customers who go direct to a lender,
will have the choice of better deals than if they sought advice from an independent adviser. Genuine adviser’s
receive very little in terms of commission from lenders, and I as many other have done, have arranged
mortgages for customers when no commission has been received, but it is part of the service we provide to
protect the best interest of our customers.

The govermnent, via the HMRC, allows an individual to appoint an adviser to arrange and administer
a persons tax aVairs, provided obviously the person confirms their appointment. Why can the banks not
allow a customer to appoint an adviser to help them with their borrowing? This creates a barrier to advice
and service that intermediaries can provide. The research and preparation prior to an application means that
almost without exception, the application a competent adviser submits to a lender is successful. The lenders
should acknowledge this, and allow all customers to have access to all products via all channels be it branch,
online or intermediary, be they existing or new customers.

Affordability

Whilst high loan to values have led to a portion of current property and mortgage diYculties, the high
loan to value was a by-product of the excessive loans to aVordability being oVered. I believe the banks should
compete on their internal costs and the service they provide, and not on having an oVering that is perhaps
desirable to the borrower, but detrimental to them also, by allowing them to borrow too much.

I would suggest aVordability be based on a set “worst case” scenarios, and to either a regulatory set fixed
percentage of net income, or a fixed industry wide income multiple.

Illustrations

There is a well known activity in financial services regulation design known as “gold plating” where each
party to a potential regulatory issue each adds their own degree of safety and security, but each time,
forgetting who they are trying to protect, and adding further text, or small print adding complexity that
consumers, often driven by motivation to move home, raise funds, buy their first home, do not look into.

The term APR is supposed to be the leveller, an easy comparison, but because of the very diVering
customer circumstances with mortgages, the only way to get a true comparison using APR would be to get
a full 7-9 page illustration from each mortgage lender for each of the available mortgage products, then
tabulating the APR’s. This is because the set terms used for APR calculation are of no value to a customer
who for example, is looking to borrow for longer than the “standard term”, or wishes a more detailed survey,
or wishes to borrow for a shorter term.

Removing the variables of less than clear charges, hidden loadings to valuation fees, complexity of
products and illustrations, access and clarity, the banks will be forced to compete on service, and profit from
lending, and not from confusion and fees.

Conclusion

It is necessary to change the way mortgage products are packaged and charged, and the costs should be
few, clear, and from a level position, presented in an illustration no more than one page long. It is possible
if the banks will agree to compete on service and not on confusion marketing.

A level approach to aVordability and genuine access to all products will mean far fewer repossessions, far
fewer borrowers requiring government support, far more stable house prices, and far more stable banks,
with borrowers working to live, and not living to work.

19 February 2009
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Memorandum from Ann Fulton

Re: Crisis in Banking Industry

I have been employed as a part time cashier with Lloyds TSB since April 1985, some 24 years, My gross
salary is £7501 per annum. During that time employees were encouraged to participate in the companies
Share Save Schemes. Most of us did in fact join these schemes as a means of saving for the future, saving
for a family wedding, holidays, a new car or anything else that might crop up. These schemes, we were lead
to believe, were as safe as “The Bank of England”, albeit there was always a proviso, in small print that “the
value of shares could fall”. How likely was that?

Over the years I and most of my colleagues participated in these schemes, in my case retaining the shares
for my retirement, which is in October this year. The proceeds of the sale of these shares over the coming
years were to supplement my pension, when the time came. I have seen the value of these shares plummet
from a high of around £10 some years ago to just £0.61p today. My portfolio of around 4000 shares, as you
can see, is now worth considerably less than I could ever have imagined. And if the Bank should be
nationalised, as is being reported in the press and media, they would be completely worthless.

I know my modest shareholding is miniscule in comparison to the holdings of some of the so called “Fat
Cats”, but to me is almost certainly a lot more important, especially in few of my impending retirement!

I and my fellow workers on the “shop floor” have had nothing to do with the decision making over the
last few disastrous years but we feel that we are being penalised for the bad management decisions.

As for the much hyped Bonus Culture, what are the press and media talking about? Quarterly I have to
refer at least 75 customers to members of the Bank’s sales team, resulting in at least 25 sales, in order to
qualify for a bonus of . . . wait for it . . . £60 before tax. If! am just 1 sale short of target, I receive no bonus
at all. Not only do I disagree with this practice, I also regard it as harassment of customers, who only come
into the bank to carry out their day to day business, many of them senior citizens. I and thousands of
ordinary bank employees feel that we have been badly let down by the banks executives. Does the Treasury
Committee realise how badly treated we feel?

Most ordinary bank workers like me totally disagree with the “selling culture” which is so prevalent in the
banking sector today and would love a return to the days when the customers needs come first and foremost.

Get rid of the “fat cat executives” who don’t care a jot about the ordinary customers and put in place a
group of executives with a bit of common sense who will treat both customers and staV fairly.

16 February 2009
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